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EDITOR'S PREFACE
THE " City of God " is the masterpiece of the greatest genius among the Latin Fathers,"
and the best known and most read of ms works, except the "Confessions."
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TRANSLATED

BY

REV. MARCUSDODS,D.D.

TRANSLATOR'S
PREFACE.
"ROME having been stormed and sacked by the Goths under Aiaric their king,* the worshippers of _
or pagans, as we commonly call them, made an attempt to attribute this calamity to tile Christian religion,
began to blaspheme the true God with even more than their wonted bit_ernees and acerbity. It was this
kindled my zeal for the house of God, and prompted me to undertake the defence of the city of God against the
charges and misrepresentations of its assailants. This work was in my hands for several year% owing to the
interruptions occasioned by many other affairs which had a prior claim on u W attention, and which I could not
defer.
However, this great undertaking was at Last completed in twenty-two books. Of these, the first five relute those who fancy that the polytheistic worship is necessary in order to secure worldly prosperity, and that all
these overwhelming calamities have befallen us in consequc-nce of its prohibition.
In the following five books I
address myself to those who admit that such calamities have at all times attended, and will at all times attend,
the human race, and that they constantly recur in forms more or less disastrous, varying only in the scenes,
occasions, and persons on whom they light, but, while adm2tting this, maintain that the worship of the gods ts
advantageous for the hfe to come. In these ten books, then, I refute these two opinions, which arc as groundless as they are antagonistic to the Christian religion.
" But that no one might have occasion to say, that though I had refuted the tenets of other men, I had
omitted to establish my own, I devote to this object the second part of this work, which comprises twelve books,
although I have not scrupled, as occasion offered, either to advance my own opinions in the first ten books, or to
demolish the arguments of my opponents in the last twelve. Of these twelve books, the first four contain an account of the origin of these two cities--the city of God. and the city of the world. The second four treat of their
history or progress; the third and last four, of their deserved destinies.'
And so, though all these twenty-two
books refer to both cities, yet I have named them after the better city, and called them The City of God."
Such is the account given by Augustin himself u of the occasion and plan of this his greatest work. But in
addition to this exphcit information, we learn from the correspondence3 of Augustin, that it was due to the ira-'
port-unity of his ftaend Marcellinus that thin defence of Christianity extended beyond the limits of a few letters.
Shortly before the fall of Rome, Marcellinus had been sent to Africa by the Emperor Honorius to axranEe &
settlement of the differences between the Donatists and the Catholics.
This brought him into contact not only
with Augustin, but with Volusian, the proconsul of Afrma, and a man of rare intelligence and candor.
Find_
that Volusian, though as yet a pagan, took an interest in the Christian religion, Marcellinus set his heart ¢m c¢a12
verting him to the true faith.
The details of the sub.sequent significant intercourse between the learned and:
courtly bishop and the two imperial statesmen, are unfortunately almost entirely lost to us; but the imprastou
conveyed by the extant correspondence is, that Marcellinus was the means of bringing his two friends into com-'
munication with one another.
The first overture was on Augustin's part, in the shape of a simple and ma_ r¢-"
quest that Volusian -would carefully peruse the Scriptures, accompanied by a frank offer to do his best to solve
any difficulties that might arise from such a course of inquiry.
Volusian accordingly enters into correspondem_
with Augustin; and in order to illustrate the kind of difficulties experienced by men in hls position, he gives somer
graphic notes of a conversation in which he had recently taken _art at a gathering of some of his fl_ellds._. "]'h¢
difficulty to which most weight is attached in this letter, is the apimrent impossitnlity of believing in th_
tion. But a letter which MarceUinus immediately despatched to Augustin. urging him to reply ta,V_llt
large, brought the intelhgence that the difficulties and objections to Christianity were thus limited mel'ely_cut_of_
a co_rtenus regard to the preciousness of the bishop's time, and the vast number of his engag'emmlts.._'lIfi_:k_
tier, in short, brought out the important fact, that a removal of speculative doubts would not _
fol'._w¢_

of,chmen
asvolus ,whose was
one the of
political, historical, and social.
xA. D.41o.

They could not see how the receptio_ of tile Christtan rule of.. |ire m
_Rebractagia#t, H,43.

co_llpat-

SLe_t_,._,x_a_-._"

xtt

TRANSLATOR'S

PREFACE.

tble with the interests ¢ff Rome as the mistress of the world.'
And thus Augustin was led to take a more distinct
and wider view o/ the whole relation which Christianity bore to the old state of things,_moral,
political,
phUo_3hical, and religlous,--and
was gradually drawn on to undertake the elaborate work now presented to the
Etlglish reader, and which may more appropriately than any other of his writings be called his masterpiece s or
llfe-work.
It was begun the very year of Marcellinus' death, A.D. 413, and was issued in detached portions
from time to time, until its completion in the year 426. It thus occupied the maturest years of Augustin's life-from his fifty-ninth to his seventy-second year.3
From this brief sketch, it will be seen that though the accompanying work is essentially an Apology, the
Apologetic of Augustin can be no mere rehabilitation of the somewhat threadbare, if not effete, arguments of
Jl_qin and Tertullian.4
In fact, as Augustin considered what was required of him,--to expound the Christian
faith, and justify it to enlightened men: to distinguish it from, and show its superiority to, all those forms of
truth, philosophical or popular, which were then striving for the "mastery, or at least for standing-room; to set
before the world's eye a vision of glory that might win the regard even of men who were dazzled by the fascinating6plendor of a world-wide empire,--he r_cognized that a task was laid before him to which even his powers
might prove uneqnaI,--a task certainly which would afford ample scope for his learning, dialectic, philosophical
grasp and acumen, eloquence, and faculty of exposition.
But it is the occasion of this great Apology which invests it at once with grandeur and vitabty.
After more
than eleven hundred years of steady and triumphant progress, Rome had been taken and sacked. It is difficult for
_s to appreciate,impossible to overestimate, the shock which was thus communicated from centre to circumference
of the whole known world. It was generally believed, not only by the heathen, but also by many of the most
liberal-minded of the Christians, that the destruction of Rome would be the prelude to the destruction of the
world.S Even Jerome, who might have been supposed to be embittered against the proud mistress of the world
by her inhospitality to himself, cannot conceal his profound emotion on hearing of her fall.
"A terrible rumor,"
he says, "reaches me from the West telling of Rome besieged, bought for gold, besieged again, life and property
perishing together.
My voice falters, sobs stifle the words I dictate; for she is a captive, that ctty which
enthralled the world." 6 Augustin is never so theatrical as Jerome in the expressmn of his feeling, but he is
equally explicit in lamenting the fall of Rome as a great calamity: and while he does not scruple to ascribe her
recent disgrace to the profligate manners, the effeminacy, and the pride of her citizens, he is not without hope
that, by a return to the simple, hardy, and honorable mode of life which characterized the early Romans, she may
still be restored to much of her former prosperity.7 But as Augustin contemplates the ruins of Rome's greatness,
and feels in common with all the world at this crisis, the instabthty of the strongest governments, the msuf6ciency of the most authoritative statesmanship, there hovers over these rums the splendid vision of the city of
God "coming down outer heaven, adorned as a bride for her husband."
The old socml system is crumbhng
away on all sides, but in its place he seems to see a pure Christendom arising.
Ite sees that human history and
human destiny are not wholly identified with the history of any earthly power_not
though it be as cosmopolitan
as the empire of Rome. s He directs the attention of men to the fact that there is another kingdom on earth,--a
city which hath foundations, whose builder and maker is God. He teaches men to take profounder views of
history, and shows them how from the first the city of God, or community of God's people, has lived alongszde of
the kingdoms of this world and their glory, and has been silently increasing, "crescit occulto velut arbor wvo.'"
He demonstrates that the superior morality, the true doctrine, the heavenly oragin of this city, ensure it success;
and over against this, he depicts the silly or contradictory theorizings of the pagan philosophers, and the
Unhinged morals of the people, and puts it to all candid men to say, whether in the presence of so manifestly
sufficient a cause for _,ome's downfall, there is room for imputing it to the spread of Christianity.
HeXraces the
antsgonism of these two grand communities of rational c_eatures back to their first divergence in the fall of the
angels, and down to the consummation of all things in the last judgment and eternal destination of the good
and evil.
In other words, the city of God is "the first real effort to produce a philosophy of history,"9 to
exhibit historical events in connection with their true causes, and in their real sequence.
This plan of the work
is not only agreat conception, but it is accompanied with many practical advantages; the chief of which is, that
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xiii

it admits, and even requires, a full treatment of those doctrines of o__rfaith that are mo_ dit_Jy histm_d_
the doctrines of creation, the fall, the incarnation, the connection between the Old and New Testaments, and
the doctrine of "the last things." x
The effect produced by this great work it is impossible to determine with accuracy. Beug-aot, wi_ an absoluteness which we should condemn as presumption in any less competent authority, declares that its effect can
only have been very slight?
Probably its effect would be silent and slow ; telling first upon cultlvat_l'mi_Is,
and only indirectly upon the people
Certainly its effect must have been weakened by the interrnpt_l manner
of its publication.
It is an easier task to estimate its intrinsic value. But on this also patristic and literary
authorities widely differ. Dupin admits that it is very pleasant reading, owing to the surprising variety of mat.
ters which are introduced to illustrate and forward the argument, but censures the author for disouming very useless questions, and for adducing reasons which could satisfy no one who was not already convinced.3
Huet also
speaks of the book as " un areas confus d'eaccdlents matema**x ; c'est de for en burro et en lingots." ¢ L'Abb_
Flottes censures these opinions as nnjust, and cites with approbation the unqualified eulogy of l_,ssenst_.s
But probably the popularity of the book is its best justification. This popularity may be measured by the circumstance that, between the year 1467 and the end of the fifteenth century, no fewer than twenty _litions were cailt_:l
for, that is to say, a fresh edition every eighteen months 6 And in the interesting series of letters that Immmd
between Ludovicus Ytves and Erasmus, who had engaged him to m_te a commentary on the City of Gtd for his
edition of Augustin's works, we find Vires pleading for a separate edition of this work, on the plea that, of all
the wratmgs of Augustm, it was almost the only one read by patristic students, and might therefor_ naturally be
expected to have a much wider circulation 7
If it were asked to what this popularity is due. we should be disposed to attribute it mainly to the great variety of ideas, opinions, and facts that are here brought before the reader's mind. Its importance as a contribution
to the history of opinion cannot be overrated. We find in it not only indications or explicit enouncement of tim
author's own views upon almost every important topic which occupied his thoughts, but also a compendious exhibition of the ideas which most powerfully influenced the life at that age. It thus becomes, as Poujoulat says,
"comme fencyclo_ddte du c_nquikme s_kcle." All that is valuable, together with much indeed that is not so, in
the religion and philosophy of the classical natmns of antiquity, is reviewed." And on some branches of these
subjects it has, m the ludgment of one well quahfied to judge, " preserved more than the whole surviving Latin
literature " It is true we are sometimes wearmd by the too elaborate refutation of opinions which to a modern
mind seem self-evxdent absurdities ; but if these opinions were actually prevalent in the fifth century, the historical requirer will not quarrel mqth the form in which his information is conveyed, nor will commit the absurdity of
attributing to Augustm the foohshness of these opinions, but rather the credit of exploding them.
That Angustm as a well-informed and impartial crmc, is evinced by the courteousness and candor which he uniformly displays to his opponents, by the respect he won from the heathen themselves, and by his own early life. Tim
most rigorous criticism has found him at fault regardmg matters of fact only in some very rare instances, which
can be easily accounted for. His learning would not indeed stand comparison with what ig accounted such in
our day : his hfe was too busy, and too devoted to the poor and to the spiritually necessitous, to admit of any
extraordinary acquisition.
He had access to no literature but the Latin ; or at least he had only sufficient Greek
to enable him to refer to Greek authors on points of importance, and not enough -to enable him to read their
writings with ease and pleasure, s But he had a profound knowledge of his own t_me, and a familiar acquaintanc_
not only with the Latin poets, but with many other authors, some of whose writings are now lost to us, saw the
fragments preserved through his quotations.
But the interest attaching to the C_ty of God is not merely historical.
It is the e.ar_estness and ability with
which he develops his own philosophical and theological views which gradually fascinate tim reader, and nmke
him see why the world has set this among the few greatest books of all time. The fundamental lines of tim
Augustinian theology are here laid down in a comprehensive and interesting form. Never was thought so abstract expressed m language so popular
tie handles metaphysical problems with the unemabarrastmd eatm of
t Ab_racts of the workat greateror less length are gavenby l)upln, Ihnder-nann,BOhnn_r, Poujoulat,Omrmm,and other_.
His word_are : " Plus on examine la Ctt_ de Dzeu, #lu$ on reste ¢o_fJ_ncu _e c_t ouvra_ dat _t_rcea tr_._
_l_fluem:e#ur Fet_rit d¢$_a_ena" (iL x_.); and this though he thinks one e._mnotbut [tmstguckwith the g'randenr
ofthe ideamtt e.otlt_tt_.
3_tigtory of Ecclesiastical _rtttr$, i. 4o6
4/zr_'_ia*ta, P"_t4"
SFlottes, Etude* gut S. A ugustin (Parts,186t),pp. t54-6_one of the most accurate and intm'o_tingeven of Fresh
on theologqcalwriters.
Th_ editions wdl be found detailed in the secondvolumeof Schotrnematm'sBiMiatkeca Pat.
His words(in Ep. yr.)arequite worthquoting : "Cura rata it, ut excudantur aliquat rtntefu* ex¢_#larimm t#fi_ _
a
_tli#ua .4 =guatlf_i ca*'t_r¢_¢l_arata; _a_n multz ewu_t t.t_togt _*t A ugu_inu_ gotu_ e_tee _d _olte_tt_el sm_l_o_
_
_on egeb=nt,stu _=ta tamtu_ l#eeu_i_ _an kakekunt. S¢io e_ir_fert a dedlti# studii$ i#ti_ tlegauttord_ual_t6_ ]aetA _t_
qut _ullu_ fe_t aliud ltgi eju_d¢ma_terts."
SThe fullest and fairestdlscu.s_onof the very simpleyet never settled que_:io_ of Angtmtin'sl_ttitaff _ be fottt_ in _ottrrl_
son's P_iloaa#kit de S.A uguat_, it. wtoo.
[Cutup.tl_ firttvoLo[ tl_ Nmetm[.ibraty¢p. 9.--P. _.]
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TRANSLATOR'S

PREFACE.

1_ato, with all Cicero's _iccuracy and acuteness, and m_'e than Cicero's ll_-ofundity. He is never more at home
whea exposing theincompetencyof Neoplato-_m_ ordem_t_
theharmony of Christian
doctrine
and
true philosophy.
And though there are in the City of God, as in all ancient books, things that seem to us childieh and l_ren, there are also the most surprising anticipations of modem speculation.
There is an earnest
grappling with those problems which are continually re._pened because they underlie man's relation to God and
the tq_irimal world,---the problems which are not peculiar to any one century. As we read these _,im=ted dis_uioas,
" The fourteencenturtesfallaway
Between tmand the Afnc saint,
And at his rodewe urge,toMay,
The immemorialquestand oldcomplamt.
No outwardmgn to us is gaven,
Fromseaor earth comes no reply
Htmhedas the warmNumldmnheaven,
He vmnly questionedbeladsour frozensky."
It iS true, the style of the book is not all that could be desired : there are passages which can possess an interest only to the antiquarian ; there are others with nothing to redeem them but the glow of their eloquence ;
there are many repetitions ; there is an occasional use of arguments "_Olus ingenieux que solides," as M. Salsset
rays. Aug_n's
great admirer, Erasmus, does not scruple to call him a writer " ob_curw su_tditatis et _Oa,um
araoenaI_rolixitatis ;" * but "the toil of penetrating the apparent obscurities will be rewarded by finding a real
wealth of insight and enlightenment."
Some who have read the opening chapters of the City of God, may have
considered it would be a waste of time to proceed; but no one, we are persuaded, ever regretted reading it all.
The book has its faults; but it effectually introduces us to the most influential of theologians, and the greatest popular teacher; to a genius that cannot nod for many lines together; to a reasoner whose dialectic is more formidable, more keen and sifting, than that of Socrates or Aqmnas ; to a saint whose ardent and genuine devotional
feeling bursts up through the severest argumentation ; to a man whose kindliness and wit, universal sympathies
and breadth of intelligence, lend piquancy and vitahty to the most abstract dissertation.
The propriety of publishing a translation of so choice a specimen of ancient literature needs no defence.
As
Poujoulat very sensibly remarks, there are not a great many men now-a-days who will read a work in Latin of
twenty-two books.
Perhaps there are fewer still who ought to do so. With our busy neighbors in France, this
work has been a prime favorite for 400 years.
There may be said to be eight independent translations of it into
the French tongue, though some of these are in part merely revisions. One of these translations has gone through
as many as four editions.
The most recent is that which forms part of the N_sard series ; but the best, so far
as we have seen, is that of the accomplished Professor of Philosophy in the Coliege of France, Emile Salsset.
This translation is indeed all that can be demred : here and there an omission occurs, and about one or two ren0_ings a difference of opinion may exist ; but the exceeding felicity and spirit of the whole show it to have been
a _bor of love, the fond homage of a disciple proud of his master.
The preface of M. Salsset is one of the most
_Itmblecontributions
evermade totheunderstanding
ofAugustin'sphilosophy.*
Of Englishtranslations
therehas been an unaccountable
poverty. Only one exists,z
and thisso exceptionallybad,sounliketheracytranslations
of the seventeenth
centuryingeneral,
so inaccurate,
and so frequently
•m_telligible,
thatitisnotimpossible
itmay have done somethingtowardsgivingthe Englishpublica distaste
forthebook itself.That thepresenttranslation
alsomight be improved,we know ; thatmany men were fitter
£o_r
thetask,on thescoreofscholarship,
we areverysensible
; but thatany one would have executeditwith intenser.affection
and veneration
fortheauthor,we arenot preparedtoadmit. A few noteshave been addedwhere
it appeared to be necessary.
Some are o_nM, some fr0_n the Benedictine Augustin, and the rest from the elabarate commentary of Vires. 4
MARCUS
DODS.
GLASOOW, x87x.
z EramniEplaol¢# xx._.
• A large _
of it has been translated in _'s
PantS'sin (Clark, Edinburgh).
S By J. H., pabUshedm x6zo,and againin t6-Jo_with Vires' commentary.
4 At the lettentof Vires arenot in every library,we grve lus comico-patheticaccount of the result of hisAugustinianlaborsma
_atth
: "Ex fsso A u_ti_s_
#erftcl, s_nf_
_*i ex _entla;
_roximd vwroAtbdomade t¢ kac, jera_cto_e
cane#o,
dff_e_i# ta_d_tm_ifleftsadam et deb#li_a_ede_c_i,, in calm# decem turres inc_mbewe miJ*i vldem_tr i_cide_o_,
#x
_ili;
_" _tlt je.mct_ a_'_
g m.',rcee2buldu_rimi laMi*; quid labor ¢,2bef_faegajtttmtvl ?"

[On the back of the tith_ pages to vols. I. and II. of the F.Minlxtrgh edition, Dr. Dods indicates his associates
in the work of translatlca and annotation as foLlows :
"Books IV., XVII. and XVIII. have been translated
VL, VII. and VIII. by the Rev. J. J. SMITH."]

by the Rev. GgoItGg WtLSON, Glenluee ; Books V.,
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HIS
DESIGN
IN UNDERTAKING THIS WORK.
rile glorious city of God _ is my theme in
this work, which you, my dearest son Marcellinus, _ suggested, and which is due to you
by my promise.
I have undertaken
its defence against those who prefer their own gods
:o the Founder
of this clty,--a
city surpassingly glorious, whether we view it as it still
lives by faith in this fleeting course of time,
and sojourns as a stranger in the midst of the
ungodly, or as it shall dwell in the fixed stabllSty of its eternal seat, which it now with
patience
waits for, expecting
until "righteousness shall return unto judgment,"
3 and
PREFACE,

ITD

THE

HAPPENF1)

OF
BY

ATTP.I1;U

ROME'

EXPLAINING

I am aware what ability is requisite to persuade
the proud how great is the virtue of humility,
wtuch raises us, not by a quite human arrogance, but by a divine grace, above all earthly
dignities that totter on this shifting scene.
For the King and Founder
of this city of
which we speak, has in Scripture uttered to
His people a dictum of the divine law in these
words: "God resisteth the proud, but giveth
grace unto the humble."*
But this, which
is God's prerogative,
the inflated ambition of
a proud spirit also affects, and dearly loves
:hat this be numbered amongits
attributes, to
"Show pity to the humbled soul,
And crush the sons of pride."5

it obtain, by virtue of its excellence, final vic- And therefore, as the plan of this work we
tory and perfect peace.
A great work this, have undertaken
requires,
and as occasion
and an arduous;
but God is my helper.
For offers, we must speak also of the earthly city,
which, though it be mistress of the nations, is
z [Augtmtin
uses the term czvit_a
Del Or6Xu _o_)
of the
church
universal
as a commonwealth
and community
founded
and
itself
ruled
by its lust of rule.
governed
by God.
church of the Old

It is apphed
m the Bible to Jerusalem
or the
Covenant
(Ps. xl. 6, 4; xlvili, x, 8, lxuvu.
3),

and
to the
heavenly
Jerusalem
or the church
perfect
(Heb.
xt. zo, z6; :tit. 2=; 'Rev. tti. z_; xxi. _; Jot.tl, x4_ z 9)
Augustin
comprthends
under the term the whole Kingdom
of God under the
Jewish
and Christian
dr,peroration
both in tts mihtant
and triumphant state t and contrasts
it with the perishing
langdoms of this
mar/d.
HI, work trea_of
both, but he calls st, a melzare,
The
City of God.--P.
S.]
[MarceIlinus
was a friend of Augustlu,
and urj_,ed him to write
this work.
He was eommis_oned
by the Emj3er2or Hononus
to

CHAP.
OF

I .'----OF

CHRIST'S
THE CITY.

For

THE

CHRIST,

to

SAKE

this

ADVERSARIES

WHOM
SPARED

OF

THE

THE

BARBARIAN'S

WHEN

THEY

NAME
FOB.

STORMED

earthly city belong the enemies

against whom
I have
to
defend the city of
butnnacconntofhisrigormexeCutmgthelawsagamsttheDo_,aGod.
Many of tbem, indeed, being reclaimed
tlStS, he fell a victim to their revenge,
and was honored by a place
among
the nmrty_.
See the Letters of Augustan,
t33 , x36, r_8,
from their ungodly error, have become sufliconvene
a conference
echismatm
in
the summer
of 4xt, of
andCatholic
concededand the
vmtory

the notes--P.
in this
T_'s M3, xSt, Preface
S.]

ed.

voL

Dons,is,
Mops
to
the Ca,holms;

x., 470 and

5o5, and

the

3Ps. xciv. _5, tendered
othorwisein
Eng. vet.
_In theRevised
Ve_s.: "Judgment
shall return unto rightcousnem.
' In Old Te*tmmmt quetatio_t,
Augnatin,
being ignorant
of Hebrew,
had to
rely an the imperfect
Latin version of his day, and was at first
even optmnad to the revision of Jemme.--P.
S.]
1

ciently

creditable

citizens

of

city; but

this

'
4 Jm_, iv. 6 and z Pet. v. 5.
5 Virbq'l. _wFd,
vt. 854.
[Parc6re
$tr/_a.--P.
S.'I
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[Boo_:I.

many are so inflamed with hatred against it, i find shelter there.
Therefore
ought they to
and are so ungrateful
to its Redeemer for His give God thanks, and with sincere confession
signal benefits, as to forget that they would flee for refuge to His name, that so they may
now be unable to utter a single word to its escape the punishment
of eternal fire---they
prejudice,
had they not found in its sacred who with lying lips took upon them this name,
places, as they fled from the enemy's steel, that they might escape the punishment
of
that life in which they now boast themselves, z present destruction.
For of those whom you
Are not those very Romans, who were spared see insolently
and shamelessly
insulting the
by the barbarians
through
their respect for servants of Christ, there are numbers
who
Christ, become enemies to the name of Christ ? would not have escaped that destruction
and
The reliquaries
of the martyrs
and the slaughter
had they not pretended
that they
churches of the apostles bear witness to this; themselves
were Christ's servants.
Yet now,
for in the sack of the city they were open in ungrateful
pride and most impious madsanctuary
for all who fled to them, whether
ness, and at the risk of being punished
in
Christian or Pagan.
To their very threshold
everlasting
darkness,
they perversely
oppose
the blood-thirsty
enemy raged;
there
hts that name under which they fraudulently
promurderous
fury'owned
a limit•
Thither
did tected themselves
for the sake of enjoying the
such of the enemy as had any pity convey light of this brief hfe.
those to whom they had given quarter,
lest
any less mercifully disposed
might fall upon CHAP. 2.--THAT IT IS QUITE CONTRARYTO THE
them.
And, indeed, when even those tourUSAGEOF WAR, THAT THE VICTORS SHOULD
derers who everywhere
else showed themSPARE
THE
VANQUISHED
FOR THE
SAKE
OF
selves pitiless came to those spots where that
THEIR GODS.
was forbidden which the license of war permitred in every other place, their furious rage
for slaughter was bridled, and their eagerness
to take prisoners
was quenched.
Thus escaped multitudes who now reproach the Christian religion, and impute to Chrmtthe ills that
have befallen their city; but the preservation
of their own life--a
boon which they owe to

There
are histories
of numberless
wars,
both before the building of Rome and since
iits rise and the extension of its dominion;
let
these be read, and let one instance be cited
in which, when a city had been taken by foreigners, the victors spared those who were
found to have fled for sanctuary to the ternples of their gods;" or one instance in which
the respect entertained
for Christ by the bar- a barbarian
general
gave orders
that none
barians--they
attribute
not to our Christ, but should be put to the sword who had been found
to their own good luck.
They ought rather,
in this or that temple.
Did not _/Eneas see
had they any right perceptions,
to attribute
the severittes and hardships inflicted by their
"Dying Priam at the shrine,
enemies,
to that divine providence
which is
Staining
the hearth
he made divine ?'3
wont to reform the depraved manners of men Did not Diomede and Ulysses
by chastisement,
and which exercises
with
" Drag with red hands, the sentry slain,
similar afflictions the righteous
and praiseHer fateful image from your lane,
worthy,---either
translating
them, when they
Her chaste
locks touch,
and stain with gore
have passed through
the trial, to a better
The vlrgm coronal she wore_"*
world, or detaining them still on earth for ul- Neither is that true which follows, that
terior purposes.
And they ought to attribute
it to the spirit of these Christian times, that,
contrary to the custom of war, these bloodthirsty barbarians
spared them, and spared
them for Christ's sake, whether this mercy
was actually shown in promiscuous
places, or
in those places specially dedicated to Christ's
name,
and of which the very largest were
.............
selecteo as sanctuartes,
that lull scope mtgnt
.........
thUS
De
given
to
the
expansive
compasston
• * ,
*
• --- .
•
- .. .
• ..
wmcn aemrect
_limage,

that

a large

multttuae

mxgnt

t_Aug, refers to the sacking of the city of Rome by the West_
C.,oth_. King Alari_ 4xo. He was the mo6t humane of the _.r]mrlc invaders and conquerors of Rome: and had embraced Arran
Christmnlty (probably from the teaching of Ulphxls._ the Arian
_sh_p a_d translator of the Bible), He
s_ared the CathoUe
Chrisila_,--For
ulars see Olbbon_s
and
_mum_a
Za*_i_part_"
CAristta_i/y._P.
S.] Decline and F*_-/,

" Thenceforth the tide of fortune
And Greece grew weak." 5

changed,

For after this they conquered and destroyed
Troy with fire and sword; after this they beheaded Priam as he fled to the altars.
Neither
did Troy perish because it lost Minerva.
For
what had Minerva herself first lost, that she
.....
tsnoul(1
perish, _ .......
tter guaras
pernaps_
_o
_, ._
. . ,_ _
j
1,.....
I taOnDl:;
lUSt tier guaI't/s.
/7or as soon
as tnev
t=o.,_
=i_
_ coulcd,a __
._,__
=.
:
_ ,rfk.tt. oaa,n,
sile
n_ SLOlt_ll.
it was not,
in fact, the men who were preserved
but the image by the men.

by the
How,

]
[
....
]
2The BenedlcUnes. remind us that Alexander and X-nophon,
| at least on some ocean.tons, did s_.
....
|
3 Virgd, _neid,
ii, $ox-a, "Ihe renaermgs of Virgil are from
l Comngton.
.
$.r/r/_
416id. _i. xt_.
"
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then, was she invoked to defend the city and to worship conquered gods as protectors and
the citizens,
she who could not defend her champions, what is this but to worship, not
own defenders?
good divinities, but evil omens? s Would it
not be wiser to believe, not that Rome would
CHAP. 3.--THAT THE ROMANS DID NOT SHOW never have fallen into so great a calamity had
THEIR
USUAL SAGACITY WHEN THEY TRUSTED
not they first perished,
but rather that they
THAT THEY WOULD BE BENEFITEDBY THE would have perished long since had not Kome
GODS WHO HAD BEEN UNABLETO DEFEND preserved them as long as she could ? For
TROY.
who does not see, when he thinks of it, what
And these be the gods to whose protecting
a foolish assumption it is that they could not
care the Romans were delighted
to entrust be vanquished
under vanquished
defenders,
their city ! O too, too piteous mistake ! And and that they only perished because they had
they are enraged at us when we speak thus dost their guardian
gods, when, indeed, the
about their gods, though, so far from being only cause of their perishing
was that they
enraged at their own writers, they part with chose for their protectors
gods condemned
money to learn what they say; and, indeed, to perish ? The poets, therefore,
when they
the very teachers of these authors are reck- composed
and sang these things about the
oned worthy of a salary from the public conquered gods, had no intention
to invent
purse, and o'f other honors.
There is Virgtl, falsehoods, but uttered, as honest men, what
who is read by boys, in order that this great i the truth extorted
from them.
This, howpoet, this most famous and approved of all ever, will be carefully and copiously
dis.
poets, may impregnate their virgin minds, and cussed in another
and more fitting place.
may notreadilybe
forgotten by them, accord- Meanwhile
I will briefly, and to the best
ing to that saying of Horace,
of my ability,
explain what I meant to say
about these ungrateful
men who blasphem" The fresh cask long keeps its first tang."
x
ously impute to Christ the calamities which
Well, in this Virgil, I say, Juno is introduced
they deservedly suffer in consequence
of their
as hostile to the Trojans,
and stirring up own wicked ways, while that which is for
_olus, the king of the winds, against them m Christ's sake spared them in spite of their
the words,
wickedness they do not even take the trouble
to notice; and in their mad and blasphemous
" A race I hate now ploughs the sea,
Transporting Troy to Italy,
insolence, they use against His name those
And home-gods
conquered"
* . . .
very lips wherewith they falsely claimed that
And ought prudent men to have entrusted the same name that their hves might be spared.
defence of Rome to these conquered
gods ? In the places consecrated
to Christ, where for
But it will be said, this was only the sawng of H_s sake no enemy would injure them, they
Juno, who, like an angry woman, did not restrained
their tongues that they might be
know what she was saying.
What, then, says safe and protected;
but no sooner do they
.'Eneas
himself,--_neas
who is so often emerge from these sanctuaries,
than they unbridle these tongues to hurl against Him curses
designated
" pious ?"
Does he not say,
full of hate.
" Lo ! Panthus, 'soaped from death by flight,
Priest of Apollo on the height,
His conquered
gods with trembhng
hands
He bears, and shelter swift demands?"
3

CHAP. 4.---OF
THE ASYLUM
OF JUNO IN TROY_
WHICH
SAVED
NO ONE FROM THE
GREEKS;

Is it not clear that the gods (whom he does
AND OF THE CHURCHESOF THE APOSTLES,
not scruple to call "conquered
") were rather
WHICH
FROM THE BARBAI_IANS
ALL WHOPROTECTED
FLED TO THEM.
entrusted to _/Eneas than he to them, when it
is said to him,
Troy itself, the mother of the Roman peo" The gods of her domestic shrines
ple,
was not able, as I have said, to protect
•
_"4
Your country to your care consigns,
lts own citizens in the sacred places of their
If, then, Virgil says that the gods were such gods from the fire and sword of the Greeks,
as these, and were conquered,
and that when though the Greeks worshipped the same gods.
conquered
they could not escape except under Not only so, but
the protection of a man, what a madness is it
"Pb_nix and Ulysses fell
to suppose that Rome had been wisely enIn the void courtsby Juno's ccU
trusted to these guardians, and could not have
Were set the spoils to keep;
been taken unless it had lost them •v Indeed,
Snatched
frommighty
the b.rning
shrines
There llium's
treasure
lay, away,
• Hm,
E#. I. il. 69.
s l&id_ iL 3x9.

_/_.eld.
t. 7x.
4 Ibid. a93.
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altars,

bowls
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gold,

_knd captive raiment, rudely roilexi
In otto promiscuousheap;
While boys and matrons, wild with fear,
In long arraywere standing near." z
In other words, the place consecrated to so
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temples
burning
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and houses plundered, slaughter and
rife; in fine, all things filled with

arms, corpses, blood, and wailing."
If he
had not mentioned
temples here, we might
suppose that enemies were in the habtt of
spanng the dwellings of the gods.
And the
great a goddess was chosen, not that from it Roman temples were in danger of these disnone might be led out a captive, but that in it asters, not from foreign foes, but from Catihne
all the captives might be immured.
Compare and his associates, the most noble senators and
now this "asylum "--the
asylum not of an
ordinary god, not of one of the rank and file citizens of Rome.
But these, it may be said,
were abandoned
men, and the parricides of
of gods, but of Jove's own smtcr and wife, their fatherland.
the queen of all the gods--with
the churches
built in memory of the apostles.
Into it were !'CHAP. 6.--THAT NOT EVEN THE ROMANS,WHEN
collected the spoils rescued from the blazing
temples and snatched from the gods, not that
THEY
TOOK
CITI£S,
SPARED THE CONQUERED
IN THEIR
TEMPLES.
the}, might be restored to the vanquished,
but
divtded among the victors; while into these
Why, then, need our argument take note of
was carried back, with the most religious ob- the many nations who have waged wars with
servance
and respect, everything
which be- one another, and have nowhere spared the conlonged to them, even though found elsewhere,
quered in the temples of their gods ? Let us
There liberty was lost; here preserved.
There
look at the practice of the Romans themselves:
bondage
was strict; here strictly excluded,
let us, I say, recall and review the Romans,
Into that temple men were driven to become whose chief praise it has been "to spare the
the chattels of their enemies, now lording it vanquished
and subdue the proud," and that
over them; into these churches men were led they preferred
" rather to forgive than to reby their relenting foes, that they might be at venge an iniury;"
4 and among so many and
liberty.
In fine, the gentle * Greeks approprigreat cities which they have stormed, taken,
ated that temple of Juno to the purposes of and overthrown
for the extension
of their
their own avarice and pride;
while these dominion,
let us be told what temples they
churches of Christ were chosen even by the were accustomed
to exempt, so that whoever
-savage barbarians
as the fit scenes for humll- took refuge in them was free.
Or have they
ity and mercy.
But perhaps,
after all, the really done this, and has the fact been supGreeks did in that victory of theirs spare the pressed by the historians of these events ? Is
temples of those gods whom they worshipped
it to be believed, that men who sought out
in common with the Trojans, and did not dare with the greatest
eagerness points they could
to put to the sword or make captive the praise, would omit those which, in their own
wretched
and vanquished
Trojans
who fled estimation,
are the most signal proofs of piety ?
thither; and perhaps Virgil, in the manner of Marcus
Marcellus,
a distinguished
Roman,
poets, has depicted
what never really hap-who
took Syracuse, a most splendidly adorned
pened ? But there is no question that he de- city, is reported
to have bewailed its coming
picted the usual custom of an enemy when ruin, and to have shed his own tears over it
sacking a city.
before he spilt its blood.
He took steps also
to preserve the chastity even of his enemy.
CHAP. 5.-'-C2ESAR'SSTATEMENT
REGARDING
THE For before he gave orders for the storming
UNIVERSAL CUSTOM OF AN ENEMY WHEN i of the city, he issued an edict forbidding
the
SACKINGA CITY.
violation of any free person.
Yet the city was
Even C_sar himself gives us positive testi- sacked according to the custom of war; nor
mony regarding this custom; for, in his de- do we anywhere read, that even by so chaste
liverance in the senate about the conspirators, j and gentle a commander orders _ were given
he says (as SaUust, a historian of distinguished
that no one should be injured who had fled to
veracity, writes 3) "that virgins and boys are this or that temple.
And this certainly would
violated, children torn from the embrace of by no means have been omitted, when neither
their parents, matrons subjected to whatever his weeping
nor his edict preservative
of
should be the pleasure of the conquerors,
chastity could be passed in silence.
Fabius,
the conqueror of the city of Tarentum,
is
.vtr_,m_'_.
ii.#.
.
prMsed for abstaining from making booty of
the ,.,word
u_ually employed
tfigmlf7 the images.
For when his secretary proposed
.t_t_ Though /¢_ia
of _wasGr_
it.is evidently
here m_d, to
m oppomttoa to z_w*am,J ot tl_e fohowmg clause, to indmate that the the question to him, what he wished done with
were m0re ¢:ivilt_r_dthan the barbarian, and not relentits,

bet_ _ we way, e_Ily move&
sDt C_t/. C_. c. 5z.

4Sallust,

Cat. Ce_.i_
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the statues of the gods, which had been taken
in large numbers,
he veiled his moderation
under a joke.
For he asked of what sort they
were; and when they reported
to him that
there were not only many large images, but
some of them armed, "Oh,"
says he, " let us
leave with the Tarentines
their angry gods."
Seeing, then) that the writers of Roman history could not pass in silence, neither the
weeping of the one general nor the laughing of
the other, neither the chaste pity of the one
nor the facetious moderation
of the other, on
what occasion would it be omitted, if, for the
honor of any of their enemy's gods, they had
shown this particular
form of lemency, that
in any temple slaughter or captivity was prohibited ?

iHis sun to rise on the evil and on the good,
iand sendeth rain on the just and oa the Uno
just." • For though some of these men) taking
thought of this, repent of their wickedness and
reform, some, as the apostle says) "despising
the riches of His goodness and long-suffering,
after their hardness
and impenitent
heart)
treasure up unto themselves wrath against the
day of wrath and revelation of the righteous
judgment
of God, who will render to every
man according to his deeds:"
s nevertheless
does the patience of God still invite the wicked
to repentance,
even as the scourge of God
educates the good to patience.
And so, too)
does the mercy of God embrace the good that
it may cherish them, as the severity of GOd
arrests the wicked to punish them.
To the
divine providence it has seemed good to preCHAP. 7. --THAT THE CRVELTIES WINCH OC- pare in the world to come for the righteous
CUP.RED
IN- THE
SACK OF ROME WERF
IN good
things, which the unrighteous
shall not
ACCORDANCE WITH THE CUSTOM OF WAR, enjoy;
and for the wicked evil things, by
WHEREAS
THE ACTS OF CLEMENCY
RESULTED
which
the good shall not be tormented.
But
FROMTHE INFLUENCEOF CHRIST S NAME,
as for the good things of this life) and its ills,
............
IGod has willed that these should be common

e- p oL Lsp°u
l,r. e?ny-.
slaughter,

plunaermg,

burning,

,,oth;
thatwe nottooeagerly
covet

t e ]the things which winked men are seen equally
ano misery-- Ito en'oJ y, n 0 r sh rlnK" wltn
"_ an unseemly
" "tear

wW_Stthwea:eSUlvtel°fwthetl_Utt°ma°f
_aa:l_arlBaU_Ifrom the i11swhich even good men often suffer.
....
'
.
. _;
.
.
There is, too, a very great difference in the
slaowect themsetves in so gentle a gmse, that purpose served both b-y those events which
the largest churches were chosen and set apart we call adverse and those cal|ed prosperous.
for the purpose of being filled with the people For the good man is neither uplifted with the
to whom quarter was given, and that in them good things of time, nor broken by its ills;
none were slam, from them none forcibly but the winked man, because he is corrupted
dragged;
that into them many were led by by thls world's happiness) feels himself puntheir relenting enemies to be set at liberty,
ished by its unhappiness.*
Yet often, even
and that from them none were led into slavery in the present distribution of temporal things,
by merciless foes.
Whoever*does not see that does God plainly evince His own interference.
this is to be attributed
to the name of Christ, For if every sin were now visited with mani.
and to the Christian temper, is blind; whoever fest punishment,
nothing would seem to be
sees this, and gives no praise) is ungrateful;
reserved for the final judgment;
on the other
whoever hinders any one from praising it, is hand, if no sin received now a plainly divine
mad.
Far be it from any prudent man to punishment,
it would be concluded that there
impute this clemency to the barbarians.
Their is no divine providence at all.
And soof the
fierce and bloody minds were awed, and bri- good things of this life: if GOd did not by a
riled, and marvellously
tempered by Him who very visible liberality confer these on some of
so long before said by His prophet, "I will those persons who ask for them, we should
visit their transgression
with the rod, and their say that these good things were not at HIS
iniquities with stripes; nevertheless
my loving- disposal;
and if He gave them to all who
kindness will I not utterly take from them."'
sought them, we should suppose that such
were the only rewards of His service;
and
CHAP.
8.---OF
THE
ADVANTAGES
AND DISADsuch
a service would
make us not godly, but
VANTAGES WHICHOFTEN INDISCRIMINATELYgreedy rather, and covetous.
Wherefore,
ACCRUETO GOOD AND WICKEDMEN.
though good and bad men suffer alike, we must
Will some one say, Why, then, was this not suppose that there is no difference be.
divine compassion
extended even to the un. tween the men themselves, because there is no
godly and ungrateful ? Why, but because it
was the mercy of Him who daily "maketh 1 2Mattv 45
3Rom ii 4.
I ,s,,, cyi,_'tc_,#,-,, D,,,,a ..... _) "=_: _',.,,,,,,, ,u ,,,t.
t ]Pit. lffi_ffi4ffi
32.

' *,ersts mundl
] de e*'L

1ll¢ aettit, cui el l_titla

etJ_rlaria omnta im mu_-
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difference
in what theybothsuffer. For even toobtain,orour weakness shrinksfrom losing.
in the likeness
of the sufferings,
thereremains So that,althoughthe conduct of wicked men
an unlikeness in the sufferers;
and though is distasteful
to thegood, and thereforethey
exposed to the same anguish,virtueand vice do not fallwith them into that damnation
are not the same thing. For as the same firewhich inthe nextlifeawaitssuch persons,yet,
causes gold to glow brightly,and chaff to because they spare their damnable sins
smoke; and under the same flail
the straw is through fear,therefore,even though their
beaten small,whilethegrainiscleansed;and own sinsbe slightand venial,they arcjustly
as the leesarenot mixed withthe oil,though scourgedwiththewicked inthisworld,though
squeezed out of thevat by thesame pressure,in etermty they quite escape punishment.
so the same violenceof affliction
proves, Justly,when God afflicts
them in common
purges,clarifies
the good, but damns, ruins, withthe wickcd,do they findthislifebittcr,
exterminatesthe wicked. And thus itisthat throughloveof whose sweetnesstheydeclined
in the same affliction
the wicked detestGod to bc bitterto thesesinners.
and blasphcme, while thc good pray and
Ifany one forbearsto reproveand findfault
praise. So materiala difference
does itmake, with those who arc doing wrong, because hc
not what illsare suffered,
but what kind of seeks a more seasonableopportunity,or beman suffersthem. For, st_rredup with the cause he fearsthey may be made worse by
same movement, mud exhales a horriblehisrebuke,or that other weak persons may
stench,and ointment emits a fragrantodor. bc disheartenedfrom endeavoring to leada
good and piouslifc,
and may be drwen from
CHAP.

THE REASONS FOR ADMINISTER-the falth;thisman's omission seems to be
TO
BAD
AND
GOOD
TOoccasioned not by covetousness,but by a
charitable
consideration.But what isblamcGETHER.
worthy is,that thcy who themselves revolt
What, then.have theChristianssufferedin from the conduct of the wickcd, and hvc in
that calamitousperiod,whlch would notprofitqulte another fashion,yet spare those faults
every one who duly and faithfully
considered in othermen which they ought to reprehend
the following
circumstances? Firstofall,
they and wean them from; and sparethem because
must humbly considerthose very sinswhich]they fearto give offence,lestthey should inhave provoked God to fill
the world wlth such juretheirinterests
In thosethingswhich good
terribledisasters;for although they bc far]men may innocentlyand Icgitlmately
use,-from the excessesof wicked, immoral, and though they use them t-_ore
greedilythan bcungodly men, yet they do not judge them- comes personswho arestrangcrs
inthisworld,
selvesso clean removed from allfaultsas to and professthe hope of a hcavenlycountry.
bc too good to sufferforthese even temporal For not only the weaker brethren who enills. For evcry man, however laudably hc joymarried life,
and have children(ordesire
lives,yetyieldsin some pointsto the lustof to have them), and own houses and establishthe flesh. Though he do not fallintogross mcnts, whom the apostle addressesin the
enormity of wickedness,and abandoned vic- churches,warning and instructing
them how
iousuess,and abominable profamty, yet he they should live,both the wives with thcir
slipsintosome sins,eitherrarelyor so much husbands, and the husbands with their
the more frequentlyas the sinsseem of lesswives, the childrcnwith theirparents,and
account. But not to mention this,where can parents with their children,and servants
we readilyfinda man who holds in fitand justwith their mastcrs, and masters with their
estimationthose personson accountof whose servants,--not
onlydo theseweaker brethren
revolting pride, luxury, and avarice,and gladlyobtainand grudginglylosemany earthly
cursed iniquities
and impiety,God now smites and temporal thingson account of which they
the earth as His predictionsthreatened? darenotoffendmen whose pollutedand wicked
Where isthe man who liveswiththcm in the lifegreatlydispleasesthem; but those also
styleinwhich itbecomes us to liv.c
withthem ? who liveat a highcr levcl,who a'e not enFor often we wickedlyblindourselvesto the tangled in the mcshcs of married life,but
occasionsof teachingand admonishing them, use meagre food and raiment,do often take
sometimes even of rcprimandingand chiding thought of theirown safetyand good namc,
them, either because wc shrink from the and abstainfrom findingfaultwiththewicked,
labor or areashamed to offendthem, or be- because they fear their wiles and violence.
cause we fear to losegood friendships_
lestAnd although theydo not fearthem to such
thisshould stand in the way of our advance- an extentas to bc drawn to the commission
merit, or injure us in some worldly matter,
of like iniquities, nay, not by any threats or
which either our covetous disposition desires violence soever; yet those very deeds which
ING
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they refuse to share in the commission
of,
they often decline to find fault with, when
possibly they might by finding fault prevent
their commission.
They abstain from interference,
because they fear that, if it fail of
good effect, their own safety or reputation
may be damaged
or destroyed;
not because
they see that their preservation and good name
are needful, that they may be abte to influence those who need their instruction,
but
rather because they weakly relish the flattery
and respect of men, and fear the judgments
of the people, and the pain or death of the
body; that is to say, their non-intervention
is
the result of selfishness, and not of love.
Accordingly
this seems to me to be one
principal reason why the good are chastised
along with the wicked, when God is pleased to
visit with temporal pumshments
the profligate
manners of a community.
They are punished
together,
not because
they have spent an
equally corrupt life, but because the good as
well as the wicked, though not equally with
them, love this present life; while they ought
to hold it cheap, that the wicked, being admonished
and reformed
by their example,
might lay hold of hfe eternal.
And if they
will not be tt_e companions
of the good in
seeking life everlasting, they should be loved
as enemies, and be dealt with patiently.
For
so long as they hve, it remains uncertain
whether they may not come to a better mind.
These selfish persons have more cause to fear
than those to whom it was said through the
prophet, "He
is taken away in his iniquity,
but his blood will I require at the watchman's
hand." _ For watchmen or overseers of the
people are appointed in churches, that they
may unsparingly rebuke sin.
Nor is that man
guiltless of the sin we speak of, who, though
he be not awatchman,
yet sees in the conduct
of those with whom the relationships of this
life bring him into contact, many things that
should be blamed, and yet overlooks them,
fearing to give offence, and lose such worldly
blessings as may legitimately be desired, but
which he too eagerly grasps.
Then, lastly,
there is another reason why the good are afflicted with temporal calamities---the
reason
which Job's case exemplifies:
that the human
spirit may be proved, and that it may be
manifested with what fortitude of pious trust,
and with how unmercenary a love, it cleaves
to Godd
CHAP. IO._THAT THE SAINTS LOSENOTHINGIN
LOSINGTEMPORALGOODS.
These

are

the

considerations

which
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must keep in view, that he may answer the
question
whether any evil happens
to the
faithful and godly which cannot be turned to
profit.
Or shall we say that the question is
needless,
and that the apostle is vaporing
when he says, "We know that all things work
together for good to them that love God?" 3
They lost all they had. Their faith ? Their
godliness ? The possessions
of the hidden
man of the heart, which in the sight of God
are of great price ?4 Did they lose these?
For these are the wealth of Christians,
to
whom the wealthy apostle said, '*Godliness
with contentment
is great gain.
For we
brought nothing into this world, and it is certam we can carry nothing out.
And having
food and raiment, let us be therewith content.
But they treat will be rich fall into temptation
and a snare, and into many foolish and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and
perdition.
For the love of money is the root
of all evil; which, while some coveted after,
they have erred from the faith, and pierced
themselves through with many sorrows." s
They, then, who lost their worldly all in the
sack of Rome, if they owned their possessions
as they had been taught by the apostle, who
himself was poor without, but rich within,m
that is to say, if they used the world as not
using lt,--could
say in the words of Job,
heavily tried, but not overcome:
"Naked
came I out of my mother's womb, and naked
shall I return thither: the Lord gave, and the
Lord hath taken away; as it pleased the Lord,
so has it come to pass: blessed be the name
of the Lord." 6 Like a good servant, Job
counted the will of his Lord his great posses.
sion, by obedience to which his soul was enriched; nor did it grieve him to lose, while
yet living, those goods which he must shortly
leave at his death.
But as to those feebler
spirits who, though they cannot be said to
prefer earthly possessions
to Christ, do vet
cleave to them with a somewhat immoderate
attachment, they have discovered by the pain
of losing these things how much they were
sinning in loving them.
For their grief is of
their own making; in the words of the apostle
quoted above, "they have pierced themselves
through with rhany sorrows."
For it was well
that they who had so long despised these verbal admonitions
should receive the teaching
of experience.
For when the apostle says,
" They that will be rich fall into temptation,"
and so on, what he blames in riches is notthe
possession of them, but the desire of them.

one i F°r elsewhere

I¢
Etek. xxxili. 6.
t
* Comtmre with this elmpt_r the first homily of Chry_mtom to ,
the people of Atttlot:h.
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me rich in this world, that they be not highBut some good and Christian
men have
minded, nor trust in uncertain riches, but in been put to the torture, that they might be
the living God, who giveth us richly all things
forced to deliver up their goods to the enemy.
to enjoy; that they do good, that they be rich They could indeed neither deliver nor lose
in good works, ready to distribute, willing to that good which made themselves
good.
If,
communicate;
laying up in store for them- however, they preferred torture to the surselves a good foundation against the time to render of the mammon of iniquity, then I say
come, that they may lay hold on eternal life." _ they were not good men.
Rather they should
They who were making such a use of their have been reminded
that, if they suffered so
property have been consoled for light losses severely for the sake of money, they should
by great gains, and have had more pleasure
endure all torment,
if need be. for Christ's
in those possessions which they have securely
sake; that they might be taught to love Him
laid past, by freely giving them away, than rather who enriches with eternal felicity all
grief in those which they entirely lost by an who suffer for Him, and not silver and gold,
anxious and selfish hoarding of them.
For for which it was pitiable to suffer, whether
nothing could perish on earth save what they they preserved it by telling a he or lost it by
would be ashamed to carry away from earth,
tethng the truth.
For under these tortures
Our Lord's injunction
runs, " Lay not up for no one lost Christ by confessmg Him, no one
yourselves
treasures
upon earth, where moth preserved wealth save by denying its existand rust doth corrupt, andwhere
thieves break ence.
So that possibly the torture
which
through and steal; but lay up for yourselves
taught them that they should set their affectreasures in heaven, where neither moth nor t_ons on a possession they could not lose, was
rust doth corrupt, and where thieves do not more useful than those possessions
which,
break
through
nor steal:
for where your without any useful fruit at all, disquieted
and
treasure is, there wilt your heart be also." _ tormented
their anxmus owners.
But then
And they who have hstened to this injunction
we are reminded that some were tortured who
have proved in the time of tribulation
how had no wealth to surrender, but who were not
well they were advised in not despising
this! believed when they said so. These too, howmost trustworthy
teacher, and most fmthful
ever, had perhaps some crawng for wealth,
and mighty guardian of thelr treasure.
For Jand were not wflhngly poor with a holy resigif many were glad that their treasure
was nation;
and to such it had to be made plain,
stored in places which the enemy chanced not Ithat not the actual possession alone, but also
to light upon, how much better founded was! the desire of wealth, deserved such excrucithe joy of those who, by the counsel of their Iating pains.
And even if they were destitute
God, had fled with their treasure to a citadel iof any hidden stores of gold and silver, bewhich no enemy can possibly reach!
Thus!cause
they were hvmg in hopes of a better
our Pautinus, bishop of NolaJ who voluntarily
life,--I
know not indeed if any such person
abandoned vastwealth and became quite poor, !was tortured
on the supposition
that he had
though abundantly
rich in holiness,
when! wealth; but if so, then certainly in confessing,
the barbarians
sacked Nola, and took him lwhen put to the question, a holy poverty, he
prisoner, used silently to pray, as he after- confessed Christ.
And though it was scarcely
wards told me, "O Lord, let me not be trou-to
be expected that the barbarians
should bebled for .gold and silver, for where all my lieve him, yet no confessor of a holy poverty
treasure
Is Thou knowest."
For all his could be tortured without receiving a heavenly
treasure was where he had been taught to hide reward.
and store it by Him who had also foretold that
Again, they say that the long famine laid
these calamities would happen in the world,
many a Christian low. But this, too, the faithConsequently
those
persons
who
obeyed! ful turned to good uses by a pious endurance
their Lord when He warned them where and of it.
For those whom famine killed outright
how to lay up treasure, did not" lose even their it rescued from the ills of this life, as a kindly
earthly possessions in the invasion of the bar- disease would have done; and those who were
barians;
while those who are now repenting
only hunger-bitten
were taught to live more
that they did not obey Him have learnt the sparingly,
and inured to longer fasts.
_t
use of earthly goods, if not by the wiswhich would have prevented
their loss, CHAP. xX.--OF THE ZNH OF TInS LXFE,WHETHER
least by the experience
whlch follows it.
IT IS MATERIALTHAT IT BE LONG DELAYED.
But, it is added,
many Christians
were
• _ Tim._ _7-_9.
'
.M,tt. _i. _9-_slaughtered,
and were put to death in a hideous
-

_Pat_l_uus was a native of ]_ordeaux,
an.d both
_
acquzred
great.wealth,
which, after
_thlJtt, hirty._h
year, he dutt_buted
to thepom'.

by inheritance
his conversion
He became

bishop of Nola m A. D. 4o_ being then
Nolaw_UtkenbyAlaricshm't.lyafterthesac.kofRome_

m his

fifty-sixth

year.
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variety of cruel ways.
Well, if this be hard slain could be detrimental to the future life.
to bear, it is assuredly the common lot of all Or will some one perhaps take so absurd a
who are born into this life.
Of this at least I position as to contend that those who kill the
am certain, that no one has ever died who body are not to be feared before death, and
was not destined to die some time.
Now the lest they kill the body, but after death, lest
end of life puts the longest life on a par with they deprive it of burial ? If this be so, then
the shortest.
For of two things which haw that is false which Christ says, "Be not afraid
alike ceased to be, the one is not better, the of them that kill the body, and after that have
other worse--the
one greater, the other less.* no more that they can do; "4 for it seems they
And of what consequence
is it what kind of can do great injury to the dead body.
Far
death puts an end to life, since he who has be it from us to suppose that the Truth can
died once is not forced to go through
the be thus false.
They who kill the body are
same ordeal a second time ? And as in the said "to do something,"
because the deathdaily casualties
of life every man is, as it blow is felt, the body still having sensation;
were, threatened
with numberless
deaths, so but after that, they have no more that they
long as it remains uncertain which of them ts can do, for in the slain body there is no sensahis fate, I would ask whether it is not better tion.
And so there are indeed many bodies
to suffer one and die, than to live in fear of of Christmns lying unburied;
but no one has
all ? I am not unaware of the poor-spirited:separated
them from heaven, nor from that
fear which prompts us to choose rather to bye earth which is all filled with the presence of
long in fear of so many deaths, than to d_e Him who knows whence He will raise again
once and so escape them all; but the weak what He created.
It is said, indeed, in the
and cowardly shrinking
of the flesh is one Psalm:
" The dead bodies of Thy servants
thing, and the well-considered
and reasonable
have they given to be meat unto the fowls of
persuasion
of the soul qutte another.
That the heaven, the flesh of Thy saints unto the
death is not to be judged an evil which is the beasts of the earth.
Their blood have they
end of a good life; for death becomes
evil shed like water round about Jerusalem;
and
only by the retribution
which follows it. there was none to bury them."5
But this
They, then, who are destined to d_e, need not was satd rather to exhibit the. cruelty of those
be careful to inqmre what death they are to who did these thmgs, than the misery of those
die, but into what place death wdl usher therri, who suffered them.
To the eyes of men this
And since Ci_ribtians are well aware that the appears a harsh and doleful lot, yet " precious
death of the godly pauper whose sores the m the sight of the Lord is the death of His
dogs hcked was far better than of the wicked saints." 6 Wherefore all these last offices and
rich man who lay in purple and fine hnen, ceremonies that concern the dead, the careful
what harm could these terrific deaths do to_ funeral arrangements,
and the equipment
of
the dead who had hved well ?
the tomb, and the pomp of obsequies,
are
rather the solace of the hying than the cornCHAP.
12.--OF
THE
BURIAL
OF THE
DEAD:
THAT!
fort of the dead.
If a costly burial does any
THE
DENIAL
OF IT TO CHRISTIANS
DOES
THEM
good
to
a wicked
man,
a squalid
burial, or
No I_JURV. _
none at all, may harm the godly.
His crowd
Further still, we are reminded that in such of domestlcs furnisl_ed the purple-dad
Dives
a carnage as then occurred, the bodies could with a funeral gorgeous in the eye of man; but
not even be buried.
But godly confidence is in the sight of God that was a more sumptuous
not appalled by so ill-omened a circumstance;
funeral which the ulcerous pauper received at
for the faithful bear in mind that assurance
the hands of the angels, who did not carry
has been given that not a hair of their head him out to a marble tomb, but bore him aloft
shall perish, and that, therefore,
though they to Abraham's bosom.
even be devoured
by beasts,
tneir blessed
The men against whom I have undertaken
resurrection
w_ll not hereby be hindered,
to defend the city of God laugh at all this.
The Truth would nowise have said, " Fear But even their own philosophers*
have denot them which kill the body, but are not spised a careful burial; and often whole armies
able to kill the soul," 3 if anything
whatever
have fought and fallen for their earthly counthat an enemy could do to the body of the try without caring to inquire whether
they
z Much
of a kindred
nature
might
be gathered
from the
.Stoics.
Antoninus
_ys (iL x4) : "Though
thou shouldest
be goto llve 3_oo years, and as many t_mes Io,ooo years, still re..member that no man loses any other hie than this which he now
live_ nor lives any other than this which he now l_.e_
The longest and tbe _
are thus brought to thesame."
mA,tgt_tin
expressce
himself
more fuUy on _
subject in his
tract,
De cura pro mortxix
g_rcJw;a.
_ Matt. x. 28.

4Luke x_|. 45Ps. lx_.
2, 36 Ps. cxvi. '5.
7 Dzogenes especially,
and hh; follower_.
See also
Tranf
c. z4, and A_pt_tt. 92 ; and in Ctcero's
Tu_.
the answer of Theodorus_
the Cyrenian
philceopher,
chus, who threatened
h]mwlth
the cro_:
"Thl_.en
your courtiers ; It is of no consequence
to Theodortm
rot m the earth or m the _ur."

SeneeJt, De
D_t_.
L 43,
to Lystn_
t_
to
whether
he
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would be left exposed on the field of battle,
or become the food of wild beasts.
Of this
noble disregard
of sepulture
poetry has well
said: "He who has no tomb has the sky for
his vault.""
How much less ought they to
insult over the unburied bodies of Christians,
to whom it has been promised that the flesh
itself shall be restored, and the body formed
anew, all the members of it being gathered
not only from the earth, but from the most
secret recesses of any other of the elements
in which the dead bodies of men have lain hid I

much more does He reward the charity we
exercise towards the living.
Other things,
indeed, which the holy patriarchs said of the
burial and removal of their bodies, they meant
to be taken in a prophetic sense; but of these
we need not here speak at large, what we have
already said being sufficient.
But if the want
of those things which are necessary for the
support
of the living, as food and clothing,
though painful and trying, does not break
down the fortitude and virtuous endurance
of
good men, nor eradicate piety from their souls,
but rather renders it more fruitful, how much
CHAP. I3._REASONS
FOR BURYING THE BODIES less can the absence
of the funeral, and of
OF THE SAINTS.
the other customary
attentions
paid to the
dead, render those wretched who are already
Nevertheless
the bodies of the dead are not reposing in the hidden abodes of the blessed !
on this account to be despised
and left un- Consequently,
though in the sack of Rome
buried;
least of all the bodies of the righteous
and of other towns the dead bodies of the
and faithful,
which have been used by the Christians were deprived of these last offices,
Holy Spirit as His organs and instruments
for this is neither the fault of the living, for they
all good works.
For if the dress of a father,
could not render them;
nor an "Infliction to
or his ring, or anything
he wore, be precious the dead, for they cannot feel the loss.
to his children, in proportion
to the love they
bore him, with how much more reason ought CHAP. I4.--OF THE CAPTIVITY OF THE SAINTS,
we to care for the bodies of those we love,
AND THAT DIVINE CONSOLATION NEVER
which they wore far more closely and intiFAILED THEM THEREIN.
mately than any clothing I For the body is
But, say they, many Christians
were even
not an ex-traneous ornament or aid, but a part led away captive.
This indeed were a most
of man's very nature.
And therefore
to the pitiable fate, if they could be led away to any
righteous of ancient times the last offices were place where they could not find their God.
piously rendered,
and sepulchres provided for But for this calamity
also sacred Scripture
them, and obsequies
celebrated;"
and they affords great consolation.
The three youths 7
themselves,
while yet alive, gave commandwere captives;
Daniel was a captive; so were
ment to their sons about the burial, and, on other prophets:
and God, the comforter,
did
occasion,
even about the removal
of their not fail them.
And in like manner He has
bodies to some favorite
place. 3 And Tobit,
not failed His own people in the power of a
according
to the angel's testimony,
is corn- nation which, though barbarous,
is yet human,
mended, and is said to have pleased God by --He
who did not abandon the prophet 8 in
burying
the dead. 4 Our Lord Himself, too, the belly of a monster.
These things, indeed,
though He was to rise again the third day, are turned to ridicule rather than credited by
applauds, and commends to our applause, the those with whom we are debating;
though they
good work of the religious woman who poured believe what they read in their own books, that
precious ointment over His limbs, and did it Arion of Methymna,
the famous tyrist, 9 when
against
His burial._ of And
Gospel
speaks he was thrown overboard, was received on a
with commendation
those thewho
were careful
dolphin's back and carried to land.
But that
to take down His body from the cross, and story of ours about the prophet Jonah is far
wrap it lovingly in costly cerements,
and see
to its burial. _ These instances certainly
do more
incredible,--more
incredible
because
more marvellous,
and more
marvellous
benot prove that corpses have any feeling;
but cause a greater exhibition of power.
they show that God's providence extends even
to the bodies of the dead, and that such pious CHAP. 15.-oF
REGUL_JS, IN WHOM WE HAVE
offices are pleasing to Him, as cherishing faith
AN EXAMPLEOF THE VOLUNTARYENDURANCE
in the resurrection.
And we may also draw
oF CAPTIVITY FOR THE SAKE OF RELIGION;
from them this wholesome lesson, that if God
WINCH VET DID NOT PROFIT HIM, THOUGH
does not forget even any kind office which
HE WAS A WORSmPPER OF THE CODS.
loving care pays to the unconscious
dead,
But among their own famous'men
they have
z_
P/-.ar_/_
vii. 8t9, of those whom
_
forbade to
be buried a.Cter the battle of Plmrsa3ia.
mGet_.xxv,
o, x_atv. _b etc ,
aGen,
xlv,.i. 29, k a4.
_tTob. xti. x_.
5 Matt. xxvL td-x3.
6 John rex. 38.

k_

;'Dan
ill
9" Second to none,"
all tells his well-known

ashe
story

8 Jonm_.
LScaBed by Herodotus,
(Clw.
23, 24).
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a verynoble
example of the voluntary endur- the worshippers of the gods are rewarded by
ance of captivity m obedience to a religious felicity in the life to come, why, then, do they
scruple.
Marcus Attilius Regulus, a Roman calumniate the influence of Christianity ? why
general, was a prisoner in the hands of the _do they assert that this disaster has overtaken
Carthaginians.
But they, being more anxious the city because it has ceased to worship its
to exchange their prisoners with the Romans gods, since, worship them as assiduously as
than to keep them, sent Regulus as a special tt may, it may yet be as unfortunate as Reguenvoy with their own embassadors to negotiate lus was ? Or will some one carry so wonderful
this exchange, but bound him first with an i a blindness to the extent of wildly attempting,
oath, that if he failed to accomplish
thear in the face of the evident truth, to contend
wish, he would return to Carthage.
He went, _that though one man might be unfortunate,
and persuaded
the senate to the opposttelthough
a worshipper of the gods, yet a whole
course, because he believed it was not for the city could not be so ? That is to say, the power
advantage of the Roman republic to make an',of their gods is better adapted to preserve
exchange of prisoners.
After he had thus I multitudes than individuals,--asif
amultatude
exerted his influence,
the Romans did not were not composed of individuals.
compel him to return to the enemy; but what
But if they say that M. Regulus, even while
he had sworn he voluntarily performed.
But a prisoner and enduring these bodily torments,
the Carthaginians
put him to death with re-'might yet emoy the blessedness of a virtuous
fined, elaborate, and horrible tortures.
They soul," then let them recognize that true virtue
shut him up in a narrow box, in which he was by which a city also may be blessed.
For
compelled to stand, and in which finely sharp- the blessedness
of a community
and of an
ened nails were fixed all round about him, so individual flow from the same source; for a
that he could not lean upon any part of it community is nothing else than a harmonious
without intense pain; and so they killed him collection of individuals.
So that I am not
by depriving
him of sleep. _ With justice, 'concerned meantime to discuss what kind of
indeed, do they applaud the virtue which rose wrtue Regulus
possessed;
enough, that by
superior to so frightful a fate.
However, the his very noble example they are forced to
gods he swore by were those who are now own that the gods are to be worshipped not for
supposed to avenge the prohibation of their the sake of bodily comforts or exte?nal adworship, by inflictmg these present calamities
vantages;
for he preferred to lose all such
on the human race.
But if these gods, who things rather than offend the gods by whom
were worshipped specially in this behalf, that he had sworn.
But what can we make of meri
they might confer happiness in this life, either! who glory in hawng such a citizen, but dread
willed or permitted these pumshments
to be having a city hke him ? If they do not dread
inflicted on one who kept his oath to them, this, then let them acknowledge
that some
what more cruel punishment could they in their _such calamny as befell Regulus may also beanger have inflicted on a perjured person ?! fall a community, though they be worshipping
But why may I not draw from my reasomng their gods as diligently as he; and let them
a double inference?
Regulus certainly had no longer throw the blame of their misforsuch reverence for the gods, that for his oath's,, tunes on Christianity.
But as our present
sake he would neither remain in his own land, concern is with those Christians who were
nor go elsewhere, but without hesitatmn re-',taken prisoners, let those who take occasion
turned to his bitterest enemies.
If he thought from th_s calamity to revile our most wholethat this course would be advantageous
wath I some religion an a fashion not less imprudent
respect to this present life, he was certainty: than impudent, consider this and hold their
much deceived, for it brought his life to a peace; for if it was no reproach to their gods
frightful termination.
By his own example,
that a most punctilious worshipper of theirs
in fact, he taught that the gods do not secure should, for the sake of keeping his oath to
the temporal happiness of their worshippers;
them, be deprived of his native land without
since he himself, who was devoted to their hope of finding another, and fall into the
worship, as both conquered in battle and taken hands of his enemies, and be put to death by
prisoner, and then, because he refused to act a long-drawn and exquisite torture, much less
in violation of the oath he had sworn by them, ought the Christian name to be charged with
was tortured and put to death by a new, and ':the captivity, of those who believe in its power,
hitherto unheard of, and all too horrible kind ;since they, an confident expectation of a heaof punishment.
And on the supposition that lvenly country,
know that they are pilgrims
even in their own homes.
zA_
here uses the words of Cicero
(" wgila_do
_ert~
mer_nt"),
who refers to Rea'ulus, tn Pi_o_¢m.
c z9.
Aulus Gelquoting
Tubero and _uditanus
(vi. 4), adds some furtht_
regarding
these tortures.

I
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z As the Stoics

generally

would
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I6,wOF
THE
VIOLATION
OF THE
CONSF_
most iniquitous betrayal,
since, by despairing
CRATED AND OTHER Cm_ISTIAN VIROINS, TO of God's mercy in his sorrow that wrought
WHICH
THEY
WERE
SUBJECTED
IN CAPTIVITY,
death, he left to himself no place for a healAND TO WHICH THEm OWN WILL GAVE NO ing penitence?
How much more ought he to
CONSENT; AND WHETHER Tins CONTAM- abstain from laying violent hands on himself
mATED THEIRSOULS.
who has done nothing worthy of such a pun-

CRAP.

•

But they fancy they bring a conclusive
charge against Christianity,
when they aggraDate the horror of captivity by adding that not
only wives and unmarried
maidens, but even
consecrated
virgins, were violated.
But truly,
with respect to this, it is not Christian
faith,
nor piety, nor even the virtue of chastity,
which is hemmed into any difficulty;
the only
difficulty is so to treat the subject as to satisfy
at once modesty and reason.
And in discussing it we shall not be so careful to reply to our
accusers as to comfort our friends.
Letthis,
therefore,
in the first place, be laid down as
an unassailable position, that the virtue which
makes the life good has its throne m the soul,
and thence rules the members
of the body,
which becomes holy in virtue of the holiness
of the will; and that while the will remains
firm and unshaken,
nothing that another person does with the body, or upon the body, is
any fault of the person who suffers it, so long
as he cannot escape it without sm.
But as
not only pain may be inflicted, but lust gratifled on the body of another, whenever anything of this latter kind takes place, shame
invades even a thoroughly
pure spirit from
which modesty
has not departed,_shame,
lest that act which could not be suffered without some sensual pleasure, should be believed
to have been committed
also with someassent
of the will.
CHAP.

I _.--OF

SUICIDE

COMMITTED

THROUGH

FEAR OF PUNISHMENTOR DISHONOR.

\: _
_:'_ _,

And consequently,
even if some of these
virgins killed themselves
to avoid such disgrace, who that has any human feeling would
refuse to forgive them?
And as for those who
would not put an end to their lives, lest they
might seem to escape the crime of another by
a sin of their own, he who lays this to their,
charge as a great wickedness is himself not
guiltless of the fault of folly.
For if it is not
lawful to take the law into our own hands, and
slay even a guilty person, whose death no
public sentence has warranted, then certainly
he who kills himself is a homicide, and so
much the guiltier of his own death, as he was
more innocent of that offence for which he
doomed himself to die.
Do we justly execrate the deed of Judas, and does truth itself
pronounce that by hanging himself he rather
aggravated
than expiated the guilt of that

ishment!
For Judas, when he killed himself,
killed a wicked man; but he passed from this
life chargeable
not only with the death of
Christ, but with his own: for though he killed
himself on account
of his *crime, his killing
himself was another
crtme.
Why, then,
should a man who has done no ill do ill to
himself, and by killing himself kill the innocent to escape another's
guilty act, and perpetrate
upon himself a sm of his own, that
the sin of another may not be perpetrated
on
him ?

I
CHAP. IS.--OF
THE WOLZNCE WHICH MAY
BE DONE TO THE BODY BY ANOTHER'S
LUST,
WHILE THE MIND REMAINSINVIOLATE.
But is there a fear that even another's
lust
may pollute the vmlated ? It will not pollute,
if it be another's:
if it pollute, it is not another's, but is shared also by the polluted.
But since purity is a virtue of the soul, and
has for its companion
wrtue, the fortitude
which will rather endure all ills than consent
to evil; and since no one, however magnammous and pure, has always the dtsposal of his
own body, but can control only the consent
and refusal of his will, what sane man can
suppose that, if his body be seized and forctbly made use of to sat:sfy the lust of another, he thereby
loses his purity ? For if
purtty can be thus destroyed,
then assuredly
purity is no virtue of the soul ; nor can it be
numbered among those good things by which
the life is made good, but among the good
things of the body, m the same category as
strength, beauty, sound and unbroken health,
and, in short, all such good things as may be
diminished
without at all diminishing
the
goodness and rectitude of our life.
But if
purity be nothing better
than these,
why
should the body be perilled that it may be
preserved ? If, on the other hand, it belongs
to the soul, then not even when the body is
violated is it lost.
Nay more, the virtue of
holy continence, when it resists the uncleanness of carnal lust, sanctifies even the body,
and therefore when this continence
remains
unsubdued, even the sanctity of the body is
preserved, because the will to use it holily remains, and, so far as lies in the body itself,
the power also.
For the sanctity of the body does not consist in the integrity of its members, nor in
their exemption from all touch ; for they are
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exposed to various accidentswhich do rio- shame, sheputan end toherlife. What shall
fence to and wound them, and the surgeons wc call her?
An adulteress,or chaste?
who administerrelief
oftenperformoperationsThere is no question which she was. Not
that sicken the spectator. A midwife,sup- more happilythan trulydid a declaimersay
pose,has(whethermaliciously
or accidentally,
of thissad occurrence:"Here was a marvel:
or through unskillfulness)
destroyedthe wr- therewere two,and only one committed adul.
ginityof some girl,while endeavoring to tery." Most forcibly
and trulyspoken. For
ascertainit:I supposeno one isso foolish
as thisdeclaimer,seeinginthe union of thetwo
to beheve that,by thisdestructlon
of the in- bodiesthefoullustof theone,and thechaste
tegrityof one organ, the virginhas lostany- willofthe other,and giving heed not to the
thingeven of herbodilysanctity.And thus, contactof the bodily members, but to the
so long as the soul keeps thisfirmnessof wide diversity
of theirsouls,says: "There
purpose which sanctifies
even the body, the were two, but the adulterywas committed
violencedone by another'slustmakes no ira-onlyby one."
prcssionon thisbodilysanctity,
whmh isprc- But how isit,thatshe who was no partner
served intactby one's own persistent
contt-tothe crime bearsthe heavierpunishment of
nence. Suppose a virginviolates
theoath she thetwo ? For theadulterer
was onlybanished
has sworn to God, and goes to meet her se-along with his father;she sufferedthe exducer with the retention
of yieldingto him, treme penalty. If thatwas not impurityby
shallwe say thatas she goes she ispossessedwhich sl'.c
was unwillingly
ravished,thenthis
even of bodilysanctity,
when alreadyshe hasxs not justiceby whicllshe,being chaste)is
lostand destroyedthatsanctity
of soulwhich Ipumshcd. To you I appeal,ye laws and
sanctifies
the body ? Far bc itfrom us to so judgesof Rome. Even afterthe perpetration
misapplywords. Let us ratherdraw thiscon- ofgreatenormities,
you do notsuffer
thecrimclusion, that while the sanctity of the soul re- !inal to be slam untried.
If, then, one were
mains even when the body is violated,
the to bring to your bar this case, and were to
sanctity of the body is not lost ; and that, in prove to you that a woman not only untried,
like manner, the sanctity of the body is lost but chaste and innocent,
had been killed,
when the sanctity
of the soul is wolated,
would you not visit the murderer
with punthough the body itself remains intact.
And lshment proportionably
severe?
This crime
therefore a woman who has been violated by 'was committed by Lucretia;
that Lucretia so
the sin of another, and without any consent celebrated
and lauded
slew the innocent)
of her own, has no cause to put herself to!chaste,
outraged
Lucretia.
Pronounce
sendea*.h ; much less has she cause to commit ]tence.
But if you cannot, because there does
suicide in order to avoid such wolatlon, for not appear any one whom you can punish,
in that case she commits certain homicide to why do you extol with such unmeasured
lauprevent a crime which is uncertain as yet, and I datton her who slew an innocent and chaste
not her own.
I woman ? Assuredly you will find it impossible
I to defend her before the judges of the realms
CHAP. 19.---OF LUCRETIA,
WHO PUT AN END below,iftheybe such as your poetsare fond
TO HER LIFE BE(_AUSE OF THE OUTRAGE
DONE
of representing
them; for she is among those.
HER.
"Veho

g_ailtless

sent themselves

to doom,

This, then, is our position, and it seems
And all for loathing of the day,
sufficiently lucid.
We maintain
that when a
In madness threw their lives away."
woman is violated while her soul admits no And if she with the others wishes to return)
consent to the iniquity, but remains inviolably
chaste, the sin _s not hers, but his who rio' Fate
bars unlovely
the way: waters
aroundcreep,
their keep
The slow
lates her.
But do they against
whom we
And bind with ntnefokl chain." _
have to defend not only the souls, but the sa- Or perhaps she is not there, because she dew
cred bodies too of these outraged Christian
herself conscious of guilt, not of innocence?
captives,--do
they, perhaps, dare to dispute She herself alone knows her reason; but what
our position ? But all know how loudly they if she was betrayed by the pleasure of the act,
extol ...........
the purity of Lucretia, that noble ma. , ano. gave so m e, consent .......
to _extus, mougn so
tron ......
ot ancient Kome. when.; .x_lng ._arqum. s violently abusing her, and t-hen was so attecv.-son
naa vtotatea her ooay, sne maae znown ed wtth remorse, that she thought death alone
.............
me wmgeoness ot this young promgate to her)
..
• _ _
• , _,
......
h _a
.....
_.
._ _
_
_.
tCOUlO expiate
ner slnf
r_ven mougn mrs
usoantl L,ollatlnus, anti to brutus
ner KmS-,
re the case she ou ht still
hay ....
,
to i.....
enemner
man, men of high rank a nd full of cou raeg , l-we " "rom suicide
if gshe
uland bound them
Then, heart-sick,

by an oath to avenge it. }nanct t
,
and unable to bear thel
,W_zU,m,,dd, vi._
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gods have accomplished
a fruitful repentance,
However, if such were the state of the case,
and if it were false that there were two, but
one only committed
adultery; if the truth
were that both were involved
in it, one by
open assault, the other by secret consent, then
She did not kill an innocent
woman;
and
therefore her erudite defenders may maintain;
that she is not among that class of the dwellers
below _" who guiltless
sent themselves
to
doom."
But this case of Lucretia is in such
a dilemma, that if you extenuate
the homi-!
cide, you confirm the adultery:
if you acquit
her of adultery, you make the charge of hornicide heavier; and there is no way out of the
dilemma, when one asks, If she was adulterous, why praise her ? if chaste, why slay her ?
Nevertheless,
for our purpose of refuting
those who are unable to comprehend
whal
true sanctity is, and who therefore insult over
our outraged Christian women, it is enough
that in the instance of this noble Roman matron it was said m her praise, "There
were
two, but the adultery was the crime of only
one."
For Lucretia was confidently believed
to be superior to the contamination
of any
consenting thought to the adultery.
And accordingly, since she kitled herself for being
subjected to an outrage in which she had no
guilty part, it is obvious that this act of hers
was prompted
not by the love of purity, but
by the overwhelming
burden of her shame,
She was ashamed
that so foul a crime had
been perpetrated
upon her, though without
her abetting;
and this matron, with the Roman love of glory in her veins, was seized
with a proud dread that, if she continued to
live, it would be supposed
she wtllingly did
not resent the wrong that had been done her.
She could not exhibit to men her conscience,
but she judged that her self-inflicted
punishment would testify her state of mind; and she
burned with shame at the thought
that her
patient endurance
of the foul affront that another had done her, should be construed
into
complicity
with him.
Not such was the decision of the Christian women who suffered as
she did, and yet survive.
They declined to
avenge upon themselves
the guilt of others,
and so add crimes of their own to those crimes
in which they had no share.
For this thev
would have done had their shame driven them
to homicide, as the lust of their enemies had
driven them to adultery.
Within their own
souls, in the witness of their own conscience,
they enjoy the glory of chastity.
In the sight
of God, too, they are esteemed pure, and this
contents them; they ask no more: it suffices
them to have opportunity
of doing good, and
they decline to evade the distress of human

OF GOD.
suspicion, lest they thereby
divine law.

[Book L
deviate
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CHAP. 20._THAT
CHRISTIANS HAVE NO AUTHORITY FOR COMMITTINGSUICmE IN ANY
CIRCUMSTANCESWHATEVER.
It is not without significance, that in no passage of the holy canonical books there can be
!found either divine precept or permission to
take away our own life, whether for the sake
of entering on the enjoyment of immortality,
or of shunning, or rtdding ourselves of anything whatever.
Nay, the taw, rightly interpreted,
even prohibits
suicide,
where it
says, " Thou shalt not kill."
This is proved
especially by the omission of the words "thy
neighbor," which are inserted when false witness is forbidden:
"Thou shaltnot
bear false
witness
against
thy neighbor."
Nor yet
should any one on this account
suppose
he
has not broken this commandment
if he has
borne false witness only against himself.
For
the love of our neighbor is regulated by the
love of ourselves, as it is written, " Thou
shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself."
If,
then, he who makes false statements
about
himself is not less guilty of bearing false witness than if he had made them to the injury
of his neighbor;
although
in the commandlment prohibiting fatse witness only his neighbor is mentioned,
and persons
taking
no
paros to understand
it mtght suppose that a
man was allowed to be a false w_tness to his
own hurt; how much greater reason have we
to understand
that a man may not kill himself, since in the commandment,
" Thou shalt
not kill," there is no hmitatmn added nor any
exception
made in favor of any one, and
least of all in favor of him on whom the command is laid ! And so some attempt to extend this command even to .beasts and cattle,
as if it forbade us to take life from any creature.
But if so, why not extend it also to the
plants, and all that is rooted in and nourished by the earth ? For though this class of
creatures
have no sensation, yet they also are
said to live, and consequently
they can din;
and therefore,
if violence be done them, can
be killed.
So, too, the apostle, when speaking of the seeds of such things as these, says,
"That
which thou sowest is not quickened
except it die;" and in the Psalm it is said,
"He killed their vines with hail."
Must we
therefore reckon it a breaking
of this cornmandment,
'" Thou shalt not kill," to pull a
flower ? Are we thus insanely to countenance
the foolish error of the Manichmans ? Putting
aside, then, these ravings, if,'when we say,
Thou shalt not kill, we do not understand
this of the plants, since they have no sensa-
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tion, nor of the irrational
animals that fly,
swim, walk, or creei), since they are dissociated from us by their want of reason, and are
therefore
by the just appointment
of the Creator subjected to us to kill or keep alive for
our own uses; if so, then it remains that we
understand
that commandment
simply of
man.
The commandment
is, " Thou shalt
not kill man;" therefore neither another nor

their greatness of soul, though they cannot
be applauded for the soundness of their judgment.
However, if you look at the matter
Imore closely, you will scarcely call it greathess of soul, which prompts a man to kill himself rather than bear up against some hardships of fortune, or sins in which he is not
implicated.
Is it not rather proof of a feeble
mmd, to be unable to bear either the pains of
bodily servitude or the foolish opinion of tile
nothingy°urself'elsef°r
thanhe
WhOman.killshimself stdl kills vulgar ? And is not that to be pronounced
the greater mind, which rather faces than
CHAP. 2I.--OF THE CASES1N WHICH WE MAYt flees the. ills of life, .and which, , in comparison
PUT MEN TO DEATH WITHOUT INCURRING of the hght and purity of conscience, holds in
THE GUILT OF MURDER.
small esteem the judgment
of men, and
specially of the vulgar, which is frequently
However, there are some exceptions made involved in a mist of error ? And, therefore,
by the divine authority to its own law, that if suicide is to be esteemed a magnanimous
men may not be put to death.
These excep- act, none can take higher rank for magnanitions are of two kinds, bemg justified either mlty than that Cleombrotus,
who (as the story
by a general law, or by a special commlsslon
goes), when he had read Plato's book in which
granted for a time to some indivldual.
And he treats of the immortality of the soul, threw
in this latter case, he to whom authority
is himself from a wall, and so passed from this
delegated,
and who is but the sword in the hfe to that which he believed to be better.
hand of him who uses it, is not himself respon- For he was not hard pressed by calamity, nor
sible
._
......... Ialse or true, wmcn ne
• , for.... the death he deals " And,
.
. accord.
t y any accusation,
mgty, they who nave wages, war.in ooetlience, could not very well n-ave lives
.....
sown; there
to the divine command, or in
........
.... contormlty with t wa. s in
snort, no mouve t)ut only magnamm.
His laws, have representeci in their persons J . '
..
........
.....
1ity urging mm to seek oeatn, ano break away
the public justice or the.... w]sctom ot govern-_frt o m-ht e sweetoetention
..............
ot tins tile. Antayet
merit, and in this capacity have put to oeatia that this was a ma nanimous
rath r "
wicked
men; such persons
"f
, e man a.
....
_
. have
,,_. by no, means
..
._j :ustifiabte action , Pl_o him sei,wnomnenaa
violate0 the commanoment,
thOU stlalt not read would ha
........
"
"
" _vas n ot m e r e 1y ]/taini ' have ........ve toRa ram; tot ne wouict cerkill • "
Abraham
indeecl
k
Y
oeen torwara to commit, or at least
deemed guiltless of cruelty, but was even ap-,
, , ..........
to recommeno
sulcl(le, ha(1 not the same
plauded for his piety, because he_ was reauy
I ......
_ saw tnat
....
. t bn g h tntelleCt
WHiCh
the soul was
to slay his son in obedience to Goa, •. not to ms. ,...........
immortal, olscerneo also tnat to seek lmm0rown passion • And it is reasonably enough[ tahty by smcide
....
was to be prohibited
rather
made a question, .....whether we are to esteem . I -than encourageo.
it to have been in compliance with a commano. [ Again, _t ,s saia.........
many nave Killeo them.
of God that Jephthah killed his daughter, be__se_ves
...... to prevent an enemy aomg so
•
But
cause she met him when he had vowed that lwe are not in uirin
h ....
""
he would sacrifice to God whatever first met idone, but whether it _ug_tt_n_ravetb_ as doDe:en
him as he returned victorious
from battle 'Sound 'ud ment is to -"
"
"
r
d ow n t he house on I
j g
De preterreo even •to
Samson,
•
.................. too, who dew
[examples,
and indeed
examples
harmonize
ntmseit ana his toes together, • .is msuneo
omy I with the vo"ice o1" reason; ....
J
DUt not all examon this ground, that the Spirit who wrought
les but those
nl
..........
ret mstruc
P '
o y WhiCH are cllstlngutsnect
wondersby
him hadvvltn
.g!venhim
sec..
-h
their piety, and are proportionately
worthy
lions
to
QO
tnls
me exception,
t en, " by
•
of imitation.
For suicide we cannot cite the
of these two classes of cases, which are justifled either by a just law that applies generally,
or by a special intimation from God Himself,
the fountain
of all justice, whoever kills a
man, either himself or another, is implicated
in the guilt of murder.
CHAP.

22.

_

THAT

SUICIDE

CAN

NEVER

PROMPTEDBY MAGNANIMITY.
But they who have ,aid violent hands
themselves
are perhaps to be admired

example of patriarchs,
prophets,
or apostles;
though our Lord Jesus Christ, when He admontshed them to flee from city to city if they
were persecuted, might very well have taken
that occasion to advise them to lay violent
i hands on themselves, and so escape their persecutors.
But seeing He did not do this, nor
BE
proposed
this mode of departing
this life,
though He wer_ addressing
His own friends
on for whom He had promised to prepare ever.
for lasting mansions, it is obvious that such ex
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death; or other saints, of whom it is recorded
in our authoritative
and trustworthy
books
that they bore captivity and the oppression
of their enemies rather than commit suicide.

CHAP.

But their own books authorize us to prefer to
Marcus
Cato, Marcus
Regulus.
For Cato
had never conquered
Cmsar; and when conquered by him, disdained
to submit himself
to him, and that he might escape this submission put himself to death.
Regulus, on the
contrary, had formerly conquered the Carthaginians, and in command of the army of Rome
had won for the Roman repubhc a victory
which no citizen could bewail, and which the
enemy himself was constrained
to admire; yet
afterwards,
when he in his turn was defeated
by them, he preferred to be their captive rather
than to put himself beyond their reach by
suicide.
Patient under the domination
of the
Carthaginians,
and constant in his love of the
Romans, he neither deprived
the one of his
conquered
body, nor the other of his unconquered spirit.
Neither was it love of life that
prevented
him from killing
himself.
This
was plainly enough indicated by his unhesitatingly returning,
on account of his promise
and oath, to "the same enemies whom he had
more grievously
provoked by his words in the
senate than even by his arms in battle.
Having such a contempt of life, and preferring
to
end it by whatever torments
excited enemies
might contrive, rather than terminate it by his
own hand, he could not more distinctly have
declared how great a crime he judged suicide
to be.
Among all their famous and remark.
able citizens, the Romans have no better man
to boast of than this, who was neither corrupted by prosperity,
for he remained a very
poor man after winning such victories;
nor
broken by adversity, for he returned intrepidly to the most miserable
end.
But if the
bravest and most renowned heroes, who had
but an earthly country to defend,
and who,
though they had but false gods, yet rendered
them a true worship, and carefully kept their
oath to them; if these men, who by the cus-

Besides Lucretia, of whom enough has already been said, our advocates of suicide have
some difficulty in finding any other prescriptire example, unless it be that of Cato, who
killed himself at Utica.
His example is appealed to, not because he was the only man
who did so, but because he was so esteemed
as a learned and excellent man, that it could
plausibly be maintained
that what he did was
and is a good thing to do.
But of this action
of his, what can I say but that his own friends,
enlightened
men as he, prudently dissuaded
him, and therefore
judged
his act to be that
of a feeble rather than a strong spirit, and dictared not by honorable
feeling forestalling
shame, but .by weakness shrinking from hardships?
Iudeed,
Cato condemns
himself
by
the advice he gave to his dearly loved sou.
For if it was a disgrace to live under C_esar's
rule, why dtd the father urge the son to this
disgrace, by encouraging
him to trust absolutely to Cmsar's generosity ? Why did he
not persuade him to die along with himself ?
If Torquatus was applauded
for putting his
son to death, when contrary to orders he had
engaged, and engaged
successfully,
with the
enemy, why did conquered
Cato spare
his
conquered son, though he did not spare him.
self ? Was it more disgraceful
to be a victor
contrary to orders, than to submit to a victor
contrary
to the received
ideas of honor ?
Cato, then, cannot
have deemed
it to be
shameful to live under Cmsar's rule; for had
he done so, the father's
sword would have
delivered
his son from this disgrace.
The
truth is, that his son, whom he both hoped
and desired would be spared by Cmsar, was

._
:
"
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amples as are produced
from the "nations
that forget God," give no warrant of imitation
to the worshippers
of the one true God.
23.--WHAT
WE ARE TO THINK OF THE
EXAMPLE
OF CATO, WHO SLEW HIMSELF
BECAUSE UNABLETO ENDUREC2]ESAR'S VICTORY.

;

OF GOD.

not more loved by him than Cmsar was envied the glory of pardoning
him (as indeed
C_sar himself is reported to have said x); or tom
right yet
of war
put from
conquered
to theandsword,
shrank
putting enemies
an end
if envy is too strong a word, let us say he to their own lives even when conquered
by
was a$haraed that this glory should be his.
their enemies;
if, though they had no fear at
all of death, they would yet rather suffer slavCHAP. 24.--THAT
IN THAT VIRTUE
IN WHICH
ery than commit suicide, how much rather
REGULUS
EXCELS CATO, CHRISTIANS
ARE PRE- must
Christians, the worshippers
of the true
EMINENTLYDISTINGUISHED.
God,
the aspirants to a heavenly citizenship,
Our opponents
are offended at our prefer- shrink from this act, if in God's providence
ring to Cato the saintly Job, who endured
they have been for a season delivered into the
dreadful evils in his body rather than deliver hands of their enemies to prove or to correct
himself
from all torment
by self-inflicted
them!
And certainly,
Christians
subjected
to this humiliating
condition will not be de• I_a_h'a Li.f, o/ca*, __
serted by the Most High, who for their sakes
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humbled Himself.
Neither should they for-' some holy women escaped those who menaced
get that they are bound by no taws of" war, Ithem with outrage, by casting themselves into
nor military orders, to put even a conquered !rivers which they knew would drown them;
enemy to the sword; and if a man may not and having died in this manner,
they are
put to death the enemy who has sinned, or, venerated in the church catholic as martyrs.
may yet sin against him, who is so Infatuated Of such persons I do not presume to sl_eak
as to maintain that he may kill himself be- rashly.
I cannot tell whether there may not
cause an enemy has sinned, or is going to have been vouchsafed
to the church some disin, against him?
vine authority,
proved by trustworthy
evidences, for so honormg
their memory:
it
CHAP. 25. --THAT
x.VE SHOULD NOT EN- may be that it is so. It may be they were not
DEAVORBY SIN TO OBVIA'IE SIN,
deceived by human judgment,
but prompted
by divine wisdom, to their act of self-destrucBut, we are told, there is ground to fear tion.
We know that this was the case with
that, when tae body is subjected
to the ene- Samson.
And when God enjoins any act,
roy's lust, the insidious pleasure of sense may and intiinates by plain evidence that He has
entice the soul to consent to the sin, and enjoined it, who will call obedience criminal?
steps must be taken to prevent so disastrous
Who will accuse so rehgious a submission?
a result.
And is not suicide the proper mode But then every man is not justified in sacrificof preventing
not only the enemy's sin, but lag his son to God, because Abraham
was
the sin of the Christian
so allured _ Now, commendable
in so doing.
The soldier who
in the first place, the soul which is led by God has slain a man in obedience to the authority
and His wisdom, rather than by bodily COil. under which lie is lawfully commissioned,
is
cuptscence, will certainly never consent to the not accnsed of murder by any law of his state;
desire aroused in ItS own flesh by another's
nay, if lie has not slam him, it is then he is
lust.
And, at all events, if it be true, as the accused of treason to the state, and of despistruth plainly declares, that suicide is a detes- ing the law.
P.ut if he has been acting on his
table and damnable wickedness,
who is such own authority, and at his own impulse, he has
a fool as to say, Let us sin now, that we may in this case recurred
the crime of shedding
obviate a possible future sin; let us now coin- human blood.
And thus he is punished for
mlt murder, lest we perhaps afterwards should doing without orders the very thing he is
commit adultery ? If we are so controlled by pumsf_ed for neglecting
to do when he has
iniquity that innocence is out of the question
been ordered.
If the commands of a general
and we can at best but make a choice of sis,
make so great a difference,
shall the cornis not a future and uncertam
adultery prefer= mands of God make none ? He, then, who
able to a present and certain murder ? Is it knows it is unlawful to kdl himself, may neTnot better to commit a wickedness
which ertheless do so if he isordered
by Him whose
penitence may heal, than a crime which leaves commaflds we may not neglect.
Only let him
no place for healing contrition ? I say this be very sure that the divine command
has
for the sake of those men or women who fear been signified.
As for us, we can become
they may be enticed into consenting
to their privy to the secrets of conscience
only in so
violator's lust, and think they should lay vio- far as these are disclosed
to us, and so far
lent hands on themselves, and so prevent, not only do we judge:
" No one knoweth the
another's sin, but their own.
But far be it things of a man, save the spirit of man which
from the mind of a Christian
confidmg in is in him."'
But thiswe affirm, thiswe main.
God, and resting in the hope of His aid; far tain, this we every way pronounce to be right,
be it, I say, from such a mind to yield a that no man ought to inflict on himself volunshameful consent
to pleasures
of the flesh tary death, for this is to escape the ills of
howsoever presented.
And if that lustful dis- time by plunging into those of eternity; that
obedience,
which still dwells in our mortal no man ought to do so on account of another
members,
follows its own law irrespective
of man's sins, for this were to escape a guilt
our will, surely its motions in the body of one which could not pollute him, by incurring
who rebels against them are as blameless as great guilt of his own; that no man ought to
its motions in the body of one who sleeps,
do so on account of his own past sins, for he
has all the more need of this life that these
CHAP. 26.--THAT

IN CERTAIN PECULIARCASESr sins may be h_aled by repentance; that no
N T TO I man should put an end to this life to obtain
THE EXAMPLESOF THE SAINTS
th t better life we look for after death, for
BE FOLLOWED.
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power to allure by its unclean
pleasures, to
torment by its horrible cruelties, to overcome
by its errors and terrors ?"
It is wicked to
CHAP.
2 7. -WHETHER
VOLUNTARY
DEATH
say
this;
it is therefore wicked to kill oneself.
SHOULD
BE SOUGHT
IN ORDER
TO AVOID
SIN
]_'or
if there could be any just cause of suiThere remains one reasgn for suicide which cide, this were so. And since not even this
I mentioned
before, and which is thought a is so, there is none.
sound one,_namely,
to prevent one's falling
into sin either through the blandishments
of CHAP. 28.--_V WHAT JUDGMENTOF GOD THE
pleasure or the violence of pain.
If this tea.
ENEMY WAS PERMITTED TO INDULGE HIS
Son were a good one, then we should be imLUST ON THE BODIESOF CONTINENT CHRISpetled to exhort men at once to destroy themTIANS.
selves, as soon as they have been washed in the
Let not your life, then, be a burden to you,
laver of regeneration,
and have received the ye faithful
servants of Christ, though your
forgiveness of all sin.
Then is the time to es- chastity was made the sport of your enemies.
cape all future sin, when all past sin is blotted You have a grand and true consolation,
if
out.
And if this escape be lawfully secured you maintain
a good conscience,
and know
by suicide, why not then specially ? -Why that you did not consent to the sins of those
does any baptized person hold his hand from who were permitted
to commit smful outtaking his own life ? Why does any person rage upon you.
And if you should ask why
who is freed from the hazards of this life this permission
was granted, indeed it is a
again expose himself to them, when he has deep providence of the Creator and Governor
power so easily to rid himself of them all, and of the world; and "unsearchable
are His
when it is written, " He who loveth danger judgments,
and His ways past finding out." _
shall fall into it ?""
Why does he love, or Nevertheless,
falthfully interrogate
your own
at least face, so many serious dangers, by re. souls, whether ye have not been unduly puffed
maining in this life from which he may legi- up by your integrity,
and continence,
and
timately
depart?
But is any one so blinded
chastity;
and whether ye have not been so
and twisted in his moral nature, and so far desirous of the human praise that is accorded
astray from the truth, as to think that, though to these virtues, that ye have envied some
a man ought to make away with himself for who possessed
them.
I, for my part, do
fear of being led into sin by the oppression of not know your hearts, and therefore I make
one man, his master, heought
yet to live, and no accusation;
I do not even hear what your
so expose himself to the hourly temptations
hearts
answer
when you question
them.
of this world, both to all those evils which the 'And yet, if they answer that it is as I have
oppression
of one master involves,
and to supposed it might be, do not marvel that you
numberless
other miseries
in which,this
life have lost that by which you can win men's
inevitably implicates us ? What reason, then,
praise, and retain that which cannot be exis there for our consuming
time in those ex- hibited to men.
If you did not consent to
hortations
by which we seek to animate the sin, it was because God added His aid to His
baptized, either to virginal chastity, or vidual
grace that it might not be lost, and because
continence,
or matrimonial
fidelity, when we shame before men succeeded
to human glory
have so much more simple and compendious
that it might not be loved.
But in both tea method of deliverance
from _in, by persuadspects even the faint-hearted
among you have
ing those who are fresh from baptism to put a consolation,
approved
by the one experian end to their lives, and so pass to their Lord ence, chastened
by the other; justified by the
pure and w'ell-conditioned
? If any one thinks one, corrected
by the other.
As to those
that such persuasion
should be attempted,
I whose hearts, when interrogated,
reply that
say not he is foolish, but mad.
With what they have never been proud of the virtue of •
face, then_ can he say to any man, " Kill virginity,
widowhood,
or matrimonial
chasyourself, lest to your small sins you add a tity, but, condescending
to those of low esheinous sin, while you live under an unchaste
tare, rejoiced with trembling in these gifts of
master,
whose conduct
is that of a barba- God, and that they have never envied any one
riant"
How can he say this, if he cannot the like excellences
of sanctity and purity,
without wickedness
say, "IGill yourself,
now but rose superior to human applause, which is
that ]rou are washed
from all your sins, lest wont to be abundant in proportion to the rar,2_u fall again into similar or even aggravated
ity of the virtue applauded,
and rather detans, while you live in a world which has such sired that their own number
be increased,
*Ecdu,.ili. _.

*Rom.xl.3_.
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than that by the smallness of their numbers
each of them should be conspicuous;--even
such faithful women, I say, must not complain
that permission was given to the barbarians
so grossly to outrage them; nor must they
allow themselves
to believe that God overlooked their character
when He permitted
acts which no one with impunity
commits,
For some most flagrant and wicked desires
are allowed free play at present by the secret
judgment
of God, and are reserved to the
public and final judgment.
Moreover,
it is
possible that those Christian women, who are
unconscious of any undue pride on account
of their virtuous
chastity, whereby they sinlcssly suffered the violence of their captors,
had yet some lurking infirmity which might
have betrayed
them into a proud and con.
temptuous
bearing, had they not been subjected to the humiliation
that befell them in
the taking of the city.
As, therefore, some
men were removed by death, that no wickedness might change their disposmon,
so these
women were outraged
lest prosperity
should
corrupt their modesty.
Neither those women,
then, who were already puffed up by the circumstance
that they were still virgins, nor
those who might have been so puffed up had
they not been exposed to the violence of the
enemy, lost their chastity, but rather gained
humility;
the former were saved from pride
already cherished,
the latter from pride that
would shortly have grown upon them.
We must further notice that some of those
sufferers may have conceived that _2ontinence
is a bodily good, and abides so long as the
body is inviolate, and did not understand
that
the purity both of the body and the soul rests
on the steadfastness
of the will strengthened
by God's grace, and cannot be forcibly taken
from an unwilling
person.
From this error
they are probably now delivered.
For when
they reflect how conscientiously
they s_rved
God) and when they settle again to the firm
persuasion that He can in nowise desert those
who so serve Him, and so invoke His aid;
and when they consider,
what they cannot
doubt, how pleasing to Him is chastity, they
are shut up to the conclusion
that He could
never have permitted these disasters to befall
His saints, if by them that saintliness
could
be destroyed which He Himself had bestowed
upon them, and dehghts to see in them.
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most true, has therefore
a consolation of its
own,--a consolation which cannot deceive, and
which has in it a surer hope than the tottering and falling affairs of earth can afford.
They will not refuse the discipline
of this
temporal life, in which they are schooled for
life eternal; nor will they lament their experience of it, for the good things of earth they
use as pilgrims who are not detained by them,
and its ills either prove or improve them.
As
for those who insult over them in their trials,
and when ills befall them say, "Where
is thy
God ? ": we may ask them where their gods
arc when they suffer the very calamities
for
the sake of avoiding which they worship their
gods, or maintain
they ought to be worshipped; forthe family of Christ is furnished
with its reply: our Godiseverywhere
present,
wholly everywhere;
not confined toany place.
He can be present unperceived, and be absent
without moving; when He exposes us to adversities, it is either to prove our perfections
or correct our imperfections;
and in return
for our patient endurance of the sufferings of
time, He reserves for us an everlasting
reward.
But who are you, that we should deign
to speak with you even about your own gods,
much
le_s about our God, who is "to be
feared above all gods ? For all the gods of
the nations are idols; but the Lord made the
heavens. ''_
CHAP.

3 O. _

THAT

THOSE

WHO

COMPLAIN'

OF

CHRISTIANITYREALLYDESIRE TO LIVE WITHOUT RESTRAINTIN SHAMEIeULLUXURY.
If the famous Scipio Nasica were now alive,
who was "once your pontiff, and was unanimously chosen by the senate, when, in the
pamc created by the Punic war, they sought
for the best citizen to entertain the Phrygian
goddess,
he would curb this shamelessness
of yours, though you would perhaps scarcely
dare to look upon the countenance
of such a
man.
For why in your calamities
do you
complain _ Christianity,
unless because you
desire to enioy your luxurious
license unrestrained, and to lead an abandoned
and profligate life without the interruption
of any uneasiness or disaster?
For certainly your desire for peace, and prosperity, and plenty is
not prompted
by any purpose of using these
blessings honestly, that is to say, with rooderation, sobriety, temperance,
and piety; for

29. --WHAT
THE SERVANTSOF CHRIST your purpose rather is to run riot in an endSHOULDSAY _N _EPLY TO THE UNBELIEVERS less variety of sottish pleasures, and thus to

CHAP.

CAST
IN THEIR
TEETH
THAT
CHRIST
DID I generate
from your prosperity a moral pestiNOT RESCUETHEM FROM THE rum, OF THEIR I lence which will prove a thousandfold
more
_EMIES.
I disastrous than the fiercest enemies.
It was
WHO

The whole

family

of God, most

hI'ghandl
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such a calamity as this that Scipio, your chief theatre, a_d in a very weighty speech warned
pontiff, your best man in the iudgment of the them against allowing tne luxurious manners
whole senate, feared when he refused to agree of Greece to sap the Roman manliness,
and
to the destruction
of Carthage,
Rome'_ rival; persuaded them not to yield to the enervating
and opposed Cato, who advised its destruc_ and emasculating
influence of foreign hcention. He feared security, that enemy of weak tiousness.
So authoritative
and forcible were
minds, and he perceived that a wholesome fear his words, that the senate was moved to prowould be a fit guardian for the citizens.
And hibit the use even of those benches
whmh
he was not mistaken;
the event proved how hitherto had been customarily
brought to the
wisely he had spoken.
For when Carthage
theatre for the temporary
use of the citizens.'
was destroyed,
and the Roman republic de-How
eagerly would such a man as this have
tivered from its great cause of anxiety, a crowd banished from Rome the scenic exhibitions
of disastrous
evils forthwith resulted from the themselves,
had he dared to oppose the auprosperous
condition
of things.
First con-thority
of those whom he supposed
to be
cord was weakened,
and destroyed
by fierce gods ! For he did not know that they were
and bloody seditions;
then followed, by a malicious devils; or if he did, he supposed
concatenation
of baleful causes, civil wars, they should rather be propitiated
than dewhich brought in their train such massacres,
spised.
For there had not yet been revealed
such bloodshed,
such lawless and cruet pro- to the Gentiles
the heavenly doctrine which
scription
and plunder,
that those Romans
should purify their hearts by faith, and transwho, in the days of their wrtue, had expected
form their natural disposition by humble godinjury only at the hands of their enemies, ilmess, and turn them from the service of
now that their virtue was lost, suffered greater proud devils to seek the things that are in
cruelties at the hands of their fellow-citizens,
heaven, or even above the heavens.
The lust of rule, which with other vices existed among the Romans in more unmitigated
CHAP. 32.--OF THE ESTABLISHMENTOF SCENIC
intensity than among any other people, after
ENTERTAINMENTS.
it had taken possession of the more powerful
Know then, ye who are ignorant
of this,
few, subdued
under its yoke the rest, worn and ye who feign ignorance
be reminded,
and wearied.
Iwhile you murmur against Him who has freed
CHAP. 3I.--BY
WHAT STEPS THE PASSION FOR yOU from such rulers, that the scenic games,
GOVERNINGINCREASEDAMONGTHE ROMANS. exhibitions
of shameless
folly and hcense,
were established
at Rome, not by men's VlFor at what stage would that passion rest cious cravings,
but by the appointment
of
when once it has lodged m a proud spirit, until your gods.
Much more pardonably
might
by a succession
of advances
it has reached
you have rendered
divine honors to Scip_o
even the throne.
And to obtain such ad- than to such gods as these.
The gods were
vances nothing avails but unscrupulous
ambi- not so moral as their pontiff.
But give me
tion.
But unscrupulous
ambition
has noth- now your attention,
if your mind, inebriated
lug to work upon, save in a nation corrupted
by its deep potations of error, can take in any
by avarice and luxury.
Moreover, a people i sober truth.
The gods enjoined
that games
becomes
avaricious
and luxurious
by pros-be
exhibited in their honor to stay a phys_perity; and it was this which that very pru- cal pestilence;
their pontiff prohibited
the
dent man Nasica was endeavouring
to avoid theatre from being constructed,
to prevent a
when he opposed the destruction
of the great- moral pestilence.
If, then, there remains in
est, strongest,
wealthiest city of R_me's e'ne- you sufficmnt mental enlightenment
to prefer
my.
He thought that thus fear would act as the soul to the body, choose whom you will
a curb on lust, and that lust being curbed
worship.
Besides, though the pestilence was
would not run riot in luxury, and that luxury
stayed, this was not because the voluptuous
being prevented
avarice would be at an end; madness of stage-plays
had taken possession
and that these vices being banished,
virtue iof a warlike people hitherto
accustomed
only
would flourish and increase the great profit of to the games of the circus; but these astute and
the state; and liberty, the fit companion
of wicked spirits, foreseeing
that in due course
virtue, would abide unfettered.
For similar the pestilence would shortly cease, took occareasous, and animated
by the same considersion to infect, not the bodies, but the morals
ate patriotism,
that same chief pontiff of of their worshippers,
with a far more serious
yours--I
still
refer
to
him
who
was
adjudged
disease.
And
in
this
pestilence
these gods
Rome's
best
man without
one. dissentient
voice---threw cold water on the proposal of the
senate to build a circle of seats round the

Originally
thespectators
had tostand_and now {according
to

Livy,_. xlvii_)theoldcustomwasrestored.
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find great enjoyment,
because it benighted
the minds of men with so gross a "darkness,
and dishonored them with so foul a deformity,
that even quite recently (will posterity be able
to credit it ?) some of those who fled from the
sack of Rome and found refuge in Carthage,
were so infected with this disease, that day
after day they seemed to contend vnth one
another who should most madly run after the
actors in the theatres,

yourselves His servants, or by finding asylum
in the sacred places of the martyrs.
It is said that Romulus and Remus, in order
to increase the population
of the city they
founded, opened a sanctuary in which every
man might find asylum and absolution of all
crime,--a
remarkable
foreshadowing
of what
has recently occurred
in honor of Christ.
The destroyers of Rome followed the example
of its founders.
But it was not greatly to
their credit that the latter, for the sake of
CHAP. 33"--THAT THE OVERTHROW OF ROME increasing the number of their citizens, did
HAS NOT CORRECTED
THE VICES OF THE RO- that
which the former have done, lest the
MANS.
number of their enemies should be diminOh infatuated
men, what is this blindness,
ished.
or rather madness, which possesses you ? How
is it that while, as we hear, even the eastern CHAP. 35.---'OF THE so_s oF THE CHURCHWHO
nations
are bewailing
your ruin, and while
AgE HIDDEN AMONG TtlE WICKED, AND OF
powerful states in the most remote parts of
FALSECHRISTIANSWITHIN THE CHURCH.
the earth are mourning
your fall as a public
Let these and similar answers (if any fuller
calamity,
ye yourselves
should be crowding and fitter answers can be found) be given to
to the theatres, should be pouring into them their enemies by the redeemed family of the
and filhng them; and, in short, be playing a Lord Christ, and by tile pilgrim city of King
madder part now than ever before ? This was Christ.
But let this city bear In mind, that
the foul plague-spot,
this the wreck of virtue among her enemies lie hid those who are desand honor that Scipio sought to preserve you tined to be fellow-citizens,
that she may not
from when he prohibited
the construction
of think it a fruitless
labor to bear what they
theatres;
this was his reason for desiring that inflict as enemies until they become confessyou might still have an enemy to fear, seeing ors of the faith.
So, too, as long as she is a
as he did how easily prosperity would corrupt stranger m the world, the city of God has in
and destroy you.
He did not consider that her communion, and bound to her by the sacrepubhc
flourishing
whose walls stand, but raments, some who slaall not eternally dwell
whose morals are in ruins.
But the seduc- m the lot of the saints.
Of these, some are
tions of evil-minded
devils had more influ- not now recognized;
others declare themence with you than the precautions of prudent
selves, and do not hesitate to make common
men.
Hence the injuries you do, you will not cause with our enemies in murmuring
against
permit to be imputed to you: but the injuries God, whose sacramental
badge they wear.
you suffer, you impute to Christianity.
De- These men you may to-day see thronging the
praved by good fortune, and not chastened by churches
with us, to-morrow
crowding
the
adversity, what you desire in the restoration
theatres with the godless.
But we have the
of a peaceful and secure state, is not the tran- iless reason to despair of the reelamatiou
even
quillity of the commonwealth,
but the impu- of such persons, if among our most declared
nity of your own vicious
luxury.
Scipio enemies there are now some, unknown to
wished you to be hard pressed by an enemy, themselves,
who are destined
to become our
that you might not abandon
yourselves
to:friends.
In truth, these two cities are enluxurious
manners;
but so abandoned
are tangled together in this world, and intermixed
you, that not even when crushed by the ene- until the last judgment effects their separation.
my is your luxury repressed.
You have I now proceed to speak, as God shall help
missed the profit of your calamity;
you have me, of the rise, progress,
and end of these
been made most wretched, and have remained
two cities; and what I write, I write for the
most profligate,
glory of the city of God, that, being placed in
comparison with the other, it may shine with
_HAP,
34._OF
GOD'_ CLEMENCY IN MODERATING
a brighter
lustre.
THE RUIN

OF THE
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And that you are yet alive is due to God, CHAP. 36._WHAT
SUBJECTSARETO BEHANDLE_D
who spares you that you may be admonished
i
IN THE FOLLOWINGDISCOURSE.
to repent and reform
your lives.
It is He
But I have still some things to say in conwho has permitted
you, ungrateful
as you are, futation of those who refer the disasters
of
to escape the sword of the enemy, by calling the Roman republic to our religion, because it
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Fprohlbits the offering of sacrifices to the gods.
this end I must recount all, or as many
as may seem sufficient, of the disasters which
befell that city and its subject provinces, before these sacrifices were prohibited;
for all
these disasters they would doubtless have attributed to us, if at that time our religion had
shed its light upon them, and had prohibited
their sacrifices.
I must then go on to show
what social well-being the true God, in whose
hand are all kingdoms, vouchsafed
to grant
to them that their empire might increase.
I
must show why He did so, and how their
false gods, instead of at all aiding
them,
greatly
injured them by guile and deceit,
And, lastly, I must meet those who, when on
this point convinced
and confuted by irrefragable proofs, endeavor
to maintain that they
worship the gods, not hoping for the present advantages of this life, but for those which

?
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are to be enjoyed after death.
And this, if I
am not mistaken, will be the most difficult
part of my task, and will be worthy of the
loftiest _rgument;
for we must then enter the
lists with the philosophers,
not the mere cornmon herd of philosophers,
but the most
renowned, who in many points agree with ourselves, as regarding
the immortality
of the
soul, and that the true God created the world,
and by Hm providence
rules all He has
created.
But as they differ from us on other
points, we must not shrink from the task of
exposing
their errors, that, having refuted
the gainsaying
of the wicked with such ability
as God may vouchsafe, we may assert the city
of God, and true piety, and the worship of
God, to which alone the promise of true and
everlasting
felicity is attached.
Here, then,
let us conclude, that we may enter on these
subjects in a fresh book.

BOOK

II.

ARGUMENT.
IN THIS

BOOK

TIME
TISED;
GODS_

AUGUSTIN

OF

CHRIST,

AND
THE

GREATEST,

REVIEWS
AND

WHILE

DEMONSTRATES

THOSE
THE
THAT,

ROMANS

HAVE

OF

CALAMITIES_THE

ALL

CALAMITIES
WORSHIP
FAR FROM

BEEN BY THEM

WHICH

OF THE

THE

BEING

FROM

WITH

OF

SUFFERED

GODS WAS

PRESERVED

OVERWHELMED

CORRUPTION

ROMANS

FALSE

THE

MANNERS,

BEFORE

UNIVERSALLY
MISFORTUNE

ONLY,
AND

OR AT
THE

THE
PRAC-

BY THE
LEAST

VICES

OF

THE
THE

SOUL.

CHAP.

Io_OF

THE

LIMITS

WHICH

MUST

BE

PUT I tO

them,

reply

tO

US,

and,

as it is written,

TO THE NECESSITY OF REPLYING TO AN AD-i" speak hard things,"'
and are incorrigibly
VERSARY.
, vain.
Now, if we were to propose to confute
IF the feeble mind of man did not -resume !their objections
as often as they wlth brazen
....... tile clear evloence
P.. ,DUg
. _faee . chose to. disregard
our arguments,
and
to reslsl[
oi truED,
_,..
yielded
its infirmity
to ._.^:
wholesome
doctrines, A Is°
otten
tlmy couldyouDyseeanynowmeans
contra_
_ t- _ _._l.u
_; .; ....
.....
.:1 ;. ^_.._l_e
_olct
our as
statements,
enoless,
ano
_ _u a a_LTg,.v,._
Irom_oo,
ovlts

.l=_,_,._
_._. ,_,u......grace '.fruitless,
altn
aDO ,pier3",me
.
.

needed to heal it, they who
and express them in suitable

have just ideas, I_v;_:a_'n_o
language, would ..
g..

and _ painful
. ..

a . task . we. should
. .be. un-

_:fl.utd_e:_mer;l n ,_o n:: w_sn _oy
J _g
. _bYy '._ y
_

need to use no long discourse
to refute the _::l_l,nU_cen:hrisDwYo;knYf°_li_°_se
f°etZSa:_
errors of empty conjecture.
But th_s mental w
e
y
infirmi
is now more -revalent
and hurtful
m all Christian charity put, if at least you inty
1J
.
;tend always to require a reply to every excepthe truth has been anas extent
thawever't°such
fully demonstrated
that evenatter'_ino:lt
as
W_;rCl
" %oy 2u hwe2r
ul_al_::otl
.....
_i_;tthY°:ere_l d
man can prove it to man, they hold for the
;
Y
Y
very truth their own unreasonable
fancies, women of whom the apostle says that they
either on account
of their great blindness,
are" always learning, and never able to come
which prevents them
from seeing what is to the knowledge of the truth."*
plainly set before them, or on account of their
opinionat;ve obstinacy,
which prevents them CHAP. 2._RECAPITULATION OF THE CONTENTS
from acknowledging
the force of what they do
OF THE FIRST BOOK.
see.
There
therefore
frequently
arises
a
necessity of speaking
more fully on those
In the foregoing
book, having begun to
points which are already clear, that we may, speak of the city of God, to which I have
were, present them not to the eye, but resolved, Heaven helping me, to consecrate
as it
' wt_r:s'e '_th_asattY¢:(:
t_ e"
_ren t_ thheo2_vChO Sc_o:ehatthth:Yevm:sy beaf:_tt i_h:av:h°tloe O:p th" to
..
] ........
:
s
twars bv which the world is being devastated,
mem.
Ano yet to what en(1 snail we ever/
.
.......
- _
-

bring
ourdiscossions,
or
what
boundsbe o
set to our discourse,
if we proceed on the I e b .....
prinoip
thate must
always
repltothose
I .
who reply to us ? For those who are either I -

[;ih e__i_abl^
;l i acsa,,..fi__"
f
evOo N
" ........
hrist tha_for Hia
., .......

unable to understand
our arg'uments,
or are lramer to attrloute
so hardened
by the habit of contradiction,
I
that though they understand
they cannot yield I ' P_ _" +

it to _

,
,_ Ti_. i_ _.
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name's sake the barbarians, in contravention
of all custom and law of war, threw open as
sanctuaries
the largest churches, and in many
instances
showed such reverence to Christ,
that not only His genuine servants, but even
those who m their terror feigned themselves
to be so, were exempted from all those hardships which by the custom of war may lawfully be inflicted.
Then out of this there
arose the question, why wicked and ungrateful men were permitted
to share in these
benefits;
and why, too, the hardships
and
calamities
of war were inflicted on the godly
as welt as on the ungodly.
And in giving a
suitably full answer to this large question, I
occupied some considerable
space, partly that
I might
relieve the anxieties
which disturb
many when they observe that the blessings of
God, and the common and daily human casualties, fall to the lot of bad men and good
without distinction;
but mainly that I might
minister some consolation
to those holy and
chaste women who were outraged
by tim enemy, in such a way as to shock their modesty,
though not to sully their purity, and that I
might preserve them from being ashamed of
life, though they have no guilt to be ashamed
of.
And then I briefly spoke against those
who with a most shameless wantonness
insult
over those poorChristtans
who were subjected
to those calamities,
and especlalIy over those
broken-hearted
and humiliated, though chaste
and holy women;
these fellows themselves
being most depraved
and unmanly
profllgates,
quite
degenerate
from the genuine
Romans, whose famous deeds areabundantly
recorded
in history,
and everywhere
celebrated, but who have found in their descendants the greatest enemies of their glory.
In
truth,
Rome, which was founded
and increased by the labors of these ancient heroes,
was more shamefully
ruined
by their descendants,
while its walls were still standing,
than it is now by the razing of them.
For in
this ruin there fell stones and timbers; but in
the ruin those profligates
effected, there fell,
not the mural, but the moral bulwarks
and
ornaments of the city, and their hearts burned
with passions more destructive than the flames
which
consumed
their
houses.
Thus
I
brought my first book to a close.
And now I
go on to speak of those calamities which that
city itself, or its subject provinces, have suffeted since its foundation;
all of which they
would equally have attributed
to the Christian religion, if at that early period the doctrine of the gospel against their false and deceiving gods had been as largely and freely
proclaimed
as
now.

OF
CHAP,

GOD.
3._THAT

[Boor IL
WE

NEED

ONLY

TO

READ

HIS-

TORY IN ORDER TO SEE WHAT CALAMITIES
THE ROMANSSUFFEREDBEFORETHE RELIGION
oF CHRIST BEGAN TO COMPETE WITH THE
WORSHIPOF THE GODS.
But remember
that, in recounting
these
things, I have still to address myself to ignorant men;
so ignorant,
indeed, as to give
birth to the common
saying, '" Drought mud
Christianity
go hand in hand." _ There are
indeed some among them who are thoroughly
well-educated
men, and have a taste for history, in which the things I speak of are open
to their observation;
but in order to irritate
the uneducated
masses against us, they feign
ignorance of these events, and do what they
can to make the vulgar believe that those dis-.
asters, which in certain places and at certain
times uniformly befall mankind,
are the result
of Christianity,
which is being everywhere
diffused, and is possessed of a renown andbrilliancy which quite eclipse their own gods. _
Let them then. along with us, call to mind
with what various and repeated
disasters the
prosperttyof
Rome was blighted,
before ever
Christ had come in the flesh, and before His
name had been blazoned among the nations
with that glory which they vainly, grudge.
Let them, if they can, defend their gods in
this article,
since they maintain
that
they
worship them in order to be preserved
from
these disasters,
whlch they now impute to
us if thev suffer in the least degree.
For
why did these gods permit the disasters I am
to speak of to fall on their worshippers
before
the preaching
of Christ's
name offended
them, and put an end to their sacrifices
CHAP.
4.--THAT
GODS
NEVER

THE WORSHIPPERS
OF THE
FROM
THEM
ANY

RECEIVED

HEALTHY MORAL PRECEPTS,
AND THAT IN
CELEBRATINGTHEIR WORSHIP ALL SORTS OF
IMPURITIESWEREPRACTICED.
First of all, we would ask why their gods
took no steps to Improve the morals of their
worshippers.
That the true God should neglect those who did not seek His help, that was
but justice; but why did those gods, from
whose worship ungrateful
men are now cornplalnmg
that they are prohibited,
issue no
laws which might have guided their devotees
to a virtuous
life?
Surely it was but just,
that such care as men showed to the worship
, plu:r_iadeflt, causa CkrlshanL Similar accusatmtm
and
replies may be seen in the celebrated
passage
of "I ertulllan'sn#oz.c. 4o,and in the eloquentexordiumor Arnob,tm,
Co
ae,m.
2 Augustin
is supposed
to refer to S vmmachus,
who stmil_ly
ao_d the Chrmtmns m hm add, tess to the Emperor Valentlntarttm
similar

an tne year 384 At Augustan s request,
Paulus
bib mstory m confutationof Symmachus"
charges.

Otosius wrot4_

_'_aAr.
V.]
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of the gods, the gods on their part should offunder the name of gods, and eitherdisbehave to the conduct of men. But, itis re- lievesin theirexistence,
or leads sucha life
plied,itisby hisown willa man goes astray,as prompts him ratherto propitiate
and fear
Who deniesit?
But gods,
none the
wasmen's
itin- them thanthe trueGOd.
_umbent
on these
who less
were
guardians,
to pubhsh in plain terms the laws CHAP. 5.----OF THE OBSCENITIESPRACTICEDIN
of a good life, and not to conceal them from
HONOROF THE MOTHEROF THE GODS.
their worshippers.
It was their part to send
prophets to reach and convict such as broke
these laws, and publicly to proclaim the punishments
which await evil-doers, and the rewards whichDidmay
that
dowelI.
everbethelooked
walls forof by
anythose
of their
temples

echo to any such warning rome _ I
•
myself, when I was a young man, used sometlmes to go to the sacrilegious entertainments
and spectacles;
I saw the prlests rawng in religtous excitement,
and heard the choristers;
I took pleasure m the shameful games which
were celebrated
in honor of gods and goddesses, of the virgin Ccelestls, • and ]3erecynthin,-" the mother
of all the gods
And on
the holy day consecrated
to her purificauon,
there were sung before her couch productions
so obscene and filthy for the ear--I
do not
say of the mother of the gods, but of the
mother of any senator or honest man--nay,
so _mpure, that not even the mother of the
foul-mouthed
players themselves could have
formed one of the audience.
For natural
reverence
for parents
is a bond which the
most abandoned cannot ignore.
And, accord-,
ingly, the lewd actions and filthy words with

In this matter I would prefer to have as
my assessors in judgment, not those men who
rather take pleasure
in these infamous customs than take pains to put an end to them,
but that same Scipio Nasma who was chosen
by the senate as the citizen most worthy to
receive in his hands the image of that demon
Cybele,
and convey it into the city.
lle
would tell us whether
he would be proud to
see h_s own mother so highly esteemed
by
Ithe state as to have dlvine honors adjudged
Ito her; as the Greeks and Romans and other
nauons
have decreed d_vine honors to men
who had been of material serwce to them,
and have beheved that their mortal benefacit°rs
made Surely
immortal,
and enrolled
amongweretilethusgods.*
he would
desire
that his mother should enjoy such felicity
were it possible•
But if we proceeded
to ask
him whether, among the honors pald to her,
he would wish such shameful rites as these to
be celebrated,
would he not at once exclaim
that he would rather his mother
lay stonedead, than survive as a goddess to lend her
i car to these obscenities ? "Is it possible that
Fhe who was of so severe a morality, that he
] used his influence as a Roman senator to pre)vent the building of a theatre in that cit_
dedmated to the manly virtues, would wish

wifich these
players honored
tile mother of
the gods, in presence
of a vast assemblage
and audmnce
of both sexes, they could not
for very shame have rehearsed
at home in'
presence
of their own mothers,
And the his mother to be propitmted as a goddess with
crowds that were gathered
from all quarters
words whmh would have brought
the blush
by curiosity, offended modesty must, I should to
cheek believe
when a that
Romanthe matron
? Could
he her
possibly
modesty
of an
suppose, have scattered
in the confusion of
•
.
esnmable
woman
would
be
so
transformed
by
shame.
If these ....are sacred rites, what is sac- ,her promouon
to d_wmty, that she would
If
this
is
purificanon,
what
is
pollu
I
rflege ?
- suffer herself to be invoked and celebrated
in
tion _ This festiwty was called the Tables, 3', .............
.1 ;_._
....
_.._ ;_ _._ _._.*
as if a b.,n q uet were bern g g wen at which un -iheard
I
the hke while alive upon earth, and
clean devils might find suitable refreshment,
nr_ _
a
hstened
without sto_m_
her •ears _nd
For..........
"it is not difficult to see what kind" o f lhad
.
Ihurrymg
from the spot, her relatives,
her
spirits the Y must be who are oeughtea w_tta_ihusband, and her children would have blushed
such obscenities,
unless,
indeed, a man be ¢,_,
h_
wh,.r_ n _. th_ mntht_r ¢_t
¢ _h_ ¢re_d_
blinded b Y these evil sprats passing themselves _belng
I
such a character as the most profligate
_1
man would be ashamed to have for his mother,
. _ Tertullmn
c. _4) mentions
a_*pecialJy
S [[ and
meaning
to. enthral
the minds of
the
snlppe_t
ila Aft-lea(A_eaL 2_ugustln
mentionsCcelestm
net again
In the wor
2o_n
.
. .
.
chapter of this book and m other parts of hts works,
Romans, oemanoea
for her service
their
best
_Berecynthta
is_oneof the many names of Rhea or Cybele. _;_; ....
r_¢-*,_
vT (xxix H) relates that the image of Cybele
g"
*_ "* _ v
Rome the day before the ides of April. whmh wag accordingly ] bv her helpful

dcdteatedasherfeast-day.
Thetmage,
had to be wasnexiinthe streamAlmon. a tributary
of itseems,
the Tiber.
beforebemg
U_Luea,',hn_(i.

6oo_.etz_t_-,,_o

mime Cybelen, and the elegant
seq3 2¢erc_la, dishes or conrses.

_o_¢m-i

verses of Ovid. Fast.

him

_till

m,_ r,
_

;,,

,,;,_,,,, , _

counsel, but to entangm
mm
] , -- _
._ ._1_ 1.t.. h-r
;**_[ Dy her _e_c _, ,,.-,.
,- of--hv, -_
,... ;*
,_ ;....
,o w-_--i

placed in the temple of Victory • and each year as the lest vii re- _ __ ,-r,u
tar-n_-_, tile
l.He
Washing
WaS
repeateo' - w tn- much ;' pomp
at to_e SR me I_

s_,

,;r_,_,,

s0ul."s

Iv. 337 et _
I

_1,. _. ........
auu,tctc_

; I1 b... _
_v,.
.un_

*'_.
zw.ee

the precious

Her intent was to purr up this high-

_
4See Ctcero, De Nat. Dear, i_. *4.
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souled man byan apparently divine testimony
to his excellence,
in order that he might rely
upon his own eminence
in virtue, and make
no further efforts after true piety and rehgion_ without which natural genius, however
brilliant,
vapors
into pride and comes to
nothing.
For what but a guileful
purpose
could that goddess
demand
the best man,
seeing that in her own sacred festivals she requires such obscenities as the best men would
be covered with shame to hear at their own
tables ?
CHAP.

6._THAT
NEVER

THE

INCULCATED

GODS

OF

HOLINESS

THE
OF

PAGANS
LIFE.

OF GOD.

[Book II.

structions were wont to be communicated
from
the gods, and where the people who worshipped them were accustomed
to resort to
hear them, as we can point to our churches
built for this purpose in every land where the
Christian religion is received
CHAP. 7.--THAT
THE SUGGESTIONSOF PHILOSOPHERS ARE PRECLUDEDFROM HAVING ANY
MORAL EFFECT,
BECAUSE THEY HAVE NOT
THE AUTHORITY WHICH BELONGSTO DIVINE
INSTRUCTION,
BIAS

TO

LOW

THE

OBEY

AND

EVIL

THE

BECAUSE

MAN'S

HIM

RATHER

INDUCES

EXAMPLES
PRECEPTS

OF
OF

THE

GODS

NATURAL
TO
THAN

FOLTO

MEN.

This is the reason why those divinities quite
But will they perhaps
remind
us of the
neglected
the lives and morals of the cities schools of the philosophers,
and their disputaand nations who worshipped
them, and threw tions ? In the first place, these belong not to
no dreadful prohibition in theirway to hinder Rome, but to Greece; and even if we yield
them from becoming
utterly corrupt, and to to them that they are now Roman, because
preserve them from those terrible and detes- Greece itself has become a Roman province,
table evils which visit not harvests and vin- still the teachings of the philosophers
are not
tages, not house and possessions,
not the the commandments
of the gods, but the disbody which is subject to the soul; but the soul coveries
of men, who, at the prompting
of
itself, the spirit that rules the whole man
their own speculative
ability, made efforts to
If there was any such prohibition, let it be discover the hidden laws of nature, and the
produced,
let it be proved.
They will tell us right and wrong in ethics, and in dialectic
that purity and probity were inculcated
upon what was consequent
according
to the rules
those who were initiated
in the mysteries of of logic, and what was inconsequent
and erroreligion, and that secret incitements
to virtue neons.
And some of them, by God's help,
were whispered
in the ear of the dlife; but made great discoveries;
but when left to themthis is an idle boast.
Let them show or name selves they were betrayed by human infirmity,
to us the places which were at any time con- and fell into mistakes.
And this was ordered
secrated to assemblages
in which, instead of by divine providence,
that their pride might
fhe obscene songs and licentious
acting of be restrained, and that by their example it
players, instead of the celebration
of those might be pointed out that it is humility which
most filthy and shameless Fugalia x (well called has access to the highest regions.
But of
Fugalia, since they banish modesty and right this we shall have more to say, if the Lord
feeling), the people were commanded
in the God of truth permit, in its own place. 3 Howname of the gods to restrain
avarice, bridle ever, if the philosophers
have made any disimpurity,
and conquer ambition;
where, in coveries which are sufficient to grade men to
short, they might learn in that school which virtue and blessedness,
would it not have been
Persius vehemently
lashes them to, when he greater justice to vote divine honors to them ?
says: "Be taught, ye abandoned
creatures,
Were it not more accordant with every virtuand ascertain the causes of things; what we ous sentiment
to read Plato's writings in a
are, and for what end we are born; what is "Temple
of Plato," than to be present
in
the law of our success in life; and by what the temples of devils to witness the priests of
art we may turn the goal without making ship- Cybele 4 mutilating themselves,
the effeminate
wreck; what limit we should put to our wealth, being consecrated,
the raving fanatics cutting
what we may lawfully desire, and what uses themselves,
and whatever
other
cruel
or
filthy lucre serves; how much we should be- shameful,
or shamefully
cruel or cruelly
stow upon our country and our family; learn, shameful, ceremony is efijoined by the ritual
in short, what God meant thee to be, and of such gods as these?
Were it not a more
what place He has ordered
you to fill.""
Let them name to us the places where such in3Seebelowbooksvhi.-mi.
4" Galli,"
the castrated
priests of Cybele. who were named aft_V_.g,tzlt_.
Vires
is uricertain to what feast Augustlnrefers.
Omae,_inutJ undevatands
him to refer to a feast celebrating
the expal_" n of the kings from Rome,
This feast, however
(celebrated
On the _4th of February),
was commonly
called Re, fflfs._sm,
aPeraim h Sat. ill, 66-7_t.

ter the river GaUus, in Phrygia,
the water of which
was supposed
to intoxicate
or madden
those who drank it.
According
to Vitruvms(v_i.
3),there
wasammilarfountammPaphlagonm.
Apulel us (C,_,Iden _Iss,.vm.)
gaves a graphm
and humorous
de_ri'ptkm
ot the or ess, d.a.ncang and tmpesture
ot these ptaests. ; mengomng,
among other tt_tngs, that they lashed themselves
with whtps attTd
cut themselves
wRh knives till the ground was wet with blood.
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suitable education, and more likely to prompt
the youth to virtue, if they heard public recitals of the laws of the gods, instead of the
vain laudation of the customs and laws of their
ancestors ? Certainly all the worshippers
of
the Roman gods, when once they are possessed by what Persius calls *'the burning
poison of lust," _ prefer to witness the deeds
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wicked a fiction, in place of encouraging
the
games which circulated it. Of these plays,
the most inoffensive are comedies and tragedies, that is to say, the dramas which poets
write for the stage, and which, though they
often handle impure subjects, yet do so without the filthiness of language which characterizes many other performances;
and it is these

of Jupiter
rather than to hear what Plato tdramas which boys areobliged
by their seniors
taught or Cato censured.
Hence the young _to read and learn as a part of what is called a
profligate
in Terence,
when he sees on the liberal and gentlemanly
education. 3
wall a fresco representing
the fabled descent
of Jupiter into the lap of Danad in the form CHAP. 9.--THAT THE POETICALLICENSEWHICH
of a golden shower, accepts this as authoritaTHE GREEKS, IN OBEDIENCETO THEIR GODS,
tire precedent
for his own licentiousness,
and
ALLOWED,
WAS RESTRAINEDBY THE ANCIENT
boasts that he is an imitator of God.
"And
ROMANS.
what God ?" he says.
" He who with His
thunder
shakes the loftiest temples.
And
was I, a poor creature compared
to H_m, to
make bones of it ? No; I did it, and with all
my heart. ''*

The opinion of the ancient Romans on this
matter is attested
by C_cero in his work De
.RefluM, ca, in which Sctpio, one of the interlocutors,
says, " The lewdness
of comedy
could never have been suffered by audiences,
unless the customs of society had previously
CHAP. 8.--THAT
THE THEATRICALEXHIBITIONS sanctioned the same lewdness,"
And in the
PUBLISHING THE SHAMEFULACTIONSOF THE earlier days the Greeks
preserved a certain
GODS, PROPITIATED
RATHER
THAN OFFENDED
reasonableness
m their
license,
and
made it
THEM.
a law, that whatever comedy wished to say of
But, some one will interpose, these are the any one, it must sayit of h_m by name.
And
fables of poets, not the dehverances
of the so in the same work of Cicero's, Sciplo says,
gods themselves.
Well, I have no mind to "Whom
has it not aspersed?
Nay, whom
arbitrate
between the lewdness of theatncal thas it not worried ? Whom has it spared ?
entertainments
and of mystic rites; only this IAllow that it may assail demagogues
and facI say, and history bears me out in making the Itmns, men injurmus to the commonwealth-assertion,
that those same entertainments,
in Ia Cleon, a Cleophon, a Hyperbolus.
That is
which the fictmns of poets are the main at- ! tolerable, though it had been more seemly for
traction, were not introduced
in the festivals
the pubhc censor to brand such men, than for
of the gods by the ignorant
devotion
of the a poet to lampoon them; but to blacken the
Romans, but that the gods themselves gave !fame of Pericles with scurrilous
verse, after
the most urgent commands
to this effect, and he had with the utmost dignity presided over
indeed extorted
from the Romans these so- their state alike in war and in peace, was as
lemnmes and celebrations
in their honor.
I unworthy of a poet, as if our own Plautus or
touched on this in the preceding book, and Noevms were to bring Publius and Cneius Scimentioned
that dramatic entertainments
were pio on the comic stage, or as if C_ecilius were
first inaugurated
at Rome on occasion of a to caricature Cato.'
And then a little after
pestilence,
and by authority
of the pontiff,
he goes on: "Though
our Twelve Tables atAnd what man is there who is not more hkely tached the penalty of death only to a very few
to adopt, for the regulation of his own llfe, the offences, yet among these few this was one: if
examples that are represented
in plays which any man should have sung a pasquinade,
or
have a divine sanction, rather than the pre- have composed a satire calculated to bring incepts written and promulgated
with no more famy or disgrace on another person.
Wisely
than human authority?
If the poets gave a decreed.
For it is by the decisions of magfalse representation
of Jove in describing him istrates, and by a well-informed
justice, that
as adulterous,
then it were to be expected that our lives ought to be judged, and not by the
the chaste
gods should in anger avenge so flighty
fanciesto of
neither save
ought
we we
to
be exposed
hearpoets;
calumnies,
where
!have the liberty of replying, and defending
•aTer.
P_,_i_,
s,t.m.37 .......
lourselves before an adequate tribunal. " This
Eun. hi. 5- 36 ; atxd of. the mmllar atlus_cn m _rmtopm

Cloud_, xo33-4. It may be added.that the a r_xanent of tins chap- much I have
judged it advisable to quote from
ter was largely used by the wLser of the p..eathen tnemmaSekieV_e
Ihonysite_ Hat. 6i. 2o) and Sen2ca IzYe /_re_. v z_. c. x_.y ii_gv L,_
,m*-ysamecomplamt ;and_t will be rememtmi'ed tlaat ms aoOptlOn
3 This sentence reealts Augustln_s own ezperlence u St boy,
af this reasoning waso_eof
the grounds on whtch Euripides was
hich he bewaalsin his Co_fessmns
stmlmcttd of athemm.
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the f6urth book of Cicero's De Republica; and
I have made the quotation
word for word,
with the exception
of some words omitted,
and some slightly transposed,
for the sake
of giving the sense more readily.
And certainly the extract is pertinent
to the matter I
am endeavoring
to explain.
Cicero makes
some further remarks, and concludes the passage by showing that the ancient Romans did
not permit any living man to be either praised
or blamed on the stage.
But the Greeks, as
I said, though not so moral, were more loglcal in allowing this license which the Romans
forbade; for they saw that their gods approved
and enjoyed the scurrilous
language
of low
comedy when directed
not only against men,
but even
against
themselves;
and this,
whether
the infamous
actions
imputed
to
them were the fictions of poets, or were their
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them to be attributed
to higher beings, that
there might seem to be conveyed from heaven
itself a sufficient sanction for the perpetration
of shameful wickedness.
The Greeks, therefore, seeing the character
of the gods they
served, thought that the poets should certainly
not refrain from showing up human vices on
the stage, either because they desired to be
like their gods in this, or because they were
afraid that, if they required
for themselves
a more unblemished
reputation
than they asserted for the gods, they might provoke them
to anger.
CHAP. II.--THAT THE GREEKSADMITTEDPLAYEP.STO OFFICES OF STATE, Or_ THE GROUND
THAT MEN WHO PLEASED THE GODS SHOULD
NOT BE CONTEMPTUOUSLYTREATEDBY THEIR
FELLOWS.

actual iniquities commemorated
and acted in
the theatres.
And would that the spectators
had judged them worthy only of laughter, and
not of imitation!
Manifestly
it had been a
stretch of pride to spare the good name of
the leading men and the common citizens,
when the very deities did not grudge that
their own reputation
should be blemished,

It was a part of this same reasonableness
of the Greeks which induced them to bestow
upon the actors of these same plays no inconsiderable
civic honors.
In the
abovementioned
book of the _ge Re.pubhca, it is
mentioned
that YEschines,
a very eloquent
Athenian,
who had been a tragic actor m his
youth,
became
a statesman,
and that the
Athenians
again and again sent another
traCHAP.
IO._THAT
THE
DEVILS,
IN
SUFFERING
gedmn, Aristodemus,
as their plempotentiary
EITHER
FALSE
OR
TRUE
CRIMES
TO BE LAID
to
Philip.
For they judged it unbecoming
TO
THEIR
CHARGE,
MEANT
TO
DO
MEN
A
to
condemn
and treat
as
infamous
persons
MISCHIEF.
those who were the chief actors in the scemc
It is alleged, in excuse of this practice, that entertainments
which they saw to be so pleasthe stories told of the gods are not true, but ing to the gods.
No doubt this was immoral
false, and mere inventions,
but this only of the Greeks, but there can be as little doubt
makes matters worse, if we form our estimate
they acted in conformity
with the character
by the morality our religion
teaches;
and if of their gods; for how could they have prewe consider
the mahce of the dewls, what sumed to protect the conduct of the citizens
more wily and astute artifice could they prac- from being cut to pieces by the tongues
of
tise upon men ? When a slander is uttered
poets and players,
who were allowed,
and
against
a leading
statesman
of upright and even enjoined
by the gods, to tear their diuseful life, is it not reprehensible
in proporvine reputatmn
to tatters ? And how could
tion to its untruth and groundlessness
? What they hold m contempt
the men who acted in
punishment,
then, shall be sufficient when the the theatres those dramas which, as they had
gods are the objects of so wicked and out- ascertained,
gave pleasure to the gods whom
rageous an injustice?
But the devils, whom they worshipped ? Nay, how could they but
these men repute gods, are content that even : grant
to them the h_ghest
civic honors ?
iniquities
they are guiltless of should be as-On
what plea could they honor the priests
cribed to them, so long as they may entangle
who offered for them acceptable
sacrifices to
men's minds in the meshes of these opinions,
the gods, if they branded
with infamy the
and draw them on along with themselves
to actors who in behalf
of the people gave to
their predestinated
punishment:
whether such the gods that pleasure or honour which they
things were actually committed
by the men demanded,
and which, according
to the acwhom these devils, delighting
in human in. count of the priests, they were angry at not
fatuation,
cause to be worshipped
as gods, receiving.
Labeo,' whose learning makes him
and in whose stead they,
by a thousand
an authority on such points, is of opimon that
malign
and
deceitful
artifices,
substitute
themselves,
and so receive
worship;
or
whether, though they were really the crimes
of men, these wicked spirits gladly allowed

7

t Labeo,
antiquities,

a jurist of the time of Augustus,
and the author of several works

learned
in law and
much
prized
by his

or. andonSOme
_._e_d,.gag_.
two._t_
tionary
Antasraus
and Corneh_ Th_
Lal_o
should

m Smith's)Dic-

be read.
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the distinction
between good and evil deities ous words against a citizen, though they may
should find expression in a difference of wor- with impunity cast what imputations
they
ship; that the evil should be propitiated
by ]please upon the gods, without the interference
bloody sacrifices and doleful rites, but thefof senator, censor, prince, or pontiff?
It was,
good with a joyful and pleasant observance, as, Iforsooth, intolerable
tt, at Plautus or Nmvius
e.g. (as he says himself), with plays, festivals, fshould attack Publius and Cneius Scipio, inand banquets. * All this we shall, with God's sufferable that C_ecllitls should lampoon Cato;
help, hereafter
discuss.
At present,
and]but
qmte proper that your Terence
should
speaking to the subject on hand, whether all!encourage
youthful lust by the wicked examKlnos OI offerings
are maoe malscnmmatety
Ipie of supreme Jove.
to
the gods,thing
as to
if all
were good
is
an all
unseemly
conceive
that (and
there itare.
evil gods; but these gods of the pagans are i CHAP"I3"--THAT
all
evil, because
not gods,
spirits),
or whether,theyas areLabeo
thinks, buta ew]
distinction is made between the offerings presented to the d_fferent gods the Greeks are'
equally justified in honoring
alike the priests
by whom the sacrifices
are offered, and the
players by whom the dramas are acted, that
they may not be open to the charge of doing
a0 injury to all their gods, if the plays are
pleasing to all of them, or (which were still
worse) to their good gods, if the plays are
relished only by them.

THE ROMANS SHOULD HAVE

UNDERSTOODTHA1
GODS WHO DESIRED
TO
BE WORSHIPPED IN LICENTIOUS
ENTLRTAINMENTSWERE UNWORTHYOF DIVINE HONOR.
But Sc_plo, were he alive, would possibly
reply: " How could we attach a penalty to
that which the gods themselves
have conse.
crated ? For the theatrical entertainments
in
which such things are said, and acted, and
performed, were introduced into Roman society by the gods, whoordered
that they should
be dedicated and exhibited
in their honor."
But was not this, then, the plainest proof that
they were no true gods, nor in any respect
CHAP. I2.--THAT THE ROMANS. BY REFUSING worthy of receiving divine honours from the
TO THE
POETS
THE
SAME
LICENSE
]N RESPI_.( T i repubhc
? Suppose they had required that in
OF
MEN
WHICH
THEY
ALLOWED
THEM
IN THE
their honor ti_e citizens of Rome should be
CASE
OF
THE
GODS,
SHOWED
A MORE
DELlheld up to ridicule, every Roman would have
CATE SENSITIVENESSREGARDING THEMSELVFS'resented
the hateful proposal.
How then, I
THAN REGARDING "IHE GODS.
_oul(t ask, can they be esteemed worthy of
The Romans, however, as Scipio boasts in _orshlp,
when they propose that their own
that same discussion,
dechned
hawng their crmaes be used as material
for celebrating
conduct and good name subjected to the as-! their praises ? Does not this artifice expose
saults and slanders of the poets, and went so them,
and prove that they are detestable
far as to make it a capital crime if any one 'rdevils ? Thus the Romans, though they were
should dare to compose
such verses.
Thlslsuperstltious
enough to serve as gods those
was a very honorable
course to pursue, so !who made no secret of their desire to be worfar as they themse!ves
were concerned,
but shipped in hcentious plays, yet had sufficient
in resoect of the gods it was proud and lrreh- regard to their hereditary
dignity and virtue,
gious: for they knew that the gods not only to prompt them to refuse to players any such
tolerated,
but relished, being lashed by the in- rewards as the (;reeks accorded them.
On
lurious expressions
of the poets, and yet'they
this point we have this testimony of Scipio,
in Cicero"
Romans ]
themselves
would not suffer this same hand- recorded
_
• " They [the
.
ling; and what thelr ritual prescribed as accep- considered comedy and all theatrical performtable to the gods, their law prohibited
as inju- ances as disgraceful,and
therefore not only derlous to themselves.
How then, Scipio, do barred players from offices and honors open
you praise the Romans
for refusing
this to ordinary
citizens, but also decreed
that
license to the poets, so that no citizen could their names should be branded by the censor,
be calumniated,
whde you know that the gods and erased from the roll of their tribe."
An
were not included under this protection ? Do excellent
decree, and another
testimony
to
you count your senate-house
worthy of so the sagacity of Rome; but I could wish their
much higher a regard than the Capitol ? Is prudence had been more thorough-going
and
the one city of Rome more valuable in your t consistent.
For when I hear that if any Roeyes than the whole heaven of gods, that you t man cit|zen chose the stage as his profession,
prohibit
your poets from uttering any injuri- he
not only
closed became
to himself
every laudable
career,
but even
an outcast
from his
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_ealous of its reputation.
But then some one
interrupts my rapture, by inquinng
with what
consistency
players are debarred
from all
honors, while plays are counted among the
honors due to the gods ? For a long while
the virtue of Rome was uncontaminated
by
theatricaa exhibitions; * and if they had been
adopted for the sake of gratifying
the taste
of the citizens, they would have been introduced hand in hand with the relaxation
of
manners.
But the fact is, that it was the
gods who demanded
that they should be exhibited to gratify them.
With what justice,
then, is the player excommumcated
by whom
God is worshipped ? On what pretext
can
you at once adore him who exacts, and brand
him who acts these plays ? This, then, is the
controversy
in which the Greeks and Romans
are engaged.
The Greeks think they justly
honor
players,
because
they worship the
gods who demand plays; the Romans, on the
other hand, do not suffer an actor to disgrace
by his name his own plebeian tribe, far less the
senatorial order.
And the whole of th_s discussion may be summed up in the following
syllogism.
The Greeks give us the major
premise: If such gods are to be worshipped,
then certainly
such men may be honored,
The Romans add the minor: But such men
must by no means be honoured.
The Christians draw the conclusion:
Therefore
such
gods must by no means be worshipped.

citizens be uninjured, with the divine nature
as you see it in these gods exacting plays in
their own honor.
Plato strove, though unsuccessfully,
to persuade
the light-minded
and lascivious Greeks to abstain from so much
as writing such plays; the gods used their
authority to extort the acting of the same from
the dignified and sober-minded
Romans.
And
not content
with having them acted,
they
had themdedicatedtothemselves,
consecrated
to themselves,
solemnly celebrated
in their
own honor.
To which, then, would it be
more becoming
in a state to decree divine
honors,-to Plato,
who prohibited
these
wicked and licentions plays, or to the demons
who delighted in blinding men to the truth of
what Plato unsuccessfully
sought to inculcate ?
This philosopher,
Plato, has been elevated
by Labeo to the rank of a demigod, and set
thus upon a level with such as Hercules and
Romulus.
Labeo ranks demigods higher than
heroes, but both he counts among the deities.
But I have no doubt that he thinks this man
whom he reckons a demigod worthy of greater
respect not only than the heroes, but also than
the gods themselves.
The laws of the Romarts and the speculaUons
of Plato have this
resemblance,
that the latter
pronounce
a
wholesale
condemnation
of poetical fictions,
while the former restrain the license of satire,
at least so far as men are the objects of it.
Plato will not suffer poets even to d_e11 in his
city: the laws of Rome prohlblt
actors from
CHAP. 14.--THAr
PLATO, WHO EXCLUDED being enrolled as citizens;
and if they had
POETS
FROM
A WELL-ORDERED
CITY,
WAS
not feared to offend the gods who had asked
BETTER THAN THESE GODSWHO DESIRE TO BE the services of the players, they would in all
HONOURED BY THEATRICAL PLAYS.
likelihood have banished them altogether.
It
We have still to inquire why the poets who
write the plays, and who by the law of the
twelve tables are prohibited
from injuringthe

is obvious, therefore,
that the Romans could
not receive, nor reasonably expect to receive,
laws for the regulation of their conduct from
their gods, since the laws they themselves
engood
name
of
the
citizens,
are
reckoned
more
acted
far
surpassed
and
put
to
shame
the
tooestimable
than the actors, though
they so
shamefully
asperse the character of the gods? rality of the gods.
The gods demand stageIs it right that the actors of these poetical
plays in their own honor; the Romans exand God-dishonoring
effusions be branded,
cludethe
players from all civic honors; 3 the
while their authors
are honored ? Must we former commanded
that they should be celenot here award the palm to a Greek, Plato, brated by the scenic representation
of their
who, in framing his ideal republic," conceived
own disgrace;
the latter commanded
that no
that poets should be banished
from the city poet should dare to blemish the reputation of
as enemies of the state ? He could not brook any citizen.
But that demigod Plato resisted
that the gods be brought into disrepute, nor the lust of such gods as these, and showed
that the minds of the citizens be depraved
the Romans what their genius had left incomand besotted,
by the fictions of the poets, plete; for he absolutely excluded
poets from
Compare
now human nature as you see it in his ideal state, whether they composed
fictions
Plato, expelling poets from the city that the with no regard to truth, or set the worst possible examples before wretched
men under the
aAecording
to l..ivy (vii. •), theatrmal
exhibitions
were introguise of divine actions.
We for our part,
_inthey_ar39•A.u.c.
tlme.hesays,
reckon Plato neither a god nor a
had
ottly been the gaines
of theBeforethat
circus,
The
Romans
sentthere
to indeed,
Etrtlria. for lfla.ym,'s, who we're called ki*triote*,
Truman word for & player.
Other particulars
• See the Re2#uldic , book _i.

lJt,_ler bemgthe
are added by Livy.
3 Camp.

Tertt_lliu_,

De S.p_tac.

c. 2•.
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demigod;
we would not even compare him to. Romulus (for when the ardor of his fellow.
any of God's holy angels; nor to the truth- 'icitizens had given Romulus a seat among the
speaking prophets,
nor to any of the apostles gods, theygave
him this new name Quirinus).
or martyrs of Christ, nay, not to any faithful [ And thus by this honor Romulus
has been
Christian man.
The reason of this opinion of_ preferred
to Neptune
and Pluto,
Jupiter's
ours we will, God prospering
us, render m its ibrothers, and to Saturn himself, their father.
own place.
Nevertheless,
since they wish him They have assigned the same priesthood to
to be considered
a demigod, we think he cer- serve him as to serve Jove; and in giving
tainly is more entitled
to that rank, and is Mars (the reputed
father of Romulus)
the
every way superior, if not to Hercules and same honor, is this not rather for Romulus'
Romulus (though no historian could ever oar- sake than to honor Mars ?
rate nor any poet sing of him that he had killed
his brother, or committed any crime), yet cer- CHAP.I6._THAT IF THE GODSHADREALLYPOStainly to Priapus, or a Cynocephalus,'
or the
SFSSEDANY REGARDFOR RIGHTEN.)USNE_,
THE
Fever,*--divinities
whom the Romans have I ROMANS SHOULD HAVE RECEIVED GOOD LAWS
partly received from foreigners,
and partly I FROMTHEM, INSTEADOF HAVINO TO BOmnOW
consecrated
by home-grown
rites.
How,
THEM FROMOTHERNATIONS.
then, could gods such as these be expectedl
Moreover, if the Romans had been able to
to promulgate
good and wholesome
laws,, receive a rule of hie from their gods, they
either for the prevention of moral and social would not have borrowed Solon's laws from
evils, or for their eradicatmn where they had the Athenians,
as they did some years after
already sprung up?--gods
who used their m- Rome was founded;
and yet they did not
fluence even tosow and cherish profligacy, by keep them as they received them, but enappointing
that deeds truly or falsely as- deavored to improve and amend them. 4 AIcnbed to them should be published to the though Lycurgus
pretended
that he was aupeople by means of theatrical
exhibmons,
thorized by Apollo to give laws to the Laceand by thus gratuitously
fanning the flame of demonians,
the sensitfie
Romans
did not
human lust with the breath
of a seemingly
choose to beheve this, and were not induced
divine • approbation • In. vain . does Cicero,
r_
ran"
.
to borrow laws from S.arta.
Numa Po_..lspeaking of poets, exclaim
agmnst this state _hus,
•
w
rr,*.eded .........
Rnml,ln s .............
in the kinct _he
su ....
of things In these
words • When the plau , ts ,dora,
/
•
is sam to have framed
some laws,
and acclamatmn
of the people, who s_t as m- lwhmh, however, were not sufficient for the
fallible
the poets, what
•
Judges,. are won by
.
'.
}regulation of civic affairs.
Among these regdarkness
bemghts•
the
mind,, what
fears m -]ulatmns
.
,,
were many pertaining
to religious
rude, what passions inflame It _• 3
observances,
and yet he is not reported
to
have received even these
from the gods•
CHAP. Ih._THAT
IT WASVANITY, NOT REASON,
W_th respect, then, to moral evils, evils of
WHICH CREATED
SOME OF THE ROMAN GODS
life and conduct,--evils
which are so mighty,
But is it not manifest
that vanity rather that, according to the wisest pag.a.ns, s by them
than reason regulated
the choice of some of states are ruined while their crees stand untheir false gods?
This Plato,
whom they lnjured,_their
gods made not the smallest
reckon a demigod, and who used all his elo- provlsmn
for preserving
their worshippers
quence to preserve men from the most dan- from these ewls, but, on the contrary,
took
gerous spiritual
calamities,
has yet not been special pains to increase them, as we have precounted worthy even of a little shrine; but viously endeavored
to prove•
Romulus,
because they can call him their"
own, they. have esteemed
more highly than CrIAP. 17.--OF
THE RAeg OF TIRE SABINE
many gods, though their secret doctrine can
WOMErL ANDOTHERINIQUITIES PERPETRATED
allow him the rank only of a demigod.
To
t.,,,ROME'S_'ALMIES'TDAYS.
him they allotted a flamen, that is to say, a
But possibly we are to find the reason for
priest of a class so highly esteemed
in their this neglect of the Romans by their gods, in
religion (distinguished,
too, by their conical the saying of Sallust, that "equity
and virtue
mitres), that for only three of their gods were prevailed among the Romans not more by
flamens appointed,_the
Flamen Dlalis for
Jupiter, Martialis for Mars, and Quirinalis
for to Athens
4 In the toyear
A t'.
,99, three
were trent from
Rome
copy
Sotort'a
laws, amlm._ador_
and acqtttre information,
about
the
ltlSitltLltlOeS
Of Greece
On their return the Decemviri were apt The Egyptian gods repa-esented with dogs' heads, called by pointed to draw up a code ; and finally, after some tragic taterrgpLttcan 0nil 87a} *emtcanes deos.
ttons, the celebrated twelve tables were accepted as the fundaUThe Fever had, according to Vires, three altars in Rome.
mental statutes of Roman law (fan* uutv,trti_ubli'cit_ri_atlq=t
See Ctcero_ De zVat, Dear. lh. zh, and _lmn, l ar• tltsA xn. xt,
durt¢_
"|'heseweregravenoabrass,_mdhllngtlp
for publlcm-3 Cicero, ,De Reflublica_ v.
Compare the third Tusculan
formation
Ltvy, ifi. 31-34
_gfta_*-t.c. ii.
5 Possibly he refers toPlauttl$' Per#a_ Iv. 4. ax-t 4.
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folrce of laws than of nature."'
I presume
it is to this inborn equity and goodness
of
disposition
we are to ascribe the rape of the
Sabine women.
What, indeed, could be more
equitable
and virtuous, than to carry off by
force, as each man was fit, and without their
parents' consent, girls who were strangers and
guests, and who had been decoyed
and entrapped by the pretence
of a spectacle ! If
the Sabines were wrong to deny their daughters when the Romans asked for them, was it
not a greater wrong in the Romans to carry
them off after that denial ? The Romans
might more justly have waged war against the
neighboring
nation for having refused their
daughters in marriage when they first sought
them, than for having demanded
them back
when they had stolen them.
War should
have been proclaimed
at first; it was then
that Mars should have helped his warlike son,
that he might by force of arms avenge the
injury done him by the refusal of marriage,
and might also thus win the women he desired.
There might have been some appearance of "right
of war" in a victor carrying
off, in virtue of this right, the virgins who had
been without any show of right denied him;
whereas there was no " right of peace " entitling him to carry off those who were not
given tO him, and to wage an unjust war with
their
justly enraged
parents.
One. happy
circumstance
was indeed connected
with this
act of violence, viz., that though it was cornmemorated
by the games of the c_rcus, yet
even this did not constitute it a precedent in
the city or realm of Rome.
If one would find
fault with the results of tbis act, it must rather
be on the ground
that the Romans
made
Romulus a god in spite of his perpetrating
this
iniquity;
for one cannot reproach
them with
making this deed any kind of precedent
for
the rape of women,
Again, I presume it was due to this natural
equity and virtue, that after the expulsion of
King Tarquin, whose son had violated Lucretia, Junius Brutus the consul forced Lucms
TarquiniusCollatinus,Lucretia'shusband
and
his own colleague, a good and innocent man,
to resign his office and go into banishment,
on the one sole charge that he was of the name
and blood of the Tarquins.
This injustice
was perpetrated
with the approval, or at least
connivance,
of the people, who had themselves raised to the consular office both Collatinus and Brutus.
Another instance of this
equity and virtue is found in their treatment
of Marcus
CamiUus.
This eminent
man,
, Sallush

C_t,

C,,_.

ix.

Compare

vegm_tlng
the chastity
of the
t_al_t,
guam
alibi So,at
t_ggsGermans.
(Gtrm.

the mmilar
_xPlusque
).

saying
ibi

of Tacltus
boni

morea
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after he had rapidly conquered
the Veians, at
that time the most formidable of Rome's eneroles, and who had maintained
a ten years'
war, in which the Roman army had suffered
the usual calamities attendant on bad generalship, after he had restored
security to Rome,
which had begun to tremble for its safety, and
after he had taken the wealthiest
city of the
enemy, had charges brought
against him by
the malice of those that envied his success,
and by the insolence of the tribunes
of the
people; and seeing that the city bore him nc
gratitude for preserving
it, and that he would
certainly be condemned,
he went into exile,
and even in his absence was fined io,ooo
asses.
Shortly after, however, his ungrateful
country had again to seek his protection from
the Gauls.
But I cannot now mention all the
shameful
and iniquitous
acts with which
Rome was agitated, when the aristocracy
at!tempted to subject the people, and the people
resented their encroachments,
and the advocates of either party were actuated
rather by
the love of victory than by any equitable
or
virtuous conslderatlon.
CHAP.
SALLUST
REVEALSI8.--WHAT
REGARDING THE HISTORY
THE
LIFE OF OF
THE
ROMANS, EITHER WHEN STRAITENED BY
ANXIETY OR RELAXEDIN SECURITY.
I will therefore
pause, an:i adduce the testimony
of Sallust
himself, whose words m
praise of the Romans (that " eqmty and virtue prevailed among them not more by force
of laws than of nature ") have given occamon
to this discussion.
He was referring
to that
period immediately
after the expulsion of the
kings, in which the city became great in an
incredibly
short space of time.
And yet this
same writer acknowledges
in the first book of
his history, in the very exordium of his work,
that even at that ttme, when a very brief interval had elapsed after the government
had
passed from kings to consuls, the more powerful men began to act unjustly, and occasioned
the defection
of the peop]e from the patrlcians, and other disorders
in the city.
For
after Sallust had stated that the Romans enjoyed greater harmony and a purer state of
society between the second and third Punic
wars than at any other time, and that the
cause of this was not their love of good order,
but their fear lest the peace they had with
Carthage
might be broken (this also, as we
mentioned,
Nasica contemplated
when he opposed the destruction of Carthage,
for he supposed that fear would tend'to repress wickedness, and to preserve wholesome ways of living), he then goes on to say: "Yet, after the
destruction of Carthage, discord, avarice, am-
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bition, and the other vices which are corn- avarice, that it may justly be said that no
monly generated
by prosperity,
more than father had a son who could either preserve
ever increased."
If they "increased,"
and his own patrimony, or keep his hands off other
that" more than ever," then already they had men's."
Sallust adds a number of particulars
appeared,
and had been increasing.
And so about the vices of Sylla, and the debased conSallust adds this reason for what he said. dmon
of the republic in general;
and other
"For,"
he says, "the oppressive measures of writers make similar observations,
though in
the powerful, and the consequent
secessions
much less striking language.
of the plebs from the patricians, and other:
However, I suppose you now see, orat least
civil dissensions,
had existed from the first, any one who gives his attention has the means
and affairs were admimstered
with equity of seeing, in what a sink of iniquity that city
and well-tempered
justice
for no longer a was plunged before theadvent
of our heavenly
period than the short time after the expulsion
King.
For these things happened
not only
of the kings, while the city was occupied with before Christ had begun to teach, but before
the serious Tuscan war and Tarqum's
ven- He was even born of the Virgin.
If, then,
geance."
You see how, even in that brief they dare not impute to their gods the grievperiod after the expulsion of the kings, fear, ous evils of those former times, more tolerahe acknowledges,
was the cause of the rater- ble before the destructaon
of Carthage, but
val of equity and good order.
They were intolerable and dreadful
after it, although
it
afraid,
in fact, of the war which Tarquin
was the gods who by their malign craft inwaged against them, after he had been driven stilled into the minds of men the conceptions
from the throne and the city, and had allied from which such dreadful vices brancimd out
himself with the Tuscans.
But observe what on all sides, why do they impute these preshe adds: "After that, the patricians
treated eat calamltms
to Chrxst, who teaches
lifethe people as their slaves, orderlng them to giving truth, and forbxds us to worship false
be scourged
or beheaded
just as the kings and deceitful
gods, and who, abominating
had done, dnwng them from their holdings,
and condemning
with H_s divine authority
and harshly tyrannizing
over those who had those winked anti hurtful lusts of men, graduno property
to lose.
The people,
over- ally withdraws His own people from a world
whelmed by these oppressive
measures, and that is corrupted by these vices, and is falling
most of all by exorbitant
usury, and obhged into ruins, to make of them an eternal city,
to contribute
both money and personal ser- whose glory rests not on the acclamations
of
vice to the constant wars, at length took arms, ]vanity, but on the judgment of truth ?
and seceded
to Mount Aventme and Mount
Sacer, and thus obtained
for themselves tribunes and protective
laws.
But it was only CHAP. I9.--OF
THE CORRUPTION WHICH ttAD
the second Pumc war that put an end on both
GROWNUPON
]HE THE
ROMAN
REPUBLIC
CHRIST
ABOLISHED
WORSHIP
OF THEBEFORE
GODS.
sides to discord and strife."
You see what
kind of men the Romans were, .even so early
Here, then, is this Roman republic, "which
as a few years after the expulsion of the kings; has changed little by little from the fair and
and it is of these men he says, that "eqmty
virtuous city it was, and has become utterly
and virtue prevailed amongthem
not more by wicked and dissolute."
It is not I who am
force of law than of nature."
the first to say th_s, but their own authors,
Now, if these were the days in which the from whom we learned it for a fee, and who
Roman republic shows fairest and best, what wrote it long before the coming of Christ.
are we to say or think of the succeeding age, You see how, before the coming of Christ,
when, to use the _ords of the same historian,
and after the destruction
of Carthage,
" the
"changing
little by little from the fair and primitive manners, instead of undergoing
invirtuous city it was, it became utterly wicked sensible alteration, as hitherto they had done,
and dissolute ?"
This was, as he mentions,
were swept away as by a torrent; and how"
after the destruction
of Carthage.
Sallust's
depraved
by luxury and avarice the youth
brief sum and sketch of this period may be were."
Let them now, on their part, read to
read in his own history, in which he shows us any laws given by their gods to the Roman
how the profligate manners whichwere
prop-peop.le,
and directed
against
luxury
and
agated by prosperity
resulted at last even in avarice.
And would that they had only been
civil wars.
He says: "And from this time silent on the subjects of chastity and modesty_
the primitive manners, instead of undergoing
and had not demanded
from the people indean insensible alteration
as hitherto
they had cent and shameful
practices, to which they
done, were swept away as by a torrent: the lent a pernicious patronage by their so.called
young men were so depraved
by luxury and divinity.
Let them read our commandments
8
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in the Prophets, Gospels, Acts of the Aposttes
or Epistles;
let them peruse the large numbet of precepts against avarice and luxury
which are everywhere
read to the congregations that meet for this purpose, and which
strike the ear, not with the uncertain
sound
of a philosophical
discussion,
but with the
thunder of God's own oracle pealing from the
clouds.
And yet they do not impute to their
gods the luxury and avarice, the cruel and
dissolute manners, that had rendered
the republic utterly wicked and corrupt, even before the coming of Christ; but whatever affliction their pride and effeminacy have exposed
them to in these latter days, they furiously
impute to our religion.
If the kings of the
earth and all their subjects,
if all princes and
judges of the earth, if young men and maiden$, old and young,
every age, and both
sexes; if they whom the Baptist
addressed,
the publicans
and the soldiers, were all together to hearken to and observe the precepts
of the Christian religion regarding a just and
virtuous life, then should the republic adorn
the whole earth with its own felicity, and
attain in hfe everlasting
to the pinnacle of
kingly glory.
But because this man listens,
and that man scoffs, and most are enamored
of
the blandishments
vice rather
than the
wholesome
severity ofof virtue,
the people
of
Christ, whatever be their condition--whether
they be kings, princes, judges,
soldiers,
or
provincials,
rich or poor, bond or free, male
or female--are
enjoined to endure this earthly
republic, wicked and dissolute as it is, that so
they may by this endurance win for themselves an eminent place in that most holy and
august assembly
of angels and republic of
heaven, in which the will of God is the law.
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their pride.
Let the people applaud
not
those who protect
their interests,
but those
who provide them with pleasure.
Let no
severe duty be commanded,
no impurity
forbidden.
Let kings estimate
their prosperity,
not by the righteousness,
but by the
servility of their subjects.
Let the provinces
stand loyal to the kings, not as moral guides,
but as lords of their possessions
and purveyors of their pleasures;
not with a hearty reverence, but a crooked
and servile fear.
Let
the laws take cognizance rather of the injury
done to another
man's property, than of that
done to one's own person.
If a man be a
nuisance
to his neighbor,
or injure
his
property, family, or person, let him be actionable; but in hss own affairs let every one with
lmpumty do what he will in company with his
own family, and with those who willingly join
him.
Let there be a plentiful supply of pubhc prostitutes
for every one who wishes to use
them, but specially for those who are too poor
to keep one for their private use.
Let there
be erected houses of the largest and most
ornate description:
in these let there be provided the most sumptuous
banquets,
where
every one who pleases may, by day or night,
play, drink, vomit, _ dissipate.
Let there be

everywhere
heardlaughter
the rustling
dancers, letthea
loud, immodest
of theof theatre;
succession
of the most cruel and the most
voluptuous
pleasures maintain a perpetual excitement.
If such happiness is distasteful
to
any, let him be branded
as a public enemy;
and if any attempt to modify or put an end to
it let him be silenced, banished,
put an end
Ito.
Let these be reckoned
the true gods,
who procure for the people this condition of
things, and preserve it when once possessed.
Let them be worshipped
as they wish; let
them demand whatever
games they please,
CHAP. 20._OF THE KIND OF HAPPINESS AND from or with their own worshippers;
only let
LIFE TRULY
DELIGHTED
IN BY THOSE
that such fehcity be notimperiIled
INVEIGH
AGAINST
THE
CHRISTIAN
RELIGION.WHO them secure
by foe,plague,or disaster
of any kind. What
:Buttheworshippersand admirersof these sane man would compare a republicsuch as
gods delight in imitating
their scandalous
in- this, I will not say to the Roman empire, but
iquities, and are nowise concerned
that the to the palace of Sardanapalus,
the ancient
republic
be less depraved
and licentious,
king who was so abandoned
to pleasures,
that
Only let it remain undefeated,
they say, only he caused it to be inscribed on his tomb, that
let it flourish and abound in resources;
let it now that he was dead, he possessed only those
be glorious by its victories, or still better, se- things which he had swallowed and consumed
cure in peace; and what matters
it to us? by his appetites while alive?
If these men
This is our concern, that every man be able had such a king as this, who, while self-into increase
his wealth so as to supply his dulgent,
should lay no severe restraint
on
daily prodigalities,
and so that the powerful them, they would more enthusiastically
conmay subject the weak for their own purposes,
secrate to him a temple and a flamen than the
Let the poor court the rich for a living, and ancient Romans did to Komulus.
that under their protection
they may enjoy a
sluggish tranquillity;
and let the rich abuse
_ The same collocation
of words is used by Cicero with refer.
ence to the well-known
mode of renewing
the appetite
in use
the poor as their dependants,
to minister to amongthe Romans.
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CHAP. 2 _ ----Clt:ERO S OPINIO OF THE ROMAN] deferred till the next days is c_rr_ed on in the
msv_JBmc,
thlrd book with great animation.
For Pilus
But if our adversaries
do not care how foully himself undertook to defend the position that
and. d!sgracefully
the Roman
republic
be lthe republic cannot be governed
without instamen Dy corrupt
prac_ices, so long only as I justice, at the same time being at special pains
it holds together and continues in being, and Eto clear himself of any real participation
in
if they therefore
pooh-pooh
the testimony o!i that opinion.
He advocated with great keenSallust to its
utterly wicked and profligate'
! hess the cause of injustice against justiG_s and
condition,
what will they make of Cicero's 'endeavored
by plausible reasons and examstatement,
that even in his time it had become ples to demonstrate
that the former is beneentirely extinct, and that there remained ex- Lficial, the latter useless, to the republic.
Then,
tant no Roman republic
at all?
He mtro-iat
the request of the company,
L_elius at°
duces Scipio (the Sciplo who had destroyed
tempted to defend justice, and strained every
Carthage) discussing
the republic, at a t_me nerve to prove that nothing is so hurtful to
when already there were presentiments
of its a state as injustice;
and that without justice
speedy ruin by that corruption which Sallust a repubhc can neither be governed,
nor even
describes.
In fact, at the time when the d_s- continue to exist.
cussion took place, one of the Gracchi, who,
When this question has been handled to the
according to Sallust, was the first great instl- satlsfaction ot the company, Scipio reverts to
gator of seditions, had already been put to the original thread of discourse, and repeats
death.
His death, indeed, is mentioned
m with commendation
his own brief definition
the same book.
Now Scipio, at the end of' of a republic, that it is the weal of the people.
the second book, says: "As among the dif- I " The people " he defines as being not every
ferent sounds which proceed from lyres, flutes, Iassemblage
or mob, but an assemblage
assoand the human voice, there must be mare- crated by a common acknowledgment
of law,
tamed a certain harmony which a cuh_vated
and by a commumty
of interests.
Then he
ear cannot endure to hear disturbed or jar-/shows
the use of definition in debate; and
ring, but which may be elicited in full and r from these definitions of his own he gathers
absolute
concord by the modulation
even of lthat a repubhc,
or "weal
of the people,"
voices very unlike one another;
so, where tea- then extsts only when it is well and justly
or
arisson
allowed
to modulate
the diverse
ele- governed,
a monarch,
mentsis of
the state,
there is obtained
a perfect,
tocracy, or whether
by the by
whole
people.
Butan when
concord
from the upper, lower, and mlddlelthe
monarch is unjust, or, as the Greeks say,
classes as from various
sounds;
and what Jla tyrant; or the aristocrats
are unjust, and
musicians call harmony m singing, is concord form a facuon; or the people themselves are
m matters of state, which is the strictest bond unjust, and become, as Sc_plo for want of a
and best security of any repubhc,
and which better
name
calls
them,
themselves
the
by no ingenuity can be retained where jusuce tyrant, then the republic _s not only blemished
has become
extract."
Then, when he had (as had been proved the day before), but by
expatmted
somewhat
more fully, and had legitimate
deducUon
from those definitions,
more copiously dlustrated
the benefits of its _t altogether
ceases to be.
For it could not
presence and the ruinous effects of _ts absence be the people's weal when a tyrant factiously
upon a state, Pdus, one of the company pres- lorded _t over the state; neither would the
ent at the discussion, struck in and demanded
people be any longer a people if it were unthat the question should be more thoroughly
just, since it would no longer answer the deftsifted, and that the subject of justice should nition of a people--"
an assemblage associated
be freely discussed
for the sake of ascertainby a common acknowledgment
of laws and by
ing what truth there was in the maxim which a community of interests."
was then becoming
da_ly more current, that
When, therefore,
the Roman republic was
"the republic cannot be governed _vithout in- such as Sallust described
it, it was not "utjustice."
Scipio expressed his willingness to terly wicked and profligate," as he says, but
have this maxim discussed
and sifted, and had altogether
ceased to exist, if we are to
gave it as his opinion that it was baseless, and admit the reasoning of that debate maintained
that no progress could be made in discussing
on the subject of the republic by its best repthe republic
unless it was,, established;,
not resentatives..
Tully him.self," too, speaking"
only that this maxim, that
the repubhc can- t not in the person of Sciplo or any one eme,
not be governed without injustice,"
was false, but uttering his own sentiments,
uses the folbut also that the truth is, that it cannot be l lowing language in the beginning of the fifth
governed without the most absolute justice,
book, after quoting
a line from the poet
And the discussion
of this question, being] Ennius, in which he said, ' Rome s severe
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morality" and her citizens are her safeguard."
cause true justice had never a place in it.
"This
verse," says Cicero, "seems
to me to But accepting the more feasible definitions of
have all the sententious
truthfulness
of an a republic, I grant there was a republic of a
oracle.
For neither would the citizens have certain kind, and certainly
much better adavailed without the morality of the commu- ministered
by the more ancient Romans than
nity, nor would the morality of the commons
by their modem
representatives.
But the
without outstanding
men have availed either fact is, true justice has no existence
save in
to establish
or so long to maintain
in vigor that
reput;lic
whose
founder
and ruler is
so grand a republic with so wide and just an Christ, if at least any choose to call this a reempire.
Accordingly,
before our day, the public; and indeed we cannot deny that it is
hereditary
usages formed our foremost men, the people's
weal.
But if perchance
this
and they on their part retained the usages and name, which has become
familiar
in other
institutions
of their fathers.
But our age, connections,
be considered
alien to our cornreceiving
the republic
as a chef-d'_zJre
of mon parlance, we may at all events say that
another age which has already begun to grow! in this city is true justice; the city of which
old, has not merely neglected
to restore
the Holy Scripture
says, "Glorious
things
are
colors of the original, but has not even been said of thee, O city of God."
at the pains to preserve
so much as the general outline and most outstanding
features.
CHAP. 22._THAT
THE ROMA_NGODS NEVER
For what survives of that primitive morality
TOOK ANV STEPS TO PREVENT THE REPUBLIC
which the poet called Rome's safeguard ? It
FROM BEING RUINED BY Ir_MORALITV.
is SO obsolete
and forgotten,
that, far from
practising
it, one does not even know it. And
But what is relevant
to the present quesof the citizens what shall I say?
Morality
tion is thxs, that however
admirable
our adhas perished through
poverty of great men; versaries say the republic was or is, it is cera poverty for which we must not only assign tain that by the testimony of their own most
a reason, but for the guilt of whtch we must learned writers it had become, long before the
answer as criminals
charged
with a capital coming of Christ, utterly wicked and dissocrime.
For it is through our vices, and not lute, and indeed had no existence,
but had
by any mishap, that we retain only the name been destroyed
by profligacy.
To prevent
of a republic, and have long since lost the this, surely these guardian gods ought to have
reality."
given precepts of morals and a rule of life to
This is the confession
of Cicero, long in- the people by whom they were worshipped
m
deed after the death of Afrlcanus,
whom he so many temples, with so great a variety of
introduced
as an interlocutor
in his work 2De priests
and sacrifices, with such numnerless
Republica,
but still before
the coming
of and diverse rites, so many festal solemnities,
Christ.
Yet, if the disasters
he bewails had so many celebrations
of magnificent
games.
been lamented
after the Christian
religion
But in all this the demons only looked after
had been diffused, and had begun to prevatl, their own interest, and cared not at all how
is there a man of our adversaries
who would their worshippers hved, or rather were at pains
not have thought that they were to be imputed
to induce them to lead an abandoned
life, so
to the Christians ? Why, then, did their gods long as they paid these
tributes
to their
not take steps then to prevent the decay and honor, and regarded
them with fear.
If
extinction of that republic, over the loss of any one denies this, let him produce,
let him
which Cicero, long before Christ had come in point to, let him read the laws which the gods
the flesh, sings so lugubrious
a dirge ? Its had given against sedition,
and which the
admirers have need to inquire whether, even Gracchi transgressed
when they threw everyin the days of primitive men and morals, true thing into confusion;
or those Marius,
and
justice flourished in it; or was it not perhaps
Cinna, and Carbo broke when they involved
even then, to use the casual expression
of their country in civil wars, most iniquitousand
Cicero, rather a colored
painting than the unjustifiable
in their
causes,
cruelly conliving reality?
But, if God will, we shall ducted, and yet more cruelly terminated;
or
consider
this elsewhere.
For I mean in its those which Sylla scorned, whose life, characown place to show 'that--according
to the ter, and deeds, as described
by Sallust and
definitions
in which Cicero
himself,
using other historians,
are the abhorrence
of all
Seipio as his mouthpiece,
briefly propounded
mankind.
Who will deny that at that time
what a republic is, and what a people is, and the republic had become extinct ?
according
to many testimonies,
both of his
Possibly they will be bold enough to sugOwn lips and of those who took part in that igest in defence
of the gods, that they abansame debate
Rome never was a republic, be- doned the city on account of the profligacy
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of the citizens, according to the lines of Virgil:
"Gone from each lane, each sacred shrine,
.Arethose who made this realm divine." z
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power.
Why, then, did they
so as to restrain him from
ties ? For if it is said that
hand in his success, this is

not also aid him,
so many enormithe gods had no
no trivial admis-

But, firstly, if it be so, then they cannot cornplain against
the Christian
religion, as if it
were that which gave offence to the gods and
caused them to abandon
Rome, since the
Roman immorality
had long ago driven from
the altars of the city a cloud of little gods,
like as many flies.
And yet where was this
host of divinities,
when, long before the cor-

sion that a man can attain the dearly coveted
felicity of this life even though his own gods
be not propitious;
that men can be loaded
with the gifts of fortune as Marius was, can
enjoy health,
power, wealth, honours,
dignity, length of days, though the gods be hostile to him; and that, on the other hand, men
can be tormented
as Regulus was, with captivity, bondage,
destitution,
watchings, pain,
ruption of the primitive morality, Rome was and cruel death,
though the gods be his
taken and burnt by the Gauls ? Perhaps they friends.
To concede this is to make a cornwere present, but asleep?
For at that ume pend_ous confession that the gods are useless,
the whole city fell into the hands of the ene- and their worship superfluous.
If the gods
my, with the single exception of the Capitoline
hill; and this toowould have been taken, had have taught the people rather what goes clean
to the virtues of the soul, and that
not--tiae.... watcnIui
geese arou sed- t he sl e e p m g_ counter
......
v
........
val integrity ot me wmcn meets a reward after
gods
And this gave occasion to the resu
..........
- ""
'
'i h rome
sank nearl
to neath;
lI even m respect ot temporal ants
ot tile goose, in wn c _
_.
" .' Y
]transitory
blessings
they neither hurt those
the
superstition
ot
the
r_gypuans,
wno
wor.
......
•
,love,
......
..
_ L __ _,.....
_ ......
i wnom tt_ey hate nor prot_t wuom t_e7
snip beasts anti birds
J_u_ OII, llt_5_ _tlVt_llLl_
......
• are '"
......
tious ewls which
mnlctea
oy nost t"le arm_ e sl way
. are
,
•ttxey
...... worsmppect, wixy are they mwzttl sucl_
eager homager
way flo
or ............
DY some Disaster, ann wnlcu attach rather IvoKefl
men murmur .m _._
mmcult .. anti. sad. emergencies,•
to the body than the soul, I am not meanwhile
disputing.
At present I speak of the decay as
the account,
gods had isrented
in anger religion
? and why,
on fftheir
the Christian
inof morahty, which at first almost lmpercepujured by the most unworthy calumnies ? If
bly lost _ts brilliant hue, but afterwards
was m temporal
matters they have power either
wholly obliterated,
was swept away as by a for good or for evil, why did they stand by
torrent,
and involved the repubhc
in such Marius, the worst of Rome s citizens, and
disastrous ruin, that though the houses and abandon Regulus, the best ? Does this not
walls remained
standing
the leading writers
_rove themselves
to be most unjust and
do not scruple to say that the republic was w_cked ? And even if it be supposed that for
destroyed.
Now, the departure
of the gods
"from
each lane, each sacred shrine," and this
they are
be
teared very
and reason
worshipped,
this the
is a rather
mistake;to for
their abandonment
of the city to destrucuon,
we do not read that
Regulus
worshipped
was an act of justice, if their laws inculcating
them less assiduously than Marius.
Neither
justice and a moral life had been held in con- is it apparent
that a wicked life is to be
tempt by that city.
But what kind of gods chosen, on the ground that the gods are supwere these, pray, who declined to live with a posed to have favored
Marius more than
people who worshipped them, and whose cot-' Regulus.
For Metellus, the most highly es.
rapt life they had done nothing to reform ?
teemed of all the Romans, who had five sons
in the consulship, was prosperous even in this
CHAP. 23._THAT
THE VICISSITUDES OF THIS life; and Catiline, the worst of men, reduced
LIFE ARE DEPENDENT _OT ON THE FAVOR tO poverty and defeated
in the war his own
OR HOSTILITYOF DEMONS, BUT ON THE WILL guilt had aroused, lived and perished miserOF THE TRUE GOD.
ably.
Real and secure felicity is the peculiar
But, further, is it not obvious that the gods
have abetted the fulfilment of men's desires
instead of authoritatively
bridling them ? For
Marius, a low-born and self-made
man, who
ruthlessly provoked and conducted
civil wars
was so effectually aided by them, that he was
seven times consul, and died full of years in
his seventh consulship,
escaping the hands of
Sylla, who immediately
afterwards
came into
• ._/d,

ikxsz-2,

possession of those who worship that God by
whom alone it can be conferred.
It is thus apparent,
that when the republic
was being destroyed by profligate manners, its
gods did nothing to hinder its destruction by
the
or correction
of its manners,
but
ratherdirection
accelerated
its destruction
by increasing the demoralization
and corruption
that
already existed.
They need not pretend that
their goodness was shocked by the iniquity
of the city, and that they withdrew

in anger.
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For they were there, sure enough; they are
detected,
convicted:
they were equally unable
to break silence so as to guide others, and to
keep silence so as to conceal themselves.
I
do not dwell on the fact that the inhabitants
of Minturnae took pity on Marius, and cornmended him to the goddess Marica in her
grove, that she might give him success in all
things, and that from the abyss of despair in
which he then lay he forthwith
returned unhurt to Rome, and entered the city the ruthless leader of a ruthless army; and they who
wish to know how bloody was his victory, how
unlike a citizen, and how much more relentlessly than any foreign foe he acted, let them
read the histories.
But this, as I said, I do
not dwell upon; nor do I attribute the bloody
bliss of Marius to, I know not what Minturnian
goddess
[Marica],
but rather to the secret
providence
of God, that the mouths
of our
adversaries might be shut, and that they who
are not led by passion, but by prudent consideration of events, might be delivered from
error.
And even if the demons have any
power in these matters, they have only that
power which the secret decree of the Almighty
allots to them, in order that we may not set
too great store by earthly prosperity,
seeing
it is oftentimes
vouchsafed
even to wicked
men like Marius; and that we may not, on
the other hand, regard it as an evd, since we
see that many good and pious worshippers of
the one true God are, in spite of the demons,
pre-eminently
successful;
and, finally, that
we may not suppose that these unclean spirits
are either to be propitiated
or feared for the
sake of earthly blessings or calamities:
for as
wicked men on earth cannot do all they would,
so neither can these demons, but only in so
far as they are permitted
by the decree of
Him whose judgments
are fully comprehensible, justly reprehensible
by none.
'
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were taking no steps to correct Sylla himself.
Their presages promised him great prosperity,
I but no threatenings
of theirs subdued his evil
passions.
And then, when he was in Asia.
conducting
the war against
Mithridates,
a
message from Jupiter was delivered
to him
by Lucius Titius, to the effect that he would
conquer Mithridates;
and so It came to pass.
And afterwards,
when he was meditating
a
return to Rome for the purpose of avenging
in the blood of the citizens injuries done to
himself
and his friends, a second message
from Jupiterwas
dehvered to him by a soldier
of the sixth legion, to the effect that itwas he
who had predicted
the victory over Mithridates, and that now he promised to give him
power to recover the republic from his eneroles, though with great bloodshed.
Sylla at
once inquired of the soldier what form had
appeared
to him; and, on his reply, recognized that it was the same as Jupiter had formerly employed
to convey to him the assurance regarding
the victory over M_thridates.
How, then, can the gods be justified in thts
matter for the care they took to predict these
shadowy successes,
and for their negligence
m correcting Sylla, and restraining
him from
stirring up a civil war so lamentable and atrocious, that it not merely disfigured, but extingnished, the repubhc ? The truth is, as I have
often said, and as Scripture
informs us, and
as the facts themselves sufficmntly
intimate,
the demons are found to look after their owrx
ends only, that they may be regarded
and
worshipped
as gods, and that men may be induced to offer to them a worship which associates them with their crimes, and involves
them in one common wickedness
and judgment of God.
Afterwards,
when Sylla had come to Tarenturn, and had sacrificed there, he saw on the
head of the victim's liver the likeness of a
golden crown.
Thereupon
the same sooth-

sayer Postumius
interpreted
this to signify a
signal
victory, and ordered
that he only
should eat of the entrails.
A little afterwards,
HELP.
the slave of a certain Lucius Pontius cried out,
It is certain that Sylla--whose
rule was "I
am Bellona's
messenger;
the victory is
so cruel that, in comparison with it, the pre- yours, Sylla !" Then he added that the Capiceding state of things which he came to avenge
tol should be burned.
As soon as he had
was regretted--when
first he advanced towards
uttered this prediction
he left the camp, but
Rome to give battle to Marius,
found the returned the following day more excited than
auspices
so favourable
when he sacrificed,
ever, and shouted, " The Capitol is fired!"
that, according
to Livy's account, the augur And fired indeed it was.
This it was easy for
Postumius
expressed
his willingness
to lose a demon both to foresee and quickly to anhis head if Sylla did not, with the help of the nounce.
But observe, as relevant to our subgods, accomplish
what he designed.
The ject, what kind of gods they are under whom
gods, you see, had not departed from "every
these men desire to live, who blaspheme
the
fatle and sacred shrine,"
since they were still Saviour that delivers the wills of the faithful
predicting the issue of these affairs, and yet from the dominion of devils.
The man cried
CHAP.
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oljt in prophetic
rapture, "The
victory is wretched.
If, however, it was but a sham. yours, Sylla ! " And to certify that he spoke fight, what did they intend by this, but that
by a divine spirit, he predicted
also an eventthe
civil wars of the Romans should seem no
which was shortly to happen, and which in-'wickedness,
but an imitation
of the gods ?
deed did fall out, in a place from which he in For already the civil wars had begun; and
whom this spirit was speaking was far distant,
before this, some lamentable
battles and exBut he never cried, " Forbear thy villanies, l ecrable massacres
had occurred.
Already
Sylla!"--the
viIlanies which were committed at_ many had been moved by the story of the
Rome by that victor to whom a golden crown' soldier, who, on stripping
the spoils of his
on the calf's liver had been shown as the dl-'slain
foe, recognized
in the stripped
corpse
vine evidence of his victory.
If such signs as his own brother, and, with deep curses on
this were customarily
sent by just gods, and :civil wars, slew himself there and then on his
not by wicked demons, then certainly the en- ! brother's
body.
To disguise the bitterness
trails he consulted
should rather have given_,of such tragedies,
and kindle increasing
arSylla intimanon
of the cruel disasters
that!dor
in this monstrous warfare, these malign
were to befall the city and himself.
For that _demons,
who were reputed and worshipped
victory was not so conducive to his exaltation
Ias _ods.
n
n¢ r_,_,_l;,,,_s _h,,.,,
_
, f e 11 u,_on
tins ,pla n............
........
to power, as it was fatal to his ambition; for] selves in a state of civil war, that no comptmcby it he became so insatiable
in his desires, ]tion for fellow-cmzens
might cause the Roand was rendered
so arrogant and reckless by] mans to shrink from sucla battles, but that the
prosperity,
that he maybe said rather to have human crimmahty m_ght be justified by the
inflicted a moral destruction
on himself than divine example.
By a like craft, too, did
corporal
destruction
on his enemies.
But these evll spirits command that scenic enterthese truely woeful and deplorable calamities talnments,
of which I have already spoken,
the gods gave him no prewons hint of, neither should be instituted
and dedicated
to them.
by entrails,
augury,
dream,
nor pred_cUon. And in these entertainmentsthe
poetical cornFor they feared his amendment
more than his positions and actions of the drama ascribed
defeat.
Yea, they took good care that this such imqmtles
to the gods, that every one
glorious conqueror
of his own fellow-c_tizens
might safely imitate them, whether he believed
should be conquered
and led captive by his the gods had actually done such things, or,
own infamous wces, and should thus be the not believing
th_s, yet perceived
that they
more submissive
slave of the demons them-Imost
eagerly desired to be represented
as
selves,
hawng done them.
And that no one might
suppose,
that in representing
the gods as
CHAP. 25.--HOW
POWERFULLYTHE EVIL SPIRITS fighting with one another,
the poets had
INCITE
MEN
TO WICKED
ACTIONS,
BY GIVING
slandered
them, and imputed to them unTHEM THE QUASI-DIVINE
AUTHORITYOFTHEIR worthy actions, the gods themselves,
to cornEXAMPLE.
ptete the decepnon,
confirmed the composiNow, who does not hereby comprehend,-tmns of the poets by exhibiting
their own
unless he has preferred
to Imitate such gods battles to the eyes of men, not only through
rather than by divine grace to withdraw h_m- acnons in the theatres, but in their own perself from their fellowship,--who
does not see sons on the actual field.
how eagerly these ewl spirits strive by their
We have been forced to bring forward these
example to lend, as it were, divine authority
facts, because their authors have not scrupled
to crime ? Is not this proved by the fact that to say and to write that the Roman republic
they were seen in a wide plain in Campania
had already
been ruined
by the depraved
rehearsing
among themselves the battle which moral habits of the citizens, and had ceased
shortly after
took place there with great to exist before the advent of our Lord Jesus
bloodshed between the armies of Rome ? For Christ.
Now this ruin they do not impute to
at first there were heard loud crashing noises, their own gods, though they impute to our
and afterwards
many reported
that they had Christ the evils of this life, which cannot ruin
seen for some days together
two armies en- good men, be they alive or dead.
And this
gaged.
And when this battle ceased, they they do, though
our Christ has issued so
found the ground all indented with just such many precepts inculcating virtue and restrainfootprints of men and horses as a great con- mg vice; while their own gods have done
flict would leave.
If, then, the deities were nothing whatever to preserve that republic
veritably fighting with one another, the civil that served them, and to restrain it from ruin
wars of men are sufficiently justified; yet, by by such precepts, but have rather hastened
the way, let it be observed
that such pugna- its destruction,
by corrupting
its morality
ClOUS gods must
be very wicked or very through their pestilent example.
No one_ I
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Laney_ will now be bold enough to say that I praiseworthy
the curtain falls: grace hides,
the republic was then ruined because of the ] disgrace flaunts: a wicked deed draws an ore'rdeparture
.°f the,, gods. "from
each fane, each lflowmg" house, a virtuous" speech finds scarce
sacred shrine,
as if they were the friends of ia hearer, as though purity were to be blushed
virtue, and were offended by the vices of men. Jat, impurity boasted of. Where else can such
No, there are too many presages
from en-Iconfusion
reign,
but in devils'
temples ?
trails, auguries,
soothsayings,
whereby they ] Where, but in the haunts of deceit ? For the
boastingly
proclaimed
themselves
prescient tsecret precepts are given as a sop to the virtuof future events and controllers of the fortune 1ous, who are few in number; the wicked examof war,--all
which prove them to have been I ples are exhibited
to encourage
the vicious,
present.
And had they been indeed absent, !who are countless.
the Romans would never in these civil wars
Where and when those initiated in the rayshave been so far transported
by their own teries of Coelestis received any good mstrucpassions as they were by the instigations
of tions, we know not.
What we do know is,
these gods.
that before her shrine, in which her image is
set, and amidst a vast crowd gathering
from
all quarters,
and standing closely packed tOCHAP.
26.THAT
THE DEMONS
GAVE IN SE- gether,
we were intensely interested
spectaCRET CERTAIN OBSCURE INSTRUCTIONS IN tots of the games which were going on, and
MORALS,
WHILE
IN PUBLIC
THEIR
OWN SO- saw, as we pleased to turn the eye, on this side
LEMNITIE$INCULCATED ALL WICKEDNESS.
a grand display of harlots, on the other the
Seeing that this is so,--seeing
that the filthy virgin goddess; we saw this virgin worshlpped
and cruel deeds, the disgraceful
and criminal
with prayer and with obscene rites.
There we
actions of the gods, whether real or fetgned,
saw no shame-faced
mimes, no actress overwere at their own request published, and were burdened with modesty;
all that the obscene
consecrated,
and dedmated
in thelr honor as rites demanded
was fully complied with.
We
sacred and stated
solemnities;
seeing they were plainly shown what was pleasing to the
vowed vengeance
on those who refused
to wrgm deity, and the matron whow_tnessed
the
exhibit
them to the eyes of all, that they spectacle returned
home from the temple a
might be proposed as deeds worthy of imita- wiser woman.
Some, indeed,
of the more
tion, why is it that these same demons, who, prudent women turned their faces from the
by taking
pleasure
in such obscemties,
ac- immodest
movements
of the players,
and
knowledge themselves
to be unclean spirits,
learned the art of wickedness by a furtive reand by delighting
in their own villanies and gard.
For they were restrained, by the roodiniquities,
real or imaginary,
and by requestest demeanor due to men, from looking boldly
ing from the immodest,
and extorting
from at the immodest
gestures;
but much more
the modest, the celebration
of these licen- were they restrained
from condemning
with
tious acts, proclaim themselves
instigators to chaste heart the sacred rites of her whom
a criminal and lewd life;--why,
I ask, are they they adored.
And yet this licentiousness-represented
as giving some good moral pre- which, if practised in one's home, could only
cepts to a few of their own elect, initiated in be done there in secret--was
practised
as a
the secrecy of their shrines ? If it be so, this public lesson in the temple; and if any modvery thing only serves further to demonstrate
esty remained
in men, it was occupled
in
the malicious craft of these pestilent splrits,
marvelhng
that wickedness
which men could
For so great is the influence
of probity and not unrestrainedly
commit should be part of
chastity, that all men, or almost all men, are the religious teaching of the gods, and that to
moved by the praise of these virtues;
nor is omit its exhibition
should incur the anger of
any man so depraved
by vice, but he hath the gods.
What spirit can that be, which by
some feeling of honor left in him.
So that, a hidden inspiration
stirs men's corruption,
unless the devil sometimes transformed
him- and goads them to adultery, and feeds on the
self, as Scripture says, into an angel of light," full-fledged
iniquity,
unless it be the same
he could not compass
his deceitful purpose,
that finds pleasure
in such religious ceremoAccordingly,
in public, a bold impurity fills nies, sets in the temples
images of devils,
the ear ofa the
private,
feigned
peoplechastity
with noisy
speaks clamor;
in scarcein [hart
and whispers
loves to see
in in
secret
play some
the images
righteous
of vices;
sayaudible whispers to a few: an open stage is ings to deceive the few who are good, and
provided
for shameful
things,
but on the scatters
in public invitations
to profligacy,
to gain possession
of the millions who are
*. c._. xl. ,+
wicked
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ORDER TO PROPITIATE THEIR GODS, CONThey, then, are but abandoned
and unTRIBUTED LARGELYTO THE OVERTHROW
OF grateful wretches, in deep and fast bondage
PUVLICORDER.
to that malign spirit, who complain and murmur that men are rescued by the name of
Cicero, a weighty man, and a philosopher
Christ from the hellish thraldom of these unin his way, when about to be made edlle
clean spirits, and from a participation in their
wished the citizens to understand • that, among
the other duties of his magistracy,
he must punishment,
and are brought out of the night
ungodliness
into the light of
propitiate Flora by the celebration
of games. of pestilential
healthful piety.
Only such men could
And these games are reckoned devout in pro- most
murmur that the masses flock to the churches
portion to their lewdness.
In another place,*
and when he was now consul, and the state in
great peril, he says that games had been celebrated for ten days together, and that nothing
had been omitted
which could pacify the
gods: as if it had not been more satisfactory
to irritate the gods by temperance,
than to
pacify them by debauchery;
and to provoke
their
hate by honest
living, For
thannosoothe
by
such unseemly
grossness.
matter ithow

and their chaste acts of worship, where a
seemly separation
of the sexes is observed;
where they learn how they may so spend this
earthly life, as to merit a blessed eternity
hereafter;
where Holy Scripture
and instruct_on in righteousness
are proclaimed
from a
raised platform in presence of all, that both
they who do the word may hear to their salvatlon, and they who do it not may hear to
judgment.
And though some enterwho scoff
cruel was the ferocity of those men who were at such precepts, all their petulance
is either
threatening
the stat_, and on whose account quenched by a sudden change, or is restrained
the gods were being propitiated,
it could no1 through
fear or shame.
For no filthy and
have been more hurtful than the alliance of wicked action is there set forth to be gazed at
gods who were won with the foulest vices, or to be imitated;
but either the precepts of
To avert the danger which threatened
men's the true God are recommended,
His miracles
bodies, the gods were conciliated m a fashion narrated, His gifts praised, or His benefits
that drove virtue from their spirits; and the
gods did not enrol themselves
as defenders
implored.
of the battlements
against the besiegers, until CHAP. 29.--AN
EXHORTATIONTO THE ROMANS
they had first stormed and sacked the moralTO RENOUNCEPAGANISM.
ity of the citizens.
This propitiation
of such
dlvinities,--a
propitiation
so wanton, so impure, so immodest, so wicked, so filthy, whose
actors the innate and praiseworthy
virtue of
the Romans disabled fron_civic honors, erased
from their tribe, recogmzed
as polluted and
made infamous;--this
propitiation,
I say, so
foul, so detestable,
and ahen from every religlous feeling, these fabulous and ensnaring
accounts of the criminal actions of the gods,
these scandalous
actions which they either
shamefully and wickedly committed, or more
shamefully and wickedly feigned, all this the
whole city learned in public both by the words
and gestures of the actors.
They saw that
the gods dehghted in the commisslon of these
things, and therefore beheved that they wished
them not only to be exhibited
to them, but

This, rather, is the rehgion worthy of your
desires, O admirable
Roman race,--the
progeny of your Sc_evolas and Sclpios, of Regulus, and of Fabricms.
This rather covet, this
distinguish
from that foul vanity and crafty
malice of the devils.
If there is in your hature any eminent virtue, only by true piety is
it purged and perfected, while byimpiety
it is
wrecked and punished.
Choose now what
?ou will pursue, that your praise may be not
m yourself, but in the true God, in whom
is no error.
For of popular glory you have
had your share; but by the secret providence
of God, the true religion was not offered to
your choice.
Awake, it is now day; as you
have already awaked in the persons of some
in whose perfect virtue and sufferings for the
true faith we glory: for they, contending
on
to be imitated by themselves.
But as for all sides with hostile powers, and conquering
that good and honest instruction which they them all by bravely dying, have purchased
speak of, it was given in such secrecy, and to for us this country of ours with their blood;'
so few (if indeed
given at all), that they to which country
we invite you, and exhort
seemed rather to fear it might be divulged,
you to add yourselves
to the number of the
than that it might not be practised,
citizens of this city, which also has a sanctuary 3 of its own in the true remission of sins.
t Cicero,
aCicero,

C. l;'¢rrem,
x'i. 8
C Cat_.li_¢ant,
itL 8.

3Alluding
early days.

to the sanctuary

glvcn

to all who fled to Rome

ill it_
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Do not listen to those degenerate sons of thine hast spontaneously
banished
from the numwho slander Christ and Christians, and im- ber of your dtizens
all actors and players.
pure to them these disastrous
times, though
Awake more fully: the majesty of God canthey desire times in which they may enjoy not be propitiated
by that which defiles the
rather impunity
for their wickedness
than a dignity of man
How, then, can you believe
peaceful life.
Such has never been Rome's
that gods who take pleasure
in such lewd
ambition even in regard to her earthly coun-plays,
belong to the number of the holy powtry.
Lay hold now on the celestial country,
ers of heaven, when the men by whom these
which is easily won, and in which you will plays are acted are by yourselves
refused adreign truly and for ever.
For there
shalt mission into the number of Roman citizens
thou find no vestal fire, no Capitoline
stone, even of the lowest grade ? Incomparably
but the one true God.
more glorious
than Rome, is that heavenly
"No date, no goal will here ordainBut grant an endless, boundless reign. ''z

city in which for victory you have truth; for
digmty, holiness; for peace, felicity;
for life,

No longer, then, follow after false and de- eternity.
Much less does it admlt into its
ceitful gods; abjure them rather, and despise society such gods, if thou dost blush to admit
them, bursting forth into true hberty.
Gods into thine such men.
Wherefore,
if thou
they are not, but malignant
spirits, to whom wouldst
attain
city, propitiated
shun the
society of
devils.to the
Theyblessed
who are
your eternal happiness will be a sore punishment.
Juno, from whom you deduce your by deeds of shame, are unworthy of the wororigin according
to the flesh, did not so bit- ship of right-hearted
men.
Let these, then,
be obliterated
from your worship
by the
terly grudge Rome's citadels to the Trojans,
cleansing of the Christian
religlon, as those
as these devds whom yet ye repute
gods,
grudge an everlasting seat to the race of man- men were btotted
from your citizenship
by
kind.
And thou thyself hast in no wavering
the censor's mark.
voice passed judgment
on them, when thou
But, so far as regards carnal benefits, which
didst pacify them with games, and yet didst are the only blessings
the wicked desire to
account as infamous
the men by whom the enjoy, and carnal miseries, which alone they
plays were acted.
Suffer us, then, to assert shrink from enduring, we will show m the folthy freedom against the unclean spirits who lowing book that the demons
have not the
had imposed on thy neck the yoke of cele- power they are supposed
to have; and albrating their own shame and filthiness.
The though they had it, we ought rather on that
actors of these divine crimes thou hast re- account to despise these blessings, than for
moved from offices of honor; supplicate
the the sake of them to worship those gods, and
true God, that He may remove
from thee by worshipping
them to miss the attainment
those gods who delight in their crlmes,--a
of these blessings they grudge us.
But that
most disgraceful
thing if the crimes are really they have not even this power which is astheirs, and a most malicious
invention if the cribed to them by those who worship them
crimes are felgned.
Well done, in that thou for the sake of temporal
advantages,
this, I
say, I will prove in the following book; so
xvlrgil,A_*eld,i. _78.
let us here close the present
argument.
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CITY
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REGARDING
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HAVF

WERE
NO

AND
BEEN

AND

FROM

WITHOUT
SUCH

CALAM-

DISASTERS,

CONTINUALLY

V¢ORSHIPPEI)

RELIEF

SPIRITUAL

BODILY

A

THAT

SUBJECT

TO

RIVAL,

BE-

CALAMITIES.

the heavy calamities that have been
suffered by any other nations, and will speak
TINUALLV SIIFFEREa),EVEN WHEN THE GODS only of what happened
to Rome and the
WERE WORSHIPPED.
Roman
empire,
by which I mean Rome

CHAP.

I.-

WICKED

OF

THE

FEAR,

ILLS

AND

WHICH

WHICH

THE

ALONE

WORLD

THE

garding

CON-

OF moral and spiritual
evils, which are properly so called, and those lands which alabove all others to be deprecated,
I think ready, before the coming of Christ, had by
enough has already been said to show that the alliance or conquest become, as it were, memfalse gods took no steps to prevent the people bers of the body of the state.
who worshipped them from being overwhelmed
by such calamities,
but rather aggravated the CHAP. 2.--WHETHER THE GODS, WHOM THE
ruin.
I see I must now speak of those evils
GREEKS AND ROMANS WORSHIPPEDIN COMwhich alone are dreaded
by the heathen-MON, WERE JUSTIFIED IN PERMITTING THE
famine,
pestilence,
war, pillage,
captivity,
DESTRUCTIONOF ILIUM.
massacre,
and the like calamities,
already
First, then, why was Troy or Ilium, the
enumerated
in the first book.
For evil men
radle of the Roman people (for I must not
account those things alone evil which do not overlook nor disguise what I touched upon in
make men evil; neither do they blush to the first book'), conquered,
taken and depraise good things, and yet to remain evil stroyed by the Greeks, though it esteemed
among the good thingsthey
praise.
Itgrieves
and worshipped
the same gods as they ?
them more to own a bad house than a bad Priam, some answer, paid the penalty of the
hfe, as if it were man's greatest good to have perjury of his father Laomedon:
Then it is
everything
good but himself.
But not even true that Laomedon
hired Apollo and Nepsuch evils as were alone dreaded
by the tune as his workmen.
For the story goes
heathen were warded off by their gods, even that he promised them wages, and then broke
when they were most unrestrictedly
wor-his
bargain.
I wonder that famous diviner
shipped.
For in various
times and places Apollo toiled at so huge a work, and never
before
the advent
of our Redeemer,
the: suspected Laomedon was going to cheat him
human race was crushed with numberless
and of his pay.
And Neptune
too, his uncle,
sometimes
incredible
calamities;
and at that brother of Jupiter, king of the sea, it really
time what gods but those did the world wor- was not seemly that he should be ignorant of
ship, if you except the one nation of the what was to happen.
For he is introduced
Hebrews, and, beyond them, such individuals
by Homer* (who lived and wrote before the
as the most secret and most just judgment of bmlding
of Rome) as predicting
something"
of the posterity of zEneas, who in fact
God counted worthy of divine grace ? x But !great
_
that I may not
t Compare

Aug.

be prolix,

g#i*t,

ad

I will be silent re-

Deag_atza*,

xo2, 13 ; and De

Prwd

founded
2Ch 4
] J urla
Troyw.

Rome.
3Virg

And
Gearg.

as Homer

says, Nep-

i.._*,
Laomedantew
luzmus2#er4 Iliad,
xx. _3 et aeqq.
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tune also rescued 2Eneas in a cloud from the
wrath of Achilles, though (according to Virgil ')
' All his will was to destroy
His own creation, perjured Troy."
Gods, then, so great as Apollo and Neptune,
in ignorance of the cheat that was to defraud
them of their wages, built the walls of Troy
for nothing but thanks and thankless people."
There may be some doubt whether it is not a
worse crime to believe such persons to be
gods, than to cheat such gods.
Even Homer
himself did not give full credence to the story;
for while he represents Neptune, indeed, as
hostile to the Trojans, he introduces
Apollo
as their champion, though the story implies
that both were offended by that fraud.
If,
therefore, they believe their fables, let them
blush to worship such gods; if they discredit
the fables, let no more be said of the "Trojan perjury;" or let them explain how the
gods hated Tro3an ,but loved Roman perjury,
For how did the conspiracy of Catiline, even
in so large and corrupt a city, find so abundant a supply of men whose hands and tongues
found them a living by perjury and civic
broils?
What else but perjury corrupted the
judgments
pronounced
by so many of the
senators?
What else corrupted the people's
votes and decisions of all causes tried before
them?
For it seems that the ancient practice of taking oaths has been preserved even
in the midst of the greatest
corruption,
not
for the sake of restraining wickedness by religious fear, but to complete
by adding that of perjury,

OF

GOD.

[Book IIL

should have suffered; for the adultery was
brought about by ._Eneas' mother.
But how
could they hate in Paris a crime which they
made no objection
to in their own sister
Venus, who (not to mention any othe_ instance) committed
adultery with Anchises,
and so became the mother of 2Eneas ? Is it
because in the one case Menelaus'
was aggrieved, while in the other Vulcan s connived
at the crime ? For the gods, I fancy, are so
little jealous of their wives, that they make no
scruple of sharing them with men.
But per_haps I may be suspected of turning the myths
into ridicule, and not handling
so weighty
a subject
with sufficient
gravity.
Well,
then, let us say that _neas
is not the son
of Venus.
I am willing to admit it; but is
Romulus
any more the son of Mars ? For
why not the one as well as the other ? Or is
it lawful for gods to have intercourse
wlth
women, unlawful for men to have intercourse
with goddesses?
A hard, or rather an incredible condiUon, that what was allowed to
Mars by the law of Venus, should not be allowed to Venus herself by her own law.
However. both cases have the authority
of
Rome; for Cmsar in modern times believed
no less that he was descended
from Venus, 6
than the ancient
Romulus believed
himself
the son of Mars.
CHAP. 4.--OF
USEFUL

FOR

VARRO'S OPINIOn, THAT IT IS
MEN

TO

FEIGN

THEMSELVES

THE

OFFSPRING OF THE GODS.

the tale of crimes

Some one wiII say, But do you believe all
this ? Not I indeed.
For even Varro, a very
learned
heathen,
all but admits that these
C_AP. 3.--THAT THE GODS COULD NOT BE OF- stories are false, though he does not boldly
FENDED
BY SO
THE
ADULTERY
PARIS,
THIS and confidently
say so.
But he mamtains it
CRIME
BEING
COMMON
AMONGOFTHEMSELVES.
is useful for states that brave men believe,
There is no ground, then, for representing
though falsely, that *hey are descended
from
the gods (by whom, as they say, that empire
the gods; for that thus the human
spirit,
stood, though they are proved to have been cherishing
the belief of its divine descent,
conquered
by the Greeks) as being enraged at will both more boldly venture into great enthe Trojan perjury.
Neither, as others again terprises, and will carry them out more enerplead in their defence,was it indignation at the getically, and will therefore by its very confiadulteryof
Paristhat caused themto withdraw
dence secure more abundant
success.
You
their protection from Troy.
For their habit is see how wide a feld is opened to falsehood
to be instigators and instructors
in vice, not by this oplmon of Varro's, which I have exits avengers.
"The city of Rome," says Sal- pressed as well as I could in my own words;
lust, "was first built and inhabited, as I have and how comprehensible
it is, that many of
heard, by the Trojans, who, flying their coun- the reIigions and sacred legends
should be
try, under the conduct of _Eneas, wandered
feigned in a community in which it was judged
about without making any settlement."_
If, [ profitable for the citizens that lies should be
then, the gods were of opinion that the adul- Itold even about the gods themselves.
tery of Parts should be punished, it was chiefly
the Romans, or at least the Romans also, who
4Helens husband.
5Venus'husband.
_
•_
-..,
........
._net_
v. olo_ art.
3 Dt Co_. Cat. vl.

_ t.rratz*

er tngwati*,

6 Suetomus,
m his Life offullu$
C_e._ar (n. 6), relates that, in
I pronouncing
a funeral
oration in prals_ of his aunt Julia, Cmtgar
cmlmea
for the Julmn germ to which his family belonged
a descent
from Ven_
through
lulus, son of Eneas
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shall not pause to examine and weigh
the testimonies
of historical writers on the

i we
I

OF PARIS, SEEING THEY SHOV*'EDNO INDIG- subject.

All agree that the brother of Romuslain, not by enemies, not by strangOF ROMULUS.
ers.
If it was Romulus
who either com.........
or perpetrated
this crime; Romulus
But wnether
venus coma Dear ._r_measto a Imanded
.........
was more truly the head of the Romans than
human Iather 2_ncmses, or ivtars beget Komu- Paris of the _Frojans; why then did he who
lus of the daughter
of Numitor, we leave as carried off another man's wife bring down the
unsettled questions.
For our own Scriptures
anger of the gods on the Trojans, while he
suggest
the very similar question,
whether who took his brother's
life obtained the guarthe fallen angels had sexual intercourse with dianship of those same gods ? If, on the other
the daughters of men, by which the earth was hand, that crime was not wrought either by
at that time filled with giants, that is, with the hand or will of Romulus, then the whole
enormously large and strong men.
At pres- city is chargeable with it, because it did not
ent, then, I will limit my discussion
to this see to its punishment,
and thus committed_
dilemma:
If that which their books relate no t fratricide, but parricide, which is worse.
about the mother of _neas
and the father of For both brothers were the founders of that
Romulus be true, how can the gods be dis- clty, of which the one was by villain), pre.
pleased with men for adulteries which, when vented from being a ruler.
So far as I see,
committed by themselves,
excite no displeas- then, no evd can be ascribed to Troy which
ure?
If it is false, not even in this case can warranted the gods in abandoning
it to dethe gods be angry that men should really corn- struetlon, nor any good to Rome which acmlt adulteries,
whmh, even when falsely at- counts for the gods visiting tt with prosperity;
tnbuted to the gods, they dehght in. More- unless the truth be, that they fled from Troy
over, if the adultery of Mars be discredited,
because thev were vanquished,
and betook
that Venus also may be freed from the lmpu- themselves to Rome to practise their characration, then the mother
of Romulus
is left terlsuc deceptions there.
Nevertheless
they
unshmlded
by the pretext of a divine seduc- kept a footing for themselves
in Troy, that
tion.
For Sylvia was a vestal priestess, and they might deceive future inhabitants who rethe gods ooght to avenge this sacrilege on the peopled these lands: while at Rome, by a
Romans
with greater
severity
than
Paris' wider exercise of their malignant
arts, they
adultery on the Trojans.
For even the Ro- exulted m more abundant honors.
mans themselves
in primitive
times used to
go so far.as to bury ahve any vestal who was CHAP. 7.--OF THE DESTRUCTION OF ILIUM BY
detected
in adultery, while women unconseF1MBRIA,
A LIEUTENANTOF MARIUS.
crated,
though
they were punished,
were
never punished with death for that crime; and
And surely we may ask what wrong poor
thus they more earnestly vindicated
the purity Ihum had done, that, in the first heat of the
of shrines they esteemed
divine, than of the civil wars of Rome, it should suffer at the
hand of Flmbna,
the veriest villain among
human bed.
Marius' partisans, a more fierce and cruel deCHAP.
6.--THAT
THE
GODS
EXACTED
NO
PENstruction than the Grecian sack.'
For when
ALTY FOR THE FRATRICIDAL ACT OF ROMU- the Greeks took it many escaped, and many
LUS.
who d_d not escape were suffered to live,
ithougl h in ca.ptiwty.
But Fimbria from the
I add another instance:
If the sins of men first gave orders that not a life should be
so greatly incensed those divinities, that they spared,
and burnt up together the city and all
abandoned
Troy to fire and sword to punish its inhabitants.
Thus was Ilium requited,
the crime of Paris, the murder of Romulus' not by the Greeks, whom she had provoked
brother ought to have incensed
them more by wrong-doing;
but by the Romans,
who
against the Romans than the cajoling
of a had been built out of her ruins; while the
Greek husband moved them against the Tro- gods, adored alike of both sides, did simply
jans: fratricide
in a newly-born
city should nothing, or, to speak more correctly,
could
have provoked
them more than adultery m a do nothing
Is It then true, that at this time
•
r
.....
o,
city already_ flourishing.
It makes, no dlffe - I....
_1_,_, after Trov. had repaired
the damage
ence to the cmestion we now discuss, whe.ther /dr_n_ by the Grecian fire, all the gods by
Romulus
or_tered his brother
to be slain, wh_se"heln
the kingdom
stood, "forsook
or slew him with his own hand; it is a crime ' o"_'_._,)_,_ "_1_ sacred shrine ?"
which many shamelessly
deny, many through
._.....
"___'__7-_-_-------2_ ....
shame doubt, many in grief disguise.
And
,i_vy, 83, oneo{the|o_b°°ks;
and A_ima, _¢*
_ri_'/*_to
NATION
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But if so, I ask the reason; for in my judg- Iremain standing ? Besides,
if they were at
ment, the conduct of the gods was as much to ]Rome when Fimbria destroyed Troy, perhaps
be reprobated
as that of the townsmen to be Ithey were at Troy when Rome itself was
applauded.
For these closed
their gates ] taken and set on fire by the Gauls.
But as
against Fimbria, that they might preserve the / they are very acute in hearing, and very swift
city for Sylla, and were therefore
burnt and [in their movements,
they came quickly at the
consumed
by the enraged general.
Now, up / cackling of the goose to defend at least the
to this time, Sylla's cause was the more worthy Capitol, though to defend the rest of the city
of the two; for till now he used arms to re- they were too long in being warned.
store the republic, and as yet his good intentions had met with no reverses.
What better CHAP, 9.--WHETHER
IT IS CREDIBLE THAT THE
thing, then, could the Trojans
have done ?
PEACE DURING THE REIGN OF NUMA WAS
What more honorable, what more faithful to
BROUGHTABOUTBY THE GODS.
Rome, or more worthy of her relationship,
It is also believed that it was by the help
than to preserve their city for the better part of the gods that the successor
of Romulus,
of the Romans, and to shut their gates against Numa Pompflius,
enjoyed peace during his
a parncide of his country?
It is for the de- entire reign, and shut the gates of Janus,
fenders of the gods to consider the ruin which which are customarily
kept open" during war.
this conduct brought
on Troy.
The gods And it is supposed
he was thus requited for
deserted an adulterous people, and abandoned
appointing
many religious observances among
Troy to the fires of the Greeks, that out of the Romans.
Certainly that kingwould
have
her ashes a chaster Rome might arise.
But commanded
our congratulations
for so rare a
why did they a second time abandon this leisure, had he been wise enough to spend it
same town, allied nowto Rome, and not mak- on wholesome
pursuits, and, subduing a pering war upon her noble daughter, but preserv- nicious curiosity, had sought out the true God
ing a most steadfast
and pious fidelity to iwith true piety.
But as _t was, the godswere
Rome's
most justifiable
faction ? Why did not the authors of his leisure; but possibly
they give her up to be destroyed,
not by the they would have deceived
him less had they
Greek heroes, but by the basest of the Ro- Ifound him busier.
For the more disengaged
roans ? Or, if the gods did not favor Sylla's [they found him, the more they themselves
cause, for which the unhappy Trojans main- occupied
his attention.
\;arro informs us of
tained their city, why did they themselves
all his efforts, and of the arts he employed to
predict and promise Sylla such successes ? associate thesegods
with himself and the city;
Must we call them flatterers of the fortunate,
and in its own place, if God will, I shall disrather than helpers of the wretched ? Troy cuss these matters.
Meanwhile,
as we are
was not destroyed, then, because the gods de-_ speaking
of the benefits conferred
by the
serted it. For the demons, always watchful
gods, I readily admit that peace is a great
to deceive, did what they could.
For, when!benefit;
but it is a benefit of the true God,
all the statues were overthrown
and burnt to- !which, like the sun, the rain, and other supgether with the town, Livy tells us that only ports of hfe, is frequently
conferred
on the
the image of Minerva is said to have been ungrateful
and wicked.
But if this greatboon
found standing uninjured amidst the ruins of was conferred on Rome and Pompllius by their
her temple; not that it might be said in their gods, why did they never afterwards grant it
praise, "The gods who made this realm di- to the Roman empire during even more merivine," but that it might not be said in their torious periods ? Were the sacred rites more
defence,
They are "gone
from each fane, efficient at their first institution
than during
each sacred shrine: " for that marvel was per- their subsequent
celebration ? But they had
mitted to them, not that they might be proved no existence
in Numa's time, until he added
to be powerful, but that they might be con- them to the ritual; whereas afterwards
they
victed of being present,
had already been celebrated
and preserved,
that benefit might arise from them.
How,
CHAP. 8. _WHETHER ROME OUGHT TO HAVE then, is it that those forty-three,
or as others
BEEN
ENTRUSTED
TO THE
TROJAN
GODS
._
prefer it, thirty-nine
years of Numa's
reign,
were passed in unbroken
peace, and yet that
Where, then, was the wisdom
of entrusting"
•
afterwards,
when the worship was established,
Rome to the Trojan
gods,
who had demon- [and the gods themselves,
.
.
who were revoked
strated
_ ...........
_., ............their weakness in the loss of Troy _loy
it, were the recognlzeo
guaralans ana pa_¥ui some one say that, when 1_lmDna stormea }
Troy. the gods were already
resident
in I ' The gates of Janus were not the gates of a temple, but the
--"
_.ome

_
_"

== _
L-low,

-.
tFlen,

_. • -.
Q1G l;ne

.
image

oI

_ _ r.
Iv/lnerva

| gates of a passage called
t imrpuses
; shut therefore

Sanus
which was used
m _ce,
open m w_r.

only

for

military
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trons of the city, we can with difficulty find
during the whole period, from the building of
the city to the reign of Augustus,
one year-that, viz., which followed the clos __ of the first
Punic war--in
which, for a marvel, the Roroans were able to shut the gates of war ?'

ful at home and in war, were active, made
preparations,
encouraged
one
another,
marched
to meet their enemies,--protected
by arms their liberty, country, parents.
Afterwards, when they had repelled
the dangers
by their bravery, they carried help to their
allies and friends,
and procured
alliances
CHAP. IO.---WHETHER IT WAS,DESIRABLE THAT more by conferring than by receiving favors."4
THE ROMAN
EMPIRE
SHOULD
BE INCREASED
IThis
was to
build up Rome's greatness
by
BY SUCH A FURIOUS
SUCCESSION
OF WARS,
honorable
means.
But, in Numa's reign, I
WHEN IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN QUIET
AND SAFE would
know whether the long peace was mainBY FOLLOWING IN THE PF--_CEFULWAYS OF tained in spite of the incursions
of wicked
NUMA.
_neighbors, or if these incursions were disconmight be maintained ?
Do they reply that the Roman empire could i tmued that the peace
never have been so widely extended, nor so [For if even then Rome was harassed by wars,
glorious, save by constant and unintermlttmg
i and yet did not meet force with force, the
wars ? A fit argument,
truly ! Why must a' same means she then used to quiet her enemies
kingdom be distracted
• order to be great. _wlthout
in
4
conquering
them in war, or terrifyIn this little world of man's body, is it not lng them with the onset of battle, she might
better to have a moderate stature, and health have used always, and have reigned in peace
with it, than to attain the huge dimensions of with the gates of Janus shut.
And if this
a giant by unnatural
torments,
and when you was not in her power, then Rome enjoyed
attain it to find no rest, but to be pained the peace not at the will of her gods, but at the
more in proportion to the size of your mere- will of her neighbors
round about, and only
bers ? What evil would have resulted,
or so long as they cared to provoke her with no
rather what good would not have resulted,
war, unless perhaps
these pitiful gods will
had those
times
continued
which Sallust dare to sell to one man as their favor what
sketched, when he says, "At first the kings hes not in their power to bestow, but in the
(for that was the first title of empire in the will of another man.
These demons, indeed,
world) were divided in their sentiments:
part in so far as they are permitted,
can terrify or
cultivated the mind, others the body: at that incite the minds of winked men by their own
time the life of men was led without covet- peculiar wickedness.
But if they always had
eousness;
every one was sufficiently satisfied this power, and if no action were taken against
with his own _"-" Was it reqmslte, then, for their efforts by a more secret and higher
•
Rome's
prosperity,
that the state of things power, they would be supreme to give peace
which Virgil reprobates should succeed:
or the victories of war, which almost always
fall out through some human emotion, and
"At
length stole on a baser age
frequently
in opposition to the will of the
And war's indomitable rage,
gods, as Is proved not only by lying legends,
Andgreedylust
of gain? "3
]whlch
scarcely hint or mgnify any grain of
But obviously the Romans have a plausible [truth, but even by Roman hlstory itself.
defence for undertaking
and carrying on such [
disastrous wars,--to
wit, that the pressure of] CHAP• I I.--OF
THE
STATUE
OF APOLLO
AT
their enemies forced them to resist, so that I CCM2E,WHOSETEARS ARESUPPOSEDTO HAVE
they were compelled to fight, not by any greed [ VORTENDEDDISASTV:RTO THE OREEKS, WHOM
of human applause, but by the necessity of i THE GODWAS UNABLETO SUCCOR.
protecting
lif.e and liberty.
Well, let that]
And it is still this weakness
of the gods
pass.
Here is Sallust's
account
of the mat-[which
is confessed in the story of the Cuman
ter:
"For
when their state, enriched
with Anollo who is said to havewent for four days
laws, institutions,
territory:
seemed abun- _turmg' the war with the Ach_ans
and King
aantly prosperous
and sufficmntly
powerful,
Aristonicus.
And when the augurs
were
according to the ordinary law of human na- alarmed at the portent, and had determined
ture, opulence
gave birth to envy.
Accord- to cast the statue into the sea, the old men of
ingly, the neighboring
kings and states took Cumin interposed,
and related that a similar
arms and assaulted
them.
A few allies lent prodigy had occurred to the same image durassistance;
the rest, struck with fear, kept ing ttae wars against Antiochus
and against
aloof from dangers.
But the Romans, watch- Perseus, and that by a decree of the senate,
,

the yearof the

sxg"_.

Consuls T. Maahus

Conj.Cal._.

and C. htihns,

3_Eneid,vilx.
326-.7.

A. v.c.

gifts had been

presented

4Sadl.Cal.Conj.vi

to Apollo,

because
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the event had proved favorable
to the Ro- were the mother of Cynocephalus,
who a long
roans.
Then
soothsayers
were summoned
while afterwards
came from Egypt.
Whether
who were supposed
to have greater profes- also the goddess Fever was her offspring, is a
sional skill, and they pronounced
that the matter for her grandson
iEsculapius
4 to deweeping of Apollo's
image was propitious
to cide.
But of whatever breed she be, the forthe Romans, because Cum_e was a Greek col- eign gods will not presume, I trust, to call a
ony, and that Apollowas
bewailing (and there- goddess
base-born who is a Roman citizen.
by presaging)the
grief and calamity that was Who can numl_er the deities to whom the
about to light upon his own land of Greece
guardianship
of Rome was entrusted ? Indifrom .which he had been brought.
Shortly
genous and imported,
both of heaven, earth,
afterwards
it was reported
that King Aristo- hell, seas, fountains,
rivers;
and, as Varro
nicuswas defeated and made prisoner,--a
de- says, gods certain and uncertain,
male and
feat certainly opposed
to the will of Apollo; female:
for, as among animals, so among all
and this he indicated
by even shedding
tears kinds of gods are there these distinctions.
from his marble image.
And this shows us Rome, then, enjoying the protection of such
that, though the verses of the poets are my- a cloud of deities, might surely have been prethical, they are not altogether
devoid of truth,
served from some of those great and horrible
but describe the manners of the demons in a calamities,
of which I can mention but a few.
sufficiently fit style.
For in Virgil,
Diana For by the great smoke of her altars she summourned for Camilla," and Hercules wept for moned to her protection,
as by a beacon-fire,
Pallas doomed to die."
This is perhaps the a host of gods, for whom she appointed
and
reason why Numa Pompilius,
too, when, en- maintained
temples, altars, sacrifices, priests,
joymgprolonged
peace, but without knowing
and thus offended
the true and most h_gh
or inquiring
from whom he received it, he God, to whom alone aII this ceremonial
is lawbegan in his leisure to consider to what gods fully due.
And, indeed, she was more proshe should entrust the safe keeping and con-perous
when she had fewer gods; but the
duc_of Rome, and not dreaming that thetrue,
Igreater
she became,
the more
gods she
almighty, and most high God cares for earthly thought she should have, as the larger ship
affairs, but recollecting
only that the Trojan
needs to be manned by a larger crew.
I supgods which _Eneas had brought to Italy had pose she despaired
of the smaller number,
been able to preserve neither the Trojan nor under whose protection
she had spent comLavinian kingdom founded by __Eneas himself,
paratlvely
happy days, being able to defend
concluded
that he must provide other gods as her greatness.
For even under the kings
guardians
of fugitives and helpers
of the (with the exception of Numa Pompllius,
of
weak, and add them to those earlier divinities
whom 1 have already spoken), how wicked a
who had either come over to Rome with Ro- contentiousness
must have existed to occasion
mulus, or when Alba was destroyed,
the death of Romulus'
brother !
CHAP,

12.--THAT

NUMBER
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GODS

ROMANS

TO
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ADDED
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THEIR
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BY

13.--BY WHAT

CHAP.
THE

ROMANS

HOW

husband
But though Pompilius introduced
so ample
a ritual, yet did not Rome see fit to be content with it. For as yet Jupiter
himself had
not his chief temple,--it
being King Tarquin
who built the Capitol.
And A_sculapius
left
Epidaurus
for Rome, that in this foremost
city he might have a finer field for the exercise of his great medical skill._
The mother
of the gods, too, came I know notwhence from
Pessinuns;
it being unseemly that, while her
son presided on the Capitoline
hill, she herself should lie hid in obscurity.
But if she is
the mother of all the gods, she not only followed some of her children to Rome, but left
others to follow her.
I wonder, indeed, if she
z.,,,E_u_id, xL 53_,
sL/vy,
x. 47,

2 IMd.

RIGHT
THEIR

OR

AGREEMENT

FIRST

WIVES.

HELPED

THEM NOT AT ALL.

rf_

OBTAINED

is it that neither Juno, who with her
Jupiter even then cherished

" Rome's sons, the nation of the gown," s
nor Venus herself, could assist the children of
the loved 2Eneas to find wives by some right
and equitable means ? For the lack of this
entailed
upon the Romans
the lamentable
necessity
of stealing
their wives, and then
waging war with their fathers-in-law;
so that
the wretched women, before they had recovered from the wrong done them by their husbands, were dowried with the blood of their
fathers.
" But the Romans conquered
their
neighbors."
Yes; but with what wounds on
both sides, and with what sad slaughter
of
relatives and neighbors!
The war of Cmsar
and Pompey
was the contest
of only one

x. 464,

_,
4Being

son of Apollo,

s Virgil,

¢'En.

t. 286.
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father-in-law with one son-in-law;
and before ished, had not the ravished women themselves
it began_ the daughter
of Cmsar, Pompey's
flashed out with dishevelled
hair, and cast
wife, was already dead.
But with how keen themselves before thoir parents, and thus disand just an accent of grief does Lucan _ ex- armed their just rage, not with the arms of
claim: "' I sing that worse than civil war waged victory, but with the supplications
of filial
in the plains of Emathia,
and in which tt_e affection.
Then Romulus,
who could not
crime was justified by the victory !"
brook his own brother as a colleague_ was cornThe Romans,
then, conquered
that they pelled to accept Titus Tattus, king of the Samight, with hands stained in the blood of thexr braes, as his partner on the throne.
But how
fatners-tn-law,
wrench
the miserable
girls long would he who misliked the fellowship of
from their embrace,--girls
who dared not his own twin-brother.endure
a stranger?
So,
weep for their slain parents, for fear of offelld- Tatius being slam, Romulus
remained
sole
ing their victorious
husbands;
and while yet king, that he might be the greater god.
See
the battle was raging, stood with their prayers what rights of marriage
these were that foon their lips, and knew not for whom to utter mented unnatural wars.
These were the Rothem.
Such nuptials were certainly prepared
man leagues of kindred, relationship,
alliance,
for the Roman people not by Venus, but Bel- religion.
This was the life of the city so
lona; or possibly that infernal
fury Alecto abundantly
protected
by the gods.
You see
had more hberty to inTure them now that how many severe things might be said on this
Juno was aiding them, than when the prayers theme; but our purpose carries us past them,
of that goddess had excited her against ._Lneas. and requires our discourse for other matters.
Andromache
in captivity was happier than
these Roman brides.
For though she was a CHAP. I4.---OF
THE WICKEDNESSOF THE WAR
slave, yet, after she had become the wife of
_'AGED BY THE ROMANS AGAINST THE ALPyrrhus, no more Trojans
fell by 1Hs hand;
I_ANS,
AND OF TIlE VICTORIES WON BY THE
but the Romans slew m battle the very fathers
I.USa OF POWER.
of the brides they fondled.
Andromache,
the
victor's captive, could only mourn, not fe:_r,
But what happened after Numa's reign, and
the death of her people.
The Sablnewomen,
under the other kings, when the Albans were
related to men still combatant%
feared the provoked into war, with sad results not to
death of their fathers when their hl_sbands themselves
alone, but also to the Romans?
went out to battle, and mourned
their death The long peace of Numa had become tedious;
as they returned, while neither their grief nor and w_th what endless
slaughter
and detritheir fear could be freely expressed.
For the ment of both states did tt'e Roman and Alban
victories
of their husbands,
involving
the armies bring it to an end!
For Alba, which
destruction
of fellow-townsmen,
relatives,
had been founded by Ascanius, son of A_'neas,
brothers, fathers, caused either p_ous agony and which was more properly the mother of
or cruel exultation.
Moreover,
as the for- Rome than Troy herself,
was provoked to
tune of war is capricious,
some of them lost battle by Tullus Hosttlius, king of Rome, and
their husbands by the sword of the r parents,
m the conflict both inflicted and received such
while others lost husband and father togett_er i damage, that at length both parties wearied
in mutual destruction.
For the Romans by I°f the struggle.
It was then devised that the
no means escaped with impunity,
but they / war should be decided by the combat of three
were driven back within their walls, and de-itwm-brothers
from each army: from the Rofended themselves
behind closed gates; and mans the three Horatii
stood forward, from
when the gates were opened byguile,
and the the Albans the three Cunatii.
Two of the
enemy admitted
into the town, the Forum it- Horatii were overcome and disposed of by the
self was the field of a hateful and fierce en- Curlatli; but by the remaining
Horatius the
gagement
of fathers-m-taw
and sons-m-law,
three Curlatii were slain.
Thus Rome reThe ravishers were indeed quite defeated, and
mained victorious, but with such a sacrifice
flying on all sides to their houses, sullied with I that only one survivor returned to his home.
new shame their original shameful
and la-tWhose
was the loss on both sides?
Whose
mentable
triumph.
It was at this juncture'the
grief, but of 1_he offspring of A_neas, the
that Romulus, hoping no more from the valor descendants
of Ascamns,
the progeny
of
of his citizens, prayed Jupiter that they might Venus, the grandsons
of Jupiter ? For this,
stand their ground;
and from this occasion too, was a "worse
than civil" war, in which
the belligerent
states were mother and daug hthe god gained the name of Stator.
But not /
even thus would the mischief have been fin- ter.
And to this combat of the three twinbrothers there was added another atrocious
,p_,_,_._.,.

4

and horrible

catastrophe.

For as the two
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nations
had formerly
been friendly
(being
related
and neighbors),
the sister
of the
Horatii had been betrothed
to one of the
Curiatii; and she, when she saw her brother
wearing the spoils of her betrothed, burst into
tears, and was slain by her own brother
in
his anger.
To me, this one girl seems to
have been more
humane
than
the whole
Roman people.
I cannot think her to blame
for lamenting
the man to whom already she
had plighted her troth, or, as perhaps she was
doing, for grieving that her brother
should
have slain him to whom he had promised
his
sister.
For why do we praise the grief of
/Eneas (in Virgil') over the enemy cut down
even by his own hand ? Why did Marcellus
shed tears over the city of Syracuse, when he
recollected, just before he destroyed, its magnificence
and meridian
glory, and thought
upon the common lot of all things?
I demind, in the name of humanity,
that if men
are praised for tears shed over enemies conquered by themselves,
a weak girl should not
be counted criminal
for bewaihng
her lover
slaughtered
by the hand
of her brother,
While, then, that maiden was weeping
for
the death of her betrothed
inflicted
by her
brother's hand, Rome was rejoicing that such
devastation
had been wrought on her mother
state, and that she had purchased
a victory
with such an expenditure
of the common
blood of herself and the Albans.
Why allege to me the mere names and
words of "glory"
and "victory?"
Tear off
the disguise of wild delusion, and look at the
naked deeds: weigh them naked, judge them
naked.
Let the charge be brought
against
A!ba, as Troy was charged
with adultery,
There is no such charge, none like it found:
the war was kindled only in order that there

that the greatest glory consisted in the greatest empire;"
s and so on, as I need not now
quote.
This lust of sovereignty
disturbs and
consumes
the human race with frightful ills.
By this lust Rome was overcome when she
triumphed
over Alba, and praising her own
crime, called it glory.
For, as our Scriptures
say,"the
wicked boasteth of his heart's desire,
and blesseth the covetous, whom the Lord abhorreth." 4 Away, then, with these deceitful
masks, these deluding whitewashes,that
things
may be truthfully
seen and scrutinized.
Let
no man tell me that this and the other was a
"great"
man, because he fought and conquered so and so. Gladiators fight and conquer, and this barbarism
has its meed of
praise; but I think it were better to take the
consequences
of any sloth, than to seek the
glory won by such arms.
And if two gladxators entered
the arena to fight, one being
father, the other his son, who would endure
such a spectacle?
who would not be revolted
by xt ? How, then, could that be a glorxous
war whxch a daughter-state
waged against its
mother ? Or did it constitute
a difference,
that the battlefield was not an arena, and that
the wide plains were filled with the carcasses
not of two gladiators,
but of many of the
flower of two nations; and that those contests
were viewed not by the amphitheatre,
but by
the whole world, and furnished
a profane
spectacle both to those alive at the time, and
to their posterity,
so long as the fame of it is
_anded down?
Yet those gods, guardians
of the Roman
empire, and, as it were, theatric
spectators
of such contests as these, were not satisfied
until the sister of the Horatii was added by
her brother's
sword as a thirdwctxm
from the
Roman side, so that Rome herself,
though
she won the day, should have as many deaths
"Might sound in languid ears the cry
to mourn.
Afterwards,
as a fruit of the vieOf Tullus and of victory." _
tory, Alba was destroyed, though it was there
This vice of restless ambition
was the sole the Trojan gods had formed a third asylum
motive to that social and parricidal
war,-after Ilium had been sacked by the Greeks,
_a vice which Sallust brands
in passing; for and after they had left Lavinium,
where
when he has spoken with brief but hearty
_Eneas had founded a kingdom in a land of
commendation
of those primitive
times in banishment.
But probably
Alba was dewhich life was spent without
covetousness,
stroyed because from it too the gods had roland every one was sufficiently
satisfied with grated, in their usual fashmn, as Virgil says:
what he had, he goes on: " But after Cyrus
"Gone from each fane, each sacred shrine,
in Asia, and the Lacedemonians
and AtheAre those who made this realm divine. ''s
nians in Greece, began to'subdue
cities and
nations, and to account the lust of sovereignty
Gone,
from seem
now alltheir
third
asylum, indeed,
that Romeand might
the wiser
a sufficient ground for war, and to reckon
in committing
herself to them after they had
deserted threeother
cities.
Alba, whose king
x....E_.cid, x. 8ax, of Iamsus:
,, B.t wh,. A_h_' _o. _._,.y_
Amulius had banished his brother, displeased
The fair, fair face so gha_ly made,
them; Rome, whose king Romulus
had slain
He_oaned_
by tenderness unmanned_
A_d'stretehed the sympathizing
_aV*rrg'l_,._Eneld, vl, 8x3.

hand, ' et_

3 SaUust, Cat Conj. iL

4 Ps. x. 3.

s ._Eneid, ii. 35x-_
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his brother, pleased them.
But before Alba
destroyed,
its population,
they say, was
amalgamated
with the inhabitants
of Rome,
so that the two cities were one.
Well, admitring it was so, yet the fact remains thai
the city of Ascanius, the third retreat of the
Trojan gods, was destroyed by the daughterdty.
Besides,
to effect this pitiful conglomerate of the war's leavings, much blood was
spilt on both sides.
And how shall I speak
in detail of the same wars, so often renewed
in subsequent
reigns, though they seemed to
have been finished by great vmtories; and of
wars that time after time were brought to an
end by great slaughters,
and whmh yet time
after time were renewed by the posterity
of
those who had made peace and struck treaties ? Of this calamitous
histo D, we have no
small proof, in the fact that no subsequent
king closed the gates of war; and therefore,
with all their tutelar gods, no one of them
reigned in peace,
CHAP.

OF LIFE ANDDEATH
THE ROMANKINGS HAl).

15.--WHATMANNER

And what was the end of the kings themselves ? Of Romulus, a flattering legend tells
us that he was assumed
into heaven.
But
certain Roman historians
relate that he was
torn in pieces by the senate for his ferocity,
and that a man, Julius Proculus, was suborned
to give out that Romulus
had appeared
to
him, and through him commanded the Roman
people to worship him as a god; and that in
this way the people, who were beginning
to
resent the action of the senate, were quieted
and pacified.
For an eclipse of the sun had
also happened;
and this was attributed to the
divine power of Romulus by the ignorant multitude, who did not know that it was brought
about by the fixed laws of the sun's course:
though this grief of the sun might rather have
been considered proof that Romulus had been
slain, and that the crime was indicated by this
deprivation
of the sun's light; as, in truth,
was the case when the Lord was crucified
through the cruelty and impiety of the Jews.
For it is sufficiently demonstrated
that this
latter obscnration
of the sun did not occur by
the natural laws of the heavenly bodies, because it was then the Jewish Passover, which is
held only at full moon, whereas natural
eclipses of the sun happen only at the last
quarter
of the moon.
Cicero,
too, shows
plainly enough that the apotheosis of Romulus
was imaginary
rather than real, when, even
while he is praising him in one of Scipio's remarks in the De Republica, he says: "Such a
reputation
had he acquired, that when he sud-
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rdenly disappeared
during an eclipse of the
sun, he was supposed to have been assumed
into the number of the gods, which could be
supposed of no mortal who had not the highest reputation for virtue." • By these words,
"he suddenly disappeared,"
we are to understand that he was mysteriously
made away
with by the violence either of the tempest or
of a murderous
assault.
For their other
writers speak not only of an eclipse, but of a
sudden storm also, which certainly either afo
forded opportunity
for the crime, or itself
made an end of Romulus.
And of Tullus
Hostilius, who was the third king of Rome,
and who was himself destroyed by lightning,
Cicero in the same book says, that "he was
not supposed
to have been deified by this
death, possibly because the Romans were unwilhng to vulgarize the promotion
they were
assured or persuaded of in the case of Romulus, lest they should bring it into contempt
by gratuitously
assigning
it to all and sundry."
In one of his invectives," too, he says,
in round terms, "The founder of this city,
Romulus, we have raised to immortality and
divinity by kindly celebrating
his services; "
lmplymg that his deification was not real, but
reputed, and called so by courtesy on account
of his virtues.
In the dialogue
]-Iartensius,
too, while speaking of the regular eclipses of
the sun, he says that they " produce the same
darkness as covered the death of Romulus,
which happened during aneclipse of thesun."
Here you see he does not at all shrink from
speaking of his" death," for Cicero was more
of a reasoner than an eulogist.
The other kings of Rome, too, with the exception of Numa Pompihus
and Ancus Marcius, who died natural deaths, what horrible
ends they had I Tullus Hostilius,
the conqueror and destroyer of Alba, was, as I said,
himself and all his house consumed by lightning.
Priscus Tarqumius
was slain by his
predecessor's sons. Servius Tullius was foully
murdered by his son-in-law Tarquinius Superbus, who succeeded him on the throne.
Nor
did so flagrant a parricide committed against
Rome's best king drive from their altars and
shrines those gods who were said to have been
moved by Paris' adultery to treat poor Troy
in this style, and abandon
it to the fire and
sword of the Greeks.
Nay, the very Tarquin
who had murdered,
was allowed to succeed
his father-in-law.
And this infamous
parricide, during the reign he had secured by murder, was allowed to triumph
in many victorlous wars, and to build the Capitol from their
spoils; the gods meanwhile not departing, but
,c_:ero,p_xe_, a. _o.

,Cont_ cat. ai._.
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abiding, and abetting,
Jupiter to preside and
very splendid Capitol,
For he did not build
of his innocence, and
for subsequent
crimes;
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and suffering their king
reign over them in that
the work of a parricide.
the Capitol in the days
then suffer banishment
but to that reign dur-
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CHAP. 16.--OF
TH_ fIRST ROMAN COr_SULS,
THE ONZ OF WHOM DROVE THE OTHER FROM
THE COUSTRY, ANDSHORTLYAVrER P_gmm_o
AT ROME I/V THE HAND OF A WOUNDED ENEMY, ANDSO ENDED A.CAREER OF IYNNATURAL
MURa)ERS.

ing which he built the Capitol, he won his way
To this epoch let us add also that of which
by unnatural
crime.
And when he was after- Sallust says, that it was ordered with justice
wards banished by the Romans, and forbidden
and moderation,
while the fear of Tarquin
the city, it was not for his own but his son's and of a war with Etruria
was impending.
wickedness
in the affair of Lucretia,--a
crime For so long as the Etrurlans
aided the efforts
perpetrated
not only without his cognizance,
of Tarquin
to regain the throne,
Rome was
but in his absence.
For at that t_me he was convulsed
with dxstressmg war.
And therebesieging Ardea, and fighting Rome's battles;
fore he says that the state was ordered
with
and we cannot say what he would have done justice and moderation,
through the pressure
had he been aware of his son's crime.
Not- of fear, not through
the influence of eqmty.
withstanding,
though his opinion was neither
And in this very brief period, how calamitous
inqulred
into nor ascertained,
the people a year was that in which consuls were first
stripped him of royalty;
andwhen
hereturned
created, when the kingly power was abolto Rome with his army, it was admitted,
but ished ! They did not fulfill their term of
he was excluded, abandoned
by h_s troops,
office.
For Junius Brutus deprived
his coland thegates shutin his face.
And yet, after league
Lucms
Tarqumms
Collatmus.
and
he had appealed
to the neighboring
states, banished
him from the city; and shortly
and tormented
the Romans with calamitous
after he himself fell in battle, at once slayxng
but unsuccessful
wars, and when he was de- and slain, having formerly
put to death his
serted
by the ally on whom he most de- own sons and his brothers-m-law,
because he
pended, despairing of regaining the kingdom,
had discovered
that they were conspiring
to
he lived a retired
and qmet life for fourteen
restore Tarquin.
It is this deed that Virgil
years, as it is reported, in Tusculum,
a Roman shudders
to record, even while he seems to
town, where he grew old in his wife's com- praise it; for when he says:
pany, and at last terminated
his days in a
much more desirable fashxon than his father"And call his own rebellious seed
For menaced
hberty to bleed,"
in-law, who had perished by the hand of his
son-in-law;
his own daughter
abetting,
if re- he immediately
exclaims,
port be true.
And this Tarquin the Romans
" Unhappy
father _ howsoe'er
called, not the Cruel, nor the Infamous, but
The deed be judged by after days ;_'
the Proud; their own pride perhaps resenting
his tyrannical
airs.
So little did they make
of his murdering
their best king, hxs own
father-in-law,
that they elected him their own
king.
I wonder if it was not even more criminal in them to reward so bounufully
so great
a criminal.
And yet there was no word of
the gods abandoning
the altars; unless, perhaps, some one will say in defence of the
gods, that they remained,
at Rome for the
purpose
of punishing
the Romans,
rather
than of aiding and profiting
them, seducing
them by empty victories,
and wearing them
out by severe wars.
Such was the life of the
Romans
under the kings during the muchpraised epoch of the state which extends to
the expulsion
of Tarquinius
Superbus in the
_43d year_ during which all those victories,
which were bought with so much blood and
such disasters,
hardly pushed Rome's dommion twenty miles from the city; a territory
which would by no means hear comparison
with that of any petty G_tnlian state,

that is to say, let posterity
judge the deed
as they please, let them praise and extol the
father who slewhis sons, he is unhappy.
And
then he adds,as if to console so unhappy a man:
" His country's love shall all o'erbear,
And unextmgutshed
thirst of praise. ''r
In the tragic end of Brutus, who slew his own
sons, andthough
he slewhis enemy, Tarquin's
son, yet could not survive him, but was surrived by Tarquin the elder, does not the mnocence of his colleague Collatmus
seem to be
vindicated, who, though a good citizen, suffered the same punishment
as Tarquin himself,
when thattyrant
was banished?
For Brutus
himself is said to have been a relative _ of Tarquin.
But Collatinus
had the misfortune
to
bear not only the blood, but the name of Tarquin.
To change his name, then, not his
country, would have been his fit penalty:
to
abridge his name by this word, and be called
simply L. Collatinus.
But he was not cornzA_seid,

yr. 8m, ere.

_ His nephew.
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pelled to lose what he could lose without de- suffice to intimate the misery of the republic
triment, but was stripped of the honor of the through all that long period till the second
first consulship,
and was banished
from the Punic war,--how
it was distracted
from withlaud he loved.
Is this, theu,
the glory of out by unceasing
wars, and torn with civil
Brutus--this
injustice,
alike detestable
and broils and dissensions.
So that those victoprofitless to the republic ? Was it to this he ties they boast were not the substantial
joys
was driven by " his country's
love, and unex- of the happy, but the empty comforts of
tinguished
thirst of praise ?"
wretched men, and seductive incitements
to
When Tarquin
the tyrant
was expelled,
turbulent men to concoct disasters upon dis.
L. Tarquinius
Collatinus,
the husband
of asters.
And let not the good and prudent
Lucretia,
was created
consul
along with Romans be angry at our saying this; and inBrutus.
How justly the people acted,
in deed we need neither deprecate nor denounce
looking more to the character than the name their auger, for we know they will harbor
of a citizen ! How unjustly Brutus acted, in' none.
For we speak no more severely than
depriving
of honor and country his colleague '.their own authors, and much less elaborately
in that new office, whom., he might have. de- [and strlking.,3Tlv" "et they diligently read these
prived of his name, If It were so offensive to_ authors, and compel their children to learn
him!
Such were the ills, such the d_sasters, Ithem"
But they who are angry, what would
which fell out when the government
was, they do to me were I to say what Sallust
"ordered
with
justice
and
moderation.
'1 says ? " Frequent
mobs, seditions,
and at
Lucretius,
too, who succeeded
Brutus, was last c_vil wars. became common, while a few
carried off by disease before the end of that leadmg men on whom the masses were desame year.
So P. Valerms, who succeeded
pendent,
affected supreme power under the
Collatinus,
and M. Horatius,
who filled the seemly pretence
of seeking
the good
of
vacancy occasioned
bythe death of Lucretms,
senate
and people;
cmzens
were judged
completed
that disastrous
and funereal year, good or bad without reference to their loyalty
which had five consuls.
Such was the )'ear to the republic (for all were equally corrupt);
in which the Roman republic inaugurated
the but the wealthy and dangerously
powerful
new honor and office of the consulship,
were esteemed
good cmzens,
because they
mamtamed
the existing
state of things."
CHAP. I7.--OV THE DISASTERS WHICH VEXED .N,*OW, If tnobe h_stormns judged that an hon.
THE ROMANREPUBLIC AFTER THE INAUGUR.X- orable freedom of speech required that they
TION OF THE CONSULSHIP,
AND OF THE NON- should not be silent regarding the blemishes
INTERVENTION
OF THE GODS OF ROME.
of their own state, which they have in many
After this, when their fears were gradually
dimmished,--not
because
the wars ceased,
but because they were not so funous,--that
period in which things were " ordered with
justice and moderation"
drew to an end, and
there followed
that state of matters
winch
Sallust thus briefly sketches:
" Then began
the patricians to oppress the people as slaves,
to condemn them to death or scourging,
as
the kings had done, to drive them from their
holdings,
and to tyrannize
over those who
had no property to lose.
The people, overwhelmed by these oppressive
measures, and
most of all
tribute both
the constant
seceded
to
Sacer,
and

by usury, and obliged
to conmoney and personal
service to
wars, at length took arms and
Mount
Aventine
and Mount
thus
secured
for themselves

places loudly applauded
in their ignorance of
that other and true c_ty in which citizenship
is an everlasting dtgmty; what does it become
us to do, whose hberty ought to be so much
greater, as our hope in God is better and
more assured,
when they _mpute
to our
Christmenthe of calamities
of this age,
order
that
the less instructed
and in weaker
sort may be alienated from that city in which
alone eternal and blessed life can be enjoyed ?
Nor dohomble
we utter than
against
anything
more
their their
owngods
authors
do,
whom
read and
For, indeed,
all thatthey
we have
said circulate.
we have derived
from
them, and there is much more to say of a
worse kind which we are unable to say.
Where, then, were those gods who are supposeddehlsive
to be justly
worshipped
the slender
and
prosperity
of thisforworld,
when

tribunes
and protective
laws.
But it was the Romans, who were seduced to their seronly the second.Punic
war that put an end]vine
by lying wiles, were harassed by such
on both sides to discord and strife.""
BUt tcalamit_es ? Where were they when Valerius
why should
I spend time in writing such the consul was killed while defending
the
things,
or make others spend it in reading Capitol, that had been fired by exiles and
them?
Let the terse summary
of Sallust slaves ? He was himself better able to de_ia.i.
fend the temple of Jupiter, than that crowd
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Of divinities with their most high and mighty
king, whose temple he came to the rescue of,
were able to defend him.
Where were they
when the city, worn out with unceasing seditions, was waiting in some kind of calm for
the return of the ambassadors
who had been
sent to Athens to borrow laws, and was desolated
by dreadful
famine
and pestilence?
Where were they when the people, again distressed with famine, created for the first time a
prefect of the market;
and when Spurius Meflus, who, as the famine increased, distributed
corn to the famishing masses, was accused of
aspiring
to royalty,
and at the instance
of
this same prefect, and on the authorlty of the
superannuated
dictator L. Quintlus,
was put
to death by Quintus Servilius, master of the
horse,--au
event which occasioned
a serious
and dangerous riot ? Where were they when
that very severe pestilence
visited Rome, on
account of which the people, after long and
wearisome
and useless supplications
of the
helpless gods, conceived the idea of celebrating Lectxsternia,
which had never been done
before;
that is to say, they set couches
in
honor of the gods, which accounts
for the
name of this sacred rite, or rather sacrilege ?z
Where were they when, during ten successive
years of reverses, the Roman army suffered
frequent
and great losses among the Velans,
and would have been destroyed
but for the
succor of Furius
Camitlus,
who was afterwards banished
by an ungrateful
country?
Where
were they when the Gauls
took,
sacked, burned, and desolated Rome ? Where
were they when that memorable
pestilence
wrought
such destruction,
in which Furms
Camillus
too perished,
who first defended
the ungrateful
republic from the Vetans, and
afterwards
saved it from the Gauls ? Nay,
during this plague, they introduced
a new
pestilence
of scenic
entertainments,
which
spread its more fatal contagion,
not to the
bodies, but the morals
of the Romans?
Where were they when another
frightful pestilence visited the city--I
mean the poisonings imputed to an incredible number of noble Roman matrons,
whose characters
were
infected with a disease more fatal than any
plague ? Or when both consuls at the head
of the army were beset by the Samnites in
the Caudine Forks, and forced to strike a
shameful
treaty, 6o0 Roman knights
being
kept as hostages;
while the troops, having
laid down their arms, and being stripped of
everything, were made to pass under the yoke
with one garment
each ? Or when, in the
midst of a serious pestilence,
lightning struck
• Lectiz_,wla,

from lectua, a vouch_ and ste,_o,
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the Roman camp and killed many ? Or when
Rome was driven, by the violence of another
intolerable
plague, to send to Epidaurus
for
_Esculapius
as a god of medicine;
since the
frequent
adulteries
of Jupiter
in his youth
had not perhaps left this king of all who so
long reigned
in the Capitol, any leisure for
the study of medicine ? Or when, at one
time,
the Lucanians,
Brutians,
Samnites,
Tuscans,
and
Senonian
Gauls
conspired
against
Rome,
and first slew her ambassadors,
then overthrew
an army under the
pr_tor, putting to the sword x3,ooo men, besides the commander
and seven tribunes?
Or when the people, after the serious and
long-continued
disturbances
at Rome, at last
plundered
the city and withdrew to Janiculus;
a danger
so grave,
that Hortensius
was
created
dictator,--an
office which they had
recourse to only m extreme emergencies;
and
he, having brought
back the people, died
while yet he retained
his office,--an
event
without precedent in the case of any dictator,
and which was a shame to those gods who
had now __Esculapius among them ?
At that time, indeed, so many wars were
everywhere
engaged in, that through scarcity
of soldiers they enrolled for military service
the t_roletaril, who received this name, because, being too poor to equip for military
service, they had leisure to beget offspring. _
Pyrrhus,
king of Greece,
and at that time
of wide-spread
renown, was invited by the
Tarentmes
to enlist himself
against Rome.
It was to him that Apollo, when consulted
regarding the issue of his enterprise,
uttered
with some pleasantry so ambiguous an oracle,
that whichever alternative
happened,
the god
himself should be counted
divine.
For he
so worded the oracle s that whether
Pyrrhus
was conquered bythe Romans, or the Romans
by Pyrrhus,the
soothsaying god would securely
await the issue.
And then what frightful
massacres
of both
armies
ensued!
Yet.
Pyrrhus
remained
conqueror,
and would
have been able now to proclaim
Apollo a_
true diviner,
as he understood
the oracle,
had not the Romans been the conquerors
in
the next engagement.
And while such dis.
astrous wars were being waged, a terrible disease broke out among the women.
For the
pregnant women died before delivery.
And
-/Esculapius, I fancy, excused
himself in this
matter on the ground that he professed to be
arch-physician,
not midwife.
Cattle,
too,
similarly perished;
so that it was believed
that the whole race of animals was destined
Prolelarigs,
from _lex,
of[sprlng.
3 The oracle ran:
* Dico tet Pyr_',_e, vi_cere
_o_."
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to become extinct.
Then what shall I say of twe to attempt
to recount or mention
these
that memorable
winter in which the weather[ calamities, we should become writers of hiswas so incredibly severe, that in the Forum[toD-.
At that period Rome was mightily per°
frightfully
deep snow lay for forty days to-[ turbed, and resorted to vain and ludmrous
gether, and the Tiber was frozen ? Had sucia I expedients.
On the authority of the Sibylline
things happened
in our time, what accusations] books, tim secular games were re-appointed,
we should
have heard
from our enemies T which had been inaugurated
a century before,
And that other great pestilence,
which raged but had faded into oblivion in happier times.
so long and carried off so many; what shall I The games consecrated
to the infernal gods
say of it? Spite of all the drugs of._t:sculawere also renewed by the pontiffs; for they,
plus, it only grew worse in its second year, too, had sunk into disuse in the better times.
till at last recourse was had to the Sd_vlhne And no wonder; for when they were renewed,
books,--a
kind of oracle which, as (_'mero the great abundance
of dying men made all
says in his De .Divlnati_e,
owes sigmficance
hell rejoice at its riches, and give itself up to
to its interpreters,
who make doubtful con- sport: for certainly
the ferocious wars, and
jectures as they can or as they wish.
In this disastrous quarrels, and bloody vmtories_now
instance_ the cause of the plague was said to lon one side, and now on the othcr_though
be that so many temples
had been used as most calamitous to men, afforded great sport
private residences.
And thus_,_2sculapms for and a rich l)anquet to the devils.
But in the
the present escaped the charge of either _gno- first Pumc war there was no more disastrous
mimous
neghgence
or want of skill.
But event than the Roman defeat in which Regu.
why were so many allowed to occupy sacred lus was taken.
We made mention of him in
tenements
without
interference,
unless be- the two former booksasan
incontestably
great
cause supplicatton
had long been addressed
man, who had before conquered and subdued
in vain to such a crowd of gods, and _o by ti_e Carthaginians,
and who would have put
degrees the sacred places were deserted
of an end to the first Punicwar, had not an inorworshippers,
and being thus vacant,
could dmate appetite for praise and glory prompted
without
offence
be put at least to some him to m_pose on the worn-out Carthagians
human uses ? And the temples, whmh were;harder
condmons
than they could bear.
If
at that time laboriously
recognized
and re- the unlooked-for
captlvity
and unseemly
stored that the plague might be stayed, fell bondage of this man, his fidelity to his oath,
afterwards into dtsuse, and were again devoted and his surpassingly
cruel deatl b do not bring
to the same human uses.
Had they not thus a blush to tile face of the gods, It is true that
lapsed into obscurity,
it could not have been they are brazen and bloodless.
pointed to as proof of Varro's great erudition,
Nor were there wanting at that time very
that in his work on sacred places he c_tesso heavy disasters
within the city itself.
For
many that were unknown.
Meanwhile,
the the Tiber was extraordinarily
flooded, and
restoration of the temples procured no cure of destroyed
almost all the lower parts of the
the plague, but only a fine excuse for the gods. cny; some buddmgs
being carried away by
tile wolence of the torrent, while others were
soaked to rottenness
by the water that stood
CHAP. 18._THE
DISASTERS SUFFERED BY THE round them even after the flood was gone.
ROMANSIN THE PUNIC WARS, WHICH WERE This visitation was followed by a fire which
NOT MITIGATED
BY THE PROTECTION
OF THE iwa s still more destructtve,
for it consumed
GODS.
some of the loftier buildings
round the
In the Punicwars,
again, when victory hung
so long in the balance between the two kingdoms, when two powerful nations were straining every nerve 'and using all their resources
against one another, how many smaller kingdoms were crushed,
how many large and
flourishing cities were demolished,
how many
states were overwhelmed
and ruined,
how
many districts and lands far and near were
desolated ! How often were the victors on
either side vanquished
! What multitudes
of
men, both of those actually in arms and of
others, were destroyed ! What huge navies,
too, were crippled in engagements,
or were
sunk by every kind of marine disaster ! Were

Forum, and spared not even its own proper
temple, that of Vesta, in which virgins chosen
for this honor, or rather for this punishment,
had been employed in conferring,
as it were,
everlastmg life on fire, by ceaselessly feeding
it with fresh fuel.
But at the time we speak
of, the fire in the temple was not content with
being keptalive:
it raged.
And when the virgins, scared by its vehemence,
were unable to
save those fatal images which had already
brought destruction
on three cities" in which
they had been received. Metellus the priest,
forgetful of his own safety, rushed in and res_Troy._
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cued the sacred things, though he was half
roasted in doing so. For either the fire did
not recognize
even him, or else the goddess
of fire was there,--a
goddess who woukt not
have fled from the fire supposing
she had
been there.
But here you see how a man
could be of greater service to Vesta than she
could be to him.
Now if these gods could
not avert the fire from themselves,
what help
against flamesor flood could they bring to the
state of which they were the reputed guardians ? Facts have shownthat
they were useless.
These objections of ours would be idle
if our adversaries
maintained
that their idols
are consecrated
rather as symbols of thmgs
eternal, than to secure the blessings of time;
and that thus, though the symbols, hke all
material and visible things, might perish, no
damage
thereby
resulted
to the things
for
the sake of which they had been consecraiged, while, as for the images themselves,
they could be renewed again for the same purposes they had formerly
served.
But with
lamentable
blindness,
they
suppose
that,
through
the intervention
of perishable gods,
the earthly well-being and temporal prosperity
of the state can be preserved from perishing,
And so, when they are reminded
that even
whenthe godsremalned
among them this wellbeing and prosperity were bhghted, they blush
to change the opinion they are unable to defend

the blood of his bitterest
enemies, and gave
orders that they be spared ? From this field
of battle he sent to Carthage three bushels of
gold rings, sIgnifying that so much of the rank
of Rome had that day fallen, that it was easier
to give an idea of it by measure than by numbers and that the frightful
slaughter
of the
commonrank
and file whose bodies lay undistmguished
by the ring, and who were numerous m proportion
to their meanness,
was
rather to be conjectured
than accurately
reported.
In fact, such was the scarcity of soldmrs after this, that the Romans impressed
their criminals on the promise of impunity,
and their slaves by the bribe of liberty, and
out of these infamous classes did not so much
recruit as create an army.
But these slaves,
or, to give them all their tltles, these freedmen who were enhsted
to do battle for the
repubhcof
Rome, lacked arms.
And so they
took arms from the temples, as if the Romans
were saying to their gods: Lay down those
arms you have held so long in vain, if by
chance our slaves may be able to use to purpose what you, our gods, have been impotent
to use.
At that time, too, the pubhc treasury
was too low to pay the soldmrs, and private
resources were used for public purposes;
and
so generously
did individuals
contribute
of
their property, that. saving the gold ring and
bulla which each wore, the pitiful mark of his
rank, no senator, and much less any of the
other orders and tribes, reserved any gold for
CHAP. ID.--OF THE CALAMITYOF THE SECOND his own use.
:But if m our day they were rePUNIC WAR, WHICH CONSUMEDTHE STRENGTH duced to this poverty, who would be able to
OF BOTH PARTIES.
endure their reproaches,
barely endurable
as
As to the second Punic war, it were tedious they are now, when more money is spent on
to recount the disasters it brought on both the actors for the sake of a superfluous
gratifica.
nations engaged in so protracted
and sbifting
tmn, than was then disbursed
to the legions ?
a war, that (by the acknowledgment
even of
those writers who have made tt their object CHAP. 2o.---OF THE DESTRUCTION OF THE SAnot so much to narrate the wars as to euloGUNTINES,

gize the dominion
of Rome) the people who
remained victorious were less like conquerors
than conquered.
For, when Hannibal poured
out of Spain over the Pyrenees,
and overran
Gaul, and burst through the Alps, and during
his whole course gathered
strength
by plundering
and subduing
as he went, and inundated Italy like a torrent, how bloody were
the wars, and how continuous
the engagements, that were fought ! How often were
the Romans vanquished
I How many towns
went over to the enemy, and how many were
taken and subdued!
What fearful battles
there were, and how often did the defeat of
the Romans shed lustre on the arms of Hannibal I And what shall I say of the wonderfully crushing defeat at Cann_e, where even
Hannibal,
cruel as he was, was yet sated with

WHO

RECEIVED

NO

HELP

FROM

THE RO._IANGODS, THOV_H PERISmNG ON
ACCOUNTOF THEIR FIDELITY TO ROME.
But among all the disasters
of the second
Punic war, there occurred none more lamentable, or calculated to excite deeper complaint,
than the fate of the Saguntines.
This city of
Spain, eminently friendly to Rome, was de_troyed by its fidelity to the Roman people.
For when Hannibal
had broken treaty with
the Romans, he sought occasmn for provoking
them to war, and accordingly
made a fierce
assault upon Saguntum.
When this was reported at Rome, ambassadors
were sent to
Hannibal,
urging him to raise the siege; and
when this remonstrance
was neglected,
they
proceeded
to Carthage,
lodged complaint
against the breaking of the treaty,and
returned
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to Rome without accomplishingtheirobject.,
then, willthe advocates and apologistsof
Meanwhile thesiegewent on; and intheclghth thesegods say in theirdefence,when charged
or ninthmonth, thisopulentbut ill-fated
clty,
_withthe blood of theseSaguntines;forthey
dear as itwas to itsown stateand to Rome, ',
are professedly
worshipped and invoked for
was taken,and subjectedto treatmentwhich 'thisvery purpose of securing prosperityin
one cannot read,much lessnarrate,wlthout'.
thisfleeting
and transitorylife? Can anyhorror. And yet, because itbears directly,
thingbe saidbutwhat was allegedin the case
on the matter in hand, I willbrieflytouch,of Regulus' death? For though there isa
upon it. First,then, famine wasted the difference
between the two cases,the one beSaguntlnes,so thateven human corpseswere ingan individual,
the othera whole commueaten by some: so at least it is recorded.Inlty,yet thecause of destruction
was inboth
Subsequently,when thoroughly,worn out,leases the keeping of their plightedtroth.
thatthey might at leastescape tt_cIgnominy For itwas thlswhmh made Regulus willingto
of fallinginto the hands of Hannibal,they returnto his enemies,and thlswhich made
publiclyerecteda huge funeralpile,
and cast tl_eSaguntlnesunwillingto revoltto their
themselves into itsflames,whileatthe same ieuemies. Does, then, the keeping of faith
tlme they slew theirchildrenand themselves provokethe gods to anger ? Or isitpossible
withthe sword. Could thesegods, thesede-!thatnotonlymdlviduals,but even entirecombauchecsand gourmands, whose mouths waterImunmes, perishwhilethegods arepropitious
for fat sacrifices,
and whose llpsutterlying'to them? l,etour adversaries
choose which
dlwnations,--couldthey not do anythingInialternatlve
they will. If,on the one hand,
acase likcthls? Couldthcynotinterfereforlthoscgods are enraged at the keeping of
the preservation
of a cltycloselyalhcd to the!faith,
letthem enhstperjuredpersonsas their
Roman people,or preventitperlshin/forits'
worshlppers. If,on the otherhand, men and
fidelity
to that allianceof whmh they thein-'_
statescan suffergreatand terrible
calamities,
selveshad been the mediators? Sagunmm, Iand at lastperisll
while favoredby the gods,
faithfully
kceplng the treatyit had entered thendoes thclrworslnpnotproduce happiness
intobefore these gods, and to which ithad las itsfruit. Let those,therefore,
who supfirmlybound itself
by an oath,was besieged,
Ipose thattheyl_ave falleninto distress
betaken, and destroyed by a peuurcd person, cause theirreli_,mus
worship has been abnlIf afterwards,when Hannibal was close to ished,layasidetheiranger: foritwere quite
t'._e
wallsof Rome, itwas the gods who tern- posslble-that
d_d the gods not only remain
fled him with hgntning and tempest, and withthem, but regard them with favor,they
drove him to a dlstancc,
why, I ask,did they might yet be lefttomourn an unhappy lot,or
not thus interferebefore? For I make buld might,even likeRegulus and the Saguntincs,
to say,that thls demonstrationwlththe tern-be horribly
tormented,and atlastperishmispestwould have been more honorablymade erably.
m defenceof theallies
of Rome--whowere in
danger on account of their reluctance to break CHAP. 2I.--OF THE INGRATITUDE OF ROME TO
faith with the Romans, and had no resources
sciPiO, yis DELIVERER,
AND OF ITS MANNERS
of their own--than
in defence of the Romans
DURING "I_'HEPERIOD WHICH SALLUST DEthemselves,
who were fighting in their own
SCRIBESAS THE BEST.
cause, and had abundant resources to oppose
Omitting
many things, that I may not ex.
Hannibal.
If, then, theyhad
been the guar- ceed the limits of the work I have proposed
dians of Roman prosperity
and glory, they to myself, I come to the epoch between the
would have preserved
that glory from the second and last Punic wars, during which,
stain of this Saguntine disaster; and how silly according to Sallust, the Romans lived with
it is to believe that Rome was preserved from the greatest
wrtue and concord.
Now, in
destruction
at the hands of Hannibal by the this period of virtue and harmony, the great
g_aardian care of those gods who were unable Scipio, the liberator of Rome and Italy, who
to rescue the city of Saguntum from perishing
had with surprising
ability brought to a close
through its fidelity to the alliance of Rome. the second Punic war--that
horrible, destrue.
If the population of Saguntum had been Chris- tive, dangerous
contest_who
had defeated
tian, and had suffered as it did for the Chris- Hannibal and subdued Carthage,
and whose
tian faith (though, of course, Christians would whole life is said to have been dedicated
to
not have used fire and sword against their the gods, and cherished
in their temples,-own persons), they would have suffered with this Sciplo, after such a triumph, was obliged
that hope whmh springs from faith in Christ to yield to the accusations
of his enemies,
_the
hope not of a brief temporal
reward, and to leave his country, which his valor had
but of unending
and eternal
bliss.
What, saved and liberated, to spend the remainder
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of his days in the town of Liternum,
so indifferent to a recall from exile, that he is said
to have given orders that not even his remains
should lie in his ungratehd
country.
It was
at that time also that the pro-consul
Cn.
Manlius, after subduing the Galatians,
introduced into Rome the luxury of Asia, more
destructive
than all hostile armies.
It was
then that iron bedsteads and expensive carpets
were first used; then, too, that female sing.
ers were admitted
at banquets,
and other
licentious
abominations
were
introduced,
But at present I meant to speak, not of the
evils men voluntarily
practise, but of those
they suffer in spite of themselves.
So that
the case of Scipio, who succumbed to his eneroles, and died in exile from the country he
had rescued, was mentioned
by me as being
pertinent
to thehe present
this
was
the reward
received discussion;
from those for
Roman
gods whose temples he saved from Hannibal
and who are worshipped
only for the sake of
securing temporal
happiness.
But since Sallust, as we have seen, declares that the mannets of Rome were never better than at that
time, I therefore
judged it right to mention
the Asiatic luxury then introduced,
that it
might be seen that what he says is true, only
when that period is compared with the others,
during which the morals were certainly worse,
and the factions
more violent.
For at that
time--I
mean between the second and third
Punic
war--that
notorious
Lex Voconia
was passed,
which prohibited
a man from
making a woman, even an only daughter,
his
heir; than which law I am at a loss to conceive what could be more unjust.
It is true
that in the interval
between these two Punic
wars the misery of Rome was somewhat less.
Abroad, indeed, their forces were consumed
by wars, yet also consoled by victories;
while
at home there were not such disturbances
as
at other times.
But when the last Punic war
had terminated
in the utter destruction
of
Rome's rival, which quickly succumbed
to the
other Scipio, who thus earned for himself the
surname of Africanus,
then the Roman republic was overwhelmed
with such a host of
ills, which sprang from the corrupt manners
induced by prosperity and security, that the
sudden overthrow of Carthage is seen to have
injured Rome more seriously than her longcontinued
hostility.
During the whole subsequent
period down to the time of Caesar
Augustus,
who seems to have entirely deprived the Romans of liberty,--a
liberty, indeed, which in their own judgment
was no
longer glorious,
but.full
of broils and dange._rs, and which now was quite enervated and
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languishing,--and
who submitted
all things
again to the will of a monarch, and infused as
it were a new life into the sickly old age of the
republic,
and inaugurated
a fresh rdgime;-during this whole period, I say, many military
disasters were sustained
on a variety of occasions, all of whtch I here pass by.
There was
specially the treaty of Numantia,
blotted as
xt was with extreme
disgrace;
for the sacred
chickens,
they say, flew out of.the coop, and
thus augured
disaster to Mancinus
the consul; just as if, during all these years in which
that little city of Numantia had withstood the
besieging
army of Rome, and had become a
terror to the repubhc, the other generals
had
all marched
against
it under unfavorable
auspices.
CHAP. 22.--OF
COMMANDING
FOUND

IN ASIA

THE'EDICT

OF

THAT
SHOULD

ALL

MITHRIDATES,

I_OMAN

CITIZENS

BE SLAIN.

These things, I say, I pass in sdence;
but
I can by no means be silent regarding
the
order g_ven by Mlthridates,
king of Asia, that
on one day all Roman citizens reslding anywhere in Asia (where great numbers of them
were following thelr private business)
should
be put to death: and this order was executed.
How miserable a spectacle was then presented,
when each man was suddenly and treacherously murdered
wherever he happened to be,
in the field or on the road, in the town, in his
own home, or m the street, in market or ternple, in bed or at table ! Think of the groans
of the dying, the tears of the spectators,
and
even of the executloners
themselves.
For
how cruel a necessity was it that compelled
the hosts of these vlctims, not only to see
these abominable
butcheries
in their own
houses, but even to perpetrate
them: to change
their countenance
suddenly
from the bland
kindliness of friendship,
and in the midst of
peace set about the business
of war, and,
shall I say, glve and receive wounds,
the
slain being pierced in body, the slayer in
spirit!
Had all these murdered
persons,
then, despised
auguries ? Had they neither
)ubhc nor household
gods to consult when
they left their homes and set out on that fatal
journey ? If they had not, our adversaries
have no reason to complain of these Christian
times in this particular,
since long ago the
Romans despised
auguries
as idle.
If, on
the other hand, they did consult omens, let
them tell us what good they got thereby,
even when such things were not prohibited,
but authorized,
by human, if not by divine
law.
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23. --OF
THE
INTERNAL
DISASTERS
investigation was so bloody.
The assassin of
wHICH VEXED THE ROMAN REPUBLIC,
AND Gracchus himself sold his head to the consul
FOLLOWED A PORTENTOUS MADNESSWHICH for its weight in gold, such being the previ-

CHAP.

SEIZED

ALL

THE

DOMESTIC

ANIMALS.

OUS agreement.

In

this

massacre,

too,

lVlar-

cus Fulvius, a man of consular rank, with all
But let us now mention,
as succinctly as his children, was put to death.
possible, those disasters which were still more
vexing, because nearer home;
I mean those
THE
TEMPLE
OF CONCORD,
discords
which are erroneously
called ci_'iI, CHAP. 2 5 . --OF
since they destroy civil interests.
The seWHICH
"_VAS ERECTED
BY A DECREE
OF THE
ditions had now become urban wars, In which
SENATE ON THE SCENEOF THESE SEDITIONS
blood was freely shed, and in which parties
AND MASSACRES.
raged against
one another, not with wrangA pretty decree of the senate it was, truly,
ling and verbal contention,
but with physical by which the temple of Concord was built on
force and arms.
What a sea of Roman blood the spot where that disastrous rising had taken
was shed, what desolations
and devastations
_lace, and where so many citizens of every
were occasioned in Italy by wars social, wars rank had fallen.'
I suppose it was that the
servile, wars civil!
Before the Latms began monument of theGraccln's
immshment
might
the social war against Rome, all the animals strike the eye and affect the memory of the
used in the service of man--dogs,
horses, pleaders.
But whatwasthis
but to dende the
asses, oxen, and all the rest that are subject gods, by btnldmg a temple to that goddess
to man--suddenly
grew wild, and forgot their wtio, had she been in the city, would not have
domesticated
tameness,
forsook their stalls suffered herself to be torn by such dissenand wandered
at large, and could not be mons?
Or was it that Concord was chargeaclosely approached
either by strangers or their ble with that bloodshed
because she had de.
own masters without danger.
If this was a serted the minds of the citizens, and was
portent,
how serious a calamity
must have therefore incarcerated
m that temple ? For
been portended
by a plague whmh, whether
if they had any regard to consistency, why
portent or no, was in itself a serious calamity!
did they not rather erect on that site a temple
Had it happened
in our day, the heathen
of Discord ? Or is there a reason for Conwould have been more rabid against us than cord being a goddess while Discord is none ?
their animals were against them.
Does the distinction of Labeo hold here, who
would have made the one a good, the other
an evil deity >--a distinction which seems to
CHAP.
24.--0F
THE
CIVIL
DISSENSION
OCCAhave been suggested to him by the mere fact
SIONED
BY THE SEDITION
OF THE GRACCHI.
of his observing
at Rome a temple to Fever
The civil wars originated
in the seditions
as well as one to Health.
But, on the same
which the Gracchi
excited
regarding
the ground,
Discord as well as Concord ought
agrarian laws; for theywere
minded to divide to be deified.
A hazardous venture the Roamong the people the lands which werewrongaaans made in provoking
so wicked a godfully possessed
by the nobility.
But to re- dess, and in forgetting
that the destruction
form an abuse of so long standing was an en- of Troy had been occasioned
by her taking
terprise full of peril, or rather, as the event offence.
For, being indignant
that she was
proved, of destruction.
For what disasters
not mvited wtth the other gods [tothe nuptials
accompanied
the death of the elder Grac- of Peleus and Thetis], she created dissension
chus ! what slaughter
ensued
when, shortly among the three goddesses
by sending in the
after, the younger brother met the same fate! golden
apple,
which occasioned
strife in
For noble and ignoble were indiscriminately
heaven, victory to Venus, the'rape of Helen,
massacred;
and this not by legal authority
and the destruction
of Troy.
Wherefore,
if
and procedure,
but by mobs and armed rioters, she was perhaps offended that the Romans
After the death of the younger Gracchus, the had not thought her worthy of a temple among
consul Lucius Opimlus, who had given battle the other gods in their city, and therefore
to him within the city, and had defeated and disturbed the state with such tumults, to how
put to the sword both himself and his con- much fiercer passion would she be roused when
federates,
and had massacred
many of the she saw the temple of her adversary erected
citizens, instituted
a judicial examination
of on the scene of that massacre, or, in other
others, and is reported to have put to death words, on the scene of her own handiwork!
as many as 3o0o men.
From this it may be
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Those wise and learned men are enraged at
our laughing
at these follies; and yet, being
worshippers
of good and bad divinities alike,
they cannot escape this dilemma about Concord and Discord:
either they have neglected
the worship of these goddesses, and preferred
Fever and War, to whom there are shrines
erected of great antiquity,
or they have worshipped them, and after all Concord has abancloned them, and Discord has tempestuously
hurled them into civil wars.

Cicero, " Cinnaand
Marius together returned
and took possession
of it. Then,
indeed,
the foremost
men in the state were put to
death, its lights quenched.
Sylla afterwards
avenged this cruel victory; but we need not
say with what loss of life, and with what ruin
to the republic."'
For of this vengeance,
which was more destructive
than if the crimes
which it punished
had bec_a committed with
impunity,
Luean says: "The cure was excesslye, and too closely resembled
the disease.
The guilty perished, but when none but the
CHAP. 26.---OF THE VARIOUS KINDS OF WARS gudty survived:
and then private hatred and
WHICH FOLLOWED THE BU1LDING OF THE anger, unbridled
by law, were allowed free
TEMPLE OF CONCORD.
indulgence." _ In that war between Marius
But they supposed
that, in erecting
the and Sylla, besides those who fell in the field
temple of Concord
within the view of the of battle, the city, too, was filled with corpses
orators, as a memorialof
the punishment
and in ItS streets, squares, markets, theatres,
and
death of the Gracchi, they were raising an temples;
so that it is not easy to reckon
effectual
obstacle
to sedition.
How much whether the victors slew more before or after
effect it had, is indicated
by the still more victory, that they might be, or because they
deplorable wars that followed.
For after this were, wctors.
As soonas Marius triumphed,
the orators endeavored
not to avoid the ex- and returned from exile, besides the butcherample of the Gracchi, but to surpass their les everywhere
perpetrated,
the head of the
projects;
as did Lucius Saturnmus,
a tribune
consul Octavius was exposed on the rostrum:
of the people, and Caius Servfllus the prretor,
Caesar and Fxmbria were assassinated
In their
and some time after Marcus Drusus, all of own houses; the two Crassi, father and son,
whom stirred seditions which first of all occa- were murdered
in one another's sight; Bebius
sioned bloodshed,
'and then the social war., and NumltorIus
were disembowelled
by being
by which Italy was grievously
injured,
and dragged
with hooks;
Catulus
escaped
the
reduced to a piteously
desolate and wasted hands of his enemies
by drinking
poison;
condition.
Then followed the servIle war and Merula, the flamen of Jupiter,
cut his veins
the civil wars; and in them what battles were and made a libation of his own blood to his
fought, and what blood was shed, so that al-god.
Moreover, every one whose salutation
most all the peoples of Italy, which formed
Marms did not answer by giving his hand,
the main strength of the Roman empJre, were was at once cut down before his face.
conquered
as if theywere
barbarians T Then
28.--OF
THE
VICTORY
OF
SYLLA,
THE
even historians
themselves
find it difficult to CHAP.
explain how the servile war was begun by a
AVENGER OF THE CRUELTIES OF MARIUS.
very few, certainly
less than seventy gladiaThen followed the victory of Sylla, the sotors, what numbers
of fierce and cruel men called avenger of the cruelties
of Marius.
attached
themsel_ces to these, how many of But not only was his victory purchased
with
the Roman generals
this band defeated,
and great bloodshed; but when hostilities were finhow it laid waste many districts
and cities,
lshed, hostility survived, and the subsequent
And that was not the only servile war: the peace was bloody as the war.
To the former
province
of Macedonia,
and subsequently
and still recent massacres of the elder MartSicily and the sea-coast, were also depopulated
us, the younger Matins and Carbo, who beby bands of slaves,
And who can adequately
] longed to the same party, added greater atrodescribe
either the horrible atrocities which! cities.
For when Sylla approached,
and they
the pirates first committed,
or the wars they despaired not only of victory, but of life itself,
afterwards maintained
against Rome ?
they made a promiscuous
massacre of friends
and foes.
And. not satisfied with staining
cttAP. 27..---OF THE CIVIL WAtt BET_
MA- every corner of Rome with blood, they beRIUS AND SYLLA.
sieged the senate, and led forth the senators
But when Marius, stained with the blood of to death from the curia as from a prison.
his fellow-citizens,
whom the rage of party Mucius Scmvola the pontiff was slain at the
had sacrificed, was in his ".urn vanquished
and altar of Vesta, which he had clung to because
driven from the city, it had scarcely time to
x Cicero, in Catilln,
ill sub. fin.
breathe
freely, when, to use the words of
_L_.Pk_,_z._i.
_-_46.
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no spot in Rome was more sacred than her Rome: the recent Gothic and the old Gallic
temple; and his blood well-nigh extinguished
invasion, or the cruelty displayed
by Marius
the fire which was kept alive by the constant and Sylla and their partisans
against
men
care of the virgins.
Then Sylla entered the who were members
of the same body as
city victorious,
alter having slaughtered
in themselves ? The Gauls, indeed, massacred
the Villa Publica, not by combat, but by an all the senators they found in any part of the
order, 7ODD men who had surrendered,
and city except the Capitol, which alone was de.
were therefore
unarmed;
so fierce was the fended; but they at least sold life to those
rage of peace itself, even after the rage of war who were in the Capitol, though they might
was extinct.
Moreover, throughout the whole have starved them out if they could not have
city every partisan
of Sylla slew whom he stormed it. TheGoths,
again, spared so many
pleased, so that the number
of deaths went senators, that it is the more surprising
that
beyond computation,
till it was suggested
to they killed any.
But Sylla, while Marius was
Sylla that he should allow some to survive, still hvlng, established
hmlself as conqueror
that the victors might not be destitute of sub- m the Capitol, whmh the Ganls had not wojeers.
Then this furious
and promiscuous
tated, and thence issued his death-warrant_;
licence to murder was checked, and much re- and when Marius
had escaped
by flight,
hcf was expressed
at the pubhcatmn
of the though destined to return more fierce and
proscription
list, containing
though it dM the bloodthirsty than ever, Sylla issued from the
death-warrant
of two thousand
men of the Capitol even decrees
of the senate for the
highest ranks, the senatorial
and equestrian,
slaughter and confiscation of the property of
The large number was indeed saddening, but many cmzens.
Then, when Sylla left, what
it was consolatory that a limit was fixed; nor dM the Marmn factmn hold sacre6 or spare,
was the grief at the numbers slam so great as when they gave no quarter even to Mucius, a
the joy that the rest were secure.
But this cmzen,
a senator, a pontiff, and though claspvery security, hard-hearted
as it was, could [ mg in piteous embrace the very altar in whmh,
not but bemoan the exquisite
torture apphed ] they say, resMe the destinies of Rome ? And
to some of those who had been doomed to that final proscr_ptmn list of Sylla's, not to
die.
For one was torn to pieces by the un- mentmn countless other massacres,despatched
armed hands of the executioners;
men tre:_t- more senators than the Goths could even
mga
living man more savagely
than wLld plunder.
beasts are used to tear an abandoned
corpse.
Another
had his eyes dug out, and his limbs CtIAP.
30. -- OF
THE
CONNECTION
OF THE
cut away bit by bit, and was forced to live a,
_Ar:q win( n wrrn
¢;mAT SEVVmTV AND
long while, or rather to d_e a long while, m
FRFQUENC'_FOI I.¢_WEI)ONI_.
ANOTHERBEFORE
such torture.
Some celebrated
crees were I THE ADVENTOF CHRIST.
put up to auction, hke farms; and one was I
collectively
condemned
to slaughter,
just as
"0.hth what effrontery, then, with what asan individual
criminal would be condemned
suranee, wlth what impudence, with what folly,
to death.
These things were done m peace or rather insamty, do they refuse to impute
when the war was over, not that victory might these disasters to their own gods, and irabe more speedily
obtained,
but that, after pute the present
to our Christ!
These
being obtained, it might not be thought hghtly bloody ciwl wars, more distressing,
by the
of.
Peace vied withwar m cruelty, and sur- avowal of their own historians, than any forpassed it: for while war overthrew armed hosts, eign wars, and whmh were pronounced
to be
peace slew the defenceless.
War gave hberty not merely calamitous, but absolutely ruinous
to him who was attacked,
to strike
if he to the republic, began long before the coincould; peace granted to the survivors not life, mg of Christ, and gave birth to one another;
but an unresisting
death,
so that a concatenation
of unjustifiable
causes
led from the wars of Marius and Sylla to those
of Sertorius
and Catahne, of whom the one
CHAP.

29.--A

winch

COMPARISON

OF

THE

DISASTERS

ROME EXPERIENCED DURING THE was
brought and
up bySylla;
from proscribed,
this to the theother
war of Lepidus
Catutus9
GOTHIC AND GALLIC INVASIONS,WITH THOSE Of whom the one wished to rescind, the other
OCCASIONEDBY THE AUTHORSOF THE CIVIL to defend the acts of Sylla; from this to the
WARS.
war of Pompey and Caesar, of whom Pompey
What fury of foreign nations, what barba- had been a partisan of Sylla, whose power he
rian ferocity, can compare with this victory equalled or even surpassed, while Caesar conof citizens over citizens ? Which was more demned Pompey's
power because it was not
disastrous,
more
hideous,
more bitter to lhis own, and yet exceeded
it when Pompey
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was defeated and slain.
From him the chain
of civil wars extended to the second Caesar,
afterwards called Augustus, and in whose reign
Christ was born.
For even Augustus himself
waged many civil wars; and m these wars
many of the foremost men perished, among
them that skilful manipulator of the republic
Cicero.
Caius [Julius] C_esar, when he had
conquered Pompey, though he used his victory with clemency, and granted to men of
the opposite faction both life and honors,
was suspected of aiming at royalty, and was
assassinated
in the curia by a party of noble
senators, who had conspired to defend the liberty of the republic.
His power was then
coveted
by Antony, a man of very different
character,
polluted
and debased by every
kind of vice, who was strenuously resisted by
Cicero on the same plea of defending
the
liberty of the republic.
At this juncture that
other Csesar, the adopted son of Caius, and
afterwards, as I said, known by the name of
Augustusthad
made his ddbut as a young man
of remarkable genius.
This youthful C_esar
was favored by Cicero, in order that his influence might counteract that of Antony; for
he hoped that C_esar would overthrow and
blast the power of Antony, and establish
a
free state,--so
blind and unaware of the future
was he: for that very young man, whose advancement
and influence
he was fostering,
allowed Cicero to be killed as the seal of an
alliance with Antony, and subjected to his own
rule the very liberty of the republic in defence
of which he had made so many orations,
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the places specially dedicated
to Christ, or
were
led there by the barbarians that they
might be safe.
In short, not to recapitulate
the many instances I have cited, and not to
iadd to their number others which it were
tedious to enumerate, this one thing I am persuaded of, and this every impartial judgment
will readily acknowledge,
that if the human
race had received
Christianity
before
the
Punic wars, and if the same desolating calamities which these wars brought upon Europe
and Africa had followed the introduction
of
Christianity, there is no one of those who now
accuse us who would not have attributed them
to our religion.
How intolerable would their •
accusations
have been, at least so far as the
Romans are concerned, if the Christian tellgion had been received and diffused prior to
the invasion of the Gauls, or to the ruinous
floods and fires which desolated
Rome, or to
those most calamitous of all events, the civil
wars ! And those other
disasters,
which
were of so strange a nature that they were
reckoned prodigies, had they happened since
the Christian era, to whom but to the Christians would they have imputed
these
as
crimes?
I do not speak of those things which
were rather surprising
than hurtful,--oxen
speaking,
unborn infants articulating
some
words in their mothers' wombs, serpents
flying, hens and women being changed into the
other sex; and other similar prodigies which,
whether true or false, are recorded not in their
imaginative,
but in their historical works, and
which do not injure, but only astonish men.
But when it rained earth, when it rained chalk,
CHAP. 31.-THAT
IT IS EFFRONTERY TO IM- when it rained stones--not
hailstones, but real
PUTE
THE
PRESENT
TROUBLES
TO CHRIST
AND
stones--this
certainly
was calculated
to do
THE PROHIBITIONOF POLYTHEISTICWORSHIP,
serious damage.
We have read in their books
SINCEEVENWHEN THE GODS WERE WORSHIP- that the fires of Etna, pouring
down from
PED SUCHCALAMITIESBEFELLTHE PEOPLE. the top of the mountain to the neighboring
Let those who have no gratitude to Christ !shore, caused the sea to boil, so that rocks
for His great benefits, blame their own gods ]were burnt up, and the pitch of ships began
for these heavy disasters.
For certainly when to run,--a
phenomenon
incredibly surprising,
these occurred the altars of the gods were kept but at the same time no less hurtful.
By the
blazing, and there rose the mingled fragrance
same violent heat, they relate that on another
of" Sab_ean incense and fresh garlands; ''* the occasion Sicily was filled with cinders, so that
priests were clothed with honor, the shrines the houses of the city Catina were destroyed
were
maintained
in splendor;
sacrifices,
and buried under them,--a
calamity which
games, sacred ecstasies, were common in the moved the Romans to pity them, and remit
temples; while the blood of the citizens was their tribute
for that year.
One may also
being so freely shed, not only in remote read that Africa, which had by that time beplaces, but amohg the very altars of the gods. come a province of Rome, was vislted by a
Cicero did not choose to seek sanctuary
in a prodigious
multitude
of locusts, which, after
temple, because Mucius had sought it there consuming the fruit and foliage of the trees,
were
driven
into
the
sea in one vast and
in vain.
But they who most unpardonably
calumniate
this Christian
era, are the very measureless
cloud; so that when they were
men who either themselves fled for asylum to drowned and cast upon the shore the air was
polluted, and so serious a pestilence produced
zv'=_ra,_:..i_, t. 4.7.
that in the kingdom of Masinissa
alone they
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say there perished
8o0,o00 persons, besides
a much greater number
in the neighboring
districts.
At Utica they assure us that, of
3o,00o soldiers then garrisoning
it, there surrived onlyten.
Yetwhich of these dlsasters,
suppose they happened
now, would not be
attributed
to the Christian
rehgion by ti_ose
who thus thoughtlessly
accuse us) and _hom
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we are compelled
to answer?
And yet to
their own gods they attribute none of these
things, though they worship them for the sake
of escaping lesser calamities
of the same
kind, and do not reflect that they who formerly worshipped
them were not preserved
from these serious disasters.
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CHAPTER I.---OF THE THINGSWHICH HAVEBEEN[it has been their will to have celebrated
in
DISCUSSEDIN THE FIRST BOOK.
honor of them at their own festivals;
so that
HAVING begun to speak of the city of God,
I have thought it necessary first of all to reply to its enemies,
who, eagerly
pursuing
earthly joys and gaping after transltorythlngs,
throw the blame of all the sorrow they suffer
in them--rather
through the compassion
of
God in admonishing
than His severity
in
punishing--on
the Christian
religion, which
is the one salutary and true rehgion.
And
since there is among them also an unlearned
rabble, they are stirred up as by the authority
of the learned to hate us more bitterly, thinking in their inexperience
that things which
have happened
unwontedly in their days were
not wont to happen in other times gone by;

.

human infirmity cannot be called back from
tile perpetration
of damnable
deeds, so long
as authority
is furnished
for imitating
them
that seems even divine.
These
things we
have proved, not from our own conjectures,
but partly from recent memory, because we
ourselves
have seen such things celebrated,
and to such deities, partly from the writings of
those who have left these things on record to
posterity, not as if in reproach but as in honor
of their own gods. Thus Varro, a most learned man among them, and of the weightiest
authority,
when he made separate books concerning things human and things divine, distributing
some among the human,
others
among
the divine, according
to the special
and
of that
theirsit isis false,
con- idignity of each, placed the scenic plays not at
firmedwhereas
even bythis
those opinion
who know
and yet dissemble
their knowledge in order all among things human, but among things
that they may seem to have just cause for divine; though, certainly, if only there were
murmuring
against us, it was necessary,
from good and honest men in the state, the scenic
books in which their authors
recorded
and plays ought not to be allowed even among
published the history of bygone times that it things human.
And this he did not on his
might be known, to demonstrate
that It is far own authority, but because, being' born and
otherwise
than they think; and at the same educated at Rome, he found them among the
time to teach that the false gods, whom they divine things.
Now as we briefly stated in
openly worshipped,
or still worship in secret, the end of the first book what we intended
are most unclean spirits, and most malignant
afterwards
to discuss,
and as we have disand deceitful
demons, even to such a pitch posed of a part of this in the next two books,
that they take delight in crimes which, whether we see what our readers will expect us now
real or only fictitious, are yet their own, which to take up.
FIn
t_wards

.

f_.ngotte_.
attdthe

Au_n's
the t_l

_
to Evodlus
(_69) , whlch
was written
of the ymLr _z5, he mentions
that this fourth book
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something
against
those who attribute
tile Icause, the true God, in whose power all kingcalamities of the Roman republic to our reh- doms are, had deigned to favor to the engion, and that we would recount the evils, :_s largement
of their empire;
and how those
many and great as we could remember
or whom they think gods can have profited them
might deem sufficient, whmh that city, or the nothing, but much rather hurt them by deprovinces
belonging
to its empire, had suf- ceivmg and beguiling them; so that it seems
fered before their sacrifices were prohibited,
to me I must now speak of these things, and
all of which would beyond
doubt have been chiefly of the increase of the Roman empire.
attributed
to us, if our religion
had either For I have alreadysaid
not a little, especially
already shone on them, or had thus prohibited
in the second book, about the many evils intheir sacrilegious
rites.
These things we troduced into their manners by the hurtful
have, as we think, fully disposed
of in the deceits of the demons whom they worshipped
second and third books, treating in the second as gods.
But throughout
all the three books
of evils in morals, which alone or chiefly are already completed, where it appeared
suitato be accounted
evils; and in the third, of ble, we have set forth how much succor God,
those which only fools dread to undergo-through the name of Christ, to whom the barnamely,
those of the body or of outward barlans beyond the custom of war paid so
things--which
for the most part the good also much honor, has bestowed on the good and
suffer.
But those evils by which they them- bad, according as it is written, "Who maketh
selves become evil, they take, I do not say His sun to rise on the good and the evil, and
patiently, but with pleasure.
And how few giveth rain to the lust and the unjust,"*
evils have I related
concerning
that one city
and its empire ! Not even all down to the CHAP. 3" m WHETHER THE GREAT EXTENT OF
time of Cmsar Augustus.
What if I had
THE EMPIRE,WHICHHASBEI-:NACQUIREDONLY
chosen to recount and enlarge on those evils,
BY WARS, IS TO BE RFCKONED AMONG THE
not which men have inflicted on each other,
c;OODTHINGq FITHER OF THE WISE OR THE
such as the devastations
and destructions
of
HAPPY.
war, but which happen
in earthly things,
Now, therefore,
let us see how it is that
from the elements of the world itself. Of such they dare to ascribe the very great extent and
evils Apuleius
speaks briefly in one passage duration of the Roman empire to those gods
of that book which he wrote, f)e Mumla, say- whom they contend that they worship honoring that
all earthly things
are subject to ably, even by the obsequies of vilegames
and
change,
overthrow,
and destruction
* For, the ministry of vile men: although
I should
to use his own words, by excessive earth- like first to require for a little what reason,
quakes the ground
has burst asunder,
and what prudence, there is in wishing to glory in
cities with their inhabitants
have been clean the greatness and extent of the empire, when
destroyed:
by sudden rains whole regions you cannot point out the happiness
of men
have been washed
away; those also which who are always rolling, with dark fear and
formerly had been continents, have been in- cruel lust, in warhke slaughters and in blood,
sulated by strange and new-come waves, and which, whether shed in civil or foreign war,
others, by the subsiding of the sea, have been is still human blood; so that their joy may
made passable by the foot of man: by winds be compared to glass in its fragile splendor,
and storms cities have been overthrown;
fires of which one is horribly afraid lest it should
have flashed forth from the clouds, by which be suddenly
broken
m pieces.
That this
regions in the East being burnt up have per- may be more easily discerned, let us not come
ished; and on the western coasts the like de- to nought by being carried away with empty
structions
have been caused by the bursting
boasting, or blunt the edge of our attention
forth of waters and floods.
So, formerly,
by loud-sounding
names of things, when we
from the lofty craters of Etna, rivers of fire hear of peoples, kingdoms, provinces.
But
kindled
by God have flowed like a torrent let us suppose a case of two men; for each
down the steeps.
If I had wished to collect individual man, hke one letter in a language_
from history wherever
I could, these and is as itwere the element of a city or kingdomy
similar instances,
where should I have fin- however far-spreading
in its occupation of the
ished what happened
even in those times be- earth.
Of these two men let us suppose that
fore the name of Christ had put down those one is poor, or rather
of middling
cireumof their idols, so vain and hurtful to true sal- stances; the other very rich.
But the rich
ration ? I promised that I should also point man is anxious with fears, pining with discono
out which of their customs, and for what tent, burning with covetousness,
never sexComp.
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cure, always uneasy, panting
from the per.
petual strife of his enemies, adding to his
patrimony indeed by these miseries to an immense degree, and by these additions
also
heaping up most bitter cares.
But that other
man of moderate wealth is contented with a
small and compact estate, most dear to his
own family, enjoying the sweetest peace with
his kindred neighbors
and friends, in piety
religious, benignant in mind, healthy in body,
in.life frugal, in manners chaste, in conscience
secure.
I know not whether any one can be
such a fool, that he dare hesitate which to prefer.
As, therefore,
in the case of these two
men, so in two families, in two nations,
in
two kingdoms, this test of tranquility
holds
good; and if we apply it vigilantly and without prejudice,
we shall quite easily see where
the mere show of happiness dwells, and where
real felicity.
Wherefore
if the true God is
worshipped,
and if He is served with genuine
"rites and true virtue, it is advantageous
that
good men should long reign both far and wide
Nor is this advantageous
so much to themselves, as to those over whom they reign,
For, so far as concerns themselves, their piety
and probity, which are great gifts of God,
suffice to give them true felicity,
enabling
them to live well the life that now is, and
afterwards
to receive that which is eternal.
In this world, therefore, the dominion of good
men is profitable, not so much for themselves
as for human affairs.
But the dominion of
b_d men is hurtful chiefly to themselves who
rule, for they destroy
their own souls by
greater
license in wickedness;
while those
who are put under them in service are not
hurt except by their own iniquity.
For to the
just all the evils imposed on them by unjust
rulers are not the punishment
of crime, but
the test of virtue.
Therefore
the good man,
although he is a slave, is free; but the bad
man, even if he reigns, is a slave, and that
not of one man, but, what is far more grievous, of as many masters as he has vices; of
which vices when the divine Scripture treats,
" it says, "For of whom any man is overcome,
to the same he is also the bond-slave."
x

CHAP. 4._HOW
LIKE KINGDOMSWITHOUT JUSTICE ARE TO ROBBERIES.
Justice being taken away, then, what are
kingdoms but great robberies ? For what are
robberies themselves,
but little kingdoms ?
The band itself is made upof men; it is ruled
by the authority of a prince, it is knit together
_t the pact of the confederacy;
the booty is
aat l_St, ii. ttp.
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divided by the law agreed on.
If, by the admittance
of abandoned
men, this evil increases to such a degree that it holds places,
fixes abodes, takes possession of cities, and
subdues peoples, it assumes the more plainly
the name of a kingdom, because the reality
is now manifestly conferred
on it, not by the
removal of covetousness,
but by the addition of impunity.
Indeed,
that was an apt
and true reply which was given to Alexander
the Great by a pirate who had been seized.
For when that king had asked the man what
he meant by keeping hostile possession
of
the sea, he answered with bold pride, "What
thou meanest by seizing the whole earth; but
because I do it with a petty ship, I am called
a robber, whilst thou who dost it with a great
fleet art styled emperor."
_
CHAP. 5"---OF THERUNAWAYOLADIATO_ WHOSZ
POWERBECAMELIKE THATOF ROYALDIGNITY.
I shall not therefore
stay to inquire what
sort of men Romulus gathered together,
seeing he deliberated
much about them,--how_
being assumed out of that life they led into
the fellowship of his city, they might cease to
think of the pumshment
they deserved, the
fear of whlch had driven them to greater wl]ainies; sothat henceforth they might be made
more peaceable
members
of society.
But
this I say, that the Roman empire, which by
subduing
many nations had already
grown
great and an object of umversal
dread, was
itself greatly alarmed, and only with much
difficulty avoided a disastrous overthrow,
because a mere handful of gladiators
in Campania, escaping from the games, had recruited
a great army, appointed
three generals, and
most widely and cruelly
devastated
Italy.
Let them say what god aided these men, so
that from a small and contemptible
band of
robbers they attained to a kingdom,
feared
even by the Romans, who had such great
forces and fortresses.
Or will they deny that
they were divinely aided because they did
not last long ? 3 As if, indeed, the life of any
man whatever lasted long.
In that case, too,
the gods aid no one to reign, since all individuals quickly die; nor is sovereign
power
to be reckoned a benefit, because in a little
time in every man, and thus in all of them
one by one, it vanishes like a vapor.
For
what does it matter to those who worshipped
the gods under Romulus, and are long since
dead, that after their death the Roman empire has grown so great, while they plead their
causes before the powers beneath ? Whether
/Jub.

2Ntmius
lb.

_I3srceIl. borrows this
It was extangumhed

anecdote
from _icero
by Crassus m its t_
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those causes are good or bad, it matters not
so the question
before us.
And this is to
be understood
of all those who carry with
them the heavy burden of their actions, haying in the few days of their life swiftly and
hurriedly passed over the stage of the imperial office, although the office itself has lasted
through
long spaces of time, being filled by
a constant succession of dying men.
If, however, even those benefits which last only for
the shortest time are to be ascribed to the aid
of the gods, these gladiators were not a little
aided, who broke the bonds of their servile
condition,
fled, escaped, raised a great and
most powerful army, obedient
to the will and
orders of their chiefs and much feared by the

by other more trustworthy
writers--yet
it is
agreed among other authors, that the kingdom of the Assyrians was extended
far and
wide by King Ninus.
And it lasted so long,
that the Roman empire has not yet attained
the same age; for, as those write who have
treated of chronological
history, this kingdom
endured
for twelve hundred and forty years
from the first year in which Ninus began to
reign, until It was transferred
to the Medes.
But to make war on your neighbors,
and
thence to proceed to others, and through mere
lust of dominion to crush and subdue people
who do you no harm, what else is this to be
called than great robbery ?

Roman
majesty,
and remaining
unsubdued
by several
Roman
generals,
seized
many
places, and, having won very many victo°
ries, enjoyed whatever pleasures they wished,
and did what their lust suggested,
and, until
at last they were conquered,
which was done
with the utmost difficulty,
lived sublime and
dominant.
But let us come to greater matters.

CHAP. 7.--WH_THER
THEIR
AIDED

EARTHLY K_GDOMS IN

RISE AND
FALL
HAVE
OR DESERTED
BY THE

BEEN
HELP

EITHER
OF THE

GODS.

If this kingdom was so great and lasting
without the aid of the gods, why is the ample
territory and long duration of the Roman empire to be ascribed to the Roman gods ? For
whatever is the cause in it, the same is in the
CHAP. 6.--CONCERNING
THE COVETOUSNESSOF other also.
But if they contend
that the
_INUS, WHO WAS THE FIRST WHO MADE WAR prosperity of the other also is to be attributed
ON HIS NEIGHBORS, THAT HE MIGHT RULE tO the aid of the gods, I ask of which ? For
MORE WIDELY.
the other nations whom Nmus overcame, did
Justinus,
who wrote Greek or rather for-not
then worship other gods.
Or if the Aseign history in Latin, and briefly, like Trogus !syrians had gods of their own, who, so to
Pompems whom he followed, begins his work speak, were more skillful workmen in the conthus:
"In
the beginning
of the affairs of struction
and preservation
of the empire,
peoples and nations the government was in the whether are they dead, since they themselves
hands of kings, who were raised to the height have also lost the empire;
or, having been
of this majesty not by courting the people, but defrauded of their pay, or promised a greater,
bythe knowledge good men had of their mod- have they chosen rather to go over to the
eration.
The people were held bound by no Medes, and from them agam to the Persians,
laws; the decisionsof
the princes were instead because
Cyrus invited them, and promised
of laws.
It was the custom to guard rather[ them something
still more
advantageous
?
than to extend the boundaries
of the empire;: This nation, indeed, since the time of the
and kingdoms were kept within the bounds of kingdom of Alexanderthe
Macedonian,
which
each ruler's native land.
Ninus king of the was as brief in duration as it was great m exAssyrians
first of all, through new lust of em- tent, has preserved its own empire, and at this
pire, changed the" old and, as it were, ances- day occupies no small territories in the East.
tral custom of nations.
He first made war If this is so, then either the gods are unfaithon his neighbors, and wholly subdued as far as ful, who desert their own and go over to their
to the frontiers
of Libya the nations as yet enemies, which Camillus, who was but a man,
untrained to resist."
And a little after he did not do, when, being victor and subduer of
says: "Ninus
established
by constant
pos- a most hostile state, although he had felt that
session the greatness of the authority he had Rome, for whom he had done so much, was
gained.
Having mastered his nearest neigh- ungrateful,
yet afterwards, forgetting
the inbors, he went on to others, strengthened
by jury and remembering his native land, he freed
the accession
of forces, and by making each her again from the Gauls; or they are not so
fresh victory the instrument
of that which strong as gods ought to be, since they can be
followed, subdued
the nations of the whole overcome by human skill or strength.
Or if,
East."
Now, with whatever
fidelity to fact when they carry on war among themselves,
either he or Trogus may in general have writ- the gods are not overcome by men, but some
ten--for that they sometimes told lies is shown gods who are peculiar to certain cities are

(
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perchance overcome
by other gods, it follows
that they have quarrels among themselves
which they uphold, each for his own part.
Therefore a city ought not to worship its own
gods, but rather others who aid their own worshippers.
Finally, whatever may have been
the case as to this .chang.e of sides, or flight,
or migration, or failure m battle on the part
of the gods, the name of Christ had not yet
been proclaimed
in those parts of the earth
when these kingdoms
were lost and transo
ferred through
great
destructions
in war.
For if, after more than twelve hundred years,
when the kingdom was taken away from the
Assyrians,
the Christian
religion
had there
already preached another eternal kingdom, and
put a stop to the sacrilegious worshxp of false
gods, what else would the foolish men of
that nation have said, but that the kingdom
which had been so long preserved,
could be
lost for no other cause than the desertion of
their own religions and the reception of Christianity?
In which foolish speech that might
have been uttered, let those we speak of observe their own likeness, and blush, if there
is any sense of shame in them, because they
have uttered similar complaints;
although the
Roman empire is afflicted rather than changed,
---a thing which has befallen it in other times
also, before the name of Christ was heard,
and it has been restored after such afttictlon,
ma thing which even in these times is not to
be despaired of.
For who knows the will of
God concerning this matter ?

or goddesses,
which
they could
scarcely
comprise in great volumes, distributing
among
these divinities
their peculiar
offices about
single things ? They have not even thought
that the charge of their lands should be committed to any one god: but they have entrusted their farms to Rusina; the ridges of
the mountains
to Jugatinus;
over the downs
they have set the goddess Collatina;
over the
valleys, Vallonia.
Nor could they even find
one Segetia so competent,
that they could
commend
to her care all their corn crops at
once; but so long as their seed-corn was still
under the ground, they would have the goddess Sela set over it; then, whenever it was
above ground and formed straw, they set over
it the goddess Segetla; and when the grain
was collected and stored, they set over it the
goddess Tutdina, that it might be kept safe.
Who would not have thought
that goddess
Segetia sufficient to take care of the standing
corn until it had passed from the first green
blades to the dry ears?
Yet she was not
enough for men, who loved a multitude
of
gods, that the miserable soul, despising the
chaste embrace of the one true God, should
be prostituted to a crowd of demons.
Therefore they set Proserpxna over the germinating
seeds; over the joints and knots of the stems,
the god Nodotus;
over the sheaths enfolding
the ears, the goddess Voluntina;
when the
sheaths opened that the spike might shoot
forth, it was ascribed to the goddess Patelana;
when the stems stood all equal with new ears,
because the ancients described this equalizing
CHAP.
8.--WHICH
OF
THE
GODS
CAN
THE
by the term hostTre, it was ascribed
to the
ROMANS SUPPOSE PRESIDED OVER THE IN- goddess
Hostilina;
when the grain was in
CREASE
AND
PRESERVATION
OF THEIR
EMPIRE,
flower,
it was
dedicated to the goddess Flora;
WHEN THEY HAVEBELIEVED THAT EVEN THE when full of milk, to the god Lacturnus;
CARE
OF SINGLE
THINGS
COULD
SCARCELY
BE
when maturing, to the goddess Matuta; when
COMMITTEDTO SINGLEGODS?
the crop was runcated,--that
is, removed from
the sofl,--to the goddess Runcma.
Nor do I
Next let us ask, if they please, out of so yet recount them all, for I am sink of all this,
great a crowd of gods which the Romans worship, whom in especial, or what gods they be- though it gives them no shame.
Only, I have
lieve to have extended and preserved that era- said these very few things, in order that it
pire.
Now, surely of this work, which is so maybe understood theydare
by no means say
excellent and so very full of the highest dig- that the Roman empire has been established,
increased, and preserved by their deities, who
nity, they dare not ascribe any part to the had all their own functions
assigned to them
goddess Cloacina; z or to Volupia,
who has in such a way, that no general
oversight was
her appellation
fromher voluptuousness;
to entrusted to any one of them.
When, thereLibentlna,
who has
name from lust; oror to
Vaticanus,
who presides over the screaming
of infants;
or to Cunina, who rules over their
cradles.
But how is it possible to recount in
one part of this book all the names of gods

fore, could Segetia take care of the empire,
who was not allowed to take care of the corn
and the trees ? When could Cunina take
thought about war, whose oversight
was not
allowed to go beyond
the cradles
of the
•
i
,C__byL_u_uus(D,
faZ_,,_hr._._,Cybabies?
When could Nodotus give help in
t..._tiL), or
andsewage
Augustin(iwtfra,_.2
3) to be the battle ' who had nothing
to do even with the
_tde_ (DGI_.
of tae c_
.or Kome.
Uu_ers_.nowever,
it robe e_livalent
to Ciua_na_ a utle given to vanes,
besheath of the ear, but only with the knots of
(du_)
m the vich_ty
ox _ner sutxue.
¢,$$etheRom_maafte_theen_oftheSablne
warputiftedthem- the joints?
Everyone
sets a porter at the
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door of his house, and because
he is a man, I pine to Pluto.
For they say that, as Juno
he is quite sufficient; but these people have possesses the lower part of the heavens,--that
set three gods, Forculus to the doors, Cardea is, the air,--so
Salacia possesses
the lower
to the hinge, Limentinus
to the threshold.'
part of the sea, and Proserpine
the lower part
Thus Forculus could not at the same time take of the earth.
They seek how they may patch
care also of the hinge and the threshold,
up these fables, but they find no way.
For
if these things were so, their ancient sages
,CHAP. 9.--WHETHER THE GREAT EXTENT AND would have maintained
that there are three
LONG DURATION OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE chief elements of the world, not four, in order
SHOULD BE ASCRIBED TO JOVE, WHOM HIS that each of the elements might have a pair
WORSHIPPERS
BELIEVE
TO BE THE CHIEF GOD.
of gods.
Now,
they have posiuvely affirmed
Therefore
omitting, or passing by for a lit- that the ether is one thing, the air another.
tle, that crowd of petty gods, we ought to in- But water, whether higher or lower, is surely
qmre into the part performed
by the great water.
Suppose it ever so unlike, can it ever
gods, whereby Rome has been made so great be so much so as no longer to be water?
as to reign so long over so many nations.
And the lower earth, by whatever divinity it
Doubtless,
therefore,
this is the work of Jove. may be distinguished,
what else can it be than
For they will have it that he is the king of all earth ? Lo, then, since the whole physical
the gods and goddesses,
as is shown by hls world is complete in these four or three elesceptre
and by the Capitol on the lofty hill. ments, where shall Minervabe ? What should
Concerning
that god they pubhsh
a saying she possess, what should she fill?
For she 1S
which, although
that of a poet, is most apt, placed in the Capitol along with these two,
"All things are full of Jove." " Varro be- although
she is not the offspring of their marlieves that this god is worshipped,
although riage.
Or ff they say that she possesses the
called by another
name, even by those who higher part of the ether,--and
on that account
worship one God alone without any image, the poets have feigned that she sprang from
But if this is so, why has he been so badly the head of Jove,--why
then is she not rather
used at Rome (and indeed by other nations reckoned queen of the gods, because she is
too), that an image of him should be made ? superior to Jove ? Is it because it would be
--a thing which was so displeasing
to Varro improper
to set the daughter
before
the
himself, that although
he was overborne by father ? Why, then, is not that rule of justice
the perverse custom of so great a city, he had observed
concerning
Jove
himself
toward
not theteast
hesitation in both sayingand writ- Saturn ? Is st because lie was conquered ?
ing, that those who have appointed images for Have they fought then _ By no means, say
the people have both taken away fear and they; that is an old wife's fable.
Lo, we are
not to believe fables, and must hold more
added error,
worthy opinions concerning thegods
I Why,
•CHAP. IO.--WHAT OPINIONS THOSE HAVE FOL- then, do they not assign to the father of Jove
LOWED WHO HAVE SET DIVERS GODS OVER a seat, if not of higher, at least of equal
honor?
Because Saturn, say they, is length
DIVERS
PARTS OF THE WORLD.
of time. _ Therefore
they who worship Saturn
Why, also, is Juno united to him as his worship Time; and it is insinuated
_at Jupiwife, who is called at once " sister and yoke- ter¢ the king of the gods, was born of Time.
fellow._" 3 Because, say they, we have Jove For is anything
unworthy said when Jupiter
in the ether, Juno in the air; and these two and Juno are said to have been sprung from
elements
are united, the one being superior,
Time, if he is the heaven and she is the earth,
the other inferior.
It is not he, then, of whom since both heaven and earth have been made,
it is said, "All
things are full of Jove," if and are therefore
not eternal?
For their
Juno also fills some part.
Does each fill learned and wise men have this also in their
either, and are both of this couple in both of books.
Nor is that saying taken by ¥irgil
these elements,
and in each of them at the out of poetic figments, but out of the books
same time ? Why, then, is the ether given to of philosophers,
Jove, the air to Juno?
Besides,
these two " Then Ether, the Father Almighty,
in copious
showshould have been enough.
Why is it that the
ers descended
sea is assigned to Neptune, the earth to Pluto ?
Into his spouse's glad bosom, making it fertile," 5
And that these also might not be left without --that is, into the bosom of Tellus, or the
mates, Salacia is joined to Neptune,
Proser- earth.
Although here, also, they will have it
that there are some differences, and think that
xForculum forlbu$, Cardeam
2Virgil, Eclat. lil 6o.
]Vk_d, x_neld t 1 47.
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Limtutlnum

limin[
4 Cmero, De Nat. Dear. ii. 25.
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tn the'earth herself Terra is one thing, Tellus
another, and Tellumo another. And they have
aU these as gods, called by their own names,
distinguished by their own offices, and yencrated with their own altars and rites. This
same earth also they call the mother of the
gods, so that even the fictions of the poets
are more tolerable, if, according, not to their
poetical but sacred books, Juno is not only
the sister and wife, but also the mother of
Jove. The same earth they worship as Ceres,
and also as Vesta; while yet they more frequently affirm that Vesta is nothing else than
fire, pertaining to the hearths, without which
the city cannot exist; and therefore virgins
are wont to serve her, because as nothmg is
born of a virgin, so nothing is born of fire:
---but all this nonsense ought to be completely
abolished and extinguished by Him who is
born of a virgin. For who can bear that, while
they ascribe to the fire so much honor, and,
as it were, chastity, they do not blush sometimes even to call Vesta Venus, so that
honored virginity may vanish in her handmaidens?
For if Vesta is Venus, how can
virgins rightly serve her by abstaining from
venery?
Are there two Venuses, the one a
virgin, the other not a maid ? Or rather, are
there three, one the goddess of virgins, who
is also called Vesta, another the goddess of
wives, and another of harlots ? To her also
the Phenicians offered a gift by prostituting
their daughters before they united them to
husbands.'
Which of these _s the wife of
Vulcan ? Certainly not the virgin, since she
has a husband.
Far be it from us to say it
is the harlot, lest we should seem to wrong the
son
of Junoit isand
Therefore
to befellow-worker
understood of
that Minerva.
she be-

[Boo,: IW

soul of this corporeal world, who fills and
moves that whole mass, constructed and compacted out of four, or as many elements as
they please; another while, let him yield to
his sister and brothers their parts of it: now
let him be the ether, that from above he may
embrace Juno, the air spread out beneath;
again, let him be the whole heaven alongwith
the air, and impregnate with fertilizing showers
and seeds the earth, as his wife, and, at the
same time, his mother (for this is not vile in
divine beings); and yet again (thatit may not
be necessary to run through them all), let him,
the one god, of whom many think it has been
said by a most noble poet,
,, For God pervadeth all things,
All lands, and the tracts of the sea, and the depth of
the heavens."_-let _t be him who in the ether is Jupiter; in
the air, Juno; in the sea, Neptune; in the
lower parts of the sea, Salacia; in the earth,
Pluto; in the lower part of the earth, Proserpine; on the domestic hearths, Vesta; in the
furnace of the workmen, Vulcan; among the

stars,
and Luna,
and the Stars;
in divlnatron,Sol
Apollo;
in merchandtse,
Mercury;
in
Janus, themmator; in Terminus, thetermmator; Saturn, in time; Mars and Bellona, in
war; Liber, in vineyards; Ceres, in cornfields; Diana, in forests; Minerva, m learning.
Finally, let zt be him who is in that crowd, as
itwere, of plebemngods: let him preside under
the name of laber over the seed of men, and
unde r that of L_bera over that of women: let
him be Diespiter, who brings forth the birth
to the light of day: let htm be the goddess
Mena, whom they set over the menstruation
of women: let him be Lucina, who is invoked
by women in childbirth: let him bring help
longs to the married people; but we would to those who are being born, by taking them
not wish#them to imitate her in what she did up from the bosom of the earth, and let him
with Mars. "Again," say they, "you return be called Opts: let him open the mouth in the
to fables."
What sort of justice is that, to crymg babe, and be called the god Vaticanus:
be angry with us because we say such things let h_m lift it from the earth, and be called
of their gods, and not to be angry with them- the goddess Levana; let him watch over craselves, who in their theatres most willingly dies, and be called the goddess Cunina: let it
behold the crimes of their gods ? And,--a be no other than he who Is in those godthing incredible, if it were not thoroughly desses, who sing the fates of the new born,
well proved,--these very theatric representa- and are called Carmentes: let him preside
tions of the crimes of their gods have been over fortuitous events, and be called Fortuna:
instituted in honor of these same gods.
in the goddess Rumina, let him milk out the
breast to the little one, because the ancients
C_./kP,
I PAGAN
I_,---CONCERNING
THEMANY"
GODSWHOM
termed the breast ruma: in the goddess PotiTHE
DOCTORS
DEFEND
AS
BEING
ONE
na,lethim administer
drink:inthegoddess
ANDTHESAMEJOVE.
Educa, let him supply food: from the terror
Let them therefore assert as manythings as of infants, let him be styled Paventia: from
ever they please in physical reasonings and the hope which comes, Venilia: from volupdisputations. One while let Jupiter be the tuousness, Volupia: from action, Agenor:
* F.._:Ma_

D* P'*,-ee_, ._'_,aeg

L ,o.

* Vtrgfl,

Georg.
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from the stimulants
by which man is spurred
on to much action, let him be named the
goddess Stimula: let him be thegoddessStrenia, for making strenuous;
Numeria,
who
teaches to number;
Camoena, who teaches to
sing: let him be both the god Consus for
granting counsel, and the goddess Sentia for
inspiring
sentences:
let him be the goddess
Juventas,who,
after the robe of boyhood is laid
aside, takes charge of the beginning
of the
youthful age: let himbe Fortnna Barbata,who
endues adults with a beard, whom they have
not chosen to honor;
so that this divinity,
whatever it may be, should at least be a male
god, named either Barbatus,
from barba, hke
Nodotus, from nodus; or, certainly,
not Fortuna, but because he has beards, Fortunlus:
let him, in the god Jugatinus, yoke couples in
marriage;
and when the girdle of the virgin
wife is loosed, let him be invoked as the goddess Virglnlensis:
let him be Mutunus or Tuternus, who, among the Greeks, is called Priapus.
If they are not ashamed
of it, let all
these which I have named,
and whatever
others I have not named (for I have not
thought fit to name all), letall these gods and
goddesses
be that one Jupiter,
whether,
as
some will have it, all these are parts of him,
or are his powers, as those think who are
pleased to consider him the soul of the world,
which is the opinion of most of their doctors,
and these the greatest.
If these things are
so (how evil they may be I do not yet meanwhile inquire), what would they lose, if they,
by a more prudent
abridgment,
should worship one god ? For what part of him could
be contemned
if he himself should be wor.
shipped •_ But if they are afraid lest parts of
him should be angry at being passed by or
neglected,
then it is not the case, as they will
have it, that this whole is as the life of one
living being, whlcil contains
all the gods together, as if they were its virtues, or merebets, or parts; but each part has its own hfe
separate from the rest, if it is so that one czn
be angered, appeased, or stirred up more than
another.
But if it is said that all together,
--that is, the whole Jove himself,--would
be
offended if his parts were not also worshipped
singly and minutely,
it is foolishly spoken.
Surely none of them could be passed by if
he who singly possesses
them all should be
worshipped.
For, to omit other things which
are innumerable,
when they say that all the
stars are parts of Jove, and are all alive, and
have rational souls, and therefore without controversy are gods, can they not see how many
they do not worship,
to how many they do
not build temples or set up altars, and to how
very few, in fact, of the stars they have thought
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of setting them up and offering sacrifice ? If,
therefore,
those are displeased
who are not
severally
worshipped,
do they not fear to
live with only a few appeased, while all heaven
is displeased ? But if they worship all the
stars because
they are part of Jove whom
they worship,
by the
same compendious
method they could supplicate them all in him
alone.
For in this way no one would be displeased, since in him alone all would be supplicated.
No one would be contemned,
instead of there being just cause of displeasure
given to the much greater number
who are
ttpassed by in the worship offered to some; especially when Priapus, stretched
out in vile
nakedness,
is preferred
to those who shine
from their supernal abode.
CHAP. I2.--CONCERN1NG THE OPINION" OF
THOSE WHO HAVE "IHOUGHT THAT GOD IS
THE

SOUL

OF

THE

WORLD,

AND

THE

WORLD

IS

THE BODYOF GOD.
Ought not men of intelligence,
and indeed
men of every kind, to be stirred up to examine the nature of this opinion?
For there is
no need of excellent
capacity for this task,
that putting
away the desire of contention,
they may observe that if God is the soul of
the world, and the world isas a body to Him,
who is the soul, He must be one living being
consisting of soul and body, and that this same
God is a kind of womb of nature containing
all thmgs in Himself, so that the lives and
souls of all living things are taken, according
to the manner of each one's birth, out of His
soul which vivifies that whole mass, and therefore nothing at all remains which is not a part
And if this is so, who cannot see
Ilof God
....
Iwhat lmplous and irrehglous
consequences
Ifollow,, such as that whatever one may tramlple, he must trample a part of God, and in
staying any living creature, a part of God must
be slaughtered
? But I am unwilling to utter
all that may occur to those who think of it,
yet cannot be spoken without irreverence.
CHAP.
THAT

I3.--CONCERNING
ONLY

RATIONAL

THOSE WHO ASSERT
ANIMALS

ARE

PARTS

OF

THE ONE OOD.
But if they contend that only rational anireals, such as men, are parts of God, I do not
really see how, if the whole world is God,
they can separate beasts from being parts of
Him.
But what need is there of striving
about that ? Concerning
the rational animal
himself,--that
is, man,--what
more unhappy
belief can be entertained
than that a part of
God is whipped when a boy is whipped ? And
who, unless he is quite mad, could bear the
thought that parts of God can become lascivi.

L'
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OUS, iniquitous, impious, and altogether dam- to bad men to be felicity, to good men neces_able ? In brief, why is God angry at those sity.
But because it would be worse that the
who do not worship Him, since these offend- injurious
should rule over those who are
¢rs are parts of Himself ? It remains, there- more righteous,
therefore
even that is not
Sore, that they must say that all the gods have unsuitably called felicity.
But beyond doubt
their own lives; that each one lives for him- it is greater felicity to have a good neighbor at
self, and none of them is a part of any one; peace, than to conquer a bad one by making
but that all are to be worshipped,--at
least as war.
Your wishes are bad, when you desire
many as can be known and worshipped;
for that one whom you hate or fear should be in
they are so many it is impossible that all can such a condition that you can conquer him.
be so. And of all these, I believe that Jupi- If, therefore,
by carrying on wars that were
ter, because he presides as king, is thought by just, not impious or unrighteous,
the Romans
them to have both established
and extended
could have acquired
so great an empire,
the Roman empire.
Forif he has not done it, ought they not to worship as a goddess even
what other god do they beheve could have the injustice of foreigners ? For we see that
attempted
so great a work, when they must all this has co-operated much in extending
the
be occupied with their own offices and works, empire,
by making foreigners so unjust that
nor can one intrt, de on that of another ?they
became people with whom just wars
Could thekingdomofmenthenbepropagated
might be carried on, and the empire inand increased by the king of the gods ?
creased
And why may not injustice, at least
that of foreign nations; also be a goddess, If
CHAP. I4.--THE
ENLARGEMENTOF KINGDOMS Fear and Dread and Ague have deserved to
IS UNSUITABLYASCRIBEDTO JOVE; FOR IF, be Roman gods ? By these two, therefore,As THEY WILL HAVE IT, VICTORIA
IS A
GOD-that
is, by foreign injustice, and the goddess
DESS,
SHE
ALONE
wOUL,D
SUFFICE
FOR
THIS
Victoria, for injustice stirs up causes
of wars,
BUSINESS.
and Victoria brings these same wars to a
Here, first of all, I ask, why even the king- happy
terminatlon,--the
empire
has indom itself is not some god.
For why should creased, even although
Jove has been idle.
not it also be so, if Victory is a goddess?
For what part could Jove have here, when
Or what need is there of Jove himself in this those things which might be thought to be his
affair, if Victory favors and is propitious,
and benefits are held to be gods, called gods, woralways goes to those whom she wishes to be shipped as gods, and are themselves
invoked
victorious ? With this goddess favorable and for their own parts?
He also might have
propitious, even if Jove was idle and did noth- some part here_ if he himself might be called
ins, what nations could remain unsubdued,
Empire, just as she is called Victory.
Or if
what kingdom would not yield ? But perhaps
empire is the gift of Jove, why may not vicit is displeasing
to good men to fight with tory also be held to be his gift ? And it cermost wicked unrighteousness,
and provoke tainly would have been held to be so, had he
with voluntary war neighbors who are peaceabeen recognized
and worshipped,
not as a
ble and do no wrong, in order to enlarge a stone in the Capitol, but as the true King of
kingdom?
If they feel thus, I entirely ap- kings and Lord of lords.
prove and praise them.
CHAP.
CHAP.
MEN

IS._WHETHER
TO

WISH

IT
TO

RULE

IS SUITABLE
MORE

FOR

GOOD

WIDELY.

Let them ask, then, whether
it is quite
fitting for good men to rejoice in extended
empire.
For the iniquity of those with whom
just wars are carried on favors the growth of
a kingdom, which would certainly have been
small if the peace and justice of neighbors
had not by any wrong provoked the carrying
on of war against them; and human affairs
being thus more happy, all kingdoms would
have been small, rejoicing in neighborly concord; and thus there would have been very
man)" kingdoms
of nations in the world, as
there are very many houses of citizens in a
City.
Therefore, to carry, on war and extend
a kingdom over wholly subdued nations seems

_

I6.hWHAT

ROMANS,
ALL

IN

THINGS

WAS
DETAILING
AND

ALL

THE

REASON
SEPARATE

MOVEMENTS

WHY
GODS
OF

THE
FOR
THE

MIND, CHOSETO HAVE THE TEMPLE OFQUIET
OUTSIDETHE GATES.
But I wonder very much, that while they
assigned to separate gods single things, and
(well nigh) all movements
of the mind; that
while they invoked the goddess Agenoria, who .
should excite to action; the goddess Stimula,
who should stimulate
to unusual action; the
goddess Murcia, who should not move men
beyond measure, but make them, as Pomponius says, murcid--that
is, too slothful and
Inactive;
the goddess
Strenua,
who should
make them strenuous;
and that while they
offered to all these gods and goddesses solemn
and public worship, they should yet have bccn
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unwilling
to give public acknowledgment
to clty, if it could be bad, would not be felicity.
her whom they name Qmes because she makes Certainly we ought to think all the gods of
men quiet, but built her temple outside the either sex (if they also have sex)are
only
Colline gate.
Whether
was this a symptom
good.
This says Plato; this say other phiof an unquiet
mind, or rather was it thus in-losophers;
this say all estimable rulers of the
timated that he who should persevere in wor- republic and the nations.
How is it, then,
shipping that crowd, not, to be sure, of gods, ithat the goddess Fortune is sometimes
good,
but of demons, could not dwell with quiet; to sometlmes
bad ? Is It perhaps
the case that
which the true Physicaan calls, saying, " Learn when she is bad she is not a goddess, but is
of me, for I am meek and lowly In heart, and suddenly
changed Into a malignant
demon ?
ye shall find rest unto your souls ?"
How many Fortunes are there then ? Just as
many as there are men who are fortunate,
that
CHAP. 17.
W'HETHER,
IF THE HIGHEST POWER IS, of good fortune.
But since there must also
BELOI_:GSTO JOVE, VICTORIA ALSOOUGHT TO be very many others who at the very same
BE WORSHIPPED.
tlme are men of bad fortune, could she, being
Or do they say, perhaps, that Jupiter sends one and the same Fortune,
be at the same
the goddess Victoria, and that she, as it were, time both bad and good--the
one to these,
acting in obedience to the king of the gods, the other to those ? She who is the goddess,
_:omes to those to whom he may have de- is she always good?
_l'hen she herself is felispatched
her, and takes up her quarters on city.
Why, then, are two names given her ?
their side ? This is truly said, not of Jove, Yet this is tolerable;
for it is customary that
whom they, according
to their own imagmaone thing should be called by two names.
tlon, feign to bekmgof
the gods, but of Him But why different
temples,
different altars,
who is the true eternal
King, because
he d_fferent:rituals?
There is a reason, say they,
sends, not Victory, who is no person, but H_s I because Felicity is she whom the good have
angel, and causes whom He pleases to con-I by previous
merit;
but fortune,
which is
quer; whose counsel may be hidden, but can- i termed good without any trial of merit, befalls
not be unjust.
For if Victory is a goddess, i h°th good and bad men fortmtously,
whence
why is not Triumph also a god, and joined to I als° she is named Fortune.
How, therefore,
Victory
either as husband,
or brother,
or i is she good, who witilout any discernment
son ? Indeed, they have imagined such things comes both to the good and to the bad ? Why
concerning
the gods, that if the poets had is she worshipped,
who is thus blind, running
feigned the like, and they should have been at random
on any one whatever, so that for
discussed by us, they would have replied that! the most part she passes by her worshippers,
they were laughable figments of the poets not and
cleaves to those
despise so
herthat
? Or
her worshippers
profitwho
somewhat,
theyif
to be attributed
to true deities.
And yet
they themselves did not laughwhen
they were, are seen by her and loved, then she follows
not reading
in the poets, but worshipping
m merit, and does not come fortuitously.
What,
the temples such doatmg follies.
Therefore
then,
that opinion
definition
What becomes
becomes of
of the
that ofshefortune
has re.?
they shou]d entreat
Jove alone for all things,
and supphcate
him only.
For if Victory is a
goddess,
and is under him as her king, whetever he might have sent her, she could not
dare to resist and do her own will rather than

ceived her very name from fortuitous

events ?

For st profits one nothing to worship her if
she is truly fortune.
But if she distinguishes
' her worshippers, so that she may benefit them,
she is not fortune.
Or does Jupiter send her
his.
too, whither he pleases ? Then let him alone
be worshipped;
because Fortune
is not able
CHAP.
IS.--WITH
WHAT
REASON
THEY
WHO
to resist h_m when he commands
her, and
THINK FELICITY AND FORTUNE GODDESSESsends her where he pleases.
Or, at least, let
HAVE DISTINGUISHED THEM.
the bad worship her, who do not choose to
What shall we say, besides, of the idea that have merit by which the goddess
Fehcity
"Felicity also is a goddess ? She has received
might be invited.
a temple;
she has merited
an altar; suitable
rites of worship are paid to her.
She alone, CHAP. I9.---CONCERNING
FORTUNA MULIEBRIS.t
then, should be worshipped.
For where she
To this supposed
deity, whom they call
is present, what good thing can be absent ? Fortuna,
they ascribe so much, indeed, that
But what does a man wish, that he thinks For- !
tune also a goddess
and worships her?
is ithey
tradition by
thatthe theRoman
image matrons,
of her,
,which have
was adedicated
felicity one thing, fo_une another_
Fortune, I
indeed, may be had as well as good; but feh-1
. Th=f_mi_==For*uric.
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and called Fortuna Muliebris, has spoken, and Mucius when he thrust his right hand into
has said, once and again, that the matrons the flames; who aided Curtius, when for the
pleased her by their homage;, which, indeed,
sake of his country he threw himself headif it is true, ought not to excute our wonder, long into the yawning earth; who aided DeFor it is not so difficult for malignant demons cius the sire, and Decms the son, when they
to deceive, and they ought the rather to ad-devoted
themselves
for the army ?--though
vert to their wits and wiles, because it is that we might question whether these men had
goddess
who comes by haphazard
who has true fortitude, if this concerned our present
spoken, and not she who comes to reward discussion.
Why have prudence and wisdom
merit.
For Fortuna
was loquacious,
and merited no place among the gods ? Is it beFelicitas
mute; and for what other reason cause they are all worshipped under the genebut that men might not care to live rightly,
ral name of Virtue itself ? Then they could
having made Fortuna their friend, who could thus worship the true God also, of whom all
make them fortunate without anygood desert ? the other gods are thought to be parts.
But
And truly, if Fortuna speaks, she should at in that one name of virtue is comprehended
least speak, not with a womanly, but with a both faith and chastity, which yet have obmanly voice; lest they themselves who have tained separate altars in temples of their own.
dedicated the image should think so great a
miracle has been wroffght by feminine
lo- CHAP. _I.--THAT
ALTHOUG_ NOT U_rDERquacity.

STANDING
THEY

CHAP.
SO ----CONCERNING
WHICH
THE
PAGANS

VIRTUE
AND
HAVE
HONORED

TEMPLES AND SACRED
OTHER
WISE

GOOD
TO

HAVE

QUALITIES,
BEEN

RITES,
WHICH

WORSHIPPED,

FAITH,
WITH

VASSING BY
OUGHT
IF

LIKEDEITY

WAS RIGHTLYATTRIBUTED TO THESE.
They have made Virtue also a goddess,
which, indeed, if it could be a goddess, had
been preferable
to many.
And now, because
it is not a goddess, but a gift of God, let tt
be obtained
by prayer from Him, by whom
alone it can be given, and the whole crowd of
false gods vanishes.
But why is Faith believed to be a goddess, and why does she herself receive temple and altar ? For whoever
prudently
acknowledges
her makes his own
self an abode for her.
But how do the N know
what faith is, of which it is the prime and
greatest
function that the true God may be
believed in ? But why had not virtue sufficed ?
Does it not include faith also ? Forasmuch
as they have thought proper to distribute virrue into four divisions--prudence,
justice,
fortitude,
and temperance--and
as each of
these divisions has its own virtues, faith is
among the parts of justice, and has the chief
place with as 6¢
many of us as know what that
" X
saying means,
The just shall live by faith,
But if Faith is a goddess, I wonder why these
keen lovers of a multitude
of gods have
wronged so many other goddesses, by passing them by, when they could have dedicated
temples and altars to them likewise.
Why
has temperance
not deserved
to be a goddess, when some Roman princes have obtained
no small glory on account of her ? Why, in
line, is fortitude
not a goddess, who aided
•m_. it.4.

TENT

THEM

OUGHT
WITH

AT
VIRTUE

TO

BE

LEAST
AND

THE
TO

GIFTS
HAVE

OF
BEEN

GOD_
CON-

FELICITY.

These,

not verity but vanity has made godthese are gifts of the true God,
not
themselves
goddesses.
However, where
virtue and felicity are, what else is sought for ?
desses.

For

What can suffice the man whom virtue and
felicity do not suffice?
For surely virtue
comprehends
all things we need do, fehcity
all things we needwlsh for.
If Jupiter, then,
was worshipped
in order that he might give
these two things,--because,
if extent and duration of empireis something good, it pertains
to this same felicity,--why
is it not understood that they are not goddesses,
but the
gifts of God ? But if they are judged to be
goddesses, then at least that other great crowd
of gods should not be sought after.
For,
having considered
all the offices which their
fancy has distributed among the various gods
and goddesses,
let them find out, if they can,
anything which could be bestowed by any god
whatever on a man possessing wrtue, possessing felicity.
What instruction coutd be sought
either from Mercury or Minerva, when Virtue
already possessed all in herself?
Virtue, indeed, is defined by the ancients as itself the
art of living well and rightly.
Hence, because
virtue is called an Greek _perr/, it has been
thought the Latins have dcrived from it the
term art.
But if Virtue cannot come except
to the clever, what need was there of the god
Father Catlus, who should make men cautious, that is, acute, when Felicity could confer this ? Because, to be born clever belongs
to felicity.
Whence, although
goddess Felicity could not be worshipped
by one not yet
born, in order that, being made his friend,
she might bestow this on him, yet she might
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confer this favor on parents who were her
worshippers,
that clever children
should be
born to them.
What need had women in
childbirth to invoke Luclna, when, if Felicity.
should be present, they would have, not only
a good delivery,
but good
children
too?
What need was there to commend
the children to the goddess Ops when they were being born; to the god Vaticanus in their birthCry; tO the goddess Cumna when lying cradled;
to the goddess Kimina when sucking; to the

goddesses, Virtue and Felicity, if felicity is
the reward of virtue, she is not a goddess,
but a gift of God.
But if she is agoddess,
why may she not be said to confer virtue itself, inasmuch as it is a great felicity to attain
virtue ?

god Statilinus when standing;
to the goddess
Adeona when coming; to Abeona when going
away; to the goddess
Mens that they might
have a good mind; tothe god Volumnus,
and
the goddess Volumna,
that they might wish
for good things; to the nuptial gods, that they
might make good matches;
to the rural gods.
and chiefly to the goddess
Fructesca
herself,
that they might receive the most abundant
fruits; to Mars and Bellona, that they might
carry on war well; to the goddess Victoria,
that they might be victorious;
to the god
Honor, that they might be honored;
to the
goddess Pecunia, that they might have plenty
money; to the god Aeseulanus,
and his son
Argentmus,
that they might have brass and
sllvercoln
? For they set down Aesculanus
as the father of Argentinus
for this reason,
that brass corn began to be used before silver.

What is it, then, that Varro boasts he has
bestowed as a very great benefit on his fellowcmzens,
because he not only recounts the
gods who ought to be worshipped by the Romans, but also tells what pertains to each of
them _ " Just as it is of no advantage,"
he
says, " to know the name and appearance
of
any man who is a physician,
and not know
that he is a physician, so," he says, " it is of
no advantage to know well that__Esculapius
is
a god, If you are not aware that he can bestow
the gift of health, and consequently
do not
know why you ought to supplicate him."
He
also affirms this by another
comparison,
sayrag, " No one is able, not only to live well,
but even to live at all, if he does not know
who is a smith, who a baker, who a weaver,
trom whom he can seek any utensil, whom he
may take for a helper, whom for a leader,
whom fora teacher;"
asserting, " that in this
way it can be doubtful
to no one, that thus
the knowledge of the gods is useful, if one
can know what force, and facv.lty, or power
any god may have in any thing.
For from
this we maybe able,"he
says, "to know what
god we ought to call to, and invoke for any
cause; lest we should do as too many are wont
to do, and desire water from Llber, and wine
from Lymphs."
Very
useful,
forsooth !
Who would not give this man thanks if he
could show true things, and if he could teach
that the one true God, from whom all good
things are, is to be worshipped
by men ?

But I wonder
Argentinus
Aurlnus,
since gold coin

has not begotten
also has followed.

Could they have him for a god, they would
prefer Aurlnus
both to his father Argentmus
and his grandfather
Aesculanus,
just as they
set Jove before
Saturn.
Therefore,
what
necessity was there on account of these gifts,
either of soul, or body, or outward estate,
to worship
and Invoke so great a crowd of
gods, all of whom I have not mentioned,
nor
have they themselves
been able to provide for
all human
benefits,
minutely
and singly
methodized,
minute and single gods, when
the one goddess
Felicity was able, with the
greatest
ease, compendtously
to bestow the
whole of them? nor should
any other be
sought after, either for the bestowing of good
things, or for the averting of evil.
For why
should they invoke the goddess Fessonia for
the weary;
for driving away enemies,
the
goddess Pellonia;
fortbe sick, as a physlcmn,
either Apollo or eEsculapius,
or both together
if there
should be great
danger?
Neither
should the god Spiniensis
be entreated that
he might root out the thorns from the fields;
nor the goddess Rubigo that the mildew might
not come,--Felicitas
alone being present and
guarding,
either no evils would have arisen,
or they would have been quite easily driven
away.
Finally, since we txeat of these two

CHAP. 22.----CONCERNING THE KNOWLEDGEOF
THE WORSHIPDUE TO THE GODS, WHICH VARRO GLORIES IN HAVING HIMSELFCONFERRED
oN THE ROMANS.

CrIAP. 23.--CONCERNING FELICITY',
WHOMTHE
ROMANS,WHO VENERATE MANY GODS, FOR X
LONG TIME DID NOT WORSmP W_THD_VXNE
HONOR,
THOUGH SHE ALONE WOULD HAVE
SVFFICED INSTEADOF ALL.
But how does it happen, if their books and
rituals are true, and Felicity is a goddess,
that she herself is not appointed
as the only
one to be worshipped,
since she could confer
all things, and all at once make men happy ?
For who wishes anything for any other reason
than that he may become happy ? Why was
it left to Lucullus to dedicate a temple to so
great a goddess at so late a date, and after so
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many Roman rulers? Why did Romulus supposing thatwhen hereigned he was happy.
himself, ambitious as he was of founding a Felicity, however, is certainly more valuable
fortunate city, not erect a temple to this god- than a kingdom.
For no one doubts that a
dess before all others ? Why did he supplicate man might easily be found who may fear to
the other gods for anything, since he would be made a king; but no one is found who is
have lacked nothing had she been with him ? unwilling to be happy. Therefore, if it is
For even he himself would neither have been thought they can be consulted by augury, or
first a king, then afterwards, as they think, a in any other way, the gods themselves should
god, if this goddess had not been propitious be consulted about this thing, whether they
to him. Why, therefore, did he appoint as may wish to give place to Fehc_ty. If, pergods for the Romans, Janus, Jove, Mars, chance, the place should already be occupied
_Picus, Faunus, Tibernus,
Hercules, and by the temples and altars of others, where a
others, if there were more of them? Why greater and more lofty temple might be built
did Titus Tatius add Saturn, Ops, Sun, Moon, to Fehclty, even Jupiter himself might give
• Vulcan, Light, and whatever others he added way, so that Felicity might rather obtain the
among whom was even the goddess Cloacina, very pinnacle of the Capitoline hill. For
while Felicity was neglected? Why did Numa there is not any one who would resist Felicity,
appoint so many gods and so many goddesses except, which is _mpossible, one who m_ght
without this one ? Was it perhaps because he wish to be unhappy.
Certainly, if he should
could not see her among so great a crowd ? be consulted, Jupiter would in no case do what
Certainly king Hostilius would not have intro- those three gods, Mars, Terminus, and J uvenduced the new gods Fear and Dread to be tas, did, who posluvely refused to give place
propitiated, if he could have known or might to their superior and king. For, as their
have worshipped this goddess.
For, m pres- books record, when king Tarquin wished to
ence of Felicity, Fear and Dread would have construct the Capitol, and perceived that the
disappeared,--I
do not say propitiated, but place which seemed to him to be the most
put to flight. Next, I ask, how is it that the worthy and statable was preoccupied byother
Roman empire had already immensely in- gods, not daring to do anything contri_ry to
creased before any one worshipped Fehcity ? their pleasure, and behevlng that they would
W s the. empire, therefore, more great than wllhngly give place to a god who was so great,
happy ? For how could true felicity be there, and was their own master, because there were
where there was not true piety? For piety is many of them there when the Capitol was
the genuine worship of the true God, and not founded, he mqmred by augury whether they
the worship of as many demons as there are chose to give place to Jupiter, and they were
false,gods.
"Yet even afterwards, when Fell- all willing to remove thence except those
city had already been taken into the number whom I have named, Mars, Terminus, and
of the gods, the great infelicity of the civil Juventas; and therefore the Capitol was built
wars ensued. Was Felicity perhaps justly in such a way that these three also might be
indignant, both because she was invited so within it, yet with such obscuresignsthateven
late, and was invited not to honor, but rather the most learned men could scarcely know
to reproach, because along with her were wor- thxs. Surely, then, Jupiter himself would by
shipped Priapus, and Cloacina, and Fear and no means despise Fehclty, as he was himself
Dread, and Ague, and others which were not despised by Terminus, Mars, and Juventas.
gods to be worshipped, but the cr_mes of the But even they themselves who had not given
worshippers ? Last of all, if it seemed good place to Jupiter, would certainly give place to
to worship so great a goddess along with a Felicity, who had made Jupiter king over
most unworthy crowd, why at least was she them. Or if they should not give place, they
not worshipped in a more honorable way than would act thus not out of contempt of her,
the rest ? For is it not intolerable that Fell- but because they chose rather to be obscure
city is placed neither among the gods Con- in the house of Felicity, than to be eminent
sentes,z whom they allege to be admitted into without her in their own places.
the council of Jupiter, nor among the gods
Thus the goddess Felicity being established
whom they term Sdectt
Some temple might m the largest and lofuest place, the citizens
be made for her which might be pre-eminent, should learn whence the furtherance of every
both in loftiness of site and dignity of style, good desire should be sought. And so, by
Why, indeed, not something better than is the persuaston of nature herself, the supermade for Jupiter himself? Forwhogave the fluous multitude of other gods being abankingdom even to Jupiter but Felicity ? I am doned, Fehcity alone would be worshipped,
prayer would be made to her alone, her temm=r_*f
t_goc__°c_lt_l
f_,=t_tor
harmony
of th, o,lestial
mo_- pie alone would be frequented by the citizens
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who wished to
them would not
was sought for
sought for only
wishes to receive
than felicity, or

be happy, which no one of
wish; and thus felicity, who
from all the gods, would be
from her own self.
For who
from any god anything else
what he supposes to tend to

felicity?
Wherefore,
if Felicity has it in her
power to be with what man she pleases (and
she has it if she is a goddess),
what folly is
it, after all, to seek from any other god h_r
whom you can obtain by request from her own
self!
Therefore
they ought to honor this.
goddess
above other gods, even by dignity
of place.
For, asweread
intheir own authors,
the ancient Romans
paid greater
honors to I
know not what Summanus,
to whom they attrtbuted nocturnal thunderbolts,
than to Juplter, to whom diurnal thunderbolts
were held
to pertain.
But, after a famous and consplcuous temple had been built to Jupiter,
owing
to the dignity of the building, the multitude
resorted
to him in so great numbers,
that
scarce one can be found who remembers
even to have read the name of Summanus,
which now he cannot once hear named.
But
if Felicity
is not a goddess,
becaus% as is
true, it is a gift of God, that god must be
sought who has power to give it, and that
hurtful multitude
of false gods must be abandoned
which the vain multitude
of foolish
men follows after, making gods to itself of the
gifts of God, and offending Himself
whose
gifts they are by the stubbornness
of a proud
will.
For he cannot be free from infelicity
who worships Felicity as a goddess, and forsakes God, the giver of felicity;
just as he
cannot befreefromhungerwho
licks apainted
loaf of bread, and does not buy it of the man
who has a real one.

[again, with no alteration
of the word, just as
ithe things themselves
are named, so that the
Igoddess who gives money is called Pecunia,
land money is not thought to be itself a god[dess: so of Virtus, who gives virtue; Honor,
Iwho gives honor; Concordia, who gives con-

tcord; Victoria, who gives victory.
So, they
isay, when Felicitas is called a goddess, what
is meant is not the thing itself which is given,
but that deity by whom felicity is given.
I
CHAP" 25"--CONCERNING THE ONE GOD ONLY
TO BE V_'ORSHIPPED,
WHO,
ALTHOUGH HIS
] NAME IS UNKNOWN,
IS YET DEEMF.D TO BE
I THE GIVER OF FELICITY.
Having had that reason rendered to us, we
shall perhaps much more easily persuade, as
iwe wish, those whose heart has not become
too much hardened.
For if now human infirmity has perceived
that felicity cannot be
given except by some god; if this was percelved by those who worshipped
so many
gods, at whose head they set Jupiter himself;
If, in their ignorance of the name of Him by
whom felicity was given, they agreed to call
Him bv the name of that very thing which
they believed
He gave ;--then it follows that
they thought that felicity could not be given
even by Jupiter himself, whom they already
worshipped,
but certainly by him whom they
thought fit to worship under the name of Fellctty itself.
I thoroughly affirm the statement
that they believed felicity to be given by a
certain God whom they knew not: let Him
therefore
be sought after, let Him be worshipped, and it is enough.
Let the train of
innumerable
demons be repudiated,
and let
this God suffice every man whom his gift
suffices.
For him, I say, God the giver of
fehclty wdl not be enough to worship,
for
CHAP. 24.--THE REASONSBYWHICH THE PAGANS whom fehcity itself is not enough to receive.
ATTEMPT TO I.,EFEND THEIR WORSHIPPING But let him for whom it suffices (and man has
AMONGTHE GODSTHE DIVINE GIFTS THEM- nothing more he ought to wish for) serve the
SELVES.
one God, the giver of felicity.
This God is
We may, however, consider their reasons, not he whom they call Jupiter.
For if they
Is it to be believed, say they, that our fore- acknowledged
him to be the giver of felicity,
fathers were besotted
even to such a degree they would not seek, under the name of Fellas not to know that these things are divine city_tself, for another god or goddessbywhom
gifts, and not gods ? But as they knew that felicity might be given; nor could they tolersuch things are granted to no one, except by ate that Jupiter himself should be worshipped
some god freely bestowing
them, they called with such infamous attributes.
For he is said
the gods whose names they did not find out to be the debaucher
of the wives of others;
by the names of those things which they he is the shameless
lover and ravisher
of a
deemed
to be given by them;
sometimes
beautiful boy.
slightly altering the name for that purpose,
as, for example, from war they have named CHAP.
26.-----OF
THE SCENIC
PLAYS_
CELEBRATION
OF WHICH
THE GODS
HAVE THE
_.XACTED
Bellona,
not bellum; from cradles,
Cunina,
FROMTHEIR WORSHIPPERS.
not cun_e; from standing
corn, Segetia,
not
seges;
from apples,
Pomona,
not A#omum;
"But,"
says Cicero, "Homer
invented
from oxenp Bubona,
not bus. Sometimes,
these things, and transferred
things human
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to the gods: I would rather transfer things!anger;
but if he was delighted with the repredivine to us." ' The poet, by ascribing such sentation of his crimes, even although fabucrimea to the gods, has justly displeased
the lous, then, when he happened
to be worgrave man.
Why, then, are the scenic plays, shipped, who but the devil could be served ?
Where these crimes are habitually
spoken of, Is it so that he could found, extend, and preacted, exhibited,
in honor of the gods, reck- serve the Roman empire, who was more vde
oned amongthings
divine by the most learned
than any Roman man whatever, to whom such
men ? Cicero should exclaim, not against the things were displeasing ? Could he give feliinventions of the poets, but against the cus- city who was so mfehcltously
worshipped,
and
toms of the ancients.
Would not they have who, unless he should be thus worshipped,
exclaimed in reply, What have we done ? The was yet more infelicitously provoked to anger ?
gods themselves
have loudly demanded
that
these plays should be exhibited in their honor, CHAP. 2 7. -- CONCERNINGTHE THREE KINDS
have fiercely exacted
them, have menaced
OF GODSABOUTWHICHTHE PONTIFF SC2EVOLA
destruction
unless this was performed,
have
HAS DISCOURSED.
avenged its neglect with great severity, and
have manifested
pleasure at the reparation of
such neglect.
Among their virtuous and wonderful deeds the following is related.
It was
announced
in a dream to Titus Latinius, a
Roman rustic, that he should go to the senate
and tell them to recommence
the games of
Rome,
on the criminal
first day of
bration because
a condemned
had their
beencele.
led

It is recorded that the very learned pontiff
Scmvola3 had distinguished
about three kinds
of gods--one
introduced by the poets, another by the philosophers,
another
by the
statesmen.
The first kind he declares to be
trifling, because many unworthy things have
been invented
by the poets concerning
the
gods;
the second does not suit states, be-

to punishment
in sight of the people, an incident so sad as to disturb the gods who were

cause it contains some things that are superfluous, and some, too, which it would be prejudicial
for the people to know.
It is no
great matter about the superfluous things, for
it is a common saying of skillful lawyers,
,, Superfluous
things
do no harm. TM But
what are those things which do harm when
brought before the multitude ? "These,"he
says, "that Hercules,_/Esculapius,
Castor and
Pollux, are not gods; for it is declared
by
learned
men that these were but men, and
yielded
to the common
lot of mortals."
What else ? "That
states have not the true
images of the gods; because the true God has
neither sex, nor age, nor definite corporeal
members."
The pontiff is not wdling that the

seeking
amusement
from the games.
And
when the peasant who had received this intimation was afraid on the following day to deliver it to the senate, itwas renewed next night
in a severer form: he lost his son, because
of his neglect.
On the third night he was
warned that a yet graver punishment
was irapending, if he should still refuse obedience,
When even thus he did not dare to obey, he
fell into a virulent
and horrible
disease.
But then, on the advice of his friends, he gave
information to the magistrates,
and was carlied
in a litter
into the immediately
senate, and having,
declaring
his dream,
recoveredon

strength, went away on his own feet whole2 people should know these things; for he does
not think they are false.
He thinks it expediThe senate, amazed at so great a miracle, de- ent,therefore,
that states should be deceived in
creed that the games should be renewed at
fourfold cost.
What sensible man does not matters of religion; which Varro himself does
not even hesitate to say in his books about
see that men, being put upon by malignant
things divine.
Excellent religion ! to which
demons, from whose domination nothing save the weak, who requires to be delivered, may
the grace of God through Jesus Christ our flee for succor; and when he seeks for the
Lord sets free, have been compelled by force truth by which he may be delivered,
it is beto exhibit to such gods as these, plays which, lieved to be expedient for him that he be deif well advised,
they should condemn
as ceived.
And, truly, in these same books,
shameful ? Certain it is that in these plays Sc_evola is not silent as to his reason for rethe poetic crimes of the gods are celebrated,
yet they are plays which were re-established
jecting the poetic sort of gods,--to
wit, "because they so disfigure the gods that they
by
compulsion
even with good
the decree
gods. ofIn the
thesesenate,
plays under
the most
shamelessof could not bear comparison
actors celebrated
Jupiter as the corrupter of men, when they make one to commit theft,
chastity, and thus gave him pleasure.
If that another
adultery;
or, again,
to say or do
was a fiction, he would have been moved to something eIse basely and foolishly;
as that
t T_.

Otu_a.

i, _,

at2vy,

il. 36 _ Cicero,

De Di_*n.

_.

ye_,

3Called by Cicero ( De Oratere,
i. 39) the mo6t eloquellt
and the best skilled lawyer amovg eloqueat
mea.
4 o=per.nua
non _cent.

of law-
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three goddesses
contested
(with each other)
the prize of beauty, and the two vanquished
by Venus destroyed Troy; that Jupiter turned
himself into a bull or swan that he might copulate with some one; that a goddess married
a man, and Saturn devoured his children; that,
in fine, there is nothing
that could be imagined, either of the miraculous
or vicious,
which may not be found there, and yet is far
removed from the nature of the gods."
O
chief pontiff Sczevola, take away the plays if
thou art able; instruct the people that they
may not offer such honors to the immortal
gods, in which, if they like, they may admire
the crimes of the gods, and, so far as it is possible, may, if they please, imitate them.
But
if the people shall have answered thee, You,
O pont:if, have brought these things inamong
us, then ask the gods themselves
at whose instigation
you have ordered these things, that
they may not order such things to be offered

in pieces, giving them licence to ill-use any
man they pleased, and have not deemed the
scenic players themselves to be base, but have
held them worthy even of distinguished
honor.
But iust as the Romans were able to have gold
money, although
they did not worship a god
Aurinus, so also they could have silver and
brass coin, and yet worship neither Argentinus nor his father 2Esculanus;
and so of all
the rest, which it would be irksome for me to
detail.
It follows, therefore,
both that they
could not by any means attain such dominion
if the true God was unwilling;
and that if
these gods, false and many, were unknown
or contemned,
and He alone was known and
worsh:ppedwith
sincere faith and virtue, they
would both have a better kingdom here, whatever might be its extent, and whether they
might have one here or not, would afterwards
receive an eternal kingdom.

to them.
For if they are bad, and therefore
in no way to be believed concerning
the majority of the goOs, the greater
is the wrong
done the gods about whom they are feigned
with Impunity.
But they do not hear thee,
they are demons, they teach wicked things,
they rejoice in vile things; not only do they
not count it a wrong if these things are feigned
about them, but it is a wrong they are quite
unable to bear :f they are not acted at thelr
stated
festivals.
But now, if thou woutdst
call on Jupiter
against them, chiefly for that
reason
that more of his crimes are wont to
be acted in the scenic plays, is it not the case
that, although
you call him god Jupiter, by
whom this whole world is ruled and admmistered, it is he to whom the greatest wrong is
done by you, because you have thought
he
ought to be worshipped
along with them, and
have styled him their king ?

CHAP. 29.--OF THE FALSITY OF THE AUGURY
BY V.'HICHTHE STRENGTHAND STABILITY OF
THE ROMANEMPIRE WASCONSIDERED TO BE
INDICATED.

CHAP. 28.--WHETHER

:For what kind of augury is that which they
have declared to be most beautiful, and to
which I referred a httle ago, that Mars, and
Terminus,
and Juventas would not give place
even to Jove, the king of the gods ? For thus,
they say, it was signified that the nation dedicated to Mars,--that
is, the Roman,--should
yield to none the place it once occupied;
likewise, that on account of the god Terminus,
no one would be able to disturb the Roman
frontiers;
and also, that the Roman youth,
because of the goddess Juventas, should yield
to no one.
Let them see, therefore,
how
they can hold him to be the king of their
gods, and the gJver of their own kingdom, if
these auguries set him down for an adversary,

THE WORSHIP OF THE tO whom it would have been honorable not to
v_eld.
However, if these things are true, they
GODS HAS BEEN OF SERVICETO THE ROMANS need not be at all afraid.
For they are not
IN OBTAINING AND EXTENDING THE EMPIRE. going to confess that the gods who would not
Therefore
such gods, who are propitiated
yield to Jove have yielded to Christ.
For,
by such honors, or rather are impeached
by without altering the boundaries of the empire,
them (for it is a greater
crime to delight in Jesus Christ has proved Himself able to drive
having such things said of them falsely, than them, not only from their temples, but from
even if they could be said truly), could never the hearts of their worshippers.
But, before
by any means have been able to increase and Christ came in the flesh, and, indeed, before
preserve
the Roman empire.
For if they these things which we have quoted from their
could have done it, they would rather have books could have been writte_ but yet after
bestowed so grand a gift on the Greeks, who, that auspice was made under king Tarquin,
in thts kind of dlvane things,--that
is, in the Roman army has been divers times scatscenic plays,_have
worshipped
them more tered or put to flight, and has shown the falsehonorably and worthily, although
they have ness of the auspice, which they derived from
not exempted themselves from those slanders the fact that the goddess Juventas had not
of the poets, by whom they saw the gods torn given place to Jove; and the nation dedicated
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to Mars was trodden
down in the city itself
by the invading and triumphant
Oauls; and
the boundaries of the empire, through the falling away of many cities to Hannibal, had been
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t CHAP. 30.--WHAT KIND OF THINGS EVEN
t THEm WORSHIPPERSHAVEOWNEDTHEY HAVE
[ THOU(roT ABOUTTHE GODSOF THE NATIONS.
I Cicero the augur
laughs
at . auguries, and
.
.
_repr°ves men tor regulating
tlae purposes of
I ......
•
"
ws and ]"ackd aws • -But
llte
.... oy me cries o_ cro
•
I it will be said that an academic philosopher,
I who argues that all tmngs are uncertain,
is un-

_lae:mrngunn°tec_°whitheY; you' have yielded, t_e°r_hYint°th:vecand y _Uothl_Yhlin _e_aTa/_
Besides,
even
afterwards,^¢ ,_o
in the
re-[_ 2Jeorum,
"
3 .......
--__.
.u^
t.^. _a^.:_.
v ......oriental _;.o
ne mtrofluces LUCIIIUSBalbus, who,
_IUII_,
I.llC" LIIJI.glILI_:I.IIU_
UI
LiI_
.IkX-k,ll-llO-J.i

_1£_11_

were changed by the will of Hadrian;
for he
yielded up to the Persian empire those three
noble provinces, Armenia, Mesopotamia,
and
Assyria.
Thus that god Terminus,
who according to these books was the guardian of
the Roman frontiers, and by that most beautiful auspice
had not given place to Jove,
would seem to have been more afraid of Hadrian, a king of men, than of the king of the
gods.
The aforesaid
provinces
having also
been taken back again, almost within our own
recollection the frontier fell back, when Julian,
given up to the oracles of their gods, with
immoderate
daring ordered
the victualling
ships to be set on fire•
The army being thus
left destitute
of provisions, and he himself
also being presently killed by the enemy, and
the legions being hard pressed,
while diswere reduced
mayed
by the to
losssuch
of extremities
their commander,
that no they
one
could have escaped, unless by articles of peace
the boundaries
of the empire had then been
established
where they still remain; not, indeed, with so great a loss as was suffered by
the concession of Hadrian,
but still at a considerable
sacrifice.
It was a vain augury,
then, that the god Terminus did not yield to
Jove, since he yielded to the will of Hadrian,
and yielded alsoto the rashness of Julian, and
the necessity of Jovinian.
The more intelligentand grave Romans have seen these things,
but have had little power against the custom
of the state, which was bound to observe the
rites of the demons; because even they themselves, although
they perceived
that these
things were vain, yet thought that the religious worship which is due to God should be
paid to the nature of things which is established under the rule and government
of the
one true God, " serving,
"
" as saith the apestle, "the creature more than the Creator, who
is blessed for evermore. ''_ The help of this
true God was necessary to send holy and truly
pious men, who would die for the true religion that they might remove the false from
among the living.
..
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after showing that superstitions
have their
origin in physical and philosophical truths, ex.presses his indignation
at the setting up of
images and fabulous notions, speaking thus:
" Do you not therefore
see that from true
and useful physical discoveries
the reason
may be drawn away to fabulous
and imaginary gods ? This gives birth to false opinions
and turbulent
errors, and superstitions
wellnigh old-wlfeish.
For both the forms of the
gods, and their ages, and clothing, and ornaments, are made familiar to us; thelrgenealogies, too, their marriages,
kinships,
and all
things about them, are debased
to the likehess of human weakness.
They are even introduced as having perturbed
minds; for we
have accounts of the lusts, cares, and angers
of the gods.
Nor, indeed, as the fables go t
have the gods been wlthout their wars and
battles. And that not onlywhen, as in Homer,
some gods on elther side have defended two
opposing armies, but they have even carried
on wars on their own account, as with the
Titans or with the Giants•
Such things it is
quite absurd either to say or to believe: they
are utterly frivolous and groundless•"
Behold, now, what is confessed
by those who
defend the gods of the nations.
Afterwards
he goes on to say that some things belong to
superstition,
but others to religion, which he
thinks good to teach according to the Stoics.
" For not only the philosophers,"
he says,
"but
also our forefathers,
have made a distinction
between
superstition
and religion.
For those," he says, "who spent whole days
in prayer, and offered sacrifice,
that their
children might outlive them, are called superstitious."*
Who does not see that he is trying, while he fears the public prejudice,
to
praise the religion of the ancients, and that
he wishes to disjoin it from superstition,
but
cannot find out how to do so ? For if those
who prayed and sacrificed all day were called
superstitious
by the ancients, were those also
called so who instituted (what he blames) the
2 De Dir,_m. il.._73 C_c. De Nat
Deor_,
, 4 Superstition_
Cicero, see Lact.

lib. ii. c. 28.

from *uperste_.
l_t.
Div. iv. _8.

Against

his

etymology

of
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images of the gods of diverse age and distinct
clothing, and invented the genealogies of gods,
their marriages, and kinships ? When, therefore, these things are found fault with as superstitious,
he Implicates
in that fault the
ancients who instituted
and worshipped such
images.
Nay, he implicates
himself,
who,
with whatever eloquence
he may strive to extrieste himself and be free, was yet under the
necessity
of venerating
these images;
nor
dared he so much as whisper in a discourse
to the people what in this disputation
he
plainly
sounds
forth.
Let us Christians,
therefore, give thanks to the Lord our God,
--not to heaven and earth, as that author atgues, but to Him who has made heaven and
earth; because these superstitions,
which that
Balbus, hke a babbler,' scarcely reprehends,
He, by the most deep lowliness of Christ, by
the preaching of the apostles, by the faith of
the martyrs dying for the truth and hying wlth
the truth, has overthrown,
not only in the
hearts of the religious, but even in the temples
of the superstitious,
by their own free service,

are true which it is not only not useful for the
common people to know, but that it is expedient that the people should think otherwisep
even though falsely, and therefore the Greeks
have shut up the religious
ceremonies
and
mysteries in silence, and within walls.
In this
he no doubt expresses
the policy of the socalled wise men by whom states and peoples
are ruled.
Yet by this crafty device the
malign demons
are wonderfully
delighted,
who possess alike the deceivers and the decetved, and from whose tyranny nothing sets
free save the grace of God through Jesus
Christ our Lord.
The same most acute and learned author
also says, that those alone seem to him to
have perceived what God is, who have believed
Him to be the soul of the world, governing it
by design and reason. • And by this, it appears, that although
he did not attain to the
truth,--for
the true God is not a soul, but the
maker and author of the soul,--yet
if he could
I have been free to go against the prejudices of
i custom, he could have confessed
and counselled others that the one God ought to be
CHAP. 31. --CONCERNING THE OPINIONS OF[WOrst_ipped, who governs the world by design
VARRO, WHO, WHILE REPROBATINGTHE POP- and reason; so that on this subject only this
ULARBELIEF, THOUGHT THAT THEIR WORSHIPIpomt would remain to be debated with him,
SHOULD BE CONFINED TO ONE GOD, THOUGH that he had called Him a soul, and not rather
HE WAS
UNABLE
TO DISCOVER
_.HE TRUE
GOD.
the creator of the soul.
He says, also, that
What says Varro himself, whom we grieve the ancient Romans, for more than a hundred
to have found, although not by his own judg- and seventy years, worshipped the gods withment, placing the scenic plays among things out an lm._ge. 3 "And if this custom,"
he
divine?
When in many passages
he is ex- says, " could have remained till now, thegods
hortmg, like a religious man, to the worsh,p would have been more purely worshipped."
of the gods, does he not in doing so admit In favor of this opinion, he cites as a witness
that he does not in his own judgment
believe among others the Jewish nat,on; nor does he
those things which he relates that the Roman hesitate to conclude that passage by saying of
state has instituted;
so that he does not hesi- those who first consecrated
images for the
tate to affirm that if he were founding a new people, that they have both taken away relistate, he could entlmerate
the gods and their glous fear from their fellow-citizens,
and innames better by the rule of nature ? But be- creased error, wisely thinking that the gods
lug borninto
a nation alreadyanclent,
he says easily fall into contempt
when exhibited
that he finds himself bound to accept the Ira- under the stolidity of images.
But as he does
ditional names and surnames of the gods, and not say they have transmitted
error, but that
the histories
connected
with them, and that they have increased it, he therefore wishes it
to be understood
that there was error already
his purpose
in investigating
and publishing I
these details is to incline the people to worship !when there were no images.
Wherefore, when
the gods, and not to despise them.
By which he says they alone have perceived what God
words this most acute man sufficiently ind,- is who have believed Him to be the governcites that he does not publish all things, be-ing
soul of the world, and thinks that the rites
cause they would not only have been con-of
religion would have been more purely obtemptible to himself, but would have seemed iserved without images, who fails to see ho_"
despicable even to the rabble, unless they had near
to the truth
? For
if he had
been he
ablehasto come
do anything
against
so inveterate
been passed over in silence.
I should be ta n error, he would certainly have given it as,
thought to conjecture these things, unless he hi s opinion both that the one God should be
himself, in another passage, had openly said,
in speaking of religious rites, that many things worshipped, and that He should be worshipped,
See Cicero,
t Pmlbus_

from

6

balbugie_s,

stammeringt

babbling.

3Plutarch's

f)¢ .Arag. Dear.
Numa,

c. 8.
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without an image; and having so nearly discovered the truth, perhaps
he might easily
have been put in mind of the mutability
of
the soul_ and might thus have perceived that
the true God is that immutable
nature which
made the soul itself.
Since these things are
so, whatever ridicule such men have poured
in their writings against the plurality of the
gods, they have done so rather as compelled
by the secret will of God to confess
them,
than as trying to persuade others.
If, therefore, any testimonies
are adduced by us from
these writings, they are adduced for the confutation of those who are unwilling to consider
from how great and malignant a power of the
demons the singular sacrifice of the shedding
of the most holy blood, and the gift of the
imparted Spirit, can set us free.

of things and times, which is hidden from us,
butthoronghlyknowntoHimself;
whichsame
order of times, however, He does not serve
as subject to It, but Himself rules as lord and
appoints as governor.
Felicity He gives only
to the good.
Whether a man be a subject or
a king makes no difference;
he may equally
either possess or not possess it. And it shall be
full in that life where kings and subjects exist
no longer.
And therefore earthly kingdoms
are given by Him both to the good and the
bad; lest His worshippers, still under the conduct of a very weak mind, should covet these
gifts from Him as some great things.
And
this ts the mystery of the Old Testament,
in
which the New was hidden, that there even
earthly gifts are promised:
those who were
spiritual understanding
even then, although
not yet openly declaring,
both the eternity
CHA.P.
32._IN
WHAT
INTEREST
THE
PRINCES
which was symbohzed by theseearthly
things,
OF THE NATIONS WISHED FALSE RELIGIONSTO and in what gifts of God true felicity could
CONTINUE
AMONG
THE
PEOPLE
SUBJECT
TO
be found.
THEM.
CHAP.

Varro says also, concerning
the generations
of the gods, that the people have inclined to
the poets rather than to the natural philosophers;
and that therefore
their forefathers,
--that is, the ancient P,omans,--believed
both
in the sex and the generaUons
of the gods,
and settled their marriages;
which certainly
seems to have been done for no other cause
except that it was the business of such men
as were prudent
and wise to deceive
the
people in matters
of religion,
and in that
very thing not only to worship, but also to
imitate the demons, whose greatest lust is to
deceive.
For lust as the demons
cannot

34---CONCERNING

THE

KINGDOM

OF

THE

JEWS, WHICH WAS FOUNDED BY THE ONE
AND TRUE GOD, AND PRESERVEDBY HIM AS
LONG AS THEY REMAINED IN THE TRUE RELIGIO_.

Therefore,
that it might be known that
these earthly good things, after which those
pant who cannot imagine better things, remain in the power of the one God Himself,
not of the many false gods whom the Romans have formerly believed worthy of worship, He multiphed His people in Egypt from
being very few, and delivered
them out of it
by wonderful
signs.
Nor did their women
invoke Lucina when their offspring was being
possess any but those whom they have de-incredibly
multlphed;
and that nation having
ceived with guile, so also men in princely increased
incredibly, He Himself
delivered,
office, not indeed being lust, but like demons,
He Himself
saved them from the hands of
have persuaded
the people in the name of
religion to receive as true those things which the Egyptians,
who persecuted
them,
and
wished to kill all their infants.
Without the
they themselves knew to be false; in this way,
as it were, binding them up more firmly in goddess
Rumma they sucked; without Cucivil society, so that they might in like manner
nina they were cradled, without
Educa and
possess them as subjects.
But who that was Potina they took food and drink: without all
weak and unlearned could escape the deceits those puerile gods they were educated;
withof both the princes
of the state and th, out the nuptial gods they were married; withdemons ?
out the worship of Priapus they had conjugal
intercourse;
without invocation
of Neptune
the divided sea opened up a way for them to
CHAP.
33._THAT
THE
TIMES
OF
ALL
KINGS
AND
KINGDOMS
ARE ORDAINED
BY THE
JUDGpass over, and overwhelmed
with its returning
waves their enemies who pursued them.
MENT
AND
]POWER
OF THE
TRUE
GOD.
Neither
did they consecrate
any goddess
Therefore
that God, the author and giver Mannia
when they received
manna
from
of felicity, because He alone is the true God, heaven; nor, when the smitten
rock poured
Himself
gives earthly kingdoms both tO good forth water to them when they thirsted, did
and bad.
Neither does He do this rashly,
they worship Nymphs and Lymphs.
Without
and, as it were, fortuitously,--because
He is the mad rites of Mars and Bellona they carCod not fortune,--but
according to the order ried on war; and while, indeed, they did not
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conquer without victory, yet they did not hold spacious, yet more happy, than that of Rome.
it to be a goddess, but the gift of their God. And now that they are dispersed
through
Without
Segetia they had harvests;
without almost all lands and nations, it is through the
Bubona, oxen; honey without Mellona;
apples providence
of that one true God; that wherewithout Pomona:
and, in a word, everything :as the images, altars, groves, and temples of
fbr which the Romans thought they must sup- the false gods are everywhere
overthrown,
plicate so great a crowd of false gods, they and their sacrifices
prohibited,
it may be
received
much more happily
from the one shown from their books how this has been
true God.
And if they had not sinned against foretold by their prophets so long before; lest,
Him with impious curiosity,
which seduced
perhaps, when they should be read in ours,
them like magic arts, and drew them to strange they might seem to be invented by us.
But
gods and idols, and at last led them to kill now, reserving what is to follow for the folChrist,
their kingdom would have remained
lowing book, we must here set a bound to the
to them, and would have been, if not more prohxlty of this one.
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who call those things fortuitous which either
have no causes, or such causes as do not proSINCE, then, it is established
that the corn- ceed from some intelligible
order, and those
plete attainment of all we desxre is that which things fatal which happen independently
of
constitutes
felicity, which is no goddess, but the will of God and man, by the necessity of
a gift of God, and that therefore men can wor- a certain order.
In a word, human kingdoms
ship no god save Him who is able to make are established
by divine providence.
And
them happy,--and
were Felicity herself a god- if any one attributes
their existence
to fate,
dess, she would with reason be the only ob- because he calls the will or the power of God
ject of worship,--since,
I say, this is estab- itself by the name of fate, let him keep his
lished, let us now go on to consider why God, I opinion, but correct his language.
For why
who is able to give with all other things those Idoes he not say at first what he will say aftergood gifts which can be possessed
by men wards, when some one shall put the question
who are not good, and consequently
not happy,
to him, What he means by fate ? For when
has seen fit to grant such extended and long- men hear that word, according to the ordinary
continued dominiontothe
Roman empire; for use of the language, they simply understand
that this was not effected by that multitude
by it the virtue of that particular
position of
of false gods which they worshipped,
we have the stars which may exist at the time when
both already adduced, and shall, as occasion
any one is born or conceived,
which some
offers, yet adduce considerable
proof,
separate altogether
from the will of God,
whilst others affirm that this also is dependent
CHAP.
][._THAT
THE CAUSE
OF THE
ROMAN
EMon that will. But those who are of opinion
PIRE, AND OF ALLKINGDOMS,
IS NEITHERFOR- that, apart from the will of God, the stars deTurrous NOR CONSISTS I_ TK_ POSITION OF ! termine what we shall do, or what good things
l'ttE STARS."
we shall possess, or what evils we shall suffer,
The cause, then, of the greatness
of the must be refused a hearing by all, not only by
Roman empire is neither fortuitous nor fatal, _:_ho
hold the true religion, but by those
acx_'ding to the judgment or opinion of thosei who wish to be the worshippers of any gods
:
.....
' _meve_r,
even false gods.
For what does
,w_
_
_o_id_'_,_

_[ *str°l_._,_a2ma v,_..ty,
,this _
really amount to but this, that
_e,=rs P_,_,zi,_,,,. 3o3. _ go_1_ImteVeris to be worshipped or prayed
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dis- CHAP. 2.---ON THE DIFFERENCEIN THE HEALTH
but
OF TWINS.

against those who, in defence of those whom
they think to be gods, oppose the Christian
religion.
They, however, who make the position of the stars depend on the divine will,
and in a manner
decree what character
each
man shall have, and what good or evil shall
happen to him, if they think that these same
stars have that power conferred
upon them
by the supreme power of God, in order that
they may determine these things according to
their will, do a great injury to the celestial
sphere, in whose most brilliant
senate, and
most splendid
senate-house,
as it were, they
suppose that wicked deeds are decreed to be
done,--such
deeds as that, if any terrestrial
state should decree them, it would be condenmed
to overthrow by the decree of the
whole human race.
What judgment,
then, is
left to God concerning
the deeds of men, who
is Lord both of the stars and of men, when
to these deeds a celestial
necessity is attributed?
Or, if they do not say that the stars,
though
they have indeed received a certain
power from God, who is supreme, deternnne
those things according to their own discretion,
but simply that His commands are fulfilled by
them instrumentally
in the application
and
enforcing of such necessities,
are we thus to
think concerning
God even what it seemed
unworthy that we should think concerning
the
will of the stars ? But, if the stars are said
rather to signify these thmgs than to effect
them, so that that 2asiti_, af the stars is, as it
were, a kind of speech predicting, not causing
future things,--for
this has been the opinion
of men of no ordinary
learning,--certamly
the mathematicians
are not wont so to speak,
saying, for example, Mars in such or such a
position
signifies a homicide,
but makes a
homicide.
But,
nevertheless,
though
we
grant that they do not speak as they ought,
and that we ought to accept as the proper
form of speech that employed by the philosophers in predicting
those things which they
think
they discover in the position
of the
stars, how comes it that they have never been
able to assign any cause why, in the life of
twins, in their actions,
in the events which
befall them, in their professions,
arts, honors,
and other things pertaining
to human
hfe,
also in their very death, there is offenso great
a difference,
that, as far as these things are
concerned,
many entire strangers
are more
like them than they are like each other,
though separated
at birth by the smallest interval of time, but at conception
generated
by the same act of copulation,
and at the
same moment ?

Cicero says that the famous physician Hippocrates has left in writing that he had suspected that a certain pair of brothers were
twins, from the fact that they both took ill at
once, and their disease advanced to its crisis
and subsided
in the same time in each of
them.x
Posidonius the Store, who was much
given to astrology, used to explain the fact
by supposing that they had been born and
conceived under the same constellation.
In
this question the coniecture of the physician
is by far more worthy to be accepted,
and approaches much nearer to credibihty,
since,
according as the parents were affected in body
at ti_e time of copulation,
so might the first
elements of the foetuses have been affected,
so that all that was necessary for their growth
and development
up till birth having been
supphed from the body of the same mother,
they might be born with like constitutions.
Thereafter,
nourished in the same house, on
the same kinds of food, where they would have
also the same kmds of air, the same locality,
the same quality of water,--which,
according
to the testimony
of medical science, have a
very great influence, good or bad, on the condltlon of bodily health,--and
where they
would also be accustomed
to the same kinds
of exercise, they would have bodily constitutions so similar that they would be similarly
iaffected with _lckness at the same time and by
the same causes.
But, towish toadduce
that
particular potation of the stars which existed
at the time when they were born or conceived
as the cause of their being simultaneously
affected with sickness, manifests
the greatest
arrogance, when so many beings of most diverse kinds, in the most diverse conditions,
and subject to the most diverse events, may
have been conceived and born at the same
time, and in the same district, lying under the
same sky.
But we know that twins do not
only act differently, and travel to very different places, but that they also suffer from
different
kinds of sickness;
for which Hippocrates would give what is m my opinion
the simplest
reason,
namely, that, through
diversity of food and exercise, which arises
not from the constitution
of the body, but
from the inclination
of the mind, they may
have come to be different from each other in
respect of health.
Moreover, Posidonius, or
any other asserter
of the fatal influence of
the stars, will have enough to do to find anything to say to this, if he be unwilling to im, This orfactCicero.
is not recorded
pocrattm
Wives
Cicero's book, De Faro.

in any of ttthemayextant
supposes
have works
found of
placeHlp-in
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pose upon the minds of the uninstructed
in the other, why, in the case of others who are
things of which they are ignorant.
But, as to not twins, do they dare, having examined their
what
attempt
to make
out from
that very
small they
interval
of time
elapsing
between
the
births of twins, on account of that point in
the heavens where the mark of the natal hour
is placed, and which they call the "horoscope," it is either disproportionately
small to
the diversity which is found in the dispositions, actions, habits, and fortunes of twins,
or it is disproportionately
great when cornpared with the estate of twins, whether low
or high, which is the same for both of them,
the cause for whose greatest difference they
place, in every case, in the hour on which one
is born; and, for this reason, if the one is
born so immediately after the other that there
is no change in the horoscope, I demand an
entire similarity in allthat respects them both,
which can never be found in the case of any
twins.
But if the slowness of the birth of the
second give time for a change in the horoscope, I demand different parents, which twins
can never have.

I tain
constellations,
to declare
such
as perto that secret
which no
onethings
can comprehend, and to attribute them to the precise
moment of the birth of each individual ? Now,
if such predictions
in connection
with the
natal hours of others who are not twins are to
be vindicated on the ground that they are
founded on the observation of more extended
spaces in the heavens, whilst those very small
moments of time which separated the births
of twins, and correspond to minute portions
of celestial space, are to be connected
with
trifling things about which the mathematicians
are not wont to be consulted,--for
who would
consult them as to when he is to sit, when to
walk abroad, when and on what he is to dine ?
--how
can we be justified in so speaking,
when we can point out such manifold diversity
both in the habits, doings, and destinies
of
twins ?
CHAP.

4._CONCERNING

JACOB,

CHAP.3.'-CONCERNINGTHE
NIGIDIUS

THE
ABOUT

THE

ARGUMENTS
MATHEMATICIAN
DREW

POTTER'S
THE

BIRTH

WHEEL,
OF

IN

THE

WHICH
FROM

QUESTION

TWINS.

It is to no purpose, therefore,
that that
famous fiction about the potter's wheel is
brought
forward, which tells of the answer
which Nigidius is said to have given when he
was perplexed with this question, and on account of which he was called J;igulus.'
For,
having whirled round the potter's wheel with
all his strength he marked it with ink, striking it twice with the utmost rapidity, so that
the strokes seemed to fall on the very same
part of it. Then,
when the rotation
had
ceased, the marks which he had made were
found upon the rim of the wheel at no small
distance apart.
Thus,
said he, considering
the great rapidity with which the celestial
sphere revolves, even though twins were born
with as short an interval between their births
as there was between the strokes which I gave
this wheel, that brief interval of time is equivalent to a very great distance in the celestial
sphere.
Hence, said he, come whatever dissimilitudes may be remarked in the habits and
fortunes of twins.
This argument
is more
fragile than the vessels which are fashioned
by the rotation of that wheel.
For if there is
so much significance in the heavens which
cannot be comprehended
by observation
of
the constellations,
that, in the case of twins,
an inheritance may fall to the one and not to
_

,I.a.t_g_a_r.

BOTH

WHO
IN

THEIR

THE

WERE

VERY

CHARACTER

TWINS

UNLIKE
AND

ESAU
EACH

ANI>
OTHER

ACTIONS.

In the time of the ancient fathers,
to speak
concerning
illustrious
persons,
there were

born two twin brothers, the one so lmmediately after the other, that the first took hold
of the heel of the second.
So great a difference existed in their lives and manners,
so
great a dissimilarity
in their actions, so great
a difference
in their parents'
love for them
respectively,
that the very contrast
between
them produced
even a mutual hostile antipathy.
Do we mean, when we say that they
were so unlike each other, that when the one
was walking the other was sitting, when the
one was sleeping the other was waktng,bwhich
differences are such as are attributed to those
minute portaons of space which cannot be apprecxated by those who note down the position
of the stars which exists at the moment of
one's birth, in order that the mathematicians
may be consulted concerning it ? One of these
twins was for a long time a hired servant;
the other never served.
One of them was
beloved by his mother; the other was not so.
One of them lost that honor which was so
much valued among their people; the other
obtained it. And what shall we say of their
wives, their children, and their possessions ?
How different they were in respect to all these!
If, therefore, such things as these are connected with those minute intervals of time
iwhich elapse between the births of twins, and
are not to be attributed
to the constellations,
iwherefore are they predicted
in the case of
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others from the examination
of their constellations ? And if, on the other hand, these
things are said to be predicted,
because they
are connected , not with minute and inappreciable moments,
but with intervals
of time
which can be observed and noted down, what
purpose is that potter's wheel to serve in this
matter, except it be to whirl round men who
have hearts of clay, in order that they may
be prevented
from detecting the emptiness of
the talk of the mathematicians
?
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horoscope of birth, must of necessity fall sick
at the same time ? Again, I ask, if the distance of time between the births of twins is so
great as to occasion a difference of their constellations on account of the difference of their
horoscopes,
and therefore of all the cardinal
points to which so much influence is attributed, that even from such change there comes
a difference of destiny, how is it possible that
this should be so, since they cannot have
been conceived at different times ? O r, if two
conceived at the same moment of time could

CHAP. 5.--IN
WHAT MANNER THE MATHEMATI- have different
destinies with respect to their
CIANS ARE CONVICTEDOF PROFESSINGA VAIN births, why may not also two born at the same
moment of time have different
destinies for
SCIENCE.
life and for death ? For if the one moment
Do not those very persons whom the medi- in which both were conceived
did not hinder
cal sagacity of Hippocrates
led him to suspect that the one should be born before the other,
to betwins, becausethe_r
dlseasewas observed
why, it two are born at the same moment,
by him to develop to its crisis and to subside
should anything
hinder them from dying at
again in the same time m each of them,--do
the same moment ? If a simultaneous
connot these, I say, serve as a suffieient refutation
ception
allows
of twins being
differently
of those who wish to attribute to the influence
affected in the wamb, why should not simulof the st_rs that which was owing to a simi- taneousness
of birth allow of any two indivilarity of bodily constitution
? For wherefore
duals having different fortunes in the worldt
were they both sick of the same disease, and and thus would all the fictions of this art, or
at the same time, and not the one after the rather delusion, be swept away.
Wha_t strange
other in the order of their birth ? (for certainly
circumstance
is this, that two children conthey could not both be born at the same Ume.) ce_ved at the same time, nay, at the same
Or, if the fact of their having been born at moment, under the same position of the stars,
different
times by no means necessarily im- have different fates which bring them to differplies that they must be sick at different times, ent hours of birth, whilst two children, born
why do they contend that the difference in the of two different mothers, at the same moment
time of thetr births was the cause of their dff- of time, under one and the same position of
ference
in other things ? Why could they the stars, cannot have different
fates which
travel in foreign parts at different times, marry shall conduct them by necessity to diverse
at different times, beget children at dxfferent manners of life and of death ? Are they at
times, and do many other things at different
conception
as yet without destinies, because
times, by reason of their having been born at they can only have them if they be born?
different times, and yet could not, for the same What, therefore,
do they mean when they say
reason, also be sick at different times ? For that, if the hour of the conception
be found,
if a difference in the moment of birth changed
many things can be predicted by these astrolthe horoscope, and occasioned dissimilarity
in ogers ? from which also arose that storywhich
all other things, why has that simultaneousis reiterated by some, that acertaln sage chose
ness which belonged
to their conception re- an hour in which to lie with his wife, in order
mained in their attacks of sickness ? Or, if to secure
his begetting
an illustrious
son.
the destinies of health are involved in the time From this opinion also came that answer of
of conception,
but those of other things be Posidonlus, the great astrologer
and also phisaid to be attached to the time of birth, they losopher,
concerning
those twins who were
ought not to predict
anything
concerning
attacked
with sickness
at the same time,
health from examination
of the constellations
namely, " That this had happened
to them
of birth, when the hour of conception is not because
they were conceived
at the same
also given, that its constellations
may be in- time, and born at the same time."
For cerspected.
But if they say that they predict tamly he added '"conception,"
lest it should
attacks
of sickness
without
examining
the be said to him that they could not both be
horoscope
of conception,
because
these are barn at the same time, knowing that at any
indicated by the moments of birth, how could rate they must both have been conceived at
they inform either of these twins when he the same time; wishing thus to show that he
would be sick, fromthe horoscope of his birth, did not attribute the fact of their being simiwhen the other also, who had not the same larly and simultaneously
affected with _ickness

"
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to the similarity of their bodily constitutions
as its proximate cause, but that he held that
_ten in respect of the similarity of their health,
.they were bound together by a sidereal con.nection.
If, therefore, the time of conception
has.so much to do with the similarity of destinies, these same destinies
ought not to be
changed by the circumstances of birth; or, if
the destinies of twins be said to be changed
because they are born at different times, why
should we not rather understand that they
had been already changed in order that they
might be born at different times?
Does not,
then, the will of men living in the world
change the destinies of birth, when the order
of birth can change the destinies they had at
_-_onception ?

ences in bodies alone,--as,
for instance, we
see that the seasons of the year come round
by the approaching and receding of the sun,
and that certain kinds of things are increased
in size or diminished
by the waxings and
wanings of the moon, such as sea-urchins,
oysters, and the wonderful tides of the ocean,
--it does not follow that the wills af men are
to be made subject to the position of the stars.
The astrologers,
however, when they wish to
bind our acuons also to the constellations,
only set us on investigating whether, even in
these bodies, the changes may not be attributable to some other than asidereal
cause.
For what is there which more intimately concerns a body than its sex ? And yet, under
the same position of the stars, twins of different sexes may be conceived.
Wherefore,
CHAP. 6.----CONCERNING
TWINS OF DIFFERENT what greater absurdity can be affirmed or believed than that the position of the stars, which
SEXES.
was the same for both of them at the time of
But even in the very conception
of twins, conception, could not cause that the one child
which certainly occurs at the same moment in should not have been of a different sex from
the case of both, itoften happens thatthe one her brother, with whom she had a common
is conceived
a male, and the other a female,
constellation,
whilst the position of the stars
I .know two of different sexes who are twins, which existed at the hour of their birth could
Both of them are alive, and in the flower of cause that she should be separated from him
their age; and though they resemble
each by the great distance between marriage and
other in body, as far as difference of sex w:ll holy virginity ?
permit, still they are very dilferent
in the
whole scope and purpose of their lives (con- CHAP. 7.--CONCERNINC THE CHOOSING OF A
sideration being had of those differences which
DAY
FOR
_{ARRIAGE_
OR
FOR
PLANTING,
OR
necessarily exist between the lives of males
SOWINO.
'and females),--the
one holding the office of
a count, and being almost constantly
away
Now, will any one bring forward this, that
from home with the army in foreign service, in choosing certain particular
days for parthe other never leaving her country's soil, ticular actions, men bring about certain new
or her native district.
Still more,--and
this destinies
for their actions ? That man, for
is more incredible, if the destinies of the stars instance, according to this doctrine, was not
are to be believed in, though it is not won- born to have an illustrious son, but rather a
derfut if we consider the wills of men, and contemptible one, and therefore, being a man
the free gifts of God,--he
is married; she is of learning, he chose an hour in which to lie
a sacred virgin: he has begotten a numerous with his wife.
He made, therefore, a destiny
offspring; she has never even married.
But which he did not have before, and from that
is not the virtue of the horoscope very great ? destiny of his own making something began
I think I have said enough to show the ab-to
be fatal which was not contained
in the
surdity of that.
But, say those astrologers,
destiny of his natal hour.
Oh, singular stuwhatever be the virtue of the horoscope
in pidity ! A day is chosen on which to marry;
other respects, it is certainly of significance
and for this reason, I believe, that unless a
with respect to birth.
But why not also with day be chosen, the marriage may fall on an
respect to conception, which takes place un- unlucky day, and turn out an unhappy one.
doubtedly with one act of copulation ? And, What then becomes of what the stars have alindeed_ so great is the force of nature, that ready decreed at the hour of birth ? Can a
after a woman has once cor_ceived, she ceases man be said to change by an act of choice
to be liable to conception.
Or were they, per- that which has already been determined
for
haps_ changed at birth, either he into a male, him, whilst that which he himself
has deteror t_he into a female, because of the difference
mined in the choosing of a day cannot be
itt :their horoscopes ? But, whilst it is not changed by another
power ? Thus, if men
_.e_
f

absurd
to say
that to
certain
have some
power
cause sidereal
differ-

alone,
all things ofunder
heaven,
subject and
to not
the influence
the stars,
why are
do
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they choose some days as suitable for planting vines or trees, or for sowing grain, other
days as suitable for taming beasts on, or for
putting the males to the females, that the
cows and mares may be impregnated,
and for
such-like things ? If it be said that certain
chosen days have an influence on these things,
because the constellations
rule over all terrestrial bodies, animate and inanimate, according to differences in moments of time, let it
be considered what innumerable
multitudes
of beings are born or arise, or take their origin
at the very same instant of time, which come
to ends so different,
that they may persuade
any little boy that these observations
about
days are ridiculous.
For who is so mad as to
dare affirm that all trees, all herbs, all beasts,
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alone in the world God has bestowed free wills ?
All these things being considered, we have
good reason to believe that, when the astrologers give very. many wonderful answers, it is
to be aztributed to the occult inspiration of
spirits not of the best kind, whose care it is
to insinuate into the minds of men, and to
confirm in them, those false and noxious
opinions concerning the fatal influence of the
stars, and not to their markingand inspecting
of horoscopes,
according to some kind of art
which in reality has no existence.
CHAP.
THE

8.--CONCERNING

NAME

OF FATE,

THOSE VeHO CALL BY
NOT

THE

POSITION

OF

THE STARS, BUT THE CONNECTION"OF CAUSES
WHICH DEPENDSON"THE WILL OF GOD.

serpents,
birds, fishes,
worms,
have each
But, as to those who call by the name of
separately their own moments of birth or corn- fate, not the dlsposltmn of the stars as it may
mencement
? Nevertheless,
men are wont, in exist when any creature is conceived, or born,
order
to
•.......
.
. try
. the_ skill _of the mathematicians,
..
. _ to. or commences
its existence,
Dut tile whole
ormg ....
Detore them the . constellations
• , makes
•
.
,
, ot . fluml)
.
connection ..
and- train• oI. causes wnlcn
anlmals, the constellations
oI WhOSe birth mey
., •
.
. . .. a
._'"
" ooserve
'
a t h o m e with a vl ew to this _everytmng
oecomewnat
ooes and
oecome,
_llngently
'is no need that
I should itlabor
strive there
with
discovery;
and they prefer those mathematlthem in a merely verbal controversy,
since
clans to all others, who say from the inspec- they attribute the so-called order and connection of the constellations
that they indicate tlon of causes to the will and power of God
the birth of a beast and not of a man.
They most high, who is most rightly and most truly
also dare tell what kind of beast it is, whether
believed to know all things before they come
it is a wool-bearing
beast, or a beast suited to pass, and to leave nothing unordained;
for carrying burthens, or one fit for the plough,
from whom are all powers, although the wills
or for watching a house; for the astrologers
of all are not from Him.
Now, that it is
are also tried with respect to the fates of dogs, chiefly the will of God most high, whose power
and their answers concerning
these are fol- extends itself irresistibly
through all things
lowed by shouts of admiration
on the part of which they call fate, is proved by the followthose who consult them.
They so deceive mgverses, of which, if I mistake not, Annmus
men as to make them think that during the Seneca is the author:birth of a man the births of all other beings
are suspended,
so that not even a fly comes ,, Father supreme, Thou ruler of the lofty heaven_
to life at the same time that he is being born,
Lead me where'er it is Thy pleasure ; I will give
under the same region of the heavens.
And
A prompt obedience, making no delay,
if this be admitted with respect to the fly, the
Lo i eign
here x_fll
I am.
Promptly I come to do Thy sover;
reasoning cannot stop there, but must ascend
If thy command shall thwart my inclination, I will
from flies till it lead them up to camels and
still
elephants.
Nor are they willing to attend to
Follow Thee groaning, and the work assigned,
this, that when a day has been chosen whereW_th all the suffering of a mind repugnant,
on to sow a field, so many grains fall into the
Wdl
perform,
being evil ;and
which,
had I been good,
I should
have undertaken
performed,though
hard,
ground
simultaneously,
germinate
slmultanet_,'ith virtuous cheerfulness.
ously, spring up, come to perfection, and ripen
The Fates do lead the man that follows willing ;
simultaneously;
and yet, of all the ears which
But the man that is unwilling, him they drag."z
are coeval,
and, so to speak, congerrmnal, Most evidently, in this last verse, he calls that
some are destroyed
by mildew, some are de- ,, fate" which he had before called "the will
voured by the birds, and some are pulled by i
men.
How can they say that all these had! °f
the Father
he
is ready
to obeysupreme,"
that he whom,
may be heled,says,
being
which they
their different
constellations,
Seewilling,
not dragged,
being unwilling,
since
coming to so different ends ? Will they con- ,, the Fates do lead the man that follows willtess that it is folly to choose days for such ing, but the man that is unwilling, him they
things, and to affirm that they do not come
within the sphere of the celestial decree, whilst drag."
they subject men alone to the stars, on whom
, ._ia. ,o7.
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The following Homeric lines, which Cicero the Stoics, and preferred to give his own opintranstates into Latin, also favor this opinion:-ion in favor of Lucilius Balbus, to whom he
" Such are the minds of men, as is the light
assigned the defence of the Stoical position,
Which Father Jove himself doth pour
rather than in favor of Cotta, who maintained
Illustrious o'er the fruitful earth._ z
that no divinity exists.
However, in his book
Not that Cicero wishes that a poetical sen- on divination,
he in his own person most
timent should have any weight in a question
openly opposes the doctrine of the prescience
like this; for when he says that the Stoics, of future things.
But all this he seems to do in
when asserting the power of fate, were in the order that he may not grant the doctrine ot
habit of using these verses from Homer, he fate, and by so doing destroy free will.
For
is not treating concerning
the opinion of that he thinks that, the knowledge of future things
poet, but concerning
that ot those philoso- being once conceded, fate follows as so necesplrers, since by these verses, which they quote
sary a consequence
that it cannot be demed.
in connection with the controversy
which they
But, let these perplexing debatings and dishold about fate, is most distinctly manifested
putations of the philosophers
go on as they
what it is which they reckon fate, since they may, we, m order that we may confess the
call by the name of Jupiter
him whom they most high and true God Himself, do confess
reckon the supreme god, fromwhom,
theysay,
His wdl, supreme
power, and prescience.
hangs the whole chain of fates.
Neither let us be afraid le_t, after all, we d:)
not do by will that which we do by will, beCHAP. 9.----CONCERNING THE FOREKNOWLEDGE cause He, whose foreknowledge
is mfalhble,
OF GOD AND THE FREE WILL OF MAN, IN OPforeknew
that we would do it.
It was th_s
POSITION
TO THE DEFINITION
OF CICERO.
which
Cicero
was afraid of, and therefore
op9osed foreknowledge.
The Stoics also mainThe manner
in which Cicero
addresses
tained that all things do not come to pass by
himself to the task of refuting the Stoics, necessity,
although
they contended
that alt
shows that he did not think he could effect things happen according to destiny.
What is
anything against them in argument unless he _t, then, that Ctcero feared in the prescience
had first demolished
divination. 2 And this of future things ? Doubtless it was this,--that
he attempts
to accomplish
by denying that if all future things have been foreknown, they
there is any knowledge of future things, and wdl happen in the order in which they have
maintains with all his might that there is no been foreknown;
and if they come to pass in
such knowledge
either in God or man, and this order, there is a certain order of things
thatthere
is no prediction of events.
Thus he foreknown by God; and if a certain order of
both denies the foreknowledge
of God, and things, then a certain order of causes,
for
attempts by vain arguments,
and by oppos- nothing can happen which is not preceded
by
ing to himself certain oracles very easy to be some efficient cause.
But if there is a certain
refuted, to overthrow all prophecy, even such order of causes according to whxch everything
as is clearer than the light (though even these happens which does happen,
then by fate,
oracles are not refuted by him).
says he, all things happen which do happen.
But, in refuting
these conjectures
of the But if this be so, then is there nothing in our
mathematicians,
his argument
is triumphant,
own power, and there is no such thing as freebecause truly these are such as destroy and dom of will; andlf we grant that, says he, the
refute themselves.
Nevertheless,
they are]whol e economy of human
life is subverted.
far more tolerable who assert the fatal influ- In vain are laws enacted.
In vain are reence of the stars than theywho deny the fore- proaches, praises, chidmgs, exhortations
had
knowledge of future events.
For, to confess
recourse to; and there is no justice whatever
that God exists, and at the same timeto deny in the appointment
of rewards for the good,
that He has foreknowledge
of future things,
and punishments
for the wicked.
And that
is
the
most
manifest
folly.
This
Cicero
himconsequences
so
disgraceful,
and
absurd,
and
self saw, and therefore attempted to assert the
pernicious
to humamty
may not follow, Cidoctrine embodied in the words of Scripture,
cero chooses to reject the foreknowledge
of
4, The foot hath said in his heart, There is no future things, and shuts up the religious mind
God."s
That, however, he did not do in his to this alternative,
to make choice between
own person, for he saw how odious and often- two things, either that something is in our own
8ire such an opinion would be; and therefore,
power, or that there is foreknowledge,_both
in his book on the nature of the gods,_ he of which cannot be true; but if the one is
makes Cotta dispute concerning this against
affirmed, the other is thereby
denied.
He
therefore,
like a truly great _tnd wise man,
• Z_/_._.
il.
31_. _. z.
_v_ in. and one who consulted very much and very
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skillfully for the good of humanity, of those the expression, "Once hath He spoken," is to
two chose the freedom of the _11, to confirm be understood as meaning ""immovaM_,," that
which he denied the foreknowledge of future :is, unchangeably hath He spoken, inasmuch
things; and thus, wishing to make men free, as He knQws unchangeably all things which
he makes them sacrilegious.
But the reli- shall be, and all things which He will do.
gious mind chooses both, confesses both, and ',We might, then, use the word fate in the
maintains both by the faith of piety. But Esense it bears when derived from fari, to
how so? says Ctcero; for the knowledge of'speak, had it not already come to be underfuture things being granted, there follows a stood in another sense, into which I am unchain of consequences which ends in this, that willing that the hearts of men should unconthere can be nothing dependmg on our own'sctously shde. But it does not follow that,
free wills. And further, if there is anything though there is for God a certain order of all
depending on ourwills, we must go backwards causes, there must therefore be nothing deby the same steps of reasoning till we arrive pending on the free exercise of our own wills,
at the conclusion that there is no foreknow- for our wills themselves are included in that
ledge of future things.
For we go backwards order of causes which _s certain to God, and
through all the steps in the following order: ts embraced by His foreknowledge, for human
--If there is free will, all things do not hap- wtlls are also causes of human actions; and
pen according to fate; if all things do not He who foreknew all the causes of things
happen according to fate, there is not a cer- would certainly among those causes not have
rain order of causes; and if there is not a been ignorant of our wills. For even that
certain order of causes, neither ts there a cer- very concession which Cicero himself makes
tain order of things foreknown by God,--for is enough to refute him in this argument.
For
things cannot come to pass except they are what does _t help him to say that nothing takes
preceded by efficxent causes,--but, if there is place without a cause, but that every cause is
no fixed and certain order of causes fore- not fatal, there being a fortuitous cause, a
known by God, all things cannot be sa_d to natural cause, and a voluntary cause ? It is
happen accordmg as He foreknew that they sufficient that he confesses that whatever hapwould happen.
And further, if _t is not true pens must be preceded by a cause. For we
that all things happen just as they have say that those causes which are called fortuibeen foreknown by Him, there is not, says tous are not a mere name for the absence of
he, m God any foreknowledge of future causes, but are only latent, and we attribute
events,
them rather to the will of the true God, or to
Now, against the sacrilegmus and impious, that of spirits of some kind or other. And
darings of reason, we assert both that God as to natural causes, we by no means sepaknows all things before they cometo pass, and rate them from the wtll of Him who is the
that we do by our free will whatsoever we author and framer of all nature. But now as
know and feel to be done by us only because ito voluntary causes. They are referable
wewillit.
But that all thmgs come topass by either to God, or to angels, or to men, or to
fate, we do not say; nay we affirm that noth- ammals of whatever description, if indeed
ing comes to pass by fate; forwe demonstrate
hose instinctive movements of animals dethat the name of fate, as it is wont to be used roid of reason, by which, in accordance with
by those who speak of fate, meaning thereby heir own nature, they seek or shun various
the posmon of the stars at the time of each things, are to be called wills. And when I
one's conception or birth, is an unmeanmg speak of the wills of angels, I mean either the
word, for astrology itself is a delusion.
But wills of good angels, whom we call the angels
an order of causes in which the highest effi- of God, or of the wicked angels, whom we
ciency is attributed to the will of God, we call the angels of the devil, or demons.
Also
neither deny nor do we destgnate it by the 1by the wills of men I mean the wills either of
name of fate, unless, perhaps, we may under- !the good or of the wtcked. And from this
stand fate to mean that which is spoken, de- we conclude that there are no efficient causes
riving it from fari, to speak; for we cannot of all things which come to pass unless volundeny that it is written in the sacred Scrip- tary causes, that is, such as belong to that
tures, "God hath spoken once; these two nature which is the spirit of life. For the air
things have I heard, that power belongeth or wind is called spirit, but, inasmuch as it is
unto God. Also unto Thee, O God, be-!a body, it is not the spirit of life. The spirit
longeth mercy: for Thou wilt render unto of life, therefore, which quickens all things,
every man according to his works.""
Now and is the creator of every body, and of every
icreated spirit, is God Himself, the uncreated
, r_ H .......
t spirit. In His supreme will resides the power
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which acts on the wills of all created spirits, application of the word peculiar to themselves,
helping the good, judging the evil, controlling
the Stoics call Fate.
all, granting
power to some, not granting it
to others.
For. as He is the creator of all CHAP. I o.--WHETHER OURWILLSARE RULEDBY
natures, so also is He the bestower of all powNECESSITY.
ers, not of all wills; for wicked wills are not
from Him, being contrary to nature, which
Wherefore,
neither is that necessity to be
is from Him.
As to bodies, they are more feared, for dread of which the Stoics labored
subjec* to wills: some to our wills, by which to make such distmcUons
among the causes
I mean the wills of all living mortal creatures,
of things as should enable them to rescue cerbut more to the wills of men than of beasts, tain thmgs from the dominion of necessity,
But all of them are most of all subject to the and to subject others to it.
Among those
will of God, to whom all wills also are sub- things which they wished not to be subject to
ject, since they have no power except what necessity they placed our wills, knowing that
He has bestowed upon them.
The cause of they would not be free if subjected to necesthings,
therefore,
which makes but is not sity.
For if that is to be called our necessity
made, is God; but all other causes both make which is not in our power, but even though
and are made.
Such are all created spirits,
we be unwilling effects what it can effect,--as,
and especially the rational.
Material causes,
for instance,
the necessity
of death,--it
is
therefore,
which may rather be said to be manifest that our wills by which we live upmade than to make, are not to be reckoned
rightly or wickedly are not under such a heamong efficient causes, because they can only cessity; for we do many things which, if we
do what the wills of spirits doby them.
How
were not willing, we should certainly not do.
then, does an order of causes which is certain This is primarily true of the act of willing itto the foreknowledge
of God necessitate that self,--for
if we will, it is; if we will not, it is
there should be nothing which is dependent
not,--for
we should not will if we were unon our wills, when our wills themselves
have willing.
But if we define necessity to be that
avery important place in the order of causes ? according to which we say that it is necessary
Cicero, then, contends
with those who call that anything be of such or such a nature, or
this order of causes fatal, or rather designate
be done in such and such a manner, I know
this order itself bythe nameof fate; towhich
not why we should have any dread of that
we have an abhorrence,
especially on account
necessity taking away the freedom of our will.
of the word, which men have become accus- For we do not put the life of God or the foretomed to understand
as meaning what is not knowledge of God undernecesslty
if we should
true.
But, whereas he denies that the order say that it is necessary that God should live
of all causes is most certain,
and perfectly
forever, and foreknow all things; as neither
clear to the prescience
of God, we detest his is His power diminished when we say that He
opinion more than the Stoics do.
For he cannot die or fall into error,--for
this is in
either denies that God exists,--which,
indeed,
such a way impossible to Him, that if it were
in an assumed
personage, he has labored to )osslble for Him, He would be of less power.
do, in his book De Natura
Deorum,--or
if But assuredly He is rightly called ommpotent,
he confesses
that He exists, but denies that though He can neither die nor fall into error.
He is prescient of future things, what is that For He is called omnipotent
on account of
but just "the fool saying in his heart there His doing what He wills, not on account of
iS no God?"
For one who is not prescient
His suffermg what He wills not; for if that
of all future things is not God.
Wherefore
should befall Him, He would by no means
our wills also have just so much power as God be omnipotent.
Wherefore,
He cannot
do
willed and foreknew that they should have some things for the very reason that He is
and therefore
whatever power they have, they omnipotent.
So also, when we say that it is
have it within most certain limits; and what- necessary that, when we will, we will by free
ever they are to do, they are most assuredly
choice, in so saying we both affirm what is
to do, for He whose foreknowledge
is infalli- true beyond doubt, and do not still subject
ble foreknew that they would have the power our wills thereby to a necessity which destroys
to do it, and would do it.
Wherefore, if I liberty.
Our wills, therefore,
exist as wills,
should choose to apply the name of fate to and do themselves whatever we do by willing,
anything at all, I should rather say that fate and which would not be done if we were unbelongs to the weaker of two parties, will to willing.
But when any one suffers anything,
the stronger, who has the other in his power, being unwilling, by the will of another, even
than that the freedom of our will is excluded
in that case will retains its essential validity,
by that order of causes, which, by an unusual Rwe do not mean the will of the party who
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inflicts the suffering, for we resolve it into the Ione God omnipotent,
creator and maker of
power of God.
For if a wlll should simply ever), soul and of every body; by whose gift
exist, but not be able to do what it wills, it all are happy who are happy through verity
would be overborne
by a more powerful will and not through vanity; who made man a raNor would this be the case unless there had tional animal consisting
of soul and body,
existed will, and that not the will of the other who, when he sinned, neither permitted
him
party, but the will of him who willed, but was to go unpunished,
nor left him without mercy;
not able to accomplish
what
he willed, who has given to the good and to the evd,
Therefore,
whatsoever a man suffers contrary
m common with stones, vegetable life
to his own will, he ought not to attribute
to m common with trees, sensuous life in cornthe will of men, or of angels, or of any created mon with brutes, intellectual
life in common
spirit, but rather to His will who gives power with angels alone; from whom is every mode,
to wills.
It is not the case, therefore,
that every species, every order; from whom are
because God foreknew what would be in the measure,
number,
weight;
from whom is
power of our wills, there is for that reason everything which has an existence in nature,
nothing m the power of ore: wills.
For he of whatever kind it be, and of whatever value;
wl_o foreknew this did not foreknow nothing,
from whom are the seeds of forms and the
Moreover, if He who foreknew what would be forms of seeds, and the motion of seeds and
in the power of our wills did not foreknow
of forms; who gave also to flesh its origin,
nothing,
but
something,
assuredly,
even beauty, health, reproductive
fecundity, dispothough He did foreknow, there is something
sition of members, and the salutary concord
in the power of our wills.
Therefore we are of its parts; who also to the irrational soul has
by no means compelled,
either, retaining the given memory, sense, appetite, but to the raprescmnce of God, to take away the freedom
tlonal soul, in addition to these, has given inof the will, or, retaining
the freedom of the telhgence
and will; who has not left, not to
will, to deny that He is prescient
of future speak of heaven and earth, angels and men,
things, which is impious.
But we embrace but not even the entrails of the smallest and
both.
We faithfully
and sincerely
confess most contemptible
animal, or the feather of a
both.
The former, that we may believe well bird, or the httle flower of a plant, or the leaf
the Iatter, that we may live well.
For he of a tree, withoutan
harmony, and, asit were,
lives fll who does not believe well concerna mutual peace among all its parts ;--that
mg God.
Wherefore,
be it far from us, in God can never be beheved
to have left the
order to maintain
our freedom, to deny the kingdoms of men, their dominations
and setprescience
of Him by whose help we are or wtudes,
outside of the laws of His provishall be free.
Consequently,
it is not in vain dence.
that laws are enacted, and that reproaches,
exhortations,
praises, and vituperations
are
CHAP.
I2.--BY
WHAT
VIRTUES
THE ANCIENT
recourse to; for these also He foreknew, and
ROMANS MERITED THAT THE TRUE GOD, ALthey are of great avail, even as great as He
THOUGHTHEY DID NOT WORSHIPHIM_ SHOULD
foreknew that they would be of.
Prayers,
ENLARGETHEIR EMPIRE.
also, are of avail to procure those things which
Wherefore
let us go on to consider what
He foreknew that He would grant to those virtues of the Romans they were which the
who offered them; and with justice have re-itrue
God, in whose power are also the kingwards been appointed
for good deeds, and doms of the earth, condescended
to help in
punishments
for sins.
For a man does not order to raise the empire, and also for what
therefore
sin because God foreknew that he reason He did so. And, in order to discuss
would sin.
Nay, it cannot be doubted
but this question on clearer ground, we have writthat it is the man himself who sins when he ten the former books, to show that the power
does sin, because
He, whose foreknowledge
of those gods, who, they thought, were to be
is infallible,
foreknew not that fate, or for- worshipped with such trifling and silly rites,
tune, or something
else would sin, but that had nothing to do in this matter; and also
the man himself would sin, who, if he wills what we have already accomplished
of the
not, sins not.
But if he shall not will to sin, present volume, to refute the doctrine of fate,
even this did God foreknow,
lest any one who might have been already
persuaded
that the Roman empire was not
CHAP. I I.---_ONCERNING THEUNIVERSALPROVI- extended
and preserved
by the worship of
DENCE OF 6OD IN THE LAWS OF WHICH ALL these gods, might still be attributing its exTmNOS APE COMPREHENDED.
tension and preservation
to some kind of fate,
Therefore God supreme and true, with His rather than to the most powerful will of God
Word and Holy Spirit (which three are one), most high.
The ancient and primitive Ro-
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_ns, therefore,
though theirhistoryshows us and through the desireof praise and glory,
the, likeallthe other nations,with the sole they achieved many great things;and their
exception
of the Hebrews,
they worshipped
most eminent poet testifies to their having
false gods, and sacrificed victims, not to God, been prompted by all these motives:
but to demons, have nevertheless
this corn,' Porsenna there, with pride elate,
mendation
bestowed on them by their histoBids Rome to Tarquin ope her gate ;
rian, that theywere"
greedy of praise, prodiWith arms he hems the oty in,
gal of wealth, desirous
of great glory, and
._Eneas'sons stand firm to win."a
content with a moderate
fortune." _ Glory At that time it was their greatest
ambition
they most ardently loved: for it they wished either to die bravely or to live free; but when
to live, for it they did not hesitate to die. hberty
was obtained,
so great a desire of
Every other desire was repressed
by the glory took possession
of them, that liberty
strength of their passion for that one thing,
alone was not enough unless dominatton
also
At length
their country
itself, because
it should be sought, their great ambition being
seemed inglorious
to serve, but glorious to that which the _ame poet puts into the mouth
rule and to command, they first earnestly de- of Jupiter:
aired to be free, and then to be mistress.
" Nay, Juno's self, whose wild alarms
Hence it was that, not enduring the domtnaSet ocean, earth, and heaven inarms,
tion of kings, they put the government
into
Shall change for smiles her moody frown,
the hands of two chiefs, holdmg office for a
And vie with me in zeal to crown
year, who were called consuls, not kings or
Rome's
sons,
the nation
of comes
the gown.
So stands
my will.
There
a day,
lords."
But royal pomp seemed inconsistent
Whde
Rome's
great
ages
hold
their
way,
with the administration
of a ruler (regen[is),
When old Assaracus's sons
or the benevolence
of one who consults (that
Shall quit them on the myrmidons,
is, for the public good) (comulentis), but rather
O'er Phthia and Mycenze reign,
with the haughtiness
of a lord (domi_a.ntis).
And humble Argos to their chain." 4
King Tarquin,
therefore,
having been banWhich things, indeed, Virgil makes Jupiter
ished, and the consular government
having predmt as future, whdst, in reahty, he was
been instituted,
it followed, as the same author
only htmself passing m review in his own mind,
already alluded to says m his praises of the things which were already done, and which
Romans, that " the state grew With amazing
were beheld by him as present reahties.
But
rapidity after it had obtained liberty, so great I have mentioned
them with the intention of
a desire of glory had taken possession of it." showing that, next to liberty, the Romans so
That eagerness for praise and desire of glory, highly esteemed
domination,
that it received
then,
was that which accomphshed
those a place among those things on which they
many wonderful
things, laudable,
doubtless,
bestowed the greatest
praise.
Hence also tt
and glorious accordmg
to human judgment,
is that that poet, preferring
to the arts of
The same Sallust praises the great men of his other nations those arts which peculiarly beown time, Marcus Cato, and Caius C_esar, say- long to the Romans, namely, the arts of ruling that for a long time the repubhc had no one ing and commanding,
and of subjugating
and
great in virtue, but that within his memory
vanquishing
natmns, says,
there had been these two men of eminent
"Others, behke, with happier grace,
Virtue, and very different
pursuits.
Now,
From bronze or stone shall call the face,
among the praises which he pronounces
on
Plead doubtful causes, map the skies,
Cmsar he put this, that he wished for a great
And tell when planets set or rise ;
empire, an army, and a new war, that he might
But Roman
thou. dofar thou
control
The natmns
and
wide
;
have a sphere where his genius and virtue
Be this thy gemus, to impose
might shine forth.
Thus it was ever the prayer
The rule of peace on vanqmshed
foes,
of men of heroic character that Bellona would
Show pity to the humble soul,
excite miserable nations to war, and lash them
And crush the sons of pride." 5
into agitation
with her bloody scourge,
so These arts they exercised with the more skill
that there might beoccasionforthe
display of the less they gave themselves
up to pleastheir valor.
This, forsooth, is what that de- ures, and to enervation
of body and mind in
sire of praise
and thirst
for glory did. coveting and amassing
riches, and through
Wherefore,
by the love of liberty in the first these corrupting
morals, by extorting
them
place, afterwards
also by that of domination
from the miserable
citizens
and lavishing
them on base stage-players.
Hence these
s_,t_ ca. v_L
men of base character, who abounded when
a_._h,_stla

bores

that

_z_*tt
_t_r_', t,_,_),
_
thusor mgmfies

the

name

consul

a (from
more _isarO.
bentgn

rule

m derived
than

that

from L-_-

of & reJ¢

aS ._'nezd_
Ibad. vL wit.
847. 646.
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Sallust wrote and Virgil sang these things,
did not seek after honors and glory by these
arts, but by treachery and deceit.
Wherefore
the same says, '_ But at first it was rather ambition than avarice that stirred the minds of
men, which vice, however, is nearer to virtue,
For glory, honor, and power are desired alike
by the good man and by the ignoble; but the
former,"
he says, "strives
onward to them
by the true way, whilst the other, knowing
nothing of the good arts, seeks them by fraud
and deceit."'
And what is meant by seeking
the attainment
of glory, honor, and power by
good arts, is to seek them by virtue, and not
by deceitful
intrigue; for the good and the ignoble man alike demre these things, but the
good man strives to overtake them by the true
way.
The way :s virtue,
along which he
presses as to the goal of possesslon--namely,
to glory, honor, and power.
Now that this
was a sentiment
engramed
in the Roman
mind, is indmated
even by the temples
of
their gods; for they built m very close proxlmlty the temples
of Vtrtue and Honor, worshipping as gods the gifts of God.
Hence
we can understand
what they who were good
thought to be the end of virtue, and to what
they ultimately referred it, namely, to honor
for, as to the bad, they had no virtue though
they desired
honor, and strove "to possess it
by fraud and deceit.
Praise of a higher kind
is bestowed
upon Cato, for he says of lure,
"The
less he sought glory, the more It followedhim. ''_ Wesaypralseofahigherkind;
for the glory with the desire of which the Romans burned is the judgment of men thinking
well of men.
And therefore
virtue is better,
which is content with no human judgment
save that of one's own conscience.
Whence
the apostle says, " For this is our glory, the
testimony
of our conscience. ''3 And in another place he says, " But let every one prove
his own work, and then he shall have glory m
himself, and not in another." 4 That glory,
honor, and power, therefore,
which they desired for themselves,
and to which the good
sought to attain by good arts, should not be
sought after by virtue,
but virtue by them.
For there is no true virtue except that which
is directed
towards that end in which is the
highest and ultimate good of man.
Wherefore even the honors which Cato sought he
ought not to have sought, but the state ought
to have conferred
them on him unsolicited
on account of his virtues,
But, of the two great Romans of that time
Cato was he whose virtue was by far the
nearest to the true idea of virtue.
Where* _lhmt, i* Ca/. c. xl.
3 _ Cor. 1. xe.

uSalhmta in Cat. ¢. 54.
4 Gal. vx. 4-
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fore, let us refer to the opinion of Cato himself, to discover what was the judgment
he
had formed concerning
the condition of the
state both then and in former times.
"I do
not think," he says, "that
it was by arms
that our ancestors
made the republic great
from being small.
Had that been the case,
the repubhc of our day would have been by
far more flourishing than that of their times,
for the number of our allies and citizens is
far greater; and, besides, we possess a far
greater abundance
of armor and of horses
than they did.
But it was other things than
these that made them great, and we have none
of them: industry at home, just government
without, a mmd free m dehberation,
addicted
nmther to crime nor to lust.
Instead of these,
we have luxury and avarice, poverty in the
state, opulence among citizens; we laud riches,
we followlaziness;
there is no dlfference made
between the good and the bad; all the rewards of virtue are got possession of by intrigue.
And no wonder, when every individual
consults only for his own good, when ye are
the slaves of pleasure at home, and, in public affmrs, of money and favor, no wonder that
an onslaught
is made upon the unprotected
repubhc. ''s
He who hears these words of Cato or of
Sallust probably thinks that such praise bestowed on the ancient Romanswas
applicable
to all of them, or, at least, to very many of
them.
It is not so; otherwise
the things
whmh CaLo himself writes, and which I have
quoted in the second book of this work, would
not be true.
In that passage he says, that
even from the very begmnmg
of the state
wrongs were committed
by the more powerful, which led to the separation of the people
from the fathers, besides which there were
other internal dlssensmns;
and the only time
at which there existed a just and moderate
admimstratlon
was after the banishment
of
the kings, and that no longer than whilst they
had cause to be afrmd of Tarquin, and were
carrying on the grievous war which had been
undertaken
on his account against
Etruria;
but afterwards the fathers oppressed the people
as slaves, flogged them as the kings had
done, drove them from their land, and, to the
exclusion of all others, held the government
in their own hands alone.
And to these discords, whilst the fathers were wishing to rule,
and the people were unwilling to serve, the
second Punic war put an end; for again great
fear began to press upon their disquieted
minds, holding them back from those distractions by another
and greater anxiety,
and
5Sallust,

i*Cat,

c._
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bringing
them back to civil concord.
But]many
other vices for this one vice, namely,
the great things which were then achieved
the love of praise.
For he has the soundest
were accomplished
through
the administraperception who recognizes
that even the love
tion of a few men, who were good in their of praise is a vice; nor has this escaped the
own way.
And by the wisdom and fore- perception of the poet Horace, who says,
thought of these few good men, which first
"You're bloated by ambition? take advice :
enabled the republic to endure these evils
Yon book writ ease you if you read it thrice." x
and mitigated
them, it waxed greater
ant
greater.
And this the same historian affirms,
when he says that, reading and hearing of the
many illustrious achievements
of the Roman
people in peace and in war, by land and by
sea, he wished to understand
what it was by
which these great things were specially susrained.
For he knew that very often the Romans had with a small company
contended
with great legions of the enemy; and he knew
also that with small resources they had car-I
tied on wars with opulent kings.
And he says
that, after having given the matter much consideration,
it seemed eyident to him that the
pre-eminent
virtue of a few citizens
had
achieved
the overcame
whole, and
that and
that small
explained
how
poverty
wealth,
numbers great multitudes.
But, he adds, after
that the state had been corrupted
by luxury
and indolence,
again the republic, by its own
greatness,
was able to bear the vices of its
magistrates
and generals.
Wherefore
even
the praises of Cato are only applicable
to a
few; for only a few were possessed
of that
virtue which leads men to pursue after glory,
honor, and power by the true way,--that
is,
by virtue itself.
This industry
at home, of
which Cato speaks, was the consequence
of
a desire to enrich the public treasury,
even
though the result should be poverty at home;
and therefore,
when he speaks of the evil
arising out of the corruption of morals, he reverses the expression,
and says, "Poverty
in
the state, riches at home."
CHAP. I3.---CONCERNING
THE
LOVE
OF PRAISE,
WHICH,
THOUGH
IT IS A VICE, IS RECKONED
A
VIRTUE,
BECAUSE
STRAINED.

BY IT GREATER

VICE IS

RE-

Wherefore, when the kingdoms of the East
had been illustrious for a long time, it pleased
God that ther_ should also arise a Western
empire, which, though later in time, should
be more illustrious
in extent and greatness,
And, in order that it might overcome
the
grievous evils which existed among other nations, He purposely granted it to such men
as, for the sake of honor, and praise, and
glory,
consulted
well for their country,
in
whose glory they sought their own, and whose
mdety they did not hesitate to prefer to their
Owa_ suppressing
the desire of wealth and

And the same poet, in a lyric song, hath thus
spoken with the desire of repressing
the passion for domination:
"Rule an ambitious spirit, and thou hast
A
wider kingdom than if thou shouldst join
To distant Gades Lybia, and thus
Shouldst hold in service either Carthaginian." 2
Nevertheless,
theywho restrain baser lusts,
not by the power of the Holy Spirit obtained
by the faith of ptety, or by the love of inteIligible beauty, but by desire of human praise,
or, at all events, restrain
them better by the
love of such praise, are not indeed yet holy,
but only less base.
Even Tully was not able
to conceal this fact; for, in the same books
which he wrote, Z)e Rejtu3h'ca , when speaking
concerning
the education
of a chief of the
state, who ought, he says, to be nourished
on
glory, goes on to say that their ancestors did
many wonderful and illustrious things through
desire of glory.
So far, therefore,
from reSlsting this -vice, they even thought
that it
ought to be excited and kindled up, supposmg that that would be beneficial to the repub+lic. But not even in his books on philosophy
does Tully dissimulate this poisonous opinion,
for he there avows it more clearly than day.
For when he is speaking of those studies which
are to be pursued with aview to the true goad,
and not with the vaingloriousdesire
of human
praise, he introduces
the following universal
and general statement:
" Honor
nourishes
the arts, and all are stimulated
to
the prosecutton
of studies by glory;
and those pursuits
are always neglected
which are generally
discredited."
3
CHAP.

14.--CONCERNIN

G THE

ERADICATION

THE LOVE OF HUMAN
PRAISE,
THE GLORY OF THE RIGHTEOUS

OF

BECAUSE
ALL
IS IN GOD.

It is, therefore, doubtless
far better to resist this desire than to yield to it, for the
purer one is from this defilement,
the liker
is he to God ; and, though this vice be not
thoroughly eradtcated from his heart,--for
it
does not cease to tempt even the minds of
those who are making good progress in vi-tue,--at
any rate, let the desire of glory be
surpassed
by the love of righteousness,
so
that, if there be seen anywhere +' lying netrlected things which are gener- ally disc'redi°ted, `_'
t Horace. Egist. i. L s6, 37.

3 T_-_.Q=_t. _ _.
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tf they are good, if they are right, even the [Father who is in heaven,"
by fixing their relove of human praise may blust_ and yield to _gards on whom they may become such as ye
the love of truth.
For so hostile IS this vice are.
These the martyrs followed, who surto pious faith, if the love of glory be greeter'1 passed the Sc_evolas, and the Curtiuses, and
in the heart than the fear or love of God, that i the Deciuses, both in true virtue, because in
the Lord said, " How can ye believe, who, true piety, and also in the greatness
of their
look for glory from one another, and do not. number.
But since those Romans were in an
seek the glory whmh is from God alone ?"' [ earthly city, and had before them, as the end
Also, concerning
some who had beheved on iof all the offices undertaken
in its behalf, its
Him, but were afraid to confess Him openly, [safety, and a kingdom, not in heaven, but in
the evangehst
says, " They loved t:_e praise !earth,--not
in the sphere of eternal life, but
of men more than the praise of God;" = _ inch iln the sphere of demise and succession, where
did not the holy apostles, who, when they pro- the dead are succeeded
by the dying,_what
claimed the name of Christ in those places else but glory should they love, by which
where it was not only discred;ted,
and there- they wisimd even after death to live in the
fore neglected,--accordlng
as Cicero says, mouths of their admirers?
" Those things are always neglected which are'
generally
d_scredlted,"---but
was even held [CHAP. I5.--CoNCERNING
THE TEMPORAL REin the utmost detestation,
holding to what they [ WARDWHICH GOD GRANTEDTO THE VIRTUES
had heard from the Good Master, who was
oF THE ROMANS.
also the physlcmn of minds, " If an)" one shall I Now, therefore,
with regard to those to
deny me before men, him will I also denYlwhom
God dld not pnrpose to give eternal
before my Father who ts in heaven, and be- hfe with His holy angels m His own celestial
fore the angels of God." 3 amidst maledlcUons
clty; to the society of whmh that true piety
and reproaches,
and most grievous
persecu- Iwhlctl does not render the service of religion,
tlons and cruel punishments,
were not deterred
which the (;reeks c,all Ao'rOe[(G to any save
from the preaching
of human salvation
by tile true God conducts, if He had also withthe noise of human indignation.
And when, held from them the terrestrial
glory of that
as they did and spake divine things, and lived most excellent
empire, a reward would not
divine lives, conquering,
as it were, hard'have
been rendered
to their good arts,_that
hearts, and introducing
into them the peace is, their wrtues,--bywhlch
they sought to atof righteousness,
great glory followed them Itain so great glory.
For as to those who seem
in the church of Christ, they did not rest in to do some good that they may receive glory
that as m the end of their virtue, but, refer- from men, the Lord also says, " Verily I sa3z
ring that glory itself to the glory of God, by unto you, they have received their reward. ''6
whose grace they were what they were, they So also these despised
their own private
sought to kindle, also by that same flame, laffairs for the sake of the republic, and for its
the minds of those for whose good they con-l treasury
resisted
avarice, consulted
for the
sulted, to the love of Him, by whom they 'good of their country with a spn'it of freecould be made to be what they themselves !dora, addicted neither to what their laws prowere.
For their Master had taught them not nounced to be crime nor to lust.
By all these
to seek to be good for the sake of human acts, as by the true way, they pressed forward
glory, saying, "Take
heed that ye do not to honors,
power,
and glory;
they
were
your righteousness
before men to be seen of honored among almost all nations; they imthem, or otherwise ye shall not have a reward posed the laws of their empire upon many
from your Father who is in heaven."*
But nations; and at this day, both,in
literature
again, lest, understanding
this wrongly, they and history, they are glorious among almost
should, through fear of pleasing men, be less al I nations.
There is no reason why they
useful
through
concealing
their goodness,
should complain against the justice of the snshowing for what end they ought to make. it_ preme and true God..--" they have received'
known, He says, " Let your works shine be- [thelr reward."
fore men, that they may see your good deeds, [
er who IS In heaven 5 CHAP
,6 CONCERNING
THE
REWARD
OF
TIlE
and glorify your Fath
" '
." ]
•
.Not, observe, ' that ye may be seen by them, [ HOLY CITIZENS OF THE CELESTIAL CITY, TO
that is, in order that their eyes may be d_- [ wHOM THE EXAMPLE OF THE VIRTUESOF TIlE;
rected upon vou,"--for
of yourselves ye are [ ROMANSARE USEFUL.
nothing,--but:
z John v. 44.
3 Matt. x. 33'
Matt. v. x6.
7

"that

they

may
u John
* Matt

glorify

your

But the reward of the saints is far different,
]who even here endured reproaches
for that

xii 43
vi. x.
6 Matt.

vl

2.
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city of God which is hateful to the lovers _own hearty consent, than it would have been
of this world.
That city is eternal.
There
paid with had it to be extorted from them as
none are born, for none die.
There is true conquered men > For I do not see what it
and full felicity,--not
a goddess, but a gift of makes for the safety, good morals, and cerGod.
Thence we receive the pledge of faith, tainly not for the dignity, of men, that some
whilst onourpilgrimagewesigh
for its beauty,
have conquered
and others have been conThere rises not the sun on the good and the quered, except that it yields them that most
insane
omp of human glory, in which "they
evil, but the Sun of Righteousness
protects
P •
•
"
d
the good alone.
There no great industry shall have received their reward,
who burne
with
be expended
to enrich the public treasury by excessive desire of it, and carried on most
suffering privations at home, for there is the eager wars.
For do not their lands pay tribcommon
treasury of truth.
And, therefore,
ute ? Have they any privilege of learning
it was not only for the sake of recompensing
what the others are not privileged
to learn ?
the citizens of Rome that her empire and
there not many senators
in the other
glory had been so signally extended,
but also countries who do not even know Rome by
that the citizens of that eternal city, during
sight ? Take away outward show, x and what
their pilgrimage
here, might diligently
and are all men after all but men ? But even
soberly contemplate
these examples, and see though the perversity of the age should perwhat a love they owe to the supernal country
mit that all the better men should be more
on account
of life eternal,
if the terrestrial
highly honored
than others,
neither
thus
country was so much beloved by its citizens should
at a great But
price,let
for it is human
smoke honor
whmh be
has held
no weight.
on account of human glory•
us avail ourselves even in these things of the
CHAP.

WHAT PROFIT THE ROMANS kindness of God.
Let us consider how
AND
HOW
MUCH
_HEY
things they despised, how great things
CONTRIBUTED
TO THE WELL-BEINGOF THOSE endured, what lusts they subdued for the
WHOMTHEY CONQUERED•
of human glory, who merited that glory,
I?._TO

CARRIED

ON

WARS,

great
they
sake
as it

For, as far as this life of mortals is con- were, m reward for such vlrtues;
and let this
cerned, which is spent and ended in a few be useful to us even in suppressing
pride, so
days, what does it matter underwhose
governthat, as that city in which it has been promment a dying man lives, if they who govern lsed us to reign as far surpasses
this one as
do not force him to impiety and iniquity?
heaven is distant from the earth, as eternal
Did the Romans ,at all harm those nations,
life surpasses temporalloy,
solid glory empty
on whom,
when subjugated,
they imposed praise, or the society of angels the society of
their laws, except in as far as that was ac- mortals, or the glory of Him who made the
complished
with great
slaughter
in war ? sun and moon the light of the sun and moon,
Now, had it b.een done with consent
of the the cmzens of so great a country may not
nations, it would have been done with greater
seem to themselves
to have done anything
success, but there would have been no glory very great, if, an order to obtain it, they have
of conquest,
for neither
did the Romans
done some good works or endured
some
themselves
live exempt from those laws which ewls, when those men
for this terrestrm_
they imposed on others.
Had this been done country
already
obtained,
did such great
without Mars and Bellona, so that there should things, suffered such great things.
And eshave been no place for victor3', no one con- pecially are all these things to be considered,
quering where no one had fought, would not because the remission
of sins which collects
the condition of the Romans and of the other cltizens to the celestial country has something
nations have been one and the same, especially
in it to which a shadowy resemblance
is found
if that had been done at once which after- in that asylum of Romulus,
whither escape
wards was done most humanely and most ac- from the punishment
of all manner of crimes
ceptably, namely, the admission of all to the congregated
that multitude
with which the
rights of Roman citizens who belonged to the
was to be founded.
Roman empire, and if that had been made
FROM _8.--HOW
BOASTING, FAR
IF CHRmTIANS
THEY
HAVE OUGHT
DONE
ANYthe privilege of all which was formerly
the _ :HAP.
TO
BE
privilegeof a few,with thisone condition,
thatthe humbler classwho had no lands of
THINV,
COUNTRY, FOR
WHENTHE
THE LOVE
ROMANS
OF DID
THESUCHETEI_AL
GREAT
tkeir own should live at the public expense-TmNGS FOR H_MAN GLORY AND A amman,an alimentary
impost, which would have been
TRIAL CITY.
paid with a much better grace by them into
the hands of good administrators
of the reWhat great thing, therefore,
is it for that
public, of which they were members, by their
,]_t_t,'_.
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eternal and celestial city to despise all the
charms of this world, however pleasant, if for
the sake of this terrestrial
city Brutus could
even put to death his son,--a
sacrifice which
the heavenly city compels no one to make ?
But certainly
it is more difficult to put to
death one's sons, than to do what is required
to be done for the heavenly country, even to
distribute
to the poor those things which were
looked upon as things to be amassed and laid
up for one's children, or to let them go, if
there arise any temptation
which compels us
to do so, for the sake of faith and righteousness.
For it is not earthly riches which make
us or our sons happy; for they must either
be lost by us in our lifetime, or be possessed
when we are dead, by whom we know not, or
perhaps
by whom we would not.
But it is
God who makes us happy, who is the true
riches of minds.
But of Brutus, even the
poet who celebrates
his praises testifies that
it was the occasion of unhappiness
to him that
he slew his son, for he says,
" And call his own rebellious seed
For menaced hberty Io bleed,
Unhappy father _ howsoe'er
The deed be judged by after days." 1
But in the following verse he consoles him m
his unhappiness,
saying,
"His country's love shall all o'erbear."
There
are those two things, namely, liberty
and the desire of human praise, which cornpelled the Romans to admirable
deeds.
If,
therefore,
for the liberty of dying men, and
for the destre of human praisewhlch
is sought
after by mortals, sons could be put to death
by a father, what great thing is it, if, for the
true liberty which has made us free from the
dominion of sin, _nd death, and the devil,-not through the desire of human
pratse, but
through the earnest desire of freeing men,
not from King Tarquin, but from demons and
the prince of the demons,--we
should, I do
not say put to death our sons, but reckon
amongour
sons Christ's poor ones ? If, also,
another
Roman chief, surnamed
Torquatus,
slew his son, not because he fought against
his country,
but because,
being challenged
by an enemy, he through
youthful impetuosity fought, though for his country, yet contrary to orders which he his father had given
as general; and this he did, notwithstanding
that his son was victorious, lest there should
be more evil in the example of authority despised, than good in the glory of slaying an
enemy;--if,
I say, Torquatus
acted
thus,
wherefore should they boast themselves,
who,
x ._t'nev.d,
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for the laws of a celestial country, despise
all earthly good things, which are loved far
less than sons ? If Furius Camillus, who was
condemned
by those who envied him, notwithstanding
that he had thrown off from the
necks of his countrymen the yoke of their
most bitter enemies, the Veientes, again dehvered his ungrateful
country from theGauls,
because he had no other in which he could
have better opportumties
for hying a life of
glory;--lf
Camlllus
did thus, why should he
be extolled as having done some great thing,
who, having, it may be, suffered in the church
at the hands of carnal enemies most grievous
and dishonoring
injury, has not betaken himself to heretmal
enemies, or himself raised
some heresy against her, but has rather defended her, as far as he was able, from the
most pernicious perversity
of heretics,
since
there is not another
church,
I say not in
which one can live allfe of glory, but in which
eternal life can be obtained ? If Mucius, in
order that peace might be made with King
Porsenna, who was pressing the Romans with
a most grievous war, whe.r_ ht: did not succeed
in slaymg Porsenna, b_ sleW' ano_bec._,
mistake for him, reac'_e6 fofttt his right t':o_'zl _nd
laid it on a red-hot, altar, saying that 'tna_y,
such as he saw kim to be had conspired"._b.'r,.
hls destruction;
s_othat Porsenna,
terrified _t' '
his daring, and at the thought of a consDiraey' ','
of such as h% wxthout any det_,y recall'e_l,aP ....
his warhke p_rpos_._ _¢_t ,.may_ peae¢_-'-*if,"]: ; '_',
say, Mucius:t_ld
t_iiN.,_h°0gnall spe,_k-oI hi_',''
meritorious claqns to the ,kin_Oniff c4;ll_aven'.'_
ff for _t he may.ttave'd_vela
td. tne_Ttdmes nbt' '
one hand, but e'v._:o Ms _vhole body, and that.'
not by his own sFontaneous
act, but bed_a,_
he was persecuted.b}"
a,_other ? If Cu_ius,
spurring on his steed, t_tew himself allarmed
mto a precipitous
gulf, obeying the oracles
of their gods, which had commanded
that the
Romans should throw into that gulf the best
thing which they possessed, and they could
only understand
thereby that, since they excelled in men and arms, the gods had commanded that an armed man should be cast
headlonglnto
that destruction;--if
he did this,
shall we say that that man has done a great
thing for the eternal city who may have died
by a hke death, not, however, precipitating
himself spontaneously
into a gulf, but having
suffered this death at the hands of some enemy of his faith, more especially when he has
received from his Lord, who is also King of
his country, a more certain oracle, "Fear not
them who kill the body, but cannot kill the
soul? ''_ If the Decii dedicated
themselves
to death, consecrating
themselves
in a form
2 _.
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of words, as it were, that falling, and pacify- Valerius, who died when he was holdmg the
ing by their blood the wrath of the gods, they office of consul, was so poor that his funeral
might be the means of delivering the Romar
expenses were paid with money collected
by
army;--if
they did this, let not the holy mar- the people ?---or when he hears that Quintius
tyrs carry themselves
proudly, as though they Cincinnatus,
who, possessing
only four acres
had done some meritorious thing for a share of land, and cultivating
them with his own
ila that country where are eternal life and fell hand_, was taken from the plough to be made
city, if even to the shedding of their blood, dictator,--an
office more honorable even than
loving not only the brethren for whom it was tibat of consul,--and
that, after having won
shed, but_ according as had been commanded
great glory by conquering
the enemy, he prethem, even their enemies by whom it was be- ferred notwithstanding
to continue in his poving shed, they have vied with one another in erty ? Or how shall he boast of having done
faith of love and love of faith.
If Marcus
a great thing, who has not been prevailed upon
Pulvillus, when engaged in dedicating a tern- by the offer of any reward of this world to reple to Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva, received
nounce his connection with that heavenly and
with such indifference
the false intelligence
eternal country, when he hears that Fabricius
which was brought to him of the death of his could not be prevailed
on to forsake the Roson, with the intention of so agitating him that man city by the great gifts offered to him by
he should goaway, and thus the glory of dedi- Pyrrhus
king of the Epirots, who promised
caring the temple should fall to his colleague;
him the fourth part of his kingdom, but pre--if he received
that intelligence with such ferred to ablde there in his poverty as a priindifference that he even ordered that his son vate individual ? For if, when their republic,
should be cast out unburied, the love of glory ! --that is, the interest of the people, the inhaving overcome in his heart the grief of be-Iterest
of the country, the common
interest,
reavem.enk,
he!--was
most prosperous
and wealthy,
they
•
• • how * slv_l ., any one affirm that
hadglM/_e_a_gl;_§t th_n_,for the preaching of themselves were so poor in their own houses,
th_ _o.Tdp_el,by wh_h,'t_
t_tlzens of the heav- that one of them, who had already been twice
_nly _ city are delivered,_from
divers errors,
a consul, was expelled from that senate of
,,_a_l gathered
together
from_ivers
wander- ipoor men by the censor, because he was dis_ags, towhom his Lord has s_L when anxious
covered to possess ten pounds weight of sll'.'_bo_a_ the burial of his fatt_'er, " Follow me, ver-plate,_stnce,
I say, those very men by
',i'=_e_'Che,deod
bury their dealt? ''_ Regu- whose triumphs the public treasury was end, :lus; _it_,6r,d_.r la_ _' L_ea_o h_g 13_th, even with rlched were so poor, ought not all Christians,
(/,his mp_t cruel oer_eda'_e_ _eftot_ed
to them who make common property of their riches
,_fror_'_q_otfl_.o_:_lf,obe,cause
(0s he is said to with a far nobler purpose, even that (accord' ' _tve'rdpl_d_t/97tbe,
RO_ans_l_Gn
tlley wished mg to what is written in the Acts of the
_=_'etain
him) he'cb_a_d r_o_"J_ave the dignity Apostles) they may distribute to each one ac6f_h honorable citizeq at'P,_ome after having cording to his need, and that no one may say
beta a slave to th_o#frLcans,
and the Car- that anything
is his own, but that all things
thaginians
put him_o "death with the utmost may be their common
possession,=_ought
tortures, because he had spoken against them they not to understand
that they should not
in the senate.
If Regulus acted thus, what vaunt themselves,
because they do that to
tortures are not to be despised
for the sake obtain the society of angels, when those men
of good faith toward that country to whose did well-nigh the same thing to preserve the
beatitude
faith itself leads ? Or what will a glory of the Romans ?
man have rendered to the Lord for all He has
How could these, and whatever like things
bestowed upon him, if, for the faithfulness
he are found in the Roman history, have become
owes to Him, he shall have suffered such things so widely known, and have been proclaimed
.as Regulus
suffered at the hands of his most by so great a fame, had not the Roman eraruthless enemies for the good faith which he pire, extending
far and wide, been raised to
owed to them ? And how shall a Christian
its
greatness
by magnificent
successes ?
dare vaunt himself of his voluntary poverty, Wherefore,
through that empire, so extensive
which he has chosen in order that during the and of so long continuance,
so illustrious and
pilgrimage of this life he may walk the more glorious also through the virtues of such great
disencumbered
on the way which leads to the men, the reward which they sought was rencountry where the true riches are, even Gcd dered to their earnest aspirations,
and also
Himself;--how,
I say, shall he vaunt himself
examples are set before us, containing neeesfor this, when he hears or reads that Lucius
sary admonition,
in order that we may be
t Matt.
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stung with shame if we shall see that we have
not held fast those virtues for the sake of the
most glorious city of God, which are, in whatever way, resembled
by those virtues which
they held fast for the sake of the glory of a
terrestrial
city, and that, too, if we shall feel
conscious that we have held them fast, we may
not be lifted up with pride, because,
as the
apostle says, " The sufferings of the present
time are not worthy to be compared
to the
glory which shall be revealed
in us." • But
so far as regards
human and temporal glory,
the lives of these ancient Romans were reckoned sufficiently worthy.
Therefore,
also, we
see, in the light of that truth which, veiled
in the Old Testament,
is revealed in the New,
namely, that it is not in vmwof terrestrial
and
temporal
benefits,
which divine providence
grants promiscuously
to good and evil, that
God is to be worshipped,
but in view of eternal life, everlasting
gifts, and of the society
of the heavenly city ltself;--in
the hght of
this truth we see that the Jews were most
righteously
given as a trophy to the glory of
the Romans;
for we see that these Romans,
who rested on earthly glory, and sought to
obtain it by virtues, such as they were, conquered
those who, in their great depravity,
slew and rejected the giver of true glory, and
of the eternal city.-

.glory; for contempt of it is seen by God, but
IS not manifest
to human judgment.
For
whatever
any one does before the eyes of
men in order to show himself to be a despiser
of glory, if they suspect that he is doing it in
order to get greater praise,--that
is, greater
glory,--he
has no means of demonstrating
to
the perceptions of those who suspect him that
the case is really otherwise than they suspect
it to be.
But he who despises the judgment
of pralsers, despises also the rashness of sus.
pectors.
Their salvation,
indeed, he does
not despise, if he is truly good; for so great
is the righteousness
of that man who receives
Ills virtues
from the Spirit of God, that he
loves his very enemies, and so loves them that
he desires that his haters and detractors
may
he turned to righteousness,
and become his
associates, and that not in an earthly but in
a heavenly country.
But with respect to his
praisers, though he sets httle value on their
pra,se, he does not set little value on their
love; neither does he elude their praise, lest
he should forfeit their love.
And, therefore,
he strives earnestly to have their praises dlrected to H_m from whom every one receives
whatever
in hlm is truly praiseworthy.
But
he who is a despiser of glory, but is greedy
of domlnat,on,
exceeds the beasts in the vices
of cruelty and luxuriousness.
Such, indeed,
were certain of the Romans,
who, wanting
,CHAP. I9.--CONCERNING
THE DIFFERENCE BE-I the love of esteem, wanted not the thirst for
TWEEN
TRUE
GLORY
AND
THE
DESIRE
OF DOMIdomination;
and that there were many such,
NATION
[ history testifies.
But it was Nero Cmsar who
m,
."
...........
Ewas the first to reach the summit and, as it
lnere
is assureuty a inherence t)etween me
........
'
" i
f human
lor and the des,re of do were, the cltaoet,
of this vice; for so great
_me_rti°n I" for thogu hYhe who has an over_lWas his luxuriousness,
that one would have
weening _telight in _uman glory will be also _h°tUlgmht
th_resW;_ln_hlcrg2_tyl,
Y:h°ab;dar_?od t
very prone to aspire earnestly after domina-t_,_
_ .....
_,...
v .....
,_ .......
In _,_..
tion,
nevertheless
they who
desire
the true
_ ...........
":' ........
:".... -""'Y
•
. ,
.
. .
_
I ............
thought there
was anything
effeminate
In his
gmry even ot human praise stove not to ms. ......
lease those who ud e well of them
For lenaracter,
l,_evertneless power ana aommaP
Jr, g .....
;" -. -I tion are not given even to such men save by
"there are many goofl moral quantles, ot wmcn
•.
- .......
...........
[the provloence
ot the most nlgn t.ioo, when
many are competent
juoges, althOUgh mey..
. _
.............
are n t ossessed
b
man
and b_ those lne juuges mat toe state ot human artalrs ts
o p
Y
Y;
Y
Iworthy of such lords
The divine utterance
good
moral qualities
those men press on to I ls
..... clear on tnls matter;
"
...... the wtsaom
.............
tor
ot
lor
, honor ana oomlnanon,
oI wnom _allHSl_ : r_^A
+_.,,,.
o_l.o
'_ "R., _.
t-i_tre
_.,_itr_
_-,d
,]_oLyI_,

DUl. bJ, I_:;_ _lcaa
tJtt L'J L/tb
Ltt_L W _'.
,
. ......
tyrants
possess the land. t_ 2 But, that 'it may
put WhOSoever, without possessing ttaat ae- .,_ _o ,h,_,,rh, ¢h,t h_r " t.,_.n,¢ " ;, m$*ont
sire of g lo ry which makes one fear to
" not wicked and impious kings, but brave men,
please those who judge his conduct, des,res
m accordance with the ancient
use of the
domination
and power, very often seeks to
obtain what he loves by most open crimes, word, as when Virgil says,
Therefore
he who desires glory presses on to
"For know that treaty may not stand
obtain it either by the true way, or certainly
Where king greets kmg and jolys, not hand,
.
by deceit and artifice, wishing to appear good in another place it is most unamt)iguousty
saia
_(hen he is not.
Therefore
to him who pos-[ of God, that He '_ maketh the man who is an

sesses
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sity of" the people." • Wherefore,
though I
have, according to my ability, shown for what
reason God, who alone is true and just, helped
forward the Romans,
who were good according to a certain standard of an earthly state,
tothe acquirement
of the glory of so great an
empire, there may be, nevertheless,
a more
hidden cause, known better to God than to
us, depending on the diversity of the merits
of the human race.
Among all who are truly
pious, it is at all events agreed that no one
without true piety,--that
is, true worship of
the true GodMcan have true virtue; and that
it is not true virtue which is the slave of human
praise.
Though, nevertheless,
they who are
not citizens of the eternal city, which is called
the city of God in the sacred Scriptures,
are
more useful to the earthly city when they possess even that virtue thanif theyhad
not even'
that.
But there could be nothing more fortunate for human affairs than that, by the
mercy of God, they who are endowed
with
true piety of life, if they have the skill for;
ruling people, should also have the power,
But such men, however great virtues they
may possess in this life, attribute
it solely to
the grace of God that He has bestowed it on
them--willing,
believing,
seeking.
And, at
the same time, they understand
how far they
are short of that perfection
of righteousness
which exists in the society of those holy angels
for which they are striving to fit themselves,
But however much that virtue may be praised
and cried up, which without true piety is the
slave of human glory, it is not at all to be
compared
even to the feeble beginnings
of
the virtue of the saints, whose hope is placed
in the grace and mercy of the true God.

to do wrong to no one, lest, on account of the
breaking of the laws, Pleasure be not able to
live in security.
Fortitude she orders to keep
her mistress, that is, Pleasure, bravely in her
mind, if any affliction befall ker body which
does not occasion death, in order that by remembrance of former delights she may raingate the poignancy of present pain.
Temperance she commands
to take only a certain
quantity even of the most favorite food, lest,
through immoderate use, anything prove hurtful by disturbing the health of the body, and
thus Pleasure, which the Epicureans
make to
consist chiefly in the health of the body, be
grievously offended.
Thus the virtues, with
the whole dignity of their glory, will be the
slaves of Pleasure, as of some imperious and
disreputable
woman.
There is nothing,
say our philosophers,
more disgracefuland
monstrous than this picture, and which the eyes of good men can
less endure.
And they say the truth.
But
I do not think that the picture would be suffictently becoming,
even if it were made so
that the virtues should be represented
as the
slaves of human glory; for, though that glory
be not a luxurious woman, it is nevertheless
puffed up, and has much vamty in it. Wherefore it is unworthy of the solidity and firmness of the virtues to represent them as serving this glory, so that Prudence shall provide
nothing, Jusuee distribute
nothing, Temperance moderate nothing, except to the end that
men may be pleased and vain glory served.
Nor will they be able to defend themselves
from the charge of such baseness, whilst they,
by way of being despisers of glory, disregard
the judgment
of other men, seem to themselveswlse,
and please themselves.
Fortheir
CHAP.
20.--THAT
IT IS AS SHAMEFUL
FOR THE
virtue,--if,
indeed, it is virtue at all,--is
only
VIRTUES TO SERVEHUMAN GLORYAS BODILY in another way sub3ected to human praise; for
PLEASURE.
he who seeks to please h_mself _eeks still to
Philosophers,mwho
place theend of human please man.
But he who, with true piety
good in virtue itself, in order to put to shame towards God, whom he loves, believes, and
certain
other philosophers,
who indeed ap-ihopes
in, fixes his attention
more on those
prove of the virtues, but measure
them all ithmgs in which he displeases
himself,
than
with reference to the end of bodily pleasure,
on those things, if there are any such, which
and think that this pleasure is to be sought please himself, or rather, not himself, but the
for its own sake, but the virtues on account
truth, does not attribute that by which he can
of pleasure,--arewont
to paint akind of word- now please the truth to anything
but to the
picture, in which Pleasure sits like a luxurious
mercy of Him whom he has feared to disqueen on a royal seat, and all the virtues are please, giving thanks for what in him is healed,
subjected to her as slaves, watching her nod, and pouring out prayers for the healing of that
that they may do whatever she shall command, i which is yet unhealed.
She _ommands
Prudence
to be ever on the
watch to discover hoe Pleasure may rule, and CHAP. 2I._THAT
THE ROMAN I)OMII_ION Wqtk_
be safe.
Justice she orders to grant what
GRA_TZl) BY HIM FROM WHOMIS ALL POWER,
benefits she tannin order to secure those friendAND BY WHOSEPROVIDENCEALL THINGS ARE
ships which are necessary for bodily pleasure;
RULED.
• Job=_dv._

These things

being

so, we do not attribute
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the power of giving kingdoms and empires to Terminus of which I spoke in the preceding
any save to the true God, who gives happi- book; forthe god Terminus yielded to necesness in the kingdom of heaven to the pious slty, though he had not yielded to Jupiter.
alone, but gives kingly power on earth both Mamfestly these things are ruled and govto the pious and the impious, as it may please erned by the one God according as He pleases;
Him, whose good pleasure
is always just. and if IdIis motives are hid, are they therefore
For though we have said something about the unjust ?
principles which grade His admimstratton,
in'
so far as it has seemed good to Him to ex-ICHAP. 22.--THE DURATIONS AND ISSUES OF
plain it, nevertheless
it is too much for us, i
WAR DEPEND ON THE WILLOF GOD.
and far surpasses our strength, to discuss the_
Thus also the duratmns of wars are deterhidden things of men's hearts, and by a clear mined by H_m as He may see meet, accordexamination to determine
the merits of vari- mg to I_is righteous will, and pleasure, and
ous kingdoms.
He, therefore,
who is theimercy ' to afflict or to console the human race,
one true God, who never leaves the humani so that they are sometimes of longer, somerace without
3ust judgment and help, gave al times of shorter duration
The war of the
kingdom to the Romans when He would, and_
•
".
Pirates and the tlurd Puree war were termias great as He would, as He did also to the nated with incredible
celerity.
Also the war
Assyrians,
and even the Persians, by whom, of the fugitive gladmtors, though in it many
as their own books testlfy, only two gods are Roman generals and the consuls were. deworshipped, the one good and the other ewl, feated, and Italy was terribly wasted and rav_to
say nothmg
concerning
the Hebrew aged, was nevertheless
ended in the third
people, of whom I have already spoken as year, having itself been, during its continumuch as seemed necessary, who, as long as lance, the end of much.
The Picentes, the
they were a kingdom, worshipped
none save I Marsl, and the Pehgm, not distant but Italian
the true God.
The same, therefore, who gave I nations, after a long and most loyal servitude
to the Persians harvests, though they did nOtunde r the Roman yoke, attempted
to raise
worship the goddess Segetia, who gave the their heads into liberty, tbough many nations
other blessings of the earth, though they did Ihad now been subjected to the Roman power,
not worship the many gods which the RO-:and
Carthage had been overthrown.
In this
roans supposed to preside, each one over some Itahan war the Romans were very often departicular thing, or even many of them over _teated, and two consuls perished, besides other
each several thing,_He,
I say, gave the Per-nobl
e senators; nevertheless
this calamity was
sians dominion, though they worsh:pped none not protracted over a long space of time, for
of those gods to whom the Romans believed the fifth year put an end to it.
But the secthemselves indebted for the empire.
And the [ond Punic war, lasting for the space of eighsame is true in respect of men as wetl as na.[tee n years, and occasioning the greatest
distions.
He who gave power to Marius gave it asters and calammes to the republic, wore out
also to Caius Caesar; He who gave it to Angus- and well-mgh consumed
the strength of the
tus gave it also to Nero; He also who gave Romans;
for in two battles
about seventy
it to the most benignant
emperors,
the Ves- thousand Romans fell2
The first Punic war
pasians, father and son, gave tt also to the iwas terminated
after having been waged for
cruel Domitian;
and, finally, to avoid the three-and-twenty
years.
The
Mithridatic
necessity
of going over them all, He who war was waged for forty years.
And that no
gave it to the Christian
Constantine
gave it one may think that in the early and much bealso to the apostate Julian, whose gdted mind lauded times of the Romans they were far
was deceived by a sacrilegious and detestable
braver and more able to bring wars to a speedy
curiosity,
stimulated
by the love of power, termination,
the Samnite war was protracted
And it was because he was addicted through
for nearly fifty years; and in this war the Kocuriosity to vain oracles, that, confident
of roans were so beaten that they were even put
victory, he burned the ships which were laden under the yoke.
But because they did not
with the provisions
necessary for his army, love glory for the sake of justice, but seemed
and therefore,
engaging
with hot zeal in rather to have loved justice for the sake of
rashly audacious
enterprises,
he was soon glory, they broke the peace and the treaty
slain, as the lUSt consequence
of his reckless- which had been concluded.
These things I
ness, and left his army unprovisioned
in an I mention,
because
many,
ignorant
of past
enemy's country, and in such a predicament
I
that it never could have escaped,
save by things, and some also dissimulatingwhat
they
altering
the boundaries
of the Roman era- I know, if in Christian times they see any war
pire, in violation
of that omen of the god I , of theThra_'mermLakeand Carm_.
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protracted a little longer than they expected,
ing to those places where he was overwhelmed
straightway make a fierce and insolent attack at the nod of the Supreme Maj.esty, as his
on our religion, exclaiming that, but for it, fame was, everywhere increasing, it was being
the deities would have been supplicated still, told us at Carthage that the pagans were beaccording to ancient rites; and then, by that lieving, publishing, and boasting, that he, on
bravery of the Koreans, which, with the help account of the help and protection of the gods
of Mars and Bellona, speedily brought to an friendly to him, because of the sacrifices which
end such great wars, this war also would be he was said to be daily offering to them, would
speedily
terminated.
Let them, therefore,
certainly
not be conquered
by those who
who have read history recollect what long- were not performing
such sacrifices
to the
continued wars, havmgvarlous
issues and en- Roman gods, and did not even permit that
tailing woeful slaughter, were waged by the they should be offered by any one.
And
ancient Romans, in accordance with the gene- now these wretched men do not give thanks
ral truth that the earth, like the tempestuous
to God for his great mercy, who, having
deep, is subject to agitations
from tempests
determined
to chastise
the corrupUon
of
--tempests
of such evils, tn various degrees,
men, which was worthy of far heavier chas--and let them sometimes confess what they tisement
than the corruption of the barbado not like to own, and not, by madly speak- rlans, tempered His indignation
with such
ing against God, destroy themselves
and de- mildness as, in the first instance, to cause
ceive the ignorant,
that the king of the Goths should be conquered in a wonderful manner,
lest glory
CHAP.

23._CONCERNING

RADAGAISUS,

KING

THE
OF

THE

WAR IN WHICH should accrue to demons, whom he was known
to be supplicating,
and thus the minds of the
GOTHS,
A WOR-

OF DEMONS,
WAS CONQUERED IN weak should be overthrown;
and then, afterWITH ALL HIS MIGHTYFORCES.
wards, to cause that, when Rome was to be
taken, it should be taken by those barbarians
Nevertheless
they
do not mention with who, contrary to any custom of all former
thanksgiving
what God has very recently, and wars, protected,
through
reverence
for the
within our own memory,
wonderfully
and Christian
religion, those who fled for refuge
mercifully done, but as far as in them lies to the sacred places, and who so opposed the
they attempt, if posslble, to bury it in univer- demons themselves,
and the rites of impious
sal oblivion.
But should we be silent about sacrifices, that they seemed to becarrylng
on
these things,
we should be in like manner
a far more terrible war with them than with
ungrateful.
When Radagaisus,
king of the men.
Thus did the true Lord and Governor
Goths, having taken up his position very near of things both scourge the Romans
mercito the city, with a vast and savage army, was fully, and, by the marvellous
defeat of the
already close upon the Romans, he was in one worshippers
of demons, show that those sacday so speedily
and so thoroughly
beaten,
rifices were not necessary even for the safety
that, whilst not even one Roman was wounded,
of present things; so that, by those who do
much less slain, far more than a hundred
not obstinately hold out, but prudently conthousand of his army were prostrated,
and he sider the matter, true religion may not be dehimself and his sons, having been captured,
serted on account of the urgencies
of the
were forthwith put to death, suffering the pun- present time, but may be more clung to in
ishment they deserved.
For had so impious
most confident expectation
of eternal life.
a man, with so great and so impious a host,
entered the city, whom would he have spared ? CHAP. 24.-WHAT
WAS THE HAPPINESS OF
what tombs of the martyrs would he have reTHE
CHRISTIAN
EMPERORS,
AND
HOW
FAR
IT
spected?
in his treatment
of what person
WASTRUE HAPPINESS.
would he have manifested the fear of God ?
whose blood would he have refrained from
For neither do we say that certain Christian
shedding?
whose
chastity
would he have emperors were therefore happy because they
wished to preserve inviolate ?
But how loud ruled a long time, or, dying a peaceful deatl_,
would they not have been in the praises of left their sons to succeed them m the empire,
their gods ! How insultingly they would have or subdued the enemies of the republic, or
boasted,
saying that Radagaisus
had con- were able both to guard against and to supquered, that he had been able to achieve such press the attempt of hostile citizens rising
great things, because he propitiated and won against them.
These and other gifts or comover the gods by daily sacrifices,ma
thing forts of this sorrowful life even certain worwhich the Christian religion did not allow the shippers of demons have merited to receive,
Romans to do ! For when he was approach- who do not belong to the kingdom of God to
SHIPPER

ONE

DAY,
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which these belong; and this ts to be traced
to the mercy of God, who would not have
those who believe in Him desire such things
as the highest good.
But we say that they
are happy if they rule justly; if they are not
lifted up amid the praises of those who pay
them sublime honors, and the obsequiousness
of those who salute thena with an excessive
humility, but remember
that they are men
if they make their power the handmaldof
HI.,
majesty by using it for the greatest possible
extension
of His worship;
if they fear, love,
worshxp God; if more than their own they
love that klngdom in which they are not afra16
to have partners;
if they are slow to punish,
ready to pardon; if they apply that punish.
ment as necessary to government
and defence
of the repubhc, and not in order to gratify
their own enmity; if they grant pardon, not
that iniqmty may go unpunished,
but with the
hope that the transgressor
may amend his
ways; if they compensate
with the lenity of
mercy and the hberahty
of benevolence
for
whatever
severity they may be compelled to
decree; if thear luxury is as much restrained
as it might have been unrestrained;
if the 3"
prefer to govern depraved desires rather than
any nation whatever;
and if they do all these
things, not through ardent
desire of empty
glory,
but through
love of eternal fellctty,
not neglecting to offer to the true God, who
is their God, for their sins, the sacrifices of
humtlity, contrition, and 0rayer.
Such Christian emperors, we say, are happy in the present time by hope, and are destined to be so
in the enjoyment
of the reality itself, when
that which we wait for shall have arrived,
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fended the whole Roman world.
In conducting and carrying on wars he was most victorious; in overthrowing
tyrants he was most
successful.
He died at a great age, of sickness and old age, and left his sons to succeed
him in the empire. _ But again, lest any emperor should become a Christian
in order to
merit the happiness
of Constantine,
when
every one should be a Christian
for tile sake
of eternal life, God took away Jovian
far
sooner than Julian, and permitted that Gratlan
should be slain by the sword of a tyrant.
But
in his case there was far more mitigation of
the calamity than in the case of the great
Pompey, for he could not be avenged
by
Cato, whom he had left, as it were, heir to
the civil war.
But Gratlan,
though pious
minds require
not such consolations,
was
avenged by Tneodosius,
whom he had associated with himself in the empire, though he
had a httte brother of his own, being more
desirous of a faithful alliance than of extensive power.
CHAP.

THE FAITH AND PIETY OF
THEOI)OS_USAUGUSTUS.

26.--ON

And on this account, Theodosius
not only
preserved during the lifetime of Gratian that
fidelity which was due to htm, but also, after
his death, he, like a true Christian, took his
httle brother Valentinian
under his protectmn, as joint emperor, after he had been expelled
by Maximus,
the murderer
of his
father
He guarded him with paternal affec.
Iron, though he might without any difficulty
have got rid of him, being entirely destitute
of all resources, had lie been animated with

CHAP. 25.---CONCERNING
THE
WHICH GOD GRANTED TO THE
EMPERORCONS'I±_NTINE.

PROSPERITY the desire of extcnswe
empire, and not with
CHRISTIAN the amhition of being a benefactor.
It was
therefore a far greater pleasure to him, when
he had adopted the boy, and preserved to him
For the good God, lest men, who believe his imperial
dignity, to console him by his
that He is to be worshipped
with a view to very humamty
and kindness.
Afterwards,
eternal hfe, should think that no one could when that success was rendering
Maximus
attain to all this high estate, and to this ter- terrible, Theodosius,
in the midst of his perrestrial dominion,
unless he should be a wor- plexmg anxieties, was not drawn away to folshipper of the demons,_supposing
that these low the suggestions of a sacrilegious and unspirits have great power w_th respect to such lawful curiosity, but sent to John, whose abode
things,_for
this reason He gave to the Em- was in the desert of Egypt,--for
he had
peror Constantine,
who was not a worshipper
learned that this servant of God (whose fame
of demons, but of the true God Himself, such was spreadmg
abroad) was endowed with the
fullness of earthly gifts as no one would even gift of prophecy,_and
from him he received
dare wish for.
To him also He granted the assurance of victory.
Immediately
the slayer
honor of founding a city, ' a companion
to the of the tyrant Maximus, with the deepest feelRoman empire, the daughter,
as it were, of ings of compassion
and respect, restored the
Rome itself, but without any temple or image boy Valentinianus
to his share in the empire
of the demons.
He reigned for a long period from which he had been driven.
Vatentinianus
as sole emperor,
and unaided
held and de- being soon after slain by secret assassination,
x Constantinople.

• Constantius,

Constantine)

and Constans.
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or by some other plot or accident, Theodounderstanding
well that not even terrestrial
sius, having again received a response
from gifts are placed in the power of demons, but
the prophet, and .placing entire confidence in in that of the true God.
And what could be
it, marched against the tyrant Eugenms,
who more admirable
than his religious
humility,
had been unlawfull T elected to succeed that when, compelled by the urgency of certain of
emperor, and defeated his very powerful army, his intimates,
he avenged the grievous crime
more by prayer than by the sword.
Some of the Thessalonians,
which at the prayer of
soldiers who were at the battle reported to me the bishops he bad promised to pardon, and,
that all the missiles they were throwing were_being laid hold of by the discipline
of the
snatched
from their hands by a vehement
church, did penance in such a way that the
wind, which blew from the direction of Theo- !sight of his imperial loftiness prostrated
made
dosius' army upon the enemy; nor did it only !the people who were interceding
for him weep
drive with greater velocity
the darts which l more than the consciousness
of offence had
were hurled against them, but also turned
made them fearit when enraged ? These and
back upon their own bodies the darts which !other similar good works, which it would be
they themselves
were throwing.
And there- long to tell, he carrmd with him from this
fore the poet Claudian, although an alien .from world of time, where the greatest human nothe name of Christ, nevertheless
says in his !bility and loftiness are but vapor.
Of these
praises of him, " O prince, too much beloved works the reward is eternal
happiness,
of
by God, for thee 2Eolus pours armed tempests
which God is the giver, though only to those
from their caves; for thee the air fights, and !who are sincerely pious.
But all other blessthe winds with one accord obey thy bugles."'
ings and privileges of this life, as the world
But the victor, as he had believed and pre- itself, light, air, earth, water, fruits, and the
dicted, overthrew the statues of Jupiter, whmh soul of man himself, his body, senses, mind,
had been, as it were, consecrated
by I know life, He lavishes on good and bad alike. And
not what kind of rites against him, and set up among these blessings is also to be reckoned
in the Alps.
And the thunderbolts
of these the possession of an empire, whose extent He
statues_ which were made of gold, he mirth- regulates
according
to the requirements
of
fully and graciously presented to his couriers,
His providential
government
at varmus times.
who (as the ioy of the occasion
permitted}
Whence, I see, we must now answer those
were jocularly saying that they would be most who, being confuted
and convicted
by the
happy to be struck by such thunderbolts,
most manifest
proofs, by which it is shown
The sons of his own enemies, whose fathers
that for obtaining
these terrestrial
things,
had been slain not so much by his orders as which are all the foohsh desire to have, that
by the vehemcnce of war, having fled f_r refuge multitude of false gods is of no use, attempt
to a church, though they were not yet Chris- to assert that the gods are to be worshipped
tians, he was anxious, taking advantage of the with a view to the interest, not of the present
occasion,
to bring over to Christianity,
and life, but of that which is to come after death.
treated them with Chrlstian love.
Nor did he For as to those who, for the sake of the frienddeprive them of their property, but, besides
ship.of this world, are willing to worship vaniallowing them to retain it, bestowed on them ties, and do not grieve that they are left tc_
additional
honors.
He did not permit private their puerile understandings,
I think they have
animosities
to affect the treatment
of any man been sufficiently answered in these five books;
after the war. He was not like Cinna, and Mar- of which books, when I had published
the
ius, and Sylla, and other such men, who wished first three, and they had begun to come into>
not to finish civil wars even when they were the hands of many, I heard that certain perfinished, but rather grieved
that they had sons were preparing
against them an answer
arisen at all, than wished that when they were of some kind or other in writing.
Then it
finished they should harm any one.
Amid was told me that they had already written their
all these events, from the very commencement
answer, but were waiting a time when they
of. his reign, he did not cease to help the could publish it without danger.
Such pertroubled church against the impious by most sons I would advise not to desire what cannot
just and merciful
laws, which the heretical
be of any advantage
to them; for it is very
Valens, favoring the Arians, had vehemently
easy for a man to seem to himself to have
afflicted.
Indeed, he rejoiced more to be a answered arguments, when he has only been
member of this church than he did to be a unwilling to be silent.
For what is more loking upon the earth.
The idols of the Gen- quacious than vanity ? And though it be able,
tiles he everywhere ordered to be overthrown,
if it like, to shout more loudly than the truth,
................
it is not, for all that, more powerful than the
,_',,,,,_,,'.g,t,',-_,,HM,,,'i_,,,,,,,_,_t_.
truth.
But let men consider diligently
all
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the things that we have said, and if, per-,wretched
man! who was at liberty to sin? ''_
chance,
judging
without
party spirit, they:Wherefore,
whoever he bewho deems himself
shall clearly perceive that they are such things ] happy because of license to revile, he would
as may rather be shaken than torn up by their be far happier if that were not allowed him
most impudent garrulity, and, as it were, sati- at all; for he might all tho while, laying aside
rical and mimic levity, let them restrain their I empty boast, be contradicting
those to whose
absurdities,
and let them choose rather to be I views he is opposed by way of free consultacorrected
by the wise than to be lauded by ! tion with them, and be listening, as it becomes
the foolish.
For if they are waiting an oppor- I him, honorably, gravely, candidly, to all that
tunity, not for liberty to speak the truth, but lcan be adduced
by those whom he consults
for hcense to revile, may not that befall them !by friendly disputation.
which Tully says concerning
some one, " Oh, l-,-r_,c.-_-_
7 v-_,9--
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PREFACE.
which the ignorant attempt to bring upon the
IN the five former books, I think I have Christian
religion on account of the disasters
sufficiently disputed agamst thosewho believe of this life, and the destruction
and change
that the many false gods, which the Christian
which
befall terrestrial
things,
whilst
the
truth shows to be useless images, or unclean
learneddo
not merely dissimulate,
but enspirits and pernicious
demons,
or certamty
courage that hatred, contrary to their own
creatures,
not the Creator,
are to be wor- consciences,
being possessed
by a mad ira,hipped for the advantage
of this mortal life, piety;--they
cannot have doubted,
I say, but
and of terrestrial
affairs, with that rite and that this hatred is devoid of right reflection
service which the Greeks call _tazpeta,
and and reason, and full of most light temerity,
which is due to the one true God.
And who and most pernicious animosity.
does not know that, in the face of excessive
stupidity
and obstinacy,
neither these five CHAP. I.--OV THOSEWHOMAINTAIN THAT THEY
nor any other number of books whatsoever
WORSHIP
THE GODS NOT
FOR THE SAKE OF
could be enough,
when it is esteemed
the
TEMPORAL BUT ETERNALADVANTAGES.
glory of vanity to yield to no amount
of
strengthon
the side of truth,--certainly
to his
destruction
over whom
so heinous
a vice
tyrannizes ? For, notwithstanding
all the assiduity of the physician who attempts to effect
a cure, the disease remains unconquered,
not
through any fault of his, but because of the
incurableness
of the sick man.
But those
who thoroughly
weigh the things which they
read, having understood and considered them,
without any, or with no great and excessive
degree of that obstinacy which belongs
to a
long.cherished
error, will more readily judge
that, in the five books already finished, we
have done more than the necessity
of the

Now, as, in the next place (as the promised
order demands),
those are to be refuted and
taught who contend that the gods of the nations, which the Christian
truth destroys, are
to be worshipped
not on account of this life,
bu t on account of that which is to be after
death, I shall do well to commence
my disputation with the truthful oracle of the holy
psalm, "Blessed
is the man whose hope is the
Lord God, and who respecteth
not vanities
and lying follies."'
Nevertheless,
in all vanities and lying follies the philosophers
are to
be listened to with far more toleration,
who
have repudiated those opinions and errors of
I the people; for the people set up images to

question
demanded,than than
that we have
deities,
it less discussion
it required.
And given[the
they
____
cannot have doubted but that all the hatred Ii * 1_ _. ,.

and

either

feigned

concerning
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those whom they call immortal
gods many lservedly ridiculed
in the world.
Wherefore,
false and unworthy things, or believed them, t as concerns those gods which the states have
already feigned, and, when believed, mixed iestablished,
it has been cleverly invented and
them up with their worship and sacred rites. Ihanded
down to memory
by learned men,
With those men who, though not by freet what god or goddess is to be supplicated
in
avowal of their convictions,
do still testify relation to ever)" particular
thing,wwhat,
for
that they disapprove of tbo_e things by their Instance, is to be sought from Liber, what
muttering
disapprobation
during disputations
I from the Lvmphs, what from Vulcan, and so
on the subject, it may not be very far amiss lof all the rest, some of whom I have mento discuss the following question:
Whetl_er, I tioned in the fourth book, and some I have
for the sake of the life which is to be after!thought
right to omit.
l_'urther, if it is an
death, we ought to worship, not the one God, error to seek wine from Ceres, bread from
whomadeall
creatures spiritual and corporeal,
Llber,
water
from Vulcan,
fire from the
but those many gods who, as some of these Lymphs,how
much greater absurdit_ ought it
philosophers
hold, were made by that one to be thought, if supphcatlon
be made to any
God, and placed by Him in their respective
one of these for eternal life ?
sublime spheres, and are therefore considered
Wherefore,
if, when we were inquiring what
more excellent and more noble than all the gods or goddesses
are to be beheved
to be
others ?_ But who will assert that it must be able to confer earthly kingdoms
upon men,
affirmed and contended
that those gods, cer- all thulgs having been discussed, itwas shown
tam of whom I have mentioned
in the fourth to be very far from the truth to think that
book, _ to whom are distributed,
each to each, even terrestrial
kingdoms
are established by
the charges of minute things, do bestow eter- i any of those many false deities, is it not most
nal life?
But will those most skilled and insane impiety to beheve that eternal life,
most acute men, who glory an having written iwhich is, wlth({ut any doubt or comparison,
to
for the great benefit of men, to teach• on wimt
be preferred
to all "terrestrial• kin grdoms , can
.
accountis toeach
god is fromeach,
to be worshipped,
and be
to anywhy
one such
by any
these gods?
what
be sought
lest with most
For given
tae reason
godsof seemed
to'us
disgraceful absurdity,
such as a mimic is wont _not to be able to gave even an earthly kingfor the sake of merriment
to exhibit, water idora, was not because they are very great and
should be sought from Llber, wine from the exalted, whilst that is something
small and
Lymphs,--wlll
those men indeed affirm to any abject, which they, in their so great sublimity,
man supphcatmg
the immortal gods, that when would not condescend to care for, but because,
he shall have asked wine from the Lymphs,
however deservedly any one may, in considand they shall have answered him, " We have erat_on of human frailty, despise the falling
water, seek wine from Llber," he may rightly pnanacles of an earthly kingdom, these gods
say, " If ye have not wine, at least give me have presented suchan appearance as to seem
eternal life ?" What more monstrous
than most u_worthy to have the granting and prethis absurdity?
Wdl not these Lymphs,--for
serving of even those entrusted to them; and
they are wont to be very easdy made lai_gh, 3 consequently,
if (as we have taught in the two"
_laughmg
loudly Of they do not attempt
to Iast books of our work, where this matter
is
deceive like demons),
answer the supphant, !treated of) no god out of all that crowd, either
"O man, dost thou think that we have life belonging to, as it were, the plebeian or to the
(vitam) in our power, who thou hearest have noble gods, is fit to give mortal kingdoms to
not even the vine (vi/em) ?"
It is therefore
mortals, how much less is he able to make
most impudent
folly to seek and hope for immortals of mortals ?
eternal life from such gods as are asserted so
And more than this, if, according to the
to preside over the separate minute concern- iopinion of those with whom we are now arguments of this most sorrowful and short life, inK, the gods are to be worshipped,
not on
ar_l whatever is useful for supporti,ig
and account
of the present life, but of that which
propping it, as that if anything which is under is to be after death, then, certainly, they are
the care and power of one be sought from not to be worshipped on account of those paranother, it is so incongruous
and absurd that t_cular things which are distributed
and potit appears very like to mimic drollery,--which,
t_oned out (not by any law of rational truth,
when it is done by mimics knowing what they but by mere vain conjecture)
to the power of
are doing, is deservedly
laughed
at in the such gods, as they believe they ought to be
theatre, but when it is done by foolish per- worshipped, who contend that their worship is
sons, who do not know better, is more de-necessary
for all the desirable things of this
mortal life, against whom I have disputed
t Plato.in the Ti_*a.
sufficiently, as far as I was able, in the five
2 Ch. x£. and xxi.
3 See Vh'gil, Ec. hi. 9.
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precedingbooks. These thiugs being so,if fully?--who, though he islesspleasingin his
the age itself of those who worshipped
the! eloquence,
is nevertheless
so full of instrncgoddess
Juventas
should be characterized
by tion and wisdom, that in allthe erudition which
remarkable vigor, whilst her despisers should we call secular, but they liberal, he will teach
either
die within the years of youth,
or the student of things as much as Cicero deshould, during that period, grow cold as with lights the student of words.
And even Tully
the torpor of old age; if bearded
Fortuna
himself renders
him such testimony,
as to
should cover the cheeks of her worshippers
say in his Academic
books that he had held
more handsomely
and more gracefully than that disputation which is there carried on with
allothers,
whilst we should see those by whom Marcus Varro, "a man," he adds, "unquesshe was despised either altogether
beardless
tionably the acutest of all men, and, without
or ill-bearded;
even then we should most any doubt, the most learned." ' He does not
rightly say, that thus far these several gods say the most eloquent or the most fluent, for
had po_er, limited in some way by their rune- in reality he was very deficient in this faculty,
tions, and that, consequently,
neither ought but he says, '" of all men the most acute."
eternal life to be sought from Juventas, who And m those books,--that
is, the Academic,
could not give a beard, nor ought any good --where
he contends that all things are to be
thing after this life to be expected from For-doubted,
he adds of him, "without
any doubt
tuna Barbata, who has no power even in this the most learned."
In truth, he was so cerlife to give the age itself at which the beard tam concerning
this thing, that he laid aside
grows.
But now, when their worship is nec- that doubt which he is wont to have recourse
essary not even on account of those very things to in all things, as if, when about to dispute
which they think are subjected to their power, in favor of the doubt of the Academics,
he
_for many worshippers of the goddess J uven- had, with respect to this one thing, forgotten
tas have not been at all vigorous at that age, that he was an Academic.
But in the first
and many who do not worship her rejoice in book, when he extols the literary works of the
youthful
strength;
and also many suppliants
same Varro, he says, " Us straying and wanof Fortuna Barbara have either not been able dermg in our own city like strangers,
thy
to attain to any beard at all, not even an ugly books, as it were, brought home, that at length
one, althoagh they who adore her in order to we might come to know of who we were and
obtain a beard are ridiculed
by her bearded
where we were.
Thou has opened up to us
despisers,mis
the human heart really so fool- the age of the country, the distribution
of
ish as to believe that that worship of the gods, seasons, the laws of sacred things, and of the
which it acknowledges
to be vain and ridlcu- priests; thou hast opened up to us domestic
lous with respect to those very temporal and and public disclpline;'thou
hast pointed out
swiftly passing gifts, over each of which one to us the proper places for religious ceremoof these gods is said to preside, is fruitful m nies, and hast informed us concerning
sacred
results with respect to eternal hfe ? And that places.
Thou hast shown us the names, kinds,
they are able to give eternal life has not been offices, causes of all
divine
and human
affirmed even by those who, that they might things." _
be worshipped
by the silly populace, distribThis man, then, of so distinguished
and exuted in minute division among them these cellent acquirements,
and, as Terentian
brieftemporal occupations, that none of them might ly says of him in a most elegant verse,
sit idle; for they had supposed
the exlstence
of n exceedingly great number,

"Varro, a man universally informed," a
who read so much that we wonder when he
had time to write, wrote so much that we can
CHAP.
2._
WHAT
WE ARE TO BELIEVE
THAT
scarcely believe any one could have read it all,
VARRO THOUGHT CONCERNINGTHE GODS OF mthis man, I say, so great in talent, so great
THE NATIONS, WHOSE VARIOUS KINDS AND in learning, had he had been an opposer a.nd
SACRED RITES _E _AS SHOWN TO BE svcHidestroyer
of the so-called
divine things of
THAT HE WOUI:DHAVE ACTED MORE REVER- which he wrote, and had he said that they perENTLY TOWARDS THEM HAD HE BEEN AL- [tained to superstition
rather than to religion,
TOGETHERSILENT CONCERNINGTHEM.
might perhaps, even in that case, not have
Who has investigated
those things morel
carefully than Marcus Varro ? Who has discovered them more learnedly ? Who has considereal them more attentively?
Who has distinguis_hed them more acutely ? Who has
written about them more diligently and more

written so many things which are ridiculous,
[contemptible,
detestable.
But when he so
[worshipped these same gods, and so vindicated
].....
I of- the
_"Ofthenrst
tsf°Urextant.b°°ks
De Aca_'., dcdlcat_d
to V_
c_ly a
Cicero, De Q_ce._. Aca_d. £ 3.
I _in hlibooka_ez_¢1_¢'i_,
chapteron,_z',_#t
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their worship, as to say, in that same literary pected--to
whom they should perform sacred
work of his, that he was afraid lest they should j rites, he wrote concerning the gods themselves
perish, not by an assault by enemies, but by tthe last three books; and these five times
the negligence
of the citizens, and that from three made fifteen.
But they are in all, as
this ignominy they are being delivered by hlm, we have said, sixteen.
For he put also at the
and are being laid up and preserved
in the beginning of these one distinct book, sl_akmemory of the good by means of such books, mg by way of introduction
of all which foiwith a zeal far more beneficial
than that Ilows; which being finished, he proceeded to
through whmh Metellus
is declared to have !subdivide the first three in that five-fold distrirescued the sacred things of Vesta from the bution which pertain to men, making the first
flames, and 2Eneas to have rescued the Pun- concerning
high priests, the second concern.
ates from the burnmg of Troy; and when he, ing augurs, the third concerning
the fifteen
nevertheless,
gives forth such things to be men presiding over the sacred ceremonies2
read by succeeding
ages as are deservedly
The second three he made concerniog
places,
judged by wise and unwise to be unfit to be speaking in one of them concerning
their
read, and to be most hostile to the truth of chapels, in the second concerning
their ternreligion;
what ought we to think but that a ples, and in the third concerning
religious
most acute and learned man,--not,
however, places.
The next three which follow these,
made free by the Holy Spint,--was
over- and pertain to times,Dthat
is, to festival
powered by the custom and laws of his state, days,--he
distributed
so as to make one conand, not being able to be silent about those cernmg holidays,the
other concerning the cirthings by which he was influenced,
spoke of cus games, and the third concermng
scenic
them
under
pretence
of commending
re- plays.
Of the fourth three,
pertaining
to
hglon ?
sacred things, he devoted one to consecrations,
another to private, the last to pubhc, sacred
CHAP.
3.--VARRO'S
DISTRIBUTION
OF HIS
BOOK
rites.
In the three which remain, the gods
wHICH HE COMPOSEDCONCERNING THE AN- themselves
follow this pompous train, as it
TIQUt'I IES OF HUMAN AND DIVINE THINGS.
were, for whom all this culture has been exile wrote forty-one
books of antiquities,
pended.
In the "first book are the certain
These
he divided
into human and divine gods, in thesecond
the uncertain, in the third,
things.
Twenty-five
he devoted to human and last of all, the chief and select gods.
things,
sixteen
to divine things;
following
this plan m that dlvis_on,--namely,
togive six c_Ai'. 4--]HAT
FROM THE DISPUTATION" Ole
books tO each of the four diwmons of human
VARRO_
I'I FOLLOWSTHAT THIz WORSHIPPERS
things.
For he directs his attention to these
oF ThE G¢)Db RFGARD HUMAN THINGS AS
considerations:
who perform, where they perMoR_.ANCIENT _ItfAN DIVINE THINGS.
form, when they perform, what they perform.
Therefore
in the firsL six books he wrote conIn this whole series of most beautiful and
cerning men; in the second six, concerning
most subtle distributions
and distinctions,
it
places; in the third six, concerning times; m will most easily appear evident from the things
the fourth and last six, concerning
things,
we have said already, and from what is to be
Four times six, however, make only twenty- said hereafter,
to any man who is not, in the
four.
But he placed at the head of them one obstinacy of his heart, an enemy to himself,
separate work, which spoke of all these things that it IS vain to seek and to hope for, and
conjointly,
even most impudent to wish for eternal life.
In divine things, the same order he pre- For these institutions
are either the work of
served throughout,
as far as concerns those men or of demons,prior
of those whom they
things which are performed to the gods.
For call good demons, but, to speak more plainly,
sacred things are performed by men in places of unclean, and, without controversy,
malign
aad times.
These four things I have men- spirits, who with wonderful slyness and secrettioned
he embraced
in twelve books, allot- ness suggest to the thoughts of the impious,
ring three to each.
For he wrote the first and sometimes openly present to their underthree concerning men, the following three con- standings,
noxious
opinions,
by which the
cerning
places,
the third three
concerning
human mind grows moreand more foolish, and
times, and the fourth three concerning
sacred becomes unable to adapt itself to and abide
rites,_showing
who should perform,
where in the immutable
and eternal truth, and seek
they should perform, when they should perI Taruum
the Proud
having
bought
the books of the sib I,
form, what they should perform,
with most
appointed
two men to preserve and mterFr_t them (Dk_r$.
H_.
subtle distinction.
But "because it was nec- A_t_¢ ,v._). "rhese were Mterwards increased to ten, whtletbe,
plebeiar_
were contending
for larger ptavdeges
; alttd tmblteqttently
essary to say--and
that especially
was ex- fivemorewereadded.
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to confirm these opinions
by every kind of! "not all," usage understands
that to mean
fallacious
attestation
in their power.
This "some,"
but it may be understood
as meanvery same Varro testifies that he wrote first ing none, because that which is none is neither
concerning
human things, but afterwards con- all nor some.
In fact, as he himself says, if
cerning divine things, because the states ex- he had been writing concerning
all the nature
isted first, and afterward these thmgs were in- of the gods, its due place would have been
stituted by them.
But the true religion was before human things m the order of writing.
not instituted by any earthly state, but plainly But, as the truth declares, even though Varro
it established
the celestial city.
It, however,
is silent, the divme nature should have taken
is inspired
and taught by the true God, the precedence
of Roman things, though it were
giver of eternal life to His true worshippers,
not all, but only some. But it is properly put
The following is the reason
Varro gives after, therefore
it is none. His arrangement.
when he confesses
that he had written first therefore,
was due, not to a desire to give
concerning
human things, and afterwards
of human things pmortty to divine things, but to
divine things,
because
these divine things Ills unwillingness
to prefer false things
to
were instituted by men:m"As
the painter is true.
For Sn what he wrote on human things,
before the painted tablet, the mason before the he followed the history of affairs; but.in what
edifice, so states are before those things which "he wrote concerning
those things which they
are instituted
by states."
But he says that call divine, what else did he follow but mere
he would have written first concerning
the conjectures
about vain things?
This, doubtgods, afterwards
concerning
men, if he had less, is what, m a subtle manner, he wmhed
been writing concerning
the whole nature of to signify; not only writing concerning divine
the gods,--as
if he were really writing concernthmgs after the human, but even glwng a reaing some portion of, and not all, the nature
son why he did so; for if he had suppressed
of the gods; or as if, indeed, some portion this, sojne, perchance,
would have defended
of, though not all, the nature of the gods his doing so in one way, and some m another.
ought not to be put before that of men. But in that very reason he has rendered,
he
How, then, comes it that in those three last has left nothing for men to conjecture
at will,
books, when he is diligently
explaining
the and has sufficiently proved that he preferred
certain, uncertain
and select gods, he seems men to the restitutions of men, not the nature
to pass over no portion of the nature of the of men to the nature of the gods.
Thus he
gods ? Why, then, does he say, " If we had confessed
that, in writing the books concernbeen writing on the whole nature of the gods, ing divine things, he did not write concermng
we would first have finished the diwne things the truth which belongs to nature,
but the
before we touched the human ?" For he either falseness which belongs to error; whmh he has
writes concerning
the whole nature of the elsewhere expressed
more openly (as I have
gods, or concerning
some portion of it, or mentioned
in the fourth book0,
saying that,
concerning
no part of it at all.
If concernhad he been founding a new city hlmself, he
ing it all, it is certainly
to be put before would have written according
to the order of
human things; if concerning
some part of it, nature; but as he had only found an old .one,
why should it not, from the very nature of the he could not but follow its custom.
case, precede human things ? Is not even some
part of the gods to be preferred to the whole of CHAP. 5'--CONCERNING THE THREE KINDS OF
humanity ? But if it is too much to prefer a
THEOLOGY ACCORDING TO VARRO, NAMELY,
part of the divine to all human things, that
ONE FABULOUS, THE OTHER NATURAL, THE
part is certainly worthy to be preferred to the
TmRD ClWL.
Romans at least.
For he writes the books
concerning
human things, not with reference
to the whole world, butonlyto
Rome; which
books he says he had properly placed, in the
order of writing, before the books on divine
things, like a painter before the painted tablet, or a masoti before the building,
most
openly confessing that, as a picture or a strutture, even these divine things were instituted
by men.
There remains only the third supposition, that he is to be understood
to have
_written concerning
no divine nature, but that
h_ did not wish to say this openly, but left it
to the intelligent
to infer; for when one says

Now what are we to say of this proposition
of his, namely, that there are three kinds of
theology,
that is, of the account
which is
given of the gods; and of these, the one is
called mythical, the other physical, and the
third civil ? Did the Latin usage permit, we
should call the kind which he has placed first
in order fabular, _ but let us call it fabulaus,3
for mythical is derived from the Greek/_730os,
a fable; but that the second should be called
natura/, the usage of speech now admits; the
third he himself has designated
in Latin, call, ch. _,.
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ing it civil."
Then he says, "they call that : But some one may say, Let us distinguish
kind mytMcalwhich
the poets chiefly use;/V0.-I these two kinds of theolog'y, the mythical and
sical, that which the philosophers
use; avil, I the physical,--that
is, the fabulous and the
that which the people use.
As to the first I inatural,--from
this civil kind about which
have mentioned,"
says he, "in
it are many!we
are now speaking•
Anticipating
this, he
fictions, which are contrary to the dignity and t himself has distinguished
them.
Let us see
nature of the immortals.
For wt;'find
in lt lnow how he explains the civil theology itself.
that one god has been born from the head, II see, indeed, why it should be distinguished
another
from the thigh, another
from drops! as fabulous, even because it is false, because
of blood; also, m this we find that gods have lit is base, because it is unworthy.
But to
stolen, committed
adultery, served men; in a lwtsh to distinguish the natural from the civil,
word, in this all manner of things are attributed _what else is that but to confess that the civil
to the gods, such as may befall, not merely I itself ts false?
For if that be natural, what
any man, but even the most contemptible I fault has it that it should be excluded ? And
man."
He certainly,
where he could, where ]if this which is called civil be not natural,
he dared, where be thought he could do it with Iwhat merit has it that it should be admitted ?
impumty,
has manifested,
without any of the This, in truth, is the cause why he wrote first
haziness of ambiguity,
how great mjury was concerning
human
things,
and afterwards
done tothenatureofthegodsbylyingfables;
concerning
divine things;
since in divine
for he was speaking,
not concermng
natural things he did not follow nature, but the intheology, not concerningctvd,
but concerning
stitutiou of men.
Let us look at this civil
fabulous theology, which he thought he could theology of his.
" The third kind," says he,
freely find fault with.
" is that which citizens in cities, and especially
Let us see, now, what he says concerning
the priests, ought to know and to administer.
the second kind.
"The
second kind whmh From it is to be known what god each one
I have explained,"
he says, "is that concernmay suitably worship, what sacred rites and
ingwhich philosophers
have left many books, sacrifices each one may suitably perform."
m whmh they treat such questions
as these: Let us still attend to what follows.
"The
what gods there are, where they are, of what first theology," he says, " is especially adapted
kind and character
they are, since what time to the theatre, tt-e second to the world, the
they have existed, or if they have existed from th,rd to the city." Who does not see to which
eternity;
whether they are of fire, as Herac- he gives the palm ? Certainly to the second,
litus believes; or of number, as Pythagoras;
which he said above is that of the philosoor of atoms, as Epicurus says; and othersuch
phers.
For he temfies
that this pertains to
things, whmh men'sears
can more easdyhear
the world, than which they think there is
inside the walls of a school than outside in nothing better.
But those two theologies, the
the Forum."
He finds fault with nothing m first and the third,--to
wit, those of the theathis kind of theology which they call p/zysical, tre and of the clty,--has
he distinguished
and which belongs to philosophers,
except that them or united them ? For although we see
he has related their controversies
among them- that the city is in the world, we do not see
selves, through which there has arisen a mul- that it follows that any things belonging
to
titude of dissentient
sects.
Nevertheless
he the city pertain to the world.
For it is poshas removed
this kind from the Forum, that stble that such things may be worshipped and
is, from the populace,
but he has shut it tip believed in the city, according
to false opinin schools.
But that first kind, most false ions, as have no existence either in the world
and most base, he has not removed from the or out of it. But where is the theatre but in
citizens.
Oh, the rehgmus ears of the people, the city ? Who instituted the theatre but the
and among them even those of the Romans,
state ? For what purpose did it constitute it
that are not able to bear what the philoso, but for scemc plays ? And to what class of
phers dispute concerning the gods ! But when things do scenic plays belong but to those dithe poets sing and stage-players
act such vine things concerning which these books of
things as are derogatory to the dignity and the Varro's are written with so much ability ?
nature of the immortals, such as may befall
not a man merely, but the most contemptible
CHAP. 6.--CONCERNING
THE MYTHIC,
THAT IS_
man, they not only bear, but willingly listen
THE FABULOUS, THEOLOGY,
AND THE ClVIL_
to.
Nor is this all, but they even consider
AGAINSTVARRO.
that these things please the gods, and that
they are propitiated by them.
O Marcus Varro I thou art the most acute,
and without doubt the most learned, but still
• ci_iu,
a man, not God,_now
lifted up by the Spirit
8
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of God to see and to announce
divine things,
the other incorporates
among divine things
thou seest, indeed, that divine things are to the plays which are made up of these crimes;
be separated from human trifles and lies, but the one sounds abroad in human songs irathou fearest to offend those most corrupt pious fictions concerning
the gods, the otlier
opinions of the populace,
and their customs consecrates
these for the festivities
of the
in public superstitions,
which thou thyseIf,
gods themselves;
the one sings the misdeeds
when thou considerest
them on all sides, per- and crimcq_f
the gods, the other loves them;
ceivest, and all your hterature
loudly pro- the one gives forth or feigns, the other either
nounces to be abhorrent
from the nature of attests
the true or dehghts
in the false.
the gods, even of such gods as the frailty of Both are base; both are damnable.
But the
the human mind supposes to exist in the ele- one which is theatrical
teaches public abomiments of this world.
What can the most ex- nation, and that one which is of the city
cellent
human taIent do here ? What can adorns itself with that abomination.
Shall
human learning, though manifold, avail thee eternal hfe be hoped for from these, by which
in this perplexity ? Thou desirest to worship
this short and temporal hfe is polluted ? Does
the natural gods; thou art compelled to wor- the society of wicked men pollute our life if
ship the civil.
Thou hast found some of the they insinuate themselves into our affections,
gods to be fabulous, on whom thou vomitest
and win our assent ? and does not the society
forth very freely what thou thinkest,
and, of demons
pollute the hfe, who are worwhether
thou wfllest or not, thou wettest
shipped with thetr own crimes ?--if with true
therewith even the civil gods.
Thou sayest,
crimes, howwlcked the demons ! if with false,
forsooth, that the fabulous are adapted to the how wicked the worship !
theatre, the natural to the world, and the civd
When we say these things, it may perchance
to the city; though the world is a divine work, seem to some one who is very ignorant of
but cities and theatres are the works of men, these matters that only those things concernand though the gods who are laughed
at in ing the gods which are sung in the songs of
the theatre are not other than those who are the poets and acted on the stage are unworthy
adored in the temples; and ye do not exhibit of the d_vlne majesty, and ridiculous,
and too
games in honor of other gods than those to detestable
to be celebrated,
whilst those
whom yeimmolate
victims.
How muchmore
sacred
things which not stage-players
but
freely and more subtly wouldst thou have de- priests perform are pure and free from all
¢ided these hadst thou said that some gods unseemliness.
Had this been so, never would
.are natural, others estabhshed
by men; and any one have thought that these theatrical
concerning
those who have been so estab- abominations
should be celebrated
in their
lished, the literature
of the poets gives one honor, never would the gods themselves have
account,
and that of the priests another,-ordered them to be performed
to them.
But
both of which are, flevertheless,
so friendly
men are in nowise ashamed
to perform these
the one to the other, through
fellowship
in things in the theatres,
because slmflar things
falsehood,
that they are both pleasing to the are carried
on m the temples.
In short,
demons, to whom the doctrine of the truth is when the fore-mentioned
author attempted to
hostile,
distinguish
the civd theology from the fabuThat theology,
therefore, which they call lous and natural, as a sort of third and disnatural, being put aside for a moment, as it tinct kind, he wished it to be understood
to
is afterwards to be discussed, we ask if any be rather tempered
by both than separated
one is really content to seek a hope for eter- from either.
For he says that those things
hal life from poetical, theatrical,
scenic gods ? which the poets write are less than the people
Perish the thought ! The true God avert so ought to follow, whilst what the philosophers
wild and sacrilegious
a madness ! What, is say is more than it is expedient for the people
eternal
life to be asked from those gods to pry into.
"Which,"
says he, "differ
in
whom these things pleased, and whom these such a way, that nevertheless not a few things
things propitiate, in which their own crimes from both of them have been taken to the
are represented?
No one_ as I think, has at-account
of the civil theology;
wherefore we
rived at such a pitch of headlong and furious will indicate what the civil theology
has in
impiety.
So then, neither by the fabulous
common
with that of the poet, though
it
nor by the civil theology does any one obtain ought to be more closely connected with the
eternal life.
For the one sows base things theology of philosophers."
Civil theology is
concerning
the gods by feigning
them, the therefore not quite disconnected
from that of
other reaps by cherishing them; the one scat- the poets.
Nevertheless,
in another
place,
ters lies, the other gathers them together;
the concerning
the generations
of the gods, he
"one pursues divine things with false crimes,
says that the people are more inclined toward
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the poets than toward the physical
theologists.
For in this place he said what ought
to be done; in that other place, what wa,.
really done.
He said that the latter had written for the sake of utility, but the poets for
the sake of amusement.
And hence the
things
from the poets' writings, which the
people ought not to follow, are the crimes of
the gods; which, nevertheless,
amuse both
the people and the gods.
For, for amusement's
sake, he says, the poets write, and
not for that of utility; nevertheless they write
such things as the gods will desire, and the
people perform,

the gravity of an historian who had diligently
Investigated
the matter, wrote that all such
_gods had been men and mortals ? And they
who appointed
the Epulones
as parasites at
the table of Jupiter, what else did they wish
for but mimic sacred rites.
Forifany
mimic
had said that parasites
of Jupiter were made
use of at his table, he would assuredly have
appeared to be seeking to call forth laughter.
Yarro said it,--not when he was mocking, but
when he was eommendingtho
gods did hesay
It. His books Oll divine, not on human,
things testify that he wrote this,--not
where
he set forth the scenic games, but where he
explained the Capitoline laws.
In a word, he
CHAP. 7.--CONCERNING
THE LIKENESS AND is conquered,
and confesses
that, as they
AGREEMENT OF THE FABULOUS AND CIVIL made the gods with a human form, so they
THEOLOGIES.
beheved that they are delighted with human
pleasures.
That theology,
therefore,
which is fabuFor also malign spirits were not so wanting
lous, theatrical,
scenic, and full of all base- to their own business as not to confirm noxious
ness and unseemhness,
is taken up into the opinions in the mmds of men by converting
civil theology;
and part of that theology,
them into sport.
Whence also is that story
which in its totahty
is deservedly judged to about the sacristan of Hercules, which says
be worthy of reprobation
and rejection,
is that, having nothing to do, he took to playpronounced
worthy to be cultivated and ob- lng at dice as a pastime, throwing them alterserved ;--not at all an Incongruous
part, as I nately with the one hand for Hercules,
with
have undertaken
to show, and one which, be- the other for himself, with this understanding alien to the whole body, was unsuitably
lng, that if he should win, he should from the
attached
to and suspended
from it, but a part funds of the temple prepare himself a supper,
entirely congruous
with, and most harmoni- and hire a mistress; but if Hercules
should
ously fitted to the rest, as a member of the win the game, he himself should, at his own
same body.
For what else do those images, lexpense, provide the same for the pleasure of
forms, ages, sexes, characteristics
of the gods
show ? If the poets have Jupiter with a beard,
and Mercury
beardless,
have not the priests
the same?
Is tile Priapus of the priests less
obscene
than the l_riapus of the players?
Does he receive the adoration of worshippers
in a different form from that in which he
moves about the stage for the amusement of
spectators
? Is not Saturn old and Apollo
young in the shrines where their images stand,
as well as whenrepresented
by actors' masks ?
Why are Forculus, who presides over doors,
and Limentinus,
who presides over thresholds
and lintels, male gods, and Cardea between
them feminine,
who presides over hinges?
Are not those things found in books on divine
things, which grave poets have deemed unworthy of their verses ? Does the Diana of
the theatre carry arms, whilst the Diana of
the city is simply a virgin ? Is the stage Apollo
a lyrist, but the Delphic Apollo ignorant
of
this art?
But these things are decent cornpared with the more shameful
things.
What
was thought
of Jupiter
himself by those who
placed
his wet nurse in the Capitol ? Did
they not bear witness to Euhemerus,
who, not
with the garrulity of a fable-teller, but with

i Hercules.
Then, when he had been beaten
Iby himself, as though by Hercules, he gave
to the god Hercules the supper he owed him,
and also the most noble harlot Larentina.
But she, having fallen asleep in the temple,
dreamed that Hercules
had had intercourse
with her, and had said to her that she would
find her payment with the youth whom she
should first meet on leaving the temple, and
that she was to believe this to be paid to her
by Hercules.
And so the first youth that
met her on going out was the wealthy Tarutius, who kept her a long time, and when he
died left her his heir.
She, having obtained
a most ample fortune, that she should not
seem ungrateful
for the divine hire, in her
turn made the Roman
people
her heir,
which she thought
to be most acceptable
to the deities;
and, having
disappeared,
the will was found.
By which meritorious
conduct they say that she gained
divine
honors.
Now had these things been feigned by the
poets and acted by the mimics, they would
without any doubt have been said to pertain
to the fabulous theology, and would have been
judged worthy to be separated from the dig-
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nity of the" civil theology.
But when these
shameful things,--not
of the poets, but of the
people; not of the mimics, but of the sacred
things; not of the theatres, but of the temples, that is, not of the fabulous, but of the
civil theotogy,--are
reported by so great an
author, not .in vain do the actors represent
with theatrical
art the baseness of the gods,
which is so great; but surely in vain do the
priests attempt, by rites called sacred, to represent their nobleness of character, which has
no existence.
There are sacred rites of Juno;
and these are celebrated in her beloved island,
Samos, where she was given in marriage
to
Jupiter.
There are sacred rites of Ceres, in
which Proserpine
is sought for, having been
carried off by Pluto.
There are sacred rites
of Venus, in which, her beloved Adonis being
slain by a boar's tooth, the lovely youth is
lamented.
There
are sacred
rites of the
mother of the gods, in which the beautiful
youth Atys, loved by her, and castrated
by
her through a woman's jealousy, is deplored
by men who have suffered the like calamity,
whom they call Galli.
Since, then, these
things are more unseemly
than all scenic
abomination,
why is it that they strive to separate, as it were, the fabulous fictions of the
poet concerning
the gods, as, forsooth, perraining to the theatre, from the civil theology
which they wish to belong to the city, as
though they were separating
from noble and
worthy things,
things unworthy and base ?
Wherefore
there is more reason to thank the
stage-actors, who have spared the eyes of men
and have not laid bare by theatrical
exhibition all the things which are hid by the walls
of the temples.
What good is to be thought
of their sacred rites which are concealed
in
darkness, when those which are brought forth
into the light are so detestable?
And certainly they themselves
have seen what they
transact in secret through the agency of mutilated and effeminate
men.
Yet they have
net been able to conceal those same men miserably and vile enervated
and corrupted,
Let them persuade whom they can that they
transact anything
holy through such men,
who, they cannot deny, are numbered,
and
live among their sacred things.
We know
not what they transact, but we know through
whom they transact;
for we know what things
are transacted
on the stage, where never,
even in a chorus of harlots, hath one who is
mutilated or an effeminate
appeared.
And,
nevertheless_ even these things are acted by
vile mid infamous
characters;
for, indeed,
they ought not to be acted by men of good
character.
What, then, are those sacred rites,
for the performancm
of which holiness has

OF GOD.
chosen such men as not even
of the stage has admitted ?
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CHAP.8.----CONCERNINGTHE INTERPRETATIONS,
CONSISTING
WHICH
THE OF
PAGANNATURAL
TEACHERS EXPLANATIONS,
ATTEMPT
SHOWFOR THEIR GODS.

TO

But all these things, they say, have certain
physical, that is, natural interpretations,
showing their natural meaning;
as though in this
disputation
we were seeking physics and not
theology, which is the account, not of nature,
but of God.
For although
He who is the
true God is God, not by opinion, but by hature, nevertheless
all nature is not God; for
there is certainly a nature of man, of a beast,
of a tree, of a stone,--none
of which is God.
For if, when the question is concerning
the
motherof
thegods, that from which the whole
system of interpretation
starts certainly
is,
that the mother of the gods is the earth, why
do we make further inquiry ? why do we carry
!our investigation
through all the rest of it ?
iWhat can more manifestly favor them who
say that all those gods were men ? For they
are earth-born in the sense that the earth is
their mother.
But in the true theology the
earth is the work, not the mother, of God.
But in whatever way their sacred rites may be
interpreted,
and whatever reference they may
have to the nature of things, it is not accordmg to nature, but contrary
to nature,
that
men should be effeminates.
This disease,
this crime, this abomination,
has a recognized
place among those sacred things, though even
depraved men will scarcely be compelled
by
torments
to confess
they are guilty of it.
Again, if these sacred rites, which are proved
to be fouler than scenic abominations,
are
excused and justified on the ground that they
have their own interpretations,
by which they
are shown to symbolize
the nature of things,
why are not the poetical things in like manner
excused and justified ? For many have inter.
preted even these tn like fashion, to such a
degree that even that which they say is the
most monstrous and most horrible,mnamely,
that Saturn devoured his own children,--has
beerr interpreted
by some of them to mean
that length of time, which is signified by the
name of Saturn, consumes whatever it begets;
or that, as the same Varro thinks, Saturn belongs to seeds which fall back again into the
earth from whence they spring.
And so one
interprets it in one way, and one in another.
And the same is to be said of all the rest of
this theology.
And, nevertheless,
it is called the fabulous
theology, and is censured, cast off, rejected,
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together with all, such interpretations
belong-,
ing to it. And not only by the natural theolog)', which is that of the philosophers,
but
also by this civil theology,
concerning
which
we are speaking, which m asserted to pertain
to cities and peoples, it is judged worthy of
repudiation,
because it has invented unworthy
things concerning the gods.
Of which, I wot,
this is the secret: that those most acute and
learned men, by whom those things were written, understood
that both theologies ought to
be rejected,--to
wit, both that fabulous and
this civil one,--but
the former they dared to
reject, the latter they dared not; the former
they set forth to be censured, the latter the).
showed to be very like it; not that it might
be chosen to be held m preference
to the
other, but that it might be understood
to be
worthy of being rejected
together with _t.
And thus, without danger to those who feared
to censure the civil theology, both of them
being brought
into contempt,
that theology
which they call natural migi_t find a place in
better disposed minds; for the civil and the
fabulous
are both fabulous
and both clvll,
He who shall wisely inspect the vanmes and
obscenities of bothwill find that theyare both
fabulous;
and he who shall dlrect his atteulion to the scemc plays pertaining
to the fabulous theology in the festivals of the civil gods,
and in the divine rites of the c_ties, wdl find
they are both civil.
How, then, can the power
of giving eternal
life be attributed
to any of
those gods whose own images and sacred
rites convict them of being most like to the
fabulous gods, which are mo_t openly reprobated,
in forms, ages, sex, characteristics,
marriages,
generations,
r_tes; in all wl_ieh
things
they are understood
either to have
been men, and to have had their sacred rites
and solemnities
instituted
in their honor according to the life or death of each of them,
the demons suggesting
and confirming
th_s
error,
or certainly
most foul spirits,
who,
taking advantage
of some occasion or other,
have stolen into the minds of men to deceive
them ?
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nothing but drink, as these make use of two
goddesses for this purpose, Educa and Potina,
he should certainly seem to be foolish, and
to do in his house a thing worthy of a mimic.
They would have Liber to have been named
from "liberation,"
because through him males
at the time of copulation are liberated by the
emission of the seed.
They also say that
Libera (the same in their opinion as Venus)
exercises the same function
in the case of
women, because they say that they also emit
seed; and they also say that on this account
the same part of the male and of the female
is placed in the temple, that of the male to
Llber, and that of the female to Libera.
To
these things they add the women assigned to
Llber, and the wine for exciting lust.
Thus
the Bacchanalia are celebrated with the utmost
insanity, wlth respect to which Varro himself
confesses that such things would not be done
by the Bacchanals
except their minds were
highly excited.
These things, however, afterwards displeased a saner senate, and it ordered
them to be discontinued.
Here, at length,
they perhaps perceived
how much power unclean spirits, when held to be gods, exercise
over the minds of men.
These things, certainly, were not to be done in the theatres;
for there they play, not rave, although
to
have gods who are dehghted
with such plays
is very hke rawng.
But what kind of distinction
is this which
he makes between the religious and the superstit_ous man, saymg that the gods are feared •
by the supersttuous
man, but are reverenced"
as parents by the rehgmus
man, not feared
as enemies; and that they are all so good that
they wdl more readily spare those who are
_mpious than hurt one who is innocent?
And
yet he tells us that three gods are assigned as
guardians
to a woman after she has been dehvered, lest the god Silvanus come in and
molest her; and that in order to signify the
presence of these protectors,
three men go
round the house during the night, and first
strike the threshold with a hatchet., next with
a pestle, and the third time sweep it with a
brush, in order that these symbols of'agricul(;HAP.
9.--CONCERNING THE SPECIAL OFFICES ture having been exhibited, the god Silvanus
OF THE GODS.
might be hindered
from entering,
because
And as to those vet3" offices of the gods, so neither are trees cut down or pruned without
meanly and so minutely portioned out, so that a hatchet, neither is grain ground without a
they say that they ought to be supplicated,
pestle, nor corn heaped up without a besom.
each one according to his special functton,_
Now from these three things three gods have
about which we have spoken much already,
been named:
Intercidona,
from the cut s
though not all that is to be said concerning
made by the hatchet;
Pilumnus,
from the
it,_are
they not more consistent with mimic pestle; Diverra, from the besom;_by
which
buffoonery than divine majesty ? If any one guardian
gods the woman who has been deshould use two nurses for his infant, one of
whom should give nothing but food, the other
, r_,,,_,.i.
_ ve,-_,.i.
3 z,m,...¢do,I cutor cu..v,.
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livered is preserved
against the power of the
god SUvanus.
Thus the guardianship
of
kindly-disposed
gods would not avail against
the malice of a mischievous
god, unless they
were three to one, and fought against him, as
it were, with the opposing
emblems of eulti"cation, who, being an inhabitant of the woods,
is rough, homble, and uncultivated.
Is thls
the innocence of the gods ? Is this their concord?
Are these the health-giving
deities of
the cities, more ridiculous
than the things
which are laughed at in the theatres ?
When a male and a female are united, the
god Jugatinus
presides.
Well, let this be
borne with.
But the roamed woman must be
brought home: the god Domtducus
also is inyoked.
That she may be in the house, the
god Domitius
is introduced.
That she may
remain with her husband, the goddess Manturna_is used.
What more is reqmred ? Let
human modesty be spared.
Let the lust of
flesh and blood go on with the rest, the secret
of shame being respected.
Why is the bedchamber filled with a crowd of deltms, when
even the groomsmen'
have departed ? And,
moreover,
it is so filled, not that m consideration of their presence more regard may be
paid to chastity, but that by their help the
woman,
naturally
of the weaker sex, and
trembling with the novelty of her situation,
may the more readily yield her virginity,
:For there are the goddess Vlrgmiens_s,
and
the god-father
Subigus,
and the goddessmother
Prema,
and the goddess
Pertunda,
and Venus, and Priapus. _ What is this ? If
it was absolutely necessary that a man, laboring at this work, should be helped by the
gods, might not some one god or goddess
have been sufficient ? Was Venus not sufficient alone, who zs even said to be named
from this, that without her power a woman
does not cease to be a virgin ? If there is any
shame in men, which is not in the deities, is
it not the case tha L when the married couple
believe that so many gods of either sex are
present, and busy at this work, they are so
much affected with shame, that the man is tess
moved, and thewoman
more reluctant ? And
certainly,
if the goddess Virginiensis
is prese.axtto loose the virgin's zone, if the god Subigus is present that the virgin may be got
under the man, if the goddess Prema is present that, having been got under him, she may
be kept down, and may not move herself,
what has the goddess Pertunda
to do there ?
let
her blush;
let her go forth.
Let the
husband
himself do something.
It is dis_'_-a_z-,_"
aComp. Te/tulllan,
tv. ,_Laataafimh
lmst. LAd_.
_. 2¢_t. iL xx ; Arnohat_
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graceful that any one but bimsetf should do
that from which she gets her name.
But
perhaps she is tolerated
because she is said
to be a goddess, and not a god.
For if she
were beheved to be a male, and were called
Pertundus,
the husband would demand more
help against him for the chastity of his wife
than the newly-delivered
woman against Silvanus.
But why am I saying this, when Pria?us, too, is there, a male to excess,
upon
whose immense
and most unsightly member
the newly-married
bride is commanded
to sit,
according
to the most honorable
and most
religious custom of matrons?
Let them go on, and let them attempt with
all the subtlety they can to distingmsh
the
civil theology from the fabulous,
the cities
from the theatres, the temples fromthe stages,
the sacred things of the priests from the
songs of the poets, as honorable
things from
base things, truthful
things from fallacious,
grave from hght, serious from ludmrous, destrable things from things to be rejected, we
understand
what they do.
They are aware
that that theatrical
and fabulous
theology
hangs by the civil, and is reflected back upon
_t from the songs of the poets as from a mirror; and thus, that theology having been exposed to wew which they do not dare to condemn, they more freely assail and censure that
pmture of it, in order that thosewho
perceive
what they mean may detest this very face itself of which that is the pmture,--whlch,
however, the gods themselves,
as though seeing
themselves
in the same mirror, love so much,
that it is better seen in both of them who and
what they are.
Whence,
also, they have
compelled
their worshippers,
with terrible
commands,
to dedicate to them the uncleanness of the fabulous theology,
to put them
among their solemmttes,
and reckon them
among dlwne things; and thus they have both
shown themselves more manifestly to be most
_mpure spirits, and have made that rejected
and reprobated theatrical
theology a member
and a part of th_s, as it were, chosen and approved theology of the c_ty, so that, though
the whole is disgraceful
and false, and conrains in it fictitious gods, one part of it is in
the literature
of the priests, the other in the
songs of the poets.
Whether
it may have
other parts is another question.
At present,
I think, I have sufficiently shown, on account
of the division of Varro, that the theology of
the city and that of the theatre belong to one
civil theology.
Wherefore,
because
they
are both equally disgraceful,
absurd, shameful, false, far be it from religious men to hope
for eternal life from either the one or the
other.
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In fine, even Varro himself, in his account
and enumeration
of the gods, starts from the
moment of a man's conception.
He cornmences the series of those gods who take
charge of man with Janus, carries it on to the
death of the man decrepit with age, and terinmates it with the goddess N_enia, who is sung
at the funerals
of the aged.
After that, he
begins to g_ve an account
of the other gods,
whose province is not man himself, but man's
belongings,
as food, clothing, and all that is
necessary for this life; and, in the case of all
these, he explains what is the special office of
each, and for what each ought to be supplicated.
But with all this scrupulous and cornprehensive
dihgence,
he has neither
proved
the existence, nor so much as ment:oned the
name, of any god from whom eternal life is
to be sought,--the
one object for which we
are Christians.
Who, then, :s so stup:d as
not to'perceive
that th:s man. by setting forth
and opening up so diligently the civil theol,
ogy, and by exhibiting
its hkeness to that
fabulous, shameful, and d:sgraceful
theology,
and also by teaching
that that fabulous sort
is also a part of this other, was laboring to
obtain a place in the minds of men for none
but that natural theology,
whmh he says pertains to philosophers,
w_th such subtlety that
he censures
the fabulous,
and, not darmgl
openly to censure the c:vil, shows its censurable character
by simply exh:bltmg
it; and
thus, both being reprobated
by the judgment
of men of right understanding,
the natural
alone remains to be chosen ? But concerning
this m its own place, by the help of the true
God, we have to discuss more ddlgently,

lof the sacred and inviolable
immortals
in
most worthless and motionless matter.
They
give them the appearance
of man, beasts, and
fishes, and some make them of mixed sex,
and heterogeneous
bodies.
They call them
deities, when they are such that if they should
get breath and should suddenly meet them,
they would be held to be monsters."
Then,
a while afterwards, when extolhng the natural
theology, he had expounded
the sentiments
of certain philosophers,
he opposes
to himlLself a question, and says, "Here
some one
says, Shall I believe that the heavens and the
earth are gods, and that some are above the
moon and some below it ? Shall I bring forward either Plato or the penpatetm
Strato,
one of whom made God to be without a body,
the other without a mind ?"
In answer to
whmh he says, "And, really, what truer do
the dreams of Titus Tatius, or Romulus, or
Tullus Hostilius appear to thee ? Tatius declared the dlvmltv of the goddess Cloacina;
Romulus that of 15icus and Tlberinus;
Tullus
Hostflms that of Payor and Pallor, the most
d:sagreeable
affections of men, the one of
winch is the agitatmn of the mind under frigh h
the other that of the body, not a disease, indeed, but a change of color."
Wilt thou
rather beheve that these are deities, and receive tl:em into heaven ? But with what freedora he has written concerning the rites themselves, cruel and shameful ! " One," he says,
" castrates
h_mself, another
cuts his arms.
Where will they find room for the fear of
these gods when angry, who use such means
of gaming their favor when propitious ? But
gods who wish to be worshipped in this fashion
should be worshipped
m none.
So great is
the frenzy of the mind when perturbed
and
CHAP. IO.--CONCERNING THE LIBERTY OF SEN- driven from its seat, that the gods are propiECA,
WHO MORE VEHEMENTLYCENSURED['HE tinted by men in a manner m which not even
CIVIL
THEOLOGY
THAN
VARRO
DID THE
FABUmen of the greatest
ferocity and fable-reLOUS.
nowned cruelty vent their
rage.
Tyrants
That
liberty,
in truth, which
this man have lacerated the limbs of some; they never
wanted, so that he did not dare to censure ordered any one to lacerate his own.
For the
that theology of the city, which is very simi- gratlficatmn
of royal lust, some have been
lar to the theatrical,
so openly as he d_d the castrated:
hut no one ever, by the command
theatrical
itself, was, though not fully, yet in of his lord, laid violent hands on himself to
part possessed
by Annmus Seneca, whom we emasculate himself.
They kill themselves in
have some evidence to show to have flourished the temples.
They
supplicate
with their
in the times of our apostles.
It was in part wounds and with their blood.
If any one has
possessed by him, I say, for he possessed it m time to see the things they do and the things
writing, but not in hving.
For in that book they suffer, he will find so many things unwhich he wrote against superstition, * he more seemly for men of.respectabi!ity,
so unworthy
copiously and vehemently
censured
that civil of freemen, so unhke the doings.of sane men,
and urban theology than Varro the theatrical
that no one would doubt, tl:at they are maa,
and fabulous.
For, when speaking concernhad they been mad with the minority;
but
b_o. im=_,e, h,, ==_,s " Th,,= dedi,-ato ;ma_es/now
the multitude of the insane is the ¢leIence
---_o..... _" _' ....
_ '
_
.....
_" iof their sanity."
Mentioned
also by Tertulhan,
Al6al. Ie, but not extant.
! He next relates those things which are wont
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to be done in the Capitol, and with the utmost intrepidity
insists that they are such
things as one could only believe to be done
by men making sport, or by madmen.
For,
having spoken with derision of this, that in
the Egyptian sacred rites Osiris, being lost, is
lamented
for, but straightway,
when found,
is the occasion of great joy by his reappearanee, because both the losing and the finding
of him are feigned; and yet that grief and
that joy which are elicited thereby from those
who have lost nothing and found nothing are
real;--having
I say, so spoken of this, he says,
"Still
there is a fixed time for thxs frenzy,
It is tolerable
to go mad once In the year.
Go into the Capitol.
One is suggesting
divine commands_
to a god; another is telling
the hours to Jupiter; one is a lictor; another
is an anointer, who with the mere movement
of his arms imitates
one anointing.
There
are women who arrange the hair of Juno and
Minerva, standing far away not only from her
image, but even from her temple.
These
move their fingers in the manner
of hairdressers.
There are some women who hold
a mirror.
There
are some who are calling
the gods to assist them in court.
There are
some who are holding up documents
to them,
and are explaining
to them thetr _ases.
A
learned and distinguished
comedian, now old
and decrepit, was daily playing the mimic in
the Capitol, as though the gods would gladly
be spectators of that which men had ceased to
care about.
Every kind of artificers working
for the immortal
gods is dwelling there in
idleness."
And a little after he says, " Nevertheless these, though they give themselves
up to the gods for purposes superflous enough,
do not do so for any abominable
or infamous
purpose.
There sit certain
women in the
Capitol who think they are beloved by Jupiter; nor are they frighteaed
even by the look
of the, if you willbelieve the poets, most wrathful Juno."
This liberty ¥arro did not enjoy.
It was
only the poetical theology he seemed to censure.
The civil, which this man cuts to
pieces, he was not bold enough
to impugn.
But if we attend to the truth, the temples
where these things are performed are far worse
than the theatres where they are represented,
Whence, with respect to these sacred rites of
the civil theology,
Seneca preferred,
as the
best course to be followed by a wise man, to
feign respect for them in act, but to have no
real regard for them at heart.
"All which
things," he says, "' a wise man will observe
• N¢t_ina.
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as being commanded
by the laws, but not as
being pleasing to the gods."
And a little
after he says, "And what of this, that we
unite the gods m marriage, and that not even
naturally,
for we join brothers
and sisters ?
We marry Betlona to Mars, Venus to Vulcan,
Salacla to Neptune.
Some of them we leave
unmarried,
as though there were no match for
them, which is surely needless, especially when
there are certain
unmarried
goddesses,
as
Populonia,
or Fulgora, or the goddess Rumina, for whom I am not astonished
that suitors
have been awantmg.
All this ignoble crowd
of gods, which the superstition
of ages has
amassed, we ought," he says, "to adore in
such a way as to remember all the while that
its worship belongs rather to custom than to
reality."
Wherefore,
neither those laws nor
customs instituted
m the civil theology that
which was pleasing to the gods, or which perrained to reality.
But this man, whom philosophy had made, as it were, free, nevertheless, because he was an illustrious senator of
the Roman people, worshipped what he censured, did what he condemned,
adored what
he reproached,
because, forsooth, philosophy
had taught
him something
great,--namely,
not to be superstiuous
in the world, but, on
account of the laws of cities and the customs
of men, to be an actor, not on the stage, but
in the temples,wconduct
the more to be condemned, that those things which he was deceitfuUy acting he so acted that the people
thought he was acting sincerely.
But a stageactor would rather delight people by acting
plays than take them in by false pretences.
CHAP. I I.--WHAT

SENECA THOUGHT CONCERNIrcG THE JEWS.

Seneca, among the other superstitions
of
civil theology, also found fault with the sacred
things of the Jews, and especially
the sabbaths, affirming that they act uselessly in keeping those seventh days, whereby
they lose
through idleness
about the seventh
part of
their life_ and also many things which demand
Lmmediate
attention
are
damaged.
The
Christians,
however, who were already most
hostile to the Jews, he did not dare to mention, etther for praise or blame, lest, if he
praised them, he should do so against the ancient custom of his country, or, perhaps, if he
should blame them, he should do so against
his own will.
When he was speaking
concerning
those
Jews, he said, "When,
meanwhile, the customs of that most accursed nation have gained
such strength
that they have been now received
in all lands, the conquered
have given
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laws to the conquerors."
By these words he
expresses his astonishment;
and, not knowing
what the providence of God was leading him
to say, subjoins in plain words an oplmon by
which he showed what he thought about the
meaning of those sacred institutions:
" For,"
he says, "those,
however, know the cause of
their rites, whilst the greater part of the peopl.
know not why they perform theirs."
But con-i
cerning the solemnities
of the Jews, either
why or how far they were instituted
by divine
authority,
and afterwards,
in due time, by
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For to what but to felicity should men coni secrate themselves,
were felicity a goddess ?
t However, as it is not a goddess, but a gift of
bGod, to what God but the giver of happiness
_lought we to consecrate ourselves, who piously
love eternal life, in which there is true and
full fehctty?
But Ithink, from what has been
I said, no one ought to doubt that none of those
gods is the giver of happiness, who are worIshipped with such shame, and who, if they are
not so worshipped,
are more shamefully
enraged, and thus confess that they are most

the
same toauthority
takenmystery
away from
the people
foul life
spirits.
Moreover,
can he? give
of God,
whom the
of eternal
life _nal
who cannot
give how
happiness
Foreterwe
was revealed, we have both spoken elsewhere,
mean by eternal life that life where there is
especially when we were treating against the endless happiness.
For if the soul live in
Manlcheeans,
and also intend to speak in this ieternal punishments,
by which also those unwork in a more suitable place.
, clean spirits sl:all be tormented, that is rather
eternal death than eternal llfe.
For there is
CHAP.
I2.--THAT
WHEN
ONCE THE VANITY
OF no greater
or worse death than when death
THE
GODS OF THE NATIONS
HAS BEEN EXnever
dies.
But because the soul from its
POSED,
IT CANNOT
BE DOUBTED
THAT
THEY
very
nature,
being created immortal, cannot
ARE UNABLE TO BESTOW ETERNAL LIFE ON be _'ithout some kmd of life, its utmost death
ANY ONE, WHEN THEY CANNOTAFFORD HELP 1S ahenation
from the life of God iti an eterEVEI'," WITH
RESPECT
TO
THE
THINGS
OF mty of punishment.
So, then, He only who
THIS TEMPORALLIFE.
gives true happiness gives eternal life, that is,
Now, since there are three theologies, which an endlessly happy life.
And since those
the Greeks call respectively
mythical, physi-! gods whom this cwll theology worships have
cal, and pohtlcal, and which may be called la been proved to be unable to give this happiLatin fabulous, natural, and civil; and since ness, they ought not to be worshipped on acneither
from the fabulotis, which even the count of those temporal and terrestrial things,
worshippers
of many and false gods have as we showed in the five former books, much
themselves
most freely censured,
nor from less on account of eternal life, which is to be
the civil, of which that is convicted of being after death, as we have sought to show in this
a part, or even worse than It, can eternal life one book especially, whilst the oilier books
be hoped for from any of these theologies,-also lend it their co-operation.
But since the
if any one thinks that what has been said in strength of inveterate habit has its roots very
this book is not enough for him, let him also l deep, if any one thinks that I have not disadd to it the many and various dissertations
puted sufficiently to showthat this civil theolconcerning
God as the giver of felicity, con- ogy ought to be rejected
and shunned,
let
tained in the former books, especially
the him attend to another book which, with God's
fourth one.
help, is to be joined to this one.
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PREFACE.
ITwill be the duty of those who are endowed
with quicker
and better understandings,
in
whose case the former books are sufficmnt
and more than sufficient, to effect their intended object, to bear with me with patience
and equanimity
whilst I attempt
with more
than ordinary diligence to tear up and eradicate depraved and ancient opinions hostile to
the truth of piety, which the long-continued
error of the human race has fixed very deeply
in unenlightened
minds; co-operating
also in
this, according
to my little measure, with the
grace of Him who, being the true God, is able
to accomplish it, and on whose help I depend
in my work; and, for the sake of others, such
should not deem superfluous
what they feel
to be no longer necessary for themselves.
A
very great matter is at stake when the true and
truly holy divimty is commended
to men as
that which they ought to seek after
and to
worship; not, however, on account ofthetransitory vapor of mortal
life, but on account
of life eternal, which alone isblessed,
although
the help necessary for this frail life we are now
living is also afforded us by it.
CHAP.

I.--

WHETHER,

SINCE

IS NOT

_ SELECT

IT

IS

EVIDENT

THAT
DEITY
IS NOT TO BE FOUND
IN THE
CIVIL THEOLOGY,
WE ARE TO BELIEVE
THAT
IT IS TO BE FOUND
IN THE SELECT GODS,

If there is any one whom the sixth book,
which I have last finished, has not persuaded
that this divinity, or, so to speak, deity--for
this word also our authors do not hesitate to
use, in order to translate more accurately
that
which the Greeks call 0_Tr/s';,--if
there is any
one, I say, whom the sixth book has not persuaded that this divinity or deity is not to be
found in that theology which they call civil,
and which Marcus Varro has explained in sixteen books,_that
is, that the happiness
of

OBTAINED

BY THE

GODS J_ OF THE

WORSHIP

CIVIL

life is not attainable

OF
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through

the wor-

ship of gods such as states have established
to be worshipped,
and that in such a form,perhaps, when he has read this book, he wilt
not have anything
further to desire in order
to the clearing up of this question.
For it is
ipossible that some one may think that at least
the select and chief gods, whom Varro comprised
in his last book, and of whom we have
not spoken sufficiently, are to be worshipped
on account of the blessed life, which is none
other than eternal.
In respect to which matter I do not say what Tertullian
said, perhaps
more wittily than truly, "If gods are selected
like onions, certainly the rest are rejected as
bad."'
I do not say this, for I see that even
from among the select, some are selected for
some greater and more excellent office: as in
warfare, when recrmts have been elected, there
are some again elected from among those for
the performance
of some greater mihtary service; and in the church, when persons
are
elected to be overseers, certainly the rest are
not rejected,
since all good Christians
are
deservedly
called elect; in the erection
of
a building
corner-stones
are elected, though
the other stones, which are destined for other
parts of the structure, are not rejected;
grapes
are elected
for eating, whilst the others, which
we
leave for drinking,
are
not
rejected.
There is no need of adducing
many illustrations, since tb.e thing is evident.
Wherefore
the selection of certain gods from among many
affords no proper reason why either he who
wrote on this subject, or the worshippers
of
the gods, or the gods themselves,
should be
spurned.
We ought rather to seek to know
what gods these are, and for what purpose
they may appear to have been selected.
.. xTert.Aflol.t3,Ntvdectiosin_r¢flrobatlone,madAd_ragior_$,
u, 9_ Si dei =t 3ulbi seligunt_r,
qui *on *ett_a_ttr,
ret_ro6i
# ..... t,_t.,.
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CHAP.
_-.--WHO
THE
SELECT
GODS,
AND driven
many they
select are
gods
to theseby very
small
WHETHER
THEYARE
AVE
HELD
TO BE
EXEMPT
works, so
in which
excelled
Vitumnus
FROM
THE
OFFICES
OF THE
COMMONER
GODS.
and Sentinus,
though little known and sunk
The following gods, certainly,
Varro sig-1 In obscurity,
inasmuch as they confer the
nalizes as select, devoting one book to this munificent gifts of life and sensation ? For
subject: Janus, Jupiter, Saturn, Genius, Mer- the select Janus bestows an entrance, and,
cury, Apollo, Mars,
Vulcan,
Neptune,
Sol, as it were, a door • for the seed; the select
Orcus,
father
Liber, Tellus,
Ceres, Juno, Saturn bestows the seed itself;
the select
Luna,
Diana,
Minerva,
Venus,
Vesta; of Liber bestows on men the emission of the
which twenty gods, twelve are males, and same seed; Libera, who is Ceres or Venus,
eight females.
Whether
are these
deities confers the same on women; the select Juno
called select, because of their higher spheres confers (not alone, but together with Mena,
of administration
In the world, or because they the daughter of Jupiter) tile menses, for the
have become better known to the people, and growth of that which has been conceived;
and
more worship has been expended on them ? the obscure and ignoble Vitumnus
confers
If it be on account of the greater works which life, whilst the obscure and ignoble Sentinus
are performed by them in the world, we ought confers sensatlon;--whlch
two last things are
than the others, as
not to have found them among that, as it were, as much more excellent
plebeian crowd of deities, which has assigned
they themselves
are excelled by reason and
to it the charge of minute and trifling things, intellect.
For as those things which reason
For, first of all, at the conception of a foetus, and understand
are preferable to those which,
from {vhich point all the works commence
without intellect
and reason, as in the case
which have been distributed
in minute detail of cattle, live and feel; so also those things
to many deities, Janus himself opens t[ae way which have been endowed with hfe and sensafor the reception
of the seed;
there also is uon are deservedly preferred
to those things
Saturn, on account of the seed Itself; there is wluch neitl3er live nor feel.
Therefore VitumLiber,' who liberates the male by the effusion nus the hfe-gIver, _ and Sentlnus
the senseof the seed; there is Llbera, whom they also g_ver'4 ought to have been reckoned among
would have to be Venus, who confers this the select gods, rather than Janus the adsame benefit on the woman, namely, that she mttter of seed, and Saturn tt_e giver or sower
of seed, and Lber and Libera the movers and
also be liberated by the emission of the seed;
--all these are of the number of those who hberators of seed; which seed Is not worth a
are called select.
But there is also the god- thought, unless it attain to life and sensation.
dess Mena, who presides
over the menses;
Yet these select gifts are not given by select
though the daughter of Jupiter, ignoble never- gods, but by certain unknown, and, considertheless.
And this province of the menses the lng
their dignity,
neglected
gods.
But
be replied
that Janus
has dominion
over if allit
same author, in his book on the select gods,
assigns to Juno herself, who is even queen beginnings,
and therefore
opening
way for conception
is not the
without
reasonof the
asamong the select gods; and here, as Juno
Lucma, along with the same Mena, her stepdaughter,
she presides over the same blood,
There also are two gods, exceedingly obscure,
Vitumnus
and Sentlnus--the
one of whom
imparts
lion;
ignoble
those
surely,
whole

hfe to the foetus, and the other sensaand, of a truth, they bestow,
most
though they be, far more than all
noble and select gods bestow.
For,
without life and sensation, what is the
foetus which a woman carries in her

signed to hml;

and that Saturn

has dominion

over all seeds, and therefore
the sowing of
the seed whereby a human being is generated
cannot be excluded from his operation;
that
Llber and Llbera have power over the emission of all seeds, and therefore
preside over
those
pertain to
of men;seeds
that which
Juno presides
overtheall procreation
purgations

and births, and therefore
she has also charge
of the purgations of women and the births of
human bemgs;--if
they give this reply, let
womb, but a most vile and worthless thing, them find an answer to the question concernno better than slime and dust ?
mg Vltumnus
and Sentinus, whether they are
CHAP.
3.--HOW
THERE
IS NO
REASON
WHICH
willing that these likewise should have dominCAN BE SHOWN FOR THE SELECTIONOF CER- ion over all things which live and feel.
If
TAIN GODS, WHEN THE ADMINISTRATION OF they grant this, let them observe in how subMOREEXALTED OFFICES IS ASSIGNEDTO MANY hme a position they are about to place them.
INFERIORGODS.
For to spring from seeds is in the earth and
What

is the

cause,

therefore,

x Cicero,
Dt .Nat. Dear. 11 , dmtlnguishcs
][_,cchus,
son of Jupiter
and Semele

which

this Llber

from

has l°f the earth, but to live and feel are supposed
Iaber
2_anua_.

3 Vivlfzcatar.

4 S#*aifltatar.
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to be properties
even of the sidereal
gods. 1 Since, therefore, we see that even the select
:But if they say that only such things as come I gods themselves work together with the others,
to life in flesh, and are supported
by senses, I like a senate with the people, in all those minare assigned to Sentinus, why does not that ute works which have been minutely portioned
God who made all things live and feel, bestow out among many gods; and since we find that
on flesh also life and sensation,
in the univer- [ far greater and better things are administered
sality of His operation conferring
also on foe- by certain gods who have not been reckoned
ruses this gift ? And what, then, is the use[worthy
to be selected than by those who are
of Vitumnus
and Sentinus ? But if these, as/called
select, it remains that we suppose that
it were, extreme and lowest things have been they were called select and chief, not on accommitted
by Him who presides universally
count of thew holding more exalted offices in
over life and sense to these gods as to ser-the
world, but because it happened
to them
rants, are these select gods then so destitute
to become better known to the people.
And
of servants, that they could not find any to even Varro himself s2ys, that m that way obwhom even they m_ght commit those things,
scurity had fallen to the lot of some father
but with all thelr dignity, for which they are, gods and mother goddesses, 3 as it falls to the
it seems, deemed worthy to be selected, were lot of man.
If, therefore, Felicity
ought not
compelled
to perform their work along with perhaps to have been put among the select
ignoble ones ? Juno is select queen of the gods, because they did not attain to that noble
gods, and the sister and wife of Jupiter;
position by merit, but by chance, Fortune
at
nevertheless
she is Iterduca,
the conductor,
least should have been placed among them,
to boys, and performs
this work along with or rather before [hem; for they say that that
a most ignoble pair--the
goddesses
Abeona i goddess
distributes to every one the gifts she
and Adeona.
There they have also placed
receives, not according to any rational arrangethe goddess
Mena, who gives to boys a good ment, but according as chance may determine.
mind, _nd she is not placed among the select She ought to have held the uppermost
place
gods; as if anythinggreater
could be bestowed
among the select gods, for among them chiefly
on a man than a good mind.
But Juno isl_t is that she sho_swhat
power she has.
For
placed among the select because she is Iter- we see that the), have been selected not on acduca and Domiduca
(she who conducts
one count of some emmentv_rtueorrational
happion a journey,
and who conducts him home ness, but by that random power of Fortune
again); as if it is of any advantage
for one to whmh the worshippers of these gods think that
make a journey, and to be conducted
home she exerts.
For that most eloquent man Saltust
again, if his mind is not good.
And yet the also may perhaps have the gods themselves
in
goddess
who bestows that gift has not been view when he says: " But, in truth,
fortune
placed by the selectors among the select gods, rules in everything;
it renders all things famous
though she ought indeed to have been pre-or
obscure, accordmg to caprice rather than acferred even to Minerva,
to whom, m this cording to truth."4
For they cannot dlscover
minute distribution
of work, they have allotted
a reason why Venus should have been made
the memory of boys.
For who will doubt famous, whilst Virtus has been made obscure,
that it is a far better thing to have a good when the d_vinity of both of them has been
mind, than ever so great
a memory ? For solemnly recogmzed by them, and their merits
no one is bad who has a good mind;'
but are not to be compared.
Again, if she has
some who are very bad are possessed
of an deserved
a noble position on account of the
admirable
memory,
and are so much the fact that she is much sought after--for
there
worse, the less they are able to forget the iare more who seek after Venus than after
bad things
which
they
think.
And
yet Virtus--why
has Minerva
been celebrated
Minerva is among the select gods, whilst the whilst Pecunia
has been left in obscurity,
goddess Mena is hidden by a worthless crowd, although
throughout
the whole human race
What shall I say concerning
Virtus ? What avarice allures a far greater
number
than
concerning
Felicitas?---concerning
whom
I skill?
And even among
those
who are
have already
spoken
much
in the fourth skilled m the arts, you will rarely find a man
book; _ to whom, though they held them to be who does not practise his own art for the putgoddesses,
they have not thought fit to assign pose of pecuniary gain; and that for the sake
a place among the select gods, among whom of which anything
is made, is always valued
they have given a place to Mars and Orcus, more than that which is made for the sake of
_the one the causer of death, the other the re- something
else.
If. then, this selection
of
v_eiver of the dead.
x As we say, r_ht-minded.

• Oh. 2x, z 3.

:_The
father
Saturn, and
the
obscure than their son Jupiter
and
4 SaUust,
Cat. Ca_.I. ch. 8.

mother
daughter

Ops, e. g.,
Juno

being" more
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gods has been made by the judgment of the
foolish multitude,
why has not the goddess
Pecunia
been preferred
to Minerva,
since
there
are many artificers
for the sake of
money ? But if this distinction
has been
made by the few wise, why has Virtus been
preferred to Venus, when reason by far prefers
the former ? At all events, as I have already
said, Fortune herself--who,
according to those
who attribute most influence
to her, renders
all things
famous or obscure
according
to
caprice rather than according to the truth-since she has been able to exercise so much
power even over the gods, as, according
to
her capricious
judgment,
to render those of
them famous whom she would, and those obseure whom she would; Fortune herself ought
to occupy the place of pre-eminence
among
the select gods, since over them also she has
such pre-eminent
power.
Or must we suppose that the reason why she is not among
the select is simply this, that even Fortune
herself
has had an adverse fortune?
She
was adverse, then, to herself,
since, whilst
ennobling
others, she herself
has remained
obscure,
CHAP.

4.--THE
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i scarce any one of the select gods who has not
received upon himself the brand of notable
infamy.
These latter have descended tot he
humble works of the others, whilst the others
have not come up to their sublime crimes.
Concerning Janus, there does not readily occur to my recollection anything infamous; and
perhaps he was such an one as lived more innocentty than the rest, and further removed
from misdeeds and crimes.
He kindly received and entertained
Saturn when he was
fleeing; he divided
his kingdom
with his
guest, so that each of them had a city for
lfimself,-" the one Jantculum,
and the other
Saturma.
But those seekers after every kind
of unseemhness
m the worship of the gods
have disgraceed him, whose life they found to
be less disgracful than that of the othergods,
with an image of monstrous
deformity,
makmg it sometimes with two faces, and sometimes, as it were, double, with four faces. 3
Did they wish that, as the most of the select
gods had lost shame' through the perpetratton of shameful crimes, his greater innocence
should be marked
by a greater number of
faces _ 5

NAMES
HAVI_
SELECT

GODS, WHOSE INFAMIESARE CELEBRATED.
However,
any one who eagerly seeks for
celebrity
and renown,
might
congratulate
those select gods, and call them fortunate,
were it not that he saw that they have been
selected
more to their injury than to their
honor.
For that low crowd of gods have
been protected
by their very meanness
and
obscurity
from being overwhelmed
with infamy.
We laugh, indeed, when we see them
distributed
by the mere fictlon of human opxnions, according
to the special works assigned
to them, like those who farm small portions
of the public revenue, or like workmen in the
street of the silversmiths,'
where one vessel
in order that it may go out perfect, passes
through
the hands of many, when It might
have been finished by one perfect workman,
But the only reason why the combined
skill
of many workmen was thought necessary, was,
that it is better that each part of an art should
be learned by a special workman, which can
be done speedily
and easily, than that they
should all be ' compelled
to be perfect in
one art throughout
all its parts, which they
could only attain slowly and with difficulty.
Nevertheless
there is scarcely to be found one
of the non-select
gods who has brought infamy on himself by any crime, whilst there is
t VF_.a

a_ariua.
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But let us hear their own physical interpretatlons by which they attempt to color, as
with the appearance
of profounder doctrine,
the baseness of most miserable error.
Varro,
In the first place, commends
these Interpretations so strongly as to say, that the ancients
Invented the images, badges, and adornments
of the gods, in order that when those who
went to tt_e mysteries should see them with
their bodily eyes, they might with the eyes of
their mind see the soul of the world, and its
parts, that is, the true gods; and also that the
meaning which was intended
by those who
made their images wlth the human form,
seemed to be this,--namely,
that the mind of
mortals,which
is in a human body, is very like
to the immortal mind, 6 just as vessels might be
placed to represent the gods, as, for instance,
a wine-vessel might be placed in the temple
of Liber, to signify wine, that which is conmined being signified by that which contains.
Thus by an image which had the human form
the rational soul was signified,
because the
human form is the vessel, as it were, in which
that nature is wont to be contained which they
2Virgil,_.e_d, vFa.3s7,3#.

4 _wo_.

3 0uadrzfrons.

$Ouautoigtelnnocentloreuet

,

t_i._for
theU_dshamelemme_f°r
the tdmmel_mnetmofof
tmlxtdenc_,
6 Cm_ro,

Tu*c.

Qua_¢t.

v. t3.

ta_ofro*totzar al_aeereginaoctla_,

as we use

** face *'
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attribute to God, or to the gods.
These are
the mysteries of doctrine to which that most
learned man penetrated in order that he might
bring them forth to the light.
But, 0 thou
most acute man, hast thou lost among those
mysteries
that prudence
which led thee to
form the sober opinion, that those who first
established
those images for the people took
away fear from the citizens and added error,
andthat
theancient
Romans honored thegods
more chastely without
images ? For it was

have with such diligence sought out and enucleated, some of which I must necessarily mention !

But the things which follow in this book
will show what is the nature of these myster.
ies, and what value is to be set upon them.
Meanwhile,
this most learned man confesses
as his opinion that the soul of the world and
its parts are the true gods, from whichwe perceivethat
his theology (to wit, that same natural theology to which he pays great regard)
has been able, in its completeness,
to extend
itself even to the nature of the rational soul.
For in this book (concerning the select gods)
he says a very few things by anticipation
concerning
the natural theology;
and we shall
seewhether
he has been able in that book, by
means of physical interpretations,
to refer to
this natural theology that civil theology, concerning which he wrote last when treating of
the select gods.
Now, if he has been able to
do this, the whole is natural; and in that case,
what need was there for distinguishing
so!
carefully the civil from the natural ? But if
it has been distinguished
by a veritable distinction, then, since not even this n3tural the"ology with which he is so much pleased is true
(for though it has reached as far as the soul,
it has not reached to the true God who made
the soul), how much more contemptible
and
false is that civil theology which is chiefly occupied about what is corporeal,
as will be
shown by its very interpretations,
which they

the orbit of the moon there are souls, namely,
the stars and planets; and these are not only
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The same Varro, then, still speaking
by
anticipation,
says that he thinks that God is
the soul of the world (which the Greeks call
through consideration
of them
that against
thou wast
emboldened
to speak these
things
the g_o'/zo_), and that this world itself is God;
later Romans.
For if those most ancient but as a wise man, though he consists of body
Romans also had worshipped images, perhaps
and mind, is nevertheless
called wise on acthou wouldst have suppressed
by the silence count of his mind, so the world is called God
of fear all those sentiments
(true sentiments,
on account of mind, although
it consists of
nevertheless)
concerning
the folly of setting mind and body.
Here he seems, in some
up images, and wouldst have extolled more fashion at least, to acknowledge
one God; but
loftily, and more loquaciously,
those mysterithat he may introduce more, he adds that the
ous doctrines
consisting
of these vain and world is divided into two parts, heaven and
pernicious fictions.
Thv soul, so learned and earth, which are again divided each into two
so clever (and for this Igrieve much for thee),
parts, heaven into ether and air, earth into
could never through
these mysteries
have water and land, of all which the ether is the
reached
its God; that is, the God by whom, highest, the air second, the water third, and
not with whom, it was made, of whom it is the earth the lowest.
All these four parts,
not a part, but a work,--that
God who is not he says, are full of souls; those which are in
the soul of all things, but who made every the ether and air being immortal, and those
soul, and in whose light alone every soul is which are in the water and on the earth morFrom the highest part of the heavens to
blessed, if it be not ungrateful
for H_s grace. tal.

understood
be gods,the but
be
such.
And tobetween
orbitareof seen
the to
moon
and the commencement
of the regLon of
clouds and winds there are aerial souls; but
these are seen with the mind, not with the
eyes, and are called Heroes, and Lares, and
Genii.
This is the natural theology which is
briefly set forth in these antmspatory
statements, and which satisfied
not Varro only,
but many philosophers
besides.
This I must
discuss more carefully, when, with the help
of God, i shall have completed
what I have
yet to say concerning
the civil theology,
as
far as it concerns the select gods.
CHAP. 7-_WHETHER IT IS REASONABLETO SEPARATE JANUS AND TEm_INUS AS TWO DISTINCT DEITIES.
Who, then, is Janus,
with whom Varro
commences ? He is the world.
Certainly a
very brief and unambiguous
reply.
Why,
then, do they say that the beginnings
of
things pertain to him, but the ends to another
whom they call Terminus ? For they say that
two months have been dedicated
to these two
gods, with reference to beginnings
and ends
_January
to Janus, and February to Terminus--over
and above those ten months which

CHAP.IX.]
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commence
with March and end with Decemher.
And they say that that is the reason
why the Terminalia
are celebrated
in the
month of February,
the same month in which
the sacred purification is made which they call
Februum,
and from which the month derives
its name. z Do the beginnings of things, therefore, pertain to the world, which is Janus, and
not also the ends, since another god has been
placed over them ? Do they not own that all
things which they say begin m this world also
come to an end in this world ? What folly it
is, to give him only half power in work, when
in h_s image they give him two faces ! Would
it not be a far more elegant way of interpreting the two-faced Image, to say that Janus and
Terminus
are the same, and that the one face
has reference to beginnings,
the other to ends ?
For one who works ought to have respect to
both.
For he who in every forthputtmg
of
activity does not look back on the beginning,
does not look forward to the end.
Wherefore
it is necessary
that prospective
intention
be
connected
with retrospective
memory.
For
how shall one find how to fimsh anything,
Jf
he has forgotten what it was which he had begun _ But ff they thought that the blessed hfe
is begun in this world, and perfected
beyond
the world, and for that reason attributed
to
Janus, that is, to the world, only the power of
beginnings,
they should certainly
have preferred Terminus
to him, and should not have
shut him out from the number of the select
gods.
Yet even now, when the beginnings
and ends of temporal
things are represented
by these two gods, more honor ought to have
been given to Terminus.
For the greater joy
is that whtch is felt when anything is finished;
but things begun are always cause of much
anxiety
until they are brought
to an end,
which end
he who begins
anything
very
greatly longs for, fixes his mind on, expects,
desires;
nor does any one ever rejoice over
anything
he has begun, unless it be brought
to an end.
CHAP.
OF
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o_,oetv_. % and some Latin poets," he says,
have called the heavens pa/atum [the palate];
and from the gaping mouth, they say, there
is a way out in the direction of the teeth, and
a way in m the dtrection of the gullet.
See
what the world has been brought to on account
of a Greek or a poetical word for our palate !
Let this god be worshipped
only on account
of saliva, which has two open doorways under
the heavens of the palate,mone
through which
part of it may be spitten out, the other through
which part of it may be swallowed down.
Besides, what is more absurd than not to find in
the world _tself two doorways opposite to each
other, through
which at may either receive
anything into itself, or cast it out from itself;
and to seek of our throat and gullet, to which
the world has no resemblance,
to make up an
image of the world m Janus, because the world
is said to resemble the f_afi_tc, to which Janus
bears no hkeness ? But when they make him
four-faced,
and call ham double Janus, they
interpret this as having reference to the four
quarters
of the world, as though the world
looked out on anything, like Janus through
his four faces.
Again, _f Janus is the world,
and the world coustst_ of four quarters, then
the Image of the two-faced Janus is false.
Or
ff it Is true, because the whole world is sometHnes understood
by the expression
east and
west, will any one call the world double when
north and south also are mentmned,
as they
call Janu_ double when he has four faces?
They have no way at all of interpreting,
in
relation to the world, four doorways by which
to go m and to come out as they did in the
case of the two-faced Janus, where they found,
at any rate in the human mouth, something
which answered to what they said about him;
unless perhaps Neptune come to their aid, and
hand them a fish, which, besides the mouth
and gullet, has also the openings of the gills,
one on each side.
Nevertheless,
with all the
doors, no soul escapes this vanity but that
one which hears the truth saying, "I am the
door."

WORSHIPPERS
WITH

SOMETIMES

TWO

CHAP.

HAVE

IT BE SEEN WITH FOUR.
But now let the interpretation
of the twofaced image be produced.
For they say that
it has two faces, one before and one behind,
because our gaping mouths seem to resemble
the world: whence the Greeks call the palate

AND
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But they also show whom they would have
Jove (who is also called Jupiter) understood
to be.
He is the god, say they, who has the
power of the causes by which anything comes
to be in the world.
And how great a thing
this is, that most noble verse of Virgil testifies:
Happy is he who has learned the causes of things." *
why is Janus preferred to him ? Let that

t An interesting
aecoont
of the changes
made m the Roman
[ '*
year by Numa
is gtven art Plutarch's
life of that
king.
Ovtd also
But
(Fasli,
il.) explains
the derivation
of February.,
telhng
us thatlt
w_ the last month of the old year,
lustvations
performed
then : Februa
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most acute and most learned man answer us definition, is certainly not a true god, accordthis question.
"Because,"
says he, "Jaing to them.
Will they then say that Jupiter
nus has dominion
over first things,
Jupi- is the soul of the world, and Janus the body
ter over highest'
things.
Therefore
Jupiter
--that
is, this visible world ? If they say
is deservedly
held to be the kingof all things;
this, it will not be possible for them to affirm
for highest things are better than first things:
that Janus is a god.
For even, according to
for although
first things precede
in time, them, the body of the world is not a god, but
highest things excel by dignity."
the soul of the world and its parts.
WhereNow this would have been rightly said had fore Varro, seeing this, says that he thinks
the first parts of things which are done been God is the soul of the world, and that this
distinguished
from the highest parts; as, for world itself is God; but that as a wise man,
instance, it is the beginning of a thing done to though he consists of soul and body, is neverset out. the highest part to arrive.
The corn- theless called wise from the soul, so the world
mencing to learn is the first part of a thing is called God from the soul, though it consists
begun, the acquirement
of knowledge
is the of soul and body.
Therefore the body of the
highest part.
And so of all things: the be- world alone is not God, but either the soul of
ginnings are first, the ends highest.
This it alone, or the soul and the body together,
matter, however, has been already discussed
yet so as that it is God not by virtue of the
in connection with Janus and Terminus.
But body, but by virtue of the soul.
If, therefore,
the causes which are attributed to Jupiter are Janus is the world, and Janus is a god, will
things effecting, not things effected; and it is they say, in order that Jupiter may be a god,
impossible
for them to be prevented
in time that he is some part of Janus ? For they are
by things which are made or done, or by the wont rather to attribute
universal
existence
beginnings of such things; for the thing which to Jupiter;
whence the saying,
"All things
makes is always prior to the thing which is are full of Jupiter. ''2 Therefore
they must
made.
Therefore,
though the beginnings of think Jupiter also, in order that he may be a
things which are made or done pertain
to god, and especially king of the gods, to be
Janus, they are nevertheless
not prior to the the world, that he may rule over the other
efficient causes which they attribute to Jupi- godsmaccording
to them, his parts.
To this
ter.
For as nothing takes place without being effect, also, the same Varro expounds
certain
preceded
by an efficmnt cause, so without an verses of Valerius Soranus 3 m that book which
efficient cause nothing begms to take place• he wrote apart from the others concerning
the
Verily, if the people call this god Jupiter,
in worship of the gods.
These are the verses:
whose power are all the causes of all natures
which have been made, and of all natural
"Almighty
Jove, progenitor of kings, and thmgs, and
gods,
things, and worship him with such insults and
And eke the mother of the gods, god one and all."
infamous criminations,
they are guilty of more
shocking sacrilege than if they should totally
But in the same book he expounds these verses
deny the existence
of any god.
It would by saying that as the male emits seed, and
therefore
be better for them to call some the female receives it, so Jupiter,
whom they
other god by the name of Jupiter--some
one believed to be the world, both emits all seeds
worthy of base and criminal honors;
substi- from himself and receives them into himself.
tuting instead of Jupiter some vain fiction (as For which reason, he says, Soranus wrote,
Saturn is said to have had a stone given to"
Jove, progenitor and mother;"
and with no
• him to devour instead of his son,) which they less reason said that one and all were the same.
might make the subject of their blasphemies,
For the world is one, and in that one are all
rather than speak of that god as both thun- things.
dering
and
committing
adultery, -- ruling
the whole world, and laying himself out for CHAP. IO.--WHETHER THE DISTINCTION BEthe commission
of so many licentious acts,-TWEEN JANUS AND JUPITER IS A PROPER
having in his power nature and the highest
ONE.
oauses of all natural things, but not having
Since, therefore,
Janus is the world, and
his own causes good.
Jupiter is the world, wherefore are Janus and
Next, I ask what place they find any longer Jupiter two gods, while the world is but one ?
for this Jupiter among the gods, if Janus is Why do they have separate temples, separate
the world; for Varro defined the true gods to altars, different rites, dissimilar images ? If
be the soul of the world, and the parts of it. it be because the nature of beginnings is one,
And therefore
whatever falls not within this
t Sumpna_ which also includes the meaning_last,

2 Vlrg_l, Eclat. id. 6o, who bort'ows th_ _
P/rumour*ha of Aratus.
a Soranus hved about ]a. c. xoo. See Smith's

from tl_
Dict.
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and the nature of causes another, and the one
has received the name of Janus, the other of
Jupiter;
is it then the case, that if one man
has two distinct
offices of authority,
or two
.....
arts, two juclges or two .artmcers are spoken
of, because the nature of the offices or the
arts is different ? So also with respect to one
god: if he have the power of beginnings and
of causes, must he therefore
be thought to
be two gods, because beginnings
and causes
are two things ? But if they think that this is
r:_h _ l_t them also affirm that ;u,)lter is as
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else than Jupiter, according
to those verses
[of Valerius Soranus, where it has been said:
I
i "Almighty Jove, progenitor of kings, and things, and
]
gods
, And eke 'teh mother of the o_°ds," ec.t
I
i X_'hy, then, was he called R.ummus, when they
WhO may percnance
mqmre more diligently
lmay find that he is also that goddess Ru! mina ?
I -If' then, it was .rightly thought
unworthy
4oi the majesty ot tl_e go(is, that m one ear ot

m_an;'_gods
given hl_'n
surnames,
on account as
of they
manyhave
powers;
for the
things c°rtt°enttgl°d
'
.
.... ;ht_dt_t_a_e _lhec_eu°f _;?°mnt, "
from which these surnames are applied to him worth.y ot that malest.y .Is it, ttlat, one ttalng,
are many and diverse.
I shall mention a few I ano ttmt ot tile lowest kIno, even the gtwng ot
of them
the pap to animals that they may be nourished,
•
I should be under the care of two gods, one of
ERNING "IHE qURNAME
oF[WhoIn lS Jupiter himself, the very king of all
CHAP. II._CONC
.
'
."
S
]things, who does this not along with his own
JUPITER_
WHICH
ARE
REFERRED
NOT
TO MANY
•
I x_lfe, but with
some ignoble Rumma
(unless
GOI)S_
BUT
TO ONE AND
THE
SAME
GOD
,
,
, .
.......
"
"
perhaps ne lalmselI is Numlna,
t>elng l_uml.
They have called him Victor,
Invictus,
nus for males and Rumina for females) ! I
Omtulus.
Impulsor
Stator, Centumpeda,
Su- should certainly have said that they had been
1ol_aalis, "Figlllus,
"Otimus, Ruminus,
¢and other l unwilling
to apply to Jupiter a femirfine name,
names which _t were long to enumerate.
But had he not been styled m these verses "prothese surnames
they have gwen to one god genitor and mother,"
and had I not read
on account of diverse causes and powers, but among other surnames of his that of Pecunia
yet have not compelled him to be, on account
[money], which we found as a goddess among
of so many things,
as many gods.
They those petty deities, as I have already mengave him these surnames
because he con- t_oned in the fourth book.
But since both
quered all things; because he was conquered
males and females have money [pecunlam],
by none;
because he brought
help to the why has he not been called both Pecuniusand
needy; because he had the power of impel- Pecunia?
That is their concern.
ling, stopping,
stabhshing,
throwing
on the
back; because as a beam _ he held together
CHAP. I2._THAT
JUPITER
IS ALSOCALLEDPEand sustained
the world; because he nourCUNIA.
ished all things; because,
hke the pap," he
How elegantly they haveaccounted
for this
nourished
animals.
Here, we perceive,
are name!
" He is also called Pecuma,"
say
some great things and some small things; and they, "because
all things belong to him."
yet xt is one who is stud to perform them all. Oh how grand an explanatmn
of the name of
I think that the dkauses and ttte beginnings
of a detty ! Yes; he to whom all things belong
things, oil account of which they have thought
is most meanly and most contumeliously
called
that the one world is" two gods, Jupiter and Pecunia.
In comparison of all things which
Janus,are nearer to each other than the holding are contained by heaven and earth, what are
together of the world, and the giving of the pap all things together
whmh are possessed
by
to animals; and yet, on account of these two men under the name of money ?3 And this
works so far apart from each other, both in name, forsooth, hath avarice given to Jupiter,
nature and dtgnlty, there has not been any that whoever was a lover of money might
necessity for the existence
of two gods; but seem to himself to love not an ordinary god,
one Jupiter has been called, on account of the but the very king of all things himself.
But
one Tigfilus, on account
of the other Rural- it would be a far different thingif he had been
nus.
I am unwilling to say that the giving of[called
Riches.
For riches are one thing,
the pap to sucking
animals might have be-!money
another.
For we call rich the wise_
come Juno rather than Jupiter,
especially
the just, the good, who have either no money
when there was ' the goddess Rumina to help I
possessing
sincearebymore
it, even
reand to serve her in this work; for I think it I in
or very
little. virtue,
For they
truly as rich
may
be replied
-" Tigitlus,

9

that Juno

herself -- is nothing
-,aRum."

3 Petunia,
being
property
! Comp

Augustin,

that is, property;
m cattle, then
De dtsci2_l.

the original meaning
of ,_eC_la
property
or wc,alth of any
Christ,

6.

"
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spects things necessary for the body, they are
content
with what they have.
But we call
the greedy poor, who are always craving and
always wanting.
For they may possess ever
so great an amount of money; but whatever
be the abundance
of that, they are not able
but to want.
And we properly call God Himself rich; not, however, in money, but in omnipotence.
Therefore
they who have abundance of money are called rich, but inwardly
needy if they are greedy.
So also, those who
have no money are called poor, but inwardly
rich if they are wise.
What, then, ought the wise man to think
of this theology, in which the king of the gods
receives the name of that thing "which
no
wise man has desired ?" ' For had there been
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fore exists separately in each individual,
but
that the corresponding
soul of the world is
God, he just comes back to this same thing,
--namely,
that the soul of the world itself is
to be held to be, as it were, the universal
genius.
This, there'fore, is what he calls Juplter.
For if every genius is a god, and the
soul of every man a genius, it follows that the
soul of every man is a god.
But if very ab.
surdity compels even these theologlsts
themselves to shrink from this, It remains that they
call that genius god by special and pre-eminent distinction,
whom they call the soul of
the world, and therefore Jupiter.
CHAP.

THE OFFICES OF MERCURY AND MARS.

I4.---CONCERNING

anything wholesomely taught by this philosophy concerning eternal hfe, how much more
appropriately
would that god who is the ruler
of the world have been called by them, not
money, but wisdom, the love of which purges
from the filth of avarice, that is, of the love
of money !

But they have not found how to refer Mercury and Mars to any parts of the world, and
to the works of God which are in the elements; and therefore
they have set them at
least over human works, making them assistants in speaking
and in carrying
on wars.
Now Mercury, if he has also the power of the
speech of the gods, rules also over the king
CHAP. 13 . --THAT WHEN IT IS EXPOUNDED of the gods himself, if Jupiter,
as he receives
WHAT SATURN IS, WHAT GENIUS IS, IT COMES from him the faculty of speech, also speaks
TO THIS,
THAT
BOTH
OF THEM
ARE SttOWN
TO
according as it is his pleasure to permit him
BE JUPITER.
--which
surely is absurd; but if it is only the
But why speak more of this Jupiter, with _ower over human speech which is held to be
whom perchance all the rest are to be identi- attributed
to him, then we say it is incredifled; so that, he being all, the opinion as to ble that Jupiter
should have condescended
the existence of many gods may remain as a to give the pap not only to children, but also
mere opinion, empty of all truth ? And they to beasts--from
which he has been surnamed
are all to be referred
to him, if his various
Ruminus--and
yet should have been unwillparts and powers are thought
of as so many ing that the care of our speech, by which
gods, or if the principle of mind which they we excel the beasts, should pertain to him.
think to be diffused through
all things has And
thus
speech
itself
both
belongs
to
received the names of many gods from the Jupiter,
and is Mercury.
But tf speech
various parts which the mass of this visible itself is said to be Mercury, as those things
world combines in itself, and from the mani- which are said concerning
b_im by way of mfold administration
of nature.
For what is terpretatmn
show it to be ;---_"
for he is said to
Saturn also?
"One of the principal gods,"
have been called Mercury,
that is, he who
he says, "who has domimon
over all sow- runs between, =because speech runs between
ings."
Does not the exposition of the verses men: they say also that the Greeks call him
of Valerius Soranus teach that Jup,ter is the _Epp_/s', because
speech, or Interpretation,
world, and that he emits all seeds from him- which certainly
belongs to speech, is called
self, and receives them into himself ?
by them ipprfvela:
also he is said to preside
It is he, then, with whom is the dominion
over payments, because speech passes between
of all sowings. What is Genius?
" He is the sellers and buyers: the wings, too, which he
god who is set over, and has the power of has on his head and on his feet, they say mean
begetting,
all things."
Who else than the that speech passes winged through the air: he
world do they believe to have this power, to is also said to have been called the messenger2
which it has been said:
because by means of speech all our thoughts
*'Almighty Jove, progenitor and mother ?"
are expressed; *---if, therefore,
speech itself
is Mercury, then, even by their own confesAnd when in another place he says that Genius sion, he is not a god.
But when they make
is the rational
soul of every one, and there-to
themselves
gods of such as are not even
* _]tust,

Caltl.

c. _x.

_ Qua*l

medius

currer_.

3 ?luncher.

4 Ensncian_gr.
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demons, by praying to unclean
spirits, they
are possessed
by such as are not gods, but
demons.
In like manner, because they have
not been able to find for Mars any element
or part of the world in which he might perform some works of nature of whatever kind,
they have said that he is the god of war, which
is a work of men, and that not one which is
considered
desirable by them.
If, therefore,
Fehcitas
should give perpetual
peace, Mars
would have nothing
to do.
But if war itself]
is Mars, as speech is Mercury, I wish it were
as true that there were no war to be falsely
called a god, as it is true that it is not a god.

lI he does not have among the heavenly bodies,
accept so many faces on earth ? Again, if
they think that on account of the stars alone
Mercury and Mars are parts of the world, in
order that they may be able to have them for
gods, since speech and war are not parts of
the world, but acts of men, how is it that they
have made no altars, established
no rites,
built no temples for Aries, and Taurus, and
Cancer, and Scorpio, and the rest which they
number as the celestial signs, and which conSlSt not of single stars, but each of them of
many stars, which also they say are situated
above those already mentioned
in the highest
part of the heavens, where a more constant
CHAP. I .--CONCERNING CERTAIN STARSWHICH ] motion causes the stars to follow an undeviatTHE PSAGANSHAVE CALLEDnV THE I_AMES OFImg course ? And why have they not reckoned
THEIR GODS
them as gods, I do not say among those select
•
igods, but not even among those, as it were,
But possibly these stars which have been Iplebelan gods?
called by their names are these gods.
For[
they call a certain star Mercury, and likewise'
I6 _CONCERNING
APOLLO
AND DIANA,
a certain other star Mars.
But among those CHAP.
AND THE eYFH1, R %EI.ECT
GODS WHOM THEY
stars which are called by the names of gods,
"_VOULD
HAVETt) B_, PARTSOF THE WORLD.
iS that one which they call Jupiter, and yet
with them Jupiter is the world.
There alsois
Although
they would have Apollo to be a
that one they call Saturn, and yet they give diviner and phymcian, they have nevertheless
to him no small property besides,--namely,
t given him a place as some part of the world.
all seeds.
There also is that brightest of them They have said that he is also the sun; and
all which is called by them Venus, and yet likewise they have said that Dmna, his sister,
they will have this same Venus to be also the _s the moon, and the guardian
of roads.
moon:_not
to mention
how Venus and Juno Whence also they will have her be a virgin,
are said by them to contend about that most because a road brings forth nothing.
They
brilliant star, as though about another golden also make both of them have arrows, because
apple.
For some say that Lucifer belongs to those two planets send their rays from the
Venus, and some to Juno.
But, as usual heavens
to the earth•
They make Vulcan
Venus conquers.
For by far the greatest
to bethe fire of the world ; Neptune the waters
number assign that star toVenus,
so much so of the world; Father Dis, that is, Orcus, the
that there is scarcely found one of them who earthy and lowest part of the world.
Liber
thinks otherwise.
But since they call Jupl- and Ceres they set over seeds,_the
former
ter the king of all, who will not laugh to see over the seeds of males, the latter over the
his star so far surpassed
in brilliancy by the seeds of females; or the one over the fluid
star of Venus ? For _t ought to have been as )art of seed, but the other over the dry part.
much more brfihant than the rest, as he him- And all this together is referred to the world,
self is more powerful.
They answer that it that is, to Jupiter, who is called "progenitor
it only appears so because it is higher up, and and mother,"
because he emitted
all seeds
very much farther away from the earth.
If, from h_mself, and received theminto
himself.
therefore,
its greater dignity has deserved a For they also make tt_is same Ceres to be the
higher
place, why is Saturn
higher in the Great Mother, who they say is none other
heavens than Jupiter ? Was the vanity of the than the earth, and call her also Juno.
And
fable which made Jupiter
king not able to therefore they assign to her the second causes
reach the stars ? And has Saturn been per- of things, notwithstanding
that it has been
mitted to obtain at least in the heavens, what said to Jupiter, " progenitor
and mother of
he could not obtain in his own kingdom nor the gods; " because, according
to them, the
in the Capitol ?
whole world itself is Jupiter's.
Minerva, also,
But Why has Janus received no star ? If it because they set her over human arts, and
is because he is the world, and they are all in did not find even a star in which to place her,
him, the world is also Jupiter's, and yet he has has been said by them to be either the highone.
Did Janus compromise
his case as best est ether, or even the moon.
Also Vesta
he could, and instead
of the one star which herself they have thought to be the highest of
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the goddesses,
because she is the earth; although they have thought that the mitder fire
of the world, which is used for the ordinary
purposes of human life, not the more violent
fire, such as belongs to Vulcan, is to be assigned to her. And thus they will have all
those select gods to be the world and its parts,
msome
of them the whole world, others of
them its parts; the whole of it Jupiter,--its
parts, Genius, Mater Magna, Sol and Luna,
or rather Apollo and Diana, and so on. And
sometimes
they make one god many things;
sometimes
one thing
many
gods.
Many
things are one god in the case of Jupiter; for
both the whole world is Jupiter, and the sky
alone is Jupiter, and the star alone is said and
held to be Jupiter.
Juno also is mistress of
second causes, mJuno
is the air, Juno is the
earth; and had she won it over Venus, Juno
would have been the star.
Likewise Minerva
is the highest ether, and Minerva is likewise
the moon, which they suppose to be in the
lowest limit of the ether.
And also they
make one thing many gods in this way.
The
world is both Janus and Jupiter; also the earth
is Juno, and Mater Magna, and Ceres.
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about to commence to speak of the vanities
and lying insanities
of the civil theology,
where he was not only without the guidance
of the truth of things, but was also pressed by
the authority
of tradition, he says: " I will
write in this book concerning the public gods
of the Roman people, to whom they have
dedicated temples, and whom they have conspicuously
distinguished
by many
adornments; but, as Xenophon of Colophon .writes,
I will state what I think, not what I am prepared to maintain:
it is for man to think those
things, for God to know them."
It is not, then, an account
of things cornprehended and most certainly believed which
he promised, when about to write those things
which were instituted by men.
He only timidly promises an account of things which are
but the subject of doubtful opinion.
Nor,
indeed, was it possible for him to affirm with
the same certainty that Janus was the world,
and such like things; or to discover with the
same certalntysuchthlngs
as how Jupiter was
the son of Saturn, while Saturn was made subject to him as kmg:--he
could, I say, neither
affirm nor discover such things with the same
certainty with which he knew such things as
that the world existed, that the heavens and
CHAP.
17.
--THAT
EVEN
VARRO
HIMSELF
PROearth existed, the heavens bright with stars,
NOUNCED HIS OWN OPINIONS REGARDINGTHE and the earth fertile through
seeds; or with
OODSAMBIGUOUS.
the same perfect conviction with which he beAnd the same is true with respect to all the lieved that this universal
mass of nature is
resL as is true with respect to those things governed and administered
byacertain
mvlsiwhich I have mentioned
for the sake of ex- ble and mighty force.
ample.
They do not explain them, but rather
involve them.
They rush hither and thither,
CHAP. IS.--A MORE CREDIBLE CAUSE OF THE
tO this side or to that, according
as they are
RISE OF PAGAN ERROR.
driven by the impulse
of erratic opinion;
so
that even Varro himself has chosen rather to
A far more credible account of these gods is
doubt concerning
all things, than to affirm givenwhen
it ls said that they were men, and
anything.
For, having written the first of the that to each one of them _acred rites and solthree last books concerning
the certain gods, emmties
were instituted,
according
to his
and having commenced
in the second of these particular
genius, manners,
actions,
clrcumto speak of the uncertain
gods, he says: " I stances;
which rites and solemnities,
by gradought not to be censured for having stated in ually creeping through the souls of men, which
this book the doubtful opinions
concerning
are like demons, and eager for things which
the gods.
For he who, when he has read yield them sport, were spread
far and wide;
them, shall think that they both ought to be, the poets adorning them with lies, and false
and can be, conclusively
judged of, will do spirits scducmg men to receive them.
For it
so himself.
For my own part, I can be more _s far more likely that some youth, either imeasily ted to doubt the things which I have pious himself, or afraid of being slain by an
written in the first book, than to attempt to impious father, being desirous to reign, dereduce all the things I shall write in this one throned
his father, than that (according
to
to any orderly system."
Thus he makes un- Varro's interpretation)
Saturn was overthrown
certain not onlythat
book concerning
the un- by his son Jupiter:
for cause, which belongs
certain gods, but also that other concerning
to Jupiter, is before seed, which belongs to
the certain
gods.
Moreover,
in that third Saturn.
For had this been so, Saturn would
book concerning the select gods, after having never have been before Jupiter, nor would he
exhibited byanticlpation
as much of the natu- have been the father of Jupiter.
For cause
ral theology as he deemed necessary, and when always precedes seed, and is never generated
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from seed.
But when they seek to honor
natural interpretation
most vain fables
deeds of men, even the acutest men are
perplexed that we _ire compelled to grieve
their folly also.
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by ipretations are not carried up to the true God,
or t--a hwng, incorporeal, unchangeable nature,
so:from whom a blessed life enduring for ever
for may be obtained,--but
tt_at they end in things
which are corporeal, temporal, mutable, and
mortal.
And whereas it is said in the fables
that Saturn castrated his father Coelus, this
CHAP.
THE INTERPRETATIONSsigmfles,
says Varro, that the divine seed beWHICHI9.--CONCERNING
COMPOSE
THE
REASON
OF THE
WORSHIP
OF SATURN.
'longs to Saturn, and not to Coelus; for this
reason, as far as a reason can be discovered,
They said, says Varro, that Saturn was namely; that m heaven' nothing is born from
wont to devour all that sprang from him, be- seed.
But, lo ! Saturn, if he is the son of
cause seeds returned to the earth from whence Co_lus, _s the son of Jupiter.
For they affirm
they sprang.
And when it is said that a t!mes without number, and that emphatically,
lump of earthwas put before Saturn to be de- that the heavens _ are ]npiter.
Thus those
routed instead
of Jupiter, it is slgmfied, he things whtctl come not of the truth, do very
says, that before the art of ploughing was dis- often, without being mq)elled by any one,
covered, seeds were buried m the earth by the themselves
overthrow one another.
He says
hands of men.
The earth itself, then, and that Saturn was called lxOovo. % which in the
not seeds, should have been called Saturn,
Greek tongue signifies a space of time, 3 bebecause it in a manner
devours what it has cause, without that, seed cannot be producbrought
forth, when the seeds wi_mh have five.
These and many other things are said
sprung
from it return again into It. And concerning Saturn, and they are all referred
what has Saturn's receiving of a lump of earth to see(t.
But Saturn surely, with all that
instead of Jupiter to do with this, that the great power, might have sufficed for seed.
seeds were covered in the soil by the hands Why are other gods demanded for it, especiof men ? Was the seed kept from being de- ally Liber and Ltbera, that is, Ceres ?--convoured, like other things, by being covered cermng whom again, as far as seed is conwith the soil?
For what they say would Ira- cerned, tie says as many things as if he had
ply that he who put on the soil took away the said nothing concerning Saturn.
seed, as Jupiter
is stud to have been taken
away when the lump of soil was offered to CHAP 20.--CONCERN1N<, THE RITES OF ELEUSaturn instead of him, and not rather that the
SINIAN CERES.
soil, by cov6ring the seed, only caused it to
be devoured the more eagerly.
Then, in that
Now among the rites of Ceres, those Eleuway, Jupiter is the seed, and not the cause of siman rites are much famed which were in the
the seed, as was said a little before,
h_ghest repute among the Athenians,
of which
But what shall men do who cannot find any- Varro offers no interpretation
except with rething wise to say, because they are interpretspect to corn, which Ceres discovered,
and
ing foolish things ? Saturn
has a pruning- w_th respect to Proserpine, whom Ceres lost,
knife.
That,
says Varro, is on account of Orcus having earned
her away.
And this
agrmulture.
Certainly ln Saturn's reign there Proserpine
herself, he says, signifies the feas vet existed no agriculture,
and therefore
cundity of seeds.
But as this fecundity dethe" former times of Saturn
are spoken of, parted at a certain season, whilst the earth
because,
as the same Varro interprets
the wore an aspect of sorrow throug_ the consefables, the primeval men lived on those seeds quent
stenhty,
there arose an opinion that
which
the earth
produced
spontaneously,
the daughter
of Ceres, that is, fecundity
itPerhaps he received a pruning-knife
when he self, who was called Proserpine,
from proserhad lost his sceptre; that he who had been a pere (to creep forth, to spring), had been carking, and lived at ease during the first part ried away by Orcus, and detained among the
,of his time, should become a laborious work- inhabitants of the nether world; which eircumman whilst his son occupaed the throne.
Then stance was celebrated with public mourning.
he says that boys were wont to be immolated
But since the same fecundity again returned,
to him by certain peoples, the Carthaginians
there arose joy because Proserpine had been
for instance;
and also that adults were im- given back by Orcus, and thus these rites were
molated
by some nations,
for example the instituted.
Then Varro
adds,
that
many
Gauls_because,
of all seeds, the human race things are taught in the mysteries
of Ceres
is the best.
What need we say more con- which only refer to the discovery of fruits.
¢erning this most cruel vanity.
Let us rather
attend to and hold by this, that these inter, c_,lo
_c_',,,.
3so. x_.
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CHAP.21.---CONCERNING
THESHAMEFULNESS
OF fore was Vemlia also joined to him ? Was it
THE RITES WHICH ARE CELEBRATEDIN not simply through the lust of the soul desirHONOROFLIBER.
ing a greater number of demons to whom to
Now as to the rites of Liber, whom the), prostitute itself, and not because this goddess
have set over liquid seeds, and therefore not was necessary to the perfection of their sacred
only over the liquors of fruits, among which rites ? But let the mterpretatmn of this illuswine holds, so to speak, the primacy, but also trious theology be brought forward to restrain
over the seeds of animals:--as to these rites, us from this censuring by rendering a sarisI am unwilling to undertake to show to what factory reason. Veniha, says this theology,
excess of turpitude they had reached, because is the wave which comes to the shore, Salaem
that would entail a lengthened discourse, the wave which returns into the sea. Why,
though I am not unwilling to do so as a dem- then, are there two goddesses, when it is one
onstration of the proud stupidity of those who wave which comes and returns ? Certainly it
practise them.
Among other rites which I is mad lust itself, which m its eagerness for
am compelled from the greatness of their many deiues resembles thewaves which break
number to omit, Varro says that in Italy, at on the shore. For though the water which
the places where roads crossed each other, goes is not different from that which returns,
the rites of Liber were celebrated with such still the soul which goes and returns not is
unrestrained turpitude, that the private parts defiled by two demons, whom it has taken ocof a man were worshipped in his honor. Nor caslon by this false pretext to invite. I ask
was this abomination transacted in secret, thee, 0 Varro, and you who have read such
that some regard at least might be paid to works of learned men, and think ye have
modesty, but was openly and wantonly dis-learned
something great,--I ask you to interplayed.
For during the festival of Liber, pret this, I do not say in a manner consistent
wlth the eternal and unchangeable nature
this obscene member, placed on a car, was which alone _s God, but only in a manner
carried
honor,
roads inwith
the great
country,
and first
then over
into the
the crosscity. consistent with the doctrine concerning the
But in the town of Lawnlum a whole month soul of the world and _ts parts, which ye think
was devoted to Liber alone, during the days of to be the true gods. It is a somewhat more
which all the people gave themselves up to the tolerable thing that ye have made that part
must dissolute conversation, until that mere- of the soul of the worId which pervades the
bet had been carried through the forum and sea your god Neptune.
Is the wave, then,
brought to rest in its own place; on which un- which comes to the shore and returns to the
seemly member it was necessary that the main, two parts of the world, or two parts of
most honorable matron should place a wreath the soul of the world ? Who of you is so silly
in the presence of all the people.
Thus, for- as to think so ? Why, then, have they made
sooth, was the god Liber to be appeased in to you two goddesses ? The only reason seems
order to the growth of seeds. Thus was en- to be, that your wise ancestors have prowded,
-- chantment to be driven away from fields, even not that many gods should rule you, but that
by a matron's being compelled to do in pub-many
of such demons as are dehghted with
lic what not even a harlot ought to be per- those vamties and falsehoods should possess
mitred todo in atheatre, if there were matrons you. But why has that Salacia, according to
among the spectators.
For these reasons, th_s interpretauon, lost the lower part of the
then, Saturn alone was not believed to be sea, seeing that she was represented as subsufficient fer seeds,--namely, that the impure ject to her husband ? For in saying that she
mind might find occasions for multiplying the is the receding wave, ye have put her on the
gods; and that, being righteously abandoned surface. Was she enraged at her husband
to uncleanness by the one true God, and be- for taking Vendia as a concubine, and thus
ing prostituted to the worship of many false drove h_m from the upper part of the sea ?
gods: through an avidity for ever greater and
greater uncleanness, it should call these sac- CHAP. 23.--CONCERNING
THE
EARTH,
WHICH
rilegious rites sacred things, and should abanVARROAFFIRMSTO BE A GODDESS,BECAUSE
don itself to be violated and polluted by
THATSOULOF T_E WORLDWHICHHE THINKS
crowds of foul demons.
TO
BE GOD
PERVADES
ALSO
THIS
LOWEST
PART
CHAPo

22,'-'COI'qCERNING

NEPTUNE,

AND

SALA-

DIVINE

OF

HIS

BODY,

AND

IMPARTS

TO

IT

A

FORCE.

ClA AND VENILIA.
] Surely the earth, which we see full of its
Now Neptune had Salacia to wife, who they lown living creatures, is one; but for all that,
say is the nether waters of the sea. Where- _it is but a mighty mass among the elements,
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and the lowest part of the world.
Why, then,, mg that, if our bones and nail_ are said to
would they have it to be a goddess ? Is it be- have intelligence, because they are in a man
cause it _s fruitful ? Why, then, are not men who has intelligence, he who says that the
rather held to be gods, who render it fruitful things analogous to these in the world are
by cultivating it; but though they plough it, gods, is as stupid as he is who says that our
do not adore it ? But, say they, the part of jbones and nails are men.
We shall perhaps
the soul of theworld which pervades it makes ; have occasmn to dispute these things with
it a goddess.
As :f it were not a far more:the
philosophers.
At present,
however, I
evident thing, nay, a th:ng wh:ch is not called Lwish to deal with \'arro as a political theoloin question, that there is a soul in man.
And I klan.
For it is possible that, though he may
yet men are not held to be gods, but (a thing: seem to have wished to lift up his head, as it
to be sadly lamented), wtth wonderful and were, into the liberty of natural theology, the
pitiful delusion, are subjected
to those who consciousness
that the book with which he
are not gods, and than whom they themselves
was occupied was one concerning
a subject
are better, as the objects of deserved worship belonging to civil theology, may have caused
and adoration.
And certainly
the same hlm to relapse into'the point of wew of that
Varro, m the book concermng
the select theology, azld to say this m order that the
gods, affirms that there are three grades of ancestors
of lns nation,
and other states,
soul in umversalnature.
Onewhlch pervades m_ght not be beheved to have bestowed on
alI the living parts of the body, and has not Neptune an irrational worshzp.
What I am
sensation, but only the power of hfe,--that
to say :s this: Since the earth is one, why has
principle which penetrates
into the bones, not that part of the soul of the world which
nails and hair.
By this principle in the world permeates the earth made it that one goddess
trees are hour:shed, and grow without being whletl he calls Tellus?
But had it done so,
possessed of sensat:on,
and hve :n a manner what then had become of Orcus, the brother
pecuhar to themselves.
The second grade of of Jupiter
and Neptune,
whom they call
soul is that in which there is sensat_ou.
Th:s Father Dis ?_ And where, in that case, had
principle penetrates into the eyes, ears, nos- been h_s w_fe J'roserpme, who, according to
trlls, month, and the organs
of sensation. [another
opinion g_ven in the same book, is
The third grade of soul is the htghest, and is! called, not the fecunchty of the earth, but its
called m:nd, where u:telhgence
has its throne. ' lower part ?_ But if they say that part of the
Th:s grade of soul no mortal creatures except[ soul o! the world, when It permeates the upper
man are possessed of.
Now thts part of the[part of the earth, makes the god Father Dis,
soul of the world, Varro says, is called God, but when it pervades the nether part of the
and in us is called Genius
And the stones same the goddess Proserpine;
what, in that
and earth in the world, which we see, and case, will that "l'ellHs t>e? For all that which
which are not pervaded by the power of sen- she was has been chwded into these two parts,
sation, are, as it were, the bones and nads of and these two gods; so that it is impossible
God
Again, the sun, moon, and stars, which to find what to make or where to place her as
we perceive, and by which He perceives, are :t third goddess, except it be said that those
His organs of perception.
Moreover,
the d_vinlt_es Ore'is and Proserpine are the one
ether is His mind; and by the virtue which is goddess Tellus, and that they are not three
in it, which penetrates into the stars, _t also _gods, but one or two, whilst notwithstanding
makes them gods; and because, it penetrates.
" h
through them into the earth, it makes it t e
goddess Tellus, whence again it enters and
permeates
the sea and ocean, making them

[they are called three, held to be three, worLshipped as three, having their own several
altars, their own shrines, rites, images, priests,
whilst their own false demons also through

theLet
godhim
Neptune.
return from this, which he thinks
to be natural theology,
back to that
from
which he went out, in order to rest from the
fatigue occasioned
by the many turnings and
windings of his path.
Let him return, I say,
let him return to the civil theology.
I wish
to detain him there a while.
I have somewhat to say which has to do with that theology.
I am not yet saying, that if the earth and
stones are similar to our bones and nails, they.
are in like manner devoid of intelligence,
as
they are devoid of sensation.
Ner .q m I s "_x'-

these
things question
defile thebeprostituted
Let
this further
answered: soul.
What part
of the earth does a part of the soul of the
world permeate in order to make the god
Tellumo ? No, says he; but the earth being
one and the same, has a double life,_the
mascuhne, which produces seed, and the feminine, which receives and nourishes the seed.
Hence it has been called Tellus from the
feminine principle, and Tellumo from the
masculine.
Why, then, do the priests, as he
r See ch

_6.

_

_ Vm-ro, De L/_g.

Lat.

v. 68.
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indicates, perform divine service to four gods,
two others being added,--namely,
to Tellus,
Teltumo, Altor, and Rusor ? We have already
spoken concerning
Tellus and Tellumo.
But
why do they worship Altor?'
Because, says
he,. all that springs of the earth is nourished
by the earth.
Wherefore
do they worship
Rusor ?2 Because all things return back again
to the place whence they proceeded,
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barren as that it would be profitless to attempt
to bring it in and cultivate it."
Then he adds
that, because they gave many names and surnames to mother Tellus, it came to be thought
that
these
signified
many gods.
"They
think," says he, "that Tellus is Ops, because
the earth is improved
by labor; Mother, because :t brings forth much; Great, because it
brings forth seed; Proserpine,
because frmts
creep forth from it; Vesta, because it is inCHAP. 2_.._CONCERNING
THE SURNAMES OF vested
with herbs.
And thus,"
says he,
TELLUS AND THEIR SIGNIFICATIONS,
WHICH,
"they
not at all absurdly ldenttfy other godALTHOUGH THEY 1NDICA'IE MANY PROPER- desses with the earth."
If, then, _t is one
TIES, OUGHT
NOT TO HAVE ESTABLISHED
THE
goddess (though, if the truth were consulted,
OPINION
THAT THERE
IS A CORRESPONDING
:t is not
even
that), why do they nevertheless
NtYMBEROF GODS.
separate it into many?
Let there be many
names of one goddess, and let there not be
The one earth,
then, on acc?unt
of this as many goddesses as there are names.
fourfold virtue, ought to have had four surBut the authorlty
of the erring ancients
names, but not to have been considered
as weighs heavily on Varro, and compels hlfn,
four gods,--as
Jupiter and Juno, though they after having expressed
this oplmon, to show
have so many surnames, are for all that only signs of uneasiness;
for he Immediately
adds,
single deities,--for
by all these surnames :t is ,, With which things the opinion of the ansignified that amanifoldvirtuebelongs
to one c_ents, who thought
that there were really
god or to one goddess;
but the multitude of many goddesses,
does not conflict."
How
surnames does not imply a multitude
of gods. does it not conflmt, when it is entirely a d_fferBut as sometimes even the vilest women them- ent thing to say that one goddess
has many
selves grow t_red of those crowds whach they names, and to say that there are many godhave sought after under the impulse of winked desses ? But it is possible, he says, that the
passion,
so also the soul, become vile, and same thing may both be one, and yet have in
prostituted to impure spints, sometxmes begins it a plurality of thmgs.
I grant that there
to loathe to multiply to itself gods to whom are many things in one man; are there thereto surrender itself to be polluted by them, as fore in him many men ? In like manner, in
much as it once dehghted
in so doing.
For one goddess there are many things; are there
Varro himself, as if ashamed of that crowd of therefore also many goddesses ? But let them
gods, would make Tellus to be one goddess,
divide, umte, multiply, reduphcate,
and :m"They
say," says he, '" that whereas the one plicate as they hke.
great mother has a tympanum,
it is signified
These are the famous mysteries
of Tellus
that she is the orb of the earth; whereas she and the Great Mother, all of which are shown
has towers on her head, towns are signified;
to have reference to mortal seeds and to agriand whereas seats are fixed round about her, culture.
Do these things, then,--namely,
the
it is signified that whilst all things move, she tympanum,
the towers, the Gall:, the tossing
moves not.
And their having made the Galli to and fro of hmbs, the noise of cymbals, the
to serve this goddess, signifies that they who images of hons,--do
these things, having this
are in need of seed ought to follow the earth,
reference
and this end, promise eternal life ?
for in it all seeds are found.
By their throw- Do the mutilated Galli, then, serve this Great
lag themselves down before her, it is taught,"
Mother in order to signify that they who are
he says, "that they who cultivate
the earth in need of seed should follow the earth, as
should not sit idle, for there is always some- though it were not rather the case that this
thing for them to do.
The sound of the very service caused them to want seed ? For
cymbals
signifies
the noise made by the whether do they, by following this goddess,
throwing of iron utensils, and by men's hands,
acquire
seed, being in want of it, or, by foland all other noises connected with agricullowing her, lose seed when they have it ? Is
tural operations;
and these cymbals
are of this to interpret or to deprecate?
Nor is it
brass, because the ancients used brazen uten-considered
to what a degree malign demons
sils in their agriculture
before iron was dis- have gained the upper hand, inasm_Jch as they
covered.
They place beside the goddess an have been able to exact such cruel rites withunbound and tame lion, to show that there is out having dared to promise any great things
no kind of land so wild and so excessively
in return for them.
Had the earth not been
*l_ti_.
, R_t,_r."
a goddess, men would have, by laboring, laid
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through it, and would not have laid violent Our Varro has very properly opposed this,
hands on themselves in order to lose seed on _and has been unwilling to state it; for it ceraccount of at. Had it not been a goddess, it [ tainly was not unknown to that most learned
would have become so fertile by the hands of _,man.
others,
that it would not have compelled a I
man to
be rendered
barren by h_s own hands; ] CHatP. 20,_CONCERNING
............
THE
ABOMINATION
OF
nor that m ttae festival
-oI.. Lloer• an
.
nonorame
.
_
[
THE, S. _C REl RITES OF THE GREAT MOTHER
matron put a wreath on me private parts oI a
man m the s_ght of the multitude,
where per-,
Concerning the effemmates
consecrated
to
haps her husband was standing by blushmg l the same Great Mother, in defiance of all the
and perspirxng, if there is any shame left m l modesty whmh belon,_s to men and women
men; and that in the celebratmn of marrmges. Varro has not wished to say anything,
nor do
the newly-married
bride was ordered to stt'_ I remember to have read anywhere aught conupon Pnapus.
These thmgs are bad enough, :iceruing them.
These effemmates,
no later
but they are small and contempuble
m corn-i than yesterday, were going through the streets
parison with that most cruel abomination,
or and places of Cart lage wita anointed
hair,
most abominable
cruelty, by which either set wtnteued faces, relaxed bothes, and feminine
is so deluded
that neither
perishes
of lts_.galt, exacting from tim people the means of
wound.
There the enchantment
of fields is maintaining their ignominious lives. Nothing
feared;
here the amputatmn
of members xs has been stud concerning
them.
Interpretanot feared.
There the modesty of the bride tlon failed, reason blushed, speech was silent.
is outraged,
but in such a manner as that! The Great Mother has surpassed all her sons,
neither her fruitfulness
nor even her vlrgmlty
not in greatness
of deity, but. of crime.
To
is taken away; here a man _s so mutdated
that this monster
not even the monstrosity
of
he is neither changed
into a woman nor re-Janus
is to be compared.
His deformity was
mmns a man.
only m hls iroage; hers was the deformity of
cruelty m her sacred rites.
He has a redunCHAP. 25.--THE
INTERPRETATION OF THE MU- dancy of members in stone images;
she inTILATION
OF ATYS
WHICH
THE
DOCTRINE
OF
fllcts tile loss of members
on men.
This
THE GREEK SAGESSET FORTH.
abommaUon _s not surpassed by the licentious
He,
Varro has not spoken of that Atys, nor deeds of luplter, so many and so great.
sought
out any interpretation
for him, in
memory of whose being loved by Ceres the
Gallus
is mutilated.
But the learned and
wise Greeks
have by no means been silent
about an xnterpretatmn
so holy and so illustnous.
The celebrated phdosopher Porphyry
has said that Atvs
signifies the flowers of
spring, which i_ the most bcautiful
season,
and therefore was mutdated because the flower
falls before the frmt appears."
They have
not, then,
compared
the man himself,
or
rather that semblance
of a man they called
Atys, to the flower, but his male organs.-these, indeed, fell whilst he was hving.
Did
I say fell? nay, truly they did not fall, _or
were they plucked off, but torn away.
Nor
when that flower was lost did any fruit follow,
but rather sterility.
What, then, do they say
is signified by the castrated Atys himself, and
whatevei
remained
to him after his castrat-ion?
To what do they refer that?
What
interpretation
does that give rise to ? Do
they, after vain endeavors
to discover an interpretation,
seek to persuade men that that
is rather to be believed which report has made
public, and which has also been written conx In the book De

RaHone

.Vat_rali

Deorum.

with all h:s seductmus
of women, only disgraced heaven with one Ganymede;
she, with
so man)" avowed and pul_hc effeminates, has
both defiled the earth and outraged
heaven.
Perhaps
we
may
either
compare
Saturn
to
th_s Magna Mater, or even set him before her
in tlus kind
abominable
for he
mutilated
h_s of
father•
But at cruelty,
the festivals
of
Saturn, men could rather be slain by the hands
of
others than
mutilated
theirsay,own.
devoured
his sons,
as the by
poets
and He
the
natural theologlsts
interpret this as they hst.
History says he slew them.
But the Romans
never
like their
the Carthaginians,
the
custom received,
of sacrificing
sons to him.
This
Great Mother
of the gods, however,
has
brought
and has mutdated
preserved men
that into
cruelRoman
custom,temples,
being
beheved
to promote
the strength
of the
Romans by emasculating
their men.
Compared with this evil, what are the thefts of
Mercury, the wantonness
of Venus, and the
base andwe flagitious
deeds forward
of the rest
them,
which
might bring
fromof books,
were it not that they are daily sung and
danced in the theatres ? But what are these
things to so great an evil,_an
evil whose
magnitude
was only proportioned
to the
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greatness
of the Great Mother,--especiatly
as the Greek or in the Latin tongue against such
these are said to have been invented by the errors as these have said much concerning this
poets ? as if the poets had also invented this, matter, I have thought it unnecessary
to dwell
that they are acceptable
to the gods.
Let it upon it.
When I consider
those physical
be imputed,
then, to the audacity and ira- reasons,
then, by which learned
and acute
pudence of the poets that these things have men attempt to turn human things into divine
been sung and written of.
But that they things, all I see is that they have been able
have been incorporated
into the body of di-to
refer these things only to temporal
works
vine rites and honors, the deities themselves
and to that which has a corporeal nature, and
demanding
and extorting that incorporation,
even though invisible still mutable;
and this
what is that but the crime of the gods? nay is by no means the true God.
But if this
more, the confession
of demons and the de- worship had been performed as the symbolism
ception of wretched
men?
But as to this
of ideas at least congruous
with religion,
that the Great Mother is considered
to be though it would indeed have been cause of
worshipped in the appropriate
form when she grief that the true God was not announced
is worshipped by the consecration
of mutilated
and proclalmed
by its symbolism,
neverthemen, this is not an invention
of the poets, less it could have been in some degree borne
nay, they have rather
shrunk from it with with, when it did not occasion and command
horror than sung of it. Ought any one, then
the performance
of such foul and abominable
to be consecrated
to these select gods, that things.
But since it is impiety toworship
the
he may live blessedly after death, consecrated
body or the soul for the true God, by whose
to whom he could not live decently
before indwelling alone the soul is happy, how much
death, being subjected
to such foul superstimore impious is it to worship those things
tions, and bound oyer to unclean demons?
through which neither soul nor body can ohBut all these things, says Varro, are to be re- tain either salvation or human honor ? Whereferred to the world. • Let him consider tf it fore if with temple, priest, and sacrifice, which
be not rather to the unclean. _ .But why not are due to tile true God, any element
of the
refer that to the world which is demonstrated
world be worshipped,
or any created spirit,
to be in the world ? We, however, seek for a even though not impure and evil, that wormind which, trusting
to true religion,
does ship is still evil, not because the things are
not adore the world as its god, but for the evil by which the worship is performed,
but
sake of God praises the world as a work of because those things ought only to be used in
God, and, purified from mundane defilements,
the worship of Him to whom alone such worcomes pure 3 to God Himself
who founded
ship and service are due.
But if any one
the world. 4
insist that he worships the one true God,-that is, the Creator of every soul and of every
CHAP. 27.---CONCERNING
THE FIGMENTS
OF THE
body,--with
stupid and monstrous idols, with
PHYSICALTHEOLOGISTS,WHO NEITHER WOR- human victims, with putting a wreath on the
SHIP THE TRUE DIVINITY,
NOR PERFORM
THE
male organ, with the wages of unchastity_
WORSHIP WHEREWITH THE 3.'RUE DIVINITY with the cutting of hmbs, with emasculation,
SHOULDBE SERVED.
with the consecration
of effeminates,
with impure and obscene plays, such a one does not
We see that these se,eet gods have, indeed,
sin because he worships One who ougtlt not
become more famous than the rest; not, how- to be worshipped,
but because
he worships
ever, that their merits may be brought to light, Him who ought to be worshipped
in a way in
but that their opprobrious
deeds may not be whmh He ought not to be worshipped.
But
hid.
Whence it is more credible that they he who worships with such things,--that
is,
calWereliteraturemen'
as nOthasOnlYhandedPoetiCdown.bUt
alSOForhistori-this
foul and obscene things,--and
that not the
true God, namely,
the maker
of soul and
which Virgil says,
body, but a creature,
even though not a
"Then from Olympus' heights came down
wicked creature, whether it be soul or body,
Good Saturn. exiled from his throne
or soul and body together, twice sins against
By Jove, his mightier heir ; "s
God, because he both worships
for God what
and what follows with reference to this affair, is not God, and also worships with such things
is fully related
by the historian
Euhemerus,
as neither God nor what is not God ought to
and has been translated into Latin by Ennius.
be worshipped
with.
It is, indeed, manifest
And as they who have written before us in how these pagans
worship,_that
is, how
shamefully and criminally
they worship;
but
what or whom they worship would have been
svlrga,*
Maa_,,._.d,_ vlii._m'*'_¢="3,9-_,
s M_,_¢,_. 4M_u_.
left in obscurity,
had not their history testi-
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fled that those same confessedly base and foul
rites were rendered
in obedience to the demands of the gods, who exacted them with
terrible
severity.
Wherefore
It is evident
beyond doubt that this whole civil theology is
occupied
in inventing
means
for attracting
wicked and most impure spirits, inviting them
to visit senseless
images, and through these
to take possession of stupid hearts,

was made.'
To return, however,mit
is to be
observed that Varro has, in the book on the
select gods, lost that theory of these gods, in
whom he has, as it were, embraced all things.
For he assigns the male gods to heaven, the
females to earth; among which latter he has
placed Minerva, whom he had before placed
above heaven itself.
Then the male god
iNeptune is in the sea, which pertains rather
to earth than to heaven.
Last of all, father
CHAP. 28.--THAT
THE DOCTRINE OF VARRO Dis, who is called in Greek II?tovrcov,
anCONCERNING THEOLOGYIS IN NO PART CON-other
male god, brother of both (Jupiter and
SISTENT WITH ITSELF.
Neptune),
is also held to be a god of the
earth, holding the upper region of the earth
To what purpose, then, is it that this most himself, and allotting the nether region to his
learned and most acute man Varro attempts, '_wife Proserpine.
How, then, do they attempt
as it were, with subtle disputation,
to reduce ito refer the gods to heaven, and tile godand refer all these gods to heaven and earth ?' desses to earth ? What solidity, what consisHe cannot do it.
They go out of his hands I tency,what sobriety has this disputation ? But
like water; they shrink back; they slip down i that'Tellus
is the origin of the goddesses,-and fall.
For when about to speak of the ithe great mother, to wit, beside whom tllere is
females,
that is, the goddesses,
he says, icontmuallythe
noise of the mad and abomin"Since,
as I observed
in the first book con- table revelry of effetnmates and mutilated men,
cerning places, heaven and earth are the two and men who cut themselves,
and indulge in
origins of the gods, on which account they
are called celestlals and terrestrials,
and as I
began
in the former
books with heaven,
speaking
of Janus, whom some have sa_d to
be heaven, and others the earth,.so
1 now
commence
with Tellus in speaking
concerning the goddesses."
I can understand
what
embarrassment
so great a mind was expertencing.
For he is influenced
by the perception of a certain plausible resemblance,
when
he says that the heave_ is that which does,
and the earth that which suffers, and therefore
attributes
the masculine
principle to the one,
and the feminine
to the other, not consideringthatit
is rather He who made both heaven
and earth who is the maker of both activity
and passivity.
On this principle he interprets
the celebrated mysteries of the Samothracmns,
and promises, with an air of great devoutness,
that he will by writing expound
these mysteries, which have not been so much as known

ifrantic gestlculations,--how
is It, then, that
|anus is called tile head of the gods, and Tellus
{:le laead of tue goddesses?
In the one case
!error does not make one head, and in the other
frenzy does not make a saneone.
Why do they
vainly attempt
to refer these to the world?
Even if they could do so, no pious person
worships the world for the true God.
Nevertheless, plain truth makes it evident that they
are not able even to do this.
Let them rather
identify them w_th dead men and most wicked
demons, and no further question will remain.
CVlAP.

29._THAT

PHY_IL_.L

ALL THINGS WHICH THF_

THEOLOGISTS

HAVE

REFERRED

TO

THL WORLI)AND ITS PARTS, THEY OUGHT TO
HAV_.REFERREDTO TIlE ONE TRUE GOD.
For all those things which, according to the
account given of those gods, are referred to
the world by so-called physical interpretation
t
may, w.ithout any religious scruple, be rather
to his countrymen,
and wiI1 send them his assigned to the true God, who made heaven
exposition.
Then he says that he had from and earth, and created every soul and every
manyproofs
gathered that, in those mysteries,
body; and the following is the manner
m
among the images one signifies heaven, an- which we see that this may be done.
We
other the earth, another the patterns of things,
worship God,--not
heaven and earth_ of which
which Plato calls ideas.
He makes Jupiter' two parts this world consists, nor the soul or
to signify heaven, Juno the earth, Minerva sotlis d_ffused through all living things,_but
the ideas.
Heaven,
by which anything
is God who made heaven and earth, and all
made; the earth, from which it is made; and things which are in them; who made every
the pattern,
according to which it is made.[soul,
whatever
be the nature of its life,
But, with respect to the last, I am forgetting
whether it have life without sensation
and
to say that Plato attributed
so great an im- reason, or life withsensation,
or life with both
portance
to these ideas as to say, not that sensation and reason.
anything
was made by heaven according to
them, but that according to them heaven itself ! , I_ the T,'m,e_*.
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the one true God makes and does, but
sameGod,--that
is, as He who iswholly
everywhere,
included
in no space,
bound by
no chains,
mutable in no part of His being,
OF THE ONE AUTHOR.
filhng heaven
and earth with omnipresent
power, not with a needy nature.
Therefore
And now_ to begin to go over those works He governs all things in such a manner as to
of the one true God, on account of which allow them to perform and exercise their own
these have made to themselves many and false proper movements.
For although
they can
gods, whilst they attempt to give an honorabe nothing without Him, they are not what
ble interpretation
to their many most abomi- He is. He does also many things through
nable and most infamous mysteries,rowe
wor- angels;
but only from Himself
does He
ship that God who has appointed
to the na- beatify
angels.
So also, though
He send
tures created by Him both the beginnings and angels to men for certain purposes,
He does
the end of their existing and moving; who not for all that beatify men by the good inholds,
knows, and disposes
the causes
of herent in the angels, but by l:hmself, as tie
things; who hath created the virtue of seeds; does the angels themselves.
who hath given to what creatures
He would a
rational soul, which is called mind; who hath CHAP. 3I.--WHAT
BENEFITS GOD GIVES TO THE
bestowed the faculty and use of speech; who
FOLLOWER_OF THE TRUTH TO ENJOY OVER
hath imparted
the gift of foretelling
future
AND ABOVEHIS GENERALBOUNTY.
CHAP.
30.
CREATOR
INSTEAD
SHIPPED

_HOW

CITY

PIETY DISTINGUISHES THE things

FROM
THE CREATURES,
SO THAT,
OF ONE GOD, THERE ARE NOT WONAS MANY GODS AS THERE
ARE WORKS

as

th_

things to whatever spirits it seemed to Him
good;
who also Himself
predicts
future
things,
through
whom
He
pleases,
and
through
whom
He will, removes diseases;
who, when the human race is to be corrected
and chastised
by wars, regulates also the beginnings,
progress,
and ends of these wars;
who hath created and governs the most rehement and most violent fire of this world, in
due relation and proportion
to the other elemeats of immense nature; who is the governor
of all the waters; who hath made the sun
brightest of all material lights, and hath given
him suitable power and motion;
who hath
not withdrawn, even from the inhabitants
of
the nether world, His dominion
and power;
who hath appointed
to mortal natures their
suitable seed and nourishment,
dry or liquid;t
who establishes
and makes fruitful the earth;
who bountifully bestows its fruits on animals
and on men; who knows and ordains, not only
principal causes, but also subsequent
causes;
who hath determined
for the moon her motion; who affords ways in heaven and on earth
for passage from one place to another;
who
hath granted also to human minds, which He
hath created, the knowledge
of the various
arts for the help of life and nature; who hath

For, besldes such benefits as, according to
this admimstratlon
of nature of which we have
made some mention, He lavishes on good and
bad alike, we have from Him a great manifestation of great love, which belongs only to
the good.
For although we can never sufficiently give thanks to Him, that we are, that
we live, that we behold heaven and earth, that
we have mind and reason by which to seek
after Him who made all these things, nevertheless, what hearts, what number of tongues,
shall affirm that they are sufficient to render
thanks to Him for-this,
that He hath not
wholly departed
from us, laden and overwhelmed _'ith sins, averse to the contemplation of His light, and blinded
by the love of
darkness,
that is, of iniquity, but hath sent
o us His own Word, who is His only Son,
that by His birth and suffering for us in the
flesh, which He assumed, we might know how
much God valued man, and that by that unique
sacrifice we might be purified from all our
sins, and that, love being shed abroad in our
hearts by His Spirit, we might, having surmounted _I1 difficulties, come into eternal rest,
and the ineffable sweetness of the contemplation of Himself?

appointed
the union of male and female for
the propagation
of
offspring;
who hath
favored the societies
of men with the gift of
terrestrial fire for the simplest and most familiar purposes, to burn on the hearth and to
give light.
These are, then, the things which
that most acute and most learned man Varro
has labored to distribute
among the select
gods, by I know not what physical
iuterpreration, which he has got from other sources,
and also conjectured
for himself.
But these

CHAP. 32.--THAT AT NO TIME IN THE PAST
WAS THE ]_IYSTERYOF CHRIST'S
REDEMPTION
AWANTING,

BUT WAS AT ALL TIMES

THOUGH IN VARIOUSFORMS.

DECLARED,

This mystery of eternal life, even from the
beginning
of the human race, was, by certain
signs and sacraments
suitable
to the times,
announced through angels to those to whom
it was meet.
Then the Hebrew people was
congregated
into one republic, as it were, to

CHAP.XXXIV.]

THE

CITY

perform
this mystery; and in that republic
was foretold, somet_mesthrough
men who understood
what they spake, and sometimes
through menwho understood
not, all that had
transpired
since the advent of Christ until
now, and all that will transpire.
]'his same
nation, too, was afterwards dispersed through
the natmns, in order to testify to the scriptures
in which eternal salvation in Christ had been
declared.
For not only the prophecies whmh
are contained m words, nor only the precepts
for the right conduct
of hfe, whmh teach
morals and piety, and are contained
In the
sacred writings,--not
only these, but also the
rites, priesthood,
tabernacle
or temple, altars,
sacrifices, ceremonies,
and whatever else belongs to that serwce which is due to God, and
whmh in Greek is properly called ?t_rp:_'_r,-all these signified and fore-announced
thosel
things which we who believe in Jesus Christ
unto eternal life believe to have been fulfilled,
or behold in process of fulfillment, or confidently

believe

shall yet be fulfilled.

OF GOD.
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do with tile true God and eternal life, which
is to be sought in religion, they would, by
affording some sort of reason drawn from the
nature of things, have mitigated
in some degree that offence which was occasioned
by
some turpitude or absurd,tyiu
the sacred rites,
whmh was not understood.
This he attempted
to do m respect to certain fables of the theatres, or mysterms of the shrines; but he did
not acquit the theatres
of likeness
to the
shrines, but rather condemned
the shrines for
likeness
to the theatres.
However,
he in
some way made the attempt to soothe the feelings shocked by horrible things, by rendering
what he would have to be natural interpretatlons.
CHAP. 34.----CONCERNINGTHE BOOKS OF NUMA
Pt)MPILIU',,
WHICH "rHb. SENAIE ORIIEREDTO
BE IIURNED,
IN ORDFR 'lltA'l "IttE CAUSES Ol_
_acm..1) RIt;H FS 'l tll RF1N ASbI¢.NEI) SHOULD
Nt,a BECOMEkNOWN.

But, on the other hand, we find, as the
same most learned man has related, that the
CHAP. 33.--THAT
ONLY THROUGH THE CHRIS- causes of the sacred rites winch were given
"rIANRELmlON COULDTHE DECEIa' OF MALIC.X from the books of Numa Pompilius could by
SPIRITS, WHO REJOICE
IN THE ERRORS OF MEN,
no means
be tolerated, and were considered
HAVE BEEN MANIFESTED.
unworthy, not only to become known to the
rehgmus by being read, but even to lie writThis, the only true religion, has alone been ten m the darkness in which they had been
able to manifest that the gods of the nations concealed.
For now let me saywhat I promare most impure demons, who desire to be lsed m the thlrd book of this work to say in
thought
gods, availing
themselves
of the its proper place.
For, as we read in the
names of certain
defunct
souls, or the ap- same Varro's
book on the worship of the
pearance
of mundane
creatures,
and with gods, "A certain one Terentius
had a field
proud impurity rejoicing in things most base at the J:tniculum, and once, when his ploughand mfamous,
as though in divine honors,
man was passing the plough near to the tomb
and envying human souls their conversion to of Numa Pomplhus,
he turned up from the
the true God.
From whose most cruel and ground the books of Numa, in which were
most impmus dominion
a man is hberated
written the causes of the sacred institutions;
when he believes on Him who has afforded an which books he carried to the prmtor, who,
example
of humility,
following which men having read the begmnings of them, referred
may rise as great as was that pride by which to the senate what seemed to be a matter of
they fell.
Hence are not only those gods, so much importance.
And when the chief
concerning
whom we have already
spoken senators had read certain of the causes why
much, and many others belonging to different
this or that rite was instituted,
the senate asnations and lands, but also those of whom we sented to the dead Numa, and the conscript
are now treating, who have been selected as fathers, as though concerned for the interests
it wereinto the senate of the gods,_selected,
of religion, ordered
the praetor to burn the
however, on account of the notoriousness
of )ooks." ' Let each one beheve what he thinks;
their crimes, not on account of the dignity of nay, let every champion of such impiety say
their virtues,--whose
sacred things Varro at- whatever mad contention
may suggest.
For
tempts to refer to certain
natural
reasons,
my part, let it suffice to suggest that the causes
seeking to make ba.se things honorable,
but of those sacred things which were written down
cannot find howto square and agree with these by King Numa Pompilius, the institutor of the
reasons, because these are not the causes of Roman rites, ought never to have become
those rites, which he thinks, or rather wishes known to people or senate, or even to the
to be thought
to be so. For had not only )riests themselves;
and also that Numa himthese, but also all others of this kind, been
real causes, even though they had nothing to
• Plutarch's N ....
Livy, xl. _9.
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self attained to these secrets of demons
by
an illicit curiosity, in order that he might write
them down, so as to be able, by reading, to
be reminded
of them.
However, though he
was king, and had no cause to be afraid of
any one, he neither dared to teach them to
any one, nor to destroy them by obliteration,
or any other form of destruction.
Therefore,
because he was unwilling that any one should
know them, lest men should be taught infa, mous things, and because he was afraid tOVlOlate them, lest he should enrage the demons
against
himself, he buried them in what he
thought a safe place, believing that a plough
could not approach his sepulchre.
But the
senate, fearing to condemn
the religious solemnlties
of their ancestors,
and therefore
compelled
to assent to Numa, were nevertheless so convinced
that those books were
pernicious,
that they did not order them to
be buried again, knowing that human curiosity would thereby be excited to seek with far
greater eagerness after the matter already drvulged, but ordered the scandalous
rehcs to
be destroyed
with fire; because,
as they
thought
it was now a necessity
to perform
those sacred rites, they judged that the error
arising from ignorance
of their causes was
more tolerable
than
the disturbance
which
the knowledge
of them would occasion
the
state,
CHAP.

Saviour.
I am unwidmg,
I say, to affirm
this, for perhaps even such things were then
allowed.
However, it was by these arts that
Pompilius learned those sacred rites which he
gave forth as facts, whilst he concealed their
causes; for even he himself was afraid of that
which he had learned.
The
senate
also
caused the books in which those causes were
recorded
to be burned.
What is it, then, to
me, that Yarro attempts
to adduce all sorts
of fanciful physlcat interpretations,
which if
these books had contained,
they would certamly not have been burned ? For otherwise
the conscript fathers would also have burned
those books which Yarro published and dedicated to the high prLest C_esar. _ Now Numa
is said to have married
the nymph Egeria,
because (as Varro explains it in the forementloned book)he
carried forth _ water wherewith to perform his hydromancy.
Thus facts
are wont to be converted
into fables through
false colorings.
It was by that hydromancy,
then,
that that
over-curious
Roman
king
learned both the sacred rites which were to
be written in the books of the priests, and
also the causes of those rites,--which
latter,
however, he was unwilling
that any one besides himself
should know.
Wherefore
he
made these causes, as it were, to die along
with himself, taking care to have them written
by themselves,
and removed from the knowledge of men by being buried in the earth.

THE

HYDROMANCYWherefore
the things which are written
in
BY
those
books were either
abominations
of
CERTAIN IMAGES OF DEMONS SEEN IN THE demons, so foul and noxious as to render that
WATER.
whole civil theology
execrable
even in the
eyes of such men as those senators, who had
For Numa himself also, to whom no prophet
accepted
so many shameful
things
in the
of God, no holy angel was sent, was driven to sacred rites themselves,
or they were nothing
have recourse
to hydromancy,
that he might else than the accounts
of dead men, whom,
see the images of the gods in the water (or, through the lapse of ages, almost all the Genrather,
appearances
whereby
the demons
tile nations had come to believe to be immormade sport of him), and might learn from ital gods; whilst those same demons were dethem what he ought to ordain and observe in lighted even with such rites, having presented
the sacred rites.
Thls kind of divination,
themselves
to receive worship under pretence
says Varro, was introduced from the Persians,
of being those very dead men whom they had
and was used by Numa himself, and at an caused to be thought
immortal
gods by cerafter time by the philosopher
Pythagoras.
In tam fallacious miracles, performed
in order
this divination,
he says, they also inquire at to establish
that belief.
But, by the hidden
the inhabitants
of the nether world, and make providence
of the true God, these demons
use of blood; and this the Greeks call *'expolx- were permitted'to
confess these things to their
a,,reia_'.
But whether it be called necro- friend Numa, having been gained by those
mancy or hydromancy
it is the same thing, arts through which necromancy
could be perfor in either case the dead are supposed
to formed, and yet were not constrained
to adforetell future things.
But by what artifices I monish him rather at his death to burn than
these things
are done, let themselves
con- [ to bury the books in which they were written.
sider; for I am unwilling to say that these arti- But, m order that these books might be urifloes were wont to be prohibited by the laws, I known, the demons could not resist the plough
and to be very severely punished
even in the i _
_
Gentile
states,
before
the advent of our I • Comp.Lactautius,1_Lr_it.
i. 6.
, Eg,c_.rit.
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by which they were thrown up, or the pen of iity, may be understood from the fact that the
Yarro, through which the thmgs which were !senate preferred to burn what Pompilius had
done in reference to this matter have come Ihid, rather than to fear what he feared, so that
down even to our knowledge.
For they are not ] he could not dare to do that.
Wherefore let
able to effect anything which they are not al-, h_m who does not desire to live a pious life
lowed; but they are permitted
to influence even now, seek eternal life by means of such
those whom God, an His deep and just judg- rites.
But let him who does not wish to have
ment, according
to their deserts, gives over fellowship with malign demons have no fear
either to be simply afflicted by them, or to be ifor the noxious superstition wherewith
they
also subdued and deceived.
But how perni- Iare worshipped, but let him recognize the true
clous these writings were judged
to be, or rehg_on by which they are unmasked
and
how alien from the worship of the true Divin- ' vanqul_hed.
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CHAP. I.--THAT THE QUESTION OF NATURAL
THEOLOGYIS TO BE DISCUSSED WITH THOSE
PHILOSOPHERSWHO SOUGHT A MOIRE EXCELLENT WISDOM.
WE shall require
to apply our mind with
far greater intensity to the present
question
than was requisite in the solution and unfolding of the questions handled in the preceding
books; for it is not with ordinary men, but
with philosophers
thatwe must confer concerning the theology which theycall
natural.
For
it is not like the fabulous, that is, the theatrical; nor the civil, that is, the urban theology:
the one of which displays the crimes of the
gods, whilst the other manifests
their criminal desires,
which demonstrate
them to be
rather malign demons than gods.
It is, we
say, with philosophers
we have to confer with
respect
to this theology,--men
whose very
name, if rendered
into Latin, signifies those
who profess the love of wisdom.
Now, if wisdora is God, who made all things,
as is attested by the divine authority
and truth,* then
the philosopher
is a lover of God.
But since
the thing itself, which is called by this name,
exists not in all who glory in the name,--for
it does not follow, of course, that all who are
called philosophers
are lovers of true wisdom,
_we must needs select from the number of
those with whose opinions we' have been able
to acquaint
ourselves by reading, some with
z_r_mva._4._,
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whom we may not unworthily engage
in the
treatment
of this question.
For :I have not
in this work undertaken
to refute all the vain
opinions of the philosophers,
but only such as
pertain to theology, which Greek word we understand to mean an account
or explanation
of the divine nature.
Nor, again, have I undertaken to refute all the vain theological
opinions of all the philosophers,
but only of
such of them as, agreeing
in the belief that
there is a divine nature, and that this divine
nature is concerned
about human affairs, do
nevertheless
deny that the worship of the one
unchangeable
God is sufficient for the obtaining of a blessed life after death, as well as at
the present time; and hold that, in order to
obtain that life, many gods, created, indeed,
and appointed to their several spheres by that
one God, are to be worshipped.
These ap)roach nearer to the truth than even Varro;
for, whilst he saw no difficulty in extending
natural theology in its entirety even to the
world and the soul of the world, these acknowledge God as existing above all that is of
the nature of soul, and as the Creator not
onlyof this visible world, which is often called
heaven and earth, but also of every soul whatsoever, and as Him who gives blessedness
to
the rational soul,---of which kind isthe human
soul,--by
participation
in His own unchangeable and incorppreal
light.
There is no one,
who has even a slender knowledge
of these
things, who does not know of the Platonic
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philosophers,
who derive their name from l that they generated
innumerable
worlds, and
their master Plato.
Concerning
this Plato, ]all the things which arise in them.
He
then, I will briefly state such things as I deem ithought, also, that these worlds are subject
necessary to the present question, mentioning
to a perpetual process of alternate dissolution
beforehand
those who preceded
him in time and regeneration,
each one continuing
for a
in the same department
of literature,
longer or shorter period of time, according
to the nature of the case; nor did he, any
CHAP. 2.-----CONCERNINGTHE TWO SCHOOLSOF more than Thales, atmbute anything to a diPHILOSOPHERS, THAT IS, THE ITALIC AND vine mind in the production of all this activity
IONIC,
AND THEIR FOUNDERS.
of things.
Anaximanderleft
as his successor
As far as concerns
the literature
of the hls disciple Anaximenes,
who attributed
all
Greeks, whose language
holds a more illus, the causes of things to an infinite air.
He
trious place than any of the languages of the neither demed nor ignored the existence of
other nations, history mentions two schools of gods, but, so far from believing
that the air
philosophers,
the one called the Italic school, was made by them, he held, on the contrary,
originating in that part of Italy which was for- that they sprang from the air.
Anaxagoras,
merly called Magna Gra_cia; the other called however, who was his pupil, perceived that a
the Ionic school, having its origin in those re- divine mind was the productive
cause of all
glons which are still called by the name of things which we see, and said that all the
Greece.
The Italic school had for its founder various kinds of things, according
to their
Pythagoras
of Samos, to whom also the term several modes and species, were produced
"philosophy"
Js said to owe its or,gin.
For out of an infinite matter consisting of homowhereas formerly those who seemed to excel geneous particles, but by the efficiency of a
others by the laudable manner in which they divine mlnd.
Dmgenes, also, another pupil
regulated their lives were called sages, Pythagof Anaximenes, said that a certain azr was the
oras, on being asked what he professed, rephed
original substance of things out of which all
that he was a philosopher,
that is, a student things were produced,
but that it was posor lover of wisdom; for it seemed to him to sessed of a divine reason, without which nothbe the height of arrogance to profess oneself lng could be produced
from it. Anaxagoras
a sage. _ The founder
of the Ionic school, was succeeded by his dzsciple Archelaus, who
again, was Thales
of Miletus, one of those als° thought that all things consisted of hoseven who were styled the "seven
sages," of mogeneous particles, of whmh each particular
whom six were d_stmguished _by the kind of thing was made, but that those particles were
life they lived, and by certain maxims which pervaded by a divine mind, which perpetually
they gave forth for the proper conduct of life. energized all the eternal bodies, namely, those
Thales was distinguished
as an investigator
partmles, so that they are alternately
united
into the nature of things; and, in order that and separated.
Socrates, the master of Plato,
he might have successors
in his school, he is said to have been the disciple of Archelaus;
committed his dlssertatmns
to writing.
That, and on Plato's account it is that I have given
however, which especmlly rendered
him emi- th,s brief historical
sketch of the whole hisnent was his ability, by means of astronomical
tory of these schools.
calculations,
even to predict eclipses of the
sun and moon.
He thought,
however, that
CHAP. 3.----OF THE SOCRATICPHILOSOPHY.
water was the first principle
of things, and
that of it all the elements of the world, the
Socrates is said to have been the first who
world itself, and all things which are gener- directed the entire effort of philosophy to the
ated in it, ultimately consist.
Over all this correction and regulation of manners, all who
work, however, which, when we consider the went before him having expended their greatworld, appears
so admirable,
he set nothing est efforts in the investigation
of physical, that
of the nature of divine mind.
To him suc- is, natural phenomena.
However,
it seems
ceeded Anaximander,
his pupil, who held a to me that it cannot be certainly discovered
different
opinion
concerning
the nature
of Thether Socrates did this because
he was
things; for he did not hold that all things
rearied of obscure and uncertain
things, and
spring from one principle, as Thales did, who so wished to direct his mind to the discovery
held that principle to be water, but thought of something manifest and certain, which was
that each thing springs from its own proper necessary
in order to the obtaining
of a
blessed hfe,_that
one great object toward
principle.
These principles
of things he be- which the labor, vigilance,
and industry of
iieved to be infinite in number_ and thought
all philosophers
seem to have been directed,
x $_flt'e_, that is, a wtse man, one who had attained to wisdom, --or
whether (as some yet more favorable to
10
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him suppose) he did it because he was unwilling that minds defiled with earthly desires
should essay to raise themselves
upward to
divine things.
For he saw that the causes of
things were sought for by them,--which
causes
he believed to be ultimately reducible to noth-

lowers of one master) some placed the chief
good in pleasure, as Aristippus,
others in virtue, as Antisthenes.
Indeed, it were tedious
to recount the various opinions of various disciples.

ing else than the will of the one true and supreme God,--and
on this account he thought
they could only be comprehended
by a purlfled mind;'and
therefore
that all diligence
ought to be given to the purification of the
life by good morals, in order that the mind,
delivered from the depressing weight of lusts,
might raise itself upward by its native vigor
to eternal things, and might, with purified understanding,
contemplate that nature which is
incorporeal and unchangeable
light, where live
the causes of all created natures.
It is evident, however, that he hunted
out and putsued, with a wonderful
pleasantness
of style
and argument, and with a most pointed and
insinuating
urbanity, the foolishness
of ignorant men, who thought that they knew this or
that,bsometimes
confessing
his own ignorance, and sometimes dissimulating
his knowledge, even in those very moral questions
to
which he seems to have directed
the whole
force of his mind.
And hence there arose
hostility against him, which ended in his be.
ing calumniously
impeached,
and condemned
to death.
Afterwards,
however,
that very
cityof the Athenians, which had publicly condemned
him, did publicly bewail him,--the
popular indignation
having turned with such
vehemence
on his accusers, that one of them
perished
by the violence
of the multitude,
whilst the other only escaped a like punishment by voluntary
and perpetual exile,
Illustrious,
therefore, both in his life and
in his death, Socrates left verymanydisclples
of his philosophy,
who vied with one another
in desire for proficiency
in handling
those
moral questions which concern the chief good
(summum baaum), the possession
of which
can make a man blessed; and because, in the
disputations
of Socrates, where he raises all
manner
of questions, makes assertions,
and
then demolishes
them, it did not evidently
appear what he held to be the chief good,
every one took from these disputations
what
pleased him best, and every one placed the
final good z in whatever it appeared to himself
to consist.
Now, that which is called the
final good is that at which, when one has arrived, he is blessed.
But so diverse were the
opinions held by those followers of Socrates
concerning
this final good, that (a thing
sv..arcely to be credited with respect to the fol........
,pln_;.

CHAP. 4.--CONCERNING
PLATO, THE CHIEF
AMONGTHE DISCIPLESOF SOCRATES, AND HIS
THREEFOLDDIVISION OF PHILOSOPHY-.
But,
among
the disciples
of Socrates,
Plato was the one who shone with a glory
which far excelled that of the others, and who
not unjustly echpsed them all.
By birth, an
Athenian of honorable
parentage,
he far surpassed his fellow-disciples
in natural endowments, of which he was possessed
in a wonderful degree.
Yet, deeming himself and the
Socratic discipline far from sufficient for bringing philosophy to perfection,
he travelled as
extensively
as he was able, going to every
place famed for the cultivation
of any science
of which
he could make himself
master.
Thus he learned from the Egyptians whatever
they held and taught as important;
and from
Egypt, passing into those parts of Italy which
were filled with the fame of the Pythagoreans,
he mastered,
wlth the greatest
facility, and
under the most eminent teachers, all the Italic
philosophy which was then in vogue.
And,
as he had a peculiar
love for his master
Socrates, he made him the speaker in all his
dialogues, putting into his mouth whatever he
had learned, either from others, or from the
efforts of his own powerful intellect, tempering even hismoral
disputationswlth
the grace
and politeness of the Socratic style.
And, as
the study of wisdom consists in action and
contemplation,
so that one part of it may be
called active, and the other contemplative,
--the active part having reference to the conduct of life, that is, to the regulation
of
morals, and the contemplative
part to the investigation into the causes of nature and into
pure truth,--Socrates
is said to have excelled
in the active part of that study, while Pythagoras gave more attention to its contemplative
part, on which he brought
to bear all the
force of his great intellect.
To Plato is given
the praise of having perfected
philosophy
by
combining both parts into one.
He then dirides
it into three parts,--the
first moral,
which is chiefly occupied
with action;
the
second natural, of which the object is contemplation; and the third rational, which discriminares between the true and the false.
And
though this last is necessary both to action
and contemplation,
it is contemplation,
nevertheless, which lays peculiar claim to the office
of investigating
the nature of truth.
Thus
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this tripartite
division is not contrary to that the other philosophers?
It is evident that
which made the study of wisdom to consist in none come nearer to us than the Platonists.
action and contemplation.
Now, as to what To them, therefore, let that fabulous theolPlato thought with respect to each of these ogy give place which delights the minds of
parts,--that
is, what he believed to be the men with the crimes of the gods; and that
end of all actions, the cause of all natures,
clvlt theology also, in which impure demons,
and the light of all intelligences,--it
would be under the name of gods, have seduced
the
a question too long to discuss, and about which peoples of the earth given up to earthly pleas.
we ought not to make any rash affirmation,
ures, desiring to be honored by the errors of
For, as Plato liked and constantly affected the men, and by filling the minds of their TOtwell-known
method
of hls master Socrates,
sh_ppers with impure desires, exciting them
namely, that of dissimulating
his knowledge to make the representation
of their crimes one
or his opinions,
it IS not easy to discover of therites of their worship, whilst theythemclearly what he himself thought
on various i selves found m the spectators of these exhibimatters,
any more than it is to discover what tions a most pleasing spectacle,---a
theology
were the real opinions
of Socrates.
We m which, whatever was honorable in the ternmust, nevertheless,
insert into our work cer- pie, was defiled by its mixture with the obtain of those opinions which he expresses m scemty of the theatre, and whatever was base
his writings, whether he himself uttered them, m the theatre was vindicated by the abominaor narrates them as expressed
by others, and t_ons of the temples.
To these philosophers
seems himself to approve of,--opimons
some- also the interpretations
of Varro must give
times favorable to the true religmn,
which place, in which he explains the sacred rites
our faith takes up and defends, and sometimes
as having reference to heaven and earth, and
contrary to it, as, for example, in the ques. to the seeds and operations
of perishable
tions concerning
the existence of one God or things; for, in the first place, those rites have
of many, as it relates to the truly blessed life not the signification which he would have men
which is to be after death.
For those who beheve _s attached
to them, and therefore
are praised as having most closely followed truth does not follow him m his attempt so to
Plato, who is iustly preferred
to all the other interpret them; and even if they had this sigphilosophers
of the Gentiles, and who are stud mfication, still those things ought not to be
to have manifested
the greatest
acuteness in worshipped
by the rational soul as its god
_nderstanding
him, do perhaps entertain such whmh are placed below it in the scale of naan idea of God as to admit that in Him are ture, nor ought the soul to prefer to itself as
to be found the cause of existence, the ultl- [gods things to which the true God has given
mate reason for the understanding,
and the [it the preference.
The same must be said of
end in reference to which the whole life is to[those wrttmgs pertaining
to the sacred rites,
be regulated.
Of which three things, the first!which
Numa Pompihus took care to conceal
is understood
to pertain to the natural, the i by causing them to be buried along with himsecond to the rattonal, and the third to the_self, and which, when they were afterwards
moral part of philosophy.
For if man has turned up by the plough, were burned by
been so created
as to attain,
through that order of the senate.
And, to treatNumawith
which is most excellent in him, to that which all honor, let us mention as belonging to the
excels all things,_that
is, to the one true and same rank as these writings that which Alexabsolutely good God, without whom no nature ander of Macedon wrote to his mother as
exists, no doctrine
instructs,
no exercise communicated
to him by Leo, an Egyptian
profits,_let
Him
be sought in whom all high prmst.
In this letter not only Picus
things are secure to us, let Him be dlscov- and Faunus,
and 2Eneas and Romulus
or
ered in whom all truth becomes certain to us, even Hercules, and 2Esculapius
and Liber,
let Him be loved in whom all becomes right born of Semele, and the twin sons of Tyndato us.
reus, or any other mortals
who have been
deified, but even the principal gods them_CHAP. 5.--THAT
IT IS ESPECIALLYWITH THE selves,
to whom Cicero, in his Tusculan quesPLATONISTS
THAT
WE MUST
CARRY
ON
OUR
tions, alludes without mentioning their names,
DISPUTATIONS ON MATTERS OF THEOLOGY, Jupiter,
Juno,
Saturn,
Vulcan, Vesta, and
THEIR OPINIONS BEING pREFERABLETO THOSE many others whom Varro attempts to identify
OF ALL OTHER PHILOSOPHERS.
with the parts or the elements of the world,
If, then, Plato defined the wise man as one are shown to have been men.
There is, as
who imitates, knows, loves this God, and who we have said, a similarity between this case
is rendered blessed through fellowship with
I-Iim in His own blessedness, why discuss with I • Dil ,,_y_ru,__elu_.
_BookL,_.
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arid that of Numa; for the priest being afraid ithen, give place, as we have said, to the Plabecause he had revealed a mystery, earnestly
tonists, and those also who have been ashamed
begged of Alexander to command his mother to say that God is a body, but yet have thought
to burn the letter which conveyed these corn- that our souls are of the same nature as God.
munications
to her.
Let these two theolo- They have not been staggered
by the great
gies, then, the fabulous
and the civil, give changeableness
of the soul,--an
attribute
place to the Platonic philosophers,
who have which it would be impious to ascribe to the
recognized the true God as the author of all divine nature,--but
they say it is the body
things, the source of the light of truth, and which changes the soul, for in itself it is unthe bountiful
bestower
of all blessedness,
changeable.
Aswell might they say, "Flesh
And not these only, but to these great ac- is wounded by some body, for in itself it is
knowledgers
of so great a God, those philosoinvulnerable."
In a word, that which
is
phers must yield who, having their mind on- unchangeable
can be changed by nothing, so
slaved to their body, supposed
the principles
that that which can be changed
by the body
of all things to be material;
as Thales, who cannot properly be said to be immutable.
held that the first principle of all things was
water; Anaximenes,
that it was air; the Sto- CHAP. 6.---CONCERNING
THE MEANING OF THE
iCS, that it was fire; Epicurus,
who affirmed
PLATON1STSIN THAT PART OF PHILOSOPHY
that it consisted
of atoms, that is to say, of
CALLED PHYSICAL.
minute corpuscules;
and many others whom
These
philosophers,
then, whom we see
it is needless to enumerate,
but who believed! not undeservedly
exalted above the rest in
that bodies, simple or compound,
animate or i fame and glory, have seen that no material
inanimate,
but nevertheless
bodies, were the body is God, and therefore
they have trancause and principle of all things.
For some scended all bodtesin seeking for God.
They
of them--as,
for instance, the Epicureans-have seen that whatever is changeable
is not
believed that livingthmgs
could originate from the most high God, and therefore
they have
things without life; others held that all things transcended
every soul and all changeable
living or without life spring from a living prm. spirits in seeking the supreme.
They have
ciple, but that, nevertheless,
all things, being seen also that, in every changeable
thing, the
material,
spring from a material
principle,
form which makes it that which it Is, whatever
For the Stoics thought
that fire, that is, one be its mode or nature, can only be through
of the four material elements
of whmh thi* Him who truly is, because He is unchangeavisible world is composed,
was both living ble.
And therefore,
whetherwe
consider the
and intelligent,
the maker of the world and whole body of the world, its figure, qualities,
of all things contained
in it,mthat
it was in and orderly movement, and also all the bodies
fact God.
These and others like them have whiclx are in _t; or whether we consider
all
only been able to suppose that which their life, either that which nourishes
and mainhearts enslaved to sense have vainly suggested
tains, as the life of trees, or that which, beto them.
And yet they have within them- sides this, has also sensation,
as the life of
selves something
which they could not see: beasts; or that which adds to all these intelthey represented
to themselves inwardly things
hgence, as the life of man; or that which does
which they had seen without, even when they not need the support
of nutriment,
but only
were not seeing them, but only thinking
of maintains, feels, understands,
as the life of
them.
But this representation
in thought is angels,--all
can only be through
Him who
no longer a body, but only the similitude of absolutely is.
For to Him it is not one thing
a body; and that faculty of the mind by which to be, and another to live, as though He could
this similitude
of a body is seen is neither a be, not living; nor is it to Him one thingto live,
body nor the similitude
of a body; and the and another thing to understand,
as though
faculty which judges whether the representaHe could live, not understanding;
nor is it to
tion is beautiful or ugly is without doubt supe- Him one thing to understand,
another thing
rior to the object judged of.
This principle
to be blessed, as though He could understand
is the understanding
of man, the rational soul; Iand not be blessed.
But to Him to live, to
and it is certainly not a body, since that simi-understand,
to be blessed, are to be. They
litude of a body which it beholds and judges
have understood, from this unchangeableness
of is itself not a body.
The soul is neither and this simplicity, that all things must have
earth, nor water, nor air, nor fire, of which been made by Him,and that He could Himself
four bodies,
called the four elements,
we have been made by none.
For they have
see that this world is composed.
And if the considered
that whatever is is either body or
soul is not a body, how should God, its Crea- life, and that life is something
better than
tor, be a body ? Let all those philosophers,
body, and that the nature of body is sensible,
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and that of life intelligible.
Therefore they
have preferred
the intelligible
nature to the
sensible.
We mean by senslble things such
things as can be perceived by the sight and
touch of the body; by intelligible things, such
as can be understood
by the sight of the mind.
For there is no corporeal beauty, whether in
the conditlon
of a body, as figure, or in its
movement,
as in music, of which it Is not the
mind that judges.
But this could never have
been, had there not existed in the mmd itself
a superior form of these things, without bulk,
without noise of voice, without space and
time.
But even in respect of these things,
had the mind not been mutable, tt would not
have been posmble for one to judge better
than another with regard to sensible forms,
He who is clever, judges better than he who
is slow, he who is skdled
than he who is unskillful, he who is practised
than he who is
unpractised;
and the same person judges better after he has gained experlence
ttmn he
dld before.
But that which is capable of
more and less is mutable;
whence able men,
who have thought
deeply on these thmgs,
have gathered that the first form is not to bc
found in those things whose form is changeable.
Since, therefore,
they saw that body
and mind might be more or less beautiful m
form, and that, ff they wanted form, they
could have no existence, they saw that there
is some existence
in which is the first form,
unchangeable,
and therefore not admitting of
degrees of comparison,
and in that they most
rightly believed
was the first principle of
things which was not made, and by which
all things were made.
Therefore
that which
is known of God He manifested to them when
His invisible things were seen by them, being understood
by those things which have
been made; also His eternal power and Godhead by whom all visible and temporal things
have been created. * We have stud enough
upon that part of theology which they call
physical, that is, natural,

the Stoics, who ascribed to the bodily senses
that expertness
in disputation
which they so
ardently love, called by them dialectic, asserting that from the senses the mind conceives
the notions (_vvot_)
of those things which
they explicate by definition.
And heuc_ is
developed the whole plan and connection of
their learning and teaching.
I often wonder,
with respect to this, how they can say that
none are beautiful but the wise; for by what
bodily sense have they perceived that beauty,
by what eyes of the flesh have they seen wisdom'scomelinessof
form?
Those, however,
whom we justly rank before all others, have
distinguished
those things which are conceived
by the mmd from those which are perceived
by the senses, neither taking away from the
senses anything to which they are competent,
nor attributing to them anything beyond their
competency.
And the light of our understandings, by which all things are learned by
us, they have affirmed to be that selfsame
God by whom all things were made.

Then, again, as far as regards the doctrine
which treats of that which they call logic,
that is, rational philosophy,
far be it from us
to compare them with those who attributed
to the bodily senses the faculty of discrimihating truth, and thought, that all we learn
is to be measured bv their untrustworthy
and

why those who have added a third kind of good
things, which they call extrinsic,_as
honor,
glory, wealth, and the like,_have
not regarded them as part of the final good, that
iis' to be sought after for their own sake, but
as things which are to be sought for the sake
of
something
kindevil.
of
good
is good else,
to the affirming
good, andthat
evil this
to the

CHAP. 8.--THAT
FIRST

RANK

IN

THE PLATONISTSHOLD THE
MORAL

PHILOSOPHY

ALSO.

The remaining part of philosophy is morals,
or what is called by the Greeks _0zgt_, in
which is discussed
the question concerning
the chief good,--that
which will leave us
nothing further to seek in order to be blessed,
if only we make all our actions refer to it,
and seek it not for the sake of something
else, but for Its own sake.
Therefore it is
called the end, because we wish other things
on account of it, but itself only for its own
sake.
This beatific good, therefore, accord.
ling to some, comes to a man from the body,
according to others, from the mind, and, according to others, from both together.
For
they saw that man himself consists of soul and
body; and therefore
they believed that from
e_ther of these two, or from both together,
their well-being must proceed, consisting in a
certain final good, which could render them
CHAP. 7.--_IOW MUCH THE PLATOmSTSARE TO blessed, and to which they might refer all
B_. HEL9 AS EXCELLINGOTHER PmLOSOFHERStheir actions, not requiring anything
ulterior
IN LOGIC, I. E. RATIONALPHILOSOPHY.
tO which to refer that good itself.
This is

fallacious rules.
Such were the Epicureans,
Wherefore, whether they have sought the good
and all of the same school.
Such also were of man from the mind or from the body, or
• Ro_t _
from both together, it is still only from man
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they have supposed
that it must be sought,
But they who have sought it from the body
have sought it from the inferior part of man;
they who have sought it from the mind, from
the superior part; and they who have sought
it from both, from the whole man.
Whether
therefore,
they have sought it from any part,
or from the whole man, still they have only
sought it from man; nor have these differences, being three, given rise only to three
dissentient
sects of philosophers,
but to many.
For diverse philosophers
have held diverse
opinions,
both concerning
the good of the
body, and the good of the mind, and the good
of both together.
Let, therefore,
all these
give placeto those philosophers
who have not
affirmed that a man is blessed by the enjoymerit of the body, or by the enjoyment
of
the mind, but by the enjoyment of God,--enjoying Him, however, not as the mind does
the body or itself, or as one friend enjoys another, but as the eye enjoys light, if, indeed,
we may draw any comparison
between these
things.
But what the nature of this companson is, will, if God help me, be shown in another place, to the best of my abdity.
At
present, it is sufficient to mention that Plato
determined
the final good to be to live ac-
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concerning the supreme God, that He is both
the maker of all created things, the light by
which things are known, and the good in reference to which things are to be done; that
we have in Him the first principle of nature,
the truth of doctrine, and the happiness
of
life,--whether
these
philosophers
may be
more suitably called Platonists,
or whether
they may give some other name to their sect;
whether, we say, that only the chief men of
the Ionic school, such as Plato himself, and
they who have well understood
him, have
thought thus; or whether we also include the
Itahc school, on account
of Pythagoras
and
the Pythagoreans,
and all who may have held
like opinions; and, lastly, whether
also we
include all who have been held wise men and
philosophers
among all nations who are discovered to have seen and taught this, be they
Atlantlcs,
Libyans,
Egyptians,
Indians, Perslans, Chaldeans, ScythIans, Gauls, Spaniards,
or of other natlons,--we
prefer these to all
other philosophers,
and confess that they ap.
proach nearest to us.
CHAP. IO.--THAT THE EXCELLENCY OF THE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION IS ABOVE ALL THE
SCIE_'CEOF PmLOSOPHERS.

cording to virtue, and affirmed that he only
For although
a Christian
man instructed
can attain to virtue who knows and imitates
only in ecclesiastical
literature
may perhaps
God,--which
knowledge and imitation are the be ignorant
of the very name of Platomsts,
only cause of blessedness.
Therefore
he did and may not even know that there have exnot doubt that to philosophize
is to love God, isted two schools of philosophers
speaking the
whose nature is incorporeal.
Whence it cer- Greek tongue, to wit, the Ionic and Italic, he
tainly follows thatthe
student of wisdom, that is nevertheless
not so deaf with respect
to
is, the philosopher,
will then become blessed
human affairs, as not to know that philosowhen he shall have begun to enjoy God.
For _hers profess the study, and even the possesthough he is not necessarily
blessed who en- sion, of wisdom.
He is on his guard, howjoys that which he loves (for many are miser- ever, with respect to those who philosophize
able by loving that which ought not to be according to the elements
of this world, not
loved, and still more miserable when they en- according
to God, by whom the world itself
joy it), nevertheless
no one is blessed
who was made; for he is warned by the precept
does not enjoy that which he loves.
For even of the apostle, and faithfully hears what has.
they who love things which ought not to be been said, " Beware that no one deceive you
loved do not count themselves
blessed by lov- through
philosophy
and vain deceit, according merely, but by enjoying
them.
Who, ing to the elements of the world. ''z
Then,
then, but the most miserable wili deny that that he may not suppose that all philosopher_
he is blessed, who enjoys that which he loves, are such as do this, he hears the same aposand loves the true and highest good ? But tle say concerning
certain of them, "Because
the true and highest good, according to Plato, that which is known of God is manifest among
is God, and therdore
he would call him a them, for God has manifested it to them.
For
philosopher
who loves God; for philosophy
is His invisible things from the creation of the
directed to the obtaining of the blessed life, world are clearly seen, being understood
by
and he who loves God is blessed in the en- the things which are made, also His eternal
joyment of God.
power and Godhead." 2 And, when speaking
CHAP. 9---CONCERNING
THAT PmLOSOPHY to the Athemans,
after
having
spoken
a
w_mcr_ HAS COMENF.ARESTTO THE CHVaSTIAN mighty thing concerning
God, which few are
ir/aTH,
able to understand,
"In
Him we live, and
Whatever

philosophers,

therefore,

thought

_CoLU.s.

_Ro_. ,. ,9,_.
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move, and have our being," ' he goes on to i is to be drunk.
say, "As certain also of your own have said." ihave had these

I5[
All philosophers,
then, who
thoughts
concerning
God,

He
too, to be inontheir
his guard
Platonists
with our
us.
even knows
these well,
philosophers
errors. against
For Iwhether
But we have
thoughtor itothers,
better agree
to plead
where it has been said by him, " that God has cause with the Platonists,
because their writmanifested to them by those things which are lngs are better known.
For the Greeks, whose
made His invisible things, that they mzght be tongue holds the highest place among the
seen by the understanding,"
there it has also languages of the Gentiles, are loud in their
been said that they did not rightly worship praises of these writings; and the Latins, taken
God Himself, bec._use they paid diwne honors, w_th their excellence,
or their renown, have
which are due to Him alone, to other things studmd them more heartily than other writalso to which they ought not to have prod lngs, and, by translating
them into our tonthem,--"because,
knowing God, they glonfied gue, have given them greater celebrity and
Him not as God: neither were thankful, but notoriety.
became vain m their lmaglnatmns,
and their
foolish heart was darkened.
Professing them- CHAP I I,HOW PLATO
HA_ BEEN
ABLE TO
selves to be wise, they became fools, and
APPROACtlSONEARLY TO CHRISTIAN KNOWchanged the glory of the incorruptible
God
LEDGE.
into the likeness
of the Image of corruptible
Certain partakers with us in the grace of
man, and of birds, and fourfooted beasts, and ] Christ, wonder when they hear and read that
creeping things;"
_--where the apostle would]Plato
had conceptions
concerning
God, in
have us understand
him as meaning
the which they recognize considerable agreement
Romans. and Greeks, and Egyptians, who glo- [ with the truth of our rehgmn.
Some have
ried in the name of wisdom; but concerning lconcluded
from this, that when he went to
this we will dispute with them afterwards, iEgypt he had heard the prophet Jeremiah,
With respect,
however, to that wherein they' or, whilst travelhng in the same country, had
agree with us we prefer them to all others, read the prophetic scriptures, which opinion I
namely, concerning
the one God, the author myself have expressed in certain of my writof this universe, who is not only above every i rags _ But a careful calculation of dates, conbody, being incorporeal,
but also above ail,.tamed
in chronologmal
history, shows that
souls, being incorruptible--our
principle, our _Plato was born about a hundred
years after
hght, our good.
And though the Chrtstmn 'the time m which Jeremiah
prophesied,
and,
man, being Ignorant of their writings, does as he hved e_ghty-one years, there are found
not use in disputation
words which he has not to have been about seventy years from his
learned,--not
calling that part of philosophy
death to that time when Ptolemy, king of
natural (which is the Latin term), or physical Egypt, requested
the prophetic scriptures of
(which is the Greek one), which treats of the the Hebrew people to be sent to him from
investigation
of nature; or that part rational, I Judea, and committed
them to seventy Heor logical, which deals with the question how brews, who also knew the Greek tongue, to
truth may be discovered;
or that part moral, t,be translated
and kept.
Therefore, on that
or ethical, which concerns morals, and shows [voyage of his, Plato could neither have seen
how good is to be sought, and evil to be Jeremmh, who was dead so long before, nor
shunned,--he
is not, therefore,
ignorant that have read those same scriptures
which had
it is from the one true and supremely good l_not yet been translated
into the Greek lanGod that we have that nature in which we are ' guage, of which he was a master, unless, inmade in the image of God, and that doctrine _deed, we say that, as he was most earnest in
by which we know Him and ourselves, and jthe pursuit of knowledge,
he also studied
that grace through which, by cleaving to Him, ithose writings through
an interpreter, as he
we are blessed.
This, therefore, is the cause l did those of the Egyptians,_not,
indeed,
why we prefer these to all the others, because, !writing a translation
of them (the facilities
whilst other philosophers
have worn out their, for doing which were only gained even by
minds and powers in seeking the causes of Ptolemy in return for munificent acts of kindthings, and endeavoring
to discover the rightl ness,* though fear of his kingly authority
mode of learning
and of living, these, by might have seemed a sufficient motive), but
knowing God, have found where resides the learning as much as he possibly could cortcause by which the universe has been constl- cernmg their contents
by means of conversatuted, and the light by which truttr is to be tion.
What warrants this supposition are the
discovered,
and the fountain at which felicity
3De Doctrfna ChriJttla_a, iL 43. Corap. Rttramt. iL 4, 2.
x Acts xvii. 28.

2 Rom. L 2x-a_.

4 Llberatmg Jewish slavic, and _ndlng
See Josephus, A nt. xtl, _.

gifts to the _m_lt,"
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opening verses of Genesis: "In the beginning
God made the heaven and earth.
And the
earth was invisible, and without order; and
darkness was over the abyss: and the Spirit
of God moved over the waters." z For in the
Ti_zu$,
when writing on the formation
of
the world, he says that God first united earth
and fire; from which it is evident that he assigns to fire a place in heaven.
This opinion
bears a certain resemblance
to the statement,
"In
the beginning
God made heaven and
earth."
Plato next speaks of those two intermediary elements, water and air, by which
the other two extremes,
namely,
earth and
fire, were mutually united; from which circumstance
he is thought to have so understood the words, "The
Spirit of God moved
over the waters."
For, not paying sufficient
attention to the designations
given by those
scriptures to the Spirit of God, he may have
thought that the four elements
are spoken of
in that place, because
the air also is called
spirit."
Then, as to Plato's
saying that the
philosopher is a lover of God, nothing shines
forth more conspicuously
in those sacred writings.
But the most striking thing in this connection, and that which most of all inclines
me almost to assent to the opinion that Plato
was not ignorant of those wntmgs, is the answer which was given to the question elicited
from the holy Moses when the words of God
were conveyed to him by the angel; formwhen
he asked what was the name of that God who
was commanding
him to go and deliver the
Hebrew people out of Egypt, this answer was
given: " I am who am; and thou shalt say to
the children of Israel, He who is sent me unto
you;"*
as though compared
with Him that
truly is, because He is unchangeable,
those
things which have been created mutable are
not,--a
truth which
Plato zealously
held,
and most diligently
commended.
And I
know not whether this sentiment is anywhere
to be found in the books of those who were
before Plato, unless in that book where it is
said, "I am who am; and thou shalt say to
the children
of Israel, who is sent me unto
you."
CHAP.

I2.--THAT

EVEN
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words of the apostle: "Because
that which is
known of God, has been manifested
among
them, for God hath manifested
it to them.
For His invisible things from the creation of
the world are clearly seen, being understood
by those things which have been made, also
His eternal power and Godhead."
' From
whatever
source he may have derived this
knowledge, then, I think I have made it sufficlently plain that I have not chosen the Platonic philosophers
undeservedly
as the parties
with whom to discuss; because the question
we have just taken up concerns the natural
theology,--the
question,
namely,
whether
sacred rites are to be performed to one God,
or to many, for the sake of the happiness
which is to be after death.
I have specially
chosen them because
their juster thoughts
concerning
the one God who made heaven
and earth, have made them illustrious among
philosophers.
This has given them such superiority to all others in the judgment of posterity, that, though Aristotle,
the disciple of
Plato, a man of eminent abilities, inferior
in
eloquence to Plato, yet far superior to many
in that respect, had founded the Peripatetic
sect,--so
called because
they were in the
habit of walking about during their disputatlons,--and
though he had, through the greatness of his fame, gathered
very many dlsciples into his school, even during the life of
his master; and though Plato at his death was
succeedext in his school, which was called the
Academy, by Speusippus, his sister's son, and
Xenocrates,
his beloved disciple,
who, together with their successors,
were called from
this name of the school, Academics;
nevertheless
the most illustrious
recent philosophevs, who have chosen to follow Plato, have
been unwilling
to be called Peripatetics,
or
Academics, but have preferred
the name of
Platonists.
Among these were the renowned
Plotmus, Iambhchus,
and Porphyry,
who were
Greeks, and the African Apuleius, who was
learned both in the Greek and Latin tongues.
All these, however, and the rest who were of
the same school,
and also Plato himself,
thought that sacred rites ought to be performed in honor of many gods.

PLATONISTS,

THOUGH THEY SAY THESE THINGS
CONCERNllqG
THE
ONE
TRUE
GOD_ NEVERTHELESS
THOUGHT

OF GOD.

WERE

TO

GODS.

BE

CHAP. 13.---CONCERNING
ACCORDING
TO WHICH
AS BEINGS

ENTIRELY

THE OPINION
HE DEFINED
GOOD AND

THE

OF PLATO,
THE GODS
FRIENDS

OF VIRTUE.

But we need not determine
from what
Therefore,
although
in many other imporsource he learned these things,--whether
it tant respects they differ from us, nevertheless
was from the books of the ancients who pre- with respect to this particular point of differceded him, or, as is more likely, from the ence, which I have just stated, as it is one of
s C,¢_. L k _.

, Spirittm.
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great moment, and the question on hand con- I persistently
dares to take away those pleas°
terns it, I will first ask them to what gods ]ures, because he deems them base, not from
they think that sacred rites are to be per-[the demi-gods
but from the gods, and these
formed,--to
the good or to the bad, or to both Ithe good gods _.... And moreover
those very
the good and the bad ? But we have the gods themselves
do certainly refute the opinopinion of Plato affirming that all the gods are ion of Lab¢o, for they showed themselves in
good, and that there is not one of the gods [the case of Latlnius to be not only wanton and
bad.
It follows, therefore,
that these are to sportive, but also cruel and terrible.
Let the
be performed
to the good, for then they are Platonlsts, therefore, explain these things to
performed to gods; for if they are not good, us, since, following the opinion of their masneither
are they gods.
Now, if this be the ter, they think that all the gods are good and
case (for what else ought we to beheve con- honorable, and friendly to the virtues of the
cerning
the gods?), certainly it explodes the w_se, holding it unlawful to think otherwise
opinion that the bad gods are to be propltl- concerning
any of the gods.
We will exated by sacred rites in order that theymay not plain it, say they.
Let us then attentively
harm us, but the good gods are to be revoked listen to them.
in order that they may assist us. For there
are no bad gods, and it is to the good that, CHAP. X4.---OV THE OPINION OF THOSE WHO
as they say, the due honor of such rites is to
HAVESA1D THAT RATIONAL SOULS ARE OF
be paid.
Of what character,
then, are those
THREE KINDS, 30 WIT, TIIOSEOF TIlE CELE_
gods who love scenic displays, even demanding
TIAL _,ODS, '1 HOSE OF THE AERIAL
DEMONS,
that a place be given them among divine
AXDTHOSEOF TERRESTRIALMEN.
things, and that they be exhibited
in their
There is, say they, a threefold division of
honor?
The power of these gods proves that all animals
endowed with a rational soul,
they exist, but their liking such things proves namely, into gods, men, and demons.
The
that they are bad.
For it is well-known what gods occupy the loftiest region, men the lowPlato's opinion was concerning
scenic plays, est, the demons the mtddte region.
For the
He thinks that the poets themselves,
because abode of the gods is heaven, that of men the
they have composed songs so unworthy of the earth, that of the demons the air.
As the
majesty and goodness of the gods, ought to dignity of their regions is diverse, so also is
be banished
from the state.
Of what char- that of their natures; therefore
the gods are
acter, therefore,
are those gods who contend better than menand demons.
Men have been
with Plato himself about those scenic plays? placed below the gods and demons, both in
He does not suffer the gods to be defamed by respect of the order of the regions.they
infalse crimes; the gods command
those same habit, and the difference of their merits. The
crimes to be celebrated
in their own honor,
demons, therefore, who hold the middle place,
In fine, when they ordered these plays to as they are inferior to the gods, than whom
be inaugurated,
they not only demanded
base they inhabit a lower region, so they are supethings, but also did cruel things, taking from riot to men, than whom they inhabit a loftier
Titus Latinius his son, and sending a disease one.
For they have immortality, of body in
upon him because
he had refused to obey common with the gods, but passions of the
them, which they removed when he had ful- mind in common with men.
On which acfilled their commands.
Plato, however, bad count, say they, it is not wonderful that they
though they were, did not think they were to are delighted
with the obscenities
of the
be feared; but, holding to his opinion with theatre, and the fictions of the poets, since
the utmost firmness and constancy,
does not they are also subject to human passions, from
hesitate to remove from a well-ordered
state which the gods are far removed, and to which
all the sacrilegious
follies of the poets, with they are altogether
strangers.
Whence we
which these gods are delighted because they conclude that it was not the gods, who are all
themselves
are impure.
But Labeo places good and highly exalted, that Plato deprived
this same Plato (as I have mentioned already of the pleasure of theatric plays, by reprobatin the second book _) among the demi-gods,
ing and prohibiting the fictions of the poets,
Now Labeo thinks that the bad deities are to but the demons.
be propitiated
with bloody victims, and by]
.Of theS_u_elug.St_e,t,_l;,tonts;,o_e_a_la_'raS
fasts accompanied
with the same, but the otl_ers Ap
,
good deities with plays, and all other things who composed a whole work on the subject_
which are associated
with joyfulness.
How entitled, Concerning tlw Godof Socratet.
He
comes it, then, that the demi-god
Plato so It here discusses and explamsofwhat
k inclthat
oelty was WHOattenoeu on _ocra_c_, _ _.,rL t.,t
l familiar, by whom it is said he was admorv.
xCh. x4.
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ished to desist from any action which would CHAP. IS.--THAT THE DEMONSARE NOT BETTER
not turn out to his advantage.
He asserts
THAN MENBECAUSEOF THEIR AERIALBODIES,
most distinctly, and proves at great length,
oR ON ACCOUNTOF THEIR SUPERIORPLACEOF
that it was not a god but a demon;
and he
ABODE.
discusses with great diligence
the opinion of
Plato concerning the lofty estate of the gods,
Wherefore let not the mind truly religious,
the lowly estate of men, and the middle es- and submitted
to the true God, suppose that
tare of demons.
These things being so, how demons
are better than men, because they
did Plato dare to take away, if not from the have better bodies.
Otherwise
it must put
gods, whom he removed from all human con- many beasts before itself which are superior
tagion, certainly
from the demons,
all the to us both in acuteness of the senses, in ease
pleasures
of the theatre,
by expelling
the and quickness
of movement,
in strength and
poets from the state ? Evidently in this way in long-continued
vigor of body.
Whatman
he wished to admonish
the human soul, al- can equal the eagle or the vulture in strength
though still confined in these moribund mem.
of vision ? Who can equal the dog in acutebers, to despise the shameful commands of the ness of smell ? Who can equal the hare, the
demons, and to detest their impurity, and to stag, and all the birds in swiftness ? Who
choose rather the splendor
of virtue.
But if can equal in strength the lion or the elephant ?
Plato showed himself virtuous
in answering
Wilo can equal in length of life the serpents,
and prohibiting these things, then certainly it which are affirmed to put off old age along with
was shameful
of the demons
to command
their skin, and to return to youth again? But
them.
Therefore
either Apuleius
is wrong, as we are better than all these by the possesand Socrates' familiar did not belong to this sion of reason and understanding,
so we ought
class of deities, or Plato held contradictory
also to be better than the demons by living
opinions, now honoring
the demons, now re- good
and virtuous
lives.
For divine provimoving
from the well-regulated
state the dence gave to them bodies of a better quality
things in which they delighted,
or Socrates is than ours, that that in which we excel them
not to be congratulated
on the friendship
of might In this way be commended
to us as
the demon, of which Apuleius was so ashamed
deserving to be far more cared for than the
that he entitled his book On t]_e God of Sec- body, and that we should learn to despise the
rates, whilst according to the tenor of his dis- bodily excellence
of the demons
compared
cussion, wherein he so diligently and at such with goodness of life, in respect of which we
length distinguishes
gods from demons, he are better than they, knowing that we too shall
ought not to have entitled it, Concerm'ng the have immortality
of body,--not
an im_aortalGod, but Concerrdng the Deman of Socrates.
ity tortured
by eternal
punishment,
but that
But he preferred
to put this into the discuswhich is consequent
on purity of soul.
sion itself rather than into the title of his
But now, as regards loftiness of place, it is
book.
For, through the sound doctrine which altogether
ridiculous
to be so influenced
by
has illuminated
human society, all, or almost the fact that the demons inhabit the air, and
all men have such a horror at the name of we the earth, as to think that on that account
demons, that every one who before reading
they are to be put before us; for in this way
the dissertation of Apuleius,
which sets forth we put all the birds before ourselves.
But
the dignity of demons, should have read the the birds, when they are weary with flying,
title of the book, On the Demon of Socrates,
or require to repair their bodies with food,
would certainly have thought that the author
come back to the earth to rest or to feed,
was not a sane man.
But what did even which the demons,
they say, do not.
Are
Aputeius find to praise in the demons, except they, therefore, reclined to say that the birds
subtlety and strength of body and a higher are superior to us, and the demons superior
place of habxtation?
For when he spoke to the birds?
But if it be madness to think
generally
concerning
their manners, he said so, there is no reason why we should think
nothing that was good, but very much that that, on account of their inhabiting
a loftier
was bad.
Finally, no one, when he has read element, the demons have a claim to our relithat book, wonders that they desired to have gious submission.
But as it is really the case
even the obscenity of the stage among divine
that the birds of the air are not only not put
things, or that, wishing to be thought gods, before
us who dwell on the earth, but are
they should be delighted with the crimes of even subjected
to us on account of the digthe gods, or that all those sacred solemnities,
i nity of the rational soul which is in us, so also
Whose obscenity occasions laughter, and whose it is the case that the demons, though they
shameful cruelty causes horror, should be in are aerial, are not better than we who are teragreement with their passions,
restrial because the air is higher
than the
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earth, but, on the contrary, men are to be !fore, if the demons are animals as to genus,
put before demons because their despatr is I thts is common to them, not only with nien,
not to be compared to the hope of pious men. _but also with the gods and with beasts; if they
Even that law of Plato's, according to which i are rattonal as to their mind, this is common
he mutually orders and arranges the four ele- i to them wxth the gods and with men; if they
ments, inserting between the two extreme ele- are eternal in time, this is common to them
ments--namely,
fire, which is in the highest wtth the gods only; if they are passive as to
degree mobile, and the immoveable earth--i thetr soul, this is common to them with men
the two middle ones, air and water, that by ionly; ff they are aerial in body, in this they
how much the air is higher up than the water, are alone.
Therefore it is no great thing for
and the fire than the air, by so much also are them to be of an animal nature, for so also
the waters higher than the earth,--this
law, ',are the beasts; m being rational as to mind,
I say, sufficiently admonishes us not to est,mate the merits of animated creatures according to the grades of the elements.
And
Apuleius himself says that man is a terrestrial animal in common with the rest, who is
nevertheless
to be put far before aquattc ammals, though Plato puts the waters themselves
before the land.
By this he would have us
understand that the same order is not to be
observed
when the question concerns the
merits of animals, though it seems to be the
true one in the gradatton
of bodies; for it
appears to be possible that a soul of a higher
order may inhabit a body of a lower, and a
soul of a lower order a body of a higher,

i they are not above ourselves, for so are we
j also; and as to their being eternal as to time,
what is the advantage of that af they are not
blessed?
for better is temporal happiness
than eternal misery.
Again, as to their bemg passtve m soul, how are they in this respect above us, since we also are so, but
would not have been so had we not been miserable?
Also, as to their being aerial in
body, how much value ts to be set on that,
since a soul of any kmd whatsoever is to be
set above every body ? and therefore religious
lworshlp, whmh ought to be rendered from
the soul, is by no means due to that thing
which is inferior to the soul.
Moreover, if
he had, among those things which he says beCHAP. I6._WHAT
APULEIUS THE PLATONISTlong to demons, enumerated virtue, wisdom,
THOUGHT CONCERNING THE MANNERSAND happiness, and affirmed that they have those
ACTION'SOF DEMONS.
thmgs in common
w_th the gods, and, like
them, eternally, he would assuredly have atThe same Apuleius, when speaking concerntributed to them sometifing greatly to be de.
ing the manners of demons, stud that they are ! sired, and much to be prized.
And even in
agttated with the same perturbattons
of mind that case it would not have been our duty to
as men; that they are provoked by injuries,
worship them like God on account of these
propitiated
by services and by gifts, rejome things, but rather toworship
Him from whom
m honors,
are dehghted
with a variety of lwe know they had received them.
But how
sacred rites, and are annoyed if any of them much less are they really worthy of divine
be neglected.
Among other things, he also honor,--those
aerial animals who are only
says that on them depend the diwnations of rattonal that they may be capable of misery,
augurs,
soothsayers,
and prophets, and the passtve that they may be actually miserable,
revelations of dreams, and that from them also and eternal that tt may be impossible
for
are the miracles of the magicians.
But, when them to end thetr misery l
giving a brief definition
of them, he says,
"Demons
are of an animal nature, passive CHAP. IT._WHETHER
IT IS PROPER THAT MEN
in soul, rational in mind, aerial in body, eterSHOULDWORSHIPTHOSESPIRITS FROMWHOSE
hal in time."
"Of which five things, the
VICESIT IS NECESSARYTHAT THEYBE ]FREED.
three first are common to them and us, the
fourth pecuhar to themselves, and the fifth
Wherefore, to omit other things, and concommon to therewith
thegods."
" But I see fine our attention to that which he says is
that they have in common with the gods two common to the demonswith
us, let us ask this
of the first things, which they have in corn- question: If all the four elements are full of
mon with us.
For he says that the gods also their own animals, the fire and the air of iraare animals;
and when he is assigning to mortal, and the water and the earth of motevery order of beings its own element,
he tal ones, why are the souls of demons agitated
places us among the other terrestrial animals Iby the whirlwinds and tempests of passions ?
which live and feel upon the earth.
Where-i--for
the Greek word zcaSo_ means pertur] bation, whence he chose to call the demon_
,z_z),o s,.-_,_,.
I" passive in soul, because the word passion,
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_which is derived from _a_Oo¢, signified acommotion of the mind contrary to reason. Why,
then_ are these things in the minds of demons
WhiCh are not in beasts ? For if anything of
this kind appears in beasts, it is not perturbation, because it is not contrary to reason, of
which they are devoid.
Now it is foolishness
or misery which is the cause of these perturbuttons in the case of men, for we are not yet
blessed in the possession
of that perfection
of wisdom which is promised
to us at last,
when we shall be set free from our present
mortality.
But the gods, they say, are free
from these perturbations,
because
they are
not only eternal, but also blessed;
for they
also have the same kind of rational souls, but
most pure from all spot and plague.
Wherefore, if the gods are free from perturbation
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CHAP. I8.--WHAT KIND OF RELIGION THAT IS
WINCH TEACHES THAT MEN OUGHT TO
EMPLOYTHE ADVOCACYOF DEMO_S IN ORDER
TO BE RECOMMENDEDTO THE FAVOR OF THE
GOODGODS.
In vain, therefore,
have Apuleins,
and they
who think with him, conferred on the demons
the honor of placing them in the air, between
the ethereal heavens and the earth, that they
may carry to the gods the prayers of men, to
men the answers of the gods: for Plato held,
they say, that no god has intercourse
with
man.
They who believe these things have
thought it unbecoming
that men should have
intercourse with the gods, and the gods with
men, but a befitting
thing that the demons
should have intercourse
with both gods and
men, presenting
to the gods the petitions of
men, and conveying
to men what the gods
have granted;
so that a chaste man, and one
who is a stranger to the crimes of the magic
arts, must use as patrons, through whom the
gods may be induced
to hear him, demons
who love these crimes, although the very fact
of his not loving them ought to have recommended him to them as one who deserved to
be listened to with greater readiness and willingness on their part.
They love the abominations of the stage, which chastity does not
love.
They love, in the sorceries
of the
magicians,
"a
thousand
arts of inflicting
harm,"" which innocence does not love.
Yet
both chastity and innocence,
if they wish to
obtain anything
from the gods, will not be
able to do so by their own merits, except their
enemms
act as mediators
on their behalf.
Apuleius need not attempt
to justify the tictions of the poets, and the mockeries
of the
stage.
If human modesty
can act so faithlessly towards itself as not only to love shameful things, but even to think that they are
pleasing
to the divinity, we can cite on the
other side their own highest authority
and
teacher, Plato.

because they are blessed, not miserable
amreals, and the beasts are free from them because they are animals which are capable
neither of blessedness
nor misery, it remains
that the demons, like men, are subject to perturbations
because they are not blessed but
miserable animals.
What folly, therefore,
or
rather what madness,
ta submit
ourselves
through any sentiment of religion to demons
when it belongs to the true religion to deliver
us from that depravity which makes us like
to them!
For Apuleius himself, although
he
is very sparing toward them, and thinks they
are worthy of divine honors, is nevertheless
compelled to confess that they are subject to
anger; and the true religion commands
us
not to be moved with anger, but rather to resistit.
The demons are won over by gifts;
and the true religion commands us to favor no
one on account of gifts received.
Thedemons
are flattered by honors; but the true rehgion
commands
us by no means to be moved by
such things.
The demons are haters of some
men and lovers of others, not in consequence
of a prudent and calm judgment, but because
of what he calls their "passive
soul;"
whereas the true religion commands us to love even
our enemies.
Lastly, the true religion commands us to put away all disquietude
of heart, CHAP. I9.----OF THE IMPIETYOF THE MAGICART,
and agitation of mind, and also all commotiofis
WtlICH 1s DEPENDENT ON THE ASSISTANCEOF
and tempests of the soul, which Apuleius asMALmN SPIRITS.
serts to be continually swelling and surging
in the souls of demons.
Why, therefore,
except through foolishness
and miserable error,
shouldst
thou humble thyself to worship
a
being to whom thou desirest to be unlike in
thy life ? And why shouldst thou pay religious homage to him whom thou art unwilling to imitate, when it is the highest duty
of religion to imitate Him whom thou wor-

_':
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•

.,_hip_st

?

Moreover,
against those magic arts, concerning which some men, exceedingly
wretched and exceedingly
impious, delight to boast,
may not public opinion itself be brought forward as a witness ? For why are those arts so
severely punished by the laws, if they are the
works of deities who ought to be worshipped ?
Shal 1 it be said that the Christians
have ort Vit:gii,
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dained those laws by which magic arts are ! wishing to show his innocence by denying such
punished?
With what other meaning, except!things
as cannot be innocently
committed.
that these sorceries
are without doubt per- ] But all the miracles of the magicians, who he
nicious to the human race, did the most illus- / thinks are justly deserving of condemnation,
trious poet say,
are performed according to the teaching and
"By heaven, I swear, and your dear life,
by the power of demons.
Why, then, does
Unwillingly these arms I wleld,
/ he think that they ought to be honored ? For
And take, to meet the commg strife,
t he asserts that they are necessary, in order
Enchantment's sword and shmld." '
i to present our prayers to the gods, and yet
And that also which he says in another place their works are such as we must shun if we
concerning magic arts,
w_sh our prayers to reach the true God.
" I've seen him to another place transport the standin_ f Agam, I ask, what kind of prayers, of men
corn,"*
_]does he suppose are presented to the good
........
c_ods by tile demons?
If magical prayers,
has reference • to the tact that the trults ot one 'Ltile
%
"
"_ iawf-ILI p-ra--ers ,
v¢i11_" nave
none suc-h ; 11
field
are sald to be transferred
to another by ] ..tFley y Will
.......
........
not receive mem tnro u gn" s u ct_"-dethese arts wnlch
thls pestiferous
ann accurseo
;.,
_...¢
_ _;.......
_,,, ;_ ,,._;_,
,,,,,,.
doctrine
teaches.
Does not C cero inform us out nravers
"if he has co m mttted
"
.......
esnectallv
1
d
'
l"
d
that,
we_ve Tables, tany l"crtme
.........among the laws ot the
of sorcery, does he recmve pardon
that
- , the intercession
- •
...... is, tne most ancient laws ot the r, omans, Ithrough
of those demons bv
there was a taw written wmcn appomteo
a
....
"
............
]WhOSe lnsttgatmn and help he has fallen Into
punlsnmentto ......de lnmcteo on nlmwno snoulcl., the SlU
. ,lie mourns, _ or _t_o .,_:lle
_ aUelllUllI_iglt_lll......
t.__
do this• 3 Lastly, was it
" before trnnstlan
selves, m order that the • may merit pardon
judges that Apulems
himself was accused of for the penitent, first beYome penitents
bemagic arts ?4 Had he known these arts to be cause they have deceived them ? This noone
divine
and pious, and congruous
with the ever said concerning
the demons; for had
works of divine power, he ought not only to this been the casa, they would never have
have confessed,
but also to have professed
dared to seek for themselves
divine honors.
them, rather blaming the laws by which these For tow should they do so who desired by
things were prohibited and pronounced worthy pemtence to ohtain the grace of pardon, seeof condemnation,
while they ought to have ing that such detestable
pride could not exist
been held worthy of admiration
and respect, along with a humility worthy of pardon ?
For by so doing, either he would have persuaded the judges to adopt his own opinion,
or, if they had shown their partiality for un- CHAP. 2o _VeHETHER WE ARE TO BELIEVETHAT
just laws, and condemned
him to death notTHE f._()l) /;I)l)S ARF MORFWII.I.IN(; TO HAVE
withstanding
his praising
and commending
INTERCOURSE
WITH
DFMONS
THAN
WITH
ICIER.
such things, the demons would have bestowed
But does any urgent and most pressing
on his soul such rewards as he desera, ed, who,
t"........
• ;cause compel ....me -,.........
I.iUlllijll_ LLt lll_ d ....
tc.L_.,
o_l._..li
in order to proclaim and set forth their divine .....
,_.. sods
,
and men, that th%v ma_v offer the
works,
,= of" rnona,_nd hr"
c t_h_e a.._w_r_
nse
.¢
...
_had not feared the loss of hxs •human I.......
, v-_: ...........
__in,,_r h_a_k
nle • AS our mart Yrs, when that rehglon was Ifrom the gods > and if so, what, pray, is t h at
charged on them as a crime,
by which
they
_ ? Be.
•
"
.
[cause, what is that so great nec ess'ty
knew the Y were made safe and most glorious cause say they. no _o't has intercourse with
throughout
eternity, did not choose, by de_y_ man.' 5Iost admirable holiness of God, which
mg It, to escape temporal
punishments,
u Ihas no intercourse with a supplicating
man,
rather
professing,
and pro-I and yet has
de-"
elaimin gby it confessing,
" intercourse
' with an arrogant
" a n.ent, b Y enduring all things for it with 'mon 1 which
has no mtercoursewtth
fidelityand
foi'tttude, and by dying for it with tent man, and yet has intercourse with a depious calmness, put to shame the law by which ceiving demon ! which has no intercourse with
that religion was prohibited,
and caused its re- a man fleeing for refuge to the divine nature,
vocation.
But there is extant a most copious and yet has intercourse with a demon feignand eloquent oration of this Platonic phlloso- ing divinity l which has no intercourse with
pher, in which he defends himself against the a man seeking pardon, and yet has intercharge of practising these arts, affirming that course with a demon persuading
to wickedhe is wholly a stranger to them, and only ness ! which has no intercourse
with a man
expelling the poets by means of philosophical
•3 vmfa,-_n.
4.49,,493.
_vlrg_L_c.s..99._
.
writings from a well-regulated
state, and yet
Plh W (Hist..Nag.
xxvfii. _) and others quote the taw as ru Qui

fru._s

tncanta_rit,

quz

malum

carmen

of Africa,

a h_tnca.

• . . ,_,,, ,a,en,,,,, ,,_m,,_d,.,:¢,'_,.
4 l_fm-e

Claudi_

t the Frefeet

_

incantastt

has

intercourse with a demon requesting from

the princes and

priests

of a state the theatri-
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cal performance
of the mockeries
of the
poets! which has no intercourse with the man
_'ho prohibits the ascribing of crime to the
gods, and yet has intercourse with a demon
who takes delight in the fictitious representation of their crimes ! which has no intercourse
with a man punishing the crimes of the magi¢:ians by just laws, and yet has intercourse
with a demon teaching and practising magical arts ! which has no intercourse with a man
shunning
the imitation
of a demon, and yet
has intercourse with a demon lying in wait for
the deception of a man !

_
_'
'_,
_
__-
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by the demons, neither can it be ignorant of
our actions.
But I would they would tell me
whether the demons have informed the gods
that the fictions of the poets concerning
the
crimes of the gods displease Plato. concealing
the pleasure which they themselves
take in
them; or whether they have concealed
both,
and have preferred
that the gods should be
Ignorant with respect to this whole rr;atter, or
have told both, as well the pious prudence of
Plato with respect to the gods as their own
lust, which is injurious to the gods; or whether
they have concealed
Plato's opinion, according to which he was unwilling
that the gods
should be defamed with falsely alleged crimes
4_HAP.
2 I._WHETHER
THE
GODS
USE
THE
through the impious license of the poets, whilst
DEMONSAS MESSENGERSAND INTERPRETERS they have not been ashamed
nor afraid to
AND _VHETHER
THEY ARE DECEIVED
I_Y THEM
make known their own wickedness,
which
WILLINGLY,
OR WITHOUTTHEIR OWN KNOW- Jmake them love theatrical
plays, m which the
LEDGE.
iinfamous deeds of the gods are celebrated.
But herein, no doubt, lies the great neces- Let them choose which theywill of these four
sity "for this absurdity,
so unworthy
of the alternatives,
and let them consider bow much
gods, that the ethereal gods, who are con- evil any one of them would require them to
cerned about human affairs, would not know think of the gods.
For if they choose the
what terrestrial
men were doing unless the first, they must then confess that it was not
aerial demons should bring them intelligence,
possible for the good gods to dwell with the
because the ether is suspended far away from good Plato,though
he sought to prohibit things
the earth and far above it, but the air is con- injurious to them, whilst they dwelt with evil
tiguous both to the ether and to the earth,
demons,
who exulted
in their injuries;
and
O admirable wisdom ! whatelse do these men this because they suppose that the good gods
_hink concerning the gods who, they say, are can only know a good man, placed at so great
all in the highest degree good, but that they a distance from them, through
the mediation
are concerned
about human affairs, lest they of evil demons, whom they could know on
should seem unworthy of worship, whilst, on account
of their nearness
to themselves, x
the other hand, from the distance between the If they shall choose the second, and shall say
elements,
they are ignorant
of terrestrial
that both these things are concealed
by the
things ? It is on this account that they have demons_ so that the gods are wholly ignorant
supposed
the demons
to be necessary
as both of Plato's
most religious
law and the
agents, through whom the gods may inform
sacrl'legtous pleasure of the demons, what, in
themselves
with respect to human affairs, and that case, can the gods know to any profit
through whom, when necessary,
they may with respect to human
affairs through these
succor men; and it is on account of this office mediating
demons, when they do not know
that the demons themselves
have been held those things which are decreed,
through the
as deserving of worship.
If this be the case, piety of good men, for the honor of the good
then a demon is better known by these good gods against the lust of evil demons ? But if
gods through
nearness
of body, than a man they shall choose the third, and reply that
is by goodness of mind.
0 mournful neces- these intermediary
demons
have communisity, or shall I not rather say detestable
and cated, not only the opinion of Plato, which
vain error, that I may not impute vanity to prohibited
wrongs to be done to the gods, but
the divine nature ! For if the gods can, with also their own delight in these wrongs, I would
their minds free from the hindrance of bodies,
ask if such a communication
is not rather an
see our mind, they do not need the demons
insult ? Now the gods,
hearing
both and
as messengers
from our mind to them: but if knowing
both, not only permit the approach
the ethereal gods, by means of their _oodies, of those malign demons, who desire and do
perceive
the corporeal indices of minds, as things contrary to the dignity of the gods and
the countenance,
speech, mo'don, and thence the religion of Plato, but also, through these
understand
what the demons tell them, then wicked demons, who are near to them, send
it is also possible that they may be deceived
good things to the good Plato, who is far
'by the falsehoods
of demons.
Moreover, if
"the divinity of the gods cannot be deceived
x Another
reading,whomthey could notknow,thoughnear
to themselves.

(;HAP. XXIII.]
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away from them; for theyinhabitsuch
a place
in the concatenated
series of the elements,
that they can come into contact with those by
whom they are accused, but not with him by
whom they are defended,--knowing
the truth
_n both sides, but not being able to change
the weight of the air and the earth.
There
remains the fourth supposition;
but it is worse
than the rest.
For who will suffer it to be
said that the demons have made known the
calumnious
fictions of the poets concerning
the immortal gods, and also the disgraceful
mockeries
of the theatres, and their o_'n most
ardent
lust after, and most sweet pleasure m
these things, whdst they have concealed from
them that Plato, with the gravity of a philosopher, gave it as his opinion that all these
things ought to be removed from a wetl-regulated republic;
so that the good gods are now
compelled,
through such messengers,
to know
the evil doings of the most wicked beings,
that is to say, of the messengers
themselves,
and are not allowed to know the good deeds
of the philosophers,
though the former are
for the injury, but these latter for the honor
of the gods themselves ?
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they tyrannize
as over captives whom they
have subdued,--the
greatest
part of whom
they have persuaded of their divinity by wonderful and lying signs, consisting
either of
deeds or of predictions.
Some, nevertheless,
who have more attentively
and diligently
considered
their vices, they have not been
able to persuade
that they are gods, and so
have feigned themselves
to be messengers
between the gods and men.
Some, indeed,
have thought that not even this latter honor
ought to be acknowledged
as belonging
to
them, not believing that they were gods, because they saw that they were wicked, whereas the gods, according to their view, are all
good.
Nevertheless
they dared not say that
they werewholly unworthy of all divine honor,
for fear of offending the multitude, by whom,
through inveterate
superstition,
the demons
were served by the performance of many rites,
and the erection of many temples,
CHAP.
2 3. _
WHAT
HERME,_
TRISMEGISTUS
THOUGHT
CONCERNING
IDOLATRY',
AND FROM

WHAT SOURCE HE KNEW THAT THF, SUPERSTITIONS

OF EGYrT

WERE

TO BE ABOLISHED.

The Eg3rptian Hermes,
whom
they call
WE MUST, NOTWITHSTANDINGTnsmegistus,
had a different opinion concernTHE OPINION
OF APULEIUS,
REJECT THE WORlng those demons.
Apuleius, indeed, denies
SHIP OF DEMONS.
that they are gods; but when he says that
None of these four alternatives, then, is to they hold a middle place between the gods
be chosen; for we dare not suppose such unbe- and men, so that they seem to be necessary
coming things concerning
the gods as the for men as mediators
between them and the
adoption
of any one of them would lead us to gods, he does not distinguish
between the
think.
It remains,
therefore,
that no ere- worship duetothem
and the religious homage
dence whatever is to be given to the opinion of due to the supernal
gods.
This Egyptian,
Apulems and the other philosophers
of the however, says that there are some gods made
same school, namely, that the demons act as by the supreme God, and some made by men.
messengers and interpreters
between the gods Any one who hears this, as I have stated it,
and men to carry our petitions from us to the no doubt supposes that it has reference to
gods, and to bring back to us the help of the images, because they are the works of the
gods.
On the contrary, we must beheve them hands of men; but he asserts that wsible and
to be spirits most eager to inflict harm, utterly tangible images are, as it were, only the bodies
alien from righteousness,
swollen with pride, of the gods, and that there dwell in them cerpale with envy, subtle in deceit; who dwell tam spirits, which have been invited to come
indeed in this air as in a prison, in keeping into them, and which have power to inflict
with their own character, because, cast down harm, or to fulfil the desires of those by whom
from the height of the higher heaven, they divine honors and services are rendered
to
have been condemned
to dwell in this element them.
To unite, therefore, by a certain art,
as the just reward of irretrievable
transgresthose invisible spirits to visible and material
sion.
But, though the air is situated above things, so as to make, as it were, animated
the earth and the waters, they are not on that bodies, dedicated and given up to those spirits
account superior in merit to men, who, though Iwho inhabit them,_this,
he says, is to make
_HAP. 22._THAT

bodies are concerned,
do nevertheless
far exeel them through piety of mind,_they
having
made choice of the true God as their helper,
Over many, however, who are manifestly unthey do not surpass them as far as their earthly
worthy of participation
in the true religion,

and wonderful power.
I will give the words
of this Egyptian as they have been translated
into our tongue: "And, since we have tradertaken to discourse concerning the relationship
]gods, adding that men have received this great
and fellowship between men and the gods_
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know, O _,_sculapius, the power and strength
prophecy.
Now it was with reference to such
of man.
As the Lord and Father, or that that the apostle said, that "knowing
God,
which is highest, even God, is the maker of they glorified Him not as God, neither were
tt_ celestial gods, so man is the maker of the thankful, but became vain in their imaginagods who are in the temples, content to dwell tions, and their foolish heart was darkened;
near to men.""
And a little after he says, professing themselves to be wise, they became
"' Thus humanity,
always mindful of its na- fools, and changed the glory of the incorruptare and origin, perseveres
in the imitation
tible God into the likeness of the image of
of divinity; and as the Lord and Father made corruptible man," _ and so on, for" the whole
eternal gods, that they should be like Him- passage
is too long to quote.
For Hermes
self, so humanity fashioned
its own gods ac- makes many such statements
agreeable to the
cording to the likeness
of its own countetruth concerning
the one true God who fashnance."
When _his _/Esculapius,
to whom ioned this world.
And I know not how he
especially
he was speaking,
had answered
has become so bewildered
by that "darkenhim, and had said, " Dost thou _nean the ing of the heart"
as to stumble into the exstatues, O Trismegistus
?"--"
Yes, the star- pression of a desire that men should always
ues," replied he, " however unbelieving
thou continue in subjection to those gods which he
art, O fl_,sculapius,--the
statues,
animated,
confesses to be made by men, and to bewail
and full of sensation
and spirit, and who do their future removal; as if there could be anysuch great and wonderful things,--the
statues, thing more wretched than mankind tyrannized
prescient of future things, and foretelling them over by the work of his own hands, since man,
by lot, by prophet, by dreams, and many other by worshipping
the works of his own hands,
things, who bring diseases
on men and cure may more easdy cease to be man, than the
them again, giving them joy or sorrow accord- works of his hands can, through his worship of
lug to their merits.
Dost thou not know, O them, become gods. For it can sooner happen
.;Esculapius, that Egypt isanimageof
heaven,
that man, who has received
an honorable
or, more truly, a translation
and descent
of position, may, through lack of understanding,
all things which are ordered and transacted
become comparable to the beasts,than
that the
there, that it is, in truth, if we may say so, to works of man may become preferable
to the
be the temple of the whole world ? And yet, work of God, made in His own image, that is,
as it becomes the prudent
man to know all to man himself.
Wherefore
deservedly is man
things beforehand,
ye ought not to be igno- left to fall away from Him who made Him,
rant of this, that there is a time coming when when he prefers to himself Lhat which he himit shall appear that the Egyptians
have all in self has made.
win, with pious mind, and with most scrupuFor these vain, deceitful, pernicious,
sacrilous diligence,
waited on the divinity,
and legious things did the Egyptian Hermes sotwhen all their holy worship shall come to row, because he knew that the time was coming
nought, and be found to be in vain."
when they should be removed.
But his sorHermes then follows out at great length the row was as impudently
expressed as his knowstatements
of this passage, in which he seems ledge was imprudently
obtained;
for it was
to predict the present
time, in which the not the Holy Spirltwho revealed these things
Christian
religion
is overthrowing
all lying to him, as He had done to the holy prophets,
figments with a vehemence
and liberty pro- who, foreseeing
these things, said with exulportioned to its superior truth and holiness,
ration, " If a man shall make gods, lo, they
in order that the grace of the true Saviour are no gods;'3
and in another place, " And
may deliver men from those gods which man it shall come to pass in that day, saith the
has made, and subject them to that God by Lord, that I will cut off the names of the idols
whom man was made.
But when Hermes
out of the land, and they shall no more be
predicts these things, he speaks as one who remembered."
4 But the holy Isaiah propheis a friend
to these
same mockeries
of sies expressly concerning
Egypt in reference
demons,
and does not clearly express
the to this matter, saying,
"And the idols of
name of Christ.
On the contrary,
he de- Egypt shall be moved at His presence,
and
plores, as if it had already taken place, the their heart shall be overcome in them," s and
future abolition of those things by the ob- other things to the same effect.
And with
servaace
of which there was maintained
in the prophet are to be classed those who reEgypt a resemblance
of heaven,--he
bear. s joiced that that which they knew was to come
witness to Christianity
by a kind of mournful
had actually
come,--as
Simeon, or Anna,
who immediately recognized
Jesus when He
ITlm_.

qaot____tl_ms
- _
mh wh_ds

from

sL dhlogue

_ told to lmvc

been

betwee_a
mmshted

Hermes
in_o ]Latin

and
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was born, or Elisabeth, who in the Spirit rec- _,in these words:
"Because
our forefathers
ognized
Him when He was conceived,
or Ierred very far with respect to the knowledge
I*eter, who said by the revelation of the Father, _of the gods, through
incredulity and through
"Thou
art Christ,
the Son of the living ':want of attention
to their worship and serv.
God." _ But to this Egyptian those spirits in- Iice, ti_ev invented the art of making gods "
dicated the tlme of their own destruction,
who IDoes he say that it was a moderate degree of
also, when the Lord was present in the flesh, lerror which resulted in their discovery of the
said with trembling,
"Art
Thou come hither art of making gods, or was he content to say
to destroy us before the time ? "_ meaning by "they erred ?" No; he must needs add '* very
destruction
before the time, either that very far," and say, " TAey erred very far."
It
destruction
which they expected
to come, was this great error and incredulity,
then, of
but which they did not think would come so their forefathers
who did not attend to the
suddenly as it appeared to have done, or only worship and service of the gods, which was
that destruction which consisted in their being the origin of the art of making gods.
And
brought into contempt by being made known, yet this wise man grieves over the ruin of this
And, indeed, this was a destruction
before art at some future time, as if it were a divine
the time, that is, before the timeof judgment,
rehglon.
Is he not verily compelled
by diwhen they are to be punished with eternal vine influence, on the one hand, to reveal the
damnation,
together with all men who are im- past error of his forefathers,
and by a diaboli.
plicated in their wickedness,
as the true reh- Ical influence, on the other hand, to bewail the
glen declares, which neither
errs nor leads lfuture punishment
of demons?
For if their
into error; for it is not like him who, blown forefathers,
by erring very far with respect to
hither and thither
by every wind of doctrine,
the knowledge of the gods, through increduand mixing true things with things which are hey and aversion of mind from their worship
false, bewails as about to perish a religion :and service, invented the art of making gods,
which he afterwards
confesses to be error.
_what wonder is it that all that is done by this
Idetestable art, which is opposed to the divine
CHAP. 24.--HOW
THE
ING

ERROR

OF

DESTRUCTION

HERMES OPENLY coxrESSEDIrellglon,
HIS

FOREFATHERS,
OF

LESS BEWAILED.
After a long interval,

WHICH

Hermes

THE
HE

COM-t

NEVERTHE-

again comes

back to the subject of the gods which men
have made, saying as follows: " But enough
on this subject.
Let us return to man and
to reason, that divine gift on account of which
man has been called a rational animal.
For
the things which have been said concerning
man, wonderful
though
they are, are less
wonderful
than those which have been stud
concerning
reason.
For man to discover the
divine nature, and to make it, surpasses the
wonder of all other wonderful
things.
Be-

_lon,
I

should be taken away by that reliwhen truth corrects error, faith refutes

mcreduhty,

and

conversion

rectifies

aversion

?

For if he had only said, without mentioning
the
that his gods,
forefathers
discovered
the cause,
art of making
it wouldhad
have
been our
duty, if we paid any regard

to what is right

and pious, to consider and to see that they
could never have attained to thls art if they
had not erred from the truth, if they had believed those things which are worthy of God,
if they had attended
to divine worship and
service.
However,
we were
aloneto be
should
that the causes
of thisif art
found say
in

the
great oferror
and incredulity
and
aversion
the mind
erring from of
and men,
unfaithful to divine religion, the impudence of those
cause, therefore,
our forefathers
erred very who resist the truth were in some way to be
far with respect to the knowledge of the gods, borne with; but when he who admires in man_
through incredulity
and through want of at- above all other things, this power which it has
tention to their worship and service, they in- been granted him to practise, and sorrows bevented this art of making gods; and this art cause a time is coming when all those figonce invented, they assocmted with it a suitable virtue borrowed
from universal
nature,
ments of gods invented by men shall even be
and being incapable
of making
souls, they commanded
by the
to be taken
away,-when even this
man laws
confesses
nevertheless,
evoked those of demons or of angels, and
united them with these holy Images and divine and explains the causes which led to the dismysteries, in order that through these souls covery
this art,error
sayingandthat incredulity,
their ancestors,
through of great
and
the images might have power to do good or
harm to men."
I know not whether the de- through
to the
and
service of not
the attending
gods, invented
this worship
art of makmons themselves
could have been made, even
by adjuration, to confess as he has confessed
ing
to say,
to
do, gods,--what
but to give toought
the we
Lord
our or
Godrather
all the
tI#aatt,xvi.,6.
tl

zMatt, v_,._.

t thanks

we are

able,

because

He

has taken
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away those things by causes the contrary of tivity should always continue, at the cessation
those which led to their institution ? For that of which that psalm celebrates the building of
which the prevalence of error instituted, the the house of the Lord in all the earth.
wayof truthtook away; thatwhich incredulity Hermes foretold these things with grief, the
instituted, faith took away; that which aver- prophet with joyfulness;
and because the
gion from divine worship and service insU- Spirit is victorious who sang these things
luted, conversion to the one true and holy through the ancient prophets, even Hermes
God took away. Nor was this the case only himself was compelled in a wonderful manin Egypt, for which country alone the spirit net to confess, that those very things which
of the demons lamented in Hermes, but in he wished not to be removed, and at the prosall the earth, which sings to the Lord a new peel of whose removal he was sorrowful, had
song," as the truly holy and truly prophetm been instituted, not by prudent, faithful, and
Scriptures have predicted, in which it is writ- religious, but by erring and unbeheving men,
ten, " Stag unto the Lord a new song; sing averse to the worship and service of the gods.
unto the Lord, all the earth."
For the title And although he calls them gods, nevertheof this psalm is, "When the house was built less, when he says that they were made by
after the captivity."
For a house is being such men as we certainly ought not to be, he
built to the Lord in all the earth, even the shows, whether he will or not, that they are
city of God, which is the holy Church, after not to be worshipped by those who do not
that captivity in which demons held capuve resemble these image-makers, that is, by pruthose men who, through faith in God, became dent, faithful, and religious men, at the same
living stones in the house. For although Ume also making it manifest that the very
man made gods, it did not follow that he who men who made them involved themselves in
made them was not held capuve by them, the worship of those as gods who were not
when, by worshipping them, he was drawn gods. For true is the saying of the prophet,
into fellowship with them,winto the fellow- " If a man make gods, lo, they are no gods."5
ship not of stolid idols, but of cunning de-Such gods, therefore, acknowledged by such
mons; for what are idols but what they are worshippers and made by such men, did
represented to be in the same Scriptures, Hermes call "gods made by men," that is to
"They have eyes, but they do not see," _ say, demons, through some art of I know not
and, though artistically fashioned, are still what descripuon, bound by the chains of thetr
without life and sensation?
But unclean own lusts to mmges. But, nevertheless, he
spirits, associated through that wicked art did not agreewlth that opinion of the Platonic
with these same idols, have miserably taken Apuleius, of which we have already shown the
captive the souls of their worshippers, by incongruity and absurdity, namely, that they
bringing them down into fellowship with them- were interpreters and intercessors between the
selves. Whence the apostle says, " We know gods whom God made, and men whom the
that an idol is nothing, but those things which same God made, bringing to God the prayers
the Gentiles sacrifice they sacrifice to demons, of men, and from God the gifts given m anand not to God; and I would not ye should swer to these prayers. For it is exceedingly
have fellowship with demons."3
After this stupid to beheve that gods whom men have
captivity, therefore, in which men were held made have more influence with gods whom
by malign demons, the house of God is being God has made than men themselves have,
built in all the earth; whence the title of that whom the very same God has made. And
psalm in which it is said, "Stag unto the Lord conmder, too, that it is a demon which, bound
a new song; sing unto the Lord, all the earth, by a man to an image by means of an impious
Sing unto the Lord, bless His name; declare art, has been made a god, but a god to such
well His salvation from day to day. Declare a man only, not to every man. What kind of
His gloryamongthe nations, among all people god, therefore, is that which no man would
His wonderful things.
For great is the Lord, make but one erring, incredulous, and averse
and much to be praised: He is terrible above to the true God ? Moreover, if the demons
all gods. For all the gods of the nations are which are worshipped in the temples, being
demons: but the Lord made the heavens." 4 introduced by some kind of strange art into
Wherefore he who sorrowed because a time images, that is, into visible representations of
was coming when the worship of idols should themselves, by those men who by this art
be abolished, and the domination of the de- made gods when they were straying away
mons over those who worshipped them, wished, from, and were averse to the worship and
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are neither mediators nor interpreters
between
men and the gods, both on account of their
own most wicked and base manners, and be_ause men, though erring, incredulous,
and
averse from the worship and service of the
gods, are nevertheless
beyond doubt better
than the demons whom they themselves have
evoked, then it remains to be affirmed that
what power they possess they possess as demons, doing harm by bestowing
pretended
benefits,--harm
all the greater for the deception,--or
else openly and undisguisedlydomg
evil to men.
They cannot, however, do anything of this kind unless where they are permitted by the deep and secret providence of
.God, and then only so far as they are permitted.
When, however, they are permitted,
it is not because they, being midway between
men and the gods, have through
the friendship of the gods great power over men; for
these demons
cannot
possibly be friends to
the good gods who dwell in the holy and heavenly habitation,
by whom we mean holy angels
and rational
creatures,
whether thrones,
or
dominations,
or principalities,
or powers,
from whom they are as far separated in disposition and character
as vice is distant from
virtue, wickedness from goodness,

time was coming when those things would be
taken away from Egypt, which he confesses
to have been invented by men erring, incred.
ulous, and averse to the service of divine religion, says, among
other
things,
"Then
shall that land, the most holy place of shrines
and temples, be full of sepulchres and dead
men," as if, in sooth, if these things were
not taken away, men would not din! asif dead
bodies could be buried elsewhere than in the
ground ! as if, as time advanced, the number
of sepulchres
must not necessarily
increase
m proportion to the increase of the number of
the dead ! But they who are of a perverse
mind, and opposed to us, suppose that what
he grieves for is that the memorials
of our
martyrs were to succeed to their temples and
shrines, in order, forsooth,
that they may
have grounds forthinkmg
that gods were worshipped by the pagans m temples) but that
dead men are worshipped by us in sepulchres.
For with such blindness
do impious men) as
it were, stumble over mountains,
and will not
see the things which strike their own eyes,
that they do not attend to the fact that in all
the hterature of the pagans there are not found
any, or scarcely any gods, who have not been
men, to whom, when dead, divine honors have
been paid.
I will not enlarge on the fact that
<2HAP. 2 5.---CONCERNING
THOSE THINGS WHICH Varro says that all dead men are thought by
MAYBE COMMONTO THE HOLY ANGELS AND them to be gods--Manes
and proves it by those
TO MEN.
sacred rites which are performed
in honor of
Wherefore
we must by no means seek
through the supposed
mediation
of demons
to avail ourselves of the benevolence
or beneficence of the gods, or rather of the good
angels, but through
resembling
them in the
possession
of a good will, through which we
are with them, and live with them, and worship with them the same God, although we
cannot see them with the eyes of our flesh.

almost all the dead, among which he mentions flmeral games, considering
this the very
highest proof of divinity, because games are
only wont to be celebrated in honor of divinities.
of whom
we are asnowif
treating, Hermes
in that himself,
same book
in which,
foretelhng future things, he says with sorrow
,, Then shall that land, the most holy place
of shrines and temples, be full of sepulchres
_nd dead men,"
testifies that the gods of
But it is not in locality we are distant from Egypt were dead men.
For, having said
them, but in merit of life, caused by our mis- that their forefathers,
erring very far with reerable unlikeness to them in will, and by the
weakness of our character;
for the mere fact spect to the knowledge of the gods, increduof our dwelling on earth under the conditions
lous and inattentive to the divine worship and
of life in the flesh does not prevent our fel- service,
invented
the art of they
making
gods, with
which art,
when invented,
associated
the
lowship with them.
It is only prevented when appropriate virtue which is inherent in univerwe, in the impurity of our hearts, mind earthly sal nature, and by mixing up that virtue with
things.
But in this present time, while we
are being healed that we may eventually
be this
they (for
called
the not
soulsmake
of demons
or ofart,
angels
theyforth
could
souls))
as they are, we are brought near to them by md caused them to take possession
of) or
faith, if by their assistance
we believe that
_ssociate themselves
with holy images and
He who is their blessedness
is also ours.
tlvine mysteries,
in order that through these
souls the images might have power to do good
<:HAP. 26.----THAT ALL THE RELIGION
OF
THE
or harm
to men;--having
said th_s, he goes
PAOANS HAS REFERm_CETO DEA.OME_.
on, as it were, to prove it by illustrations,
sayIt is certainly a remarkable
thing how this ing, "Thy
_Egyptian, when expressing
his grief that a discoverer

grandsire,_O/Esculapius,
the first
of medicine, to whom a temple was
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consecrated
in a mountain
of Libya, near to inspiration
Hermes
spoke these things, was
the shore of the crocodiles,
in which temple compelled
to confess through
him that even
lies his earthly man, that is, his body,--for
already that land was full of sepulchres
and
the better part of him, or rather the whole of of dead men, whom they were worshipping
as
him, if the whole man is in the intethgent
hfe, gods.
But it was the grief of the demons
went back to heaven,--affords
even now by which was expressing
itself
through
his
his divinity all those helps to infirm men, mouth, who were sorrowing on account of the
which formerly he was wont to afford to them punishments
which were about to fall upon
bythe art of medicine."
He says, therefore,
them at the tombs of the martyrs.
For in
that a dead man was worshipped
as a god in many such places they are tortured and cornthat place where he had his sepulchre.
He pelled to confess,
and are cast out of the
deceives
men by a falsehood,
for the man bodies of men, of which they had taken pos"went
back to heaven."
Then he adds, session.
_' Does not Hermes, who was my grandsire,
and whose name I bear, abiding in the coun- CHAP.
27.--CONCERNING
THE
NATURE PAY
OF THE
HONOR
WHICH
THE
CHRISTIANS
TO
trywhich iscalledby hisname, helpand preserveallmortalswho come to him from every
THEIR MARTYRS.
quarter? " For this elder Hermes, thatis, But,nevertheless,
we do not buildtemples,
Mercury, who, hc says,was his grandsire,
is and ordaln priests,
rites,and sacrifices
for
said to be buriedm Hermopohs, thatis,in thesesame martyrs; fortheyarenotourgods,
the citycalledby his name; so here arc two but thclrGod isour God. Certamlywc honor
gods whom he affirmsto have been men, thelrrchquaries,as the memorials of holy
2Esculapiusand Mercury. Now concerning men of God who strove forthe trutheven to
2Esculapius,
both the Greeks and the Latins the death of thelr bodies,that the true relithink the same thing; but as to Mercury, glon mlght be made known, and falseand ticthere are many who do not think thathe was tltiousreligionsexposed. For if therewere
formerly a mortal,though Hermes testifies
some beforethem who thought thatthese rethathe was hisgrandsire. But arc thesetwo ligionswere reallyfalseand fictitious,
they
differentindividuals
who were calledby the wcrc afraidto glve exprcsslon to theirconsame name ? lwillnotdlsputemuchwhcther vlctlons.But who ever heard a priestof the
they arc differentindivldualsor not. It is falthful,
standing at an altarbuilt for the
sufficient
to know thatthisMercury of whom honor and worshipof God overthe holy body
Hermes speaks is,as well as 2Esculapius,
a of some martyr,say in the prayers,I offerto
god who once was a man, according,to the thee a sacrifice,
0 Peter, or 0 Paul, or 0
testimonyofthissame Tnsmcglstus,esteemed Cyprian? forItIs to God that sacrifices
are
so great by his countrymen, and also the offeredat their tombs,--the God who made
grandson of Mercury himself,
them both men and martyrs,and associated
Hermes goes on to say,"But do we know them w_th holyangelsin celestial
honor; and
how many good thingsIsls,
thewifeof Osiris,the reasonwhy we pay such honors to their
bestows when sheispropitmus,and what great memory is,that by so doing wc may both
oppositionshe can offer when enraged?" give thanks to the trucGod for theirvictoTaen, in order to show that therewere gods rics,
and, by recalling
them afreshto rememmade by men through thisart,hc goes on to brance,may stlrourselvesup to imitatethem
say, "For itiseasy forearthlyand mundane by seekingto obtain like crowns and palms,
gods to be angry,being made and composed calhng to our help that same God on whom
by men out of eithernature;" thusgivingus they called. Therefore,whateverhonors the
to understand that he behcved thatdemons rcliglous
may pay in the placesof themartyrs,
were formerlythe soulsof dead men, which, they arc but honors rendered to theirmereas he says,by means of a certainartinvented ory,'not sacred ritesor sacrifices
offeredto
by men very farin error,incredulous,
and Jr-dead men as togods. And cvcn suchasbring
religious,
were caused to take possessionof thitherfood,--which,indeed,isnot done by
images, because they who made such gods the betterChristians,
and in most placesof
were not able to make souls. When, there- the wo;Id isnot done at all_--doso in order
fore,he says "either nature,"he means soul thatitmay be sanctified
to them through the
and body,--the demon being the soul,and meritsof themartyrs,inthename of the Lord
the imagethe
body.
What, then, becomes of of the martyrs, first presenting
the food and
that mournful
complaint,
that the land of offering prayer, and thereafter
taking it away
Egypt, the most holy place of shrines and to be eaten, or to be in part bestowed upon
.temples, was te be full of sepulchres and dead ]
men _ 'Verily, the fallacious spirit, by whose
• o_,,_t_
m,_',,_,m.
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the needy,x But hc who knows the onc sac- Let them not once dare to compare in any
rificeof Christians,which is the sacrifice
respectthose people,though they holdthem
offeredin those places,alsoknows thatthcsc to be gods, to our holy martyrs,though we
arc not sacrifices
offeredto the martyrs. It do notholdthem to be gods. For we do not
is,then,neitherwith divine honors nor wlth ordainpriests
and offersacrifices
to our marhuman crimes, by which they worship their tyrs,as theydo to theirdead men_ for that
gods, thatwe honor our martyrs;ncitherdo would be incongruous,undue, and unlawful,
wc offersacrifices
to thcmn,or convert thcsuch being due onlyto God; and thuswe do
crimes of thc gods into their sacred rites,
not delightthem with their own crimes,or
For letthose who w111and can read the letter
wlth such shameful playsas those in which
of Alexander tohismother Olympias,inwhich thecrimesof the gods are celebrated,
which
he tcllsthethingswhich wcrc rcvcaledto him areeitherrealcrimes committed by them at
by the priestLeon, and let thosewho have a time when theywcrc men, or else,ifthey
read itrecalltomemory what itcontains,
that never were men, fictitious
crimes invented
they may see what great abominatlons have forthepleasurcofnoxiousdcrnons. The god
been handed down to memory, not by poets, of Socrates,
ifhe had a god, cannot have bebut by the mystic writingsof the Egyptlans, longedto thisclassof demons. But perhaps
concerning the goddess Isis,
the wi6eof Osi- theywhowished to excelin thisartofmaking
ris,and the parents of both, all of whom, gods,imposed a god of thissorton a man
according to thesewrltings,
wcrc royal pcr- who was a strangerto,and innocentof any
sonages. Isis,
when sacrificing
to herparents,connectionw_th that art. What need we say
issaid to have dlscovcreda crop of barley,more ? No onc who iseven moderatelywise
of which she brought some earsto the king irnagines
that demons are to be worshipped
her husband, and his councdlorMercurlus, on accountof the blesscdlifewhich isto be
and hence they identlfyher with Ceres. afterdeath. But pcrhaps theywillsay that
Those who read the letter
may thereseewhat allthe gods arc good, but thatof the demons
was the characterof those people to whom some are bad and some good, and thatitis
when dead sacred riteswcrc instituted
as to the good who arc to be worshipped,in order
gods, and what those deeds of thelrswere thatthrough them we may attainto the eterwhmh furnished the occasionfor theserites,nallyblessedhfc. To theexaminationof this
• Co=p. T_, Confe,,io,,*,_i.*.

opirnon we will devote
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I._THE
HAS

THAT
PROCLAIM

a number
of gods is of any service towards
obtaining blessedness in the future life.
And
this is the reason why, in the preceding
book,
of

SOME have advanced the opinion that there
are both good and bad gods; but some, thinking more respectfully
of the gods, have attri' buted to them so much honor and praise as
to preclude the supposition
of any god being
wicked.
But thosewho
have maintained
that
there are wicked gods as well as good ones
have included
the demons
under the name
"gods,"
and sometimes
though more rarely,
have called the gods demons; so that they
admit that Jupiter, whom they make the king
and head of all the rest, is called a demon by
Homer. t Those,
on the other hand, who
maintain that the gods are all good, and far
thore excellent
than the men who are justly
called good, are moved by the actions of the
demons, which they can neither deny nor ira-

we have inquired how the demons, who take
pleasure in such things as good and wise men
loathe andfictions
execrate,
thepoets
sacrilegious
and
immoral
which in the
have written
not of men, but of the gods themselves,
and
tn the wicked and criminal violence of magical arts, can be regarded
as more nearly related and more friendly to the gods than men
are, and can mediate between good men and
the good gods; and it has been demonstrated

pute to the gods whose goodness they affirm,
to distinguish
between
gods and demons;
so that, whenever they find anything offensive
in the deeds or sentiments
by which unseen
spirits manifest their power, they believe this
to proceed not from the gods, but from the
demons.
At the same time they believe that,
as no god can hold direct intercourse with
men, these demons hold the position of mediators, ascending
with prayers, and returning
with gifts.
This is the opinion of the Platonists, the ablest and most esteemed
of their
philosophers,
with whom we therefore chose

This book, then, ought, according
to the
promise made in the end of the preceding one,
to contain a discussion,
not of the difference

to debate thisquestion,mwhether
the worship
tstm ]Plutmrch,
ontheCessationof Oracles.

demons are bad, others good; and this opinon, whether it be that of the Platonists
or any

that

this is absolutely

impossible.

CHAP. 2.--WHETHER AMONG THE DEMONS_ INFERIOR TO THE GODS, THERE ARE ANY GOOD
SPIRITS UNDER WHOSE GUARDIANSHIP THE
HUMAN SOUL MIGHT REACH TRUE BLESSEDNESS.

which exists among the gods, who, according
to
the Platonlsts,
are all
nor of
difference
between gods
and good,
demons,
the the
former
of whom they separate by a wide interval
from men,
while the
the gods
latter and
are men,
placed butintermediately
between
of the
difference,
since they make one, among the
demons themselves.
This we shall discuss
so far
as it bears
on our belief
theme.that some
It has ofbeen
the
common
and usual
the
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other sect, must by no means be passed over
in silence, lest some one suppose he ought to
cultivate the good demons m order that by
their mediation
he may be'accepted
by the
gods, all of whom he believes to be good, and
that he may live vath them after death;
whereas he would thus be ensnared in the toils
of wicked spirits, and would wander far from
the true God, with whom alone, and In whom
alone, the human soul, that is to say, the soul
that is rational and intellectual,
is blessed.

Iold in iniquity, and incorrigible by punishiment.
Their mind, as Apuleius says, is a sea
ltossed with tempest, having no rallying point
of truth orvtrtue in their soul fromwhich they
can resist their turbulent and depraved emotlons.

is
never to exempt,
do not yield
selves
approve and
of who
or perpetrate
anytthh_m" g
which might deflect them from the path of
wisdom and law of rectitude.
They resemble'
in character, though not in bodily appearance,
wicked and foolish men.
I might indeed say
they are worse, inasmuch as they have grown

might_tate
adduce
in which
supportI consider
of this conclusive.
opinion, I
twill
but one
lAulus Gellius, a man of extensive
erudition,
and gifted with an eloquent
and graceful
!
] • DeFin. ifi._o: Tu_. Oi.*_.iii.4i Seneca
3The
dmtmctton
lmtwcen
bonamidcam_tada
tsthull_
I_
(E_ 87, ad fln,):
Commadum
¢*q ¢uod gblut uJtu# ttt q#a_t

CHAP. 4.--:-THE
OPINION OF THE PERIPATETICS
AND STOICSABOUT MENTALEMOTIONS,

Among the philosophers
there are two opinions about these mental emotions, which the
CHAP. 3._WHAT
APULEIUSATTRIBUTESTO THE Greeks call r_a0rl, while some of our own
DEMONS,
TO
WHOM,
THOUGH
HE
DOES
NOT
writers, as Cicero, call them perturbations,*
DENY
THEM
REASON,
HE
DOES
NOT
ASCRIBE
some
affectlons,
and some, to render theGreek
VIRTUE.
word more accurately,
passions.
Some say
that even the wise man is subject to these
What, then, is the difference between good perturbations,
though moderated
and conand evil demons ? For the Platomst
Apu- trolled by reason, which imposes laws upon
leius, in a treatise on this whole subject, z while them, and so restrains them within necessary
he says a great deal about their aerial bodms,
bounds.
Th_s is the opinion of the Platonhas not a word to say of the spiritual virtues lsts and Aristotehans;
for Aristotle was Plato's
with which, if they were good, they must discq)te, and the founder
of the Peripatetic
have been endowed.
Not a word has he saM, school.
But others, as the Stoics_ are of
then, of that which could give them happi- opinion that the wise man is not subject to
ness; but proof of their misery he has given, these perturbations.
But Cicero, in his book
acknowledging
that their mind, by which they 29( ];mzbus, shows that the Stoics are here at
rank as reasonable
beings,
is not only not variance with the Platontsts and Peripatetics
imbued and fortified with virtue so as to re- rather in words than in reahty; for the Stores
sist all unreasonable
passions, but that it is decline to apply the term "goods"
to extersomehowagltatedwlth
tempestuous
emotions,
hal and bodily advantages, 3 because
they
and is thus on a level w_th the mind of fooh_h reckon that the only good is virtue, the art of
men.
His own words are: "It is this class hvmg well, and this exists only in the mind.
of demons the poets refer to, when, without The othei philosophers,
again, use the sireserious error, they feign that the gods hate and pie and customary phraseology,
and do not
love individuals
among men, prospering
and scruple to call these things goods, though in
•ennobling some, and opposing and distressing
comparison of virtue, which guides our life,
others.
Therefore
pity, indignation,
grief, theyare little andof smallesteem.
And thus
joy, every human emotion is experienced
by it is obvious that,
whether
these outward
the demons, with the same mental disturbance,
thmgs are called goods or advantages,
they
and the same tide of feeling and thought,
are held in the same estimation
by both parThese turmoils and tempests banish them far ties, and that in this matter the Stoics are
from the tranquility
of the celestial gods."ipleasmg
themselves
merely with a novel
Can there be any doubt that in these words it _phraseology"
It seems, then, to me that in
is not some inferior
part of their spiritual this questmn, whether the wise man is subject
nature, but the very mind by which the de- to mental passions, or wholly free from them,
mons hold their rank as rational beings, which the controversy Is one of words rather than of
he says is tossed with passion like a stormy things; for I think that, ff the realityand
not
sea?
They cannot, then, be compared
even the mere sound of the words is considered,
to wise men, who with undisturbed
mind resist the Stoics hold precisely the same opinion as
these perturbations
to which theyare exposed the Platonists
and Peripatetics.
For, omitin this life, and from which human infirmity tmg for brevity's sake other proofs which I
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style, relates, in his work entitled
.N'octes avoid.
This account of what Aulus Gellius
Attic¢* that he once made a voyage with an relates that he read in the book of Epictetus
eminent
Stoic philosopher;
and he goes on about the sentiments
and doctrines
of the
'to relate fully and with gusto what I shall Stoics I have given as well as I could, not,
barely state, that when the ship was tossed perhaps, with his choice language,
but with
and in danger from a violent storm, the phi- greater
brevity, and, I think, with greater
losopher
grew pale with terror.
This was clearness.
And if this be true, then there is
noticed
by those
on board, who, though
no difference, or next to none, between the
themselves
threatened with death, were curl- opimon of the Stoles and_that of the other
ous to see whether a philosopher
would be philosophers
regarding
mental
passions and
agitated like other men.
When the tempest
perturbations,
for both parties agree in mainhad passed over, and as soon as their secu- taming that the mind and reason of the wise
rity gave them freedom to resume their talk, man are not subject to these.
And perhaps
one of the passengers,
a rich and luxurious
what the Stoics mean by asserting this, is that
Asiatic, begins to banter the philosopher,
and the wisdom whtch characterizes
the wise man
rally him because he had even become pale is clouded by no error and sullied by no taint,
with fear, while he himself had beenunmoved
but, w_th this reservation
that his wisdom
by the impending
destruction.
But the phi- remains undlsturbed,
he is exposed
to the
losopher availed himself of the reply of Aris- impressions which the goods and ills of this
tippus the Socratic, who, on finding himself
life (or, as they prefer to call them, the adsimilarly bantered by a man of the same char- vantages or disadvantages)
make upon them.
acter, answered, "You had no cause for anx- For we need not say that if that philosopher
iety for the .soul of a profligate debauchee,
had thought nothing of those things which he
but I had reason to be alarmed for the soul thought
he was forthwith
to lose, life and
of Aristippus."
The rich man being thus boddy safety, he would not have been so terdisposed of, Aulus Gelhus asked the philoso- rifled by his danger
as to betray his fear by
pher, in the interests
of science and not to the pallor of his cheek.
Nevertheless,
he
annoy him, what was the reason of his fear ? might suffer this mental disturbance,
and yet
And he wdling to instruct a man so zealous
maintain
the fixed persuasion
that life and
in the pursuit of knowledge,
at once took bodily safety, which the violence of the ternfrom his wallet a book of Epictetus
the Stoic/
pest threatened to destroy, are not those good
in which doctrines were advanced which pre- things which make their possessors
good, as
cisely harmomzed
with those of Zeno and the possesston of righteousness
does.
But in
Chrysippus,
the founders of the Stoical school, so far as they persist that we must call them
Aulus Gellius says that he read in this book _lot goods but advantages,
they quarrel about
that the Stoics maintain that there are certain
words and neglect things.
For what differimpressions
made on the soul by external ob- ence does it make whether goods or advanjeers which they call yhantasi_,
and that it is rages be the better name, while the Stoic no
not in the power of the soul to determine
less than the Peripatetic
is alarmed
at the
whether or when it shall be invaded by these,
prospect of losing them, and while, though
When these impressions
are made by alarm- tt_ey name them differently,
they hold them
ing and formidable
objects, it must needs be in like esteem ? Both parties assure us that,
that they move the soul even of the wise man, if urged to the commission of some immorality
so that for a little he trembles with fear, or is or crime by the threatened
loss of these goods
depressed by sadness, these impressions
an- or advantages,
they would prefer to lose such
ticipating the work of reason and self-control;
things as preserve bodily comfort and secur°
but this does not imply that the mind accepts
ity rather than commit such things as violate
these evil impressions, or approves or consents
righteousness.
And thus the mind in which
to them.
For this consent is, they think, in! this resolution
is well grounded
suffers no
a man's
power; there being this difference; perturbations
to prevail with it in opposition
between the mind of the wise man and that ! to reason, even though they assail the weaker
of the fool, that the fool's mind yields to these parts of the soul; and not only so, but it rules
passions and consents to them, while that of over them, and, while it refuses its consent
the wise man, though it cannot help being in- and resists them, administers
a reign of virvaded by them, yet retains with unshaken
tue.
Such a character
is ascribed to tEneas
firmness a true and steady persuasion of those by Virgil when he says,
things which" it ought rationally to desire or
" He stands immovable by tears,
Nor tenderest words with pity hears." s
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5._THAT THE PASSIONSWHICH ASSAIL life
? For the holyangelsfeelno anger while
THE SOULS OF CHRISTIANS ]DO NOT SEDUCE theypunish those whom the eternallaw of
T_rZM TO VICE,BUT EXERClSZTHEIR VlRTUF_ God consignstopunishment,no fellow-feeling
We need not at presentgivea carefuland withmiserywhilethey relievethe miserable,
copious expositionof the doctrineof Scrip-no fearwhile they aid those who are in danture,the sum of Christianknowledge,regard-ger; and yet ordinary language ascribesto
mg these passions. It subjectsthe mlnd it-them also these mental emotions,because,
selfto God, that Hc may ruleand aid it,and though theyhave none of our weakness,their
the passions,again,to the mind, to moderate actsresemblethe actionstowhich theseemoand bridlethem, and turn them to righteoustlonsmove us; and thuseven God Himself is
uses. In our ethics,
we do not so much in- saidin Scripture
to be angry,and yet without
quire whether a pious soul is angry,as why any perturbatlon.For thisword is used of
he isangry; not whether he is sad,but what theeffect
of His vengeance,notof the disturbisthe cause of hls sadness;not whether he mg mental affection.
fears,but what he fears. For I am notaware
that any right thinking
person would find CHAP. 6.--OF THE PASSIONS WHICH, ACCORDING
fault w_th anger at a wrongdoer which seeks
ao APL'LEIUS, AGITATE THE DEMONS WHO
his amendment,
orwlth sadness whmh intends
ARE
SUPPO%ED
BY HIM TO MEDIATE
BETWEEN
relief to the suffering, or with fear lest one in
CODSAND MEN.
danger
be destroyed.
The Stoics, indeed,
Deferring for the present the question about
are accustomed
to condemn
compassion.'
the holy angels, let us examine the opinion
But how much more honorable
had it been of the Platomsts, that the demons who mediin that Stoic we have been telling of, had he ate between gods and men are agitated by
been disturbed by compassion
prompting him passmns.
For if their mind, though exposed
to relieve a.fellow-ereature,
than to be dis- to their incursion,
still remained
free and
turbed by the fear of shipwreck ! Far better, superior to them, Apulems could not have
and more humane, and more consonant wlth sa_d that their hearts are tossed with passions
pious sentiments,
are the words of Cicero in as the sea by stormy winds._
Their mind,
praise of Cmsar, when he says, " Among your then,--that
supertor part of their soul wherevirtues none is more admirable and agreeable
by they are rational beings, and which, if it
than your compassion."
" And what is corn- actually exists in them, should rule and bridle
passion but a fellow-feeling
for another's mls- ]the turbulent passions of the inferior parts of
cry, which prompts us to help him if we can ? ]the soul,--this
mind of theirs, I say, is, acAnd this emotion is obedmnt to reason, when [cording to the Platonlst
referred to, tossed
compassion
is shown without violating right, with a hurricane
of passions.
The mind of
as when the poor are relieved, or the penitent
the demons, therefore,
is subject to the emoforgiven.
Cicero, who knew how to use lan- tlons of fear, anger, lust, and all similar affecguage, did not hesitate to call this a virtue, tlons.
What part of them, then, is free, and
which the Stores are not ashamed
to reckon endued with wisdom, so that they are pleas.
among the vices, although, as the book of the lng to the gods, and the fit guides of men into
eminent Stoic, Epictetus,
quotingthe
opinions
purity of hfe, since their very highest part,
of Zeno and Chrysippus,
the founders of the being the slave of passion and subject to wee,
school,
has taught us, they admit that pas- only makes them more intent on deceiving
stuns of this kind invade the soul of the wise and seducing,
in proportion
to the mental
man, whom they would have to be free from force and energy of desire they possess ?
all vice.
Whence it follows that these very
passionsare not judged by them tobe vices,CHAP. 7---THAT THE PLATONISTS MAINTAIN"
sincethey assailthe wise man withoutforcing THAT THE POETS WRONG THE GODS BY REPhim to act against reason and virtue;
and
RESENTING THEM AS DISTRACTEDBY PART%
r
that, therefore,
the opinion of the PeripateFEELING, TO WHICH THE DEMONS AND NOT
tics or Platonists
and of the Stoics ts one
THE GODS, ARE SUBJECT.
CHAP.

and the same.
But, as Cicero says, 3 mere
logomachy is the bane of these pitiful Greeks,
who thirst for contentmn rather than for truth,
However, it may justly be-asked, whether our
subjection
to these affections, even while we
follow virtue, is a part of the infirmity of this

But if any one says that it is not of all the
demons,
but only of the wicked, that the
poets, not without truth, say that they riolently love or hate certain men,_for
it was of
them Apuleius
said that they were driven
about
by strong currents
of emotion,_how
I

[
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can we accept this interpretation,
when Apu- m soul subject to passion, in mind reasonable,
leius, in the very same connection,
represents
m body aerial, in duration
eternal.
Now in
all the demons, and not only the wicked, as these five qualities he has named absolutely
intermediate
between gods and men by their nothing which is proper to good men and not
aerial bodies ? The fiction of the poets, ac- also to bad.
For when Apuleius had spoken
cording to him, consists in their making gods of the celestials first, and had then extended
of demons,
and giving them the names of his description
so as to include an account of
gods, and assigning them as allies or enemies those who dwell far below on the earth, that,
to indwldual men, using this poetical license,
after describing
the two extremes of rational
though they profess that the gods are very being, he might proceed to speak of the indifferent in character
from the demons, and termedlate demons, he says, " Men, therefore,
far exalted
above them by their celestial who are endowed with the faculty of reason
abode and wealth of beatitude.
This, I say, and speech, whose soul is immortal and their
is the poets' fiction, to say that these are members mortal, who have weak and anxious
gods who are not gods, and that, under the spirits, dull and corruptible bodies, dissimilar
names of gods, they fight among themselves
characters,
similar ignorance, who are obstlabout the men whom they love or hate with nate in their audacity, and persistent in their
keen partisan feeling.
Apulelus says that this hope, whose labor is vain, and whose fortune
is not far from the truth, since, though they is ever on the wane, their race immortal, themare wrongfully
called by the names of the selves perishing,
each generation
replenished
gods, they are described
in their own proper with creatures whose life is swift and their wischaracter
as demons.
To this category,
he dom slow, their death sudden and their life
says, belongs the Minerva of Homer, "who
a wad,--these
are the men who dwell on the
interposed
in the ranks of the Greeks to re- earth." _ In recounting
so many qualities
strain Achilles."_
For that thiswas Minerva
which belong to the large proportion
of men,
he supposes
to be poetical fiction; for he did he forget that which is the pro)perry of the
thinks that Minerva
is a goddess,
and he few when he speaks of their wisdom being
places her among the gods whom he believes
slow ? If this had been omitted,
this his deto be all good and blessed
in the subhme
scnption of the human race, so carefully elabethereal region, remote from intercourse
with orated, would have been defective.
And when
men.
But that there was a demon favorable
he commended
the excellence of the gods, he
to the Greeks and adverse to the Trojans, as affirmed that they excelled in that very blessanother, whom the same poet mentions under edness to which he thinks men must attain
the name of Venus or Mars (gods exalted
by wisdom.
And therefore,
if he had wished
above earthly affairs in their heavenly habita- us to believe that some of the demons
are
tions), was the Trojans'
ally and the foe of good, he should have inserted in his descrlpthe Greeks, and that these demons fought for tmn something
by which we might see that
those they loved against those they hated,--in
they have, in common
WltIA the gods, some
all this he owned that the poets stated some- share of blessedness,
or, in common with men,
thing very like the truth.
For they made some wisdom.
But, as it is, he has mentioned
these statements
about beings to whom he as- no good quallty by whmh the good may be
cribes the same violent and tempestuous
pas- distinguished
from the bad.
For although
sions as disturb men, and who are therefore
he refrained
from giving a full account
of
capable of loves and hatreds not justly formed,
their wickedness,
through
fear of offending,
but formed in a party spirit, as the spectators
not themselves
but their
worshippers,
for
in races or hunts take fanctes and prejudices,
whom he was writing, yet he sufficiently
indiIt seems to have been the great fear of this cated to discerning
readers what opinion he
Platonist that the poetical fictions should be had of them; for only in the one article of the
believed of the gods, and not of the demons
eternity
of their bodies does he assimilate
who bore their names,
them to the gods, all of whom, he asserts, are
good and blessed, and absolutely
free from
CHAP.
8. --HOW APULEIUS DEFINES THE GODS what he himself
calls the stormy passions of
WHO DWELL IN HEAVEN_ THE DEMONS WHO the demons;
and as to the soul, he quite
occuPY THE AIR., AND :MEN WHO INHABIT plamlyaffirms
that they resemble men and not
EARTH.
the gods, and that this resemblance
lies not
The definition which Apuleius gives of de- in the possession oI' wisdom, which even men
mons, and in which he of course includes all can attain to, but ;n the perturbation
of pasdemons,
is that they are in nature animals,
sions which sway the foolish and wicked, but
t De Deo Soc.
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is so ruled by the good and wise that they'the
gods, may indeed say of the soul and
prefer _aot to admit rather than to conquer it. 'body, fife one we have in common with the
For if he had wished it to be understood that god_, the other with men; but, as I said, they
the demons
resembled
the gods in the eter-are
as it were suspended
and bound head
mty not of their bodies but of their souls, he downwards,
having the slave, the body, m
would certainly
have admitted
men to share common
with the gods, the master, the soul,
m this privilege, because, as a Platonist, he[m common with miserable men,--their
infeof course must hold that the human soul is nor part exalted, their superior part depressed,
eternal.
Accordingly,
when describing
this And therefore,
if any one supposes that, berace of living beings, he said that their sotlts tcause they are not subject , like terrestrial aniwere immortal, their members mortal.
And, reals, to the separation of soul and bodv by
consequently,
if men have not eternity
m death, they therefore
resemble
the gods in
common wlth the gods because they have lthelr etern{tv, their body must not be conradmortal bodies, demons have etermty in corn- ] ered a chariot of an eternal ttmmph, but rather
mon with the gods because their bodies are lthe chain of an eternal punishment.
mmortal.
]
I CHAP.
CHAP.

9.--WHETHER

DEMONS
SHIP
OF

CAN
"].'HE

THE
SECURE
CELESTIAL

INTERCESSION
FOR
MEN
GODS.

THE

OF

THE

FRIEND-

I

MEN,

IO.--THA'I,
WHOhF

WRETCHED
ETERNA[.

A( t'OR1)ING
Bq)I)Y
THAN

IS

TO

MORTAl.,

Di".MONh,

WHOSE

PLOTINUS)
ARE
BODY

LESS
IS

How, then, can men hope for a favorable
Plotmus, whose memory is quite recent,*
introduction
to the friendship
of the gods by lenjoys the reputation
of hawng understood
such mediators
as these, who are, like men,, Plato better than any other of his disciples.
defective in that which is the better part of_ln speaking of human souls, he says, " The
every hwng creature, viz., the soul, and who I Fattmr in compassmn
made their bonds motresemble the gods only m the body, which is ital; ''_ that is to say. he considered It due to
the inferior
part ? For a living creature or Ithe Father's mercy that men, having a moranimal consists of soul and body, and of these ]tal body, should "not be _orever confined m
two parts the soul is undoubtedly
the better; )_the misery of th_s life.
But of flus mercy
even though vicious and weak, it Is obviously, the demons have been judged unworthy, aid
better than even the soundest
and strongest [they have received, in con}unction with a soul
body, for the greater excellence
of its nature: subject to passmns, a body not mortal like
is not reduced to the level of the body even man's, t)ut eternal.
For they should have
by the pollution
of vice, as gold, even when been hapDmr than men tf they had, llke men,
tarmshed,
is more precious than the purest l had a mortal body, and, hke the gods, a
silver or lead.
And yet these mediators, by:blessed
soul.
And they should have been
whose interposition
things human and divine equal to men, if in conlunctlon
w_th a miser=
are to be harmonized,
have an eternal body able sou] they had at least ret'etved, like men)
m common with the gods, and a vicious soul_a mortal body, so that death might have freed
in common with men,--as
if the rehgion by]them
from trouble, if, at least, they should
which these de:finns are to nmte gods and_have attained some degree of piety.
But, as
men were a bodily, and not a spiritual matter. ! it is, they are not only no happmr than men,
What wickedness,
then, or punishment
has!having,
like them, a miserable soul, they are
suspended
these false and deceitful
medm- i also more wretched, being eternally bound to
tots, as it were head downwards,
so that their] the body; for he does not leave us to infer
inferior part, their body, is hnked tothe god_ : that by some progress in wisdom and piety
above, and their superior part, the soul, bound ' they can become gods, but expressly
says
to men beneath;
united to the celestial gods!that
they are demons forever.
by the part that serves, and miserable,
to-I
gerber with the inhabitants
of earth, by the'.CHAP. I I._OF THE OPINION OF THE PLATOpart that rules?
For the body is the servant,
_,'I_T% THAT "IHE SOULS OF MEN BECOME
as Sallust says: "We
use the soul to rule,
DEMONSWHEN DISEMBODIED.
the body to obey; "* adding, " the one we
He* says, indeed, that the souls of men are
have in common with the gods, the other with, demons, and that men become Lares if they
the brutes."
For he was here speaking Of_ar e good, Lemures or Larv_ if they are bad,
men; and they have, like the brutes, a mortal and Manes if it is uncertain whether they debody.
These demons, whom our philosophic
friends have provided for us as mediators with
_Plotmus
died m 270 A t,. For his relatmn
to Plato, see Attx Ca?. Canj.

L

[ g'tlStln _ do_tra
Acad
|1I. 4I.
]
4 Apulems,
not Plotmus.
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serve well or ill. Who does not see at a glance
that this is a mere whirlpool sucking men to
moral destruction
? For, however wicked men
have been, if they suppose
they shall become Larva_ or dlwne Manes, they will become the worse the more love they have for
inflicting injury; for, as the Larwe are hurtful
demons made out of wicked men, these men
must suppose that after death they will be invoked with sacrifices and divine honors that
they may inflict injuries.
But this question
we must not pursue.
He also states that the
blessed are called in Greek ,bcYtx[pove_, because they are ggod souls, that is to say, good
demons, confirming his opinion that the souls
of men are demons,

OF GOD.
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the spirits of the gods are exalted in bl,_ss,
those of men are sunk in miseries."
These
three things, then, he predicates
of the gods,
exaltation,
eternity, blessedness;
and of man
he predicates
the opposite, lowliness of habitation, mortality, misery.
CHAP.

I3.--HOW

THE

DEMONS

CAN

MED1A'IE

BETWEEN GODS AND MEN IF THEY HAVE
NOTHING
NEITHER

IN

COMMON

BLESSED

LIKE

WITH
THE

GODS,

BOTH,
NOR

BEING
MISER-

ABLE LIKE MEN.

If, now, we endeavor to find between these
opposites the mean occupied
by the demons,
there can be no questmn as to their local position; for, between
the highest
and lowest
CHAP. I2._OF THE THREE OPPOSITE QUALITIES place, there _s a place which is rightly conBY WHICH THE PLATONISTS DISTINGUISH BE- sldered and called the middle place.
Tt_e
TWEEN
THE
NATURE
OF
MEN
AND
THAT
OF
other two quahtles
remain, and to them we
DEMONS.
must give greater care, that we may see
But at present we are speaking of those be- whether
they are altogether
foreign to the
ings whom he described
as being properly
demons, or how they are so bestowed
upon
intermediate
between gods and men, mnathem without infringing
upon their mediate
ture animals, in mind rational, in soul subject
)osmon.
We may d_smiss the idea that they
to passion, in body aerial, in duratmn
eter- are foreign to them.
For we cannot say that
nal.
When he had dlstmgmshed
the gods, the demons, beingratlonal
animals, are neither
whom he placed in the highest heaven, from blessed nor wretched, as we say of the beasts
men, whom he placed on earth, not only by and plants, which are void of feeling and reapositron but also by the unequal
dignity of son, or as we say of the middle place, that it
their natures, he concluded
in these words: ts neither the highest nor the lowest.
The
_'You have here two kinds of animals: the gods, demons, being rational, must be either miserwidely dlsttngmshed
from men by sublimity
able or blessed.
And, m like manner, we canof abode, perpetuity
of life, perfectmn of na- not say that they are neither mortal nor imture; for their habitations
are sepa_'ated by mortal; for all living things either hve eterso wide an interval that there can be no intl- nally or end life in death.
Our author, bemate communication
between them, andwhlle
sides,
stated that the demons
are eternal.
the vitality of the one ts eternal and indefeaslWhat remains for us to suppose, then, but
ble_ that of the others is fadmg and precarithat these mediate beings are assimilated
to
ous, and while the spirits of the gods are ex- the gods in one of the two remaining
qualialted in bliss, those of men are sunk in mls- ties, and to men in the other?
For if they
cries. ''x Here I find three opposite qualities
received both from above,'or
both from beascribed to the extremes of being, the h_ghest neath, they should no longer be mediate, but
and lowest.
For, after mentioning
the three either rise to the gods above, or sink to men
qualities for which we are to admire the gods, beneath.
Therefore,
as it has been demonhe repeated, though in other words, the same strated that they must possess these two qualithree as a foil to the defects of man.
The ties, they will hold their middle place if they
three qualities are, " sublimity of abode, per- receive one from each party.
Consequently,
petuity of life, perfection of nature."
These as they cannot receive their eternity from behe again mentioned
so as to bring out their neath, because it is not there to receive, they
contrasts
in man's condition.
As he had must get it from above; and accordingly
they
mentioned
"sublimity
of abode,"
he says, have no choice but to complete their mediate
"Their
habitations
are separated by so wide position by accepting misery from men.
,an interval;"
as he had mentioned
"perpetuAccording to the Platonists, then, the gods,
ity of life," he says, that "while
divine
life who occupy the highest place, enjoy eternal
is eternal and indefeasible,
human hfe is fad-blessedness,
or blessed eternity;
men, who
ing and precarious;"
and as he had mentioned
occupy the lowest, a mortal misery, or a mis"' perfection of nature," he says, that "while
erable mortality;
and the demons, who occupy
the mean, a miserable eternity, or an eternal
*D,Z_°S_,,_.
misery.
As to those five things which Apu-
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lems included in his definition of demons, he Immortality and blessedness
in common with
did not show, as he promised,
that the de- i the gods, and neither of these in common with
mons are mediate.
For three of them, that men, who are both miserable and mortal, are
their nature is animal, their mind rational, ;they not rather remote from men and umted
their soul subject to passions, he said that iwlth the gods, than intermediate
between
they have in common with men; one thing, them.
They would be intermediate
if they
their etermty, in common with the gods; and held one of theirquahties
in common with the
one proper to themselves,
their aerial body. one party, anti the other with the other, as
How, then, are they intermediate,
when they man is a kind of mean between angels and
have three things in common with the lowest, beasts,--the
beast being an irratmnal
and
and only one in common with the highest ? mortal ammal, the angel a rational and iraWho does not see that the intermediate
posi- mortal one, while man, inferior to the angel
tlon is abandoned
in proportion
as they tend and superior to the beast, and having in cornto, and are depressed
towards, the lowest mon _lth the one mortahtv, and with the other
extreme?
But perhaps we are to accept them reason, is a ratmnal and mortal animal.
So,
as intermediate
because of their one property
when we seek for an intermediate
between
of an aerial body, as the two extremes have lthe blessed m_mortals and miserable mortals,
each their proper body, the gods an ethereal,
we should find a being which Is either mortal
men a terrestrial
body, and because two of and blessed, or immortal and iniserabte.
the qualities
they possess in common
wlth
man they possess also in common with the[
gods, namely, their animal nature and rational ICHAP" I4"--WHFTHFR
MFN, THOUGH MORTAL_
mind.
For Apuleius himself, m speaking of I
can ,x joy a),'uF, m.VSSV:DNVSS.
gods and men, said, " You have two animal l It is a great question among men, whether
natures."
And Platomsts are wont to ascmbe man can be mortal and 1)lessed.
Some, taka rational mind to the gods.
Two quahtmsl mg the humbler vmw of his condmon,
bare
remain, their liability to passion, and thelr denied that tie is capable of blessedness
so
eternlty,--the
first of which they have in longas he contmuesln
this mortal life; others,
common with men, the second with the gods; again, have spurned this ,(lea, and have been
so that the 3, are neither wafted to the hlglaeat bold enough to maintain
that, even though
nor depressed to the lowest extreme, but per- mortal, men may l)e blessed t)y attaining wisfectly prosed in their intermediate
position
doin.
But ,f this l)e the case, why are not
But then, this is the very circumstance
which these wise men const)tuted mediators between
constitutes
the eternal misery, or miserable i m_serable mortals and the blessed immortals,
etermty,
of the demons.
For he who says since they have blessedness
in common w,th
that their soul is subject to passions would also the latter, and mortahty in common with the
have said that they are miserable, had he not former ? Certainly,
if they are blessed, they
envy no one (for wtmt more miserable
than
blushed
for their
worshippers.
envy >), I)ut seek w,th all their might to help
as the world
is governed,
not by Moreover,
fortu,tous
hap-hazard,
but, as the Platonists
themselves
m)serable mortals on to blessedness,
so that
avow, by the providence of the supreme God, after death they may become immortal, and
the m_sery of the demons would not be eter- be associated with the blessed and immortal
nal unless their wickedness were great,
angels.
If, then, the blessed are rightly styled eudemons, the demons intermediate
t)etween gods CHAP. MLDI4.TOR
15.--OF
THE
MAN
CHRIC_T
JESUS,
THE
BETWELN
GOD
AND
MEN.
and men are not eudemons.
What, then, is
the local position of those good demons, who,
But if, as is much more probable and crediabove men but beneath
the gods, afford as- ble, it must needs be that all men, so long as
sistance to the former, minister to the latter ? they are mortal, are also miserable, we must
For if they are good and eternal, they are'seek
an mtermedmte
who is not only man,
doubtless
blessed.
But eternal
blessedness
but also God, that, bythe interposltmn
of His
destroys their intermediate
character, giving'_ blessed mortahty, He may bring men out of
them a close resemblance
to the gods, and I their mortal misery to a blessed tmmortahty.
widely separating
them
from men.
And i In th_s mtermedmte two things are requisite,
therefore the Platonists will in vain strive to i that He become mortal, and that He do not
show how the good demons, if they are both continue mortal.
He did become mortal, not
immortal and blessed, can justly be said to rendering the divinity of the Word infirm, but
hold a middle place between the gods, who assuming the infirmity of flesh.
Neither did
are immortal and blessed, and men, who are He continue mortal in the flesh, but raised it
mortal and miserable.
For if they have both i from the dead; for it is the very fruit of His
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mediation that those, for the sake of whose
redemption
He became the Mediator, should
not abide eternally in bodily death.
Wherefore it became the Mediator
between us and
God to have both a transient mortality
and a
permanent
blessedness,
that by that which is
transient
He might be assimilated
to mortals,
and might translate
them from mortality
to
that which is permanent.
Good angels, therefore, cannot mediate between miserable mottals and blessed
immortals,
for they themselves also are both blessed
and immortal;
but evil angels can mediate, because they are
immortal hke the one party, miserable likethe
other.
To these is opposed the good Mediator, who, in opposition to their immortality
and misery, has chosen to be mortal for a time,
and has been able to continue blessed in eternity.
It is thus He has destroyed,
by the
humility of His death and the benignity of His
blessedness,those
proud immortals and hurtful
wretches, and has prevented them from seducing to misery by their boast of immortality
those men whose hearts tie has cleansed
by
faith, and whom He has thus freed from their
impure dominion,
Man, then, mortal and miserable, and far
removed from the immortal and the blessed,
what medium
shall he choose by which he
may be united to immortality
and blessedhess ? The immortality
of the demons, which
might have some charm for man, is miserable;
tile mortality
of Christ, which might offend
man, exists no longer.
In tile one there is

many but one Mediator, the uncreated
Word
of God, by whom all things were made, and
in partaking
of whom we are blessed.
I do
not say that He is Mediator
because
He is
the Word, for as the Word He is supremely
blessed and supremely immortal, and therefore
far from miserable
mortals; but He is Mediator as He is man, for by His humanity He
shows us that, in order to obtain that blessed
and beatific good, we need not seek other
mediators to lead us through
the successive
steps of this attainment,
but that the blessed
and beatific God, having Himself
become a
partaker
of our humanity,
has afforded us
ready access to the participation
of His divinity.
For in delivering us from our mortality
and misery, He does not lead us to the im/ mortal and blessed angels, so that we should
become immortal and blessed by participating
in their nature, but He leads us straight
to
that Tri_fity, by participating
ill which the
angels t mmselves are blessed.
Therefore,
lwhen He chose to be in the form of a servant,
laml lower than the angels, that He might be
our Mediator, Ite remained
higher than the
angels, in the form of God,--Himself
at once
the way of life on earth and life itself in heaven.

the fear of an eternal misery;
in the other,
death, which could not be eternal,
can no
longer be feared, az_d blessedness,
which is
eternal,
must be loved.
For the immortal
and miserable
mediator interposes
himself to
prevent us from passing to a blessed immortality, because that which hinders such a passage, namely, misery, continues
in him; but
the mortal and blessed Mediator
interposed
Himself,
in order that, having passed through
mortality, He might of mortals make immortals (showing His power to do this in His own
resurrectiou),
and from being miserable
to
raise them to the blessed company from the
number of whom He had Himself
never departed.
There is, then, _ wicked mediator,
who separates friends, and a good Mediator,
who reconcilesenemies.
And those who separate are numerous, because the multitude
of
the blessed are blessed only by their participation in the one God; of which participation
the evil angels
being
deprived,
they are
wretched, and interpose to hinder rather than
to
help toprevent
this blessedness,
and by their
number
us from reaching
that very.
o_ne

That opinion,
which the same Platonist
avers that Plato uttered,
is not true, "that
no god holds intercourse
with men." = And
this, he says, is the chief evidence of their
exaltation, that they are never contaminated
by contact with men.
He admits, therefore,
that the demons are contaminated;
and it follows that they cannot cleanse those by whom
they are themselves
contaminated,
and thus
all alike become impure, the demons by associating with men, and men by worshipping
the demons.
Or, if they say that the demons
are not contaminated
by associatingand
dealing with men, then they are better than the
gods, for the gods, were they to do so, would
be contaminated.
Forthis, we aretold, is the
glory of the gods, that they are so highly exalted that no human intercourse
can sully
them.
He affirms, indeed, that the supreme
God, the Creator of all things, whom we call
the true God, is spoken of by Plato as the
only God whom the poverty of human speech
fails even passably to describe;
and that even
the wise, when their mental energy is as far as

beatific

good,

to obtain

which

we need

not

CHAP. %.--WHETHER
l'r IS REASONAIgLEIN
THE PLATONISTS TO DETERMINE THAT THE
CELEKI'IAL GODS DECLINI_: CONTACT WITH
EARTttLY THINGS AND INTERCOURSE WITH
re:N, wtto THEREFORE REQUIRE THE INTERCESSIONOF THE DEMONS.
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possible delivered
from the trammels of connection with the body, have only such gleams
of insight into His nature as may be compared
to a flash of lightning
illumining
the darkness.
If, then, this supreme God, who is
truly exalted above all things, does nevertheless visit the minds of the wise, when emancipaled from the body, with an intelligible
and
ineffable presence, though this be only occasional, and as it were a swift flash of light
athwart the darkness,
why are the other gods
so sublimely removed
from all contact with
men, as if they would be polluted by it ? as
if it were not a sufficient refutation of this to
lift up our eyes to those heavenly bodies which
give the earth its needful light.
If the stars,
tiiough they, by his account, are visible gods,
are not contaminated
when we look at them,
neither are the demons
contaminated
when
men see them quite closely.
But perhaps it
is the human voice, and not the eye, which

they cannot confer this benefit on men, what
good can their friendly mediation
do?
Or
shall its result be, not that men find entrance
to the gods, but that men an" _ demons abide
together
in a state of pollution, and consequently of exclusion from blessedness ? Unless, perhaps,
some one may say that, like
sponges or things of that sort, the demons
themselves,
in the process of cleansing their
friends, become themselves the filthier in proportion as the others become clean.
But if
this is the solution, then the gods, who shun
contact or intercourse
with men for fear of
pollution, mix with demons who are far more
polluted.
Or perhaps the gods, who cannot
cleanse men without polluting themselves,
can
without pollution cleanse the demons who have
been contaminated
by human contact ? Who
can believe such follies, unless the demons
have practised their deceit Ul)On him ? If see.
ing and being seen is contamination,
and if

pollutes the gods; and therefore
the de_nons
are appointed to mediate and carry men s utterances
to the gods, who keep themselves
remote through
fear of pollution ? What am
I to say of the other senses ? For by smell
neither the demons, who are present, nor the
gods, though they were present and inhaling
the exhalations
of living men, would be polluted if they are not contaminated
with the
effluvia of the carcasses
offered in sacrifice,
As for taste, they are pressed by no necessity
of repairing bodily decay, so as to be reduced
to ask food from men.
And touch is in their
own power.
For while it may seem that contact is so called, because the sense of touch is
specially concerned
in it, yet the gods, if so
minded, might mingle with men, so as to see
and be seen, hear and be heard; and where is
the need of touching?
For men would not
dare to desire this, if they were favored with
the sight or conversation
of gods or good demons; and if through excessive curiosity they
should desire it, how could they accomplish

the gods, whom Apuleius
himself calls visible, " the brilliant lights of the world," ' and
the other stars, are seen by men, are we to
believe that the demons, who cannot be seen
unless they please, are safer from contaminalion ? Or if it is only the seeing and not the
l)eing seen which contaminates,
then they
must deny that these gods of theirs, these
l)rilliant lights of the world, see men when
their rays beam upon the earth.
Their rays
are not contaminated
by lighting on all manher of pollution, and are we to suppose that
the gods would be contaminated
if they mixed
with men, and even if contact were needed in
order to assist them ? For there is contact
between the earth and the sun's or moon's
rays, and yet this does not pollute the light.

their wish without
the consent of the god or
(lemon, when they cannot touch so much as a
sparrow unless it be caged ?
There is, then, nothing to hinder the gods
from mingling
in a bodily form with men,
from seeing and being seen, from speaking
and hearing.
And if the demons do thus mix
with men, as I said, and are not polluted, while
the gods, were they to do so, should be polluted, then the demons are less liable to pollution than the gods.
And if even the demons are contaminated,
how can they help
men to attain blessedness
after death, if, so
far from being able to cleanse them, and present them clean to the unpolluted gods, these

I am considerably
surprised
that
such
learned men, men who pronounce
all material
and sensible things to be altogether
inferior
to those that are spiritual
and intelligible,
should mention bodily contact in connection
with the blessed life.
Is that sentiment
of
Plotinus
forgotten ?--" We must fly to our
beloved fatherland.
There
is the Father,
there our all.
What fleet or flight shall convey us thither ? Our way is, to become like
God.,,,
If, then, one is nearer to God the
liker he is to Him, there is no other distance
from God than unlikeness
to Him.
And the

mediators are themselves

polluted

?

And

if

CHAP.

TO OBTAIN THE BLESSED
WHICIt CONSISTSIN PARTAKINGOF THE
SUPREMEGOOD, MAN NEEDS SUCH MEDIATION
AS IS FURNISHED NOT BY A DEMON_ BUT BY
CHRIST ALONE.
I7.--THAT

LIFE,

• Virgilaeorg,i.5.

2 Augustin apparently quotes from memory from two pas
_ages of the £nneade._, 1. vi. 8, and ii. 3.
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soul of man is unlike that incorporeal
and served from the pollution of human contact.
unchangeable
and eternal essence, in proporThus they believe that the demons
are contion as it craves things temporal and mutable,
taminated
by men rather than men cleansed
And as the things beneath, which are mortal by the demons, and that the gods themselves
and impure, cannot hold intercourse
with the should be polluted unless their local superiorimmortal purity which is above, a mediator is ity preserved
them.
Who is so wretched
a
indeed needed to remove this difficulty;
but creature as to expect purification
by a way in
not a mediator
who resembles
the highest which men are contaminating,
demons
conorder of being by possessing
an immortal
taminated,
and gods contaminable?
Who
body, and the lowest by having a diseased
would not rather choose that way whereby we
soul, which makes him rather grudge that we escape the contamination
of the demons, and
be healed than help our cure.
We need a are cleansed from pollution by the incontamiMediator who, being united to us here below nable God, so as to be associated
with the unby the mortality of His body, should at the contaminated
angels ?
same time be able to afford us truly divine
help in cleansing and liberating us by means CHAP. 19 . --THAT EVEN AMONG THEIR OWN
of the immortal righteousness
of His spirit,
WORSHIPr_RS THE NA._E "DE._ION " HAS
whereby He remained
heavenly
even while
NEVER A GOOD SIGNIFICATION.
here upon earth.
Far be it from the inconBut as some of these demonolators,
as I
taminable God to fear pollution from the man • may call them, and among them Labeo, allege
He assumed, or from the men among whom He that those whom they call demons are by
lived in the form of a man.
For, though His others called angels, I must, if I would not
incarnation
showed us nothing else, these two seem to dispute merely about words, say somewholesome factswere enough, that true divin- thing about the good angels.
The Platonists
ity cannot be polluted by flesh, and that de- do not deny their existence, but prefer to call
mons are not to be considered
better than our- them good demons.
But we, following Scripselves because they have not flesh. _ This, ture, according
to which we are Christians,
then, as Scripture says, is the "Mediator
be- trove learned that some of the angels are good,
tween God ....
and man, the man Christ Jesus, ''-_ _s om eD.
-ad , b ut" n e'ernavewereaum_cnpture
v
"
" " _" '
of
whose
dlwmty,
whereby
to the iO f gO0
_ d de I2-10 n S; DUE
" - wh erever l.UlS
"
_
.
,
,
.
. He is -equal
or anv
Father,..... ano numamt Y, wlaereb
.
. Y He has . be-_ tco_nate term occurs,
_t _s apphed
only to
come like us, this ts not the place to speak as wic:ked o_;r
De, ;'_
,t_. a_
_,H *_"......LI_d_K.._o
ilO._ _-_^--ttAULOIIIU
fully as I could,
so universal, that, even among those who are
called pagans, and who maintain that demons
CHAP. 18.--THAT
THE DECEITFUL DEMONS,as well as gods should be worshipped,
there
WHILE
PROMISING
TO CONDUCT
MEN
TO
GOD
is
scarcely a man, no matter how well read
BY THEIR INTERCESSION,
MEAN TO TURN'TrtEM and learned, who would dare to say by way
FROM THE PATH OF TRUTH.
of
praise to his slave, You have a demon, or
who could doubt that tb.e man to whom he
As to the demons, these false and deceitful
said this would consider
it a curse ? Why,
mediators,
who, though their uncleanness
of then, are we to subject ourselves to the nespirit frequently
reveals
their misery
and cessity of explaining
away what we have said
malignity, yet, by virtue of the levity of their when we have given offence by using the word
aerial bodies and the nature of the places they demon, with which every one, or almost every
inhabit, do contrive to turn us aside and hin- one, connects a bad meaning, while we can so
der our spiritual progress; they do not help easily evade this necessity by using the word
us towards God, but rather prevent
us from angel ?
reaching ttim.
Since evenin the bodily way,
whic]l is erroneous
and misleading,
and in CHAP. 2O._OFTHE KIND OF KNOWLEDGEWHICH
which righteousness
does not walk,--for
we
PUFFS UP THE DEMONS.
must rise to God not lay bodily ascent, but by
incorporeal or spiritual conformity to Him,-However, the very origin of the name sugin this bodily way, I say, which the friends of gests something
worthy of consideration,
if
the demons arrange
according
to the weight we compare it with the divine books.
They
of the various elements,
the aerial demons are called demons from a Greek word meanbeing set between the etherealgods
and earthy
ing knowledge. ' Now the apostle, speaking
men, they imagine the gods to have this privi, with the Holy Spirit, says, " Knowledge
pufflege, that by this local interval they are pre- eth up, but chanty buildeth up. ''*
And this
LI.II_

z Or, humanity,

a Comp.

De

Trln,

t 3. _e,

a _ Tim.

ii. 5-

4 8ai_o*v = _¢_l_mv, knowing
5 x Cor. viii. x.

; so PL_to,

Cratylus,

398. a.

crow.
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can only be understood
as meaning that with- when, as Scripture
says, He was ministered
out charity knowledge
does no good, but in- to _ by the angels who are good and tioly, and
flates a man or magnifies
him with an empty therefore
objects of terror to the impure
windiness.
The demons, then, have knowt-spirits,
He revealed more and more distinctly
edge without charity, and are thereby so in-to
the demons
how great He was, so that,
flated or proud, that they crave those divine even though the infirmity of His flesh might
honors and religious.services
which they know seem contemptible,
none dared to resist His
to be due to the true God, and still, as far as authority.
they can, exact these from all over whom they
have influence.
Against this pride of the de- CHAP. 22. _THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
mons, under which the human race was held
KNOWLEDGE0F TtIE HOLYANGELSAND THAT
subject as its merited punishment,
ti_ere was
0F THE DEMONS.
exerted the mighty influence of the humility
of God, wire appeared
in the form of a servThe good angels, therefore,
hold cheap all
ant; but men, resembling the demons in pride, that knowledge of material
and transitory
but not in knowledge,
and being puffed up things which tile demons are so proud of poswith uncleanness,
failed to recognize Him.
sessing,--not
that they are ignorant
of these
things, but because the love of God, whereby
CHAP. 2I.--T0
WHAT EXTENT THE LORD WAS they are sanctified, is very dear to them, and
PLEASED TO MAKE HIMSELF KNOWN TO THE because, in comparison of that not merely immaterial but also unchangeable
and ineffable
I)E_ONS.
beauty, with the holy love of which they are
The devils themselves
knew this manifestainflamed,
they despise all things which are
tion of God so well, thatthey
said tothe Lord, beneath
it, and all that is not it, that they
though
clothed with the infirmity of flesh, may with every good thing that is in them
" What have we to do with Thee, Jesus of enjoy that good which is the source of their
Nazareth ? Art Thou come to destroy us be- goodness.
And therefore
they have a more
fore the time ?" * From these words, i{:is clear certain knowledge even of those temporal and
that they had great knowledge, and no char- mutable
things,
because
they contemplate
ity.
They feared
His power to punish, and their principles
and causes in the word of
did not love His righteousness.
He made God, by which the world was made,--those
known to them so much as He pleased, and causes by which one thing is approved,
anHe was pleased
to make known so much as ]other rejected, and all arranged,
l-lut the dewas needful.
But He made Himself
known mons do not behold in the wisdom of God
not as to the holy angels, who know Him as these eternal, and, as it were, cardinal causes
the Word of God, and rejoice in His eterni- of things temporal, but only foresee a larger
ty, which they partake, but as was requisite
part of the future than men do, by reason of
to strike with terror the beings from whose their greater acquaintance
with the signs which
tyranny He was going to free those who were [are hidden
from us. Sometimes,
too, it is
predestined
to His kingdom and the glory of their own intentions
they predict.
And,
it, eternally true and truly eternal.
He made finally, the demons are frequently,
the angels
Himself
known, therefore,
to the demons,
never, deceived.
For it is one thing, by the
not by that which is life eternal, and the un- aid of things temporal and changeable,
to conchangeable
light which illumines
the pious, jecture the changes that may occur in time,
whose souls are cleansed by the faith that is and to modify such things by one's own will
in Him, but by some temporal effects of His and faculty,--and
this is to a certain extent
power, and evidences of His mysterious
pres- permitted to the demons,--it
is another thing
ence, which were more easily discerned
by the to foresee the changes of times in the eternal
angelic senses even of wicked spirits than by and immutable laws of God, which live in His
human infirmity.
But when He judged it ad- wisdom, and to know the will 'of God, the
visable gradually to suppress these signs, and most infallible and powerful of all causes, by
to retire into deeper obscurity, the prince of participating
in His spirit; and this is granted
the demons
doubted
whether
He were the to the holy angels by a just discretion.
And
Christ, and endeavored
to ascertain
this by lthus they are not only eternal, but blessed.
tempting
Him, in so far as He permitted ] And the good wherein they are blessed is God,
Himself
to be tempted,
that He might adapt] by whom they were created.
For without
the manhood He wore to be an example for i end they enjoy the contemplation
and partiour

imitation.

x Mark i. _4.

But
12

after

that

temptation,

i cipation
[

of Him.

_ Matt. iv. 3-xi.
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because
tuere was a fear that the weakunbehef,
being overcome
with the eXcellence
of these
beings,
might
presume
to
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HOLYANGELSAND JUST _LN.

Ot

iconstitute

some of them

a god ?

In the case

If the Platomsts prefer to call these angels"°f
men tins was a result that need not be
gods rather than demons, and to reckon them guarded
against.
Besides, it was right that
with those whom Plato, their founder
and tae men I)elongmg to God's people should be
master, maintalnswere
created bythe supreme
more expressly
called gods, to assure and
(;od, _ they are welcome to do so, for I will certify them that He who is called God of
not spend strength
m fighting about words, gods is their God; because,
although
those
For if they say that these beings are immorimmortal and blessed spirits who dwell in the
tal, _md yet created by the supreme God, heavens are caIled gods, yet they are not
blessed but by cleawng to their Creator and called gods of gods, that is to say, gods of
not by their oun po_er, they say what ue the men who consntute
God's people, and to
say, whatever name they call these beings by. whom it is saM, '" I have said. Ye are gods,
Anti that tins is the opmmn e]ther of all or and all of you tim children of the Most High."
the best of the Pl:ttomsts can be ascertained
Hence the saymg of the apostle,
" ]'hough
by their wnt,ngs.
And regarding
the name there be that are called gods, whether
m
itself, if they see fit to call such blessed and heaven or m earth, as there be gods many
immortal
creatures
gods, this need not give ] and lords many, but to us there is but one God,
_the Father, of whom are all thxngs, and we m
rise
discussionwe between
us, iHtm; and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom
since tom any
our serious
own Scriptures
read, " The
God ..............
of,,gods, the Lord hath spoken;"
ram!n, ,, t_onless to the k,o(l oi _rO(lS;

_3 and[
things,not, and
we by Him."
7
_, are'' _\all
e need
therefore,
laboriously
ail(l ,

contend

for it follows, a_ for all tile ty_,ods of the natmns i annom_ce the will of God to men belong to
are Idols, bflt the Lord made the heavens." s, the order ot blessed immortals,
does not satHe stud, " vbove all gods," trot added, " of mfy the Platomsts,
because they believe that
the nanons;"
that _s to say, above all those th_s munstry
is discharged,
not by those
_ horn the nations count gods, m other words, whom they eaI1 gods, m other words, not by
demons.
By them He is to be feared wlth blessed immortals, but by demons, whom they
that terror in whmh they cried to the Lord, dare not affirm to be blessed, but only im" Hast Tnou come to destroy us ? " Butwhere
mortal, or ff they do rank them among the
it is said, _ the God of gods," it cannot be blessed immortals,
yet only as good demons,
_nderstood
as the god of the demons;
and and not as gods who dwell in the heaven of
far be _t from us to say that "great
King heavens remote from ali human contact.
But,
above all gods"
means"' great King above though it may seem mere wranghng
about a
,
name
)
et
the
name
of
demon
is
so
detestable
all demons.'
But the same Scripture
also i _
' '
•
"
ca!lsmenwholmlon_toGod'sDeonle
, '_rods' ,, [ that' \_e
'_ cannot
"
bear
• ' m "an Y sense to appl Y _t
.......
, *ann 2 all,, °_
" {to the holy. an,_els
Now. _ therefore , let us
.t l'lave
sal(1, _ e _are g()(l%,
Ol
you
o
"
children of tile Most H1,*I_ "_
_ccordmglv
[close th:s book in the assurance
that, whatwhen (,od lb styled God ot gods tins mav be! exerwe call these _mmortal and blessed spirits,
' too, when
_
_who ) "el are onl-Y creatures
understood
of "these _r_
,.t_ds; and so,
'
, thev
• . do not act
tte_ is st y led ;t _.(*re
:It Km,r_,aboxe...all _._ods.
_as. meot-_tors, to introduce
to exerlasting'
feh Nevertheless
some one ma" sax ff men/C_tV miserable
mortals,
from whom they are
,
sexered
b
a
t_ofold
d_stmctmn
And
those
are called gods because they belong to God s
"
Y'
"
n,m, lo ,_hnm lqo .d_l. .....
*.........
r ._=./others
who are medmtors,
m so far as they
thmr supe and angels, are not the immortals
who already ] na_e
• " immortaht Y m common Xxlth
"
nors,
thmr" lnfe
en_oy _:hat fehcity which men seek to attain
.
"and m_serv. in
" (: ommon _tth
"
'
]nors
for
the
are
ustlx
miserable
m
by worshipping
God, much more worthy of /
" (.
Y
]
."
' punish
' bestow "
the t_tle. ? And what shall we repl_ _ to this ,f, ment of their _lckedness
" ), cannot
•
_
'
_
"'
upon
us,
but
rather
rude
that
_e
not that _t ts not without reason that m holy I
_
g
g
" should
from _hmh
thex "
Scripture men are more expressly styled _ods I possess , the blessedness
"
" '
than those _mmortal and blessed s iri._ t_/taemselves
are excluded
And so the friends
whom we hoe
to be e ual in the _s_trrec- _/°f the demons
have nothing considerable
to
P
• Z'_*II_,'/,¢_.
4Pv, \cx .

"q _
-l's
21"s

I i
xcvl

%6

- allege why we should
_Ps
oPs

cxxx_l
1kxxi1

_
6

I

---7_C_r

\Ii1

-"%,0

rather

worship

them

as
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our helpers than avoid them a_ traitors to our'deavor
m the following book to show tlxnt
interests.
As for those spirits who are good, these spirits, call them l)v what name, and
and who are therefore
not only Immortal but _a_rlbe to them what nature you will, desire
also blessed, and to whom they suppose we I tlmt religious worsmp be paid to God alone,
should give the title of gods, and offer wor-t_v
whom they were created, and b_" whose
ship and sacrifices for the sake of mheritm_
_£_mlnumcatLo{_s ot Hmlselt to them [hey arc
a future life, we shall, by God's help, en-[,iessed.
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CHAP. I.--THAT THE PLATONISTS THEMSELVES[people, or.. as the. apostle,,xsays, "becoming
HAVE DETERMINED THAT GOD ALONE CAN Ivain in their imaginations,
supposed or elCONFER HAPPINESS EITHER ON ANGELS OR lowed
others to suppose
that many
gods
MEN, BUT THAT IT YET REMAINS
A QUESTION
should be worshipped,
so that some of them
WHETHER THOSE SPIR1TSWHOMTHEY DIRECt I considered
that divine honor by worship and
US TO WORSHIP,
THAT
WE MAY OBTAIN
HAPsacrifice should be rendered
even to the dePINESS, WISH SACRIFICE TO BE OFFERED TO mons (an error I have already exploded),
we
ust now., b y God's hel
, ascertain
what _s
THEMSELVEb,
OR TO THE ONE GOD ONLY.
m
. P
thought about our rehgmus worship and piety
IT Is the decided
optmon of all who nselby
those immortal
and blessed
spirits, who
their brains, that all men desire to be happy. Idwell in the heavenly places among dominaBut who are happy, or how they become so,
these are questions aboutwhich
the weakness 'n°ns'
whom good
the Platonists principalities,
call gods, and powers,
some either
deof human
understanding
st_rs endless and mons, or, hke us, angels,--that
is to say, to
angry controversies,
in whmh ph_losophers
put it more plainly, whether the angels dehave wasted their strength and expended thelr sire us to offer sacrifice and worship, and to
leisure.
To adduce and d_scuss their venous
consecrate our possessions
and ourselves, to
opinions would be tedious, and is unnecessary.
The reader may remember
what we said in them or only to God, theirs and ours.
the eighth book, while making a selection of
For th_s _s the worship which is due to the
the philosophers
with whom we might discuss Dlwnity, or, to speak more accurately,
to the
the question regarding the future life of hap- Deity; and, to express thin worship in a sinpiness, whether we can reach it by paying di- gle word as there does not occur to me any
vine honors to the one true God, the Creator
Latin
term sufficiently
exact,of I ashall
avmlword.
myself, whenever
necessary,
Greek
of all gods, or by worshipping
many gods,
and he will not expect us to repeat here the Aarpezo_, whenever it occurs :n Scripture,
is
same argument,
especially as, even if he has vice
rendered
serwce.
mat serwhichbyis the
dueword
to men,
and inBut
reference
to
forgotten it, he may refresh his memory by re- which the apostle writes that servants
must
perusal.
For we made selection of the Platonists,
justly esteemed
the noblest of the be
subject to
masters,
_ _s 3usually
designated
by their
anotherownword
in Greek,
wherephilosophers,
because they had the wlt to per- as the serwce which is paid to God alone by
ceive that the human soul, immortal and ra- ,,,._,,,,,mn_tn,w_v._'
.......
o ,,_,_,,_ ,,_
tional, orintelleetual,
asit is, cannot be happy _t_'_;_;
I_na'ti_J'usageao}'t_o_e'wt_o
except by partaking of the light of that God _,,,,, ,ho m,nn_ oracles
This cannot so well
by whom both itself and the world were made;, _'"",7"5
_:" 7 ,[
,." .................
and also that the happy life whmh all men de-I _$oCl_'e_tS:mePimYto
_e'_UuSe
e;ctus;elyto_oci_
sire cannot be reached by any who does not l ........
tot the same wora is a lied. to the res ect
cleave with a pure and holy love to that one I
"
PP
P
supreme good, the unchangeable
God.
But t _---_as even these philosophers,
whether accom_ Rom i....
_
- - --_,.,' ..EP_s5"
i*
-.
.
. ..
_ •
e -_
[
_ Namely, _otO,_hz: comp _duoesr z_ z_-_-. _ ; _ ....
moaatlng to the tolly anu ignorance oz me ae. ,_; Co.tr,, _.a.,.,
's- 9, etc.
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we pay either to the memory or the living _worship, which in Greek is called Opmy_tet'a,
presence of men.
From it, too, we derive the' and in Latin "' religio," but the religion by
words agriculture,
colonist, and others. _ And which we are bound to God only; this worship,
the heathen call their gods " ccehcolae," not: which they call Oeo_r[fleur, but which we canbecause they worship
heaven, but because ',not express in one word, but call it the worthey dwell in it, and as it were colonize it,--: siup of God,mthis,
we say, belongs only to
not in the sense m which we call those colo- '_that God who is the true God, and who makes
nists who are attached to their native soil to I His worshippers gods. 4 And therefore, whocultivate it under the rule of the owners, b,!t i ever these immortal and blessed inhabitants
in the sense in which the great master of the i of heaven be, ff they do not love us, and wish
Latin language says, " There was an ancient i us to be blessed, then we ought not to worcxtv Inhabited
by Tyrian
colomsts."
_- He l sh_p them; and if they do love us and desire
called them colonists, not because they cult_- ! our hat)t)mess , they cannot w,sh us to be made
rated the soil, but because they inhabited the happy by any other means than they themc_ty.
So, too, cities that have hived off from seh-es have enjoyed,--for
howcould they wish
larger cities are called colonies.
Consequent- ! our blessedness to Itow from one source, theirs
ty, while it is quite true that, using the word from another ?
in a special sense, " cult " can be rendered to
none but God, yet, as the word is apphed to [ CHAP 2.--TIIE OPINION OF PLOTINUSTHE PLAother things besides, the cult due to God can-I
qoNI'_F REt,ARDINta ENLIGH'IENMENT FF.OM
not in Latin be expressed
by tins word alone, i ABOVE.
The word " rehglon"
might seem to exBut with the_e more estimable philosophers
press more definitely the worship due to God we have no d_spute m tins matter.
For they
alone, and therefore
Latin translators
have.pertelvcd,
and m wmous forms abundantly
used this word to represent
0p,to'rtez'ce; yet, iexpressed
m their wrmngs, that these sprats
as not only the uneducated,
but also the best
instructed,
use the word religion to express! h'qve
the same
of happiness
as our-is
selxes,--a
certainsource
intelligible
light, wluch
human tins, and relatlonshlps,
and affimtms, their God, and is different from themselves,
_twould inevitably introduce amblgmty to use,and
illumines them that they may be penethis word in dlscussm_" _, the _orshl P ot God , t trated with ] _rht, "tn_ emov perfect happiness
unable as we are to say that rehgmn, is hotel- m the r)art_cmatmn of God.
t'totinus, coming else than the worship of God, xwthout con- !mentmg on Piato, repeatedly and strongly astradmtlng the common usage which apphes Iserts that not even the soul winch they bethis word to the observance
of social relatmn-illev e to be the soul of the world derives its
shl P s•
Pint
. Y, a g aln, or , as the (,reeks s' 3, _blessedness from any other source than we do.
e[mdflezez, Is commonly
understood
:is theiwz.
' from that L@{'t whmh xs d_stinct from it
proper desl g nation ot the worship of God land created it, cud by whose lntelhgible
r
illuYet tins word also is used of dutifulness
to; mmatmn It enjoys hght in things mtelligible.
parents.
The common people, too, use it of ] He also compares those spmtual things to the
works of charity,
which, I suppose,
arises Ivast and conspicuous
heavenly bodies, as if
from the circumstance
that God enjoins the !God were the sun, and the soul the moon; for
performance
of such works, and declares that I they suppose that the moon derives its light
He is pleased with them instead of, or re'from
the sun.
That great Platomst,
therepreference
to sacrifices.
From trois usage it fore, says that the ratmnal soul, or rather the
has also come to pass that God Himself ls l_mtellectual soul,--m
whmh class he comprecalled pious,s in which sense the Greeks never I hends the souls of the blessed immortals who
use ebo'efl_v,
though _i)o'g/J_zoi is applied imhabi t heaven,--has
no nature superior to it
to works of charity by their common people lsav e God, the Creator of the world and the
also.
In some passages of Scripture, there- soul itself, and that these heavenly spirits defore, they have sought to preserve the distlncrive their blessed life, and the light of truth,
tion by using not e_.ffd/3ez_, the more general
word, but Oeo_,_/3ew_, which literally denotes[ i from
the gospel
same where
source we
as read,
ourselves,
agreeing
w;th the
" There
was a
the worship of God.
We, on the other hand,, man sent from God whose name was John;
cannot express either of these ideas by one!the
same came for a witness to bear witness
word.
This worship, then, which in Greek _s Iof that Light, that through Him all might becalled aarOe[a , and in Latin " servltus"
[ser- lheve.
He was not that l.ight, but that he
vice], but the service due to God only; thlS lmlght bear witness of the Light.
That was
ithe true Light which lighteth every man that
x Ag'rzcola,
coloni,
incol_
• Virgil,z'En.,i. *_.
t
32 Chron•xxx. 9; Eccl.xl. x3; Judithvn no.
, xp_.lxxxu.6
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¢Xl_lteth into the world; "z a distinction which _find our blessedness by attmning that end. For
__"
ntly proves that the rational or intel- our good, about which philosophers
have so
lectaal _aul such as John had cannot be its keenly contended,
is nothing else than to be
_
light, but needs to receive illumination
united to God.
It is, if I may say so, by
from another,
the true Light.
This John spiritually embracing
Him that the intellechimself avows when he delivers his witness: tual soul is filled and impregnated
with true
_' We have all received of His fullness."
2
virtues.
We are enjoined
to love this good
with all our heart, with all our soul, with all
our strength.
To this good we ought to be
CHAP. 3.---'tHAT TI_E PLATONISTS, THOUGH led by those who love us, and to lead those
KNOWING
SOMETHING OF THE CREATOR OF we love.
Thus are fulfilled those two comTHE UNIVERSE, HAVE MISUNDERSTOODTHE mandments
on which hang all the law and the
TRUE WORSHIP OF GOD, BY GIVING DIVINE prophets:
" Thou shalt love the Lord thy
HONOR TO ANGELS,GOOD OR BAD
God with all thy heart, and with all thy mind,
This being so, if the Platonists,
or those and with all thysoul;
" and " Thou shalt love
who think with them, knowing God, glorified
thy neighbor
as thyself."*
For, that man
Him as God and gave thanks, if they did not might be intelligent in his self.love, there was
become vain in their own thoughts,
if they appointed
for him an end to which he might
did not originate
or yield to the popular er- refer all his actions, that he might be blessed.
rors, they would certainly acknowledge
that For he who loves himself wishes nothing else
neither could the blessed immortals
retain,
than this.
And the end set before him is
nor we miserable mortals reach, a happy con- "to draw near to God." s And so, when one
dition without worshipping
the one God of who has this intelligent
self-love
is comgods_ who is both theirs and ours.
To Him manded to love his neighbor as himself, what
we owe the service which is called in Greek else is enjoined
than that he shall do all in
_terrpezer, whether we render it outwardly or his power to commend
to him the tove of
inwardly;
for we are all His temple, each of God ? This is the worship of God, thls is true
us severally and all of us together,
because
religion, this right piety, th_s the service due
He condescends
to inhabit each individually
to God only.
If any immartal
power, then,
and the whole harmonious
body, being no :o matter with what virtue endowed, loves us
greater in all than in each, since He is neither
as himself, he must desire that we find our
expanded
nor divided.
Our heart when it happiness
by submitting
ourselves
to Him,
rises to Him is His altar; the priest who in- in submission to whom he himself finds hap.
tercedes for us is His Only-begotten;
we sac- piness.
If he does not worship God, he is
rifice to Him bleeding victims when we con- wretched,
because
deprived
of God;
if he
tend for His truth even unto blood; to Him worships God, he cannot wish to be worshipped
we offer the sweetest incense when we come in God's stead.
On the contrary, these higher
before Him burning with holy and pious love: powers acquiesce
heartily in the divine sento Him we devote and surrender
ourselves
tence in which it is written, " He that sacand His gifts in us; toHim, by solemn feasts rificeth unto any god, save unto the Lord
and on appointed .days, we consecrate
the °nly, he shall be utterly destroyed."6
memory of His benefits, lest through the lapse
of time ungrateful
oblivion should steal upon CHAP. 4.--THAT SACRIFICEIS DUE TO THE TRUE
us; to Him we offer on the altar of our heart
GOD ONLY.
the sacrifice of humility and praise, kindled
But, putting aside for the present the other
by the fire of burning love.
It is that we may rehgious
services
with which
God is worsee Him, so far as He can be seen; it is that shipped, certainly no man would dare to say
we may cleave to Him, that we are cleansed
that sacrifice is due to any but God.
Many
from all stain of sins and evil passions, and parts, indeed, of divine worship are unduly
consecrated in His name.
For He is the l used in showing
honor to men, whether
fountain of our happiness,
He the end of all i.through an excessive
humility or pernicious
ourdesires.
Being attached to Him, or rather I flattery; yet, while this is done, those persons
|et'me say, re-attached,--forwe
had detached
burr,elves and lost hold of Him,_being,
I
_,
re-attached
to Him, 3 we tend towards!
"Bim by love, that we may rest in Him, and
_
",_

,_lotmi.
It A_'itl_

xtmam'im, ht st clau_e that
"_Yi_ _
_
¢tti_iB
_erivd
_
_rat2* LM_" li" _B"

*m4_ _6.

eamnot be _veu
in
from
_'_lig_r¢.--So

I who are thus worshipped
and venerated,
or
even adored, are reckoned no more than human;
and who ever thought of sacrificing
save to one whom he knew, supposed,
or
feigned to be a god ? And how ancient a
i part of God's worship sacrifice is, those two
4 Matt-

xxiu

37-4o.

5 Ps. lx:md.. _.

6 Ez.

xxil. ao,

cur.
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brothers, Cain and Abel, sufficiently show, of _bolized by them, were pleasing to God or a.o.
whom God rejected the elder's sacrifice, and I ceptable in us. Hence, in another passage
looked favorably on the younger's,
from another psalm, he says," If I were hungry, I would not tell thee; for the world is
CHAP. 5 ---OF THE SACRIFICESWHICH GODDOES mine and the fullness thereof.
Will I eat the
NOT REQUIRE, BUT WISHED TO BE OBSERVEDflesh of bulls, or drink the blo_d of goats ?"s
FOR THE EXHIBITION
OF THOSE THINGS WHICH as if He should
say, Supposing such things
HE DOES REQUIRE.
were necessary to me, I would never ask thee
And who is so foolish as to suppose that the for what I have in my own hand.
Then he
things offered to God are needed by Him for goes on to mention what these signify: "Offer
some uses of His own ? Divine Scripture in unto God the sacrifice of praise, and pay thy
many places explodes
this idea.
Not to be vows unto the Most High.
And call upon
wearisome,
suffice it to quote this brief say- me m the day of trouble:
I will deliver thee,
ing from a psalm: " I have said to tl_e Lord, and thou shalt glorify me." 4 So in another
Thou art my God: for Thou needest not my prophet: '" Wherewith shall I come before the
goodness."*
We must believe, then, that Lord, and bow myself before the High God?
God has no need, not only of cattle, or any! Shall I come before Him with burnt-offerings,
other earthly and material thing, but even of with calves of a year old ? Will the Lord be
man's ri,_ht,_ousness
and that whate,,-r ri,,h_ pleased with thousands
of rams, or with ten
...............
Shall
I give my,
worship
IS pato to bofl proms not t-tim, out thousands
.
.of rivers of od?
.
.........
the fruit of
man.
for no man woulfl say ne fllO a oenent I nrst-born for mv- transgression,
.
to a fountain by drinking, or to the light by] my body for the sin o! m.y soul?
Hath He
•
•
t_ee, t3 man, wnat is goofl; anfl wnat
seeing.
And the factthat
the ancmnt
church ] snoweo
.....
fifth
the
Lord
require
ot
thee,
but
to dO
offered animal sacrifices, which the people of
.....
.....
•....
.
rjustly,
and
to
love
mercy,
ann
to
walk
num.
_ofl now-a-flays
react ot wlmout lmztzltlng,
,
,
_
proves nothing else than this, that those sac-LDly wnn thy God ?' s In the words of this
rifices signified the tmngs which we do for prophet, these two things are distinguished
the purpose of drawing near to God, and m- and set fortil with sufficient explicitness,
that
ducing our neighbor to do the same.
A sac- God does not require these sacrifices for their
rifice, therefore,
is the visible sacrament
or own sakes, and that He does require the sacsacred sign of an invisible sacrifice.
Hence rifices whmh they symbolize.
In the epistle
t..............
it is said. "To
nat penitent
in me Dsmm, or It may be me entitled
.
. "To. the Hebrews"
Psalmist hlm¢,_lf ,_nt'ront,n,_ ('.,_d t_'ho m_r elf good and to communicate,
forget not: for
cir,1 t,'hi"_":_:"
:,"_T-'_'I_ _r_g_,_::;_o"_
wltti such sacrifices God is well pleased."'
s-a'-:
.........I would ' give,,'
_J'_:
.v_'^f_[,_._._'_S._
crlfice.
_,,,u
u=,, L,_=_ m,t And so, when it is written, "I desire mercy
in whol £ r.. ,_, _0.;._o
T_._ o_/.,_ ....
¢ rather than sacrifice,"7 nothing else is meant
_.
...........
that
to - an..
oofl- is
a broken neart: a neart contrite ano , than.
.......one sacrlnce ls preterreo
_.
_._^
_uOu A _:_,
__,
A_._:__
,, _ ru.
.....
[other;
Ior trial
wnlcnt in
common
speech ts
ILUttlOll_
Will
IIUL
LI_b_/I_C.
UtJbEt_r_:
i
11
J
r
•
•
_
-now, in
• me
.- very woras
_ in
• WhiCh
, . .ne •is express- I caneo. sacrmce
Is only tlae
ot the . true
..
. symbol
.
;_ r. -,
._.
_
-_
.
.
... '.sacrlnce.
±_ow mercy IS the true sacrifice,
.it uoo s retusal ot sacrlnce, ne snows matr _anh refor e it Iss at u,
' as "l "nave just quotea,
-..........
uofl
requires sacrlnce,
rte floes not oesl e _",, dte .
.
,
,,
-: ...........ot a stau hterefl beast out lie I wlm SUCh sacrifices
God is well pleased "
me
sacrtnce
.
g
_
' All the dlv
' l ne ordinances,
.........
therefore,
whtch
fleslres
the sacrmce
ot a contrite
neart, i
....
" ..
. ".
_.
.. .....ne sa s t, oct foes we
me sacrmces m ttae sertnus
that
sacrmce
wnlcn
. reaa concernmg
n-' .........
Y.,• _. vine
Ot WlSn,
IS tne svmool oi tne sacnnce
wnlc.
. of the_ tabernacle
.
. _or .the temple
.
" we. are
_. to
o_
. .
-._
reter
uou_, floes wlsn
_ofl.....floes not wlsn sacrtnces
_
. to me
.. love. ot oou anti
. our. nelgnDor
,,
, ."
:_ ._
. " _...
, ......
vor
on tnese two commanament%
as It IS
w]:_:s thn:me , Ivni=mtcn:°t;tfsnpe°oP;e
_;n:u_:
hang all the law and the prophets."'
.,
g
Y
F'
• written,"
For if He had not wished that the sacrifices
He requires,
as, e.g'., a heart contrite and CHAP. 6.---.OF
THE RIFICE.
TRUE AND I_RFECT SAChumbled by penitent sorrow, should be symbolized by those
sacrifices which He was
Thus a true sacrifice is every work which is
thought to desire because pleasant to Himself,. done that we may be united to God in holy felthe old law would never have enjoined their towship, and which has a reference to that supresentata,,.'^-: _._^_ _,,_*u°"
were destined
to be i preme good and end in which alone we can be
merged when the fit opportumt'y
arrived" ,'IH truly blessed.
And therefore even the mercy
order that men miirht not suppose that the sac- _--_
_
-nfiees themselves,
rather than the things syms M,cah,._.C,4L
s M_t.
_" xm:._.
71"1o_
Yr.If.
XXtL40.
.....
x_

_

_t.

_ Ps Ii. _6, t7.

1
9 On the service _
to tl_ Chttre.h by _
_ see Waterlat_d's Work_ v, r.t4,

"
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we sk_-w to men, if it is not shown for God's

transformed

_
._

sake, is not a sacrifice.
For, though made or
_ered
by man, sacrifice is a divine thing, as
those who called it sacrifice _ meant to indicate,
Thus man himself, consecrated
in the name
of Croci, and v_wed to God, is a sacrifice in
so far as he dies to the world that he may live
to God.
For this is a part of that mercy
which each man shows to himself;
as it is
written, " Have mercy on thy soul by pleasing
Cod." _ Our body, too, is a sacrifice when
we chasten it by temperance,
if we do so as
we ought, for God's sake, that we may not
yield our members instruments
of unrighteousness unto sin, but instruments
of righteoushess unto God. 3 Exhorting
to this sacrifice,
the apostle says, "I beseech you, therefore,
brethren,
by the mercy of God, that ye present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable to God, which is your reasonable
service." 4 If, then, the body, which, being
inferior, the soul uses as a servant or instrument, is a sacrifice when it is used rightly,
and with reference
to God, how much more
does the soul itself become a sacrifice when
it offers itself to God, in order that, being inflamed by the fire of His love, it may receive
of His beauty and become pleasing to Him,
losing the shape of earthly desire, and being
remoulded
in the image of permanent
lovelihess?
And this, indeed, the apostle subjoins,
saying,
'* And be not conformed
to this
world; but be ye transformed
in the renewing
of your mind, that ye may prove what is that
good,
and acceptable,
and perfect will of
God. ''s
Since, therefore,
true sacrifices are
works of mercy to ourseFces or others, done
with a reference
to God, and since works of
mercy have no other object than the rehef of
distress or the conferring
of happmess,
and
since there is no happiness
apart from that
good of which it is said, '* It is good for me
to be very near to God," 6 it follows that the
whole redeemed city, that is to say, the congregation
or community
of the
saints, is
::offered to God as our sacrifice through
the
great
High Priest, who offered Himself
to
God in His passion for us, that we might be
i_.
members of this glorious head, according
to
_.
t/re form of a servant.
For it was this form
_:'
He offered, in this He was offered, because it
_'_ . _
is according to it He is Mediator, in this He
is our Priest, in this the Sacrifice.
Accord_i_
i_gly, when the apostle had exhorted
us to
_
pre_nt
our bodies a living sacrifice, holy,
E_!_),. , a_eptable
to God, our reasonable service, and
_f
not to be conformed
to the world, but to be
_._
_

,)
'

a I.,t1_11_',
t_'_l
__1][_am, v*. '_..a-

metaon.

_ Eeeltm. xxx,
,* Rorm xtl. x.

24,

[Boox X.
in the renewing

of our

mind,

that we might prove what. is that good, and
acceptable,
and perfect will of God, that is
to say, the true sacrifice of ourselves, he says,
" For I say, through the grace of God which
is given unto me, to every man that is among
you, not to think of himself more highly than
he ought to think, but to think soberly, ao.
cording as God hath dealt to every man the
measure
of faith.
For, as we have many
members in one body, and all members have
not the same office, so we, being many, are
one body in Christ, and every one members
one of another, having gifts differing according to the grace that is gtven to us." _ This
is the sacrifice of Christians:
we, being many,
are one body in Christ.
And this also is the
sacrifice which the Church contmuall'y
celebrates in the sacrament
of the altar, known
to the faithful, in which she teaches that she
herself is offered in the offering she makes to
God.
CHAP.
THE LOVEOF
HOLYTHAT
ANGELS,
WHICH 7.--OF
PROMPTS
THEM
TO THE
DESIRE
WE
WORSHIP

THE

ONE

TRUE

GOD,

AND

NOT

THEMSELVES.
It is very right that these blessed and immortal spirits, who inhabit celesual dwelhngs,
and re3oice in the communications
of their
Creator's fullness, firmin His eternity, assured
in Hts truth, holy by His grace, since they
compassionately
and tenderly regard us miserable mortals, andwxsh us to become immortal
and happy, do not desire us to sacrifice to
themselves,
but to Him whose sacrifice they
know tiaemselves
to be in common with us.
For we and they together
are the one city of
God, to which it is satd in the psalm, " Glortous things are spoken of thee, O city of God;" s
the human part sojourning
here below, the
angelic aiding from above.
For from that
heavenly ctty, in which God's will is the intelligible
and unchangeable
law, from that
heavenly
council-chamber,_for
they sit in
counsel regarding
us,--that
holy Scripture,
descended to us by the mimstry of angels_ in
which it is written, " He that sacrificeth unto
any god, save unto the Lord only, he shall
be utterly destroyed,"
9_this
Scripture,
this
law, these precepts,
have been confirmed by
such miracles, that it is sufficiently evident to
whom these immortal and blessed spirits, who
desire us to be like themselves,
wish us to
_acrifice.
7 Rom
xlt. 3--6.
S Ps |xxxvli
3.
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8.---OF
THE ]_[RACLESWHICH GOD HAS cast into them ? of the manna that descendt_l
CONDESCENDED TO ADHIBIT, THROUGHTHE from heaven to appease their hunger, and
_n_ISTRY OF ANGELS,TO HIS PROmSES FOR which begat worms and putrefied when any
THE
CONFIRMATION
OF THE
FAITH
OF
THE
one
collected more than the appointed quan6ODLY.
t_ty, and yet, though double was gathered on

CHAP.

I should seem tediouswere I to recountalltheday beforethe Sabbath (itnotbeing lawthe ancientmiracles,which were wrought in fulto
remained
fresh? .
ofthegatheriton
birdswhich thatday),
filled
the camp,
and turned
attestation
of God's promiseswhich He made
to Abraham thousands of years ago,thatin appctlteinto satietywhen they longed for
hisseed allthe nationsof the earthshouldbe flesh,
which itseemed impossibleto supplyto
so vasta population
? of theenemieswho met
blessed.
• For who can butmarvel thatAbra- them, and opposed theirpassagewith arms,
ham's barrenwife should have given birthto and were defeatedwithoutthe lossof a single
a sonatan age when notcvcn a prolific
woman
could bear children; or, again, that when Hebrew, when Moses prayed with his hands
Abraham sacrificed,
a flame from heaven extended inthe form of a cross? of the sedishould have run between the dividedparts;
_-uous personswho aroseamong God's people,
or that the angels in human form, whom he and separatedthemselvesfrom the divinelyhad hospitablyentertained,
and who had re- ordered community, and were swallowed up
ncwcd God's promise of offspring,
should also ahvc by the earth,a visible
token of an invisihave predicted the destructionof Sodom by blepunishment? of the rock struckwiththe
firefrom heaven;3 and that his nephew Lot rod,and
thanenough
forallthepouringoutwatersmore
host? of thedeadlyserpents'
bites,
shouldhave been rescued from Sodom by the
angelsas the firewas just descending,while sentin lustpunishment of sin,but healedby
hlswife,who looked back as she went, and looking
at the the
lifted
brazen serpent,
so that
not onlywere
tormented
people healed,
was immediately turned intosalt,stood as a buta symbol of the crucifixion
of death set
sacredbeacon warmng us thatno one who Is beforethem in thlsdestructionof death by
being saved should long forwhat hc _sIcavmg_ • How strikingalso were the wonders death?
Itwas thisserpent
which
was afterpreservedinmemory
of thisevent,
and was
done by Moses to rescue God's people from wards worshipped by the mlstaken peopleas
the yoke of slaveryin Egypt, when themagi an idol,
and was destroyedby the pious and
of the Pharaoh, that is, the king of Egypt, God-fearlng
king Hezekiah,
much to his
who tyranmzed
over thts people, were suffered credit.
to do some wonderful
things that they mtght
be vanquished
all the more signally!
They CHAP. 9.---or THE ILLICIT ARTS COSNECY_D
did these things by the magical arts and mWITr_ DEMONOLATR¥, AND OF WHICH THE
cantations to which the ewl spirits or demons
PLATONISTPORPHYRYADOPTS SOME, ANDDI_
are addicted;
while Moses, having as much
CARDSOTHr:RS.
greater power as he had right on his side, and
These miracles, and many others of the
having the aid of angels, easily conquered
same nature, which tt were tedious to menthem in the name of the Lord who made tion, were wrought for the purpose of cornheaven and earth•
And, m fact, the magi- mending the worship of the onetrueGod,
and
clans failed at the third plague;
whereas prohibitmg the worship of a multitude of false
Moses, dealing out the miracles delegated to gods.
Moreover, they were wrought by sirehim, brought ten plagues upon the land, so ple faith and godly confidence,
not by the inthat the hard hearts of Pharaoh and the Egyp- cantatmns
and charms composed
under the
tians yielded,
and the people were let go. influence of a criminal tampering with the unBut, quickly repenting,
and essaying to over- seen world, of an art which they call either
take the departing Hebrews, who had crossed
magic, or by the more abominable
title necrothe sea on dry ground, they were covered and mancy,' or the more honorable
designation
overwhelmed
in the returning waters.
What theurgy;
for they wish to discriminate
beshall I say of those frequent and stupendous
tween those whom the pex_ple call magicians,
exhibitions
of divine nower, while
the, people
.
_
_ who practise necromancy,
and are addicted to
were conducted
through
the wilderness .--ox illicit arts and condemned,
and those others
the waters which could not be drunk, but lost who seem to them to be worthy of praise for
their bitterness,
and quenched
the thirsty,
their practice of thenrgy,--the
truth, howwhen at God's command a piece of wood was ever, being that both classes are the slaves of
the deceitful rites of the demons whom they
• Gen. xviii. _t.
• _
--_m_---that
• C_n
xv x*
In hts Retrac/attoxs,
_t. _, _ugu_
. 7"
mvoke under the names of angels.
he _
apfm_t_t_

_

i_.ve spokeu
se_m m _P-

3 Gent,xvlil.

of tM

as mtracu_ms_

b_l_tse

tt _as

an
4 Gael_ia•
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For even Porphyry promises some kind of vied him purity, had prayed to the powers,
purgation of the soul by the help of theurgy, and bound them by his conjuring not to listen
though he does so with some hesitation and to his request.
Therefore," adds Porphyry,
shame, and denies that this art can secure to "what the one man bound, the other could
may one a return to God; so tl*_atyou can de- not loose." And from this he concludes that
tact his opinion vacillating between the pro- theurgy is a craft which accomplishes not only
fession of philosophy and an art which he feels good but evil among gods and men; and that
to be presumptuous and sacrilegious.
For at the gods also have passions, and are perturbed
one time he warns us to avoid it as deceitful, and agitated by the emotions which Apuleius
and prohibited by law, and dangerous to those attributed to demons and men, but frorfi which
who practise it; then again, as if in deference he preserved the gods by that sublimity of
to its advocates, he declares it useful for residence, which, in common with Plato, he
cleansing one part of the soul, not, indeed, accorded to them.
the intellectual part, by which the truth of
things intelligible, which have no sensible CHAP. IO.--CONCERNINO THEUROV, wmc_
images, is recogmzed, but the spiritual part,
PROMISES
A DELUSIVEPURIFICATIONOF THE
which takes cognizance of the images of things
SOULBYTHEINVOCATION
OFDEMONS.
material.
This part, he says, is prepared and
fitted for intercourse with spirits and angels,
But here we have another and a much more
and for the vision of the gods, by the help of learned Platonist than Apuleius, Porphyry, to
certain theurgic consecrations, or, as they call wit, asserting that, by I know not what theurthem, mysteries. He acknowledges, however, gy, even the gods themselves are subjected to
that these theurgicmysteries impart to the in- passions and perturbations; for by adjurations
tellectual soul no such purity as fits it to see they were so bound and terrified that they
its God, and recognize the things that truly could not confer purity of soul,--were so terexist. And from this acknowledgment
we rifled by him who imposed on them a wicked
may infer what kind of gods these are, and command, that they could not by the same
what kind of vision of them is imparted by theurgy be freed from that terror, and fulfill
theurgic consecrations, if by it one cannot see the righteous behest of him who prayed to
the things which truly exist.
He says, fur- them, or do the good he sought.
Who does
ther, that the rational, or, as he prefers call- not see that all these things are fictions of deing it, the intellectual soul, can pass into the ceiving demons, unless he be a wretched slave
heavens without the spiritual part being of theirs, and an alien from the grace of the
cleansed by theurgic art, and that this art true Liberator?
For if the Chald_ean had
cannot so purify the spiritual part as to give been dealing with good gods, certainly a wellit entrance to immortality and eternity.
And disposed man, who sought to purify his own
therefore, although he distinguishes angels soul, would have had more influence with them
from demons, asserting that the habitation of than an evil-disposed man seeking to hinder
the latter is in the air, while the former dwell him. Or, if the gods were just, and considin the ether and empyrean, and although he ered the man unworthy of the purification he
advises us to cultivate the friendship of some sought, at ali events they should not have
demon, who may be able after our death to]been terrified by an envious person, nor hinassist us, and elevate us at least a little above dered, as Porphyry avows, by the fear of a
the earth,mfor he owns that it is by another stronger deity, but should have simply denied
way we must reach the heavenly society of the boon on their own free judgment.
And
the angels,mhe at the same time distinctly it is surprising that that well-disposed ChalIvarns as to avoid the society of demons, say- da_an, who desired to purify his soul by theuring that the soul, expiating its sin after death, gical rites, found no superior deity who could
execrates the worship of demons by whom it either terrify the frightened gods still more,
was entangled. And of theurgy itself, though and 'force them to confer the boon, or cornhe recommends it as reconciling angels and pose their fears, and so enable them to do
demons, he cannot deny that it treats with good without coinpulsion,--eve_a supposing
,powers which either themselves envy the soul that the good theurgist had no rites by which
purity, or serve the arts of those who do he himself might purge away the taint of fear
envy it. He complains of this through the from the gods whom he invoked for the purimonth of some Chald_ean or other: "A good fication of his own soul. And why is it that
mar_in Chaldea complains," he says, "that
there is a god who has power to terrify the
his most _-'trenuous efforts to cleanse his soul inferior gods, and none who has power to free
were frustrated, because another man, who them from fear ? Is there found a god who
, lind hritueuce in these matters, and who en- listens to the envious man, and frightens the
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gods from doing good ? and is there not found
a god who listens to the well-disposed man,
and removes the fear of the gods that they
may do him good ? O excellent theurgy ! 0
admirable purification of the soul !--a theurgy
in which the violence of an impure envy has
more influence than the entreaty of purity and
holiness.
Rather let us abominate and avoid
the deceit of such wicked spirits, and listen to
sound doctrine.
As to those who perform
these filthy cleansings
by sacrilegious
rites,
and see in their initiated state (as he further
tells us, though we may question this vision)
certain
wonderfully
lovely appearances
of
angels or gods, this is what the apostle refers
to when he speaks of "Satan
transforming
himself into an angel of light." _ For these
are the delusive appearances of that spirit who
longs to entangle wretched souls in the deceptire worship of many and false gods, and to
turn them aside from the true worship of the
true God, by whom alone they are cleansed
and healed, and who, as was said of Proteus
"turns
himself
into all shapes," " equally
hurtful, whether he assaults us as an enemy,
or assumes the disguise of a friend,

He inquires further, and still as one in doubtj
whether diviners arid wonderworkers are men
of unusually powerful souls, or whether the
power to do these things is communicated
by
spirits trom without.
He inclines to the latter opinion, on the ground that it is by tho
use of stones and herbs that they lay spells
on people, and open dosed doors, and do
similar wonders.
And on this account,
he
says, some suppose that there is a race of
beings whose property it is to listen to mend
--a race deceitful, full of contrivances,
capeble of assuming all forms, simulating gods,
demons, and dead men,--and
that it is this
race which bring about all these things which
have the appearance of good or evil, but that
what is really good they never help us in, and
are indeed unacquainted
with, for they make
wickedness easy, but throw obstacles in the
of those who eagerly follow virtue; and
that they. are filled with pride and rashness,
delight m sacrificial odors, are taken with
flattery.
These and the other characteristics
of this race of deceitful and malicious spirits,
who come into the souls of men and delude
their senses, both in sleep and waking, he describes not as things of which he is himself
CHAP. :II._OF
PORPHYRY'_EPISTLE TO ANEBO, convinced, but only with so much suspicion
IN WHICH HE ASKSFOR INFORMATION ABOUT and doubt as to cause him to speak of them
THE
DIFFERENCES
AMONG
DEMONS.
as commonly
recewed opinions.
We should
It was a better tone which Porphyry adopted
in his letter to Anebo the Egyptian,
in which,
assuming the character of an requirer consulting him, he unmasks and explodes these sacrilegious arts.
In that letter, indeed, he repudiates all demons, whom he maintains
to
be so foolish as to be attracted by the sacrificial vapors, and therefore
residing not in the
ether, but in the air beneath
the moon, and
indeed in the moon itself.
Yet he has not
the boldness to attribute to all the demons all
the deceptions and mahclous and foolish practices which justly move his indignation.
For
though he acknowledges
that as a race demons are foolish, he so far accommodates
himself to popular ideas as to call some of
them benignant
demons.
He expresses surprise that sacrifices not only incline the gods,

sympathize
this great inphtlosopher
the
difficulty he with
experienced
acquainting inhim*
self with and confiddntly assailing the whole
fratermty of devils, which any Christian old
woman would unhesitatingly
describe
and
most unreservedly
detest.
Perhaps,
how-

but also compel and force them to do what
men wish; and he is at a loss to understand
how the sun and moon, and other visible celestial bodies,_for
bodies he does not doubt
that they are,_are
considered
gods, if the
gods are distinguished
from the demons by
their incorporeality;
also, if they are gods,
how some are called beneficent
and others
hurtful, and how they, being corporeal,
are
numbered with the gods, who are incorporeal,

why they,do

x_ C_...xLx_

2W_rgil,
G_g.iv.
4_.

ever, he shrank from offending Anebo, to
whom he was writing, himself the most eminent patron of these mysteries, or the others
who marvelled
at these magical feats as divinetheworks,
of
gods. and closely allied to the worship
However, he pursues this subject, and, still
m the character of an inquirer, mentions some
things which no sober iudgment
could attrio

"

bute
He asks
to anywhy,
but after
malicious
the better
and deceitful
class of powers.
spirits
have beento invoked,
perform the
the wicked
worse should
desires be
of men;
oomnot hear a man who has just left

amake
woman
no sscruple
embrace,
of tempting
while theymenthemselves
to incest
and adultery;
why their priests are com.
manded to abstain from animal food for fear
of being polluted by the corporeal exhalations,
while they themselves
are attracted
by the
fumes of sacrifices and other exhalations;
why
the initiated are forbidden
to touch a dead
body, while their mysteries
are celebrate!
almost entirely by means of dead bodies; wh_
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suming the character of an inquirer, and the
humble attitude of one who was anxious to
learn, might turn his attention
to these matters, and show how worthy they are to be despised and relinquished.
Towards the conclusion of his letter, he requests Anebo to inform him what the Egyptian wisdom indicates
as the way to blessedness.
But as to those
who hold intercourse with the gods, and pester
them only for the sake of finding a runaway
slave, or acquiring property,
or making a bargain of a mamage,
or such things, he declares
:hat their pretensions
to wisdom are vain.
He adds that these same gods, even granting
that on other points thelr utterances
were
true, were yet so ill-advised and unsatmfactory
in their disclosures
about blessedness,
that
they cannot be either gods or good demons,
but are either that spirit who is called the deceiver, or mere fictions of the imagination.

• exrors, and was proud of them, that he might
_
ttt_t offc_ad him by a_suming the attitude of a
_)' . _her,
nor discompose
hts mind by the al(_o _ t_mation of a professed assailant, but, by as-

always before us, yet, when we arouse ourselves to contemplate
it, it is a greater miracle
[than the rarest and most unheard-of
marvels.
IFor man himself is agreater miracle than any
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it is that a man addicted to any vice should
utter threats, rot to a demon or to the soul of
_[ dead man, but to the sun and moon, or some
Of the heavenly bodies, which he intimidates
by imaginary terrors, that he may wring from
them a real boon,--for
he threatens
that he
will demolish the sky, and such like impossibilities, mthat those gods, being alarmed, like
silly children,
with imaginary
and absurd
threats, may do what they are ordered.
Porphyry further relates that a man, Ch_eremon,
profoundly versed in these sacred or rather
sacrilegious
mysteries,
had written that the
famous Egyptian
mysteries
of Isis and her
husband Osiris had very great influence with
the gods to compel them to do what theywere
ordered, when he who used the spells threat¢ned to divulge or do away with these mysteries, and cried with a threatening
voice that
he would scatter the members
of Osiris if
they neglected
his orders.
Not without reason is Porphyry surprised that a man should
utter such wild and empty threats against the
gods,--not
against gods of no account,
but
against the heavenly gods, and those that shine
with sidereal
light,_and
that these threats
should be effectual to constrain them with resistless power, and alarm them so that they
fulfiU his wishes.
Not withoutreason
does he,
in the character of an inqmrer into the reasons of these surprising
things, give it to be
understood
that they are done by that race of
spirits which he previously
described
as if
<tuoting other people's opinions,--spirits
who
deceive not, as he said, by nature,
but by
their own corruption,
and who simulate gods
and dead men, but not, as he said, demons,
for demons
they really are.
As to his idea
that by means of herbs, and stones, and anireals, and certain incantations and noises, and
drawings, sometimes
fanciful, and sometimes
copied from the motions
of the heavenly
bodies, men create upon earth powers capable of bringing about various results, all that
is only the mystification which these demons
practise on those who are subject to them,
for the sake of furnishing
themselves
with
merriment
at the expense
of their dupes,
Either,
then, Porphyry
was sincere
in his
doubts and inquiries,
and mentioned
these
things to demonstrate
and put beyond questiOn that they were the work, not of powers
which aid us in obtaining life, but of deceitful
demotm; or, to take a more favorable view of
the philosopher,
he adopted
this method
with the Egyptian who was wedded to these
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CHAP.

I2._OF

THE

MIRACLES

WROUGHT

BY

THE TRUE GOD THROUGH THE MINISTRY"OF
THE HOLYANGELS.
Since by means of these arts wonders are
done which quite surpass human power, what
choice have we but to beheve that these predictions
and operations,
which seem to be
miraculous
and divine, and which at the same
time form no part of the worship of the one
God, in adherence
to whom, as the Platomsts
themselves
abundantly
testify,
all blessedness consists,
are the pastime
of winked
spirits, who thus seek to seduce and hinder
the truly godty ? On the other hand, we cannot but believe that all miracles,
whether
wrought by angels or byother
means, so long
as they are so done as to commend the worship and religion of the one God in whom
alone is blessedness,
are wrought
by those
who love us in a true and godly sort, or
through their means, God Himself working in
them.
For we cannot listen to those who
maintain that the invisible God works no visi.
ble miracles;
for even they believe that He
made the world, which surely they will not
deny to be wsible.
Whatever
marvel happens in this world, it is certainly
less marvellous than this whole world itself,--I
mean the
sky and earth, and all that is in them,_and
these God certainly made.
But, as the Creator Himself is hidden and incomprehensible
to man, so also is the manner
of creation.
Although, therefore,
the standing
miracle of
this visible world is little thought of, because
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miracle done through his instrumentMity,
such as the divine wisdom judged sufficlent_
Therefore God, who made the wsible heaven were brought about in the sight of all, t_hat
and earth, does not disdain to work visible I they might know that it was the Creator who
miracles in heaven or earth, that He may I could thus use creation to promulgate His
thereby awaken the soul which is immersed]law.
in things visible to worship Himself, the In• .
visible.
But the place and ume of these
miracles are dependent
on His unchangeable
CHAP.
I4.--THAT
THE
ONE
GOD
IS TO l_l_ WORwill, in which things future are ordered as _f
SHIPPEDNOT ONLY}'ORTHE SAK_Or ET_^L
already they were accomplished.
For He
BLESSINGS,BUT ALSO IN CONNECTIO_ WlTM
moves things temporal without Himself movTEMPORAL
PROSPERITY,
BECAUSE
ALL THINGS
mg in time.
He does not in one way know
age REGULATEDBY HIS PROVIDENCE.
things that are to be, and, in another, things
The education
of the human race, repre.
that have been; neither
does lie hsten to sented by the people of God, has advanced,
those who pray otheva, ise than as He sees like that of an individual,
through
certain
those that will pray.
For, even when H_s !epochs, or, as _t were. ages, so that it might
angels hear us, it is He Himself who hears us gradually rise from earthly to heavenly things,
m them, as in His true temple not made with and from the ws_ble to the invisible.
This
hands, as in those men who are H_s saints; object was kept so clearly in view, that, even
and His answers,
though
accomphshed
m m the period when temporal
rewards were
time, have been arranged
by His eternal ap- promised, the one God was presented as the
pointment,
object of worslup, that men might not acknowledge any other than the true Creator
CHAr. I3---OF THE _WSIBLE COD, WHO HAS and Lord of the spirit, even in connection
OFTEN
MADE
HIMSELF
VISIBLE,
NOT
AS
HE
w_th the earthly blessings
of this transitory
REALLY IS, BUT AS THE BEHOLDERSCOULD hfe.
For he who demes that all things, which
BEARTHE SIGHT.
either angels or men can give us, are in the
hand of the one Almighty,
is a madman.
Neither need'we be surprised that God, m- The Platomst Plotiuus discourses concerning
visible as He is, should often have appeared
prov:dence, and, from the beauty of flowers
visibly to the patriarchs.
For as the sound and foliage, proves that from the supreme
which communicates
the thought
conceived God, whose beauty is unseen and ineffable,
in the silence of the mind is not the thought
prowdence reaches down even to these earthly
itself, so the form by which God, inwsible m things here below; and he argues that all
His own nature, became visible, was not God these frail and perishing things could not have
Himself.
Nevertheless
it is He Hunself who so exqms_te and elaborate a beauty, were they
was seen under that form, as that thought It- not faslfioned by H_m whose unseen and unself is heard m the sound of the voice; and changeable
beauty continually
pervades
all
the patriarchs
recognized
that, though the things3
This is proved also by the Lord
bodily form was not God, they saw the invisl- Jesus, where He says, "Consider
the lilies,
ble God.
For, though Moses conversed wzth how they grow; they toil not, neither do they
God, yet he said, "If I have found grace in spin.
And yet I say unto you that Solomon
Thy sight, show me Thyself,that
I may see and in all his glory was not arrayed like one of
knowThee."
_ And as it was fit that the law, these.
But if God so clothe the grass of the
which was given, not to one man or a few en- field, which to-day is and to-morrow is cast
lightened men, but to the whole of a populous
into the oven, how much more shall He clothe
nation, should be accompanied
by awe-msptryou, O ye of little faith I ,, • It was best, theremg signs, great marvels were wrought, by the fore, that the soul of man, which was still
ministry of angels, before the people on the weakly desiring
earthly
things,
should be
mount where the law was being given to them accustomed
to seek from God alone even
through one man, while the multitude
beheld these petty temporal
boons, and the earthly
the awful appearances.
For the people of necessaries
of this transitory
life, which are
Israel believed Moses, not as the Laced_emocontemptible
in comparison
with eternal
nians believed
their Lycurgus,
because
he blessings,
in order that the desire even of
had received from Jupiter or Apollo the laws these things might not draw it aside from tl_
he gave them.
For when the law which en- _orship of Him, to whom we come by
joined the worship of one God was given to spising and forsaking such things.
the people, marvellous signs and earthquakes,
2 Plotin,
Ex. ,_;.

rj.

s Matt.
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tS.---_F THE UmlSTRY OF THE HOLY shall be so ? For that vision of God is the
_OELS, BY WINCH THEY FULFILLTHE PROVI- beauty of a vision so great, and is so infinitely
_Cg
OF COD.
desirabIe, that Plotinus does not hesitate to
And so it has pleased Divine Providence,
say that he who enjoys all other blessings in
as I have said, and as we read in the Acts of abundance,
and has not this, is supremely
the Apostles,'
that the law enjoining the wor- miserable'_
Since, therefore,
miracles
are
ship of one God should be given by the dis- wrought by some angels to induce us to worposition of angels.
But among them the per- ship this God, by others, to induce us to worson of God Himself visibly appeared, not, in-ship
themselves;
and since the former forbid
deed, in His proper substance, which ever re-' us to worship these, white the latter dare not
mains invisible to mortal eyes, but by the f°rbid us to worship God, which are we to
infallible signs furnished by creation in obe- listen to ? Let the Platonists
reply, or any
dience to its Creator.
He made use, too, of philosophers,
or the theurgists,
or rather,
the words of human speech,
uttering them
_eriurgists,3--for
this name is good enough
syllable by syllable
successively,
though in for those who practise
such arts.
In short,
His own nature He speaks not in a bodily but let all men answer,--if,
at least, there survives
in a spiritual way; not to sense, but to the in them any spark of that natural perception
mind; not in words that occupy time, but, if which, as rational beings, they possess when
I may so say, eternally, neither beginning to created,--let
them, I say, tell us whether we
speak nor coming to an end.
And what He should sacrifice to the gods or angels who
order us to sacrifice to them, or to that One
says is accurately
heard, not by the bodily
but by the mental ear of His ministers and to whom we are ordered to sacrifice by those
messengers,
who are immortally
blessed
in who forbid us to worship either themselves
or
these others.
If neither the one party nor
the enjoyment
of His unchangeable
truth
and the directions which they in some ineffa- the other
had wrought
miracles,
but had
ble way receive, they execute without delay merely uttered commands,
the one to sacrifice
or difficulty in the sensible and visible world, to themselves,
the other forbidding
that, and
And this lawwas given in conformity with the ordering us to sacrifice to God, a godly mind
age of the world, and contained
at the first would have been at no loss to discern which
command
proceeded
from proud arrogance,
earthly promises, as I have said, which, how- and which from true rehgion.
I will say more.
ever,
symbolizedfeweternal
ones; and
theseeterHal blessings
understood,
though
many If miracles had been wrought only by those

f

*

_-

:_

_

took a part in the celebration
of their visible
signs.
Nevertheless,
with one consent both
the words and the visible rites of that law enjoin the worship of one God,--not
one of a
crowd of gods, but Him who made heaven
and earth, and every soul and every spirit
which is other than Himself.
He created; all
else was created;
and, both for being and
well-being, all things need Him who created
them.

:.:.
_ '
._

What angels, then, are we to believe in this
matter of blessed and eternal life ?--those who
whda to be worshipped with religious rites and

who demand
sacrifice for themselves,
while
those who forbade this, and enjoined
sacriricing to the one God only, thought fit entirely
to forego the use of visible miracles, the authorlty of the latter was to be preferred by all
who would use, not their eyes only, but their
reason.
But since God, for the sake of commending to us the oracles of His truth, has,
by means of these immortal messengers,
who
proclaim His majesty and not their own pride,
wrought
miracles of surpassing
grasdeur,
certainty, and distinctness,
in orderthat
the weak
among the godly might not be drawn away
to false religion by those who require us to
sacrifice to them and endeavor to convince us
by stupendous
appeals tO our senses, who is
SO utterly
unreasonable
as
not
to
choose and
follow the truth, when he finds that it is heraided by even more striking ewdences
than
falsehood ?
As for those miracles which laistory ascribes

_-:_
_'-,_
.,_;.;_ _"_
_

observances,
and require
sacrifice
to
them; or those
who saythat
that men
all this
worship is due to one God, the Creator, and teach
us to render it with true piety to Him, by the
=vision of whom. they are themselves
already

to the prodigies
gods of the
heathen,--I
not refer
to
those
which
at intervals dohappen
from
some unknown physical causes, and which are
arranged and appointed by Divine Providence,
such as monstrous births, and unusual meteor-

._
_
"_.
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or also injurious, and which are said to be!
brought about and removed by communication
with demons,
and by their most deceitful
craft,_l:_ut
I refer to these prodigies which
manifestly enough are wrought by their power
and force, as, that the household gods which
2Eneas carried from Troy in his flight moved
from place to place; that Tarquin cut a whetstone with a razor; that the Epidaurian
serpent attached
himself
as a companion
to
JEsculapius
on his voyage to Rome; that the
ship in which the image of the Phrygian
mother stood, and which could not be moved
by a host of men and oxen, was moved by
one weak woman, who attached
her girdle to
the vessel and drew it, as proof of her chastity; that a vestal, whose virginity was questloned,
removed
the susplclon
by carrying
from the Tiber a sieve full of water without
any of it dropping:
these, then, and the like,
are by no means to be compared
for greatness and virtueto
those which, we read, were
wrought among God's people.
How much
less can we compare
those marvels,
whleh
even the laws of heathen nations prohibit and
pumsh,_I
mean the magical and theurgic
marvels, of which the great part are merely
illusions
practised
upon the senses, as the
drawing down of the moon, "that,"
as Lucan
says, " it may shed a stronger influence on
the plants ?"*
And if some of these do seem
to equal those which are wrought by the godly,
the end for which they are wrought distmguishes the two, and shows that ours are incomparably
the more excellent.
For those
miracles commend
the worship of a plurality
of gods, who deserve worship
the less the
more they demand it; but these of ours commend the worship of the one God, who, both
by the testimony of His own Scriptures, and
by the eventual abolition of sacrifices, proves
that He needs no such offerings.
If, therefore, any angels demand sacrifice for themselves, we must prefer those who demand it,
not for themselves,
but for God, the Creator
of all, whom they serve.
For thus they prove
how sincerely
they love us, since they wish
by sacrifice to subject us, not to themselves,
but to Him by the contemplation
of whom
they themselves
are blessed, and to bring us to
Him from whom they themselves
have never
strayed.
If, on the other hand, any angels
wish us to sacrifice, not to one, but to many,
not, indeed, to themselves,
but to the gods
whose angels they are, we must in this case
also prefer those who are the angels of the
one God of gods, and who so bid us to worship Him as to preclude our worshipping
any
xP_r#_/. vL5o_
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other.
But, further, if it be the case, as thelr
pride and deceitfulness
rather indicate, that
they are neither good angels nor the angels of
good gods, but wicked demons, who wish mer_fice to be paid, not to the one only and supreme God, but to themselves,
what better
protection against them can we choose than
that of the one God whom the good angels
serve, the angels who bid us sacrifice, not to
themselves, but to Him whose sacrifice we our°
selves ought to be ?
CHAP. 17.---CONCERNING
THE ARKOF THE COVENANI,
AND THE MIRACULOUSSIGNSWHERE°
_v GOD AUTHENTICATED THE LAW AND THE
PROMISE.
On this account it was that the law of God,
given by the disposition of angels, and which
commanded that the one God of gods alone
receive sacred worship, to the exclusion of all
others, was deposited
in the ark, called the
ark of the testimony.
By this name it is
sufficiently indlcated, not that God, who was
worshipped by all those rites, was shut up and
enclosed in that place, though His responses
emanated from it along with signs appreciable
by the senses, but that His will was declared
from that throne.
The law itself, too, was
engraven on tables of stone, and, as I have
said, deposited
in the ark, which the priests
carried w_th due reverence during the sojourn
m the wilderness, along with the tabernacle,
which was m like manner called the tabernacle
of the testimony;
and there was then an accompanymg
sign, which appeared as a cloud
by day and as a fire by night; when the cloud
moved, the camp was shifted, and where it
stood the camp was pitched.
Besides these
signs, and the voices which proceeded from
the place where the ark was, there were other
m_raculous testimonies to the law.
Forwhen
the ark was carried across Jordan, on the entrance to the land of promise, the upper part
of the river stopped in its course, and the
lower part flowed on, so as to present both to
the ark and the people dry ground to pass
over.
Then,firstwhen
it wasandcarried
seven times
round the
hostile
polytheistic
city
they came to, its walls suddenly
fell down,
though assaulted by no hand, struck by no
battermg-rsm.
Afterwards,
too, when they
were now resident in the land of promise, and
the ark had, in punishment
of their sin, been
taken by their enemies, its captors triumphantly placed it in the temple of their favorite
god, and left it shut up there, but, on opening the temple next day, they found the image
they used to pray to fallen.t_, the g_
[shamefully
shatterea,
lnc_n, Demg

:'
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selves alarmed
by portents,
and still more!the
reason why we have not undertaken
in
shamefully
punished, they restored the ark of this work, of which we are now writing the
the testimony to the people from whom they tenth book, to refute those who either deny
had taken it.
And what was the manner of that there is any divine power, or contend
its restoration ? They placed it on a wagon,
that it does not interfere with human affairs,
and yoked to it cows from which they had but those who prefer their own god to our
taken the calves, and let them choose their God, the Founder of the holy and most glorown course,
expecting
that in this way the ions city, not knowing that He is also the indivine will would be indicated;
and the cows, visible and unchangeable
Founder
of this
without any man driving or directing
them,
visible and changing
world, and the truest
steadily
pursued
the way to the Hebrews,
bestower of the blessed hfe which resides not
without regarding the lowing of their calves,
in things created, but in Himself.
For thus
and thus restored the ark to its worshippers,
speaks His most trustworthy
prophet:
"It is
To God these and such like wonders are small, good for me to be umted to God." ' Among
but they are mighty to terrify and give whole- philosophers
it is a question, what is that end
some instruction to men. For if philosophers,
and good to the attainment
of which all our
and especially the Platonists,
are with justice duties are to have a relatlon ? The Psalmist
esteemed wiser than other men, as I have just did not say, It is good for me to have great
been mentioning,
because they taught
that wealth, or to wear Imperial insigma, purple,
even these earthly and insigmficant
things are sceptre, and diadem;
or, as some even of the
ruled by Divine
Providence,
inferring
this philosophers
have not blushed
to say, It is
from the numberless
beauties which are ob- good for me to enjoy sensual pleasure;
or, as
servable
not only in the bodies of animals,
the better men among them seemed to say,
but even in plants and grasses, how much My good is my spiritual strength;
but, " It is
more plainly do these things attest the pres- good for me to be united to God."
This he
ence of divinity
which happen at the time had learned from Him whom the holy angels,
predicted,
and in which that rehglon is corn- with the accompanying
witness of miracles,
mended which forbids the offering of sacrl_resented as the sole object of worstup.
And
rice to any celestial,
terrestrial,
or infernal
hence he himself
became
the sacrifice of
being, and commands it to be offered to God iGod, whose spir_tual love Inflamed
h_m, and
only, who alone blesses us by His love for iinto whose ineffable and incorporeal
embrace
us, and by our love to Him, and who, by ihe yearned to cast himself.
Moreover, if the
arranging the appointed times of those sacri- worshippers
of many gods (whatever kind of
rices, and by predicting
that they were to pass gods they fancy their own to be) believe that
into a better sacrifice by a better Priest, test1- the m_racles recorded in their c_vil histories,
fled that He has no appetite for these sacrl- or m the books of magic, or of the more rerices, but through
them indicated
others of spectable
theurgy,
were wrought
by these
more substantial
blessing,--and
all this not gods, what reason have they for refusing
to
that He Himself
may be glorified by these believe the miracles recorded
in those writhonors, but that we may be stirred up to wor- rags, to which we owe a credence
as much
ship and cleave to Him, being inflamed by greater as He is greater to whom alone these
His love, which is our advantage rather than writings teach us to sacrifice ?
His ?
CHAP.
CHAP.
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AS to those who think that these visible
sacrifices are suitably offered to other gods,
Will some one say that these miracles are but that invisible
sacrifices,
the graces
of
false, that they never happened,
and that the purity of mind and holiness of will, should be
records of them are hes ? Whoever says so, and offered, as greater and better, to the invisible
asserts that in such matters no records what- God, Himself
greater
and better than all
ever can be credited, may also say that there others, they must be oblivious that these visiare no gods who care for human affairs.
For ble sacrifices are signs of the invisible, as the
they have induced men to worship them only words we utter are the signs of things.
And
by means of miraculous
works, which the therefore,
as in prayer or praise we direct inheathen
histories testify, and by which the telligible words to Him to whom in our heart
gods have made a display of their own power
rather than done any real service.
This is
xPs. L_aiL_s.
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we offer the very feelings we are expressing,
to offer herself through Him.
Of this true
so we are to understand
that in sacrifice we Sacrifice the ancient sacrifices of the saints
offer visible sacrifice only to Him to whom in were the various and numerous signs; and it
our heart we ought to present ourselves an was thus variously figured, just as one thing
invisible sacrifice.
It is then that the angels, is signified by a variety of words, that there
and all those superior powers who are mighty may be less weariness when we speak of it
by their goodness
and piety, regard us with much
To this supreme and true sacrifice all
pleasure, and rejoice with us and assist us to ifalse sacrifices have given place.
the utmost of their power.
But if we offer t
such worship to them, they decline it; and,
when on any mission
to
men they become CHAP. 21 --OF
"IHE
POWER
DELEGATED
TO
visible to the senses, they positively forbldi
DEM_)NSFOR'I'Hb. I RIAL AND GLORIFICATION
It.
Examples
of this occur :n holy writ. _' PI'IlXqING'IHI"
OF 'lttF bAINTS,SI'IRI'ISOF
X_,HOCONQUb;RTttE NOT
AIR, BY
BUT PRO=
BY
Some fancied they should, by adoraUon
or,
sacrifice, pay the same honor to angels as is i ABI1)INt. tN t,OD.
due to God, and were prevented
from domg l The power delegated to the demons at cerso by the angels themselves,
and ordered tol tain appointed
and well-adjusted
seasons,
render it to H_m to whom alone they know'_ that they may give expression to their hostility
it to be due.
And the holy angels have in to the city of God by stlrrmg up against it the
this been imitated by holy men of God.
For men who ;ire under their influence, and may
Paul and Barnabas, when they had wrought a] not only receive sacrifice from those who
miracle of healing in Lycaoma, were thought /Iwillingly offer it, but may also extort it from
to be gods, and ttle Lycaomans
desired to] tim unwllhng by violent
persecution;_this
sacrifice to them, and they humbly and pmusly I pox_er is found to tie not merely harmless, but
declined this honor, and announced
to them even uaeful to the Church, completing
as it
tae God in whom they should beheve.
And i does the numl)er of martyrs, whom the city
those deceitful
and proud spirits, who exact of God esteems as all the more illustrious and
worship, do so simply because they know it to honored cmzens, becrmse they have striven
be due to the true God.
For that which they even to blood agmnst the sin of impiety.
If
take pleasure in is not, as Porphyry
says and the ordinary language of the Church allowed
some fancy, the smell of the victims, but dt-it,
_e nngnt more elegantly call these men
vine honors.
They have, m fact, plenty odors i our heroes.
For flus name Is said to be deon all hands, and ff they wished more, they rived from juno, who in Greek is called HSr_,
could provide them for themselves.
But the and hence, according
to tile Greek myths,
spirits who arrogate to themselves divinity are [one of her sons was called Heros.
And these
delighted
not with the smoke of carcasses,
fables myst,cally sNnified that Juno was misbut with the suppliant
spirit which they de- I tress of the air, wh,cil they suppose to be inceive and hold in subjection, and hinder from habited
by the demons
and the heroes,
drawing near to God, preventing
him from understanding
by heroes the souls of the
offering himself in sacrifice to God by induc- well-deserving
dead.
But for a quite oppolng him to sacrifice to others,
site reason would we call our martyrs heroes,
--supposing,
as I saM, that the usage of ecclesiastical language would admit of it,_not
CHAP. 20.--OF
THE SUPREME
AND TRUE
SACRIbecause
they lived along with the demons in
FICE WHICH WAS EFFECTED
BY THE MILDIATOR
the
air,
lint because they conquered
these
BETWEENGOD AND MEN.
demons or powers of the air, and among them
And hence that true Mediator, in so far as, Juno herself, be she wtmt she may, not unby assuming the form of a servant, He be-Isultably
repsr,e_entteee, taSv_heeC°2_°_duSsboYf
came the Mediator between God and men, the _the poets,
'
J ....
............
_....
c c._,_ ' _
of mark asMrmg to the heavens
vtrgu,
man
t_nrist
jesus,
thOUgh
in tnt_ loiin
ui wt,u,
,.en
,
"
He received sacrifice together with the Father,
however, unhappily gives way, and yields to
with whom He is one God, yet in the form of her; for, though he represents
her as saying,
a servant He chose rather to be than to re- "I am conquered by A_2neas," ' Helenus gives
celve a sacrifice, that not even by this instance zEneas himself this religious advice:
any one might have occasion to suppose that
" Pay vows to Juno. overbear
sacrifice

should

be

rendered

to

any

creature,

tier

queenly

soul with

gift and prayer.'*

2

Thus He is both the Priest who offers and the
Sacrifice offered.
And He designed that there _In conformity with this opinion, Porphyry_
should be a daily sign of this in the sacrifice
of the Church, whmh, being His body, learns
,.E ...... a,o.
_"_" ''_'_js, 439.
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_ _' - __
however, not so much his own CHAP. *3._OF THE PRINCIPImS WINCH,ACCORD('*_ ' Views as other people's_says
that a good god
ING TO THE PLATOmSTS, R_TE
THE
_i_, " or g_miua cannot come to a man unless the
PURIFICATIONOF THE _OUL.
_- _
.
•

_

has been first of all propitiated,
the evil deities had greater
power than the good; for, until they have been
_appeased and give place, the good can give
no assistance;
and if the evil deities oppose,
the good can give no help; whereas the evil
can do injury without the good being able to
prevent them.
This is not the way of the
true and truly holy religion;
not thus do our
martyrs
conquer
Juno, that is to say, the
powers of the air, who envy the virtues of the
pious.
Our heroes, if we could so call them.
overcome
H6r_, not by suppliant
gifts, but
by divine virtues.
As Scipio, who conquered
Africa by his valor, is more suitably styled
Africanus than if he had appeased his enemies
by gifts, and so won their mercy,

Even Porphyry asserts that it was revealed
by divine oracles that we are not purified by
any sacrifices _ to sun or moon, meaning it to
be inferred that we are not purified by sacriricing to any gods:
For what mysteries can
purify, if those of the sun and moon, which
are esteemed
the chief of the celestial gods,
do not purify ? He says, too, in the same
place, that "principles"
can purify, lest it
should be supposed,
from his saying that
sacrificing to the sun and moon cannot purify,
that sacrificing to some other of the host of
gods might do so. And what he as a Platonist means by "principles,"
we know. * For
he speaks of God the Father
and God the
Son, whom he calls (writing in Greek) the
intellect or mind of the Father; 3 but of the
Holy Spirit he says either nothing, or nothing
CHAP. 22._WHENCE THE SAINTSDERIVEPOWER plainly, for I do not understand
what other
AGAINST DEMONS AND TRUE PURIFICATION he speaks of as holding the middle place beOF HEART.
tween these two.
For if, like Plotinus in his
discussion
regarding
the three principal
subIt is by true piety that men of God cast out stances,* he wished us to understand
by this
the hostile power of the air which opposes
third the soul of nature, he would certainly
godliness;
it is by exorcising it, not by pro- not have given it the middle place between
pitiating it; and they overcome all the temp- these two, that is, between the Father and the
rations of the adversary
by praying, not to Son.
For Plotinus places the soul of nature
him, but to their own God against him.
For after the intellect
of the Father, while Porthe devil cannot conquer
or subdue any but phyry, making it the mean, does not place it
those who are in league with sin; and there- after, but between the others.
No doubt he
fore he is conquered in the name of Him who _poke according to his light, or as he thought
assumed humanity,
and that without sin, that expedient;
but we assert that the Holy Spirit
Himself being both Priest and Sacrifice, He is the Spirit not of the Father only, nor of the
might bring about the remission of sins, that Son only, but of both.
For philosophers
speak
is to say, might bring it about through the as they have a mind to, and in the most diffiMediator between God and men, the man cult matters do not scruple to offend religious
Christ Jesus, by whom we are reconciled
to ears; but we are bound to speak according to
God, the cleansing
from sin being accom- a certain rule, lest freedom
of speech beget
plished.
For men are separated
from God impiety of opinion about the matters themonly by sins, from which we are in this life selves of which we speak.
cleansed
not by our own virtue, but by the
divine compassion;
through His indulgence,
not through our own power.
For, whatever
CHAP. 24.--OF
THE ONE ONLY TRUE PRINCIPLE
virtue we call our own is itself bestowed upon
WHICH ALONEPURIFIESAND RENEWS HUMAN
US by His goodness.
And we might attribute
NATURE.

tOOmuch to ourselves while in the flesh_ unAccordingly,
when we speak of God, we do
less we lived in the receipt of pardon until we not affirm two or three principles,
no more
laid it down.
This is the reason why there than we are at liberty to affirm two or three
has been vouchsafed to us, through the Mediafar, this grace, that we who are polluted by
: rdem.
sinful flesh should be cleansed by the hkeness
. * The Platonistsor the Alexandrianand Athenlmaschools,
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gods;
although,
speaking
of each, of the
Father, or of the Son, or of the Holy Ghost,
we confess that each is God: and yet we do
not say, as the Sabeltian heretics say, that the
Father is the same as the Son, and the Holy
Spirit the same as the Father and the Son;
but we say that the Father is the Father of
the Son, and the Son the Son of the Father,
and that the Holy Spirit of the Father and the
Son is neither the Father nor the Son.
It wrs
therefore truly said that man is cleansed only
by a Principle,
although
the Platonists
erred
in speaking in the plural of principles.
But
Porphyry,
being under the dominion of these
envious powers, whose influence
he was at
once ashamed
of and afraid to throw off, refused to recognize that Christ is the Principle
by whose incarnation
we are purified.
Indeed
he despised
Him, because of the flesh itself
which He assumed,
that He might offer a
sacrifice for our purification,--a
great raystery, unintelligible
to Porphyry's
pride, which
that true and benignant
Redeemer
brought
low by His humihty,
manifesting
Himself to
mortals by the mortality which He assumed,
and which the malignant and deceitful
mediators are proud of wanting, promising,
as the
boon of immortals, a deceptive
assistance
to
wretchod
men.
Thus the good and true
Mediator showed that it is sin whmh is evil,
and not the substance or nature of flesh; for
this, together
with the human
soul, could
without
and retained,
and laid sin
downbe inboth
death,assumed
and changed
to something better by resurrection.
He showed also
that death itself, although
the punishment
of
sin, was submitted
to by Him for our sakes
w, thout sln, and must not be evaded by sm
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flesh, cleanses the soul and flesh of believers.
Therefore, when the Jews asked Him who He
was, He answered that He was the _ri_iple3
And this we carnal and feeble men, liable te
sin, and involved in the darkness of ignorance.
could not possibly understand,
unlesswe were
cleansed and healed by Him, both by means
of what we were, and of what we were not.
For we were men, but we were not righteous;
whereas in His incarnation
there was a human
nature, but it was righteous, and not sinful.
This is the mediation
whereby
a hand is
stretched to the lapsed and fallen; this is the
seed "ordained
by angels,"
by whose mini_.
try the law also was given enjoining the worship of one God, and promising
that this
Mediator should come.
CHAP. 25.--THAT
ALLTHE SAINTS,BOTHUNDER
THE LAWAND BEFOREIT, WERE JUSTIFIEDBY
FAITH

IN

THE

MYSTERY

OF

CHRIST'S

INCAR-

NATION.
It was by faith in this mystery, and godliness of life, that. purification
was attainable
even by the saints of old, whether before the
law was given to the Hebrews (for God and
the angels were even then present as instructors), or in the periods underthe law, although
the promises of spiritual things, being pre.
sented in figure, seemed to be carnal, and
hence the name of Old Testament.
For itwas
then the prophets
lived, by whom, as by
angels, the same promise was announced;
and among them was he whose grand and divine senument regarding the end and supreme
good of man I have just now quoted, "It is
good for m_is_On _lieoaVebettOweGeOd_h
i _
thhi_

_en _)Urrpa_otr biU.th_athe_eisfs°PPk°ert,un_toY
r _erVwaSs
I _atwm q_ensetamS_tsc is distinctly
announced.
.....
g
....
"TT t For the Psalmist says, that when he saw that
aote to expiate sins Dy aymg, because
_-te
.....
r
ise were abun
both died, and not for sin• of His own " But I t_
e .CTnna_oan_
_at_YuP
aantty
I y
y
gr_tl y, Shis feet were
He has not been recognized
by Porphyry as
......
d
"" n" h sli - d
the Principle, otherwise he would have recog-I a_n_°(_g°t_en_e_ttPShnn_
aWe;I_I_ad
IsPPr_e(
_
nized Him as the Purifier
The Principle is _ ." ...........
neith er me
" - no r the numan
- "
_'r's"l t, Jboa
in,_.r,vain,',n_'.,'aac_a
wnen ne
saw
mat r_e_rlr_r
muse urrt,on'_
wno ""ae-_
nesn
soul " in I...n
._._.
" _-" ,n
'
Chat"
""
but the Word by which all things were made. ,_vi_,_u,"7,'__._7___,?'?_"_'3
Pr___7_7.."'2._The flesh, therefore, does not by its own virtue ne IOOKeU IoraL _Jou nu,u_u,
rtc _*tv
_ut,.y_ ,
purif
but b virtue of the Word b which it that, In investigating
this matter with the
Y'
_Y ..........
Y
_ . desire of understanding
why it was so, he had
was assumeu, wnen
me worn oecame nesn labored in vain, until he went into the saneand dwelt among us.""
For speaking
mystically of eating His flesh, when those who did tuary of God, and understood
the end of those
not understand
Him were offended and went whom he had erroneously
considered
happy.
away, saying, "' This is an hard saying, who Then he understood
that they were cast down
can hear it ?" He answered to the rest who by that very thing, as he says, which they had
made their boast, and that they had been conremained, "It is the Spirit that quickeneth;
the flesh profiteth nothing."
_ The Principle,
sumed and perished for their iniquities;
and
therefore,
having assumed a human soul and
* John

i. t4-

_ John

vi. 60-64.

3 John vhi. 25; or *' the bcgitming,"
log from out_.
4 Ps. Luid.
28.
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/). _Z_. that tlmt whole fabric of temporal
prosperity
become as a dream when one awaketh,
: _
attd suddenly finds himself destitute of all the
jOy_ he had imaged in sleep.
And, as in
this earth or earthy city they seemed to themsetves to be great, he says, "O Lord, in Thy
cityThou
wilt reduce their image to nothing."
He alse shows how beneficial it had been for
him to seek even earthly blessings only from
the one true God, in whose power are all
things, for he says, "As a beast was I before
Thee, and I am always with Thee."
"As a
beast," he says, meaning that he was stupid,
For I ought to have sought from Thee such
things as the ungodly could not enjoy as well
as I, and not those things which I saw them
enjoying in abundance,
and hence concluded
I was serving Thee in vain, because they who
declined to serve Thee had what I had not.
Nevertheless,
"I am always with Thee,"
because even in my desire for such things I did
not pray to other gods.
And consequently
he goes on, "Thou
bast holden me by my
right hand, and by Thy counsel Thou hast
guided me, and with glory hast taken me up;"
as if all earthly advantages
were left-hand
blessings, though, when he saw them enjoyed
by the wicked, his feet had almost gone.
_' For what," he says, "have
I in heaven,
and what have I desired from Thee upon
earth?"
He blames himself,
and is justly
displeased
with himself;
because, though he
had in heaven so vast a possession
(as he
afterwards
understood),
he yet sought from
his GOd on earth a transitory
and fleeting
happiness,--a
happiness of mire, we may say.
"My heart and my flesh," he says, "fail, O
God of my heart."
Happy
failure,
from
things below to things above ! And hence in
another
psalm He says, " My soul longeth,
yea, even faileth, for the courts of the Lord." *
Yet, though he had said of both his heart and

_:'
....
_
_°"_.
_ ,_-_

his flesh that they were failing, he did not
say, O C_t of my heart and my flesh, but, O
God of my heart; for by the heart the flesh
is made dean.
Therefore,
says the Lord,
"'Cleanse
that which is within, and the outside shall be clean also." 2 He then says that
Cod Himself,_not
anything
received from
Him, but Himself,_is
his portion.
"The
God of my heart, and my portion for ever."
Among the various objects of human choice,
God atoner_._tisfied him.
"For,
lo," he says,
uthey that are far from Thee shall perish:
Thou destroyest
all them that go a-whoring
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to prepare:
"It is good for me to cleave to
God,"_not
togo far off; not to goa-whoring
with a multitude
of gods.
And then shall
this union with God be perfected,
when all
that is to be redeemed
in us has been redeemed.
But for the present we must, as he
goes on to say, "place
our hope in God."
" For that which is seen," says the apostle,
"is not hope.
For what a man sees, why
does he yet hope for?
But if we hope for
that we see not, then do we with p_tience wait
for it." a Being, then, for the present established
in this hope, let us do what the
Psalmist further indicates, and become in our
measure
angels or messengers
of God, dedaring His will, and praising His glory and
His grace.
For when he had said, "To place
my hope in God," he goes on, "that I may
declare all Thy praises in the gates of the
daughter
of Zion."
This is the most glorious city of God; this is the city which knows
and worships one God: she is celebrated
by
the holy angels, who invite us to their society,
and desire us to become
fellow-cltizens
with
them in this city; for they do not wish us to
worship them as our gods, but to join them
in worshipping
their God and ours;
nor to
sacrifice to them, but, together with them, to
become a sacrifice to God.
Accordingly,
whoever will lay aside malignant
obstinacy,
and
constder these things,
shall be assured
that
all these blessed and immortal spirits, who do
not envy us (for if they envied they were not
blessed), but rather love us, and desire us to
be as blessed as themselves,
look on us with
greater
pleasure, and give us greater assistance, when we join them in worshipping
one
God, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, than if
we were to offer to themselves
sacrtfice and
worship.
CHAP. 26.--OF PORPHYRY'S
WEAKNESS
IN WAVERINO BETWEEN THE CONFESSION OF THE
TRUE

GOD

AND

THE

WORSHIP

OF

DEMONS.

I know not how it is so, but it seems to me
that Porphyry
blushed
for his friends
the
theurgists;
for he knew all that I have adduced, but did not frankly condemn polytheistic worship.
He said, in fact, that there are
some angels who visit earth, and reveal divine
truth to theurgists,
and others who publish on
earth
the things that belong to the Father,
His height and depth.
Can we believe, then,
that the angels whose office it is to declare the
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observes that we should rather imitate than
invoke them.
We ought not, then, to fear
that we may offend these immortal and happy
subjects of the one God by not sacrificing
to
them; for this they know to be due only to
the one true God, in allegiance to whom they
themselves
find their blessedness,
and therefore they will not have it given to them, either
in figure or in the reality, which the mysteries
of sacrifice symbohzed.
Such arrogance belongs to proud and wretched demons, whose
(hsposition
is diametrmally
opposite
to the
piety of those who are subject to God, and
whose blessedness
consists in attachment
to
Him.
And, that we also may attain to this
bhss, they md us, as is fit, with sincere
kindliness,
and usurp over us no domimon,
but declare to us Him under whose rule we
are then
fellow-subjects.
Why, then,
O
phdosopher,
do you still fear to speak freely
against the powers which are inimical both to
true virtue and to the gifts of the true God ?
Already you have discriminated
between the
angels who proclaim
God's will, and those
who visit theurgists,
drawn down by I know
not what art.
Why do you sttll ascribe to
these latter the honor of declaring
dlwne
truth ? If they do not declare the will of the
Father,
what diwne
revelations
can they
make ? Are not these the evil spirits who
were bound over by the incantations
of an
envious
man,'
that they should not grant
purity of soul to another, and could not, as
you say, be set free from these bonds by a
good man anxious
for purity, and recover
power over their own actmns ? Do you st_ll
.doubt whether these are wicked demons;
or
do you, perhaps,
feign ignorance,
that you
may not give offence to the theurgists,
who
have allured you by their secret rites, and
have taught you, as a mighty boon, these msane and pernicmus dewlrles?
Do you dare
to elevate above the air, and even to heaven,
these envious powers, or pests, let me rather
call them, less worthy of the name of sovereign than of slave, as you yourself own; and
are you not ashamed
to place them even
among your sidereal gods, and so put a shght
upon the stars themselves ?
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beneath
the moon, and makes
even this
avowal as by constraint regarding gods whom
he honors;
but the superior
and celestial
gods,
who inhabit
the ethereal
regions,
whether visible, as the sun, moon, and other
luminaries, whose brilliancy makes them conspicuous, or invisible, but believed in by him,
he does his utmost to remove beyond the
slightest stain of these perturbations.
It is
not, then, from Plato. but from your Chald_ean teachers
you have learned to elevate
human vices to the ethereal _and empyreal
regions of the world and to the celestial firmament, in order that your theurgists
might be
able to obtain from your gods divine revelatlons; and yet you make yourself superior to
these divine revelations
by your intellectual
hfe, which d_spenses with these theurgic purlfications as not needed
by a philosopher.
But, by way of rewarding
your teachers, you
recommend these arts to other men, who, not
being philosophers,
may be persuaded to use
what you acknowledge to be useless to yourself, who are capable of higher things; so that
those who cannot avail themselves
of the
virtue of philosophy, which is too arduous fo_
the multitude,
may, at your instigation,
betake themselves
to theurglsts
by whom they
may be purified,
not, indeed, in the intellectual, but in the spiritual part of the soul.
Now, as the persons who are unfit for philosophy form incomparably
the majority
of
mankind, more may be compelled to consult
these secret and illicit teachers of yours than
frequent
the Platonic
schools.
For these
most impure demons, pretending
to be ethereal gods, whose herald and messenger
you
have become, have promised
that those who
are purified by theurgy in the spiritual part
of their soul shall not indeed return to the
Father, but shall dwell among the ethereal
gods above the aerial regions.
But such
fancies are not listened to by the multitudes
of men whom Christ came to set free from
tile tyranny of demons.
For m Him they
have the most gracious
cleansing, in which
mmd,
spirit,
and body alike
participate.
For, in order that He might heal the whole
man from the plague of sin, He took without
sin the whole human nature.
Would that
CHAP. 27.--Or THE IMPI_.TY OF PORPrIVRV, yOU had known Him, and would that you had
winch Is WORSE THAN EVES THE MISTAKE committed yourself for healing to Him rather
OF APULEIUS.
than to your own frail and infirm human virHow much more tolerable
and accordant
rue, or to pernicious
and curious arts!
He
with human
feeling
is the error
of_your
would not have deceived you; for Him your
Platonist co-sectary
Apulems!
for he attri- own oracles, on your own showing, acknowbuted the diseases and storms of human pas- ledged holy and immortal.
It is of Him, too,
$ions only to the demons who occupy a grade that the most famous poet speaks, poetically
indeed, since he applies it to the person of
• s_bove,_.9,
another,
yet truly, if you refer it to Christ,
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"i_aylng,"'Undex
thine auspices, if any traces
oir.our ¢ximes remain, they shall be obliterated,
and earth freed from its perpetual
fear."*
By which he indicates that, by reason of the
infirmity which attaches to this life, the greatest progress in virtue and righteousness
leaves
room for the existence, if not of crimes, yet
of the traces of crimes, which are obliterated
only by that Saviour
of whom this verse
speaks.
For_that he did not say this at the
prompting of'his own fancy, Virgil tells us in
almost the last verse of that 4th Eclogue,
when he says, "The
last age predicted by the
Cum_ean sibyl has now arrived; " whence _t
ptainly appears that this had been dictated by
the Cum_ean sibyl.
Bat those theurgists,
or
rather demons, who assume the appearance
and form of gods, pollute rather than purify
the human spirit by false appearances
and
the delusive mockery of unsubstantial
forms,
How can those whose own spirit is unclean
cleanse the spirit of man ? Were they not
unclean, they would not be bound by the incantations
of an envious man, and would
neither be afraid nor grudge to bestow that
hollow boon whmh they promise.
But it is
sufficient for our purpose that you acknowledge that the intellectual
soul, that is, our
mind, cannot be justified by theurgy;
and that
even the spiritual or inferior part of our soul
cannot by this act be made eternal and immortal, though you maintain that it can be
purified by it. Christ, however, promises life
eternal;
and therefore
to Him the world
flocks, greatly to your indignation,
greatly
also to your astonishment
and confusion,
What avails your forced avowal that theurgy
leads men astray, and deceives vast numbers
by its ignorant and foolish teaching, and that
it is the most manifest mistake to have recourse by prayer and sacrifice to angels and
principalities,
when at the same time, to save
yourself from the charge of spending labor in
vain on such arts, you direct men to the
theurgists, that by their means men, who do
no_ live by the rule of the intellectual
soul,
may have their spiritual soul purified ?
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in the pride of vain science, have revolted
from His wholesome humility.
Nevertheless
you acknowledge
that the spiritual
part of
"
the soul can be purified by the virtue of
chastity without the aid of those theur_'.'c arts
and mysteries which you wasted your time in
:
learning.
You even say, sometimes,
that
these mysteries
do not raise the soul after
=
death, so that, after the termination
of th_s
_'
life, they seem to be of no service even to the
part you call spiritual;
and yet you recur on
every opportunity
to these arts, for no other
purpose, so far as I see, than to appear an
accomphshed
theurg_st, and gratify those who
are curious in illicit arts, or else to inspire
others with the same curiosity.
But we give
rou all praise for saying that this art is to be
feared, both on account
of the legal enactments against it, and by reason of the danger
involved
in the very practice
of it.
And
would that in this, at least, you were hstened
to by its wretched votaries, that they might
be withdrawn
from entire absorption in it, or
might even be preserved from tampering with
it at all ! You say, indeed, that ignorance,
and the numberless
vices resulting
from it,
cannot be removed
by any mysteries,
but
only by the r_arpzno'_
vot3_, that _s, the
Father's mind or intellect
conscious
of the
Father's
will.
But that Christ is this mind
you do not believe;
for Him you despise on
account of the body He took of a woman and
the shame of the cross; for your lofty wisdom
spurns such low and contemptible
things, and
soars to more exalted regions.
But He fulfills
what the holy prophets
truly predicted
regarding Him:
" I will destroy the wisdom of
the wise, and bring to nought the prudence
of the prudent." _ For He does not destroy
and bring to nought Hm own gift in them,
but what they arrogate
to themselves,
and
do not hold of Him.
And hence the apostie,
having quoted
this testimony
from the
lprophet, adds, "Where
is the wine ? where is
!the scribe ? where is the disputer
of this
world ? Hath not God made foolish the wis"
dom of this world ? For after that, in the
wisdom of God, the world by wisdom knew
CHJkP. 28.--HOW IT IS THAT PORPHYRY HAS not God, it pleased God by the foolishness of
(.
_EI_I
,SO BLIND
AS NOT TO RECOGNIZE
THE
preaching
to save them that believe.
For
,:_
TRUE WI_DOM--'CHRIST.
the Jews require a sign, and the Greeks seek
_o_
You drive men, therefore,
into the most after wisdom; but we preach Christ crucified,
_._
palpable error.
And yet you are not ashamed
unto the Jews a stumbling-block,
and unto
_'_
of doing so much harm, though you call your- the Greeks foolishness;
but unto them which
_._ _.
_lf a lover of virtue and wisdom.
Had you are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the
_:_
been true and faithful in this profession,
you power of God, and the wisdom of God.
Be_'_
wo_d have recognized Christ, the virtue of cause the foolishness
of God is wiser than
_@_,_'_
_ _d
and the wisdom of God, and would not, men; and the weakness of God is stronger
$.;}_;o ,

a'_hl_l,_Mct._v,
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than men." * This is despised as a weak and
foolish thing by those who are wise and strong
in themselves;
yet this is the grace which
heals the weak, who do not proudly boast a
blessedness
of their own, but rather humbly
acknowledge their real misery,

Him who was so far off, rathe immortal from
the mortal;
the unchangeable
from
the
changeable;
the just from the unjust;
the
blessed from the wretched.
And, as He had
given us a natural instinct to desire blessed.
hess and immortality,
He Himself continuing
to be blessed, but assuming mortality, by enCHAP. 29.--'OF
THE INCARNATIONOF OUR LORD during
what we fear, taught us to despise
it,
JESUS CHRIST, WHICH THE PLATONISTS IN that what we long for He might bestow
THEIR
'IMPIETY
BLUSH
TO ACKNOWLEDGE.
upon us.
You proclaim
the Father
and His Son,
But in order to your acquiescence
in this
whom you call the Father's intellect or mlnd, truth, it is lowliness that is requisite,
and to
and between
these a third, by whom we sup- this it is extremely difficult to bend you.
For
pose you mean the Holy Spirlt, and m your what is there incredible,
especially
to men
own fashion you call these three Gods.
In like you, accustomed
to speculation,
which
this, though your expressions
are inaccurate,
m:ght have predisposed
you to believe in this,
you do in some sort, and as through a veil, --what
is there incredible,
I say, in the assee what we should strive towards;
but the sertlon that God assumed a human soul and
incarnation
of the unchangeable
Son of God, body ? You yourselves
ascribe such excelsoul, which is, after
whereby we are saved, and are enabled
to fence to the intellectual
reach the things we beheve, or in part under- all, the human soul, that you maintain that it
can become consubstantial
with that intellistand, thls is what you refuse to recognize.
You see in a fashion, although at a distance,
gence of the Father whom you believe in as
although wlth filmy eye, the country in whlch the Son of God.
What incredible thing is it,
we should abide; but the way to it you know then, if some one soul be assumed
by Him
not.
Yet you beheve in grace, for you say it in an ineffable and unique manner for the salts granted
to few to reach God by virtue of vation of many?
Moreover, our nature itself
intelligence.
For you do not say, " Few have testifies that a man is incomplete
unless a
thought fit or have wished,"
but, " It has been body be united with t_e sc_ul. This certainly
granted
to few,"--dtstinctly
acknowledging
would be more i_c_'e_ble,.,,ve_
i_rto,t of all
God's grace, not man's sufficiency.
You also things the mosf,co_flaon;
for w_s_ohrd more
use this word more expressly, when, in ac- easlly behe,*e in h union between
s_irit, and
cordance with the opinion of Plato, you make spirit, or, tG 'use your own terminolo_)_,'beno doubt that in thls life a man cannot by tween the _corporeal
and the incorpbi_e_.l,
even though the one were human_ the _t_her
any means attain to perfect wisdom, but that divine, tb'e._ne char_geab!e-al_d _i_e '._ker.'d_,
whatever is lacking is in the future life made changeable.,, china ,tr.,:,_ uffi0_o betwee'_ ,*he
up to those and
who grace.
live intellectually,
.B,at perfaa_
providence
Oh, had by
youGod's
but corporea_ ,a,a_,_tTe.iheb_poreal.
recognized
the grace of God in Jesus Christ it is the tmprece_lented
_i'_.h-_o.
_ "_'_ody £r6in
a virgin that'staggers_yo6?
_'Bat, "so far;I_om
our
Lord, Heand
that very
incarnation
His, this being a' d*_ficulty, it ought rather t6:_ssist
wherein
assumed
a human
soul andof body,
you mlght have seemed the brightest example
of grace 1_ But what am I doing ? I know
•
it is useless to speak to a dead man,--useless,
at least, so far as regards you, but perhaps
not in vain for those who esteem you highly,
and love you on account of their love of wisdom or curiosity about those arts which you
ought not to have learned;
and these persons
I address in your name.
The grace of God
could not have been more graciously cornmended to us than thus, that the only Son of
God, remaining
unchangeable
in Himself,
should assume humanity, and should give us
the hope of His love, by means of the mediation of a human nature, through which we,
from the condition
of men, might come to
, co_.i. tg-_s.
t_," _Accm'dtng
etc.

to another

,,
reaahng,,

.
You

rmght

have

seen

itto

you to receive ou¢ religion, that a rd_r,a'dfilous
person was bo.Th #liraculously.
Or_ do you
find a difficulty in,'the
fact that, after His
body had been given up to death, and had
been changed into a higher kind of body by
resurrection,
and was
now no it longer
but incorruptible,
He carried
up into mortal
heaveuly places ? Perhaps you refuse to believe
this, because you remember
that Porphyry,
in these very books from which I have cited
so much, and which treat of the return of the"
soul, so frequently
teaches that a body of
every kind is to be escaped
from, in order
that the soul may dwell in blessedness
with
God.
But here, in place of following Pot'phyry, you ought rather to have corrected
him, especially since you agree with him in'
believing
such incredible
things about tim"
soul of this visible world and huge material
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For, as scholars of Plato, you hold !But the proud scorn to take God for their
_that'the world is an animal, and a very happy Master, because '" the Word was made flesh
mdmal, which you wish to be also everlasting,
and dwelt among us." 2 So that, with these
How, then, is it never to be loosed from a miserable creatures, it is not enough that they
body, and yet never lose its happiness, if, in are sick, but they boast of their sickness,
order to the happiness
of the soul, the body and are ashamed of the medicine which could
must be left behind ? The sun, too, and the heal them.
And, doing so, they secure not
other stars, you not only acknowledge
to be elevation, but a more disastrous fall.
bodies, in which you have the cordial assent!
of all seeing men, but also, iu obedience
to CHAP. 30.--PoRPHYRV'S
EMENDATIONS A2CD
what you reckon a profounder
insight, you
MODIFICATIONSOF PLATONISM.
declare that they are very blessed
animals,
If it is considered
unseemly to emend anyand eternal, together with their bodies.
Why thing which Plato has touched, why dtd Potis it, then, that when the Christian
faith is phyry himself
make emendations,
and these
pressed
upon you, you forget, or pretend
to not a few ? for it is very certain that Plato
ignore, what you habitually discuss or teach ? wrote that the souls of men return after death
Why is it that you refuse to be Christians, on to the bodies of beasts. 3 Plotinus also, Porthe ground that you hold opinions which, in phyry's
teacher,
held this opinion;4
yet
fact, you yourselves
demolish?
Is it not be- Porphyry
justly
rejected
it.
He was of
cause Christ came in lowliness, and ye are opinion that human souls return indeed into
proud ? The precise nature of the resurrechuman bodies, but not into the bodies they
tion bodies of the saints may sometimes
oc- had left, but other new bodies.
He shrank
casion discussion
among those who are best from the other opinion, lest a woman who had
read in the Christian
Scriptures;
yet there is returned
into a mule might possibly carry her
not among
us the smallest doubt that they own son on her back.
He did not shrink,
shall be everlasting,
and of a nature exem- however, from a theory which admitted
the
plified in the instance of Christ's risen body.
posslbihty
of a mother coming back into a girl
But whatever be their nature, since we main- and marrying her own son.
How much more
tain that they thall be abi_olutely incorruptible
and immol;tal_ _d §hal_./o_._ no hindrance
to honorable
a creed is that which was taught
the so_',__nteml_lat]bh;
_y;gchich it is fixed by the holy and truthful
angels, uttered by
in Ggft_, _fid as you say that 'among the celes- the prophets who were moved by God's asSpirit'
•
•
"
tmls
_'15e bodms
of the eternal_ • 51essed a r e preached
by Htm who was foretold
the
et¢0_'l, why do you maintain
tl_h[; in order coming Sawour by His forerunning
heralds,
tq" [?_ssedness,
every body must "6e . escaped . who
and by
the the
apostles
.
filled
whole whom
world He
with sent
the forth,
gospel,_and
frbrd _, _Wi_ do _ro_ [bus seek stw2_ a plaum- how much more honorable,
I say, is the belief
"""
"_: "
¢-r _esc_i ,,_-_ _'d'o ,t ,e
hnstmn
til¢ozc'a_on_q,
io _ _ _:_
_. _ ,,_
. that souls return once for all to their own
f'._t_, if nqt becatlse,',%
I' ag_atrr _ay'_ £:hrist is bodies, than that they return again and again
ha_ble
a_d!'_e'6_lC,rp_d ?: _Are. ye/tshamed
to ito divers bodies ? Nevertheless Porphyry, as
be_vrec_e_tq'_'Tl_s_j,s_the]_ce
d_[tie proud.
I have said, did considerably
improve
upon
It is_ooth,
a degrada_tlon .fot_,ehrned men this opinion, in so far, at least, as he mainto pa_ f_om the school of Plato'to the disci- tained that human souls could transmigrate
pleshilfi' _ Christ, who bl, J:I_s,6pirit taught a only into human bodies, and made no scruple
fisherman to think and to _a_'y, " In the begin- about demolishing
the bestml prisons into
ning was the Word, and the Word was with which Plato had wished to cast them•
He
God, and the Word was God.
The same was says, too, that God put the soul into the world
in the beginning
with God.
All things were that it might recognize
the evils of matter,
made by Him; and without Him was not any- and return to the Father, and be for ever
thing made that was made.
In Him was life; emancipated
from the polluting
contact
of
and the life was the light of men.
And the matter.
And although
here is some inapprolight shineth
in darkness;
and the darkness
priate thinking (for the soul is rather given
x_omprohended
it not." ' The old saint Simpli- to the body that it may do good; for it would
gianus_ afterwards bishop of Milan, used to tell not learn evil unless it did it), yet he corrects
me that a t_"tain Platonist was in the habit of the opinion of other Platonists.
and that on a
_m " that this opening passage of the holy I rmint _f .....
11 imn,a_._,_
;.....
_ o
snoum I he avows that the soul, which is purged from
gO, pc, I entatleo,
......... --2_ccoramg to jonn,
De written m le_ters ot gown, ano hung up in / all evil and received to the Father's presence,
all churches in the most conspicuous
place, t __
" _:

I
|

• John i. :t4.
_ Comp. Euseb./_-_.

Eras.

xid.

t6,
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shall never again suffer the ills of this life. souls
through constantly
alternating
hap#By this opinion he quite subverted the favorite
hess and misery.
And if this is just, here is
Platonic dogma, that as dead men are made a Platonist emending
Plato, here is a man
out of living ones, so living men are made who saw what Plato did not see, and who did
out of dead ones; and he exploded the idea not shrink from correcting
so illustrious
a
which Virgil seems to have adopted
from master, but preferred truth to Plato.
Plato,
that the purified
souls which have
Leen sent into the Elysian fields (the poetic
name for the joys of the blessed) are summoned

to the river Lethe,

that

is, to the ob-

CHAP. 3L--AGAINST THE ARGUMENTSON WHICB
THE PLATONISTS GROUND THEIR ASSERTION
THAT THE HUMAN SOUL IS CO-ETERNALWITH

llvlOn of the past,
" That
earthwardnot
theymay
passbefore,
once more,
Remembenng
the things
And with a blind propenmon yearn
To fleshly bodies to return."'

GOD.
Why, then, do we not rather believe the
divinity in those matters, which human talent
cannot fathom ? Why do we not credit the
of divinity, that the soul is not coThis found no favor with Porphyry,
and very assemon
.............
i
...
l
eternal
w_th
justly;
tor it is moeecl toonsn to eel eve mat _
_ ........God, but is created, and once
.....
"
....
ha" "'" _was not
Per me Ylatomsts seemect to themsouls
............snoulfl fleslre to return irom t t llie, i, s e 1yes to • allege an adequate
reason for their
wnlcn cannot De very Dlessen unless Dy tne_
assurance
of its permanence,
and to come rejection of this doctrine, when they affirmed
back into thin life, and to the pollution
of that nottung could be everlasting which had
corruptible
bodies, as if the result of perfect not always existed.
Plato, however, in writing
purification
were only to make defilement
concerning the world and the gods In it, whom
desirable.
For if perfect purification
effects the Supreme made, most expressly states that
the oblivion of all evils, and the oblivion of they had a beginning
and yet would have no
evils creates a demre for a body in which the end, but, by the sovereign will of the Creator,
soul may again be entangled
with evils, then would endure eternally.
But, by way of m.
the supreme
fehclty will be the cause of in- terpretmg this, the Platomsts have discovered
felicity,
and the perfection
of wisdom the that
he meant
time,"had
but
of cause.
" For a asbeginning,
if a foot," not
theyof say,
cause of foolishness,
and the purest cleansing
the cause of defilement•
And, however long been always from etermty in dust, there would
the blessedness
of the soul last, it cannot be always have been a print underneath
it; and
yet no one would doubt that this print was
founded on truth, if, in order to be blessed,
it must be deceived.
For it cannot be blessed
made by the pressure
of the foot, nor that,
unless it be free from fear.
But, to be free though the one was made by the other, neither
was prior to the other;
so," they say, "the
from fear, it must be under the false ira. .........
........
a
b'
d
the
worm
and
tlae
goas
createa
m It •have always
presslon that it snail De atw ys iesse ,-.
.. • _
.
.
" Impression,
'
"
"
- is
" destined to be also I _)een, their t_reator,, always existing, ana yet
.;raise
for
it
..............
they
were
made•
If,
then,
the
soul
at some time miserable
now, tnen, snail the _ ,
•• a
....
•
.has
•
"
.....
_always exlsEeo, are we to say mat its wretcnsoul rejoice in truth,
whose
joy
is
tounfleo
on
_
.
.
•
-_
.....
,
. ....
l eaness nas always exlstea.
_or it mere is
fMsehood ? Per n r saw this, and theretore
.....
•
P Y Y
. t something in it which was not from eternity,
said
that the purified
soul returns
to ti_e
cr
.............
.....
.. I,trot. .oeoan
in time, wny is it ImposSlOle mat
/_ather, that it may never more oe entangieo
............
m• the P ollutlng" contact
wit-n
soul begin
itself, tothOUgh
not. previously
existing,
_, evil. " The
... ,lithe
should
be in time
? Its blessedness,
opinion,
therefore,
of some vlatonlsts,
tnat_
...
,
•
•
• _t necessary revomt
' ion carr y in g souls I_too, winch, as ne owns, Is to be more
stable,
there
is
1
x
t
•
indeed endless, after the sou s e per'away and bringm g them
rouno " again" t o t,he., , and
.
ence of ewls,--thts • undoubtedly
has a beginsame thin_s,
were
it. true,
............ ana yet ls to De always, mougn
. o. is false " .But,
.
.
_ -.. what,. j nmgmt_me,
were the advantage
ot Knowing it • woulo'_ 'previously ............
It naa no existence,
tins WhOm
the Platonists
presume to allege their superiority to us, because
we were in this life ignorant of what they themselves
were doomed
to be ignorant of when perfected in purity and
wisdom in another and better life, and which
they must be ignorant
of if they are to be
blessed _• If it were most absurd and foolish
to say so, then certainly we must prefer Porphyry's opinion to the idea of a circulation of
,_dd,

_. 7_ #_.

iargumentation,
therefore,
to
nothing can be endless except
had no beginning, falls to the
here we find the blessedness of

establish
that
that which has
ground.
For
the soul, which

!has a beginning,
and yet has no end.
And,
therefore,
let the ofincapacity
to
the authority
God; andof man
let usgive
takeplae._
our
belief regarding
truedo not
religion
fromthemthe
ever-blessed
spirits,thewho
seek for
selves that

honor

which they know to be due
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God and ours, and who do not cornus to sacrifice save only to Him, whore
_ifiee,
as I have often said already, and
mtt._ often say again, we and they ought tog_oaer to be, offered through that Priest who
offered Himself to death a sacrifice for us, in
that human nature
which He assumed, and
acx_rding to which He desired to be our Priest.

soul's deliverance
was not embraced in what
he had learned either from the Indians or the
Chald_ans;
and yet he could not forbear
stating that it was from the Chald_eans
he
had derived
these divine oracles of which he
makes such frequent mention.
What, therefore, does he mean by this universal
way of
the soul's deliverance,
which had not yet been
made known by any truest philosophy,
or by
CHAP.
32._OF
THE
UNIVERSAL
WAY
OF THE
the doctrinal systems of those nations which
SOUL'S
DELIVERANCE, WHICH PORPHYRYDID were considered to have great insight in things
NOT
FIND
BECAUSE
HE
DID
NOT
RIGHTLY
divine, because they indulged
more freely in
SEEK
IT,
AND
WHI_.H
THE
GRACE
OF
CHRIST
a curious
and fanciful science and worship of
HAS ALONETHROWN OPEN.
angels ? What is this universal way of which
he acknowledges
his ignorance,
if not a way
This is the religion
which possesses
the which does not belong to one nation as its
_niversal
way for delivering
the soul; for, ]special property, but Is common
to all, and
except by this way, none can be dehvered,
divinely
bestowed?
Porphyry,
a man of no
This is a kind of royal way, which alone leads mediocre
abilities,
does not question
that
to a kingdom which does not totter like all such a way exists; for he believes that Divine
temporal
dignities, but stands firm on eternal
Providence
could not have left men destitute
foundations.
And when Porphyry
says, to- oi this umversal way of delivering
the soul.
wards the end of the first book De Regressu
For he does not say that this way does not
Animoe, that no system of doctrine which fur- exsst, but that this great boon and assistance
nishes the universal
way for dehvermg
the has not yet been discovered,
and has not
soul has as yet been received, either from the come to hLs knowledge.
And no wonder;
for
truest philosophy, or from the ideas and prac- Porphyry hved m an age when this unxversal
tices of the Indians, or from the reasoning • way of the soul's
deliverance,rain
other
of the Chatd_eans, or from any source what- words, the Christian
religion,--was
exposed
ever, and that no historical reading had made to the persecutions
of idolaters
and demonhim acquainted
with that way, he manifestly
worshippers,
and earthly
rulers, _ that the
acknowledges
that there is such a way, but number of martyrs or witnesses for the truth
that as yet he was not acquainted
with it. maght be completed and consecrated,
and that
Nothing
of all that he had so laboriously
by them proof might be given that we must
learned
concerning
the deliverance
of the endure
all bodily sufferings
in the cause of
soul, nothing of all that he seemed to others,
the holy faith, and for the commendation
of
if not to himself, to know and believe, saris- the truth.
Porphyry, being a witness of these
fled him.
For he perceived
that there was persecuttons,
concluded
that this way was
still wanting a commanding
authority
which destined to a speedy extinction,
and that it,
it might be right to follow m a matter of such therefore, was not the unsversal way of the
importance.
And when he says that he had soul's deliverance,
and did not see that the
not learned from any truest
philosophy
a very thing that thus moved him, and deterred
system which possessed
the universal
way him from becoming
a Christian,
contributed
of the soul's deliverance,
he shows plainly to the confirmation
and more effectual cornenough, as it seems to me, either that the mendation
of our religion.
philosophy of which he was a disciple was not
This, then, is the universal
way of the
the truest, or that it did not comprehend
such soul's deliverance,
the way that is granted by
a way.
And how can that be the truest phi- the divine compassion
to the nations univerlo_phy
which does not possess
this way ? sally. And no nation to which the knowledge
For what else is the universal
way of the of it has already come, or may hereafter
soul's deliverance
than that by which all souls come, ought to demand, Why so soon ? or,
maiversally are delivered, and without which, Why
so late ?mfor the design of Him who
therefore, no soul is delivered ? And when sends it is impenetrable
by human capacity.
he says, in addition, "or from the ideas and This was felt by Porphyry when he confined
practices of the Indians, or from the reason,
himself to saying that this gift of God was not
ing of the Chald_ans,
or from any source yet received,
and had not yet come to his
_,"
he declares in the most unequivoknowledge.
For though this was so, he did
¢ml langtmge that this universal
way of the not on that account pronounce that the way it-
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self had no existence.
This, I say, is the uni- way of the soul's deliverance,
which the holy
versal way for the deliverance
of believers,
angels and the holy prophets
formerly disconcerning
which the faithful Abraham
re- closed where they could among the few men
ceived the divine assurance,
"In
thy seed who found the grace of God, and especially
shall all nations be blessed.'"
He, indeed,
in the Hebrew nation, whose commonwealth
was by birth
a Chaldman;
but,
that
he lwas, as it were, consecrated
to prefigure and
mlght receive
these
great
promises,
and lfore-announce
the city of God which was to
that there might be propagated
from him]be gathered from all nations, by their tabera seed "disposed
by mlgels in the hand of I nacle, and temple, and priesthood,
and sacri-.
a Mediator, ''2 in whom this universal
way, ifices.
In some explicit statements,
and in
thrown open to all naUons for the deliver,
many obscure
foreshadowings,
this way was
ance of the soul, might
be found, he was declared;
but latterly
came the Mediator
ordered
to leave his country, and kindred,
Himself m the flesh, and His blessed apostles,
and father's
house.
Then was he hlmself,
reveahng how the grace of the New Testafirst of all, delivered
from the Chaldaean ment more openly explained
what had been
superstltlons,
and by his obedience
wor- obscurely hinted to preceding generations,
in
shipped the one true God, whose promlses he conformity with the relation
of the ages of
faithfully trusted.
Thls is the umversal way, the human race, and as it pleased God in His
of which it ts stud in holy prophecy,
"God be w_sdom to appoint, who also bore them witmerciful unto us, and bless us, and cause His ncss with signs and miracles, some of which
face to shine upon us; that Thy way may be
have cited above.
For not only were there
known upon earth, Thy saving health among VlSlOnS of angels, and words heard from those
all nations. ''J
And hence, when our Saviour,
heavenly ministrants,
but also men of God,
so long after, had taken flesh of the seed of armed with the word of simple piety, cast out
Abraham,
He says of Himself,
" I am the unclean splrits from the bodies and senses of
way, the truth, and the hfe." _ This is the men, and healed deformities
and sicknesses;
universal way, of which so long before it had the wild beasts of earth and sea, the birds
been predicted,
"And it shall come to pass of air, inanimate
things,
the elements,
the
in the last days, that the mountain
of the stars, obeyed
their dlvine
commands;
the
Lord's house shall be estabhshed
in the top )owers of hell gave way before them, the
of the mountains,
and shall be exalted above dead were restored
to life.
I say nothing of
the hills; and all nations shall flow unto it. the miracles
peculiar
and proper
to the
And many people shall go and say, Come ye, Saviour's
own person, especially the nativity
and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, and the resurrection;
in the one of which He
to the house of the God of Jacob;
and He wrought only the mystery of a virgin materwill teach us of His ways, and we will walk in nity, while in the other He furnished an inHis paths: for out of Sion shall go forth the stance of the resurrection
which all shall at
law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalast experience.
This way purifies the whole
lem." s
This way, therefore,
is not the man, and prepares the mortal in all his parts
property of one, but of all natlons.
The law for immortality.
For, to prevent
us from
and the word of the Lord did not remain in seeking for one purgation
for the part which
Zion and Jerusalem,
but issued
thence
to Porphyry
calls intellectual,
and another
for
be universally
diffused.
And therefore
the the part hecalls spimtual, and another for the
Mediator
Himself,
after
His resurrection,
body itself, our most mighty and truthful
Purifier
and Saviour
assumed
the whole
says to His alarmed
disciples,
'_ These are
the words which I spake unto you while I was ! human nature.
Except by this way, which
yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled has been present among men both during the
which were written in the law of Moses, and period of the promises and of the proclamain the prophets,
and in the Psalms, concerntion of their fulfillment,
no man has been deing me.
Then opened He their understandlivered, no man is delivered,
no man shall be
ings that they might understand
the Scrip- dehvered.
tures, and said unto them, Thus it is written,
As to Porphyry's
statement
that the unl.
and thus it behoved Christ to suffer, and to versal way of the soul's deliverance
had not
rise from the dead the third day: and that yet come to his knowledge by any acquaint_
repentance
and remission of sins should be ance he had with history, I would ask, what
preached in His name among all nations, be- more remarkable
history can be found than
ginning at Jerusalem,"
6 This is the universal that which has taken possession of the whole
world by its authoritative
voice?
or what
rGen.
x_di. zS.
2 Gal. ill. z9.
more trustworthy
than that which narrates
s_,._
.....
,joh.
x,v.6,
past events,
and predicts
the future with
5_
iL 2. 3.
_ Luke
xxiv. 44-47.

.
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(_mLmlclemm_s) and in the unfulfilled predics of which we are constrained
to believe
_rph_
that are already fulfilled ? For neither
yry nor any Platonists
can despise diTitration and prediction,
even of things that
l_rtain to this life and earthly matters, though
they justly despise ordinary soothsaying
and
the divination that is connected
with magical
arts.
They deny that these are the .predictions of great men, or are to be considered
important,
and they are right; for they are
founded, either on the foresight of subsidiary
causes, as to a professional
eye much of the
course of a disease is foreseen by certain premonitory symptoms,
or the unclean demons
predict what they have resolved to do, that
they may thus work upon the thoughts
and
desires of the wicked with an appearance
of
authority, and incline human frailty to imitate
their impure actions.
It is not such things
that the saints who walk in the universal way
care to predict as important,
although, for the
purpose of commending
the faith, they knew
_d often predicted even such things as could
not be detected
by human observation,
nor
be readily verified by experience.
But there
were other truly important and divine events
which they predicted, in so far as it was given
them to know the will of God.
For the incarnation
of Christ, and all those important
marvels that were accomplished
in Him, and
done in His name; the repentance
of men
and the conversion of their wills to God; the
remission of sins, the grace of righteousness,
the faith of the pious, and the multitudes
in
all parts of the world who believe in the true
divinity;
the overthrow of idolatry and demon
worship, and the testing
of the faithful
by

OF GOD.
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¢xials; the purification
of those who persevered, and their deliverance from all evil; the
day of judgment,
the resurrection
of the
dead,
the eternal
damnation
of the cornmunity of the ungodly, and the eternal kingdora of the most glorious city of God, everblessed in the enjoyment of the vision of God,
mthese things were predicted and promised
in the Scriptures
of this way; and of these
we see so many fulfilled, that we justly and
piously trust that the rest will also come to
pass.
As for those who do not believe, and
consequently
do not understand,
that this is
the way which leads straight to the vision of
God and to eternal fellowship
with Him, according to the true predictions
and statements
of the Holy Scriptures,
they may storm at
our position, but they cannot storm it.
And therefore,
in these ten books, though
not meeting, I dare say, the expectation
of
some, yet I have, as the true God and Lord
has vouchsafed
to aid me, satisfied the desire
of certain persons, by refuting the objections
of the ungodly, who prefer their own gods to
the Founder of the holy city, about which we
undertook to speak.
Of these ten books, the
first five were directed against those who think
we should worship the gods for the sake of
the blessings of th,s hfe, and the second five
against those who think we should worship
them for the sake of the hfe which is to be
after death.
And now, in fulfillment
of the
promise I made in the first book, I shall go
on to say, as God shall aid me, what I think
needs to be said regarding the origin, history,
and deserved ends of the two cities, which,
as already remarked,
are in this world cornmingled and implicated with one another.

BOOK

XI.

ARGUMENT.
HERE

BEGINS

THE

SECOND

DESTINIES

OF THE

AUGUSTIN

SHOWS

SEPARATION

OF

PART I OF THIS

TWO

CITIES,

IN THIS
THE

CREATION

OF THE WORLD,

THE

OF GENESIS.

BOOK

BOOK

GOOD

AND
AS

WORK_

THE
HOW
BAD

IT IS

WHICH

EARTHLY
THE

AND

TWO

ANGELS

DESCRIBED

TREATS
THE

CITIES
; AND

OF

WERE
TAKES

1N HOLY

THE ORIGIN,

HEAVENLY.
FORMED

ORIGINALLY,

OCCASION

SCRIPTURE

HISTORY,

IN THE FIRST

TO

IN THE

TREAT

AND
PLACE,

BY THE
OF

BEGINNING

THE
OF

I--OF
THIS PART OF THE WORK,
WHEREthe
earthly city prefer their own gods, not
IN WE BEGIN TO EXPLAIN THE ORIGIN AND knowing that He is the God of gods, not of
END OF THE TWO CITIES.
false, i.e., of Impious and proud gods, who,

CHAP.

THE city of God we speak of is the same to
which testimony
is borne by that Scripture,
which excels all the writings of all nations by
its divine authority, and has brought
under
its influence all kinds of minds, and this not
by a casual intellectual
movement,
but obv1ously by an express
providential
arrangement.
For there it is written,
" Glorious
things are spoken of thee, O city of God."
And in another psalm we read, "Great
is the
Lord, and greatly to be praised in the city of
our God, in the mountain of His holiness, increasing the joy of the whole earth." s And,
a little after, in the same psalm, "As we have
heard, so have we seen in the city of the
Lord of hosts, in the city of our God.
God
has established
it for ever."
And in another,
"There
is a river the streams whereof shall
make glad the city of our God, the holy place
of the tabernacles
of the Most High.
God
is in the midst
of her, she shall not be

being deprived
of His unchangeable
and
freely communicated
light, and so reduced to
a kind of poverty-stricken
power, eagerly
grasp at their own private privileges, and seek
divine honors from their deluded subjects;
but
the pious
and holy
gods, who
are
betterof pleased
to submit
themselves
to one,
than to subject many to themselves,
and who
would rather worship God than be worshipped
as God.
But to the enemies of this city we
have replied in the ten preceding books, according
our King.
ablhty and
the recognizing
help affordedwhat
by
our
Lord to and
Now,
is expected of me, and not unmindful
of my
promise, and relying, too, on the same succor,
I will endeavor
to treat of the origin, and
progress, and deserved destinies of the two
cities (the earthly and the heavenly, to wit),
which, as we said, are in this present world
commingled,
and as it were entangled
together.
first, two
I will
how the
foundationsAnd,of these
citiesexplain
were originally

moved." 4 From
these
and similar testi- laid, in the difference that arose among the
monies, all of which it were tedious to cite,
we have learned
that there is a city of God, angels.
and its Founder
has inspired us with a love
which makes us covet its citizenship.
To CHAP. 2.-----OF THE KNOWLEDGEOF GOD, TO
this Founder
of the holy city the citizens of
WHICH
NO MANBETWEEN
CAN ATTAIN
THE MEDIATOR
GOD SAVETHROUGH
AND MEN, THE
MAN CHRIST

JESUS.

zWritten m the year 4x6 or 4x7.

.w_L
3 Ps. xlviii,

t.

_.

4 Ps. xlvl. 4.

It is a great

and very rare thing for a man,
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att_r he has contemplated
CHAP. 3.-----OF
THE
AUTHORITY
OF THE
CA--NONIthe whole creation,
corporeal and incorporeal, and has discerned l CAL SCRIPTURES COMPOSEDBY XatE DIVINE
its mutability,
to pass beyond it, and, by the
SPmlT.
continued
soaring of his mind, to attain to
This Mediator,
having
spoken what He
the unchangeable
substance
of God, and, in judged sufficient first by the prophets, then
that
contemplation,
learn
God height
Himself of that
none but He tohas
madefrom
all by His own lips, and afterwards by the aposthat

_
"'_
, '
\:
:. _

_:_, - '
_.
_

__.

is not of the divine

essence.

For God itles, has besides produced the Scripture which
is called canonical,
which has paramount auspeaks with a man not by means of some thorlty ' and to which we yield assent in all
audible creature dinning in his ears, so that matters of which we ought not to be ignorant,
atmospheric
vibrations
connect
Him
that and yet cannot know of ourselves.
For if
makes with him that hears the sound, nor we attain the knowledge of present objects by
even by means of a spiritual being with the the testimony of our own sensesJ whether insemblance of a body, such as we see in dreams
ternal or external, then, regarding
objects reor similar states; for even in this case He mote from our own senses, we need others to
speaks as if to the ears of the body, because bring their testimony,
since we cannot know
it is by means of the semblance of a body He them by our own, and we credit the persons
speaks,
and with the appearance
of a real to whom the objects have been or are sensibly
interval of space,tarot
visions are exact repre- present.
Accordingly,
as in the case of vlsisentations
of bodily objects.
Not by these,
ble objects which we have not seen, we trust
then, does God speak, but by the truth itself, those who have, (and likewise with all sensiif any one is prepared to hear with the mind ble objects,) so in the case of things which are
rather than with the body.
For He speaks perceived 4 by the mind and spirit, i.e., which
to that part of man which is better than all are remote from our own interior sense, it
else that is in him, and than which God Him- behoves us to trust those who have seen them
self alone is better.
For since man is most !set in that incorporeal
light, or abidingly conproperly
understood
(or, if that cannot be, templar e them.
then; at least, _dieved) to be made in God's
tmage, no doubt it is that part of him by CHAP. 4.--THAT THE WORLDIS NEITHER WITHwhich he rises above those lower parts he has
in common with the beasts, which brings him
OUT BEGINNING,
NOR YET CREATED BY A
nearer to the Supreme.
But since the mind
NEW DECREE OF GOD, BY WHICH HE AFTERitself, though naturally capable of reason and
WARDS WILLED WHAT HE HAD NOT BEFORE
WILLED.
intelligence,
is disabled by besotting
and inveterate vices not merely from delighting
and
Of all visible things, the world is the greatabiding in, but even from tolerating
His un- est; of all invisible, the greatest is God.
But,
changeable
light, until it has been gradually
that the world is, we see; that God is, we behealed, and renewed, and made capable of lieve.
That God made the world, we can
such felicity, it had, in the first place, to be believe from no one more safely than from
impregnated
with faith, and so purified.
And God Himself.
But where have we heard
that in this faith it might advance the more !Him ? Nowhere more distinctly
than in the
confidently towards the truth, the truth itself, Holy
Scriptures,
where His prophet
said,
God, God's Son, assuming
humanity without
"In
the beginning
God created the heavens
destroying
_Iis divinity, I established
and and the earth. ''s
Was the prophet present
founded this faith, that there might be a way when God made the heavens and the earth ?
for man to man's God through a God-man.
No; but the wisdom of God, by whom all
For this is the Mediator
between God and things were made, was there, 6 and wisdom inmen, the man Christ Jesus.
For it is as man sinuates
itself into holy souls, and makes
that He is the Mediator and the Way.
Since, them the friends of God and His prophets,
if the way lieth between him who goes, and and noiselessly informs them of His works.
the place whither he goes, there is hope of They are taught also by the angels of God,
his reaching it; but if there be no way, or if who always behold the face of the Father,7
he know not where it is, what boots it to know and announce His will to whom it befits.
Of
whither he should go ? Now the only way these prophets was he who said and wrote,
that is infallibly secured against all mistakes,
"In the beginning God created the heavens
is when the very same person is at once God and the earth."
And so fit a witness was he
attd marL, God our end, man our way."
3 A clause
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of God, that the same Spirit of God, who revealed these things to him, enabled him also
so long before to predict that our faith also
would be forthcoming.
But why did God choose then to create the
heavens and earth which up to that time He
had not made ? x If they who put this question wish to make out that the world is eternal
and without beginning, and that consequently
it has _ot been made by God, they are
strangely deceived, and rave in the incurable
madness of impiety.
For, though the voices
of the prophets
were silent, the world itself,
by its well-ordered
changes and movements,
and by the fair appearance
of all visible
things, bears a testimony
of its own, both
that it has been created, and also that it could
not have been created save by God, whose
greatness
and beauty are unutterable
and invisible.
As for those" who own, indeed, that
it was made by God, and yet ascribe to it not
a temporal
but only a creational
beginning,
so that in some scarcely intelligible
way the
world should always have existed a created
world they make an assertion which seems to
them to defend God from the charge of arbltrary hastiness, or of suddenly conceiving the
idea of creating the world as a quite new idea,

an important and signal thing, happens to the
soul which never in a whole past eternity
happened
it befbre.
And if they deny that
God's eternal purpose included this new experience of the soul, they deny that He is
the Author of its blessedness,
which is unspeakable
impiety.
If, on the other hand,
they say that the future blessedness
of the
soul is the result of a new decree of God, how
will they show that God is not chargeable
with
that mutability which displeases
them ? Further, if they acknowledge that it was created
in time, but will never perish in time,_that
it has, like number, 3 a beginning
but no end,
--and that, therefore,
having once made trial
of misery, and been delivered from it, it will
never again return thereto, they will certainly.
admit that this takes place without any violation of the immutable
counsel of God.
Let
them, then, in like manner believe regarding
the world that it too could be made in time,
and yet that God, in making it, did not alter
His eternal design.

or of casually changing His will, though He
be unchangeable.
But I do not see how this
supposition
of theirs can stand in other respects, and chiefly in respect of the soul; for
if they contend that it is co-eternal with God,
they will be quite at a loss to explain whence
there has accrued
to it new misery, which
through a previous eternity had not existed,
For if they said that Its happiness and misery
ceaselessly alternate,
they must say, further,
that this alternation
will continue
for ever;
whence will result this absurdity, that, though
the soul is called blessed, it is not so m this,
that it foresees its own misery and disgrace,
And yet, if it does not foresee it, and supposes that it will be neither disgraced
nor
wretched, but always blessed, then it is blessed
because it is deceived;
and a more foolish
statement
one cannot make.
But if their
idea is that the soul's misery has alternated
with its bliss during the ages of the past
eternity, but that now, when once the soul
has been set free, it will return henceforth
no more to misery, they are nevertheless
of
opinion that it has never been truly blessed
before, but begins at last to enjoy a new and
uncertain happiness; that is to say, they must
acknowledge
that some new thing, and that

Next, we must see what reply can be made
to those who agree that God Is the Creator of
the world, but have difficulties about the time
of,its creation, and what reply, also, they can
make to difficulties we might raise about the
Jlace of its creation.
For, as they demand
why the world was created then and no sooner,
we may'ask why it was created just here where
it is, and not elsewhere.
For if they imagine
infinite spaces of time before the world, during which God could not have been idle, in
like manner they may conceive outside the
world infinite realms of space, in which, if any
one says that the Omnipotent cannot hold His
hand from working, will it not follow that they
must adopt Epicurus' dream of innumerable
worlds ? with this difference
only, that he
asserts that they are formed and destroyed
by the fortuitous movements
of atoms, while
they will hold that they are made by God's
hand, if they maintain that, throughout
the
boundless
immensity of space, stretching interminably in every direction round the worldp
God cannot rest, and that the worlds which
they suppose
Him to make cannot be destroyed.
For here the question is with those
who, with ourselves, believe that God is spiritual ' and the Creator of all existences
but
l Himself.
As for others, it is a con_
sion
to dispute
with them on a religious qtms.
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fioa, for they have acquired a reputation only Since then, God, in whose eternity
is no
among men who pay divine honors to a hum- change at all, is the Creator and Ordainer of
bet of gods, and have become conspicuous
time, I do not see how He can be said to have
among the other philosophers
for no other created the world after spaces of time had
reason than that, though they are still far elapsed, unless it be said that prior to the
from the truth, they are near it in comparison
world there was some creature by whose
with the rest.
While these, then, neither movement
time could pass.
And if the
confine in any place, nor limit, nor distribute
sacred and infallible
Scriptures
say that in
the divine substance,
but, as is worthy of the beginning God created the heavens and
God, own it to be wholly though spiritually
the earth, in order that it may be understood
present everywhere, will they perchance
say that He had made nothing previously,--for
that this substance is absent from such im-if
He had made anything before the rest, this
mense spaces outside the world, and is oc- thing would rather be said to have been made
cupied in one only, (and that a very little one "in
the beginning,"--then
assuredly
the
compared with the infinity beyond), the one, iworld was made, not in ttme, but simultanenamely, in which is the world ? I think they ously with time.
For that which is made in
.will not proceed to this absurdity.
Since they time is made both after and before some
maintain
that there is but one world, of vast time,nafter
that which is past, before that
material bulk, indeed, yet finite, and in its which is future.
But none could then be past,
own determinate
position, and that this was for there was no creature
by whose movemade by the working of God, let them give ments its duration could be measured.
But
the same account of God's resting in the in- simultaneously
with time the world was made,
finite times before the world as they give of if in the world's creation change and motxon
His resting in the infinite spaces outside of were created, as seems evident from the orit. And as it does not follow that God set der of the first six or seven days.
For in
the world in the very spot it occupies and no these days the morning
and evening
are
other byaccident
rather than by d_vinereason,
counted,
until, on the sixth day, all things
although
no human reason can comprehend
which God then made were finished, and on
why it was so set, and though there was no i the seventh the rest of God was mysteriously
merit in the spot chosen to give it the pre-and
subhmely signalized.
What kind of days
cedence of infinite others, so neither does it these were it is extremely difficult, or perhaps
follow that we should suppose that God was impossible for us to conceive, and how much
guided by chance when He created the world more to say !
in that and no earlier time, although
previous
times had been running by during an infimte
past, and though there was no diffei'ence by
which one time could be chosen in preference
to another.
But if they say that the thoughts
of men are idle when they conceive infinite
places,
since there
is no place beside the
world, we reply that, by the same showing,
it is vain to conceive of the past times of
God's rest, since there is no time before the
world,

CHAP. 7.--OF

THE NATURE OF THE FIRST DAYS,

WHICH ARE SAID TO HAVE HADMORNINGAND
EVENING, BEFORETHERE WAS A SUN.
We see, indeed,
that our ordinary
days
have no evening but by the setting, and no
morning but by the rising, of the sun; but
the first three days of all were passed without
sun, since it is reported
to have been made
on the fourth day.
And first of all, indeed,
light was made by the word of God, and God,
C]:[AP.
6._THAT
THE
WORLD
AND
TIME
HAD
we
read, separated
it from the darkness,
and
BOTH
ONE
BEGINNING,
AND
THE ONE
DID
NOT
called the hght Day, and the darkness Night;
ANTICIPATETHE OTHER.
but what kind of light that was, and by what
periodic
movement
it made evening
and
For if eternity and time are rightly distin,
morning, is beyond the reach of our senses;
guished by this, that time does not exist with- neither can we understand
how it was, and
oat some movement
and transition,
while in yet must unhesitatingly
believe it.
For either
eternity there ts no change, who does not see it was some material light, whether
proceedthat there could have been no time had not ing from the upper parts of the world, far
some creature
been made, which by some removed
from our sight, or from the spot
motion could give birth to change,--the
vari- where the sun was afterwards
kindled;
or
o_
parts of which motion and change,
as under the name of light the holy city was
they cannot be simultaneous,
succeed
one signified, composed of holyangels
and blessed
another,--and
thus, in these shorter or longer spirits, the city of which the apostle says,
intervals
of duration,
time would begin ? "Jerusalem
which is above is our eternal
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night,nor of darkness."" Yet in some re- thing contained (as when we say, "The
spcctswe may appropriately
speak of a morn- theatresapplaud," "The meadows low,
ing and evening of thls day also. For the*t
mcaning that the men in the one applaud,
knowledge of the creatureis,in comparison]and the oxen in the otherlow),but alsoby
of the knowledge of the Creator,but a twi- thatfigurein which thecause isspoken of as
light;and so itdawns and breaks intomorn- ifitwere the effcct,
as when a letteris said
ingwhen the creatureis drawn to the praiseto be joyful,because itmakes itsreadersso.
and loveof the Creator;and mght never fallsMost appropriately,
therefore,
the sacrednarwhen the Creatorisnot forsakenthrough love ratlve
statesthatGod rested,meaning thereby
of the creature. In fine,Scrlpture,
when it thatthose restwho arc in Him, and whom
would recount those days in order, never He makes to rest. And thisthe prophetic
mentions the word night. It never says, narrativepromiscs also to the men to whom
"Night was," but " The evemng and the itspeaks,and forwhom itwas written,
that
morning were thefirst
day." So of the second theythemselves,afterthosegood works which
and the rest. And, indeed, the knowledge God does inand by them, tf they have manof createdthingscontemplatedby themselves aged by faithto get near to God in thislife,
is,so to speak,more colorless
than when they shallen}oy in Him eternalrest. This was
arcseen in the wisdom of God, as in the art pre-figurcd
to the anclentpeople of God by
by which they wcrc made. Therefore even- the rest enjoined in their sabbath law, of
ingisa more suitablefigurethan night; and which,in itsown place,I shallspeak more
yet,as I said, morning returns when thc at large•
creaturereturnsto the praiseand loveof the
Creator. When itdoes so inthe knowledge CHAP. 9.--WHAT THE SCRIPTURESTEACH US TO
of itself,
that is the firstday; when in the
SELIEVECONCERNING THE CREATION OF THE
knowledge of the firmament, which is thcl ANGELS.
name g_ven to the sky between the waters At present,since I have undertaken to
above and those beneath,that is the second treatof theorigin of the holycity,and first
day; when in the knowledge of the earth,and of theholyangels,who constltute
a largepart
the sea,and allthingsthat grow out of the of thisctty,
and indeedthemore blessedpart,
earth,that is the third day; when in the sincethey have never bccn expatriated,
I will
knowledge of the greaterand lessluminaries,give myself to the task of explaimng, by
and allthestars,
that isthe fourthday; when God's help,and as faras seems suitable,
the
in the knowledge of allanimals thatswim in Scriptures
which relateto thispoint. Where
the waters and that flyinthe air,thatisthe Scripturespeaks of the world'screation,
itis
fifthday; when in the knowledge of allani- not plainlysaid whether or when the angels
realsthatliveon the earth,and of man him- were created;but ifmention of them ismade,
self,thatisthe sixthday.3
itisimplicitly
under the name of "heaven,"
when itissald," In thebeginningGod created
CHAP. 8.--WHAT WE ARE TO UNDERSTAND OF theheavens and theearth,"or perhapsrather
GOD'S RESTING ON THE SEVENTH DAY) AFTER under the name of "light,"of which presTHE SIXDAYS' WORK.
ently. But thattheywere whollyomitted,I
When it is said that God rested on the am unable to believe,because it is written
seventhday from allHis works,and hallowed thatGod on the seventhday rested from all
it,wc are not to conceiveof thisin a childishHis works which Hc made; and thisvery
fashion,as if work were a toilto God, who book itselfbegins,"In the beginning God
"spake and it was done,"--spake by the createdthe
heavens
and the earth)"so
that
before heaven
and earthGod
seems to have
spiritual
and eternal,
not audibleand tranmtoryword. But God's rest signifies
the rest made nothing. Since,therefore,He began
of those who rest in God, as the joy of a with the heavens and the earth,--and the
house means the joy of those in the house earth
itself,
Scriptureadds,
was at
invisible
and as
formless,
lightnot being
asfirst
yet
who
though thenotjoy.
the house,
thing rejoice,
else, causes
How mbut
ch some
o e
intelli_dble is such nhraseology,
then, if the
house i-tself, by its own beauty, makes the inc_J._,.
dt ,,.
C._.

3Comp.

ad
14

Li&

i and iv.

_ The._.s.

made, and darkness covering the face of the
deep (that is to say, covering an undefined
chaos
of earth
for wherethen
lightwhen
is not,
darkness
must and
needssea,be))mand
all
things, which are recorded to have been _mpletedinsixdays,were createdand arranged_
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how should the angels be omitted, as if they the angels, then certainly
they were created
were not among the works of God, from which _partakers of the eternal light which is the unan the seventh day He rested ? Yet, though
changeable
Wisdom of God, by which all
the fact that the angels are the work of God things were made, and whom we call the onlyis not omitted here, it is indeed not explicitly
begotten
Son of God; so that they, being
mentioned;
but elsewhere
Holy
Scripture
illumined
by the Light that created
them,
asserts it in the clearest manner.
For in the might themselves become light and be called
Hymn of the Three Children in the Furnace
" Day,"
m participation
of that unchangeit was said, "O all ye works of the Lord, able Light and Day which is the Word of
bless ye the Lord;"
' and among these works God, by whom both themselves
and all else
mentioned
afterwards in detail, the angels are were made.
"The
true Light, which lighteth
named.
And in the psalm it is said, " Praise every man that cometh into the world," s__
ye the Lord from the heavens, praise Him in this Light lighteth also every pure angel, that
the heights.
Praise ye Him, all His angels;
he may be hght not in himself, but m God;
praise ye Him, all His hosts.
Praise ye from whom if an angel turn away, he becomes
Him, sun and moon;
praise him, all ye impure, as are all those who axe called unstars of light.
Praise Him, ye heaven
of clean spirits, and are no longer light m the
heavens;
and ye waters that be above the Lord, but darkness
in themselves,
being deheavens.
Let them praise the name of the pnved of the participation
of Light eternal.
Lord;
for He commanded,
and they were For evil has no positive nature;
but the loss
created. ''_
Here the angels are most ex- of good has received the name "evil. ''_'
pressly and by divine authority
said to have
been made by God, for of them among the CHAP. IO.--OFTHE SIMPLE AND UNCHANGEABLE
other heavenly things it is sald," He corn- TRINITY, FATHER, SON, AND HOLY GHOST,
manded,
and they were created."
Who,
ONE GOD, IN WHOM SUBSTANCE
AND QUALITY
then, will be bold enough to suggest that the
ARE IDENTICAL.
angelswere
made after the six days' creation?
There
is, accordingly,
a good which is
If any one is so foolish, his folly is disposed
alone simple, and therefore
alone unchangeof by a scripture of like authority, where God able, and this is God.
By this Good have all
says, "When
the stars were made, the angels others been created, but not simple, and therepraised me with a loud voice." s The angels fore not unchangeable.
"Created,"
I say,-therefore
existed before the stars;
and the that is, made, not begotten.
For that which
stars were made the fourth day.
Shall we is begotten
of the simple Good is simple as
then say that they were made the third day ?, itself, and the same as itself.
These two we
Far from it; for we know what was made that [call tae Father and the Son; and both today.
The earth
was separated
from the Igether with the Holy Spirit are one God; and
water, and each element took its own distinct
to this Spirit the epithet Holy is in Scripture,
form, and the earth produced all that grows as it were, appropriated.
And He is another
on it.
On the second day, then ? Not even than the Father and the Son, for He is neither
on this; for on it the firmament
was made l
,
ithe Father nor the Son.
I say "another,"
between the wa.ers above and beneath,
and:no t ,, another thing,"
because He js equally
was called "Heaven,"
in which firmament[
with them the simple Good, unchangeable
and
the stars were made on the fourth day.
There !co-eternal.
And this Trinity is one GOd; and
is no question, then, that if the angels are in-i none the less simple because a Trinity.
For
eluded in the works of God during these six!
days, they are that light which was called iwe do not say that the nature of the good is
"' Day," and whose unity Scripture signalizes[ simple,
because
alone Ghost
possesses
or the Son
alone,the orFather
the Holy
alone;it,
by calling that day not the "first
day," but
**one day." * For the second day, the third,
and the rest are not other days;
but the same
"' one" day is repeated to complete the numbet" six or seven, so that there should be
knowledge
both of God's works and of His
rest.
For when God said, "Let
there be
._ht, and there was light," if we are justified
understanding
in this light the creation of

nor do we say, with the Sabellian
heretics,
that it is only nominally
a Trinity, and has
no real distinction
of persons;
but we say it
is simple, because it is what it has, with the
exception
of the relation
of the persons to
one another.
For, in regard to this relation,
it is true that the Father has a Son, and yet
is not Himself
the Son; and the Son has a
Father, and is not Himself the Father.
But,
as regards Himself, irrespective of relation to

z Vet. 3_a Ps. cxlviii, t-5.
3 Job xxxvlii, 74 Vlves h_iotes,
that the Greek theologlaus and Jerome held,
wlthI_
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made/lint.,
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s Johni.9_
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the other, each is what He has; thus, He _s light of the simple wisdom of God, as tl'_
in Himself
living, for He has life, and is material air is irradiated
with material
light,
Himself the Life which He has.
and that, as the air, when deprived of this
It is for this reason, then, that the nature
light, grows dark, (for material
darkness is
of the Trinity is called simple, because tt has nothing else than mr wanting light,") so the
not anything
which it can lose, and because soul, deprived of the light of wisdom, grows
it is not one thing and its contents
another,
dark.
as a cup and the hquor, or a body and its
According to this, then, those things which
color, or the air and the light or heat of It, or are essentially
and truly divine
are called
a mind and ItS wisdom.
For none of these simple, because in them quality and substance
is what it has: the cup is not liquor, nor the are identical, and because they are divine, or
body color, nor the air light and heat, nor wise, or blessed in themselves,
and without
the mind wisdom.
And hence they can be extraneous supplement.
In Holy Scripture, it
deprived of what they have, and can be turned ts true, the Spirit of wisdom is called "manior changed Into other qualities and states, so !fold" 3 because it contains many things in it;
that the cup may be emptied of the hquid of but what it contains it also IS, and it being
which it is full, the body be discolored,
the one is all these things.
For neither are there
air darken, the mind grow silly.
The lncor- many wlsdoms, but one, in which are untold
ruptible body which is promised to the saints and infinite treasures
of things intellectual,
in the resurrection
cannot,
indeed, lose its wherein are all invisible and unchangeable
quahty of mcorruption,
but the bodily sub- reasons of things visible and changeable which
stance and the quahty of incorruption
are not were created by it.* For God made nothing
the same thing.
For the quality of lncorrupunwittingly;
not even a human workman can
tmn resides entire in each several part, not be said to do so. But if He knew all that
greater m one and less in another;
for no part He made, He made only those things which
is more incorruptible
than
another.
The He had known.
Whence flows a very strikbody, indeed, is itself greater
in whole than ing but true conclusmn, that this world could
in part; and one part of it is larger, another
not be known to us unless it existed,
but
smaller, yet is not the larger more lncorruptlcould not have existed unless it had been
ble than the smaller.
The body, then, which known to God.
is not in each of Its parts a whole body, is
one thing; incorruptlblhty,
which isthrough- CHAP. II.--WHETHER THE ANGELS THAT FELL
out complete,
is another
thing;--for
every
PARTOOK OF THE BLESSEDNESSWHICH THE
part of the incorruptible
body, however unHOLYANGELS HAVE ALWAYSENJOYED FROM
equal to the rest otherwise, is equally mcorTHE TIME OF THEIR CREATION.
rupt.
For the hand, e.g., is not more incorrupt than the finger because it is larger than
the finger;
so, though finger and hand are
unequal, their incorruptibility
is equal.
Thus,
although incorruptibility
is inseparable
from
an incorruptible
body, yet the substance
of
the body is one thing, the quality of mcorruption another.
And therefore
the body is
not what it has.
The soul itself, too, though
it be always wise (as it will be eternally when
it is redeemed),
will be so by participating
in
the unchangeable
wisdom,
which it is not;
for though the air be never robbed of the
light that is shed abroad
in it, it is not on
that account the same thing as the light.
I
do not mean that the soul is air, as has been
supposed by some who could not conceive a
sptritual nature; z but, with much dissimilarity, the two things have a kind of likeness,
which
suitable
to
the immaterialmakes
soul isit illumined
withsaythethatimmaterial

And since these things are so, those spirits
whom we call angels were never at any time
or in any way darkness,
but, as soon as they
were made, were made light; yet they were
not so created in order that they might exist
and live in any way whatever, but were enlightened
that they might live wisely and
blessedly.
Some of them, having turned
away from this light, have not won this wise
and blessed life, which is certainly eternal,
and accompanmd
with the sure confidence of
its eternity;
but they have still the life of
reason, though darkened with folly, and this
they cannot lose even if they would.
But
who can determine to what extent they were
partakers
of that wisdom before they fell ?
And how shall we say that they participated
in it equally with those who through
it arc
truly and fully blessed, resting in a true certainty of eternal felicity _
For if they had

.z P_tareh
{_e Plac.
Pkil.
i. 3, and iv. 3) tells us that this
opinion was held by Anaxlmenes
of Mdetus,
the followers
of An_,
and many ofthe Stoles. Diogenes the Cynic, as well
as £,htogeaesofAplxdlonla, seems to have adopted the same opinmm
See Zeller'__i'ot'c#,
pp. x_i and z99.
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equally participated in this true knowledge, and increase of grace, unless he has been
then the evil angels woutd have remained certified by some revelation from Him who,
eternally blessed equally with the good, be- in Hts just and secret judgment, while He
cause they were equally expectant of it. For, deceives none, informs few regarding this
though a life be never so long, it cannot be matter ? Accordingly, so far as present corntruly called eternal if it is destined to have fort goes, the first man in Paradise was more
an end; for it is called life inasmuch as it is blessed than any just man in this insecure
lived, but eternal because it has no end. state; but as regards the hope of future good,
Wherefore, although everything eternal is not every man who not merely supposes, but certherefore blessed (for hell-fire is eternal), yet taiuly knows that he shall eternally enjoy the
if no life can be truly and perfectly blessed most high God in the company of angels, and
except it be eternal, the life of these angels beyond the reach of ill,--this man, no matter
was not blessed, for it was doomed to end, what bodily torments afflict him, is more
and therefore not eternal, whether they knew blessed than was he who, even in that great
it or not. In the one case tear, in the other felicity of Paradise, was uncertain of his fate. _
ignorance, prevented them from being blessed.
And even if their ignorance was not so great CHAP. I3.--WHETHER
ALL THE ANGELSWERE
as to breed in them a wholly false expectaso CREATEDIN ONE COMMONSTATEOF FEti0n, but left them wavering in uncertainty
LICITY,THATTHOSEWHO FELL WERENOT
whether their good would be eternal or would
AWARETHATTHEYWOULDFALL,AND THAT
some time terminate, this very doubt concernTHOSEWHOSTOODRECEIVED
ASSURANCE
OF
ing sO grand a destiny was incompatible with
THEIROWNPERSEVE_NCEAFTER Trm RUIN
the plenitude of blessedness which we believe
OF THEFALLEN.
the holy angels enjoyed.
For we do not so
narrow and restrict the application of the
From all this, it will readily occur to any
term "blessedness"
as to apply it to God one that the blessedness which an intelligent
only,' though doubtless He is so truly blessed being desires as its legitimate object results
that greater blessedness cannot be; and, in from a combination of these two things,
comparison of His blessedness, what is that namely, that it unsnterruptedly enjoy the unof the angels, though, according to their changeable
is God;
thatcer-it
be delivered good,
from whxch
all dubiety,
andand
know
capacity, they be perfectly blessed ?
tainly that it shall eternally abide in the same
CHAP.X_.--A COMPARISON
OFTHE BLESSEDNESS
enjoyment.
That it is so with the angels of
OF THE
RIGHTEOUS,
WHO
HAVE
NOT
YET
RElight we piously belseve; but that the fallen
CEIVEDTHE DIVI_E REWARD,WITHTHAT OF angels, who by their own default lost that
light, did not enjoy this blessedness even
OURFIRSTPARENTSIN"PARADISE.
before they sinned, reason bids us conclude.
And the angels are not the only members Yet if their life was of any duration before
of the rational and intellectual creation whom they fell, we must allow them a blessedness
we call blessed. For who will take upon him of some kind, though not that _vhich is acto deny that those first men in Paradise were companied _¢_th foresight.
Or, if it seems
blessed previously to sin, although they were hard to beheve that, when the angels were
uncertain how long their blessedness was to created, some were created in ignorance either
last, and whether it would be eternal (and of their perseverance or their fall,while others
eternal it would have been had they not were most certainly assured of the eternity
sinned),--who, I say, will do so, seeing that of their felicity,--if it is hard to believe that
even now we not unbecomingly call those they were not all from the beginning on an
blessed whom we see leading a righteous and equal footing, until these who are now evil
holy life, in hope of immortality, who have no did of their own will fall away from the light
harrowing remorse of conscience, but obtain of goodness, certainly it is much harder to
readily divine remission of the sins of their believe that the holy angels are now uncertain
present infirmity ? These, though they are of their eternal blessedness, and do not know
certain that they shall be rewarded if they regarding themselves as much as we have
persevere, are not certain that they will per- been able to gather regarding them from the
severe. For what man can know that he Holy Scriptures.
For what catholic Chriswill persevere to the end in the exercise tian does not know that no new devil will ever
arise among the good angels, as he knows
zVn_eS remamrks that the ancients
defined blessedneSS
as an abs0_t_ __ had
Au__
: _

_

_u_u .gqod_,
ot the p_t_
remarkame to_.0_.. P_t_
m

a rmnmag_nce

_t.,_. _.
lib.v, t lu_ the de .finitlolh _[ef_e
_mr_flhfftgststs
dteimps,
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_
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that this present devil will never again return
De

a With this chapter
Coere_.
e_ Gra_ta.
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the books
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into the fellowship
of the good ? For the
truth in the gospel promises to the saints and
the faithful that they will be equal to the angels of God; and it is also'promised
them that
they wilt "go away into life eternal."
• But
if we are certain that we shall never lapse
from eternal felicity, while they are not certain, then we shall not be their equals, but
their superiors.
But as the truth never deceives, and' as we shall be their equals, they
must be certain of their blessedness.
And
because the evil angels could not be certain
of that, since their blessedness
was destined
to come to an end, it follows either that the
angels were unequal,
or that, if equal, the
good angels were assured of the eternity of
their blessedness
after the perdition
of the
others;
unless, possibly, some one may say
that the words of the Lord about the devil,
"He was a murderer from the beginning, and
abode not in the truth," 2 are to be understood as if he was not ouly a murderer
from
the beginning
of the human race, when man,
whom he could kill by his deceit, was made,
but also that he did not abide in the' truth
from the time of his own creation,
and was
accordingly
never blessed with the holy angels, but refused
to submit to his Creator,
and proudly exulted
as _f in a private lordshlp of his own, and was thus deceived and
deceiving.
For the domlmon
of the Almighty cannot be eluded;
and he who will
not piously submit himself to things as they
are, proudly feigns, and mocks himself with
a state of things that does not exmt; so that
what the blessed Apostle John says thus becomes intelligible:
"The devil smneth from
the beginning,"
3--that
is, from the time he
was created he refused righteousness,
which
none but a will piously subject to God can
enjoy.
Whoever adopts this opimon at least
disagrees
with those heretics the Manichees,
and with any other pestilential
sect that may
suppose that the devil has derived from some
adverse evil principle a nature proper to himself. These persons are so befooled by error,
that, although
they acknowledge
with ourselves the authority
of the gospels, they do
not notice that the Lord did not say, " The
devil was naturally a stIanger
to the truth,"
but "The devil abode not in the truth," by
which He meant us to understand
that he had
fallen from the truth, in which, if he had
abode, he would have become a partaker of
it, and have remained
in blessedness
along
with the holy angels. 4

OF GOD.

CHAP. I4.--AN EXPLANATIONOF WHATISSAID
OF THE DEVIL, THAT HE DID NOT ABIDE IN
THETRUTH, BECAUSETHE TRUTH WASNOTIN
HIM.
Moreover, as if we had been inquiring why
the devil did not abide in the truth, our Lord
subjoins the reason, saying,
"because
the
truth is not in him."
Now, it would be in
him had he abode in it. But the phraseology
is unusual.
For, as the words stand, "He
abode not m the truth, because the truth is
not m him," it seems as if the truth's dot
being in him were the cause of his not a_oidmg in it; whereas his not abiding in the truth
is rather the cause of its not being in him.
The same form of speech
is found in the
psalm: "I have called upon Thee, for Thou
hast heard me, O God," s where we should
expect it to be said, Thou hast heard me, 0
God, for I have called upon Thee.
But when
he had said, " I have called," then, as if some
on e were seeking proof of this, he demonstrates the effectual earnestness
of his prayer
by the effect of God's hearing it; as if he had
said, The proof that I have prayed is that
Thou hast heard me.
CHAP. I_._HOW
WE ARETO UNDERSTAND THE
WORDS, " THE DEVIL SINNETH FROM THE BECI_NINC."
As for what John says about the devil,
" The devil sinneth
from the beginning,"
6
they 7 who suppose it is meant hereby that the
dewl was made with a sinful nature, misunderstand it; for if sin be uatural, it is not sin
at all.
And how do they answer the prophetic
proofs,--either
what Isaiah
says when he
represents the devil under the person of the
king of Babylon, " How art thou fallen, 0
Lucifer,
son of the morning !" 0 or what
Ezekiel says, " Thou hast been in Eden, the
garden of God; every precious stone was thy
covering, ''9 where it is meant that he was
some time without sin; for a little after it is
still more explicitly said, "Thou
wast perfect
in thy ways ?"
And if these passages cannot
well be otherwise interpreted,
we must understand by th_s one also, " He abode not in the
truth," that he was once in the truth, but did
not remain in it. And fromthis passage, "The
devil sinneth from the beginning,"
it is not
to be supposed
that he sinned from the beginning of his created existence, but from the
beginning of his sin, when by his pride he had
once
commenced
to Job,
sin. ofThere
a passage,
too, in
the Book of
which isthe
devil is
the subject:

Matt. xxv. 46.
john viit, 44.
3 x John tii. 8.
( CL Ge_. ad Li/. xl. _)7et seqq.
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creation of God, which He made to be a sport itself has in the scale of creation, while necesto His angels," ' which agrees with the psalm, sity considers how it meets its need; reason
it is said, "There
is that dragon which looks for what the mental light will judge to
Thou hast made to be a sport therein." _ But be true, while pleasure looks for what pleasthese passages are not to lead us to suppose
antly titilates the bodily sense.
But of such
that the devil was originally created to be the consequence
in rational natures is the weight,
sport of the angels, but that he was doomed
so to speak, of will and of love, that though
to this punishment after his sin.
His begin- in the order of nature angels rank above men,
ning, then, is the handiwork of God; for there yet, by the scale of justice, good men are of
is no nature, even among the least, and low- greater value than bad angels.
est, and last of the beasts, which was not the
work of Him from whom has proceeded
all CHAP. 17"--THAT THE FLAWOF WICKF-J_NF.'.qS
IS
measure,
all form, all order, without which
NOT NATURE, BUT CONTRARY TO'NATURE,
nothing
can be planned or conceived.
How
AND HAS ITS ORIGIN, NOT IN THE CREATOR,
much more, then, is this angelic nature, which i BUT IN THE WILL.
surpasses in dignity all else that He has made,
the handiwork of the Most High !

It is with reference
to the nature, then, and
not to the wickedness
of the devil, that we
_re to understand
these words, " This is the
CHAP. I6.--OF THE RANKS AND DIFFERENCES begmnmg
of God's handiwork;"
3 for, withOF
THE
CREATURES,
ESTIMATED
BY
THEIR
out doubt, wickedness
can be a flaw or vice4
UTILITY,
OR ACCORDINGTO THE NATURAL only where the nature previously
was not
GRADATIONSOF BEING.
vitiated.
Vice, too, is so contrary to nature,
For, among those beings which exist, and that it cannot but damage it. And therefore
which are not of God the Creator's
essence,
departure from God would be no vice, unless
those which have life are ranked above those m a nature whose property it was to abide
which have none; those that have the power with God.
So that even the wicked will is a
of generation, or even of desiring, above those strong proof of the goodness of the nature.
which want this faculty.
And, among things But God, as He is the supremely good Creator
that have life, the sentient are higher than of good natures, so is He of evil wills the most
those which have no sensation, as animals are just Ruler;
so that, while they make an ill
ranked above trees.
And, among the senti- use of good natures, He makes a good use
ent, the intelligent are above those that have even of evil wills.
Accordingly,
He caused
not intelligence,--men,
e.g., above cattle, the dewl (good by God's creation, wtcked by
And, among the intelligent,
the immortal,
his own will) to be cast down from his high
such as the angels, above the mortal, such as _osition, and to become the mockery of His
men.
These are the gradations according to angels,--that
is, He caused his temptations
the order of nature;
but according
to the to benefit those whom he wishes to injure by
utility each man finds in a thing, there are them.
And because God, when He created
various standards of value, so that it comes him, was certainly not ignorant of his future
to pass that we prefer some thsngs that have malignity,
and foresaw the good which He
no sensation to some sentient beings.
And Himself would bring out of his evd, therefore
so strong is this preference, that, had we the says the psalm, " This leviathan whom Thou
power, we would abolish the latter from nature hast made to be a sport therein," s that we
altogether, whether in ignorance of the place may see that, even while God in His goodness
they hold in nature, or, though we know it, created him good, He yet had already foresa/:rificing them to our own convenience,
seen and arranged how He would make use
Who, e.g., would
not rather
have bread of him when he became wicked
in his house
than mice, gold than fleas?
But there is little to wonder at in this, see-CHAP.
IS.--OF
THE BEAUTYOF THE UNIVERSE,
lug that even when valued by men themWHICH BECOMES, BY GOD'S ORDINANCE,
MORE
selves (whose
nature
is certainly
of the
BRILLIANTBY THE OPPOSITIONOF CONTXAhighest dignity),
more is often given for a
ruES.
horse than for a slave, for a jewel than for
For God would never have created any, I
a maid.
Thus the reason of one contempIatdo not say angel, but even man, whose future
ing nature prompts very different judgments
wickedness
He foreknew,
unless
He had
from those dictated by the necessity of the equally known to what uses in behalf of the
needy, or the desire of the voluptuous;
for
the former considers
what value a thing in
3JobxL _4(LXX.).
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good He could turn him, thus embellishingthelightfrom the darkness;and God called
thecourse of the ages,as itwere an exquisitethe hght Day, and the darkness Hc called
poem set offwith antitheses.For what.are Night." For He alone could make thisdiscalledantitheses
are among the most elegantcnmlnation,who was able also before they
ot the ornaments of speech. They might bc fell,
to foreknow that they would fall,
and
calledin Latin "oppositions,"or,to speak that,being deprived of the lightof truth,
more accurately,
" contrapositlons;"
but thisthey would abide in the darkness of pride.
word isnot incommon use among us,* though For,so faras regardsthe day and night,with
the Latin,and indeed the languages of allwhich wc are familiar,
Hc commanded those
nations,availthemselves of the same orna- luminariesof heaven that are obviousto our
ments of style. In the Second Epistleto the senses to dlvldc between the lightand the
Corinthiansthe Apostle Paul also makes a darkness. " Let therebe," He says,"lights
gracefuluse of antithesis,
in thatplacewhere inthe firmamentof the heaven,to dividethe
he says," By the armor of righteousnesson day from the night;" and shortlyafterHe
the righthand and on the left,
by honor and says, "And God made two greatlights;the
dishonor,by cvllreportand good report:as greaterlightto rule the day, and the lesser
deceivers,
and yet true;as unknown, and yet lightto rulethe night: the starsalso. And
well known; as dying, and, behold,we live;God setthem in the firmamentof the heaven,
as chastened,and not killed;as sorrowful,togivelightupon the earth,and to ruleover
yet always rejoicing;as poor, yet making the day and overthe night,and to dividethe
many rich; as having nothlng,and yet pos- lightfrom the darkness."* But between that
sessingallthings."-_ As, then,theseopposl- light,
which isthe holycompany of theangels
tions of contrarieslend beauty to the fan- splntuallyradiant with the illuminationof
guage,so the beauty of the course of this]thetruth,and thatopposing darkness,which
world is achieved by the oppositionof con-llSthe noisome foulnessof the spiritual
conditrancs,arranged,as itwere, by an eloquence tlonof thoseangelswho areturned away from
not of words, but of things. This is qultelthehght of righteousness,
only Hc Himself
plainlystated in the Book of Ecclesiasticus,
[could dlvlde,from whom theirwickedness
inthisway: "Good
is set againstev11,
and (not of nature,but of will),
while yet itwas
lifeagainstdeath: so isthe sinneragainstthe future,could not bc hidden or uncertain.
godly. So look upon allthe works of the
Most High, and these are two and two, one 'CHAP. 20.--OF THE WORDSWHICH FOLLOWTHE
against another."
3
SEPARATION
OF LIGHT
AND DARKNE_J,
_* AND
GOD

CHAP. I9.--WHAT

x Quintilian
uses
R s Cot. vL 7-_o.

BY

, SEEMINGLY,

WE ARE TO UN-

_' GOD

THE

LIGHT

THAT

IT

WAS

GOOD."

Then, we must not pass from this passage
Scripture without noticing that when God
THE LIGHT FROM THE DARKNESS."
said, " Let there be light, and there was
Accordingly,
though the obscurity of the light," it was immediately added, "And God
divine word has certainly this advantage, that saw the light that it was good."
No such
it causes many oplmons
about the truth to expression
followed the statement
that He
be started and discussed,
each reader seeing separated
the light from the darkness,
and
some fresh meaning
in it, yet, whatever
is called the light Day and the darkness
Night,
said to be meant
by an obscure
passage lest the seal of His approval
might'seem
to
should be either confirmed
by the testimony
be set on such darkness,
as well as on the
of obvious facts, or should be asserted
m' light.
For when the darkness
was not subother and less ambiguous
texts.
This ob- ject of disapprobation,
as when it was divided
scunty is beneficial, whether the sense of the by the heavenly bodies from this light which
author is at last reached
after the discussion
our eyes discern, the statement
that God saw
of many other interpretations,
or whether,
that it was good is inserted, not before, but
though that sense remain concealed,
other after the division is recorded.
"And God set
truths are brought out by the discussion
of them," so runs the passage, "in the firmathe obscurity.
To me it does not seem in- ment of the heaven, to give light upon the
congruous
with the working of God, if we earth, and to rule over the day and over the
understand
that the angels were created when night, and to divide the light from the darkthat first light was made, and that a separa- ness: and God saw that it was good."
For
tion was made between the holy and the un- He approved of both, because both were sinclean angels, when, as is said, "God divided
less.
But where God said, " Let there be
flight, and there was light: and God saw the
DERSTAND

THE

SAW

it commonly

WORDS,

in the sense

DIVIDED

of antithesis..:.
3 Ecclus. xx_t.

xS.

of

x Gen.

L x4-xS.
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light that it was good;"
and the narrative
s on, "and God divided the light from the
kness ! and God called the light Day, and
the darkness He called Night," there was not
in this place subjoined
the statement,
"And
God saw that it was good," lest both should
be designated
good, while one of them was
evil, not by nature,
but by its own fault,
.And therefore,
in this case, the light alone
received
the approbation
of the Creator,
while the angelic darkness,
though
it had
been ordained,
was yet not approved.

composed
of mind and body; nor does His
present knowledge differ from that which it
ever was or shall be, for those variations of
time, past, present, and future, though they
alter our knowledge, do not affect His, "with
whom is no varlableness,
neither shadow of
turning. ''_ Neither is there any growth from
thought
to thought in the conceptions of Him
iin whose spiritual vision all things which He
knows are at once embraced.
For as without
any movement
that time can measure,
He
Himself
moves all temporal
things, so He
knows all times with a knowledge
that time
cannot measure.
And therefore He saw that
CHAP. 2I.--OF GOD'S ETERNALANDUNCHANGE- what He had made was good, when He saw
ABLE KNOWLEDGE AND WILL, WHEREBY ALL that it was good to make it.
And when He
HE HAS MADE PLEASED
HIM IN THE ETERNAL
saw
it made, He had not on that account
a
DESIGN
AS WELL AS IN THE ACTUAL
RESULT.
twofold
nor
any
way increased
knowledge
of
For what else is to be understood
by that it; as if He had less knowledge
before He
invariable
refrain, "And God saw that it was made what He saw. For certainly He would
good," than the approval of the work in its not be the perfect worker He is, unless His
design, which is the wisdom of God ? For knowledge
were so perfect as to recewe
no
certainly God did not in the actual achieve-addition
from His finished works.
Wherement of the work first learn that it was good, fore, if the only object had been to inform us
but, on the contrary,
nothing
would have who made the light, It had been enough to
been made had it not been first known by say, "God made the light;"
and if further
Him.
While, therefore,
He sees that that is information
regarding
the means by which it
good which, had He not seen it before it was was made had been intended,
it would have
made, would never have been made, it is sufficed to say, "And God said, Let there be
plain that He is not discovering,
but teaching
hght, and there was light,"
that we might
that it is good.
Plato,
indeed,
was bold know not only that God had made the world,
enough
to say that, when the universe
was but also that He had made it by the word.
completed,
God was, as it were; elated with But because it was right that three leading
joy. z And Plato was not so foolish as to truths regarding
the creature be intimated
to
mean by this that God was rendered
more us, viz., who made it, by what means, and
blessed by the novelty of His creation;
but why, it is written, "God
said, Let there be
he wished thus to indicate that the work now light, and there was light.
And God saw the
completed
met with its Maker's approval, as light that it was good."
If, then, we ask who
it had while yet in design.
It is not as if the made it, it was '" God."
If, by what means,
knowledge
of God were of various
kinds, He said " Let it be," and it was.
If we ask,
knowing in different ways things which as yet why He made it, "it was good."
Neither is
are not, things which are, and things which there any author more excellent
than God,
have been.
For not in our fashion does He nor any skill more efficacious than the word
look forward to what is future, nor at what is of God, nor any cause better than that good
present, nor back upon what is past; but in a might be created by the good God.
This
manner quite different and far and profoundly
also Plato has assigned as the most sufficient
remote from our way of thinking.
For He reason
for the creation
of the world, that
does not pass from this to that by transition
good works might be made by a good God; 3
of thought, but beholds all things with abso- whether he read this passage,
or, perhaps,
lute unchangeableness;
so thatofthose
things was informed
of these things by those who
which emerge in time, the future, indeed, are had read them,
or, by his quick-sighted
not yet, and the present are now, and the past genius, penetrated
to things spiritual and inno longer are; but all of these are by Him visible through the things that are created, or
comprehended
in His stable and eternal pres- was instructed regarding
them by those who
ence.
Nether does He see in one fashion by had discerned them.
the eye, in another by the mind, for He is not

'

:
_
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_*' xTL_e referelt_ is to the Tim_u$,p." 37 C., where he says,
When theimre_ Creator perceived this created image of the
eternalGads in lifeand motion, He w..as..dehf_hted, m_d m Hm
. jey
moues._
_emldefed

how He might make it stlU liker xts

Jes. i. *73The passage referred to isin the Tim¢u_tp.
29 D.: ' Let yes
say what wasthe cause of the Creatm"s fm-mln_ this universe.
Hewas good; andln the good no envy m ever generated about
anything whatever. Therefore, bemgfree from envyl Hedesired
thp_t aU thmg_ should, as much as poss/ble, resembleHimmlL
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But we do not greatlywonder that persons,
suppose
thatsome evilnaturehas been
GOOD CREATION OF A GOOD CREATOR,
AND generatedand propagated by a kind of OpWHO THINK THAT THERE IS SOME NATURAL
posing principleproperto it,refuseto admit
EVIL.
thatthe cause of the creationwas this,that

CHAP. _2. "='OF THOSE
WHO
CERTAIN
THINGS
WHICH

DO
ARE

NOT APPROVE
OF
A PART
OF THIS

who

This cause,however,
a good creation,
cYg_e°deGvc°dtPa_OdU:_aa
gofd[t:tti_ins.entFeor
namely,
the goodness
of of
God,--this
cause, I _hhc
t
ersay, so j'ust and fit, which, when p-iousl-y and Iprise ....
of creation by the urgent necessity of
carefully weighed, terminates
all the contro-lrepu!,smgT the evil th_ warred against .Him,
versies of those who inquire into the origin of _ano that lae mlxea r_ls gooa nature wltlx the
the world, has not been recognized
by some evil for the sake of restraining and conquerheretics, x because there are, forsooth, many mg it; ,and that this nature of His, beingthus
things, such as fire, frost, wild beasts, and so shamefully
polluted,
and most cruelly
opforth, which do not suit but injure this thin- pressed and held captive, He labors to cleanse
blooded and frail mortality of our flesh, which and dehver it, and with all His pains does
is at present under just punishment.
They not wholly succeed;
but such part of it as
do not consider how admirable
these things could not be cleansed from that defilement is
are in their own places, how excellent in their to serve as a prison and chain of the conown natures, how beautifully
adjusted to the quered and incarcerated
enemy.
The Manifest of creation, and how much grace they chmans would not drivel, or rather, rave. in
contribute
to the universe by their own con- such a style as this, if they believed
the
tributions
as to a commonwealth;
and how nature of God to be, as it is, unchangeable
serviceable
they are even to ourselves, if we and. absolutely
incorruptible,
and subject to
use themwith
a knowledge of their fit adaptano Injury;
and if, moreover,
they held in
tions,--so
that even poisons, which are de- Christian
sobriety,
that the soul which has
structive
when used injudiciously,
become shown itself capable of being altered for the
wholesome
and medicinal
when used in con- worse by its own will, and c,f being corrupted
fortuity with their qualities and design; just by sin, and so, of being deprived of the light
as, on the other hand, those things which of eternal truth,--that
this soul, I say, is not
give us pleasure,
such as food, drink, and the a part of God, nor of the same nature as God,
light of the sun, are found to be hurtful when but is created by Hxm, and is far different
immoderately
or unseasonably
used.
And from its Creator.
thus divine providence
admonishes
us not
foolishly to vituperate
things, but to invest1-CHAP. 23.---OF
THE ERROR IN WHICH TIrE DOCgate their utility with care; and, where our
TRINE OF ORIGENIS INVOLVED.
mental capacity or infirmity is at fault, to believe that there is a utility, though hidden, as
But it is much more surprising that some
we have experienced
that there were other even of those who, with ourselves,
believe
things which we all but failed to discover,
that there is one only source of all things,
For this concealment
of the use of things is and that no nature which is not divine can
itself either an exercise of our humility or a !exist unless originated
by that Creator, have
levelling of our pride; for no nature at all is yet refused to accept with a good and simple
evil, and this is a name for nothing but the faith this so good and simple a reason of
want of good.
But from things earthly to the world's
creation,
that
a good
God
things heavenly, from the visible to the invisi- made it good; and that the things created,
ble, there are some things better than others;
being
different
from God, were inferior
and for this purpose
are they unequal,
in to Him, and yet were good, being created
order that they might all exist.
Now God is by none other
than
He.
But they say
in such sort a great worker in great things,
that souls, though
not, indeed,
parts of
that He is not less in little things,_for
these God, but created by Him, sinned by abandonlittle things are to be measured
not by their ing God; that, in proportion
to their various
sins, they merited different degrees of debaseown greatness
(which does not exist), but by
the wisdom of their Designer;
as, in the visi- ment from heaven to earth, and diverse bodies
ble appearance
of a man, if one eyebrow be as prison-houses;,
and that this is the world,
shaved off, how nearly nothing is taken from and this the cause of its creation, not the
the body, but how much from the beauty !-- production of good things, but the restraining
for that is not constituted
by bulk, but by the of evil.
Origen is justly blamed for holding
proportion
and arrangement
of the members,
this opinion.
For in the books which he en*
titles rcEp_ otOXc_v , that is, Of Origirt$, this is
' The MaCho,
towit.
his sentiment, this his utterance.
And I can-
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not sufficiently express my astonishment,
that
a man so erudite and well versed m ecclesi,
astical literature, should not have observed,
in the first place, how opposed this is to the
meaning of this authoritative Scripture, which,
in recounting all the works of God, regularly
adds, "And God saw that it was good;"
and
when all were completed,
inserts the words,
"And God saw everything that He had made,
and, behold, it was very good." * Was it not
obviously meant to be understood
that there
was no other cause of the world's creation
than that good creatures should be made b3
a good God?
In this creation, had no om
sinned, the world would have been titled and
beautified with natures good without exception; and though there is sin, all things are
not therefore full of sin, for the great majority
of the heavenly
inhabitants
preserve
their
nature's
integrity.
And the sinful
will,
though it violated the order of its own nature,
did not on that account escape the laws of
God, who justly orders all things for good.
For as the beauty of a picture is increased by
well-managed
shadows, so, to the eye that
has skill to disceru it, the universe is beautified even by sinners, though, considered
by
themselves,
their deformity
is a sad blemish.
In the second place, Origen, and all who
think
with true
him, opinion
ought to that
have the
seenworld
that ifwasit
were the
created
in order that souls might, for their
sins, be accommodated
with bodies in which
they should be shut up as in houses of correction, the more venial sinners receiving lighter
and more ethereal bodies, while the grosset
and graver sinners received bodms more crass
and grovelling, then it would follow that the
devils, who are deepest in wickedness,
ought,
rather than even wicked men, to bare earthly
bodies, since these are the grossest and least
ethereal of all_ But in point of fact, that we
might see that the deserts of souls are not to
be estimated
by the qualitms
of bodies, the
wickedest
devil possesses
an ethereal body,
while man, wicked, it is true, but with a wickedness small and venial in comparison
with
Ms, received even before his sin a body of
day.
And what more foolish assertion
can
be advanced
than that God, by this sun of
ore's, did not design to benefit the material
creation, or lend lustre to its loveliness,
and
therefore created one single sun for this single
w_rld_ but that it so happened
that one soul
only had so sinned as to deserve to be endosed in such a body as it is ? On this prmciple, if it had chanced that not one, but two,
yea, or ten, or a hundred

had sinned similarly,
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and with a like degree of guilt, then this world
would have one hundred suns.
And that such
is not the case, is due not to the considerate
foresight of the Creator, contriving the safety
and beauty of things material, but rather to
the fact that so- fine a quality of sinning was
hit upon by only one soul, so that it alone has
merited
such a body.
Manifestly
persons
holding
such opinions should aim at confining, not souls of whmh they know not what
they say, but themselves,
lest they fall, and
deservedly, far indeed from the truth.
And
as to these three answers which I formerly
recommended
when
in the case
of any
creature the questions are put, Who made it ?
By what means ? Why ? that it should be
replied, God, By the Word, Because it was
good,--as
to these three answers, it is very
questionable
whether the Trinity itself is thus
mystically indicated,
that is, the Father,
the
Son, and the Holy Ghost, or whether there
is some good reason for this acceptation
m
this passage of Scripture,--this,
I say, is
questionable,
and one can't be expected
to
explain everything m one volume.
CHAP. Z4.--OF THE D_VINE TgtN_a% AND THn
II_DICATIOt_S OF ITS PRESENCE SCATTERED
EVEaVWHEREAMO_ ITSWORKS.
We

believe,

we

maintain,

we

faithfully

preach, that the Father begat the Word, that
is, Wisdom, by which all things were made,
the only-begotten
Son, one as the Father is
one, eternal
as the Father
is eternal,
and,
equally
with the Father,
supremely
good;
and that the Holy Spirit is the Spirit alike of
Father and of Son, and is Himself
consubstantial
and co-eterual
with both;
and that
this whole is a Trinity by reason of the indlviduahty _ of the persons, and one God by
reason of the indivisible divine substance, as
also one Almighty by reason of the indivisible
omnipotence;
yet so that, when we inquire
regarding
each singly, it is said that each is
God and Almighty;
and, when we speak of
all together, it is said that there are not three
Gods, nor three Almighties,
but one God A1mighty;
so great is the indivisible
unity of
these Three,
which requires
that it be so
stated.
But, whether the Holy Spirit of the
Father, and of the Son, who are both good,
can be with propriety called the goodness of
both, because
He is common
to both, I do
not presume
to determine
hastily.
Nevertheless, I would have less hesitation
in saying
ffi_-o_-z't_a*.
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that He is the holiness of both, not as if He ithat these philosophers,
in this threefold diwere a divine attribute merely, but Himself ivislon, had any theught of a trinity in God,
also the divine substance, and the third per- although Plato is said to have been the first
son in the Trinity.
I am the rather embol- to dtscover and promulgate this distribution,
dened to make this statement, because, though and he saw that God alone could be the author
the Father is a spirit, and the Son a spirit, of nature, the bestower of intelligence,
and
and the Father
holy, and the Son holy, yet the kindler of tore by which life becomes good
the third person is distinctively
called the and blessed.
But certain it is that, thodgh
Holy Spirit, as if He were the substantial philosophers disagree both regarding the naholiness consubstantial
wtth the other two. ture of things, and the mode of investigating
But if the divine goodness is nothing else than truth, and of the good to which all our actions
the divine holiness, then certainly it is areaought to tend, yet in these three great general
sortable studiousness,
and not presumptuous
questions all their intellectual energy,is spent.
intrusion, to inquire whether the same Trinity And though there be a confusing diversity of
be not hinted at in an enigmatical
mode of opinion, every man striving to establish his
speech, by which our inquiry is sttmulated,
own opinion in regard to each of these qiieswhen it is written who made each creature,
tlons, yet no one of them all doubts that naand by what means, and why.
For it _s the ture has some cause, science some method,
Father of the Word who said, Let there be. hfe some end and aim.
Then, again, there
And that which was made when He spoke was are three things which every artificer must
certainly made by means of the Word.
And _ossess _f he is to effect anything,--nature,
by the words, " God saw that it was good," it education, practice.
Nature is to be judged
is sufficiently intimated that God made what by capactty, educaUon by knowledge, practice
was made not from any necessity, nor for the by its frmt.
I am aware that, properly speak_ke of supplying any want, but solely from lng, fruit is what o_e enjoys, use [practice]
His own goodness, i.e., because _t was good. what one uses.
And this seems to be the
And thts is stated after the creation had taken d_fference between them, that we are said to
place, that there might be no doubt that the _wjo_,that which in itself, and irrespective of
thing made sausfied the goodness on account other ends, delights us; to use that which we
of which it was made.
And if we are right in seek for the sake of some end beyond.
For
understanding
that this goodness is the Holy which reason the things of time are to be used
Spirit, then the whole Trinity _s revealed to rather than enjoyed, that we may deserve to
us in the creation.
In this, too, is the origin, enjoy things eternal; and not as those perverse
tile enlightenment,
the blessedness of the holy creatures who would faro enjoy money and
city whtch is above among the holy angels, use God,--not
spending money for God's
For if we inquire whence tt is, God created
sake, but worshipping God for money's sake.
_t; orwhence _tswisdom, God illumined it; or However, m common parlance, we both use
whence its blessedness,
God is its bliss.
It fruits and enjoyuses.
For we correctly speak
has its form by subsisting _n Him; its enhghtof the " frutts of the field," which certainly
enment
by contemplating
Him; its joy by we all use in the present life.
And it was in
abiding in Him.
It is; it sees; it loves.
In iaccordance with this usage that I said that
God's eternity is its hfe; in God's truth its there were three things to be,observed
in a
hght; in God's goodness its joy.
man, nature, education, practice.
From these
the philosophers
have elaborated, as I said,
the threefold d_vision of that science by which
CHAP.
25.--OF
THE
DIVISION
OF
PHILOSOPHY
a blessed
hfe is attained: the natural having
INTO THREE PARTS.
respect to nature, the rational to education,
:he moral to practice.
If, then, we were ourAs far as one can judge, it is for the same selves the authors of our nature,we should have
reason that philosophers have aimed _t a three- generated knowledge in ourselves, and should
fold division of science, or rather, were en- not require to reach it by education, i.e., by
abled to see that there was a threefold division learning it from others.
Our love, too, profor they did not invent, but only discovered
ceeding from ourselves and returning to us,
t), of which one part is called physical, an- would suffice to make our life blessed, and
other logical, the third ethical.
The Latin would stand in need of no extraneous enjoyequivalents of these names are now natural- I ment.
But now, since our nature has God as
ized in the writings of many authors, so that I its requisite author, it is certain that we must
these divisions are called natural, rational, and I have Him for our teacher that we may be
moral_ on book.
which
the.ei_,hth

I Not
havethattouched
Him, thattoo,we tomaydispense
to us spiritual
I wouldslightly
concludein]wise;
l sweetness
be blessed.
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<_KAP. 26._Or
THE I_AOE OV THE SUPREME i be happy, so there is no one who does not
TRINITY,
WHICH WE FIND IN SOME SORT IN wish to be. For how can.hebe happy, if he
HUMAN
NATURE
EVEN
IN" ITS PRESENT
STATE.
i is nothing
?

_,
:
,_
_,

THE

And we indeed recognize
in ourselves the CHAP. 27.--0F EXISTENCE,AND KNOWLEDGEOF
image of God, that is, of the supreme Trin_T, AND THE LOVE OF BOTH.
ity, an image which, though it be not equal
to .God, or rather, though it be very far reAnd truly the very fact of existing is by
moved from Him,wbeing
neither co-eternal,
some natural spell so pleasant, that even the
nor, to say all in a word, consubstantial
with wretched are, for no other reason, unwilling
Him,--is
yet nearer to Him in nature than to perish; and, when they feel that they are
any other of His works, and is destined to be wretched,
wish not that they themselves
be
yet restored, that it may bear a still closer re- annihilated,
but that their misery be so. Take
semblance.
For we both are, and know that even those wno, both in theirown esteem, and
we are, and delight in our being, and our m point of fact, are utterly wretched, and who
knowledge
of it. Moreover,
in these three
are reckoned so, not only by wise men on acthings no true.seeming
illusion disturbs us; count of their folly, but by those who count
for we do not come into contact with these by themselves
blessed,
and who think
them
some bodily sense, as we perceive the things wretched because they are poor and destitute,
outside of us,--colors,
e.g., by seeing, sounds --if any one should give these men an immorby hearing, smells by smelling, tastes by tast- tahty, in which their misery should be deathing, hard and soft objects by touching,--of
less, and should offer the alternative,
that if
all which sensible objects it is the images re- they shrank from existing
eternally
in the
sembhng
them, but not themselves whtch we same misery they might be annihilated,
and
perceive in the mind and hold m the memory,
exist nowhere at all, nor in any condition, on
and which excite us to desire the objects,
the instant they would joyfully, nay exultant:But, without any delusive representation
of |Y' make election to exist always, even in such
images or phantasms,
I am most certain that a condition, rather than not exist at all.
The
I am, and that I know and delight m this. well-known
feeling of such men witnesses to
In respect of these truths, I am not at all this.
For when we see that they fear to die,
and wit[ rather hve in such misfortune
than
afraid of the arguments
of the Academicians,
who say, What if you are deceived ? For if I end it by death, is it not obvious enough how
am deceived, I am. • For he who is not, can- nature shrinks from anmhilation
? And, acnot be deceived;
and if I am deceived, by this cordingly,
when they know that they must
same token I am.
And since i am if I am die, they seek, as a great boon, thatthis mercy
deceived, how am I deceived in believing that !be shown them, that they may a little longer
Iam?
for it is certain thatIamif
Iamdelive in the same misery, and delay to end it
ceived.
Since, therefore,
I, the person de- by death.
And so they indubitably
prove
ceived, should be, even if I were deceived,
with what glad alacrity they would accept iracertainly I am not decewed
in this knowledge
mortality, even though it secured to them endthat I am.
And, consequently,
neither am I less destruction.
What! do not even all irradeceived
in knowing that I know.
For, as I tlonal animals, to whom such calculations
are
know that I _m, so I know this also, that I unknown, from the huge dragons down to the
know.
And when I love these two things,
least worms, all testify that theywish
to exist,
_I add to them a certain third thing, namely,
and therefore
shun death by every movement
my love, which is of equal moment.
For in their power?
Nay, the very plants and
neither am I deceived in this, that I love, shrubs, which have no such hfe as enables
since in those things which I love I am not them to shun destruction
by movements
we
deceived;
though even if these were false, it can see, do not they all seek in their own fashwould still be true that Ilcvd
false things.
_on to conserve
their existence,
by rooting
For how could I justly be blamed and prohi- themselves more and more deeply in the earth,
bited from loving false things, if it were false that so they may draw nourishment,
and throw
that I loved them ? But, since they are true out healthy branches
towards the sky ? In
and real, who doubts thatwhen they are loved, fine, even the lifeless bodies, which want not
the love of them is itself true and real ? Fur- only sensation
but seminal
life, yet either
ther, as there is no one who does not wish to seek the upper air or sink deep, or are balanted in an intermediate
position, so that they
may protect their existence
in that situation
_Thm isae_eof
the passagesclted
by Sir Witlmm
Hamilton,
where they can exist in most accordance with
_oTtif with the Co.to,
ergo _m
of Descartes,
in confirmation
of
_ _of, t_t _.o _ M we_ co_o_ ot _r_ mod_ of! their nature.
_dstence,
tn so Jar we pcemess an absolute certainty
that wc exist.
_teAh_V_waflto_'sReid,
p. 744_
o
And how much human nature loves-the
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knowledge of its existence, and how it shrinks good man who knows what is good, but who
from being deceived, will be sufficiently un- loves it. Is it not then obvious that we love
derstood from this fact, that every man pre- m ourselves the very love wherewith we love
fers to grieve in a sane mlnd, rather than to whatever good we love ? For there is also a
be glad in madness.
And this grand and love wherewith we love that which we ought
wonderful instinct belongs to men alone of notto love; and this love is hated byhim who
all animals; for, though some of them have loves that wherewith he loves wbat ought to
keener eyesight than ourselves for this world's be loved. For it is quite possible for both to
light, they cannot attain to that splrttual hght exist m one man. And this co-existence is
with which our mind is somehow irradiated, so good for a man, to the end that this love which
that we can form right judgments of all things. I conduces to our living well may grow, and the
For our power to judge is proporuoned to our other, which leads us to evil may decrease,
acceptance of this light. Nevertheless, the luntil our whole life be perfectly healed and
irraUonal animals, though they have not [transmuted into good. Forif wewere beasts,
knowledge, have certainly something resem- we should love the fleshly and sensual life,
bling knowledge; whereas the other mater_al and this would be our sufficmnt good; and
things are said to be sensible, not because they when _t was well with us in respect of it, we
have senses, but because they are the objects should seek nothing beyond. In like manner,
of our senses. Yet among plants, their nour- if we were trees, we could not, indeed, in the
_shment and generauon have some resem- strict sense of theword, love ,inything; neverblance to sensible life. However, both these theless we should seem, as it were, to long for
and all material things have their causes hid- that by whmh we might become raore abunden in their nature; but their outward forms, dantly and luxuriantly fruitful. If we were
which lend beauty to this vimble structure of stones, or waves, or wand, or flame, or anythe world, are perceived by our senses, so that thing of that kind, we should want, indeed,
they seem to wish to compensate for their both sensation and hfe, yet should possess a
own want of knowledge by provLding us with kind of attraction towards our own proper poknowledge. But we perceive them by our sition and natural order.
For the specific
bodily senses m such a way that we do not grawty of bodies is, as it were, their love,
judge of them by these senses. For we have _hether they are carried downwards by their
another and far superior sense, belonging to weight, or upwards by their levity. For the
the inner man, by which we percewe what body is borne by its gravity, as the spirit by
things are just, and what unjust,--just
by love, whithersoever it is borne.' But we are
mear_s of an intelligible idea, unjust by the men, created m the image of our Creator,
want of it. This senseisaidedin_ts
functions whose etermty is true, and whose truth is
neither by the eyesaght, nor by the orifice of eternal, whose love is eternal and true, and
the ear, nor by the air-holes of the nostrils who Himself is the eternal, true, and adoranor by the palate's taste, nor by any bodily ble Trinity, without confusion, wathout sepatouch.
By it I am assured both that I am, raUon; and, therefore, while, as we run over
and that I know thxs; and these two I love, all the works which He has established, we
and in the same manner I am assured t_at I may detect, as it were, His footprints, now
love them.
more and now less d_stmct even in those things
that are beneath us, since they could not so
CHAP.28.--WHETHERWE OUGHTTOLOVETHE much as exist, or be bodied forth in any shape,
LOVEITSELFWITHWHICHWEt0VE OUR EX- or follow and observe any law, hacl they not
ISTENCEANDOUR KNOWLEDGEOF IT, THAT been made by Him who supremel.y is, and is
SO
WE
MAY
MORE
NEARLY
RESEMBLE
THE
supremely good and supremely wine; yet in
IMAGEOF THE DIVINETRINITY.
ourselves beholding His image, let us, like
We have said as much as the scope of this that younger son of the gospel, come to ourwork demands regarding these two things, to selves, and arise and return to I-_;m from
wit, our existence, and our knowledge of it, whom by our sin we had departed. There our
and how much they are loved by us, and how being will have no death, our knowledge no
there is found even in the lower creatures a error, our love no mishap.
But now, though
kind of likeness of these things, and yet with we are assured of our possession of these three
a difference.
We have yet to speak of the things, not on the testimony of others, but by
love wherewith they are loved, to determine our own consciousness of their presence, and
whether this love itself is loved. And doubt- because we see them with our own most truthless it is; and this is the proof. Because in ful interior vision, yet, as we cannot of ourmen who are justly loved, it is rather love itself that is loved; for he is not justly called a
_comparethec,,,,/_,,¢,,,,.,,
,,ir_.
9.
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selve_ know how long they are to continue,
and whether they shall never cease to be, and
what issue their good or bad use will lead to,
we seek for others who can acquaint
u_ of
these things,
if we have not already
found
them.
Of the trustworthiness
of these witnesses, there will, not now, but subsequently,
be an opportunity
of speaking.
But in this
book let us go on as we have begun, with
God's help, to speak of the city of God, not
in its state of pilgrimage and mortality, but as
it exists ever immortal
in the heavens,--that
is, let us speak of the holy angels who mainrain their allegiance to God, who never were,
nor ever shall be, apostate, between whom and
those who forsook light eternal and became
darkness, God, as we have already said, made
at the first a separation,
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and the production
of plants and trees; the
creation of sun, moon, and stars; and of the
animals out of the waters, fowls, and fish, and
monsters of the deep; and of everything that
walks or creeps on the earth, and of man himself, who excels all that is on the earth,--atl
these things are known in one way by the
angels in the Word of God, in which they see
the eternally abldmg causes and reasons according
to which they were made, and in another way in themselves:
in the former, with
a clearer
knowledge;
in the latter, with a
knowledge
dlmmer,
and rather of the bare
works than of the design.
Yet, when these
works are referred to the praise and adoration
of the Creator
Himself, it is as if morning
dawned in the minds of those who contemplate
them.
P
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Those holy angels come to the knowledge
of God not by audible words, but by the presence to their souls of immutable truth, i.e., of
the only-begotten
Word of God; and they
know this Word Himself, and the Father, and
their Holy Spirit, and that this Trinity
is
indivisible, and that the three persons ol it are
one substance,
and that there are not three
Gods but one God; and this they so know,
that it is better understood
by them than we
are by ourselves.
Thus, too, they know the
creature also, not in itself, but by this better
way, in the wisdom of God, as if in the art by
which it was created;
and_ consequently,
they
know themselves
better in God than in themselves, though they have also this latter knowledge.
For they were created, and are different from their Creator.
In Him, therefore,
they have, as it were, a noonday knowledge;
in themselves,
a twilight knowledge,
accordhag to our former explanations."
For there is
a great difference between knowing a thing in
the design in conformity towhich it was made,
and knowing it in itself,--e.g.,
the straightness
_of lines and correctness
of figures is known in
one way when mentally conceived, in another
when described on paper; and justice is known
in one way in the unchangeable
truth, in an_othe.r in the spirit of a just man.
So is it with
all other things,--as,
the firmament
between
the water above and below, which was called
the heaven; the gathering
of the waters beneatb_ and the laying bare of the dry land,
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These works are recorded
to have been
completed in six days (the same day being slx
times repeated),
because slx is a perfect number,--not
because God required a protracted
time, as if He could not at once create all
things, which then should mark the course of
time by the movements
proper to them, but
because the perfection of the works was signified by the number
slx.
For the number
slx is the first which is made up of its own _
parts, i.e., of its glxth, third, and half, which
are respectively one, two, and three, and which
make a total of six.
In this way of looking
at a number, those are said to be its parts
which exactly dlvide it, as a half, a third, a
fourth, or a fraction with any denominator,e.g., four is a part of nine, but not therefore
an aliquot part; but one is, for it is the ninth
part; and three is, for it is the thlrd.
Yet
these two parts, the ninth and the third, or
one and three, are far from making its whole
sum of nine.
So again, in the number ten,
four is a part, yet does not divide it; but one
is an aliquot part, for it is a tenth; so it has a
fifth, whlch is two; and a half, which is five.
But these three parts, a tenth, a fifth, and a
half, or one, two, and five, added together,
do not make ten, but eight.
Of the number
twelve, again, the parts added together exceed
the whole; for it has a twelfth, that is, one; a
sixth, or two; a fourth, which is three; a third,
which is four; and a half, which is six. But one,
two, three, four, and six make up, not twelve,
but more, viz., sixteen.
So much I have
thought fit to state for the sake of illustrating
_Ot

_liqnot

parts.
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the perfection
of the number
six, which is ] people find in Him.
For rest is in the whole,
as I said, the first which is exactly made up/.,.,
in perfect completeness,
while in the part
of its own parts added together;
and in tiff., there is labor.
And thus we labor as long as
number
of days God fimshed
His work.' we know in part; "but when that which is perAnd, therefore, we must not despise the sci- feet is come, then that which is in part shall
ence of numbers, which, in many passages of be done away."9
It is even with toil we search
holy Scripture, is found to be of eminent ser- into the Scriptures themselves.
But the holy
vice to the careful interpreter. _ Neither
has angels, towards whose society and assembly
it been without reason numbered among God's we sigh while in this our toilsome pilgrimage,
praises, 4, Thou
hast ordered
all things in as they already abide in their eternal home,
number, and measure, and weight." 3
so do they enjoy perfect facility of knowledge
and felicity of rest.
It is without difficulty
CHAP.
3I.--OF
THE
SEVENTH
DAY,
IN WHICH
that they help us; for their spiritual moveCOMPLETENESSANDREPOSEARE CELEBRATED. ments, pure and free, cost them no effort.
But, on the seventh day (i.e., the same day
repeated seven times, which number is also a CHAP. 32.--OF THE OPINION THAT THE ANGELS
perfect one, though for another
reason), the
WERE CREATED BEFORETHE WORLD.
rest of God is set forth, and then, too, we
But if some one oppose our opinion, and say
first hear of its being hallowed.
So that God that the holy angels are not referred to when
did not wish to hallow this day by His works, it is said, " Let there be light, and there was
but by His rest, which has no evening, for it light;"
If he suppose or teach that some mais not a creature;
so that, being known in one terlal light, then first created, was meant, and
way in the Word of God, and in another m It- that the angels were created, not only before
self, it should make a twofold knowledge, day- the firmament dividing the waters m_d named
light and dusk (day and evening).
Much l "the heaven,"
but also before the time sigmore might be said about the perfection
of rafted in the words, '" In the beginning God
the number seven, but this book is already created the heaven and the earth;"
if he
too long, and I fear lest I should seem to allege that this phrase, " In the beginning,"
catch at an opportunity
of airing my little does not mean that nothing was made before
smattering
of science more childishly
than (for the angels were), but that God made all
profitably.
I must speak, therefore,
in mod- things by His Wisdom or Word, who is named
eration and with dignity, lest, in too keenly in Scripture
"the
Beginning,"
as He Himfollowing "fiumber,"
I be accused of forget- self, in the gospel, rephed to the Jews when
ting "weight"
and " measure."
Suffice it they asked Him who He was, that He was the
here to say, that three is the first whole num- Beginmng;_"--I
will not contest the point,
bet that is odd, four the first that is even, chlefly because it gives me the liveliest satisand of these two, seven is composed.
On faction to find the Trinity celebrated in the
this account it is often put for all numbers to- very beginning of the book of Genesis.
For
gether, as, "A just man falleth seven tlmes, having said " In the Beginning God created
and riseth up again,"_that
is, let him fall the heaven and the earth," meaning that the
never so often, he will not perish (and this Father made them in the Son (as the psalm
was meant to be understood
not of sins, but testifies where it says, " How manifold
are
_f afflictions conducing to lowliness).
Again, Thy works, O Lord ! in Wisdom hast Thou
"Seven
times a day will I praise Thee," s made them all .... ), a little afterwards mention
which elsewhere
is expressed
thus, "I will is fitly made of the Holy Spirit also.
For,
bless the Lord at all limes." 6 And many such when it had been told us what kind of earth
Instances are found in the divine authorities,
God created at first, or what the mass or
in which the number seven is, as I said, corn- matter was which God, under the name of
monly used to express the whole, or the corn- "heaven
and earth,"
had provided for the
pleteness
of anything.
And so the Holy construction
of the world, as is told in the adSpirit, of whom the Lord says, " He will ditional words, "And the earth was without
teach you all truth," 7 is signified by this num- form, and void; and darkness was upon the
her. 8 In it is the rest of God, the rest His face of the deep," then, for the sake of completing the mention of the Trinity, it is imxComp.Aug.aen. adL2Liv._,andDtTrlnitate, iv. 7.
mediately
added,
"And the Spirit of God
:see =Fo__ges
Sndth s Dict. art.
m_ag
Number. _rly opimo_ _gardmg aum_rs, moved
upon the face of the waters."
Let
3 Wind. xt. 2o.
4 Prov. xxtv. _6.
s Ps. cx_.
t_
6 ps. xz.xlv, x.
"/John xvi. x3.
slnIsa
xl. 2 as he shows in hiseighth
serraon, where this subject/s
further _rsued
- othervnse,
one mtght have supposed
he
referred
to Rev. ill t.
'

9 I Cor xiit. to.
xoAugttstia
refers
to John vlit.
Lather have referred to Rev. iii. t4zx Ps. cir. 24.
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each one, then, take it as he pleases;
for it with t_e hely love of God, the other reeking
is so profound a passage, that it may well with the unclean lust of self-advancement.
suggest, for the exercise of the reader's tact, And since, as it is written, "' God resisteth
many opinions, and none of them widely de- the proud, but giveth grace unto the humparting from the rule of faith.
At the same ble," 7 we may say, the one dwelling in the
time, let none doubt that the holy angels in heaven
of heavens, the other cast thence, and
their heavenly
abodes are, though not, in-raging
through the lower regions of the air;
deed, co-eternal
with God, yet secure and the one tranqml in the brightness of piety,
certain of eternal and true felicity.
To their the other
tempest-tossed
with beclouding
company the Lord teaches that His little ones desires;
the one, at God's pleasure, tenderly
belong; and not only says, "They
shall be succoring, justly avengmg,--the
other, set on
equal to the angels of God," x but shows, too, by its own pride, boxhng with the lust of subwhat blessed contemplation
the angels them- duing and hurting;
the one the minister of
selves enjoy, saying, "Take
heed that ye de- God's goodness
to the utmost of their good
spise notone of these little ones: for I say unto pleasure, the other held in by God's power
you, that in heaven their angels do always from doing the harm it would; the former
behold the face of my Father which is in laughing
at the latter when it does good unheaven.""
willingly by its persecutions,
the latter envying the former when it gathers in its pilgrims.
CHAP. 33.--OF THE TWO DIFFERENT AND DIS- These two angelic communities,
then, disSIMILAR COMMUNITIES OF ANGELS, WHICH similar and contrary to one another, the one
ARE NOT INAPPROPRIATELY.
SIGNIFIED BY THE both by nature good and by will upright, the
NAMESLIGHT AND DARKNESS.
other also good by nature but by will depraved, as they are exhlb_ted in other and
That certain angels sinned, and were thrust
more explicit passages of holy writ, so I think
down to the lowest parts of this world, where they are spoken of in this book of Genesis
they are, as it were, incarcerated
till their under the names of light and darkness;
and
final damnation in the day of judgment,
the even if the author
perhaps
had a different
Apostle Peter very plainly declares, when he meaning, yet our discussion
of the obscure
says that "God spared
not the angels that language
has not been wasted time;
for,
sinned, but cast them down to hell, and de- though we have been unable to discover h_s
tivered them into chains of darkness
to be meaning, yet we have adhered to the rule of
reserved into judgment."
3 Who, then, can faith, which IS sufficiently ascertained
by the
doubt that God, either in foreknowledge
or! faithful from other passages
of equal authorin act, separated
between these and the rest ? ltv.
For, though it is the material works of
And who will d,!spute that the rest are justly G_)d which are here spoken of, they have cercalled
light ?
For even we who are yet tainly a resemblance
to the spiritual, so that
living by faith, hoping only and not yet en- Paul can say, "Ye
are all the children of
_ying equality with them, are already called light, and the children of the day: we are not
light" by the apostle: "For ye were some. of the night, nor of darkness."
8 If, on the
times darkness, but now are ye light in the other hand, the author of Genesis saw in the
Lord." 4 But as for these apostate angels,
words what we see, then our discussion reaches
all who understand
or believe them to be this more satisfactory
conclusion,
that the
worse than unbelieving
men are well aware i man of God, so eminently
and divinely wise,
that they are called "darkness."
Wherefore,
or rather, that the Spirit of GOd who by him
though light and darkness
ar.e to be taken in recorded God's works which were finished on
their literal signification
in these passages of the sixth day, may be supposed
not to have
Genesis in which it is said, "God said, Let omitted all mention of the angels whether he
there be light, and there was light,"
and included them in the words "in the begin"God divided the light from the darkness,"
ning," because He made them first, or, which
yet, for our part, we understand
these two seems most likely, because He made them in
societies of angels,--the
one enjoying
God, the only.begotten
Word.
And, under these
the other swelling with pride;
the one to names heaven and earth, the whole creation
whom it is said, "Praise
ye Him, all His is signified,
either as divided into spiritual
angels," s the other whose prince says, "All and material, which seems the more likely, or
these things will I give Thee if Thou wilt fall into the two great parts of the world in which
down and worship me;" _ the one blazing all created things are contained,
so that, first
of all, the creation is presented in sum, and
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"the sea is His," as the psalm says, "and
He made it; and His hands formed the dry
land. * But those who would understand
the
....
l angels
by the waters above the skies have a
CHAP.
34.----OF
THE IDEA
THAT
TIlE
ANGELS
_i ............
WHERE THE SEPARATIONOF_olmcuity anout tile speclnc gravity ot me eleWERE
MEANT
1
...........
Y THE _'RMAMENT IS S_"K_*"_ments,
and fear that the w a te rs , owin
' g to
Til/_
WA'I'a,
K
b
1_
1'1
TH
T
_
I_their
fluidity
and weight, could not be set in
OF, AND
OF THAT
OTHER
IDEA
A
THE_
WERE NOT CREATED
]I the upper parts of the world " So that, if they
WATERS
"
were to construct a man upon thetr own prmSome,' however,
have supposed
that the ciples, they would not put in his head any
angelic hosts are somehow referred to under moist humors, or " phlegm"
as the Greeks
the name of waters, and that this is what is call it, and which acts the part of water among
meant by "Let
there be a firmament
in the the elements of our body.
But, in God's
midst of the waters: "_ that the waters above handiwork, the head is the seat of the phlegm,
should be understood
of the angels, and those land surely most fitly; and yet, according
to
below either of the visible waters, or of the!their
supposition,
so absurdly that if we were
multitude of bad angels, or of the nations of not aware of the fact, and were informed by
men.
If this be so, then it does not here this same record that God had put a moist
appear when the angels were created,
but land cold and therefore
heavy humor in the
when they were separated.
Though
there uppermost
part of man's body, these worldhave not been wanting men foolish and wicked weighers would refuse belief.
And if they
enough3 to deny that the waters were made were confronted
with the authority of Scrip.
by God, because it is nowhere written, "God
ture, they would maintain
that something
sa_d, Let there be waters."
With equal folly else must be meant by the words.
But, were
they might say the same of the earth, for no- we to investigate
and discover all the details
where do we read, "God said, Let the earth wluch are wrttten in this divine book regard°
be."
But, say they, it is written, "In
the ing the creation of the world, we should have
beginning God created the heaven and the much to say, and should widely digress from
earth."
Yes, and there the water is meant, the proposed aim of this work.
Since, then,
for both are included
in one word.
For we have now said what seemed needful
regarding these two diverse and contrary commumties of angels, in which the origin of the
Augustm himself published this idea m hts Conf. xni. 32,
but afterwards retracted it as" said without sufficient conmdera- tWO

human communities (of which we intend

tton'
Ongeu (Retract 1I.vi. 2). EplphamusandJeromeascnbe_tto to speak anon) is also found, let us at once
G_n._.6.
bring this book also to a conclusion.
3 Namely, the Audmns and Sampsmans, insignificant
sects mentmned
15 by Tbeodoret and Epzphanms.
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of the others' misery will be found in
the contrary,
that is, in their not adhering to
'IT has already, in the preceding book, been God.
Wherefore,
if when the question
is
shown how the two cities originated
among asked, why are the former blessed, it is rightly
the angels.
Before I speak of the creation of answered, because they adhere to God; and
man, and show how the cities took their rise, when it is asked, why are the latter miserable,
so far as regards the race of rational mortals,
it is rightly answered, because
they do not
I see that I must first, so far as I can, adduce! adhere to God,--then
there is no other good
what may demonstrate
that it is not incongrufor the raUonal or intellectual
creature
save
ous and unsuitable to speak of a society corn- God only.
Thus,
though
it is not every
posed of angels and men together;
so that creature that can be blessed (for beasts, trees,
there are not four cities or societies,--two
stones, and things of that kind have not this
namely, of angels, and as many of men,--but
capac!ty),
yet that creature
which has the
rather two in all, one composed
of the good, capacity cannot be blessed
of itself, since it
the other of the wicked, angels or men in- is created out of nothing, but only by Him by
differently,
whom it has been created.
For it is blessed
That the contrary propensities
in good and by the possession of that whose loss makes it
bad angels have arisen, not from a difference
miserable.
He, then, who is t_lessed not in
in their nature
and origin, since God, the another, but in himself, cannot be miserable,
good Author
and Creator
of all essences,
because he cannot lose himself.
created them both, but from a difference
in
Accordingly
we say that there is no untheir wills and desires,
it is impossible
to changeable
good but the one, true, blessed
doubt.
While some steadfastly continued
in God; that the things which He made are inthat which was the common
good of all, deed good because
from Him, yet mutable
namely, in God Himself, and in His eternity,
because made not out of Him, but out of
truth, and love ; others,
being
enamored
nothing.
Although,
therefore,
they are not
rather of their own power, as if they could be the supreme good, for God is a greater good,
their own good, lapsed to this private good of vet those mutable things which can adhere to
their own, from that higher and beatific good the immutable
good, and so be blessed, are
which was common to all, and, bartering
the very good; for so completely
is He their
lofty dignity of eternity for the inflation of good, that without Him they cannot but be
pride, the most assured verity for the slyness wretched.
And the other created
things in
of vanity, uniting love for factious part!santhe universe
are not better on this account,
ship, they became
proud, deceived, envaous, that they cannot be miserable.
For no one
The cause, therefore, of the blessedness
of would say that the other members of the
the good.is
adherence to God.
And so the body are superior to the eyes, because they
BOTH
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cannot be blind.
But as the sentient nature,
even when it feels pain, is superior to the
stony, which can feel none, so the rational
nature, even when wretched, is more excellent
than that which lacks reason or feeling, and
can therefore
experience
no misery.
And
since this is so, then in this nature which has
been created so excellent,
that though it be
mutable itself, it can yet secure its blessedness by adhering to the immutable
good, the
supreme God: and since it is not satisfied
unless it be perfectly blessed, and cannot be
thus blessed save in God,--in
this nature, I
say, not to adhere to God, is manifestly
a
fault.'
Now every fault injures the nature,
and is consequently
contrary to the nature,
The creatu're,
therefore,
which cleaves to
God, differs from those who do not, not by
nature,
but by fault;
and yet by this very
fault the nature itself is proved to be very
noble and admirable.
For that nature
is
certainly praised, the fault of which is justly
blamed.
For we justly blame the fault because it mars the praiseworthy
nature.
As
then, when we say that blindness
is a defect
of the eyes, we prove that sight belongs to
the nature of the eyes; and when we say that
deafness
is a defect of the ears, hearing is
thereby proved to belong to their nature;-so, when we say that it is a fault of the angelic
creature
that it does not cleave to God, we
hereby most plainly declare that it pertained
to its nature to cleave to God.
And who can
worthily
conceive
or express
how great a
glory that is, to cleave to God, so as to live
to Him, to draw wisdom from Him, to delight
in Him, and to enjoy this so great good,
without death, error, or grief?
And thus
since every vice is an injury of the nature
that very vice of the wicked angels, their departure from God, is sufficient proof that God
created their nature so good, that it is an injury to it not to be with God.
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to the children of Israel: "' I am that I am." s
For since God is the supreme existence,
that
is to say, supremely
is, and is therefore
unchangeable,
the things that He made He erapowered to be, but not to be supremely like
Himself.
To some He communicated
a more
ample, to others a more limited existence, and
thus arranged the natures of beings in ranks,
For as from sajOere comes sapienh'a, so from
essecomes essentia,--a new word indeed, which
the old Latin writers did not use, but which
is naturalized
in our day# that our language
may not want an equivalent
for the Greek
ovffta.
For this is expressed
word for word
by essen_'a.
Consequently,
to that nature
which supremely is, and which created all else
that exists, no nature is contrary save that
which does not exist.
For nonentity
is" the
contrary- of that which is. And thus there is
no being contrary to God, the Supreme Being,
and Author of all beings whatsoever.
CHAP.
NOT

3_THAT
BY

THE

NATURE,

ENEMIES OF GOD ARE SO,
BUT

BY

WILL,

WHICH,

AS

IT INJURES THEM, INJURES A GOOD NATURE;
FOR IF VICE DOES NOT INJURE,
IT IS _OT
VICE.
In Scripture they are called God's enemies
who oppose His rule, not by nature, but by
vice; having no power to hurt Him, but only
themselves.
For they are His enemies, not
through their power to hurt, but by their will
to oppose Him.
For God is unchangeable,
and wholly proof against injury.
Therefore
the vice which makes those who are called
His enemies resist Him, is an evil not to
God, but to themselves.
And to them it is
an evil, solely because it corrupts the good of
their nature.
It is not nature, therefore, but
vice, which is contrary to God.
For that
which is evil is contrary to the good.
And
who will deny that God is the supreme good ?
Vice, therefore,
is contrary to God, as evil to
good.
Further,
the nature it vitiates is a
CHAP. 2.--THAT THERE IS NO ENTITY2 CON- good, and therefore
to this good also it is
TRARYTO THE DIVINE, BECAUSE NONENTITY contrary.
But while it is contra._
to God
SEEMS TO BE THAT WHICH IS WHOLLYOPPO- only as evil to good, it is contrary
to the
SITETO HIMWHO SUPREMELYAND ALWAYSIS. nature it vitiates, both as evil and as hurtful.
This may be enough to prevent any one i For to God no evils are hurtful;
but only to
from supposing,
when we speak of the apos-natures
mutable and corruptible,
though, by
rate angels,
that they could have another the testimony of the vices themselves,
ortgannature, derived, as it were, from some differ- ally good.
For were they not good, vices
ent origin, and not from God.
From the could not hurt them.
For how do they hurt
great impiety of this error we shall disentangle
them but by depriving
them of integrity,
ourselves the more readily and easily, the beauty, welfare, virtue, and, in short, what,
more distinctly
we understand
that which ever natural good vice is wont to diminish or
GOd spoke by the angel when He sent Moses destroy ? But if there be no good to take
away, then no injury can be done, and eora_
t t"iti_z
: pertmVs "fault
of this word.
-Eut-_tia.
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qLlentty there can be no vice.
For it is ira- the most accurate fitness and beauty.
And
possible that there should be a harmless vice. therefore, where we are not so well able to
Whence we gather, that though vice cannot perceive the wisdom of the Creator, we are
injure the unchangeable
good, it can injure very properly enjoined to believe it, lest in
nothing but good; because it does not exist the vanity of human rashness we presume to
_daere it does not injure.
This, then, may find any fault with the work of so great an
be thus formulated:
Vice cannot be in the Artificer.
At the same time, if we attentively
highest
good, and cannot be but in some consider even these faults of earthly things,
good.
Things solely good. therefore,
can in which are neither voluntary
nor penal, they
some circumstances
exist; things solely evil, seem to illustrate the excellence of the natures
never;
for even those natures which are viti-themselves,
which are all originated
and
ated by an evil will, so far indeed as they are created by God; for it is that which pleases
vitiated, are evil, but in so far as they are us in this nature which we are displeased
to
natures they are good.
And when a vitiated
see removed
by the fault,--nnless
even the
nature is punished,
besides the good it has in natures
themselves
displease
men, as often
being a nature, it has this also, that it is not happens when they become hurtful to them,
zanpunished."
For this is just, and certainly
and then men estimate
them not by their
everything
just is a good.
For no one is nature, but by their utility;
as in the case Qf
punished
for natural, but for voluntary vices, those animals
whose swarms scourged
the
For even the vice which by the force of habit pride of the Egyptians.
But in this way of
and long continuance
has become a second estimating,
they may find fault with the sun
nature,
had its origin in the will.
For at itself;
for certain
criminals
or debtors
are
present we are speaking
of the vices of the sentenced
by the judges
to be set in the
nature, which has a mental capacity for that sun.
Therefore
it is not with respect to our
enlightenment
which discriminates
between
convenience
or discomfort,
but with respect
what is just and what is unjust,
to their own nature, that the creatures
are
glorifying
to thetr Artificer.
Thus even the
CHAP. 4.---OF THE NATURE OF IRRATIONALAND nature of the eternal fire, penal though it be
LIFELESS
CREATURE
S_ WHICH
IN THEIR
OWN
to the condemned
sinners, is most assuredly
KIND AND ORDER
DO NOT MAR THE BEAUTY
worthy of prmse.
For what is more beautiful
OF THE UNIVEKSE.
than fire flaming, blazing, and shining ? What
But it is ridiculous
to condemn
the faults more useful than fire for warming, restoring,
of beasts and trees, and other such mortal and cooking, though nothing
is more destructive
mutable
things as are void of intelligence,
than fire burning and consuming?
The same
sensation,
or life, even though
these faults thing, then. when applied in one way, is deshould destroy their corruptible
nature;
for structive, but when applied suitably, is most
these creatures
received,
at their Creator's
beneficial.
For who can find words to tell its
will, an existence
fitting them, by passing
uses throughout
the whole world ? We must
away and giving place to others, to secure
not listen, then, to those who praise the light
that lowest form of beauty, the beauty of sea- of fire but find fault with its heat, judging it
sons, which in its own place is a reqmsite part not by its nature, but by their convenience
or
of this world.
For things earthly were neither
discomfort.
For they wish to see, but not to
to be made equal to things heavenly,
nor be burnt.
But they forget that this very
were they, though inferior, to be quite omitted
light which is so pleasant to them, disagrees
from the universe.
Since, then, in those sit- with and hurts weak eyes; and in that heat
uations where such things are appropriate,
which is disagreeable
to them, some animaIs
some perish to make way for others tact are find the most suitable conditions
of a healthy
born in their room, and the less succumb to the life.
greater, and the things that are overcome are CHAP. 5.--THAT
IN ALL NATURES,
OF-EVERY
tr_,msformed into the quality
of those that
KIND AND RANK, GOD IS GLORIFIED.
have the mastery, this is the appointed
order
of things transitory.
Of this order the beauty
All natures, then, inasmuch
as they are,
does not strike
us, because
by our mortal
and have therefore a rank and species of their
frailty we are so involved in a part of it, that own, and a kind of internal
harmony,
are
we cannot perceive the _¢hole, in which these certainly good.
And when they are in the
fre,g'ments that offend us are harmonized
with places assigned to them by the order of their
nature, they preserve such being as they have
,WttlS

,_ds _nmybe _

the argument

of Soc_t_
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and motions
of those things to which the
Creator's law has made them subservient; and
thus they tend in the divine providence
to
that end which is embraced
in the general
scheme of the government
of the universe,
So that, though the corruption of transitory
and perishable
things brings them to utter
destruction,
it does not prevent their producing that which was designed to be their result,
And this being so, God, who supremely
is,
and who therefore
created every being which
has not supreme existence (for that which was
made of nothing could not be equal to Him,
and indeed could not be at all had He not
made it), is not to be found fault with on account of the creature's
faults, but is to be
praised in view of the natures He has made.

so; and that we may not go on forever, I ask
at once, what made the first evil will bad ?
For that is not the first which was itself oarrupted by an evil will, but that is the first
whmh was made evil by no other will.
For if
it were preceded
by that which made it evil,
that will was first which made the other evil.
But if it is replied, "Nothing
made it evil: it
always was evil," I ask if it has been existing
m some nature.
For if not, then it did not
exist at all; and if it did exist in some nature,
then it vitiated and corrupted it, and injured
it, and consequently
deprived
it of good.
And therefore the evil will could not exist in
an evil nature, but in a nature at once good
and mutable,
which this vice could injure.
For if it did no injury, it was no vice; and
consequently
the will in which it was, could
CHAP. 6.--WHAT THE CAUSE OF THE BLESSED- not be called evil.
But if it did injury, it did
HESS
OF
THE
GOOD
ANGELS
IS,
AND
WHAT
it by taking away or diminishing
good.
And
THE

CAUSE

OF

THE

MISERY

OF

THE

WICKED.

Thus the true cause of the blessedness of
the good angels is found to be this, that they
cleave to Him who supremely is. And If we
ask the cause of the misery of the bad, it
occurs to us, and not unreasonably,
that they
are miserable
because
they have forsaken
Him who supremely
is, and have turned to
themselves
who have no such essence.
And
this vice, what else is it called than pride?
_For " pride is the beginning
of sin." _ They
were unwilling, then, to preserve their strength
for God.; and as adherence
to God was the
condition of their enjoying an ampler being,
they diminished
it by preferring
themselves
to Him.
This was the first defect, and the
first impoverishment,
and the first flaw of
their nature, which was created, not indeed
supremely
existent,
but finding its blessedhess in the enjoyment
of the Supreme Being;
whilst by abandoning
Him it should become,
not indeed no nature at all, but a nature wlth
a less ample existence, and therefore wretched.
If the further question be asked, What was
the efficient cause of their evil will ? there is
none.
For what is it which makes the will
bad, when it is the will itself which makes the
action bad ? And consequently
the bad will
is the cause of the bad action, but nothing is
the efficient cause of the bad will.
For if
anything is the cause, this thing either has or
has not a will.
If it has, the will is either
good or bad.
If good, who is so left to himself as to say that a good will makes a will
bad
ehe
On
has

? For in this case a good will would be
cause of sin; a most absurd supposition,
the other hand, if this hypothetical
thing
a bad will, I wish to know what made it

• E_

.... 3.

therefore

there

could

not be from

eternity,

as

was suggested, an evil will in that thing in
whmh there had been previously
a natural
good, which the evil will was able to diminish
by corrupting
it. If, then, it was not from
eternity,
who, I ask, made it ? The only
thing that can be suggested
in reply is, that
something wh,ch itself had no will, made the
will evil.
I ask, then, whether this thing was
superior, inferior, or equal toit ? If superior,
then it is better.
How, then, has it no will,
and not rather a good will ? The same reasoning applies if it was equal;
for so long as
two things have equally a good will, the one
cannot produce
in the other an evil will.
Then remains the supposition
that that which
corrupted the will of the angelic nature which
first sinned, was itself an inferior thing without a will. But that thing, be it of the lowest
and most earthly kind, is certainly itself good,
since it is a nature and being, with a form
and rank of its own in its own kind and order.
How, then, can a good thing be the efficient
cause of an evil will ? How, I say, can good
be the cause of evil ? For when the will
abandons what is above itself, and turns to
what is lower, it becomes evil--not
because
that is evil to which it turns, but because tim
turning itself is wicked.
Therefore it is not
an inferior thing which has made the will evil,
but it is itself which has become so by wickedly
and inordinately
desiring
an inferior thing.
For if two men, alike in physical and moral
constitution,
see the
same corporal
beauty,to
and onet of them
is excited
by the sight
desire an illicit enjoyment
while the other
steadfastly
maintains
a modest restraint of
his will,
do evil
we suppose
brings
about_
that
therewhat
is an
will in the
one itand
not
gin the other ?

What produces

it in the man
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in whom it e_ists ? Not the bodily beauty,
,for _hat was presented equally to the gaze of
and yet did not produce in both an evil
wilt.
Did the flesh of the one cause the desire
as he looked ? But why did not the flesh of
the other ? Or was it the disposiuon ? But
why not the disposition of both ? For we are
supposing
that both were of a hke temperamerit of body and soul.
Must we, then, say
"that the one was tempted by a secret suggestion of the evil spirit ? As if it was not by his
own will that he consented to this suggestion
and to any inducement whatever ! Tins consent, then, this evil will which he presented
to the evil suasive influence,--what
was the
cause of it, we ask ? For, not to delay on
such a difficulty as this, if both are tempted
equally and one yields and consents
to the
temptation while the other remains unmoved
by it, what other account can we give of the
matter than this, that the one is willing, the
other unwilling, to fall away from chastity ?
And what causes this but their own wills, m
cases at least such as we are supposing, where
the temperament
is identical ? Tue same
beauty was equally obvious to the eyes of
both; the same secret temptatmn
pressed on
both with equal violence.
However minutely
we examine the case, therefore, we can d_stern nothing which caused the wdl of the one
to be evil.
For if we say that the man himself made his will evil, what was the man
himself before his will was evil but a good
nature
created
by God, the unchangeable
good ? Here are two men who, before the
temptation,
were alike in body and soul, and

"
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bu_ deficient, as the will itself is not an effecting of something, but a defect.
For defection from that which supremely is, to that
which has less of being,--this
is to begin to
have an evil will.
Now, to seek to discover
the causes of these defections,--causes,
as I
have said, not efficient, but deficient,--is
as
if some one sought to see darkness, or hear
silence.
Yet both of these are known by us,
and the former by means only of the eye, the
latter only by the ear; but not by their posittve actuality/but
by their want of it. Let
no one, then seek to know from me what I
know that I do not know; unless he perhaps
wishes to learn to be ignorant of that of which
all we know is, that it cannot be known.
For
those things which are known not by their
actuality, but by their want of it, are known,
if our expression may be allowed and understood, by not knowing them, that by knowing
them they may be not known.
For when the
eyesight surveys objects that strike the sense,
it nowhere sees da_kness but where it begins
not to see.
And so no other sense but the
ear can perceive silence, and yet it is only
perceived
by not hearing.
Thus, too, our
mind pereetves intelligible
forms by understanding them; but when they are deficmnt,
it knows them by not knowing them;
for
"who can understand defects ?" _

CHAP. 8.--OF THE MISDmECTED LOVE WHEREBv THE WILL FELL AWAY FROM THE IMMUTABLE TO THE MUTABLEGOOD.
This I do know, that the nature of God can
never, nowhere, nowise be defective, and that
of whom one yielded to the tempter who per- natures made of nothing can.
These latter,
suaded
him, while the other could not be however, the more being they have, and the
persuaded
to desire that lovely body which more good they do (for then they do somewas equally before the eyes of both.
Shall thing positive), the more they have efficient
we say of the successfully
tempted man that causes;
but in so far as they are defective in
he corrupted
his own will, since he was cer- being, and consequently
do evil (for then
tainly
good before
his will became
bad ? what is their work but vanity?), they have deThen, why did he do so ? Was it because his ficmnt causes.
And I know likewise, that the
will was a nature, or because it was made of will could not become evil, were it unwilling
nothing?
We shall find that the latter is the to become so; and therefore
its failings are
case.
For if a nature is the cause of an evil justly punished,
being not necessary,
but
will, what else can we say than that evil arises voluntary.
For its defections are not to evil
from good or that good is the cause of evil ? things, but are themselves evil; that is to say,
And how can it come to pass that a nature,
are not towards things that are naturally and
good
though
mutable,
should produce any in themselves
evil, but the defection
of the
evil--that
is to say, should make the wilt iwill is evil, because it is contrary to the order
itself wicked ?
of nature, and an abandonment
of that which
has supreme being for that which has less.
CHAP. 7.--THAT
WE OUGHT NOT TO B_PECT
TO For avarice
is not a fault inherent
in gold,
IrIt_D ANY EFFICIENT CAUSE OF THE EVIL but in the man who inordinately
loves gold,
"_IL.
to the detriment of justice, which ought to be

_;;_:_i_(_"
.
Let no one, therefore,
look for an efficmnt" held in incomparably
_:y_
_useof
the evil will; for it is not efficient,
,s_.__

higher regard than gold.
_1_._._.
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Neither
is luxury the fault of lovely and
charming objects, but of the heart that inordinately loves sensual pleasures, to the neglect
of temperance, which attaches us to ob}ects
more lovely in their spirituality,
and more
delectable
by their incorruptibility.
Nor yet
is boasting the fault of human praise, but of
the soul that is inordinately
fond of the applause of men, and that makes light of the
voice of conscience.
Pride, too, is not the
fault of him who delegates
power, nor of
power itself, but of the soul that is lnordi,
nately enamored
of its own power, and despises the more just dominion
of a higher
authority.
Consequently
he who inordinately
loves the good whlch any nature possesses,
even though he obtain it, himself becomes evil
in the good, and wretched
because deprived
of a greater good.

were they but evil ? Or if they were not evil,
because they had not an evil will any more
than a good one (for they had not fallen away
from that which as yet they had not begun to
enjoy), certainly they were not the same, not
so good, as when they came to have a good
will
Or if they could not make themselves
better than they were made by Him who is
surpassed by none in His work, then cero
tainly, without His helpful operation,
they
could not come to possess that good will
which made them better.
And though their
good will effected that they did not turn to
themselves, who had a more stinted existence,
but to Him who supremely is, and that, being
united to Him, their own being was enlarged_
and they lived a wise and blessed life by His
communications
to them, what does this prove
but ttmt the will, however good it might be_
would have continued
helplessly only to desire
CHAP. 9._WHETHER
THE ANGELS,
BESIDESRE- Him, had not He who had made their nature
out of nothing, and yet capable of enjoying
CEIVINGFROM GOD THEIR NATURE, RECEIVED Him, first stimulated
it to desire Him, and
FROM HIM ALSO THEIR GOOD WILL BY THE then filled it with Himself, and so made it
HOLY

SPIRIT

IMBUING

THEM

WITH

LOVE.

better

?

There is, then, no natural efficient cause,
Bes,des, this too has to be inquired
into,
or, if I may be allowed the expression,
no whedler, if the good angels made their own
essential cause, of the evil will, since itself is will good, they did so with or without will?
the origin of evil in mutable spirits, by which' If witl_out, then it was not their doing.
If
the good of their nature
is diminished
and Iwith, was the will good or bad ? If bad, how
corrupted;
and the will is made evil by Icould a bad will give birth to a good one ? If
nothing else than defection
from God,--a
de- good, then already they had a good will.
fection of which the cause, too, is certainly
And who made this will, which already they
deficient.
But as to the good will, if we had, but He who created them with a good
should say that there is no efficient cause of will, or with that chaste love by which they
it, we must beware of giving currency to the cleaved to Him, in one and the same act
opinion that the good will of the good angels creating their nature, and endowing it with
is not created,
but is co-eternal
with God. grace ? And thus we are driven to believe
For if they themselves
are created, how can that the holy angels never existed without a
we say that their good will was eternal ? But good will or the love of God.
But the angels
if created, was it created along with them- who, though created good, are yet evil now,
selves, or did they exist for a time without became so by their own will.
And this will
it ? If along with themselves,
then doubtless
was not made evil by their good nature, unless
it was created by Him who created them, and, by its voluntary
defection
from good; for
as soon as ever they were created, they at- good is not the cause of evil, but a defection
tached themselves
to Him who created them, i from good is. These angels, therefore, either
with the love He created in them.
And they received less of the grace of the divine love
are separated
from the society of the rest, :than those who persevered
in the same; or if
because
they have continued
in the same iboth were created equally good, then, while
good will; while the others have fallen away the one fell by their evil will, the others were
to another will, which is an evil one, by the more abundantly assisted, and attained to that
very fact of its being a falling away from the pitch of blessedness
at which they became
good; from which, we may add, they would certain they should never fall from it,_as we
not have fallen away had they been unwilling
have already shown in the preceding book. z
to do so. But if the good angels existed for We must therefore
acknowledge,
with the
a time without a good will, and produced
it praise due to the Creator, that not only of
in themselves
without
God's
interference,
holy men, but also of the holy angels, it can
then it follows that they made themselves
be said that "the love of God is shed abroad
better than He made them.
Away with such i
a thought!
For without a good will, what!
,c ,3.
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in their hearts by the Holy Ghost, which is then; but that man could not exist at all save
given unto them." ' And that not only of as prOduced by man.
But they say what they
men, but primarily and principally of angels think, not what they know.
it is true, as it is written, "It is good to draw
They are deceived,
too, by those highly
to God." • And those who have this good mendacious documents which profess to give
i_ common, have, both with Him to whom the history of many thousand years, though,
they draw near, and with one another, a holy reckoning by the sacred writings, we find that
fellowship, and form one city of GodmHis
liv- not 6ooo years have yet passed.s
And, not
ing sacrifice, and His living temple.
And I to spend many words in exposing
the basesee that, as I have now spoken of the rise of tessness
of these documents,
in which so
this city among the angels, it is time to speak many thousands of years are accounted for,
Of the origin of that part of it which is here- nor m proving that their authorities are totally
after to be united to the immortal angels,
inadequate, let me cite only that letter which
and which at present is being gathered from Alexander
the Great wrote to his mother
among mortal men, and is either sojourning
Olmypias, 6 giving her the narrative he had
on earth, or, in the persons of those who have from an Egyptian priest; which he had expassed through death, is resting in the secret tracted from their sacred archives, and which
receptacles and abodes of disembodied spirits, gave an account of kingdoms mentioned also
For from one man, whom God created as the by the Greek histormns.
In this letter of
first, the whole human race descended, ac-Alexander's
a term of upwards of 5o.oo years
cording to the faith of Holy Scripture, which is assigned to the kingdom of Assyria;
while
deservedly
is of wonderful authority among in the Greek
history only t3oo years are
all nations throughout
the world;
since, reckoned from the reign of Be! himself, whom
among its other true statements,
it predicted,
both Greek and Egyptian
agree in counting
by its divine foresight, that all nations would the first king of Assyria.
Then to the empire
give credit to It.
of the Persians and Macedonians
this Egyptian assigned more than 8000 years, counting
CHAP. IO.---OF THE FALSENESSOF THE HISTORY to the time of Alexander,
to whom he was
WHICH ALLOTS MANY THOUSAND YEARS TO speaking;
while among the Greeks, 485 years
THE WORLD'S PAST.
are assigned to the Macedonians
down to the
death of Alexander,
and to the Persians 233
Let us, then, omit the conjectures
of men years, reckoning
to the termination
of his
who know not what they say, when they speak conquests.
Thus these gave a much smaller
of the nature
and origin of the human race. number of years than the Egyptians;
and
For some hold the same opinion regarding
indeed,
though multiplied
three times, the
men that they hold regarding the world itself, Greek chronology would still be shorter.
For
that they have always been.
Thus Apuleius
the Eygptians are said to have formerly recksays when he is describing
our race, "In-oned
only four months to their year; 7 so that
dividually
they are mortal, but collectively,
o_e year, according
to the fuller and truer
and as a race, they are immortal. ''3 And computation
now in use among them as well
when they are asked, how, if the human race as among ourselves, would comprehend
three
has always been, they vindicate the truth of of their old years.
But not even thus, as I
their history,
which narrates
who were the said, does the Greek history correspond
with
inventors,
and what they invented, and who the Egyptian in its chronology.
And therefirst instituted
the liberal studies
and the fore the former must receive the greater credit,
other arts, and who first inhabited this or that because it does not exceed the true account
region, and this or that island ? they reply, 4 of the duration of the world as it is given by
that most, if not all lands, were so desolated
our documents,
which are
truly
sacred.
at intervals by fire and flood, that men were Further,
if this letter of Alexander,
which
greatly reduced in numbers,
and from these, has become so famous, differs widely in this
foa_ain, the population
was restored
to its matter of chronology from the probable credirmer numbers, and that thus there was at ble account, how much less can we believe
intervals a new beginning
made, and though
these documents
which, though full of fabuthose things which had been interrupted
and
checked by the severe devastations
were only
sAugustlu here follows the chronology of Eusebiea, who reckrenewed, yet they seemed
to be originated•
o,
ss_xxadoptmg
yearsfrornthe
Creation
to the oftakingof
Romebythe
Goths,
the Septuagint
vermon
the Patriarchal
a_ef_
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lous and fictitious antiquities, they would fain
oppose to the authority of our well-known and
divine books, which predicted
that the whole
world would believe
them, and which the
whole world accordingly has believed;
which
proved, too, that it had truly narrated
past
events
by its prediction
of future events,
which have so exactly come to pass I

If it offends them that the time that has
elapsed since the creation of man is so short,
and his years so few according to our authorities, let them take this into consideration,
that nothing that has a limit is long, and that
lall the ages of time being finite, are very
little, orindeed nothing at all, when compared
to the interminable
eternity.
Consequently,
if there had elapsed since the creation of man,
4=HAP. I I.---OF THOSE WHO SUPPOSETHAT THIS I do not say five or six, but even sixty or six
WORLD
INDEED
IS NOT ETERNAL,
Bur THAT
hundred
thousand
years, or sixty times as
EITHER THERE ARE NUMBERLESSWORLDS, OR many, or six hundred or six hundred thousand
THAT ONE AND THE SAME WORLD IS PER- times as many, or this sum multiplied
until it
PETUALLY
RESOLVED. INTO ITS ELEMENTS,
AND could no longer be expressed
in numbers, the
RENEWED AT THE CONCLUSION OF FIXED same question could stdl be put, Why was he
CYCLES.
not made before ? For the past and boundThere are some, again, who, though they
do not suppose that this world is eternal, are
of opinion either that this is not the only
world, but that there are numberless
worlds,
or that indeed it is the only one, but that it
dies, and is born again at fixed intervals, and
this times without number;x but they must
ncknowledge
that the human race existed before there were other men to beget them.
For they cannot suppose that, if the whole
world perish, some men would be left ahve
in the world, as they might survive in floods
and conflagrations,
which those other speculators suppose to be partial, and from which

less eternity durmg which God abstained from
creating man is so great, that, compare it with
what vast and untold number of ages you
please, so long as there is a definite concluslon of this term of time, it is not even as if
you compared
the minutest
drop of water
with the ocean that everywhere flows around
the globe.
For of these two, one indeed is
very small, the other incomparably
vast, yet
both are finite; but that space of time which
starts from some beginning,
and is limited by
some termination,
be xt of what extent it may,
if you compare it with that which has no beginning, I know not whether to say we shoud
count it the very minutest
thing, or nothing
they can therefore
reasonably
argue that a at all.
For, take thls limited time, and defew men survived whose posterity would renew the population;
but as they believe that duct from the end of It, one by one, the briefthe world itself is renewed
out of its own est moments (as you might take day by day
material, so they must beheve that out of its from a man's hie, beginning
at the day in
elements the human race was produced, and which he now lives, back to that of his
then that the progeny of mortals sprang hke b_rth), and though the number of moments
you must subtract in this backward movement
that of other animals from their parents,
be so great that no word can express it, yet
this subtraction
will sometime
carry you to
CHAP. I2.--HOW
THESE PERSONS
ARE TO BE AN'- the beginning.
But if you take'away
from a
SWERED, WHO FIND FAULT WITH THE CREA- time whmh has no beginning,
I do not say
TION OF MAN ON THE SCORE OF ITS RECENT brief moments one by one, nor yet hours, or
DATE.
days, or months, or years even in quantities,
As to those who are always asking why man but terms of years so vast that they cannot
was not created during these countless
ages be named by the most skillful arithmeticians,
of the infinitely extended
past, and came into --take
away terms of years as vast as that
being so lately that, according
to Scripture,
which we have supposed
to be gradually
less than 6ooo years have elapsed since He consumed by the deduction of moments,mand
began to be, I would reply to them regarding
take them away not once and again repeatedthe creation of man, just as I replied regard- ly, but always, and what do you effect, what do
ing the origin of the world to those who will you make by .your deduction, since you never
not believe that it is not eternal, but had a reach the beginning,
which has no existence?
beginning,
which even Plato himself
most Wherefore, that which we now demand after
plainly declares, though some think his state- fivethousandoddyears,ourdescendantsmight
ment was not consistent with his real opinion." with like curiosity
demand after six hundred
thousand years, supposing these dying generaXThe fi_rmer opinion was held by Democritus and his disc3ple tions of men continue
so long to decay and be
_plcurtts; the latter by Heraclitus. who supposed that " God
stmuscd Himself" by thus renewing worlds.
.
aThefrom
Alexandrian
m this way to
_scape
the obvious Neo-Platonistsendeavored
meaning of the Timwtts.

renewed, and supposing posterity continues
weak and

ignorant

as ourselves.

The

as
same
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question might have been asked by those who
ha_e lived before us and while man was even
newer upon earth.
The first man himself in
short might the day after or the very day of
his creation have asked why he was Created
no sooner.
And no matter at what earlier
or later period he had been created, this controversy
about the commencement
of this
world's history would have had precisely the
same difficulties as it has now.

already oP old time, which was before us." •
This he said either of those things of which
he had just been speakingNthe
succession of
generations, the orbit of the sun, the course
of rivers,--or
else of all kinds of creatures
that are born and die.
For men were before
us, are with us, and shall be after us; and so
all living things and all plants.
Even monstrous and irregular productions,
though dlffering from one another, and though some
are reported
as solitary
instances,
yet reCHAP. 13.---OF THE REVOLUTION OF THE AGES, semble one another
generally,
in so far as
WHICH SOME PHILOSOPHERS BELIEVE WILL they are miraculous
and monstrous,
and, in
BRING ALL THINGS ROUND AGAIN, AFTER A this sense, have been, .and shall be, and are
CERTAIN
FIXED
CYCLE,
TO THE
SAME
ORDER
no
new and recent things under the sun.
AND FORMAS AT FIRST.
However, some would understand
these words

This controversy
some philosophers
have
seen no other approved means of solving than
by introducing
cycles of time, in which there
should be a constant renewal and repetition
of the order of nature; z and they have therefore asserted that these cycles will ceaselessly
recur, one passing away and another coming,
though they are not agreed as to whether one
permanent
world shall pass through
all these
cycles, or whether the world shall at fixed intervals
out, and of betherenewed
so as to exhibit a die
recurrence
same phenomena-the things which have been, and those which
are to be, coinciding.
And from this fantastic vicissitude
they exempt not even the immortal soul that has attained
wisdom, consigningit to a ceaseless transmigration
between
delusive blessedness
and real misery.
For
how can that be truly called blessed
which
has no assurance of being so eternally,
and is
either in ignorance
of the truth, and blind to
the misery that is approaching,
or, knowing
it, is in misery and fear?
Or if it passes to
bliss, and leaves miseries forever, then there
• happens in time a new thing which time shall
not end.
Why not, then, the world also?
Why may not man, too, be a similar thing?
So that, by following
the straight
path of
sound doctrine, we escape, I know not what
circuitous paths, discovered
by deceiving and
deceived sages.
Some, too, in advocating
these recurring
cycles that restore all things to their original
cite in favor of their supposition
what Soloion says in the book of Ecclesiastes
: "What
is that which hath been ? It is that which
shall be.
And what is that which is done ?
it is that which shall be done: and there is
-no new thing under the sun.
Who can speak
and say, See, this is new?
It hath been
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as meaning that in the predestination
of God
all things have already existed, and that thus
there is no new thing under the sun.
At all
events, far be it from any true believer
to
suppose that by these words of Solomon those
cycles are meant, in which, according to those
philosophers,
the same periods and events of
time are repeated;
as if, for example,
the
philosopher
at
Athens
numberless
intervals,

Plato, having taught in the school
which
called at the
so,
ages is
before,
longAcademy,
but certain
this same Plato and the same school,

and the same disciples existed,
and so also
are to be repeated during the countless
cycles
that are yet to be,--far
be it, I say, from us
to believe this.
For once Christ died for our
sins; and, rising from the dead, He dieth no
more.
" Death hath no more dominion over
Him;'3
and we ourselves
after the resurrection shall be "ever with the Lord," 4 to whom
we now say, as the sacred Psalmist dictates,
" Thou shalt keep us, O Lord, Thou
shalt
preserve us from this generation."
s And
that too which follows, is, I think, appropriate
enough:
"The wicked walk in a circle;"
not
because
their life is to recur by means
of these circles,
which
these philosophers
imagine, but because the path in which their
false doctrine now runs is circuitous.
CHAP,
RACE

I4.---or
IN

TIME,

THE
AND

CREATION
HOW

THIS

OF

THE

WAS

HUMAN
EFFECTED

WITHOUT ANY NEW DESIGN OR CHANGEOF
PURPOSE ON GOD'S PART.
What wonder is it if, entangled
in these
circles, they find neither entrance nor egress ?
For they know not how the human race, and
this mortal condition of ours, took its origin,
nor how it will be brought to an end, since
they cannot penetrate the inscrutable
wisdom
of God.
For, though Himself
eternal, and
Eccles. vi.i. 9"
9, to.
32 Rom.

SoOrlgen,
dePrin,iv. x6.tii. S, and_s.
4 x These.

xil. 7-
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withoutbeginning, yet He caused time tolcorruptlbl
c body prcsscthdown the soul,and
have a beginning; and man, whom Hc had Itheearthly
tabernacleweighethdo,wn,
themind
not previouslymade He made in time,not that museth upon many things. 2 Many
from a new and sudden resolution,
but by thingsccrtainlydoImuse uponinthis earthly
His unchangeable and eternaldesign. Who tabernacle,because the one thing which is
can searchout the unsearchabledepth of thlstrucamong the many, or beyond the many, I
purpose,who can scrutinizethe inscrutable
cannot find. If, then, among these many
wisdom, wherewith God, without change of thoughts,I say that there have always been
will,created man, who had never before creaturesfor Him to bc Lord of, who is
been, and gave him an existencein time,and ahvaysand everhas been Lord, butthatthese
increasedthehuman racefrom one indivldual
_ creatureshave not always been thesame, but
For the Psalmlsthimself,when hc had firstsucceededone another(forwewould notseem
said," Thou shaltkeep us, O Lord, Thou to saythatany _sco-eternal
withthe Creator,
shalt preserve us from thlsgcncratlon for an assertion
condemned equallyby faithand
ever," and had then rebuked those whose sound reason),I must take care lestI fall
foolishand impious doctrinepreservesforthe intothe absurd and ignoranterrorof mainsoul no eternaldeliveranceand blessedness,taming thatby thesesuccessionsand changes
adds immediately," The wicked walk in a mortalcreatures
have alwaysexisted,
whereas
circle." Then, as if itwere said to him. the immortalcreatures
had not begun toexist
"What
then do you believe,feel, know? untilthe date of our own world, when the
Are we to believethatitsuddenlyoccurredto angelswere created;ifatleastthe angelsare
God to createman, whom Hc had never be. intendedby that lightwhich was first
made,
foremade in a past eternity,--God,
to whom or,rather,by thatheaven of which itissaid,
nothing new can occur, and in whom is no " In the beginningGod createdthe heavens
changeableness?" the Psalmistgoes on to and the earth."3 The angels,atleastdid not
reply,as if addressingGod Himself, "Ac- existbeforethey were created;forif wc say
cording to the depth of Thy wisdom Thou thatthey have always existed,
we shallseem
hast multipliedthe childrenof men." Let to make them co-eternalwith the Creator.
men, hc seems to say,fancywhat thcyplease,Again, if I say that the angels were not
letthem conjecture and dispute as seems createdin tnne,but existedbefore alltimes,
good to them, but Thou hast multipliedthe as those overwhom God, who has ever been
childrenof men accordingto the depth of thy Sovereign,exercisedHis soverclgnty,
then I
wisdom, which no man can comprehend, shallbc asked whether,if theywere created
For thisisa depth indeed,thatGod alwayshas beforealltime,they,being creatures,
could
been, and that man, whom He had never possiblyalways exist. Itmay perhaps be remade before.Hc willedto make in tlmc,and plied,Why not always,sincethatwhich isin
thlswlthoutchanging His design and will. all time may very properlybe said to be
"always ?" Now so true is it that these
CHAP. 15.-WHETHER
WEARE TO BELIEVETHAT angels have existed in all time that even beGOD,
AS HE HAS ALWAYSBEEN SOVEREIGNfore time was they were created; if at least
LORD,
HAS ALWAYS HAD CREATURES OVERtime began with the heavens, and the angels
WHOMHE EXERCISED HIS SOVEREIGNTY;AND existed before the heavens.
And if time was
IN
WHAT
SENSE
WE
CAN
SAY
THAT
THE
even before the heavenly bodies, not indeed
CREATURE
HAS
ALWAYS
BEEN,
AND
YET
CANmarked
by hours, days, months, and years,
NOT SAY IT IS CO-ETERNAL.
--for these measures of time's periods which
For my own part, indeed, as I dare not are commonly and properly called times, did
say that there ever was a time when the Lord manifestly
begin with the motion
of the
God was not Lord, * so I ought not to doubt heavenly bodies, and so God said, when He
that man had no existence
before time, and appointed them, " Let them be for signs, and
was first created in time.
But when I con- for seasons, and for days, and for years,"*_
sider what God could be the Lord of, if there if, I say, time was before these heavenly bodies
was not always some creature,
I shrink from succeeded
by some changing
whose
one anothermovement,
and could
not parts
exist
making any assertion,
remembering
my own
Insignificance,
and that it is written, " What simultaneously,
there was
some
stlch
amongandtheif angels
which
neeessiman is he that can know the counsel of God _ Jmovement
or who can think what the wilt of the Lord is i ! rated the existence of time, and that they
For the thoughts
of mortal men are timid, from their very creation should be subject
and our devices are but uncertain.
For the to these temporal
changes, then they have
tCf.
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_isted
in all time, for time came into being
_Ltong with them.
And who will say that what
was in all time, was not always ?
:But if I make such a reply, it will be said
to me, How, then, are they not co-eternal
with the Creator, if He and they always have
been ? How even can they be said to have
been created, if we are to understand
that they
have always existed ? What shall we reply
_o this ? Shall we say that both statements
are true ? that they always have been, since
they have been in all time, they being created
along with time, or time along with them,
and yet that also they were created ? For,
_imilarly, we will not deny that time itself was
_reated, though no one doubts that time has
been in all time; for if it has not been in all
time, then there was a time when there was no
time.
Bu_ the most foolish person could not
make such an assertion.
For we can reasonably say there was a time when Rome was
not; there was a time when Jerusalem
was
not;
there was a Ume when Abraham
was
not; there was a time when man was not, and
so on: in fine, if the world was not made at
the commencement
of time, but after some
time had elapsed, we can say there was a time
when the world was not.
But to say there
_as a time when time was not, is as absurd
as to say there was a man when there was no
man; or, this world was when this world was
not.
For if we are not referring to the same
object, the form of expression
may be used,
as, there was another man when this man was
not.
Thus we can reasonably
say there was
another time when this time was not; but not
the merest simpleton
could say there was a
time when there was no time.
As, then, we
say that time was created, though we also say
that it always has been. since in all time time
has been, so it does not follow that if the
angels have always been, they were therefore
not created.
For we say that they have always
been, because they have been in all time; and
we say they have been in all time, because
. time itself could no wise be without them.
:For where there is no creature
whose chang'ing movements
admit of succession,
there
¢_mnot be time at all.
And consequently,
_ven if they have always existed, they were
_reated;
neither, if they have always existed,
_re they therefore co-eternal with the Creator.
For He has always existed
in unchangeable
_eternity; while they were created, and are said
to have been always, because they have been
Ju all time, time being impossible
without the
<a'_eature.
But time passing
away by its
<;l,mngefulness,
cannot
be co.eternal
with
changeless
eternity.
And
consequently,

_!_:
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not pass in Ume, does not become past as if
now it were not, nor has a future as if it were
not yet, still their movements,
which are the
basis of time, do pass from future to past;
and therefore they cannot be co-eternal with
the Creator, in whose movement
we cannot
say that there has been that which now is not,
or shall be that which is not yet.
Wherefore,
if God always has been Lord, He has always
had creatures
under His dominion,--creatures, however,
not begotten
of Him, but
created by Him out of nothing;
nor co-eternal
with Him, for He was before them though at
no time without them, because
He preceded
them, not by the lapse of time, but by His
abiding eternity.
But if I make this reply to
those who demand
how He was always Creator, always Lord, if there were not always a
subject
creation;
or how this was created,
and not rather co-eternal
with its Creator, if
it always was, I fear I may be accused of
recklessly
affirming what I know not, instead
of teaching
what I know.
I return, therefore, to that which our Creator
has seen fit
that we should know; and those things which
He has allowed the abler men to know in this
life, or has reserved to be known in the next
by the perfected
saints, I acknowledge
to be
beyond my capacity.
But I have thought
it
right to discuss these matters without making
positive assertions,
that they who read may
be warned to abstain
from hazardous
questions, and may not deem themselves
fit for
everything.
Let them rather
endeavor
to
obey the wholesome injunction
of the apostle,
when he says, "For
I say, through the grace
given unto me, to every man that is among
you, not to think of himself more highly than
he ought to think;
but to think soberly, accordmg as God hath dealt to every man the
measure of faith." _ For if an infant receive
nourishment
suited to its strength, it becomes
capable, as it grows, of takingmore;
but if its
strength
and capacity be overtaxed,
it twines
away in place of growing.
CHAP. I6.--HOW WE ARETO UNDERSTAND GOD'S
PROMISE

OF

LIFE

ETERNAL,

TERED BEFORETHE

"

WHICH

WAS

UT-

ETERNALTIMES."

I own that I do not know what ages passed
before the human race was created, yet I have
no doubt that no created thing is co-eternal
with the Creator.
But even the apostle
speaks of time as eternal, and this with reference, not to the future, but, which is more
surprising,
to the past.
For he says, "In
hope of eternal life, which God that cannot
lie promised before the eternal times, but hath
, _._i.
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in due times manifested
His word." • You
see he says that in the past there have been
eternal times, which, however, were not coeternal with God.
And since God before
these eternal times not only existed, but also,
"promised"
life eternal,
which He marerested in its own times (that is to say, in due
times), what else is this than His word ? For
this is life eternal.
But then, how did He
promise; for the promise was made to men,
and yet they had no existence
before eternal
times ? Does this not mean that, in I-Ils own
eternity,
and in His co-eternal
word, that
which was to be in tts own time was already
predestined
and fixed ?

been indeed always making temporal
things,
but different
from one mmther,
and one
after the other, so, that He thus came at last
to make man, whom He had never made before, then it may seem that He made man
not with knowledge
(for they suppose no
knowledge can comprehend
the infinite suecesmon of creatures), but at the dictate of the
hour, as it struck him at the moment, with a
sudden and accidental
change of mind.
On
the other hand, say they, if those cycles be
admztted, and if we suppose that the same
temporal things are repeated, while the world
either remains ldentmal through
all these totatlons, or else dins away and is renewed,
then there Is ascribed
to God neither the
slothful ease of a past eternity, nor a rash
CHAP.
IT._WHAT
DEFENCE
IS MADE
BY SOUND
and unforeseen
creation.
And If the same
FAITH REGARDING GOD'S
UNCHANGEABLE things be not thus repeated
in cycles, then
COUNSEL
AND
WILL,
AGAINST
THE
REASONthey cannot by any science or prescience
be
INGS
OF THOSE
WHO
HOLD
THAT
THE
WORKS
comprehended
in their
endless
diversity.
OF GODARE ETERNALLYREPEATEDIN REVOLV- Even tilough reason could not refute, faith
ING
CYCLES
THAT
RESTORE
ALL
THINGS
AS
would smile at these argumentations,
with
THEY WERE.
which the godless endeavor to turn our sireOf this, too, I have no doubt, that before ple piety from the right way, that we may
the first man was created, there never had walk with them "in a circle."
But by the
been aman at all, neither thin same man h_mself help of the Lord our God, even reason, and
recurring by I know not what cycles, and hav- that readdy enough, shatters these revolving
ing made I know not how many revolutions, nor c_rcles whmh conjecture
frames.
For that
any other of slmdarnature.
From this belief whmh specmlly
leads these men astray to
I am not frightened
by philosophical
argu- prefer their own circles to the strmght path of
ments, among which that is reckoned
the truth, xs, that they measure
by their own
most acute whmh is founded on the assemon
human, changeable,
and narrow intellect the
that the infimte cannot be comprehended
by d|vme mind, whmh is absolutely
unchangeany mode of knowledge.
Consequently,
they able, mfimtely capacious, and without succesargue, God has m his own mind fimte con-sion
of thought, counting
all things without
ceptions of all finite things which He makes, number.
So that saying of the apostle comes
Now it cannot be supposed that His goodness
true of them, for,
comparing
themselves
was ever idle; for ff it were, there should be _w_th themselves,
they do not understand. ''_
ascribed to Him an awakenmg
to act_wty in For because they do, in vxrtue of a new purtime, from a past eternity of inactivity, as if pose, whatever new thing has occurred to them
He repented
of an idleness that had no be- to be done (their minds being changeable),
ginning, and proceeded,
therefore,
to make a they conclude
it is so with God; and thus
beginning of work.
This bemg the case, they compare, not God,Jfor
they cannot conceive
say it must be that the same things are always God, but think of one like themselves
when
repeated, and that as they pass, so they are they think of Him,_not
God, but themselves,
destined always to return, whether amidst all and not with H_m, but with themselves.
For "
these changes the world remains the same,-our part, we dare not believe that God is
the world which has always been, and yet was affected in one way when He works, in ancreated,_or
that the world in these revolu- other when He rests.
Indeed,
to say that
tions is perpetually
dying out and being re- He is affected at all, is an abuse of language,
newed; otherwise,
ff we point to a time when since it implies that there comes to be some.
the works of God were begun, it would be thing in H_s nature which was not there bebelieved that He considered
His past eternal
fore.
For he who is affected is acted upon,
leisure to be inert and indolent, and therefore
and whatever is acted upon is changeable.
condemned
and altered
it as displeasing
to His leisure, therefore,
is no laziness,
in.
Himself.
Now if God is supposed
to have dolence,
inactiwty;
as in His work is no
zTitus
i. u _.
wad not the V'_a_.
aWa_ iv. 4.

Augustiu
here follows
the
Comp.
Colstra
Pri:cill.

version of Jerome,
6, and de Gen. c.

,,_Fav..tt.
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their great authority, represents God as framing the world on numerical principles:
and in
our books also it is said to God, "Thou
hast
ordered all things in number, and measure,
and weight. ''3
The prophet also says," Who
bringeth out their host by number. ''4 And
.;
the Saviour says in the Gospel, "The
very
hairs of your head are all numbered."s
Far
_
be it, then, from us to doubt that all number
is known to Him "whose
understanding,"
i
according
to the Psalmist,
"is
infinite." 6
The infinity of number, though there be no
numbering
of infimte numbers, is yet not incomprehensible
by Him whose understanding
is infimte.
And thus, if everything which is
comprehended
is defined or made finite by
the comprehensmn
of him who knows it, then
all infinity is m some ineffable way made finite
to God, for it is comprehensible
by His
knowledge.
Wherefore,
if the infinity
of
numbers cannot be infinite to the knowledge
of God, by which it is comprehended,
what
are we poor creatures that we should presume
to fix limits to His knowledge, and say that
unless the same temporal
thing be repeated
by the same periodic revolutions,
God cannot
either foreknow His creatures
that He may
make them, or know them when He has made
CHAP.
I8.
AGAINST
THOSE
WHO
ASSERT
THAT
them ?
God, whose knowledge
is simply
THINGS
THAT
ARE
INFINITE
x CANNOT
BE COMmanifold, and uniform in Its variety, comprehends al] incomprehensibles
with so incomPREHENDED
BY THE
KNOWLEDGE
OF GOD.
_rehensible a comprehension,
that though He
As for their other assertion,
that God's willed always to make His later works novel
knowledge cannot comprehend
things infinite, and unlike what went before them, He could
it only remains for them to affirm, in order not produce them _vithout order and foresight,
that they may sound the depths of their im- nor conceive
them
suddenly,
but by His
piety, that God does not know all numbers,
eternal foreknowledge.
For it is very certain that they are infinite;
since, no matter
of what number you suppose an end to be made, this number can be, CHAP. I9.---OF WORLDSWITHOUT END, OR AGES
I will not say, increased by the addition
of
OF AGKS._
one more, but however great it be, and howI do not presume
to determine
whether
ever vast be the multitude
of which it is the God does so, and whether these times which
rational and scientific expression,
it can still are called "ages of ages" are joined together
be not only doubled,
but even multiplied,
in a continuous
series, and succeed one an. Moreover,
each number is so defined by its other with a regulated
diversity,
and leave
own properties,
that no two numbers
are exempt from their vicissitudes
only those who
equal.
They are therefore both unequal and are freed from their misery, and abide with,
different from one another;
and while they out end in a blessed immortahty;
or whether
"
are simply finite, collectively they are infinite, these are called "ages of ages," that we may
Does God, therefore, not know numbers on understand
that the ages remain unchangeaccount of this infinity; and does His knowl- able in God's unwavering wisdom, and are
;
edge extend only to a certain height in num- the efficient causes, as it were, of those ages
_(
bers, while of the rest He is ignorant ? Who which are being spent
in time.
Possibly
_,
is so left to himself as to say so ? Yet they c, ages" is used for "age,"
so that nothing
i__- .
can hardly pretend to put numbers out of the else is meant by "ages
of ages".than
by
.- question,
or maintain that they have nothing! " age of age," as nothing else is meant by
:: _
to do with the knowledge of God; for Plato," " heavens of heavens"
than by "heaven
of
_,_o

labor, effort, industry.
He can act while He
fizposes, and repose while He acts.
He can
begin a new work with (not a new, but) an
eternal design; and what He has not made
before, lie does not now begin to make beCause He repents
of His former repose,
But when one speaks of His former repose
and subsequent
operation
(and I know not
how men can understand
these things), this
"'former"
and "subsequent"
are applied
onlyto the things created, which formerly did
not exist, and subsequently
came into existence.
But in God the former purpose _s not
altered and obliterated by the subsequent
and
different
purpose, but by one and the same
eternal
and unchangeable
will He effected
regarding
the things He created, both that
formerly,
so long as they were not, they
should not be, and that subsequently,
when
they began to be, they should come into existence.
And thus, perhaps, He would show,
in a very striking way, to those who have eyes
for such things, how independent
He is of
what He makes, and how it is of His own
gratuitous
goodness
He creates, since from
eternity He dwelt without creatures
in no less
perfect a blessedness,
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heaven."
For God called the firmament,
above which are the waters, "Heaven,"
and
yet the psalm says, "Let the waters that are
above the /_eaven.¢ praise the name of the
Lord.""
Which of these two meanings
we
are to attach to "ages
of ages," or whether
there is not some other and better meaning
still, is a very profound
question;
and the
subject we are at present handling
presents!
no obstacle to our meanwhile
deferring
the
discussion
of it, whether we may be able to
determine
anything about it, or may only be
made more cautious
by its further treatment,
so as to be deterred
from making any rash
.affirmations
in a matter of such obscurity,
For at present we are disputing
the opimon
that affirms the existence
of those periodic
revolutions
by which the same things are
always recurring at intervals of time.
Now,
whichever of these supposttions
regarding the
"' ages of ages"
be the true one, it avads
nothing for the substantiating
of those cycles;
for whether the ages of ages be not a repetition of the same world, but different worlds
succeeding
one another
in a regulated
connection, the ransomed souls abiding in wellassured
bliss without
any recurrence
of
misery, or whether the ages of ages be the
eternal causes which rule what shall be and is
in time, it equally follows, that those cycles
which bring round the same things have no
existence;
and nothing
more thoroughly
explodes them than the fact of the eternal life
of the saints,

in which God is lost, truth held in detestao
tion, and happiness sought in iniquitous irapurities ? and that this will happen endlessly
again and again, recurring at fixed intervals)
and in regularly returning periods? and that
this everlasting
and ceaseless
revolution
of
definite cycles, which remove and restore true
misery and d¢ceitful
bliss in turn, is contrived in order that God may be able to know
His own works, since on the one hand He
cannot rest from creating and on the other,
cannot know the infinite number of His creatures, if He always makes creatures ? Who)
I say, can listen to such things ? Who can
accept or suffer them to be spoken?
Were
they true, it were not only more prudent to
keep silence regarding
them, but even (to
express myself as best I can) it were the part
of wisdom not to know them.
For if in the
future world we shall not remember
these
things, and by this obliwon be blessed, why
should we now increase our misery, already
burdensome
enough,
by the knowledge
of
them?
If, on the other hand, the knowledge
of them will be forced upon us hereafter, now
at least let us remain in ignorance, that in the
present expectation
we may enjoy a blessed*
Hess which the future reality is not to bestow;
since in this life we are expecting
to obtain
life everlasting, but In the world to come are to
discover it to be blessed, but not everlasting.
And if they maintain that no one can attain
to the blessedness of the world to come, unless in th_s life he has been indoctrinated
in
those cycles m which bliss and misery relieve
CHAP. 20.---OF-THE IMPIETY OF THOSE WHO AS- one another, how do they avow that the more
SERT
THAT
THE
SOULS
WHICH
ENJOY
TRUE
a man
loves God, the more readily he attains
AND
PERFECT
BLESSEDNESS,
MUST
YET AGAIN
to
blessedness,--they
who teach what parAND AGAIN IN THESE PERIODICREVOLUTIONS alyzes love itself?
For.who
would not be
RETURN TO LABORAND MISERY.
more remiss and lukewarm in his love for a
person whom he thinks he shall be forced to
What pious ears could bear to hear that abandon,
and whose truth and wisdom he
after a life spent in so many and severe dis- shall come to hate; and this, too, after he
tresses (if, indeed, that should be called a life has quite attained
to the utmost and most
at all which is rather a death, so utter that
the love of this present death makes us fear blissful knowledge of Him that he is capable
that death which delivers us from it,) that of?
Can any one be faithful in his love,
after evils so disastrous,
and miseries
of all even
to a human
friend,
he knows
'that forhe
is destined
to become
his if
enemy
?_ God
kinds have at length been expiated
and finished by the help of true religion and wisdom,
and when we have thus attained to the vision
of God, and have entered into bliss by the
contemplation
of spiritual light and participation in His unchangeable
immortality,
which
we burn to attain,--that
we must at some time
lose all this, and that they who do lose it are
cast down from that eternity, truth, and felicity to infernal mortality and shameful foolishness, and are involved in accursed woes,
zl_

cxlv_.

4.

bid that there be any truth in an opinion
which threatens
us with a real misery that is
never to end, but is often and endlessly to be
interrupted
by intervals of fallacious happi.
ncss.
For what happiness can be more fallacious and false than that in whose blaze of t_ath
we yet remain ignorant that we shall be miserable, or in whose most secure citadel we yet
_C_b_,th_,_e_,_t_*'*,_O:
¢_a_

Q_
,u_¢m__ntiment/4_
u_

tl_viCtt.a eue_gerzt4
c_t at _ug_bit
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¢_ _P
alsoquot,_F_dldotothee.,_that
no
friendly
to friendship
than th_
that we should
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day we were to hate.
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f_r that we shall be so ? For tf, on the one tain that blessedness is no new experience to
b.m_ we are to be ignorant of coming calam- the soul, but only a return to that state in
t_ then our present misery is not so short- which it has been eternally, then at least its
hted for it is assured of coming bliss. If, deliverance from misery is something new,
on the other hand, the disaster that threatens since, by their own showing, the misery from
is not concealed from us in the world to which it is delivered is itself, too, a new excome, then the time of misery which is to be perience.
And if this new experience fell
at last exchanged for a state of blessedness, out by accident, and was not embraced in the
:
is speut by the soul more happily than its time order of things appointed by Divine Provlof happiness, which is to end in a return to dence, then where are those determinate and
i"
misery. And thus our expectation of unhap- measured cycles in which no new thing
piness is happy, but of happiness unhappy, happens, but all things are reproduced as
And therefore, as we here suffer present ills, they were before ? If, however, this new exand hereafter fear ills that are imminent, it perience was embraced in that providenual
were truer to say that we shall always be miser- order of nature (whether the soul was exposed •
able than that we can some time be happy,
to the evil of this world for the sake of disBut these things are declared to be false cipline, or fell into it by sin), then it is posby the loud testimony of religion and truth; sible for new things to happen which never
for religion truthfully promises a true blessed- happened before, and which yet are not exness, of which we shall be eternally assured, traneous to the order of nature.
And if the
and which cannot be interrupted by any dis- soul is able by its own imprudence to create
aster. Let us therefore keep to the straight for itself a new misery, which was not unforepath, which is Christ, and, with Him as our seen by the Divine Providence, but was proGuide and Saviour, let us turn away in heart wded for in the order of nature along with the
and mind from the unreal and futile cycles deliverance from it, how can we, even with all
of the godless. Porphyry, Platonist though the rashness of human vanity, presume to
he was, abjured the opimon of his school, deny that God can create new things--new to
that in these cycles souls are ceaselessly pass- the world, but not to Him--which He never
ing away and returning, either being struck before created, but yet foresaw ,from all
with the extravagance of the idea, or sobered eternity ? If they say that it is indeed true
by his knowledge of Christianity.
As I men- that ransomed souls return no more to
tioned in the tenth book, z he preferred saying misery, but that even so no new thing hapthat the soul, as it had been sent into the _ens, since there always have been, now are,
world that it might know evil, and be purged and ever shall be a succession of ransomed
and delivered from it, was never again ex- souls, they must at least grant that in this
posed to such an experience after it had once case there are new souls to whom the m_sery
returned to the Father.
And if he abjured and the deliverance from it are new. For if
the tenets of his school, how much more they maintain that those souls out of which
ought we Christians .to abominate and avoid new men are dally being made (from whose
an opinion so unfounded and hostile to our bodies, if they have lived, wisely, they are so
faith ? But having disposed of these cycles delivered that they never return to misery)
. and escaped out of them, no necessity com- are not new, but have existed from eternity,
pels us to suppose that the human race had they must logically admit that they are inno beginning in time, on the ground that fimte. For however great a finite number of
there is nothing new in nature which, by I souls there were, that would not have sufficed
know not what cycles, has not at some pre- to make perpetually new men from eternity,
vious period existed, and is not hereafter to --men whose souls were to be eternally freed
exist again. For if the soul, once delivered, from this mortal state, and never afterwards to
as it never was before, is never to return to return to it. And our philosophers will find
misery_ then there happens in its experience it hard to explain how there is an infinite
something which never happened before; and number of souls in an order of nature which
this, indeed, something of the greatest con- they require shall be finite, that it may be
sequence, to wit, the secure entrance into known by God.
eternal felicity.
And if in an immortal
And now that we have exploded these cycles
i"
nature there can occur a novelty, which never which were supposed to bring back the soul
has been, nor ever shall be, reproduced by at fixed periods to the same miseries, what
' any cycle, why is it disputed that the same can seem more in accordance with godly
_A'_,
may occur in mortal natures ? If they main- reason than to believe that it is possible for
_:_
God both to create new things never before
_; •
z C,_
c_eated, and in doing so, to preserve His will
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unaltered ?
But whether
the number
of
eternally redeemed
souls can be continually
increased or not, let the philosophers
themselves decide, who are so subtle in determlning where infinity cannot be admitted.
For
our own part, our reasoning
holds in either
case.
For if the number of souls can be indefinitely increased,
what reason is there to
deny that what had never before been created,
could be created ? since the number of ransomed souls never exlsted before, and has yet
not only been once made, but will never cease
tO be anew coming into being.
If, on the
other hand, it be more suitable that the humber of eternally ransomed
souls be definite,
and that this number will never be increased,
yet
number,
it be, did
assuredly
neverthisexist
before, whatever
and it cannot
increase,
and
reach the amount it sigmfies, without having
some beginning;
and this beginning
never
before existed.
That this beginning,
therefore, might be, the first man was created,

OF GOD.
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means the unity of society and the bond of
concord
might
be more effectually
cornmended to him, men being bound together
not only by similarity of nature, but by family
affection.
And indeed He did not even ereate the woman that was to be given him as
his wife, as he created the man, but created
her out of the man, that the whole human race
might derive from one man.
CHAP. 22.--THAT GOD FOREKNEW THAT THE
FIRST MAN WOULD SIN, AND THAT HE AT THE
SAMETIME FORESAWMOWLARGEA MULTITUDE
OF GODLYPERSONSWOULDBY HIS GRACE BE
TRANSLATED TO THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE
ANGELS.
And God was not ignorant

that man

would

sin, and that, being himself made subject now
to death, he would propagate
men doomed to
din, and that these mortals would run to such

enormities
beasts indevoid
of ratmnal in
will,sin,andthatwhoeven
werethecreated
numbers
from
the
waters
and
the
earth,
would live
CHAP. 2I.--THAT
THERE WAS CREATED
AT FIRST
more securely and peaceably with their own
BUT ONE INDIVIDUAL,
AND THAT
THE HUMAN
kind than men, who had been propagated
RACE WASCREATED IN HIM.
from one individual
for the very purpose of
Now that we have solved, as well as we commending
concord.
For not even lions or
could, this very difficult question about the dragons have ever waged _vith their kind such
eternal God creating new things, without any wars as men have waged with one another.*
novelty of will, It is easy to see how much But God foresaw also that by His grace a people
better it is that God was pleased to produce
would be called to adoption, and that they,
the human race from the one individual whom being justified by the remission of their sins,
He created, than if He had originated
it in would be united by the Holy Ghost to the
several men.
For as to the other animals,
holy angels m eternal peace, the last enemy,
He created some solitary, and naturally seek- death, being destroyed;
and He knew that
mg lonely places,--as
the eagles, kites, lions, this people would derive profit from the conwolves, and such like;
others gregarious,
sideration that God had caused all men to be
which herd together,
and prefer to live in derived from one, for the sake of showing how
company,--as
pigeons,
starlings,
stags, and highly He prizes unity in a multitude.
httle fallow deer, and the like: but neither
class did He cause to be propagated
from CHAP. 23.--0F
THE NATURE
OF THE HUMAN
individuals,
but called into being several at
SOULCREATEDIN THE IMAGEOF GOD.
once.
Man, on the other hand, whose nature
God, then, made man in His owt_ image.
was to be a mean between the angelic and For He created for him a soul endowed with
bestial, He created in such sort, that if he reason and intelligence,
so that he might exremained in subjection to His Creator as his cel all the creatures of earth, air, and sea,
rightful
Lord, and piously kept His corn- which were not so gifted.
And when He had
mandments, he should pass into the company formed the man out of the dust of the earth,
of the angels, and obtain, without the inter- and had willed that his soul should be such
vention of death,xa
blessed and endless ira- as I have said,--whether
He had already
mortality;
offended the
his God
by a proud but
andif he
disobedient
use Lord
of his
free i made it, and now by breathing imparted it .to
man, or rather made it by breathing, so that
will, he should become subject to death, and that breath which God made by breathing:
live as the beasts do,--the
slave of appetite,
and doomed to eternal punishment
after death.
2.,Q,a_aoleonl
And therefore
God created only one single
Fo_tloreripuit_tamleo? quonemore ututtmm
Exsptravtt aper majorm dt_tib_
ttl_ ?
man, not, certainly, that he might be a soliIndmattgr_agitrabidacurettgride
tary, bereft of all society, but that by this
Perpetuam;
Ast
homiai," tm_rL¢
etc. inter tmconvcmit ut_i_.
• C.Oq_.....s ,'eamrks that this m levelled against the Pe]aglans.
16

Jtr_E_AL, Sat. XV. t_O--_.
--See also the very striking lines which precede these.
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{for what else is "to breathe"
than to make
breath ?) is the soul,*--He
made also a wife
for him, to aid him in the work oPgenerating
his kind, and her He formed of a bone taken
OUt of the man's side, working in a divine
manner.
For we are not to conceive of this
work in a carnal fashion, as if God wrought
as we commonly see artisans, who use their
hands, and material furnished to them, that
by their artistic skill they may fashion some
material object.
God's hand is God's power;
and He, working invisibly, effects visible results.
But this seems fabulous rather than
true to men, who measure by customary and
everyday
works the power and wisdom of
God, whereby He understands
and produces
without seeds even seeds themselves;
and
because
they cannot understand
the things
which at the beginning
were created,
they
are sceptical
regarding
them--as
if the
very things which they do know about human
propagation,
conceptions
and births, would

,:
_
;_
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CHAP. 25.-THAT GOD ALONE iS THE CREATOR
OF EVERY KIND OF C_TURE,
WHATEVZ_ 1TS
NATURE OR Foam.
For whereas there is one form which is given
from without to everybodily
substance,--such
as the form which is constructed
by potters
and smiths, and that class of artists who paint
and fashion forms like the body of animals,
--but another and internal form which is not
itself constructed,
but, as the efficient cause,
produces
not only the natural bodily forms,
but even the life itself of the living creatures,
and which proceeds
from the secret and hidden choice of an intelligent and living nature,
--let that first-mentioned
form be attributed
to every artificer, but this latter to one only,
God, the Creator and Originator who made
the world itself and the angels, without the
help of world or angels.
For the same divine
and, so to speak, creative energy, which can-

CHAP. 24.--WHETHER
THE ANGELS CAN BE
SAID TO BE THE CREATORSOF ANY, EVEN THE
LEASTCREATURE.
But in this book we have nothing to do with
those who do not believe that the divine mind
made or cares for this world.
As for those
who believe their own Plato, that all mortal
animals--among
whom man holds the preeminent place, and is near to the gods themselves--were
created
not by that most high
God who made the world, but by other lesser
gods created by the Supreme, and exercising
a delegated power under His control,--if
only
those persons be delivered from the superstition which prompts them to seek a plausible
reason for paying divine honors and sacriricing to these gods as their creators, they
will easily be disentangled
also from this their
er/'or.
For it is blasphemy
to believe or to
say (even before it can be understood)
that
any other than God is creator of any nature,
be it never so small and mortal.
And as for
the angels, whom those Platonists
prefer to
call gods', although
they do, so far as they
are permitted and commissioned,
aid in the
production of the things around us, yet not on
that account are we to call them creators, any
more than we call gardeners the creators of

not
be made,
makes,roundness,--thls
and which gavesame
to
the earth
and but
sky their
divine,
effective,
and creative
energy gave
their roundness to the eye and to the apple;
and the other natural objects which we anywhere see, received also their form, not from
without,
but from the secret and profound
might of the Creator, who said, " Do not I fill
heaven and earth ?" _ and whose wisdom it is
that
" reacheth
from one end to another
mightily;
and sweetly doth she order
all
things." 3 Wherefore
I know not what kind
of aid the angels, themselves
created first,
afforded to the Creator in making other things.
I cannot ascribe to them what perhaps they
cannot do, neither ought I to deny them such
faculty as they have.
But, by their leave, I
attribute
the creating and originating
work
which gave being to all natures to God, to
whom they
themselves
thankfully
ascribe
their existence.
We do not call gardeners the
creators of their fruits, for we read, "Neither
is he that planteth
anything,
neither he that
watereth, but God that gzveth the increase."
'
Nay, not even the earth itself do we call a
creator, though she seems to be the prolific
mother of all things which she aids in germihating and bursting forth from the seed, and
which she keeps rooted in her own breast; for
we likewise read, "God giveth it a body, as it
hath pleased Him, and to every seed his own
body. s"
We ought not even to call a woman
the creatress
of her own offspring; for He
rather is its creator who said to His servant,
"Before
I formed thee in the womb, I knew
thee." * And although
the various mental

il

fruits and trees,

emotions

_'i _
_).

x_
_
fm, ff_r di_cum_l
lttm_'saig.
Po.cAola_.

seem less incredible
if told to those who had
no experience
of them;
though these very
things, too, are attributed
by many rather to
physical and natural causes than to the work
of the divine mind.

.
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the fruit of her womb similar qualities,--as
Jacob with his peeled wands caused piebald
sheep to be produced,--yet
the mother as
little creates her offspring as she created hersell
Whatever
bodily or seminal
causes,
then, may be used for the production
of
things, either by the co-operation
of angels,
men, or the lower animals, or by sexual generation;
and whatever power the desires and
mental emotions of the mother have to produce in the tender and plastic foetus corresponding
lineaments
and colors; yet the natures themselves,
which are thus variously
affected, are the production
of none but the
most high God.
It is His occult power which
pervades all things, and is present in all without being contaminated,
which gives being to
all that is, and modifies and limits its existence; so that without Him it would not be
thus, orthus,
nor would have any being at all. 1
If, then, in regard to that outward form which
the workman's hand Imposes on his work,we do
not say that Rome and Alexandria were bull1
by masons and architects,
but by the kings
by whose will, plan, and resources
they were
built, so that the one has Romulus, the other
Alexander,
for its founder; with how much
greater reason oughtwe to saythat God alone
is the Author of all natures, since He neither
uses for His work any material which was not
made by Him, nor anyworkmen
who were not
also made by Him, and since, if He were, so
to speak, to withdraw
from created
things
His creative power, they would straightway
relapse into the nothingness
in which they
were before they were created ? "Before,"
I mean, in respect
of eternity,
not of time.
For what other creator could there be of time,
than He who created
those things whos_
movements
make time ? 2

OF GOD.
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26.-----OF

THAT

NISTS, THAT
THE
INDEED
CREATED

OPINION
ANGELS
BY GOD,

OF

THE

PLATO-

WERE THEMSELVES
BUT THAT AFTER-

WARDS THEY CREATEDMAN'S BODY.
It is obvious, that in attributing
the creation of the other animals
to those inferior
gods who were made by the Supreme,
he
meant it to be understood that the immortal
part was taken from God Himself,
and that
these minor creators added the mortal part;
that is to say, he meant them to be considered
the creators
of our bodies, but not of our
souls.
But since Porphyry maintains
that if
the soul is to be purified, all entanglement
with a body must be escaped from; and at the
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temperate and honorable life return to mortal
bodies as their punishment
(to bodies of brutes
in Plato's opinion, to human bodies in Pot'phyry's);
it follows that those whom they
would have us worship as our parents and
authors, that they may plausibly
call them
gods, are, after all, but the forgers of our let.
ters and ehams,--not
our creators, but our
jailers and turnkeys, who lock us up in the
most bitter and melancholy house of correction.
Let the Platonists, then, either cease
menacing us with our bodies as the punishment of our souls, or preaching
that we are
to worship as gods those whose work upon us
they exhort us by all means in our power to
avoid and escape from.
But, indeed, both
opinions are quite false.
It is false that souls
return again to this life to be punished;
and
it is false that there is any other creator of
anything
in heaven or earth, than He who
made the heaven and the earth.
For if we
live in a body only to expiate our sins, how
says Plato in another
place, that the world
could not have been the most beautiful and
good, had it not been filled with all kinds of
creatures, mortal and Immortal ? 3 But if our
creation even as mortals be a divine benefit,
how is it a punishment
to be restored
to a
body, that is, to a dwme benefit ? And if
God, as Plato
continually
maintains,
erabraced in His eternal intelligence
the ideas
both of the universe and of all the animals,
how, then, should He not with His own hand
make them all ? Could He be unwilling to
be the constructor
of works, the idea and
plan of which called for His ineffable and ineffably to be praised intelligence?
CHAP.

27.--THAT
THE WHOLE PLENITUDE OF
THE
HUMAN *RACE WAS EMBRACED
IN THE
FIRST MAN, AND THAT
GOD THERE
SAW THE
PORTION

OF

]T

AND REWARDED,
BE CONDEMNED

WHICH

WAS

TO

BE HONORED

AND THAT
WHICH
AND PUNISHED.

WAS

TO

With good cause, therefore,
does the true
religion recognize and proclaim that the same
God who created the universal cosmos, created also all the animals,
souls as well as
bodies.
Among the terrestrial
animals man
was made by Him in His own image, and, for
the reason I have given, was made one individual, though he was not left solitary.
For
there is nothing so social by nature, so unsocial by its corruption,
as this race.
And
human nature has nothing more appropriate,
either for the prevention of discord, or for the

same time agrees with Plato and the Platonists
a The deity, desirousof makit_ the universein all
in thmking
that those who have not spent a _mb_
themostbeautiful
aad_attrelyperfectof mtelliM_ible
objects,formed
it into one visible animal, oattmining within imelf _
the other anlmlt
t _mlmre

d¢ Tr/_.

ill ,3-t6.

• See Book xL 5.
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healing of it, where it exists, than the remembranceof thatfirst parentof us all, whom God
was pleased to create alone, that all men might
be derived from one, and that they might thus
be admonished
to preserve unity among their
whole multitude.
But from the fact that the
woman was made for him from his side, it:
was plainly meant that we should learn how
dear the bond between man and wife should
be.
These works of God do certainly seem
extraordinary,
because they are the first works,
They who do not believe them, ought not to
believe any prodigies;
for these would not be
called prodigies did they not happen out of
the ordinary course of nature.
But, is it possible that anything should happen in vain, however hidden be its cause, in so grand a governmerit of divine providence ? One of the sacred
Psalmists says, "Come,
behold the works of
the Lord, what prodigies He hath wrought in

jo'
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the earth." • Why God made woman out of
man's side, and what this first prodigy prefigured, I shall, with God's help, tell in another place.
But at present, since this book
must be concluded,
let us merely say that in
this first man, who was created In the beginning, there
was laid " the foundation,
not in.
•
'
e
deed evidently, but m God s foreknowledg
,
of these two cities or societies, so far as regards the human race.
For from that man
all men were to be derived--some
of them to
be associated with the good angels in their
reward, others with the wicked in punishment;
all being ordered by the secret yet just judgment of God.
For since it is written, "All
the paths of the Lord are mercy and truth," _
neither can His grace be unjust, nor His justice cruel.
xPs. ,av_s.

• Ps. _v ....

BOOK

XIII.
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IN

THIS

BOOK

IT
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TAUGHT

THAT

IIEATH

IS PENAL,

CHAP. I.--OF THE FALL OF THE FIRST MAN,
THROUGH WHICH MORTALITY HAS BEEN CONTRACTED.
HAVINO disposed of the very difficult questions concerning
the origin of our world and
the beginning
of the human race, the natural
order requires that we now discuss the fall of
the first man (we may say of the first men),
and of the origin and propagation
of human
death.
For God had not made man like the
angels, in such a condition
that, even though
they had sinned, they could none the more
d_e. He had so made them, that if they d_scharged the obligatmns
of obedience,
an angelic immortality
and a blessed eternity might
ensue, without the intervention
of death; but
if they disobeyed,
death should be visited on
themwith
just sentence--whmh,
too, has been
spoken to in the preceding book.
(:HAP. 2.--0F THAT DEATH WHICH CAN AFFECT
AN IMMORTALSOUL, AND OF THAT TO WHICH
THE BODY"IS SUBJECT.
But I see I must speak a little more carefully of the nature of death.
For although
the human soul is truly affirmed to be immortal, yet it also has a certain death of its own.
For it is therefore called immortal, because, in
a sense, it does not cease to live and to feel;
while the body is called mortal, because it can
be forsaken of all life, and cannot by itself live
at all.
The death, then, of the soul takes
place when God forsakes it, as the death of
the body when the soul forsakes
it. Therefore the death of both---that
is, of the whole
man--occurs
when the soul, forsaken by God,
forsakes the body.
For, in this case, neither
is God the life of the soul, nor the soul the
life of the body.
And this death of the whole
man is followed by that which, on the author-

AND
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ity of the divine oracles, we call the second
death.
This the Sawour referred to when He
said, " Fear Him which is able to destroy both
soul and bodyin hell."'
And since this does
not happen before the soul is so joined to its
body that they cannot be separated
at all, it
may be matter of wonder how the body can
be said to be killed by that death in which it
is not forsaken by the soul, but, being animated and rendered
sensitive by it, is tormented.
For in that penal and everlasting
punishment,
of which in its own place we are
to speak more at large, the soul is justly said
to din, because it does not hve in connection
with God; but how can we say that the body
is dead, seeing that it lives by the soul ? For
it could not otherwise feel the bodily torments
which are to follow the resurrection.
Is it
because life of every kind is good, and pain
an evil, that we decline to say that that body
lives, in which the soul is the cause, not of
life, but of pain ? The soul, then, lives by
God when it lives well, for It cannot live well
unless by God working in it what is good; and
the body lives by the soul when the soul lives
in the body, whether itself be living by God
or no.
For the wicked man's life in the body
is a life not of the soul, but of the body, which
even dead souls--that
is, souls forsaken
of
God--can
confer upon bodies, how little soever of their own proper life, by which they
are immortal,
they retain.
But in the last
damnation,
though man does not cease to feel,
yet because this feelingof
his is neither sweet
with pleasure nor wholesome with repose, but
painfully penal, it is not without reason called
death rather than life.
And it is called the
second death because it follows the first, which
;unders the two cohering
essences,
whether
x wtt_ x _s.
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these be God and the soul, or the soul and
the body.
Of the first and bodily death, then,
we may say that to the good it is good, and
evil to the evil.
But, doubtless, the second,
as it happens to none of the good, so it can
be good for none.

parents had fallen to the level of the beasts
in the fashion of their life and of their death;
as it is written, " Man when he was in honor
understood not; he became like the beasts that
have no understanding."
_ Nay more, infants,
we see, are even feebler in the use and movement of their limbs, and more infirm to choose
CHAP. 3._WHETHER
DEATH,
WHICH BY THE SIN and refuse, than the most
tender offspring of
oF OUR FIILqTPARENTS HAS PASSEDUPON ALL other animals; as if the force that dwells in
MEN,
IS THE PUNISHMENT
OF $iN_ EVEN TO human
nature were destined
to surpass
all
THE GOOD.
other living things so much the more emi-

But a question
not to be shirked arises: nently,
as its energy
has been longer reWhether in very truth death, which separates
strained, and the time of its exercise delayed,
soul and body, is good to the good ? 1 For if it back
just asit has
an arrow
flies the Tohigher
tL,c further
been drawn.
this infantine
imbe, how has it come to pass that such a thing
should be the punishment
of s_n ? For the becility _ the first man did not fall by his lawfirst men would not have suffered death had less presumption
and just sentence;
but
they not sinned.
How, then, can that be human
nature
was
in
his
person
vitiated
and
altered to such an extent, that he suffered in
good to the good, which could not have happened except to the evil ? Then, again, if it could his members the warring of disobedient
lust,
only happen to the evil, to the good it ought and became subject to the necessity of dying.
not to be good, but non-existent.
For why And what he himself had become by sin and
should there be any punishment
where there punishment,
such he generated
those whom
is nothing to punish?
Wherefore we must say he begot; that is to say, subject to sin and
that the first men were indeed so created, that death.
And if infants are delivered from this
bondage of sm by the Redeemer's
grace, they
if they had not sinned, they would not have
experienced
any kind of death; but that, hav- can suffer only this death which separates soul
and body; but being redeemed
from the oblag become sinners, they were so punished
with death, that whatsoever sprang from their ligation of sin, they do not pass to that second
stock should also be punished with the same endless and, penal death.
death.
For nothing else could be born of
them than that which they themselves
had CHAP. 4.--WHY DEATH, THE PUNISHMENT OF
been.
Their nature was deteriorated
in proSIN, IS NOT WITHHELD FROM THOSE WHO BY
portion to the greatness of the condemnation
THE GRACEOF REGENERATIONARE ABSOLVED
of their sin, so that what existed as punishFROM SIN.
ment in those who first sinned, became a natIf, moreover,
any one is solicitous
about
ural consequence
intheir children.
For man this point, how, if death be the very punishis not produced
by man, as he was from the ment of sin, they whose guilt is cancelled
by
dust.
For dust was the material out of which grace do yet suffer death, this difficulty has
man was made: man is the parent by whom already been handled and solved in our other
man is begotten.
Wherefore
earth and flesh work which we have written on the baptism
are not the same thing, though flesh be made!of
infants. 4 There it was said that the partof earth.
But as man the parent is, such is ing of soul and body was left, though its conman the offspring.
In the first man, therenection with sin was removed, for this reason,
fore, there existed the whole human nature,
that if the immortality
of the body followed
which was to be transmitted
by the woman to immediately
upon the sacrament of regeneraposterity, when that conjugal
union received riGA, froth itself would be thereby enervated.
the divine sentence of its own condemnation;
For faith is then only faith when it waits in
and what man was made, not when created,
hope for what is not yet seen in substance.
but when he sinned and was punished,
this And by the vigor and conflict of faith, at least
he propagated, so far as the origin of sin and in times past, was the fear of death overcome.
death are concerned.
For neither by sin nor Specially
was this conspicuous
in the holy
its punishment
was he himself reduced to that imartyrs, who could have had no victory, no
infantine
and helpless
infirmity of body and Iglory, to whom there could not even have been
mind which we see in children."
For God or-iany
conflict, if, after the laver of regeneradainexl thag infants should begin the world as] tion, saints could not suffer bodily death.
the young of beasts begin it, since their] ! aPs.xli__.
this question
_4th and
epistles of _er.
ome,x Oa
de _itu
Z_ct, andcompare
de obitz the
Bletzll_
flli¢.25th Coqumtt_.

a On whlch see furtherin rle Pecca/. l_fe,'. I 67_et seq.
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Who would not, then, in company with the is called the strength of sin, the apostle, when
infants presented for baptism, run to the grace treating a similar question in another place,
of Christ, that so he might not be dismissed says, "The law indeed is holy, and the cornfrom the body ? And thus faith would not be mandment holy, and just, and good. Was
tested with an unseen reward; and so would then that which is holy made death unto me ?
not even be faith, seeking and receiving an God forbid. But sin, that it might apimmediate recompense of its works. But now, pear sin, working death in me by that which
by the greater and more admirable grace of is good; that sin by the commandment might
the Saviour, the punishment of sin is turned become exceeding sinful.""
E.'rteeding, he
to the service of righteousness.
For then it says, because the transgression is more heiwas proclaimed to man, " If thou sinnest, thou nous when through the increasing lust of sin
shalt die;" now it is said to the martyr, " Dxe, the law itself also is despised.
Why have we
that thou sin not."
Then it was said, " If ye thought it worth while to mention this ? For
trangress the commandments, ye shall die; " th_s reason, because, as the law is not an evil
now tt is said, " If ye decline death, ye trans- when it increases the lust of those who sin, so
gress the commandment."
That which was neither is death a good thingwhen it increases
formerly set as an object of terror, that men the glory of those who suffer it, since either
m_ght not sin, is now to be undergone if we the former is abandoned wickedly, and makes
would not sin.
Thus, by the unutterable transgressors, or the latter is embraced for
mercy of God, even the very punishment of the truth's sake, and makes martyrs.
And
wlcked,aess has become the armor of virtue, thus the law is indeed good, because it is proand the penalty of the sinner becomes the hibition of sin, and death is evil because it is
reward of the righteous.
For then death was the wages of sin; but as wicked men make an
incurred by sinning, now righteousness is ful- evil use not only of evil, but also of good
filled by dying. In the case of the holy mar- things, so the righteous make a good use not
tyrs tt is so; for to them the persecutor pro- only of good, but also of evil things.
Whence
poses the alternative, apostasy or death. For it comes to pass that the wicked make an ill
the righteous prefer by believing to suffer use of the law, though the law is good; and
what the first transgressors suffered by not that the good die well, though death is an
believing.
For unless they had sinned, the}" evil.
would not have d_ed; but the martyrs sin af
they do not die. The one d_ed because they CHAP.6.---_F THEEVILOF DEATHIN GENERAL,
sinned, the others do not sin because they die.
CONSIDERED
ASTHESEPARATION
OFSOULAND
By the g lilt of the first, pumshment was inBODY.
curred; by the pumshment of the second, guilt
Wherefore, as regards bodily death, that
is prevented.
Not that death, which was be- is, the separation of the soul from the body,
fore an evil, has become something good, it is good unto none while _t is being endured
but only that God has granted to faith this by those whom we say are in the article of
grace, that death, which is the admitted oppo- death.
For the very violence with which
s_te to life, should become the instrument by body and soul are wrenched asunder, which
which life is reached,
in the living had been conjoined and closely
intertwined, brings with it a harsh experience,
CHAP. 5"--AS
THE WICKED
MAKE AN ILL USE OF jarring horridly on nature so long as it conTHE
LAW, WHICH
IS GOOD,
SO THE
GOOD
tlnues, till there comes
a total loss of senseMAKE

A GOOD USE

OF

DEATH,

WHICH

IS AN

ILL.
The apostle, wishing to show how hurtful
a thing sin is, when grace does not aid us,
has not hesitated to say that the strength of sin
is that very law by which sin is prohibited.
"The sting of death is sin, and the strength
of sin is the law." • Most certainly true; for
prohibition increases the desire of illicit action, if righteousness is not so loved that the
desire of sin is conquered by that love. But
unless divine grace aid us, we cannot love nor
delight in true righteousness.
But lest the
law should be thought to be an evil, since it
x_ Cot. xv. 56.

tion, which arose

from

the very interpenetra-

tion of spirit and flesh. And all this anguish
is sometimes forestalled by one stroke of the
body or sudden flitting of the soul, the swiftness of which prevents it from being felt.
But whatever that may be in the dying which
with violently painful sensation robs of all
sensation, yet, when it is piously and faithfully
borne, it increases the merit of patience, but
does not make the name of punishment inapplicable. Death, proceeding by ordinarygen.
eration from the first man, is the punishment
of all who are born of him, yet, if it be endured for righteousness' sake, it becomes the
_ Rom. vii. x_, 13.
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glory of those who are born again; and though not be committed;
now it must be undergone
death be the award of sin, it sometimes
se- that sin may not be committed,
or, if corncures that nothing be awarded to sin.
mitred, be remitted, and the award of righteousness bestowed on him whose victory has
earned it.
::

CHAP.

7"--OF

BAPTIZED

THE
t

SUFFER

DEATH
FOR

WHICH
THE

THE

UN-

CONFESSION

OF

CHRIST.

-:

CHAP.
8._THAT
FIRST
DEATH

For whatever unbaptized
persons die confessing Christ, this confession is of the same
efficacy for the remission of sins as if they
were washed in the sacred font of baptism,
:For He who said, "Except
a man be born of
water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into
the kingdom of God,"2 made also an exception in their favor, in that other sentence
where He no less absolutely said, " Whosoever shall confess me before men, him will I
confess
also before my Father which is in
heaven;"
_ and in another
place, "Whosoever will lose his life for my sake, shall find
it."4 And this explains the verse, " Precious
in the sight of the Lord is the death of His
saints." 5 For what is more precious than a
death by which a man's sins are all forgiven,
and his merits increased
an hundredfold?
For those who have been baptized when they
could no longer escape death, and have departed this life with all their sins blotted out,
have not equal merit with those who did not
defer death, though it was in their power to
do so, but preferred
to end their life by confessing Christ, rather than by denymg Him to
secure an opportunity
of baptism.
And even
had they denied Him under pressure of the
fear of death, this too would have been forgiven them in that baptism, in which was remitted even the enormous wickedness of those
who had slain Christ.
But how abundant in

*

:"
_ ,.
_=

;__ -

these men must have been the grace of the
Spirit, who breathes where He listeth, seeing
that they so dearly loved Christ as to be unable to deny Him even in so sore an emergency, and with so sure a hope of pardon!
Precious, therefore, is the death of the saints,
to whom the grace of Christ has been applied
with such gracious effects, that they do not
hesitate to meet death themselves,
if so be
they might meet Him.
And precious is it.,
also, because it has proved that what was onginally ordained
for the punishment
of the
sinner, has been used for the production of a
richer harvest of righteousness.
But not on
this account should we look upon death as a
good thing, for it is diverted to such useful purposes, not by any virtue of its own, but by
the divine interference.
Death was originally
"proposed as an object of dread, that sin might
• Litre'ally',

tmr_,emcratc.

4matt, xv_ 2s.

_ lohn

ifi

S-

s_. c_. _s.

3 Matt.

x, _,

THE
FOR

SAINTS,
BY SUFFERING
THE
TRUTH'S
SAKE,

THE
ARE

FREED FROMTHE SECOND.
For if we look at the matter a little more
carefully, we shall see that even when a man
dies faithfully
and laudably
for the truth's
sake, it is still death be is avoiding.
For he
submits to some part of death, for the very
purpose of avoiding
the whole, and the second and eternal death over and above.
He
submits to the separation
of soul and body,
lest the soul be separated both from God and
from the body, and so the whole first death
be completed,
and the second death receive
him everlastingly.
Wherefore
death is indeed, as I said, good to none while it is being
actually suffered, and while it is subduing the
dying to its power, but it is meritoriously
endured for the sake of retaining
or winning
what is good.
And regarding
what happens
after death, it is no absurdity to say that death
is good to the good, and evil to the evil.
For
the disembodied
spirits of the just are at rest;
but those of the wicked suffer punishment
tdl
their bodies rise again,--those
of the just to
hfe everlasting, and of the others to death
eternal, which is called the second death.
CHAP. 9._WHETHER
WE SHOULDSAYTHAT THE
MOMENT OF DEATH, IN WHICH SENSATION
CEASES, OCCURSIN THE EXPERIENCE OF THE
DYING OR IN THAT OF THE DEAD.
The point of time in which the souls of the
good and evil are separated
from the body,
are we to say it is after death, or in death
rather?
If it is after death, then it is not
death which is good or evil, since death is
done with and past, but it is the life which
the soul has now entered on.
Death was an
evil when it was present, that is to say, when
it was being suffered bythe dying; fortothem
it brought with it a severe and grmvous experience, which the good make a good use of.
But when death is past, how can that which no
longer is be either good orevil ? Still further,
if we examine the matter more closely, we
shall see that even that sore and grievous pain
which the dying experience is not death itself.
For so long as they have any sensation,
they
are certainly still alive; and, if still alive, must
rather be said to be in a state previous to
death than in death.
For when death actually

comes,

it robs us of all bodily

sensation,

CHAP. XI.]
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which, while death is only approaching
is painful.
And thus it is difficult to explain how
we speak of those who are not yet dead, but
are agonized in their last and mortal extremIty, as being in the article of death.
Yet what
else can we call them than dying persons ? for
when death which was imminent shall have
actually come, we can no longer call them
dying but dead.
No one, therefore, is dying
unless living; since even he who is in the last
extremity
of life, and, as we say, giving up
the ghost, yet lives.
The same person is
therefore at once dying and living, but drawing near to death, departing from life; yet in
hfe, because his spirit yet abides in the body;
not yet in death, because not yet has his spirit
forsaken the body.
But ii, when it has forsaken it, the man is not even then in death,
but after death, who shall say when he is in
death ? On the one hand, no one can be called
dying, ff a man cannot be dying and hying at
the same time; and as tong as the soul is in
the body, we cannot deny that he is living,
On the other hand, if the man who is approaching death be rather called dying, I know not
who is living,
CHAP.

IO.---OF

IS RATHER

THE
TO

BE

LIFE
CALLED

OF

MORTALS,
DEATH

THAN

WHICH
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more ground.
Further, if every man begins
to din, that is, is in death, as soon as death
has begun to show itself in him (by taking
away life, to wit; for when life is all taken
away, the man will be then not in death, but
after death), then he begins to die so soon as
he begins to live.
For what else is going on
in all his days, hours, and moments, until this
slow-working
death is fully consummated ?
And then comes the time after deatA, instead
of that in which hfe was being withdrawn, and
which we called being in death. Man, then, is
never in hfe from the moment lie dwells in
this dying rather than hying body,--if,
at
least, he cannot be in life and death at once.
Or rather, shall we say, he is in both ?--in life,
namely, which he hves till all is consumed;
but m death also, which he dies as his life is
consumed ? For if hels not m life, what is it
which is consumed till all be gone ? And if
tie is not m death, what is this consumption
itself?
For when the whole of life has been
consumed,
the expression
"after
death"
would be meaningless,
had that consumption
not been death.
And if, when it has all been
consumed, a man is not in death but after
death, when is he in death, unless when life
IS being consumed
away ?

LIFE

For no sooner do we begin to live m this
dying body, than we begin to move ceaselessly
towards death. * For in the whole course of
this life (if life we must call it) its mutability
tends towards death.
Certainly
there is no
one who is not nearer
it this year than last
year, and to-morrow than to-day, and to-day
than yesterday,
and a short while hence than
now, and now than a short while ago.
For
whatever time we live is deducted
from our
whole term of life, and that which remains is
daily becoming
less and less;
so that our
whole life is nothing but a race towards death,
in which no one is allowed to stand still for a
little space, or to go somewhat more slowly,
but all are driven forwards with an impartial
movement,
and with equal rapidity.
For he
whose life is short spends a day no more
swiftly than he whose life is longer.
But
while the equal
moments
are impartially
snatched from both, the one has a nearer and
the other a more remote goal to reach with
this their equal speed.
It is one thing to
make a longer journey, and another to walk
more slowly.
He, therefore,
who spends
longer time on his way to death does not proceed at a more leisurely pace, but goes over

CHAP. I I.--WHETHER ONE CAN BOTH BE LIVING AND DEAD AT THE SAMETIME.
But if it is absurd to say that a man is in
death before he reaches death (for to what is
h_s course running as he passes through life,
if already he is in death ?), and if it outrage
common usage to speak of a man being at
once ahve and dead, as much as it does so to
speak of him as at once asleep and awake, it
remains to be asked when a man is dying?
For, before death comes, he is not dying but
living; and when death has come, he is not
dying but dead.
The one is before, the other
after death.
When, then, is he in death so
that we can say he is dying ? For as there are
three t_mes, before death, in death, after
death, so there are three states corresponding,
living, dying, dead.
And It is very hard to
define when a man is in death or dying, when
he is neither living, which is before death, nor
dead, which is after death, but dying, which
is in death.
For so long as the soul is in the
body, especially if consciousness
remain, the
man certainly 1N'es; for body and soul constitute the man.
And thus, before death, he
cannot be said to be in death, but when, on
the other hand, the soul has departed, and all

from[bOdily sensation is extinct,
] the
man
is dead.
Between
tho
dvin_
condition
finds

• Mtmh of thlsparadoxacal
statement
about death is taken
Se_,-ea.
,See, among other places, his epmtle on thepremeditauon
of ftitare
d_ge_,
the passage
beginning,
Quatidze
mortmur,
q_qtl_e
wuim de_uitur
aliqua
ikarg vttte.
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death is past, and
these
two
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m_n yet lives, death has not arrived; if he has guor, languishing; and those in grief, grievceased to live, death is past. Never, then, ing; and those m life, living ? And yet the
is he dying, that is, comprehended in the state dead, untd they rise again, are said to be in
of death. So also in the passing of time,-- death, but cannot be called dying.
you try to lay your finger on the present, and
And therefore I think it has not unsuitably
cannot find it, because the present occupies nor inappropriately come to pass, though not
no space, but is only the transition of time by the intention of man, yet perhaps with difrom the future to the past. Must we then vine purpose, that this Latin word moritur
conclude that there is thus no death of the cannot be declined by the grammarians acbody at all ? For if there is, where is it, since cording to the rule followed by similar words.
it is in no one, and no one can be in it ? Since, For oritur gives the form ortus est for the perindeed, if there is yet life, death is not yet; feet; and all similar verbs form this tense from
forthis state is before death, not in death: and their perfect participles.
But if.we ask the
if life has already ceased, death is not pres- perfect of moritur, we get the regular answer
ent; for this state is after death, not in death, mortuus es¢, with a double u. For thus morOn the other hand, if there is no death before tuus is pronounced, like famus, arduus, canor after, what do we mean when we say "after s_icuus, and similar words, which are not perdeath," or "before death ?" This is a fool- feet participles but adjectives, and are declined
ishwayof speakingif there is no death. And without regard totense.
But mortuus, though
would that we had lived so well in Paradise in form an adjective, is used as perfect parthat in very truth there were now no death ! ticiple, as if that were to be declined which
But not only does it now exist, but so griev- cannot be dechned; and thus it has suitably
ous a thing is it, that no skdl is sufficient come to pass that, as the thing itself cannot
either to explain or to escape it.
in point of fact be declined, so neither can the
Let us, then, speak in the customary way, word significant of the act be declined.
Yet,
mno man ought to speak otherwise,--and let by the aid of our Redeemer's grace, we may
us call the ume before death come, "before manage at least to dechne the second.
For
death;" as it is written, "Praise no man be- that _s more grievous still, and, indeed, of all
fore his death."'
And when it has hap- ewls the worst, since it consists not m the
pened, let us say that "after death" this or separation of soul and body, but in the unitthat took place. And of the present time let mg of both in death eternal.
And there, in
us speak as best we can, as when we say, striking contrast to our present conditions,
"He, when dying, made his wdl, and left men will not be before or after death, but althis or that to such and such persons,"-ways in death; and thus never liwng, never
though, of course, he could not do so unless dead, but endlessly dying. And never can a
he were living, and did this rather before man be more disastrously in death than when
death than in death. And let us use the same death itself shall be deathless.
phraseology as Scripture uses; for it makes
no scruple of saying that the dead are not CHAP. I2.--WHAT DEATH GOD INTENDED,
after but in death. So that verse, " For in
WHENHE THREATENED
OUR FIRST PARENTS
death there is no remembrance of thee. ''_
WITHDEATH_F THEY SHOULDDISOBEYms
For until the resurrection men are justly said
COMMANDMENT.
to be in death; as every one is said to be in
sleep till he awakes. However, though we
When, therefore, it is asked what death it
can say of persons in sleep that they are sleep- was with which God threatened our first parents
ing, we cannot speak in this way of the dead, tf they should transgress the commandment
and say they are dying.. For, so far as re- they had received from Him, and should fail
gards the death of the body, of which we are to preserve their obedience,_whether
it was
now speaking, one cannot say that those who the death of soul, or of body, or of the whole
are already separated from their bodies con- man, or that which is c,.a.
lied second death,_
tinue dying. But this, you see, is just what we must answer, It is all. For the first conI was saying,_that
no words can explain sists of two; the second is the complete death,
how either the dying are said to live, or which consists of all. For, as the wholeearth
how the dead are said, even after death, consists of many lands, and the Church unito be in death. For how can they be after versal of many churches, so death universal
death if they be in death, especially when!consists of all deaths.
The first consists of
we do not even call them dying, as we call two, one of the body, and another of the soul.
those in sleep, sleeping; and those in lan- So that the first death is a death of the whole
man, since the soul without God and without

:
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the second is when the soul, without God but
with the body, suffers punishment everlasting,
When, therefore, God said to that first man
whom he had placed in Paradise, referring to
the forbidden fruit, "In the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die,"'thatthreatening included not only the first part of the
first death, by which the soul is deprived of
God; nor only the subsequent
part of the first
death, by which tile body is deprived of the
soul; nor only the whole first death itself, by
which the soul is pumshed in separation from
God and from the body;--but
it includes
whatever of death there is, even to that final
death which is called second, and to which
none is subsequent.
CHAP.
OF

I3.--WHAT
WAS THE FIRST PUNISHMENT
THE
TRANSGRESSION
OF OUR FIRSr
PA-

RENTS?
For, as soon as our first parents had transgrossed the commandment,
divine grace forsook them, and they were confounded
at their
own wickedness;
and therefore
they took figleaves (which were possibly
the first that
came to hand in their troubled state of mind),
and covered
their shame;
for though their
members remained
the same, they had shame
now where they had none before.
They experienced a new motion of thetr flesh, which
had become disobedient
to them, in strict rot.
ribution of their own disobedience
to God.
For the soul, revelling in its own hberty, and
scorning to serve God, was itself deprived of
the command
it had formerly
maintained
over the body.
And because it had willfully
deserted its superior Lord, it no longer held
its own inferior servant; neither could it hold
the flesh subject, as it would always have been
able to do had it remained
itself subject to
God.
Then began the flesh to lust against
the Spirit, _ in which strife we are born, deriving from the first transgression
a seed of
death, and bearing
in our members, and in
our vitiated nature, the contest or even victory of the flesh,
CHAP. 14._IN
COD, AND

WHAT STATE MAN WAS MADE
IN'TO WHAT
ESTATE
HE FELL

BY
BY

THE CHOmE OF ms own WmL.
For God, the author of natures, not of vices,
created man upright;
but man, being of his
own will corrupted, and justly condemned,
begot corrupted and condemned
children.
For
we all were in that one man, since we all were
that one man, who fell into sin by the woman
who was made from him before the sin.
For
_ Gin. ii. tT.

• Gal. v. t7.
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not yet was the particular form created and
distributed to us, in which we as individuals
were to live, but already the seminal nature was
there from which we were to be propagated ;
and this being vitiated by sin, and bound by the
chain of death, and justly condemned,
man
could not be born of man in any other state.
And thus, from the bad use of free will, there
[originated the whole train of evil,which,with
its
concatenation
of miseries, convoys the human
!race from its depraved origin, as from a corrupt root, on to the destruction
of the second
death, whmh has no end, those onlybeing
excepted who are freed by the grace of God.
CHAP.
IS.--THAT
ADAM
IN HIS SIN FORSOOK
GOD FRE GOD FORSOOK HIM,
AND THAT
H|,_
F,XLLING
AWAY FROM
GOD
WAS THE FIRST
DEATH OF THE SOUL.

It may perhaps be supposed
that because
God said, "Ye shall die the death," _ and not
'" deaths," we should understand
only that
death which occurs when the soul is deserted
by God, who is its life; for it was not deserted
by God, and so deserted
Him, but deserted
Him, and so was deserted
by Him.
For its
own will was the originator
of its evil, as God
was the originator of its motions towards good,
both in making it when it was not, and in remaking it when it had fallen and perished.
But though we suppose that God meant only
this death, and that the words, " In the day
ye eat of it ye shall die the death,"
should
be understood
as meaning,
" In the day ye
desert me in disobedience,
I will desert you
in _ustice," yet assuredly
in this death the
other deaths also were threatened,
which were
its inevitable
consequence.
For in the first
stirring of the disobedient
motion which was
felt in the flesh of the disobedient
soul, and
which caused our first parents to cover their
shame, one death indeed is experienced,
that,
namely, which occurs when God forsakes the
soul.
(This was intimated by the words He
uttered, when the man, stupefied by fear, had
hid himself, " Adam, where art thou ?"*_
words which He used not in ignorance of inquiry,, but warning him to consider where he
was,

since

God was not with him.)

But when

the soul itself forsook the body, corrupted

and

decayed with age, the other death was experienced of which God had spoken in pronouncing
"Earth And
thou art,
and unto
earthman's
shalt sentence,
thou return."s
of these
two
deaths that first death of the whole man i$
composed.
And this first death is finally followed
the the
second,
be freed
by
grace. by For
body unless
would man
not return
to the
3 Gem ii. t7.

4 Gen. ill 9.

i_Gc'm ill. _9.

.

_
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earth from which it was made, save only by works I am the parent and author.
These
the death proper to itself, which occurs when (your bodies) are indestructible
so long as I
it is forsaken of the soul, its life. And there- will it; although
all that is composed can be
fore it is agreed among all Christians
who destroyed.
But it is wicked to dissolve what
truthfully hold the catholic faith, that we are reason has compacted.
But, seeing that ye
subject to the death of the body, not by the have been born, ye cannot indeed be immortal
law of nature, by which God ordained no death and indestructible;
yet ye shall by no means
for man, but by His righteous
infliction on be destroyed,
nor shall any fates c3nsign you
account of sin; for God, taking vengeance
on to death, and prove superior to my will, which
sin, said to the man, in whom we all then is a strongerassurance
of your perpetmty than
were, " Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt those bodies to which ye were joined when ye
thou return."
iwere born."
Plato, you see, says that the
]gods are both mortal by the connection of the
CHAP. 16. -- CONCEm_INO THE PHILOSOPHERSbodyand soul, and yet are rendered immortal
WHOTruNK THAT THE SEPARATIONOF SOULby the will and decree of their Maker.
If,
AND BODY IS NOT PENAL,
THOUGH PLATO therefore,
it is a punishment
to the soul to be
REPRESENTS THE SUPREMEDEITY AS PROMIS- connected with any body whatever, why does
ING TO THE INFERIORGODSTHAT THEYSHALL God address them as if they were afraid of
NEVER BE DISMISSEDFROM THEIR BODIES.
death,
that is, of the separation
of soul
But the philosophers
against whom we are
defending the city of God, that is, His Church,
seem to themselves to have good cause to deride us, because we say that the separation
of
the soul from the body is to be held as part
of man's punishment.
For they suppose that
the blessedness
of the soul then only is cornp]ete, when it is quite denuded of the body,
and returns to God a pure and simple, and,
as it were, naked soul.
On this point, if I
should find nothing in their own literature to
refute this opinion, I should be forced labor]ously to demonstrate
that it is not the body,
but the corruptibihty
of the body, which is a
burden to the soul.
Hence that sentence of
Scripture we quoted in a foregoing book, "For
the corruptible body presseth down the soul." "
The word corruptible
is added to showy that
the soul is burdened,
not by any body whatsoever, but by the body such as it has become
in consequence
of sin.
And even though the
word had not been added, we could understand
nothing else.
But when Plato most expressly
declares that the gods who are made by the
Supreme have immortal
bodies, and when he
introduces
their Maker
himself,
promising
them as a great boon that they should abide
in their bodies eternally,
and never by any
death be loosed from them, why do these adversaries of ours, for the sake of troubling the
Christian
faith, feign to be ignorant of what
they quite well know, and even prefer to contradict themselves
rather than lose an opportunity of contradicting
us ? Here are Plato's
words, as Cicero has translated them," in which
he introduces the Supreme addressing the gods
He had made, and saying, "Ye who are
sprung from a divine stock, consider of what
W'mdom it. _5.
A traushtion of part of the T/m_,_r,
d Cte_ro'a, 19_ U_i_r*e.

given in a little book

and body?
Why does He seek to reassure
them by promising
them immortality,
not in
virtue of their nature, which is composite
and
not simple, but by virtue of His invincible
will, whereby He Call effect that neither things
born die, nor things compounded
be dissolved,
but preserved eternally ?
Whether
this opinion of Plato's about the
stars is true or not, is another question.
For
we cannot at once grant to him that these luminous bodies or globes, which by day and
night shine on the earth with the light of their
boddy substance,
have also intellectual
and
blessed souls which animate each its own body,
as he confidently affirms of the universe itself,
as if it were one huge animal, m which all
other ammals were contained. 3 But this, as
I said, is another question, which we have not
undertaken
to discuss at present.
This much
only I deemed right, to bring forward, in opposition to those who so pride themselves
on
being, or on being called Platonists, that they
blush to be Christians,
and who cannot brook
to be called by a name which the common
people also bear, lest they vulgarize the philosophers'
coterie, which is proud in proportion to its exclusiveness.
These men, seekmga weak point in the Christian
doctrine,
select for attack the eternity of the body, as
if it were a contradiction
to contend
for the
blessedness
of the soul, and to wish it_to be
always resident in the body, bound, as it were,
in a lamentable chain; and this although Plato,
their own founder
and master, affirms that it
3Plato,in the Timeu*, "_uts
the Dereaurgtm
as constructing the kasmas or umverse to be a complete representation
of the idea of animal.
He planted in its centre a soul spreading

outw_d_ so _ topervadethewholebodvof the ttos_toa:mad
t_
h, introducedinto it tho_ varmusspectes
ofanimalswhlch
were contained in the idea of animal.
Among these animals
standflrst thecelestml, the gods embodied in the stars; mad of
these the oldest is the earth, set in the centre of all, dose imcke_l
round the great ax_s which traverses the centre of the kosmos._
See the Tim_
and Groto's Plato, ill. a?_oet _q.
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was granted
by the Supreme as a boon to the i philosophers,
forsooth, have been admitted to
gods He had made, that they should not die, I a knowledge of the divine purposes and power
that is, should not be separated
from the Iwhich has been denied to the prophets I The
bodies with which He had connected them.
truth is, that the Spirit of God taught His
prophets so much of His will as He thought
CHAP.
17. AGAINST
THOSE
WHO AFFIRM THAT
fit tO reveal,
but the philosophers,
in their
EARTHLY
BODIES
CANNOT
BE MADE
INCORefforts
to discover it, were deceived
by human
RUPT1BLE
AND ETERNAL.
conjecture.
But they should not have been so led astray,
Thes_ same philosophers
further contend
I will not say by their ignorance, but by their
that terrestrial
bodies cannot
be eternal, obstinacy, as to contradict
themselves so frethough they make no doubt that the whole quently;
for they maintain,
with all their
earth, which is itself the central member of vaunted might, that in order to the happiness
their god,--not,
indeed, of the greatest, but of the soul, it must abandon
not only its
yet of agreat god, that is, of this whole world, earthly body, but every kind of body.
And
--is eternal.
Since, then, the Supreme made yet they hold that the gods, whose souls are
for them another god, that is, this world, su- most blessed, are bound to everlasting bodies,
perior to the other gods beneath Him; and the celestials to fiery bodms, and the soul of
since they suppose that this god is an animal, Jove himself (or this world, as they would have
having, as they affirm, a rational or intellectual
us beheve) to all the physical elements which
soul enclosed
in the huge mass of its body, compose this entire mass reaching from earth
and having, as the fitly situated and adjusted
to heaven.
For this soul Plato believes to be
members of its body, the four elements, whose extended and diffused by musical numbers,"
union they wish to be indissoluble
and eter- from the middle of the inside of the earth,
nal, lest perchance
this great god of theirs which geometricians
call the centre, outwards
might some day perish; what reason is there through all its parts to the utmost heights and
that the earth, which is the central member m extremities of the heavens;
so that thls world
the body of a greater creature, should be eter- is a very great and blessed immortal anim_il,
nal, and the bodies of other terrestrial
crea- whose soul has both the perfect blessedness
tures should not possibly be eternal if God of wtsdom, and never leaves its own body, and
should so will it ? But earth, say they, must whose body has hfe everlasting
from the soul,
return to earth, out of which the terrestrial
and by no means clogs or hinders it, though
bodies of the animals have been taken.
For itself be not a simple body, but compacted
this, they say, is the reason of the necessity
of so many and so huge materials.
Since,
of their death and dissolution,
and this the therefore,
they allow so much to their own
manner of their restoration
to the sohd and conjectures,
why do they refuse to believe
eternal earth whence they came.
But if any that by the diwne wdl and power immortality
one says the same thing of fire, holding that can be conferred
on earthly bodies, in which
the bodies which are derived from it to make the souls would be neither oppressed with the
celestial beings must be restored to the uni- burden of them, nor separated
from them by
versal fire, does not the immortahty
which any death, but live eternally and blessedly?
Plato represents
these gods as receiwng from Do they not assert that their own gods so live
the Supreme evanesce in the heat of this dis- in bodies of fire, and that Jove hlmself, their
pule?
Or does this not happen with those king, so lives in the physical elements?
If,
celestials because God, whose will, as Plato in order to its blessedness, the soul must quit
says, overpowers
all powers, has willed it every kind of body, let their gods flit from the
should not be so ? What, then, hinders God starry spheres, and Jupiter from earth to sky;
from ordaining the same of terrestrial
bodies ? or, if they cannot do so, let them be proAnd since, indeed, Plato acknowledges
that nounced miserable.
But neither alternative
God can prevent
things that are born from wilt these men adopt.
For, on the one hand,
dying, and things that are joined from being they dare not ascribe to their own gods a desundered,
and things that are composed from partnre from the body, lest they should seem
being dissolved, and can ordain that the souls to worship mortals; on the other hand, they
once allotted
to their bodies should never dare not deny their happiness, lestthey should
abandon them, but enjoy along with them im- acknowledge
wretches as gods.
Therefore_
mortality and everlasting
bliss, why may He to obtain blessedness,
we need not quit every
not also effect that terrestrial
bodies die not ? kind of body, but only the corruptible,
cureIs God powerless
to do everything
that is !bersome,
painful,
dying,_not
such bodies
special to the Christian's
creed, but powerful
to effect everything the Platonists desire ? The
, oa th_ _umb_, _, Orotemt"l_o, _L,_.
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for the and carries his o_n body with less feeling of
sin en- burden when he hasthe greater bulkof vigorous health, titan when his frame is reduced to
a minimum by hunger or disease. Of such
CHAP.
IS._OF
EARTHLY
BODIES,
WHICH
THE
consequence, m estimating the weight of
PHILOSOPHERS
AFFIRMCANNOTBEIN HEAV- earthly bodies, even while yet corruptible and
ENLY
]PLACES,
BECAUSEWHATEVERIS OF mortal, is the consideration not of dead
EARTHIS BYITSNATURALWEIGHTATTRACT-weight, but of the healthy equilibrium of the
ED TOEARTH.
parts. And what words can tell the difference
between what we now call health and future
But it is necessary, they say, that the natu- immortality _ Let not the philosophers, then,
ral weight of earthly bodies e_ther keeps them think to upset our faith with arguments from
on earth or draws them to it; and therefore the weight of bodies; for I don't care to inthey cannot be in heaven. Our first parents quire why they cannot beheve an earthly body
were indeed on earth, in a well-wooded and can be in heaven, while the whole earth is
fruitful spot, which has been named Paradise. suspended on nothing. For perhaps the world
But let our adversaries a little more carefully keeps its central place by the same law that
consider this subject of earthly weight, be- attracts to_ts centre all heavy bodies. Butthis
cause it has important bearings, both on the I say, if the lesser gods, to whom Plato cornascension of the body of Christ, and also on mltted the creation of man and the other terthe resurrection body of the saints. If human restrial creatures, were able, as he affirms, to
skill can by some contrivance fabricate yes- withdraw from the fire its quahty of burning,
sels that float, out of metals which sink as while they left it that of hghtmg, so that it
soon as they are placed on the water, how should shine through the eyes; and if to the
much more credible is it that God, by some supreme God Plato also concedes the power
occult mode of operation, should even more of preserving from death things that have
certainly effect that these earthy masses be been born, and of preserwngfrom d_ssolution
emancipated from the downward pressure of things that are composed of parts so different
their weight ? This cannot be impossible to as body and spirit;--are we to hesitate to conthat God by whose almighty will, according cede to this same God the power to operate
to Plato, neither things born perish, nor things on the flesh of him whom He has endowed
composed dissolve, especially since it is much with immortality, so as to withdraw its corrupmore wonderful that spiritual and bodily es- lion but leave Ltsnature, remove its burdensences be conjoined than that bodies be ad- some weight but retain its seemly form and
justed to other material substances.
Can we members?
But concerning our belief in the
not also easily beheve that souls, being made resurrection of the dead, and concerning their
perfectly blessed, should be endowed with the [ Immortal bodies, we shall speak more at large,
power of moving their earthy but incorruptible God wilhng, ¢_tae end of this work.
bodies as they please, with almost spontaneous movement, and of placing them where they CHAP. _9"_AGAINST THE OPINIONOF THOSE
please with the readiest action ? If the angels
WHODO _qOTBELIEVETHAT THE PRIMXT_W
transport whatever terrestrial creatures they
UEN WOULDHAVEBEEN IMMORTALIVTHrY
please from any place they please, and conHADNOTSIN_9.
vey them whither they please, is if to be believed that they cannot do so without toil and
At present let us go on, as we have begun,
the feeling of burden ? Why, then, may we to give some explanation regarding the bodies
not believe that the spirits of the saints, made of our first parents.
I say then, that, except
perfect and blessed by divine grace, can carry as the just consequence of sin, they would not
their own bodies where they please, and set have been subjected even to this death, which
them where they will ? For, though we have is good to the good,_this death, which is not
been accustomed to notice, in bearing weights, exclusively known and believed in by a few,
that the larger the quantity the greater the but is known to all, by which soul and body
weight of earthy bodies is, and that the greater are separated, and by which the body of an
the weight the more burdensome it is, yet the animal which was but now visibly living is now
soul carries the members of its own flesh with visibly dead. For though there can be no
less difficulty when they are massive with manner of doubt that the souls of the just and
health, than in sickness when they are wasted, holy dead live in peaceful rest, yet so much
And though the hale and strong man feels better would it be for them to be alive in
heavier to other men carrying him than the healthy, welt-conditioned bodies, that even
lank and sickly, yet the man himself moves those who hold the tenet that it is most blessed
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to be quit of every kind of body, condemn ! he at least did not teach that these souls should
this opinion in spite of themselves.
For no*offer
no religious
observance
to the gods
one will dare to set wise men, whether yet to who dwelt in lxxties.
And why did he not,
die or already dead,--in
other words, whether unless because he did not believe that the
already quit of the body, or shortly to be so, ]souls, even though separate from the body,
--above
the immortal gods, to whom the Su- I were superior to those gods ? Wherefore, if
preme, in Plato, promises as a munificent gift I these plxilosophers will not dare (as I think
life indissoluble,
or in eternal union with their] they will not) to set human souls above the
bodies.
But this same Plato thlnksthat
noth- gods who are most blessed, and yet are tied
ing better can happen to men than that they l eternally to their bodies, why do they find
pass through life piously and justly, and, be- ] that absurd which the Christian faith preaches, 3
ins separated
from their bodies, be received i namely , that our first parents were so created
into the bosom,, of the gods,, who never aban- I that, if they had not sinned," they would not
don theirs;
that, oblivious of the past, they, have been dismissed from their bodies by any
may revisit the upper air, and conceive the]death,
but would have been. endowed with
longing to return again to the body." * Virgil !immortality as tae reward of their obedience,
is applauded
for borrowing this from the Pla-land
would have lived eternally
with their
tonic system.
Assuredly
Plato thinks that rbodies; and further, that the saints will in
the souls of mortals cannot always be in their the resurrection
inhabit those very bodies in
bodies, but must necessarily
be dismissed by which they have here toiled, but in such sort
death; and, on the other hand, he thinks that that neither stroll any corrupt;on or unwietdiwithout bodies they cannot endure for ever, hess be suffered to attach to their flesh, nor
but with ceaseless alternation
pass from life any grief or trouble to cloud their felicity ?
to death, and from death to life.
This difference, however, he sets between wise men and CHAP. 2O.--THAT THE FI.ESH NOW RESTINGIN
the rest, that they are carried after death to
PEACE bHALL liE RAISED TO A PERFECTION
the stars, that each man may repose for a
Non ENJOYED
BY THE FLESH OF OUR FIRST
while in a star suitable for him, and may thence
PA]_EN'rs.
return
the become
labors oblivious
and miseries
of mortals
saints are not
when heto has
of his
former I Thus the souls of departed
misery, and possessed with the desire of being affected by the death which dismisses
them
embodied.
Those,
again, who have lived from their bodies, because their flesh rests in
hope, no matter what indignities
it receives
foolishly transmigrate
into bodies fit for them, after sensation is gone.
For they do not dewhether human or bestial.
Thus he has ap- sire that their bodies be forgotten, as Plato
pointed even the good and wise souls to avery thinks fit, hut rather, because they remember
hard lot indeed, since they do not recewe such
bodies as they might always and even immor- what has been promised by Him who deceives
tally inhabit, but such only as they can neither no man, and who gave them security for the
permanently
retain nor enjoy eternal
purity safe keeping even of the hairs of their head,
without.
Of this notion of Plato's, we have they with a longing patience wait in hope of
the resurrection
of their bodies, in which they
in a former book already said _ that Porphyry
was ashamed
in the light of these Christian
have suffered many hardships, and _are now
times, so that he not onlyemancipated
human "hate
to suffertheirnever
not
own again.
flesh," For
when ifit,they
with did
its nasouls from a destiny in the bodies of beasts,
but also contended
for the liberation
of the tive infirmity, opposed their will, and had to
be constrained by the spiritual law, how much
souls of the wise from all bodily ties, so that,
escaping
from all flesh, they might, as bare more shall they love it, when it shall even itand blessed souls, dwell with the Father time self have become spiritual ! For as, when the
without end.
And that he might not seem spirit serves the flesh, it is fitly called carnal,
to be outbid by Christ's
promise of life ever- so, when the flesh serves the spirit, it will
lasting to His saints, he also established
purl- verted
justly beinto
called
spiritual.
that from
it is conspirit,
as someNotfancy
the
fled souls in endless felicity, without return to words, "It is sown in corruption,
it is raised
their former woes; but, that he might contra- .
diet Christ, he denies the resurrection
of in- in incorruption,"
* but because it is subject to
corruptible
bodies, and maintains
that these the splint with a perfect and marvellous readisouls will live eternally,
not only without
hess of obedience, and responds in all things
earthly bodies, but without any bodies at all. to the will that has entered on immortality,_
And yet, whatever he meant by this teaching,
3 A catena
of Immag, ett, showing
that this is the cat.kol_
Cht-tstian faith, will ]:m fotind
Fall ( _Verk$, vol. ii,).
t Virg_
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ure, as the same apostle says, ""Now that
rockwas Christ!" _ No one, then, denies that
Paradise may signify the life of the blessed;
its four rivers, the four virtues, prudence, fortitude, temperance,
and justice; its trees, all
useful knowledge;
its fruits, the customs of
the godly; its tree of life, wisdom herself, the
mother of all good; and the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, the experience
of
a broken commandment.
The punishment
which God appointed
was in itself, a just, and
therefore a good thing; but man's experience
of it is not good.
These things can also and more profitably
be understood
of the Church, so that they become prophetic
foreshadowings
of things to
come.
Thus Paradise is the Church, as it is
called in the Canticles;3
the four rivers of
Paradise are the four gospels; the fruit-trees
the saints, and the fruit their works;
the
tree of life is the holy of holies, Christ; the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil, the
will's free choice.
For if man despise the
will of God, he can only destroy himself; and
so he learnsthe
difference between consecrating himself to the common
good and revelling in his own.
For he who loves himself is
abandoned
to himself,
in order
that, being
overwhelmed
with fears and sorrows, he may
cry, if there be yet soul in him to feel his ills,
in the words of the psalm, " My soul is cast
down within me," 4 and when chastened,
may
say, " Because of his strength I wall wait upon
Thee." s These and similar allegorical interpretations may be suitably put upon Paradise
without giving offence to any one, while yet
CHAP.
21.--'OF
PARADISE)
THAT
IT CAN
BE UNwe believe the strict truth of the history, conDERSTOOD
INTHEA SPIRITUAL
SENSE
WITHOUT
firmed byits circumstantial
narrative of facts. _
SACRIFICING
HISTORIC
TRUTH
OF
THE
NARRATIVE

REGARDING

THE

REAL

PLACE.
CHAP.

On this account some allegorize
all that
concerns Paradise
itself, where the first men,
the parents of the human race, are, according
to the truth of holy Scripture, recorded to have
been; and they understand
all its trees and
fruit.bearing
plants as virtues and habits of
life, as if they had no existence in the externalworld,
but were only so spoken of or related for the sake of spiritual meanings.
As
if there could not be a real terrestrial
Paradise ! As if there never existed these two
vm_aen, Sarah and Hagar, nor the two sons
who were born to Abraham,
the one of the
bond woman, the other of the free, because
the apostle says that m them the two covehints were prefigured;
or as if water never
flowed from the rock when Moses struck it,

>_
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all reluctance, all corruption, and all slowness
being removed.
For the body will not only
be better than it was here in its best estate of
health, but it will surpass the bodies of our
first parents
ere they sinned.
For, though
they were not to die unless they should sin,
yet they used food as men do now, their
bodies not being as yet spiritual, but animal
only.
And though they decayed
not with
years, nor drew nearer to death,--a
condition
secured to them in God's marvellous grace by
the tree of life, which grew along wlth the forbidden tree in the midst of Paradise,--yet
they
took other nourishment,
though not of that
one tree, which was interdicted
not because it
was itself bad, but for the sake of commending a pure and simple obedience,
which is the
great virtue of the rational creature set under
the Creator as his Lord.
For, though
no
evil thing was touched,
yet if a thing forbidden was touched, the very disobedience
was
sin. They were, then, nourished by other fruit,
which they took that their animal bodies might
not suffer the discomfort
of hunger or thirst;
but they tasted the tree of life, that death
might not steal upon them from any quarter,
and that they might not, spent with age, decay.
Other fruits were, so to speak, their
nourishment,
but this their sacrament.
So
that the tree of life would seem to have been
in the terrestrial
Paradise what the wisdom of
God is in the spiritual, of which it is written,
"She is a tree of life to them that lay hold
upon her."'
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22.--THAT

THE

BODIES

OF

THE

SAINTS

SHALLAFTER THE RESURRECTION BE SPIRITUAL)

AND

YET

I_LESH

SHALL

NOT

BE

CHANGED

INTO SPIRIT.
The bodies of the righteous,
then, such as
they shall be in the resurrection,
shall need
neither any fruit to preserve them from dying
of disease or the wasting decay of old age,
nor any other physical nourishment
to allay
the cravings of hunger or of thirst; for they
shall be invested with so sure and every way
inviolable an immortality,
that they shall not
eat save when they choose, nor be under the
necessity of eating, while they enjoy the power
,_c_r.x._
a Cant. iv. t 3.
4Ps. xlli. 6.
SPs. iix. 9.
eThosewhowishto pursuethissubjectwill finda prettyfull

Jesuit
Philo
of comme, the leading
culprit,
can be seen in a fig- the
con_io_
ofPererms.
o_o_
m
the wa_
learned
commentary
on _
by
but Ambrose
and other Church
fathe1_s went nearly as fat.
Augustm
condemns
that they denied

the
Seleucums
for this among other
a visible Paradise._De
H_re$.
59.

heresie_
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denied him
of doing so. For so also was it with the ltAnd though sustenance
was not
angels who presented
themselves
to the eye leven outside Paradise, yet, being forbidden
and touch of men, not because they could do ithe tree of life, he was debvered over to the
no otherwise, but because they were able and wasting of time, at least in respect of that life
desirous to suit themselves
to men by a kind which, had he not sinned, he might have reof manhood ministry.
For neither are we to itained perpetually
in Paradise, though only in
suppose, when men receive them as guests, Inn animal body, till such time as it became
that the angels eat only in appearance,
though ] spiritual in acknowledgment
of his obedience.
to any who did not know them to be angels
Wherefore, although we understand that this
they might seem to eat from the same neces- manifest death, which consists in the separasity as ourselves.
So these words spoken in tton of soLtl and body, was also signified by
the Book of Tobit, "You saw me eat, but you God when He said, "In
the day thou eatest
saw it but in vision; " _ that is, you thought I thereof thou shalt surely die," _ it ought not
took food as you do for the sake of refreshon that account to seem absurd that they were
ing my body.
But if in the case of the angels not dismissed from the body on that very day
another opinion seems more capable of de- on which they took the forbidden and deathfence, certainly our faith leaves no room to bringing fruit.
For certainly on that very
doubt regarding our Lord Himself, that even day their nature was altered for the worse and
after His resurrection,
and when now in spirit- vitiated,
and by their most just banishment
ual but yet real flesh, He ate and drank with from the tree of life they were involved in the
His disciples; for not the power, but the need, necessity even of bodily death, in which heof eating and drinking
is taken from these eesslty we are born.
And therefore the aposbodies.
And so they will be spiritual,
not tle does not say, " The bodyindeed
is doomed
because they shall cease to be bodies, but ',to die on account of sin," but he says, "The
because they shall subsist by the qmckening'body
indeed is dead because of sm."
Then
he adds, " But if the Spirit of Him that raised
spirit.
! up Jesus from the dead dwell in you, He that
CHAP. 23.--WHAT
WE ARE TO UNDERSTANDBYi raised up Christ from the dead shall also quickTHE ANIMAL AND SPIRITUAL BODY: OR OF Ien your mortal bodies by His Spirit that dwellTHOSE
WHO
DIE iN ADAM,
AND
OF
THOSEieth In you. ''3
Then accordingly
shall the
WHO ARE MADE ALIVE IN CHRIST.
body become a quickening
spirit which is now
"
h
e-odiesof
ours that have a liv a living soul;
and yet the apostle calls it
• for as tos
D
.
' .....
-["dead,"
because already it lies under the
mg soul, tnougn not as yet a quickening
spirit, /
.
. ,,rwas_
"rl,,, cr
........
Knr m varnmge It
are called
soul-informed
bodies,and yet are not _u._,,,_tnec_ss'l_a
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so also those bodies are
...........
.c;alled spirltual,--yet
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meretore
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under
then_ power
of death.
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•
P_OW,since ouu
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_.._.,.
have the substance,
but not the unwieldiness
.
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.
......
and earthl
corruptionbut ofneavemy,
flesh:
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sS°n_I;
not
Y
_2
....
m the words,
Earth thou art, and unto earth
body will not be that very oooy wmcn was , ............
made of earth but because b- its heavenl"
snalt thou return,
* tie slgmnea the oeatn ot
' .......
iy . ot_ -heaven, Y the
body, which .results
enflowment . it will
De a tit lntlaDltant
.
_, ., ....when
t-_. the.- soul
,^, ....departs
,,.,
and "hi n t " losin its nature but b chan
Irom It, we are leu, _nerctorc, w octtcvc _,aL
s o oy
g
'
- -Y
g- He said nothing of the second death, wishing
'n
•
•
•it for the
' g its q unlit Y" The first man,. ot the earm
• - it to tie kept hidden,
and reserving
earth Y, was made a living
..... soul, not a qmcK .......
New Testament
dlsoensatlon,
tn whmh _t xs
ening soirit._which
rank was reserved tor nlm
, . ,
, "_ .__
._:. u^ A:a -_ ,_ _2_a
_¢ .t.o,li_noo
And therefore
most plainly reveamu.
_nu un_ _
u,u ,,,
.-: .................
._-.
• - - order that, first of all, it might be evident that
his body, which required
meat ann ortnk to
satisfy hunger and thirst, and which had no this first death, which is common to all, was
absolute and indestructible
immortality,
but the r_sult of that sin which in one man beby means of the tree of life warded off the came common to all. s But the second death
necessity of dying, and was thus maintained
is
common
all, those to
being
whonotwere
"called to according
His excepted
purpose.
in the flower of youth,--this
body, I say, was For whom He did foreknow, He also did predoubtless
not spiritual,
but animal; and yet
it would not have died but that it provoked
God's threatened
vengeance
by offending,
3Rom.
eGen.ti._7.
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destinate
to be conformed to the image of His earthy,
such are they also that are earthy,
Son, that He m!ght be the first-born among )and as is the heavenly, such are they also that
many brethren.'
" Those the grace of God )are heavenly.
And as we have borne the irahas, by a Mediator, delivered from the second age of the earthy, we shall also bear the image
death.
]of the heavenly.
So he elsewhere
says,
Thus the apostle states that the first man "As many of you as have been baptized into
was made in an animal body. For, wishing to Christ have put on Christ;" -_but in very deed
distinguish
the animal body which now is from this shall be accomplished
when that which is
the spiritual, which is tobe in the resurrection,
animal in us by our birth shall have become
hesays, "It is sown in corruption, it is raised in spiritual in our resurrection.
For, to use his
incorruption:
it is sown in dishonor, it is raised words again, " We are saved by hope." 6 Now
in glory: it is sown in weakness, it is raised we bear the image of the earthly man by the
in power: it is sown a natural body, it is raised propagation
of sin and death, which pass on
a spiritual body."
Then, to prove this, he us by ordinary generation;
but we bear the
goes on, "There
is a natural body, and there image of the heavenly by the grace of pardon
is a spiritual body."
And to show what the and life eternal, whtch regeneration
confers
animated body is, he says, " Thus it was writ- upon us through
the Mediator
of God and
ten, The first man Adam was made a living men, the Man Christ Jesus.
And He is the
soul, the last Adam was made a quickening
heavenly Man of Paul's passage, because He
spirit." * He wished thus to show what the came from heaven to be clothed with a body
animated
body is, though
Scripture did not of earthly mortality, that He might clothe it
say of the first man Adam, when his soul was with heavenly
immortality.
And
he calls
created
by the breath
of God, " Man was others heavenly, because by grace they bemade in an animated
body," but " Man was come His members, that, together with them,
made a living soul."3
By these words, thereHe may become
one Christ,
as head and
fore, " The first man was made allying soul,"
body.
In the same epistle he puts this yet
the apostle wishes man's animated body to be more clearly: '"Since by man came death, by
understood.
But how he wishes the spiritual
Man came also the resurrection
of the dead.
body to be understood
he shows when he For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall
adds, " But the last Adam was made a quickall be made ahve," 7--that is to say, in a spiritening spirit," plainly referring to Christ, who ual body which shall be made a quickening
has so risen from the dead that He cannot spirit.
Not that all who dm in Adam shall
die any more.
He then goes on to say, " But be members of Christ,--for
the great major' that was not first which _s spiritual, but that ity shall be pumshed
in eternal death,--but
_vhich is natural;
and afterward that which is he uses the word "all"
in both clauses, bespiritual."
And here he much more clearly cause, as no one dies in an animal body exasserts that he referred
to the animal body lcept in Adam,
so no one is qmckened
a
when he said that the first man was made a spiritual body save in Christ.
We are not,
living soul, and to the spiritual when he said then. by any means to suppose that we shall
that the last man was made a quickening]in
the resurrection
have such a body as the
spirit.
The animal body is the first, being lfirst man had before he sinned, nor that the
such as the first Adam had, and which would ] words, "As is the earthy such are they also
not have died had he not sinned, being such I that are earthy,"
are to be understood
of that
also as we now have, its natu're being changed ] which was brought
about by sin; for we are
and vitiated by sin to the extent of bringing) not to think that Adam had a spiritual body
us under the necessity
of death, and being[before
he fell, and that, in punishment
of his
such as even Christ condescended
first of all i sin, it was changed into an animal body.
If
to assume, not indeed of necessity, but of ithis be thought, small heed has been given to
choice;
but afterwards
comes the spiritual
the words of so great a teacher, who says,
body, which already is worn by anticipation
"There
is a natural body, there is also a splby Christ as our head, and will be worn by ritual body;
as it is written, The first man
His members in the resurrection
of the dead. Adam was made a living soul."
Was it after
Then the apostle subioins a notable differ- sin he was made so ? or was not this the prience between these two men, saying, " The imal condition of man from which the blessed
first man is of the earth, earthy; the second apostle selects his testimony to show what the
man is the Lord from heaven.
As is the animal body is ?
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CHAP.24.--HOW WEMUSTUNDERSTAND
THAT posed of both. This, indeed, is true, that
BREATHING
OF GOD BYWHICHc, THE FIRSTthe soul is not the whole man, but the better
MAN
WAS
MADE
A LIVING
SOUL,*'
AND
THAT
part
of
mail;
the body not the whole, but the
ALSO

BY

WHICH

THE

LORD

CONVEYED

HIS

inferior

part

of

man;

and that then,

whenboth

SPIRIFTO HIS DISCIPLESWHENHE STAID, are joined, they receive the name of man,_
"RECEIVEYETHE HOLY GHOST."
whmh, however, they do not severally lose
Some have hastily supposed from the words, even when we speak of them singly. For who
"God breathed into Adam's nostrils the is prohibited from saying, in colloquial usage,
breath of life, and man became a living soul,' .... That man is dead, and is now at rest or in
that a soul was not then first given to man, torment," though this can be spoken only of
but that the soul already given was quick- the soul; or "He is buned in such and such
ened by the Holy Ghost. They are encour- a place," though this refers only to the body ?
aged in this supposition by the fact that the Will they say that Scripture follows no such
Lord Jesus after His resurrection breathed usage ? On the contrary, it so thoroughly
on His disciples, and said, "Receive ye the adopts it, that even while a man is alive, and
Holy Spirit." _ From this they suppose that body and soul are united, it calls each of them
the same thing was effected in e_ther case, as singly by the name " man," speaking of the
if the evangelist had gone on to say, And they soul as the "inward man," and of the body
became living souls. But if he had made as the "outward man," _ as if there were two
th_s addition, we should only understand that men, though both together are indeed but one.
the Spirit is in some way the life of souls, and But we must understand in what sense man is
that without Him reasonable souls must be stud to be in the image of God, and is yet dust,
accounted dead, though their bodms seem to and to return to the dust.
The former is
live before our eyes. But that this was not spoken of the rational soul, which God by His
what happened when man was created, the breathing, or, to speak more appropriately,
very words of the narrative sufficiently show. by His inspiration, conveyed to man, that is,
"And God made man dust of the earth; " to his body; but the latter refers to his body,
which some have thought to render more which God formed of the dust, and to which
clearly by the words, "And God formed man a soul was g_ven, that it might become a lieof the clay of the earth."
For it had before ing body, that is, that man might become a
been said that "there went up a mist from living soul.
the earth, and watered the whole face of the
Wherefore, when our Lord breathed on His
ground,"s in order that the reference to clay, disciples, and said, "Receive yc the Holy
formed of this moisture and dust, might be Ghost," He certainly wished it to be underunderstood.
For on thisverse there _mmedi- stood that the Holy Ghost was not only the
ately follows the announcement, "And God Spirit of the Father, but of the only begotten
created man dust of the earth;"
so those Son H_mself. For the same Spirit is, indeed,
Greek manuscripts have it from whmh this the Spirit of the Father and of the Son, makpassage has been translated into Latin.
But img with them the trinity of Father, Son, and
whether one prefers to read "'created" o: Spirit, not a creature, but the Creator.
For
"formed," where the Greek reads e'khtr¢tr
neither was that material breath which pro,s of little importance ; yet "'formed" is th_ ceeded from the mouth of His flesh the very
better rendering.
But those who preferred substance and nature of the Holy Spirit, but
"created"
thought they thus avoided the am- rather the inttmation, as I said, that the Holy
biguity arising from the fact, that in the Latin Sprat was common to the Father and to the
language the usage obtains that those are said Son; for they have not each a separate Spirit,
to form a thing who frame some feigned and but both one and the same. Now this Spirit
fictitious thing. This man, then, who was is always spoken of in sacred Scripture by the
created of the dust of the earth, or of the Greek word _rrtt39tr , as the Lord, too, named
moistened dust or clay,--this "dust of the Him in the place cited when He gave Him
ea
rth " {that I may use the express words of to His disciples, and intimated the gift by the
S
"
"
-crlpture)
was made,
as the apostle teaches, breathing ot His lips; and there does not ocan animated body when he received a soul. cur to me any place in the whole Scriptures
This man, he says, "was made a living soul;" where He is otherwise named.
But in this
that is, this fashioned dust was made a living passage where it is said, "And the Lord
soul
formed man dust of the earth, and breathed,
They say, Already he had a soul, else he or inspired, into his face the breath of life;"
would not be called a man; for man is not a the Greek has not _r*,e_pa, the usual word
body alone, nor a soul alone, but a being corn- for the Holy Spirit, but zrrot/, a word more
Gem
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_h_quently used of the creature than of the fight strenuously
for their own conjectures,
Ca_ator; and for this reason some Latin inter- while they carelessly neglect the teaching of
_eters
_have
preferred
to render
it by Scripture ?
Without
troubling
themselves
*°breath"
rather than "spirit."
For this much, they might have found m a preceding
word occurs also in the Greek in Isa. Ivii. 16, page of this very book of Genesis the words,
where God says, '_ I have made all breath, ....
Let the earth bring forth the hying soul," 7
meaning,
doubtless, all souls.
Accordingly,
when all the terrestrial
animals were created.
this word
_rvor I is sometimes
rendered
Then at a slight interval, but still in the same
"breath,"
sometimes
" spirit,"
sometimes
book, was it impossible
for them to notice
"' inspiration,"
sometimes "aspiration,"
some- this verse, "All in whose nostrils was the
times "soul,"
even when it is used of God. breath of llfe, of all that was in the dry land,
/ir_/etSk_a, on the other hand, is uniformly
died," by which it was signified
that all the
rendered "spirit,"
whether of man, of whom animals which lived on the earth had perished
the apostle says, " For what man knoweth
in the deluge ? If, then, we find that Scripture
the things of a man, save the spirit of man is accustomed
to speak both of the "hying
which is in him ?"*
or of beast, as in the soul " and the "spirit
of life " even in referbook of Solomon, "Who knoweth the splrit ence to beasts; and if in this place, where it is
of man that goeth upward, and the splrit of said, "All things which have the splrit of life,"
the beast that goeth downward to the earth ?" _ the word _rror/, not 7rve_/z_, is used; why
or of that physical spirit whmh is called wind, may we not say, What need was there to add
for so the Psalmist calls it: " Fire and hail; "living,"
since the soul cannot exist without
snow and vapors; stormy wind;" _ or of the being ahve ? or, What need to add "of life "
uncreated
Creator
Spirit, of whom the Lord after the word spirit ? But we understand
that
said in the gospel, " Receive ye the Holy Scripture usedthese
expressions inits ordinary
Ghost," indicating
the gift by the breathing
style so long as it speaks of animals, that is,
of His mouth;
and when He says, "Go ye animated bodies, in which the soul serves as
and baptize all nations in the name of the the residence
of sensation;
but when man is
Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost," " spoken of, we forget the ordinary and estabwords which very expressly
and excellently
lished usage of Scripture, whereby it signifies
commend the Trinity;
and where it is said, that man recetved a rational soul, which was
"God is a Spirit; " 5 and in very many other not produced out of the waters and the earth
places of the sacred writings.
In all these like the other hying creatures, but wascreated
quotations
from Scripture we do not find in by the breath of God.
Yet this creation was so
the Greek the word zrvo_ used, but _rv_Opa,
ordered that the human soul should live in an
and in the Latin,
not flatus,
but stiritus,
animal body, like those other animals of which
Wherefore,
referring again to that place where the Scripture
said, " Let the earth produce
it is written, "He inspired," or to speak more every living soul,"
and regarding
which it
properly, "breathed
into hts face the breath
again says that in them is the breath of life,
of life," even though the Greek had not used where the word zrvor/and not _rvet3#ot is used
_r_'or/(as it has) but 7rv_t3pa, it would not in the Greek, and wherecertainlynot
the Holy
on that account
necessarily
follow that the Spirit, but thmr spirit, is signified under that
Creator Spirit, who in the Trinity is distincname.
tively called the Holy Ghost, was meant, since,
But, again, they object that breath is underas has been said, it is plain that _rvet3pa is stood to have been emitted
from the mouth
used not only of the Creator, but also of the of God; and if we believe that is the soul, we
creature,
must consequently
acknowledge it to be of the
But, say they, when the Scripture used the same substance,
and equal to that wisdom,
"word "spirit,"
_ itwould not have added "of
which says, " I come out of the mouth of the
life"
unless it meant us to understand
the Most High. ''8
Wisdom,
indeed, does not
Holy Spirit; nor, when it said, "' Man became
say it was breathed out of the mouth of God,
a soul," would it also have inserted the word but proceeded out of it.
But as we are able,
'" living '" unless that life of the soul were sig- when we breathe, to make a breath, not of our
nified which is imparted to it from above by own human nature, but of the surrounding
air,
the gift of God.
For, seeing that the sou[ by which we inhale and exhale as we draw our
itself has a proper life of its own, what need, breath and breathe
again, so almighty
God
they ask, was there of adding living, save only was able to make breath, not of His own nato show that the life which is given it by the ture, nor of the creature
beneath
Him, but
Holy Spirit was meant?
What is this but to even of nothing;
and this breath, when He
communicated
it to man's body, He is most
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appropriately
said to have breathed
or inspired,--the
Immaterial
breathing it also immaterial, but the Immutable
not also the iramutable;
for it was created, He uncreated,
Yet that these persons who are forward
to
quote Scripture,
and yet know not the usages
of its language, may know that not only what
is equal and consubstantial
with God is said
to proceed out of His mouth, let them hear
or read'what
God says: " So then because
thou art lukewarm,
and neither cold nor hot,
I will spue thee out of my mouth." _
There ts no ground, then, for our objecting, when the apostle so expressly
distmguishes the ammal body from the spiritual-.that is to say, the body m which we now are
from that in which we are to be.
He says,
"It is sown a natural body, it is raised a splritual body.
There is a natural body, and
there is a spiritual
body.
And so it is wntten, The first man Adam was made a living
soul; the last Adam was made a quickemng
spirit.
Howbeit that was not first which is
spiritual, but that which is natural;
and afterward that which is spiritual.
The first man
is of the earth, earthy; the second man is the
Lord from heaven.
As is the earthy,
such
are they also that are earthy; and as is the
heavenly,
such are they also that are heavenly.
And as we have borne the image of
the earthy,
we shall also bear the image
of the heavenly. ''_
Of all which words
of his we have previously
spoken.
The anireal body, accordingly,
in which the apostle
says that the first man Adam was made, was
not so made that it could not die at all, but
so that it should not dte unless he should
have sinned.
That body, indeed, which shall
be made spiritual and immortal by the qutckening Spirit shall not be able to die at all; as
the soul has been created immortal, and therexRev tit.i6.
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fore, although by sin it may be said t6 die,
and does lose a certain life of its own, namely,
the Spirit of God, by whom it was enabled to
live wisely and blessedly, yet it does not cease
living a kind of life, though a miserable, because it is immortal by creation.
So, too, the
rebellious angels, though by sinning they did
in a sense die, because they forsook God, the
Fountain of hfe, which while they drank they
were able to live wisely and well, yet they
could not so die as to utterly cease living and
feehng, for they are immortals
by creation.
And so. after the final judgment,
they shall
be hurled into the second death, and not even
there be deprived of life or of sensation, but
shall suffer torment.
But those men who
have been embraced
by God's grace, and are
become the fellow-citizens
of the holy angels
who have continued m bliss, shall never more
e_ther sin or die, bemg endued with spiritual
bodies; yet. being clothed with immortality,
such as the angels enjoy, of which theycannot
be divested
even by sinning,
the nature of
their flesh shall continue
the same, but all
carnal corruptton
and unwieldiness
shall be
removed.
There remains a question
which must be
d_scussed, and, by the help of the Lord God
of truth, solved:
If the motion of coneupiscence in the unruly
members
of our first
parents arose out of their sin, and only when
the divine grace deserted them; and if it was
on that occasion that their eyes were opened
to see, or, more exactly, notice their nakedhess, and that they covered their shame because
the shameless
motion of their members was
not subject to their will,--how,
then, would
they have begotten
children
had they remained sinless as they were created ? But as
this book must be concluded,
and so large a
question cannot be summarily disposed of, we
may relegate it to the following book, in which
It will be more conveniently
treated.
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I.--THAT
THE
DISOBEDIENCE
OF THE
to the language
of our Scriptures.
The one
FIRST MAN WOULD HAVE PLUNGED ALL MEN consists of those who wish to live after the
INTO THE ENDLESS MISERY OF THE SECOND flesh, the other of those who wish to live after
DEATH,
HAD NOT THE GRACE OF GOD RESCUED
the spirit; and when they severally
achieve
MANY.
what they wish, they live in peace, each after
their kind.
WE have already stated in the preceding
books that God, desiring
not only that the
human race might be able by their similarity
CHAP.
2. --OF
CARNAL
LIFE,
WHICH
IS TO BE
of nature to associate with one another, but
UNDERSTOODNOT ONLY OF LIVING IN BODILY
also that they might be bound together
in
INDULGENCE,
BUT ALSO OF LIVING IN THE
harmony and peace by the ties of relationVICESOF THE INNER MAN.
ship, was pleased to derive all men from one
First, we must see what it is to live after
individual,
and created
man with such
a the flesh, and what to live after the spirit.
nature that the members of the race should For any one who either does not recollect, or
not have died, had not the two first (of does not sufficiently weigh, the language
of
whom the one was created out of nothing, and sacred Scripture, may, on first hearing what
the other out of him)merited
this by their we have said, suppose
that the Epicurean
disobedience;
for by them so great a sin was philosophers
live after the flesh, because they
committed, that by it the human nature was place man's highest good in bodily pleasure;
altered for the worse, and was transmitted
and that those others do so who have been of
also to their posterity, liable to sin and sub- opinion that in some form or other bodily,
Sect to death.
And the kingdom of death so good is man's supreme good; and that the
reigned over men, that the deserved
penalty mass of men do so who, without dogmatizing
of sin would have hurled all headlong
even or philosophizing
on the subject, are so prone
into the second death, of which there is no to lust that they cannot delight in any pleasure
end, had not the undeserved
grace of God save such as they receive from bodily sensasaved some therefrom.
And thus it has come tions: and he may suppose that the Stoics,
to pass, that though there are very many and who place the supreme
good of men in the
great nations all over the earth, whose rites soul, live after the spirit; for what is man's
and customs,
speech, arms, and dress, are soul, if not spirit ? But in the sense of the
distinguished
by marked differences, yet there divine Scripture both are proved to live after
are no more than two kinds of human society, the flesh.
For by flesh it means not only the
which we may justly call two cities, according
body of a terrestrial
and mortal
animal, as
when it says, "All flesh is not the same flesh,
tTh_book
isreferr_i to in another work of Augustin's (can- but there is one kind of flesh of men, another
a_a Adt_e_'.t..LGK_'*d at_'a_kat, i. iS), which was written lbout the flesh of beasts,
another of fishes, another of
CHAP.
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'birds," z but it uses this word in many other is quite possible for a man t¢_ abstain from
significations;
and amongthesevarious
usages, fleshly pleasures
for the sake of idolatry or
a frequent one is to use flesh for man himself,
some heretical error; and yet, even when he
the nature of man taking the part for the whole, does so, he is proved by this apostolic authoras in the words, "" By the deeds of the law there ity to be living after the flesh; and in abstainshall no flesh be justified;""
for what does he lng from fleshly pleasure, he is proved to be
mean here by '" no flesh " but "no man?"
practising damnable worksof the flesh.
Who
And this, indeed, he shortly after says more that has enmity
has it not in his soul ? or
plainly:
"No
man shall be justified by the who would say to his enemy, or to the man he
law; ''3 and in the Epistle to the Galatians,
thinks his enemy, You have a bad flesh toKnowing that man is not justified by the wards me, and not rather, You have a bad
works of the taw."
And so we understand
spirit towards me ? In fine, if any one heard
the words, "And the Word was made flesh," 4 of what I may call "carnalities,"
he would
--that
is, man, which some not accepting
in not fail to attribute them to the carnal part of
its right sense, have supposed that Christ had man;
so no one doubts that "animosities"
not a human soul.S
For as the whole is used belong to the soul of man.
Why then does
for the part in the words of Mary Magdalene
the doctor of the Gentiles in faith and verity
in the Gospel, '" They have taken away my call all these and similar things works of the
Lord, and I know not where they have laid flesh, unless because, by that modeof
speech
Him," _ by which she meant only the flesh of whereby the part is used for the whole, he
• Christ, whieh she supposed
had been taken means us to understand
by the word flesh the
from the tomb where it had been buried, so man himself ?
the part is used for the whole, flesh being
named, while man is referred
to, as in the CHAP. 3" --THAT THE SIN IS CAUSED NOT BY
quotations
above cited.
THE
FLESH_
BUT
BY
THE
SOUL,
AND
THAT
Since, then, Scripture
uses the word flesh
THE CORRUPTIONCONTRACTED FROM SIN IS
in many ways, which there is not time to colNOT SIN BUT SIN'S PUNISHMENT.
lect and investigate,
if we are to ascertain
But if any one says that the flesh is the
what it is to live after the flesh (which is cer- cause of all vices and ill conduct, inasmuch
tainly evil, though the nature of flesh is not as the soul lives wickedly only because it is
itself evil), we must carefully
examine that moved by the flesh, it is certain he has not
passage of the epistle which the Apostle Paul carefully considered
the whole nature of man.
wrote to the Galatians, m which he says," Now For "the corruptible body, indeed, weigheth
the works of the flesh are manifest, which are down the soul." s Whence, too, the apostle,
these:
adultery,
fornication,
uncleanness,
speaking
of this corruptible
body, of which
lasciviousness,
idolatry,
witchcraft,
hatred, ! he had shortly before said, "though
our outvariance, emulations,
wrath, strife, seditions,
ward man perish,"9
says, "We know that if
heresies,
envyings,
murders,
drunkenness,
ou r earthly house of this tabernacle were disrevellings, and such like: of the which I tell solved, we have a building
of God, an house
you before, as I have also told you in time not made with hands, eternal in tbe heavens.
past, that they whicb do such things shall not For in this we groan, earnestly desiring to be
inherit the kingdom of God. ''7
This whole clothed upon with our house which is from
passage
of the apostolic
epistle being con- heaven:
if so be that being clothed we shall
sidered, so far as it bears on the matter in not be found naked.
For we that are in this
hand, will be sufficient to answer the question,
tabernacle
do groan, being burdened:
not for
what it is to live after the flesh.
For among
:hat we would be unclothed, but clothed upon,
the works of the flesh which he said were :hat mortality mightbe swallowed up in life. ''_
manifest,
and which he cited for condemnaWe are then burdened
with this corruptible
tion, we find not only those which concern the body; but knowing that the cause of this burpleasure of the flesh, as fornications,
uncleandensomeness
is not the nature and substance
ness, lasciviousness,
drunkenness,
revellings,
of the body, but its corruption,
we do not
but also those which, though they be remote desire to be deprived of the body, but to be
from fleshly pleasure, reveal the vices of the clothed with its immortality.
For then, also,
soul.
Forwho
does not see that idolatries,
there will be a body, but it shall no longer be
witchcrafts,
hatreds,
variance,
emulations,
a burden, being no longer corruptible.
At
wrath, strife,
heresies,
envyings,
are vices present, then, "the corruptible
body presseth
rather of the soul than of the flesh ? For it down the soul, and the earthly tabernacle
•'
weigheth
down the mind that museth upon
x Cot xv. 39.
4 John L x4.
0 john
xx, t3"

_ Rom fit. _o
5The Apoillnarlans.
7 Gat. v. zg..2x"

3 Gal.

iti. zt.
s Wisd.

ix. xS.

9 _ Cot.

iv. x6.

m 2 Col.

v. x-4,
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many things, " .nevertheless they are in error
who suppose that all the evils of the soul proteed from the body.
Virgil, indeed, seems to express the sentimerits of Plato in the beautiful lines, where
he says,-"A tier),strengthinspirestheirlives,
An

essence

Though

that
clogged

from

heaven

in part
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derives,
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too, wished to live according to himself when
he did not abide in the truth; so that when he
lied, this was not of God, but of himself, who
is not only a hat, but the father of lies, he
being the first who lied, and the originator of
lying as of sin.
CHAP.

of clay

MAN,

4.--WHAT
AND

IT
WHAT

IS
TO

TO
LIVE

LIVE

ACCORDING

ACCORDING

TO

TO
GOD.

And the dull 'vestureofdecay;_''_
but though he goes on to mention the four
most common mental emotions,--desire,
fear
joy, sorrow,--with the intention of sh_owing
that the body is the origin of all sins and
vices, saying,--

When, therefore, man lives according to
man, not according to God, he is like the devd.
Because not even an angel might live accordmg to an angel, but only according to God,
if he was to abide in the truth, and speak
God's truth and not his own he. And of

" Hence wilddesiresandgrovelling
fears,
Andhumanlaughter, human tears,
Imgaured in dungeon-seeming
night,
They look abroad, yet see no hght," _

man, too, the same apostle says in another
place, "If the truth of God hath more
abounded through my lie;" 4---,, my he," he
said, and "God's truth."
When, then, a man
lives according to the truth, he lives not according to himseIf, but according to God; for
He was God who said, " I am the truth."s
When, therefore, man lives according to himself,--that is, according to man, not according to God,--assuredly he lives according to
a lie; not that man himself is a lie, for God is
his author and creator, who is certainly not
the author and creator of a lie, but because
man was made upright, that he might not live
according to himself, but according to Him
that made him,--in other words, that he
might do His will and not hts own; and not
to live as he was made to live, that is a tie.
For he certainly desires to be bIessed even by
not living
maybebenotblessed.
And
what
is a liesoif that
this he
desire
_ Wherefore

_.

yet we believe quite otherwise. For the corruption of the body, which weighs down the
soul, is not the cause but the punishment of
the first sin; and it was not the corruptible
flesh that made the soul sinful, but the sinful
soul that made the flesh corruptible
And
though from this corrupuon of the flesh there
arise certain incitements to vice, and indeed
vicious desires, yet we must not attribute to
the flesh all the vices of a wicked life, m case
we thereby clear the devil of all these, for he
has no flesh. For though we cannot call the
devil a fornicator or drunkard,or ascribe to him
any sensual indulgence (though he is the
secret instigator and prompter of those who
sin in these ways), yet he is exceedingly proud
and envious. And this viciousness has so
possessed him, that on account of it he is re- it is not w_thout meaning said that all sin is
servett in chains of darkness to everlasting a lie. For no sin is committed save by that
punishment. 3 Now these vices, which have desire or will by which we desire that it be
dominion over the devil, the apostle attributes well with us, and shrink from _t being 111with
to the flesh, which certainly the devil has not. us. That, therefore, is a lie which we do in
For he says "hatred, variance emulations, order that it may be well with us, but which
strife, envying" are the works of the flesh; makes us more miserable than we were. And
and of all these evils pride is the origin and why is this, but because the source of man's
happiness lies only in God, whom he abandons
head,
and itFor
rules
the devil
no
flesh.
whoinshows
more though
hatred he
to has
the when he sins, and not in himself, by hying
saints ? who is more at variance with them ? according to whom he sins ?
who more envious, bitter, and jealous ? And
In enunciating this proposition of ours,
then, that because some live according to the
since he exhibits all these works, though he flesh and others according to the spirit, there
has
no flesh,
are they
works
of the
tmless
becausehowthey
are the
works
of flesh,
man, ! have arisen two diverse and conflicting cities,
who is, as I said, spoken of under the name we might equally well have said, "because
of flesh ? For it is not by having flesh, which some live according to man, others according
the devil has not, but by living according to to God."
For Paul says very plainly to the
himself,--that
is, according to man,_that
Corinthians, " For whereas there is among
man became like the devil. For the devil you envying and strife, are ye not carnal, and
walk according to man ?" _ So that to walk
according to man and to be carnal are the
z._d,
vi. 73o,-3_.
2 I_. 733, 734"

'
_, _

3 On the punishment
$.'*y__
.0¢_ l_,rat. _oni,

of the
33.

devil,

see

the De

_gone

C_rzsti_
4 Rom.

ill. 7-

_ John

xlv.

6.

6 x Cor, iii. 3-
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same;
for by flesh, that is, by a part of man, and vices we accuse the nature of the flesh to .
man is meant.
For before he said that those the injury of the Creator, for in its own kind
same persons were animal whom afterwards
and degree the flesh is good; but to desert
he calls carnal, saying, "For what man know- the Creator good, and live according
to the
eth the things of a man, save the spirit of man created good, ts not good, whether
a man
which is in him ? even so the things of God choose to live according
to the flesh, or acknoweth no man, but the Spirit of God.
Now Icording to the soul, or according to the whole
we have received not the spirit of this world, human nature, which is composed of flesh and
but the Spirit which is of God; that we might 1soul, and which is therefore spoken of either
know the things which are freely given to us of by the name flesh alone, or by the name soul
God.
Which things also we speak, not in the alone.
For he who extols the nature of the
words which man's wisdom teacheth, but whmh J soul as the chief good, and condemns
the
the Holy Ghost teacheth;
comparing spiritual
nature of the flesh as if it were evil, assuredly
things with spiritual.
But the animal man Is fleshly both in his love of the soul and
perce_veth
not the things
of the Spirit of jhatred of the flesh; for these his feelings arise
God; for they are foolishness
unto him."'
It from human fancy, not from divine truth.
is to men of this kind, then, that _s, to animal The Platonists,
indeed, are not so foolish as,
men, he shortly after says, "And I, brethren, with the Manich_eans,
to detest our present
could not speak unto you as unto spiritual, !bodms as an evil nature;5 for they attribute
but as unto carnal. ''_
And this is to be in- all the elements
of which this visible and
terpreted
by-the
same usage, a part being tangible world is compacted,
witb all their
taken for the whole.
For both the soul and quahtles,
to God their Creator.
Neverthethe flesh, the component
parts of man, can be tess, from the death-infected
members
and
used to signify the whole man; and so the earthly construction
of the body they believe
ammal man and the carnal man are not two the soul is so affected, that there are thus
different things, but one and the same thing, originated
in it the diseases of desires, and
viz., man living according
to man.
In the fears, and joy, and sorrow, under which four
same way it is nothing else than men that are perturbations,
as Cicero _ calls them, or pas.
meant either in the words, " :By the deeds of_ sions, as most prefer to name them with the
the law there shall no flesh be justified;"3
or Greeks, is included
the whole viciousness of
in the words, " Seventy-five
souls went down human Iife.
But if this be so, how is it that
into Egypt with Jacob." 4 In the one passage,
A_neas in Virgil, when he had heard from his
" no flesh" signifies " no man; " and in the father in Hades that the souls should return
other, by "seventy-five
souls"
seventy-five
to bodies, expresses surprise at this declaramen are meant.
And the expression,
"not
tion, and exclaims:
in words which man's
wisdom
teacheth,"
might equally be "not
in words which fleshly
" O
father ! and can thought conceive
,,
,,
That happy souls th_s realm would leave,
wisdom teacheth;
and the expression,
ye
And seek the upper sky,
walk according to man," might be "accordWith sluggish clay to reumte'_
ing to the flesh."
And this ts still more apThis direful longing for the hght,
parent in the words which followed:
" For
Whence comes it, say, andwhy?"l
while one saith, I am of Paul, and another,
I
am of Apollos, are ye not men ?"
The same
"
thing which he had before expressed
by "ye
are animal."
"ye
are carnal,"
he now expresses by "ye
are men;"
that is, ye live
according to man, not according
to God, for
if you lived according to Him, you should be

This direful longing, then, does it still exist
even in that boasted purity of the disembodied
spirits, and does it still lyroceed from the
death_infected
members
and earthly limbs?

Does he not assert that, when they begin to
long to
return to
the all
body,
have already
been
delivered
from
thesetheyso-called
pestigods.
lences of the body ? From which we gather
that, were this endlessly alternating
puriflcaCHAP.
_,--THAT
THE OPINION
OF THE
PLATO-* tion and defilement
of departing
and returnNISTS
REGARDINGTHE
NATURE OF
false,
SOUL IS
NOT SO CENSURABLE
AS BODYAND
THAT
OF ins souls as true as _t is most certainly
yet it could not be averred
that all culpable
THE MANICHmANS, BUT THAT EVEN IT IS and vicious motions of the soul originate in
OBJECTIONABLE,
BECAUSE IT ASCRIBES THE the earthly body; for, on their own showing,
ORIGIN
OF VICES TO THE
NATURE
OF THE
"this
direful longing,"
to use the words of
FLESH.
their noble exponent,
is so extraneous
to the
There is no need, therefore, that in our sins
l x Col'. ii. xi.i 4

u x Cot. iu. *.

3Rom itl. 2o.

4 Gen. xlva e7

5 See Augustin, De Hastes. 46
7 _neid,
va. 719-..2t.

6 Tu_c. Qua_st iv. 6.
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. body, that it moves the soul that is purged of
all bodily taint, and is existing apart from any
body whatever,
and moves it, moreover, to be
embodied
again.
So that even they themselves acknowledge that the soul is not only'
moved to desire,
fear, joy, sorrow, by the
flesh, but that it can also be agitated
with
tt_ese emotions at its own instance,
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as a ruler of the people must be a lover of
good. x And when the Lord Himself
had
asked Peter,
"' Hast thou a regard for me
(_'.ligis) more than these ?"
Peter replied,
Lord,
Thou knowest
that I love (ami0)
Thee."
And again a second time the Lord
asked not whether Peter loved (amarel)Him,
but whether he had a regard (diligeret)
for
Him, and he again answered,
" Lord, Thou
knowest that I love (amo) Thee."
But on the
CHAP.
6.----OF THE CHARACTER
OF
THE
HUMAN
WILL WHICH MA_ES THE AFFECTIONS OF THE third interrogation the Lord Himself no longer
SOULRIGHT OR WRONG.
says, " Hast thou a regard (&'hgis) for me,"
but " Lovest thou (areas) me?"
And then
But the character
of the human will is of the evangehst adds, "Peter
was grieved bemoment;
because, if it is wrong, these motions
cause He said unto him the third time, Lovest
of the soul will be wrong, but if it is right, thou (areas) me ?" though the Lord had not said
they will be not merely blameless, but even three times but only once,"Lovest
thou (areas)
praiseworthy.
For the will is in them all; me?"
andtwice
"Diligismeg"
fromwhlch
yea, none of them is anything else than will. we gather
that, even when the Lord said
For what are desire and joy but a volition
of "diligz:r," He used an equivalent for " areas.'"
consent to the things we wish ? And what are Peter, too, throughout
used one word for the
fear and sadness but a volition of aversion
one thing, and the third time also replied,
from the things which we do not wish ? But " Lord, Thou knowest all things, Thou knowwhen consent takes the form of seeking to est that I love (amo)Thee. ''_
possess
the things
we wtsh, this is called
I have judged _t right to mention this, bedesire;
and when consent takes the form of cause some are of opinion that charity or
enjoying the things we wish, this _s called joy. regard (dileclio) is one thing, love (amor) anIn like marner, when we turn with aversion
other.
They say that dztectia is used of a good
from that which we do not wish to happen,
affection, amar of an evil love.
But it is very
this volition is termed fear; and when we turn certain that even secular literature
knows no
away from that which has happened
against
such distinction.
However, it _s for the phiour will, this act of will is called sorrow.
And losophers to determine
whether and how they
generally in respect of all that we seek or shun, differ, though their own writings
sufficiently
as a man's will is attracted
or repelled, so it testdy that they make great account
of love
is changed
and turned into these d_fferent (amos) placed on good objects, and even on
affections.
Wherefore
the man who lives ac- God H_mself.
But we wished to show that
cording to God, and not according
to man, the Scriptures of our religion, whose authority
ought to be a lover of good, and therefore
a lwe prefer to all writings whatsoever,
make no
hater of evil.
And since no one _s evil by distraction between amor, _'lectio, and caritas;
nature, but whoever is evil is evil by vice, he and we have already shown that amor is used
who lives according
to God ought to cherish iin a good connection.
And if any one fancy
towards evil men a perfect hatred, so that he that amor is no doubt used both of good and
shall neither hale the man because of his vice, bad loves, but that dilecn'o is reservea for the
nor love the vice because of the man, but hate good only, let him remember
what the psalm
the vice and love the man.
For the vice being says, " He that loveth (diligit) iniquity hateth
cursed, all that ought to be loved, and nothing
his own soul; "3 and the words of the Apostle
that ought to be hated, will remain.
John, " If any man love (diligere) the world,
the love (dilectio) of the Father
is not in
him." 4 Here you have in one passage dilectio
CHAP, 7._THAT
THE WORDS LOVEAND REGARD used both in _ good and a bad sense.
And
(AMOR
AND
DILECTIO) ARE IN _CRII_I'URE if any one demands an instance of araor being
USED INDIFFERENTLY"OF GOOD AND EVIL AF- used in a bad sense (for we have already
r_Z._'lON,
shown its use m a good sense), let him read
• He who resolves to love God, and to love the words, "For men shall be lovers (amaZes)
his neighbor as himself, not according to man of their own selves,
lovers
(g_atores)
of
but aer.ording to God, is on account of this money."s
love-said to be of a good will; and this is in
Scripture more commonly called charity, but
*Tit. i. 8, accordingto GreekaadVulgate.
it is also, even in the same books, called love.
_Johu xxi.x$-_7. Oa these synonymsseethe commentaries
For the apostle says that the man to be elected ;_ t_.
3 Ps. xi. 5,
,t x John ii. 15.
S _ Tim. ill
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The right will is, therefore, well-directed
love, and the wrong will is ill-directed
love.
Love, then, yearning to have what is loved, is
desire; and having and enjoying it, is joy;i
fleeing what is opposed to it, it is fear; and
feeling what is opposed to it, when it has befallen it, it is sadness.
Now these motions
are evil if the love is evil; good if the love is
good.
What we assert let us prove from
Scripture.
The apostle "desires
to depart,
and to be with Christ. ''_ And, " My soul
desired to long for Thy judgments;"
= or if it
is more appropriate
to say, " My soul longed
to desire
Thy judgments."
And,
" The
desire of wisdom bringeth
to a kingdom. ''_
Yet there has always obtained the usage of
understanding
desire and concupiscence
in a
bad sense if the object be not defined.
But
joy is used in a good sense: " Be glad in the
Lord, and rejoice,
ye righteous. ''4
And,
"Thou
hast put gladness
m my heart."_
And, " Thou wilt fill me with joy with Thy
countenance."6
Fear IS used m a good sense
by the apostle when he says, "Work out your
salvation with fear and trembling."7
And,
" Be not high-minded, but fear "8 And, " I
fear, lest by any means, as the serpent begulled Eve through his subtdty, so your minds
should be corrupted
from the simplicity that
_s m Christ. ''9
But ruth respect to sadness,
which Cicero prefer to calls sickness (_egri[uYo),
and Virgil pare (drier) (as he says, "29alem
gaudentque .... ), but whmh I prefer to call
sorrow, because smkness and pare are more
commonly used to express bodily suffering,--i
with respect to this emotion, I say, the questlon whether it can be used m a good sense is
more difficult.

i possessed, and this the wise man continually
! possesses.
Caution avoids evil, and this the
wise man ought to avoid.
But sorrow arises
from evil that has already happened; and as
they suppose that no evil can happen to the
wise man, there can be no representative
of
sorrow in his mind.
According
to them,
therefore, none but the wise man wills, is contented, uses caution; and that the fool can
do no more than desire, rejoice, fear, be sad.
The former three affections Cmero calls conxtatzt/_t', the last four t_erturban'ones.
Many,
however, calls these last l_assians; and, as I
have said, the Greeks call the former _t)rraOriaz, and the latter rrdSr/.
And when I
made a careful examination
of Scripture to
find whether this terminology
was sanctioned
by it, I came upon this saying of the prophet:
"There is no contentment to the wicked, saith
the Lord; .... as if the wicked might more
properly rejoice than be contented regarding
evils, for contentment
is the property of the
good and godly.
I found also that verse in
the Gospel: " Whatsoever ye would that men
should do unto you, do ye even so unto
them: .... which seems to imply that evil or
shameful things may be the object of desire,
but not of will.
Indeed, some interpreters
have added " good things," to make the expression more in conformity wkh customary
usage, and have given this meaning, " Whatsoever good deeds that ye would that men
should do unto you."
For they thought that
this would prevent any one from wishing other
men to provide him with unseemly, not to
say shameful gratifications,--luxunous
banquets, for example,--on
the supposition that
If he returned the like to them he would be
fulfilhng this precept.
In the Greek Gospel,
CHAP.
8. --OF
THE
THREE
PERTURBATIONS,
however, from whmh the Latin is translated,
WHICH THE STOICS ADMITTED _N THV. SOUL " good" does not occur, but only, "All things
OF
THE
WISE
MAN
TO
THE
EXCLUSION
OF ! whatsoever
ye would that men should do unto
GRIEF
OR SADNESS,
WHICH
THE
MANLY
MIND
yOU,
do
ye even
so
unto
them," and, as I beOUGHT NOT TO EXPERIENCE.
lieve, because "good"
is already included in
the word "would; " for He does not say" deThose t emotions
which the Greeks
call sire."
*vzraOezcez, and which Cicero calls constantine,
Yet though we may sometimes
avail ourthe Stoics would restrict to three; and, instead selves of these precise proprieties of language,
of three "perturbations"
in the soul of the we are not to be always bridled by them; and
wise
man,
they
substituted
severally,
in place when we read those writers against whose auof desire, will; in place of joy, contentment;
and for fear, caution;
and as to sickness or
pain, which we, to avoid ambiguity,
preferred
to call sorrow, they denied that it could exist
in the mind of a wise man.
Will, they say,

thority it is unlawful to reclaim, we must accept the meanings
above mentioned
in passages where a right sense can be educed by
_no other interpretation,
as in those instances
we adduced
partly from the prophet, partly
seeks the good, for this the wise man does. from the Gospel.
For who does not know
Contentment
has its object in good that is that thewicked exult with joy ? Yet "there
is
no canlentment for the wicked, saith the Lord.'"
x Phil. i. 23.
_ Ps. extx. _o.
3 Wisd. vi. 20.
4Ps. xxxli, zx.
7Phil.
_ t2
_°_nezd,
vi. 733.

5 Ps. iv. 7.
8Rom. xL2o

6Ps. x_i xx.
9_ Cot. xl. 3.
ix Isa.

Ivit. 2t.

t_ Matt.

vii.

t_.
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And how so, unless because
contentment,
when the word is used in its proper and distinctive significance,
means something
differ¢nt from joy?
In like manner,
who would
deny that it were wrong to enjoin upon men
that whatever they desire others to do to them
they should themselves do to others, lest they
should mutually please one another by shameful and illicit pleasure ? And yetthe precept,
"Whatsoever
ye wauld that men should do
unto you, do ye even so to them," is very
wholesome and just.
And how is this, unless
because the will is in this place used strictly,
and signifies that will which cannot have ewl
for its object?
But ordinary
phraseology
would not have allowed the saying,
" Be unwilhng to make any manner of he," ' had there
not been also an evil will, whose wickedness
separates
It from that whtch the angels celebrated,
" Peace on earth,
of good will to
men." _ For "good " is superfluous if there
is no other kind of will but good will.
And
why should the apostle have mentioned
it
among the praises of charity as a great thing,
that " it rejoices not in iniquity,"
unless because wickedness
does so rejoice ? For even
with secular writers these words are used indifferently.
For Cicero, that most fertile of
orators, says, "I desire, conscript fathers, to
be merciful."
3 And whowould be so pedantic as to say that he should have stud" I will"
rather than "I desire,"
because the word is
used in a good connection ? Again.inTerence,
the profligate youth, burning with wdd lust,
says, " I will nothing else than Philumena."
"
That this "will " was lust is sufficiently indicated by the answer of his old servant which
is there introduced:
"How much better were
it tO try and banish that love from your heart,
than to speak so as uselessly to inflame your
passion still more ! "
And that contentment
was used by secular writers in a bad sense,
thatverse
of Virgil testifies, in which he most
succinctly comprehends
these four perturbations,-"' Hence they fear and desire, grieve and are content." s
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For
the apostle praises the Corinthians
because they had a godly sorrow.
But possibly
some one may say that the apostle congratulated them
because
they were
penitently
sorry, and that such sorrow can exist only in
those who have sinned.
For these are his
words: " For I perceive that the same epistle
hath made you sorry, though it were but for
a season.
Now I rejoice, not that ye were
made sorry, but that ye sorrowed
to repentance; for ye were made sorry after a godly
manner, that ye might receive damage by us
m nothing.
For godly sorrow worketh repentance to salvation not to be repented of,
but the sorrow of the world worketh death.
For, behold, this selfsame
thing that ye sorrowed after a godly sort, what carefulness
it
wrought in you ! " 7 Consequently
the Stoics
may defend themselves
by replying, s that sorrow _s indeed useful for repentance
of sin, but
that this can have no place in the mind of the
wise man, inasmuch as no sin attaches to him
of which he could sorrowfully repent, nor any
other ewl the endurance
or experience
of
which could make h_m sorrowful.
For they
say that Alciblades
(if my memory does not
deceive
me), who believed
himself
happy,
shed tears when Socrates argued with him,
and demonstrated
that he was miserable
because he was foolish.
In his case, therefore,
folly was the cause of this useful and desirable
sorrow, wherewith
a man mourns
that he is
what he ought not to be.
But the Stoics
maintain
not that the fool, but that the "wise
man, cannot be sorrowful.
CHAP. 9.--OF THE PERTURBATIONSOF THE SOUL
WHICH APPEAR AS RIGHT AFFECTIONS IN THE
LIFE OF THE RIGI:ITEOUS.

But so far as regards this question of mental
perturbations,
we have answered
these philosophers
in the ninth book9 of this work,
showing that it is rather a verbal than a real
dispute, and that they seek contention
rather
than truth. Among ourselves, according to the
sacred Scriptures and sound doctrine, the citiThe same author had also used the expreszens of the holy city of God, who live accordsion, "the'evil
contefitments
of the mind." _ ing to God in the pilgrimage
of this life, both
So that good and bad men alike will, are can- fear and desire, and grieve and rejoice.
And
dons, and contented;
or, to say the same thing because their love is rightly placed, all these
in other words, good and bad men alike de- affections
of theirs are right.
They
fear
sire, fear, rejoice, but the former in a good, eternal punishment,
they desire eternal life;
the latter in a bad fashion, according as the they grieve because they themselves
groan
will is right or wrong.
Sorrow itself, too, within themselves,
waiting for the adoption,
which the Stoics would not allow to be repre- I the redemption
of their body;'°
they rejoice
sented in the mind of the wise man, is used t in hope, because
there "shall
be brought
in .......
a good sense, and especially
:,.,
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swallowed up in victory." • In like manner have some fruit among them as among other
they fear to sin, they desire to persevere; Gentiles;,s being jealous overtheCorinthians,
they grieve in sin, they rejoice in good works, and fearing in that jealousy lest their minds
They fear to sin, because they hear that! should be corrupted from the chastity that is
"because iniquity shall abound, the love of i in Christ; _ having great heaviness and conmany shall wax cold." 2 They desire to per- tinual sorrow of heart for the Israelites, "7besevere, because they hear that it is written, cause they, being ignorant of God's righteous" He that endureth to the end shall be ness, and going about to establish their own
saved." 3 They grieve for sin, hearing that righteousness, have not submitted themselves
"If we say that we have no sin, we deceive unto the righteousness of God; '8 and expcessourselves, and the truth is not in us." ' They mg not only his sorrow, but bitter lamentation
re3olce in good works, because they hear that I over some who had formally sinned and had
"the Lord loveth a cheerful giver." s In hke t not repented of their uncleanness and fornicamanner, according as they are strong or weak, t ti°ns-x9
they fear or desire to be tempted, grieve or I If these emotions and affections, arising as
rejoice in temptation.
They fear to be]they do from the love of what is good and
tempted, because they hear the injunction, from a holy charity, are to be called vices,
" If a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which then let us allow these emotions which are
are sptrltual restore such an one in the spirit! truly vices to pass under the name of virtues.
of meekness; considering thyself, lest thou But since these affections, when tifey are exalso be tempted. ''6
They desire to be ercisedmabecommgway,
follow the guidance
tempted, because they hear one of the heroes of right reason, who will dare to say that they
of the city of God saying, "Examine me, O are dtseases or wctous passions ? Wherefore
Lord, and tempt me: try my reins and my even the Lord Himself, when He condeheart." 7 They grieve in temptations, be- scended to lead a human life in the form of a
cause they see Peter weeping; _ they rejoice slave, had no sin whatever, and yet exercised
m temptations, because they hear James say- these emotions where He judged they should
rag, " My brethren, count _t all joy when ye be exerc:sed.
For as there was in Him a true
fall into divers temptations."9
human body and a true human soul, so was
And not only on their own account do they there also a true human emotion.
When,
expertence these emotions, but also on ac- therefore, we read in the Gospel that the hardcount of those whose deliverance they desire heartedness of the Jews moved Him to so•and whose perdition they fear, and whose loss rowful mdlgnation, = that He stud, "I am glad
or salvation affects them with grief or with for your sakes, to the intent ye may believe, ''*x
joy.
For if we who have come into the that when about to raise Lazarus He even
Church from among the Gentiles may suita-shed
tears, = that He earnestly desired to eat
bly instance that noble and mighty hero whothe passover with His disciples,'_ that as His
glories in his infirmities, the teacher (dotter) passion drew near His soul was sorrowful,_
of the nations in faith and truth., who'also these emotions are certainly not falsely
labored more than all his fellow-apostles, and ascrtbed to H_m, But as He became man
instructed the tribes of God's people by his when it pleased Him, so, in the grace of His
epistles, which edified not only those of his definite purpose, when it pleased Him He exown time, but all those who were to be perienced those emotions in His human soul.
gathered in,--that hero, I say, and athlete of
But we must further make the admisston,
Christ, instructed by Him, anointed of His that even when these affections are well reSpirit, crucified w_th Him, glorious m Him, gulated, and according to God's will, they are
lawfully maintaining a great conflict on the peculiar to this life, not to that future life we
theatre of this world, and being made a spec- look for, and that often we yield to them
tacle to angels and men, I° and pressing on- against our will. And thus sometimes we
wards forthe prize of his high calling,=--very
weep in spite of ourselves, being carried bejoyfully do we with the eyes of faith behold yond ourselves, not indeed by culpable desire,
him rejoicing with them that rejoice, and but by praiseworthy charity. In us, therefore,
weeping with them that weep; _* though ham- these affections arise from human infirmity;
pered by fightings without and fears wlthm;*3 but it was not so with the Lord Jesus, for
desiring to depart and to be with Christ; _ even His infirmity was the consequence of
longing to see the Romans, that he might His power. But so long as we wear the infirmity of this life, we are rather worse men
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than better if we have none of these emotions
at all.
For the apostle
vituperated
and
abominated
some who, as he said, were
" without
natural affection." z The sacred
Psalmist also found fault with those of whom
he said, "I looked for some to lament with
me, and there was none." 2 For to be quite
free from pain while we are in this place of
misery is only purchased,
as one of this
world's literati perceived and remarked,3 at
the price of blunted sensibilities
both of mind
and body.
And therefore
that which the
Greeks call _n'otOeza, and what the Latins
would call, if their language
would allow
them,
"impassibilitas,
if it be taken to
mean an impassibility
of spirit and not of
body, or, in other words, a freedom
from
those emotions
which are contrary to reason
and disturb the mind, then it is obviously a
good and*most desirable quality, but it is not
one which is attainable
in this life.
For the
words of the apostle are the confession,
not
of the common herd, but of the eminently
pious, just, and holy men: " ]Efwe say wehave
no sin, we deceive ourselves,
and the truth
is not in us. ''4
When there shall be no
sin in a man, then there shall be this _ztd_Oeta.
At present it is enough
if we hve without
crime;
and he who thinks
he lives without sin puts aside not sin, but pardon.
And
if that is to be called apathy,
where the
mind is the subject
of no emotion,
then
who would not consider this insensibility
to
be worse than all vices?
It may, indeed,
reasonably
be maintained
that the perfect
blessedness
we hope for shall be free from
all sting of fear or sadness;
but who that
is not quite lost to truth would say that
neither
love nor joy shall be experienced
there?
But if by apathy
a condition
be
meant in which no fear terrifies
nor any pain
annoys, we must in this life renounce
such
a state if we would live according to God's
will, but may hope to enjoy it in that blessedhess which is promised as our eternal
condition.
For that fear of which the Apostle
John
says, "There
is no fear in love; but perfect
love easteth out fear, because fear hath tormerit.
He that feareth
is not made perfect
in love," _--that fear is not of the same kind
as the Apostle Paul felt lest the Corinthians
should be seduced by the subtlety of the serpent; for love is susceptible of this fear, yea,
love alone is capable of it.
But the fear
which is not in love is of that kind of which
-- _ Rom. t. 3x.
S Crant_,
an Academic

_ Ps. Ixix. _o.
ph_topher
quoted

by

_cero,_
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Paul himself says, "' For ye have not received
the spirit of bondage again to fear. ''_ But
as for that "clean
fear which endureth for
ever," _ if it is to exist in the world to come
(and how else can it be said to endure for
ever?), it is not a fear deterring us from evil
which may happen, but preserving
us in the
good which cannot be lost.
For where the
love of acquired good is unchangeable,
there
certainly the fear that avoids evil is, if I may
say so, free from anxiety.
For under the
name of "clean fear" David signifies that will
by which we shall necessarily shrink from sin,
and guard against it, not with the anxiety of
weakness, which fears that we may strongly
sin, but with the tranquillity
of perfect love.
Or if no kind of fear at all shall exist in that
most imperturbable
security of perpetual and
blissful
delights, then the expression,
"The
fear of the Lord is clean, enduring for ever,"
must be taken in the same sense as that
other, " The patience
of the poor shall not
iperish for ever "8
For patience,
which is
necessary
only where ills are to be borne,
shall not be eternal, but that which patience
leads us to will be eternal.
So perhaps
this
"clean
fear"
is said to endure for ever, because that to which fear leads shall endure.
And since this ts so,--since
we must live a
good life in order to attain to a blessed life,a good hfe has all these affections right, a bad
life has them wrong.
But in the blessed life
eternal
there will be love and joy, not only
right, but also assured;
but fear and grief
there will be none.
Whence
it already appears m some sort what manner of persons the
citizens of the city of God must be in this their
pilgrimage,
who live after the sptrit, not after
the ttesh,--that
is to say, according to God,
not according
to man,--and
what manner of
persons they shall be also in that immortality
whither they are journeying.
And the city or
society of the wicked, who live not according
to God, but according _o man, and who accept
the doctrines of men or devils in the worship
of a false and contempt of the true divinity,
is shaken with those wicked emotions as by
diseases and disturbances.
And if there be
some of its citizens who seem to restrain and,
as it were, temper those passions, they are so
elated with ungodly pride, that their disease
_s as much greater as their pain is less.
And
if some, with a vanity monstrous
in proportion to its rarity, have become enamored
of
themselves
because
they can be stimulated
and excited by no emotion, moved or bent by
no affection,
such persons
rather
lose all
humanity than obtain true tranquillity.
For
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a thing is not necessarily
right because it is completed,
there would then have been be.
inflexible, nor healthy because it is insensible,
stowed that higher felicity which is enjoyed
by the most blessed angels,--a
blessedness
CHAP. IO. _WHETHER IT IS TO BE BELIEVEDin which there should have been a secure asTHAT

OUR

FIRST

PARENTS

IN

PARADISE,

BE-

surance

that

no

one

would sin, and

no

one

FORE THEY SI.NNED, WERE FREE FROM ALL die; and so should the saints have lived, after
PERTURBATION.
no taste of labor, pain, or death, as now they
But it is a fair question, whether
our first shall live in the resurrection, after they have
parent or first parents (for there was a mar- endured all these things.
riage of two), before they sinned, experienced
in their animal body such emotions as we shall CHAP. II.--OF THE FALLOF THE FIRST MAN, IN
not experience
in the spiritual
body when sin i XVHOMNATUREWAS CREATEDGOOD, AND CAN
has been purged and finally abolished.
For l BE RESTOREDONLYBY ITS AUTHOR.
if they did, then how were they blessed in
But because God foresaw all things, and
that boasted
place of bhss, Paradise ? For was therefore
not ignorant
that man also
who that is affected by fear or grief can be would fall, we ought to consider this holy city
called absolutely
blessed ? And what could in connection
with what God foresaw and
those persons fear or suffer in such affluence ordained, and not according to our own ideas,
of blessings,
where neither
death
nor ill- which do not embrace God's ordination.
For
health was feared,
and where nothing
was man, by his sin, could not disturb the divine
wanting which a good will could desire, and] counsel, nor compel God to change what He
nothing
present which could interrupt man's had decreed;
for God's foreknowledge
had
mental or bodily enjoyment?
Their love to anticipated
both,Jthat
is to say, both how
God was unclouded,
and their mutual affec- evil the man whom He had created good
tion was that of faithful and sincere marriage;
should become, and what good He Himself
and from this love flowed awonderful
deh_nt,
should even thus derive
from him.
For
because they always enjoyed what was loved, though God is said to change His determinaTheir avoidance
of sin was tranquil;
and, so t:ons (so that in a tropical
sense the Holy
long as it was maintained,
no other ill at all Scripture says even that God repented3),
this
could invade them and bring sorrow.
Or did is said with reference
to man's expectation,
they perhaps desire to touch and eat the for- or the order of natural causes, and not with
bidden fruit, yet feared to die; and thus both reference
to that which the Almighty
had
fear and desire already, even in that blissful foreknown that He would do.
Accordingly
place, preyed upon those first of mankind ? God, as it is written, made man upright,* and
Away with the thought that such could be the consequently with a good will.
For if he had
case where there was no sin ! And, indeed,
not had a good will, he could not have been
this is already
sin, to desire those things upright.
The good will, then, is the work of
which the law of God forbids, and to abstain God; for God created him with it.
But the
from them through
fear of punishmefit,
not first evil will, which preceded
all man's evil
through love of righteousness.
Away, I say, acts, was rather a kind of falling away from
with the thought, that before there was any the work of God to its own works than any
sin, there should already have been committed
positive _vork.
And therefore the acts resultregarding
that fruit the very sin which our img were evil, not having God, but the will
Lord warns us against regarding
a woman:
itself for their end; so that the will or the
"' Whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after man himself, so far as his will is bad, was as
her, hath committed adultery with her already I it were the evil tree bringing forth evil fruit.
in his heart. ''x As happy,
then, as were Moreover, the bad will, though it be not in
these our first parents, who were agitated by harmony with, but opposed
to nature, inasno mental perturbations,
and annoyed
by no much as it is a vice or blemish, yet it is true
bodily discomforts,
so happy should the whole of it as of all vice, that it cannot exist except
human race have been, had they not intro- in a nature, and only in a nature created out
duced that evil which they have transmitted
.of nothing, and not in that which the Creator
to their posterity, and had none of their de- has begotten
of Himself,
as He begot the
scendants committed
iniquity worthy of dam- Word, by whom all things were made.
For
nation;
but this original blessedness
continu-: though God formed man of the dust of the
ing until, in virtue of that benediction
which! earth, yet the earth itself, and every eartVay
said, "Increase
and multiply,"
* the number material, is absolutely created out of nothing;
of the predestined
saints should have been and man's soul, too, God created out of
t Matt. v. aS.

_ Gen. i. 28.

3 Gen. yr. 6, and t Sam. xv. t t.

4 EccI_L vii. a9.
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nothing, and joined to the body, when He
made man.
But evils are so thoroughly
overcome by good, that though they are permitted to exist, for the sake of demonstrating
how the most righteous foresight of God can
make a good use even of them, yet good can
exist without evil, as in the true and supreme
God Himself, and as in every invisible and
visible celestial creature that exists above this
murky atmosphere; but evil cannot exist without good, because the natures in which evil
exists, in so far as they are natures, are good.
And.evil
is removed, not by removing
any
nature, or part of a nature, which had been
introduced
by the evil, but by heahng
and
correcting
that which had been vitiated
and
depraved.
The will, therefore,
is then truly
free, when it is not the slave of vices and sins
Such was it given us by God; and this being
lost by its own fault, can only be restored
by
Him who was able at first to give it. And
therefore
the truth says, "If
the Son shall
make you free, ye shall be free indeed;"z
which is equivalent to saying, If the Son shall
save you, ye shall be saved indeed.
For He is
our Liberator, inasmuch as He is our Saviour.
Man then lived with God for his rule in a
paradise at once physical
and spiritual.
For
neither was it a paradise only physical for the
advantage
of the body, and not also spiritual for the advantage of the mind; nor was it
only spiritual to afford enjoyment
to man by
his internal sensations,
and not also physical
to afford him enjoyment
through his external
senses.
But obviously it was both for both
ends.
But after that proud and therefore
envious angel (of whose fall I have said as
much as I was able in the eleventh and twelfth
books of this work, as well as that of his fellows, who, from being God's angels, became
his angels), preferring
to rule with a kind of
pomp of empire rather than to be *another's
subject, fell from the spiritual
Paradise, and
essaying to insinuate his persuasive guile into
the mind of man, whose unfallen condition
provoked him to envy now that himself was
fallen, he chose the serpent as his mouthpiece
in that bodily Paradise in which it and all the
other earthly animals were living with those
two human beings,
the man and his wife,
subject to them, and harmless;
and he chose
the serpent
because,
being
slippery,
and
moving in tortuous windings, it was suitable
for his purpose.
And this animal being subdued to his wicked ends by the presence and
superior force of his angelic nature, he abused
as his instrument,
and first tried his deceit
upon the woman, making his assault upon the
,
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weaker part of that human alliance, that he
might gradually gain the whole, and not supposing that the man would readily give ear to
him, or be deceived, but that he might yield
to the error of the woman.
For as Aaron
was not reduced to agree with the people
when they blindly wished him to make an
idol, and yet yielded to constraint;
and as it
is not credible that Solomon was so blind as
to suppose that idols should be worshipped,
but was drawn over to such sacrilege
by the.
blandishments
of women;
so we cannot believe that Adam was deceived, and supposed
the devil's
word to be truth, and therefore
transgressed
God's law, but that he by the
drawings
of kindred yielded to the woman,
the husband to the wife, the one human being
to the only other human being.
For not
without
significance
did the apostle
say,
"And Adam was not deceived, but the woman
being deceived was in the transgression;
" 2
but he speaks thus, because
the woman accepted
as true what the serpent
told her,
but the man could not bear to be severed
from his only companion,
even though this
involved a partnership
in sin.
He was not
on this account less culpable, but sinned with
his eyes open.
And so the apostle
does not
say, " He did not sin," but " He was not decetved."
For he shows that he stoned when
he says, "By one man sin entered into the
world, ''3 and immediately
after more distinctly,
" In the hkeness of Adam's
transgression."
But he meant that those are
deceived who do not judge that which they
do to be sin; but he knew.
Otherwise
how
were it tr.ue "Adam was not deceived?"
But
having as yet no' experience
of the divine
severity, he was possibly decelved in so far as
he thought his sin venial.
And consequently
he was not deceived as the woman was deceived, but he was deceived
as to the judgment which would be passed on his apology:
"The
woman whom thou gavest to be with
me, she gave me, and I did eat."'
What
need of saying more?
Although
they were
not both deceived by credulity, yet both were
entangled in the snares of the devil, and taken
by sin.
c_IAP, x2.---OF THE NATUP_ OF MAN'S FIRST
SIN.

If any one finds a difficulty in understanding why other sins do not alter human nature
as it was altered by the transgression
of those
first human beings, so that on account of it
this nature is subject to the great corruption
2 • Tim.

ii. z4.

3 Rom.

v. x2.

4 Gem

iii. z2.
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we feel and see, and to death, and is dis- by persons who were already wicked.
That
tracted and tossed with so many furious and ! '" evil fruit""
could be brought forth only by
contending
emotions,
and is certainly
far " a corrupt tree."
But that the tree was evil
different
from what it was before sin, even was not the result of nature;
for certainly it
though it were then lodged in an animal body, could become so only by the vice of the will,
_if, I say, any one is moved by this, he ought t and vice is contrary to nature.
Now, nature
not to think that that sin was a small and light I could not have been depraved
by vice had it
one because it was committed about food, and Inot been made out of nothing.
Consequently,
that not bad nor noxious, except because it was ]that it ts a nature, this is because it is made
forbidden;
for in that spot of singular felicity tby God; but that it falls away from Him, this
God could not have created and planted anylis because it is made out of nothing.
But
"evil thing.
But by the precept He gave, God Iman did not so fall away _ as to become absocommended
obedience,
which is, in a sort, lutely nothing; but being turned towards himthe mother and guardian of all the virtues in self, h_s being became more contracted
than
the reasonable creature, which was so created I it was when he clave to Him who supremely
that submission
is advantageous
to it, while I is. Accordingly,
to exist in himself, that is I
the fulfillment
of its own will in preference
to be his own satisfaction
after abandoning
to the Creator's
is destruction.
And as this God, is not quite to become a nonentity, but
commandment
enjoining abstinence
from one to approximate
to that.
And therefore the
kind of food in the midst of great abundance
holy Scriptures
designate
the proud by an.
of other kinds was so easy to keep,--so
light other name, "self-pleasers."
For it is good
a burden
to the memory,--and,
above all, to have the heart lifted up, yet not to one's
found no resistance to its observance
in lust, self, for this is proud, but to the Lord, for
which only afterwards
sprung up as the penal this is obedmnt,
and can be the act only of
consequence
of sin, the iniquity of violating
the humble.
There is, therefore, something
it was all the greater in proportion to the ease in humility whmh, strangely
enough, exalts
with which it might have been kept.
the heart, and something
in pride which debases it. This seems, indeed, to be contraCHAP. I3.--THAT IN ADAM'S SIN AN"EVIL WILL dmtory, that loftiness should debase and lOWPRECEDEDTHE EVIL ACT.
liness
exalt.
But pious humihty enables us
Our first parents fell into open disobedience
to submit to what is above us; and nothing is
because already they were secretly corrupted;
more exalted above us than God; and therefor the evil act had never been done had not i fore humlhty, by making
us subject to God,
an evil will preceded
it.
And what is the exalts us. But pride, being adefectof
nature,
origin of our evil w111but pride ? For "pride
by the very act of refusing subjection
and reis the beginning
of sin." * And what is pride volting from Him who is supreme, falls to a
but the craving for undue exaltation ? And low condition;
and then comes to pass what
this is undue exaltation,
when the soul aban- _s written.
" Thou castedst them down when
dons Him to whom it ought to cleave as its they hfted up themselves. ''4
For he does
end, and becomes
a kind of end to itself, not say, "when they had been lifted up," as
This happens when it becomes its own satls- if first they were exalted, and then afterwards
faction.
And it doOs so when it falls away cast down_ but "when
they lifted up themfrom that unchangeable
good which ought to selves" even then they were cast down,--that
satisfy it more than itself.
This falling away is to say, the very lifting up was already a fall.
is spontaneous;
for if the will had remained
And therefore
it is that humility is specially
steadfast in the love of that higher and change- recommended
to the city of God as it sojourns
less good by which it was illumined to intelli- in this world, and is specially exhibited in the
Hence and kindled into love, it would not have clty of God, and in the person of Christ its
turned away to find satisfaction
in itself, and King; while the contrary vice of pride, acso become frigid and benighted;
the woman cording to the testimony of the sacred writwould not have believed the serpent spoke ings, specially rules his adversary
the devil.
the truth, nor would the man have preferred
And certainly
this is the great difference
the request of his wife to the command
of which distinguishes
the two cities of which
God, nor have supposed that it was a vernal we speak, the one being the society of the
trangression
to cleave to the partner of his godly men, the other of the ungodly, each
life even in a partnership of sin.
The wicked associated with the angels that adhere to their
deed, then,--that
is to say, the trangression
party, and the one guided and fashioned
by
ofeatin._____g)heforbidden
xE_Atm

x x3
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desire, I say, already secretly existed in him
and the open sin was but its consequence,
For that is true which is written,
"Pride
goeth before destruction,
and before honor is
humility;"
_ that is to say, secret ruin precedes open ruin, while the former
is not
counted
ruin.
For who counts
exaltation
ruin, though no sooner is the Highest
for-

Therefore,
because
the sin was a despising
of the authority
of God,--who
had created
man; who had made him in His own linage;
who had set him above the other animals;
who had placed him in Paradise;
who had enrmhed him with abundance of every kind and
of safety;
who had laid upon hlm neither
manv, nor great, nor difficult commandments,
but,'in order to make a wholesome obedmnce
easy to him, had g_ven him a single very brief
and very light precept by which He reminded
that creature
whose service was to be free
that He was Lord,--lt
was just that condetonation
followed, and condemnation
such
that man, who by keeping the commandments
should have been spiritual even in his flesh,
became fleshly even in his spirit;
and as in
his pride he had sought to be his own satisfaction, God in His justice abandoned
him to
himself,
not to live in the absolute
independence
he affected,
but instead
of the
liberty he desired, to hue dissatisfied with himself in a hard and miserable bondage
to him
to whom by sinning he had yielded himself,
doomed in spite of himself to die in body as
he had willingly become dead in spirit, condemned even to eternal death (had not the
grace of God delivered
him) because he had
forsaken eternal life.
Whoever thinks such
punishment
either excessive
or unjust shows
his inability to measure the great iniquity of
sinning where sin m_ght so easily have been
avoided.
For as Abraham's
obedience
is
with justice pronounced
to be great, because
the thing commanded,
to kill his son, was very
difficult, so in Paradise the disobedience
was
the greater, because
the difficulty of that
which was commanded
was imperceptible.

CHAP.

_

I4.--'OF

THE

PRIDE

IN

THE

SIN,

WHICH

WAS WORSE THAN THE SIN ITSELF.
But it is a worse and more damnable pride
which casts about for the shelter of an excuse
even in'manifest sins, as these our first parents
did, of whom the woman said, "The serpent
_beguiled me, and I did eat;"
and the man
said, "The
woman whom Thou gavest to be

:

x(_e_.iii.S.
_
:

-
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with me, she gave me of the tree, and I did
eat. ''s
Here there is no word of begging
pardon, no word of entreaty for healing.
For
though they do not, like Cain, deny that they
have perpetrated
the deed, yet their pride
seeks to refer its wickedness
to another,--the
woman's pride to the serpent,
the man's to
the woman.
But where
there
is a plain
trangression
of a divine commandment,
this
is rather to accuse than to excuse oneself.
For the fact that the woman sinned on the
serpent's
persuasion,
and the man at the
woman's offer, did not make the transgression
less, as if there were any one whom we ought
irather to believe or yield to than God.

himself, than when he boldly presumed
and
satisfied himself.
And this is averred by the
sacred Psalmist
when he says, " Fill their
faces with shame, that they may seek Thy
name, O Lord;" 4 that is, that they who have
pleased themsel_.es in seeking their own glory
may be pleased and satisfied with Thee in
seeking Thy glory,

_

GOD.

The devil,then,would
not have ensnared man
intheopenandmanifestsinofdoingwhatGod
had forbidden,
had man not already begun to
live for himself.
It was this that made him
listen with pleasure
to the words, "Ye shall
be as gods," z which they would much more
readily have accomplished
by obediently
adbering to their supreme
and true end than by
proudly
living to themselves.
For created
gods are gods not by virtue of what is in
themselves,
but by a participation
of the true
God.
By craving to be more, man becomes
less; and by aspiring to be self-sufficing,
he
fell away from Him who truly suffices him.
Accordingly,
this wicked desire which prompts
man to please himself as if he were himself
light, and which thus turns hlm away from
that light by which, had he followed it, he
would himself have become light,--this
winked

saken than a fall is begun ? But who does
not recognize
it as ruin, when there occurs
an evident
and indubitable
transgression
of
the commandment?
And consequently,
God's
prohibition
had reference
to such an act as,
when committed,
could not be defended on
any pretence
of doing what was righteous, s
And I make bold to .say that it is useful for
the proud to falI into an open and indisputable _ransgression,
and so displease themselves,
as already, by pleasing
themselves,
they had
fallen.
For Peter was in a healthier
condition when he wept and was dissatisfied
with

.
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is to say, Jr was an obvious
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CHAP. I5.--OF
THE JUSTICE OF THE PUNISHMENT WITH WHICH OUR FIRST PARENTSWERE
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the more laudable because He became obedl- sadness
is" a shrinking
from those things
ent even "unto death,"" so the disobedience
which have happened to us in spite of ourof the first man was the more detestable
be- selves.
But sadness is frequently preceded
cause he became disobedient
even unto death, by fear, which is itself in the soul, not in the
For where the penalty annexed to disobediflesh; while bodily pain is not preceded
by
ence is great, and the thing commanded
by any kind of fear of the flesh, which can
the Creator is easy, who can sufficiently esti- be felt in the flesh before the pain.
But
mate how great a wickedness
it is, in a matter pleasure
is preceded
by a certain
appetite
so easy, not to obey the authority of so great which is felt in the flesh like a craving,
as
a power, even when that power deters with so hunger and thirst and that generative
air.
terrible a penalty ?
petite which is most commonly identified with
In short, to say all in a word, what but dis- the name" lust," though this is the generic
obedience was the punishment
of disobedience
word for all desires.
For anger itself was
in that sm_
For what else is man's misery defined by the ancients as nothing else than
but his owr_ disobedience
to himself, so that the lust of revenge; 3 although
sometimes
a
in consequence
of his not being willing to do man is angry even at inanimate objects which
what he could do, he now wills to do what he cannot feel his vengeance, as when one breaks
cannot?
For though
he could not do all a pen, or crushes
a quill that writes badly.
things in Paradise
before he sinned, yet he Yet even this, though less reasonable,
is in
wished to do only what he could do, and its way a lust of revenge, and is, so to speak,
therefore
he could do all things he wished, a mysterious
kind of shadow of [the great
But now, as we recogmze in his offspring, and law of] retribution,
that they who do evil
as divine Scripture testifies, " Man is like to should suffer evil.
There is therefore a lust
vanity. ''_
For who can count
how many for revenge, which is called anger; there is a
things he wishes which he eannot do, so long lust of money, which goes by the name of
as he is disobedient
to himself,
that is, so avarice; there is a lustof conquering,
no matlong as his mind and his flesh do not obey ter by what means, which _s called opinionahis wall ? For in spite of himself hzs mind is tiveness; there is a lust of applause, which is
both frequently
disturbed, and his flesh suffers, named boasting.
There
are many and variand grows old, and dies; and in sp_te of our- ous lusts, of which some have names of their
selves we suffer whatever
else we suffer, and own, while others have not.
For who could
which we would not suffer if our nature abso- readily give a name to the lust of ruling, which
lutely and in all its parts obeyed our will. yet has a powerful
influence in the soul of
But is it not the infirmities of the flesh which tyrants, as civil wars bear witness ?
hamper it in its service?
Yet what does it
matter/_
_ts service is hampered,
so long CHAP. 16.--OF
THE EVIL OF LUST,_A
WORD
as the fact remains, that by the just retribuWHICH, THOUGH APPLICABLETO MANY VICES,
tion of the sovereign God whom we refused
is SPECIALLYAPPROPRIATED TO SEXUAL UNtO be Sublect to and serve, our flesh, which
CLEANNESS
was subjected
to us, now torments
us by
Although,
therefore,
lust may have many
insubordinatlon,
although
our disobedience
objects, yet when no object is specified, the
brought
trouble on ourselves, not upon God ? word lust usually suggests to the mind the
For He is not in need of our service as we of lustful excitement of the organs of generation.
our body's;
and therefore
what we did was And this lust not only takes possession of the
no punishment
to Him, but what we receive whole body and outward members, but also
is so to us. And the pains which are called !makes itself felt within, and moves the whole
bodily are pains of the soul in and from the man wlth a passion in which mental emotion
body.
For what pain or desire can the flesh [is mingled with bodily appetite, so that the
feel by itself and without the soul ? But when pleasure
which results is the greatest
of all
the flesh is said to desire or to suffer, it is bodily pleasures.
So possessing
indeed is
meant, as we have explained, that the man this pleasure, that at the moment of time in
does so, or some part of the soul which is which it is consummated,
all mental activity
affected by the sensation of the flesh, whether Iis suspended.
What friend of wisdom and
a harsh sensation
catrslng paln, or gentle,
holy joys, who, being married, but knowing,
causing pleasure.
But pare in the flesh is as the apostle says, "how to possess his yesonly a discomfort
of the soul arising from the sel in santffication
and honor, not in the disflesh, and a kind of shrinking from its suffer- ease of desire, as the Gentiles who know not '
ing, as the pain of the soul which is called God," 4 would not prefer, if this were possix Phil. il. 8.

• Ps. cxlv¢ 4-

Cicero, T_rc. Q_'t.
4 _ Thin. iv 4-

iil. 6 and iv. 9.

So Ari_tte.,
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ble, to beget children without this lust, so
that in this function of begetting offspring the
members created for this purpose should not
be stimulated by the heat of lust, but should
be actuated by his volition, in the same way
as his other members serve him for their respective ends?
But even those who dejight
in this pteasure are not moved to it at their
own will, whether they confine themselves to
lawful or transgress to unlawful pleasures;
but
sometimes this lust importunes
them in spite
of themselves, and sometimos fails them when
they desire to feel it, so that though lust rages
in the mind, it stirs not in the body.
Thus,
strangely enough, this emotion not only fails
to obey the legitimate
desire to beget offspring, but also refuses to serve lascivious
lust; and though it often opposes
its whole
combined
energy to the soul that resists it,
sometimes also it is divided against itself, and
while it moves the soul, leaves the body unmoved,

of their bodily members a shameless novelty
I which made nakedness
indecent:
it at once
made them observant and made them ashamed.
And therefore, after they violated God's command by open transgression,
it is written:
"And the eyes of them both were opened, and
ithey knew that they were naked; and they
sewed fig leaves together,
and made themselves aprons." 5 " The eyes of them both
were opened,"
not to see, for already they
saw, but to discern between the good they
had lost and the evil into which they had
fallen.
And therefore
also the tree itself
which they were forbidden to touch was called
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil from
this circumstance,
that if they ate of it it
would impart to them this knowledge.
For
the discomfort of sickness reveals the pleasure
of health.
" They knew,"
therefore,
"that
they were naked,' '--naked
of that grace which
prevented them from being ashamed of bodily
nakedness
while the law of sin offered no resistance to their mind.
And thus they obCHAP.
IT.--OF
THE
NAKEDNESS
OF OUR FIRST
tained a knowledge
which they would have
PARENTS, WHICH THEY SAW AFTER THEIR lived in blissful qgnorance
of, had they, in
BASEAND SHAMEFULSIN.
trustful obedience
to God, declined to com'mit that offence which involved them in the
Justly
is shame very specially
ccmnectedl
with this lust;
justly, too, these members
experience
of the hurtful effects of unfaithfulness and disobedience.
And therefore, being
themselves,
being moved and restrained not ashamed
of the disobedience
of their own
at our will, but by a certain independent
autocracy, so to speak, are called " shameful."
flesh, which witnessed
to their disobedience
Their
condition
was different
before sin. while it punished
it, "they sewed fig leaves
For as it is written, tt r'o
_ h ev were naked and together, and made themselves
aprons," that
were not ashamed,"
'--not" that their naked!s, cinctures
for their privy parts; for some
ness was unknown to them, but because nakedinterpreters
have rendered
the word by sucHess was not yet shameful, because not yet cinctoria.
Campestria
is, indeed,
a Latin
did lust move those members
without
the word, but it is used of the drawers or aprons
will's consent;
not yet did the flesh by its dis- used for a similar purpose by the young men
obedience testify against the disobedience
of who stripped
for exercise
in the campus;
man.
For they were not created blind, as hence those who were so girt were commonly
the unenlightened
vulgar fancy; _ for Adam called caml_estrat,'.
Shame modestty covered
saw the animals to whom he gave names, and! that which lust disobediently
moved in upof Eve we read, "The woman saw that the )osition to the will, which was thus punished
tree was good for food, and that it was pleas- for its own disobedience.
Consequently
alI
ant to the eyes. ''3
Their eyes, therefore,
nations,
being
propagated
from that one
!stock, have so strong an instinct to cover the
were
not open
that is shameful
parts, that some barbarians do not
to say,open,
were but
not were
observant
so asto tothis,
recognize
what was conferred

gar- 'uncover
them even
wash with
their drawers
on. in
In the
thebath,
dark butsolitudes
of
meat
of
grace,
for
they
had
no
consciousness
India
also,
though
some
philosophers
go
of their members warring against their will.
But when they were stripped of this grace, 4 naked,
and are therefore
called gymnosothat their disobedience
might be punished
by phists, yet they make an exception in the case
fit retribution,
there began in the movement
of these members, and cover them.

,
'_"
_!_
-_
_,_/"

upon

them

by the

* Gen.ii. _S.
"&n error which arose from the words, The eyes of them
both we_ opened, Gcta. ill 7.--See De Ge_e,: ad llt. ii. 4o.
3 Gem ill 6.
4Tl_6oc_,'t_.
midphr*_, olo_/ofAugustiuhelngimportantin

_=_t_
_

w_xi_
towtmms_notemeoryofthe_k
show that the words are not usedat some_,mU_l
random : De
G¢_*/ad/t*t.
xi. 4x ; Dr CorrepL ct Gratia, xi. 3x ; and especfitHyCont.fulias,
iv. 8_.
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Lust requires
for its consummation
darkness and secrecy;
and this not only when unS Gem iii. 7.
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lawful intercourse
is desired, but even such
fornication
as the earthly city has legalized,
Where there is no fear of punishment,
these
permitted
pleasures
still shrink
from the
public eye.
Even where provision is" made
for this lust, secrecy also is provided;
and
while lust found it easy to remove the prohlbltions of law,, shamelessness
found it impossible to lay aside the veil of retirement.
For
even shameless
men call this shameful;
and
though they love the pleasure, dare not display it.
What ! does not even conjugal intercourse,
sanctioned
as it is by law for the
propagation of children, legitimate and honorable though i_ be, does it not seek retirement
from every eye ?
Before
the bridegroom
fondles his bride, does he not exclude the attendants, and even the paranymphs,
and such
friends as the closest ties have admitted
to
the bridal chamber ? The greatest
master of
Roman eloquence says, that all right actions
wish to be set in the light, Le., desire to be
known.
This right action, however, has such
a desire to be known, that yet it blushes to
be seen.
Who does not know what passes
between husband
and wife that children may
be born ? Is it not for this purpose that wives
are married with such ceremony ? And yet,
when this well-understood
act is gone about
for the procreation
of children, not even the
children themselves,
who may already have
been born to them, are suffered to be witnesses.
This right action seeks the light, in
so far as it seeks to be known, but yet dreads
being seen.
And why so, if not because that
which is by nature
fitting and decent is so
done as to be accompanied
with a shamebegetting penalty of sin ?
CHAP.

Ig.--THAT

WAS

NOT

ANGER

IT
BEFORE

AND

LUST

IS

NOW

MAN
BY

NECESSARY,

SINNED_
THE

TO

RESTRAINING

AS

Plato's

Reflubl/c,

book iv.

posing and restraining
influence, must bridle
and recall them from those objects towards
which they are unlawfully movedj and give
them access to those which the law of wisdom
sanctions,--that
anger, e.g., may be allowed
for the enforcement
of a just authority,
and
lust for the duty of propagating
offspring,-these parts, I say, were not vicious in Paradise before sin, for they were never moved in
opposition
to a holy will towards any object
from which it was necessary that they should
be withheld
by the restraining
bridle of teason.
For though now they are moved in this
way, and are regulated
by a bridling and restraining power, which those who live temperately, justly, and godly exercise,
sometimes
w_th ease, and sometimes with greater diffi.
culty, this is not the sound health of nature,
but the weakness
which results
from sin.
And how is it that shame does not hide the
acts and words dictated
by anger or other
emotmns, as it covers themotions
of lust, unless because the members of the body which
we employ for accomplishing
them are moved,
not by the emotions
themselves,
but by the
authority of the consenting
will? For he who
in his anger rails at or even strikes some one,
could not do so were not his tongue and hand
moved by the authority
of the will, as also
they are moved when there is no anger.
But
the organs of generation
are so subjected.to
the rule of lust, that they have no motion but
what it communicates.
It is this we are
ashamed of; it is this which blushingly hides
from the eyes of onlookers.
And rather will
a man endure a crowd of witnesses when he
_s unjustly ventin_
his anger on some one,
than the eye of one man when he innocently
copulates with his wife.

IT

BRIDLE
IN-

FLUENCE OF WISDOM.
Hence it is that even the philosophers
who
have approximated
to the truth have avowed
that anger and lust are vicious mental emotions, because, even when exercised
towards
objects which wisdom does not prohibit, they
are moved in an ungoverned
and inordinate
manner, and consequently
need the regulation
of mind and reason.
And they assert that
this third part of the mind is posted as it were
in a kind of citadel, to give rule to these other
parts, so that, while it rules and they serve,
man's righteousness
is preserved
without a
breach.,
These parts, then, which they acknowledge
to be vicious even in a wise and
temperate
man, so that the mind, by its cornxSee
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It iS thls which those canine or cynlc" philosophers
have overlooked,
when they have,
in violation of the modest instincts of men,
boastfully
proclaimed
their
unclean
and
shameless
opinion, worthy indeed of dogs,
viz., that as the matrimonial act is legitimate,
no one should be ashamed to perform it openly, in the street or in any public place.
Instinctive shame has overborne this wild fancy.
For though it is related 3 that Diogenes once
dared to put his opinion in practice, under the
impression that his sect would be all the more
famous if his egregious shamelessness
were
deeply graven in the memory of mankind,
yet
this example
was not afterwards
followed.
The one word being the Latin form, the
the same adjecttve.
3 By Dtogenes
Laet_ius,
vl. 6o, and Cicero,

other

the Greek,

.De 0_¢.

i. 4z.
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_me
had more influence with them, to make
them blush before men, than error to make
them affect a resemblance
to dogs.
And possibly, even in the case of Diogenes, and those
who did imitate him, there was but an appearmace and pretence of copulation,
and not the
reality.
Even at this day there are still Cynic
philosophers
to be seen; for these are Cynics
who are not content with being clad in the
_allium, but also carry a club; yet no one of
them dares to do this that we speak of.
If
they did, they would be spat upon, not to say
stoned, by the mob.
Human
nature, then,
is without doubt ashamed
of this lust; and
justly so, for the insubordination
of these
members, and their defiance of the will, are
the clear testimony
of the pumshment
of
man's first sin.
And it was fitting that this
should appear
specially
in those parts by
which _s generated that nature which has been
altered for the worse by that first and great
sin,--that
sin from whose evil connection
no
one can escape, unless God's grace expmte m
him individually that which was perpetrated
to
the destruction
of all in common, when all
were in one man, and which was avenged
God's justice,

:,
)_
_/,
_:_
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sinned, were ashamed of their nakedness,
and
covered it; while others, though they accept
and honor Scripture,
yet conceive
that this
expression,
" Increase
and multiply,"
refers
not to carnal fecundity,
because a similar expression is used of the soul in the words,
"Thou
wilt multiply me with strength in my
soul;" 2 and so, too, in the words which follow in Genesis,
"And
replenish
the earth,
and subdue it," they understand
by the earth
the body which the soul fills with its presence,
and which it rules over when tt is muluplied
in strength.
And they hold that chddren
could no more then than nowbebegotten
without lust, which, after sin, was kindled,
observed, blushed
for, and covered; and even
that children would not have been born in
Paradise, but only outside of it, as in fact it
turned out.
For it was after they were expelled from _t that they came together to beget children, and begot them.
CHAP. 22.--0F
THE CONJUGAL UNION AS IT
WAS ORIGINALLY INSTITUTED AND BLESSED-BY
GOD.

But we, for our part, have no manner
of
doubt that to increase
and multiply and replemsh the earth :n virtue of the blessing of
CHAP. 2 I.-- THAT MAN'S TRANSGRESSIONDID God, is a gift of marriage as God instituted.it
NOT ANNUL THE BLESSING OF FECUNDITY from the beginning
before man sinned, when
PRONOUNCEDUPON MAN BEFORE HE SINNED,
He created them male and female,--m
other
BUT
INFECTED
IT WITH
THE
D]_BEASE
OF LUST.
words, two sexes manifestly
d_stinct.
And _t
Far be it, then, from us to suppose that our was this work of God on which His blessing
first parents in Paradise
felt that lust which was pronounced.
For no sooner had Scripture
caused them afterwards
to blush and hide said, " Male and female created He them, ''3
their nakedness,
or that by its means they than it immediately
continues,
"And
God
should have fulfilled the benediction
of God, blessed them, and God said unto them, In" Increase
and multiply and replenish
the crease, and multiply, and replenish the earth,
earth;"
' for it was after sin that lust began,
and subdue it," etc.
And though all these
It was after sin that our nature, having lost things may not unsuitably
be interpreted
in a
the power it had over the whole body, but not spiritual sense, yet "male and female" canhaving
lost all shame,
perceived,
noticed,
not be understood
of two things in one man,
blushed at, and covered it.
But that blessing
as if there were in him one thing which rules,
upon marriage, which encouraged them to in- another which is ruled; but it is quite clear
crease and multiply and replenish
the earth,
that they were created male and female, with
though
it continued
even after they had bodies of different sexes, for the very purpose
sinned, was yet given before they sinned, in of begetting offspring, and so increasing, mulorder that the procreation of children might tlplying, and replenishing
the earth; and it is
be recognized
as part of the glory of mar- great folly to oppose so plain a fact.
It was
riage, and not of the punishment
of sin.
But not of the spirit which commands and the body
now_ men being ignorant of the blessedness
which obeys, nor of the rational soul which
of Paradise,
suppose that children could not[ rules and the irrational desire which is ruled,
have been begotten
there in any other way nor of the contemplative
virtue which is suthan they know them tobe begotten now, i.e., preme and the active which is subject, nor of
by lust, at which even honorable
marriage
the understanding
of the mind and the sense
blushes; some not simply rejecting, but seep- of the body, but plainly of the matrimonial
ticallyderiding
the divine Scriptures, in which union by which the sexes are mutually bound
we read that our first parents,
after they together, that our Lord, when asked whether
_Gt_Lt8.

•
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it were lawful for any cause'to put away o_le's !but perceive that they are ready servants of
wife (for on account
of the hardness
of the Ithe will, both m our own case and in that of
hearts of the Israelites
Moses permitted a bill [others, and especially of artisans employed in
of divorcement
to be given), answered
and [ mechanical operations, by which the weakness
said, "Have
ye not read that Hewhich
made!and
clumsiness
of nature become, through
them at the beginning
made them male and industrious
exercise, wonderfully
dexterous ?
female,
and said,
this and
causeshallshall
a man
shall we
not believeserve
that, thelikewill,
as allsothose
leave father
and For
mother,
cleave
to and
members
obediently
also
his wife, an'd they twain shall be one flesh ? I should the members have discharged the funcWherefore
they are no more twain, but one tlon of generation,
though lust, the award of
flesh.
What, therefore,
God hath joined to- disobedience,
had been awanting ? Did not
gether, let not man put asunder."
_ It is cer- Cicero, in discussing the difference of governrain, then, that from the first men were ere- ments in his De lfcpublica,
adopt a simile
ated, as we see and know them to be now, of from human nature, and say that we command
two sexes, male and female, and that they our bodily members as children, they are so
are called one, either on account of the mat- obedient; but that the vicious parts of the soul
rimonial union, or on account of the origin of must be treated as slaves, and be coerced with
the woman, who was created from the side a more stringent
authority ? And no doubt,
of ttie man.
And it Is by this original exam- in the order of nature, the soul is more excelple, which God Himself
instituted,
that the Ilent than the body; and yet the soul cornapostle admonishes
all husbands to love their Imands the body more easily than
itself.
own wives in particular. *
Nevertheless
this lust, of which we at present
Ispeak, is the more shameful on this account,
' because
the soul is therein neither master of
c HAVE
• TAKEN
.s.
_ ....... t-lAl) l]itself,
so as not to lust "at •all, nor of the body,
PLACE
EVEN
IN PARADI_t_
"
so as to keep the members under the control
MAN NOT SINNED,OR
WHE'IHER
THERF StIOI_TLD [of the will; for if they were thus ruled, there
HAVE BEEN
ANYAND
CONTENTION
THERE BE-]shoul d tie no shame.
But now the soul is.
TWEEN
CHASTITY
LUST,
iashamed that the body, which by nature is inBut he who says that there should have been i fenor and subject to it, should resist its authorfieither copulation
nor generation
but for sin, iit)'.
For in the resistance experienced
by the
virtually says that man's sin was necessary to soul in the other emotions there is less shame,
complete the number of the saints.
For if because the resistance is from itself, and thus,
these two by not sinning should have con- when it is conqueredbyltself,
itself is the continued to live alone, because, as is supposed,
queror, although
the conquest
is inordinate
they could not have begotten children had they and vicious, because accomplished
by those
not sinned, then certainly sin was necessary
parts of the soul which ought to be subject to
in order that there might be not only two but reason, yet, being accomplished
by its own
many righteous men.
And if thin cannot be parts and energies, the conquest
is, as I say,
maintained
without absurdity,
we must rather its own.
For when the soul conquers itself to
believe that the number of the saints fit to a due subordination,
so that its unreasonable
complete
this most blessed city would have motions are controlled
by reason,
while it
been as great though no one had sinned, as it again is subject to God, this is a conquest viris now that the grace of God gathers its Cltl- tuous and praiseworthy.
Yet there is less
zens out of the multitude of sinners, so long shame when the soul is resisted by its own
as the children of this world generate and are vicious parts than when its will and order are
generated.3
resisted by the body, which is distinct from
And therefore that marriage, worthy of the and inferior to it, and dependent
on it for life
happiness
of Paradise, should have had de- itself.
sirable fruit without the shame of lust, had/
But so long as the will retains under its
HAP

2_

--

WHETHER

GENERATION

SHOULD

there
been
sin.
Butto how
be,]authority
the excited
other members,
which
there is
now no
noexample
teach thatus. could
Neverthe members
by lust to without
resist the
will
theless, it ought not to seem incredible
that cannot accomplish what they seek, chastity is
one member might serve the will without lust preserved, and the delight of sin foregone.
then, since so many serve it now.
Do we now And certainly,
had not culpable disobedience
move our feet and hands when we will to do been visited with penal disobedience,
the marthe things we would by means of these mem- riage of Paradise
should have been ignorant
bets ? do we meet with no resistance in them,, of this _truggle and rebellion, this quarrel between will and lust, that the will may be satis"blatL_tq_.#t,
5.

2Eph.v _S.

_L,k_.34.

'fled and lust restrained,

but those

members,
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like all the rest, should have obeyed the witl.
The field of generation ' should have been
sown by the organ created
for this purpose,
as the earth is sown by the hand.
And whereas now, as we essay to investigate
this subject
more exactly, modesty hinders us, and com.
pels us to ask pardon of chaste ears, there
would have been no cause to do so, but we
could have discoursed
freely, and without
fear of seeming obscene, upon all those points
which occur to one who meditates on the subjeer.
Therewould
not have been even words
which could be called obscene, but all that
might be said of these members would have
been as pure as what is said of the other parts
of the body.
Whoever, then, comes to the
perusal of these pages with unchaste
mind,
let him blame his disposition,
not his nature;
let him brand the actings of his own Impurity,
not the words which necessity
forces us to
use, and for which every pure and pious reader
or hearer will very readily pardon me, while
I expose the folly of that scepticism which argues solely on the ground of its own expert-i
ence, and has no faith in anything
beyond,
He who is not scandalized
at the apostle's
censure
of the horrible wickedness
of the
,women
who " changed
the natural use into
that which is against nature," _ will read all
this without being shocked, especially as we
are not, like Paul, citing and censuring a dam.
name uncleanness,
but are explaining,
so far
as we can, human generation,
while with Paul
we avoid all obscenity of language,

shout, or sing, just as the bellows obey the
smith or the organist.
I will not press the
fact that some animals
have a natural power
to move a single spot of the skin with "which
their whole body is covered, if they have felt
on it anything they wish to drive off,--a power
so great, that by this shivering tremor of the
skin they can not only shake off flies that have
settled on them, but even spears that have
fixed in their flesh.
Man, it is true, has not
this power; but is this any reason for supposing that God could not give it to such creatures as He wished to possess it ? And thereifore man himself also might very well have
!enjoyed absolute power over his members had
[he not forfeited it by his disobedience;
for it
was not difficult for God to form him so that
what is now moved in h_s body only by lust
should have been moved only at will.
We know, too, that some men are differently constituted
from others, and have some
rare and remarkable
faculty of domg with
their body what other men can by no effort
do, and, indeed,
scarcely beheve when they
hear of others doing.
There are persons who
can move their ears, either one at a time, or
both together.
There are some who, without
lmowng the head, can bring the hair down
upon the forehead, and move the whole scalp
backwards and forwards at pleasure.
Some,
by lightly pressing their stomach,
bring up
an incredible
quantity and variety of thmgs
they have swallowed, and produce whatever
they please, quite whole, as if out of a bag.
Some so accurately
mimic the voices of birds
CHAP. 24._THAT
IF MEN HAD REMAINEDINNO- and beasts and other men, that, unless they
CENT AND OBEDIENT IN PARADISE,
THE GEE- are seen, the difference cannot be told.
Some
ERATIVE ORGANSSHOULD HAVE BEEN IN SUB- have such command of thelr bowels, that they
JECTION
TO
THE
WILL
AS
THE
OTHER
MEMcan break wind continuously
at pleasure,
so
BERSARE.
as to produce the effect of singing.
I myself
The man, then, would have sown the seed
have known a man who was accustomed
to
sweat whenever he wished.
It is well known
and the woman received it, as need required,
that some weep when they please, and shed a
the generative
organs
being moved by the flood of tears.
But far more incredible
is
will, not excited by lust. For we move at will
not only those members which are furnished
that which some of our brethren saw quite rewith joints of solid bone, as the hands, feet, cently.
There was a presbyter
called Restiand fingers, but we move also at will those tutus, in the parish
of the Calamensian 3
" which are composed of slack and soft nerves: Church, who, as often as he pleased (and he
we can put them in motion, or stretch them was asked to do this by those who desired to
out, or bend and twist them, or contract and witness so remarkable
a phenomenon),
on
stiffen them, as we do with the muscles of the some one imitating the wailings of mourners,
became so insensible,
and lay in a state so
mouth and face.
The lungs, which are the like death, that not only had he no feeling
very tenderest of the viscera except the brain, when they pinched and pricked him, but even
and are therefore
carefully sheltered
in the when fire was applied to him, and he was
cavity of the chest, yet for all purposes of in3 The pomtaon of Calama is described
by Augustm
as between
haling and exhaling the breath, and of uttering and modulating
the voice, are obedient
Co_fi,,
,,d Hippo,but
nea_e.r
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burned by it, he had no sense of pain _xcept and possessed, it must necessarily be more orafterwards
from the wound.
And that his dently loved than all besides;
for whatever else
body remained
motionless, not by reason of is loved must be loved for the sake of the
his self-command,
but because he was insen- blessed life.
And if it is loved as it deserves
sible, was proved by the fact that he breathed
to be,--and
the man is not blessed who does
no more than a dead man; and yet he said not love the blessed life as it deserves,--then
that, when any one spoke with more than or- he who so loves it cannot but wish it to be
dinary distinctness,
he heard the voice, but leternal.
Therefore
it shall then only be
as if it were' a long way off. Seeing, then, blessed when it is eternal.
that even in this mortal and miserable
life
the body serves some men by many remark- CHAP. 26._THAT
WE ARE TO BELIEVETHAT IN"
able movements
and moods beyond the ordi-t
PARADISE OUR FIRST PARENTS BEGAT OFFnary course of nature, what reason is there I SPRING WITHOUT BLUSHING.
for doubting
that, before man was involved
...........
•Dy ..nls sln
• •In tillS
.,
. and. corruptlole
_,., cou- l in, Yaraolse, then, man llVefi as he oeslred
weak
.............
iso IOmr as he desired what God had corn(litton, his memoers
mlgtlt nave servea ills
_ %
.........
...........
ot God,
WlU
ior the propagation
ot o_IsDrlng wlmout _manned
,
" me ....llveO lu the emoyment
_.
.
.
..........
_ana was goofi t)y Gofi's goofiness;
ne ilvea
lust ._ Man nas oeen given over
to mmseii- [ _lthou
an"dha d" it in ms" power so to
.........
., -ne
tanywant,
because ne aoanoonefi L_OO,while
sought , •
......
.............
l
l_ve
eternally
lie
to De selt-sat_stylng;
anti axsooeylng Lion, ne
.
_'..
. had
" food. that he
.. might
1" ""
he might not thirst, the
coma.....notooeyevennlmset
raenc e i"t xsm..a t_ _not hunger,
. . onnk that
ne
..... is lnvoivefi In toe" obvious misery of De"lng _ltree at hie. that, old. ,age might not. waste him:
....... to live as ne wlsnes,
.... lived t_lnere
nor seed
unable
for 1f ne
...... was In nls Do(ay no corruption,
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in hlm
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any unpleasant sensation
He feared no inbut he couica not De sO lI ne lived WlCKeoiy.
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.
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,
_
.
ward disease, no Outwamaccloent.
bounfiest
health blessed his body, absolute tranquilhty
CHAP.
25.--OF
TRUE
BLESSEDNESS_
WHICH
THIS
his soul.
As in Paradise therewas
no excessPRESENT LIFE CANNOT ENJOY.
lye heat or cold, so its Inhabitants were exempt
However, if we look at this a httle more from the vicissitudes of fear and desire.
No
closely, we see that no one lives as he wishes sadness of any kind was there, nor any foolish
but the blessed, and that no one is blessed joy; true gladness ceaselessly flowed from the
but the righteous.
But even the righteous
)resence of God, who was loved "out
of a
himself does not live as he wishes, until he pure heart, ,and a good conscience, and faith
has arrived where he cannot din, be deceived,
unfeJgned.'
" The honest love of husband
or injured, and until he is assured
that this and wife made a sure harmony between them.
shall be his eternal condition.
For this na- Body and spirit worked
harmoniously
toture demands;
and nature is not fully and gether, and the commandment
was kept withperfectly blessed tilt it attains what it seeks, out labor.
No languor made their leisure
But what man as at present able to live as he wearisome;
no sleepiness
interrupted
their
wishes, when it is not in his power so much desire to labor. 3 In tanta facilitate rerum el
as to !ire ? He wishes to live, he is compelled
fehcztate haminum,
absit ul susAOieemur, nan
to die.
How, then, does he live as he wishes #otuisse pralem seri sine libidinis marba: sed eo
who does not live as long as he wishes ? or if vollmlatts nulu mozJerentur illa membra tuo cog.
he wishes to die, how can he live as he wishes, let a, el sine ardoris illecebrosa stimulo cure ironsince he does not wish even to live ? Or if he quill[late anbni el corAOarisnulla carruiOtt'one inwishes to die, not because he dislikes life, but te_ritatis tnfunderetur gremia maritus uxo.ris.
that after death he may live better, still he is _Veque emm quia ex_erientia 20rabari non 2#alest,
not yet living as he wishes, but only has the ideo credendum nan est; ¢uanda illas car_aris
prospect of so living when, through death, he [ #aries non agerel turbzdus calor, sed s)oontanea
reaches that which he wishes.
But admit that I #alestas, s[cut opus esset, adhiberel; ila tune pa.
he lives as he wishes, because he has done luisse ulero canjuffis salva integritale feminei
violence to himself, and forced himself not tO lgemtalzs virile semen immztti, stout nutw iOatest
wish what he cannot obtain, and to wish only eadem z'ntegritate s21va ex utera zJirgbds fluxus
what he can (as Terence
has it, " Since you menstrui cruoris emitli.
Fadem quixote via
cannot do what you will, will what you can" '), posset illud infici, qua hoc palest ejici. Lrt enim
is he therefore blessed because he is patiently
ad2_amendum nan dalams gemilus, sed maturitawretched ? For a blessed
life is possessed
tis impulsus feminea viscera tdaxaret:
sic ad
only by the man who loves it. If it is loved
_,Tim
i 5
-l AmaVr.

it

a, 5-
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f_'tar_m
et ¢_i_iendum non libidims alb_eti- every'one his own portion, is able to make
_, sed vdu_arius
uzus z_luram utra_]ue good use not only of the good, but also of the
¢_ju_gtret.
We speak of things which are wicked. And thus making a good use of the
now shameful, and although we try, as well wicked angel, who, in punishment of his first
as we are able, to conceive them as they were wicked volition, was doomed to an obduracy
before they became shameful, yet necessity that prevents him now from willing any good,
compels us rather to limit our discussion to why should not God have permitted him to
the bounds set by modesty than to extend it tempt the first man, who had been created
as our moderate faculty of discourse might upright, that is to say, with a good witl ? For
suggest. For since that which I have been he had been so constituted, that if he looked
speakingof was not experienced even by those to God for help, man's goodness should dewho might have expermnced lt,--I mean our feat the angel's wickedness; but if by proud
first parents (for sin and its merited bamsh- self-pleasing he abandoned God, his Creator
ment from Paradise anticipated this passion- and Sustainer, he should be conquered.
If
less generation on their part),--when sexual his will remained upright, through leaning on
intercourse is spoken of now, it suggests to God's help, he should be rewarded; if it bemen's thoughts not such a placid obedience came wicked, by forsaking God, he should be
to the will as is conceivable in our first pa- punished.
But even this trusting m God's
rents, but such violent acting of lust as they help could not itself be accomplished without
themselves have experienced. And therefore God's help, although man had it in his own
modesty shuts my mouth, although my mind powerto rehnqmsh the benefits of d_vine grace
conceives the matter clearly. But Almighty by pleasing himself. For as it is not in our
God, the supreme and supremely good Creator power to hve in this world without sustaining
of all natures, who aids and rewards good ourselves by food, while it is in our power to
wills, while He abandons and condemns the refuse this nourishment and cease to live, as
bad, and rules both, was not destitute of a those do who kill themselves, so it was not in
plan by which He might people His city with man's power, even in Paradise, to live as he
the fixed number of citizens which His wis- ought without God's help; but it was in hm
dora had foreordained even out of the con- power to hve wickedly, though thus he should
demned human race, discriminating them not cut short his happiness, and incur very just
now by merits, since the whole mass was con- ipunishment.
Since, then, God was not lgnodemned as if in a vitiated root, but by grace, !rant that man would fall, why should He not
and showing, not only in the case of the re- have suffered him to be tempted by an angel
deemed, but also in those who were not de- who hated and enwed him ? It was not, inlivered, how much grace He has bestowed deed, that He was unaware that he should be
upon them.
For every one acknowledges conquered, but because He foresaw that by
that he has been rescued from evil, not by the man's seed, aided by divine grace, this
deserved, but by gratuitous goodness, when same devd himself should be conquered, to
he is singled out from the company of those the greater glory of the saints. All was
with whom he might justly have borne a corn- brought about m such a manner, that neither
mon punishment, and is allowed to go scath- did any future event escape God's foreknowlless. Why, then, should God not have edge, nor did His foreknowledge compel any
created those whom He foresaw would sin, one to sin, and so as to demonstrate in the
since He was able to show in and by them experience of the intelligent creation, human
both what their guilt merited, and what His and angelic, how great a difference there is
grace bestowed, and since, under I-I_s creat- between the private presumption of the creaing and disposing hand, even the perverse ture and the Creator's protection.
For who
disorder of the wicked could not pervert the will dare to believe or say that it was not m
right order of things ?
God's power to prevent both angels and men
from sinning? But God preferred to leave
CHAP. 2 7 . --OF THE ANGELSAND MEN WHO this in their power, and thus to show both
_NNED, AND THAT THEIR WICKEDNESS
DID what evil could be wrought by their pride, and
NOT
DISTURB
THE ORDER
OF GOD'S
PROVIwhat good by His grace.
DF2_CE.

?
;_ ,

The sins of men and angels do nothing to CHAP.28.---OF THENATUREOFTHE TWOCITIE_
impede the "great works of the Lord which
THEEARTHLY
ANDTHE Ii'EAVENL¥.

__ '.
_! _
_._: ;

accomplish His will."'
For He who by His
Accordingly, two cities have been formed
providence and omnipotence distributes to by two loves: the earthly by the love of self,
z Is. tact.a.
even to the contempt of God; the heavenly by

CHAP. XXVIIL]

THE

CITY

the love of God, even to the contempt of self.
The former, in a word, glories in itself, the
latter in the Lord.
For the one seeks glory
from men; but the greatest glory of the other is
God, the witness of conscience.
The one lifts
up its head in its own glory; the other says to
its God, "Thou
art my glory, and the lifter
up of mine head." • In the one, the prmces
and the nations it subdues are ruled by the
love of ruling; in the other, the princes and
the subjects serve one another in love, the
latter obeying, while the former take thought
for all.
The one delights in its own strength,
represented
in the persons of its rulers; the
other says to its God, "I will love Thee, O
Lord, my strength."
_ And therefore
the
wise men of the one city, living according to
man, have sought
for profit to their own
bodies or souls, or both, and those who have
Ps. UL 3.

a Ps. xvul,

x,
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known God "glorified
Him not as God,
neither were thankful,
but became vain in
their imaginations,
and their foolish heart was
darkened;
professing themselves to be wise,"
--that is, glorying
in their own wisdom, and
being posse._sed by pride,--"
they became
fools, and changed the glory of the incorrup.
tlble God into animage made like to corruptible man, and to birds, and four-footed beasts,
and creeping things."
For they were either
leaders or followers of the people in adoring
images,
" and worshipped
and served
the
creature more than the Creator, who is blessed
for ever." 3 But in the other city there is no
human wisdom,
but only godliness,
which
offers due worship to the true God, and looks
for its reward in the society of the saints, of
holy angels as well as holy men, "that
God
may be all m all." 4
3 Roltl. 1, 21-25.

4 i Cot.

l_v. 28.
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I._OF
THE
TWO
LINES
OF
THE
HUMAN
whether among the angels, whose numbers we
RACEWHICH FROMFIRST TO LASTDIVIDE IT. know not, or in the two first human beings, it
seems statable to attempt
an account of their
OF the bliss of Paradise,
of Paradise itself, career,
from the tlme when our two first
and of the life of our first parents there, and parents began to propagate
the race until all
of their sin and punishment,
many have human generation shall cease.
For this whole
thought
much, spoken much, written much.
time or world-age,
in which the dying gnve
We ourselves,
too, have spoken
of these place and those who are born succeed, is the
things
in the
foregoing
books,
and have career of these two cities concerning
which
written
either what we read in the Holy we treat.
Scriptures,
or what we could reasonably
deOf these two first parents of the human
duce from them.
And were we to enter race, then, Cain was the first-born,
and he
into a more detailed
investigation
of these belonged
to the city of men; after him was
matters, an endless number of endless ques- born Abel, who belonged
to the city of God.
tions would arise, which would involve us For as in the individual the truth of the aposin a larger work than the present occasion
tle's statement
is discerned,
"that is not first
admits.
We cannot be expected to find room which is spiritual, but that which is natural,
for replying
to every question that may be and afterward that which is spiritual,"
• whence
started by unoccupied and captious men, who it comes to pass that each man, being derived
are ever more ready to ask questions
than from a condemned
stock, is first of all born
capable of understanding
the answer.
Yet I of Adam evil and carnal, and becomes good
trust we have already done justice to these and spiritual
only afterwards,
when
he is
great and difficult questions regarding the be- grafted into Christ by regeneration:
so was it
ginning of the world, or of the soul, or of the in the human race as a whole.
When these
human race itself.
This race we have dis- two cities began to run their course by a series
tributed into two parts, the one consisting of of deaths and births, the citizen of this world
those who live according to man, the other of was the first-born, and after him the stranger
those who live according to God. And thesewe
in this world, the citizen of the city of God,
also mystically call the two cities, or the two predestinated
by grace, elected by grace, by
communities
of men, of which the one is pre- grace a stranger below, and by grace a citizen
destined to reign eternally
with God, and the above.
By grace,--for
so far as regards himother to suffer eternal punishment
with the self he is sprung from the same mass, all of
devil.
This, however, is their end, and of it which is condemned
in its origin: but God,
we are to speak afterwards.
At present, as[.
we have said enough
about their origin,
•, co_. _, 46.
CHAP.
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like a potter (for this comparison is introduced
desolate hath many more children than she
by the apostle judiciously,
and not without which hath an husband.
Now we, brethren,
thought), of the same lump made one vessel as Isaac was, are the children of promise.
to honor, another to dishonor. _ But first the But as then he that was born after the flesh
vessel to dishonor was made, and after it an- persecuted him that was born after the Spirit,
other to honor.
For in each individual, as I even so it is now.
Nevertheless,
what saith
have already said, there is first of all that the Scripture ? Cast out the bond woman and
which is reprobate, that from which we must her son: for the son of the bond woman shall
begin, but in which we need not necessarily
not be heir with the son of the free woman.
remain; afterwards
is that which is well- And we, brethren, are not children of the
approved, to which we may by advancing at- bond woman, but of the free, in the liberty
rain, and in which, when we have reached it, wherewith Christ hath made us free." * This
we may abide.
Not,
indeed,
that every!interpretation
of the passage, handed down
wicked man shall be good, but that no one to us with apostolic authority, shows how we
will be good who was not first of all wicked; ought to understand the Scriptures of the two
but the sooner any one becomes a good man, ]covenants--the
old and the new.
One porthe more speedily does he receive this title, tion of the earthly city became an image of
and abolish the old name in the new.
Accordthe heavenly city, not having a significance of
ingly, it is recorded of Cain that he built a its own, but signifying another city, and therecity,_but Abel, being a sojourner, built none. fore serving, or "being in bondage."
For it
For the city of the saints is above, although was founded not for its own sake, but to prehere below it begets citizens, in whom it so-figure
another city; and this shadow of a city
iourns till the time of its reign arrives, whenwas
also itself foreshadowed
by another preit shall gather together all in the day of the ceding figure.
For Sarah's handmaid Agar,
resurrection;
and then shall the promised and her son, were an image of this image.
kingdom be given to them, in which they And as the shadows were to pass away when
shall reign with their Prince, the King of the the full light came, Sarah, the free woman,
ages, time without end.
who prefigured the free city (which again was
also prefigured in another way by that shadow
CHAP.
:2.--OF
THE
CHILDREN
OF THE FLESH of a city
Jerusalem),
therefore said, "Cast
AND THE CHILDREN OF THE PROMISE.
out the bond woman and her son; for the son
of the bond woman shall not be heir with my
There was indeed on earth, so long as it was son Isaac," or, as the apostle says, "with the
needed, a symbol and foreshadowing
image son of the free woman."
Inthe earthly city,
of this city, which served the purpose of re- then, we find two things--its
own obvious presminding
men that such a city was to be, ence,and its symbolicpresentationoftheheavrather than of making it present; and this enly city.
Now citizens are begotten
to the
image was itself called the holy city, as a earthly city by nature vitiated by sin, but to
symbol of the future city, though not itself the heavenly city by grace freeing nature from
the reality.
Of this city which served as an sin; whence the former are called "vessels
image, and of that free city it typified, Paul of wrath," the latter "vessels
of mercy. ''5
writes to the Galatians in these terms:
"Tell
And this was typified in thetwo sonbof Abrame, ye that desire to be under the law, do ye ham,--Ishmael,
the son of Agar the handmaid,
not hear the law?
For It is written,
that being born according to the flesh, while Isaac
Abraham
had two sons, the one by a bond _as born of the free woman Sarah, according
maid, the other by a free woman.
But he to the promise.
Both, indeed, were of Abrawho was of the bond woman was born after aam's seed; but the one was begotten
by
the flesh, but he of the free woman was by natural law, the other was given by gracious
promise.
Which things are an allegory:3 for promise.
In the one birth, human action is
these are the two covenants;
the one from the revealed; in the other, a divine kindness comes
mount Sinai, which gendereth
to bondage,
to light.
which is Agar.
For this Agar is mount Sinai
in Arabia, and answereth to Jerusalem which CHAP. 3._THAT
SARAH'S
BARRENN'ESSWAS
now is, and is in bondage with her children.
MADE PRODUCTIVEBY GOD'S GRACE.
But Jerusalem which is above is free, which is
the mother of us all. For it is written, ReSarah, in fact, was barren; and, despairing
joice, thou barren that bearest
not; break i of offspring, and being resolved that she would
forth and cry, thou that travailest not for the have at least through her handmaid that blessing she saw she could not in her own person
z ]Roln. ix. 2it.
3Comp. Dt Tri_. _v. c. 35.

• G¢1_.iv, x7.
4 Gal. iv. 2t-3 z.

._Rom. ix. _=, _3,
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prooare, she gave her handmaid
to her hus- which this city desires cannot justly be said to
band, towhom she herself had been unable to be evil, for it is itself, in its own kind, better
bear children.
From him she required thisthan
all other human good.
For it desires
conjugal
duty, exercising
her own right in an- earthly peace for the sake of enjoying earthly
other's womb.
And thus Ishmael was born goods, and it makes war in order to attain to
according
to the common law of human gen- this peace; since, if it has conquered,
and there
eration, by sexual intercourse.
Therefore
it remains no one to resist it, it enjoys a peace
is said that he was born "according
to the which it had not while there were opposing
flesh,"wnot
because such births are not the parties who contested
for the enjoyment
of
gifts of God, nor His handiwork, whose crea- those things which were too small to'satisfy
tire wisdom"
reaches," as it is written, " from both.
This peace is purchased
by toilsome
one end to another mightily, and sweetly doth wars; it is obtained
by what they style a gloshe order atl things," ' but because, in a case rious
victory.
Now, when victory remains
in which the gift of God, which was not due to with the party which had the juster cause, who
men and was the gratuitous
largess of grace, hesitates
to congratulate
the victor, and style
was to be conspicuous,
it was requisite that a it a desirable peace ? These things, then, are
son be given in a way which no effort of na- good things, and without
doubt the gifts of
ture could compass.
Nature
denies children
God.
But if they neglect the better things of
to persons
of the age which Abraham
and the heavenly city, which are secured by eterSarah had now reached;
besides
that,
in nal vmtory and peace never-ending,
and so
Sarah's case, she was barren even in her prime,
inordinately
covet these present good things
This nature, so constituted that offspring could that they believe them to be the only desiranot be looked for, symbolized
the nature of ble things,
or love them better than those
the human race vitiated
by sin and by just thmgs whichare believed to be better,--if
this
consequence
condemned,
which deserves
no be so, "then it is necessary that misery follow
future felicity.
Fitly, therefore,
does Isaac, and ever increase.
the child of promise, typify the children
of
grace, the citizens of the free city, who dwell CHAP. 5.---OF THE FRATRICIDAL ACT OF THE
together
in everlasting
peace, in which self-!
FOUNDER OF THE EARTHLY CITY, AND THE
love and self-will have no place, but a minis-:
CORRESPONDINGCRIME OF THE FOUNDER OF
tering love that rejoices in the common joy of
ROME.
all, of many hearts makes
secures a perfect concord,

one, that is to say,

Thus the founder of the earthly city was a
fratricide.
Overcome with envy, he slew his
own brother, a citizen of the eternal city, and
a sojourner
on earth.
So that we cannot be
surprised
that this first specimen, or, as the
Greeks say, archetype of crime, should, long
afterwards,
find a corresponding
crime at the
foundation
of that city which was destined to
reign over so many nations, and be the head
of this earthly city of which we speak.
For
of that city also, as one of their poets has
mentioned,
"the first walls were stained with
a brother's
blood, ''_ or, as Roman
history
records, Remus was slain by his brother Romulus.
And thus there is no difference between the foundation
of this city and of the
earthly city, unless it be that Romulus
and
Remus were both citizens of the earthly city.
Both desired to have the glory of founding
the Roman republic, but both could not have
as much glory as if one only claimed it; for
he who wished to have the glory of ruling
would certainly rule less if his power were
shared by a living consort.
In order, therefore, that the whole glory might be enjoyed

,!,_

CHAP. 4---OF THE CONFLICTA_CDPEACE or TH_
EARTHLYCITY.
But the earthly city, which shall not be everlasting (for it will no longer be a city when it
has been committed
to the extreme penalty)_
has its good in this world, and rejoices in it
with such joy as such things can afford.
But
as this is not a good which can discharge
its
devotees
of all distresses,
this city is often
divided
against
itself by litigations,
wars,
quarrels, and such victories as are either lifedestroying
or short-lived.
For each part of
it that arms against another part of it seeks
to triumph over the nations through itself in
bondage to vice.
If, when it has conquered,
it is inflated with pride, its victory is life-destroying;
but if it turns its thoughts upon the
common casualties
of our mortal condition,
and is rather anxious concerning
the disasters
that may befall it than elated with the successes already achieved, this victory, though
of a higher kind, is still only short-lived;
for

_.:,

it cannot
abidingly
rule over But
thosethewhom
one, the
his empire
consort was
was removed;
and indeed,
by this
has
victoriously
subjugated.
things it by
crime
made larger

_

_,

_'.
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but inferior, while otherwise it would have age by faith, " Bear ye one another's burdens,
been less, but better.
Now these brothers,
and so fulfill the law of Christ.""
In like
Cain and Abel, were not both animated by the manner it is said elsewhere, "Warn them that
same earthly desires, nor did the murderer are unruly, comfort the feeble-minded,
supenvy the other because he feared that, by port the weak, be patient toward all men. See
both ruling, his own dominion would be cur- that none render evil for evil unto any man." s
tailed,--for
Abel was not solicitous to rule in And in another place, " If a man be overtaken
that city which his brother built,--he
was in a fault, ye which are spiritual restore such
moved by thai diabolical,
envious hatred with an one in the spirit of meekness;
considering
which the evil regard the good, for no other thyself, lest thou also be tempted. ''4
And
reason than because they are good while them- elsewhere, "Let
not the sun go down upon
selves are evil.
For the possession of good- tyour wrath." s And in the Gospel, "If thy
hess is by no means diminished
by being" brother shall trespass against thee,• go and tell,6
shared
with a partner either permanent
or him his fault between thee and him alone.
temporarily
assumed;
on the contrary,
the /So too of sins, which may create scandal the
possession of goodness
is increased
in pro- apostle says, ' Them that sin rebuke before
portion to the concord and charity of each of all, that others also may fear."7
For this
those who share it.
In short, he who is un- purpose, and that we may keep that peace
willing to share this possession cannot have it; without which no man can see the Lord,* many
and he who is most willing to admit others to precepts are given which carefully inculcate
a share of it will have the greatest abundance
mutual forgiveness;
among which we may
to himself.
The quarrel, then, between Ro- number that terrible word in which the servant
mulus and Remus shows how the earthly city is ordered to pay his formerly remitted debt
is divided
against itself; that which fell out of ten thousand
talents, because he did not
between Cain and Abel illustrated
the hatred remit to his fellow-servant
his debt of two hunthat subsists
between the two cities, that of dred pence.
To which parable
the Lord
God and that of men.
The wicked war with Jesus added the words, "So hkewise shall my
the wicked; the good also war with the wicked,
heavenly Father do also unto you, if ye from
But with the good, good men, or at least per- your
hearts
forgive
not every
one his
fectly good men, cannot war; though, while brother. ''9 It is thus the citizens of the city
only going on towards perfection, they war to ,f God are healed while still they sojourn in
this extent, that every good man resists others this earth and sigh for the peace of their
in those points in which he resists himself,
heavenly
country.
The Holy Spirit, too,
And
in each individual
"the
flesh lusteth works within, that the medicine
externally
against the spirit, and the spirit against the applied may have some good result.
Otherflesh." • This spmtual lusting, therefore,
can wise, even though God Himself make use of
be at warwlth the carnal lust of another man; the creatures that are subject to Him, and in
or carnal lust may be at war with the spiritual
some human form address our human senses,
desires of another, in some such way as good whether we receive those impressions in sleep
and wicked men are at war; or, still more or in some external appearance,
still, if He
certainly, the carnal lusts of two men, good does not by His own inward grace sway and act
but not yet perfect, contend together, just as upon the mind, no preaching
of the truth is
the wicked contend with the wicked, until the of any avail.
But this God does, distinguishhealth of those who are under the treatment
ing between the vessels of wrath and the yesof grace attains final victory,
sels of mercy, by His own very secret but
very just providence.
When He Himself
aids the soul in His own hidden and wonderCHAP.
6.---OF
THE
WEAKNESSES
WHICH
EVEN
ful ways, and the sin which dwells in our
THE CITIZENS
OF THE CITY OF GOD SUFFER
members,
and is, as the apostle teaches,
DURING
THIS EARTHLY
PILGRIMAGE
IN PUNrather the punishment
of sin, does not reign
ISHMENT OF SIN, AND OF WHICH THEY ARE in our mortal body toobey the lustsof it, and
HEALEDBY GOD'S CARE.
when we no longer yield our members as inThis sicklinessmthat
is to say, that diso- struments of unrighteousness, _ then the soul
bedience of which we spoke in the fourteenth tis conve_ed
from its own evil and selfish d.ebook--is the punishment of the first disobe- sires, aria, t_oo possessing It, It possesses ttdierme.
It is therefore not nature, but vice;I self in peace even in this life, and afterwards,
and therefore
it is said to the good who are[with perfected health and endowed with iragrowing in grace, and living in this pilgrim-[
_
_
- _
• Gal v x7

[
[
[

_ Gal vl 2.
5 Evh sv. _6.
8 H*eb.rai. x4.

3 x Them v. '4, zS.
6 Matt. xviii, t 5.
9 Matt. xviii. 35-

4 Gal. vL _.
7 t Tim. y. _O.
to Rom. v'6.t_ z.%
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will reign without

sin in peace ever-God,
it is difficult to determine.
But the
Apostle
John, speaking
of these brothers,
says, "Not as Cain, who was of that wicked
CHAP.
7.---OF
THE CAUSE OF CAIN'S
CRIME AND
one, and slew his brother.
And wherefore
HIS OBSTINACY,
WHICHNOT EVEN THE WORD slew he him ? Because
his own works were
OF GOD COULD SUBDUE.
evil, and his brother's righteous." 3 He thus
But though God made use of this very
mode of address which we have been endearoring to explain, and spoke to Cain in that
form by which He was wont to accommodate
Himself to our first parents and converse with
them as a companion,
what good influence
had it on Cain ? Did he not fulfill his wicked
intention of killing his brother even after he
was warned by God's voice ? For when God
had made a distinction
between their sacri" rices, neglecting
Cain's,
regarding
Abel's,
which was doubtless intimated by some visible
sign to that effect; and when God had done
so because the works of the one were evil but
those of his brother
good, Cain was very
wroth, and his countenance
fell.
For thus it
is written:
"And the Lord said unto Cain,
Why are thou wroth, and why is thy countenance fallen ? If thou offerest rightly,
but
dost not rightly distinguish,
hast thou not
sinned?
Fret not thyself, for unto thee shall
be his turning, and thou shalt ruleover
him." •
In this admonition
administered
by God to
Cain, that clause mdeed, "If
thou offerest
rightly, but dost not rightly distinguish,
hast
thou not sinned ?" is obscure, inasmuch as it
is not apparent
for what reason or purpose it
was spoken, and many meanings
have been
put upon it, as each one who discusses
it attempts to interpret
it according
to the rule of
faith.
Thetruth
is, that a sacrifice is "rightly
offered"
when it is offered to the true God,
to whom alone we must sacrifice.
And it is
"noL rightly distinguished"
when we do not
rightly distinguish
the places or seasons or
materials
of the offering, or the person offering,
or the person to whom it is presented,
or those to whom it is distributed
for food after the oblation.
Distinguishing
_
is here
used
for discriminating,--whether

gives us to understand
that God did not respect his offering because it was not rightly
"distinguished
" in this, that he gave to God
something
of his own but kept himself
to
himself.
For this all do who follow not
God's will but their own, who live not with
an upright but a crooked
heart, and yet offer
to God such gifts as they suppose will procure
from Him that He aid them not by healing
but by gratifying
their evil passions.
And
this is the characteristm
of the earthly city,
that it worships God or gods who may aid it
in reigning
victoriously
and peacefully
on
earth not through
love of doing good, but
through
lust of rule.
The good use the
world that they may enjoy God: the wicked,
on the contrary,
that they may enjoy the
world would faro use God,--those
of them,
at
havean attained
beliefaffairs.
that
He least,
is andwhotakes
interest to
in the
human
For they who have not yet attained
even to
this behef are still at a much lower level.
Cain, then, when he saw that God had respect
to his brother's
sacrifice, but not to his own,
should have humbly chosen his good brother
as his example, and not proudly counted him
his rival.
But he was wroth, and his countenance fell.
This angry regret for another
person's
goodness,
even his brother's,
was
charged
upon him by God as a great
sin.
And He accused him of it in the interrogation, "Why are thou wroth, and why is thy
countenance
fallen ?"
For God saw that he
envied his brother, and of this He accused
him.
For to men, from whom the heart of
their fellow is hid, it might be doubtful and
quite uncertain whether that sadness bewailed
his own
learned,

wickedness
by which, as
he had displeased
God,

he had
or his

when an offering is made in a place where
it ought not or of a material
which ought
to be offered not there but elsewhere;
or
when
offering suitable
is madenot atthen
a wrong
time,
or
of aanmaterial
but at some

brother's
goodness,
which had pleased God,
and won His favorable regard to his sacrifice.
Bu t God, in giving the reason why He refused to accept Cain's
offering and why Cain
should rather have been displeased
at himself
than at his brother, shows him that though he

other time; or when that is offered which in
no place nor any time ought to be offered; or
when aman keeps tohimselfchoicerspecimens
of tt_ same kind than he offers to God; or
when be or any other who may not lawfully
F_.ake
profanely
eats of the oblation.
In
which of these
particulars
Cain displeased

was unjust
in "' not rightly distinguishing,"
that is, not rightly living and being unworthy
to have his offering received, he was more
unjust by far in hating
his just brother without a cause.
Yet He does not dismiss
him without
counsel,
holy, just, and good.
"Fret
not

t_

iv. 6_ 7.

a Literally, *'dlvision. "

3 x John iii. x_.
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thyself," He says, "for unto thee shall be his
turning, and thou shalt rule over him."
Over
his brother, does He mean ? Most certainly
not.
Over what, then, but sin ? For He had
said, " Thou
hast sinned,"
and then He
added, " Fret not thyself, for to thee shall
be its turning, and thou shalt rule over it."'
And the "turning"
of sin to the man can be
understood
of his conviction that the guilt of
sin can be laid at no other man's door but his
own.
For this is the health-giving
medicine
of penitence,
and the fit plea for pardon;
so
that, when it is said, " To thee its turning,"
we must not supply " shall be," but we must
read, "To
thee let its turning be," understanding it as a command,
not as a prediction,
For then shall a man rule over his sin when
he does not prefer it to himself and defend
it, but subjects
it by repentance;
otherwise
he that becomes protector
of it shall surely
become its prisoner.
But if we understand
this sin to be that carnal concupiscence
of
which the apostle
says, "The
flesh lusteth
against the spirit," -_among the fruits of which
lust he names envy, by which assuredly Cain
was stung and excited to destroy his brother
then we may properly
supply
the words
"' shall be," and read, " To thee shall be its
turning, and thou shalt rule over it."
For
when the carnal part which the apostle calls
sin, in that place where he says, "It is not I
who do it, but sin that dwelleth in me," 3 that
part which the philosophers
also call vicious,
and which ought not to lead the mind, but
which the mind ought to rule and restrain
by
reason from illicit motlons,--when,
then, this
part has been moved
to perpetrate
any
wickedness,
if it be curbed and if it obey the
word of the apostle, "Yield
not your merebers instruments
of unrighteousness
unto
sin," 4 it is turned towards the mind and subdued and conquered
by it, so that reason
rules over it as a subject.
It was this which
God enjoined
on him who was kindled
with
the fire of envy against
his brother, so that
he sought to put out of the way him whom he
should have set as an example.
" Fret not
thyself,"
or compose
thyself, He says: withhold thy hand from crime;
let not sin reign
in your mortal bodv to fulfill it in the lusts
thereof, nor yield
of unrighteousness

your members instruments
unto sin.
" For to thee

shall be its turning,"
so long as you do not
encourage
it by giving it the rein, but bridle
it by quenching its fire.
"And thou shalt rule
over it; " for when it is not allowed any externat actings, it yields itself to the rule of
x We alter the pronoun to suit Augustin's interpretation
IGaL v. 17.
s Rom. vu. x7.
4 Rum. VL 13.
19
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the governing
mind and righteous
will, and
ceases from even internal motions.
There is
something
similar said in the same divine
book of the woman, when God questioned
and judged them after their sin, and pronounced sentence
on them all,a-the
devil in
the form of the serpent, the woman and her
husband in their own persons.
For when He
had said to her, " I will greatly multiply thy
sorrow and thy conception;
in sorrow shalt
thou bring forth children,"
then He added,
"and
thy turning shall be to thy husband,
and he shall rule over thee." 5 What is said
to Cam about his sin, or about the vicious
concupiscence
of his flesh, is here said of the
woman who had sinned; and we are to understand that the husband is to rule his wife as.
the soul rules the flesh.
And therefore,
says
the apostle, " He that loveth his wife, loveth
himself;
for no man ever yet hated his own
flesh." _ This flesh, then, is to be healed,
because it belongs to ourselves:
is not to be
abandoned to destruction
as if it were alien to
our nature.
But Cain received that counsel
of God in the spirit of one who did not wish
to amend.
In fact, the vice of envy grew
stronger in him; and, having entrapped
his
brother, he slew him.
Such was the founder
of the earthly city.
He was also a figure of
the Jews who slew Christ the Shepherd of the
flock of men, prefigured by Abel the shepherd
of sheep: but as tam is an allegorical and pro)hetical matter, I forbear to explain it now;
besides, I remember
that I have made some
remarks
upon it in writing against Faustus
the Manichaean. 7
CHAP. 8. -- WHAT CAIN'S REASON WAS FOR
BUILDING A CITY SO EARLY IN THE HISTORY
oE THE HUMAN RACE.
At present it is the history which I aim at
defending, that Scripture may not be reckoned
incredible
when it relates that one man built
a city at a time in which there seem to have
been but four men upon earth, or rather indeed but three, after one brother
slew the
other,--to
wit, the first man the father of all,
and Cain himself,
and his son Enoch_ by
whose name the city was itself called.
But
they who are moved by this consideration
forget to take into account that the writer of the
sacred history does not necessarily mention
all the men who might be alive at that time,
but those only whom the scope of his work
required
him to name.
The design of that
writer (who in this matter was the instrument
of the Holy Ghost) was to descend to Abraham
_ Gen iii. 16.
7 _: faustum.
Man, xli. c. 9.

6 Eph. v, 28, 29-
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through the successions of ascertained generatior_s propagated
from one man, and then to
from Abraham's
seed to the people of
C-O_ in whom, separated
as they were from
other nations, was prefigured and predicted all
tlmt retat_ to the city whose reign is eternal,
and to its king and founder Christ,
which
things were foreseen in the Spirit as destined
tO come; yet neither is this object so effected
as that nothing is said of the other society of
men which we call the earthly city, but mention is made of it so far as seemed needful to
enhance
the glory of the heavenly
city by
contrast to its opposite.
Accordingly,
when
the divine Scripture, in mentioning
the numbet of years which those men lived, concludes
.its account
of eac_ man of whom it speaks,
with the words, "And he begat sons and
daughters, and all his days were so and so,
and he died,"
are we to understand
that,
because it does not name those
sons and
daughters,
therefore,
during that long term
of years over which one lifetime extended in
those early days, there might not have been
born very many men, by whose united numbers not one but several cities might have
been built?
But it suited the purpose of God,
by whose inspiration
these histories
were
composed,
to arrange
and distinguish
from
the,first
these two societies
in their several
generations,--that
on the one side the generations of men, that _s to say, of those who live
according
to man, and on the other side the
generations
of the sons of God, that is to say,
of men living according
to God, might be
traced down together and yet apart from one
another
as far as'the
deluge, at which point
their dissociation
and association
are exhibited:
their dissociation,
inasmuch
as the
generations
of both lines are recorded
in
separate tables, the one line descending
from
the fratricide Cain, the other from Seth, who
had been born to Adam instead of him whom
his brother slew; their association,
inasmuch
as the good so deteriorated
that the whole
race became of such a character
that it was
swept away by the deluge, with the exception
of one just man, whose name was Noah, and
his wife and three sons and three daughtersin-law, which eight persons were alone deemed
_rthy
to escape from that desolating visitation which destroyed all men.
Therefore,
although
it is written,
"And
knew his wife, and she conceived
and
Enoch, and he builded a city and called
the name of the city after the name of his son
Enoch," • it does not follow that we are to believe this to have been his first-born;
for we
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cannot suppose that this is proved by the expression "he knew his wife," as if then for the
first time he had had intercourse with her. For
in the ease of Adam, the father of all, this
expression
is used not only when Cain, who
seems to have been his first-born, was conceived, but also afterwards
the same Scripture says, "Adam knew Eve his wife, and she
conceived, and bare a son, and called his name
Seth." _ Whence it is obvious that Scripture
employs this expression neither always when a
blrth is recorded nor then only when the birth
of a first-born is mentioned.
Neither is it necessary to suppose that Enoch was Cain's firstborn because
he named his city after him.
For it is quite possible that though he had
other sons, yet for some reason the father
loved him more than the rest.
Judah was
not the first-born, though he gives his name
to Judaea and the Jews.
But even though
Enoch was the first-born of the city's founder,
that is no reason for supposing that the father
named the city after him as soon as he was
born; for at that time he, being but a solitary
man, could not have founded
a civic communlty, which is nothing
else than a multitude of men bound together
by some associating t_e. But when his family increased to
such numbers that he had quite a population,
then it became possible to him both to build
a city, and give it, when founded, the name
of his son.
For so long was the life of those
antedduvlans,
that he who lived the shortest
time of those whose years are mentioned
m
Scripture attained to the age of 753 Years._
And though
no one attained
the age of a
thousand
years, several exceeded
the age of
nine hundred.
Who then can doubt that
during
the lifetime of one man the human
race might be so multiplied
that there would
be a population
to build and occupy not one
but several
cities ? And this might very
readily be conjectured
from the fact that from
one man, Abraham,
in not much more than
four hundred
years,
the numbers
of the
Hebrew race so increased,
that in the exodus
of that people from Egypt there are recorded
to have been six hundred thousand
men capaible of bearing arms," and this over and above
the Idum_eans,
who, though not numbered
with Israel's
descendants,
were yet sprung
from his brother, also a grandson
of Abraham; and over and above the other nations
which were of the same stock of Abraham,
though
not through
Sarah,--that
is, his
descendants
by Hagar
and
Keturah,
the
Ishmaelites,
Midianites,
etc.
9 C_,

z Gen, iv, x7,

[Boo_ xv.

iv. 2_.

_ Ex.Lamech'xfi.
37-accordlngtotheLX.X.
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CHAP. 9"--OF THE LONG LIFE AND
GREATER
STATUREOF THE ANTEDILUVIANS.
Wherefore no one who considerately
weighs
facts will doubt that Cain might have built a
city, and that a large one, when it is observed
how prolonged were the lives of men, unless
perhaps some sceptic take exception
to this
very length ofTears which our authors ascribe
to the antediluvians
and deny that this is
credible.
And so, too, they do not believe
that the size of men's bodies was larger then
than now, though the most esteemed of their
own poets, Virgil, asserts the same, when he
speaks of that huge stone which had been
fixed as a landmark, and which a strong man
of those ancient times snatched
up as he
fought,and ran, and hurled,and castit,-"Scarce
That

twelve strong men of later mould
weight
could on their necks uphold."

_
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not on thisaccount to withholdour faithfrom
the sacred history, whose statements
of past
fact we are the more inexcusable
in discredit.
lng, as we see the accuracy of its prediction
of what was future.
And even that same
Pliny 4 tells us that there is still a nation in
which men live 200 years.
If, then, in places
unknown to us, men are believed to have a
length of days which is quite beyond our own
experience,
why should
we not believe the
same of times distant from our own ? Or are
we to believe that in other places there is
what is not here, while we do not believe that
m other times there has been anything but
what is now?
CHAP. IO.--OF THE DIFFERENT COMPUTATION
OF THE
BY THE
OWN,S

AGES OF THE
ANTEDILUVIANS,
HEBREW
MANUSCRIPTS
AND

GIVEN
BY OUR

thus declaring
his opinion that the earth then
produced m_ghtier men.
And if in the more
_'eeent times, how much more in the ages
before the world-renowned
deluge ? But the
large size of the primitive
human body is
often proved to the incredulous
by the exposure
through the
wear
of
time ofor sepulchres,
the violenceeither
of torrents
or some

Wherefore,
although
there is a discrepancy
for winch I cannot account between our man-

accident,
and in which bones of incredible
size have been found or have rolled out.
I
myself, along with some others, saw on the
shore at Utica a man's molar tooth of such
a size, that if it were cut down into teeth such
as we have, a hundred, I fancy, could have
been made out of it.
But that, I believe, belonged to some giant.
For though the bodies

Seth, is in our manuscripts
found to have
lived 230 years, but in the Hebrew _ss. I3o.
But after he begot Seth, our copies read that
he lived 7oo years, while the Hebrew give Boo.
And thus, when the two periods are taken together, the sum agrees.
And so throughout
the succeeding generations,
the period before
the
ratheryears
begets
is alwaysbutmade
by ioo
in athesonHebrew,
the shorter
period

of ordinary men were then larger than ours,
the giants
surpassed
all in stature.
And
neither
in our own age nor any other have
there
been altogether
wanting
instances
of
gigantic
stature,
though they may be few.

after his son is begotten is longer by ioo years
m the Hebrew than in our copies.
And thus,
taking the two periods together, the result is

The younger
Phny, a most learned
man,
maintains
that the older the world becomes,
the smaller will be the bodies of men. _ And
he mentions
that Homer in his poems often
lamented
the same decline;
and this he does
not laugh at as a poetical figment, but in his
character
of a recorder
of natural wonders
accepts it as historically true.
But, as I said,
the bones which are from time to time discovered
prove the size of the bodies of the
ancients,_ and will do so to future ages, for
they are slow to decay.
But the length of an
antediluvian's
life cannot now be proved by
any such monumental

evidence.

zVn-gil, x_'_, xii. 899) 9oo. Compare
Juvenal xv. 65 et seqq.
,l Terra matos hccnlnes nnnc educat
Phn./f/st.
Nat. vii. i6.
3 See the account give:n, by Herodotus
of the bones of Orestes, which, as the story
seven cubits,

But we are

the Ihad)v. 3o_)and
.
,,
atque pusigos.
(i. 67) of the d:sco_.
goes_ gave a stature oz

uscripts and the Hebrew, in the very number
of years assigned
antediluvians,
yet not
the
discrepancy
is not tosothegreat
that they do
agree about their longevity.
For the very
first man, Adam,
before he begot his son

the
And in theat sixth
tmn same
there in isboth.
no discrepancy
all. generaIn the
seventh,
however,
of which Enoch
is the
representative,
who is recorded to have been
translated
without death because he pleased
God, there is the same discrepancy
as in the
first five generations,
_oo years more being
ascribed to him by our Mss. before he begat
ia son. But still the result agrees; for according to both documents
he lived before he was
translated 365 years. In.the eighth generation
the discrepancy
is less than in the others, and
of a different kind.
For Methuselah,
whom
Enoch begat, lived, before he begat his successor, not too years less, but _oo years more,
according to the Hebrew reading;
and in our
4 Pliny, Hi.st. Nat. vii. 49, merely reports what he had read
Hcllamcu$ about the Epirotes of Etolia.
_ Our own MSS., of which Augustin here sl_
werz the
Latin versions of the Septuagint used b_ the Cl_.brch .befec¢ Jefome's was received ; the "Hebrew uss. were the w
naade
from the Hebrew text. Compare De 27at& CltrfsL u. xSt_seqq.
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again these years are added to the period
a_ter he begat his son; so that in this case
also the sum-total
is the same.
And it is
only in the ninth generation,
that is, in the
age of Lamech, Methuselah's
son and Noah s
father, that there is a discrepancy
in the sum
total; and even in this case it is slight.
For
the Hebrew
MSS. represent
him as living
twenty-four
years more than ours assign to
him.
For before he begat his son, who was
called Noah, six years fewer are given to him by
the Hebrew MSS. than by ours; but after he
begat this son, they give him thirty years more
than ours; so that, deducting
the former six,
there remains, as we said, a surplus of twentyfour.
CHAP.

II.----OF

SEEMS

METHUSELAH'S

TO EXTEND

FOURTEEN

AGE_

WHICH

YEARS

BEYOND

THE DELUGE.

OF GOD.

[Book XVo

that this is a mistake
of the translators,
but
maintain that there is a falsified statement
in
the original, from which, through the Greek,
the Scripture has been translated into our own
tongue.
They say that it is not credible that
the seventy
translators,
who simultaneously
and unanimously
produced
one rendering,
could have erred, or, m a case in which no
interest
of theirs was involved,
could have
falsified their translation;
but that the Jews,
envying
us our translation
of their Law and
Prophets,
have made alterations
in their texts
so as to undermine
the authority
of ours.
This opinion or suspicion let each man adopt
according to his own judgment.
Certain it is
that Methuselah
did not survive the flood,
but died in the very year it occurred, if the
ffumbers given In the Hebrew MSS. are true.
My own oplmon regarding
the seventy translators I will, with God's help, state more care-

From this discrepancy
between the Hebrew I_UllwY
n l_o;?:w°:;nthPla:r_,eTh_ncIth:?o:_
books and our own arises the well-known q.ues- I _--.._o_*.
th_irtrzn_la"
[
*h_+ gnor ' ct ,n urhirh
"

'

rm:
:

tion as to the age of Methuselah;
_ for it lS.t_u_w_u_u._.u_.,_v,,.o_._,t_o_,_..]
_2_-'_'_'_tff_l°_"_ft
_'_'_'_°_:'_'_''_:_,
computed
that he lived for fourteen
years] _t is enough that, - according.
to our versmns,
after the deluge, though Scripture relates that
"
of all who were then upon the earth only the the men of that age had lives so long as to
eight souls in the ark escaped destruction
by make it qmte possible that, during the lifethe flood, and of these Methuselah
was not time of the first-born of the two sole parents
one.
For, according to our books, Methusethen on earth, the human
race multlphed
lah, before he begat the son whom he called sufficiently to form a commumty.
Lamech, lived x67 years; then Lamech himself, before his son Noah was born, lived J88 CtIAP. I2.--OF THE OPINION OF THOSE WHO
years, which together make 355 years•
Add
DO NOT BELIEVE THAT IN THESE PRIMITIVE
tO these the age of Noah at the date of the
TIMES MEN LIVED SO LONG AS IS STATED.
deluge, 6o0 years, and this gives a total of
For they are by no means to be listened to
955 from the birth of Methuselah
to the year who suppose that in those times years were
of the flood.
Now all the years of the life of differently reckoned,
and were so sholx that
Methuselah are computed to be 969; tor when one of our years may be supposed to be equal
he had lived I67 years, and had begotten
his to ten of theirs.
So that they say, when we
son Lamech,
he then lived after this 802 read or hear that some man hved 9oo years,
years, which makes a total, as we said, of 969 we should understand
ninety,
ten of those
years.
From this, if we deduct 955 years years making but one of ours, and ten of ours
from the birth of Methuselah
to the flood, equalhng
xoo of theirs.
Consequently,
as
there remains
fourteen
years, which he lS ithey suppose, Adam was twenty-three
years
supposed to have lived after the flood.
And of age when he begat Seth, and Seth himself
therefore some suppose that, though he was was twenty years and six months old when his
not on earth (in which it is agreed that every son Enos was born, though the Scripture calls
living thing which could not naturally live in these months 205 years.
For, on the hypothewater perished),
he was for a time with his sis of those whose opinion we are explaining,
father, who had been translated,
and that he it was customary to divide one such year as
lived there till the flood had passed away. we have into ten parts, and to call each part
This hypothesis, they adopt, that they. may la year.
And each of these parts was cornnot cast a shght on the trustworthiness
of posed
of six days
squared;
because
God
versions which the Church has received into a finished His works in six days, that He might
position of high authority," and because they rest the seventh.
Of this I disputed accordbelieve that the Jewish MSS. rather than our ing to my ability in the eleventh book. _ Now
own are in error.
For they do not admit six squared, or six times six, gives thirty-six
days; and this multiplied by ten amounts to
x Jetvme (De Qua.
He_. in G¢n.} asys it was a question
ia _U _ c[mrchc,s.--vtvEs.
*" _
i_ e_ctoritatem
¢elebriorum Ecclesia susceplt."

4 C• $.
3 See below, book xvid. c. 4_'-44•
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360 days, or twelve lunar months.
As for ble.
From the Hebrew manuscripts we could
the five remaining
days which are needed to at once refute this confident statement;
for
complete
the solar year, and for the fourth m them Adam is found to have lived not 23o
part of a day, which requires
that into every but i3o years before he begat his third son.
fourth or leap-year a day be added, the an- If, then, this mean thirteen
years by our
cients added such days as the Romans
used ordinary computatmn,
then he must have beto call "' intercalary,"
in order to complete
gotten his first son when he was only twelve
the number
of the years.
So that Enos,
or thereabouts.
Who can at this age beget
Seth's
son, was nineteen
years old when his children according to the ordinary and familiar
son Cainan was born, though Scripture
calls course of nature ? But not to met_tion him,
these years 19o.
And so through
all the since _ is possible he may have been able to
generations
in which the ages of the antedilubeget his hke as soon as he was created,--for
vians are given, we find in our versions that it is not credible that he was created so little
almost no one begat a son at the age of Ioo as our infants are,mnot
to mention him, his
or under, or even at the age of i2o or there,
son was not 2o 5 years old when he begat
abouts; but the youngest fathers are recorded
Enos, as our' versions
have it, but xo 5, and
to have been 16o years old and upwards,
consequently,
according to this idea, was not
And the reason of this, they say, is that no one eleven years old.
But what shall I say of his
can beget children when he is ten years old, son Caman, who, though by our version
x7°
the age spoken of by those men as ioo, but eears old, was by the Hebrew text seventy
.that sixteen is the age of puberty, and corn- when he beget Mahalaleel ? If seventy years
petent now to propagate
offspring;
and this m those times meant only seven of our years,
is the age called by them i6o.
And that it what man of seven years old begets children ?
may not be thought
incredible
that in these
days the year was differently
computed
from
our own, they adduce what is recorded
by CHAP.
I3.--WHETHER
YEAR_,
WE OUGHT
TO FOLLOW, INTHECOMPUTING
HEBREW
OR
THE
several writers of history, that the Egyptians
SEPTUAGINT.
had a year of four months, the Acarnanlans
of six, and the Lavinians of thirteen months. _
But if I say this, I shall presently be anThe younger
Phny,
after mentioning
that swered, It is one of the Jews' lies.
This,
some writers reported that one man had lived however, we have disposed of above, showing
x52 years,
another
ten more, others
2oo, that it cannot be that men of so just a reputaothers 3oo, that some had even reached 500 tion as the seventy translators
should have
and 6oo, and a few 80o years of age, gave it falsified their version.
However,
if I ask
as his opinion that all this must be ascribed
them which of the two is more credible, that
to mistaken computation.
For some, he says, Ithe Jewish nation,
scattered
far and wide,
make summer and winter each a year; others could have unanimously
conspired
to forge
make each season a year, like the Arcadians,
this lie, and so, through
envying others the
whose years, he says, were of three months,
authority
of their Scriptures,
have deprived
He added, too, that the Egyptians,
of whose themselves
of their verity; or that seventy
little years of four months we have spoken men, who were also themselves
Jews, shut up
already, sometimes
terminated
their year at m one place (for Ptolemy king of Egypt had
_he wane of each moon; so that with them got them together for this work), should have
there are produced lifetimes of lOOO years,
envied foreign nations that same truth, and
By these plaumble arguments
certain per- by common
consent
inserted
these errors:
sons, with no desire to weaken the credit of who does not see which can be more naturally
this sacred history,
but rather to facilitate
and readily believed ? But far be it from any
belief in it by removing the difficulty of such[ prudent man to believe either that the Jews,
incredible
longevity,
have been themselves
however malicious
and wrong-headed,
could
persuaded,
and think they act wisely in per- have tampered
with so many and so widelysuading
others, that in these days the year d_spersed manuscripts;
or thatthoserenowned
was so brief that ten of their years equal but] seventy individuals
had any common purpose
one of ours, while ten of ours equal ioo of to grudge the truth to the nations.
One must
theirs.
But there is the plainest evidence to therefore more plausibly maintain, that when
shrew that this is quite false.
Before produc- first their labors began to be transcribed from
ing this evidence, however, it seems right to the copy in Ptolemy's
library, some such mismention a conjecture
which is yet more plausi- statement
might find its way into the first
copy made, and from it might be disseminated
• Ont_i__bi_ __eWaki_o_'__ot_to th_ _o_d book_p- far and wide; and that this might arise from no
_ll,)given°o_Raw_mo_'__odot_,, wh_-e_al_v_ata_e_e_:_
fraud, but from a mere copyist's error.
This
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is a sufficiently plausible account of the diffictflty regarding Methuselah's
life, and of that
other case in which there is a difference in the
total of twenty-four years.
But in those cases
in which there is a methodical resemblance
in
the falsification,
so that uniformly
the one
version allots to the period before a son and
smx;essor is born ioo years more than the
other, and to the period subsequent
ioo years
less, and vice versd, so that the totals may
agree,--and
this holds
true
of the first,
second, third, fourth, fifth, and seventh generations,min
these cases error seems to have,
if we may say so, a certain kind of constancy,
and savors not of accident, but of design,
Accordingly,
that
diversity
of numbers
which distinguishes
the Hebrew from the
Greek and Latin copies of Scripture,
and
which consists of a uniform addttion and deduction of ioo years m each lifetime for several.consecutive
generations,
is to be attri-i
buted neither to the malice of the Jews nor
to men so diligent and prudent as the seventy
translators,
but to the error of the copyist
who was first allowed to transcribe the mannscript from the library of the above-mentioned
king.
For even now, in cases where numbets contribute
nothing to the easier comprehension
or more satisfactory
knowledge of
anything,
they are both carelessly transcribed,
and still more carelessly emended.
For who
will trouble himself to learn how many thousand men the several tribes of Israel conrained ? He sees no resultmg benefit of such
knowledge.
Or how many men are there who
are aware of the vast advantage
that lies hid
in this knowledge?
But in this case,
in
which during
so many consecutive
generations _odyears
are added i,n one manuscript
where they are not reckoned in the other, and
then, after the birthof the son and successor,
the years which were wanting are added, it
is obvious that the copyist who contrived this
arrangement
designed
to insinuate
that the
antediluvians
lived an excessive
number of
years only because each year was excessively
brief, and that he tried to draw the attention
to this fact by his statement
of their age of
gaberty at which they became able to beget
children.
For, lest the incredulous
might
stumble at the difficulty of so long a lifetime,
he insinuated
that xoo of their years equalled
but ten of ours; and this insinuation
he conveyed by adding ioo years whenever he found
the age below _6o years or thereabouts,
deducting
these years again from the period
a_fc_erthe son's birth, that the total m_ght harmonize.
By this means he intended to ascribe
the generation of offspring to a fit age, without diminishing the total sum of years ascribed
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to the lifetime of the individuals.
And the
very fact that in the sixth generation
he departed from this uniform practice, inclines us
all the rather to beheve that when the clreumstance we have referred to required his alterations, he made them; seeing that when this
circumstance
did not exist, he made no alteration.
For In the same generation
he found
in the Hebrew Ms., that Jared lived before
he begat Enoch i62 years, which, according
to the short year computation,
issixteen
years
and somewhat less than two months, an age
capable of procreation;
and therefore
it was
not necessary to add ioo short years, and s(_
make the age twenty-six
years of the usual
length; and of course it was not necessary to
deduct, after the son's birth, years which he
had not added before it.
And thus it comes
to pass that m th_s instance there is no variatlon between the two manuscripts.
Thts is corroborated
still further by the fact
that m the eighth generatmn,
while the Hebrew books assign i8_ x years to Methuselah
before Lamech's
birth, ours assign to him
twenty
less, though
usually ioo years are
added to this period; then, after Lamech's
birth, the twenty years are restored, so as to
equahze the total in the two books.
For ff
h_s design was that these i7o years be understood as seventeen,
so as to suit the age of
puberty, as there was no need for him adding
anything,
so there was none for his subtracting anything;
for m this case he found an age
fit for the generation of children,
for the sake
of which he was in the habit of adding those
ioo years in cases where he did not find the
age already
sufficient.
This difference
of
twenty years we might, indeed, have supposed
had happened accidentally,
had he not taken
care to restore them afterwards
as he had deducted them from the period before, so that
there mlght be no deficiency m thetotal.
Or
are we perhaps to suppose that there was the
still more astute design of conceahng the deliberate and uniform addition of ioo years to
the first period and their deduction
from the
subsequent
period,--d_d
he design to conceal
this by doing something similar, that is to say,
adding and deducting,
not indeed a century,
but some years, even in a case in which there
was no need for his doing so ? But whatever
may be thought of this, whether it be believed
!that he did so or not, whether, in fine, it be
so or not, I would have no manner of doubt
that when any diversity is found in the books,
since both cannot be true to fact, we do well
, One

hundred

and

etghty

.....

is the

number

given

m the

Hebrew,andone the
hundred
andsixty-seven
m the
Septuagint;but
confusion,
the argument
of A_tgustin
isea_ly
followed.
nc_.n_thstandmg
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to believe in preference
that language out of
which the translation
was made into another
by translators.
For there are three Greek
__,ss., one Latin, and one Syriac, which agree
with one another, and in all of these Methuselah is said to have died six years before the
deluge,

was what it now is, a space of four-and-twenty
hours, determined
by the lapse of day and
night; the month then equal to the month
now, which is defined by the rise and completion of one moon; the year then equal to the
year now, which is completed by twelve lunar
months, with the addition of five days and a
fourth to adjust it with the course of the sun.
CHAP. I4.--THAT THE YEARS IN THOSE AN- It was a year of this length which was reckC1ENT TIMES WERE OF THE SAME LENGTH AS oned the six hundredth
of Noah's life, and in
OUR OWN.
the second month, the twenty-seventh
day of
Let us now see how it can be plainly made the month, the flood began,--a
flood which,
out that in the enormously
protracted
lives of as is recorded, was caused by heavy rains conthose men the years were not so short that ten tmuing for forty days, which days had not
of their years were equal to only one of ours, only two hours and a little more, but fourbut were of as great length as our own, which and-twenty
hours, completing
a night and a
are measured by the course of the sun.
It is day.
And consequently
those antediluvians
proved by this, that Scripture
states that the lived more than 900 years, which were years
flood occurred
in the six hundredth
year of as long as those which afterwards
Abraham
Noah's life.
But why in the same place is it heed *75 of, and after him his son Isaac i8o,
also written, "The waters of the flood were and his son Jacob nearly 15o, and some time
upon the earth in the six hundredth
year of after, Moses 1_o, and men now seventy or
Noah's hfe, in the second month, the twenty- eighty, or not much longer, of which years it
seventh day of the month," ' if that very brief is said, "their
strength is labor and sorrow." s
year (of which it took ten to make one of ours)
But that discrepancy
of numbers which is
consisted
of thirty-six days ? For so scant a found to exist between our own and the Heyear, if the ancmnt usage dtgnified it w, th the brew text does not touch the longevity of the
name of year, elther has not months, or this ancients; and if there is any diversity so great
month must be three days, so that It may have that both versions cannot be true, we must take
twelve of them.
How then was it here said, our ideas of the real facts from that text out
" In the six hundredth
year, the second of which our own version has been translated.
month,
the
twenty-seventh
day of the However, though any one who pleases has it
month,"
unless the months then were of the m his power to correct this version, yet it is not
same length as the months
now?
For how unimportant
to observe that no one has preelse could it be said that the flood began on sumed to emend the Septuagint from the Hethe twenty-seventh
day of the second month ? brew text in the many places where they seem
Then afterwards,
at the end of the flood, it is to d_sagree.
Forthls
difference has not been
thus written:
"And the ark rested in _tle see- reckoned a falsification;
and for my own part
enth month, on the twenty-seventh
day of the I am persuaded
it ought not to be'reckoned
month, on the mountains of Ararat.
And the so. But where the difference
is not a mere
waters decreased continually until the eleventh
copyist's error, and where the sense is agreemonth: on the first day of the month were the able to truth and illustrative
of truth, we must
tops of the mountains
seen. ''* But if the believe that the diwne Spirit prompted
them
months were such as we have, then so were to give a varying version, not in their function
the years.
And certainty
months of three of translators,
but in the liberty of prophesydays each could not have a twenty-seventh
ing.
And therefore we find that the apostles
day.
Orif every measure of time was dlmin- _justly sanction the Septuagint,
by quoting it
isLed ,n proportion,
and a thirtieth
part of as well as the Hebrew
when they adduce
three days was then called a day, then that iP r°°fs from the Scriptures.
But as I have
great deluge, which is recorded to have lasted promised to treat this subject more carefully,
forty days and forty nights, was really over if God help me, in a more fitting place, I will
in less than four of our days.
Who can away[ n°w go on with the matter.in,.hand.
For
with such foolishness
and absurdity ? Far be / mere can oe no ao_ot that, the lives or men
this error from us,--an
error which seeks to t being so long, the nrs.t-Dorn ot.tne
.nrst man
build up our faith in the divine Scriptures on/C°U, ld have oullt a c_ty,-_.a city., ._wever;
false conjecture
only to demolish our faith at/W. hmh was eartlaly, ana not.that wmcn is caueti
ot e no" t
" n in that the day then _me city ot Go_, to oescnt)e
which we nave
an

h r ___m.

It is ,_la..............

x Gea. vii. xe, xi, (m our version the seveateenth
a Gem viii. 4, 5-

: ......
day).

/taken
|
/

in hand

3 Ps. xc. to.

this great

work

,o
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tT
IS CREDIBLE THAT erations of the earthly city, but preferred
to
oF THE PRIMITIVE AGE ABSTAINED do so in the heavenly line, as if it were more
]_tOM
SEXUAL
INTERCOURSE
UNTIL
THAT
worthy
of being remembered.
Further,
when
DATE AT WHICH 1T IS RECORDED THAT THEY: Seth was born, the age of his father is menBEGAT CHILDREN.
tioned;
but already
he had begotten
other
Some one, then, will say, Is it to be believed
sons, and who will presume to say that Cain
that a man who intended
to beget children,
and Abel were the only ones previously
beand had no intention of continence, abstained i gotten ? For it does not follow that they alone
from sexual intercourse
a hundred years and had been begotten
of Adam, because they
more, or even, according
to the Hebrew vet- alone were named in order to continue
the
sion, only a little less, say eighty, seventy, or series of generations
which it was desirable to
sixty years; or, if he dtd not abstain, was un- mention.
For though the names of all the
able to beget offspring?
This question ad- rest are buried in silence, yet it is said that
mits of two solutions.
For either puberty
Adam begot sons and daughters;
andwhothat
was so much later as the whole life was longer,
cares to be free from the charge of temerity
or, wiaich seems to me more hkely, it is not will dare to say how many his offspring numthe first-born sons that are here mentioned,
bered ? It was possible enough that Adam
but those whose names were required
to fill was divinely prompted
to say, after Seth was
up the series until Noah was reached, from born, " For God hath roised up to me anwhom again we see that the succession is con- other seed for Abel," because that son was to
tinued to Abraham,
and after him down to be capable of representing
Abel's holiness,
that point of time until which it was needful
not because he was born first after him m point
to mark by pedigree the course of the most of time.
Then because
it Is written, "A_d
glorious city, which sojourns as a stranger in Seth lived 2o 5 year_," or, according
to the
this world, and seeks the heavenly country.
Hebrew
reading,
" io 5 years,
and begat
That which is undeniable
is that Cain was the Enos," 3 who but a rash man could affirm that
first who was born of man and woman.
For thss was his first-born?
Will any man do so
had he not been the first who was added by to excite our wonder, and cause us to inqmre
birth to the two unborn persons, Adam could how for so many years he remained free from
not have said what he is recorded
to have sexual intercourse,
though without any pursaid, "I have gotten a man by the Lord."':
pose of continuing
so, or how, if he did not
He was followed by Abel, whom the elder
abstain, he yet had no children ? Will any
brother slew, and who was the first to show, _man do so when _t is written of him, "And he
by a kind of foreshadowing
of the sojourning
begat sons and daughters,
and all the days of
city of God, what iniquitous persecutions
that Seth were 912 years, and he died ?"*
And
city would suffer at the hands of winked and, similarly
regarding
those whose years are
as it were, earth-born
men, who love their afterwards
mentioned,
it is not dtsguised that
earthly origin, and dehght in the earthly hap- they begat sons and daughters.
piness of the earthly city.
But how old Adam
Consequently
it does not at all appear
was when he begat these sons does not appear,
whether he who is named as the son was himAfter this the generations
diverge,
the one self the first begotten.
Nay, since it is inbranch deriving from Cain, the other from him credible that those fathers were either so long
whom Adam begot in the room of Abel slain in attaining
puberty, or could not get wives,
by his brother, and whom he called Seth, say- or could not impregnate
them, it is also ruing, as it is written, "' For God hath raised me credible that those sons were their first-born.
up another seed for Abel whom Cain slew." 2 But as the writer of the sacred history deThese two series of generations
accordingly,
I signed to descend
by well-marked
intervals
the one of Cain, the other of Seth, represent
through a series of generations
to the birth
the two cities in their distinctive
ranks, the I and life of Noah, in whose time the flood ocone the heavenly
city, which sojourns
on / cuffed, he mentioned not those sons who were
earth, the other the earthly, which gapes after I first begotten,
but those by whom the succesearthly joys, and grovels in them as if they sion was handed down.
were the only joys.
But though eight geneLet me make this clearer by here inserting
rations, including Adam, are registered before an example, in regard to which no one can
_he flood, no man of Cain's line has his age have any doubt that what I am asserting
is
recorded at which the sonwho succeeded
him true.
The evangelist Matthew, where he dewas begotten.
For tt_e Spirit of God refused signs to commit to our memories the generato mark the times before the flood in the gen- tmn of the Lord's flesh by a series of parents,
IS.--WHETHER

_E_

z C_a.

iv, z.

-_ Gem, iv. 25.

s Gea.

v. 6.

,* Gea.

v. S.
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beginning
from Abraham
and intending
to
reach David, says, "Abraham begat Isaac; " •
why did he not say Ishmael, whom he first
begat ? Then"
Isaac begat Jacob;"
why did
he not say Esau, who was the first-born ?
Simply because these sons would not have
helped him to reach David.
Then follows,
"'And Jacob begat Judah and his brethren:"
was Judah the first begotten ? "Judah,"
tae
says, "begat
Pharez and Zara;"
yet neither
were these twins the first-born of Judah, but
before them he had begotten three other sons.
And so in the order of the generations
he retained those by whom he might reach David,
so as to proceed onwards to tt_e end he had
in view.
And from this we may understand
that the antediluvians
who are mentioned were
not the first-born,
but those through
whom
the order of the succeeding generations
might
be carried on to the patriarch Noah. We need
not, therefore,
weary ourselves with discussing the needless and obscure question as to
their lateness of reaching puberty,
CHAP. 16. --OF
MARRIAGE BETWEEN BLOODRELATIONS,IN REGARD TO WHICH THE PRESENT

LAW

COULD

NOT

BIND

THE

MEN

OF

THE

EARLIEST AGES.
As, therefore,
the humanraee,
subsequently
to the first marriageof
the man who was made
of dust, and his wife who was made out of
his side, required
the union of males and females in order that it maght multiply, and as
there were no human beings except those who
had been born of these two, men took their
sisters for wlves,--an
act which was as certainly dictated
by necessity in these ancient
days as afterwards
it was condemned
by the
prohibitions
of religion.
For it is very reasonable and just that men, among whom concord is honorable and useful, should be bound
"together by various relationships;
and that
one man should not himself sustain many relationships,
but that the various relationships
should
be distributed
among
several,
and
should thus serve to bind together the greatest number
in the same
social
interests,
"' Father"
and "father-in-law"
are the names
of two relationships.
When, therefore, aman
has one person for his father, another for his
father-in-law,
friendship
extends
itself to a
larger number.
But Adam in his single person was obliged to hold both relations to his
sons and daughters,
for brothers and sisters
were was
united
marriage.and mother-in-law
So too Eve his
wife
both in mother
to
her children of both sexes; while,
been two women, one the mother,
t Matt.

L

had there
the other
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the mother-in-law,
the family affection would
have had a wider field.
Then the sister herself by becoming a wife sustained in her single person two relationships,
which, had they
been distributed
among individuals,
one belng sister, and another being wife, the family
tie would have embraced a greater number of
persons.
But there was then no material for
effectmg this, since there were no human beinos but the brothers and sisters born of those
two first parents.
Therefore,
when all abundant population made it possible, men ought
to choose for wives women who were not already their sisters;
for not only would there
then be no necessity
for marrying
sisters,
but.were it done, it wonld be most abominable.
For if the grandchildren
of the first pair, be]ng now able to choose their cousins for wives,
married their sisters, then it would no longer
be only two but three relationships
that were
held by one man, while each of these relationships ought to have been held by a separate
individual, so as to bind together by family
affection a larger
number.
For one man
would in that case be both father, and fatherm-law, and uncle _ to his own children (brother
and sister now man and wife); and his wife
would be mother, aunt, and mother-in.law
to
them; and tiieythemselves
would be not only
brother and sister, and man and wife, but
coHsms also, being the children of brother
and sister.
Now, all these
relationships,
which combined
tlaree men into one, would
have embraced nine persons had each relationship been held by one individual,
so that a
man had one person for his sister, another
his wife, another hiscousin, another his father,
another his uncle, another his father-in-law,
another his mother, another his aunt, another
has mother-in-law;
and thus the social bond
would not have been taghtened to bind a few,
but loosened to embrace a larger number of
relations.
And we see that, since the human race has
increased
and multiplied,
this is so strictly
observed even among the profane worshippers
of many and false gods, that though their laws
perversely allow a brother tomarryhis
sister,_
yet custom, with a finer morality, prefers to
forego this license; and though it was quite
allowable in the earliest ages of the human
race to marry one's sister, it is now abhorred
as a thing which no circumstances
could ]ustifv.
For custom has very great power either
to attract or to shock human feeling.
And in
this matter, while it restrains
concupiscence
fore_Hmownehddren
hls nephews.
This was allowed
RomanL

the

being

the

children

by the Egyptians

of h/_ sister,
and Athenians,

and

thet_

taever by
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within due bounds, the man who neglects and
disobeys it is justly branded
as abominable,
For if it is iniquitous
to plough beyond our
own boundaries
through the greed of gain, is
it not much more iniquitous to transgress
the
recognized boundaries of morals through sexual lust ? And with regard to marriage m the
next degree of consanguinity,
marriage
between cousins, we have observed
that in our
own time the customary
morality
has prevented this from being frequent,
though the
law allows it. It was not prohibited
by divine law, nor as yet had human law prohibited
it; nevertheless,
though
legitimate,
people
shrank from it, because it lay so close to what
was illegitimate,
and in marrying
a cousin
seemed almost to marry a mster,--for
cousins
are so closely related
that tt_ey are called

OF
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to God, as appeared
also in the case of the
two first brothers;
Noah, too, is said to have
offered sacrifices to God when he had come
forth from the ark after the deluge.
And
concerning
this subject we have already said
in the foregoing books that the devils arrogate
to themselves
divinity,
and require
sacrifice
that they may be esteemed gods, and delight
in these honors on no other account than this,
because they know that true sacrifice is due
to the true God.
CHAP, IT,--OF
ERS WHO

THE TWO FATHERS AND LEAD-

SPRANG

FROM

ONE

PROGENITOR.

Since, then, Adam was the father of both
lines,--the
father, that is to say, both of the
line which belonged to the earthly, and of that
which belonged to the heavenly city,--when
brothers
and sisters,'
and fearing
are almost
But the ancient
fathers,
that really
near so.
re- Abel was slain, and by his death exhibited a
lationship
might gradually in the course of marvellous
mystery,
there were henceforth
two lines proceeding
from two fathers, Cain
generations
diverge, and become dtstant re- and Seth, and in those sons of theirs, whom
lationship,
or cease to be relationship
at all, it behoved to register, the tokens of these two
religiously
limit it distant,
by the bond
For
of
marriage endeavored
before it tobecame
and cities began to appear more distinctly.
Cain
begat
Enoch,
in
whose
name
he
built
a
thus, as it were, to call it back when it was escaping them. And on this account, even when city, an earthly one, which was not from home
the world was full of people, though they did m this world, but rested satisfied with its ternnot choose wives from among their sisters or poral peace and happiness.
Cain, too, means
half-sisters,
yet they preferred
them to be of " possession; " wherefore at his birth either
the same
stock as themselves.
But who hisfatherormothersaid,"Ihavegottenaman
doubts
that the modern
prohibition
of the through God."
Then Enoch means"
dedicamarriage even of cousins
is the more seemly
tlon; " for the earthly city is dedicated
in this
regulation--not
merely on account of the rea- world in which it is built, for m this world it
son we have been urging, the multiplying
of finds the end towards which it aims and asrelationships,
so that one person might not ab- pires.
Further, Seth signifies"
resurrection,"
sorb two, which might be distributed
to two and Enos his son signifies "man,"
not as
Adam, which also signifies man, but is used
persons, and so increase the number of people
bound together
as a family, but also because
in Hebrew indifferently
for man and woman,
there is in human nature I know not what nat- as it is written, " Male and female created He
ural and praiseworthy
shamefacedness
which them, and blessed them, and called their name
restrains
us from desiring
that connection
Adam," _leavmgno
room to doubt that though
which, though for propagation,
is yet lustful,
the woman was distinctively
called Eve, yet
and which even conjugal
modesty
blushes
the name Adam, meaning man, was common
over, with any one to whom consanguinity
to both.
But Enos means man in so restricted
a sense, that Hebrew linguists tell us it canbids us render respect ?
The sexual intercourse
of man and woman,
not be applied to woman: it is the equivalent
then, is in the case of mortals a kind of seed- of the "child of the resurrection,"
when they
marry nor are given in marriage. 3
bed of the city; but while the earthly city j neither
needs for its population
only generation,
the _For there shall be no generation
in that place
heavenly needs also regeneration
to rid it of to which regeneration
shall have brought us.
the taint of generation.
Whether" before the Wherefore I think it not immaterial to observe
deluge there was any bodily or xdsibte sign of that in those generations
which are propagated
regeueration,
such as was afterwards
enjoined
from-him who is called Seth, although daughupon Abraham when he was circumcised,
or ters as well as sons are said to have been bewhat kind of sign it was, the sacred history gotten, no woman is expressly registered
by
does not inform us.
But it does inform us name; but in thosewhich
sprang from Cain at
that even these earliest of mankind sacrificed
the very termination
to which the line runs,
the last person named as begotten is a woman.
x Both in Hebrew s Greek t and Latin, though not uniformly,
_oria Latin coramonly.

_ Gen. v. 2.

3 Lulm xx. 35_ 36.
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For we read,
"Methusael
begat Lamech. Ifound mystery ? For did not Abel hope to call
And Lamech
took unto him two wives: the I upon the name of the Lord God when his sacname of the one was Adah, and the name of Irffice is mentioned in Scripture as having been
the other Ziilah.
And Adah bare Jabal: he/acce
tedb
God)
Did not Seth himself hope
was the father of the shepherds that dwell in to call
P on the
Y name
" of the Lord God, of whom
tents. And his brother s name was Jubal: he it was said, " For God hath appointed me anwas the father of all such as handle the harp I other seed instead of Abel ?"
Why then is
and organ.
And Zillah, she also bare Tubal- l this which is found to be common to all the
cain, an instructor
of every artificer in brass godly specially attributed to Enos, unless beand iron: and the sister of Tubal-cain
was cause it was fit that in him, who is mentioned
Naamah."
x Here terminate all the generaas the first-born of the father of those genertions of Cain, being eight in number, mclud- atlons which were separated to the better part
ing Adam,--to
wit, seven from Adam to La- of the heavenly city, there should be a type
mech, who married two wives, and whose chll- of the man, or society of men, who live not
dren, among whom a woman also is named, according to man in cqntentment
with earthly
form the eighth generation.
Whereby
it is fehclty, but according toGod in hope of everelegantly signified that the earthly city shall tastin__ felicity?
And it was not said, " He
to its termination
have carnal generations
pro- hoped?in the Lord God," nor " He called, on
ceedmg
from the intercourse
of males and the name of the Lord God," but " He hoped
females.
And therefore the wives themselves
to call on the name of the Lord God."
And
of the man who is the last named father of what does thls "hoped
to call " mean, unless
Cain's hne, are registered
in their own names,
it is a prophecy that a people sliould arise who,
--a practice nowhere followed before the del- according to the eleetlon of grace, would call
uge save in Eve's case.
Now as Cain, sigm- on the name of the Lord God ? It is this which
fying possession,
the founder of the earthly has been said by another prophet, and which
city, and his son Enoch, meaning dedication,
the apostle interprets
of the people who bein whose name it was founded, indicate that long to the grace of God: "And it shall be
this city is earthly both in Its beginning
and that whosoever shall call upon the name of the
in its end,--a
city in which nothing more is Lord shall be saved." * For these two expreshoped for than can be seen in this world,--so
sions, "And he called his name Enos, which
Seth, meaning
resurrection,
and being the means man," and " He hoped to call on the
father of generations
registered
apart from name of the Lord God," are sufficmnt proof
the others, we must consider what this sacred that man ought not to rest his hopes in himhistory says of his son.
self; as it is "elsewhere written, "Cursed
is
the man that trusteth
in man. ''s
ConseCHAP.
I8._THE
SIGNIFICANCE
OF ABEL,
SETH,
quently no one ought to trust in himself that
AND ENOS TO CHRIST AND HIS BODY" THE he shall become a citizen of that other city
CHURCH.
whicil ls not dedicated
in the name of Cain's
"And to Seth," it is said, "there was born
a son, and he called his name Enos: he hoped
to call on the name of the Lord God." * Here
we have a loud testimony to the truth.
Man,
then, the son of the resurrection,
lives in
hope: he lives in hope as long as the city of
God, which is begotten
by faith in the resurrection, sojourns in this world.
For in these
two men, Abel, signifying
"grief,"
and his
brother
Seth, signifying
"resurrection,"
the
death of Christ and His life from the dead

Is°n in thls present time, that is to say, in the
:fleeting course of this mortal world, but in the
iimmortality of perpetual blessedness.
CHAP.

SIGNIFICANCE OF ENOCH'S
TRANSLATION.
For that line also of which Seth is the father
has the name " Dedication"
in the seventh
generation
from Adam, counting Adam.
For
!the seventh from him is Enoch, that is, Dedicatmn.
But this is that man who was transI9.--THE

are prefigured.
And by faith in these is be- ilated because he pleased God, and who held
gotten in this world the city of God, that is to in the order of the generations
a remarkable
sa.y, the man who has hoped to call on theplace,
being the seventh from Adam, a numname of the Lord.
" For by hope," says the ber signalized by the consecration
of the Sab.apostle, "we are saved: but hope that is seen Ibath.
But, counting from the diverging point
is not hope: for what a man seeth, why doth of the two lines, or from Seth, he was the
he yet hope for?
But if we hope for that we sixth
Now it was on the s!xth.day
God
see not, then do we with patience
wait for made man, and consummated
l-Its "worKg.
it."*
Who can avoid referring
this to a pro- l But the translation
of Enoch prefigured our
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deferred dedication;
for though it is indeed
already accomplished
in Christ our Head, who
so rose again that He shall die no more, and
who was Himself
also translated,
yet there
remains another dedication of the whole house,
of which Christ Himself
is the foundation,
and this dedication
is deferred
till the end,
whenall shall nse again to die no more.
And
whether
it is the house of God, or the tempie of God, or the city of God, that is said to
be dedicated,
it is all the same, and equally
in accordance with the usage of the Latm language.
For Virgil himself calls the city of
widest empire "the
house of Assaracus, ''_
meaning
the Romans_ who were descended
through the Trojans fromAssaracus.
Healso
calls them the house of 2Eneas, because Rome
was built by those Trojans who had come to
Italy under 2Eneas2
For that poet imitated
the sacred writings, in which the Hebrew nation, though so numerous, is called the house
of Jacob.

the Indian
gymnosophists,
who are said to
philosophize
in the solitudes of India in a state
of nudity, are its citizens;
and they abstain
from marriage.
For continence
is not a good
thing, except when it is practised in the faith
of the highest good, that is, God. Yet no one
is found to have practised
it before the deluge; for indeed even Enoch himself, the seventh from Adam, who is said to have been
translated
without
dying,
begat
sons and
daughters
before
he was translated,
and
among these was Methuselah,
by whom the
succession
of the recorded
generations
is
maintained.
Why, then, is so small a number of Cain's
generations
registered,
if it was proper
to
trace them to the deluge, and if there was no
such delay of the date of puberty as to preclude the hope of offspring for a hundred or
more years ? For if the author of thin book
had not in view some one to whom he might
irigidly trace the series of generations,
as he
designed
m those which sprang from Seth's
CHAP.
20.--HOW
IT
IS THAT
CAIN'S
LINE
TERseed to descend to Noah, and thence to start
MINATESIN THE EIGHTH GENERATION,
WHILE again by a rigtd order, what need was there
NOAH,
THOUGH DESCENDED FROM THE SAME of omitting the first-born sons for the sake of
FATHER,
ADAM,
IS FOUND
TO BE THE
TENTH
descending
to Lamech,
in whose sons that
FROM HIM.
line terminates,--that
is to say, in the eighth

Some one will say, If the writer of this history intended,
in ennmerating
the generations
from Adam through his son Seth, to descend
through
them to and
Noah,
whose
the
deluge occurred,
from inhim
again time
to trace
the connected generations
down to Abraham,
with whom Matthew
begins the pedigree of
Christ the eternal
King of the city of God,
what did he intend by enumerating
the generations from Cain, and to what terminus
did
he mean to trace them?
We reply, To the
deluge, by which the whole stock of the earthly city was destroyed,
but repaired
by the
sons of Noah.
For the earthly city and community
of men who live after the flesh will
never fail until theend of thisworld,
of which
our Lord says, "The
children
of this world

generation
from Adam, or the seventh from
Cam,--as
tf from this point he had wished to
pass on to another series, by which he might
reach e_ther the Israehtish
people, among
whom the earthly Jerusalem
presented
a prophetic figure of the heavenly city, or to Jesus
Christ,
the flesh,
all, God "'according
blessed for toever,"
4 the who
Makeris over
and

Ruler of the heavenly city ? What, I say, was
the need of this, seeing that the whole of
Cain's posterity
were destroyed
in the deluge ? From th_s it is manifest that they are
the first-born sons who are registered
m this
genealogy.
Why, then, are there so few of
them ? Their numbers in the period before
the deluge must have been greater,
if the
date of puberty bore no proportion
to their
longevity, and they had children before they
generate,
and are generated. ''3 But the city were a hundred
years old.
For supposing
of
God, by
which
sojourns to
in the
this world
world, to iscome,
con- _they were on an average thirty years old when
ducted
regeneration
of which the children neithergenerate
nor are they began to beget children, then, as there
generated.
In this world generation
is corn- are eight generations,
including
Adam and
Lamech's children, 8 times 3 ° gives 240 years;
mort
cities;, thousand
though even
now who
the city
of Godto both
has many
citizens
ab- Idid they then produce no more children in all
stain from the act of generation;

the rest of the time before the deluge ? W_'th
what intention,
then, did he who wrote this
city also has some citizens who imitate these, record make no mention of subsequent generathough
For from
to thatthe city
belong
also thoseerroneously.
who have erred
faith,
and tions _ For from Adam to the deluge there
introduced
divers heresies;
for they live ac- are reckoned, according to our copies of Scripcording to man, not according
to God.
And
ture, 226a years, s and according
to the HenRom. ix.s
,.-,E_,eid,

i. _88.

2¢,E.e_d,

iii. 97,

yet theother

3 Luke

xx. 34-

5 Eusebius,

Jerome,

Bede,

and others,

who

follow

the

Septua-
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brew text, _656 years.
Supposing,
then, the
smaller number to be the true one, and subtracting from i656 years 24o, is it credible
that during the remaining
I4oo and odd years
until the deluge the posterity of Cain begat
no children ?
But let any one who is moved by this call
to mind that when I discussed the question,
how it is credible
that those primitive
men
could abstain for so many years from begetting children,
two modes of solution
were
found,weither
a puberty late in proportion
to
their longevity,
or that the sons registered
in
the genealogies
were not the first-born,
but
those through whom the author of the book
intended
to reach the point aimed at, as he
intended to reach Noah by the generations
of
Seth.
So that, if in the generations
of Cain
there occurs no one whom the writer could
make it his object to reach by omitting the
tlrst-born
and inserting
those
who would
serve such a purpose, then we must have recourse to the supposition
of late puberty, and
say that only at some age beyond a hundred
years they became capable of begetting
chlldren, so that the order of the generations
ran
through the first-born, and filled up even the
whole period before the deluge, long thotlgh
it was.
It is, however, poss_blethat,
for some
more secret reason which escapes me, this city,
which we say is earthly, is exhibited in all _ts
generations
down to Lamech
and his sons,
and that then the writer withhholds
from recording the rest which may have existed before the deluge.
And without supposing
so
late a puberty in these men, there m_ght be
another reason for tracing the generations
by
sons who were not first-born,
viz., that the
same city which Cain built, and named after
his son Enoch,
may have had a widely extended dominion and many kings, not reigning simultaneously,
but successively,
the
reigning king begetting
always his successor,
Cain himself would be the first of these kings;
his son Enoch, in whose name the city in
which he reignea was built, would be the second; the third Irad, whom Enoch begat; the
fourth Mehujael,
whom Irad begat; the fifth
Methusael,
whom Mehujael
begat; the sixth
Lamech, whom Methusael
begat, and who is
the seventh from Adam through
Cain.
But
it was not necessary that the first-born should
succeed
their fathers
in the kingdom,
but
those would succeed who were recommended
by the possession of some virtue useful to the
earthly
city, or who were chosen by lot, or
the son who was best liked by his father would
succeed by a kind of hereditary
right to the
flint s r_:c,kon only
Augusti=
to have
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throne.
And the deluge may have happened
during the lifetime and reign of Lamech, and
may have destroyed
him along with all other
men, save those who were in the ark.
For
we cannot be surprised that, during so long a
period from Adam to the deluge, and with the
ages of individuals varying as they did, there
should not be an equal number of generations
in both lines, but seven in Cain's, and ten in
Seth's;
for as I have already said, Lamech
is the seventh from Adam, Noah the tenth;
and in Lamech's case not one son only is reglstered, as in the former instances,
but more,
because it was uncertain which of them would
have succeeded
when he died, if there had
intervened
any time to reign between
his
death and the deluge.
But in whatever manner the generations
of
Cain's line are traced downwards,
whether it
be by first-born sons or by the heirs to the
throne, it seems to me that I must by no
means omit to notice that, when Lameeh had
been set down as the seventh from Adam,there
were named, in addition, as many of his children as made up this number to eleven, which
is the number signifying
sin; for three sons
' and one daughter
are added.
The wives of
Lamech have another
signification,
different
from that which I am now pressing.
For at
present I am speaking of the children, and not.
of those bywhom the children were begotten.
Since, then, the law is symbolized
by the
number ten,mwhence
that memorable
Decalogue,--there
is no doubt that the number
eleven, which goes beyond'
ten, symbolizes
the transgression
of the law, and consequently sin.
For this reason, eleven veils of goat's
skin were ordered
to be hung in the taberhaole of the testimony, which served in the
'wanderings
of God's people as an ambulatory
temple.
And m that haircloth
there was a
reminder
of sins, because the goats were to
be set on the left hand of the Judge;
and
therefore,
when we confess our sins, we prostrate ourselves
in haircloth,
as if we were
saying what is written in the psalm, " My sin
Js ever before me." _ The progeny of Adam,
then, by Cain the murderer,
is completed in
the number eleven, which symbolizes sin; and
this number itself is made up by a woman, as
it was by the same sex that beginning
was
made of sin by which we all die.
And it was
committed
that the pleasure
of the flesh,
which resists the spirit, might follow; and so
Naamah,
the daughter
of Lamech,
means
" pleasure."
But from Adam to Noah, in
the line of Seth, there are ten generations.
And to Noah three sons are added, of whom,

by supposing
x Tra_sgredltu_'.
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while one fell into sin, two were blessed by
their father; so that, if you deduct the reprobate and add the gracious sons to the numbet, you get twelve,--a
number signalized in
the case of the patriarchs and of the apostles,
and made up of the parts of the number seven
multiplied into one another,--for
three times
four, or four times three, give twelve.
These
things being so, I see that I must consider
and mention how these two lines, which by
their separate genealogies depict the two cities
one of earth-born,
the other of regenerated
persons, became afterwards so mixed and confused, that the whole human race, with the
exception of eight persons, deserved to perish in the deluge,

isthe unity of the whole heavenly city, not yet
indeed complete, but to be completed, as this
prophetic figure foreshows.
The son of Cain,
therefore, that is, the son of possession (and
of what but an earthly possession?), may have
a name in the earthly c_ty whmh was built in
his name.
It is of such the Psalmist says,
" They call their
lands after
their
own
names. ''* Wherefore they incur what iswritten in another psalm: "Thou.
0 Lord, in
Thy city wilt despise their image." 3 But as
for the son of Seth, the son of the resurrection, let him hope to call on the name of the
Lord God.
For he prefigures that society of
men which says, "But I am like a green olivetree in the house of God: I have trusted in
the mercy of God."*
But let him not seek
CHAP. 2I.--WHV
IT IS THAT,
AS SOON AS the empty honors of a famous name upon
CAIN'S
SON ENOCH HAS BEEN NAMED, THE earth,
for " Blessed
is the man that makGENEALOGY IS FORTHWITH CONTINUED AS eth the name of the Lord his trust, and reFAR AS THE DELUGE, WHILEAFTER rile MEN- specteth not vanities nor lying follies." 5 After
TION OF ENOS,
SETH'S
SON, THE NARRATIVE
havmg presented
the two cities, the
one
RETURNS AGAIN TO THE CREATION OF MAN.
founded in the material
good of this world,
We must first see why, in the enumeration
the other in hope in God, but both starting
of Cain's posterity,
after Enoch,
in whose from a common
gate opened in Adam into
name the city was built, has been first of all this mortal state, and both running
on and
mentioned,
the rest are at once enumerated
running out to their proper and merited ends,
downto that terminus of which I have spoken,
Scripture
begins to reckon the times, and m
and at which that race and the whole line was this reckoning
includes
other generations,
destroyed inthe deluge; while, after Enos the making a recapitulation
from Adam, out of
son of Seth, has 12een mentioned,
the rest are whose condemned
seed, as out of one mass
not at once named down to the deluge, but a handed over to merited damnation,
God made
clause is inserted
to the following
effect: j some vessels of wrath to dishonor and others
"'This
is the book of the generations
of vessels of mercy tohonor;
in punishment
renAdam.
tn the day that God created man, in dermg to the former what is due, in grace givthe likeness of God made He him; male and mg to the latter what is notdue:
In order that
female created He them; and blessed them,
by the very comparison
of itself with the vesand called their name Adam, in the day when sels of wrath, the heavenly city, which sojourns
they were created."'
This seems to me to on earth, may learn not to put confidence in
be inserted
for tnis purpose, that here again the liberty of its own will, but may hope to
the reckoning
of the times may start from call on the name of the Lord God.
For will,
Adam himself--a
purpose which the writer being a nature which was made good by the
had not in view in speaking of the earthly city, good God, but mutable by the immutable,
beas if God mentioned
it, but did not take ac- cause it was made out of nothing,
can both
count of its duration.
But whydoes he return decline from good to do evil, which takes
to this recapitulation
after mentioning
the son place when it freely chooses, and can also esof Seth, the man who hoped to call on the cape the evil and do good, which takes place
name of the Lord God, unless because it was only by divine assistance.
fit thus to present these two cities, the one beginning with a murderer
and ending in a tour- CHAP. 22.--OF THE FALL OF THE SONS OF GOD
deter ,(for Lamech, too, acknowledges
to his
WHO WERECAPTIVATED BY THE DAUGHTERS
tWO wives that he had committed
murder),
OF MEN, WHEREBY ALL, WITH THE EXCEPthe other built up by him who hoped to call
TION Or EIGHT PERSONS, DESERVE_LV FERupon the name of the Lord God ? For the
mHED IN THE DELUGE.
highest and complete terrestrial
duty of the
city of God, which is a stranger in this world,
is that which was exemplified in the individual
who was begotten by hlm who typified the resurrection of the murdered Abel. That one man
Crem v

L

When the human race, in the exercise of
this freedom of will, increased and advanced,
there arose a mixture
and confusion
of the
Ps. xhx. xx.
* Ps. lb. 8.

a 1_ lxtili.
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two cities by their participation
in a common [guished.
For though the former were by
iniquity.
And this calamity, as well as the nature children of men, they had come into
first, was occasioned
by woman, though not possession of another name by grace.
For in
in the same way; for these women were not the same Scripture in which the sons of God
themselves
betrayed,
neither
did they per- are stud to have loved the daughters of men,
suade the men to sin, but having belonged to they are also called angels of God; whence
the earthly city and society of the earthly,
many suppose that they were not men but
they had been of corrupt
manners from tt_e angels.
first, and were loved for their bodily beaut)-[
by the sons of God, or the citizens of the other _CHAP. 23._WHETHER
WE ARE TO BELIEVETHAT
city which sojourns in this world.
Beamy is J ANGELS,
WHO
ARE OF A SPIRITUAL
SUBSTANClZ,
indeed a good gift of God; but that the good ] FELL IN LOVEWITH THE B_AUTV Or WOMEN,
may not think it a great good, God dispenses
AND SOUGHTTHEM IN MARR1AGE_
AND THAT
it even to the w_cked.
And thus, when the ] FROMTHIS CONNECTION GIANTSWERE BORN.
good that is great and proper to the good was
abandoned
by the sons of God, they fell to a
In the third book of this work (c. 5) we
paltrygood
which is not peculiar to the good, made a passing
reference
to this question,
but common to the good and the ewl; and but did not decide whether angels, inasmuch
when they were captivated
by the daughters
as they are spirits, could have bodily raterof men, they adopted
the manners
of the course w_th women.
For it is written, "Who
earthly to wm them as their brides, and for- maketh
His angels
sprats,"4
that is, He
sook the godly ways they had followed in thezr makes those who are by nature spirits His
angels by appointing
them to the duty of
own
society.
And thus
beauty,
which is bearing His messages.
For the Greek word
indeedholyGod's
handiwork,
but only
a temporal,
carnal, and lower kind of good, is not fitly _ryye;to_, which in Latin appears as "anloved in preference
to God, the eternal, sp_- gelus," means
a messenger.
But whether
ritual, and unchangeable
good.
When the the Psalmist speaks of their bodies when he
miser prefers his gold to justice, it is through
adds, "and
His ministers a flaming fire," or
no fault of the gold, but of the man; and so means that God's mmmters ought to blaze
with every created thing.
For though it be with love as with a spiritual fire, is doubtful.
good, it may be loved with an ewl as well as However,
the same trustworthy
Scripture
with a good love: it is loved rightly when it testifies that angels have appeared to men in
is loved ordinately;
evilly, when inordinately,
such bodms as could not only be seen, but
It is this which some one has briefly said m also touei_ed.
There is, too, a very general
these verses in praise of the Creator:*
" These rumor, which many
have verified by their
are Thine, they are good, because Thou art own experience,
or which trustworthy
persons
good who didst create them.
There
_s m who have heard the experience
of others curthem nothing of ours, unless the sin we corn- roborate,
that sylvans and fauns, who are
mit when we forget the order "of things, and commonly called " incubi," had often made
instead
of Thee love that which Thou hast wicked assaults
upon women, and satisfied
made."
their lust upon them; and that certain devils,
But if the Creator is truly loved, that is, if called Duses by the Gauls, are constantly atHe Himself is loved and not another thing in tempting and effecting
this impurity
is so
His stead, He cannot be evilly loved; for love generally affirmed, that it were impudent
to
itself is to be ordmately
loved, because we do deny it. 5 From these assertions,
indeed, I
well to love that which, when we love it, makes dare not determine
whether there be some
us live welt and wrtuously.
So that it seem., spirits embodied
in an aerial substance (for
to me that it is a brief but true definition of this element, even when agitated by a fan, is
virtue to say, it is the order of love; and on this sensibly felt by the body), and who are capaaccount, in the Canticles, the bride of Christ,
ble of lust and of mingling
sensibly
with
the city of God, sings, "Order
love within women; but certainly
I could by no means
me." • It was the order of this love, then, this believe that God's holy angels could at that
charity or attachment,
which the sons of God time have so fallen, nor can I think that it is .
disturbed
when they forsook God, and were of them the Apostle Peter said, "For if God
enamored of the daughters
of men.3
And by spared
not the angels that sinned, but cast
these two names (sons of God and daughters
them down to hell, and delivered
them into
of men) the two cities are sufficiently distin_eO_,

according
to another
reading,
Which
verses in prmse of a taper."
• Cant, ii. 4.
3SeeDeDact.
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chains of darkness,
to be reserved unto judgmerit."*
I think he rather speaks of those
who first apostatized
from God, along with
their chief the devil, who enviously deceived
the first man under the form of a serpent
But the same holy Scripture
affords the most
ample testimony
that even godly men have
been called angels; for of John it is written:
"Behold,
I send my messenger (angel) before
Thy face, who shall prepare
Thy way. ''2
And the prophet Malachi, by a peculiar grace
specially communicated
to him, was called an
angel, s
But some are moved by the fact that we
have read that the fruit of the connection between those who are called angels of God and
the women they loved were not men like our
own breed, but giants;
just as if there were
not born even in our own time (as I have
mentioned
above)men
of much greater size
than the ordinary stature.
Was there not at
Rome a few years ago, when the destruction
of the city now accomplished
by the Goths
was drawing near, a woman, with her father
and mother, who by her gigantic
size overtopped
all others ? Surprising
crowds from
all quarters
came to see her, and that which
struck them most was the circumstance
that
neither
of her parents were qmte up to the
tallest
ordinary
stature.
Grants
therefore
might well be born, even before the sons of
God, who are also called angels
of God,
formed a connection
with the daughters
of
men, or of those hvmg according to men, that
is to say, before the sons of Seth formed a
connection with the daughters
of Cain.
For
thus speaks even the canonical Scripture itself
in the book in which we read of this; its words
are: "And it came to pass, when men began
to multiply on the face of the earth,
and
daughters were born unto them, that the sons
of God saw the daughters
of men that they
were fair [good];
and tbey took them wives
of all which they chose.
And the Lord God
said, My Spirit shall not always strive with
man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days
shall be an hundred and twenty years.
There
were giants m the earth in those days; and
also after that, when the sons of God came in
unto the daughters
of men, and they bare
children to them, the same became the giants,
men of renown." 4 These words of the divine
" book sufficiently
indicate that already there
were giants in the earth in those days, in
which the sons of God took wives of the children of men, when they loved them because
xzPet,

ii.4.

uMarki._.

3MaLii.

7.
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they were good, that is, fair.
For it is the
custom of this Scripture to call those who are
beautiful
in appearance
"good."
But after
this connection
had been formed, then too
were
glants
born.
For
the words
are:
" There were giants in the earth
in those
days, and aim after that, when the sons of
God came in unto the daughters
of men."
Therefore
there were giants both before, '" in
those days,"
and "also
after that."
And
the words, "they
bare children
to them,"
show p]amly enough that before the sons of
God fell in this faslfion they begat children to
God, not to themselves,--that
is to say, not
moved
by the lust of sexual intercourse,
but
discharging the duty of propagation,
intending
to produce
not a family to gratify their own
pride, but citizens to people the city of God;
and to these they as God's angels would bear
the message,
that
they
should place their
hope in God, hke him who was born of Seth,
the son of resurrection,
and who hoped to call
on the name of the Lord God, in which hope
they and their offspring would be co-heirs of
eternal blessings,
and brethren
in the family
of which God is the Father.
But that those angels were not angels m
the sense of not being men, as some suppose,
Scripture itself decides, which unambiguously
declares that they were men.
For when it
had first been stated that "the angels of God
saw the daughters of men that they were fair.
and they took them wives of all which they
chose," it was immediately
added, "And the
Lord God said, My Spirit shall not always
strive with these men, for that they also are
flesh."
For by the Spirit of God they had
been made angels of God, and sons of God;
but declining
towards lower things, they are
called men, a name of nature, not of grace;
and they are called flesh, as deserters
of the
Spirit, and by their desertion
deserted
[by
Him].
The Septuagint indeed callsthem
both
angels oi God and sons of God, though all the
copies do not show this, some having only the
name" sons of God."
And Aquila, whom the
Jews prefer to the other interpreters, s has
translated
neither angels of God nor sons of
God, but sons of gods.
But both are correct.
For they were both sons of God, and thus
brothers
of their own fathers, who were chil.dren of the same God; and they were sons of
gods, because
begotten
by gods, together
with whom they themselves
also were gods,
accordmg
to that expression
of the psalm:
S Aqutla
hved in the time
have been related.
Hc was

of Hadrian,
to whom
he is said to
excommumcated
Irom the Church

4 C,e_. vi. x-_. Lactantius (Inst. IL x5), Sul_cius Severus [ for the practlce of astrology; and m best known by h_s t_th
(_.
i. _), and othez,s suppose from this passage
that angels
had
twn of the Hebrew Scriptures
into Greek, which he executed
wit
@ommerue w_th the daughters
of men.
See further refere_g_s
m
great care and accuracy,
though he has been charged with ta_{ythe Commentary
of Pererius
:n/¢c.
mg passages to support the Jews in their opposition
to Chnstumity.
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"I .have said,Ye axe gods, and all of you sizeand strength,
are of much moment to t.he
are childrenof the Most High." • For the wise man, whose blessednessliesin spiritual
Septuagint translatorsare justlybelievedto and immortal blessings,in fax better and
have receivedtheSpiritof prophecy; so that, morc enduringgifts,in the good thingsthat
if they made any alterations
under His au- are the peculiarpropertyof the good, and are
thority,
and did not adhere to a strict
transla-not shared by good and bad alike. Itisthis
tion,we could not doubt thatthiswas divinelywhich anotherprophetconfirmswhen he says,
dictated. However, the Hebrew word may " These were the giants,famous from the
be said to be ambiguous, and tobe susceptl-beginning,thatwere of so greatstature,
and
ble of eithertranslation,
" sons of God," or so expert in war. Those did not the Lord
"sons of gods."
choose,neithergave He theway of knowledge
Let us omit,then,the fablesof those scr_p-unto them; but they were destroyed because
tures which are called apocryphal,because they had no wisdom, and perishedthrough
their obscure origin was unknown to the theirown foolishness.
''_
fathersfrom whom the authorityof the truc
Scriptures
has been transmitted
to us by a CHAP. 24._HOW
WE ARE TO UNDERSTANDTHIS
most certain and well-ascertained
succession.
WHICH THE LORD SAID TO THOSE
WHO WE.RE
For though there is sotne truth in these apocTO PERISH IN THE FLOOD: #tTHEIR DAYS
ryphal writings, yet they contain so many false
SHALL_L X2O YEARS."
statements,
that they have no canonical
authority.
We cannot deny that Enoch,
the
But that which God said, "Their
days shall
seventh from Adam, left some divine writings,
be an hundred and twenty years," is not to
for this is asserted by the Apostle Jude in his !be understood
as a prediction that henceforth
canonical epistle.
But it is not without reason men should not live longer than i2o years, m
that these writings have no place in that canon for even after the deluge we find that they
of Scripture which was preserved in the tern- hved more than 50o years,--but
we are to
ple of the Hebrew people by the diligence of understand that God said this when Noah had
successive priests; for their antiqmty brought
nearly completed
his fifth century,
that is,
them under suspicion, and it was impossible
had lived 480 years, which Scripture,
as it
to ascertain whether these were his genuine
frequently uses the name of the whole of the
writings, and they were not brought
forward targest part, calls 50o years.
Now the deluge
as genuine by the persons who were found to came m the 6ooth year of Noah's life_ the
have carefully preserved the canonical
books second month;
and thus _2o years were preby a successive
transmission.
So that the dieted as being the remaining
span of those
writings which are produced
under his name, who were doomed, which years being spent,
_nd which contain
these fables about the they should be destroyed by the deluge.
And
,dants, saying that their fathers were not men, it is not unreasonably
believed that the deluge
•
_re properly judged by prudent men to be not came as it did, because
already there were
genuine;
just as many writings are produced
not found upon earth any who were not worthy
by heretics
under the names both of other of sharing a death so manifestly
judicial, --_
prophets, and, more recently, under the names not that a good man, who must die some
of the apostles, all of which, after careful ex- time, would be a jot the worse of such a
amination,
have been set apart from canonical
death after it was past.
Nevertheless
there
authority
under
the
title of Apocrypha.
died in the deluge none of those mentioned
There
is therefore
no doubt that, according
in the sacred Scripture
as descended
from
to the Hebrew and Christian canonical Scrip;eth.
But here is the divine account of the
tures,
there
were many giants before
the cause of the deluge:
"The
Lord God saw
deluge, and that these were citizens of the that the wickedness
of man was great in the
earthly society of men, and that the sons of earth,
and that every
imagination
of the
God, who were according to the flesh the sons thoughts of his heart was only evil continuof Seth, sunk into this community when they ally.
And it repented 3 the Lord that He bad
forsook righteousness.
Nor need we wonder made man on the earth, and it grieved Him
that giants should be born even from these, at His heart.
And the Lord said, I wilt de.
For all of their children were not giants;
but stroy man, whom I have created, from the
there were more then than in the remaining
face of the earth; both man and beast_ and
periods since the deluge.
And it pleased the the creeping thing, and the fowls of the air:
Creator to produce
them_ that it might thus for I am angry that I have made them." 4
be demonstrated
that neither beauty, nor yet
....
_

_

6.

Bm'uchi11._a--_8.
3L_t : The Lord thought and_
4Gen. vi.5-7.
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_L_a_, _5.--OF
THE A_O_
OF GOD, WHICH head to foot as he is broad from side to _de,
DO]_ NOT INFLAME HIS MIND, NOR DISTURB and ten times as long as he is high from the
_[_ UNCHANGEABLETRANQUILLITI
r.
_round.
And therefore the ark was made 3oo '
The
anger
of God is not a disturbing
emotion
of His mind, but a judgment
by
which punishment
is inflicted upon sin.
His
thought and reconsideration
also are the unchangeable
reason which changes things;
for
He does not, like man, repent of an)_thing
He has done, because in all matters His decision is as inflexible
as His prescience
is
certain.
But if Scripture
were not to use
such expressions
as the above, it would not
familiarly insinuate itself into the minds of all
classes of men, whom it seeks access to for
their good, that it may alarm the proud,
arouse the careless, exercise
the inquisitive,
and satisfy the intelligent;
and this it could

cubits in length, 5 ° in breadth, and 30 in.
height.
And its having a door made in the
side
of it certainly
the Crucified
wound which
was made
when the signified
side of the
was
pierced to with
spear; for
for thence
by this flowed
those who
come
Himthe enter;
the
sacraments
by which those who believe are
initiated.
the fact timbers,
that it was
ordered
to be made And
of squared
signifies
the
lmmoveable
steadiness
of the llfe of the
saints;
for however you turn a cube, it still
stands.
And the other peculiarities
of the

ark's construction
are signs of features of the
church.
But we and,
have indeed,
not now
pursue dwelt
this
subject;
we time
have toalready
not do, did it not first stoop, and in a manner
upon st in the work we wrote against Faustus
descend, to them where they lie.
But its de- the Mamchean,
who denies that there is anynouncing
death
on
all
the
animals
of
earth
thing
prophesied
of Christ in the Hebrew
and air is a declaration
of the vastness of the
disaster
that was approaching:
not that it books.
It
may
be
excels another's,
andthat
thatone
oursman's
is notexposition
the best;
threatens destruction
to the irrational animals
but all that is said must be referred
to this
as if they too had incurred it by sin.
city of God we speak of, which sojourns in
this wicked world as in a deluge, at least if
CHAP. 26.--THAT
THE ARK WHICH NOAH WAS the expomtorv-ould
not widely miss the meanORDERED TO MAKE FIGURES IN EVERY"RE- ing of the author.
For example, the interpreSPECT CHRIST AND THE CHURCH.
tatlon I have given in the work against FausMoreover,
inasmuch
as God commanded
tus, of the words, "with
lower, second, and
Noah, a just man, and, as the truthful Scrip- third stones
shalt thou make it," is, that
ture says, a man perfect in his generation,-because
the church
_s gathered
out of all
not indeed with the perfection of the citizens
nations,
st is said to have two stories, to
of the city of God in that immortal condition
represent the two kinds of men,--the
circumin which they equal the angels, but in so far cxslon, to wit, and the uncircumcision,
or, as
as they can be perfect in their sojourn in this the apostle otherwise
calls them, Jews and
• world,--inasmuch
as God commanded
him
Gentries; and to have three storms, because
I say, to make an ark, in whicta he might be all the nations
were replenished
from the
rescued from the destruction
of the flood, three sons of Noah.
Now any one may object
along with his family, i.e., his wife, sons, and to this interpretation,
and may give another
daughters-in-law,
and along with the animals
which harmonizes
with the rule of faith.
For
who, in obedience
to God's command,
came as the ark was to have rooms not only on the
to him into the ark:
this is certainly
a lower, but also on the upper stories, which
figure of the city of God sojourning
in this were called "third
stories," that there might
world; that is to say, of the church, which is ibe a habitable
space on the third floor from
rescued
by the wood on which hung the_the basement,
some one may interpret
these
Mediator
of God and men, the man Christ to mean the three graces commended
by the
US.' For even its very dimensions,
in apostle,--faith,
hope, and charity.
Or even
, breadth,
and height,
represent
the more suitably they may be supposed to reprelmman body in which He came, as it had sent those three harvests in the gospel, thirtybe_la foretold.
For the length of the human
fold,sixty-fold,
an hundred.fold,--chaste
marbody, from the crown of the head to the sole!riage
dwelling
in the ground
floor, chaste
o_ the foot, is .six times its breadth from side widowhood in the upper, and chaste virginity
t_ side, _
ten times its depth or thickness,
in the top story.
Or any better interpreta_tteasm'ing from back to front: that is to say, tion may be given, so long as the reference to
if you measure a man as he lies on his back this city is maintained.
And the same stateo_ _ _
face, he is six times as long from merit I would make of all tlae remaining particulars in this passage which require eXl_m6=

• _ Ti=. ii._

tion, viz., that although

different
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ate given, yet they must all agTree with
one harmonious catholic faith,
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the of the dean.
But they seem to me to reckon
only one area of 3oo cubits long and So broad,
and not to remember that there was another

CHAP. 27.L-<n_ TErn ARK A_rO THE DF_LUGE,AND
THAT WE CANNOTAGREE WITH THOSE WHO
RECEIVETHE BARE HISTORY, BUT REJECT THE
ALLEOORICAL INTERPRETATION, NOR WITH

similar in the story above, and yet another
as large in the story above that again; and
that there was consequently
an area of 9oo
cubits by I5O. And if we accept what Origen t
has with some appropriateness
suggested, that
THOSE
NOT
THEWHO
HISTORICAL
MAINTAIN
MEANING.
THE FIGURATIVEAND Moses the man of God, being 9 as it is written,
"' learned in all the wisdom of the Eg_p.
Yet no one ought to suppose
either that tians,"" who delighted in geometry, rn_have
these things were written for no purpose, or meant geometrical
cubits, of which they say
that we should study only the historical truth, that one is equal to six of our cubits, then
apart from any allegorical
meanings;
or, on who does not see what a capacity
these
the contrary,
that they are only allegories, ]dimensions give to the ark ? For as to their
and that there were no such facts at all, or objection that an ark of such size could not
that, whether it be so or no, there is here no !be bmlt, it is a very silly calumny;
for they
prophecy
of the church.
For what right- are aware that huge cities have been built,
minded man will contend that books so re- :and they should remember that the ark was
ligiously preserved during thousands of years, an hundred years in building.
Or, perhaps,
and transmitted
by so orderly a succession,
though stone can adhere to stone when cewere written .without an object, or that only mented with nothing but lime, so that a wall
the bare historical facts are to be considered
of several miles may be constructed,
yet plank
when we read them ? For, not to mention
cannot be riveted to plank by mortices, bolts,
other instances, if the number of the animals nails,
and pitch-glue,
so as to construct
an
entailed the construction
of an ark of great ark which was not made with curved ribs but
size, where was the necessity of sending into straight timbers, which was not to be launched
it two unclean and seven clean animals of]by its builders, but to be lifted by the natural
each species, when both could have been pre-!pressure
of the water when it reached it, and
served
in equal numbers ? Or could
not which was to be preserved
from shipwreck
as
God, who ordered them to be preserved
in it floated about rather by divine oversight
order to replenish the race, restore them in than by human skill.
the same way He had created them?
As to another customary
inquiry of the
But they who contend
that these things scrupulous
about the very minute creatures,
never happened,
but are only figures setting not only such as mice and lizards, but also
forth other things, in the first place suppose
locusts, beetles,
flies, fleas, and so forth,
that there could not be a flood so great that whether there were not in the ark a larger
the water should rise fifteen cubits above the number of them than was determined by God
highest
mountains,
because
it is said that in His command,
those persons who are
clouds cannot rise above the top of Mount Jmoved by this di_culty
are to be reminded
Olympus, because it reaches
the sky where i that the words "every
creeping thing of the
there is none of that thicker atmosphere
in earth"
only indicate that it was not needful
which winds, clouds, and rains have their to preserve in the ark the animals that can
origin.
They do not reflect that the densest
live in the water, whether the fishes that live
element of all, earth, can exist there; or per- submerged
in it, or the sea-birds that swim
haps they deny that the top of the mountain
on its surface.
Then, when it is said "male
is earth.
Why, then, do these measurers and and female," no doubt reference is made to
weighers of the elements
contend that earth the repairing of the races, and consequently
can be raised to those aerial altitudes,
and there was no need for those creatures being
that water cannot, while they admit that water in the ark which are born without the union
is lighter,
and liker to ascend than earth ? of the sexes from inanimate
things, or from
What reason do they adduce why earth, the their corruption;
or if they were in the ark,
heavier and lower element, has for so many they might be there as they commonly are in
ages scaled to the tranquil ether, while water, houses, not in any determinate
numbers;
or
the tighter, and more likely to ascend, is not if it was necessary that there should be a
suffered to do the same even for a brief space Idefinite number of all those animals that canof time ?
not naturally live in the water, that so the
They say, too, that the area of that ark most sacred mystery which was being enacted
could not contain so many kinds of animals
of both sexes, two of the unclean and seven
,In_nd_onC,_
_am_ii._.
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._ight t_ bodied forth and perfectly figured
actual realities, still this was not the care
of Noah or his sons, but of God.
For Noah
did not catch the animals and put them into
the ark, but gave them entrance as they came
seeking it.
For this is the force of the words,
d' They shall come unto thee, ....
not, that is
to say, by man's effort, but by God's will.
:But certainly we are not required
to believe
that tho_e which have no sex also came; for
it is expressly and definitely said, "They
shall
be male and female."*
For there are some
animals which are born out of corruption,
but
yet afterwards
they themselves
copulate and
produce offspring, as flies; but others, which
have no sex, like bees.
Then, as to those
animals which have sex, but without ability
to propagate
their kind, like mules and shemules, it is probable
that they were not in
the ark, but that it was counted sufficient to
preserve their parents, to wit, the horse and
the ass; and this applies to all hybrids.
Yet,
if it was necessary for the completeness
of
the mystery, they were there; for even this
species has "male and female."
Another
question
is commonly
raised regarding the food of the carnivorous
animals,
--whether,
without transgressing
the cornmand which fixed the number to be preserved,
there were necessarily
others included in the
ark for their sustenance;
or, as is more probable, there might be some food which was not
flesh, and which yet suited all.
For we know
how many animals whose food is flesh eat also
vegetable
products and fruits, especmlly figs
and chestnuts.
What wonder is it, therefore,
if that wise and just man was instructed
by
•c_u. _. ,9,_
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God what would suit each, so that without
flesh he prep_ared and stored provision fit for
every species ? And what is there which hunger
would not make animals eat ? Or what could
not be made sweet and wholesome
by God,
who, with a divine facility, might have enabled them to do without food at all. had it
not been requisite to the completeness
of so
great a mystery that they should be fed ? But
none but a contentious
man can suppose that
there was no prefiguring
of the church in so
manifold
and circumstantial
a detail.
For
the nations have already so filled the church,
and are comprehended
in the framework of
its unity, the clean and unclean
together,
ur_til the appointed
end, that this one very
manifest
fulfillment
leaves no doubt how we
should interpret
even those others which are
somewhat more obscure, and which cannot so
readily be discerned.
And since this is so, if
not even the most audacious
will presume to
assert that these things were written without
a purpose, or that though the events really
happened
they mean nothing,
or that they
did not really happen, but are only allegory,
or that at all events they are far from having
any figurative reference
to the church;
if it
has been made out that, on the other hand,
we must rather believe that there was a wise
purpose in their being committed
to memory
and to writing, and that they did happen, and
have a significance,
and that this significance
has a prophetic
reference to the church, then
this book, having served this purpose,
may
now be closed, that we may go on to trace in
the history subsequent
to the deluge
the
courses of the two cities,--the
earthly, that
lives according
to men, and the heavenly,
that lives according to God.
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,CHAF.1.--WHETHER,AFTERTHE DELUGE,FROMthe vine by Noah, and his intoxication by its
NOAHTO ABRAHAm,ANY FAMILIESCAN BE fruit, and his nakedness while he slept, and
FOUNDWHOLIVEDACCORDIN_
TOCOD.
the other things done at that time, and reIT is difficult to discover from Scripture, corded, are all of them pregnant with prophetic
whether, after the deluge, traces of the holy meanings, and veiled m mysteries._
city are continuous, or are so interrupted by
intervening seasons of godlessness, that not a CHAP. 2. _ WHAT WAS PROPHETICALLY
PREsingle worshipper of the one true God was
FmUREDIN THE SONSOFNOAH.
found among men; because from Noah, who,
The things which then were hidden are now
with his w_fe, three sons, and as many daugh- sufficiently revealed by the actual events
ters-in-law, achieved deliverance in the ark which have followed. For who can carefully
from the destruction of the deluge, down to and intelligently consider these things withAbraham, we do not find in the canonical out recognizing them accomplished in Christ?
books that the ptety of any one is celebrated Shem, of whom Christ was born in the flesh,
by express diwne testimony, unless it be m means "named."
And what is of greater
the case of Noah, who commends with a pro- name than Christ, the fragrance of whose
phetlc benediction his two sons Shem and name Is now everywhere perceived, so that
Japheth, while he beheld and foresaw what even prophecy sings of it beforehand, comparwas long afterwards to happen. It was also mg it in the Songof Songs4to ointment poured
by th_s prophetic spirit that, when his middle forth? Is it not also in the houses of Christ,
son--that is, the son who was younger than that is, in the churches, that the "enlargethe first and older than the last born--had ment" of the nations dwells? For Japheth
sinned against him, he cursed him not in his means "enlargement."
And Ham (Le., hot),
own person, but in his son's (his own grand- who was the middle son of Noah, and, as it
son's), in the words, "Cursed be the lad were, separated himself from both, and reCanaan; a servant shall he be unto his breth- mained between them, neither belonging to
ren." • Now Canaan was born of Ham, who, the first-fruits of Israel nor to the fullness of
so far from covering his sleeping father's the Gentiles, what does he signify but the
nakedness, had divulged it. For the same tribe of heretics, hot with the spirit, not of
reason also he subjoins the blessing on his patience, but of impatience, with which
two other sons, the oldest and youngest, say- the breasts of heretics are wont to blaze,
ing, "Blessed bethe Lord God of Shem; and and with which they disturb the peace
Canaan shall be his servant. God shall glad- of the saints ? But even the heretics yield
den Japheth, and he shall dwell in the houses an advantage to those that make profi.
_f Shem.""
And so, too, the planting of cieucy, according to the apostle's saying,
C,en. ix. 25.

_ C,en. tx. 26, 27.

3 See Contra Faust. _.

c. 2_ gqq.

4 Song of .¢$olo_ao_L ,9.
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"There
must also be heresies, that they Lord of hosts is the house of Israel; "5 and
which are approved may be made manifest He drinks of its wine, whether we thus underamong you." _ Whence, too, it is elsewhere
stand that cup of which He says, "Can ye
said, "The son that receives instruction will drink of the cup that I shall drink of ?" 6 and,
be wise, and he uses the foolish as his serv- "Father,
if it be possible, let this cup pass
ant. '_ * For while the hot restlessness
of from me, ''7 bywhich He obviously means His
heretics stirs questions about many articles of passion.
Or, as wine is the fruit of the vine,
the catholic faith, the necessity of defending
we may prefer to understand
that from this
them forces us both to investigate
them more vine, that is to say, from the race of Israel,
accurately,
to understand
them more clearly,
He has assumed
flesh and blood that He
and to proclalm them more earnestly;
and the might suffer; "' and he was drunken,"
that is,
question
mooted by an adversary
becomes
He suffered;
"and was naked," that is, His
the occasion
of instruction.
However,
not weakness
appeared
in His suffering, as the
only those who are openly separated
from the apostle
says,
"though
He was crucified
church, but also all who glory in the Christian
through
weakness."
8 Wherefore
the same
name, and at the same time lead abandoned
apostle
says, "The
weakness
of God is
lives, may without absurdity seem to be fig- stronger
than men;
and the foolishness
of
nred by Noah's middle son: for the passion of God is wiser than men."9
And when to the
Christ, which was signified by that man's expression
" he was naked " Scripture
adds
nakedness,
is at once proclaimed
by their pro- " in his house," it elegantly
intimates
that
fession, and dishonored
by their wicked con- Jesus was to suffer the cross and death at
duct.
Of such, therefore,
it has been said, the hands of His own household,
His own
_' By their fruits yeshall know them. ''3 And kith and kin, the Jews.
This passion
of
therefore was Ham cursed m his son, he be- Christ is only externally
and verbally proing, as it were, his fruit.
So, too, this son of fessed by the reprobate, for what they profess
his, Canaan, is fitly interpreted
"their
move- they do not understand.
But the elect hold
merit," which is nothing else than their work. in the inner man this so great mystery, and
But Shem and Japheth, that is to say, the ctr- honor inwardly in the heart this weakness aud
cumcislon
and uncircumcision,
or, as the foohshness
of God.
And of this there is a
apostle
otherwise
calls them, the Jews and figure in Ham going out to proclaim
his
Greeks, but called and justified, having some- father's nakedness;
while Shem and Japheth,
how discovered
the nakedness of their father
to cover or honor it, went in, that is to say,
(which signifies the Saviour's
passion),
took did it inwardly.
a garment and laid it upon their backs, and
These secrets of divine Scripture we invesentered backwards and covered their father's
tigate as well as we can.
All will not accept
nakedness,
without
their seeing what their our interpretation
with equal confidence,
but
reverence hid.
For we both honor the pas- all hold it certain that these things were neither
sion of Christ as accomplished
for us, and we done nor recorded
without some foreshadowhate the crime of the Jews who crucified Him. ing of future events, and that they are to be
The garment
signifies the sacrament,
their referred only to Christ and His church, which
backs the memory
of things past: for the is the city of God, proclaimed
from the very
church celebrates
the passion
of Christ as beginning of human history by figures which
already accomplished,
and no longer to be we now see everywhere accomplished.
From
looked forward to, now that Japheth already
the blessing of the two sons of Noah, and the
dwells in the habitations
of Shem, and their cursing of the middle son, down to Abraham_
wicked brother between them.
or for more than a thousand
years, there is,
But the wicked brother is, in the person of ias I have said, no mention
of any righteous
his son (i.e., his work), the boy, or slave, of persons who worshipped God.
I do not therehis gaod brothers,
when good men make a fore conclude that there were none; but it had
skillful use of bad men, either for the exercise
been tedious to mention every one, and would
Of their patience or for their advancement
in have displayed historical accuracy rather than
wisdom.
For the apostle testifies that there prophetic foresight.
The object of the writer
are some who preach Christ from no pure of these sacred books, or rather of the Spirit
motives;
"but,"
says be, "whether
in pre- of God in him, is not only to record the past,
fence or in truth, Christ is preached;
and I but to depict the future, so far as it regards
therein do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice."
4 the city of God; for whatever is said of those
For it is Christ Himself who planted the vine who are not its citizens, is given either for her
of which the prophet says, "The
vine of the instruction, or as a foil to enhance her glory.
z x Cor, xi. _/.
s Mm_. _ii. _o_
o
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Yet we are not to suppose that all that is recorded has some signification; but those things
which have no signification
of their own _re
interwoven for the sake of the things which
are significant.
It is only the ploughshare
that cleaves the soil; but to effect this, other
parts of the plough are requisite.
It is only
the strings in harps and other musical instrumerits which produce melodious
sounds; but
that they may do so, there are other parts of
the instrument
which are not indeed struck
by those who sing, but are connected with the
strings which are struck, and produce musical
notes•
So in this prophetic
history some
thingsare
narrated which have nostgnificance,
but are, as it were, the framework
to which
the significant things are attached,
CHAP. 3"--OF

THE

GENERATIONS

OF THE

THREE

SONS OF NOAH.
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and built Nineveh and the other cities mentioned with it, happened
long after; but he
takes occasion to Sl_-.ak of it here on account
of the grandeur
of the Assyrian kivgdom,
which was wonderfully
extended
by Ninus
son of Belus, and founder of the great city
Nineveh, which was named after him, Nineveh,
from Ninus.
But Assur, father of the Assyrian, was not one of the sons of Ham, Noah's
middle son, but is found among the sons of
Shem, his eldest
son.
Whence
it appears
that among Shem's offspring there arose men
who afterwards took possession of that giant's
kingdom,
and advancing
from it, founded
other crees, the first of which was called
Nineveh, from Ninus•
From him Scripture
returns to Ham's other son, Mizraim;
and his
sons are enumerated,
not as seven individuals,
but as seven nations.
And from the sixth, as
]f from the sixth son, the race called the Phi-

We must therefore introduce into this work hstines are said to have sprung; so that there
are m all eight.
Then it returns
again to
an explanation of the generations
of the three Canaan, in whose person Ham was cursed;
sons of Noah, m so far as that may illustrate
and his eleven sons are named.
Then the
the progress in time of the two cities.
Scrip- territories
they occupied,
and some of the
ture first mentions that of the youngest son, c_ties, are named.
And thus, if we count
who is called Japheth:
he had eight sons,' sons and grandsons,
there are thirty-one
of
and by two of these sons seven grandchildren,
Ham's descendants
registered.
three by one son, four by the other; in all,
It remains to mentton the sons of Shem,
fifteen descendants.
Ham, Noah's
middle Noah's eldest son; for to him this genealogison, had four sons, and by one of them five cal narrattve
gradually
ascends
from the
grandsons,
and by one of these two great- youngest.
But in the commencement
of the
gTandsons;
in all, eleven.
After enumeratrecorOof Shem's sons there is an obscurity
ing these,Scripturereturnsto the first
of the which callsforexplanation,sinceitisclosely
sons,and says,"Cush begat Nimrod; he be- connectedwiththeobjectof our investigation.
gan to be a giant on the earth. He was a For we read,"Unto Shcm also,the fatherof
gianthunteragainsttheLord God: wherefore all.the
childrenof Hcber, the brotherof Jathey say,As Nimrod thegiant hunter against
theLord. Andthe bcginr_ngofhiskingdom pheth
elder,
were
children
_sthe the
order
of the
words:
And born."*
to Shem This
was
was Babylon, Ercch, Accad, and Calneh,in born Hcbcr, even to himself,
thatis,to Shem
the land of Shinar. Out of that land went himselfwas born Heber, and Shcm is the
forthAssur, and builtNineveh, and thecityfather of allhis chlldren. We are intend.
Rehoboth, and Calah, and Resen between ed to understand that Shem isthe patriarch
Nineveh and Calah: thiswas a greatcity." of allhis posterity
who were to be mentionNow thls Cush, fatherof the giant Nimrod ed, whether sons, grandsons, great-grandisthe first-namedamong the sons
• of Ham
sons, or descendants at any remove. For
to whom five sons and two granclsons are as- .....
_ho m ,t"
ct t.......
T-T_=horwhr_
ws_ ind_d
_td nat
..__ be,,e
, .............
cribed
in t h ....
e tiff h o_ne_a_.on
p'e r ti
fom him
For .ghem
•
• But he either be g at this giant after .....
_r...................
his grandsons
were born, or, which is more ioefza_,
......... among oLnct
_ ...... sul,_, .__t.
_., ,_,..
z_rp,u._au;
_=p_credible, Scripture
speaks of him separatel.Ylxa_
b_egat Cainan, Cainan begat Salah, Salah
on account of his eminence;
tor menuon • Is I bt:gaL
....
u_,.^.
_.A *c
:.. w_ w,_Lt
_;._, l!_
.,,,,,_ _ma_
....
L_-co_•
,r_t_t,
also made of his kingdom, which began with
•
I that he was named fir st ninon,._ Shem 's o_ff.
that magnificent
city Babylon, and the otner . Il SDrlni_.
..................
taking
preccuence
even oi nm sons,
places,
] thouoh
_ onl_v a _r
era ......... whether crees or districts, mentlone
orandchfld" of the fifth _gen__
atong with _t. But what ts recorded
of the ltion,
for from him
as tradition
sat,s the
land of Shinar which belonged
to Nimrod[s I Hebrews derived their name, though th_ other
kingdom,
to wtt,
•
" that Assur went forth trom it ] etymology which derives the name from Abram................
[ham
(as if A#ra/wws) may possiblybe correct.
-_
_e_e touo_ the tJree_vem_, w_yu m3ro_?c_,
i
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But thm'e can be little doubt that the former absorbed in the nations to which they be_ the right etymology,
and that they were longed by birth.
called
after
Heber,
1-Ieberavs,
and then,
dropping a letter, Hebrews; and so was their CHAP. 4.---OF THE DIVERSITY OF LANGUAGES,
lat_aage called Hebrew, which was spoken by
AND OF THE FOUNDING OF BABYLON.
none but the people of Israel among whom
But though these nations are said to have
was the city of God, mysteriously prefigured
been dispersed according to their languages,
in all the people, and truly present in the yet the narrator recurs to that time when all
saints.
Six of Shem's sons then are first had but one language,
and explains how it
named, then four grandsons born to one of came to pass that a diversity of languages was
these sons; then it mentions
another son of introduced.
"The
whole earth,"
he says,
Shem, who begat a grandson;
and his son, ,, was of one lip, and all had one speech. And
again, or Shem's great-grandson,
was Heber. it came to pass, as they journeyed
from the
And Heber begat two sons, and called the one east, that they found a plain in the land of
Peleg, which means "dividing;
" and Scrip- Shinar, and dwelt there.
And they said one
ture subjoins the reason of this name, saying,
to another,
Come, and let us make bricks,
"for
in his days was the earth divided."
and burn them thoroughly.
And they had
What this means will afterwards
appear,
bricks for stone, and slime for mortar.
And
Heber's other son begat twelve sons; conse- they said, Come, and let us build for ourselves
quently all Shem's
descendants
are twenty- a city, and a tower whose top shall reach the
seven.
The total number of the progeny of sky; and let us make us a name, before we
the three sons of Noah is seventy-three,
fif- be scattered
abroad
on the face of all the
teen by Japheth, thirty-one
by Ham, twenty- earth.
And the Lord came down to see the
seven by Shem. Then Scripture adds. " These
city and the tower, which the children of men
are the sons of Shem, after their families,
builded.
And the Lord God said, Behold,
after their tongues, in their lands, after their the people is one, and they have all one lannations."
And so of the whole number::guage;
and this they begin to do: and now
"' These are the families of the sons of Noah nothing will be restrained
from them, which
after their generations,
in their nations; and they have imagined
to do.
Come, and let
by these were the isles of the nations dispersed through
the earth after the flood." guage,
us go down,
and may
confound
there their
that they
not understand
one lananFrom which we gather that the seventy-three
other's
speech.
And God scattered
them
(or rather, as I shall presently show, seventythence on the face of all the earth: and they
two) were not individuals,
but nations.
F°ri left off to build
the city and the tower.
in a former passage, when the sons of Japheth I Therefore
the name of it is called Confusion;
were enumerated,
it is said in conclusion,
because the Lord did there confound the lan"By these were the isles of the nations di- i guage of all the earth: and the Lord God
vided in their lands, every one after his lan- scattered them thence on the face of all the
guage, in their tribes, and in their nations."
earth.,,_
This city, which was called ConfuBut nations are expressly mentioned
among sion, is the same as Babylon, whose wonderthe sons of Ham, as I showed above.
'" Miz- ful construction
Gentile history also notices.
raim begat those who are called Ludim;"
For Babylon means Confusion.
Whence we
and so also of the other seven nations.
And conclude
that
the giant
Nimrod
was its
after enumerating
all of them, it concludes,
founder, as had been hinted a httle before,
"' These are the sons of Ham, in their fami- where Scripture,
in speaking of him, says that
lies, according to their languages,
in their ter- the beginning
of his kingdom was Babylon,
ritories, and in their nations."
The reason,
that is, Babylon had a supremacy
over the
then, why the children of several of them are other cities as the metropolis
and royal resinot mentioned,
is that they belonged by birth dence; although
it did not rise to the grand
to other uations, and did not themselves
be- dimensions
designed by its proud and impious
come nations.
Why else is it, that though!founder"
The plan was to make it so high
eight sons are reckoned
to Japheth,
the sons that it should reach the sky, whether this was
of only two of these are mentioned;
andmeant
of one tower which they intended
to
though four are reckoned to Ham, only three build higher than the others,
or of all the
are spoken of as having sons; and though six towers, which might be signified by the singnare reckoned
to Shem, the descendants
of lar number, as we speak of "' the soldier,"
only two of tt_ese are traced ? Did the rest meaning
the army, and of the frog or the
rem_n childless ? We cannot
suppose
so; locust, when we refer to thewhole
mtdtitude
bat they did not produce nations so great as i
to warrant their beitag menttoued,
but were
, c.,=.,a, z-9.
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of frogs and locusts in the plagues with which "' seeing"
learn some new thing, for He can.
Moses smote the Egyptians."
But what did not ever be ignorant
of anything;
but He is
these vain and presumptuous
men intend ? said to see and recognize, in time, that which
How did they expect to raise this lofty mass He causes others to see and recognize.
And
against
God, when they had built it above ltherefore that city was not previously being
all the mountains and the clouds of the earth's iseen as God made it be seen when He showed
We might, inatmosphere
? What injury could any spiritual _how offensive it was to Him.
or material elevation
do to God ? The safe [deed, interpret God's descending
to the city
and true way to heaven is made by humihty,
of the descent
of His angels in whom He
which lifts up the heart to the Lord, not dwells; so that the following words, "And
against
Him;
as this giant is said to have _tthe Lord God said, Behold, they are all one
been a '" hunter agMnst the Lord."
This has [ race and of one language,"
and also what
been misunderstood
by some through the am- I follows, "Come, and let us go down and conbigutty
of the Greek word, and they have / found their speech,'
are a recapitulation,
ex.
translated
it, not "against'
the Lord,"
but] plaming how the previously,, intimated
"de"before
the Lord;"
for drarrzov
means I scent of the Lord
was accomplished.
For
both "' before " and "against."
In the Psalm if He had already gone down, why does He
this word is rendered,
" Let us weep before say, " Come, and let us go down and conthe Lord our Maker." _ The same word occurs found ? "--words which seem to be addressed
inthe bookof Job, where it iswritten,
"Timu
to the angels, and to intimate that He who
hast broken
into fury a_aimt
the Lord."3
was in the angels descended in their descent.
_And so this giant is to be recognized
as a And the words most appropriately
are, not,
" hunter
agatr_t the Lord."
And what is "Go ye down and confound,"
but, "Let us
meant by the term " hunter"
but decewer,
confound their speech; " showing that He so
oppressor, and destroyer of the animals of the works by His servants, that they are themearth?
He and his people therefore,
erected selves also fellow-laborers
with God, as the
this tower against the Lord, and so gave ex. apostle
says, "For
we are fellow-laborers
pression
to their imp,ous
pr_de; and justly w_th GJd. ''_
was their wicked intention punished by God,
even though _t was unsuccessful.
But what CHAP. 6.--WHAT
WE ARE TO UNDERSTANDBY
was the nature
of the punishment
_ As the
GOD'S SPEAKINGTO THE ANGELS.
tongue is the instrument
of domination,
in it
We might have supposed
that the words
pride was punished;
so that man, who would uttered at the creation
of man, "Let
us,"
not understand
God when He issued His and not Let me, "make
man,"
were adcommands,
should
be misunderstood
when dressed to the angels, had He not adcled "in
he himself gave orders.
Thus was that con- our image;"
but as we cannot believe that
spiracy disbanded,
for each man retired from man was made in the image of angels, or that
those he could not understand,
and assocl- the image of God is the same as that of an.
ated with those whose speech was intelligible;
gels, it Is proper to refer this expression to
and the nations were divided
according
to the plurality of the Trinity.
And yet this
their languages,
and scattered
over the earth Trinity, being one God, even after saying
as seemed
good to God, who accomplished
,, Let us make," goes on to say, "And God
this in ways hidden from and incomprehensimade man in His image," s and not "Gods
ble to us.
made,"
or "in
their image."
And were
I there any difficulty in applying to the angels
<:HAP. 5._OF
GOD'S
COMING DOWN TO CON- the words, "Come,
and let us go down and
FOUND THE LANGUAGES OF THE BUILDERS confound their speech," we might refer the
OF THE CITY.
plural to the Trinity, as if the Father were
We read, " The Lord came down tosee the addressing
the Son and the Holy Spirit; but
city and the tower which the sons of men it rather belongs to the angels to approacah
built:"
it was not the sons of God, but that God by holy movements,
that is, by pious
society which lived in a merely human way, thoughts, and thereby to avail themselves of
and which we call the earthly city.
God, the unchangeable
truth which rules in the
who is always wholly everywhere,
does not court of heaven as their eternal
law. For
move locally; but He is said to descend Fhen they are not themselves
the truth; but parlie does anything in the earth out of the usual i taking in the creative truth, they are moved
course, which, as it were, makes His presence
towards it as the fountain of life, that what
felt.
And in the same way, He does not by they have not in themselves they may obtain
• Ex,

x.

aPs.

xcv. 6.
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lair.
And thismovementof
theirs is steady,
for they never go back from what they have
_ed.
And to these angels God does not
_k,
as we speak to one another, or to God,
or to angels, or as the angels speak to us, or
as God speaks to us through them: He speaks
to them in an ineffable manner of His own,
and that which He says is conveyed to us in
a manner suited to our capacity.
For the
speaking of God antecedent and superior to all
His works, is the immutable
reason of His
work: it has no noisy and passing sound, but
an energy eternally
abiding
and producing
results in time.
Thus He speaks to the holy
angels; but to us, who are far off, He speaks
otherwise.
When, however, we hear with the
inner ear some part of the speech of God, we
approximate
to the angels.
But in this work
I need not labor to give an account of the
ways in which God speaks.
For either the
unchangeable
Truth
speaks directly
to the
mind of the rational creature in some indescribable way, or speaks through the changeable creature, either presenting
spiritual
images to our spirit, or bodily voices to our
bodily sense,
The words, "Nothing
will be restrained
from them which theyhave imagined to do, ....
are assuredly
not meant as an affirmation,
but as an interrogation,
such as is used by
persons threatening,
as e.g., when Dido exclaims,
"They

will not

take arms

and

pursue

OF GOD.
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but are propagated
by male and female
parents, such as wolves and animals of that
kind; and it is asked how they could be found
in the islands after the deluge, in which all
the animals
not in the ark perished,
unless
the breed was restored from those which were
preserved in pairs in the ark.
It might, indeed, be said that they crossed to the islands
by swimming,
but this could only be true of
those very near the mainland;
whereas there
are some so distant, that we fancy no animal
could swim to them.
But if men caught them
and took them across with themselves,
and
thus propagated
these breeds in their new
abodes, this would not imply an incredible
fondness
for the chase.
At the same time,
it cannot be denied that by the intervention
of angels they might be transferred by God's
order or permission.
If, however, they were
produced out of the earth as at their first ereation, when God said, " Let the earth bring
forth the living creature," 4 this makes it
more evident that all kinds of animals were
preserved
in the ark, not so much for the
sake of renewing the stock, as of prefiguring
the various nations which were to be saved in
the church;
this, I say, is more evident, if
the earth
brought
forth
many animals
in
islands to which they could not cross over.
CHAP.
8.--WHETHER
RACES
OF
MEN
STOCK

OF ADAM

CERTAIN

ARE
DERIVED
OR NOAH'S
SONS.

MONSTROUS
FROM
THE

?" _

It is also asked whether we are to believe
that certain monstrous
races of men, spoken
of in secular history, Shave sprungfrom
Noah's
sons, or rather, I should say, from that one
man from whom they themselves
were descended.
For it is reported that some have
one eye in the middle of the forehead;
some,
feet turned backwards
from the heel; some,
a double sex, the right breast like a man, the
left like a woman, and that they alternately
beget and bring forth: others are said to have
no mouth, and to breathe
only through
the
nostrils; others are but a cubit high, and are
therefore called by the Greeks "Pigmies:
"*
they say that in some places the women conceive in their fifth year, and do not live beOtAP. 7.--WHETHER EVE_ THE REMOTEST yond their eighth.
So, too, they tell of a
ISLANDS RECEIVED THEm FAUNA FROM THE race who have two feet but only one leg, and
A_IMALSWHICHWERE PRESERVED_ THROUGH are of marvellous
swiftness, though they do
THE DELUGF_IN THE ARK.
not bend the knee: they are called Skiopodes,
because in the hot weather they lie down on
There is a question
raised about all those their backs and shade themselves
with their
kinds of beasts which are not domesticated,
feet." Others are said to have no head, and
nor are produced like frogs from the earth, their
eyes in their
shoulders;
and other

We a_'e ¢o understand
the words as if it had
been said, Shall nothing be restrained
from
them which they have imagined to do ? s From
these three men, therefore,
the three sons
of Noah we mean, 73, or rather, as the catalogue will show, 72 nations and as many languages were dispersed
over the earth, and as
they increased
filled even the islands.
But
the nations multiplied
much more than the
languages.
For even in Africa we know several barbarous
nations which have but one
language;
and who can doubt that, as the
• human race increased, men contrived to pass
to the islands in ships ?

t_
_ 6.
.
• Virgil, ._Eg., iv. 5_"
S M_ _
t_mancs ou the addition of the lmrtide
the _
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which he him made to bring out the mmm_
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human or quasi-human
races are depicted in deny that these are all descended from that
mosaic in the harbor esplanade of "Carthage, one man, so all the races which are reported
on the faith of histories of rarities.
What to have diverged in bodily appearance from
shall I say of the Cynocephali,
whose dog- the usual course which nature generally or
Btike head and barking proclaim them beasts almost universally preserves, if they are erarather than men ? But we are not bound to braced in that definition of man as rational
believe all we hear of these monstrosities,
and mortal animals,
unquestionably
trace
But whoever is anywhere born a man, that is, ,their pedigree to that one first father of all.
a rational, mortal animal, no matter what un- We are supposing these stories about various
usual appearance he presents in color, move-races
who differ from one another and from
ment, sound, nor how peculiar he is in some us to be true; but possibly they are not: for
power, part, or quality of his nature, no itf we were not aware that apes, and monkeys,
Christian can doubt that he springs from that and sphinxes are not men, but beasts, those
one protoplast.
We can d_stingmsh the corn- historians would possibly describe them as
mon human nature from that which is pecu- races of men, and flaunt with impunity their
hat. and therefore wonderful,
false and vainglorious discoveries.
But supThe same account which is given of mon- posing they are men of whom these marvels
strous births in indivldual cases can be given are recorded,
what if God has seen fit to
of monstrous races.
For God, the Creator of create some races in this way, that we might
alt, knows where and when each thing ought not suppose that the monstrous births which
to be, or to have been created, because He appear among ourselves are the failures of
sees the similarities and diversities
which can that wisdom whereby He fashions the human
contribute to the beauty of the whole.
But nature, as we speak of the failure of a less
He who cannot see the whole is offended by perfect workman ? Accordingly,
it ought not
the deformity of the part, because he is blind to seem absurd to us, that as in individual
to that which balances
it, and to which it races there are monstrous births, so in the
belongs.
We know that men are born with whole
race
there
are monstrous
races.
more than four fingers on their hands or toes Wherefore,
to conclude this question
canon their feet: this is a smaller matter_ but far ttously and guardedly,
either these things
from us be the folly of supposing
that the which have been told of some races have no
Creator mistook
the number
of a man's existence at all; or if they do exist, they are
fingers, though we cannot account for the not human races; or if they are human, they
difference.
And so in cases where the diver- are descended from Adam.
gence from the rule is greater.
He whose
works no man justly finds fault with, knows CHAP.9.--WHETHER WE ARE TO BELLEVEIN
what He has done.
At Hippo-Diarrhytus
THE ANTIPODES.
there is a man whose hands
are crescentshaped, and have only two fingers each, and
But as to the fable that there are Antipodes,
his feet similarly formed.
If there were a that is to say, men on the opposite side of
race like him, it would be added to the his- the earth, where the sun rises when it sets to
tory of the curious and wonderful.
Shall we us, men who walk with their feet opposite
therefore
deny that this man is descended
ours, that is on no ground credtble.
And,
from that one man who was first created ? As indeed, it is not affirmed that this has been
for the Androgyni,
or Hermaphrodites,
as learned
by historical
knowledge,
but by
they are called, though they are rare, yet from scientific conjecture, on the ground that the
time to time there appears persons of sex so earth is suspended
within the concavity
of
doubtful, that it remains uncertain from which the sky, and that it has as much room on the
sex they take their name; though it is cus- one side of it as on the other: hence they say
tomary to give them a masculine name, as the that the part which is beneath must also be
more worthy.
For no one ever called them inhabited.
But they do not remark that,
Hermaphroditesses.
Some years ago, quite although
it be supposed
or scientifically
within my own memory, a man was born in demonstrated
that the world is of a round and
the East, double in his upper, but single in spherical form, yet it does not follow that the
his lower halfJhaving
two heads, two chests, I other side of the earth is bare of water; nor
four hands, but one body and two feet like even, though it be bare, does it immediately
an ordinary man; and he lived so long that follow that it is peopled.
For Scripture,
many had an opportunity
of seeing him. But which proves the truth of its historical statewho could enumerate
all the human births ments by the accomplishment
of its propheo
that have differed widely from their ascer- cies, gives no false information;
and tt is too
mined parents ? As, therefore,
no one will absurd to say, that some men might have
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taken
ship and traversed
the whole wide
ocean, and crossed from this side of the world
to the other, and that thus even the inhabitants
of that distant region are descended from that
one first man.
Wherefore
let us seek if we
can find the city of God that sojourns on earth
among those human races who are catalogued
as having been divided into seventy-two
nations and as many languages.
For it continued down to the deluge and the ark, and
is proved to have existed
still among
the
sons of Noah by their blessings, and chiefly
in the eldest son Shem;
for Japheth received
this blessing, that he should dwell in the tents
of Shem.

doms so vast could be populated by the descendants of Shem; especially
the kingdom
of Assyria, from which Ninus subdued
the
surrounding
nations, reigning with brilliant
prosperity, and bequeathing
to his descend-*
ants a vast but thoroughly consolidated
empirc, which held together for many centuries.
But to avoid needless
prolixity, we shall
mention not the number of years each member of this series lived, but only the year of
his life in which he begat his heir, that we
may thus reckon the number of years from
the flood to Abraham,
and may at the same
time leave room to touch briefly and cursorily
upon some other matters necessary
to our
argument•
In the second year, then, after
CHAP. IO.-----OF THE GENEALOGYOF SHEM, IN the flood, Shem when he was a hundred years
WHOSE LINE THE CITY OF GOD IS PRESERVED
old begat Arphaxad;
Arphaxad when he was
TILL THE TIME OF ABRAHAM.
I35 years old begat Cainan;
Cainan when he
It is necessary,
therefore,
to preserve the
series of generations
descending
from Shem,
for thesake
of exhlbitingthe
city of God after
the flood; as before the flood it was exhibited
in the series of generations
descending
from
Seth.
And therefore
does divine Scripture,
after exhibiting
the earthly city as Babylon or
"Confusion,"
revert to the patriarch Shem,
and recapitulate
the generations
from him to
Abraham,
specifying besides,the year in which
each father begat the son that belonged to this
line, and how long he lived.
And unquestionably it is this which fulfills the promise I
made, that it should appear why it is said of
the sons of Heber, " The name of the one

was Peleg, for in his days the earth was divided."
x For
whatearth,
can ifwenotunderstand
the division
of the
the diversityby
of languages ? And, therefore,
omitting
the
other sons of Shem, who are not concerned
in
this matter, Scripture
gives the genealogy
of
those by whom the line runs on to Abraham,
as before the flood those are given who cartied on the line to Noah from Seth.
Accordingly this series of generations
begins thus:
"' These are the generations
of Shem: Shem
was an hundred
years
old, and begat Arphaxad two years after the flood.
And Shem
lived after h'e begat Arphaxad
five hundred
years,
and begat sons and daughters
" In
• the
like manner it registers the rest, naming

was
begat ageSalah.
Salah
too, _3
waso years
the same
when he
begathimself,
Eber.
Eber lived I34 years,
and begat Peleg, in
whose days the earth was divided.
Peleg
himself lived i3o years, and begat Reu; and
Reu lived i32 years, and begat Serug; Serug
I3°' and begat Nahor; and Nahor 79, and
begat
Terah;
and Terah
7o, and begat
Abram, whose name God afterwards
changed
into Abraham.
There are thus from the flood
to
Abraham
_o72 years,
accordingIn the
to Hethe
Vulgate
or Septuagint
versions.
brew copies far fewer years are given; and
for this either no reason or a not very credible
one is given.
When, therefore,
we look for the city of
God in these seventy-two
nations, we cannot
affirm that while they had but one lip, that is,
one language,
the human race had departed

from the worship of the true God, and that
genuine godliness
had survived only in those
generauons
which descend from Shem through
Arphaxad
and reach to Abraham;
but from
the time when they proudly built a tower to
heaven, a symbol of godless exaltation,
the
ctty or society of the wicked becomes apparent.
Whether
it was only disguised
before,
or non-existent;
whether both cities remained
after the flood,--the
godly m the two sons of
Noah whowere blessed, and in their posterity,
and the ungodly in the cursed son and his descendants,
from whom sprang that
mighty
year of his life in which each begat the son hunter against the Lord,--is
not easily dewho belonged
to that line which extends to termined.
For possibly--and
certainly
this
Abraham.
It specifies,
too, how many is more credible---there
were despisers
of
years he
lived thereafter,
begetting
sons
and
daughters,
that
we may not child-God
among the descendants
of the two sons,
ishly suppose that the men named were the even
Babylon
and worshippersbefore
of God
amongwas thefounded,
descendants
of
only men, but may understand
how the population increased,
and how regions and king- Ham.
Certainly
neither
race
was
ever
obliterated from earth.
For in both the Psalms
, g_,. x.,s.

in which

it is said,

"They

are all gone aside,
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they are altogether
become filthy;
there is
none that doeth good, no, not one,
we read
further, " Have all the workers of iniquity no
knowledge ? who eat up my people as they
eat bread, and call not upon the Lord."'
There was then a people of God even at that
time.
And therefore
the words, " There is
none that doeth good, no, not one,"
were
said of the sons of men, not of the sons of
God.
For it had been previously
said, "God
looked down from heaven upon the sons of
men, to see if any understood
and sought
after God;" and then follow the words which
demonstrate
that all the sons Df men, that is,
all who belong to the city which lives according to man, not according to God, are reprobate.
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means Division; because he was born when
the earth was divided, that is, at the very
[time of the division,
and that this is the
meaning of the words, "In his days the earth
was divided. ''ffi For unless Heber had been
tstill alive when the languages
were multiplied, the language which was preserved
in
his house would not have been called after
him.
We are induced to believe that this was
the primitive and common language, because
the multiplication
and change of languages
was introduced
as a punishment,
and it is fit
to ascribe to the people of God an immunity
from this punishment.
Nor is it without significance that this Is the language which Abraham retained, and that he could not transmit
it to all lus descendants,
but only to those of

Jacob's llne, who distinctively
and eminently
THE ORIGINAL LANGUAGE constituted
God s people, and received His
covenants, and were Ci_rist's progenitors
acIN
USE
AMONG
MEN
WAS
THAT
WHICH
WAS
cording to the flesh.
In the _ameway, Heber
AFTERWARDSCALLED
HEBREW,
FROM HEBER,
himself did not transmit that language to all
IN WHOSE
FAMII_Y
IT
WAS
PRESERVED
WHEN

CHAP. II.--THAT

THE CONFUSIONOF TONGUESOCCURRED.
Wherefore,
as the fact of all using one
language
did not secure the absence of sininfected
men from the race,--for
even before the deluge there was one language, and
yet all but the single family of just Noah
were found worthy of destruction bythe flood,
-so when the nations, by a prouder godlesshess, earned the punishment
of the dispersion
and the confusion of tongues, and the city of
the godless was called Confusion or Babylon,
there was still the house of Heber in which
the primitive
language of the race survived,
And therefore,
as I have already mentioned,
when an enumeration
is made of the sons of
Shem, who each founded a nation, Heber is
first mentioned,
although he was of the fifth
generation
from Shem.
And because, when
the other races were divided by their own pcculiar languages,
his family preserved
that
language which is not unreasonably
believed
to have been the common language
of the
race, it was on this account thenceforth
named
Hebrew.
For it then became necessary to
distinguish
this language
from the rest by a
proper name; though, while there was only
one, it had no other name than the language
of man, or human
speech,
it alone being
spoken by the whole human race.
Some one
will say: If the earth was divided
by languages in the days of Peleg, Heber's
son,
tl-mt language,
which was formerly common
to all, should rather have been called after
Peleg.
But we are to understand that Heber
himself gave to his son this name Peleg, which
Ps. xlv.
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his posterity, but only to the line from which
Abraham sprang:
And thus, although
it is
not expressly stated, that when the wicked
were building Babylon there was a godly seed
remaining, this indistinctness
is intended to
sumulate
research
rather than to elude it.
For when we see that originally there was one
common language,
and that Heber is mentioned before all Shem s sons, though he belonged to the fifth generation
from him, and
that the language which the patriarchs
and
prophets used, not only in their conversation,
but in the authoritative
language of Scripture,
is called Hebrew, when we are asked where
that primitive and common language was pre.
served after the confusion
of tongues,
certainly, as there can be no doubt that those
among whom it was preserved were exempt
from the punishment
_t embodied, what other
suggestion can we make, than that it survived
in the family of him whose name it took, and
that this is no small proof of the righteousness of this family, that the punishment
with
which the other families were visited did not
fall upon it?
But yet another question is mooted:
How
did Heber and his son Peteg each found a
nation, if they had but one language ? For
no doubt the Hebrew nation propagated
from
Heber
through
Abraham,
and becoming
through him a great people, is one nation.
How, then, are all the sons of the three
branches
of Noah's
family enumerated
as
founding a nation each, if Heber and Peleg
did not so ? It is very probable that the giant
Nimrod
founded
also his nation, and that
=Gen.

x. _5-
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Scripture
has named him separately on ac-CHAP, xz.mOF THE ERA m Am_HAM'S tare
count of the extraordinary
dimensions
of his
FROM WHICH A NEW PERIOD IN THE HOLY
empire and of his body, so that the number
SUCCESmONBEGm-S.
of seventy-two
nations remains.
But Peleg
was mentioned,
not because he founded a hation (for his race and language are Hebrew),
but on account of the critical time at which
he was born, all the earth being then divided,
Nor ought we to be surprmed that the giant_
Nimrod
lived to the time in which Babylon
was founded and the confusion of tongues occurred, and the consequent
division
of the
earth.
For though Heber was in the sixth
generation
from Noah, and Nimrod
in the
fourth, it does not follow that they could not
be alive at the same time.
For when the
generations
are few, they live longer and are
born later; but when they are many, they
live a shorter time, and come into the world
earlier.
We are to understand
that, when the
earth was d_vided, the descendants
of Noah
whoare registered as foundersof
nations were
not only already born, but were of an age to
have immense
families, worthy to be called
tribes or nations.
And therefore
we must
by no means suppose that they were born in
the order in which they were set down; otherwise, how could the twelve sons of Joktan,
another son of Heber's, and brother of Peleg,
have already founded nations, if Joktan was
born, as he is registered,
after his brother

Let us now survey
city of God from the

Peleg, since the earth was divided at Peleg's
birth?
We are therefore
to understand
that,
though Peleg is named first, he was born long
after Joktan, whose twelve sons had already
families so large as to admit of their being
divided by different languages.
There is nothing extraordinary
in the last born being first
named: of the sons of Noah, the descendants
of Japheth are first named; then the sons of
Ham, who was the second son; and last the
sons of Shem, who was the first and oldest,

explained the cause of the flood before God
began to speak to Noah about the building
of the ark, it is said, "These
are the genera,.
tions of Noah;
so also now, after enumerating the generations
from Shem, Noah's son,
down to Abraham,
it then signalizes
an era
by saying,
" These are the generations
of
Terah:
Terah
begat
Abram,
Nahor,
and
Haran;
and Haran begat Lot.
And Haran
died before his father Terah
in the land of
his nativity,
in Ur of the Chaldees.
And
Abram and Nahortook
them wlves: the name

Of these nations the names have partly surrived, so that at this day we can see from
whom they have sprung,
as the Assyrians
from Assur, the Hebrews
from Heber,
but
partly have been altered in the lapse of time
so that the most learned men, by profound
research
in ancient records,
have scarcely
been able to discover the origin, I do not say
of all, but of some of these nations.
There
is, for example, nothing in the name Egyptians to show that they are descended
from
Misraim,
Ham's son, nor in the name Ethic)plans to show a connection with Cush, though
such is said to be the origin of these nations,
And if we take a general survey of the names,
we shah find that more have been changed
than have remained the same.

the progress
of the
era of the patriarch

Abraham,
from whose time it begins to be
more conspicuous,
and the divine promises
which are now fulfilled in Christ are more
fully revealed.
We learn, then, from the intimations
of holy Scripture,
that Abraham
was born in the country of the Chaldeans,
a
land belonging to the Assyrian empire.
Now,
even at that time impious superstitions
were
rife wlth the Chaldeans, aswith other nations.
The family of Terah, to which Abraham
belonged, was the only one in which the worship
of the true God survived,
and the only one,
we may suppose, in which the Hebrew language was preserved;
although
Joshua
the
son of Nun tells us that even this family
served
other gods in Mesopotamia."
The
other descendants
of Heber gradually became
absorbed
in other races and other languages.
And thus, as the single family of Noah was
preserved through the deluge of water to renew the human race, so, in the deluge of supersution that flooded the whole world, there
remained but the one family of Terah in which
the seed of God's city was preserved.
And
as,
when
Scripture
has
enumerated
the
erations prior to Noah, with their ages, genand

of Abram's
wife was Sarai; and the name of
Nahor's wife Milcah, the daughter
of Haran,
the father of Milcah, and the father of Iscah." _
This Iscah _s supposed
to be the same as
Sarah, Abraham's
wife.
chap.

i3.--w_rv,

IN T_E Accotncr OF TERAH'S
ON HIS FORSAKING THE CHALI)EANS AND PASSING OVER INTO MESOPOTAEMIGRATION,
MIA,

NO

MENTION

IS MADE

OF

HIS

SON

NABOR.

Next it is related how Terah with his faroily left the region of the Chaldeans
and came
into Mesopotamia,
and dwelt in Haran.
But
, Josh. _v. _.
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nothing is said about one of his sons called
Nahor, as if he had not taken him along with
him.
For the narrative
runs thus:
"And
Terah took Abram his son, and Lot the son
of Ha.ran, his son's son, and Sarah his daughter-in-law,
his son Abram's
wife, and led
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persecution
from the Chaldeans for the true
piety with which they worshipped
the one
and true God.
CHAP. I4--OF
THE YEARS OF TERAH,
WHO
COMPLETEDHIS LIFETIMEIN HARAN.

them forth out of the region of the Chaldeans
to
into theandlanddwelt
of Canaan;
and
he came
intogoHaran,
there."'
Nahor
and

On Terah's
death in Mesopotamia,
where
he is said to have lived 205 years, the promises of God made to Abraham now begin to
Milcah
his wifewhen
are Abraham
nowhere sent
namedhis here.
"And
But
afterwards,
serv- be pointed out; for thus it is written:
the days of Terah in Haran were two hunant to take a wife for his son Isaac, we find it dred and five years, and he died in Haran. ''4
thus written:
"And
the servant
took ten This is not to be taken as if he had spent
camels
of the
camels
lord, and
and arose,
of all all his days there, but that he there cornthe
goods
of his
lord, ofwithhis him;
pleted the days of his life, which were two
and went,,2 into .Mes°p°tamla'
into the city of hundred and five years: otherwise it would
Nahor. history
This show
and other
test:momes
of this not be known how many years Terah lived,
sacred
that Nahor,
Abraham's
brother, had also left the region of the Chal- since it is not said in what year of his life he
came into Haran; and it is absurd to suppose
deans, and fixed his abode in Mesopotamia,
that, in this series of generations,
where it is
where Abraham dwelt with his father.
Why, carefully recorded
how many years each one
then,
did the Scrtpture
not menuon
him, lived, his age was the only one not put on
when Terah with his family went forth out record.
For although some whom the same
of the Chaldean
nation and dwelt in Haran,
Scripture
mentions
have not their age resince it mentions
that he took with him not corded, they are not in this series, in which
only Abraham
his son, but also Sarah his the reckoning
of time is continuously
indidaughter-in-law,
and
Lot
h_s grandson ? cared bythe deathof
the parents and the sacThe only reason we can think of is, that per- cession of the children.
For this series, which
haps he had lapsed from the piety of his is given in order from Adam to Noah, and
father and brother, and adhered to the super- from him down to Abraham, contains no one
stition of the Chaldeans,
and had afterwards
without the number of the years of his life.
emigrated
thence, either through
penitence,
or because he was persecuted
as a suspected
person.
For in the book called Judith, wt:en CHAP. I5.--OF
THE TIME OF THE MIGRATION
Holofernes,
the enemy of the Israelites,
inOF ABRAHAM,
WHEN,
ACCORDING TO THE
quired what kind of nation that might be, and
COMMANDMENTOF GOD, HE WENT OUT FROM
whether war should be made against them,
HARAN.
Achior, the leader of the Ammonites,
anWhen, after the record of the death of
swered him thus: "Let our lord now hear a Terah, the father of Abraham,
we next read,
word from the mouth of thy servant, and I "And the Lord said to Abram, Get thee out
will declare unto thee the truth concerning the of thy country,
and from thy kindred, and
people which dwelleth near thee in th_s hdl from thyfather's
house, ''5 etc., it is not to be
_country, and there shall no he come out of supposed, because this follows in the order of
the mouth of thy servant.
:For this people the narrative,
that it also followed in the
is descended
from the Chaldeans,
and they chronological
order of events.
For if it were
dwelt
heretofore
in Mesopotamia,
because so, there would be an insoluble difficulty. For
they would not follow the gods of their after these words of God which were spoken
fathers, which were glorious in the land of the to Abraham, the Scripture says: "And Abram
Chaldeans,
but went out of the way of their departed, as the Lord had spoken unto him;
ancestors,
and adored the God of heaven,
and Lot went with him.
Now Abraham was
whom they knew; and they cast them out from seventy-five
years old when he departed out
the face of their gods, and they fled into of Haran. ''_
Howcanthis
be true if he deMesopotamia,
and dwelt there many days. parted from Haran after his father's death?
And their God said to them, that they should For when Terah was seventy years old, as is
depart from their habitation,
and go into the intimated above, he begat Abraham;
and if
land of Canaan; and they dwelt," _ etc., as to this number we add the seventy.five years
Achior the Ammonite narrates.
Whence it is which Abraham
reckoned when he went out
manifest that the house of Terah had suffered of Haran, we get I45 years.
Therefo:e
that
zGea. zi. at.

_ c_a. xxiv.to.

_Juditl_v.._,-9.
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was the number of the years of Terah, when
Abraham departed
out of that city of Memopo_mia;
for he had reached the seventy-fifth
year of his life, and thus his father, who begat
him in the seventieth year of his life, had
reached, as was said, his t45th.
Therefore
he did not depart thence after his father's
death, that is, after the 2o 5 years his father
lived; but the year of his departure from that
place, seeing it was his seventy-fifth,
is inferred beyond a doubt to have been the i45th
of his father, who begat him in his seventieth
year.
And thus it is to be understood
that
the Scripture, according
to its custom,
has
gone back to the time which had already been
passed by the narrative; just as above, when
it had mentioned
the grandsons of Noah, it
said that they were in their nations and tongues; and yet afterwards, as if this also had
followed in order of time, tt says, "And the
whole earth was of one hp, and one speech
for all.""
How, then, could they be said to
be in their own nations and according to their
own tongues, if there was one for all; except
because the narrative goes back to gather up
what it had passed over?
Here, too, in the
same way, after saying, "And the days of
Terah in Haran were 205 years, and Terah
died in Haran," the Scripture, going back to
what had been passed over in order to cornpletewhat
had beenbegun
about Terah, says,
"And the Lord said to Abram, Get thee out
of thy country," _ etc.
After which words of
God it is added, "And
Abram departed, as
the Lord spake unto him; and Lot went with
him.
But Abram was seventy.five
years old
when he departed out of Haran."
Therefore
it was done when his father was in the _45th
year of his age; for it was then the seventyfifth of his own.
But this question is also
solved in another way, that the seventy-five
years of Abraham
when he departed
out of
Haran are reckoned
from the year in which
he was delivered
from the fire of the Chaldeans, not from that of his birth, as if he was
rather to be held as having been born then.
Nowthe blessed Stephen, in narrating these
things
in the Acts of the Apostles,
says:
"The God of glory appeared
unto our father
Abraham,
when he was in Mesopotamia,
before he dwelt in Charran, and said unto him,
Get thee out of thy country, and from thy
kindred,
and from thy father's
house, and
come into the land which I wilt show thee." 3
According
to these words of Stephen,
God
spoke to Abraham, not after the death of his
father, who certainly died in Haran, where his
son also dwelt with him, but before he dwelt
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in that city, although
he was already in Mesopotamia.
Therefore
he had already departed from the Chaldeans.
So that when
Stephen adds, "Then
Abraham went out of
the land of the Chaldeans,
and dwelt in
Charran," +this does not point out what took
place after God spoke to him (for it was not
after these words of God that he went out of
the land of the Chatdeans, since he says that
God spoke to him in Mesopotamia),
but the
word "the_"
which he uses refers to that
whole period from his going out of the land
of the Chaldeans
and dwelling in Haran+
Likewise in what follows, "And thenceforth,
when hls father was dead, he settled him in
this land, wherein ye now dwell, and your
fathers,"
he does not say. after hm father
was dead he went out from Haran; but thenceforth he settled him here, after his father
was dead.
It is to be understood, therefore,
that God had spoken toAbraham when he was
in Mesopotamia,
before he dwelt in Haran;
but that he came to Haran with his father,
keeping in mind the precept of God, and that
he went out thence in his own seventy-fifth
year, which was his father's _45th.
But he
says that his settlement
in the land of Canaan,
not his going forth from Haran, took place
after his father's death;
because his father
was already dead when he purchased the land,
and personally entered
on possesmon of it.
But when, on his having already settled in
Mesopotamia,
that is, already gone out of the
land of the Chaldeans,
God says, "Get thee
out of thy country, and from thy kindred,
and from thy father's house,"5
this means,
not that he should cast out his body from
thence,
for he had already done that. but
that he should tear away his soul.
For he
had not gone out from thence in mind, if he
was held by the hope and desire of returning,
--a hope and destre which was to be cut off
by God's command and help, and by his own
obedience.
It would indeed be no incredible
supposition
that afterwards,
when Nahor followed his father, Abraham
then fulfilled the
precept of the Lord, that he should depart
out of Haran with Sarah his wife and Lot his
brother's son.
CHAP. I6.----OF THE ORDER AND I_IATIYREOF
THE PROMISESOF GOD WHICH WERE MADE TO
ABRAHAM.
God's promises
made to Abraham are now
to be considered;
for in these the oracles of
our God, 6 that is, of the true God, began to
appear more openly
concerning
the godly
4 Aetsvii.
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people,
whom prophetic
authority
foretold,
The first of these reads thus: "And the Lord
said unto Abram, Get thee out of thy country, and from thy kindred,
and from thy
father's house, and go into a land that I will
show thee: and I will make of thee a great
nation, and I will bless thee, and magnify thy
name; and thou shalt be blessed:
and I will
bless them that bless thee, and curse them
that curse thee: and in thee shall all tribes of
the earth be blessed."
x Now it is to be observed that two things are promised to Abraham, the one, that his seed should possess
the land of Canaan, which is intimated when
it is said, "Go into a land that I will show
thee, and I will make of thee a great nation;"
but the other far more excellent, not about
the carnal but the spiritual
seed, through
which he is the father, not of the one Israelite
nation,
but of all nations who follow the
footprints
of his faith, which was first promlsed In these words, "And in thee shall all
tribes of the earth be blessed."
Eusebius
thought this promise was made in Abraham's
seventy-fifth
year, as if soon after it was
made Abraham
had departed
out of Haran;
because the Scripture cannot be contradicted,
in which we read, "Abram was seventy and
five years old when he departed out of Haran."
But If this promise was made in that
year, then of course Abraham was staying in
Haran with his father; for he could not depart thence unless he had first dwelt there,
Does this, then,
contradict
what Stephen
says, " The God of glory appeared
to our
father Abraham,
when he was in Mesopotamia, before be dwelt in Charran ?" 2 But it
is to be understood
that the whole took place
in the same year,--both
the promise of God
before Abraham
dwelt in Haran,
and his
dwelling in tIaran,
and his departure thence,
--not only because
Eusebius
in the Chronicles reckons from the year of this promise,
and shows that after 43 ° years the exodus
from Egypt took place, when the law was
given, but because the Apostle Paul also mentions it.

32!

ished, namely, the three kingdoms of Sicyon_
Egypt, and Assyria.
Of these, Assyria was
much the most powerful and sublime;
for
that king Ninus, son of Belus, had subdued
the people of all Asia except India.
By Asia
I now mean not that part which is one proviince of this greater Asia, but what is called
Universal Asia, which some set down as the
half, but most as the third part of the whole
world,-- the three being Asia, Europe, and
Africa, thereby making an unequal division.
For the part called Asia stretches
from the
south through the east even to the north;
Europe from the north even to the west; and
Africa from the west even to the south.
Thtm
we see that two, Europe and Africa, contain
one half of the world, and Asia alone the
other half.
And these two parts are made
by the circumstance,
that there enters between them from the ocean all the Mediterranean water, which makes this great sea of
ours.
So that, if you divide the world Into
two parts, the east and the west, Asia will be
in the one, and Europe and Africa in the
other
So that of the three kingdoms
then
famous, one, namely Sicyon, was not under
the Assyrians,
because it was in Europe; but
as for Egypt, how could it fall to be subject
to the empire which ruled all Asia with the
single exception of India?
In Assyria, therefore, the dominion
of the impious city had
the pre-eminence.
Its head was Babylon, m
an earth.born
city, most fitly named, for it
means confusion.
There Ninus reigned after
the death of his father Belus, who first had
reigned
there
sixty-five
years.
His son
Nlnus, who, on his father's death, succeeded
to the kingdom, reigned fifty-two years, and
had been king forty-three
years when Abraham was born, which was about the i2ooth
year before Rome was founded,
as it we're
another Babylon in the west.
CHAP. 18.--OF
THE REPEATED ADDRESSOF GOD
To ABRAHAM,IN WHICH HE PROMISEDTHE
LANDOF CANAANTO HIM AND TO HIS SEED.
Abraham,

then,

having

departed

out

of

CHAP. IT.----OF THE THREE MOSTFAMOUSKING- Haran
in the seventy-fifth
year of his own
DOMSOF THE NATIONS, OF WHICH ONE, THAT age, and in the hundred and forty-fifth of his
IS THE
ASSYRIAN,
WAS
ALREADY
VERY
EMifather's,
went with Lot, his brother's
son,
NENT WHEN ABRAHAMWASBORN.
and Sarah his wife, into the land of Canaan,
and came even to Sichem, where again he
During the same period there were three received the divine oracle, of which it is thus
famous kingdoms
of the nations,
in which written:
"And
the Lord
appeared
unto
the city of the earth-born,
that is, the society Abram, and said unto him_ Unto thy seed will
of mdn living according
to man under the I give this land."3
Nothing
is promised
domination
of the fallen angels, chiefly flour- here about that seed in which he is made the
x Oen.
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of all nations, but only about that by I will go to the left." _ From this, pcrhal_ _
Which he is the father of the one Israelite
has arisen a pacific custom among men, that
nation; for by this seed that land was pos- when there is any partition of earthly things,
sessed,
the greater should make the division, the less
the choice.
CHAP.
I9._OF
THE DIVINE
PRESERVATION
OF
SARAH'S CHASTITY IN EGYPT, WHEN ABRAHAM
HAD CALLED HER NOT HIS WIFE BUT HIS SISTER.

CHAP. 2I----OF
THE THIRD PROMISE OF GOD_ BY
WHICH
HE ASSURED
THE
LAND OF CANAAN
TO ABRAHAM
AND HIS SEED IN PERPETU1TV.

Having
built an altar there, and called
Now, when Abraham and Lot had separated,
upon God, Abraham
proceeded
thence
and and dwelt apart, osving to the necessity
of
dwelt in -the desert, and was compelled
by supporting
their families, and not to vile dispressure
of famine to go on into Egypt.
cord, and Abraham was in the land of Canaan,
There he called his wife his sister, and told but Lot in Sodom, the Lord said to Abraham
no lie.
For she was this also, because she in a third oracle, "Lift
up thine eyes, and
was near of blood; just as Lot, on account of look from the place where thou now art, to
the same nearness, being his brother's
son, the north, and to Africa, and to the east, and
is called his brother.
Now he did not deny to the sea; for all the land which thou seest,
that she was his wife, but held his peace to thee will I give it, and to thy seed for ever.
about it, committing
to God the defence of And I will make thy seed as the dust of the
his wife's chastity, and providing
as a man earth: if any one can number the dust of the
against
human wiles; because if he had not earth,
thy seed shall also be numbered.
provided against the danger as much as he Arise, and walk through
the land, in the
could, he would have been tempting
God length of it, and inthe breadth of it; for unto
rather than trusting
in Him.
We have said thee will I give it. ''_ It does not clearly
enough about this matter against the calum-appear
whether in this promise
that also is
hies of Faustus the Manich_an.
At last what i contained by which he is made the father of
Abraham
had expected
the Lord to do took all nations.
For the clause,
"And
I will
place.
For Pharaoh, king of Egypt, who had make thy seed as the dust of the earth,"
may
taken her to him as his wife, restored
her to seem to refer to this, being spoken
by that
her husband on being severely plagued.
And figure the Greeks call hyperbole,
which infar be it from us to believe that she was de- deed is figurative, not literal.
But no person
filed by lying with another;
because
it is of understanding
can doubt in what manner
much more credible
that,
by these
great
the Scripture uses thls and other figures.
For
afflictions, Pharaoh was not permitted
to do that figure (that is, way of speaking)
is used
this.
when what is said is far larger than what is
meant by it; for who does not see how inCHAP. 20.--OF
THE FARTINC OF LOT AND comparably
larger the number
of the dust
must be than that of all men can be from
ABRAHAM,
WHICH THEY AGREED TO WITH- Adam himself down to the end of the world ?
OUT BREACHOF CHARITY.
HOW much greater, then, must it be than the
On Abraham's
return out of Egypt to the seed of Abraham,--not
only that pertaining
place he had left, Lot, his brother's
son, de- to the nation of Israel, but also that which _s
parted from himintothe
land of Sodom, with- and shall be according
to the Imitation
of
out breach of charity.
For they had grown faith in all nations of the whole wide world !
rich, and began to have many herdmen
of For that seed is indeed very small in corncattle, and when these strove "together,
they parison with the multitude
of the wicked, alavoided in this way the pugnacious
discord of thoug h even those few of themselves
make
their families.
Indeed, as human affairs go, an innumerable
multitude,
which by a hyperthis cause might even have given rise to some bote is compared
to the dust of the earth.
strife between
themselves.
Consequently
Truly that multitude
which was promised to
these are the words of Abraham to Lot, when Abraham is not innumerable
to God, although
taking
precaution
against
this evil, "Let
to man; but to God not even the dust of the
there be no strife between me and thee, and earth is so.
Further,
the promise here made
between my herdmen
and thy herdmen;
for may be understood
not only of the nation of
we be brethren.
Behold, is not the whole Israel, but of the whole seed of Abraham,
land before thee ? Separate thyself from me: which may be fitly compared
to the dust for
if thou wilt go to the left hand, I will go to
the fight; or if thouwiltgo
to the right hand,
x c_.xiu. 8,9.
,c_. _. ,4-x7.
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multitude, because regarding
it also there is after the order of Aaron, for that order was to
the promise • of many children, not according
be taken away when the things shone forth
to the flesh, but according to the spirit.
But which were intimated
beforehand
by these
we have therefore
said that this does not shadows.
clearly appear,
because the multitude
even
of that one nation, which was born according
CHAP. 23. --OF THE WORD OF THE LORD TO
to the flesh of Abraham through his grandson
ABRAHAM, BY WHICH IT WAS PROMmF_ TO
Jacob, has increased so much as to fill almost
mM THAT HIS POSTERITYSHOULDBE MULTIall parts of the world.
Consequently,
even _t
PLIED ACCORDINGTO THE MULTITUDE OF
might by hyperbole be compared to the dust
THE STARS; ON BELIEVING WHICH HE WAS
for multitude, because even it alone is innuDECLAREDJUSTIFIED WHILE YET IN UNCIHo
merable by man.
Certainly no one questions
CUMCISION.
that only that land is meant which is called
Canaan.
But that saying, " To thee will I
The word of the Lord came to Abraham in
give it, and to thy seed for ever," may move a vision also.
For when God promised
him
some, if by "for ever" they understand
"to protection and exceeding
great reward, he,
eternity."
But if in this passage they take being solicitous
about posterity, said tlmt a
born in his
"for ever" thus, as wc firmly hold it means, certain Eliezer of Damascus,
that the beginning of the world to come is to house, would be his heir.
Immediately
he
be ordered
from the end of the present,
was promised
an heir, not that house-born
there is still no difficulty, because, although
servant, but one who was to come "forth of
the Israelites
are expelled from Jerusalem,
Abraham himself; and again a seed innumer*
they still remain in other cities in the land of i_able, not as the dust of the earth, but as the
Canaan, and shall remain even to the end: stars of hcaven,--which
rather seems to me a
and when that whole land is inhabited by promise of a posterity exalted in celestial fellChristians,
they also are the very seed of city.
For, so far as multitude is concerned,
what are the stars of heaven to the dust of
Abraham.
the earth, unless one should say the comparison is like inasmuch
as the stars also cannot
CHAP. 22.---.0F ABRAHAM'S
OVERCOMINGTHE be numbered ? For it is not to be believed
ENEMIES OF SODOM, _VHEN HE DELIVERED that all of them can be seen.
For the more
LOT FROM CAPTIVITY AND WAS BLESSEDBY keenly one observes them, the more does he
MELCHIZEDEKTHE PRIEST.
see. So that it is to be supposed
some reHaving
received
this oracle of promise,
main concealed
from the keenest observers,
Abraham migrated,
and remained
in another
to say nothing of those stars which are said
place of the same land, that is, beside the oak to rise and set in another
part of the world
of Mature, which was Hebron.
Then on the most remote from us. Finally, the authority
invasion of Sodom, when five kings carried
of this book condemns
those like Aratus or
on war against four, and Lot was taken cap- Eudoxus,
or
any
others
who
they
have found out and written boast
down that
the com.
t_ve with the conquered
Sodomites, Abraham
dehvered
him from the enemy, leading with plete number of the stars.
Here, indeed, is
him to battle three hundred and eighteen of set down that sentence
which, the apostle
his home-born
servants, and won the wctorv
quotes in order to commend
the grace of
for the kings of Sodom, but would take hOtly. God, "Abraham
believed God, and it was
ing of the spoils when offered by the king for counted to him for righteousness;
"_ lest the
whom
he had won them.
He was then circumcision
glory, andnations
be unwilling
to receive the should
uncircumcised
to the
openly
ble_ed
by Melchizedek,
who was faith of Christ.
For at the time when he bepriest of God Most High, about whom many
and great things are written in the epistle lieved, and his faith was counted
to him for
which is inscribed
to the Hebrews, which righteousness,
Abraham
had not yet been
most say is by the Apostle Paul, though some circumcised.
deny this.
For then first appeared the sacririce which is now offered to God by Christians i c_AP. 24.---OF THE m_Am_o OF THE _C]_
in the whole wide world, and that is fulfilled!
_cE ABRAHAMWAS cOMMANDEDTO OFI_
which long after the event was said by the]
WHEN HE SUPPLICAT_ TO n_ TAu0n'r
prophet to Christ, who was yet to come in the
ABOUTTHOSETHINGSHE HAD BELIEVI_D.
flesh, " Thou art a priest for ever after the
In the same vision, God in speaking to him
order of Melchizedek,"
"--that is to say, not also says, "I am God that brought thee out
_ V_

r_,_.g,

"the exprom promise."

ffiPL cx. 4-

3 Rom. iv. 3; Gen. xv. 6,
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Of the region of the Chaldees,
to give thee asked this, she was told, "The
Holy Ghos_
this laud to inherit it." • And when Abram shall come upon thee, and the power of the
asked whereby he might know that he should
Highest shall overshadow
thee." * Here also,
inherit
it, God said to him, "Take
me an in fine, a symbol was given, consisting
of
heifer of three years old, and a she-goat of three animals, a heifer, a she-goat, and a ram.
three years old, and a ram of three years old, and two birds, a turtle-dove
and pigeon, that
and a turtle-dove,
and a pigeon.
And he took he might know that the things which he had
unto him all these, and divided them in the not doubted should come to pass were to hapmidst, and laid each piece one against
an- pen in accordance
with thts symbol.
Whether,
other; but the birds divided he not.
And the therefore,
the heifer was a sign that the people
P'
"
"
°t
6_
fowls came down,
as it ts win.ten,
_on the should be put under the law, the she-goat
carcasses,
and Abram
sat down by them.
that the same people was to become
sinful,
But about the going down of the sun, great the ram that they should reign (and these anifear fell upon Abram;
and, 1o, an horror of mals are said to be of three years old for this
great darkness
fell upon him.
And He said reason, that there are three remarkable
diviunto Abram, Know of a surety that thy seed sions of time, from Adam to Noah, and from
shall be a stranger
in a land not theirs, and him to Abraham,
and from him to David,
they shall reduce them to servitude
and shall who, on the rejection of Saul, was first estabafflict them four hundred
years: but the na- fished by the will of the Lord in the kingdom
tion whom they shall serve will I judge; and of the Israelite
nation: in this third division,
afterward shall they come out hither with great which extends
from Abraham to David, that
substance.
And thou shalt go to thy father_
people grew up as if passing through the third
in peace; kept in agood old age.
But in the age of life), or whether
they had some other
fourth
generation
they shall come hither
more suitable
meaning, still I have no doubt
again: for the iniquity of the Amorites is not whatever that spiritual things were prefigured
yet full.
And when the sun was setting,
by them
as well as by the turtle-dove
and
there was a flame, and a smoking
furnace,
pxgeon.
And it is said, "But the birds diand lamps of fire, that passed through
be-vided
he not,"
because
carnal
men are
tween those pieces.
In that day the Lord divlded among themselves,
but the spiritual
made a covenant
with Abram, saying, Unto
not at all, whether
they seclude
themselves
thy seed will I give this land, from the river from the busy conversation
of men, hke the
of Egypt unto the great river Euphrates:
the turtle-dove,
or dwell among them, like the
Kenites, and the Kenizzites,
and the Kadmopigeon; for both birds are simple and harmnites, and the Hittites,
and the Perizzites,
less, signifying
that even in the Israelite
and the Rephaims,
and the Amorites,
and the people, to vchich that land was to be given,
Canaanites,
and the Hivites, and the Girgashthere would be individuals
who were children
ites, and the Jebusites."
2
of the promise, and heirs of the kingdom that
All these things were said and done in a is 5 to remain
in eternal
felicity.
But the
vision from God; but it would take long, and fowls coming down "on the diwded carcasses
would exceed the scope of this work, to treat represent
nothing good, but the spirits of thls
of them exactly in detail.
It is enough that air, seeking some food for themselves
in the
we should know that, after it was said Abram
division
of carnal men.
But that Abraham
believed in God, and it was counted to h_m sat down with them, signifies that even amid
for righteousness,
he did not fail in faith in these divisions of the carnal,
true believers
saying, ":Lord God, whereby shall I know that shall persevere
to the end.
And that about
I shall inherit it ?" for the inheritance
of that the going down of the sun great fear fell upon
land was promised to him.
Now he does not Abraham
and a horror of great darkness,
sigsay, How shall I know, as if he did not yet inifies that about the end of this world believbelieve;
but he says, "Whereby
shall I!ers shall be in great perturbation
and tnbuknow," meaning
that some sign might be lation, of which the Lord said in the gospel,
givoa by which he might know the manner of "For then shall be great tribulation,
such as
those things which he had believed, just as it was not from the beginning."
6
is not for lack of faith the Virgin Mary says,
But what is said to Abraham,
"Know
of a
"How
shall this be, seeing I know not a surety that thy seed shall be a stranger
in a
man?"s
for she inquired
as to the way in land not theirs, and they shall reduce them
which that should take place which she was to servitude, and shall afflict them 4oo years,"
certain would come to pass.
And when she is most clearly a prophecy
about the people
_ r _ _ G,_.
3/.._ke

xv. _,,
L 3,t-

2 Gen. xv. 9'-*I.

4 Luke i. 35.
5 Varions readlng,,
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of Israel which was to be in servitude
in Canaan, and names eleven tribes in it from
Egypt.
Not that this people was to be in that the river of Egypt even to the great river Euservitude
under the oppressive
Egyptians for I phrates.
It is not then from the great river
4oo years, but it is foretold that this should iof Egypt, that is, the Nile, but from a small
take place in the course of those 4oo years, one which separates
Egypt from Palestine,
For as it is written of Terah the father of where the city of Khinocorura
is.
Abraham,
"And the days of Terah in Haran
were 2o 5 years," _ not because they were all CHAP. 2_._OF
SARAH'S
HANDMAID
t HAGAR,
spent there, but because they were completed
WHOMSHE HERSELFWISHEDTO BE ABRAHAM'3
there, so it is said here also, "And they shall
CONC_;ml_E.
reduce
them to servitude,
and shall afflict
And here follow the times of Abraham's
them 40o years," for this reason, because that sons, the one by Hagar the bond maid, the
number
was completed,
not because it was other by Sarah the free woman, about whom
all spent in that affliction.
The years are we have already spoken in the previous book.
said to be 400 in round numbers, although
As regards this transaction, Abraham is in ilo
they were a little more,--whether
you reckon way to be branded as guilty concerning
this
from this time, when these things were prom- concubine,
for he used her for the begetting
ised to Abraham,
or from the blrttl of Isaac, of progeny, not for the gratification
of lust;
as the seed of Abraham, of which these things and not to insult, but rather to obey his wife,
are predicted.
For, as we have already said who supposed it would be a solace of her bar.
above, from the seventy-fifth
year of Abra- renness if she could make use of the fruitful
ham, when the first promise was made to him, womb of her handmaid
to supply the defect
down to the exodus of Israel
from Egypt, of her own nature, and by that law of which
there are reckoned 43 ° years, which the apos- the apostle says, " Likewise also the husband
tle thus mentions:
"And
this I say, that the hath not power of his own body, but the
covenant confirmed by God, the law, which was wife," 3 "could, as a wife, make use of him
made 43 ° years after, cannot disannul, that it for childbearing
by another, when she could
should make the promise of none effect. ''_ not do so in her own person.
Here there
So then these 43 ° years might be called 4oo, is no wanton lust, no filthy lewdness.
The
because they are not much more, especially
handmaid is delivered to the husband
by the
since part even of that number had already Iwife for the sake of progeny, and is received
gone by when these things were shown and by the husband for the sake of progeny, each
said to Abraham in, vision, or when Isaac was seeking, not guilty excess, but natural fruit.
born in his father s iooth year, twenty-five lAnd when the pregnant
bond woman de.
years after the first promise, when of these !spised her barren mistress, and S_,rah, with
43 ° years there now remained
405, which ]womanly jealousy, rather laid the blame of
God was pleased
to call 4oo.
No one will'this
on her husband,
even then Abraham
doubt that the other things which follow in showed that he was not a slavish lovor, but
the prophetic
words of God pertain to the a free begetter of children, and that in using
people of Israel.
Hagar he had guarded the chastity of Sarah
When it is added, "And when the sun was his wife, and had gratified her will and not
now setting there was a flame, and lo, a smok- his own,--had
received her without seeking,
_ng furnace, and lamps of fire, which passed had gone in to her without being attached,
through
between those pieces," this signifies had impregnated
without loving her,_for
he
that at the end of the world the carnal shall says, " Behold thy maid is in thy hands: do
be judged by fire.
For just as the affliction to her as it pleaseth thee;"*
a man able to
of the city of God, such as never was before,
use women as a man should,_his
wife ternwhich is expected
to take place under Anti- perately, his handmaid
compliantly,
neither
christ, was signified by Abraham's
horror of intemperately
!
great darkness
about the going down of the
sun, that is, when the end of the world draws CHAP. 26._0F
COD'S ATTESTATION TO ABRAnigh,_so
at the going down of the sun, that
HAM,
BY
WHICH
HE ASSURES
HIM, SARAH,
WHENN'OW
OLD,
OF A SON BY" THE
BARREN
AND
is, at the very end of the world, there is sigAPPOINTSHIM THE FATHEROF THE NATIONS t
nified by that fire the day of judgment,
which
AND SEALSHIS FAITH1N THE PROMISEBY THE
separates
the carnal who are to be saved by
SACRAMENTOF CIRCUMCISION.
fire from those who are to be condemned
in
_he fire.
And then the covenant
made with
After these things Ishmael was born of
Abraham
particularly
sets forth the land of Hagar.; and Abraham might think that in him
_C-_a.

xi._.
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lit 17.
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was fulfilled what God had promised him, _ric_v, the Greek for s¢culum, an age. But
saying, when he wished to adopt his home- the Latins have not ventured to translate this
born servant, "'This shall not be thine heir; by secular, lest they should change the meanbut he that shall come forth of thee, he shall ing into something widely different.
For
be thine heir." • Therefore, lest he should many things are called secular which so hapthink that what was promised was fulfilled in pen in this world as to pass away even in a
the handmaid's son, "when Abram was ninety short time; but what is termed aicovzov either
years old and nine, God appeared to him, has no end, or lasts to the very end of this
and said unto him, I am God; be well-pleas- world.
ing in my sight, and be without complaint,
and I will make my covenant between me and CHAP.27.--OF THE MALE,WHO WASTO LOSE
thee, and will flit thee exceedingly." •
His SOUL _V HE WASNOT C_RCUMC_SED
ON
Here there are more distinct promises about
THEEIGHTHDAY, BECAUSEHE HAD BROKEN
the calling of the nations in Isaac, that is, in
GOD'SCOVENANT.
the son of the promise, by which grace _s signified, and not nature; for the son is promWhen it is said, "The male who is not cirised from an old man and a barren old woman, cumcised in the flesh of his foreskin, that soul
For although God effects even the natural shall be cut off from his people, because he
course of procreation, yet where the agency "hath broken my covenant," 3 some may be
of God is manifest, through the decay or troubled how that ought to be understood,
failure of nature, grace is more plainly dis- since it can be no fault of the infant whose
cerned.
And because this was to be brought life it is said must perish; nor has the coveabout, not by generation, but by regeneration,
nant of God been broken by him, but by his
circumcision was enjoined now, when a son parents, who have not taken care to circumwas promised of Sarah. And by .ordering cise him. But even the infants, not personall, not only sons, but also home-born and ally in their own life, but according to the
purchased servants to be circumcised, he tes- common origin of the human race, have all
tifies that this grace pertains to all.
For broken God's covenant in that one in whom
what else does circumcision signify than a na- all have stoned. 4 Now there are many things
ture renewed on the putting off of the old ? called God's covenants besidesthosetwogreat
And what else does the eighth day mean than ones, the old and the new, which any one
Christ, who rose again when the week was who pleases may read and know. For the
completed, that is, after the Sabbath ? The first covenant, which was made with the first
very names of the parents are changed: all man, is just this: " Inthe day yeeat thereof,
things pt_oclaim newness, and the new cove-ye
shall surely die."s
Whence it is written
nan, is shadowed forth in the old. For what in the book called Ecclesiasticus, "All flesh
does the term old covenant imply but the waxeth old as doth a garment.
For the coveconcealing of the new ? And what does the nant from the beginning is, Thou shalt die
term new covenant imply but the revealing of the death." 6 Now, as the law was more
the old ? The laughter of Abraham is the plainly given afterward, and the apostle says,
exultation of one who rejoices, not the scorn- "Where no law is, there is no prevarication,"
ful laughter of one whomistrusts.
And those on what' supposition is what is said in the
words of his in his heart, "Shall a son be psalm true, " 1 accounted all the sinners of
born to me that am an hundred years old ? the earth prevaricators," 8 except that all who
and shall Sarah, that is ninety years old, are held liable for any sin are accused of dealbear ?" are not the words of doubt, but of ins deceitfully (prevaricating) with some law ?
wonder.
And when it is said, "And I will If on this account, then, even the infants are,
give to thee, and to thy seed after thee, the according to the true belief, born in sin, not
land in which thou art a stranger, all the land actual but original, so that we confess they
of Canaan, for an everlasting possession," if i have need of grace for the remission of sins,
it troubles any one whether this is to be held certainly it must be acknowledged that in the
as fulfilled, or whether its fulfilment may still is ame sense in which they are sinners they are
be looked for, since no kind of earthly pos- also prevaricators of that law which was given
session can be everlasting for any nation in Paradise, according to the truth of both
whatever, let him know that the word trans- scriptures, "I accounted all the sinners of
later everlasting, by our writers is what the the earth prevaricators;" and "' Where no law
GTecks t_'in azo_tov,
which is derived from is, there is no prevarication."
And thus, beGe_. :rv. 4.
2Ge_xvi,.
x-_

Therms_gelsgivenmfullbyAugustln.

3 Gem. x_t. x4.
$ Gem h. x7.
SPS. cx_.H
9.

4 Rom. v. x=,x 9.
6 Ecelus.
xv. zT.
7 Rom, iv. x_.
Aug'u_dn and the Vulgate
fo]low the LXX-
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cause circumcision
was the-sign
of regenera-Iwho
have written interpretations
of the He*
tion, and the infant,on
account of the origi- {brew names contained
in these books, Sarah
hal sin oy wmcn ooas
covenant
was first lmeans "my princess." and Saral" strensrth "
broken, was not undeservedly
to lose his gen-l Whence it i"s'written "in the Epistle to the° I-Ieeratton unless dehvered by regeneration,
these Ibrews, "Through
faith also Sarah herself re*
divine words are to be understood
as if it had Iceived strength to conceive seed "°
For both
been said, Whoever
is not born again, that_were
old, as the Scrtpture
testifies; but she
soul shall perish from his people, because he was also barren, and had ceased to menstruhath broken my covenant,
since he also has ate, so that she could no longer bear children
sinned in Adam with all others.
For had He even if she had not been barren.
Further,
said, Because
he hath broken this my cove- if a woman is advanced in years, yet still renant, He would have compelled us to under- rains the custom of women, she can bear chilstand by it only this of circumcision;
but since dren to a young man, but not to an old man,
He has not expressly said what covenant the although that same old man can beget, but
infant has broken, we are free to understand
only of a young woman;
as after Sarah's
Him as speaking of that covenant of which death Abraham could of Keturah_ because he
the breach can be ascribed to an infant.
Yet met with her in her lively age.
This, then t
if any one contends
tl_at it is said of nothing is what the apostle mentions as wonderful t
else than circumcision,
that in it the infant saying, besides, that Abraham's body was now
has broken the covenant
of God because, he dead; 3 because at that age he was no longer
is not circumcised,
he must seek some method able to beget children of any woman who reof explanation
by which it may be understood
tained now only a small part of her natural
without absurdity
(such as this) that he has vigor.
Of course we must understand
that
broken the covenant,
because
it has been his body was dead only to some purposes,
broken in him although
not by him.
Yet in not to all; for if it was so to all, it would no
this case also it is to be observed that the soul longer be the aged body of a living man, but
of the infant, being guilty of no sin of neg- the corpse of a dead one.
Although
that
lect against itself, would perish unjustly, un- question,
how Abraham
begot children of
less original sin rendered it obnoxious to pun- Keturah,
is usually solved in this way, that
ishment,
the gift of begetting which he received from
the Lord, remained
even after the death of
his wife, yet I think that solution of the ques*
CHAP.
28.--0F
THE
CHANGE
OF NAME
IN ABRAtion which I have followed is preferable,
beHAM
AND
SARAH,
WHO
RECEIVED
THE
GIFT
OF FECUNDITY WHEN THEY WERE INCAPABLE]cause, although
in our days an old man of a
OF REGENERATION OWING TO THE BARREN-hundred
years
can beget
children
of no
NESS
OF ONE,
AND
THE
OLD AGE OF BOTH.
woman, it was not so then, when men still
lived so long that a hundred years did not yet
Now when a promise so great and clear was bring on them the decrepitude
of old age.
made to Abraham,
in which it was so plainly
said to him, "I have made thee a father of CHAP. 29.--0F
THE
THREE
MEN
OR ANGELS_
IN
many- nations, and I will increase thee exceedWHOMTHE LORD IS RELATED TO HAVE APingly,and I wdl make nations of thee,and
PEARED TO ABRAHAM AT THE OAK OF MAM_.E.
kings shallgo forthof thee. And I willglve
thee a son of Sarah; and I willbless him,
God appearcdagain to Abraham at theoak
and he shallbecome nations,
and kingsof na- of Mamrc in three men, who itisnot to be
tionsshallbe of him,"'--a promise whichwc [doubted were angels,although some think
now see fulfilled
in Christ,--fromthat time!thatone of them was Christ,and assertthat
forwardthiscouplearenot calledin Scripture,He was visible
beforeHe put on flesh. Now
as formerly,Abram and Sarai,but Abraham itbelongsto the divinepower,and invisible_
and Sarah,as we have calledthem from the incorporeal,
and incommutable nature,with°
first,
for every one does so now. The reason out changing itselfat all,to appear even to
why the name of Abraham was changed is mortalmen, not by what itis,but by what is
given: "For," He says,"I have made thee subjectto it. And what isnot subjectto it?
a fatherof many nations." This, then,isto Yet ifthey tryto establishthatone of these
be understoodtobe the meaning of ,4brMmra; threewas Christby the factthat,althoughhe
but _Ibram,as he was formerlycalled,means saw three,he addressedtheLord in the sin.
"exalted father." The reasonof thechange gular,as it iswritten,"And, lo,three men
of Sarah'sname isnot given;but asthosesay stoodby him: and,when he saw them, he ran
x Cnm.

xvli.
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*.Omeet them from the tent-door,and wor- CHAP. 30._OF
LOT'S DELIVERANCE FROM soshipped toward the ground,and said,Lord,
DOM, AND ITS CONSUMPTION BY _n_ FROM
if I have found favor before thee,"'etc.;
HEAVEN ; AND OF AmMELECH, WHOSE LUST
why do they not adverttothisalso,thatwhen
COULD NOT HARM SARAH'S CHASTITY.
tWO of them came to destroythe Sodomites,
while Abraham still
spoke to one, callinghim
After thispromise Lot was deliveredout of
Lord, and intercedingthathc would not de- Sodom, and a fieryrain from heaven turned
stroy the righteousalong with the wicked in intoashes that whole regxon of theimpious
Sodom, Lot receivedthesetwo in such a way city,where custom had made sodomyas prevthat hc too in hisconversationwiththem ad- alentas lawshave elsewheremade other kinds
dressed the Lord in the singular? For aftcr of wickedness. But thispunishment ofthelrs
saying to them in the plural,"Behold, my was a specimen of the divine judgment to
lords,turn aside intoyour scrvant's
house," _ come. For what ismeant by the angels foretc.,
yet itisafterwardssaid,"And the angels bidding those who wcrc deliveredto look
laidhold upon hishand, and the hand of his back, but thatwe are not to look back in
wife,and the hands of histwo daughters,be- heartto the oldlifewhich, being regenerated
cause the Lord was mercifulunto him. And through grace,we have put off,ifwe thinkto
itcame to pass,whenever they had led hlm escape the lastjudgment ? Lot's wife, inforthabroad,thatthey said,Save thy life;
look deed, when she looked back, remained, and,
not behind thee,neitherstaythou in allthisbeing turned intosalt,
furnishedto believing
reglon:savethyselfin themountain,lestthou men a condiment by which to savor somewhat
be caught. And Lot saidunto them, I pray the warning to be drawn from that example.
thee, Lord, since thy servant hath found Then Abraham did again at Gerar, with
grace in thy sight,"zetc. And then after Abimelcch the king of thatcity,what he had
thesewords the Lord also answered him in done in Egypt about his wife,and received
the singular,
althoughHe was in two angels, herback untouched inthe same way. On this
saying,"See, I have acceptedthyface,''4etc. occasion,when the king rebuked Abraham
This makes itmuch more crediblethatboth for not saying she was his wife,and calling
Abraham in the three men and Lot in the her hissister,
he explainedwhat he had been
two recognized the Lord, addressingHim in afraidof,and added this further,"And yet
the singularnumber, even when they wcrcl indeed she is my sisterby the father'sside,
addressingmen; for they receivedthem as but not by the mother's;"7 forshe was Abrathey did forno other reason than thatthey ham's sisterby his own father,and so near
might minister human rcfectionto them as °f kin. But her beauty was so great,that
men who nccdcd it. Yet there was about cvcn atthatadvanced age she could be fallen
them something so excellent,
that thosewho in lovewith.
showed them hospitalityas men could not
doubt that God was in them as He was wont CHAP. 3I.--OF ISAAC, WHO WAS BORN ACCORDto be in the prophets,
and therefore
someING TO THE PROMISE, WHOSEI_AMEWASGIVEN
times addressed
them in the plural, and someON ACCOUNT OF THE LAUGHTER OF BOTH PAtimes God in them in the singular.
But that
RENTS.
they were angels the Scripture
testifies, not
After these things a son was born to Abraonly in this book of Genesis, in which these ham, according
to God's promise, of Sarah,
transactions
are related, but also in the Epis- and was called Isaac, which means laughter.
tle to the Hebrews, where in praising hospiFor his father
had laughed
when he was
tality it is said, " For thereby some have en- promised
to him, in wondering
delight, and
tertained
angels unawares."
s By these three his mother, when he was again promised
by
men, then, when a son Isaac was again prom- those three men, had laughed, doubting
for
ised to Abraham by Sarah, such a divine ora- joy; yet she was blamed by the angel because
cte was also given that it was said, "Abrathat laughter, although
it was for joy, yet was
ham shall become a great and numerous
na-not
full of faith.
Afterwards
she was contion, and all the nations of the earth shall be firmed in faith by the same angel.
From this,
blessed in him." 6 And here these two things
then, the boy got his name.
For when Isaac
are promised with the utmost brevity and full- was' born and called b)" that name, Sarah
ness,--the
nation of Israel according
to the showed that her laughter
was not that of
flesh, and all nations according to faith,
scornful reproach,
but that of joyful praise;
_for she said, "God
hath made me to laugh,
so
that
every
one
who
hears witl laugh with
x Ge_ xvlii._ 3.
_ Gen. xix. 2.
3_
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me." _ Then in a little while the bond maid 1way the passag_ in the Epistle to the Hebrews
was cast out of the house with her son; and, [ is also to be understood
and explained.
according
to the apostle, these two woment"By
faith," he says, "Abraham
overcame,
signify the old and new covenants,--Sarah/when
tempted about Isaac: and he who had
representing
that of the Jerusalem
which is]received
the promise offered up his only son,
above, that is, the city of God. 2
to whom it was said, In Isaac shall thy seed
,
be called: thinking
that God was able to
CHAP. 32,_OF
ABRAHAMS OBEDIENCE AND raise him up, even from the dead;"
therefore
FAITH, WHICH WERE PROVED BY THE OFFER-t he has added, "from whence also he received
ING UP, OF HIS SON IN SACRIFICE, AND OF him in a similitude. ''s In whose similitude
SARAH'S
DEATH.
but His of whom the apostle says, "He that
spared not His own Son, but delivered
Him
Among
other things,
of which it would up for us all ?-6
And on this account Isaac
take too long time to mention
the whole, also himself carried to the place of sacrifice
Abraham
was tempted
about the offering up the wood on which he was to be offered up,
of hiswcll-beloved
son Isaac, to prove his pious lust as the Lord Himself
carried His own
obedience, and so make it known to the world, cross.
Finally,
since Isaac was not to be
not to God.
Now every temptation
is not slain, after his father was forbidden
to smite
blame-worthy;
it may even be praise-worthy,
him, who was that ram by the offering of
because it furnishes probation.
And, for the which that sacrifice was completed
with typimost part, the human mind cannot attain to cal blood ? For when Abraham
saw him, he
self-knowledge
otherwise
than by making was caught by the horns in a thicket.
What,
trial of its powers through
temptation,
by then, did he represent but Jesus, who, before
some kind of experimental
and not merely I He was offered up, was crowned with thorns
verbal self-interrogation;
when, if it has ac- by the Jews ?
knowledged
the gift of God, it is pious, and
But let us rather hear the divine words
is consolidated
by steadfast
grace and not spoken through the angel.
For the Scripture
puffed
up by vain boasting.
Of course says, "And Abraham stretched forth his hand
Abraham
could never believe that God de- to take the knife, that he might slay his son.
lighted in human sacrifices;
yet when the dL- And the Angel of the Lord called unto him
vine commandment
thundered,
it was to be from heaven, and said, Abraham.
And he
obeyed, not disputed.
Yet Abraham is worthy said, Here am I.
And he said, Lay not thine
of praise, because he all along believed that hand upon the lad, neither do thou anything
his son, on being offered up, would rise again; unto him: for now I know that thou fearest
for God had said to him, when he was unwfll- God, and hast not spared thy beloved son for
ing to fulfill his wife's pleasure by casting out my sake." z It is said, " Now I know," that
the bond maid and her son, " In Isaac shall is, Now I have made to be known;
for God
thy seed be called."
No doubt He then goes was not previously ignorant of this.
Then,
on to say, "And as for the son of this bond having offered up that ram instead of Isaac
woman, I will make him a great nation, be- his son, "Abraham,"
as we read, "called
the
cause he is thy seed." 3 How then is it said, name of that place The Lord seeth:
as they
" In Isaac shall thy seed be called," when say this day, In the mount the Lord hath apGod calls Ishmael
also his seed ? The apos- peared." 8 As it is said, " Now I know," for
_le, in explaining
this, says, " In Isaac shall Now I have made to be known, so here, "The
thy seed be called, that is, they which are the Lord sees," for The Lord hath appeared, that
children of the flesh, these are not the chil- is, made Himself
to be seen.
"And
the
dren of God: but the children of the promise Angel of the Lord called unto Abraham from
are counted for the seed." 4 In order, then, heaven the second time, saying, By myself
that the children of the promise may be the have I sworn, saith the Lord; because thou
seed of Abraham,
they are called in Isaac
aast done this thing, and hast not spared thy
that is, are gathered together in Christ by the beloved son for my sake; that in blessing I
call of grace.
Therefore the father, holding will bless thee, and in multiplying I will mul_ast from the first the promise which behoved 'tiply thy seed as the stars of heaven, and as
to be fulfilled through
this son whom God the sand which is upon the seashore;
and thy
had ordered
him to slay, did not doubt that seed shall possess by inheritance the cities of
he whom he once thought
it hopeless
he 'the adversaries:
and in thyseedshallallthe,
should ever receive would be restored to him inations of the earth be blessed; because ,hou
when he had offered him up.
It is in this
z C=en. xxi. 6.
3 Gem xxL z2, t 3.

_ Gal. iv. :_4--'26.
4 Rom _x. 7, 8.
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hast _yed
my voice." • In this manner is
that promise concerning
the calling of the
nations in the seed of Abraham confirmed
even by the oath ,of God, after that burntoffering which typified Christ.
For He had
often promised, but never sworn.
And what
is the oath of God, the true and faithful, but
a confirmation
of the promise, and a certain
reproof to the unbelieving ?
After these things Sarah died, in the I27th
year of her life, and the i37th of her husband;
for he was ten years older than she, as he
himself says, when a son is promised to him
by her: '" ShaU a son be born to me that am
an hundred years old ? and shall Sarah, that
is ninety years old, bear ?" _ Then Abraham
bought a field, in which he buried his wife.
And then, according to Stephen's account, he
was settled
in that land, entering
then on
actual possession
of it,--that
is, after the
death of his father, who is inferred to have
died two years before,
CHAP. 33.--OF
TER

OF

REBECCA, THE GRAND-DAUGH-

NAHOR,

WHOM

ISAAC

TOOK

TO

WIFE.

Isaac married Rebecca, the grand-daughter
of Nahor, his father's brother, when he was
forty years old, that is, in the I4oth year of
his father's life, three years after his mother's
death.
Now when a servant was sent to
Mesopotamia
by his father to fetch her, and
when Abraham said to that servant, " Put thy
hand under my thigh, and I will make thee
swear by the Lord, the God of heaven, and
the Lord of the earth, that thou shalt not take
a wife unto my son Isaac of the daughters of
the Canaanites, ''3 what else was pointed
out
by this_ but that the Lord, the God of heaven,
and the Lord of the earth, was to come in the
flesh which was to be derived from that thigh ?
Are these small tokens of the foretold truth
which we see fulfilled in Christ ?
CHAP.

34.--WHAT

MARRYING

IS
KETURAH

MEANT
AFTER

BY
SARAH'S

ABRAHAM'S
DEATH.

What did Abraham
mean
by marrying
Keturah after Sarah's death ? Far be it from
us to suspect him of incontinence,
especially
when he had reached such an age and such
sanctity of faith.
Or was he still'seeking
to
beget children,
though
he held fast, with,
most approved faith, the promise of God that
his children should be multiplied out of Isaac
as the stars of heaven and the dust of the
•earth ? And yet, if Hagar and Ishmael,
as
the qapostle teaches
us, signified the carnal
people of the old covenant,
why may not
x _.

xxlt. t$.t$.

_ Ocn.

gvii.

x7.

_t G_a.

:tQtlv. t*, 3.
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Keturah and her sons also signify the carnal
people who think they belong to the new
covenant ? For both are called both the wives
and the concubines of Abraham; but Sarah is
never called a concubine
(but only a wife).
For when Hagar is given to Abraham,
it is
written.
"And
Sarai, Abram's wife, took
Hagar
the Egyptian,
her handmaid,
after
Abraham had dwelt ten years in the land of
Canaan, and gave her to her husband Abram
to be his wife. "4 And of Keturah. whom he
took after Sarah's departure, we read, "Then
again Abraham
took a wife, whose name was
Keturah."
5 Lo! both are called wives, yet
both are found to have been concubines;
for
the Scripture afterward says, "And Abraham
gave his whole estate unto Isaac his son.
But
unto the sons of his concubines Abraham gave
gifts, and sent them away from his son isaac,
(whde he yet lived,) eastward, unto the east
country." 6 Therefore the sons of the concubines, that is, the heretics and the carnal Jews,
have some gifts, but do not attain the promised
kingdom;
" For they which are the children
of
the flesh, these are not the children of God:
but the children
of the promise are counted
for the seed, of whom it was said, In Isaac
shall thy seed be called." 7 For I do not see
why Keturah,
who was married
after the
wife's death, should be called a concubine,
except on account
of this mystery.
But if
any one is unwilling to put such meanings on
these things, he need not calumniate
Abraham.
For what If even this was provided
against the heretics who were to be the opponents of second marriages,
so that it might
be shown that it was no sin in the case of the
father of many nations himself, when, after
his wife's death, he married
again ? And
Abraham died when he was 175 years old, so
that he left his son Isaac seventy-five
years
old, having begotten him when ioo years old.
CHAP•
3_.--WHAT
DIVINE
ANSWER
SHUT

UP

IN

THE

WAS
ABOUT
WOMB

INDICATED
BY
THE
TWINS
OF

REBECCA

THE
STILL
THEIR

MOTHER.
Let us now see how the times of the city of
'
God run on from this• point
among Abraham 'S
descendants.
In the time from the first year
of Isaac's life to the seventieth, when his sons
were born, the only memorable
thing is, that
when he prayed God that his wife, who was
barren, might bear, and the Lord granted
what he sought, and she conceived,
the twins
leapt while mill enclosed in her womb.
And
when she was troubled
by this struggle, and
4 Gen.
6 Ctt_.

xvi. 3.
_IV. 5. 6.

5 Gem. xxv. z.
? Rom. Ix. 7, 8.
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inquired of the Lord, she received this answer: ness, and my laws." s This patriarch neither
•' Two nations are in thy womb, and two had another wife, nor any concubine, but was
manner
shallpeople
be separated
from thy content with the twin-children begotten by one
bowels; ofandpeople
the one
shall overc_me
act of generation.
He also was afraid, when he
the other people, and the elder shall serve the lived among strangers,
of being brought into
younger. ''_
The Apostle
Paul would have danger owing to the beauty of his wife, and
us understand
this as a great instance
of did like his father in calling her his sister, and
grace; _ for the children being not yet born, not telhng that she was hls wife; for she was his
neither having done any good or evil, the near blood-relation
by the
father's
and
younger
is chosen without any good desert, mother's side.
She also remained untouched
and the elder is rejected, when beyond doubt, by the strangers, when it was known she was
as regards original sin, both were alike, and h,s wife.
Yet we ought not to prefer him to
as regards actual sin, neither had any.
But his father because he knew no woman besides
the plan of the work on hand does not permit his one wife.
For beyond doubt the merits
me to speak more fully of this matter now, of his father's
faith and obedience
were
and I have said much about it in other works, greater, inasmuch
as God says it is for his
Only that saying, " The elder shall serve the sake He does Isaac good: '* In thy seed,"
younger,"
is understood
by our writers, al- He says, " shall all the nations of the earth
most without
exception,
to mean that the be blessed, because that Abraham
thy father
elder people, the Jews, shall serve the younger obeyed my voice, and kept my precepts, my
people, the Christians.
And truly, although
commandments,
my statutes, and my laws."
this might seem to be fulfilled in the Idumean
And again in another oracle He says, "I am
nation, which was born of the elder (who had the God of Abraham thy father: fear not, for
two names, being called both Esau and Edom, I am with thee, and will bless thee, and mulwhence the name Idumeans),
because it was tlply thy seed for my servant
Abraham's
afterwards
to be overcome
by the people sake."4
So that we must understand
how
which sprang from the younger, that is, by chastely Abraham
acted, because imprudent
the Israelites,
and was to become subject to men, who seek some support
for their own
them; yet it is more suitable to believe that, wickedness
in the Holy Scriptures, think he
when it was said, "The one people shall over- acted through lust.
We may also learn this,
come the other people, and the elder shall not to compare men by single good things,
serve the younger,"
that prophecy
meant but to consider everything in each; for it may
some greater thing;
and what is that except happen that one man has something
in his
what is evidently
fulfilled in the Jews and life and character m which he excels another,
Christians ?
and it may be far more excellent
than that in
which the other excels him.
And thus, ac_
CHAP. 36.--OF
THE ORACLE AND BLESSINGcording to sound and true judgment, while
WHICH
ISAAC
RECEIVED,
JUST
AS HIS
FATHER
continence
_s preferable
to marriage,
yet a
DID,
BEING BELOVEDFOR HIS SAKE.
believing married
man _s better than a continent unbeliever;
for the unbeliever
is not
Isaac also received
such an oracle as his only less praiseworthy,
but is even highly defather had often received.
Of this oracle it testable.
We must conclude, then, that both
is thus written:
"And.there
was a famine over are good; yet so as to hold that the married
the land, beside the first famine that was in man who is most faithful and most obedient
the days of Abraham.
And Isaac went unto is certainly
better than the continent
man
Abimelech king of the Philistines unto Gerar. whose faith and obedience are less.
But if
And the Lord appeared
unto him, and said, equal in other things, who would hesitate to
Go not down into Egypt;
but dwell in the prefer the continent man to the married ?
land which I shall tell thee of.
And abide in
this land, and I will be with thee, and will
bless thee: unto thee and unto thy seed I will
give all this land; and I will establish
mine
oath, which I sware unto Abraham thy father:
and I will multiply thy seed as the stars of
heaven, and will give unto thy seed all this
land: and in thy seed shall all the nations of
the earth be blessed;
because that Abraham
thy father obeyed my voice, and kept my
precepts_ my commandments,
my righteousx

C_m. xxv. _3-

_ Rom

ix.ro--x_.

CHAP. 37.--OF THZ THINGS MVSTICA_Y vm_FIGURED IN ESAU AND JACOB.
Isaac's two sons, Esau and Jacob, grew up
together.
The primacy of the elder was
transferred to the younger by a bargain and
agreement between them, when the elder im_
moderately
lusted
after
the lentiles
the
vounger had prepared
for food, and for th_
)rice sold his birthright to him, confirming it
3 Gen. xzvl. l-5

4 Gem

xxvL

,
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with an oath.
We learn from this that a
person is to be blamed, not for the kind of
food he eats, but for immoderate
greed,
Isaac grew old, and old age deprived him of
his eyesight.
He wished to bless the elder
son, and instead of the elder, who was hairy,
unwittingly
blessed
the younger,
who put
himself under his father's hands, having coyered himself with kid-skins, as if bearing the
sins of others.
Lest we should think this
guile of Jacob's was fraudulent guile, instead
of seeking in it the mystery of a great thing,
the Scripture has predicted in the words just
before, " Esau was a cunning
hunter, a man
of the field; and Jgcob was a simple man
dwelling
at home. ''x
Some of our writers
have interpreted
this, "without
guile."
But
whether the Greek a_rJ_rcrrog means
without guile," or "simple,"
or rather "' without
feigning,"
in the receiving
of that blessing
what is the guile of the man without guile ?
What is the guile of the simple, what the
fiction of the man who does not lie, but a profound mystery of the truth ? But what is the
blessing itself ? " See," he says, "the
smell

erring, they yet sing the law and the prophets,
and think they are blessing another for whom
they erringly hope.
So, when the elder son
claims the promised blessing, Isaac is greatly
[afraid, and wonders when he knows that he
has blessed one instead of the other, and demands who he is; yet he does not complain
that he has been deceived,
yea, when the
great mystery is revealed to him, in his secret
heart he at once eschews anger, and confirms
the blessing.
'" Who then,"
he says, "hath
hunted me venison, and brought it me, and
I have eaten of all before thou camest, and
have blessed him, and he shall be blessed ?" 3
Who would not rather have expected the curse
of an angry man here, if these things had
been done in an earthly manner, and not by
mspiranon
from above?
O things done, yet
done prophetically;
on the earth, yet celestially; by men, yet divinely!
If everything
that is fertile of so great mysteries should be
examined
carefully,
many volumes would be
filled; but the moderate
compass
fixed for
this work compels us to hasten to other things.

of my son is as the smell of a full field which
the Lord hath blessed:
therefore
God give
thee of the dew of heaven, and of the fruit-

CHAP. 38.--OF
TAMIA
WHICH

TO

JACOB'S MISSION TO MESOPO-

GET

HE

A

SAW

WIFE,
IN

A

AND
DREAM

OF

THE

BY

THE

VISION
WAY,

fulness of the earth, and plenty of corn and
AND OF HIS GETTING FOUR WOMEN WHEN HE
wine:
let nations
serve thee, and princes
SOUGHT ONE WIFE.
adore thee: and be lord of thy brethren,
and
let thy father's
sons adore thee: cursed be
Jacob was sent by his parents to Mesopotahe that curseth thee, and blessed be he that mia that he might take a wife there.
These
blesseth
thee. ''*
The blessing
of Jacob is were his father's
words
on sending
him:
therefore
a proclamation
of Chrmt to all "Thou
shalt not take a wife of the daughters
nations.
It is this which has come to pass, of the Canaanites.
Arise, fly to Mesopotamia,
and is now being fulfilled.
Isaac is the law to the house of Bethuel, thy mother's
father,
and the prophecy:
even by the mouth of the and take thee a wife from thence of the
Jews Christ is blessed by prophecy as by one daughters
of Laban
thy mother's
brother.
who knows not, because it is itself not underAnd my God bless thee, and increase thee,
stood.
The world like a field is filled with and multiply thee; and thou shalt be an asthe odor of Christ's name: His is the blessing
sembly of peoples;
and give to thee the
of the dew of heaven, that is, of the showers blessing of Abraham
thy father, and to thy
of divine words; and of the fruitfulness
of the seed after thee; that thou mayest inherit the
earth, that is, of the gathering together of the land wherein thou dwellest, which God gave
peoples:
His is the plenty of corn and wine, unto Abraham."
4 Now we understand
here
that is, the multitude
that gathers bread and that
the seed of Jacob
is separated
from
wine in the sacrament of His body and blood. Isaac's other seed which came through Esau.
Him the nations _erve, Him princes adore. For when it is said, " In Isaac shall thy seed
He is the Lord of His brethren,
because His be called," 5 by this seed is meant solely the
people
rules
over
the Jews.
Him
His city of God; so that from it is separated
Father's
sons adore, that is, the sons of Abraham's
other seed, which was in the son
Abraham according to faith; for He Himself
of the bond woman, and which was to be in
is the son of Abraham according to the flesh, the sons of Keturah.
,But until now it had
He is cursed that curseth Him, and he that been uncertain
regarding
Isaac's
twin-sons
blesseth
Him is blessed.
Christ, I say, who whether that blessing belonged to both or only
is ours is blessed, that is, truly spoken of outlto one of them; and if to one, which of them
of tI_e mouths
,,

z(,J_'n, zZ_. _r,
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Jews, when,
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prophetically
blessed by his father, and it is any of them, he came to have four women, of
said to him,
And thou shalt be an assembly whom he begat twelve sons and on e daughter;
of peoples, and God give to thee the blessing for he had come to take only one.
But when
of Abraham thy father."
one was falsely given him in place of the
When Jacob was going to Mesopotamia,
he other, he did not send her away after unreceived in a dream an oracle, of which it is wittingly
using her in the night,
lest he
thus written:
"And Jacob went out from the should seem to have put her to shame; but as
well of the oath,' and went to Haran.
And at that time, in order to multiply posterity,
he came to a place, and slept there, for the no law forbade a plurality of wives, he took
sun was set; and he took of the stones of the her also to whom alone he had promised marplace, and put them at his head, and slept in riage.
As she was barren,
she gave her
that place, and dreamed•
And behold a lad- handmaid
to her husband
that she might
der set up on the earth, and the top of it have children by her; and her elder sister did
reached to heaven;
and the angels of God the same thing in imitation of her, although
ascended and descended by it. And the Lord she had borne, because she desired to multi.
stood above it, and said, I am the God of ply progeny.
We do not read that Jacob
Abraham
thy father, and the God of Isaac; sought any but one, or that he used many,
fear not: the land whereon thou sleepest, to except for the purpose of begetting offspring,
thee will I give it, and to thy seed; and thy saving conjugal rights; and hewould not have
seed shall be as the dust of the earth; and it done this, had not his wives, who had legitishall be spread abroad
to the sea, and to mate power over their own husband's body,
Africa, and to the north, and to the east: and urged him to do it. So he begat twelve sons
all the tribes of the earth shall be blessed in and one daughter
by four women.
Then he
thee and in thy seed.
And, behold, I am entered into Egypt by his son Joseph, who
with thee, to keep thee in all thy way wherever
was sold by his brethren for envy, and carried
thou goest, and I will bring thee back into thls there, and who was there exalted.
land;
for I will not leave thee, until I have
done all which I have spoken to thee of. And
Jacob awoke out of his sleep, and said, Surely CHAP. 39.--THE CALLED
REASONISRAEL.
WHY JACOB WAS ALSO
the Lord is in this place, and I knew it not.
And he was afraid, and said, How dreadful is
As I said a httle ago, Jacob was also called
this place ! this is none other but the house Israel, the name which was most prevalent
of God, and this is the gate of heaven.
And among the people descended from him.
Now
Jacob arose, and took the stone that he had this name was glven him by the angel who
put under his head there, and set it up for a wrestled with him on the way back from
memorial,
and poured oil upon the top of it. Mesopotamla,
and who was most evidently a
And Jacob called the name of that place the type of Christ.
For when Jacob overcame
house of God. ''2 This is prophetic.
For him, doubtless with his own consent, that the
Jacob did not i_our otl on the stone in an mystery might be represented,
it signified
idolatrous way, as if making it a god; neither Christ's passion, in which the Jews are seen
did he adore that stone, or sacrifice to it. oveicomlng
Him.
And yet he besought
a"
But since the name of Christ comes from the blessing from the very angel he had overchrism or anointing,
something pertaining to come; and so the imposition of this name was
the great mystery was certainly represented
the blessing.
For Israel means seeing Gad,*
in this.
And the Saviour Himself
is under- which wdl at last be the reward of all the
stood to bring this latter to remembrance
in saints.
The angel also touched him on the
the gospel,
when lie says of Nathanael,
breadth of the thigh when he was overcoming
"Behold
an Israelite
indeed, in whom is no him, and in that way made him lame.
So
guile !" 3 because Israe_ who saw this vision that Jacob was at one and the same time
is no other than Jacob.
And in the same blessed and lame: blessed in those among
place He says, "Verily,
verily, I say unto that people who believed in Christ, and lame in
you, Ye shall see heaven
open, and the the unbelieving.
For thebreadth
of tbethigh
angels of God ascending and descending
upon is the multitude of the family.
For there are
the Son of man."
many of that race of whom it was prophetically
Jacob went on to Mesopotamia
to take a said beforehand,
"And
they have halted in
• wife from thence.
And the divine Scripture
their paths. ''5
points out how, without unlawfully
desiring
, -_4 Gett.
Bcer-6beba.
3 Jolm i. aT_ 5x,
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CHAP. 40._HOW
IT IS SAID THAT JACOB WENT
INTO EOYPT WITH SEVENTY-FIVE SOULS,
WHENMOSTOF THOSE WHO ARE MENTIONED
WE'REBORNAT A LATERPERIOD.

the one daughter
of Jacob is spoken of as
daughters,
just as in the usage of the Latin
tongue liberi is used in the plural for children
even when there is only one.
Now, when

Seventy-five men are reported to have entered Egypt along with Jacob, counting
him

Joseph's own happiness is proclaimed, because
he could see his great-grandchildren,
it is by
no means to be thought they already existed
in the thirty-ninth
year of their great-grand-

with
children.
only two
womenhis are
mentioned,In this
one number
a daughter,
the
other a grand-daughter.
But when the thing
is carefully
considered,
it does not appear
that Jacob's offspring was so numerous
on the
day or year when he entered Egypt.
There
are also included
among
them the greatgrandchildren
of Joseph, who could not possibly be born already.
For Jacob was then I3o
years
old, and his son Joseph thirty-nine;
and as it is plain that he took a wife when he
was thirty or more, how could he in nine years
have great-grandchildren
by the children
whom he had by that wife?
Now since,
Ephraim and Manasseh,
the sons of Joseph,
could not even have children, for Jacob found
them boys under nine years old when he entered Egypt, in what way are not only their
sons but their grandsons
reckoned
among
those seventy-five
who then entered
Egypt
with Jacob ? For there is reckoned
there
Machir the son of Manasseh,
grandson
of
Joseph,
and Machir's son, that is, Gilead,
grandson
of Manasseh,
great-grandson
of
Joseph;
there,
too, is he whom Ephraim,
Joseph's
other son, begot, that is, Shuthelah,
grandson
of Joseph,
and Shuthelah's
son
Ezer, grandson of Ephraim,
and great-grandson of Joseph, who could not possibly be in
existence when Jacob came into Egypt, and
there found his grandsons, the sons of Joseph,
their grandsires,
still boys under nine years
of age."
But doubtless,
when the Scripture
mentions
Jacob's
entrance
into Egypt with
seventy-five
souls, it does not mean one day,
or one year, but that whole time as long as
Joseph lived, who was the cause of his entrance.
For the same Scripture
speaks thus
Of Joseph:
"And Joseph dwelt in Egypt, he
and his brethren, and all his father's
house:
and Joseph lived r IO years, and saw Ephraim's
children of the third generation."
_ That is,
his great-grandson,
the third from Ephraim;
for the third generation means son, grandson,
great-grandson.
Then it is added," The chitdren also of Machir, the son of Manasseh,
were born upon Joseph's knees. ''s And this
is that grandson
of Manasseh,
and greatgrandson of Joseph.
But the plural number
is employed according to scriptural usage; for
hereto Iollowsthe
Septuagint,and which
_o
adds • Attgustla
t_
mmae*
those of Manatmeh
Ephraim,at Gen.
and xlvl.
at vet',

• _tgives the wl_te uumber as seventy-five.
• Ge_ I. _, _3.
3 Gen, I. 23.

sire Joseph, when his father Jacob came to
him m Egypt.
But those who diligently look
into these things will the less easily be mistaken,
it isof written,
"These
the
names because
of the sons
Israel who
enteredare into
Egypt
alongthat
withtheJacob
their father."
4 For
this means
seventy-five
are reckoned
along with him, not that they were all with him
when he entered Egypt;
the whole period during
occasioned
his entrance,
the time of that entrance.

for, as I have said,
which Joseph, who
lived, is held to be

CHAP. 4.I.----OF THE BLESSING WHICH JACOB
PROMISEDIN JUDAH HIS SON.
If, on account of the Christian people in
whom the city of God sojourns in the earth,
we look for the flesh of Christ in the seed of
Abraham,
setting aside the sons of the concubines, we have Isaac;
if in the seed of Isaac,
setting
aside Esau, who is also Edom, we
have Jacob, who also is Israel; if in the seed
of Israel himself, setting aside the rest, we
have Judah,
because
Christ sprang
of the
tribe of Judah.
Let us hear,
then, how
Israel, when dying in Egypt, in blessing his
sons, prophetically
blessed Judah.
He says:
"Judah,
thy brethren shall praise thee: thy
hands shall be on the back of thine enemies;
thy father's children shall adore thee.
Judah
is a lion's whelp: from the sprouting, my son,
thou art gone up: lying down, thou hast slept
as a lion, and as a lion's whelp;
who shall
awake him ? A prince shall not be lacking out
of Judah, and a leader from his thighs, until
the things come that are laid up for him; and
He shall be the expectation
of the nations.
Binding his foal unto the vine, and his ass's
foal to the choice vine; he shall wash his robe
In wine, and his clo.thes in the blood of the
grape:
his eyes are red with wine, and his
teeth are whiter than milk." 5 I have expounded
these words in disputing
against
Faustus
the Manichaean;
and I think it is
enough to make the truth of this prophecy
shine, to remark that the death of Christ is
predicted
by the word about his lying down,
and not the necessity, but the voluntary character of His death, in the title of lion.
That
power
He Himself
proclaims in the gospel,
4 Gen, xlvi. 8.

S Gen. xllr,. _-t_
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saying, "I have the power of laying down my
life, and I have the power of taking it again,
:No man taketh it from me; but I lay it down
of myself, and take it again."'
So the lion
roared, so He fulfilled what He said.
For to
this power what is added about the resurrection
refers, "Who shall awake him ?" This means
that no man but Himself has raised Him, who
also said of His own body, "Destroy
this ternple, and in three days I will raise it up." _ And
the very nature of His death, that is, the
height of the cross, is understood
by the
single word, " Thou are gone up."
The
evangelist
explains what is added, "Lying
down, thou hast slept," when he says, '_He
bowed His head, and gave up the ghost."_
Or at least His burial is to be understood, in
which He lay down sleeping, and whence no
man raised Him, as the prophets did some,
and as He Himself did others; but He Himself rose up as if from sleep.
As for His
robe which He washes in wine, that is, cleanses
from sin in His own blood, of which blood
those who are baptized
know the mystery,
so that he adds, "'And his clothes in the blood

_was at his left, and his left hand on the elder,
who was at his right, this seemed wrong to
thelr father, and he admonished his.father by
trying to correct his mistake and show him
which was the elder.
But he would not change
his hands, but said, "I know, my son, I know.
He also shall become a people, and he also
shall be exalted;
but his younger brother
shall be greater than he, and his seed shall
become a multitude of nations." _ And these
two promises show the same thing.
For that
one is to become "a people;"
this one "a
multitude of nations."
And what can be
more evident taan that these two promises
comprehend
the people of Israel, and the
whole world of Abraham's
seed, the one aco
cording to the flesh, the other according to
faith ?
CHAP. 43.--OF
THE TIMES Or MOSES A_CD
JOSHUA THE SON OF NUN, OF THE JUDGES,
AND THEREAFTER OF THE KINGS_ OF WHOM
SAULWAS THE FIRST, BUT DAVID IS TO BE
REGARDED

AS THE

CHIEF,

BOTH

BY

THE

OAT_I

AND BY MER1T.

of the grape," what is it but the Church ?
Jacob being dead, and Joseph also, during
"And his eyes are red with wine," [these are] the remaining I44 years until they went out
His spiritual people drunken wtth His cup, of of the land of Egypt, that nation increased to
which the psalm sings, "And thy cup that an incredible
degree, even although
wasted
makes drunken, how excellent it is !"
"And: by so great persecutions,
that at one time the
his teeth are whiter than mdk,
that is, the! male chddren were murdered
at their birth,
nutritive words which, according t_ the apos-because
the wondering
Egyptians
were ten'i.
tle, the babes drink, being as yet unfit for fled at the too great increase of that people.
solid food. s And it is He in whom the Tl_en Moses, being stealthily kept from the
promises of Judah were laid up, so that until murderers
of the infants, was brought to the
they come, princes, that is, the kings of royal house, God preparing to do great things
Israel, shall never be lacking out of Judah.
by him, and was nursed and adopted by the
"And He is the expectation
of the naUons."
daughter of Pharaoh (that was the name of
This is too plain to need exposition,
all the kings of Egypt), and became so great
a man that he--yea,
rather God, who had
CHAP. 42.--OF
THE SONS OF JOSEPH, WHOM promised this to Abraham, byhim_drew
that
JACOB
BLESSED,
PROPHETICALLY
CHANGING
nation, so wonderfully multipIied, out of the
HIS HANDS.
yoke of hardest and most grievous servitude
Now, as Isaac's two sons, Esau and Jacob, it had borne there.
At first, indeed, he fled
furnished a type of the two people, the Jews thence (we are told he fled into the land of
and the Christians
(although
as pertains to Midian), because, in defending
an Israelite,
carnal descent it was not the Jews but the he had slain an Egyptian,
and was afraid.
Idumeans who came of the seed of Esau, nor Afterward,
being divinely commissioned
in
the Christian nations but rather the Jews who the power of the Spirit of God, he overcame
came of Jacob's;
for the type holds only as the magi of Pharaoh who resisted him.
Then,
regards the saying, "The elder shall serve the when the Egyptians would not let God's people
younger"
_), so the same thing happened in go, ten memorable
plagues were brought by
Joseph's two sons; for the elder was a type Him upon them,--the
water turned into blood,
of the Jews, and the younger
of the Chris- the frogs and lice, the flies, the death of the
_tiana.
For when Jacob was blessing
them, cattle, the boils, the hail, the locusts, the
.and laid his right hand on the younger, who darkness, the death of the first-born.
At last
the Egyptians were destroyed in the Red Sea
while pursuing the Israelites, whom they had
John x. x8,
John xix. _
S _ Pet. iL 2; x Cot. ill a.

• _ohn iL z9.
4 _en. xllx. x2.
6 Gen- xxv- :3.

"
7Gen.

xlvfil,

i 9.

.
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let go when at length they were broken by so people on Mount Sinai, that led the people
marry great plagues.
The divided sea made into the land of promise, but Joshua, whose
a way for the Israelites who were departing, name also was changed at God's command,
but, returning on itself, it overwhelmed their so that he was called Jesus. But in the times
pursuers with its waves.
Then for forty of the judges prosperity alternated with adyears the people of God went through the versity in war, according as the sins of the
desert, under the leadership of Moses, when peopte and the mercy of God were displayed.
the tabernacle of testimony was dedicated, in
We come next to the times of the kings.
which God was worshipped by sacrifices pro- The frst who reigned was Saul; and when
phetic of things to come, and that was after he was rejected and laid low in battle, and his
the law had been very terribly given in the offspring rejected so that no kings should arise
mount, for its divinity was most plainly at- out of it, David succeeded to the kingdom:
tested by wonderful signs and voices.
This whose son Christ is chiefly called.
He was
took place soon after the exodus from Egypt, made a kind of starting-point and beginning
when the people had entered the desert, on of the advanced youth of God's people, who
the fiftieth day after the passover was cele- had passed a kind of age of puberty from
brated by the offering up of a lamb, which is Abraham to this David. And it is not in vain
so completely a type of Christ, foretelling that that the evangelist Matthew records the genthrough His sacrificial passion He should go erations in such a way as to sum up this first
from this world to the Father (for pascka in period from Abraham to David in fourteen
the Hebrew tongue
means transit), that generations.
For from the age of puberty
when the new covenant was revealed, after man begins to be capable of generation;
Christ our passover was offered up, the Holy therefore he starts the hst of generations
Spirit came from heaven on the fiftieth day; from Abraham, who also was made the father
and He is called in the gospel the Finger of of many nations when he got his name
God, because He recalls to our remembrance changed.
So that previously this family of
the things done before by way of types, and God's people was in its childhood, from Noah
because the tables of that law are said to have to Abraham; and for that reason the first
been written by the finger of God.
language was then learned, that is, the
On the death of Moses, Joshua the son of Hebrew.
For man begins to speak in childNun ruled the people, and led them into the hood, the age succeeding infancy, which is so
land of promise, and divided it among them. termed because then he cannot speak." And
By these two wonderful leaders wars were also that first age is quite drowned in oblivion, just
carried on most prosperously and wonderfully, as the first age of the human race was blotted
God calling to witness that they had got these out by the flood; for who is there that can
victories not so much on account of the merlt remember his infancy ? Wherefore in this
of the Hebrew people as on account of the progress of the city of God, as the previous
sins of the nations they subdued.
After these book contained that first age, so this one
leaders there were judges, when the people ought to contain the second and third ages,
were settled in the land of promise, so that, in which third age, as was shown by the heifer
in the meantime, the first promise made to of three years old, the she-goat of three years
Abraham began to be fulfilled about the one old, and the ram of three years old, the yoke
nation, that is, the Hebrew, and about the of the law was imposed, and there appeared
land of Canaan; but not as yet the promise abundance of sins, and the beginning of the
about all nations, and the whole wide world, earthly kingdom arose, in which there were
for that was to be fulfilled, not by the observ- not lacking spiritual men, of whom the turtleantes of the old law, but by the advent of dove and pigeon represented the mystery.
Christ in the flesh, and by the faith of the
gospel.
And it was to prefigure this that it
was not Moses, who recexved the law for the
•Infans,fromin, not,andfarz,tospeak.
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CHAP. I._OF THE PROPHETICAGE•
therefore, I wished to rehearse all that the
........
a
....
s 1prophets have predicted
concerning
Christ_
J_V me iavor oi boa we n ve treated ai - I ..............
nnct""ly of His promises
made to Abraham, iwlll|e the city oI t_oa, wlttl its members dying
...... OGre me n a tlon o f Isra e lac c ordln g to the _and being .......
born in constant
successionp rana
tart
.............
t its course tnrougn those times, this work woutQ
nesn, anti
all
nations
accorolng
to
laltn,
[
•
.......
.....
_It y of God
l exten° beyond
all bounds,
l_irst, because
snoulo
De nls" se e-a, and t-ne t_
J , p-ro .....
..............
Scripture itself, even when, in treating in
ceeulng
accorolng
tO the
order oI time, Wlll ij the.........
• • out " h ow the y we r e fu'filled.
Havre g urger ot .......
tile kings and ot their deeds and the
point
1
therefore
in the previous book come down to I lenVennt;r°lint_elarsre;g_s'l_s_;Im:ltli_e_.Onc_e_p_la e
the reign of David, we shall now treat of what .....
s .........
P7 .-.
•
" as may s e em sumc
_ i e nt for the _alialrs transacted,
Will De lOUD(l, lI tile things
remains,
so iar
....
ob'ect of this work be lnnin
at the same [handled by tt are considered with the ald of
J
.
.
:
.g
.g ....
,the Spirit of God, either more, or certainly
reign
±'_
ow,
irom
the
time
when
nosy _amuel I not.............
,
•
.......
less, intent on ioreteumg
mtngs to come
began to prophesy, and ever onward unnl the . ..
.........
......
a
"ive
"n
Bab
lo
Ittmn
on
re_aung
tmngs
past.
And WhO gnat
people ot lsram was lea c pt
1 to
y .....
n
o the
ro hec of/thInks even a little about It does not know
ma, and un.tll, accorm g t .
pl p
v.
:how laborious and prolix a work it would be,
noly jeremlan,
on israel s return
_ .........
...... thence axter ,anti
now many volumes it woma require to
seventy years, the house oI tzoa was t)u_lt_
....
.........
ro p h eti c a g e _search th_s out by thorough investigation
and
anew tmswnole
perloulsmep
For
! daem°n_i_aIttw_Yc_argw_'_h;nt t dis_udetp;Lbe
_
selt, although
in wuose both
(la Ys the
the pa[[iF;Ceha2?a?_imw o,
. .
2 to orophecv, there are so many things constroyed b Y the flood, and others neIore anu cernmg
Christ
and the kingdom of heaven,
after him down to this time when there began which is the. city of God, that to explain these
to be kings over the people of God, may not a larger discussion would be necessary than
undeservedly
be styled prophets, on account
the due propomon
of this work admits of.
of certain things pertaining
to the city of God Therefore
I shall, if I can, so limit myself,
and the kingdom of heaven, which they either that in carrying through this work, I may,
predicted or in any way signified should come with God's help, neither say what is superfluto pass, and especially
since we read that ous nor omit what is necessary.
some of them, as Abraham
and Moses, were
expressly so styled, yet those are most and
chiefly called the days of the prophets from CHAP• 2._AT WHAT TIME TIlE PROMISEO1_OOD
the time when Samuel began to prophesy,
WAS FULFILLED CONCERNING TIlE LA_ID O_"
who at God's command first anointed
Saul to
CANAAN, WHICH EVEN CARNAL I$1[1JkEL
GOT
be king, and, on his rejection, David himself,
IN POSSESSION.
whom others of his issue should succeed as
In the preceding book we said, that in the
long as it was fitting they should do so. If, promise of God to Abraham two things were
,_miat_.

promised

from the beginning,

the one_ _ame_
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|y, that his seed should possess the land of about to be fulfilled
Canaan,
which was intimated
when it was of Christ.
said, "Go into a land that I will show thee,
and I will make of thee a great nation;"
' but
CHAP.

the other fax more excellent, concerning
not
the carnal but the spiritual seed, by which he
is the father, not of the one nation of Israel,
but of all nations who follow the footsteps of
his faith, which began to be promised
in these
words, "And in thee shall all families of the
earth be blessed.""
And thereafter we showed
by yet many other proofs
that these two
things were promised.
Therefore
the seed of
Abraham, that is, the people of Israel according to the flesh, already was in the land of
promise; an.d there, not only by holding and
possessing the cities of the enemies_ but also
by having kings, had already begun to reign,
the promises of God concerning
that people
being already in great part fulfilled:
not only
those that were made to those three fathers,
Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, and whatever
others were made in their times, but those
also that were made through
Moses himself,
by whom the same people was set free from
servitude in Egypt, and by whom all bygone
things were revealed
in his times, when he
led the people through
the wilderness.
But
neither by the illustrious leader Jesus the son
of Nun, who led that people into the land of
promise, and, after driving out the nations,
divided it among the twelve tribes according
to God's command,
and died; nor after him,
in the whole time of the judges, was the promise of God concerning
the land of Canaan
fulfilled,
that it should
extend
from some
river of Egypt even to the great river Euphrates; nor yet was it still prophesied as to come,
but its fulfillment
was expected.
And it was
fulfilled through David, and Solomon his son,
whose kingdom was extended
over the whole
promised
space;
for they subdued
all those
nations, and made them tributary.
And thus,
under those kings, the seed of Abraham was
established
in the land of promise according
to the flesh, that is, in the land of Canaan, so
that nothing yet remained to the complete fulfillment of that earthly promise of God, except
that, so far as pertains to temporal prosperity,
the Hebrew nation should remain in the same
land by the succession
of posterity in an unshaken state even to the end of this mortal
age, if it obeyed the laws of the Lord its God.
But since God knew it would not do this, He
used His _emporal punishments
also for training His few faithful ones in it, and for giving
needful warning to those who should afterwards be in all nations, in whom the other
promise, revealed in the New Testament,
was
_

_

z_ L

B Gcn. xli. 3.

THE

3.---OF

THE

PROPHECIES,

through

the incarnation

THREE-FOLD

MEANING

OF

WHICH ARE TO BE iRE-

FERRED NOW TO THE EARTHLY,
NOW TO THE
HEAVENLYJERUSALEm, AND mOW ACAIN TO
BOTH.
Wherefore
just as that divine
oracle to
Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, and all the other
prophetic signs or sayings which are given in
the earlier sacred writings, so also the other
prophecies
from this time of the kings pertain
partly to the nation of Abraham's
flesh, and
partly to that seed of his in which all nations
are blessed as fellow-heirs
of Christ by the
New Testament,
to the possessing
of eternal
hfe and the kingdom of the heavens.
Therefore they pertain partly to the bond maid who
gendereth
to bondage, that is, the earthly Jerusalem, which is in bondage with her children; but partly to the free city of God, that
is, the true Jerusalem
eternal in the heavens,
whose children are all those that live according to God in the earth: but there are some
things among them which are understood
to
pertain to both,--to
the bond maid properly,
to the free woman figuratively. 3
Therefore
prophetic
utterances
of three
kinds areto be found; forasmuch
asthere are
some relating to the earthly Jerusalem,
some
to the heavenly, and some to both.
I think
it proper to prove what I say by examples.
The prophet Nathan was sent to convict king
David of heinous sin, and predict to him what
future evils should be consequent
on it. Who
can question that this and the like pertain to
the terrestrial
city, whether
publicly, that is,
for the safety or help of the people, or privately, when there are given forth for each
one's private good divine utterances
whereby
something
of the future may be known for the
use of temporal
life ? But where we read,
" Behold, the days come, saith the Lord,
that I will make for the house of Israel, and
for the house of Judah, a new testament:
ngt
according to the testament
that I settled for
their fathers in the day when I laid hold of
their hand to lead them out of the land of
Egypt;
because they continued
not in my
testament,
and I regarded them not, salth the
Lord.
For this is the testament
that I will
make for the house of Israel:
after those
days, salth the Lord, I will give my laws in
their mind, and will write them
upon their
hearts, and I will see to them; and I will be
to them a God, and they shaU be to me a
people; "C--without
doubt this is prophesied
3 Gal. iv. _-3x.

4 Heb.

viii.
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to the Jerusalem above, whose reward is God CHAP. 4.--ABOUT THE PREFIGUREDCHANGEOF
Himself, and whose chief and entire good it
THE ISRAELITICKINGDOM AND PRIESTHOOD_
is to have Him, and to be His.
But this
ANn
ABOUT
THE
THINGS
HANNAH
THE
pertains to both, that the city of God is called
MOTHEROF SAMUELPROPHESIED,
PERSONATJerusalem, and that it is prophesied the house
IN6 THE CHURCH.
of God shall be in it; and this prophecy seems
to be fulfilled wl_en king Solomon builds that
Therefore the advance of the city of God,
most noble temple.
For these things both where _t reached the times of the kings,
happened in the earthly Jerusalem, as history yielded a figure, when, on the rejection of
shows, and were types of the heavenly Jeru- Saul, David first obtained the kingdom on
salem.
And this kind of prophecy,
as it !such a footing that thenceforth his descend,
were compacted and commingled of both the 'ants should reign in the earthly. Jerusalem in
others in the ancient canonical books, contain-!continual
succession;
for the course of affairs
ing historical narratives,
is of very great sig- signified and foretold, what is not to be passed
nificance,
and has exercised
and exercises by in silence, concerning the change of things
greatly the wits of those who search holy writ. to come, what belongs to both Testaments,
For example, what we read of historically as the Old and the New,--where
the priesthood
predicted and fulfilled in the seed of Abraham and kingdom are changed by one who is a
according to the flesh, we must also inquire priest, and at the same time a king, new and
the allegorical
meaning of, as it is to be ful- everlasting, even Christ Jesus.
For both the
filled in the seed of Abraham according to substitution in the mimstry of God, on Eli's
faith.
And so much is this the case, that rejection as priest, of Samuel, who executed
some have thought there Is nothing in these at once the office of priest and judge, and the
books either foretold and effeeted, or effected establishment of David in the kingdom, when
although not foretold, that does not insinuate Saul was rejected, typified this of which I
something else which is to be referred by fig- speak.
And Hannah herself, the mother of
uratlve sigmfication
to the city of God on Samuel, who formerly was barren, and afterhigh, and to her chtldren who are pilgrims in wards was gladdened with fertility, does not
this life.
But if thts be so, then the utter- seem to prophesy anything else, when she exanees of the prophets, or rather the whole of ultmgly pours forth her thanksgiving
to the
those Scriptures that are reckoned under the Lord, on yielding up to God the same boy"
title of the Old Testament,
will be not of she had born and weaned with the same piety
three, but of two different kinds.
For there with which she had vowed him.
For she
will be nothing there which pertains to the says, " My heart is made strong in the Lord_
terrestrial
Jerusalem only, if whatever is there and my horn is exalted in my God; my mouth
said and fulfilled of or concerning
her signi- _s enlarged over mine enemies; I am made
ties something which also refers by allegory- glad in Thy salvation.
Because there is none
cal prefiguration
to the celestial
Jfirusalem; holy as t_e Lord; and none is righteous as
but there will be only two kinds one that per-! our God:-there is none holy save Thee.
Do
tains to the free Jerusalem, the other to botb. not glory so proudly, and do not speak lofty
But just as, I think, they err greatly who are things, neither let vaunting talk come out of
of opinion that none 6f the records of affairs your mouth; for a God of knowledge is the
in that kind of writings mean anything more Lord, and a God preparing His curious dethan that they so happened, so I think those s_gns. The bow of the mighty hath He made
very daring who contend that the whole gist weak, and the weak are girded with strength.
of their contents lies in allegorical signiflca- They that were full of bread are diminished;
tions.
Therefore I have said they are three- and the hungry have passed beyond the earth:
fold, not two-fold.
Yet, in holding this opin- for the barren hath born seven; and she that
ion, I do not blame those who may be able hath many children is waxed feeble.
The
to draw out of everything
there a spiritual Lord killeth and maketh alive: He bringeth
meaning, only saving, first of all, the histori- down to hell, and bringeth up again.
The
cal truth.
For the rest, what believer can Lord maketh poor and maketh
rich: He
doubt that those things are spoken vainly bringeth low and lifteth up.
He raiseth up
which are such that, whether said to have been the poor out of the dust, and lifteth up the
done or to be yet to come, they do not be- beggar from the dunghill, that He may set
seem either human or divine affairs ? Who him among the mighty of [His] people, and
would not recall these to spiritual under- maketh them inherit the throne of glory;
or
confess
that
if he could,
Igiving the vow to him that voweth, and He
stRnding
should be recalled by him who is able ? they Ihath blessed the years of the just: for man
.
iis not mighty in strength.
The Lord shall
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make His adversary weak: the Lord is holy. strong, and her horn is truly exalted, because
Let not the prudent
glory in his prudence;
not in herself,
but in the Lord her God.
and let not the mighty glory in his might;
" My mouth is enlarged over mine enemies; '°
and let not the rich glory in his riches: but because even in pressing
straits the word of
let him that glorieth glory in this, to underGod is not bound, not even in preachers
who
stand and know the Lord, and to do judg- are bound._
"I am made glad," she says,
ment and justice in the midst of the earth. " in Thy salvation."
This'is
Christ Jesus
The Lord hath ascended into the heavens, and Himself,
whom old Simeon, as we read in the
hath thundered:
He shall judge the ends of Gospel, embracing as a little one, yet recogthe earth, for He is righteous:
and He giveth
nizing as great, said, " Lord, now lettest Thou
strength to our kings, and shall exalt the horr Thy servant depart in peace, for mine eyes
of His Christ," '
have seen Thy salvation."
4 Therefore
may
Do you say that these are the words of a the Church say, "I ammade
glad in Thy salsingle weak woman giving
thanks
for the ration.
For there is none holy as the Lord,
birth of a son ? Can the mind of men be so and none is righteous as our God;"
as holy
much averse to the light of truth as not to per- and sanctifying,
just and jusLtfying, s "There
ceive that the sayings this woman pours forth is none holy beside Thee;"
because no one
exceed her measure?
Moreover,
he who is becomes so except by reason of Thee.
And
suitably interested
in these things which have then it follows, " Do not glory so proudly,
already
begun to be fulfilled
even in this and do not speak lofty things,
neither let
earthly pilgrimage also, does he not apply his vaunting talk come out of your mouth.
For
mind, and perceive,
and acknowledge,
that a God of knowledge is the Lord."
He knows
through thiswoman--whose
very name, which you even when no one knows; for "he who
is Hannah,
means " His grace "rathe
very thinketh himself to be something when he is
Christian religion, the very city of God, whose nothing deceiveth
hlmself." 6 These things
king and founder
is Christ, in fine, the very are said to the adversaries
of the city of God
grace of God, hath thus spoken by the pro- who belong to Babylon, who presume in their
phetic Spirit, whereby the proud are cut off own strength,
and glory in themselves,
not
so that they fall, and the humble are filled so in the Lord; of whom are also the carnal
that they rise, which that hymn chiefly cele- Israelites,
the earth-born
inhabitants
of the
brutes?
Unless perchance
any one will say earthly Jerusalem,
who, as saith the apostle,
that this woman prophesied
nothing, but only " being
' " ignorant
"
of the righteousness
of
lauded God with exulting
praise on accounl
God," 7 that is, which God, who alone is just,
of the son whom she had obtained in answer and the justifier, gives to man, "and wishing
to prayer.
What then does she mean when to establish their own," that is, which is as it
she says, "The
bow of the mighty hath He were procured
by their own selves, not bemade weak, and the weak are girded with stowed by Him,
"are
not subject
to the
strength;
they that _¢ere full of bread are righteous'hess
of God," just because they are
diminished,
and the hungry have gone beyond
proud, and think they are able to please God
the earth; for the barren hath born seven, with their own, not with that which is of God,
and she that hath many children is waxed fee- who is the God of knowledge,
and therefore
ble ?"
Had she herself born seven, although
also takes the oversight of consciences,
there
she had been barren ? She had only one beholding
the thoughts
of men that they are
when she said that; neither did she bear seven [vain, s if they are of men, and are not from
afterwards, nor six, with whom Samuel him-[Him.
"And
preparing,"
_he says, " His
self might be the seventh,
but three males curious
designs."
What curious designs do
and two females.
And then_ when as yet no we think these are, save that the proud must
one was king over that people, whence, if she fall, and the humble rise ? These curious dedid not prophesy, did she say what she puts signs she recounts,
saying, "The
bow of the
at the end, "He giveth strength to our kings, mighty is made weak, and the weak are girded
and shall exalt the horn of His Christ ?"
with strength."
The bow is made weak,
Therefore let the Church of Christ, the city that is, the intention of those who think themof the great King/full
of grace, prolific of selves so powerful, that without the gift and
offspring,
let her say what the prophecy
help of God they are able by human
suffiuttered about her so long before by the mouth
ciency to fulfill the divine commandments;
of this pious mother confesses,
" My heart is and those are girded with strength whose inmade strong in the Lord, and my horn is exalted in my God."
Her heart is truly made
3 2 Tim.il. 9: Eph,vl. 20.
* x_ma.
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upon me, O Lord,

on the earth;"
so that these are they who,
hungering,
have passed beyond the earth.
"They
that were full of bread," she says,
-_or ye are dead," he says: behold how God
"' are diminished,
and the hungry have gone savingly kills ! Then there followsj "And
beyond
the earth."
Who are to be under- your hfe is hid with Christ in God:"
behold
stood as full of bread except those same who how God makes the same alive [ But does
were aswere
if mighty,
is, the
Israelites,
whom
committedthat the
oracles
of God to
? • He bring them down to hell and bring them
up again ? It is without controversy
among
But among that people the children of the believers that we best see both parts of this
bond maid were dimmished,--by
which word work fulfilled in Him, to wit our Head, with
_nit_s, although
it is Latin, the idea is welt whom the apostle has said our life is hid in
expressed
that from being greater they were God.
" For when He spared not His own
made less,--because,
even in the very bread, Son, but delivered
Him up for us all,"_ in
that is, the divine oracles, which the Israel- [that way, certainly, He has killed Him.
And
ites alone of all nations have received, they I forasmuch as He raised Him up again from
savor earthly things.
Butthe nations towhoml the dead, He has made Him alive again.
that law was not given, after they have come And since His voice is acknowledged
in the
through the New Testament
to these oracles, prophecy, " Thou wilt not leave my soul in
by thlrstmgmuch
have gonebeyondtheearth,
hell," 8 He has brought Him down to hell
because m them they have savored not earth- and brought Hzm up again.
By this poverty
ly, but heavenly things.
And the reason why of His we are made rich; _ for "the
Lord
tins is done is as it were sought; " for the maketh poor and maketl_ rich."
But that
barren," she says, " hath born seven, and she we may know what this is, let us hear what
that hath many children
_s waxed feeble."
follows: " He brmgeth low and lifteth up;"
Here all that had been prophesied hath st_one and truly He humbles the proud and exalts
forth to those who understood
the number the humble.
Which we also read elsewhere,
seven, which slgmfies the perfection
of the " God rcs]steth the proud, but giveth grace to
universal Church.
For which reason also the the humble." _° Tins is the burden of the enApostle
John writes to the seve_ churches,3 tire song of this woman whose name is intershowing m that way that he wntes to the to- preted " His grace."
tality of the one Church; and in the Proverbs
Farther, what is added, "He raiseth up the
ef Solomon it is sa_d aforettme,
prefiguring
poor from the earth," I understand
of none
this, "Wisdom
hath buflded her house, she better than of Him who, as was said a little
hath strengthened
her seven pillars." 4 For ago, "was made poor for us, when He was
the city of God was barren in all nations be- rich, that by His poverty we might be made
fore that child arose whom we see. s We also rich "" For He raised Him from the earth
_ee that the temporal
Jerusalem,
who had so quickly that H_s flesh did not see corrupmany children,
is now waxed feeble.
Be- tlon.
Nor shall I divert from Him what is
cause, whoever in her were sons of the free added, "And raiseth up the poor from the
woman were her strength;
but now, foras-:dunghill."
For indeed he who is the poor
much as the letter ]s there, and not the spirit, man _s also the beggarW
But by the dunghawng lost her strength,
she is waxed feeble, hill from which he is lifted up we are with the
"The Lord killeth and maketh ahve: " He greatest reason to understand the persecuting
has killed her who had many children, and Jews, of whom the apostle says, when telling
made this barren one alive, so that she has that when he belonged to them he persecuted
born seven.
Although it may be more smta- the Church, "What things were gain to me,
bly understood
that He has made those same those I counted loss for Christ; and I have
ahve whom He has killed.
For she, as it counted them not only loss, but even dung,
were, repeats
that by adding, " He bringeth
that I might win Chnst. ''*_ Therefore
that
down to hell, and bringeth
up."
To whom poor one is raised up from the earth above all .
truly the apostle says, "If
ye be dead with the rich, and that beggar is lifted up from
Christ, seek those things which are above, that dunghill above all the wealthy, "that he
where Christ
sitteth on the right hand of may sit among the mighty of the people,"
God." _ Therefore
they are killed by the to whom He says, "Ye shall sit upon twelve
Lord in a salutary way, so that he adds, thrones,"
_ "and to make them inherit the
"Savor
things which are above, not things throne of glory."
For these mighty ones
, _s .
zPs. Vf,2.
a Rev. i 45 By whom we see her made
_CoL ill. t-$.

_Rom.
4 Prov.
frmtful
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ix. x.
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had said, " Lo, we have forsaken all and fol- dience to God when He commands. '" The
lowed Thee."
They had most mightily end of the commandment," that is, to which
vowed this vow.
the commandment has reference, '" is charity
But whence do they receive this, except out of a pure heart, and a good conscience,
from Him of whom it is here immediately and faith unfeigned."
Moreover, this "charsaid, "Giving the vow to him that voweth ?" ity," as the Apostle John testifies, "is of
Otherwise they would be of those mighty ones God." * Therefore to do mstice and judgment
whose bow is weakened. '" Giving," she saith, is of God. But what is _' in the midst of the
"'the vow to him that voweth." For no one earth ?" For ought those who dwell in the
could vow anything acceptable to God, unless ends of the earth not to do judgment and jushe received from Him that which he might tice? Who would say so? Why, then, is it
vow. There follows, "And He hath blessed added, "In the midst of the earth ?" For if
the years of the just," to wit, that he may this had not been added, and it had only
live for ever with Him to whom it is said, been said, " To do judgment and justice,"
"And Thy years shall have no end."
For this commandment would rather have perthere the years abide; but here they pass tained to both kinds of men,--both those
away, yea, they perish: for before they come dwelhng inland and those on the sea-coast.
they are not, and when they shall have come But lest any one should think that. after the
they shall not be, because they bring their end of the hfe led in this body, there remains
own end with them. Now of these two, that a time for doing judgment and justice which
is, "giving the vow to him that voweth," he has not done while he was m the flesh, and
and "He hath blessed the years of the just," that the divine judgment can thus be esthe one is what we do, the other what we re- caped, " in the midst of the earth" appears
ceive. But this other is not received from to me to be said of the time when every one
God, the liberal giver, until He, the helper, lives in the body; for in this life every one
Himself has enabled us for the former; "for carries about his own earth, which, on a
man is not mighty in strength."
"The Lord man's dying, the common earth takes back,
shall make his adversary weak," to wit, him to be surely returned to him on his rismg
who envies the man that vows, and resists again. Therefore"in themidst of the earth. '_
him, lest he should fulfill what he has vowed, that _s, while our soul is shut up in this earthOwing to the ambiguity of the Greek, it may ly body, judgment and justice are to be done,
atso be understood "his own adversary." which shall be profitable for us hereafter.
For when God has begun to possess us, ira- when "every one shall receive according to
mediately he who had been our adversary be- that he hath done in the body, whether good
comes His, and is conquered by us; l_ut not or bad."3 For when the apostle there says
by our own strength, "for man is not mighty " m the body," he means in the time he has
in strength."
Therefore " the Lord shall'lived in the body. Yet if anyone blaspheme
make His own adversary weak, the Lord is with malicious mind and impious thought,
holy," that he may be conquered by the without any member of his body being emsaints, whom the Lord, the Holy of holies, ployed in it, he shall not therefore be guilthath made saints. For this reason, " let not less because he has not done it with bodily
the prudent glory in his prudence, and let not motion, for he will have done it in that time
the mighty glory in his might, and let not iwhich he has spent in the body. In the same
the rich glory in his riches; but let him that way we may suitably understand what we read
glorieth glory in this,--to
understand and in the psalm, "But God, our King before the
know the Lord, and to do judgment and jus- worlds, hath wrought salvation in the midst
tice in the midst of the earth."
He in no of the earth; "4 so that the Lord Jesus may
small measure understands and knows the be understood to be our God who is before
Lord who understands and knows that even the worlds, because by Him the worlds were
. this, that he can understand dnd know the made, working our salvation in the midst of
Lord, is given to him by the Lord. "For the earth, for the Word was made flesh and
what hast thou," saith the apostle, "that thou dwelt in an earthly body.
hast not received ? But if thou hast received
Then after Hannah has prophesied in these
it, why dost thou glory as if thou hadst not words, that he who glorieth ought to glory
received it ?" ' That is, as if thou hadst of not in himself at all, but in the Lord, she
thine own self whereof thou mightest glory, says, on account of the retribution which is to
Now, he does judgment and justice who lives come on the day of judgment, "The Lord
aright.
But he lives aright who yields obe- hath ascended into the heavens, and hath
zs
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thundered:
He shall judge the ends of the
earth, for He is righteous."
Throughout
she holds to the order of the creed of Chris-

that the barren who hath born seven
have the new priesthood in Christ.

tians: For the Lord Christ has ascended into
heaven, and is to come thence to judge the
quick and dead. • For, as saith the apostle,
'" Who hath ascended but He who hath also
descended into the lower parts of the earth ?
He that descended is the same also that ascended up above all heavens, that He might
fill all things." _ Therefore
He hath thundered through His clouds, which He hath
filled with His Holy Spirit when He ascended
up.
Concerning which the bond maid Jerusalem--that
is, the unfruitful
vineyard--is
threatened
in Isaiah the prophet
that they
shall rain no showers upon her.
But " He
shall judge the ends of the earth" is spoken
as if it had been said, "even the extremes of
the earth."
For _t does not mean that He
shall not judge the other parts of the earth,
who, without doubt, shall judge all men. But
it is better to understand
by the extremes of
the earth the extremes of man, since those
things shall not be judged which, in the middle time, are chanoed for the better or the
worse, but the ending in which he shall be
found who is judged.
For which reason it Is
said, "t-_e that shall persevere even unto the
end, the same shall be saved." 3 He, there°
fore, who perseveringly
does judgment
and
justice in the midst of the earth shall not be
condemned when the extremes
of the earth
shall be judged.
" And giveth," she salth,
"strength
to our kings," that He may not
condemn them in judging.
He giveth them
strength whereby as kings they rule the flesh,
and conquer the world in Him who hath
poured out His blood for them.
"And shall
exalt the horn of His Christ."
How shall
Christ exalt the horn of His Christ?
For
He of whom _t was said above, " The Lord
hath ascended into the heavens,"
meaning
the Lord Christ, Himself, as _t is .said here,
"shall exalt the horn of His Christ."
Who,
therefore,
ISthe Christ of His Chrxst ? Does it
mean that He shall exalt the horn of each one
of His believing
people, as she says in the
beginning
of this hymn, " Mine horn is exalted in my God ?"
For we can rightly call
all those christs who are anointed
with His
chrism, forasmuch
as the whole body with its
head is one Christ.*
These things hath Hannah, the mother
of Samuel,
the holy and
much-praised
man, prophesied, in which, indeed, the change of the ancient priesthood
was then figured and is now fulfilled, since

CHAP. 5.---OF THOSE THINCS WHICH A MAN Or
GODSPAKE BY THE SPIRITTO ELITHE PRIEST,
SIGNIFYINGTHAT THE PRIESTHOODWHICH
HAD BEEN APPOINTED ACCORDINGTO AARON
WASTO BE TAKEN AWAY.

she that

had many children

x _.cts x. 42.
3 Matt. xziv. x3-

might

But this is said more plainly by a man of
God sent to Eli the priest himself, whose name
indeed is not mentioned, but whose office and
ministry show him to have been indubitably
a prophet.
For it is thus written : "And there
came a man of God unto Eli, and said, Thus
salth the Lord, I plainly revealed myself unto
thy father's house, when they were in the
land of Egypt slaves in Pharaoh's house; and
I chose thy father's house out of all the seeptres of Israel to fill the office of priest for me,
to go up to my altar, to burn incense and
wear the ephod; and I gave thy father's
house for food all the offerings made by fire
of the children of Israel.
Wherefore
then
hast thou looked at mine incense and at mine
offerings with an impudent eye, and hast glorifled tt_y sons above me, to bless the firstfrmts of every sacrifice in Israel before me ?
Therefore thus saith the Lord God of Israel,
I saLd thy house and thy father's house should
walk before me for ever: but now the Lord
saith, Be it far from me; for them that honor
me w_ll I honor, and he that despiseth
me
shall be despised.
Behold, the days come,
that I will cut off thy seed, and the seed of thy
father's house, and thou shall never have an
old man in my house.
And I will cut off the
man of throe from minealtar, sothat his eyes
shall be consumed, and his heart shall melt
away; and every one of thy house that is left
shall fall by theswordof
men.
And this shall
be a sign untothee that shall come upon these
thy two sons, Hophni and Phinehas; in one
day they shall die both of them.
And I will

raise me up a faithful priest, that shall do aecording to all that is in mine heart and in my
soul; and I wdl build him a sure house, and
he shall walk before my Christ forever.
And
it shall come to pass that he who is left in
thine house shall come to worship him with a
piece of money, saying, Put me into one part
of thy priesthood,
that I may eat bread." s
We c_nnot say that this prophecy, in which
the change of the ancient priesthood is foretold with so great plainness,
was fulfilled in
Samuel; for although
Samuel was not of another tribe than that which had been appointed
by God to serve at the altar, yet he
is waxed feeble, was not of the sons of Aaron, whose offspring

_ Eph. iv. _9,'xo.
* z Cor. xii, x=.

's x Sam iL 27-35.
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was set apart that the priests might be taken but that great honor taken away from himout of it.
And thus by that transaction also self, his eyes fail and his soul melts away conthe same change which should come to pass sumed with grief.
through Christ Jesus is shadowed forth, and
But what follows belongs properly to the
the prophecy itself in deed, not in word, be- house of Eli, to whom these things were said:
longed to the Old Testament properly, but "And every one of thine house that is left
figuratively to the New, signifying by the fact shall fall by the sword of men.
And this
just what was said by the word to Eli the shall be a sign unto thee that shall come upon
priest through the prophet.
For there were these thy two sons, Hophni and Phinehas;
in
afterwards priests of Aaron's race, such as one day they shall die both of them."
This,
Zadok and Abiathar during David's reign, and therefore, is made a sign of the change of the
others in succession,
before the time came priesthood
from this man's house, by which
when those things which were predicted
so it is sigmfied that the priesthood
of Aaron's
long before about the changing of the priest- house is to be changed.
For the death of
hood behoved to be fulfilled by Christ.
But this man's sons signified the death not of the
who that nowviews these things with a beliermen, but of the priesthood
itself of the sons
ing eye does not see that they are fulfilled ? of Aaron.
But what follows pertains to that
Since, indeed, no tabernacle, no temple, no Priest whom Samuel typified by succeeding
altar, no sacrifice, and therefore no priest this one.
Therefore
the things which follow
either, has remained to the Jews, to whom it fare said of Christ Jesus, the true Priest of the
was commanded
in the law of God that he New Testament: "And I will raise me up a
should be ordained of the seed of Aaron; faithful Priest that shall do according
to all
which is also mentioned here by the prophet, that is in mine heart and in my soul; and I
when he says, " Thus saith the Lord God of will build Him a sure house."
The same is
Israel, I said thy house and thy father's house the eternal Jerusalem above.
"And He shall
shall walk before me for ever: but now the walk," saith He, "before my Christ always."
Lord saith, That be far from me; for them " He shall walk " means " he shall be conthat honor me will I honor, and he that de- versant with," just as He had said before of
spiseth me shall be despised."
For that in Aaron's house, " I said that thine house and
naming his father's house he does not mean thy father's house shall walk before me for
that of his immediate
father, but that of ever."
But what He says, " He shall walk
Aaron, who first was appointed
priest, to be before my Christ," is to be understood
ensucceeded by others descended from him, is tirely of the house itself, not of the priest,
shown by the preceding words, when he says, who is Christ Himself,
the Mediator and
"I
was revealed
unto thy father's
house, Saviour.
His house, therefore,
shall walk
when they were in the land of Egypt slaves before Him.
"Shall walk" may also be unin Pharaoh's house; and I chose thy father's derstood to mean from death to life, all the
house out of all the sceptres of Israel to fill time this mortality passes through,
even to
the office of priest for me."
Which of the the end of this world.
But where God says,
fathers in that Egyptian
slavery, but Aaron, "Who will do all that is in mine heart and in
was his father, who, when they were set free, my soul," we must not think that God has a
was chosen to the priesthood ? It was of his soul, for He xs the Author of souls; but this
lineage, therefore, he has said in this passage is said of God tropically,
not properly, just
it should come to pass that they should no as He is sald to have hands and feet, and
longer be priests; which already we see ful- other corporal members.
And, lest it should
filled.
If faith be watchful, the things are be supposed from such language that man in
before us: they are discerned,
they are the form of this flesh is made in the image of
grasped, and are forced on the eyes of the
God, wings also are ascribed to Him, which
unwilling, so that theyare seen: "Behold
the man has not at all; and it is said to God,
days come," he says, "that I will cut off thy "Hide me under the shadow of Thy wings,""
seed, and the seed of thy father's house, and that men may understand that such things
thou shalt never have an old man in mine are said of that ineffable nature not in proper
house.
And I will cut off the man of thine ibut in figurative words.
from mine altar, so that his eyes shall be conBut what is added, "And it shall come to
sumed and his heart shall melt away."
Be- pass that he who is left in thine house shall
hold the days which were foretold have al- come to worship him,' is not said properly of
ready come.
There is no priest after the I the house of this Eli, but of that Aaron, the
order of Aaron; and whoever is a man of his] men of which remained even to the advent of
lineage, when he sees the sacrifice of the]
Christians prevailing over the whole world, I _P_v_,.8.
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Jesus
Christ, of which race there are not says, "We
being many axe one bread, one
wanting men even to this present.
For of body." 8 [And again he says, "' Present your
that house of Eli it had already been said bodies a living sacrifice." p] What, therefore,
above, "And every one of thine house that is he has added, to "eat bread,
also elegantly
left shall fall by the sword of men."
How, expresses the very kind of sacrifice of which
therefore,
could it be truly said here, "And the Priest Himself says, "The bread which I
it shall come to pass that every one that is wilt give is my flesh for the life of the world. ''_
left shall come to worship him," if that is The same is the sacrifice not after the order
true, that no one shall escape the avenging of Aaron, but after the order of Melchisedec: ,s
sword, unless he would have it understood let him that readeth understand. TM Therefore
of those who belong to the race of that whole this short and salutarily humble confession, in
priesthood after the orderof Aaron ? There- which it is said, "Put me in a part of Thy
fore, if it is of these the predestinated
rem- priesthood, to eat bread," is itself the piece
nant, about whom another prophet has said, of money, for it is both brief, and it is the
"' The remnant shall be saved;" _ whence the Word of God who dwells in the heart of one
apostle also says, "Even so then at this time who believes.
For because He had said
also the remnant according to the election of above, that He had given for food to Aaron's
grace is saved; "2 since it IS easily understood
house the sacrificial victims of the Old Teststo be of such a remnant that it is said, " He l meat, where He says, " I have given thy
that is left in thine house," assuredly he be-[ father's house _or food all things which are
iieves in Christ; just as in the time of the offered by fire of the children of Israel,"
apostle very many of that nation believed;[ whmh indeed were the sacrifices of the Jews;
nor are there now wanting those, although
therefore
here He has said, " To eat bread,"
very few, who yet believe, and in them is ful- which is m the New Testament
the sacrifice
filled what this man of God has here immedl- of the Christians.
ately added, " He shall come to worship him
with a piece of money;"
to worship whom, if CHAP. 6.--OF THE JEWISH PRIESTHOOD AnD
not that Chmf Priest, who is also God ? For
KINGDOM, WHICH, ALTHOUGH PROMISED "1"0
in that priesthood
after the order of Aaron
BE ESTABLISHEDFOR EVER, DID NOT CONmen did not come to the temple or altar of
TINUE ; SO THAT OTHER THINGS ARE TO BE
God for the purpose of worshlpplngthe
priest.
UNDERSTOOD TO WHICH ETERNITY IS ASBut what is that he says, " With a piece of
SURED.
money,"
if not the short word of faith, about
which the apostle
quotes the
saying,
"A forth
While,
therefore,
thesewerethings
shine
as clearly
as they
loftiIynow
foretold,
consummating
and shortening word will the still some one may not vainly be moved to
Lord make upon the earth?"_
But that ask, How can we be confident that all things
money is put for the word the psalm is a wit- are to come to pass wt_ch are predicted
in
Hess, where it is sung, "The
words of the these books as about to come, if this very
Lord are pure words, money tried with the thing which is there divinely spoken, "Thine
fire." *
house and thy father's house shall walk before
What then does he say who comes to wor- me for ever," could not have effect ? For we
ship the priest of God, even the Priest who is see that priesthood
has been changed;
and
God ? "Put me into one part of Thy priest- there can be no hope that what was promised
hood, to eat bread."
I do not wish to be to that house may some time be fulfilled, beset in the honor of my fathers, which is none
cause that which succeeds
on its being reput me in a part of Thy priesthood.
For " 1 jeeted and changed
is rather predicted
as
have chosen to be mean in Thine house; "s eternal.
He who says this does not yet unI desire to be a member, no matter what, or derstand, or does not recollect, that this very
how small, of Thy priesthood.
By the priest- priesthood
after the order of Aaron was aphood he here means the people itself, of pointed as the-shadow
of a future eternal
which He is the Priest who is the Mediator
priesthood;
and therefore, when eternity is
between God and men, the man Christ Jesus. _ promised to it, it is not promised to the mere
This people the Apostle Peter calls "a holy shadow and figure, but to what is shadowed
people, a royal priesthood."
_ But some have forth and prefigured by it. But lest it should
-translated, "Of Thy sacrifice," not "Of Thy be thought the shadow itself was to remain,
priesthood,"
which no less signifies the same therefore
its mutation
also behoved
to be
Christian
people.
Whence the Apostle Paul foretold.
x lSa- X. 2L
3 lsa. xxxviiL 22 : Rout.
S Ps lxxxiv,
xo
7 x Pet.,i.
9"

Lt. US.

2 R°m" Xl" 5"
4 Ps xii. 6.
6 t Tim. ii. 5-

8 t Cur. x. z7.
_ _ohn
,_t. x_.
_Matt. vL
_l_tV.

9 ]P_:fnt. xll.
xz Heb.

vii.

x.
xz, _q,.
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In this way, too, the kingdom of Saul himself, who oertainly was reprobated
and rejeered, was the shadow of a kingdom
get to
come which should remain to eternity.
For,
indeed, the oil with which he was anointed,
and from that chrism he is called Chrigt, is to
be taken in a mystical sense, and is to be
understood as a great mystery;
which David
himself venerated
so much in him, that he
trembled with smitten heart when, being hid
in a dark cave, which Saul also entered when
pressed by the necessity
of nature, he had
come secretly behind him and cut off a small
piece of his robe, that he might be able to
prove how he had spared him when he could
have killed him, and might thus remove from
his mind the suspicion through which he had
vehemently persecuted the holy David, thinking him his enemy.
Therefore he was much
afraid lest he should be accused of violating
so great a mystery in Saul, because he had
thus meddled even his clothes.
For thus it
is written:
"And
David's heart smote him
because he had taken away the skirt of his
cloak." z But to the men with him, who advised him to destroy Saul thus delivered
up

the Mediator of the New Testamenh 3 who was
figured in the chrism with which David also
and his offspring was anointed.
But it is not
as if He knew not where he was that God
thus seeks Him a man, but, speaking through
a man, He speaks as a man, and in this sense
seeks us.
For not only to God the Father,
but also to His Only-begotten,
who came to
seek what was lost,_ we had been known already even so far as to be chosen in Him
before the foundation
of the world:
"He
will seek Him"
therefore
means,
He will
have His own (just as if He had said, Whom
He already has known to be His own He will
show to others to be His friend).
Whence
in Latin this word (qucerit) receives a preposition and becomes
acquiri/ (acquires),
the
meaning of which is plain enough;
although
even without the addition of the preposition
qu_rere is understood
as acquirere, whence
gains are called qucestus.

into his hands, he satth, "The
Lord forbid
that I should do this thing to my lord, the
Lord's christ, to lay my hand upon him, because he is the Lord's christ."
Therefore
he
showed so great reverence
to this shadow of
what was to come, not for its own sake, but
for the sake of what it prefigured.
Whence
also that which Samuel says to Saul, "Since
thou.hast
not kept my commandment
which
the Lord commanded
thee, whereas now the
Lord would have prepared thy kingdom over
Israel for ever, yet now thy kingdom
shall
not continue for thee; and the Lord will seek
Him a man after His own heart, and the Lord
will command
him to be prince over His
people, because thou hast not kept that which
the Lord commanded
thee, ''_ is not to be
taken as if God had settled that Saul himself
should reign for ever, and afterwards,
on his

Again Saul sinned
through disobedience,
and again Samuel says to him in the word of
the Lord, " Because thou hast despised the
word of the Lord, the Lord hath despised
thee, that thou mayest not be king over
Israel."6
And again for the same sin, when
Saul confessed It, and prayed for pardon, and
besought Samuel to return with him to appease
the Lord, he said, "I will not return with
thee: for thou hast despised
the word of the
Lord, and the Lord will despise
thee that
thou mayest not be king over Israel.
And
Samuel turned his face to go away, and Saul
laid hold upon the skirt of his mantle, and
rent it.
And Samuel said unto him, The
Lord hath rent the kingdom
from Israel out
of thine hand this day, and will give it to thy
neighbor,
who is good above thee, and will
!divide Israel in twain.
And He will not be
changed ' neither will He repent:
for He is
no t as a man, that He should repent;
who
threatens
and does not persist. ''7
He to
whom it is said, "The
Lord will despise thee
that thou mayest not be king over Israel,"
and "The Lord hath rent the kingdom from
Israel out of thine hand this day,"
reigned
forty years over Israel,--that
is, just as long
a time as David himself,--yet
heard this in
the first period of his reign, that we may understand it was said because none of his race
was to reign, and that we may look to the

sinning,
would not keep this promise;
nor
was He ignorant that he would sin, but He
had established
his kingdom that it might be
a figure of the eternal kingdom.
Therefore
he added, "Yet
now thy kingdom
shall not
continue Jeer thee."
Therefore what it signifled has stood and shall stand; but it shall not
stand for this man, because he himself was
not to reign for ever, nor his offspring;
so
that at least that word "for ever" might seem
to be fulfilled through his posterity one to
another.
"And
the Lord," he saith, "' will
seek Him a man," meaning either David or
x Sua*

xalv.

5, 6.

2 z Sam.

xih.

x3, x4.

CHAP. 7.--OF THE DISRUPTION OF THE KINGDOM OF ISRAEL, BY WHICH THE PERPETUAL
DIVISION OF THE SPIRITUAL FROM THE CARNAL ISRAEL WAS PREFIGURED.

3 Heb. ix. xs,
6 "_Sam. xv. 83.

4 Luke xix. xo..
7 zSam. xv. a6..a 9,
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face of David, whence also is sprung, accord- Iwhich God threatened the kingdom and people
ing to the flesh, the Mediator between God tin the person of Saul, who represented
them,
and men, the man Christ Jesus. 2
[is shown to be eternal and unchangeable
by
But the Scripture
has not what is read in[this
which is added,
"And
He will not be
most Latin copies, "The
Lord hath rent the chmiged, neither will He repent: for He is
kingdom of israel out of thine hand this day," ] not as a man, that He should repent; who
but just as we have set it down it is found in threatens
and does not persist,"--that
is, a
the Greek copies, "The
Lord hath rent the man threatens
and does not persist, but not
kingdom from Israel out of thine hand;"
that God, who does not repent like man.
For
the words "' out of thine hend " may t_e un- when we read that He repents, a change of
derstood to mean " from Israel."
Therefore
circumstance is meant, flowing from the divine
this man figuratively
represented
the people immutable foreknowledge.
Therefore,
when
of Israel,
which was to lose the kingdom,
God is said not to repent, it is to be underChrist Jesus our Lord being about to reign, stood t[lat He does not change.
not carnally, but spiritually.
And when it is
We see that this sentence concerning
this
said of Him, "And will give it to thy neigh- division of the people of Israel, divinely utbor," that is to be referred to the fleshly kin- tered in these words, has been altogether itship, for Christ, according
to the flesh, was remediable and quite perpetual.
For whoever
of Israel, whence also Saul sprang.
But what have turned,
or are turning,
or shall turn
is added, "Good above thee," may indeed be thence to Christ, it has been according to the
understood,
" Better than thee," and indeed foreknowledge
of God, not according to the
some have thus translated
it; but it is better one and the same nature of the human race.
taken thus, " Good above thee," as meaning
Certainly none of the Israelites, who, cleaving
that because He is good, therefore
He must to Christ, have continued in Him, shall ever
be above thee, according
to that other pro- be among those Israelites who persist in being
phetic saying, " Till I put all Thine enemies His enemies even to the end of this life, but
trader Thy
feet."3
And among thom is shall for ever remain in the separation which
Israel, from whom, as His persecutor,
Christ is "here foretold.
For the Old Testament,
took away the kingdom;
although
the Israel from the Mount Sinai, which gendereth
to
m whom there was no guile may have been bondage, s profiteth nothing, unless because it
there too, a sort of grain, as it were, of that bears witness to the New Testament.
Otherchaff.
For certainly thence came the apos- wise, however long Moses is read, the veil is
tles, thence
so many
martyrs,
of whom put over their heart; but when any one shall
Stephen is the first, thence so many churches,
turn thence to Christ, the veil shall be taken
which the Apostle Paul names, magnifying
away. 6 For the verydesire
of those who turn
God in their conversion,
is changed
from the old to the new, so that
Of which thing I do not doubt what follows each no longer desires
to obtain
carnal
is to be understood,
"And will divide Israel but spiritual
felicity.
Wherefore
that great
in twain," to wit, into Israel pertaining to the prophet
Samuel
hlmsctf,
before
he had
bond woman, and Israel pertaining
to the anointed Saul, when he had crmd to the Lord
free.
For these two kinds were at first to- for Israel, and He had heard him, and when
gether, as Abraham
still clave to the bond he had offered a whole burnt-offering,
as the
woman, until the barren,
made fruitful by aliens were comingto battle against the people
the grace of God, cried, " Cast out the bond of God, and the Lord thundered above them
woman and her son."*
We know, indeed,
and they were confused, and fell before Israel
that on account of the sin of Solomon, in the and were overcome;
[then] he took one stone
reign of his son Rehoboam,
Israel was divided and set it up between the old and new Masin two, and continued
so, the separate parts sephAt [Mtzpeh], and called its name ]_bene.
having
their own kings,
until that whole zer, whmh means "the stone of the helper,"
nation was overthrown with a great destruc-and
said, "Hitherto
hath the Lord helped
tion, mid carried
away by the Chaldeans.
us. ''7 Massephat
is interpreted
"desire."
But what was this to Saul, whcn, if any such That stone of the helper is the mediation of
thing was threatened,
it would be threatened
the Saviour, by which we go from the old
against David himself, whose son Solomon Massephat
to the new,--that
is, from the
was?
Finally, the Hebrew nation is not now ldestre with which carnal happiness
was exdivided internally, but is dispersed
through
pected in the carnal kingdom to the desire
the earth indiscriminately,
in the fellowship
with which the truest spiritual happiness
is.
of the same error.
But that division with expected in the kingdom of heaven; and since
Rom. i. 33 P_ cx t.

-_t Tim. ii. 5,
4 Gem XXl lo.

s Gal. iv. z}.
7 x Sam. Vll. 9-I_.

6 z Cot. iii. t5, t6.
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that, the Lord belpeth

He who thinks this grand promise was fulfilled in Solomon greatly errs; for he attends
to the saying, "He shall build me an house,"
to the saying, '" His
(:HAP.
8°---OF
THE PROMISES
MADE TO DAVID IN but he does not attend
house sball be faithful, and his kingdom for
HIS SON, WHICH ARE IN NO WISE FULFILLED
evermore
before me."
Let him therefore
IN SOLOMON_ BUT MOST FULLY IN CHRIST.
attend and behold the house of Solomon full
And now I see I must show what, pertain- of strange women worshipping false gods, and
ing to the matter I treat of, God promised to the king himself, aforetlme wise, seduced by
David himself, who succeeded
Saul in the them, and cast down into the same idolatry:
kingdom, whose change prefigured
that final and let him not dare to think that God either
change on account of which all things were promised this falsely, or was unable to foredivinely spoken, all things were committed to know that So]omon and his house would bewriting.
When many things had gone pros- come what they did.
But we ought not to
perously with king David, he thought to make be in doubt here, or to see the fulfillment of
a house for God, even that temple of most these things save in Christ our Lord, who was
excellent renown which was afterwards
built made of the seed of David according to the
by king Solomon
his son.
While he was flesh, _ lest we should vainly and uselessly
thinking of this, the word of the Lord came to look for some other here, hke the carnal Jews.
Nathan the prophet, which he brought to the For even they understand
this much, that the
king, in not
which,
after unto
God had
should
be bmlt
Him said
by that
Davida house
h_m
self, and that in all that long t_me He had
never commanded
any of His people to build
Him a house of cedar, he says, "And now
thus shalt thou say unto my servant Dav2d,
Thus
saith God Almighty,
I took thee from
the sheep-cote
that thou m_ghtest be for a
ruler over my people in Israel: and I was with
thee whithersoever
thou wentest, and have cut
off all thine enemies
from before thy face,
and have made thee a name, according to the
name of the great ones who are over the earth,
And I will appoint a place for my people Israel,
and will plant him, and he shall dwell apart,
and shall be troubled no more; and the son
of wickedness shall not humble him any more,
as from the beginning,
from the days when I
appointed
judges
over my people
Israel.
And I will give thee rest from all thine
enemies, and the Lord will tell [hath told]
thee, because thou shall build an house for
Him.
And it shall come to pass when thy
days be fulfilled, and thou shall sleep with
thy fathers, that I will raise up thy seed after
thee, which shall proceed out of thy bowels,
and t will prepare
his kingdom.
He shall
build me an house for my name; and 1[ will
order his throne even to eternity.
I will be
his Father, and he shall be my son.
And if
he commit iniquity, I will chasten him with
the rod of men, and with the stripes of the
sons of men: but my mercy I will not take
away from him, as I took it away from those
whom I put away from before my face.
And
his house shall be faithful, and his kingdom
even for evermore before me, and his throne
- shall be set up even for evermore."
_2 Sam. viL 8-r6.

they was
readnotof Solomon;
in that place
as prom. son
]sed whom
to Dawd
so that,
with
wonderful bhndness to Him who was promised
and is now declared wlth so great mamfestation, they say they hope for another.
Indeed,
even in Solomon there appeared
some image
of the future event, in that he built the temple, and had peace according to his name (for
Solomon means " pacific "), and in the beginnmg of his reign was wonderfully
praiseworthy;
but while, as a shadow of Him that
should come, he foreshowed Christ our Lord,
he did not also in his own person resemble
Him.
Whence some things concerning
him
are so written as ff they were prophesied
of
himself, while the Holy Scripture,
prophesymg even by events, somehow delineates
m
him the figure of things to come.
For, besides
the books of divine history, in which his re;gn
is narrated, the 72d Psalm also is inscribed
in the title with his name, m which so many
things are said which cannot at all apply to
him, but which ,-vpply to the Lord Christ with
such evident fitness as makes it quite apparent
that in the one the figure is in some way
shadowed
forth, but in the other the truth
itself is presented.
For it is known within
what bounds the kingdom
of Solomon
was
enclosed;
and yet in that psalm, not to speak
of other things, we read, "'He shall have
dominion from sea even to sea, and from the
river to the ends of the earth," 3 which we see
fulfilled in Christ.
Truly he took the beginning of His reigning
from the river where
John baptized;
for, when pointed out by him,
He began to be acknowledged
by the disciples,
who called Him not only Master, but also
Lord.
-_Rom. i. 3.

3 Ps. L_ii. 8.
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Nor was it for any other reason that, while
his father David was still living, Solomon
began to reign, which happened to none other
of their kings, except that from this also it
might be clearly apparent that it was not himself this prophecy spoken to his father signifled beforehand,
saying. "And it shall come
to pass when thy days be fulfilled, and thou
shalt sleep with thy fathers, that I will raise
up thy seed which shall proceed out of thy
bowels, and I will prepare His kingdom."
How, therefore, shall it be thought on account of what follows, "He shall bmld me an
house," that this Solomon is prophesied, and
not rather be understood on account of what
precedes, "When
thy days be fulfilled, and
thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will rinse
up thy seed after thee," that another pacific
One is promised, who is foretold as about to
be raised up, not before David's death, as he
was, but after it? For however long the interval of time might be before Jesus Christ
came, beyond doubt it was after the death of
king David, to whom He was so promised,
that He behoved to come, who should build
an house of God, not of wood and stone, but
of men, such as we rejoice He does build
For to this house, that is, to behevers, the
apostle saith, " The temple of God is holy,
which temple ye are." _

rivers.
He shall cry unto me, Thou art my
Father, my God, and the undertaker of my
salvation. Also I will make him my first-bern,
high among the kings of the earth.
My
mercy will I keep for him for evermore, and
my covenant shall be faithful (sure) with him.
His seed also will I set for ever and ever, and
h_s throne as the days of heaven." _ Which
words, when rightly understood, are all understood to be about the Lord Jesus Christ, under
the name of David, on account of the form
of a servant, which the same Mediator assumed 4 from the virgin of the seed of David.s
For immediately something
is said about the
slns of his children, such as is set down in the
Book of Samuel, and is more readily taken as
if of Solomon.
For there, that is, in the
Book of Samuel, he says, "And if he commit
iniquity I will chasten him with the rod of
men, and with the stripes of the sons of men;
but my mercy will I not take away from
him," 6 meaning by stripes the strokes of cotrection.
Hence that saying, "Touch
ye not
my christs."7
For what else is that than, Do
not harm them?
But in the psalm, when
speaking as if of David, He says something
of the same kind there too.
"If his children," saith He, " forsake my law, and walk
not in my judgments;
if they profane my
righteousnesses,
and keep not my commandments; I will wsit their inlquitms with the
rod, and their faults with stripes: but _ny
CHAP. 9.--HOW
LIKE
THE PROPHECY ABOUT mercy [ will not make void from him."8
He
CHRIST I_ THE 89TH PSALM IS TO THE did not say " from them," although He spoke
THINCS PROMISEDIN NATHAN'S PROPHECYIN of his children, not of himself; but he said
THE BOOKS OF SAMUEL.
"from
him," which means the same thing if
Wherefore
also m the 89th Psalm, of which rightly understood.
For of Christ Himself,
the title is, "An instruction
for himself by who _s the head of the Church, there could
Ethan the Israehte,"
mention is made of the not be found any sins which required to be
promises God made to king Dawd, and some d_wnely restrained
by human
correction,
things are there added similar to those found mercy being still continued;
but they are
in the Book of Samuel, such as this, " I have found m His body and members, which is His
sworn to David my servant that I will prepare
people.
Therefore m the Book of Samuel it
his seed for ever." _ And again, " Then thou is stud, " imquity of Him," but in the psalm,
spakest in vision to thy sons, and saldst, I "of H_s children,"
that we may understand
have laid help upon the mighty One, and have ithat what is said of His body is in some way
exalted the chosen One out of my people.
I said of H_mself.
Wherefore
also, when Saul
have found David my servant, and with my persecuted
His body, that is, His believing
holy oil I have anointed him.
For mine hand people,
He Himself
saith
from heaven, .
shall help him, and mine arm shall strengthen
"Saul,
Saul, why persecutest
thou me? ''9
him.
The enemy shall not prevail against Then in the following words of the psalm He
him, and the son of imquity shall harm him says, "Neither
will I hurt in my truth, nor
no more.
And I will beat down his foes profane my covenant, and the things that profrom before his face, and those that hate him ceed from my lips I will not disallow.
Once
will I put to flight.
And my truth and my have I sworn by my holiness, if I lie unto
mercy shall be with him, and in my name David," "°--that is, I will in no wise lie unto
shall his horn be exalted.
I will set his hand
also in the sea, and his right hand in the
3P_.1_
_
4Ph,Li,._.
x x Cur. ill. x7.

a Ps. lxx.xtx.

3, 4.

S Matt. L x, xS; Luke i. _7.
7 Ps ev. x5.
9 Acts tx_ 4.

6 2 Sam. v_.'" z4_ I$.
$ Pe, lxxxix. 30"33xo p_ I_Tffil.z. _
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David;
for Scripture is wont to speak thus.
]_at what that is in which He will not lie, He
adds, saying,
"His
seed' shall endure
for
ever, and his throne as the sun before me,
and as the moon perfected for ever, and a
faithful witness in heaven.""
CHAP. IO._HOW DIFFERENT THE ACTS IN THE
KINGDOM OF THE EARTHLY JERUSALEM ARE
FROM THOSE WHICH GOD HAD PROMISED,SO
THAT

THE

TRUTH

OF

THE

PROMISE

SHOULD

BE UNDERSTOOD TO PERTAIN TO THE GLORY
OF THE

That
promise

OTHER

KING

AND

OF

GOD.

[P_ox xvII.

Thou
hast dashed down his seat to the
ground.
Thou hasf shortened
the days of
his seat; Thou hast poured confusion
over
him. ''4 All these things came upon Jerusalem the bond woman, in wl-dch some also
reigned who were children of the free woman,
holding that kingdom in temporary
stewardshlp,but holdingthe kingdom of theheavenly
Jerusalem,whose childrenthey were, intrue
faith,and hoping in the true Christ. But
how these things came upon that kingdom,
the historyof itsaffairs
pointsout ifitisread.

KINGDOM.

it might not be supposed
that a CHAP. I I.--OF THE SUBSTANCEOF THE PEOPLE
so strongly expressed and confirmed
OF
GOD, WHICH THROUGH HIS ASSUMPTION
OF FLESH IS IN CHRIST,
WHO
ALONE
HAD

was fulfilled in Solomon, as if he hoped for,
yet did not find it, he says, "But
Thou has1
cast off, and hast brought
to nothing,
0
Lord.""
This truly was done concerning
the
kingdom
of Solomon
among
his posterity,
even to the: overthrow
of the earthly Jerusalem itself, which was the seat of the kingdom,
and especially
the destruction
of the very
temple which had been built by Solomon
But lest on this account
God should
be
thought to have done contrary to His promise,
immediately
he adds, " Thou hast delayed
Thy Christ."s
Therefore
he is not Solomon
nor yet David himself, if the Christ of the
Lord is delayed.
For while all the kings
are called His christs, who were consecrated
with that mystical chrism, not only from king
David downwards,
but even from that Saul
who first was anointed
king of that same
people, David himself indeed calling him the
Lord's christ, yet there was one true Christ
whose figure they bore by the prophetic unction, who, according
to the opinion of men,
who thought he was to be understood as come
in David or in Solomon, was long delayed,
but who, according as God had disposed, was
to come in His own time.
The following part
of this psalm goes on to say what in the meantime, while He was delayed, was to become
of the kingdom
of the earthly
Jerusalem,
where it was hoped He would certainly reign:
"Thou hast overthrown the covenant of Thy
• servant;
Thou hast profaned in the earth his
sanctuary.
Thou hast broken down all his
walls; Thou hast
put his strong-holds
in
fear.. All that pass by the way spoil him;
he is made a reproach
to his neighbors,
Thou
hast set up the right hand of his
enemies;
Thou hast made all his enemies to
rejoice.
Thou hast turned aside the help of
his sword, and hast not helped him in war.
Thou hast destroyed
him from cleansing;
x ][_k l,vacXt_ 36_37.
3 ]_k ]httnrlJr,_.

a Ps. IY_xd_. 38.

POWER TO DELIVER HIS OWN SOUL FROM
HELL.
But after having prophesied
these things,
the prophet betakes him to praying to God;
yet even the very prayer is prophecy:
"How
long, Lord, dost Thou turn away in the end ?',s
" Thy face" is understood,
as it is elsewhere
said, "How
long dost Thou turn away Thy
face from me?" 6 For therefore
some copies
have here not "dost,"
but "wilt Thou turn
away;"
although
it could be understood,
"Thou
turnest away Thy mercy, which Thou
didst promise to David."
But when he says,
" in the end," what doesitmean,
except even
to the end?
By which end is to be understood the last time, when even that nation is
to believe in Christ Jesus, before which end
what He has just sorrowfully bewailed
must
come to pass.
On account of which it is also
added here, " Thy wrath shall burn like fire.
Remember
what is my substance."
7 This
cannot be better understood
than of Jesus
Himself,
the substance
of His people,
of
whose nature His flesh is. "For not in vain,"
he says, " hast Thou made all the sons of
men." 8 For unless the one Son of man had
been the substance
of Israel, through
which
Son of man many sons of men should be set
free, all the sons of men would have been
made wholly in vain.
But now, indeed, all
mankind through the fall of the first man has
fallen from the truth into vanity;
for which
reason another
psalm says, "Man
is like to
vanity:
his days pass away as a shadow; ''9
_et God has not made all the sons of men in
vain, because
He frees many from vanity
through the Mediator Jesus, and those whom
He did not foreknow as to be delivered,
He
made not wholly in vain in the most beautiful
and most just ordination of the whole rational
creation, for the use of those who were to be
,tPs. lxxxix. 39-45,
7 Ps. lxx,xlx. 46, 47.

_;ps. lxxxix. 46.
B PS. hrxxir, 47.

6 Ps. xiil. z.
9 Ps, ofli_. 4-
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delivered, and for the comparison of the two they hoped He would be theirs, He was made
cities by mutual contrast.
Thereafter it fol-the
Saviour of the nations; and many nations
lows, " Who is the man that shall live, and who have believed in Him by the New Testa.
shall not see death ? shall he snatch his soul ment now reproach them who remain in the
from the hand of hell ?" * Who is this but old with this: so that it is said, "Remember,
that substance
of Israel out of the seed of Lord, the reproach of Thy servants;" because
David, Christ Jesus, of whom the apostle through the Lord's not forgetting, but rather
says, that "rising
from the dead He now pitying them, even they after this reproach
dieth not, and death shall no more have are to believe.
But what I have put first
dominion over Him ?"*
For He shall so live seems to me the most suitable meaning.
For
and not see death, that yet He shall have to the enemies of Christ who are reproached
been dead; but shall have delivered His soul with this, that Christ hath left them, turning
from the hand of hell, whither He had de- to the Gentiles, 6 this speech is incongruously
scended in order to loose some from the chains assigned, "Remember,
Lord, the reproach of
of hell; but He hath delivered it by that Thy servants." for such Jews are not to be
power of which He says in the Gospel, " I styled the servants of God; but these words
have the power of laying down my life, and I fit those who, if they suffered great humiliahave the power of taking it again."
tions through persecution
for the name of
Christ, could call to mind that an exalted
CHAP. I2.--TO WHOSE PERSON THE ENTREATY kingdom had been promised
to the seed of
FOR THE PROMISESIS TO BE UNDERSTOODTO David, and in desire of it, could say not
BELONG,
WHEN
HE
SAYS
IN
THE
PSALM
despairingly,
but as asking, seeking, knock_ WHERE ARE THINE ANCIENT COMPASSIONS,
ing,7 "Where are Thine ancient compassions,
LORD?" ETC.
Lord, which Thou swarest unto David in Thy
truth?
Remember,
Lord, the reproach
of
But the rest of this psalm runs thus: Thy servants, that I have borne in my bosom
"Where
are Thine
ancient
compassions,
of many nations;"
that is, have patiently enLord, which Thou swarest unto David in Thy dured in my inward parts.
" That Throe
truth ? Remember,
Lord,
the reproach
of enemies have reproached, 0 Lord, wherewith
Thy servants,
which I have borne in my they have reproached
the change of Thy
bosom of many nations;
wherewith Thine en- Christ," not thinking
it a change, but a conemies have reproached,
0 Lord, wherewith
sumptlon. ° But what does "Remember,
they have reproached
the change
of Thy Lord,"
mean, but that Thou wouldst have
Christ."*
Now it may with verygood reasonbe
compassion,
and wouldst for my patiently
asked whether this is spoken in the person of borne humiliation
reward me with the exthose Israelites
who desired that the promise cellency which Thou swarest unto David in
made to David might be fulfilled to them; or Thy truth ? But if we assign these words to
rather of the Christians,
who are Israehtes
the Jews, those servants of God who, on the
not after the flesh but after the Spirit. S This conquest
of the earthly Jerusalem,
before
certainly was spoken or written in the time of Jesus Christ was born after the manner
of
Ethan, from whose name this psalm gets its men, were led into captivity, could say such
title, and that was the same as the time of things, understanding
the change of Christ,
David's
reign;
and therefore
it would not because indeed through Him wastobe
surely
have been said, "Where
are Thine ancient expected, not an earthly and carnal felicity,
compassions,
Lord, which Thou hast sworn such as appeared during the few years of king
unto
David
in Thy truth ?"
unless
the Solomon, but a heavenly and spiritual felicity;
prophet
had assumed
the person of those and when the .nations, then ignorant of this
who should come long afterwards, to whom through
unbelief, exulted over and insulted
that time when these things were promised to the people of God for being captives, what
David was ancient.
But it may be understood
else was this than ignorantly to reproach with
thus, that many nations, when they persecuted
the change of Christ those who understand
the Christians,
reproached
them with the the change of Christ?
And therefore what
passion of Christ, which Scripture
calls His follows when this psalm is concluded,
"Let
change, because
by dying He is made im- the blessing of the Lord be for evermore,
mortal.
The change of Christ, according to amen, amen,"
is suitable
enough
for the
this passage, may also be understood
to be whole people of God belonging
to the hearreproached
by the Israelites,
because,
when enly Jerus.alem, whether for those things that
lay hid in the Old Testament
before the New
z l_. htxxax. 48.
3 John x. xS.
$ Rora. iii. 28, 29.

± Rom. yr. 9.
4 Ps. lxxxix.
49--5x.

6 Act.* xm. 46
$ Another reading,

7 Matt.
"conmmmmtloa."

vii. 7, S.
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was revealed, or for those that, being now re- in the peace of Solomon's reign ? Scripture
yea.led in the New Testament,
are manifestly certainly
commends that peace with excellent
discerned to belong to Christ.
For the bless- praise as a shadow of that which is to come.
ins of the Lord in the seed of David does not But this opinion is to be vigilantly opposed,
belong to any particular
time, such as ap- since after it is said, "And the son of iniquity
peared in the days of Solomon, but is for shall not humble him any more," it is immeevermore
to be hoped for, in which most diately added, "as from the beginning,
from
certain hope it is said, "Amen,
amen;"
for the days in which I appointed
judges over
this repetition of the word is the confirmation
my people I_rael."7
For the judges were
of thathope.
Therefore
David understanding
appointed
over that people from the time
this, says in the second Book of Kings, in the when they received
the land
of promise,
passage from which we digressed to this psalm, x before kings had begun to be there.
And
"Thou
hast spoken also for Thy servant's
certainly the son of iniquity, that is, the forhouse for a great while to come." _ Thereeign enemy, humbled him through periods of
fore also a little after he says, "Now begin,
time in which we read that peace alternated
and bless the house of Thy servant for ever- with wars; and in that period longer times of
more," etc., because the son was then about
_eace are found
than
Solomon
had, who
to be born from whom his posterity
should reigned
forty years.
For under that judge
be continued
to Christ, through
whom his who is called Ehud there were eighty years of
house should be eternal, and should also be peace. 8 Be it far from us, therefore,
that
the house of God.
For it is called the house we should believe the times of Solomon are
of David on account of David's race; but predicted
in this promise, much less indeed
the selfsame is called the house of God on those of any other king whatever.
For none
account of the temple of God, made of men, other of them reigned in such great peace as
not of stones, where shall dwell for evermore
he; nor did that nation ever at all hold that
the people with and in their God, and God kingdom
so as to have no anxiety
lest it
with and .in His people, so that God may fill should be subdued
by enemies:
for in the
His people, and the people be filled with their very great mutabdity
of human affairs such
God, while God shall be all in all, Himself
great security is never given to any people,
their reward in peace who is their strength in that it should not dread invasions hostile to this
war.
Therefore,
when it is said in the words hfe.
Therefore
the place of this promised
of Nathan, "And the Lord wdl tell thee what peaceful and secure habitation
is eternal, and
an house thou shalt build for Him, ''3 it is of right belongs
eternally
to Jerusalem
the
afterwards said in the words of David, " For free mother,
where the genuine
people
of
Thou,
Lord Almighty,
God of Israel, hast Israel shall be: for this name is interpreted
opened the ear of Thy servant, saying, I will " SeeingGod;"
in the desire of which reward
build thee an house."*
For this house is a pious life is to be led through faith in this
built both by us through
living well, and by miserable pilgrimage.9
God through
helping
us to live well;
for
"except
the Lord build the house,
they CHAP. I4.--OF DAVID'S CONCERN IN THE WRITlabor in vain that build it. ''s
And when the
IN6 OF THE PSALMS.
final dedication of this house shall take place,
In the progress of the city of God through
then what God here says by Nathan shall be the ages, therefore,
David first reigned in the
fulfilled, "And I will appoint a place for my earthly Jerusalem
as a shadow of that which
people Israel, and will plant him, and he shall was to come.
Now David was a man skilled
dwell apart, and shall be troubled
no more;
m songs, who dearly loved musical harmony,
mud the son of iniquity shall not humble him not wlth a vulgar delight, but with a believing
any more, as from the beginning,
from the disposition,
and by it served his God, who is
days when I appointed
judges over my people the true God, by the mystical representation
Israel." *
of a great thing.
For the rational and wellordered concord of diverse sounds in harmoCHAP.
13. m WHETHER
THE
TRUTH
OF THIS nlous
variety suggests the compact
unity of
PROMISED
PEACE
CANUNDER
BE ASCRIBED
TO THOSE
the
well-ordered
city.
Then almost all his
TIME_q
PASSED
AWAY
SOLOMON.
prophecy is in psalms, of which a hundred
Whoever hopes for this so great good in and fifty are contained
in what we call the
this world, and in this earth, his wisdom is Book of Psalms, of which some will have it
but folly.
Can any one think it was fulfilled those only were made by David which are inI See above, chap.
3_mJm,
ViLS,

s _. exxvfi, x.

viii.

a 2 Sam. vfi.
42 _tnl
vh.

x9.
2.

6 _ Sam. vii. xo, it.

72 Sam. vii. io I i x.
9 lsrael--apnnceof

xxxit. _8-3o),

God;

8 Judg.
Peniel--the

itL 30.
face of God

(Gen.
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scribed with his name.
But there are also context of the whole psalm, so that at least
some who think none of them were made by I there may be nothing against it if everything
him except those which are marked "Of
does not support it; lestwe should seem, after
'
thing we wish, as it were, verses out of a
S twl!o the fashion
DasFuV0tod_D:v!i:
_aie_ehwhhd_e'!_Oto_e
of the centos, to gather for the
futed by the voice of the Saviour Himself In _grand
written poem,
not about
what it,shall
but be
about
foundsome
to have
other been
and
the Gospel, when He says that David hlmselfiwidehdifferent thing.
But ere this could be
by the Spirit said Christ was his Lord; for _pointed out m each psalm, the whole of it
the Iioth Psalm begins thus, "The
Lord smd lmust be expounded;
and how great a work
unto my Lord, Sit Thou at my right hand, lthat would be, the volumes of others, as well
until I make Thine enemies Thy footstool. ' _ [as our own, in which we have done it, show
And truly that very psalm, like many more, twell enough.
Let him then who will, or can,
has in the title, not "of
David,"
but "for J read these volumes, and lie will find out how
Dawd."
But those seem to me to hold the many and great things David, at once king
more credible opinion, who ascribe to him the !and prophet, ha_ prophesmd concernmgChnst
authorship
of all these hundred
and fifty and H_s Church, to wit, concerning
the King
psalms, and think that he prefixed to some of and the city which He has bmlt.
them the names even of other men, who prefigured somethlngpertment
to the matter, but CHAP.
I6._OF
THE
THINGS
PERTAINING
TO
chose to have no man's name in the titles of
CHRISI' AND THE CHURCH,
SAID EITHER
the rest, just as God respired him in the manOPENLYOR TROPICALLYIN THE 45TH PSALM.
agement of this variety, whmh, although dark,
For whatever direct and manifest prophetic
is not meaningless.
Neither ought tt to move utterances there may be about anything, it is
one not to believe this that the names of some _necessary that those which are tropical should
prophets
long
the times
of be
mingled
chiefly on
acking Davidwho
are hved
read in
the after
inscriptions
of cer-.
count
of thosewithof them;
slower which,
understanding,
thrust
tam psalms in that book, and that the thlngSiupo n the more learned the laborious task of
said there seem to be spoken as it were bY lclearing up and expounding
them.
Some of
them.
Nor was the prophetic
Spirit unable !them, indeed, on the very first Mush, as soon
to reveal to king David, when he prophested, las they are spoken, exhibit Christ
and the
even these names of future prophets,
so that Churc;_, although some things in them that are
he might prophetically
sing something whicl_ less mtelhgible remain to be expounded
at lei.
should suit their persons; just as it was re- sure.
We have an example of this in that same
vealed to a certain prophet that king Josiah Book of Psalms: "My heart bubbled up a good
should arise and reign after more than three matter: I utter my words to the king.
My
hundred years, who predicted his future deeds tongue is the pen of a scribe, writing swiftly.
also along with his name. =
Thy form is beautiful beyond the sons of men;
grace is poured out in Thy hps: therefore
CHAP. IS._'HETHER
ALL THE THINGS PRO- God hath blessed Thee for evermore.
Gird
PHESIED I_"rTHE PSALMSCONCERNINGCHRIST Thy sword about Thy thigh, 0 Most Might)'.
AND
HIS
CHURCH
SHOULD
BE
TAKEN
UP
IN
W_th Thy goodliness and Thy beauty go forTHE
TEXT
OF THIS
WORK.
ward, proceed prosperously,
and reign, beAnd now I see it may be expected of me cause of Thy truth, and meekness, and rightthat I shall open up in this part of this book eousness;
and Thy right hand shall lead
what
David
may have prophesied
in the Thee forth wonderfully.
Thy sharp arrows
Psalms concerning
the Lord Jesus Christ or[are
most
powerful:
in the heart of the
His Church.
But although
I have already ikmg's enemies.
The people shall fall under
done so in one instance. I am prevented from IThee.
Thy throne, O God, is for ever and
doing as that expectation
seems to demand, lever: a rod of direction
is the rod of Thy
rather by the abundance
than the scarcity of I kingdom.
Thou hast loved righteonsness_
matter.
For the necessity of shunning
pro- and hast hated iniquity: therefore God, Thy
lixity forbids my setting down all things; yet God, hath anointed Thee with the oil of exulI fear lest if I select some I shall appear to ration above Thy fellows.
Myrrh and drops,
many, who know these things, to have passed and cassia from Thy vestments,
from the
by the more necessary.
Besides, the proof houses of ivory: out of which the daughters
that is adduced ought to be supported by the [of kings have delighted
Thee
in Thine
_
x Ps. cx.
2 z Kiu_L

x, quoted

in Matt

_ ; fulfilled

xxiL 44_ IGngs

xxiu.

_5-I 7.

Ihonor. ''_
[

....

I

_ rs.

xtv.

Who is there,
z_.

no matter how slow,_
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but must here recognize
Christ whom we in another
psalm, " The city of the great
preac,h, and in whom we believe, if he hears King. ''3 The same is Sion spiritually, which
that He is God, whose throne is 1or ever and name in Latin is interpreted
sjOeculatio (disever, and that He isanointed byGod, as God covery); for she descries the great good of
indeed anoints, not with a visible, but with a the world to come, because her attention is
spiritual and intelligible
chrism ? For who directed thither.
In the same way she is also
is so untaugl_t in this religion, or so deaf to Jerusalem spiritually,
of which we have alits far and wide spread fame, as not to know. ready said many things.
Her enemy is the
that Christ is named from this chrism, that city of the devil, Babylon, which is interis, from this anointing?
But when it is ac- preted " confusion."
Yet out of this Babyknowtedged that this King is Christ, let each lon this queen is in all nations set free by reone who is already subject to Him who reigns generation, and passes from the worst to the
because of truth, meekness,
and righteousbest King,--that
is, from the devil to Christ.
hess, inquire at his leisure into these other Wherefore
it is said to her, " Forget thy
things that are here said tropically: how His people and thy father's house."
Of this imform is beautiful beyond the sons of men, with pious ctty those also are a portion who are
a certain beauty that is the more to be loved Israelites only in the flesh and not by faith,
and admired the less it is corporeal; and what enemies also of this great King Himself, and
His sword, arrows, and other things of that of His queen.
For Christ, hawng come to
kind may be, which are set down, not proper- them, and been slain by them, has the more
become the King of others, whom He did not
ly, but tropically.
Then let him look upon His Church, ]o!ned see in the flesh.
Whence our King Himself
to her so great Husband in spiritual marmage says through the prophecy of a certain psalm,
and divine love, of which it is said in these " Thou wilt deliver me from the contradtcwords which follow, "The queen stood upon tions of the people; Thou wdt make me head
Thy right hand in gold-embroidered
vest- of the nations.
A people whom I have not
ments, girded about with variety.
Hearken,
known hath served me: in the hearing of the
O daughter, and look, and incline thine ear ear it hath obeyed me." 4 Therefore
this
forget also thypeople,
and thy father's house, people of the nauons, which Christ did not
Because the King hath greatly desired thy know in His bodtly presence, yet has believed
beauty; for He is the Lord thy God.
And in that Christ as announced
to it; so that it
the daughters of Tyre shall worship Him with might be said of it with good reason, " In the
gifts; the rich among the people shall entreat hearing of the ear it hath obeyed me," for
Thy face.
The daughter of the King has all l " faith is by hearing." s This people, I say,
her glory within, in golden fringes, girded added to those who are the true Israelites both
about with variety.
The virgins
shall be by the flesh and by faith, is the city of God,
brought after her to the King: her neighbors
which has brought
forth Christ H_mself acshall be brought to Thee.
They shall be cording to the flesh, since He was in these
brought with gladness and exultation:
they Israelites only.
For thence came the Virgin
shall be led into the temple of the King.
In- Mary, in whom Christ assumed flesh that He
stead of thy fathers, sons shall be born to might be man.
Of which city another psalm
thee: thou shalt establish them as princes over says,"
Mother Sion, shall a man say, and the
all the earth.
They shall be mindful of thy man is made in her, and the Highest Himself
namein every generation and descent.
There- hath founded her." 6
Who is this Highest,
fore shall the people acknowledge
thee for save God ? And thus Christ, who is God, beevermore, even for ever and ever. ''_ I do fore He became man through Mary in that
not think any one is so stupid as to believe city, Himself founded it by the patriarchs and
that some poor woman is here praised and de- prophets.
As therefore was said by prophecy
scribed, as the spouse, towit, of Him towhom
so long before to this queen, the city of God,
it is said, "Thy throne, O God, is for ever and what we already can see fulfilled, " Instead
ever: a rod of direction is the rod of Thy of thy fathers, sons are born to thee; thou
kingdom.
Thou hast loved righteousness
shalt make them princes over all the earth;-7
and hated iniquity: therefore God, Thy God, so out of her sons truly are set up even her
hath anointed Thee with the oil of exultation
fathers [princes ! through all the earth, when
above Thy fellows;" * that is, plainly, Christ the people, coming together to her, confess
above Christians.
For these are His fellows, to her with the confession
of eternal praise
out of the unity and concord of whom in all na- for ever and ever.
Beyond doubt, whatever
fions that queen is formed, as it is said of her
3 Ps. xlviil. _
4Ps.
"'"
s Rorn.
Pa. xlv. 9-z7.

_P_

xlv. 7.

7 Ps.

x. 5.

xlv.

x6.
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interpretation
is put on what is here expressed
somewhat darkly in figurative language, ought
to be in agreement with these most manifest
things.

i nails, and that He had in that way made
i Himself a spectacle to those who looked and
i stared.
And he adds, "They parted my gar]ments among them, and over my vesture they
I cast lots."'
How this prophecy has been ful.
CHAP. i7.---or THOSE THINOS IN THE IIOTH filled the Gospel history narrates_
Then, inPSALM WINCH m_LATE TO THE PRIESTROOD deed, the other things also which are said
or CHRIST, AND I1_ THE 22D TO ms PASSiOn• there less openly are rightly understood when
they agree with those which shine with so
Just as in that psalm also where Christ is ',_reat clearness;
especially
because
those
most openly proclaimed
'
"
/_
as Priest,
even as He,tiring
s also which we do not believe as past,
is hereSitasThou
Lord,
King,at mThg hL_rd dsauJdt l_t°a_V bUtr."
'I
l_r_e_ngS" now
present,
exhibited
are beheld
just by
as thewhole
they are
Thine enemies Thy footstool."
_ That Christ i read of in this very psalm as predicted so long
s_ts on the right hand of God the Father IS!before.
For _t _s there said a little after,
beheved, not seen; that His enemies also •are. I " All the ends of the earth shall remember
put under His feet doth not yet appear; it is ! and turn unto the Lord, and all the kindreds
being done, [therefore]
it will appear at last:!of the nations shall worship before Him; for
yea, this is now believed, afterward it shall be I the kin,_dom is the Lord s and He shall rule
seen.
But what follows, " The Lord will send the nat_'ons "
forth the rod of Thy strength out of Ston, and
rule Thou in the midst of Thine enemies, ''_ CHA_. 18.---Or THE 3D, 41ST, ISTH, AND 68TH
is SO clear, that to deny it would imply not
PSALMS, IN WHICH THE DEATH AND RESURmerely unbehef
and mistake, but downright
RECTIONOF THE LORD ARE PROPHESIED.
impudence.
And even enemies must certainly
confess that out of Sion has been sent the law
About His resurrection
also the oracles of
of Christ which we call the gospel, and ac- the Psalms are by nomeans silent.
Forwhat
knowledge
as the rod of His strength.
But else is it that is sung in His person in the 3 d
that He rules in the midst of His enemies,
Psalm, "'I laid me down and took a sleep,
these same enemies among whom He rules [and] I awaked, for the Lord shall sustain
themselves
bear witness, gnashing their teeth me ?" 7 Is there perchance any one so stupid
and consuming away, and having power to do as to believe that the prophet chose to point
nothing against Him.
Then what he says a it out to us as something
great that He had
little after, " The Lord hath sworn and will slept and risen up, unless that sleep had been
not repent,"3
by which words He intimates
death, and that awaking
the resurrection,
that what He adds is immutable,
" Thou art which behoved to be thus prophesied concerna priest for ever after the order of Melchizeing Christ ? For in the 4xst Psalm also it is
dek, ''4 who is permitted
to doubt of whom shown much more clearly, where in the perthese things are said, seeing that now there is son of the Mediator, in the usual way, things
nowhere a priesthood
and sacrifice after the are narrated as if past which were prophesied
order of Aaron,
and everywhere
men offer as yet to come, since these things which were
under Christ as the Priest, which Melchizedek
yet to come were in the predestination
and
showed when he blessed Abraham _ There- foreknowledge of God as if they were done,
•
because theywere
certain.
He says, "Mine
fore to these manifest
things are to be re- enemies speak evil of me; When shall he die,
ferred, when rightly understood,
those things
in the same psalm that are set down a little and his name perish ? And if he came in to
more obscurely,
and we have already made see me, his heart spake vain things: he gathknown in our popular
sermons
how these ered imquity
to himself•
He went out of
things are to be rightly understood.
So also doors,
uttered whisper
it all attogether:
once.
Against
all mineand
enemies
against me
me
m that where Christ utters through prophecy
the
humiliation
of His passion,
saying,
"'They
pierced
my hands and feet; they
counted all my bones.
Yea, they looked
and stared at me." s By which words he certainly meant His body stretched
out on the
cross, with the hands and feet pierced and
perforated
by the striking through
of the
Ps. cx t.
3 Ps_ cx. 4.
s Ps. xxil. z6, z7.

do they devise evil.
unjust thing against

They have planned an
me.
Shall not he that

sleeps also rise again ?" s These words are
certainly so set down here that he may be uriderstood
nothing
than life
if heagain?
said,
Shall not toHesaythat
died else
recover
The
words'clearlyshow
enemies previous
have meditated
and planned thatHisHisdeath,
and that this was executed
by him who came

2 p$. ex. 2
4 Ps. cx. 4.
6 Ps. taxi. zS, zg.

7 Ps. itl. S.

* Ps. xlL $qL
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in to see, and went out to betray.
But to
whom does not Judas here occur, who, from
being His disciple,
became
His betrayer?
Therefore
because
they were about
to do
what they had plotted,--that
is, were about
to kill Him,r--he, to show them that with useless malice they were about to kill Him who
should rise again, so adds this verse, as if he,
said, What vain thing are you doing?
What
will be your crime will be my sleep.
"Shall
not He that sleeps also rise again ?" And yet
he indicates
in the following verses that they
should not commit so great an impiety with
impunity, saying, " _/ea, the man of my peace
in _vhom I trusted, who ate my bread, hath
enlarged
the heel over me; ''1 that is, hath
trampled
me under foot.
"But
Thou," he
saith, "0
Lord, be merciful
unto me, and
raise me up, that I may reqmte
them. ''2
Who can now deny this who sees the Jews,
after the passion and resurrection
of Christ,
utterly rooted up from their abodes by warlike slaughter
and destruction
? For, being
slain by them, He has risen again, and has
requited them meanwhile by temporary
discipline, save that for those who are not cotrected He keeps it in store for the time when
He shall judgethe
quick and the dead. 3 For
the Lord Jesus Himself,
m pointlng out that
very man to the apostles
as Hm betrayer,
quoted this veryverse
of this psalm, and said
it was fulfilled in Himself:
" He that ate my
bread enlarged the heel over me."
But what
he says, "In whom I trusted,"
does not suit
the head but the body.
For the Saviour Himself was not ignorant of him concerning
whom
He had already said before, "One of you is
a devil,"4
But He is wont to assume the
person of His members,
and to ascribe to
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not death and resurrection,
but sleep and
awaking again.
But the 16th Psalm also cries
to them, "Therefore
my heart is jocund, and
my tongue hath exulted;
moreover, my flesh
also shall rest in hope: for Thou wilt not leave
my soul in hell; neither wilt Thou give Thine
Holy One to see corruption."
9 Who but He
that rose again the third day could say his flesh
had rested m this hope; that His soul, not
being left in hell, but speedily returning to it,
should revlve it, that it should not be corrupted as corpses are wont to be, which they
can in no wlse say of David the prophet and
king ? The 68th Psalm also cries out, " Our
God is the God of salvation:
even of the Lord
the exit was by death. ''_
What could be
more openly said ? For the God of salvation
is the Lord
Jesus,
which
is interpreted
Savlour,
or Healing
One.
For this reason
this name was given, when it was said before
He was born of the virgin: " Thou
shalt
bring forth a Son, and shalt call His name
Jesus;
for He shall save His people from
their sins. ''xx Because Hisblood
was shed for
the remission
of their sins, it behoved Him
to have no other exit from this life than death.
Therefore,
when it had been said, "Our God
is the God of salvation,"
immediately
it was
added, " Even of the Lord the exit was by
death," in order to show that we were to be
saved by His dying.
But that saying is marvellous,
" Even of the Lord," as if it was
said, Such is that life of mortals,
that not
even the Lord Himself
could go out of it
otherwise save through death.
CHAP. Ig.--OF
THE 69TH ]PSALM, IN WHICH
THE OBSTINATE UNBELIEF OF THE JEWS is
DECLARED.

Himself what should be said of them, because
But when the Jews will not in the least yield
the head and the body is one Christ; 5 whence to the testimonies of this prophecy, which are
that saying in the Gospel, "I was an hun- so manifest, and are also brought by events
gered,'and
ye gave me to eat." e Expoundto so clear and certain a completion,
certainly
ing which, He says, "Since
ye did it to one that is fulfilled in them which is written in
of the least of mine, ye did it to me." 7 There- that psalm which here follows.
For when the
fore He said that He had trusted, because his
disciples then had trusted concerning
Judas;
things
pertainthereto also
His in
passion
are propheticallywhich
spoken
the person
of
for he was numbered
with the apostles, a
Christ, that is mentioned which is unfolded in
But the Jews do not expect that the Christ theGospel:
"Theygave
megall for mymeat;
whom they expect will die; therefore they do and in my thirst they gave me vinegar for
not think ours to be Him whom the law and drink." _2 And as it were after such a feast
the prophets announced,
but feign to them- and dainties
in this way given to Himself,
selves I know not whom of their own, exempt
presently He brings in [these words]: "Let
from the suffering of death.
Therefore,
with their table become a trap before them, and a
wonderful emptiness and blindness, they con- retribution,
and an offence: let their eyes be
tend that the words we h_ve set down signify, dimmed that they see not, and their back be
always bowed down," _3etc. Which things are
x l_ xli. 9.

2 Ps. xli. to.

_;aaa
,,;t
_ Tim.
Cot. xii.
iv.
]Pat. iv. 5.
y Matt. xzv. 4o.

64Matt,J°hn
Vi.xxv.
7°'35.
8 Acts. L x7.

t_9Matt,Ps"
xvi.Lat,9'xo.
_3 Ps. L,dx, 22, 23.

_ox2
PS.ps.
lxix.l
xv;.ii.2t;2o,]Matt,
x:tvil. 34) 48`
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not spoken as wished for, but are predicted
our education.
He professeth
to have the
under the prophetic
form of wishing.
Whatknowledge
of God, and he calleth himself the
wonder, then, if those whose eyes are dimmed iSon of God.
He was made to reprove our
that they see not do not see these manifest thoughts.
He is grievous for us even to bethings ? What wonder if those do not look hold; for his hfe is unlike other men's, and his
up at heavenly things whose back is always !ways are different.
We are esteemed of him
bowed down that they may grovel among as counterfeits;
and he abstaineth
from our
earthly things ? For these words transferred
ways as from filthiness.
He extols the latter
from the body sigmfy mental faults.
Let end of the righteous;
and glorieth that he
these things which have been said about the hath God for his Father.
Let us see, therePsalms, that is, about king David's prophecy, I fore, if his words be true; and let us try what
suffice, that we may keep within some bound. I shall happen to llim, and we shall know what
But let those readers
excuse us who knew shall be the end of him.
For if the righteous
them all before; and let them not complain lbe the Son of God, He will undertake
for
about those perhaps stronger proofs which they him, and deliver him out of the hand of those
know or think I have passed by.
that are against him.
Let us put him to the
question with contumely
and torture, that we
CHAP. 2O.-----OF DAVID'S
REIGN AND I'.IER1T;
may know his reverence,
and prove his
AND OF HIS SON SOLOMON,
AND
THAT PROpatience.
Let us condemn him to the most
PHECY RELATINGTO CHRISTWHICH IS FOUND shameful death; for by His own sayings He
EITHER I_ THOSE BOO_:SWHICH ARE JOINED shall be respected.
These things did they
TO THOSE
WRITTEN
BY HIM,
OR IN THOSE imagine,
and were mistaken;
for their own
WHICH ARE INDUBITABLYHIS.
mahce hath quite blinded them."3
But in
David therefore reigned in the earthly ]erusalem, a son of the heavenly Jerusalem,
much
praised by the divine testimony;
for even his
faults are overc-,me by great piety, through
the most salutary humility of his repentance,
that he is altogether
one of those of whom he

Ecclesiasticus
the future faith
is predicted
in this manner:
upon us, O God, Ruler of all,
fear upon all the nations: lift

of the nations
" Have mercy
and send Thy
up Thine hand

over the strange nations, and let them see
Thy
As beThou
sanctifiedin in
us
beforepower.
them, so
Thouwastsanctified
them

himself
"Blessed
they sins
whoseareiniqmThee,
ties are says,
forgiven,
and are
whose
cov- before us, and let them acknowledge
ered."_
After him Solomon his son reigned
accordmgaswe
also have acknowledged Thee;
ever the same whole people, who, as was stud for there is not a God beside Thee, 0 Lord."*
We see this prophecy
in the form of a wish
before, began to reign while his father was and prayer fulfilled through
Jesus Christ..
still alive.
This man, after good beginnings,
But the things which are not written in the
made a bad end.
For indeed " prosperity,
which wears out the minds of the wise," "hurt canon of the Jews cannot be quoted against
their contradictions
with so great validity.
him more than that wisdom profited him,
But as regards those three books which it
which even yet is and shall hereafter
be renowned, and was then praised far and wide. is evident are Solomon's and held canonical
He also is found to have prophesied
m his by the Jews, to straw what of this kind may
books, of which three are received as of ca- be found in them pertaining
to Christ and
nonical authority,
Proverbs, Ecclesmstes,
and the
Church
demands
a
laborious
disdassion,
which, if now entered on, would lengthen
this
the Song of Songs.
But it has been customary
to ascribe to Solomon other two, of which one
is called Wisdom, the other Ecclesiasticus,
on
account of some resemblance
of style,--but
the more learned have no doubt that they are
not his; yet of old the Church, especially the
Western,
received
them into authonty,_in
the one of which, called the Wisdom of Solomort, the passion
of Christ is most openly
prophesied.
For indeed His impious murderers are quoted as saying, "Let us lie in wait

work unduly.

Yet what we read in the Prov-

erbs of impious men saying, "Let us unrighteously hide in the earth the righteous man;
yea, let us swallow him up alive as hell, and
let
his memory
from thes earth:
let us
us take
seize away
his precious
possession,"
is not
so obscure that it may not be understood,
without laborious
exposition,
of Christ and
His possession
the Church.
Indeed,
the
gospel that
parable
about Jesus
the wicked
shows
our Lord
Himself husbandmen
said some-

for the righteous,
for he is unpleasant to us, thing like it: "' Thig is the heir; come, let us
and contrary to ourworks;
and he upbraideth
_as with our transgressions
of the law, and oh- kill him, and the inheritance
shall be ours." 6
jecteth to our disgrace the transgressions
of
1 Ps. xxxh. x.

_ Sallu_t, Bell. Ca./. c. xi.

3 Wi_. it. x_.-_z.
5 Prov. i. tx-x 3.

• Eeclus. xzxvi, x--_
o Mart. xxi. 38.
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In like manner also that passage in this same
book, on which we have already touched'
• when we were speaking of the barren woman
who hath born seven, must soon after it was
uttered have come to be understood of only
Christ and the Church by those who knew
that Christ was the Wisdom of God.
" Wisdora hath buitded her an house, and hath set
up seven pillars; she hath sacrificed her vicrims, she hath mingled her wine in the bowl;
she hath also furnished
her table.
She hath
sent her servants summoning to the bowl with
excellent
proclamation,
saying, Who is sire-
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enough when he says, "It is better to go into
the house of mourning than to go into the
house of feasting." _ And a little after He
says, "The heart of the wise is in the house
of mourning, and the heart of the simple in
the house of feasting." 8 But I think that
more worthy of quotation from this book which
relates to both cities, the one of the devil, the
other of Christ, and to their kings, the devil
and Christ: "Woe to thee, O land," he says,
"when
thy king is a youth, and thy princes
eat in the morning l Blessed art thou, O land,
when thy king is the son of nobles, and thy

pie, let him turn aside to me.
And to the! princes eat l,n season, in fortitude, and not in
void of sense she hath said, Come, eat of my confusion !' 9 He has called the devila youth,
bread, and drink of the wine which I have because of the folly and pride, and rashness
mingled for you. ''2 Here certainly we per-land
unruliness,
and other vices which are
ceive that the Wisdom of God, that is, the wont to abound at that age; but Christ is the
Word co-eternal with the Father, hath builded
Son of nobles, that is, of the holy patriarchs,
Him an house, even a human body in the vir- of those belonging
to the free city, of whom
gin womb, and hath subjoined
the Church to He was begotten
in the flesh.
The princes
it as members to a head, hath slain the mar- of that and other cities are eaters in the morntyrs as victims, hath furnished
a table with ing, that is, before the statable hour, because
wine and bread, where appears also the priest- they do not expect the seasonable
felicity,
hood after the order of Metchizedek,
and hath whtch is the true, in the world to come, desircalled the simple and the void of sense, be- ing to be speedily made happy with the recause, as saith the apostle, " He hath chosen nown of this world; but the princes of the city
the weak things of this world that He might of Christ patiently wait for the time of a blessconfound the thingswhmh
are mighty. ''3 Yet edness that is not fallacious.
This is exto these weak ones she saith what follows, pressed by the words, "in fortitude,
and not
"Forsake
simplicity,
that ye may hve; and m confusion,"
because hope does not deceive
seek prudence,
that ye may have life."4
them; of which the apostle says, " But hope
But to be made partakers of this table is it- maketh not ashamed."
xo A psalm also salth,
self to begin to have life.
For when he says " For they that hope in Thee shall not be put
in another book, which is called Ecclesiastes,
to shame." _ But now the Song of Songs is a
"There
is no good for a man, except that he certain spiritual pleasure of holy minds, in the
should eat and drink," 5 what can he be more marriage
of that King and Queen-clty,
that
credibly understood to say, than what belongs
is, Christ and the Church.
But this pleasure
to the participationof
this tablewhich
the Me- IS wrapped up in allegorical
veils, that the
diator of the New Testament
Himself,
the Bridegroom
may be more ardently
desired,
Priest after the order of Melchizedek,
fur- and more joyfully unveiled, and may appear;
nishes.with Hts own body and blood ? For that to whom it is said in this same song, " Equity
sacrifice has succeeded
all the sacrifices of hath delighted
Thee; .... and the bride who
the Old Testament,
which were slain as a there hears, "Charity
is in thy delights."x3
shadow of that which was to come; wherefore
We pass over many things in silence, in our
also we recognize the voice in the 4oth Psalm desire to fimsh this work.
as that of the same Mediator speaking through
prophesy,
"Sacrifice and offering Thou didst CHAD. 2 I.--OF 'rile KINGS AFTER SOLOMON,
not desire; but a body hast Thou perfected
BOTH IN JUDAH AND ISRAEL.
for me." 6 Because, instead of all these sacThe other kings of the Hebrews after Solorifices and oblations,
His body _s offered, and mon are scarcely found to have prophesied,
is served up to the partakers of it.
For that through certain enigmatic words or actions of
this Ecclesiastes,
in this sentence
about eat- theirs, what may pertain to Christ and the
ing and drinking, which he often repeats, and Church, either in Judah or Israel; for so were
very much commends,
does not savor the the parts of that people styled, when, on acdainties
of carnal pleasures,
is made plain count of Solomon's
offence, from the time of
t Oh. 4,
.
.
a ProD. ix, t-_ (vet. xm quoted above m eh. 4).
a t Cot. t, re/.
4 Pvav, ix, 6.
$ E_le_ ii. _; iii. 13_ v. zS; viii. z5.
u Ps. xl. 6.

7 Eccles. vii. _.
9 Eccles. x. x6_z7.
Xtps lxax. 6. ?
z3 Cant. vii. 6.

a Eccles. vii. 4zo Rom. v. 5.
ta Cant. L 4.
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Rehoboam
his son, who succeeded
him in
the kingdom, it was divided by God as a punishment.
The ten tribes,
indeed,
which
Jeroboam the servant of Solomon received,
being appointed the king in Samaria, were
distinctively called Israel, although this had
been the name of that whole people; but the
two tribes, namely, of Judah and Benjamin,
which for David's
sake, lest the kingdom
should be wholly wrenched from his race, remained subject to the city of Jerusalem,
were
called
Judah,
because
that was the tribe
whence David sprang.
But Benjamin,
the
other tribe which, as was said, belonged
to
the same kingdom,
was that whence Saul
sprang before David.
But these two tribes
together, as was said, were called Judah, and
were distinguished
by this name from Israel,
which was the distinctive title of the ten tribes
under their own king.
For the tribe of Levi,
because it was the priestly one, bound to the
servitude of God, not of the kings, was reckoned the thirteenth.
For Joseph, one of the
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idolatry in his kingdom,
and with horrible
impiety beguiled the people, ensnaring them
to the worship of idols with himself.
Yet
God did not altogether cease to reprove by
the prophets, not only that king, but also his
successors and imitators in his impiety, and
the people too.
For there the great and iilustrious prophet Elijah and Elisha his disc_ple arose, who also did many wonderful
works.
Even there, when Elijah said, "O
Lord, they have slain Thy prophets,
they
have digged down Thine altars; and I am left
alone, and they seek my life," it was answered
that seven thousand
men were there who had
not bowed the knee to Baal.'
CHAP. 23.--OF THE VARYING CONDITION Or
BOTH THE HEBREW KINGDOMS,
UNTIL THE
PEOPLEOF BOTH WERE AT DIFFERENT TIMES
LED INTO CAPTIVITY,
JUDAH BEING AFTERWARDSRECALLEDINTO HIS KINGDOM, WHICH
FINALLY

PASSED

INTO

THE

POWER

OF

THE

ROMANS.

twelve sons of Israel, did not, like the others,
So also in the kingdom of Judah pertaining
form one tribe, but two, Ephraim
and Man- to Jerusalem
prophets were not lacking even
asseh.
Yet the tribe of Levi also belonged in the times of succeeding
kings, just as it
more to the kingdom
of Jerusalem,
where pleased God to send them, either for the prewas the temple of God whom it served. On d_ctlon of what was needful, or for correction
the division of the people, therefore,
Reho-]o f sm and instruction
in rlghteousness;'
for
boam, son of Solomon, reigned in Jerusalem
there, too, although far less than in Israel,
as the first king of Judah, and Jeroboam, serv- kings arose who grievously offended God by
ant of Solomon, in Samaria as king of Israel. their impieties, and, along with their people,
And when Retxoboam wished as a tyrant to who were like them, were smitten with roodpursue that separated part with war, the people erate scourges.
The no small merits of the
were prohibited from fighting with their breth- ]pious kings there are praised indeed.
But we
ren by God, who told them through a prophet read that in Israel the kings were, some more,
that He had done this; whence it appeared
others less, yet all wicked.
Each part, there.
that in this matter there had been no sin either fore, as the d_vJne providence
either ordered
of the king or people of Israel, but the accom- or permitted, was both lifted up by prosperity
plished will of God the avenger.
When this and weighed down by adversity
of various
was known, both parts settled down peace- kmds; and it was afflicted not only by forably, for the division made was not religious eign, but also by civil wars with each other,
but political,
in order that by certain existing causes the
Imercy or ,anger of God might be manifested;
CHAP. 22.--0F
JEROBOAM,
WHO PROFANED
THE until,
by Hts growing indignation,
that whole
PEOPLEPUT UNDER HIM B'C"THE IMPIETY OF nation was by the conquering
Chaldeans
not
IDOLATRY_
AMID WHICH,
HOWEVER, GOD DID only overthrown in its abode, but also for the
NOT CEASETO INSPIRE THE PROPHETS,
AND most part transported
to the lands of the AsTO GUARD MANY FROM THE CRIME OF IDOLAsyrians,_first,
that part of the thirteen tribes
TRY.
called Israel, but afterwards Judah also, when
Jerusalem and that most noble temple was
But Jeroboam king of Israel, with perverse cast down,--in
which lands it rested seventy
mind, not believing
in God, whom he had years in captivity.
Beingafter
that time sent
proved true in promising and giving him the forth thence, they rebuilt the overthrown ternkingdom, was afraid lest, by coming to the ple.
And although very many stayed in the
temple of God which was in Jerusalem, where, lands of the strangers,
yet the kingdom no
according
to the divine law, that whole nation longer had two separate parts, with different
was to come in order to sacrifice, the people kings over each, but in Jerusalem there was
should be seduced
from him, and return to
David's
line as the seed royal; and set u
ztKingsxix, xo,tk, t5.
_Tim. iit.t6.
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¢me prince over them; and at certain times, Himself
says, "The
law and the prophets
from every direction wherever they were, and were until John. ''x But the prophesying
of
from whatever place they could, they all came these five is made known to us in the gospel,
to the temple of God which was there.
Yet where the virgin mother of our Lord herself
not even then were they without foreign ene- is also found to have prophesied before John.
mies and conquerors; yea, Christ found them But this prophecy of theirs the wicked Jews
tributaries of the Romans.
do not receive; but those innumerable
persons received it who from them believed the
CRAP.
24._OF
THE
PROPHETS,
WHO EITHER gospel.
For then truly Israel was divided in
WERETHE LASTAMONGTHE JEWS, OR WHOM:tWO, by that division which was foretold by
THE GOSPELHISTORY REPORTS ABOUT THE Samuel the prophet to king Saul as immutable.
TIME OF CHRIST'S _ATWITV.
But even the reprobate Jews hold Malachi,
But in that whole time after they returned Haggai, Zechariah, and Ezra as the last refrom Babylon, after Malachi,
Haggai,
and ceived into canonical
authority.
For there
Zechariah, who then prophesied,
and Ezra, fare also writings of these, as of others, who
being but a very few in the great multitude of
they
had no
prophets
downanother
to the time
of the iprophets,
have written those books which
Saviour's
advent
except
Zechariah,
the father of John, and Elisabeth
his wife, have obtained canonical authority, of whose
when the nativity of Christ was already close predictions it seems good to me to put in this
at hand; and when He was already born, work some which pertain to Christ and His
Simeon the aged, and Anna a widow, and now Church; and this, by the Lord's help, shall be
very old; and, last of all, John himself, who, done
more conveniently
in the following
being a young man, did not predict that book, that we may not further burden this
Christ, now a young man, was tO come, but one, which is already too long.
by prophetic knowledge pointed Him out although unknown; for which reason the Lord
• _att. _. _3.
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CHAP. I.--OF
THOSE THINGS DOWN TO THE virgin birth of Him in whom those things
TIMES OF THE SAVIOUR WHICH HAVE BEEN promised from the first were to be fulfilled,
DISCUSSEDIN THE SEVENTEEN BOOKS.
the course of that city which is God's might
I PROMISED tO write of the rise, progress,
and appointed
end of the two cities, one of
which is God's,
the other this world's,
in
which, so far as mankind
is concerned,
the
former is now a stranger.
But first of all I
undertook,
so far as His grace should enable
me, to refute the enemies of the city of God,
who prefer their gods to Christ its founder,
and fiercely hate Christians
with the most
deadly malice.
And this I have done in the
first ten books.
Then, as regards my threefold promise which I have just mentioned,
I
have treated
distinctly,
in the four books
which follow the tenth, of the rise of both
cities.
After that, I have proceeded
from
the first man down to the flood in one book,
which is the fifteenth of this work; and from
that again down to Abraham
our work has
followed both in chronological
order.
From
the patriarch Abraham
down to the time of
the Israelite
kings, at which we close our sixteenth book, and thence down to the advent
of Christ Himself in the flesh, to which period
the seventeenth
book reaches, the city of God
appears
from my way of writing to have run
its course alone;
whereas it did not run its
course alone in this age, for both cities, in
their course amid mankind,
certainly experienced chequered
times together
just as from
the beginning.
But I did this in order that,
first of all, from the time when the promises
of Cod began to be more clear, down to the

be made more distinctly
apparent,
without
interpolation
of foreign matter from the history of the other city, although
down to the
revelation
of the new covenant
it ran its
course, not in light, but in shadow.
Now,
therefore, I think fit to do what I passed by,
and show, so far as seems necessary,
how
that other city ran its course from the times
of Abraham,
so that attentive
readers may
compare the two.
CHAP. 2.--OF THE KINGS AND TIMESOF THE
EARTHLYCITY WHICH WERE SYNCHRONOUS
WITH THE TIMES OF THE SAINTS, RECKONING
FROMTHE RISE OF ABRAHAM.
The society of mortals
spread
abroad
through
the earth everywhere,
and in the
most diverse places, although bound together
by a certain fellowship
of our common hature, is yet for the most part divided against
itself, and the strongest oppress the others, because all follow after their own interests and
lusts, while what is longed for either suffices
for none, or not for all, because it is not the
very thing.
For the vanquished
succumb to
:he victorious,
preferring
any sort of peace
and safety to freedom
itself; so that they
who chose to die rather than be slaves have
been greatly wondered at.
For in almost all
nations the very voice of nature somehow
proclaims, that those who happen to be con.
quered should choose rather to be subject to
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their conquerors
than to be killed by all kinds
of warlike destruction.
This does not take
place without the providence of God, in whose
power it lies that any one either subdues or is
subdued in war; that some are endowed with
kingdoms,
others
made subject
to kings,
Now, among the very many kingdoms of the
earth into which, by earthly interest or lust,
society is divided (which we call by the general name of the city of this world), we see
that two, settled and kept distinct from each
other both in time and place, have grown far
more famous than the rest, first that of the
Assyrians,
then that of the Romans.
First
came the one, then the other.
The former
arose in the east, and, immediately
on its
close, the latter in the west.
I may speak of
other kingdoms and other kings as appendages
of these,
Ninus,
then, who succeeded
his father
Belus, the first king of Assyria, was already
the second king of that kingdom when Abraham was born in the land of the Chaldees.
There was also at that time avery small kingdora of Szcyon, with which, as from an ancient
date, that most universally
learned man Marcus Varro begins, in writing of the Roman
race.
For from these
kings of Sieyon he
passes to the Athenians,
from them to the
Latins, and from these to the Romans.
Yet
very little is related about these kingdoms,
before the foundation
of Rome, in comparison with that of Assyria.
For although even
Sallust, the Roman historian, admits that the
Athenians
were very famous in Greece, yet
he thinks they were greater in fame than in
fact. For in speakingof
them he says, " The
deeds of the Athenians,
as I think, were very
great and magnificent,
but yet somewhat less
than reported
by fame.
But because writers
of great genius arose among them, the deeds
of the Athenians
were celebrated
throughout
the world as very great.
Thus the virtue of
those who did them was held to be as great
as men of transcendent
genius could represent
it to be by the power of laudatory words." *
This city also derived no small glory from literature
and philosophy,
the study of which
chiefly flourished there.
But as regards erapire, none in the earliest times was greater
than the Assyrian,
or so widely extended.
For when Nmus the son of Belus was king,
he is reported to have subdued
the whole of
Asia, even to the boundaries
of Libya, which
as to number is called the third part, but as
to size is found to be the half of the whole
world.
The Indians in the eastern
regions
were the only people over whom he did not
• Sanust,_,zz.c_,t.e. 8
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reign; but after his death Semiramis his wife
made war on them.
Thus it came to pass
that all the people and kings in those countries were subject to the kingdom and authority of the Assyrians,
and did whatever
they
were commanded.
Now Abraham was born in
that kingdom
among the Chaldees,
in the
time of Nlnus.
But since Grecian affairs are
much better known to us than Assyrian, and
those who have dzhgently investlgatedthe
antlquity of the Roman nation's origin have followed the order of time through
the Greeks
to the Latins, and from them to the Romans,
who themselves
are Latins, we ought on this
account, where it is needful, to mention the
Assyrian kings, that it may appear how Babylon, like a first Rome, ran xts course along
with the city of God, which is a stranger in
this world.
But the things proper for msertlon in this work m comparing
the two cities,
that is, the earthly and heavenly,
ought to be
taken mostly from the Greek and Latin kingdoms, where Rome herself
is like a second
Babylon.
At Abraham's
birth, then, the second kings
of Assyria and Sicyon respectively
were Ninus
and Europs, the first having been Belus and
.+'gialeus.
But when God promised
Abraham, on his departure
from Babylonia,
that
he should become a great nation, and that In
his seed all nations of the earth should be
blessed, the Assyrians
had their seventh king,
the Sicyons their fifth; for the son of Ninus
reigned among them after his mother Semiramls, who is said to have been put to death
by him for attempting
to defile him by incestuously lying with him.
Some think that she
founded Babylon, and indeed she may have
founded it anew.
But we have told, in the
sixteenth
book, when or by whom it was
founded.
Now the son of NInus and Semiramis, who succeeded
his mother in the kingdom, is also called Ninus by some, but by
others Ninias, a patronymic word.
Telexion
then held the kingdom
of the Sicyons.
In
his reign times were quiet and joyful to such
a degree, that after his death they worshipped
him as a god by offering sacrifices and by celebrating games, which are said to have been
first instztuted on this occasion.
CHAP. 3"--WHAT
SICYON WHEN,

KINGS REIGNED
IN ASSYRIA AND
ACCORDING
TO THE
PROMISE_

ISAACWAS BORN "IO ABRAHAMIN HIS HUNDREDTH YEAR, AND WHEN THE TWINS ESAL"
AND JACOB WERE BORN OF REBECCA TO
ISAAC IN HIS SIXTIETH YEAR.
In his times also, by the
Isaac, the son of Abraham,

promise of God,
was born to his
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father when he was a hundred years old, of I after she died, that if any one said she had
Sarah his wife, who, being barren and old, ]been human, he was charged with a capital
had already lost hope of issue.
Aralius was icrime.
then the fifth king of the Assyrians.
To Isaac
himself, in his sixtieth year(were
born twin-'CHAP. 4.--'_F THE TIMES OF JACOB AND HIS
sons, Esau and Jacob, whom Rebecca his wife [
SON JOSEPH.
bore to him, their grandfather
Abraham, who i
died on completing
a hundred
and seventy l In the reign of Balaeus, the ninth king of
years, being still ahve, and reckonm_
tus _Assyria, and Mesappus, the mghth of Sicvon,
....
who ts said by some to have been also c_lled
hundred and sixtieth year. * At thattlmetherclceplnsos
0 f indeed the same man had both
reigned as the seventh klngs,--among
the As- :name_, and those who put the other name m
syrians,
more ancient
Xerxes,
was _their writings have not rather confounded
]inn
also calledthatBalmus;
and among
the who
Sicyons,.
Thurlachus,
rimachus.

or, as some write his name, Thu-i with another man), while Apls was third king
The kingdom of Argos, in which !of Argos, Isaac (hed, a hundred
and mghty
•
•
.
)years old, and left his twin-sons a hundred
Inachus
first, arose And
in the
tune not
of, and twenty )-ears old.
Jacoh, the younger of
Abraham's reigned
grandchildren.
I must
omit what Varro relates, that the Smvons were these, belonged to the city of God about which
also wont to sacrifice at the toml_ of thmr we write (the elder being wholly rejected),
and had t_elve sons, one of whom, called
seventh king in Thurlachus.
In the reign
of Joseph, was sold by lusbrothers
to merchants
Armamitres
Assyria and Leucippus
in Slcgom,_e, down to Egypt, while his grandfather
yon
as thein eighth
and ofto Inachus
as Isaac was still alive.
But when he was thirty
the first
Argos, kings,
God spoke
Isaac, and
promised the same two things to him as to his years of age, Joseph
stood before Pharaoh,
father,--namely,
the land of Canaan to his l,emg exalted out of the humiliation
he endured, because,
m d,vinely interpreting
the
seed, and the blessing of all natmns m his king's dream% he foretold that there would
seed.
These same things were promised
to be seven years of plenty, the very rich abunhis
son,Jacob,
Abraham's
grandson,
was Belocus
at first dance of which would be consumed by seven
called
afterwards
Israel, who
when
was the ninth king of Assyria, and Phoroneus,
ottmr years of famine that should follow.
On
the son of Inachus,
reigned
as the second lth_s account the king made him ruler over
king of Argos, Leuclppus still continuing king IEgypt, hberatmg him from prison, into which
of Smyon.
In those times, under the Argivel he had been thrown for keeping his chastity
king
Greece of
was certain
made laws
more and
fa- intact;
he wmkedly
bravely preserved
his
mous Phoroneus,
by the institution
mistress, forwho
loved him,it from
and told
judges.
On the death of Phoroneus,
his l hes
his weakly
credulous
not to
conaent
to commit
adulterymaster,
w_th and
her, did
but
younger brother Phegous built a temple at his ' fled from her, leawng his garment in her hands
tomb, in which he was worshipped
as God, when she kud hold of hlm.
In the second of
and oxen were sacrificed to him.
I believe the seven years of famine Jacob came down
they thought
h_m worthy of so great honor, into Egypt to his son w_th all he had, being a
because
in hisdivided
part of his
the territories
kingdom (for
their hundred and thirty years old, as he himself
father
had
between
them, m which they reigned during his life) Iwas
said then
m answer
to the king's
Josephof
thirty-nine,
If we question.
add seven years
he had founded chapels for the worship of the plenty and two of famine to the thirty he
gods, and had taught them to measure time reckoned when honored by the king.
by months and years, and to that extent to
keep count and reckoning
of events.
Men
still uncultivated,
admiring
him for these CHAP. 5.---OF
API ¢, KING
OF ARGOS,
WHOM
THE
novelties, either fancied he was, or resolved
EC;YPTIANS CALLED SERAPIS,
AND WORthat he should be made, a god after his death.
StoPPED WH'H DIVINE HONORS.
Io also is said to have been the daughter of
In these times Apis king of Argos crossed
Inachus, who was" afterwards called Isis, when over into Egypt in ships, and, on dying there,
she was worshipped
in Egypt as a great god-,was
made Serapis, the chief god of all the
dess; although
others write that she came as 'Egyptians.
NoW Varro gives this very ready
a queen out of Ethiopia,
and because
she reason why, after his death, he was called,
ruled extensively
and justly, and instituted
not Apis, but Serapis.
The ark in which he
for her subjects
letters
and many useful iwas placed when dead, which every one now
things, such divine honor was given her there icalls a sarcophagus,
was then called in Greek"
,yooc;.% and they began to worship him when
x Inthe
Hebrew
text, Geta xxv. 7, a hundred
and _venty-five
buried in it before his temple was built; and
y(m*_
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from Soros and Apis he was called first [Sorosapis, or] Sorapis, and then Serapis, by changins a letter, as easily happens.
It was decreed regarding
him also, that whoever should
say he had been a man should be capitally
punished.
And since in every temple where
Isis and Serapis were worshipped
there was
also an image which, with finger pressed on
the lips, seemed to warn men to keep silence,
Varro thinks this signifies that it should be
kept secret that they had been human.
But
that bull which, with wonderful folly, deluded
Egypt nourished with abundant
delicacies in
honor of him, was notcalled Serapis, butApls,
because they worshipped
him alive without a
sarcopbagus.
On the death of that bull,
when they sought and found a calf of the
same color,--that
is, similarly marked
with
certain
white spots,--they
beheved
it was
something
miraculous,
and divinely provided
for them.
Yet it was no great thing for the
demons, in order to deceive them, to show to
a cow when she was conceiving and pregnant
the image of such a bull, which she alone
could see, and by it attract the breeding pas-
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being given to him, on a private individual
for being the first to yoke oxen in the plough.
This was one Homogyrus,
who was struck by
lightning.
CHAP.

7" _WHO

WERE

KINGS

WHEN

JOSEPH

DIED 1N EGYPT.
In the reign of Mamitus, the twelfth king
of Assyria, and Plemn_us,
the eleventh
of
Sicyon, while Argus
still reigned
over the
Argives, Joseph died in Egypt a hundred and
ten years old.
After his death, the people of
God,
increasing
wonderfully,
remained
in
Egypt a hundred and forty-five years, in tranqmlhty at first, until those who knew Joseph
were dead.
Afterward,
through envyof their
increase,
and the suspicion that they would
at length gain their freedom, they were oppressed with persecutions
and the labors of
intolerable
servitude,
amid which,
however,
they still grew, being multiplied
with Godgiven fertlhty.
During this period the same
kingdoms
continued
in Assyria and Greece.

sion of the mother, so that it might appear in CHAP. 8.--VCHO WERE KINGS "_VHENMOSES WAS
a bodily shape in her young, just as Jacob so
managed with the spotted rods that the sheep
BORN, AND WHAT GODS BEGAN TO B]L WOKand goats were born spotted.
For what men
SHIPPED THEN.
can do with real colors and substances,
the
When Saphrus
reigned
as the fourteenth
demons can very easily do by showing unreal
king of Assyria, and Orthopolis
as the twelfth
forms to breeding animals,
of Sicyon, and Criasus as the fifth of Argos,
Moses was born in Eygpt, by whom the people
CHAP. 6.--WHO WERE KINGS OF ARGOS,
AND OF of God were liberated
from the Egyptian
sla.
ASSYRIA, WHEN JACOBDIED IN EGYPT.
very, in which they behoved to be thus tried
that they might desire the help of their CreApis, then, who died in Egypt, was not the ator.
Some have thought
that Prometheus
king of Egypt, but of Argos.
He was sue- lived
during
the reign of the kings now
ceeded by his son Argus, from whose name named.
He is reported to have formed men
the land was called Argos and the people out of clay, because he was esteemed the best
Argives, for under the earlier kings neither
teacher
of wisdom;
yet it does not appear
the place nor the nation as yet had this name. what wise men there were in his days.
His
While he then reigned over Argos, and Eratus
brother Atlas is said to have been a great asover Sicyon, and Bala_us still remained
king trologer;
and this gave occasion for the fable
of Assyria, Jacob died in Egypt a hundred
that he held up the sky, although the vulgar
and forty-seven
years old, after he had, when opinion about his holding up the sky appears
dying, blessed his sons and his grandsons by rather to have been suggested
by a high
Joseph, and prophesied most plainlyof
Christ,
mountain
natfied after him.
Indeed,
from
saying in the blessing of Judah, "A prince those times many other fabulous things began
shall not fail out of Judah, nor a leader from to be invented
in Greece; yet, down to Cehis thighs, until those things come which are crops king of Athens, in whose reign that city
laid up for him; and He is the expectation
of received
its name, and in Whose reign God
the nations."
' In the reign of Argus, Greece brought His people out of Egypt by Moses,
began to use fruits, and to have crops of corn only a few dead heroes are reported to have
in cultivated
fields, the seed having been been deified according to the vain superstition
brought
from other countries.
Argus also of the Greeks.
Among these were Melantobegan to be accounted a god after his death,
mice, the wife of king Criasus, and Phorbas
and was honored with a temple and sacrifices,
their son, who succeeded
his father as sixth
This honor was conferred in his reign, before king of the Argives, and Iasus, son of TrioGe_ =U_._o.
pas, their seventh king, and their ninth king,
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Sthenelas,
or Sthenelens,
or Sthenelus,--for
I Varro points out the following reason why it
his name is given differently
by different '._,as so called.
When an olive-tree suddeuly
authors.
In those times also, Mercury, the appeared there, and water burst forth in angrandson
of Atlas by his daughter
Mala, 1s lather place, these prodigies moved the king
said to have lived, according
to the common Ito send to tlle Delphic Apollo to require what
report in books.
He was famous for his skill tthey meant and what he should do.
He anin many arts, and taught them to men, for[ swered that tile ohve mgnified Minerva, the
which they resolved to make him, and even I_ater Neptune, and that the citizens had it
believed that he deserved
to be, a god after in their power to name their city as they
death.
Hercules
is said to have been later, chose, after either of these two gods whose
yet belongmg
to the same period; although
s_gns these were.
On receiving this oracle,
some, whom I think mistaken,
assign him an Cecrops convoked all the citizens of eithersex
earher date than Mercury.
But at whatever to g_ve their vote, for _t was then the custom
time they were born, it is agreed amonggrave
m those parts for the women also to take part
historians, who have committed these ancient m pubhc dehberatmns.
When the multitude
things to writing, that both were men, and was consulted, the men gave their votes for
that they merited diwne honors from mortals Neptlme, the women for Minerva; and as the
because they conferred
on them many bene- women lind a majority of one, Minerva confits to make this life more pleasant to them. Iquered.
Then Neptune, being enraged, laid
Minerva was far more ancient than these; for iwaste the lauds of the Athenians,
by casting
she is reported to have appeared in virgin age [up the waves of the sea; for the demons have
m the times of Ogyges at the lake called Tri-] no difficulty m scattering
any waters more
ton, from which she is also styled Trltoma, Iwldetv.
The same authority said, that to upthe inventress
truly of many works, and the ] pease his wrath the women should be wslted
more readtlybeheved
to be a goddess because, by the Athenians with the three-fold punishher origin was so little known.
For what ls!ment--that
they should no longer have any
sung about her having sprung from the head/vote;
that none of their children should be
of Jupiter belongsto
the region of poetry and named after their mothers;
and that no one
fable, and not to that of history and real fact should call them Athenians.
Thus that city, •
And histormal wrlters are not agreed when:the
mother and nurse of liberal doctrines,
Ogyges flourished,
m whose time also a great and of so many and so great philosophers,
than
flood occurred,--not
that greatest
one from whom Greece had nothing more famous and
which no man escaped except those who could noble, by the mockery of demons about the
get into the ark, for neither Greek nor Latin strife of their gods, a male and female, and
history knew of it, yet a greater flood than from the wctory of the female one through
that which happened afterward in Deucalion's
the women, received the name of Athens; and,
time.
For Varro begins the book I have onbe_n,_ dalnaged by thevanquished
god, was
already mentioned
at this date, and does not compelled to punish the very victory of the
propose to h_mself, as the startmg-point
from v,ctrcss, fearm;_ the waters of Neptune more
which he may arrive at Roman affairs, any- than the arms(if Minerva.
Forin thewomen
thing more ancient than the flood of Ogyges, who were thus punished,
Mmerva, who had
that _s, which happened in the time of Ogyges. conquered, was conquered too, and could not
Now our writers of chronicles--first
Euse- even help her voters so far that, although the
bius, and afterwards Jerome, who entirely fol- right of voting was henceforth
lost, and the
low some earlier h_stonans
m this oplmon-mothers could not give their names to the
relate that the flood of Ogyges happened more children, they might at least be allowed to be
than three hundred
years after, durmg
the called Amemans,
and to merit the name of
reign of Phoroneus,
the second king of Argos.
that goddess whom they had made victorious
But whenever he may have hved, Minerva was over a male god by giving her their votes.
already worshipped as a goddess when Cecrops What and how much could be stud about this,
reigned in Athens, in whose reign the city _t- ff we had not to hasten to other things in our
self is reported
to have been rebuilt or discourse, is obvious.
founded.
CHAP.
CHAP.

9.--WHEN

FOUNDED,

AND

THE
WHAT

CITY

OF

REASON

ATHENS
VARRO

WAS

ASSIGNS

FOR ITS NAME.
Athens
certainly
derived
its name from
Minerva, who in Greek is called _AOrlvrl, and

IO.--WHAT

TERM

AREOPAGUS,

VARRO
AND

REPORTS
ABOUT

ABOUT

THE

DEUCALION'S

FLOOD.

Marcus Varro, however, is not willing to
credit lying fables against the gods, lest he
should find something
dishonoring
to their
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majesty; and therefore he will not admit thal
the Areopagus, the place where, the Apos_e
Paul disputed with the Athenians, got this
name because Mars, who in Greek is called
X_4pr/_',when he was charged with the crime
of homicide, and was judged by twelve gods
in that field, was acquitted by the sentence
of six; because it was the custom, when the
votes were equal, to acquit rather than condemn. Against this opinion, which is much
most widely published, he tries, from the norices of obscure books, to support another teason for this name, lest the Athenians should
be thought to have called it Areopagus from
the words" Mars" and" field," _as if it were
the field of Mars, to the dishonorof the gods,
forsooth, from whom he thinks lawsuits and
judgments far removed. And he asserts that
this which is said about Mars is not less false
than what is said about the three goddesses,
to wit, Juno, Minerva, and Venus, whose contest for the palm of beauty, before Paris as
judge, in order to obtain the golden apple, is
not only related, but is celebrated m songs
and dances amid the applause of the theatres,
in plays meant to please the gods who take
pleasure in these crimes of their own, whether
real or fabled. Varro does not believe these
• things, because they are incompanble with the
nature of the gods and of morality; and yet,
in giving not a fabulous but a hmtoric reason
for the name of Athens, he inserts in his
books the strife between Neptune and Minerv_ as to whose name should be given to that
city, which was so great that, when they contended by the display of prodigies, even
Apollo dared not judge between them when
consulted; but, in order to end the strife of
the gods, just as Jupiter sent the three goddesses we have named to Paris, so he sent
them to men, when Minerva won by the vote,
and yet was defeated by the punishment of
her own voters, for she was unable to confer
the title of Athenians on the women who were
her friends, although she could impose it on
the men who were her opponents.
In these
times, when Cranaos reigned at Athens as the
successor of Cecrops, as Varro writes, but,
according to our Eusebius and Jerome, while
Cecrops himself still remained, the flood occurred which is called Deucalion's, because it
occurred chiefly in those parts of the earth in
which he reigned.
But this flood did not at
all reach Egypt or its vicinity.
CHAP.

I I .--WHEN

OF EGYPT
SUCCESSOR

; AND

MOSES LED
WHO

JOSHUA

WERE

THE

SON

THE

PEOPLE

KINGS
OF NUN

OUT

WHEN

HIS

DIED.
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last time of Cecrops king of Athens, when
Ascatades reigned in Assyria, Marathus in
Sicyon, Triopas in Argos; and having led
forth the people, he gave them at Mount Sinai
the law he received from God, which is called
the Old Testament, because it has earthly
promises, and because, through Jesus Christ,
there was to be a New Testament, in which
the kingdom of heaven should be promised.
For'the same order behoved to be observed
in this as is observed in each man who prospets in God, according to the saying of the
apostle, " That is not first which is spiritual,
but that which is natural," since, as he says,
and that truly, "The first man of the earth,
is earthly; the second man, from heaven, is
heavenly. ''_ Now Moses ruled the people
for forty years in the wilderness, and died a
hundred and twenty years old, after he had
prophesied of Christ by the types of carnal
observances in the tabernacle, priesthood, and
sacrifices, and many other mystic ordinances.
Joshua the son of Nun succeeded Moses,
and settled in the land of prorrilse the people
he had brought in, having by divine authority
conquered the people by whom it was formerly possessed.
He also died, after ruling the
people twenty-seven years after the death of
Moses, when Amyntas reigned in Assyria as
the eighteenth king, Coracos as the sixteenth
m Smyon, Danaos as the tenth in Argos,
Ericthonlus as the fourth in Athens.
CHAP. I2.--OF THE RITUALSOF FALSEGODS
INSTITUTEDBYTHEKINGSOFGREECEIN THE
PEk_ODFROMISRAEL'SEXODUSFROMEOYPT
DOWNTO THE DEATHOF JOSHUATHE SON
OF _UN.
During this period, that is, from Israel's
exodus from Egypt down to the death of
Joshua the son of Nun, through whom that
people received the land of promise, rituals
were instituted to the false gods by the kings
of Greece, which, by stated celebration, recalled the memory of the flood, and of men's
deliverance from it, and of that troublous life
they then led in migrating to and fro between
the heights and the plains.
For even the
Luperci,3 when they ascend and descend the
sacred path, are said to represent the men
who sought the mountain summits because of
the inundation of water, and returned to the
lowlands on its subsidence.
In those times,
Dionysus, who was also called Father Liber,
and was esteemed a god after death, is said
to have shown the vine to his host in AL'dca.
Then the musical games were instituted for
the

Delphic

Apollo,

to appease

Moses led the people out of Egypt in the
x ",_m_ and a'J.-t'os.

z Cot. xv.46, '1.73 The priests who otBciated at the Lupercatia.

his

anger,
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through
which they thought
the regions of concerning
thezr gods, and declare that th_s
Greece were afflicted with barrenness,
because fabulous belief originated
in the fact that in
they
had not defended
his temple which!the
temple
at Athens,
which Vulcan and
Danaos burnt when he invaded those lands; i Minerva had in common, a boy who had been
for they were warned by his oracle to institute exposed was found wrapped up in the coils of
these games.
But king Ericthonius
first in- a dragon, which s_gnified that he would bestituted
games to him in Attica, and not to come great, and, as his parents were un.
him only, but also to Minerva.
in which known, he was called the son of Vulcan and
games the olive was g_ven as the prize to the Minerva, because
they had the temple in
victors, because they relate that Minerva was common.
Yet that fable accounts
for the
the discoverer
of that fruit, as Lber was of origin of his nome better than this history.
the grape.
In those years Europa is alleged But what does it matter to us?
Let the one
to have been carried off by Xanthus
king of m books that speak the truth edify religious
Crete (to whom we find some give another
men, and the other in lying fables delight iraname), and to have borne him Rhadamanthus,
pure demons.
Yet these religious
men worSarpedon, and Minos, whoare more commonly
ship them as gods.
Still, while they deny
reported
to have been the sons of Jupiter by these things concerning
them they cannot
the same woman.
Now those who worship clear them of all crime, because at their de.
such gods regard what we have said about mand they exhibit plays in which the very
Xanthus
king of Crete as true history; but things they wisely deny are basely done, and
this about Jupiter, which the poets sing, the the gods are appeased by these false and base
theatres applaud, and the people celebrate, as things.
Now, even although
the play cele.
empty fable got up as a reason for games to brates an unreal crime of the gods, yet to
appease the deities, even with the false ascrlp- dehght in the ascription of an unreal crime is
lion of crimes to them.
In those times Her- a real one.
cules was held in honor in Tyre, but that
was not the same one as he whom we spoke CHAP. 13.--WHAT
FABLESWERE INVENTED AT
of above.
In the more secret history there
THE
TIME
WHEN
JUDGES
BEGAN
TO RULE
THE
are sald to have been several who were called
HEBREWS.
Father Liber and Hercules.
This Hercules,
After the death of Joshua the son of Nun,
whose great deeds are reckoned
as twelve the people of God had judges, in whose times
(not including the slaughter
of Antaeus the they were alternately
humbled
by afflictions
African,
because that affair pertains
to an- on account of their sins, and consoled
by
other Hercules),
is declared in their books to prosperity
through
the compassion
of God.
have burned hlmself on Mount (Eta, because
In those times were invented the fables about
he was not able, by that strength with which Trlptolemus,
who, at the command of Ceres,
he had subdued monsters, to endure the dls- borne by winged snakes, bestowed
corn on
ease under which he languished.
At that the needy lands in flying over them; about
time the king, or rather tyrant Busiris, who that beast the Minotaur, which was shut up
is alleged to have been the son of Neptune
in the Labyrinth,
from which men who enby Libya the daughter
of Epaphus,
is sald to tered its inextricable
mazes could find no
have offered up his guests in sacrifice to the exit; about the Centaurs, whose form was a
gods.
Now it must not be believed
that compound of horse and man; about Cerberus,
Neptune
committed
this adultery,
lest the the three-headed
dog of hell; about Phryxus
gods should be criminated;
yet such things and his sister Hellas, who fled, borne by a
must be ascribed to them by the poets and m winged ram; about the Gorgon, whose hair
the theatres, that they may be pleased with was composed
of serpents,
and who turned
them.
Vulcan and Minerva are said to have those who looked on her into stone; about
been the parents
of Ericthonius
king of Bellerophon,
who was carried by a winged
Athens, in whose last years Joshua the son of horse called Pegasus;
about Amphion,
who
Nun is found to have died.
But since they charmed
and attracted
the stones by the
will have it that Minerva is a virgin, they say !sweetness
of his harp;
about the artificer
that Vulcan, being disturbed
in the struggle Daedalus and his son Icarus, who flewon wings
between them, poured out his seed into the !they had fitted on; about (Edlpus, who cornearth, and on that account the man born of pelled a certain four-footed
monster with a
it received
that
name;
for in the Greek !human face, called a sphynx, to destroy herlanguage
gpz_ is "strife,"
and
xOc_v self by casting herself headlong, having solved
"earth,"
of which two words Ericthonius
is a the riddle she was wont to propose as insolu¢.ompound.
Yet it must be admitted that the ble; about Ant_us, who was the son of the
more learned disprove and disown such things earth, for which reason,
on falling on the
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earth, he was wont to rise up stronger, whom
Hercules slew; and perhaps there are others
which I have forgotten.
These fables, easily
found in histories containing
a true account
of events, bring us down to the Trojan war,
at which Marcus Varro has closed his second
book about the race of the Roman people;
and they are so skillfully invented
by men as
to involve no scandal to the gods.
But whoever have pretended
as to Jupiter's
rape of
Ganymede,
a very beautiful
boy, that king
Tantalus
committed the crime, and the fable
ascribed it to Jupiter;
or as to his impregnating
Dange as a golden
shower, that it
means that the woman's virtue was corrupted
by gold: whether
these things were really
done or only fabled in those days, or were
really done by others and falsely ascribed to
Jupiter,
it is impossible
to tell how much
wickedness
must have been taken for granted
in men's hearts that they should be thought
able to listen to such lies with patmnce.
And
yet they willingly accepted
them, when, indeed, the more devotedly
they worshipped
Jupiter, they ought the more severely to have
punished
those who dursvsay
such things of
him.
But they not only were not angry at
those who invented
these things, but were
afraid that the gods would be angry at them
if they did not act such fictions even in the

cause they made hymns about the gods; y_:
about such gods as, although great men, were
yet but men, or the elements
of this world
which the true God made, or creatures
who
were ordained as principalities
and powers according to the wdl of the Creator
and their
own merit.
And if, among much that was
vain and false, they sang anything of the one
true God, yet, by worshipping
Him along with
others who are not gods, and showing them
the servme that is due to Him alone, they did
not serve Him at all rightly;
and even such
poets as Orpheus,
Musmus, and Linus, were
unable to abstain from dishonoring their gods
by fables.
But yet these theologues
worshipped the gods, and were not worshipped
as gods, although
the city of the ungodly is
wont, I know not how, to set Orpheus over
the sacred, or rather sacrilegious,
rites of hell.
The wife of king Athamas,
who was called
Ino, and her son Melicertes,
perished
by
throwing themselves
into the sea, and were,
according to popular belief, reckoned among
the gods, like other men of the same times,
[among whom were] Castor and Pollux.
The
Greeks, indeed, called her who was the mother
of Melicertes,
Leucothea,
the Latins, Matuta;
but both thought her a goddess.

theatres.
In those times Latona bore Apollo,
not him of whose oracle we have spoken
above as so often consulted,
but him who is
said, along with Hercules,
to have fed the
flocks of king Admetus;
yet he was so believed to be a god, that very many, indeed
almost all, have believed him to be the selfsame Apollo.
Then also Father
Llber made
war in India, and led in his army many women
called Bacchac, who were notable not so much
for valor as for fury.
Some, indeed, write
that this Liber was both conquered and bound;
and some that he was slain in Persia, even
telling where he was buried;
and yet in his
name, as that of a god, the unclean
demons
have instituted
the sacred, or rather the sacrilegious, Bacchanalia,
of the outrageous
vileness of which the senate, after many years,
became so much ashamed as to prohibit them
in the city of Rome.
Men believed that in
those times Perseus and his wife Andromeda
were raised into heaven after their death, so
that they were not ashamed or afraid to mark
out their images by constellations,
and call
them by their names,

ARGOS,WHEN PICUS THE SONOF SATURN FIRST
RECEIVED HIS FATHER'S
KINGDOM OF LAU-
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During those times the kingdom of Argos
came to an end, being transferred
to Mycene,
from which Agamemnon
came, and the kingdom of Laurentum
arose, of which Picus son
of Saturn was the first king, when the woman
Deborah judged the Hebrews;
but it was the
Spirit of God who used her as His agent, for
she was also a prophetess,
although
her
prophecy
is so obscure
that we could not
demonstrate,
without a long discussion,
that
it was uttered concerning
Christ.
Now the
Laurentes
already
reigned
in Italy,
from
whom the origin of the Roman people is quite
evidently derived
after the Greeks;
yet the
kingdom
of Assyria
still lasted,
in which
Lampares
was the twenty-third
king when
Picus first began to reign at Laurentum.
The
worshippers
of such gods may see what they
are to think of Saturn the father of Pmus,
who deny that he was a man; of whom some
also have written that he himself reigned in
Italy before Picus his son; and Virgil in his
well-known book says,
"That

During the same period of time arose
poets, who were also called theologues,
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Dispersed, he settled, and endowed with laws,
And named their country Latium, because
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strokes as even to kill them.
For they are
said to be well enough armed for these cornbats with their hard and large beaks.

But they regard these as poetic fancies, and
assert that the father of Picus was Sterces CHAP. 17.-wHAT VARROSAYSOF THE INCP-,E]_
rather, and relate that, being a most skilIful
IBLE TRANSFORMATIONS
OF MEN.
husbandman,
he discovered
that the fields
could be fertilized by the dung of animals,
which is called stercus from his name.
Some
say he was called Stercutius.
But for whatever reason they chose to call him Saturn,
it is yet certain they made this Sterces or
Stercutius a god for his merit in agriculture;
and they hkewise received into the number of
these gods Picus his son, whom they affirm to
have been a famous augur and warrior.
Plcus
begot Faunus, the second king of Laurentum;
and he too is, or was, a god with them.
These divine honors they gave to dead men
before theTrojanwar.

In support of this story, Varro relates others
no less incredible about that most famous sorceress Circe, who changed the companions of
Ulysses into beasts, and about the Arcadians,
who, by lot, swam across a certain pool, and
were turned into wolves there, and lived in
the deserts of that region with wild beasts like
Ithemselves.
But if they never fed on human
Iflesh for nine years, they were restored to the human form on swimming back again through
the same pool.
Finally, he expressly names
one Dem_enetus, who, on tastmga boy offered
up in sacrifice by the Arcadians to their god
Lyc,eus
according
to their
custom,
was
changed into a wolf, and, being restored to
CHAP. I6.---OF
DIOMEDE,
WHO
AFTER
THE
his proper form in the tenth year, trained
DESTRUCTION OF TROY WAS PLACED AMONG himself as a pugilist, and was victorious at the
THE GODS, WHILE HIS COMPANIONS
ARE SAID Olympic
games.
And the same historian
TO HAVE BEEN CHANGED INTO BIRDS
thinks that the epithet Lyc_us was applied ia
Troy was overthrown,
and its destruction
Arcadia to Pan and Jupiter for no other reawas everywhere
sung and made well known son than this metamorphosis
of men into
even to boys; for it was signally published
wolves, because it was thought it could not
and spread abroad, both by its own greatness
be wrought except by a divine power.
For a
and by writers of excellent
style.
And this wolf is called in Greek }(vm_g, from which
was done in the reign of Latmus the son of the name Lyca_us appears to be formed.
He
Faunus, from whom the kingdom began to be says also that the Roman Luperci were as it
called Latium
instead
of Laurentum.
The were sprung of the seed of these mysteries.
victorious Greeks, on leaving Troy destroyed
and returning
to their
own
countries,
were CHAP. 18._WHAT
WE SHOULD
BELIEVE
CON*
torn and crushed
by divers and horrible
CERNINGTHE TRANSFORMATIONSWHICHSEEM
calamities.
Yet even from among them they
TO HAPPEN TO MEN THROUGH THE ART OF
increased the number of their gods for they
DEMONS.
made Diomede a god.
They allege that his
Perhaps our readers expect us to say somereturn home was prevented by a divinely im- thing about this so great delusion wrought by
posed punishment,
and they prove, not by the demons; and what shall we say but that
fabulous and poetic falsehood, but by histor, c men must fly out of the midst of Babylon ? '
attestation,
that his companions were turned For this prophetm precept is to be understood
into birds.
Yet they think that, even although spiritually in this sense, that by going forward
he was made a god, he could neither restore in the hying God, by the steps of faith, which
them to the human form by his own power, worketh by love, we must flee out of the
nor yet obtain it from Jupiter his king, as a: city of this world, which is altogether a society
favor granted to a new inhabitant of heaven, of ungodly angels and men. Yea, the greater
They also say that h_s temple is in the island we see the power of the demons to be in these
of Diomed,ea, not far from Mount Garganus depths, so much the more tenaciously must
in Apulia, and that these birds fly round about we cleave to the Mediator through whom we
this temple, and worship in it with such won- ascend from these lowest to the highest places.
derful obedience,
that they fill their beaks For if we should say these things are not to
with water and sprinkle it; and if Greeks, or be credited, there are not wanting even now
those born of the Greek race, come there, some who would affirm that they had either
they are not only still, but fly to meet them; heard on the best authority, or even thembut if they are foreigners, they fly up at their selves experienced,
something of that kind.
heads, and wound them with such severe Indeed we ourselves,
when in Italy, heard
'z]_ne/d,
vhL 3_t.
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retch things about a certain region there, few days he as it were woke up and related
where landladies of inns, imbued with these the things he had suffered as if they had been
wicked arts, were said to be in the habit of dreams, namely, that he had been made a
giving to such travellers as they chose, or sumpter horse, and, along with other beasts
could manage, something in a piece of cheese of burden, had carried provisions for the solby which they were changed on the spot into diets of what is called the Rho_tian Legion,
beasts of burden, and carried whatever was because it was sent to Rhcetia. And all this
necessary, and were restored to their owr was found to have taken place just as he told,
form when the work was done. Yet their yet it had seemed to him to be his own dream.
mind did not become bestial, but remained And another man declared that in his own
rational and human, just as Apuleius, in the house at night, before he slept, he saw a cerbooks he wrote with the title of 7"he Gulden tain philosopher, whom he knew very well,
Ass, has told, or feigned, that it happened to come to him and explain to him some things
his own self that, on taking poison, he became in the Platonic philosophy which he had pre. an ass, while retaining his human mind.
viously declined to explain when asked. And
These things are elther false, or so extraor- when he had asked this philosopher why he
dinary as to be with good reason disbelieved, did in his house what he had refused to do at
But it is to be most firmly believed that AI- home, he said, "I did not do it, but I dreamed
mighty God can do whatever He pleases, I had done it." And thus what the one saw
whether in punishing or favoring, and that when sleeping was shown to the other when
the demons can accomplish nothing by their awake by a phantasmal image.
natural power (for their created being is itself
These things have not come to us from
angelic, although made malign by their own persons we might deem unworthy of credit,
fault), except what He may permit, whose but from informants we could not suppose to
judgments are often hidden, but never un- be deceiving us. Therefore what men say
righteous. And indeed the demons, if they and have committed to writing about the
really do such things as these on which this Arcadians being often changed into wolves
discussion turns, do not create real substances, by the Arcadian gods, or demons rather, and
but only change the appearance of things what is told in song about Circe transforming
created by the true God so as to make them the companions of Ulysses,' if they were
seem to be what they are not.
I cannot really done, may, in my opinion, have been
therefore believe that even the body, much done in the way I have said. As for Dioless the mind, can really be changed into mede's btrds, since their race is alleged to
bestial forms and lineaments by any reason, have been perpetuated by constant propagaart, or power of the demons ; but the phan- tion, I believe they were not made through the
tasm of a man which even in thought or metamorphosis of men, but were slyly substtdreams goes through innumerable changes, tuted for them on thetr removal, just as the
may, when the man's senses are laid asleep hind was for Iphigenia, the daughter of king
or overpowered, be presented to the senses Agamemnon.
For juggleries of this kind
of others in a corporeal form, in some m- could not be difficult for the demons if perdescribable way unknown to me, so that mitted by the judgment of God; and since
men's bodies themselves
may lie some- that virgin was afterwards, found alive it is
where, alive, indeed, yet with their senses easy to see that a hind had been slyly substilocked up much more heavily and firmly tuted for her. But because the companions
than by sleep, while that phantasm, as it of Diomede were of a sudden nowhere to be
were embodied in the shape of some animal, seen, and afterwards could nowhere be found,
may appear to the senses of others, and may being destroyed by bad avenging angels, they
even seem to the man himself to be changed, were believed to have been changed into
just as he may seem to himself in sleep to be those birds, which were secretly brought there
so changed, and to bear burdens; and these from other places where such birds were, and
burdens, if they are real substances, are borne suddenly substituted for them by fraud. But
by the demons, that men may be deceived by that they bring water in their beaks and
beholding at the same time the real substance sprinkle it on the temple of Diomede, and
of the burdens and the simulated bodies of that they fawn on men of Greek race and
the beasts of burden. For a certain man persecute aliens, is no wonderful thing to be
called Prmstantius used to tell that it had done by the inward influence of the demons,
happened to his father in his own house, that whose interest it is to persuade men that
he took that poison in a piece of cheese, and Diomede was made a god, and thus to beguile
lay in his bed as if sleeping, yet could by no
means be aroused. But he said that after a
_virgil,EclogNe.
vni.
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them into worshipping many false gods, to the
great dishonor of the true God; and to serve
dead men, who even in their lifetime did not
truly live, with temples, altars, sacrifices, and
priests, all whlch, when of the right kind, are
due only to the one living and true God.

I king Saul, when Samuel the prophet lived.
iAt that date those Latin kings began who
were surnamed
Silvii, having that surname,
in addition to their proper name, from their
predecessor, t.hat son of ._Eneas who was called
Sllvius; just as, long afterward, the successors
of C_esar Augustus
were surnamed C._sars.
CHAP. I9.--THAT
_NEAS CAME INTO ITALY Saul being rejected, so that none of his issue
WHEN ABDON THE JUDGE RULED OVER THr should reign, on his death David succeeded
HEagEWS.
him in the kingdom,
after he had rdgned
forty years.
Then the Athenians
ceased to
After the capture and destruction
of Troy, have kings after the death of Codrua, and
_Eneas,
with twenty ships laden with the began to have a magistracy to rule the repubTrojan relics, came into italy, when Latinus hc.
After David, who also reigned forty
reigned
there, Menestheus
in Athens, Poly- years, his son Solomon was king of Israel,
ph_dos in Sicyon, and Tautanos
in Assyria, who built that most noble temple of God at
and Abdon was judge of the Hebrews.
On Jerusalem.
In his time Alba was built among
the death of Latinus, _/Eneas reigned three the Latins,
from which thereafter the kings
years, the same kings continuing m the above- began to be styled kings not of the Latins,
named places, except that Pelasgus
was now but of the Albans,
although
in the same
king in Slcyon, and Samson was )udge of Latium.
Solomon was succeeded
by his son
the Hebrews, who is thought to be Hercules,
Rehoboam,
under
whom that people was
because of his wonderful strength.
Now the dLwded into two kingdoms, and its separate
Latins
made
_/Eneas
one
of
their
gods,
be- parts began to have separate kings.
cause at his death he was nowhere to be found.
The Sabines also placed among the gods their
first king, Sancus, [Sangus],
or Sanctus, as
some call h_m.
At that time Codrus king of
Athens exposed himself itJcog_dlo to be sl_n
by the Peloponnes|an
foes of that city, and
so was slain.
In this way, they say, he delivered his country.
For the Peloponnesians
had received a response from the oracle, that
they should overcome
the Athenians
only on
condition
that they did not slay their klng.
Therefore
he deceived
them by appearing in
a poor man's dress, and provoking
them, by
quarrelling,
to murder him.
Whence Virgd
says, "Or the quarrels
of Codrus." ' And
the Athenians
worshipped
this man as a god
with sacrificial honors.
The fourth king of
the Latins was Silvius the son of A_neas, not
by Cretisa, of whom Ascanius the third king
was born, but by Lavinia
the daughter of
Latinus,
and he is said to have been his
posthumous
child.
Oneus was the twentyninth king of Assyria, Melanthus the sixteenth
of the Athenians,
and Eli the priest was judge
of the Hebrews;
and the kingdom of Sicyon
then came to an end, after lasting, it is said,
for nine hundred and fifty-nine years.

CHAP. _I.---OF THE KINGS OF LATIUM,
THE
FIRST AND TWELFTH OF WHOM, ,eENEAS.aND
AVENTINUS, WEREMADE GODS.
After 2Eneas, whom they deified, Latium
had eleven kings, none of whom was deified.
But Aventinus,
who was the twelfth after
/_2neas, having been laid low in war, and
buried in that hill still called by his name,
was added to the number of such gods as they
made for themselves.
Some, indeed,
were
unwilling to write that he was slain in battle,
but said he was nowhere to be found, and that
it was not from his name, but from the alighting of birds, that hill was called Aventinus.'
After this no god was made in Latium except
Romulus
tt'e founder of Rome.
But two
kings are found between these two, the first
of whom I shall describe
in the Virgilian
verse:
- 1_lextcame that Procas, glolT of the Trojtm race." s

That greatest of all kingdoms, the Assyrian,
had its Iongduration
brought to a close in his
time, the time of Rome's birth drawing nigh.
For the Assyrian empire was transferred
to
the Medes after nearly thirteen hundred and
five years, if we include the reign of _elu_.
CHAP.
20.----OF
THE
SUCCESSION
OF
THE
LINE
who
begot Ninus, and, content with a small
OF KINGS
AMONG
THE
ISRAELITES
AFTER
THE
kingdom, was the first king there.
Now l_ocas
TIMESOF THE JUDGES.
reigned before Amulius.
And Amulius had
While these kings reigned in the places made his brother Numitor's daughter, Rheaby
mentioned,
the period of the judges being name, who was also called Ilia, a vestal virgin,
ended, the kingdom of Israel next began with who conceived
twin sons by Mars, as th_
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Will have it, in that way honoring or excusing
b_r adultery, adding as a proof that a shewoff nursed the infants when exposed.
For
they think this kind of beast belongs to Mars,
so that the she.wolf is believed.to
have given
her teats to the infants, because she knew
they were the sons of Mars her lord; although
there are not wanting persons who say that
when the crying babes lay exposed, they were
tltst of all picked up by I know not what hatlot., and sucked her breasts first (now harlots
were called lu_ce, she-wolves, from which their
vile abodes are even yet called lu_anaria),
and
that afterwards they came into the hands of
the shepherd Faustulus, and were nursed by
Acca his wife.
Yet what wonder is it, if, to
rebuke the king who had cruelly ordered them
to be thrown into the water, God was pleased,
after divinely delivering them from the water,
tO succor, by means of a wild beast giving
milk, these infants by whom so great a city
was to be founded ? Amulius was succeeded
in the Latian kingdom
by his brother Numitor, the grandfather
of Romulus;
and l_ome
was founded in the first year of this Numitor,
who from that time reigned along with his
grandson

Romulus.

CHAP. II2.--THAT ROME WAS FOUNDED WHEN
THE ASSYRIANKINGDOMPERISHED, AT WHICH
TIME HEZEKIAHREIGNEDIN JUDAH.
To be brief, the city of Rome was founded,
like another Babylon,
and as it were the
daughter of the former Babylon, by which
God was pleased to conquer the whole world,
and subdue it far and wide by bringing it into
one fellowship of government and laws.
For
there were already powerful and brave peoples
and nations trained to arms, who did not easily
yield i and whose subjugation
necessarily
involved great danger and destruction
as well
as great and horrible labor.
For when the
Assyrian
kingdom subdued almost all Asia,
although this was done by fighting, yet the
wars could not be very fierce or difficult, because the nations were as yet untrained to
resist, and,neither
so many nor so great as
afterward;
forasmuch as, after that greatest
and indeed universal flood, when only eight

the .people of Israel had been in the land of
promise seven hundred and eighteen years.
Of these years twenty-seven belong to Joshua
the son of Nun, and after that three hundred
and twenty-nine to the period of the judges.
But from the time when the kings began to
reign there, three hundred and sixty-two years
had passed.
And at that time there was a
king in Judah called Ahaz, or, as others compute, Hezekiah his successor, the best and
most pious king, who it is admitted reigned
in the times of Romulus.
Aod in that part
of the Hebrew nation called Israel, Hoshca
had begun to reign.
CHAP. 23.--OF THE ERYTn'R_AN SIBYL, WHO IS
KNOWN TO HAVE SUNO MANYTHINGS ABOUT
CHRIST MORE PLAINLY"THAN THE OTHER
SIBYLS.z
Some say the Erythr_ean
sibyl prophesied
at this time.
Now Varro declares there were
many sibyls, and not merely one.
This sibyl
of Erythr_e certainly wrote some things concerning Christ which are quite manifest, and
we first read them in the Latin tongue in
verses
of bad Latin,
and unrhythmical.
through the unskillfulness,
as we afterwards
le_rued, of some interpreter unknown to me.
FSr Flaccianus,
a very famous
man, who
was also a proconsul,
a man of most ready
eloquence and much learning, when we were
speaking
about Christ, produced
a Greek
manuscript, saying that it was the prophecies
of the Erythra_an sibyl, in which he pointed
out a certain passage which had the initial
letters of the lines so arranged that these
words could be read
in them:
_I_oo_
Xpzo'ro_
@_o5 vi_
o'wTr/p , which means,
,, Jesus Christ the Son of God, the Saviour."
And these verses, of which the initial letters
yield that meaning, contain what follows as
translated by some one into Latin in good
rhythm:
_

Judgment shall moisten the earth with the sweat
of its standard.
_ Ever
the King shall come
throughenduring,
the ages, behold
M Sent to be here in the flesh, and Judge at the last
of the world.
_ O hold
God.Thee
the believing and faithless alike shall bemen escaped in Noah's ark, not much more i _¢ Uplifted with saints, when at last the ages are
than a thousand years had passed when Nmus
ended.
subdued all Asia with the exception of. India I t_ Seated before Him are souls in the flesh for _His
But Rome did not with the same quickness
judgment.
and facility wholly subdue all those nations
of the east and west which we see brought religious
._ Thetea.oh
Sibylline
Ortwlesare a eollectinaof
propheciesand
.rags in Greek he._eter
under the a_amed&uthor
under the Roman empire, because,
in its ityandinsptraUon
of a Sibyl, z.e.,af.em_e
p_phet.
Theyare
pm-tly of heathen,
partly of .J .e_vi_._an
ot-lgm:
They. w_e
gradual increase, in whoever
direction it was _d by the fathersalifamstthe heattlenas gen.mac_ol_0_gm___
extended, it found them strong and warlike. _tbo_t
rme
Dies ire __d_de du_Timinatmn_
with
David, andtheyappear
its wltue_es
ofalso
them future
|gdgAt the time when Rome was founded, then, mentf, t,,t, D_,ia of. si_.")
They_ ea_edby_-

_A_.
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square

seven.

to

the

cube,

comes

to

twetxty-

But if you join the initial letters of

Rejectedtre_uresbY;
men are the idols and long hidden these
five Greek
words,
_IV_otSs
Xpscr_os
Earth is consumed by the fire, and it searcheth the _)t.O0
t_¢_
_corrf#,"
which
mean,
"Jesus
ocean and heaven;
Christ the Son of God, the Saviour," they will
Issuing
is, "fish,"
in
hell. forth, it destroyeth the terrible portals of make the word iXd_t)s-, that

which word Christ is mystically understood,
•_

te

SaintSshallininherittheir.
body and soul freedom and light because
He was able to live, that is, to exist,
Those who are guilty shall burn in fire and brim- without
sm in the abyss of this mortality
as
stonefor ever.
in the depth of wa'tcrs." *
Occult
actmns; revealing, each one shall pubhsh
But this sibyl, whether she is the Erythr_an,
his secrets
Secrets of every man's heart God shall reveal in or, as some rather
believe,
the Cum0ean,
in
the light,
her whole poem, of which thts is a very small

port,on, not only has nothing that can relat_
Then shall be weeping and waihng, yea. and tO the worship
of the false or feigned
gods_
gnashing of teeth,
Eclipsed is the sun, and silenced the stars in their but rather speaks against
them and their wor-

chorus,

shq)pers m such a way that we might even

Over and gone

is the

splendor

of moonhght,

meltedthe heaven,

Utterly gone among men are distinctions of lofty
and lowly.
•
Into the plains rush the hills, the skies and o_eans
are mingled.
<_ Oh, what an end of all things ! earth broken m
pieces shall perish ;
t_ Swelling together at once shall the waters and
flamesflowin rivers.
the archangel's

to be reckoned

among

in his work the

those

Lactantius

prophecies

about

Cl_rist of a certain stbyl, he does not say

-I

from heaven,

ought

and cast down also inserted

the mountains.

Sounding

she

who belong to the city of God.

Uplifted by Him are the valleys,

t_

think

which.

But I have

thought

fit.to

combine

In

a single extract, which may seem long, what
he

has

set

down

in

many

short

quotations.

She says, "'Afterward He shall come into the
injurious
hands of the unbelieving,
and they
wdl give God
I w_th impure

buffets

with

profane

hands,

and

mouth will spit out envenomed

trumpetshall peal down holy_pittle;backbUtto
Hestripes.Wtll
withAndSimplicitYHe
will yieldhold
HisHiS
peace when struck with the fist, that no one

Over the wicked who groan in their guilt and their
manifold sorrows.
Trembling, the earth shall be opened, reveahng

chaosandhell.

may find out what word,
to speak

to

hell;

and

with a crown of thorns.

Every king before God shall stand in that day to gall for meat,
be judged,
will spread
Rivers of fire and brimstone shall fall from the thou
thyself,

and vinegar

or whence,
He

shall

He comes
be

crowned

And they gave Him
for His

thirst:

they

this table of inhospitality.
being

foolish,

hast

not

For
under-

heavens,
stood thy God, deluding the minds of mortals,
In these Latin verses the meaning of the _but hast both crowned H_m with thorns and
Greek is correctly given, although not in the mingled for Him bitter gall. But the veil of
exact order of the hnes as connected with the !the temple shall be rent; and at midday it
initial letters; for in three of them, the fifth, !shall be darker than night for three hours.
eighteenth, and nineteenth, where the Greek !And He shall die the death,, taking sleep for
letter Toccurs, Latin words could not be found _three days; and then returning from hell, He
beginning with the corresponding letter, and Ifirst shall come to the light, the beginning of
yielding a suttable meaning. So that, if we the resurrection being shown to the recalled.'"
note down together the mttial letters of all Lactantius made use of these sibylline testithe lines in our Latin translation except those monies, introducing them bit by bit in the
three in which we retain the letter F m the course of his discussion as the things he inproper place, they will express in five Greek tended to prove seemed to require, and we
words this meaning, "Jesus Christ the Son of have set them down in one connected series,
God, the Saviour."
And the verses are uninterrupted by comment, only taking care
twenty-seven, which is the cube of three, to mark them by capitals, if only the tranFor three times three are nine; and nine scribers do not neglect to preserve them hereitself, if tripled, so as to rise from the super- after. Some writers, indeed, say that the
Erythrman sibyl was not in the time of Romu•mder. Paris, _L ed. z869_ and by Fmcdheb
(m Greek and German).
lUS,
but of the Trojan war.
Leipzig,
x85_.
Comp. Ewald'
&_ber .Eu,*stel_ung,
Inhalt
und
_#/z
der *z_ylL BucAer,
x858; and ,_;churer, Gescklckte
derjud
VoIIwa im Zettalter
Jesu
(L_ipz*g, x885) , n _ 33, PP. 70o sqq ,
E_gl.ttan_.(H2a.
of tke Je_vg zn the timex af Jct_a.
Edinburgh
•utd New
"t'ork, t$86), vol. t_i. z7x sciq.--P.
S ]

x [Hence tlm){#_
was a favorite
tiarm.
See _¢haff, C_urcA
Hilt.
P.S.]

*ymbol
(_'_¢h_d

of tlte mlL'ieltt
_l.), voL iL _/_
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THE-SEVEN SAGES FLOUR- and Tarquinius
Priscus,
the successor
of
OF ROMULUS_
WHEN
Ancus Martius, over the Romans, the Jewish
_
TEN TmB_ WHICH WERE CALLEDISRAEL people was led captive into Babylon, JerusaLED INTO
CAPTIVITY
BY THE CHALlem and the temple built by.Solomon
being
VE_s,
AND ROMULUS, WHEN DEAD, HAD overthrown.
For the prophets,
in chiding
vIv_E HONORS CONFERREDO_ HIM.
them for their iniquity and impiety, predicted
While Romulus reigned, Thales the Mile- that these things should come to pass, especisian is said to have lived, being one of the ally Jeremiah, who even stated the number of
seven sages, who succeeded
the theological
years.
Pittacus of Mitylene,
another of the
poets, of whom Orpheus
_vas the most re- sages, is reported
to have lived at that time.
nowned,
and were called _oq_oi,
that is, And Eusebluswrites
that, while the people of
sages.
During that time the ten tribes, which God were held captive
in Babylon, the five
on the division of the people were called Israel,
other sages lived, who must be added to
were conquered'by
the Chaldeans
and led Thales, whom we mentioned
above, and Pitcaptive into their lands, while the two tribes tacus, in order to make up the seven.
These
which were called Judah, and had the seat of are Solon of Athens, Chilo of Lacedaemon,
their kingdom in Jerusalem,
remained
m the Periander
of Corinth,
Cleobulus
of Lindus,
land of Judea.
As Romulus,
when dead, and Bias of Priene.
These flourished
after
could nowhere be found, the Romans, as is the theological
poets, and were called sages,
everywhere
notorious,
placed him among the because they excelled other men in a certain
gods,--a
thing which by that time had already
laudable line of life, and summed up some
ceased to be ,clone, and which was not done moral precepts in epigrammatic
sayings.
But
afterwards
till the time of the C_esars, and they left posterity no hterary monuments,
exthen not through
error, but in flattery;
so cept that Solon is alleged to have given certhat Cicero ascribes great praises to Romulus,
tain laws to the Athemans,
and Thales was a
because he merited such honors not in rude natural philosopher,
and left books of his docand unlearned
times, when men were easily trine in short proverbs.
In that time of the
deceived, but in times already polished and Jewish captivity,
Anaximander,
Anaxlmenes,
learned, although the subtle and acute loqua- and Xenophanes,
the natural
philosophers,
city of the philosophers
had not yet cul- flourished.
Pythagoras
also lived then, and
minated.
But although
the later times did at this time the name philosopher
was first
not deify dead men, still they did not cease used.
to hold and worship as gods those deified of CHAP. 26.--THAT AT THE TIME WHEN THE CAPold; nay, by images, which the ancients never
had, they even increased
the allurements
of
TIVITY
JEWS WASOF BROUGHT
TO AN
END, ON OF
THE THE
COMPLETION
SEVENTY
YEARS,
vain and impious
superstition,
the unclean
"THE ROMANS ALSO WERE FREED FROM KINGLY
demons effecting this in their heart, and also
RULE.
deceiving them by lying oracles, so that even
the fabulous crimes of the gods, which were not
At this time, Cyrus king of Persia, who also
once imagined by a more polite age, were yet ruled the Chaldeans
and Assyrians,
having
basely acted in the plays in honor of these somewhat relaxecl the captivity of the Jews,
same false deities.
Numa
reigned
after made fifty thousand
of them return in order
Romulus;
and although he had thought that to rebuild the temple.
They only began the
Rome would be better defended
the more first foundations
and built'the
altar; but, owgods there were, yet on his death he himself
ing to hostile invasions, they were unable to
was not counted worthy of a place among
go on, and the work was put off to the time
them, as if it were supposed that he had so of Darius.
During the same time also those
crowded heaven that a place could not be things were done which are written in the book
found for him there.
They report that the of Judith, which, indeed,
the Jews are said
Samian sibyl lived while he reigned at Rome, not to have received
into the canon of the
and when Manasseh
began to reign over the Scriptures.
Under
Darius
king of Persia,
Hebrews,--an
impious
king, by whom the then, on the completion
of the seventy years
prophet Isaiah is said to have been slain,
predicted
by Jeremtah the prophet, the captivity of the Jews was brought to an end, and
CHAP. _5-_WHAT PmLOSOPHERSWERE FAMOUS they were restored
to liberty.
Tarquin then
WHEN TARQUINIUS PRISCUS REIGNED OVER reigned as the seventh king of the Romans.
THE ROMANS, AND ZEDEKIAH OVER THE HF_ On his expulsion,
they also began to be free
BREWS_WHEN JERUSALEMWAS TAKEN AND from the rule of their kings.
Down to this
THE TEMPLEOVERTHROWN.
time the people of Israel had prophets; but,
When Zedekiah reigned over the Hebrews,
although they were numerous,
the canonical
I_I.[IF.D
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writings of only a few of them have been preserved among the Jews and among us. In
closing the previous book, I promised to set
down something in this one about them, and I
shall now do so.

were given not only in spoken but in written
words, for a testimony that so great a thing
should come to pass.
For although the people
of Israel hardly ever lacked prophets from the
time when they began to have kings, these
were only for their own use, not for that of
CHAP. 27.----OF THE TIMES OF THE PROPHETS the nations.
But when the more manifestly
w_osE ORACLESARE CONTAINED I._" BOOKS, prophetic Scripture began to be formed, which
AND
WHO SANG MANY THINGS
ABOUT
THE
was to benefit the natmns too, it was fitting
CALL OF THE GENTILES AT ]'HE TIME WHEN that it should begin when this city was founded
THE ROMAN KINGDOM
BEGAN AND THE ASSY- which was to rule the nations.
RIAN

CAME

TO

AN

END.

In order that we may be able to consider
these times, let us go back a little to earlier
times.
At the beginning
of the book of the
prophet
Hosea, who is placed first of twelve,
it is written, " Tt_e word of the Lord whmh
came to Hosea in the days of Uzziah, Jotham,
Ahaz, and Hezekiah,
kings of Judah."
' Amos
also writes that he prophesied
in the days of
Uzztah, and adds the name of Jeroboam king
of Israel, who heed at the same time.-" Isaiah
the son of Amos--either
the above-named
prophet, or, as is rather affirmed, another who
was not a prophet, but was called by the sam_
name--also
putsatthe
head of his book these
four kings named by Hosea, saying by way
of preface that he prophesied
in their daysP
Mmah also names the same times as those of
his prophecy,
after the days of Uzzlah;'
for
he names the same three kings as Hosea
named,--Jotham,
Ahaz, and Hezekiah.
We
find from their own writings that these men
prophesied contemporaneously.
To these are
added Jonah in the reign of Uzziah, and Joel
in that of Jotham, who succeeded
Uzzlah.
But we can find the date of these two prophets
in the chromcles, s not m their own writings,
for they say nothing
about it themselves,
Now these days extend from Procas king of
the Latms,
or his predecessor
Aventlnus,
down to Romulus
king of the Romans, or
even to the beginning of the reign of his successor Numa Pompilius.
Hezekiah
king of
Judah certainly
reigned
till then.
So that
thus these fountains
of prophecy, as I may
call them, burst forth at once during those
times when the Assyrian
kingdom failed and
the Roman began; so that, just as in the first
period of the Assyrian
kingdom
Abraham
arose, to whom the most distinct
promises
were made that all nations should be blessed
in his seed, so at the beginning of the western
Babylon, in the time of whose government
Christ was to come in whom these promises
were to be fulfilled, the oracles of the prophets
........
x H_,.L x
_ Amos i. _..~
.
3Isa. Lx. Isaiah's father was _moz, atlmeremname.
4Mic.
i. x..
S
The _uronicles
of Eusebltm mad Jerom e .

CHAP. 28.---OF
THE THINGS PERTAINING TO
Tni.: GOqPFI, OF CHRIST WHfCH HOSEA AND
AMOS PROHESlE[.
The prophet
Hosea
speaks
so very profoundly that it is laborious work to penetrate
his meamng.
But, according to promise, we
must insert something from his book. He says,
"And it shall come to pass that in the place
where it was said unto them, Ye are not my
people, there they shall be called the sons of
the hwng God." _ Even the apostles understood this as a prophetic testimony of the c_l[mg of the nations who did not formerly belong
to God; and because th_s same people of the
Gentiles zs itself spiritually among the children of Abraham,
and for that reason is
rlght]y called Israel, therefore
he goes on to
say, '" And the children of Judah and the children of Israel shall be gathered
together in
one, a,_d ,hall appoint themselves
one head.
ship, and shall ascend from the earth."7
We
should but weaken the savor of this prophetic
oracle if we set ourselves to expound it.
Let
the reader but call to mind that corner-stone
and those two walls of partition, the one of
the Jews, the other of the Gentiles, 8 and he
will recognize them, the one under the term
sons of Judah, the other as sons of Israel,
supporting
themselves
by one and the same
l headship, and ascending from the earth.
But
that those carnal Israelites who are now unwilling to believe in Christ shall afterward beheve, that is, their children
shall (for they
themselves,
of course, shall go to their own
place by dying), this same prophet testifies,
saying,
" For the children
of Israel shall
abide many days without a king, without a
prince, without a sacrifice, without an altar,
without
a priesthood,
without
manifestat;ons."
9 W.ho does not see that the Jews are
now thus?
But let us hear what he adds:
"And afterward
shall the children of Israel
return, and seek the Lord their God, and
i David" their" king," and shall be amazed, at the,,,_
I Lord and at His goodness in the latter nays.
.
I
[
[

,---------""_6 Hos 1
SGalh
x412o.
_oFl_.i_i.s.

Ix'--"-'_
, Ho_. i.
9Ho_.dl. 4.
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Nothing is dearer than this prophecy, in which her that has an husband."
7 But these must
by David, as distinguished
by the title of king, suffice; and some things -in them ought to be
Christ is to be understood,
"who is made,"
expounded;
yet I think those parts sufficient
as the apostle says, "of the seed of David which are so plain that even enemies must be
according to the flesh. ''x
This prophet has compelled
against
their will to understand
also foretold the resurrection
of Christ on the them.
third day, as it behoved to be foretold, with
prophetic
loftiness, when he says, " He will CHAP. 3O--WHAT UmAH, JONAH, AND JOEL
heal us after two days, and in the third day
PROPHESIEDIN ACCORDANCEWITH THE NEW
we shall rise again. ''2
In agreement
with
TESTAMENT.
this the apostle says to us, "If ye be risen
The prophet
Micah,
representing
Christ
with
seek also
thoseprophesies
things
which
are under the figure of a great mountain,
speaks
above. Christ,
''s
Amos
thus concerning such things:
"Prepare
thee, that thus:
" It manifested
shall come to
pass in the
that the
mountain
of last
the days,
Lord
thou mayst invoke thy God, O Israel; for lo,
I am binding the thunder,
and creating
the shall be prepared
on the tops of the mountains, and it shall be exalted above the hills;
spirit, and announcing to men their Christ." 4
And in another
place he says, " In that day and people shall hasten unto it. Many Hawill I raise up the tabernacle
of David that is tions shall go, and shall say, Come, let us go
fallen, and build up the breaches
thereof:
up into the mountain
of the Lord, and into
and I will raise up his ruins, and will build the house of the God of Jacob; and He wit1
them up again as in the days of old: that the show us His way, and we will go in His paths:
residue of men may inquire for me, and all the for out of Zion shall proceed the law, and the
nations upon whom my name is invoked, saith word of the Lord out of Jerusalem.
And He
the Lord that doeth this." s
shall judge among many people, and rebuke
strong nations afar off."8
This prophet pre2 9. -- WHAT THINGS ARE PREDICTED diets the very place in which Christ was born,
BY ISAIAH CONCERNING CHRIST AND THE saying, "And thou, Bethlehem,
of the house
of Ephratah,
art the least that can be reckCHURCH.
oned among the thousands
of Judah;
out of
The prophecy of Isaiah is not in the book thee shall come forth unto me a leader, to be
of the twelve prophets, who are called the the prince in Israel; and His going forth is
minor from the brevity of their writings, as from the beginnsng,
even from the days of
compared with those who are called the greater
eternity.
Therefore will He give them [up]
prophets
because they published
larger vol- even until the time when she that travaileth
umes.
Isaiah belongs to the latter, yet I shall bring forth; and the remnant
of His
connect
him with the two above named, be- brethren
shall be converted
to the sons of
cause he prophesied at the same time.
Isaiah,
Israel.
And He shall stand, and see, and
then, together with his rebukesof
wickedness,
feed His flock in the strength of the Lord,
precepts of righteousness,
and predictions
of and in the dignity of the name of the Lord
evil, also prophesied
much more than the His God: for now shall He be magnified even
rest about Christ and the Church,
that is, to the utmost of the earth. ,'9
about the King and that city which he foundThe prophet Jonah, not so much by speech
ed; so that some say he should be called an as by his own painful experience,
prophesied
evangelist
rather
than a prophet.
But, in Christ's
death and resurrection
much more
order to finish this work, I quote only one out clearly than if he had proclaimed
them with
of many in this place.
Speaking in the per- his voice.
For why was he taken into the
son of the Father,
he says, " Behold,
my whale's belly and restored
on the third day,
servant shall understand,
and shall be ex- but that he might be a sign that Christ should
atted and glorified very much. As many shall return from the depths of hell on the third
be astonished
at Thee." _ This is about day ?
Christ.
I should be obliged to use many words in
But let us now hear what follows about the explaining all that Joel prophesies in order to
Church.
He says, "Rejoice,
O barren, thou make clear those that pertain to Christ and
that barest not; break forth and cry, thou the Church.
But there is one passage I must
that didst not travail with child: for many not pass by, which the apostles
also quoted
more are the children of the desolate than of when the Holy Spirit came down from above
on the assembled
believers
according
to
CHAP.

t Rom. i. ?,.
2 Hos. yr. :_.
a Col. iii. *.
4 Amos iv. xa, x3.
S Anmsix. tt t xa ; Acts xv. t_-_ 7.
6_
lii. x3; llft. x3. Augustm quotes these passages in full.

7 Isa. liv. x-5.
9 M_c. v. _4.

8 Mlc. iv. x-3.
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Christ's promise.
He says, "And it shallexpounded,
those saved again out of Sion
come to pass after these things, that I will have defended that it should be a kingdom to
pour out my Spirit upon all flesh; and your the Lord.
This was obscure before it took
sons and your daughters shall prophesy, mid place; but what believer does not find it out
your old men shall dream, and your young now that it is done ?
men shall see visions: and even on my servAs for the prophet Nahum, through him
ants and mine handmaids
in those days will I God says, "I will exterminate the graven and
pour out my Spirit. ''_
the molten things:
I will make thy burial.
For lo, the feet of Him that bringeth good
CHAP. 3I.--OF
THE PREDICTIONSCONCERNINGtidings and announceth
peace are swift upon
THE SALVATION
OF THE WORLD IN CHRIST, IN the mountains
l O Judah, celebrate thy fesOBADIAH,
NAHUM,
AND HABAKKUK.
tival days, and perform thy vows; for now
The date of three of the minor prophets,
Obadiah,
Nahum, and Habakkuk,
is neither
mentioned
by themselves
nor given in the
chronicles
of Eusebius and Jerome.
For al-

they shall not go on any more so as to become
antiquated.
It is completed,
it is consumed,
it is taken away.
He ascendeth who breathes
in
thec out ofthe tribulation.thy
''s face,
Let delivering
him t'_at remembers
gospel

though
they put Obadiah with Micah, yet
when Micah prophesied
does not appear from
that part of their writings in which the dates
are noted.
And this, I think, has happened
througt_ their error in neghgently
copying the
works of others.
But we could not find the
two others now mentioned
in the copies of
the chronicles
which we have; yet because
they arc contained in the canon, we ought not
to pass them by.
Obadiah, so far as his writings are concerned, the briefest of all the prophets, speaks
against Idumea, that is, the nation of Esau,
that reprobate elder of the twin sons of Isaac
and grandsons
of Abraham.
Now if, by that
form of speech in which a part is put for the
whole, we take Idumea as put for the nations,
we may understand
of Christ what he says
among other things, "But
upon Mount Slon
shall be safety, and there shall be a Holy
One." 2 And a little after, at the end of the
same prophecy,
he says, "And those who are
saved again shall come up out of Mount
Sion, that they may defend Mount Esau, and

call to mind who hath ascended

it shall

be

a

kingdom

to

the

Lord.

''3

It

is

quite evident
this was fulfilled when those
saved again out of Mount Sion--that
is, the
believers
in Christ from Judea, of whom the
apostles are chiefly to be acknowledged--went
up to defend Mount Esau.
How could they
defend it except by making safe, through the
preaching of the gospel, those who believed
that they might
be "delivered
from the
power of darkness
and translated
into the
kingdom of God ?-4
This he expressed as
an inference,
adding, "And it shall be to the
Lord a kingdom."
For Mount Sion signifies
Judea, where it is predicted
there shall be
safety, and a HolyOne,
that is, Christ Jesus.
But Mount Esau is Idumea, which signifies
the Church of the Gentiles, which, as I have
x Joelii.
30bad.

:iS, 29ms.

a Obad. x7.
*Col. ,. x3.

from hell and

breathed the Holy Spirit in the face of Judah,
that is, of the Jewish disciples;
for they belong to the New Testament,
whose festival
days are so spiritually renewed that they cannot become antiquated.
Moreover, we already
see
the
graven
and
molten
things, thatthrough
is, the
idols of the false gods, exterminated
the gospel,

and given up to oblivion

as of the

grave, and we know that this prophecy is fulfilled
this else
ve.ry than
thing. the advent of Christ,
Of in
what
who was to come, is Habakkuk
understood
to
say, "And the Lord answered me, and said,
Write that
the vision
a tablet
of boxwood,
he thatopenly
readethon these
things
may
understand.
For the vision is yet for a time
appointed,
and it will arise in the end, and
will not become void: if it tarry, wait for it;
because it will surely come, and will not be
delayed ?""
CHAP. 32.wOF
TAINED

THE PROPHECYTHAT IS CON-

IN THE

PRAYER

AND

SONG

OF

HAB-

AKKUK.
In his prayer, with a song, to whom but
the Lord Christ does he say, "O Lord, I
have heard Thy hearing, and was afraid: O
Lord, I have considered
Thy works, and was
greatly afraid ?" I What is this but the inexpressible admiration
of the foreknown, new_
and sudden salvation of men ? "In the midst
of two living creatures thou shalt be recognized."
What is this but either between the
:wo testaments, or between the two thieves,
or between Moses and Elias talking with Him
on the mount?
"While the years draw nigh,
Thou wilt be recognized;
at the coming of
the time Thou wilt be shown," does not even
need exposition.
" While my soul shall be
5 Nab. i.-t4 ; li. x.
7 Hab. ill. _.

b ltab. ft. 2, 3.

/
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ll_ubled at Him, in wrath Thou wilt be mindful of mercy. '° • What is this but that He puts
H_mself for the Jews, of whose nation He
was, who were troubled with great anger and
crucified Christ, when He, mindful of mercy,
aid,
"Father,
forgive them, for they know
not what they do ? .... ' God shall come from
Temau, and the Holy One from the shady
and close mountain." _ What is said here,
"' He shall come from Teman,"
some interpret "from the south," or "from the southwest," by which is signified
the noonday,
that is, the fervor of chanty and the splendor
of truth.
"The shady and close mountain"
might be understood in many ways, yet I prefer to take it as meaning the depth of the
divine Scriptures, in which Christ is prophesied: for in the Scriptures
there are many
things shady and close which exercise the
mind of the reader; and Christ comes thence
when he who has understanding
finds Him
there.
" His power covereth up the heavens,
and the earth is full of His praise."
What
is this but what is also said in the psalm, " Be
Thou exalted,
0 God, above the heavens;
and Thy gloryabove
all the earth ?" 3 " His
splendor
shall be as the hght."
What is it
but that the fame of Him shall illuminate believers?
"Horns
are in I-hs hands."
What
is this but the trophy of the cross ? "And
He hath placed
the firm charity
of His
strength"4
needs no exposition.
" Before
His face shall go the word, and it shall go
forth into the field after His feet."
What is
this but that He should both be announced
before His coming hither and after His return
hence?
"He
stood,
and the earth was
moved."
What is this but that "He stood"
for succor, "and
the earth was moved" to
believe ? " He regarded,
and the nations
melted;"
that is, He had compassion,
and
made the people penitent.
"The
mountains
are broken with violence;"
that is, through
the power of those who work miracles
the
pride of the haughty
is broken "The everlasting hills flowed down;" that is, they are
humbled in time that they may be lifted up
for eternity.
"I saw His goings [made] eternal for his labors;"
that is, I beheld His labor
of love not left without the reward of eterairy. "The
tentsof Ethiopia shall be greatly
afraid, and the tents of the land of Midian; ....
that is, even those nations which are not
under the Roman authority,
being suddenly
terrified bythe news of Thywonderful
works,
shall become
a Christian
people.
"Wert
Thou angry at the rivers, 0 Lord ? or was
z LUloe xxliL 34_1_ lvfi. $, xx.

_ Hab.
_t_tab.

iii. 3.
m. 4.
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Thy fury against the rivers ? or was Thy rage
against the sea ?
This is said because He
does not now come to condemn the world, but
that the world through Him might be saved.s
"For
Thou shalt mount upon Thy horses,
and Thy riding shall be salvation;"
that is,
Thine evangelists
shall carry Thee, for they
are guided by Thee, and Thy gospel is salvation to them that beheve in Thee.
" Bending, Thou wilt bend Thy
bow against
the
sceptres, saith the Lord;"
that is, Thou wilt
threaten even the kings of the earth with Thy
judgment.
" The earth shall be cleft with
rivers;"
that is, by the sermons of those who
preach Thee
flowing in upon them, men's
hearts shall be opened to make confession, to
whom it is said, "Rend
your hearts and not
your garments. ''6 What does "The
people
shall see Thee and grieve" mean, but that in
mourning they shall be blessed ?7 What is
" Scattering thewaters in marching,"
but that
by walking in those who everywhere proclaim
Thee, Thou wilt scatter hither and thither the
streams
of Thy doctrine ? What is " The
abyss uttered its voice?"
Is it not that the
depth of the human
heart expressed
what it
perceived ! The words, " The depth of _ts
phantasy,'
are an explanation
of the previous
verse, forthedepthistheabyss;
and " Uttered
its voice" is to be understood before them, that
is, as we have said, it expressed what it perceived.
Now the phantasy
is the vision,
which it did not hold or conceal, but poured
forth in confession.
" The sun was raised
up, and the moon stood still in her course;"
that is, Christ ascended
into heaven, and the
Church
was established
under
her King.
"Thy darts shall go in the hght;"
that is,
Thy words shall not be sent in secret, but
openly.
For He had said to His own disciples, "What I,tell you in darkness, that speak
ye in the light. ' s " By threatening
thou shalt
diminish the earth;"
that is, by that threatening Thou shalt humble men.
"And in fury
Thou shalt cast down the nations;"
for in
punishing
those who exalt themselves
Thou
dashest them one against another.
" Thou
wentest forth for the salvation of Thy people,
that Thou mightest
save Thy Christ;
Thou
hast sent death on the heads of the wicked."
None
of these words
require
exposition.
Thou hast lifted up the bonds, even to the
neck."
This may be understood
even of the
goo_ bonds of wisdom, that the feet may be
put into its fetters, and the neck into its collar.
"Thou
hast struck off in amazement
of
mind the bonds"
must be understood
for, He
s John iii. x7.
7 Matt. v. 4*

6 Joel ii. x3.
s ._att. x s'/_
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lifts up the good and strikes off the bad, about in the songof the Lord, who takes pleasure in
which it is said to Him, "' Thou hast broken His praise, not in his own; that "He
that
asunder my bonds," _ and that "in amaze- gloneth, let him glory in the Lord." • But
merit of mind," that is, wonderfully.
'" The some copies have, " I will joy in God my
heads of the mighty shall be moved in it;"
Jesus," which seems to me better than the
to wit, in that _onder.
"They
shall open verston of those who, wishing to put it in
their teeth like a poor man eating secretly."
Latm, have not set down that very name
For some of the mighty among the Jews shall wtuch for us it is dearer and sweeter to name.
come to the Lord, admiring His works and
words, and shall greedily
eat the bread of CHAP. 33.--WttXT JEREMIAH ANn ZEPHANIAH
His doctrine in secret for fear of the Jews, i HAVE, _V THE rROPHETtCSPmXT,SPOKENBEjust as the Gospel has shown they did.
"And
FORECONCERNINGCHRtSTAND THE CX_mO
Thou hast sent into the sea Thy horses,
OF THE NATIONS.
troubhng many waters,"
which are nothing
Jeremiah, like Isaiah, is one of the greater
else than mauy people; for unless all were propl_ets, not of the minor, like the others
troubled, some would not be converted with from whose writings I have justgiven extracts.
fear, others
pursued with fury.
"] gave He prophesied when Josiah reigned m Jeruheed, and my belly trembled at the voice of salem, and Ancus Martius at Rome, when the
the prayer of my lips; and trembling entered captivity of the Jews was already at hand;
into my'bones,
and my habit of body was and he continued to prophesy down to the
troubled under me."
I:Ie gave heed to those fifth month of the captivity, as we find from
things which he said, and was hlmsetf terri-his
writings.
Zephanlah, one of the minor
fled at his own prayer, which he had poured _ prophets, is put along with him, because he
forth prophetically,
and inwhich he discerned h_mself says that he prophesied in the days
thmgsto
come.
Forwhen
manypeople
are of josiah; but he does not say tfll when. Jeretroubled, he saw the threatening
tribulation
mtah thus prophesied
not only in the times
of the Church, and at once ackhowledged
of Ancus Martius, but also in those of Tarhimself a member of it, and said, " I shall qumius Priscus, whom the Romans had for
rest in the day of tribulation,"
as being one tile_r fifth king.
For he had already begun
of those who are rejoicing in hope, patient m to reign when that captivity took place.
Jeretribulation.'" That I may ascend," he says, mmh, in prophesying
of Christ, says, "The
"among
the people of my pilgrimage,"
de- hreath of our mouth, the Lord Christ, was
parting quite from the wicked people of his taken in our sins," _ thus briefly showing both
carnal kinship, who are not pilgrims in this that Christ is our Lord and that He suffered
earth, and do not seek the country above. 3 for us.
Also in another place he says,
"Although
the fig-tree," he says, " shall not "Th_s is my God, and there shall none other
blossom, neither shall fruit be m the vines: be accounted of m comparison of Him; who
the labor of the olive shall lie, and the fields hath found out all the way of prudence, and
shall yield no meat; the sheep shall be cut hath given it to Jacob His servant, and to
off from the meat, and there shall be no oxen Israel His beloved: afterwards He was seen
in the stalls."
He sees that nation which on the earth, and conversed with men."*
was to slay Christ about to lose the abundance Some attribute this testimony not to Jeremiah,
of spiritual supplies, which, in prophetic lash- but to his secretary, who was called Baruch;
ion, he has set forth by the fignre of earthly but it is more commonly ascribed to Jereplenty.
And because that nation was to suf- rajah.
Again the same prophet says concernfer such wrath of God, because, being lgno- mg Him, " Behold the days come, saith the
rant of the righteousness
of God, it wished to Lord, that I will raise up unto David a rightestablish its own,4 he immediately says," Yet eous shoot, and a King shall reign and shall
will I rejoice in the Lord; I will joy in God be wise, and shall do judgment and justice in
my salvation.
The Lord God is my strength, the earth.
In those days Judah shall be
and He wilI set my feet in completion;
He saved, and Israel shall dwell confidently: and
will place me above the heights, that I may this is the name which they shall call Him,
conquer in His song," towit, in that song of Our righteous Lord. "9 And of the calling
which something similar is said in the psalm, of the nations whichwas to come to pass, and
"He set my feet upon a rock, and directed which we now see fulfilled, he thus spoke:
my goings, and put in my mouth a new song, ,, 0 Lord my God, and my refuge in the day
a hymn toour God." s He therefore conquers of ewls, to Thee shall the nations come from
x _
cz_ri, z6.
3 Heb. xi. z3, z6.

_ Rom.
4 Rom.

XiL 12.
x. 3.

6 _er. ix. _3, _4, aS in z Cot.
_ Lain. iv. 2o.

i. _L
Bar. ill
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the utmostend of the earth, saying, Truly our
fathers have worshipped lying images, wherein
there is no profit."'
But that the Jews, by
whom He behoved even to be slain, were not
going to acknowledge Him, this prophet thus
intimates:
" Heavy is the heart through all;
and He is a man, and who shall know Him ? "_
That passage also is his which I have quoted
in the seventeenth
book concerning
the new
testament, of which Christ is the Mediator.
For Jeremiah himself says, "Behold,
the days
come, saith the Lord, that I will complete
over the house of Jacob a new testament,"
and the rest, which may be read there._
For the present I shall put down those predictions about Christ by the prophet
Zephaniah, who prophesied with Jeremiah.
"Waiti
ye upon me, saith the Lord, in the day of my
resurrection, in the future; because it is my
determination
to assemble the nations, and
gather together the kingdoms."4
And again
he says, " The Lord will be terrible upon
them, and will exterminate all the gods of the
earth; and they shall worship Hlm every man
from his place, even all the isles of the halions." s And a little after he says, " Then
will I turn to the people a tongue, and to His
offspring, that they may call upon the name
of the Lord, and serve Him under one yoke.
From the borders of the rivers of Ethiopia
shall they bring sacrifices unto me.
In thai
day thou shalt not be confounded
for all thy
curious inventions, which thou hast done irapiously against me: for then I will take away
from thee the naughtiness of thy trespass; and
thou shalt no more magmfythyself
above thy
holy mountain.
And I wall leave in thee a
meek and humble people, and they who shall
be left of Israel shall fear the name of the
Lord. ''6 These are the remnant of whom
the apostle quotes that which is elsewhere

OF GOD.
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power and glory he has thus spoken:
"I saw
in a night vision, and, behold, one like the
Son of man was coming with the clouds of
heaven, and He came even to the Ancient of
days, and He was brought into His presence.
And to Him there was given dominion, and
honor, and a kingdom:
and all people, tribes,
and tongues shall serve Him.
His power is
an everlasting
power, which shall not pass
away, and His kingdom
shall not be destroyed."
8
Ezekiel also, speaking prophetically
in the
person of God the Father, thus foretells Christ,
speaking of Him in the prophetic manner as
David, because He assumed flesh of the seed
of David, and on account of that form of a
servant in which He was made man, He who
is the Son of God is also called the servant of
God.
He says, "And I will set up over my
sheep one Shepherd,
who will feed them,
even my servant David; and He shall feed
them, and He shall be their shepherd.
And
I the Lord will be their God, and my servant
David a prince in the midst of them.
I the
Lord have spoken." 9 And in another place
he says, "And one King shall be over them
all: and they shall no more be two nations,
neither shall they be divided any more into
two kingdoms: neither shall they defile themselves any more with their idols, and their
abominations,
and all their lmquities.
And
I will save them out of all their dwelling-places
wherein they have sinned, and wxll cleanse
them; and they shall be my people, and I will
be their God.
And my servant David shall
be king over them, and there shall be one
Shepherd for them all." zo
CHAP. 35.--OF
PROPHETS,

THE PROPHECY OF THE THREE
ZECHARIAH_
AND MAL-

HAGGAI,

ACHI.

prophesied:
"Though
the number of the chilThere remain three minor prophets,
Hagdren
of shall
Israel be besaved."_
as the sand
thethe sea,
remnant
These of are
rein-a gai, Zechariah, and Malachb who prophemed
at the close of the captivity.
Of these Hagnant of that nation who have believed in Christ. gai more openly prophesies of Christ and the
Church thus briefly:
"Thus
saith the Lord
CHAP. 34.--0F THE PROPHECY OF DANIEL AND of hosts, Yet one little while, and I will shake
EZEKIEL_
OTHER TWO OF THE GREATER PRO- the heaven, and the ear{h, and the sea, and
PHETS.
the dry land; and I will move all nations, and
Daniel and Ezekiel, other two of the greater
the desired of all nations shall come." "_ The
prophets,
also first prophesied
in the very fulfillment of this prophecy
is in part already
captivity of Babylon.
Daniel even defined seen, and in part hoped for in the end.
For
the time when Christ was to come and suffer He moved the heaven by the testimony of the
by the exact date.
It would take too long to angels and the stars, when Christ became inshow this by computation,
and it has been carnate.
He moved the earth b)r the great
done often by others before us.
But of His miracle of His birth of the virgin.
He moved
the sea and the dry land, when Christ was
, Jex. xvi. XD.
..
Jet. xxxt. 3x; see Bk. x_t.
5 Zeph. fi xx.
7 Isa. x. _2; Rc_a. ix. a7.

3-

_ Jer. xvii. 9.
4 Zeph. ill 8,
6 Zeph. ill. 9..-xa.

8 Dan. vii. x3_ 4.
so Ezck. xxxviL
22,--24.

9 l]_ck,
zz Hag.

xxxiv,
ii. 6

z3.
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proclaimed
both in the isles and in the whole
world.
So we see all nations moved to the
froth; and the fulfillment
of what follows,
"And the desired of all nations shall come,"
is looked for at His last coming.
For ere
men can desire and and wait for Him, they
must believe and love Him.
Zechariah
says of Christ and the Church,
"Rejoice
greatly, O daughter of Slon; shout
joyfully, O daughter
of Jerusalem;
behold,
thy King shall come unto thee, just and the
Saviour; Himself poor, and mounting an ass,
and a colt the foal of an ass: and His domin-

that He might fear me with fear, and be
afraid before my name.
The law of truth
was in His mouth: directing m peace He hath
walked with me, and hath turned many away
from iniquity.
For the Priest's lips shall keep
knowledge, and they shall seek the law at His
mouth:
for He is the Angel of the Lord A1mighty." s Nor is it to be wondered at that
Christ Jesus is called the Angel of the AImighty God.
For just as He is called a serrant on account of the form of a servant in
which He came to men, so He is called an
angel on account of the ex,angel which He

ion shall be from sea to sea, and from the
river even to the ends of tl_e earth." ' How
this was done, when the Lord Christ on His
journey used a beast of burden of this kind
we read in the Gospel, where, also, as much
of this prophecy is quoted as appears sufficient
for the context.
In another
place, speaking
in the Spwit of prophecy to Christ Himself ot
the remission of sins through
His blood, he
says, "Thou
also, by the blood of Thy testament, hast sent forth Thy prisoners from the
lake wherein is no water." * Different opimons
may be held, consistently
with right behef,
as to what he meant by this lake.
Yet it
seems to me that no meaning stats better than
that of the depth of human misery, which is,
as it were, dry and barren, where there are
no streams of righteousness,
but only the mire
of iniquity.
For it is said of it in the Psalms
"And He led me forth out of the lake of
misery, and from the miry clay." 3
Malachi, foretelling
the Church which we
now behold propagated
through
Christ, says
most openly to the Jews, in the person of
God, "I have no pleasure
in you, and I will
not accept a gift at your hand.
For from the
rising even to the going down of the sun, my
name is great among the nations;
and in
every place sacrifice shall be made, and a
pure oblation shall be offered unto my name:
for my name shall be great among the nations,
saith the Lord." 4 Since we can already see
this sacrifice offered to God in every place,
from the rising of the sun to his going down,
through Christ's priesthood
after the order of
Melchisedec,
while the Jews, to whom it was
said, "I have no pleasure in you, neither will
I accept a gift at your hand," cannot deny
that their sacrifice has ceased, why do they
still look for another Christ, when they read
this in the prophecy,
and see it fulfilled,
which could not be fulfilled except through
Him ? And a little after he says of Him, in
the person of God, " My covenant
was with
Him of life and peace- and I gave to Him

proclaimed to men.
For if we interpret these
Greek words, evangel is
good news," and
angel is "messenger."
Again he says of
Htm, "Behold
I will send mine angel, and
He will look out the way before my face: and
]the Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come
into His temple, even the Angel of the testament, whom ye deswe.
Behold, He cometh,
salth the Lord Almighty, and who shall abide
the day of His entry, or who shall stand at
His appearing ?" 6 In thts place he has foretold both the first and second advent of Christ:
the first, to wit, of which he says, "And He
shall come suddenly into His temple;"
that
is, into His flesh, of which He said in the
Gospel, " Destroy this temple, and in three
days I will raise it up again.'7
And of the
second advent he says, "Behold,
He cometh,
saith the Lord Almighty, and who shall abide
the day of His entry, or who shall stand at
His appearing ?"
But what he says, "The
Lord whom ye seek, and the Angel of the
testament whom ye deslre,"
just means that
even the Jews, according
to the Scriptures
which they read, shall seek and desire Christ.
But many of them did not acknowledge
that
He whom they sought and desired had come,
being blinded in their hearts, which were pre.
occupied with their own merits.
Now what
he here calls the testament,
either above,
where he says, "My testament had been with
Him," or here, where he has called Him the
Angel of the testament,
we ought, beyond a
doubt, to take to be the new testament,
in
which the things promised
are eternal, and
not the old, in which they are only temporal.
Yet many who are weak are troubled when
they see the wicked abound in such temporal
things, because they value them greatly, and
serve the true God to be rewarded with them.
On this account,
to distinguish
the eternal
blessedness of the new testament,
which shall
be given only to the good, from the earthly
felicity of the old, which for the most part is
given to the bad as well, the same prophet

xZc_h. ix. 9, _o.
_tPt. 13. u.

u Zech. ix. ix.
4 Mal. L xo, XL

5 Mal. h, 5-7.
7 John ii. :t9.

a Mal. iii. t, _.
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says, "Ye have made your words burdensome
all.3 For by consulting
the Gospel we learn
tO me: yet ye have said, In what have we that Christ is the Truth.
From this time,
,poken ill of Thee ? Ye have said, Foolish is when the temple was rebuilt, down to the time
every one who serves God; and what profit is of Aristobulus,
the Jews had not kings but
it that .we have kept His observances,
and princes;
and the reckoning
of their dates is
that we have walked as suppliants
before the found, not in the Holy Scriptures which are
face of the Lord Almighty ? And now we call called canonical, but in others, among which
the aliens blessed;
yea, all that do wicked are also the books of the Maccabees.
These
things are built up again; yea, they are op- are held as canomcal,
not by the Jews, but
posed to God and are saved.
They that by the Church, on account of the extreme and
feared
the Lord uttered
these reproaches
wonderful sufferings of certain martyrs, who,
every one to his neighbor:
and the Lord before Christ had come in the flesh, contended
hearkened and heard;
and He wrote a book for the law of God even unto death, and chef remembrance
before Him, for them that dured most grievous and horrible evils.
fear the Lord and that revere His name. "'_
"
,
By that book is meant the New Testament.
Finally, let us hear what follows: "And they CHAP.
RECORDS
ARE
FOUND37.--THAT
WHICH ARE PROPHETIC
MORE ANCIENT
THAN ANY
shall be an acquisition
for me, saith the Lord i
Almighty, in the day which I make; and I
FOUNTAINOF THE GENTILE PHILOSOPHY.
will choose them as a man chooseth
his son
In the time of our prophets,
then, whose
that serveth him.
And ye shall return, and writings had already come to the knowledge
shall discern between the just and the unjust,
of almost all nations, the philosophers
of the
and between him that serveth God and him nations had not yet arisen,--at
least, not those
that serveth Him not.
For, behold, the day who were called by that name, which originated
cometh burning as an oven, and it shall burn with Pythagoras
the Samian, who was becomthem up; and all the aliens and all that do ing famous at the time when the Jewish capwickedly shall be stubble:
and the day that tivity ended.
Much
more, then, are the
shall come will set them on fire, saith the other philosophers
found to be later than the
Lord Almighty,
and shall leave neither root prophets.
For even Socrates the Athenian,
nor branch.
And unto you that fear my name the master of all who were then most famous,
shall the Sun of Righteousness
arise, and holding the pre-eminence
in that department
health shall be in His wings; and ye shall go that is called the moral or active, is found
forth, and exult ascalves let loose from bonds, after Esdras
in the chronicles.
Plato also
And ye shall tread down the wicked, and they was born not much later, who far outwent the
shall be ashes under your feet, in the day in other disciples of Socrates.
If, besides these,
which I,shall
do [this], saith the Lord AI- we take their predecessors,
who had not yet
mighty.'
_ This day is the day of judgment,
been styled philosophers,
to wit, the seven
of which, if God will, we shall speak more sages, and then the physicists, who succeeded
fully in its own place.
Thales, and imitated
his studious search into
the nature of things, namely, Anaximander,
CHAP.

36.mABOUT

ESDRAS

AND

THE

BOOKS

OF

Anaximenes,

and

THE MACCABEES.

Anaxagoras,

and

some

others, before Pythagoras
first professed himself a philosopher,
even these did not precede
After these three prophets, Haggai, Zecha- the whole of our prophets in antiquity of time,
riah, and Malachi, during the same period of since Thales, whom the others succeeded,
is
the liberation
of the people from the Baby- said to have flourished in the reign of R.omulonian servitude
Esdras also wrote, who is lus, when the stream of prophecy burst forth
historical rather than prophetical,
as is also from the fountains of Israel in those writings
the book called Esther, which is found to re- which spread over the whole world.
So that
late, for the praise of God, events not far from only those theological
poets, Orpheus,
Linus,
those times;
unless, perhaps, Esdras is to be and Musmus, and, it may be, some others
understood
as prophesying
of Christ in that among the Greeks, are found earlier in date
passage where, on a question
having arisen than the Hebrew prophets
whose writings we
among certain young men as to what is the ;1old as authoritative.
But not even these
strongest thing, when one had said kings, an- preceded in time our true divine, Moses, who
other wine, the third women, who for the most authentically
preached the one true GOd, and
part rule kings, yet that same third youth_iwhose
writings are first in the authoritative
demonstrated
that the truth is victorious over!canon;
and therefore
the Greeks, in whose
: MAI. liL x3-i6,

t Mal. ill 17: iv. 3.

3 F_dmsiii.

_md iv.

)
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tongue the literature of this age chiefly uppears, have no ground for boasting of their
wisdom, in which our religion, wherein is true
wisdom, is not evidently more ancient at least,
if not superior.
Yet it must be confessed that
before Moses there had already been, not indeed among the Greeks, but among barbarous
nations,
as in Egypt, some doctrine
which
might be called their wisdom, else it would
not have been written in the holy books that
Moses was learned in all the wisdom of the
Egyptians,"
as he was, when, being born
there, and adopted and nursed by Pharaoh's
daughter,
he was also liberally
educated,
Yet not even the wisdom of the Egyptians
could be antecedent
m time to the w_sdom of
our prophets, because even Abraham
was a
prophet.
And what wisdom could there be
m Egypt before Isis had given them letters,
whom they thought fit to worship as agoddess
after her death ? Now Isis is declared to have
been the daughter
of Inachus, who first began
to reign in Argos when the grandsons
of
Abraham
are known to have been already
born.

to the canonical Scripture, very many things
are mentioned
which are not explained there,
but are said to be found in other books which
the prophets wrote, the very names of these
prophets being sometimes g_ven, and yet they
are not found in the canon which the people
of God received.
Now I confess the reason
of this is hidden from me; only I think that
even those meu, to whom certainly the Holy
Spirit revealed those things which ought to
be held as of religious authority,
might write
some things as men by histortcal diligence,
and others as prophets by divine inspiration;
and these things were so distinct, that it was
judged that the former should be ascribed'to
themselves,
but the latter to God speaking
through them: and so the one pertained
to
the abundance of knowledge, the other to the
authority of religion.
In that authority the
canon is guarded.
So that, if any writings
outside of it are now brought forward under
the name of the ancient prophets, they cannot
serve even as an a_d to knowledge, because it
is uncertain
whether they are genuine;
and
on th_s account they are not trusted, especially
those of them in which some things are fognd
CHAP.38.--THAT
THE ECCLESIASTICALCANON that are even contrary
to the truth of the
HAS NOT ADMITTED
CERTAIN"
WRITINGS
ON canonical
books, so that it is quite apparent
ACCOUNT OF THEIR TOO GREAT AN'IlQUITY, they do not belong to them.
LEST

THROUGH

BE INSERTED

THEM
INSTEAD

FALSE
OF

THINGS

SHOULD

TRUE.

If I

CHAP. 39.--ABOUT

THE HEBREW

WRITTEN

CHAR-

may recall far more ancient times, our
patriarch
Noah was certainly even before that

ACTERS WHICH THAT LANGUAGE ALWAYS
POSSESSED.

great deluge, and I might not undeservedly
call him a prophet, forasmuch
as the ark he
made, in which he escaped with his family,
was itself a prophecy of our times. _ What of
Enoch, the seventh from Adam?
Does not
the canomcal epmtle of the Apostle Jude declare that he prophesied ?3 :But the writings
of these men could not be held as authoritarive either among the Jews or us, on account
of their too great antiquity,
which made it
seem needful to regard them with suspiclon,J
lest false things should be set forth instead of
true.
For some writings which are said to
be theirs are quoted by those who, according
to their own humor, loosely believe what they
please.
But the purity of the canon has not
admitted
these writings, not because the authority of these men who pleased God is rejeered, but because they are not believed to
be theirs.
Nor ought it to appear strange if
writings for which so great antiquity is claimed
are held in suspicion, seeing that in the very
history of the kings of Judah and Israel conmining their acts, which we believe to belong

Now we must not believe that Heber, from
whose name the word Hebrew is derived,
preserved and transmitted
the Hebrew ]an.
guage to Abraham only as a spoken language,
and that the Hebrew letters began with the
giving of the law through Moses; but rather
that this language,
along with its letters, was
preserved
by that succession
of fathers.
Moses, indeed, appointed
some among the
people of God to teach letters, before they
could know any letters of the divine law.
The Scripture calls these men ?,#ot/x/_z_'eto
a_rycoye_'s, who may be called in Latin i_
ductores or it_traductares of letters, because
they, as it were, introduce
them into the
hearts of the learners, or rather lead those ,
whom they teach into them.
Therefore
no
nation could vaunt itself over our patriarchs
and prophets by any wicked vanity for the
antiquity
of its wisdom;
since not even
Egypt, which is wont falsely and vainly to
glory in the antiquity
of her doctrines,
is
found to have preceded in time the wi_lom
of our patriarchs in her own wisdom, such as
it is. Neither will any one dare to say that
they were most skillful in wonderful scteaces

a,A,_i.=.
Jude _4.

,H,b. zl. 7;_ Pet.m._o,,_,
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I_ore
they knew letters, that is, before Isis
came and taught them there.
Besides, _hat,
for the most part, was that memorable
doctrine of theirs which was called wisdom but
astronomy, and it may be some other sciences
Of that kind, which usually have more power
to exercise men's wit than to enlighten their
minds with true wisdom ? As regards philosophy, which professes to teach men something
which shall make them happy, studies of that
kind flourished in those lands about the times
of Mercury, whom they called Tdsmegistus,
long before the sages and philosophers
of
Greece, but yet after Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
and Joseph, and even after Moses himself.
At that time, indeed, when Moses was born,
Atlas is found to have lived, that great
astronomer, the brother of Prometheus,
and
maternal grandson of the elder Mercury, of
whom that Mercury
Trismegistus
was the
grandson,
CHAP.

40._ABOUT

THE

MOST

VANITY OF THE EGYPTIANS, IN
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things in secular books, which, whether true
or false, yield nothing of moment to our living rightly and happily.
CHAP. 4LABOUT THE DISCORa OF PHILOSOPHtC OPINION, AND THE CONCORDOF THE
SCRIPTURES THAT ARE HELD AS CANONICAL
BY THE CHURCH.
But let us omit further examination of history, and return to the philosophers
from
whom we digressed to these things.
They
seem to have labored in their studies for no
other end than to find out how to live in a
way proper for laying hold of blessedness.
Why, then, have the disciples dissented from
their masters, and the fellow-disciples
from
one another, except because as men they have
sought after these things by human sense and
human
reasonings ?
Now, although
there
might be among them a desire of glory, so
that each wished to be thought wiser and more
acute than another, and in no way addicted

THEY to
the judgment
of others,
but theIinventor
of
hlsown
dogma and
opinion,yet
may grant
ASCRIBE TO THEIR SCIENCEAN ANTIQUITY
OF that there were some, or even very many of
A HUNDRED THOUSAND YEARS.
them, whose love of truth severed them from
In vain, then, do some babble with most their teachers
or fellow-disciples,
that they
empty presumption,
saying that Egypt has might strive for what they thought
was the
understood
the reckoning
of the stars for truth, whether it was so or not.
But what
more than a hundred
thousand
years.
For can human misery do, or how or where can it
in what books have they collected
that hum- reach forth, so as to attain blessedness,
if
ber who learned letters from Isis their mis-divine
authority
does not lead it ? Finally,
tress, not much more than two thousand years let our authors, among whom the canon of
ago?
Varro, who has declared
this, is no the sacred books is fixed and bounded,
be far
small authority
in history, and it does not from disagreeing
in any respect.
It is not
disagree with the truth of the divine books, without good reason, then, that not merely a
For as it is not yet six thousand
years since few people prating in the schools and gymthe first man, who is called Adam, are not nasia in captious disputatLons,
but so many
those to be ridiculed rather than refuted who and great people, both learned and unlearned,
try to persuade
us of anything
regarding
a in countries and cities, have believed that God
space of time so different from, and contrary
spoke to them or by them, i.e. the canonical
to, the ascertained
truth ? For what historian
writers, when they wrote these books.
There
of the past should we credit more than him ought, indeed, to be but few of them, lest on
who has also predicted
things to come which account
of their multitude
what ought to be
we now see fulfilled ? And the very disagreereligiously esteemed
should grow cheap; and
meat
of the historians
among themselves
yet not so few that their agreement should not
furnishes a good reason why we ought rather be wonderful.
For among the multitude of
to believe him who does not contradict the philosophers,
who in their works have left
divine history which we hold. But, on the other behind them the monuments of their dogmas,
hand, the citizens of the impious city, scattered
no one will easily find any who agree in all
everywhere through the earth, when they read their opinions.
But to show this is too long
the most learned
writers, none of whom a task for this work.
se_.Jns to be of contemptible
authority,
and
But what author of any sect is so approved
find them disagreeing among themselves about in this demon-worshipping
city, that the rest
affairs most remote from the memory of our! who have differed from or opposed him in
age, cannot find out whom they ought to trust. : opinion have been disapproved ? The Epi]_tt we, being sustained by divine authority cureans asserted that human affairs were not
in the history of our religion, have no doubt under the providence
of the _gods; and the
that whatever is opposed to it is most false Stoics, holding the opposite opinion, agreed
whatever may be the case regarding other that they were ruled and defended by favoraWHICH
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ble and tutelary gods.
Yet were not both title of the mystic Babylon.
For Babylon
sects famous among the Athenians ? I won- means confusion, as we remember we have
tier, then, why Anaxagoras
was accused of a already explained.
Nor does it matter to the
crime for saying that the sun was a burning devil, its king, how they wrangle among
stone, and denying that it was a god at all; themselves in contradictory
errors, since all
while in the same city Epicurus flourished ahke deservedly belong to him on account of
gloriously and lived securely, although he not their great and varied impiety.
only did not believe that the sun or any star
But that nation, that people, that dry, that
was a god, but contended that neither Jupiter repubhc, these Israelites, to whom the oracles
nor any of the gods dwelt in the world at all, of God were entrusted,
by no means conso that the prayers and supphcations
of men founded with similar licence false prophets
might reach them ! Were not both Aristippus
w_th the true prophets;
but, agreeing together,
and Antisthenes
there, two noble philosophers
and differing in nothing, acknowledged
and
and both Socratic ? yet they placed the chief upheld the authentic
authors of their sacred
end of life within bounds so diverse and con- books.
These were their philosophers,
these
tradictory,
that the first made the delight of were their
sages,
divines,
prophets,
and
the body the chief good, while the other as- teachers of probity and piety.
Whoever was
serted that man was made happy mainly by wise and lived according
to them was wise
the virtue of the mind.
The one also said and lived not according to men, but accordthat the wise man should flee from the re- mg to God who hath spoken by them.
If
public;
the other, that he should admimster
sacrilege is forbidden there, God hath forbidits affairs.
Yet did not each gather disciples
den it.
If it is sa_d, " Honor thy father
to follow his own sect?
Indeed, in the con- and thy mother,"
z God hath commanded
it.
spicuous and well-known
porch, in gymnasia,
If _t is said, " Thou shall not commit adulo
in gardens,
in places public and private, they tery, Thou shalt not kill, Thou shall not
openly strove
in bands
each for his own steal, ''2 and other similar commandments,
oplmon, some asserting there was one world, not human hps but the divine oracles have
others innumerable
worlds;
some that th_s enounced them.
Whatever truth certain phiworld had a beginning, others that it had not; losophers, amid their false opimons, were able
some that it would perish,
others that it to see, and strove by laborious discussions to
would exist always; some that it was governed
persuade men of,--such
as that God had made
by the divine mind, others by chance and ac- this world, and Himself
most providently
cident;
some that souls are Immortal, others governs it, or of the nobility of the virtues,
that they are mortal,--and
of those who of the love of country, of fidelity in friendasserted
their immortality,
some said they ship, of good works and everything pertaining
transmigrated
through
beasts, others that it to virtuous manners, although
they knew not
was by no means so; while of those who as-[to what end and what rule all these things
serted their mortality, some said they perished I were to be referred,--all
these, by words proimmedmtely
after the body, others that they phetm, that is, diwne, although
spoken by
survived either a little while or a longer time, men, were commended
to the people in that
but not always;
some fixing supreme good in city, and not inculcated
by contention
in
the body, some in the mind, some in both; arguments, so that he who should know them
others adding to the mind and body external might
be afraid of contemning,
not the wit
good things;
some thinking that the bodily of men, but the oracle of God.
senses ought to be trusted
always, some not
always, others
never.
Now what people, CHAP. 42.--BY
WHAT DISPENSATIONOF GOD'S
senate, power, or public dignity of the irapROVmENCETHE SACgED SCglVruREs OF TSE
pious city has ever taken care to judge be -_ OLD TESTAMENTWERE TRANSLATEDOUT OF
tween all these and other well-nigh innumeraH_.BgEWINTO GREEK, THAT THEY MIGHT BB
ble dissensions of the philosophers,
approving
MA_E XNOW_ TO ALLTHE NATIONS.
and accepting
some, and disapproving
and
One of the Ptolemies, kings of Egypt, derejecting others ? Has it not held in its bosom sired to know and have these sacred books.
at random, without any judgment,
and con- For after Alexander of Macedon, who is also
fusedly,
so many controversies
of men at styled the Great, had by his most wonderful,
variance, not about fields, houses, or anything
but by no means enduring power, subdued
of a pecuniary
nature, but about those things the whole of Asia, yea, almost the whole
which make life either miserable
or happy ? world, partly by force of arms, partly by
Even if some true things were said in it, yet
falsehoods were uttered with the same.licence;
, E_. _. _.
so that such a city has not amiss received the
_ E_._ z_-,5,th__
as i_ _
x. _.
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terrorp and, among
other kingdoms
of the
Eas_ had entered
and obtained
Judea also,
on his death his generals
did not peaceably
divide that most ample kingdom among them
for a possession,
but rather
dissipated
it,
wasting all things
by wars.
Then "Egypt
began to have the Ptolemies
as her kings,
The first of them, the son of Lagus, carried
many captive out of Judea into Egypt.
But
another
Ptolemy,
called Philadelphus,
who
succeeded
him, permitted
all whom he had
brought under the yoke to return free; and,
more than that, sent kingly gifts to the ternpie of God, and begged Eleazar, who was the
high priest, to give him the Scriptures,
which
he had heard by report were truly divine, and
therefore greatly desired to have in that most
noble library he had made.
When the high
priest had sent them to him in Hebrew, he
afterwards demanded
interpreters
of him, and
there were given him seventy-two,
out of each
of the twelve tribes six men, most learned in
both languages, to wit, the Hebrew and Greek;
and their translation
is now by custom called
the Septuagint.
It is reported,
indeed, that
there was an agreement
in their words so wonderful, stupendous,
and plairdy divine, that
when they had sat at thin work, each one
apart (for so it pleased Ptolemy to test their
fidelity), they differed from each other in no
word which had the same meaning and force,
or, in the order of the words;
but, as if the
translators
had been one, so what all had
translated
was one, because in very deed the
one Spirit had been in them all.
And they
received so wonderful a gift of God, in order
that the authority
of these Scriptures
might
be commended
not as human but divine, as
indeed it was, for the benefit of the nations
who should at some time believe, as we now
see them doing,
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ever, have enjoyed the advantage of the presbyter Jerome, a man most learned, and skilled
in all three languages,
who translated
these
same Scriptures
into the Latin speech, not
from the Greek, but from the Hebrew2
But
although
the Jews acknowledge
this very
learned labor of his to be faithful, while they
contend that the Septuagint translators
have
erred in many places,
still the churches
of
Christ judge that no one should be preferred
to the authority of so many men, chosen for
this very great work by Eleazar, who was then
high prmst; for even if there had not appeared
in them one spirit, without doubt divine, and
the seventy learned men had, after the manner of men, compared
together the words of
their translation,
that what pleased them all
might stand, no single translator ought to be
preferred
to them; but since so great a sign
of divinity has appeared in them, certainly,
if
any other translator
of their Scriptures from
ithe Hebrew into an3; other tongue is faithful,
in that case he agrees with these seventy
translators,
and if he is not found to agree
.with them, then we ought to beheve that the
prophetic
gift is with them.
For the same
Spirit who was in the prophets
when they
spoke these things was also m the seventy
men when they translated
them, so that assuredly they could also say something
else,
just as if the prophet
htmself had said both,
because it would be the same Spirit who said
both; and could say the same thing differently, so that, although
the words were not the
same, yet the same meaning
should
shine
forth to those of good understanding;
and
could omit or add something, so that even by
this it might be shown that there was in that
work not human bondage, whmh the translator
owed to the words, but rather divine power,
which filled and ruled the mind of the translator.
Some, however, have thought that the
"
Greek copies of the Septuagint version should
CHAP. 43.---OF THE AUTHORITY OF THE SEP- be emended from theHebrewcopies;
yet they
TUAGINT
TRANSLATION,
WHICH,
SAVING
THE
did
not
dare
to
take
away
what
the
Hebrew
HONOR
OF THE
HEBREW
ORIGINAL,
IS TO BE
PREFERREDTO ALL TRANSLATIONS.
lacked and the Septuagint had, but only added
what was found in the Hebrew copies and was
For while there were other interpreters
who lacking in the Septuagant,
and noted them by
translated
these sacred oracles out of the He- placing at the beginning
of the verses certain
brew tongue into Greek, as Aquila, Symmamarks in the form of stars which they call
chus, and Theodotion,
and also that translaasterisks.
And those things which the Hetion which, as the name of the author is un- brew copies have not, but the Septuagint
known, is quoted as the fifth edition, yet the have, they have in like manner marked at the
Church has received this Septuagint
transla-Ibeginning
of the verses by horizontal
spittion just as if it werethe only one; and it has I shaped marks like those by which we denote
been used by theGreek Christian
people,most [ounce_pics
ahring these marks
of whom are not aware thatthereisany other.I
F rom t hi s translation"
•
erome wasan older contemporary
" , and next to
there has also been[h.=_
......
fth_L_d_t_-_of Au _th_o_o_
....
I I
e mo_ lnnuen_lal
o
.
made
a
translation
In
the
Latin
tongue,
which
I
the
Latlnu-_ht,
oud
the
Scriptures,
which
reader
the nameHe
_,,_
v
-.
.
....
.
l the Vulrate
h stxll the authormed
Bible of the Ruman chmr.h.
the L,atln cnurenes
use.
our times, nOW-ldiedat'13ethlehem,
4t9_elevenyearsbeforeAugustln.--p.S.
]
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are circulated
even in Latin.*
But we cannot, without inspecting
both kinds of copies,
find out those things which are neither omitted
nor added, but expressed differently, whether
they yield another meaning
not in itself unsuitable, or can be shown to explain the same
meaning in another way.
If, then, as It behoves us, we behold nothing else in these
Scriptures
than what the Spirit of God has
spoken through
men, if anything
is in the
Hebrew copies and is not m the version of
the Seventy, the Spirit of God did not choose
to say it through them, but only through the
prophets.
But whatever is in the Septuagint
and not in the Hebrew copies, the same Sprat
chose rather to say through
the latter, thus
showlngthat
both were prophets.
For in that
manner He spoke as He chose, some things
through Isaiah, some through Jeremiah, some
through
several prophets, or else the same
thing through this prophet and through that.
Further, whatever is found in both editions,
that one and the same Spirit willed to say
through both, but so as that the former preceded in prophesying,
and the latter followed
in prophetically
interpreting
them; because,
as the one Spirit of peace was in the former
when they spoke true and concordant words,
so the selfsame
one Spirit hath appeared m
the latter, when, without mutual conference,
they yet interpreted
all things as if with one
mouth,
CHAP.

44.--HOW

THE

THREAT

OF THE

DESTRUC*

TION OFTHE N1NEVITESIS'1'OBE UNDERSTOOD,
WHICH IN THE HEBREW EXTENDS TO FORTY
DAYS,

WHILE

IN

THE

SEPTUAGINT

IT IS CON-

TRACTED TO THREE.
But some one may say, "How
whether tt_e prophet
Jonah said
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history, and search for those things which
the history itself was written to set forth.
These things, indeed, took place in the city
of Nineveh,
but they also signified something else too great to apply to that city; just
as, when it happened
that the prophet himself _as three days in the whale's belly, it signified besides, that He who is I.ord of all the
prophets should be three days in the depths
of hell.
Wherefore,
if that city is rightly
i l_eld as prophetically representing
the Church
of the Gentiles, to wit, as brought down by
penitence, so as no longer to be what it had
been, since this was done by Christ in the
i Church of the Gentiles, which Nineveh represeated, Christ Himself was signified both by
the forty and by the three days: by the forty,
because He spent that number of days with
His disciples after the resurrection,
and then
ascended into heaven, but by the three days,
because He roseon the third day.
So that, if
the reader desires nothing else tha_ to adhere
to the history of events, he may be aroused
from his sleep by tile Septuagint interpreters,
as well as the prophets, to search into the
depth
of the prophecy, as if they had said,
In the forty days seek Him in whom thou
mayest also find the three days,--the
one thou
wilt find in His ascension, the other in His
resurrection.
Because that which could be
most suitably signified by both numbers, of
which one is used by Jonah the prophet, the
other by the prophecy of the Septuagint version, the one and self-same Spirit hath spoken.
I dread prolixity, so that I must not demonstrate this by many instances in which the
seventy interpreters
may be thought to differ
from the Hebrew, and yet, when well under.

stood, are found to agree.
For which reason
Ithealso,
according
my capacity,
following
footsteps
of theto apostles,
who themselves
rites, ' Yet three days and Nineveh shall be have quoted prophetic testimonies from both,
overthrown,'
or fatty days ? "= For who does that is, from the Hebrew and the Septuagint,
not see that the prophet could not say both, have thought that both should be used as
when he was sent to terrify the city by the authoritative,
since both are one, and divine.
threat of imminent ruin?
For if its destrucBut let us now follow out as we can what re.
tion was to take place on the third day, it cer- mains.
tainly could not be on the fortieth; but if on
the fortieth, then certainly not on the third. CHAP. 45._THAT
THE JEWS CEASED TO HAVE
If, then, I am asked which of these Jonah
P_OPHETS AFTER THE REBUILDING O_ THE
may have said, I rather think what is read
TEMPLE,
AND I_ROMTHAT TIME UNTIL THE
in the Hebrew, "Yet forty days and Nineveh
BIRTH OF CHRIST WERE AFFLICTED WITH
shall be overthrown."
Yet the Seventy, inCONTINUAL ADVERSITY, TO PROVETHAT THE
terpreting
long afterward, could say what was
BUILDING OF ANOTHERTEMPLE HAD
different and yet pertinent to the matter, and
PROMISEDBY PROPHETICVOICES.
agree in the self-same meaning, although under
a different signification.
And this may ad- after
Theit Jewish
doubt became
worse
ceased nation
to haveno prophets,
just at
the
monish the reader not to despise the author- very time when, on the rebuilding of the temity of either, but to raise himself above the ple after the captivity in Babylon, it hoped to
*v_. ,_u_g, ,, both_ G_*kand I_t_"

shall I know
to the Nine-

*Ion. _,

become

better.

For so, indeed,

did that mr.
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mr people understand what was foretold by
Haggai the prophet, saying, "The glory of
this latter house shall be greater than that of
the former." z Now, that this is said of the
new testament, he showed a httle above,where
he says, evidently promising Christ, "And I
will move all nations, and the desired One
shall come to all nations." 2 In this passage
the Septuagint
translators
giving
another
sense more suitable to the body than the
Head, that is, to the Church than to Christ,
have said by prophetic
authority,
"The
things shall come that are chosen of the Lord
from all nations," that is, men, of whom Jesus
saith in the Gospel, " Many are called, but
few are chosen." 3 For by such chosen ones
of the nations there is built, through the new
testament,
with living stones, a house of God
far more glorious than that temple was which
was constructed by king Solomon, and rebuilt
after the captivity.
For this reason, then,
that nation had no prophets from that time,
but was afflicted with many plagues by kings
of alien race, and by the Romans themselves,
lest they shoutd fancy that this prophecy of
Haggai was fulfilled by that rebuildmg of the
temple,
For not long after, on the arrival of Alexander, it was subdued, when, although there
was no pillaging, because they dared not resist him, and thus, being very easily subdued,
received hlm peaceably, yet the glory of that
house was not so great as it was when under
the free power of their own kings.
Alexander, indeed, offered up sacrifices in the tempie of God, not as a convert to His worship
in true piety, but thinking, w_thlimpious folly,
that He was to be worshipped along with false
gods.
Then Ptolemy son of Lagus, whom I
have already mentioned,
after Alexander's
death carried them captive into Egypt.
His
successor, PtolemyPhiladelphus,
most benevolently dismissed
them; and by him it was
brought about, as I have narrated a httle before, that we should have the Septuagint
version of the
Scriptures.
Then
they were
crushed by the wars which are explained
in
the books of the Maccabees.
Afterward they
were taken captive by Ptolemy king of Alexandria, who was called Epiphanes.
Then
Antiochus king of Syria compelled
them by
many and most grievous evils toworshipidols,
and filled the temple itself with the sacrilegious superstitions of the Gentiles.
Yet their
most vigorous leader judas, who is also called
Maccab_us,
after beatiag the generals of Antiochus, cleansed it from all that defilement
of idolatry,
• _._

*H_._.
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But not long after, one Alcimus, although
an alien from the sacerdotal
tribe, was,
through ambition, made pontiff, which was an
impious thing.
After almost fifty years, during which they never had peace, although they
prospered in some affairs, Aristobulus
first
assumed the diadem among them, and was
made both king and pontiff.
Before that, indeed, from the time of their return from the
Babylonish captivity
and the rebuilding of
the temple, they had not kings, but generals
or/rincipes.
Although a king htmself may
be called a prince, from his principality
in
governing, and a leader, because he leads the
army, but it does not follow that all who are
princes and leaders may also be called kings,
as that Aristobulus was.
He was succeeded
by Alexander, also both king and pontiff, who
is reported to have reigned over them cruelly.
After him hts wife Alexandra was queen of
the Jews, and from her time downwards more
grievous evils pursued them; for thts Alexandra's sons, Artstobulus
and Hyrcanus, when
contending
wtth each other for the kingdom,
called in the Roman forces agamst the nation
of Israel.
For Hyrcanus
asked assistance
from them against his brother.
At that time
Rome had already subdued Africa and Greece,
and ruled extensively
m other parts of the
world also, and yet, as if unable to bear her
own weight, had, in a manner, broken herself by her own size.
For indeed she had
come to grave domestic sediuons,
and from
that to social wars, and by and by to civil
wars, and had enfeebled and worn herself out
so much, that the changed state of tile republic, in which she should be governed by kings,
was now imminent.
Pompey then, a most
illustrious prince of the Roman people, hayingentered
Judea with an army, took the c_ty,
threw open the temple, not with the devotion
of a suppliant,
but with the authority of a
conqueror,
and went, not reverently, but profanely, into the holy of holies, where it was
lawful for none but the pontiff to enter.
Having established
Hyrcanus
in the pontificate,
and set Antzpater over the subjugated
nation
as guardian or procurator,
as they were then
called, he led Aristobulus
with him bound.
From that time the Jews also began to be
Roman'tributaries.
Afterward Cassius plundered the very temple.
Then after a few
years it was their desert to have Herod, a
king of foreign birth, in whose reign Christ
was born.
For the time had now come signifled by the prophetic Spirit through the mouth
of the patrmrch Jacob, when he says, "There
shall not be lacking a prince out of Judah,
nor a teacher from his loins, until He shall
come for whom it is reserved;
and He isthe
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expectation
of the nations.""
There lacked I down -their back alway.'",
Therefore,
when
not therefore a Jewish prince of the Jews un- jthey do not believe our Scriptures, their own,
til that Herod, who was the first king of a ]whlch they blindly read, are fulfilled in them,
foreign race received by them.
Therefore it lest perchance
any one should say that the
was now the time when He should come for Christians have forged these prophecies about
whom that was reserved which is promised m Christ which are quoted under the name of
the New Testament,
that He should be the the sibyl, or of others, if such there be, who
expectation
of the nations.
But it was not do not belong to the Jewish people.
For us,
possible that the nations should expect He indeed, those suffice which are quoted from
would come, as we see they dld, to do judg- the books of our enemies, to whom we make
ment in the splendor of power, unless they our acknowledgment,
on account of this teashould first believe in Him when He came to timony which, in spite of themselves,
they
suffer 3udgment in the humility of patlence,
contribute by their possession of these books,
while they themselves
are dispersed
among
all nations, wherever the Church of Christ is
CHAP. 46.----OF THE BIRTH OF OUR SAVIOUR, spread abroad.
For a prophecy
about this
WHEREBY
THE
WORD
WAS
MADE
FLESH
; AND
thing was sent before in the Psalms, which
OF THE DISPERSIONOF THE JEWS AMONGALL they also read, where it is written, "My God,
NATIONS,
AS HAD
BEEN
PROPHESIED.
His mercy shall prevent me.
My God hath
While Herod, therefore,
reigned m Judea, shown me concerning
mine enemies,
that
and Cmsar Augustus was emperor at Rome, Thou shalt not slay them, lest they should at
the state
of the republic
being
already last forget Thy law: disperse
them in Thy
changed, and the world bemg set at peace by might." 5
Therefore
God has shown the
him, Christ was born in Bethlehem
of Judah,
:hurch in her enemies the Jews the grace of
man manifest out of a human virgin, God hid- His compassion,
since, as saith the apostle,
den out of God the Father.
For so had the "their
offence is the salvation of the Geno
prophet foretold : "Behold,
awrgmshallcontiles. ''6 And therefore
He has not slain
ceive in the womb, and bring forth a Son, and them, that is, He has not let the knowledge
they shall call His name Immanuel,
which, that they are Jews be lost in them, although
being interpreted,
is, God with us. ''_
He they have been conquered by the Romans, lest
did many miracles that He might commend
they should forget the law of God, and their
God in Himself, some of which, even as many testimony should be of no avail in this matter
as seemed sufficient to proclaim Him, are con- of which we treat.
But it was not enough
tained in the evangehc Scripture.
The first that he she uld say.
.. " Slav_ them, not, lest they
of these is, that He was so wonderfully born, should at last forget Thylaw,'
unless he had
and the last_ that with His body raised up also added, "Disperse
them;"
because if
again
from
the dead
He ascended
into they had onlybeen In theirown landwith that
heaven.
But the Jews who slew Him, and testimony
of the Scriptures,
and not every
would not believe in Him, because it behoved where, certainly the Church which is everyHim to die and rise again, were yet more mis- Iwhere could not have had them as witnesses
erably
wasted by the Romans,
and utterly among all nations to the prophecies
which
rooted out from their kmgdom, where aliens were sent before concerning Christ.
had already ruled over them, and were dispersed through the lands (so that indeed there CHAP. 47- -- WHETHER BEFORE CHRISTIAN
is no place where they are not), and are thus
TIMES THERE WERE ANY OUTSIDE OF THE
by their own Scriptures a testimony to us that
ISRAELITERACEWHO BELONGEDTO THE FEI_
we have not forged
the prophecies
about
LoWSHIP OF THE FIEAVENLYCITY.
Christ.
And very many of them, considering
this, even before His passion, but chiefly after
Wherefore
if we read of any foreigner_
His resurrection,
believed on Him, of whom ] that is, one neither born of Israel nor received
it was predicted,"
Though the number of the by that people into the canon of the sacred
children of Israel be as the sand of the sea, books_having
prophesied
something
about
the remnant shall be saved. ''3
But the rest Christ, if it has come or shall come to our
are blinded, of whom it was predicted,
"Let
knowledge, we can refer to it over and above;
their table be made before them a trap, and _ot that this is necessary,
even if Wanting_
a retribution,
and a stumbling-block.
Let but because it is not incongruous
to believe
their eyes be darkened lest they see, and bow that even in other nations there may have been
z C,en. xllx to.
IM _.ql i4,as
in Matt. t. 233 Imh x. 2z_ as m Rom. ix. z7, zS.

.¢ P_. lxtx. 2u, u3i Rom.
5 Ps. ]ilx xo_ li.

xi. 9, rg-Rom,

xi. It.
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men to whom this mystery was revealed, and CHAP. 48.--THAT
HACGAI'S PROPHECY, n_
who were also impelled to proclaim it, whether
WINCH HE SAID THAT THE GLORY OF THE
they were partakers of the same grace or had
HOUSE OF GOD WOULD BE GREAT_:R THAN
no experience
of it, but were taught by bad
THAT OF THF FIRST HAD BEE_, _ WAS m_AJ_LY
angels, who, as we know, even confessed the
FULFILLED,
NOT IN THE REBUILDINGOF THE
present Christ, whom the Jews did not acTEMPLE, BUT IN THE CHURCHOF CHRIST.
knowledge.
Nor do I think the Jews themselves dare contend that no one has belonged
This house of God is more glorious than
to God except the Israelites,
since the increase
that first one which was constructed
of wood
of Israel began on the rejection of his elder and stone, metals and other precious things.
brother.
For in very deed there was no other Therefore
the prophecy
of Haggai was not
people who were specially called the people fulfilled in the rebuilding of that temple.
For
of God; but theycannot
denythat
there have it can never be shown to have had so much
been certain men even of other nations who glory after it was rebuilt as it had in the time
belonged, not by earthly but heavenly fellow- of Solomon;
yea, rather,
the glory of that
ship, to the true Israelites,
the citizens of the !house is shown to have been diminished,
first:
country that is above.
Because, if they deny by the ceasing of prophecy,
and then by the
this, they can be most easily confuted
by the nation
itself
suffering
so great calamities,
case of the holy and wonderful man Job, who even to the final destruction
made by the
was neither a native nor a proselyte, that is, Romans, as the things above-mentioned
prove.
a stranger joining the people of Israel, but, But this house which pertains to the new tesbeing bred of the Idumean
race, arose there tament is just as much more glorious as the
and died there too, and who is so praised by living stones, even believing, renewed men,
the divine oracle, that no man of his times is of which it is constructed
are better.
But it
put on a level with him as regards justice and was typified by the rebuilding
of that temple
piety.
And although we do not find his date for this reason, because the very renovation
in the chronicles,
yet from his book, which of that edifice typifies in the prophetic oracle
for its merit the Israelites
have received as of another testament
which is called the new.
canonical authority,
we gather that he was in When, therefore, God said by the prophet just
the third generation
after Israel.
And I named, "And lwill give peace in this place, " 3
doubt not it was divinely provided,
that from He is to be understood
who is typified by that
this one case we might know that among
typical place; for since by that rebuilt place
other nations also there might be men pertaints typified the Church which was to be built by
ing to the spiritual Jerusalem
who have lived Christ, nothing else can be accepted
as the
according to God and have pleased Him.
And meaning of the saying, " I will give peace in
it as not to be supposed that this was granted
this place," except I will give peace in the
to any one, unless the one Mediator
between
_lace which that place signifies.
For all typiGOd and men, the Man Christ Jesus, * was di- cal things seem in some way to personate those
vinely revealed
to him; who was pre-an- whom they typify, as it is said by the apostle,
nounced to the saints of old as yet to come " That Rock was Christ."_
Therefore
the
in the flesh, even as He is announced
to us as glory of this new testament
house is greater
having come, that the self-same faith through
than the glory of the old testament
house;
Him may lead all to God who are predestiand it will show itself as greater when it shall
nated to be the city of God, the house of God, be dedicated.
For then "shall come the deand the temple of God.
But whatever prophsired of all nations,"5
as we read in the Heeeies concerning
the grace of God through
brew.
For before His advent He had not.
Christ Jesus are quoted, they may be thought
yet been desired by all nations.
For they
to have been forged by the Christians.
So knew not Htm whom they ought to desire, in
that there is nothing of more weight for con-whom
they had not believed.
Then, also,
futing all sorts of aliens, if they contend about according to the Septuagint
interpretation
(for
this matter, and for supporting
our friends,
it also is a prophetic meaning),
"shall
come
if they are truly wise, than to quote those di- those who are elected of the Lord out of all
vine predictions about Christ which are written nations."
For then indeed there shall come
in the books of the Jews, who have been torn only those who are elected, whereof the aposfrom their nattve abode and dispersed
over fie saith, "According
as Ite hath chosen us
the whole world in order to bear this testimony,
in Him before the foundation of the world." _
so that the Church o¢ Christ has everywhere
For the Master Builder who said, "Many
are
increased.
•
t t Thn.

lt. 5-

_ Hag.
shag.

il. 9.
h. 7-

3 Hag.
6 Eph.

ii. 9.
1.4-

4 z Cot. x. 4 ; Ex. xv_.
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called, but few are chosen," ' did not say this _them spoke in the tongues of all nations; thus
of those who, on being called, came in such I signifying that the unity of the catholic Church
a way as to be cast out from the feast, but!would embrace all nations, and would in like
would point out the house built up of the elect, !manner speak in all tougues.
which henceforth
shall dread no ruin.
Yet
because the churches
are also full of those CHAP. 50._OF
THE PREACHINGOF THEGOSPEL,
who shall be separated
by the winnowing asl
WHICHIS MADE MORF FAMOUSAND POWeRin the threshing-floor,
the glory of this house t rt-L t_V THE SUFFEmNCS OF ITS PREACUERS,
is not SO apparent
now as it shall be when!
Then was fulfilled that prophecy, " Out of
every one who is there shall be there always, tiSion shall go forth the law, and the word of
Ithe Lord out of Jerusalem;"
6 and the predicCHAP. 49.--OF THE INDISCRIMINATE iNCREASE tlon of the Lord Christ Himself, when, after
OF THE CHURCH, WHEREINMANY REPROBATE the resurrection,
" He opened
the underARE
IN THIS
WORLD
MIXED
WITH
THE
I'IA:.Ca.
standing" of His amazed disciples "that they
In this wicked world, in these evd days, might understand
the Scriptures,
and said
when the Church measures
her future loftl- unto them, that thus it is written, and thus it
ness byher present hurnd_ty, and is exercised behoved Christ to suffer, and to rise from the
by goading
fears, tormenting
sorrows, dis- dead the third day, and that repentance
and
quieting
labors, and dangerous
temptations,
renusslon of sins should be preached in His
when she soberly rejoices, rejoicing only in name among all nations, begimling at Jerusahope, there are many reprobate mingled with lem."r
And again, when, in reply to their
the good, and both are gathered
together by questioning
about the day of His last cornthe gospel as in a drag net; _ and m tlus rag, He said, "It is not for you to knowthe
world, as in a sea, both swim enclosed with- times or the seasons which the Father hath
out distinction
m the net, until it is brought
put in His own power; but ye shall receive
ashore, when the wicked must be separated
the power of the Holy Ghost coming upon
from the good, that in the good, as in H_s you, and ye shall be witnesses unto me both
temple, God may be all in all.
We acknowl-fin
Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and Samaria,
edge, indeed, that His word is now fulfilled and even unto the ends of the earth.'"
First
who spake in the psalm, and said, " I have of all, the Church spread herself abroad from
announced
and spoken; they are multiplied
Jerusalem;
and when very many in Judea and
above number. ''3 This takesplacenow,
smce Samarla had believed,
she also went into
He has spoken, first bythe mouth of his fore. other nations by those who announced
the
runner
John,
and afterward
by His own gospel, whom, as hghts, He Himself
had
mouth, saying, "Repent:
for the kingdom of both prepared by His word and kindled by
heaven is at hand. ''4 He chose disciples,
His Holy Spirit.
For He had said to them,
whom He also called apostles, 5 of lowly blrtti, "' Fear ye not them which kill the body, but
unhonored,
and illiterate,
so that whatever are not able to kill the soul. ''9 And that they
great thing they might be or do, He might be might not be frozen with fear, they burned
and do it in them.
He had one among them with the fire of charity.
Finally, the gospel
whose wickedness
He could use well m order of Christ was preached in the whole world,
to accomplish His appointed passion, and fur- not only by those who had seen and heard
nish His Church an example of bearing with Him both before His passion and after His
the wicked.
Having sown the holy gospel as resurrection, but also after their death bytheir
much as that behoved to be done by His successors,
amid the horrible persecutions,
bodily presence, He suffered, died, and rose diverse torments and deaths of the martyrs,
agaifi, showing by His passion what we ought God also bearing
them witness, both with
to suffer for the truth, and by His resurrection
signs and wonders, and divers miracles and
what we ought to hope for in adversity;
say- gifts of the Holy Ghost, _ that the people of
ing always the mystery of the sacrament,
by the nations, believing in Him who was cruelwhich His blood was shed for the remission
led for their redemption, might venerate with
of sins.
He held converse on the earth fort
Christian love the blood of the martyrs which
days with His disciples, and in their sight as- they had poured forth with devilish fury, and
cended into heaven, and after ten days sent the very kings by whose laws the Church had
the promised Holy Spirit.
It was given as the been laid waste might become profitably sub.
chief and most necessary sign of His coming ject to that name they had cruelly striven to
on those who had believed,
that every one of take away from the earth, and might begin to,l
x Matt.
m
xz-X43 _
xL _.
$ Luke w. x3.

a Matt.
4 Matt.

xiii. 47-5o.
m. 2; iv. x7.

6 hta. it. 3.
S Acts 1.7, 8.
to Heb. ii. 4-

7 Lttke xxiv. 45"479 Matt. x. _8.
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suffer persecution."*
Because
even when
those who are without do not rage, and thus
there seems to be, and really is, tranquillity,
which brings very much consolation,
espeCHAP.
5I.--THAT
THE CATHOLIC
FAITH MAY BE clally to the weak, yet there
are not wanting,
CONFIRMED EVEN BY THE DISSENSIONSOF THE yea, there are many within who by their abanHERETICS.
doned manners
torment
the hearts of those
who bye piously, since by them the Christian
But the devil, seeing the temples of the de- and catholic name is blasphemed;
and the
mons deserted,
and the human race running
dearer that name is to those who will live
to the name of the liberating
Mediator,
has piously in Christ, the more do they grieve that
moved the heretics
under the Christian name through the wicked, who have a place within,
to resist the Christian
doctrine,
as if they it comes to be less loved than pious minds decould be kept in the city of God indifferently
sire.
The heretics
themselves
also, since
without any correction,
just as the city of con- they are thought
to have the Christian name
fusion indifferently
held the philosophers
who and sacraments,
Scriptures,
and profession,
were of diverse and adverse opinions.
Those,
cause great grief in the hearts of the pious,
therefore,
in the Church of Christ who savor both because many who wish to be Christians
anything
morbid and depraved,
and, on be- are compelled bythelr dissensions to hesitate,
ing corrected
that they may savor what is and many evil-speakers
also find in them
wholesome
and right, contumaclous]y
resist, matter for blaspheming
the Christian name,
and will not amend their
pestiferous
and because they too are at any rate called Chrisdeadly
dogmas,
but persist
m defending
tians.
By these and similar depraved
manthem, become
heretics, and, going without,
ners and errors of men, those who will live
are to be reckoned
as enemies who serve for piously in Christ suffer persecution,
even when
her discipline.
_For even thus they profit by no one molests or vexes their body; for they
their wickedness
those true catholic members
suffer this persecution,
not in their bodies,
of Christ, since God makes a good use even but in their hearts.
Whence
is that word,
of the wicked, and all things work together
"According
to the multitude
of my griefs m
for good to them that love Him.'
For all the my heart; " for he does not say, in my body.
enemies of the Church, whatever error bhnds Yet, on the other hand, none of them can
or malice depraves
them, exercise her pa- perish, because the immutable dlvine promises
tience if they receive the power to afflict her are thought
of.
And because
the apostle
corporally;
and if they only oppose her by says, " The Lord knoweth them'that are His;3
wicked thought,
they exercise her wisdom
for whom He did foreknow,
He also predesbut at the same time, if these enemms are tinated [to be] conformed tothe image of His
loved, they exercise her benevolence,
or even Son, ' 6 none of them can perish; therefore it
her beneficence, whether she deals with them follows in that p_alm, " Thy consolations have
by persuasive
doctrine
or by terrible disci- dehghted
my soul."7
But that grief which
pline.
And thus the devil, the prince of the arises m the hearts of the pious, who are
impious city, when he stirs up his own vessels persecuted
by the manners
of bad or false
against the city of God that sojourns in this Christians,
is profitable to the sufferers, beworld, is permitted to do her no harm.
For cause it proceeds from the charity in which
without doubt the diwne providence
procures
they do not wish them either to perish or to
for her both consolation
through
prosperity,
hinder
the salvation
of others.
Finally,
that she may not be broken by adversity, and great consolations
grow out of their chastisetrial through
adversity,
that she may not ment, which lmbue the souls of the pious with
be corrupted by prosperity;
and thus each is a fecundlty as great as the pains with which
tempered
by the other, as we recognize in the they were troubled
concerning
their own perPsalms that voice which arises from no other ditlon.
Thus in this world, in these evil days,
cause, "According
to the multitude
of my not only from the time of the bodily presence
griefs in my heart, Thy consolations
have de- of Christ and His apostles, but even from that
lighted my soul." * Hence also is that say- of Abel, whom first his wicked brother slew
ing of the apostle, " Rejoicing
in hope, pa-because
he was righteous, 8 and thenceforth
tient in tribulation."
3
even to the end of this world, the Church has
For it is not to be thought that what the gone forward on pilgrimage
amid the persesame teacher
says can at any time fail, cutions of the world and the consolations
of
•' Whoever will live piously in Christ shall God.
Rom. viii. 28.
3 Rom xai. za.

for whose sake the
God had formerly

= Ps. xciv, x9.

4 2 Ttrn hi T2.
7 Ps, xclv x9.

_ _ Tim. n 19.
7 x John lU, i2,

6 Rom. viii 29-
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CHAP.

WE SHOULD BELIEVE reached
the times of Nero amid the most
AS THE TEN PER- cruel
persecutions,
about which it would be
S_CVTrONS WHICH APE PAST HAVE BEEN FUL- tOO long tO say anything?
But if they think
FILLED, THERE REMAINS NO OTHER BEYOND that only the persecutions
made by kings
THE ELEVENTH_
WHICH MUST ItAPPEN IN "IHE ought to be reckoned, it was king Herod who
also made a most grievous
one after the
VERY TIME OF ANTICHRIST.
ascension of the Lord.
And what account do
I do not think, indeed, that what some have I the). give of Juhan, whom riley do not humthought
or may think is rashly said or be-]ber
m the ten?
Did not he persecute the
lieved, that until the time of Antmhnst the IChurch, who forbade the Christmns
to teach
Church of Christ is not to suffer any persecu- Ior learn liberal letters ? Under him the elder
tmns besides those she has already suffered, t Valentmmn, who was the ttnrd emperor after
--that
is, ten,--and
that the eleventh and last him, stood forth as a confessor of the Chrisshall be inflicted by Antmhnst.
They reckon [tmn froth, and was dismissed
from his comas the first that made by Nero, the second bv tmand m the army.
I shall say nothing of
Domitmn, the third by Trajan, the fourth b_-_what he d_d at ._ntioch, except to mention
Antoninus.
the fifth by Severus,
the s_xt[_, h_s being struck w_th wonder at the freedom
by Maximin,
the seventh
by Deems,
the and cheerflfiness
of one most faithful and
eighth by Valermn, the ninth by Aurehan,
steadfast
young man, who, when many were
the tenth by Dmcletlan and Maxlmtan.
For seized to be tortured, was tortured during a
as there were ten plagues in Egypt before the whole day, and sang under the instrument of
people of God could begin to go out, they torture,
mml the emperor
feared
le._t he
think this as to be referred to as showing that should succumb under the continued cruelties
the last persecution
by Antichrist
must be and put h_m to shame at last, which made
like the eleventh
plague, in which the Egyp- him dread and fear that he would be yet more
tians, while following the Hebrews with hos- d_shonorably put to the blush by the rest.
tihty, perished m the Red Sea when the people Lastly, wlthm our own recollectmn,
did not
of God passed through
on dry land.
Yet I Valens the Arian, brother of the foresaid
do not think persecutions
were prophetically
Valm_timan,
waste the cathohc
Church
by
stgmfied by what was done m Egypt, however great persecutmn
throughout the East ? But
mcely and ingeniously
those who think so how unreasonable
_t _s not to consider that
may seem to have compared the two in detail, the
Church,
which bears
fruit and grows
not by the prophetic
Spirit, but by the con- through
the whole world, may suffer persecujecture of the human mind, which sometmles
tLon from kings in some nations even when
hits the truth, and sometimes
is deceived,
she does not suffer it m others!
Perhaps,
But what can those who think thts say of the however, it was not to be reckoned a persecupersecution
in whmh the Lord H_mself was tion when the king of the Goths. in Gothm
cructfied?
In whmh number will they put it ? I _tself, persecuted
the Christians with wonderAnd if they think the reckoning is to be made I ful cruelty, when there were none but catholics
exclusive
of this one, as if those must be there, of whom very many weze crowned with
counted whtch pertain to the body, and not martyrdom,
as we have heard from certain
that in whmh the Head Himself was set upon brethren who had been there at that time as
and slam, what can they make of that one boys, and unhesitatingly
called to mind that
which
after Christ ascended
into heaven, I they had seen these things?
And what took
.
_,
.......
_
whon
the blessed it place
in Persia of late _ Was not persecution
tOOK
place •1D jl_ftlt_allzlii_
............
Stephen was stoned;
when James tne brother so hot against the Christians (if even yet it is
of John was slaughtered
with the sword; allayed) that some of the fugitives
from it
when the Apostle Peter was imprisoned
to be came even to Roman towns ? When I think
killed, and was set free by the angel; when of these and the like things, it does not seem
the brethren
were driven away and scattered[to
me that the number of persecutions
with
from Jerusalem;
when Saul, who afterward
which the Church is to be tried can be deftbecame the Apostle Paul, wasted the Church;! mte/y stated.
But, on the other hand, it is
and when he himself, pubhshing
the glad'no less rash to affirm that there will be some
tidings of the faith he had persecuted, suffered ipersecutions
by kings besides that last one,
such things as he had inflicted, either from:about
which no Christian is in doubt.
Therethe Jews or from other nations, where he I fore we ]cave this undecided,
supporting
or
most fervently preached
Christ everywtlere?
refuting neither
side of this question,
but
Why, then, do they think fit to start wtth only restraining men from the audacious
pre52,--WHETHER
WHAT SOME THINK,

Nero,

when

the

THAT_

Church

m her growth

had

sumption

of affirming

either of them.
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CHAP. 53.'--"OF

THE HIDDEN TIME OFTHE FINAL !things about Christ as you are not willing to
PERSECUTIOn.
ibeli'eve in Christ, that His disciple Peter did
Inot learn magic arts from Him, yet that, alTruly Jesus Himself
shall extinguish
by thoug h He was innocent, His disciple was an
His presence that last persecution
which is to enchanter,
and chose that His name rather
be made by Antichrist.
For so it is written,
that " He shall slay him with the breath of than his own should be worshipped
through
his magic arts, his great labors and perils,
His
mouth,
and
empty
him
with
the
brightand
at
last
even
the
shedding
of
his
blood r
ness of His presence." _ It is customary to
ask, When shall that be ? But this is quite
unreasonable.
For had it been profitable for
us to know this, by whom could it better have
been told than by God Himself, the Master,
when the disciples questioned
Him?
For
they were not silent when with Him, but mquired of Him, saying, " Lord, wilt Thou at
this time present the kingdom to Israel, or
when ?" _ But He said, " It is not for you to
know the times, which the Father hath put in
His own power."
When they got that answer,
they had not at all questioned
Him about the
hour, or day, or year, but about the time.
In vain, then,
do we
to comp.ute
definitely
the years
that attempt
may remain
to this
world,whenwe
mayhear from the mouth of the
Truth that it is not for us to know this.
Yet
some have said that four hundred, some five
hundred,
others a thousand
years, may'be
completed from the ascension of the Lord up
to His final coming.
But to point out how
each of them supports his own opinion would

If Peter the enchanter made the world so love
Christ, what did Christ,the
innocent
do to
make Peter so love Him ? Let them answer
themselves
then, and, if they can, let them
understand
that the world, for the sake of
eternal life, was made to love Christ by that
same supernal grace which made Peter also
love Christ for the sake of the eternal
life to
be received from Him, and that even to the
extent of suffering temporal
death for Him.
And then, what kind of gods are these who
are able to predict such things, yet are not
able to avert them, succumbing
in such a way
to a single enchanter
and wicked magician
(who, as they say, having slain a yearling boy

and torn him to pieces, buried
him with
nefarious rites), that they permitted
the sect
hostile to themselves to gain strength
for so
great
a time, and to surmount
the horrid
cruelties
of so many great persecutions,
not
by resisting
but by suffering, and to procure
the overthrow of their own images, temples,
rituals, and oracles ? Finally, what god was
take too long, and is not necessary;
for in- it--not ours, certainly, but one of their own-deed they use human conjectures,
and bring
forward nothing certain
from the authority
who was either enticed or compelled
by so
of the canonical
Scriptures.
But on this great wickedness
to perform
these things?
subject He puts aside the figures of the cal- For those verses say that Peter bound, not
culators, and orders silence, who says, "It is any demon, but a god to do these things.
not for you to know the times, which the Such a god have they who have not Christ.
Father hath put in His own power."
But because this sentence is in the Gospel,
CHAP. 54---0F THE VERY FOOLISH LIE OF THE
it is no wonder that the worshippers
of the
PAGAN'S,IN FEIGNING THAT THE CHRISTIAN
many and false gods have been none the less
RELIGION WAS NOT TO LAST BEYOND THREE
restrained from feigning that by the responses
HUNDRED AI_D SIXTY-FIVEYEARS.
of
the been
demons,
as gods,
it has
fixed whom
how they
long worship
the Christian
religion is to last.
For when they saw that it
could not be consumed by so many and great
persecutions,
but rather
drew
from them
wonderful enlargements,
they invented I know
not what Greek verses, as if poured forth by a
divine oracle to some one consulting
it, in
which, indeed, they make Christ innocent of
this, as it were, sacrilegious crime, but add that
Peter by enchantments
brought it about that the
name of Christ should be worshipped for three
hundred
and sixty-five years, and, after the
completion
of that number of years, should
at once take end.
Oh the hearts of learned
men ! Oh, learned wits, meet to believe such
,lmL.xl.4; 2Thess.i.9.

_Aetsl. 6,7.

I might

collect

these

and

many

similar

arguments,
if that year had not already passed
by which lying divination
has promised, and
deceived
vanity has beheved.
But as a few
years ago three hundred and sixty-five years
were completed
since the tlme when the worship of the name of Christ was established by
His presence in the flesh, and by the apostles,
what other proof need we seek to refute that
falsehood ? For, not to place the beginning
of-this period at the nativity of Christ, be*
cause as an infant and boy He had no discipies, yet, when He began to have them, beyond doubt the Christian doctrme and religion
then became known through His bodily presence, that is, after He was baptized
in the
river Jordan by the ministry of John.
Foron
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this account that prophecy went before concerning Him: " He shall reign from sea even
to sea, and from the river even to the ends of
the earth.",
But since, before He suffered
and rose from the dead, the faith had not
yet been defined to all, but was defined in the
resurrection
of Christ (for so the Apostle
Paul speaks to the Athenians,
saying, "But
now He announces to men that all everywhere
should repent, because He hath appointed a
day m which to judge the world in equity, by
the Man in whom He hath defined the faith
to all men, raising Him from the dead " -_),it
is better that, in settling
this question,
we
should start from that point, especially
because the Holy Spirit was then given, just as
He behoved to be given after the resurrection
of Christ in that city from which the second
law, that is. the new testament,
ought to began,
For the first, which is called the old testament
was given from Mount Sinai through
Moses
But concerning
this which was to be given by
Christ it was predicted,
"Out of Sion shall
go forth the law and the word of the Lord out
of Jerusalem;-3
whence He Himself
said
that repentance
in His name behoved
to be
preached among all nations, but yet beginning
at Jerusalem?
There, therefore, the worship
of this name took its'rlse, that Jesus should be
believed in, who died and rose again.
There
this faith blazed up with such noble beginnings, that several thousand men, being converted to the name of Christ with wonderful
alacrity,
sold their
goods for distribution
among the needy, thus, by a holy resolution
and most ardent chanty, coming to voluntary
poverty, and prepared
themselves,
amid the
Jews who raged and thirsted for their blood
to contend for the truth even to death, not
with armed power, but wlth more powerful
patience.
If this was accomplished
by no
magic arts, why do they hesitate
to believe
that the other could be done throughout
the
whole world by the same divine power by
which this was done ? But supposing Peter
wrought that enchantment
so that so great a
multitude
of men at Jerusalem
was thus
kindled to worship the name of Christ, who
had either seized and fastened
Him to the
cross, or reviled Him when fastened
there,
we must still inquire when the three hundred
and sixty-five
years
must be completed,
counting
from that year.
Now Christ died
when the Gemini were consuls, on the eighth
day before the kalends
of April.
He rose
the third day, as the apostles have proved by
the evidence of their own senses.
Then forty
, PL_.=_ s.
3Ira.ti. 3-
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days after, He ascended
into heaven.
Ten
days after, that is, on the fiftieth after his
resurrection,
He sent the Holy Spirit; then
three thousand men believed when the apostles
preached
Him.
Then, therefore,
arose the
worship of that name, as we believe, and accordmg to the real truth, by the efficacy of
the Holy Spirit, but, as impious vanity has
feigned or thought, by the magic arts of Peter.
A little afterward, too, on a wonderful
sign
being wrought, when at Peter's own word a
certain beggar,
so lame from his mother's
womb that he was carried by others and laid
down at the gate of the temple,
where he
begged alms, was made whole in the name of
Jesus Christ, and leaped up, five thousand men
beheved,
and thenceforth
the Church grew by
sundry
access ons of believers.
Thus we
gather
the very day with which that year
began, namely, that on which the Holy Spirit
was sent. that is, during the ides of May.
And, on counting the consuls, the three hundred and sixty-five years are found completed
on the same ides in the consulate of Honorius
and Eutychianus.
Now, in the following
year, m the consulate
of Mallius Theodorus,
when, according to that oracle of the demons
or figment of men, there ought already tc_
have been no Christian
religion, it was not
necessary to require, what perchance was done
in other parts of the earth.
But, as we know,
in the most noted and eminent city, Carthage,
m Africa, Gaudentms
and Jovius, officers of
the Emperor Honorms, on the fourteenth
day
before the kalends of April,
overthrew
the
temples and broke the images of the false
gods.
And from that time to the present,
during almost thirty years, who does not see
how much the worship of the name of Christ
has increased, especially after many of those
became Christians
who had been kept back
from the faith by thinking that divination true,
but saw when that same number of years was
completed
that it was empty and ridiculous?
We, therefore, who are called and are Christians, do not believe in Peter, but in Him
whom
Peter
believed,--being
edified
by
Peter's
sermons
about Christ, not poisoned
by his incantations;
and not deceived by his
enchantments,
but aided by his good deeds.
Christ Himself,
who was Peter's
Master in
the doctrine which leads to eternal life, is our
Master too.
But let us now at last finish this book, after
thus far treating of, and showing as far a_
seemed sufficient, what is the mortal course
of the two cities, the heavenly and the earthly,
which are mingled together from the beginning down to the end.
one has made to herself

Of these, the earthly
of whom she would,
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either from any other quarter, or even from
among men, false gods whom she might serve
by sacrifice;
but she which is heavenly and is
a pilgrim on the earth does not make false
gods, but is herself made by the true God of
whom she herself must be the true sacrifice,
Yet both alike either enjoy temporal
good

OF GOD.
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things, or are afflicted with temporal evils, but
with diverse faith, diverse hope, and diverse
love, until they must be separated
by the last
judgment,
and each must receive her own
end, of which there is no end.
About these
ends of both we must next treat.
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These two ends, therefore,
are the supreme
good and the supreme
evil; and, as I have
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from the substantial
fulfillment of it which He
will give us as our blessedness.
Philosophers
have expressed a great variety of diverse opinions regarding the ends of goods and of evils,
and this question they have eagerly canvassed,
that they might, if possible,
discover what
•

tlons, ne numt_ers without dlmculty as many
as
288 sects,_not
that are
thesepossible.
have actually
existed,
but sects which

makes a man happy.
For the end of our good
is that for the sake of which other things are
to be desired, while it is to be desired for Its
own sake; and the end of evil is that on account of which other things are to be shunned,
while it is avoided on its own account.
Thus,
by the end of good, we at present mean, not
that by which good is destroyed, so that it no
longer exists, but that by whmh it is finished,
so that it becomes complete;
and by the end
ofe_'lwe
mean, not that which abolishes it,
but that which completes
its development,

without a master, without the help of any instruction, without industry or the art of living
which is called virtue, and which is certainly
learned: _ either pleasure, which is an agreeable stirring of the bodily sense; or repose,
which excludes
every bodily inconvenience;

To illustrate briefly what he means, I must
begin w_th his own introductory
statement in
the
above-mentioned
book,
that
there
four
things which men desire, as it were byarenature

or both these, which Epicurus
calls by the
one name, pleasure;
or the primary objects
, Notextant.
Alluding to
t_ught

the vexed question

whether

virtue

could be
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of nature,* which comprehend
the things al- ing a difference
taken from the New Acadready named and other things, either bodily,
emy.
For each of these four and twenty sects
such as health, and safety, and integrity of can hold and defend their opinion as certain,
the members, or spiritual, such as the greater
as the Stoics defended
the position that the
and less mental gifts that are found in men. supreme good of man consisted
solely in virNow these four things--pleasure,
repose, the tue; or they can be held as probable, but not
two combined,
and the primary objects of certain, as the New Academics
did.
There
naturemexist
in us in such sort that we musl are, therefore,
twenty-four
who hold their
either desire virtue on their account, or them philosophy as certainly true, other twenty-four
for the sake of virtue, or both for their own who hold their opinions as probable,
but not
sake; and consequently
there arise from this certain.
Again, as each person who attaches
distinction
twelve sects, for each is by this himself to any of these sects may adopt the
consideration
tripled.
I will illustrate
this mode of life either of the Cynics or of the
in one instance, and, having done so, it wilt other philosophers,
this distinction will double
not be difficult to understand
the others.
Ac- the number,
and so make ninety-six
sects.
cording, then, as bodily pleasure is subjected,
Then, lastly, as each of these sects may be
preferred, or united to virtue, there are three adhered to either by men who love a life of
sects.
It is subjected
to virtue when it is ease, as those who have through
choice or
chosen as subservient
to virtue.
Thus it Is necessity addicted themselves
to study, or by
a duty of virtue to hve for one's country, and men who love a busy life, as those who, while
for its sake to beget children, neither of which philosophizing,
have been much occupied with
can be done without bodily pleasure.
For state affairs and public business, or by men
there is pleasure in eating and drinking, pleas- who choose a mixed life, in imitation of those
ure also in sexual intercourse.
But when it who have apportioned
their time partly to
is preferred to virtue, it is desired for its own erudite leisure, partly to necessary business:
sake, and virtue is chosen only for its sake, by these differences the number of the sects
and to effect nothing else than the attainment
is tripled, and becomes 288.
or preservation
of bodily pleasure.
And thls,
I have thus, as briefly and lucidly as I could,
indeed, is to make life hideous; for where given in my own words the opinions which
virtue is the slave of pleasure it no longer de- Varro expresses in his book.
But how he reserves the nameof virtue.
Yet even this dis- futes all the rest of these sects, and chooses
graceful
distortion
has found some philoso- one, the Old Academy,
instituted
by Plato,
phers to patronize
and defend it. Then vir- and continuing to Polemo, the fourth teacher
tue is united to pleasure when neither _s de- of that school of philosophy which held that
sired for the other's
sake, but both for their their system was certain;
and how on this
own.
And therefore,
as pleasure, according
ground he distinguishes
it from the New Acadas it is subjected, preferred,
or united to vlr- emy, _ which began with Polemo's
successor
rue, makes three sects, so also do repose,
Arcesilaus,
and held that all things are uncerpleasure and repose combined, and the prime rain; and how he seeks to establish that the
natural blessings, make their three sects each. Old Academy was as free from error as from
For as men's opinions vary, and these four doubt,--all
this, I say, were too tong to enter
things are sometimes
subjected,
sometimes
upon in detail, and yet I must not altogether
preferred,
and sometimes
united to virtue,
pass it by in silence.
Varro then rejects, as
there are produced
twelve sects.
But this a first step, all those differences which have
number again is doubled
by the addition
of multiplied the number of sects; and theground
one difference, viz., the social life; for who- on which he does so is that they are not differever attaches
himself to any of these sects ences about the supreme good.
He maintains
does so either for his own sake alone, or for that in philosophy a sect is created only by its
the sake of a companion,
for whom he ought having an opinion of its own different
from
to wish what he desires for himself.
And other schools
on the point of the ends-inthus there will be twelve of those who think chief.
For man has no other reason for phisome one of these opinions
should be held losophizing
than that he may be happy; but
for their own sakes, and other twelve who de- that which makes him happy is itself the sucide that they ought to followthis or that phi- preme
good.
In other words, the supreme
losophy not for their own sakes only, but also good is the reason of philosophizing;
and
for the sake of others whose good they desire therefore that cannot be called a sect of phia_ their own.
These twenty-four
sects again losophy which pursues
no way of its own
are doubled, and become forty-eight
by add- towards the supreme good.
Thus, when it is
t The/rlma

xat_rw,

or Iro_'a

_al-& _GcrtJ, of the Stoics

with

Frequently
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asked
whether a wise man will adopt the ldo not necessarily
constitute
happiness.
social life, and desire and be interested
in Many, in fact, find it possible to adopt one
the supreme good of his friend as in his own, or other of these modes of life, and yet to
or will, on the contrary, do all that he does miss what makes a man happy.
The quesmerely for his own sake, there is no question
tlon, therefore, regarding
the supreme good
here about the supreme good, but only about and the supreme evil, and which distinguishes
the propriety of associating
or not assoclatsects of philosophy,
is one; and these qtmsing a friend in its participation:
whether tlxe tlons concerning
tile social hfe, the doubt of
wise man will do this not for his own sake, the Academy, the dress ar!M food of the Cynbut for the sake of his friend in whose good ics, the three modes of lifemthe
active, the
he delights as in his own.
So, too, when it contemplative,
and the mixed--these
are dills asked whether all things about which phl- ferent questions, into none of which the queslosophy is concerned are to be considered
un- tion of the chief good enters.
And therefore,
certain, as by the New Academy, or certain,
as Marcus Varro multiplied
the sects to the
as the other philosophers
maintain,
the ques- number of 288 (or whatever larger number he
tion here is not what end should be pursued,
chose) by introducing
these four differences
but whether
or not we are to believe in the derived from the social life, the New Acad.
substantial
existence of that end; or, to put emy, the Cynics, and the threefold
form of
it more plainly, whether he who pursues the llfe, so, by renioving these differences as haysupreme good must maintain that it is a true mg no bearing on the supreme good, and as
good, or only that it appears
to him to be therefore not constituting
what can properly
true, though possibly it may be delusive,-be called sects, he returns to those twelve
both pursuing one and the same good.
The schools which concern themselves with inquirdistinction,
too, which is founded on the dress ing what that
good is which makes man
and manners of the Cynics, does not touch happy, and tie shows that one of these is true,
the question of the chief good, but only the ]the rest false.
In other words, he dismisses
question
whether he who pursues that good'the
distmct_on
founded
on the threefold
which seems to himself true should live as do mode of llfe, and so decreases
the whole
the Cynics.
There were, in fact, men who, nmnber by two-thirds, reducing" the sects to
though they pursued different things as the ninety-six.
Then, putting aside the Cynic
supreme good, some choosing pleasure, others _pecuharltles,
the number decreases by a half,
virtue, yet adopted ttmt mode of life which to forty-eight.
Taking
away next the disgave the Cynics their name.
Thus, whatever
tinction occasioned
by the hesitancy of the
it is which distinguishes
the Cynics from other New Academy, the number is again halved,
philosophers,
this has nobearlng
on the choice and reduced to twenty-four.
Treating in a
and pursuit
of that good which constitutes similar
way the diversity
introduced
by the
happiness.
For if it had any such bearing,
consideration
of the social life, there are left
then the same habits of life would necessitate
but twelve, which this difference had doubled
the pursuit of the same chmf good, and di- to twenty-four.
Regarding
these twelve, no
verse habits would necessitate
the pursuit of reason can be assigned
why they should not
different ends.
be called sects.
For in them the sole inquiry
is regarding
the supreme good and the utti_HAP.
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THREE DEFINITIONS OF THE CHIEF GOOD OF these twelve sects, he multiplies by three these
""
"
'
I four thin_s_oteasure,
repose, pleasure and
WHICH WE MUST CHOOSEONE.
repose combined, and the primary objects of
The same may be said of those three kinds I nature which Varro calls l_rimigenia.
For as
of life, the life of studious leisure and search I these four things are sometimes subordinated
after truth, the life of easy engagement
in to virtue, so that they seem to be desired not
affairs, and the life in which both these arel for their own sake, but for virtue s sake;
mingled.
When it is asked, which of these I sometimes preferred to it, so that virtue seems
should be adopted,
this involves no contro-I to be necessary not on Its own account, but
versy about the end of good, but inquires l in order to attain these things; sometimes
which of these three puts a man in the best fjoined with it, so that both they and virtue
position for finding and retaining the supreme
are desired for their own sakes,_we
must
good.
For this good, as soon as a man finds I multiply the four by three, and thus we get
it, makes him happy; but lettered leisure, or ttwelve sects.
But from those four things
public business, or the alternation
of these, IVarro eliminates
three--pleasure,
repose,
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pleasure and repose combined--not
because
he thinks these are not worthy of the place assigned them, but because they are included in
the primary objects
of nature.
And what
need is there, atany rate, to make a threefold
division out of these two ends, pleasure and
repose, taking them first severally and then
conjunctly,
since both they, and many other
things besides, are comprehended
in the primary objects of nature ? Which of the three
remaining sects must be chosen ? This is the
question that Varro dwells upon. For whether
one of these three or some other be chosen,
reason forbids that more than one be true.
This we shall afterwards
see; but meanwhile
let us explain as briefly and distinctly as we
can how Varro makes his selection from these
three, that is, from the sects which severally
hold that the primary objects of nature are to
be desired for virtue's sake, that virtue is to
be desired for their sake, and that virtue and
these objects are to be desired each for their
own sake.

OF GOD.
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alternatives,
then, Varro chooses the third,
that man is neither the body alone, nor the
soul alone, but both together.
And therefore
the highest good, in which lies the happiness
of man, is composed of goods of both kinds,
both bodily and spiritual.
And consequently
he thinks that the pmmary objects of nature
are to be sought for their own sake, and that
virtue, which is the art of. living, and can be
communicated
by instruction,
is the most excellent of spiritual goods.
This virtue, then,
or art of regulating
life, when it has received
these primary objects of nature which existed
independently
of it, and prior to any instruction, seeks them all, and itself also, for its
own sake; and it uses them, as it also uses itself, that from them all it may derive profit
and enjoyment,
greater or less, according as
they are themselves greater or less; and while
it takes pleasure in all of them, it despises the
less that it may obtain or retain the greater
when occasion demands.
Now, of all goods,
spiritual or bodily, there is none at all to corn)are with virtue.
For virtue makes a good
CHAP.3.mWmCH OF TH_ THREELEADINGOPIN- use both of itself and of all other goods in
IONS REGARDING THE CHIEF GOOD SHOULD which lies man's happiness;
and where it is
BE PREFERRED,
ACCORDINGTO VARRO, WHO absent, no matter how many good things a
FOLLOWS ANTIOCHUS AND THE OLD ACAD- man has, they are not for hls good, and conEMY.
sequently
should not be called good things
while they belong to one who makes them useWhich of these three is true and to be less by using them badly.
The life of man,
adopted he attempts to show in the following then, is called happy when it enjoys virtue
manner.
As it is the supreme good, not of a and these other spiritual
and bodily good
tree, or of a beast, or of a god, but of man, things without which virtue is impossible.
It
that philosophy is in quest of, he thinks that,
is called happier
if it enjoys some or many
first of all, we must define man.
He is of other good things which are not essential
to
opinion that there are two parts in human na- virtue; and happiest of all, if it lacks not one
ture, body and soul, and makes no doubt that of the good things which pertain to the body
of these two the soul is the better and by far and the soul.
For life is not the same thing
the more worthy part.
But whether the soul as virtue, since not every life, but a wisely
alone is the man, so that the body holds the regulated
life, is virtue: and yet, while there
same relation to it as a horse to the horseman,
can be life of some kind without virtue, there
this he thinks has to be ascertained.
The cannot be virtue without life.
This I might
horseman is not a horse and a man, but only apply to memory and reason, and such mena man, yet he is called a horseman, because
tal faculties;
for these exist prior to instruche is in some relation to the horse.
Again,
tion, and without them there cannot be any
is the body alone the man, having a relation
instruction,
and consequently
no virtue, since
to the soul such as the cup has to the drink ? wrtue is learned.
But bodily advantages,
For it is not the cup and the drink it contains
such as swiftness of foot, beauty, or strength,
which are called the cup, but the cup alone; are not essential
to virtue, neither is virtue
yet it is so call6d because it is made to hold essential
to them, and yet they are good
the drink.
Or, lastly, is it'neither
the soul thmgs; and, according
to our philosophers,
alone nor the body alone, but both together,
even these advantages
are desired by virtue
which are man, the body and the soul being for its own sake, and are used and enjoyed by
each a part, but the whole man being both to- it in a becoming manner.
gether, as we call two horses yoked together
They say that this happy life is also social,
a pair, of which pair the near and the off horse and loves the advantages
of its friends as its
is each a part, but we do not call either of own, and for their sake wishes for them what
them, no matter how connected with the other,
it desires for itself, whether these friends live
a pair, but only both together ? Of thesethree
in the same family,
as a wife, children,
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where one's home iContempt
has been poured upon such ideas
by the Truth, saying by the prophet, "The
world
is, as the
at large,
citizensas the
of thenations
same bound
town; or
in incorn-.
the I Lord knoweth the thoughts of men ' (or, as
mon human brotherhood;
or in the umverse the Apostle
Paul cites the passage, "' The
itself, comprehended
m the heavens and the Lord knoweth the thoughts
of the _e")
earth, as those whom they call gods, and pro- "that they are vain.""
vide as friends for the wise man, and whom
For what flood of eloquence can suffice to
we more famiharly
call angels•
Moreover,
detail the miseries of this life?
Cicero, in
they say that, regarding
the supreme good the Con.sda._'an on the death of his daughter,
and evil, there Is no room for doubt, and that has spent all his ability in lamentation;
but
they therefore
differ from the New Academy
how inadequate
was even his ability here?
in this respect, and they are not concerned
For when, where, how, in this life can these
whether
a philosopher
pursues
those ends primary objects
of nature
be possessed
so
which they think true in the Cynic dress and that they may not be assailed by unforeseen
manner of life or in some other.
And, lastly, accidents ? Is the body of the wise man exin regard to the three modes of life, the con- empt from any pain whmh may dispel pleasure,
templatlve,
the active, and. the composite,
from any dxsquietude
which may banish re.
they declare in favor of the third.
That these pose ? The amputation
or decay of the
were the opinions and doctrines
of the Old members of the body puts an end to its inAcademy,
Varro asserts on the authority
of tegrity,
deformity
blights its beauty,
weakAntiochus,
Cmero's
master
and his own, hess its health, lassitude its vigor, sleepiness
though Cicero makes him out to have been or sluggishness
its activity,--and
which of
more frequently m accordance
with the Stoics these is it that may not assail the flesh of the
than with the Old Academy.
But of what wise man ? Comely and fitting attitudes and
importance
_s this to us, who ought to judge movements of the body are numbered among
the matter on its own merits, rather than to the prime natural blessings;
but what if some
understand
accurately what different men have smkness makes the members tremble ? what if
thought about it ?
a man suffers from curvature
of the spine to
such an extent
that his hands reach the
CHAP. 4.--WHAT
THE CHRISTIANS BELIEVE RE- ground,
and he goes upon all-fours like a
GARDING THE SUPREME GOOD AND EVIL, IN quadruped ? Does not this destroy all beauty
OPPOSITION TO THE PHILOSOPHERS,
WHO
I and
grace m the body, whether at rest or in
HAVE MAINTAINED THAT THE SUPREME GOOD motion ? What shall I say of the fundamental
is IN THEMSELVES.
blessings of the soul, sense and intellect, of
If then we be asked what the cit of God I which the one is given for the perception,
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power to live rightly, but can do so
. y ....
P.....
" -

onlyrtls!f help
He who_l_l
_p giVewtU:nf_tehbet_iebeh:nV _
in
oo
..... ior those WhO nave s u ppose d "ha"
pray.
&s
t t
the sovereign good and evil are to be found
in this life, and have placed it either in the
soul or the body, or in both, or, to speak
more explicitly, either in pleasure or in virtue,
or in both; in repose or in virtue, or in both;
in pleasure and repose, or in virtue, or in all
combined;
in the primary objects of nature,
or in virtue, or in both,_all
these have, with
a marvelous shallowness,
sought to find their
blessedness
in this life and in themselves,
_ Ehtb. ii. O

_:_r_onSn::all
poSaeYs°tont?ta°s_rhWern:i:ut_ri/r_
....
mtelhgence
hidden
and buried
while the
.....
".
maloirg_a:; toP_: t oz_v_s_nlgl_he_ndb°dwY:?d o_°_
sure that g no such thing can happen t2 the
:wise man in this life ? Then, as to the perception of truth, what can we hope for even
in this way while in the body, as we read in
the true book of Wisdom, "The
corruptible
body weigheth down the soul, and the earthly
tabernacle presseth down the mind that mm_._th
upon many things?"
_ And eagerne_,
or
2 P_. xeir. xt, and x Cot. ill a_.
_ Wi_lom ix. IS.

:
•- _
_.o. _
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desire of action, if this is the right meaning
God, and the flesh to the soul, and conseto put upon the Greek _p_rT, is also reckoned
quently
both soul and flesh to God,---does
among the primary advantages of nature; and not this virtue demonstrate
that it is as yet
yet is it not this which produces
those pitia- rather laboring
towards its end than resting
ble movements of the insane, and those actions
in its finished work ? For the soul is so much
which we shudder to see, when sense is de- the less subjected to God as it is less occupied
ceived and reason deranged ?
with the thought of God; and the flesh is so
In fine, virtue itself, which is not among the much the less subjected
to the spirit as it
primary
objects of nature, but succeeds
to lusts more vehemently against the spirit.
So
them as the result of learning, though it holds long, therefore, as we are beset by this weakthe highest place among human good things,
ness, this plague, this disease, how shall we
what is its occupation save to wage perpetual
dare to say that we are safe ? and if not safe,
war with vices,--notthose that are outside of then how can we be already enjoying our final
us, but within; not other men's, but our own, beatitude ? Then that virtue which goes by
--a war which is waged especially
by that the name of fortitude is the plainest proof of
virtue which the Greeks
call _coq_pot_vvrl,
the ills of life, for it is these ills which it is
and we temperance, _ and which bridles carnal compelled to bear patiently.
And this holds
lusts, and prevents them from winning the good, no matter though the ripest wisdom
consent of the spirit to wicked deeds ? For co-extsts with it. And I am at a loss to unwe must not fancy that there is no vine in us, derstand
how the Stoic philosophers
can prewhen, as the apostle says, "The
flesh lusteth sume to say that these are no ills, though at
against the spirit;"
• for to this vice there is the same t_me they allow the wise man to
a contrary virtue, when, as the same writer commtt suicide and pass out of this life if
says, "The
spirit lusteth against the flesh."
they become
so grievous that he cannot or
"For these two," he says, "are contrary one ought not to endure them.
But such is the
to the other, so that you cannot do the things
stupid pride of these men who fancy that the
which you would."
But what is it we wish to ) supreme good can be found m this life, and
do when we seek to attain the supreme good, that they can become
happy by their own re.
unless that the flesh should cease to lust sources, that their w_se man, or at least the
against
the spirit, and that there be no vice man whom they fancifully depict as such, is
in us against which the spirit may lust ? And always happy, even though he become blind,
as we cannot attain to this in the present life, deaf, dumb, mutilated,
racked with pains,
however ardentlywe
desire it, let us by God's or suffer any conceivable
calamity
such as
help accomplish at least this, to preserve the may compel him to make away with himself;
soul from succumbing
and yielding to the and they are not ashamed to call the life that
flesh that lusts against it, and to refuse our is beset wtth these evils happy.
O happy
consent to the perpetration
of sin.
Far be life, which seeks the aid of death to end it?
it from us, then, to fancy that while we are If it is happy, let the wise man remain in it_
still engaged
in this intestine war, we have but if these ills drive him out of it, in what
already found the happiness which we seek sense is it happy ? Or how can they say that
to reach by victory.
And who is there so these are not evils which conquer the virtue of
wise that he has no conflict at all to maintain
fortitude,
and force it not only to yield, but
against his vices ?
so to rave that it in one breath calls life happy
What shall I say of that virtue which is and recommends
it to be given up ? For who
called prudence ? Is not. all its vigilance
is so blind as not to see that if it were happy
spent in the discernment
of good from evil it would not be fled from ? And if they say
things, so that no mistake
may be admitted
we should flee from it on account of the inabout what we should desire and what avoid ? firmitms that beset it, why then do they not
And thus it is itself a proof that we are in the lower their pride and acknowledge
that it is
midst of evils, or that evils are in us; for it miserable ? Was it, I would ask, fortitude or
teaches us that it is an evil to consent to sin, weakness which prompted Cato to kill himself ?
and a good to refuse this consent.
And yet for he would not have done so had he not
this evil, to which prudence teaches and tern- been "too weak to endure
C_esar's victory.
perance enables us not to consent, is removed
Where, then, is his fortitude ? It has yielded,
from this life neither by prudence
nor by it has succumbed,
it has been so thoroughly
temperance.
And justice, whose office it is overcome
as to abandon,
forsake,
flee this
to reader to every man his due, whereby
happy" life.
Or was it no longer happy?
there is in man himself a certain just order Then it was miserable.
How, then, were
of nature, so that the soul is subjected to these not evils which made life miserable,
_
and a thing to be escaped from ?
_Cic_, Tmuv._.iik
8,
s GeLv. x7.
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And therefore those who admit that these
are evils, as the Peripatetics do, and the Old
Academy,
the sect which Varro advocates,
express a more intelligible doctrine; but theirs
also is a surprising mistake, for they contend
that this is a happy life which is beset by
these evils, even though they be so great
that he who endures them should commi
suicide to escape them.
¢' Pains and anguish
of body,"
says Varro, _' are evils, and so
much the worse in proportion to their severity; and to escape them you must quit this
life."
What life, I pray ? This life, he says,
which is oppressed
by such evils.
Then it is
happy in the midst of these very evils on account of which you say we must quit it ? Or
do you call it happy because you are at liberty
to escape these evils by death ? What, then
if by some secret judgment
of God you were
held fast and not permitted to die, nor suffered
to live without these evils ? In that case, at
least, you would say that such a life was
miserable.
It is soon relinquished,
no doubt,
but this does not make it not miserable;
for
were it eternal, you yourself would pronounce
it miserable.
Its brevtty, therefore,
does not
clear it of misery; neither ought it to be called
happiness
because it is a brief misery.
Certamly there is a mighty force in these evils
which compel
a man--according
to them,
even a wise man--to
cease to be a man thai
he may escape them, though they say, and
say truly, that it is as it were the first and
strongest
demand
of nature
that a man
cherish himself, and naturally therefore avoid
death, and should so stand his own friend as
to wish and vehemently
aim at continuing
to
exist as a living creature, and subsisting in
this union of soul and body.
There is a
mighty force in these evils to overcome this
natural instinct by which death is by every
means and with all a man's efforts avoided,
and to overcome it so completely
that what
was avoided is desired, sought after, and if it
cannot in any other way be obtained,
is inflicted by the man on himself.
There is a
mighty force in these evils which make fortitnde a homicide,--if,
indeed, that is to be
called fortitude which is so thoroughly overcome by these evils, that it not only cannot
preserve by patience the man whom it undertook to govern and defend, .but is itsell
obliged to kill him.
The wise man, I admit,

vironed with evils so considerable
and grievous, could never have been called happy, if
the men who give it this name had condescended to yield to the truth, and to be conquered by valid arguments,
when they inquired after the happy life, as they yield to
unhappiness,
and are overcome
by overwhelming evils, when they put themselves to
death, and if they had not fancied that the
supreme good was to be found in this mortal
life; for the very virtues of this life, which
are certainly its best and most useful possesslons, are all the more telling proofs of its
miseries
in proportion
as they are helpful
against the violence of its dangers, toils, and
woes.
For if these are true virtues,Band
such cannot exist save in those who have true
piety,Bthey
do not profess to be able to dehver the men who possess them from all
miseries;
for true virtues tell no such lies,
but they profess that by the hope of the future
world this life, which is miserably involved in
the many and great evils of this world, is
happy as it is also safe.
For if not yet safe,
how could it be happy ? And therefore the
Apostle Paul, speaking
not of men without
prudence, temperance,
fortitude, and justice,
but of those whose lives were regulated by
true p_ety, and whose virtues were therefore
true, says, " For we are saved by hope: now
hope which is seen is not hope; for what a
man seeth, why doth he yet hope for? But
if we hope for that we see not, then do we
with patience wait for it. ''x
As, therefore,
we are saved, so we are made happy by hope,
And as we do not as yet possess a present,
but look for a future salvation,
so is it with
our happiness, and this "with patience;"
for
we are encompassed
with evils, which we
ought patiently to endure, until we come to the
ineffable enjoyment
of unmixed good; for
there shall be no longer anything
to endure.
Salvation, such as it shall be in the world to
come, shall itself be our final happiness.
And
this happiness
these philosophers
refuse to
beheve in, because they do not see it, and
attempt to fabricate
for themselves a happihess in this life, based upon a virtue which is
as deceitful as it is proud.

ought to bear death with patience, but when
it_is inflicted by another.
If, then, as these
men maintain, he is obliged to inflict it on
himself, certainly it must be owned that the
ills which compel him to this are not only
evils, but intolerable
evils.
The life, then,
which is either subject to accidents, or en-

We give a much more unlimited approval
to their idea that the life of the wise nian IzvdBt
be social.
For how could the city of C._ _
(concerning which we are already writil_ mD _
less than the nineteenth book of this wot_k)
..........
zRom. v_ 24-

CHAP. 5.BO_ THESOCIALLIFE, WHICH,THOUGH
MOSTDESIRABLE, IS FREQUENTLYDISTURBED
BY MANYDISTRESSES.
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either take a beginning
or be developed,
or
attain its proper
destiny, if the life of the
saints were not a social life ? But who can
enumerate
all the great grmvances with which
human society abounds
in the misery of this
mortal state?
Who can weigh them?
Hear
how one of their comic writers makes one of
his characters express the common feelings of
all men in this matter:
"I am married;
this
is one misery.
Children are born to me; they
are additmnal cares. ''I
What shall I say of
the miseries of love whmh Terence
also recounts--"
slights,
suspicions,
quarrels,
war
to-day, peace to-morrow? ''_ Is not human
life full of such things ? Do they not often
occur even in honorable
friendships ? On all
hands we experlencethese
slights, suspmions,
quarrels,
war, all of which are undoubted
evils; while, on the other hand, peace is a
doubtful good, because we do not know the
heart of our friend, and though we did know
it to-day, we should be as ignorant of what it
might be to-morrow.
Who ought to be, or
who are more friendly than those who live in
the same family ? And yet who can rely even
upon
this
friendship,
seeing
that
secret
treachery
has often broken it tip, and produced enmity as bitter as the amity was sweet,
or seemed sweet by the most perfect dissimulation?
It is on this account that the words
of Cicero so move the heart of every one, and
provoke a sigh: " There are no snares more
dangerous
than those which lurk under the
guise of duty or the name of relationship,
For the man who is your declared
foe you
can easily baffle by precaution;
but this hidden, Intestine, and domestic danger not merely exists, but overwhelms
you before you can
foresee and examine it." 3 It is also to this
that allusion is made by the divine saying,
"A man's foes are those of his own household," *--words which one carinot hear without pain;
for though a man have sufficient
fortitude
to endure it with equanimity,
and
sufficient sagacity to baffle the malice of a
pretended
friend, yet if he himself is a good
man, he cannot but be greatly pained at the
discovery
of the perfidy of wicked
men,
whether they have always been wicked and
merely feigned goodness,
or have fallen from
a better to a malicious disposition.
If, then,
home, the natural refuge from the ills of hfe,
_s itself not safe, what shall we say of the city,
which, as it is larger, IS so much the more
filled with lawsuits ciwl and criminal, and is
never free from the fear, if sometimes
from
the actual outbreak,
of d_sturbmg and bloody
insurrections
and civil wars ?
x Terent
Ariel]lit.
v, 4
] I_* Verrem,
h x. xh.

_ Eu_auch,
i x.
4 Matt
x 36.
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CHAP. 6.--OF THE ERROROF HUMANJUDGMENTS
I
WHEN THE TRUTH IS HIDDEN.
[ What shall I say of these judgments
which
I men pronounce on men, and which are necesI sary in communities,
whatever outward peace
they
enjoy?
Melancholy
and lamentable
judgments
they are, since the judges are men
I who cannot discern the consciences
of those
at their bar, and are therefore
frequently
compelled
to put innocent witnesses
to the
torture to ascertain
the truth regarding
the
crimes of other men.
What shall I say of
torture apphed to the accused himself?
He
is tortured
to discover whether
he is guilty,
so that, though innocent, he suffers most undoubted
punishment
for crime that is still
doubtful,
not because
it is proved that he
committed it, but because it is not ascertained
that he did not commit it. Thus the ignorance of the judge frequently
involves an innocent person in suffering.
And what is still
more unendurable--a
thing, indeed, to be bewailed, and, if that were possible,
watered
with fountains of tears--is
this, that when the
judge puts the accused to the question, that:
he may not unwittingly
put an innocent man
to death, the result of this lamentable ignorance is that this very person, whom he tortured that he might not condemn him if innocent, is condemned
to death both tortured
and innocent.
For if he has chosen, in obedience to the philosophical
instructions
to the
wise man, to quit this life rather than endure
any longer such tortures,
he declares that he
has committed the crime which in fact he has
not committed.
And when he has been condemned and put to death, the judge is still
in ignorance whether he has put to death an
innocent
or a guilty person, though he put
the accused to the torture
for the very purpose of saving himself from condemning
the
nmoeent;
and consequently
he has both tortured an innocent
man to discover his innocence, and has put him to death without discovering it. If such darkness
shrouds social
life, will a wise judge take his seat on the
bench or no ? Beyond question he will.
For
human society, which he thinks it a wickedness to abandon, constrains
him and compels
him to this duty.
And he thinks it no ,_Ickedness that innocent
witnesses
are tortured
regarding the crimes of which other men are
accused;
or that the accused are put to the
torture, so that they are often overcome with
anguish,
and, though
innocent,
make false
confessions
regarding
themselves,
and are
punished;
or that. though they be not condemned to die, they often die during, or in
consequence
of, the torture ; or that sometimes
the accusers t who perhaps have been prompted
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by a desire to benefit society by bringing rag, hostde nations beyond the empire, against
criminals
to justice,
are themselves
con-.whom
wars have been and are waged, yet,
demned through
the ignorance of tile judge, isupposmg
there were no such nations,
the
because they are unable to prove the truth of lvery extent of the empire itself has produced
their accusations
though they are true. and ..wars of a more obnoxious
description--social
because the witnesses lie, and the accused en- !and cnql wars--and
with these the whole race
dures the torture WithOUt being moved to con- ]has been agitated, either by the actual confession.
These numerous and important evils i flint or the fear of a renewed outbreak.
If I
he does not consider sins; for the wise judge _attempted to give an adequate description
of
does these things, not with any retention of, these manifold dlsasters, these stern and lastdoing harm, but because his ignorance corn- ! ing necessltms, though I am qmte imequal to
pels him, and because
human society d.um_'tim
task, uhat lmnt could I set ? But, say
him as a judge.
But though we therefore'they,
the _l_e man w,ll wage just wars.
As
acqu,t the judge of malice, we mu_t none the _t he would not all the rather lament the neless condemn human hfe as miserable
And cessTty of just wars. if lie remembers that he
if he is compelled
to torture and punlah the_lb a man; for ff they were not just he would
innocent because his office and his Ignorance mot w't,m,., them,
and would therefore
be
constrain him. is he a happy as well as a guilt- !dehvercd from :Ill wars.
For it is tile wrongless man > Surely it were proof of more pro- idotn,d of the opposing
party Much compels
found cons,derateness
and finer feehng were the w_se man to wage just wars; and this
he to recognize the misery of these necesst- Iwrong-doing,
even though It gave rise to no
ties. and shrink from his own lmphcatmn
m war, wouhl still be matler
of grief to man
that misery'; and had he any piety about Into, because it is man's wrong-doing.
Let every
he would cry" to God " From my necessities
_me. then. who thinks with pain on all these
deliver Thou me." _
!,,,r_at evils, so homble,
so ruthless, acknowlCHAP.
BY
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'{edge that this is misery.
[clt[ler
endures
or thinks
-_ naellt,tl
iiAln,
this is :t inore
N
still, for lie thinks
himself
],h,_._ Io_t human

And Jf any one
of them without
miserable
phght
happy
because
he

feehng.

After the state or cJtv comes the world, the
third circle of human society.--the
fir,t bm _g ] CHAP. 8.--q H_'I "Jin. FRn,.x]_qmp oF c;om) m.:N
the house, and the second tile c_ty.
And the ] CANNOTlie SI..CUR1,
I.Y RI:q'I'I.I) IN_ SOI,ONG AS
world, as It lS larger, so it is fuller o¢ dan- l Tltl DA.NGERS
OF "litD.
Llbl _ lq)l,_(A,.
US 'to
lie
gers, as the _reater sea is the more danger-[
axxlot_s.
ous.
And here, in the first place, man l_
separated from man by the d_fference of lan- i In our present wretched conthtmn we freguages.
For _f two men, each ignorant
ot_ quently m_stake a friend f_r .m enemy, and
the other's language,
meet, and are not corn- an enemy for a friend
And _fwe escape this
pelled to pass, but, on the contrary, " to remain [p_tlable
bhnduess,_
_s
not
the and
mffmgned
confideuce and mutua, love of true
good friends
in company, dumb animals, though of differ-,
ent specms, would more easily hold inter- our one solace m human society, filled as it
course than they, human beings though ti_eyi is w_th misunderstandings
and calamities ?
be.
For their common nature _s no help to]And yet the more friends we have, and the
friendliness
when they" are prevented
by di- I more w_dely they arc scattered, the more nuverslty of language from conveying their sen- t merous are our fears that some portmn of the
tm_ents to one another; so that a man would [vast masses of the d_sasters of life may light
more readily hold intercourse
w_th his dog _up°n them.
For we are not only anxious
than with a foreigner.
But the imperml c_t'x;i lest they suffer from famine, war. {hsease,
has endeavored
to impose on subject natmns captlwty, or the inconceivable
horrors of slavnot only her yoke, but her language,
as a cry, but we are also affec'ted w_th the much
bond of peace, so that interpreters,
far from more
painful into
dread
that malice,
thmr friendship
may
be changed
perfidy,
and injustice.
being scarce, are numberless.
This is true;
but how many great wars, how much slaughter
And when these contingencies
actually occur_
and bloodshed,
have provided
th_s unity _ --as they do the more frequently
the more
And though these are past, the end of these frmnds
we
have,
and
the
more
widely
are
scattered,--and
when they come to ourthey
knowlmiseries has not yet come.
have never been wanting,
=v_ m.,_.

For though there I edge, who but the man who has experienced
nor are yet want- ! _t can tell with what pangs the heart is torn ?
iWe would, in fact, prefer to hear that they
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were dead, although we could not without anguish hear of even this.
For if their life has
solaced us with the charms of friendship,
can
it be that their death should affect us with no
sadness ? He who will have none of this sadness must, if possible, have no friendly intercourse.
Let him interdict or extinguish friendly affection; let him burst with ruthless insensibility the bonds of every human relationship;
or let him contrive so to use them that no
sweetness
shall distil mto his spit
But if
this is utterly impossible,
how shall we contrive to feel no bitterness in the death of those
whose life has been sweet to us ? Hence arises
that grief which affects the tender heart like a
wound or a bruise, and which is healed by the
application of kindly consolation.
For though
the cure is affected all the more easily and
rapidly the better condition the soul is in, we
must not on this account suppose that there is
nothing at all to heal.
Although,
then, our
present life is afflicted, sometimes in a milder,
sometimes in a more painful degree, by the
death of those very dear to us, and especially
of useful public men, yet we would prefer to
hear that such men were dead rather than to
hear or perceive that they had fallen from the
faith, or from virtue,--m
other words, that
they were spiritually dead.
Of this vast ma-

with men (which itself is one of the grievances
of this life), and as Satan, as we read/sometimes transforms
himself
into an angel of
light, to tempt those whom it is necessary to
disclpline, or just to deceive, there is great
need of God's mercy to preserve us from maklng friends of demons in disguise, while we
fancy we have good angels for our friends;
for the astuteness
and deceitfulness
of these
wicked splrlts is equalled by their hurtfulness.
And Is this not a great misery of human life,
that we are involved
in such ignorance
as,
but for God's mercy, makes us a prey to these
demons _ And it is very certain that the philosophers of the godless city, who have maintained that the gods were their friends, had
fallen a prey to the mahgnant
demons who
rule that city, and whose eternal punishment
is to be shared hy it.
For the nature of ttmse
beings is sufficiently evinced by the sacred or
rather
sacrilegious
observances
which form
their worship, and by the filthy games in which
their crimes are celebrated,
and which they
themselves
originated
and exacted from their
worshippers
as a fit propitiation.

terlal for misery the earth is full, and therefore
it is written, " Is not human hfe upon earth a
trial ?"'
And with the same reference
the
Lord says. " Woe to the world because of
offenses ! " _ and again, " Because iniquity
abounded,
the love of many shall wax cold." 3
And hence we enloy some gratification
when
our good friends die; for though their death
leaves us in sorrow, we have the consolatory
assurance
that lifetheyevenare the
beyond
the men
ills are
by
which in this
best of

But not even the saints and faithful worshq)pers of the one true and most high God
are safe from the manifold
temptations
and
deceits of the demons.
For in this abode of
weakness, and in these wicked days, this state
of anxiety has also its use, stimulating
us to
seek with keener
longing for that security
wher e peace is complete
and unassailable.
There we shall enjoy the gifts of nature, that
is to say, all that God the Creator of all hatures has bestowed upon ours,_gifts
not only
good, but eternal,--not
only of the spirit,
healed now by wisdom, but also of the body
renewed by the resurrection.
There the virtues shall no longer be struggling against any
vice or evil, but shall enjoy the reward of victory, the eternal
peace which no adversary
shall disturb.
This is the final blessedness,
this the ultimate consummation,
the unending end.
Here, indeed, we are said to be
blessed when we have such peace as can be
enjoyed in a good life; but such blessedness
is mere misery compared to that final felicity.
When we mortals possess such peace as this
mortal life can afford, virtue, if we are living
rightly, makes a right use of the advantages
of this peaceful condition;
and when we have
it not, virtue makes a good use even of the
evils a man suffers.
But this is true virtue,

broken down or corrupted,
of both results,

or are

in danger

CHAP. 9" _ Or THE FRIENDSHIP OF THE HOLY
ANGELS,WHICH MEN CANNOT BE SURE OF IN
THIS
LIFE,
OWING
TO THE
DECEIT
OF THE
DI_:MONq "WHO HOLD IN BONDAGE
THE WORSHIPPERS
OF A PLURALITY
OF GODS.

The philosophers
who wished us to have
the gods for our friends rank the friendship
of the holy angels in the fourth circle of society, advancing
now from the three circles of
society on earth to the universe, and embracing heaven itself.
And in this friendship
we
have indeed no fearthat
the angelswill
grieve
us by their death or deterioration.
But as
we cannot mingle with them as familiarly as
' lob vai. t
8 _V_att.x,xiv, x_.

CHAP. Io.--THE
REWAkeD PREPARED FOR THE
SAINTS AFTER THEY HAVE ENDURED THE
TRIAL OF THIS LIFE.

_ l_Iatt, xvli. 7.2 Cor xl. x4.
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wi_en it refers all
good use of, and
good use of good
also, to that end
best and greatest

the advantages
it makes a CHAP 12--THAT EVEN THE FIERCENESSOF WAl_
all that it does m making
ANDALLTHE DISQUIETUDEOF MEN"MAKETOand evil tifings, and itself
WARDSTHISONE END OF PEACE_ WHICHEVERY
in which we shall en3oy the
NATURE DESIRES.
peace possible.
Whoever gives even moderate attention to
human affairs and to our common nature, will
CHAP. Ii. --oF THE HAPPINESS
OF THE
ETERrecogmze that if there is no man who does
NAL
PEACE_
WHICH
CONSTITUTES
THE
END
OR
not
wish
to be
loyful, neither is there any one
TRUE PERFECTION OF THE SAINTS.
who does not wish to have peace.
For even
ithey wllo make war desire nothing but vicAnd thus we may say of peace, as we have torv.--deslre,
tilat is to say, to attain to peace
said of eternal llfe, that it is (tie end of our witil glory.
For what else is victory than the
good; and the rather because the Psalml_tlcouquest
of those who resist us ? and when
says of the clty of God, the subject of this. th_s is done there is peace.
It is therefore
laborious work, " Prise the Lord, 0 Jerusa- !with the desire for peace that wars are waged,
lem; praise thy God, O Zion" for He hath even by those who take pleasure in exercismg
strengthened
the bars of thy gates; He h,ith!the_r warhke nature in command
and battle.
blessed
thy children
withm thee; who hath i And hence it is obvious that peace is the end
made thy borders
peace "_ For when the sought for by war.
For every mail seeks
bars of her gates shall be strengthened,
none peace by wagmg war, but no man seeks war
shall go in or come out from t_er; co_a_e-Iby making peace.
]ror even they who intenquentty we ought to understand
the peace of t_onally interrupt the peace in which they are
her borders as that final peace we are wishmg, hwng have no hatred of peace, but only wish
to declare.
For even the mvstmal name of I It chan_zed into a peace that snits them better.
the city _tself, that is, ./emc_a/em,
"
means, as I ! rl"'hey do not, therefore, w_sh to have no peace,
have already sald, '" Vision of Peace."
But as ibut only one more to their mid.
And in the
the word peace is employed
in connectmn]case
of se(htion, when meu have separated
with things in this world in which certainly hfe tthemselves from (lie community,
they yet do
eternal has no place, we have preferred
to lnot efiect what they w_sh, unless they marecall the end or supreme good of this city life Itam some kind of peace w_th their fellow-coneternal rather than peace.
Of this end the isp_rators.
And therefore
even robbers take
apostle says, " But now, being freed from sm. c./re t_ mamtain
peace with their comrades,
and become servants to God, ve have your that they may with greater ef/ect and greater
frult unto holiness, and the end'life eternal." -'] safety raw, de the peace of other men.
And
But, on the other hand, as those who are not if an mdlvldnal
happen to be of such unfamiliar wlth Scripture may suppose that ti_e irivalled strength, and to be so jealous of part.
life of the wicked is eternal life, rather because of the lmmortahtv
of the soul, which
some of the philosophers
even have recognized, orbecause
of the endless pumshment
of
the wicked, which forms a part of our faith,

nerstnp, that lie trusts himself with no cornI rades, but makes his own plots, and commits
depredations
and murders on tlis own account,
yet he mamtams some shadow of peace with
:such persons as tie is unable to kill, and from

and whmh seems impossible unless(he
wmked ]whom lie wishes to conceal his deeds.
In
live for ever, it may therefore
be advisable,
his own home, too, he makes it his aim to be
1
in order that every one may readily under- at peace with his w fe and children, and any
stand what we mean, to say that the end or_,other members of his household;
for unquessupreme good of this city is either peace in r tlonably their prompt obedzence to his every
eternal life, or eternal
life in peace.
Yorl look Js a source of pleasure to him.
And ff
peace is a good so great, that even in this thls be not rendered,
he is angry, he chides
earthly and mortal life there is no word we and punishes;
and even by this storm he sehear with such pleasure,
nothing we desire cures the calm peace of his own home, as ocwith such zest, or find to be more thoroughly
caslon demands
For he sees that peace cangratifying.
So that if we dwell for a little not be maintained
unless all the members of
longer on this subject,
we shall not, in my the same domestic
circle be subject to one
opinion,
be wearisome
to our readers, who head, such as he himself is in his own house.
will attend both for the sake of understanding
And therefore
if a city or nation offered to
what is the end of this city of which we speak, submit itself to him, to serve him in the same
and for the sake of the sweetness of peace style as he had made his household serve him,
which is dear to all.
he would no longer lurk m a brigand's hidingplaces, but lift his head m open dayas a king,
Ps, cxlvit, z2-x4.
2 Rom. vx 22.
though the same coveteousness
and wicked-
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hess should remain in him. And thus all men produce, suckle, and bring up their young,
desire to have peace with their own circle, though very many of them are not gregarious,
whom they wish to govern as suits themselves, but sohtary,--not
like sheep, deer, pigeons,
For even those whom they make war against starlings, bees, but such as lions, foxes,
they wish to make their own, and impose on eagles, bats. For what tigress does not genthem the laws of their own peace,
tly purr over her cubs, and lay aside her ferocBut let us suppose a man such as poetry ity to fondle them ? What kite, sohtary as he
and mythology speak of,--a man so insocia- is when c_rcling over his prey, does not seek
ble and savage as to be called rather a semi- a mate, build a nest, hatch the eggs, bring up
man than a man._ Although, then, his king- the youngblrds, and maintain with the mother
dom was the solitude of a dreary cave, and of his family as peaceful a domestic alliance
he himself was so singularly bad-hearted that as he can ? How much more powerfully do the
he was named K_rnd_, which is the Greek word laws of man's nature move him to hold felfor bad; though he had no wife to soothe him lowship and maintain peace with all men so
with endearing talk, no children to play with, far as in him lies, since even wicked men wage
no sons to do his bidding, no friend to enliven war to maintain the peace of their own circle,
him with intercourse, not even h_s father Vul- and wish that, if possible, all men belonged
can (though in one respect he was happier to them, that all men and things might serve
than his father, not having begotten a mon- but one head, and might, either through love
ster like himself); although he gave to no or fear, yield themselves to peace with him!
man, but took as he wished whatever he could, It is thus that pride in its perversity apes God.
from whomsoever he could, when he could; It abhors equality with other men under Him;
yet in that solitary den, the floor of which, as but, instead of His rule, it seeks to impose a
Virgil" says, was always reeking with recent rule of its own upon its equals.
It abhors,
slaughter, there was nothing else than peace that is to say, the just peace of God, and loves
sought, a peace in which no one should too- its own unjust peace; but it cannot help lovlest him, or disquiet him with any assault or lng peace of one kind or other. For there is
alarm. With his own body he desired to be no vice so clean contrary to nature that it ohat peace, and-he was satisfied only in propor- hterates even the faintest traces of nature.
tion as he had this peace. For he ruled his
He, then, who prefers what is right to what
members, and they obeyed him; and for the is wrong, and what is well-ordered to what is
sake of pacifying his mortal nature, which re- perverted, sees that the peace of unjust men
belled when it needed anything, and of allay- is not worthy to be called peace in compariing the sedition of hunger which threatened son with the peace of the just.
And yet even
to banish the soul from the body, he made what is perverted must of necessity be in hatforays, slew, and devoured, but used the fe- mony w_th, and in dependence on, and in some
rocity and savageness he displayed m these part of the order of things, fbr otherwise it
acUons only for the preservation of his own would have no existence nt all. Suppose a
life's peace. So that, had he been willing to man hangs w_th his head downwards, this is
make with other men the same peace whtch certainly a perverted attxrude of body and athe madewlth himself in his own cave, he would rangemeut of its members; for that which
neither have been called bad, nor a monster, nature requires to be above is beneath, and
nor a semi-man.
Or if the appearance of his z,icez,ersd. This perversity disturbs the peace
body and his vomiting smoky fires frightened of the body, and is therefore painful. Nevermen from having any dealings with him, per- theless the spirit is at peace with its body, and
haps his fierce ways arose not from a demre labors for its preservation, and hence the
to do mischief, but from the necessity of find- suffering; but if it is banished from the body
ing a living. ]_ut he may have had no exist- by its pains, then, so long as the bodily frameence, or, at least, he was not such as the poets work holds together, there is in the remains a
fancifully describe him, for they had to exalt kind of peace among the members, and hence
Hercules, and did so at the expense of Cacus. the body remains suspended.
And inasmuch
It is better, then, to believe that such a man as the earthly body tends towards the earth,
or semi-man never existed, and that this, in and rests on the bond by which it is suspendcommon with many other fancies of the poets, ed, it tends thus to its natural peace, and
is mere fiction. For the most savage animals the voice of its own weight demands a place
(and he is said to have been almost a wild for it to rest; and though now lifeless and
beast) encompass their own species with a ring without feeling, it does not fall from the peace
of protecting peace. They cohabit, beget, that is natural to its place in creation, whether
it already has it, or is tending towards it.
XHerefersto thegmntCacus.
2.._ueid,viii,xgs" IFor if you apply embalming preparations to
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prevent the bodily frame frommouldering
and nected with order.
They are not, indeed,
dissolving,
a kind of peace still unites part to conjoined with the blessed, but they are dispart, and keeps the whole body in a suitable joined from them by the law of order.
And
place on the earth,--in
other words, in a place though they are disquieted,
their circumthat is at peace with the body.
If, on the i stances are notwithstanding
adjusted to them,
other hand, the body receive no such care, and consequently
they have some tranqmlhty
but be left to the natural course, it is disturbed i of order, and therefore
some peace.
But
by exhalations
that do not harmonize
with they are wretched
because,
although
not
one another, and that offend our senses; for it wholly miserable, they are not in that place
is thiswhlch
is perceived in putrefaction
until where any mixture of misery is impossible.
it is assimilated
to the elements of the world, They would, however, be more wretched
if
and particle by particle enters into peace with they had not that peace which arises from
them.
Yet throughout
this process the laws _bemg m harmony with the natural order of
of the most high Creator and Governor
are i things.
Wllen they suffer, their peace is in
strictly observed, for it is by Him the peace ; so far disturbed;
but their peace continues in
of the universe is administered.
For although iso far as they do not stifler, and in so far as
minute animals are produced
from the car-ltheir
nature continues
to exist.
As, then,
cass of a larger animal, all these httle atoms, [there may be life w_thout pain, while there
by the law of the same Creator, serve the ant-I cannot be pain without some kind of life, so
mals they belong to in peace.
And although I there may be peace without war, but there
the flesh of dead animals be eaten by others, Icannot be war without some kind of peace,
no matter where it be carried, nor what it be because war supposes the existence
of some
brought into contact with, nor what it be con- natures to wage it, and these natures cannot
verted and changed into, it still is ruled by iexist without peace of one kind or other.
the same lawswhich pervadeall
things for the I And therefore there is a nature
in which
conservation
of every mortal race, and which, evil does not or even cannot exist; but there
bring things that fit one another into harmony,
cannot be a nature in which there is no good.
Hence not even the nature of the devil himself is ewl, in so far as it is nature, but it was
CHAP.
I3.--OF
WHICH made evd by being perverted.
Thus he did
THE
LAW
OF THE
NATUREUNIVERSAL
PRESERVES PEACE
THROUGH
not almle in the truth,' but coukt not escape
ALL REACHES
DISTITRBANCES,
AND IN
BY AWHICH
I:.VER".the judgment of the ]'ruth;
lie did not abide
ONE
HIS
DESFRT
V_'AY
flEa,Uin tv_e tranquilhty
of order, but did not thereLArED EY THE JUST JUDGE.
fore escape the power of the Ordainer.
The
The peace of the body then consists in the good imparted
by God to his nature did not
duly proportioned
arrangement
of its parts, screen him from the justice of God by which
The peace of the irrational soul is the harmo- order
was preserved
in his punishment;
nious repose of the appetites, and that of the neither did God punish the good which He
rational soul the harmony of knowledge and had created, but the evil which the devil had
action.
The peace of body and soul _s the committed.
God did not take back all He
well-ordered
and harmonious
life and health had imparted
to his nature,
but something
of the living creature.
Peace between man He took and something
He left, that there
and God is the well-ordered
obedience of faith might remain enough to be sensible
of the
to eLernal law.
Peace between man and man loss of what was taken.
And this very sensiis well-ordered
concord.
Domestic peace is blhty to pain is evidence
of the good which
the well-ordered
concord between those of the has been taken away and the good which has
family who rule and those who obey.
Civil been left.
For, were nothing good left, there
peace is a similar concord among the citizens,
could be no pam on account of the good which
The peace of the celestml c_ty is the perfectly
had been lost.
For he who sins is still worse
ordered
and harmonious
enjoyment
of God, if he re3oices in his loss of righteousness.
and of one another in God.
The peace of all But he who is in pain, if lie derives no benefit
things is the tranquillity
of order.
Order is from it, mourns at least the loss of health.
the distribution
which allots things equal and And
as righteousness
and health are both
unequal, each to its own place.
And hence, good things, and as the loss of any good thing
though the miserable,
in so far as they are is matter of grief, not of joy,--if,
at least,
such, do certainly
not enjoy peace, but are there is no compensation,
as spiritual
rightsevered
from that tranquillity
of order in eousness
may compensate
for the loss of
which there is no disturbance,
nevertheless,
bodily health,_certamly
it is more suitable for
inasmuch
as they are deservedly
and justly
miserable,
they are by their very misery con, John vm. 44.
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a wicked man to grieve in punishment
than to
rejoice in his fault.
As, then, the joy of a
sinner who has abandoned
what is good is
evidence of a bad will, so his grief for the good
he has lost when he is punished is evidence of
a good nature.
For he who laments the peace
his nature has lost is stirred to do so by some
relics of peace which make his nature friendly
to itself.
And it is very just that m the final
punishment
the wicked and godless should in
anguish bewail the loss of the natural advantages theyen]oyed,
and should perceive that
they were most justly taken from them by
that God whose benign hberality
they had
despised.
God, then, the most wise Creator
and most just Ordainer
of all natures, who
placed
the human
race upon earth
as its
greatest
ornament,
imparted
to men some
good things adapted
to this hfe, to wlt, temporal peace, such as we can enjoy in this life
from health and safety and human fellowship,
and all things needful
for the preservation
and recovery of this peace, such as the ohjeers which are accommodated
to our outward
senses, light, night, the air, and waters smtable for us, and everything
the body requires
to sustain, shelter,
heal, or beauufy
it: and
all under this most equitable condmon,
that
every man who made a good use of these advantages
suited to the peace of this mortal
condition,
should receive ampler and better
blessings, namely, the peace of immortality,
accompanied
by glory and honor in an endless life made fit for the enjoyment
of God
and of one another in God; but that he who
used the present blessings badly should both
lose them and should not receive the others,
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shunning
pain, show that they love bodily
lPeace, and, by pursuing
pleasure
to gratify
]their appetites, show that they love peace of
] soul, so their shrinking
from death is a suttl[ cient indication
of their intense love of that
I peace which binds soul and body in close
alliance.
But, as man has a rational soul, he
subordinates
all this which he has in common
with the beasts to the peace of his rationaI
soul, that his intellect may have free play and
may regulate
hLs actions, and that he may
thus
enjoy
the well-ordered
harmony
of
knowledge
and action which constitutes,
as
we have said, the peace of the rational
soul.
And for this purpose he must desire to be
neither molested
by pain, nor disturbed
by
desire, nor extinguished
by death,
that he
may arrive at some useful
knowledge
by
which he may regulate
his life and manners.
But, owing to the liability of the human mind
to fall into mistakes,
this very pursmt
of
knowledge may be a snare to him unless he
has a divine
Master, whom he may obey
without m_sgiving, and who may at the same
time give him such help as to preserve his
own freedom.
And because, so long as he
is in this mortal body, he is a stranger to God,
he walks by faith, not by mght; and he therefore refers all peace, bodily or spiritual
or
both, to that peace which mortal man has with
the immortal God, so that he exhibits the
well-ordered
obedience of faith to eternal law.
But as this dlwne Master inculcates two precepts,--the
love of God and the love of our
neighbor.--and
as in these precepts a man
finds three things he has to love,--God,
himself, and his neighbor,--and
that he who
loves God loves himself thereby,
it follows
that he must endeavor to get his neighbor
to
CHAP.
I4.----OF
THE
ORDER
AND
LAW
WHICH
love God. since he is ordered
to love his
OBTAININ HEAVEN AND EARTH, WHEREBY IT neighbor as himself,
lie ought to make this
COMES TO PASS THAT HUMAN SOCIETY IS endeavor in behalf of his wife, his children,
SERVED BY THOSE WHO RULE IT.
his household,
all within his reach, even as
The whole use, then, of things temporal
he would wish his neighbor to do the same for
has a reference to this result of earthly peace him ff he needed it; and consequently
he will
in the earthly community,
while in the city be at peace, or in well-ordered
concord, with
of God it is connected
with eternal peace,
all men, as far as in h_m lies.
And this is
And therefore, if we were irrational
animals,
the order of this concord, that a man, in the
we should desire nothing beyond the proper
first place, injure no one, and, in the second,
arrangement
of the parts of the-body
and do good to every one he can reach.
Primathe satisfaction
of the appetites,--nothing,
rily, therefore, his own household are his care,
therefore,
but bodily comfort and abundance
for the law of nature and of society gives him
of pleasures, that the peace of the body might readier access to them and greater opportunity
contribute to the peace of the soul.
For if iof serving them.
And hence the apostle says,
bodily peace be awanting, a bar is put to the "Now,
if any provide not for his own, and
peace even of the irrational soul, since it can- specially for those of his own house, he hath
not obtain the gratification
of its appetites,
denied the faith, and is worse than an inAnd these two together help ou_ the mutual fidel." x This is the origin of domestic peace,
peace of soul and body, the peace of harmonious hfe and health.
For as animals, b
, • T_. ,- s.
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or the well-ordered
concord of those in the
filmily who rule and those who obey.
For
they who care for the rest rule,--the
husband the wife, the parents the children, the
masters the servants;
and they who are cared
for obey,--the
women their husbands,
the
childrer_ their parents, the servants their masters.
But in the family of the just man who
lives by faith and is as yet a pllgr, m journeying on to the celestial city, even those who
rule serve those whom they seem to cornmand; for they rule not from a love of power,
but from a sense of the duty they owe to
others--not
because they are proud of authorlty, but because they love mercy,

hi_ own sins and the sins of his people, and
declares with pious grief that these were the
cause of the eaptivity._
The prime cause,
then, of slavery is sin, which brings man
under the dominion of his fellow,--that
which
does not happen save by the judgment of
God, with whom is no unrighteousness,
and
who knows how to award fit punishments
to
every variety of offence.
But our Master in
heaven says, " Every one who doeth sin is
the servant of sin. ''4 And thus there are
many winked masters who have religious men
as their slaves, and who are yet themselves
in bondage;
" for of whom a man is overcome, of the same is he brought in bondage."
s
And beyond question it is a happier thing to
CHAP. I_.--OF
THE LIBERTY PROPER TO MAN'S be the slave of a man than of a lust; for even
NA'IUi_E,
AND THE SERVITUDE INTRODUCED this very lust of ruhng, to mention no others)
BY SIN,--_
SERVITUDE IN WHICH THE MAN lays waste men's hearts with the most ruthless
WHOSE
WILL
IS WICKED
IS ]'HE
SLAVE
OF
HIS : domimon.
Moreover,
when men are sub}ected to one another in a peaceful order, the
REGARDsOWN
LUST,oTHERTHOUGHMEN.HE
IS
FREE
SO FAR
AS]lowly position does as much good to the serThis is prescribed
by the order of nature:
it is thus that God has created man.
For
•
"let them," He says, " have t/ommmn over
the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the
air, and over every creeping
thing which
creepeth on the earth." • He did not intend,

vant as the proud position does harm to the
master.
But by nature, as God first created
_us, no one is the slave either of man or of
l •
_,
l sin" lnls servitude is, however, penal, and
'_s
appointed ofbythethatnatural
law which
enjoins
the
preservation
order and
forbids
.
l lts disturbance;
for if nothing had been done
that His rational creature, who was made in. m vmlation of that law, there would have
His image, should have domlmon
over any- been nothing to restrain by penal servitude.
thing but the irrational
creatlon,--not
man And therefore the apostle admonishes
slaves
over man, but man over the beasts.
And
hence the righteous
men in primitive times to
subject to
and sotothat,
serveif
thembe heartily
andtheir
with masters,
good-will,
were made shepherds
of cattle rather than they cannot be freed by their masters, they
kings of men, God intending thus to teach us may themselves
make their slavery in some
what the relative position of the creatures is, sort free, by serving not in crafty fear, but in
and what the desert of sin; for it Is with jus- faithful love, until all unrighteousness
pass
tice, we believe, that the condition of slavery away, and all principality and every human
is the result of sin.
And this is why we do power be brought to nothing, and God be all
• not find the word "slave"
in any part of in all.
Scripture
until righteous
Noah branded
the
sin of his son with this name.
It is a name,
CHAP. I6._OF EQUITABLE RULE.
therefore, introduced by sin and not by nature.
The origin of the Latin word for slave is supAnd therefore,
although
our righteous
posed to be found in the circumstance
that fathers _ had slaves, and administered
their
those who by the law of war were liable to be domestic
affairs so as to distinguish
between
killed were sometimes preserved by their wc- the condition of slaves and the heirship
of
tors, and were hence called servants. * And sons in regard to the blessings of this life,
these circumstances
could never have arisen yet in regard to the worship of God, in whom
save through sin.
For even when we wage a we hope for eternal blessings, they took an
just war, our adversaries
must be stoning;
equally loving oversight
of all the members
and every victory, even though gained by[of their household.
And this is so much in
wicked men, is a result of the first judgment Iaccordance
with the natural order, that the
of God, who humbles the vanquished
either lhead of the household
was called 2#aterfor the Witness
sake of removing
or God,
of punishing
and that
this name
has been
gener-is
sins.
that man of
Daniel, their
who, ifamilias;
ally accepted,
even those
whoseso rule
when he was in captivity,
confessed
to God ) unrighteous are glad to apply it to themselves.
x C)ert. i. _6.
2 .-';emu$, A_a slave,"

from aerware,

" to preserve

,,

I
)

3 Da_x. ix.
52 Pet. n t9.

4 I*_hn wtk 34.
6 'l |:c patrmrch_.
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But those who are true fathers of their house- and widely different aim in using them.
The
holds desire and endeavor that all the mere- earthly city, which does not live by faith,
bets of their household,
equally with their seeks an earthly peace, and the end it proown children, should worship and win God, poses, in the well-ordered
concord
of civic
and should come to that heavenly home in obedience
arid rule, is the combination
of
which the duty of ruling men is no longer men's wills to attain the things which are
necessary, because the duty of caring for their helpful to this life.
The heavenly
city, or
everlasting
happiness
has also ceased;
but, rather the part of it which sojourns on earth
until they reach that home, masters ought to and lives by faith, makes use of this peace
feel their position of authority a greater bur- only because it must, until this mortal condiden than servants their service.
And if any tion which necessitates
it shall pass away.
member of the family interrupts
the domestic
Consequently,
so long as it lives like a cappeace by disobedience,
he is corrected
either tive and a stranger in the earthly city, though
by word or blow, or some kind of just and it has already received the promise
of relegitimate
punishment,
such as society per-demptlon,
and the gift of the Spirit as the
mits, that he may himself be the better for it, earnest of it, it makes no scruple to obey the
and be readjusted
to the family harmony from laws of the earthly city, whereby the things
which he had dislocated
himself.
For as it necessary for the maintenance
of, this mortal
is not benevolent
to give a man help at the life are administered;
and thus, as this hfe is
expense of some greater benefit he might re- common to both cities, so there is a harmony
ceive, so it is not innocent to spare a man at between them in regard to what belongs to it.
the risk of his falling into graver sin.
To be But, as the earthly c,ty has had some philosoinnocent, we must not only do harm to no phers whose doctrine
is condemned
by the
man, but also restrain him from sin or punish
dlvine
teaching,
and who, being deceived
his sin, so that either the man himself _.lo is either by thelr own conjectures
or by demons,
punished
may profit by his experience,
or supposed
that many gods must be invited to
others be warned by his example.
Since, take an interest in human affairs, and assigned
then, the house ought to be the beginning or to each a separate
functmn
and a separate
element of the city, and every beginning bears department,--to
one the body, to another the
reference
to some-_end of its own kind, and soul; and in the body itself, to one the head,
every element to the integrity of the whole of to another the neck, and each of the other
which it is an element,
it follows
plainly members
to one of the gods; and in Iike
enough that domestic peace has a relation to manner, in the soul, to one god the natural
civic peace,--in
other words, that the well- capaclty was assigned, to another education,
ordered concord of domestic obedience
and to another anger, to another lust; and so the
domestic
rule has a relation
to the well- various affairs of life were assigned,--cattle
ordered concord
of civic obedience and civic to one, corn to another, wine to another, oil
rule.
And therefore
it follows, further, that to another, the woods to another, money to
the father of the family ought to frame his another, navigation
to another,
wars and vicdomestic
rule ha accordance
with the law of tories to another, marriages to another, births
the city, so that the household
may be in and fecundity to another, and other things to
harmony with the civm order,
other gods: and as the celestial city, on the
other hand, knew that one God only was to
be worshipped,
and that to Him alone was
CHAP.
17'--WHAT
PRODUCES
PEACE,
AND WHAT
due
that
service
which
the Greeks
call
DISCORD,
BETWEEN
THE
HEAVENLY
AND
2tarpelo_, and which can be given only to a
EARTHLYCITIES.
god, it has come to pass that the two cities
But the families which do not live by faith could not have common laws of religion, and
seek their peace in the earthly advantages
of that the heavenly city has been compelled in
this life; while the families
which live by this matter to dissent, and to become obnoxfaith look for those eternal blessings which ious to those who think differently,
and to
are promised,
and use as pilgrims
such ad- stand the brunt of their anger and hatred and
vantages of time and of earth as do not fas- persecutions,
except in so far as the minds of
cinate and divert them from God, but rather
their enemies have been alarmed
by the mulaid them to endure with greater ease, and to titude of the Christians
and quelled
by the
keep down the number
of those burdens of manifest protection of God accorded to them.
the corruptible
body which weigh upon the This heavenly city, then, while it sojourns on
soul.
Thus the things
necessary
for this earth, calls citizens
out of all nations, and
mortal life are used by both kinds of men and gathers together
a society of pilgrims of all
families 'alike, but each has its own peculiar
languages,
not scrupling
about diversifies
in
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the.,manners,
!aws, and institutions.whereby
eartmy.- peace m securea aria mamta.med, but
recogmzmg
that, however various these are,
they all tead to one and the same end of
earthly peace.
It therefore
is so far from
rescinding
and abolishing
these diversities,
that it even preserves and adopts them, so
long only as no hindrance
to the worship of
the one supreme and true God is thus introduced.
Even the heavenly
city, therefore,
while
its state
of pilgrimage,
of the inpeace
of earth,
and, so faravails
as ititself
can
without injuring faith and godliness, desires
and maintains
a common agreement
among
men regarding the acquisition of the necessaries of life, and makes thls earthly peace bear
upon the peace of heaven; for this alone can
be truly called and esteemed the peace of the
reasonable
creatures,
consLsting as _t does in
the perfectly ordered and harmomous
enjoymeat of God and of one another
in God.
When we shall have reached that peace, flus
mortal
life shall g_ve place to one that is
eternal, and our body shall be no more this
animal body which by its corruption
weighs
down the soul, but a spiritual body feehng no
want, and in all _ts members subjected to the
will.
In its pdgnm state the heavenly c_ty
possesses
this peace when
by faith;
and bytothisthefaith
it lives righteously
it refers
attamment
of that peace every good action
towards God and man; for the life.of the city
is a social life.
CHAP.
TY
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we may without blame entertain
doubts re]garding some things which we have neither
perceived by sense nor by reason, and which
have not been revealed to us by the canonical
Scriptures, nor come to our knowledge through
witnesses whom it is absurd to disbelieve.
CHAP.

I9.----OF

THE DRESSAND HABITS OF THE
CHRISTIANPEOPLE.

It is a matter of no moment
God whether he who adopts

in the city of
the faith that

brings men to God adopts it in one dress and
manner of life or another, so long only as he
hves in conformity
with tile commandments
of God.
And hence,
when philosophers
themselves become Christians,
they are cornpelled, indeed, to abandon their erroneous
doctrines, but not their dress and mode of
hying, which are' no obstacle to religion.
So
that we make no account of that distinction
of sects which Varro adduced in connection
w_th the Cynic school, provided always nothing
indecent or self-indulgent
is retained.
As to
these three modes of life, the contemplative,
the active, and the composite,
although,
so
long as a man's faith is preserved, he may
choose any of them without detriment to his
eternal interests, yet he must never overlook
the clmms of truth and duty.
No man has a
r_ght to lead such a hfe of contemplation
as
to forget in his own ease the service due to
his neighbor;
nor has any man a right to be
so immersed in active life as to neglect the
contemplation
of God.
The charm of leisure
must not be indolent vacancy of mind, but
the investigation
or discovery of truth, that
thus

every

man

may

make

sohd

attainments

As regards the uncertainty
about everything Iwlthout grudging
that others do the same.
which Varro alleges to be the differentiating
And, in active life, it is not the honors or
characteristic
of the New Academy, the clt_y power of this hfe we should covet, since all
of God thoroughly detests such doubt as mad- things under the sun are vanity, but we should
ness.
Regardmg matters which it apprehends
mm at using our position
and influence, if
by the mind and reason it has most absolute
these have been honorably
attained, for the
certainty,
although its knowledge
is hmited welfare of those who are under us, in the way
because of the corruptible body pressing down we have already explained. 4 It is to this the
the mind, for, as the apostle says, "We know apostle refers when he says, " He that dein part." * It believes also the evidence of sireth the episcopate desireth a good work."5
the senses which the mind uses by aid of the He wished to show that the episcopate is the
body; for [if one who trusts his senses is tltle of a work, not of an honor.
It is a
sometimes
deceived], he is more wretchedb
Greek word, and signifies that he who governs
deceived
who fancies he sl_ould never trust !superintends
or takes care of those whom he
them.
It believes also the Holyd Scriptures, [governs:
for t'n'[ means
_er, and o'_to_',_6
*
old and new, which we call canonical,
and llo see; "6therefore
tTrto'_torre_'_" means
to
which are the source of the faith by which the Ioversee.
So that he who loves to govern
justlives _and by which we walk without doubt- rather than to do good is no bishop.
Acirlg whilst we are absent from the Lord3
So cordingly no one is prohibited from the search
long as this

faith remains

inviolate

and firm,

, Ch 6
6 Augustin's

az _x Cor.
Cot. _fiJi.
v. 6. 9.

• Hab.

ft. 4.

_, Tim.ill
words
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] _ossumus
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after truth, for in this leisure may most laudably be spent; but it is unseemly to covet the
high position
requisite
for governing
the
people, even though that position be held and
that government be administered in a seemly
manner.
And therefore holy leisure is longed
for by the love of truth; but it is the necessity
of love to undertake requisite business.
If
no one imposes this burden upon us, we are
free to sift and contemplate truth; but if it be
laid upon us, we are necessitated
for love's
sake to undertake
it. And yet not even in
this case are we obliged wholly to relinquish
the sweets of contemplation;
for were these
to be withdrawn,
the burden
might prove
more than we could bear.
CHAP.

20._THAT

THE

SAINTS

ARE IN THIS

LIFE

BLESSEDIN HOPE.
Since, then, the supreme good of the city
of God is perfect and eternal peace, not such
as mortals pass into and out of by birth and
death, but the peace of freedom from all evil,
in which the immortals
ever abide, who can
deny that that future life is most blessed, or
that, in comparison
with it, this life which
now we live is most wretched, be it filled with
all blessings
of body and soul and external
things?
And yet, if any man uses this life
with a reference
to that other which he
ardently loves and confidently
hopes for, he
may well be called even now blessed, though
not in reality so much as in hope.
But the
actual possession of the happiness of this life,
without the hope of what is beyond, is but a
false happiness
and profound misery.
For
the true blessings of the soul are not now enjoyed; for that is no true wlsdom which does
not direct all its prudent observations,
manly
actions, virtuous
self-restraint,
and just arrangements,
to that end in which God shall
be all and all in a secure eternity and perfect
peace
CHAP. 2I._WHETHER
THERE EVER WAS A
ROMAN REPUBLIC ANSWERINGTO THE DEFINITIONS OF SCIPIOIN CICERO'S DIALOGUE.
This, then, is the place where I should fulfill
the promise gave in the second book of this
work,' and explain, as briefly and clearly as
possible, that if we are to accept the definidons laid down by Scipio in Cicero's De
Repub_ca, there never was a Roman republic;
for he briefly defines a republic as the weal of
the people.
And if this definition
be .true,
there never was a Roman republic,
for the
people's weal was never attained among the
-e
t ch._.
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Romans.
For the people, according to his
definition, is an assemblage
associated
by a
common acknowledgment
of right and by a
community of interests.
And what he means
by a common
acknowledgment
of right he
explains
at large, showing that a republic
cannot
be administered
without
justice.
Where, therefore,
there is no true justice
there can bc no right.
For that which is done
by right is justly done, and what is unjustly
done cannot be done by right.
For the unjust inventions of men are neither to be considered nor spoken of as rights; for even they
themselves
say that right is that which flows
from the fountain
of justice, and deny the
definition which is commonly given by those
who misconceive the matter, that right is that
which
is useful to the stronger
party.
Thus,
where there Is not true justice there can be no
assemblage
of men associated
by a common
acknowledgment
of right, and therefore there
can be no people, as defined by Scipio or
Cicero; and if no people, then no weal of the
people, but only of some promiscuous
multitude unworthy of the name of people.
Consequently,
if the republic is the weal of the
people, and there is no people if it be not
associated
by a common acknowledgment
of
right, and if there is no right where there is
no justice, then most certainly it follows that
there is no yepublic where there is no justice.
Further,
justice is that virtue
which gives
every one his due.
Where, then, is the justice of man, when he deserts the true God
and yields himself to impure demons?
Is
this to give every one his due ? Or is he who
keeps back a piece of ground from the purchaser, and gives it to a man who has no right
to it, unjust, while he who keeps back himself from the God who made him, and serves
wicked spirits, is just?
This same book, .De 2Ye_u311ca, advocates
the cause of justice
against
injustice
with
great force and keenness.
The pleading for
injustice, against justice was first heard, and
it was asserted that without injustice a republic could neither increase
nor even subsist,
for it was laid down as an absolutely unassailable position that it is unjust for some men
to rule and some to serve;
and yet the impenal
city to which
the
republic
belongs
cannot rule her provinces without having recourse to this injustice.
It was replied in
)ehalf
of justice,
that this ruling of the
provinces
is just, because
servitude
may be
advantageous
to the provincials,
and is so
when tightly administered,mthat
is to say,
when lawless men are prevented
from doing
harm.
And further, as they became worse
and worse so long as they were free, they will
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improve by subjection.
To confirm this red- Iwhat proof IS there that He alone is worthy
sonlng, there is added an eminent
exampteito
receive sacrifce
from tile RoJnans ? One
drawn from nature:
tor "why,"
It is asked, ' must be very bhnd to be still asking who this
"does
God rule man, the soul the hndy, the :God is. He is the God whose prophets prereason the passions and other ¥1cious parts of idlcted the things we see acconlplished.
He
the soul ?"
This example leaves no doubt!is the God from whom At)rzthaln received the
that, to some, sela, itude is useful;
and, in-':IS_-urance, " In thy seed shall all natmns be
deed, to serve God is useful to all.
And it is blessed."
-' That tlus was fulfilled in Christ,
when the soul serves God that _t exercises a. _t_o accordln_ to the flesh sprang ftonl that
right control over the body; and in the soul lseed , is recognized, whether they _lli or no,
itself the reason must be subject to God if it i even by those _ I/o have continued
to be the
is to govern as it ought the passions and other i enemies of this name.
lie is the God whose
vices
Hence, when a man does not serve _diwne Spult spake by the men whose predicGod, what justice can xe ascribe to him, sumell tions 1 cited in the precedulg
books, and
m tins case Ins soul cannot exercise a just winch arc fulfilled in the Church which has
control over the body, nor his reason over his extended over all the world.
This is the God
vices _ And if there is no justice in such an iWllOni \ arlo, the most learned of the l\oulans,
Individual,
certainly
there can be none nl a'sutiposed
to be JtIpltcr, though he knows not
community composed of such persons.
Here, what he says; yet I think It right to note the
therefore,
there is not that common acknowl-i ctrcum_tallce that a man of such learning was
edgment of right which makes an assemblage
unable to suppose that flits (iod had no exof men a people whose affairs we call a repub- istcncc or was conteml)tlt)lc , but t)eheved
he.
And why need I speak of the advan- Him to bc the same as tile SUl/reme God.
tageousness,
the common
participation
In In fine, He is the God whom Porphyry,
tile
which, according
to the definition, makes a[ino_t learned of the l)hllosopher._, though tile
people _ For although, if you choose to re-;l)_tterc._t enemy of the Christians,
confesses
gard the matter attentively,
you will see that ito be a great God, even accordulg to the Oldthere is nothing
advantageous
to those who Ides of those whom he esteems gods.
live godlessly, as every one lives who doe_[
not sen, e God but demons, whose wickedness [('It,It, 2 3.-pol'.pIlYR¥ '_, AC('OUNT (IF TIIF. F.FVOU
in.qy measure
by tllelr desire to receive
si,,sx_t
_, (,ix I N 1;'t rite
Oil.k(
IA'..% OF "I'tlE goI)S
{he worship of men though they are most
(o.'.uJ. RXiN_, _mal_i'.
impure spirits, yet what I have said of the
common acknowledgment
of right is enou,,dl
For m his book called g_g 2toy[roy q, z2togto demonstrate
that, according to the abo:,'e oq_icv;, m whmh tie collects and comments
definition, there can be no people, and there- upon the responses winch he pretends were
fore no repubhe, where • there _s no lUStlce P uttered
by the
gods
concerning divine things,
- r
,
For if they assert that m their republ c the' he• s_
,) s-- I g l_e
, his own words. as
,, they have
Romans
d_d not serve unclean
spirits, but] "been. translated
from ti}e (;reek:
" To one
_.tl It gO(l
lie SI1OIll(I
good and holy god_, must we therefore _araln
g .... _Ilo lUqulreCl
r
•
prnpitiate
reply to this evasion, though already we have In order to recall his wife from Christianity,
said enough, and more than enough, to ex- Apollo rephed
in the following
verses."
pose it ? He must be an uncommonly stt_ul,
Then the following words are given as those
or a shamelessly
contentious
person, who has of Apollo:
" You will probably find it easier
read through
the foregoing
books to thl._ to write lastnlg characters
on the water, or
point, and can yet question
whether
the hghtly fly like a bird through the air, than to
Romans served winked and impure demons
restore right feeling In your impious
wife
But, not to speak of their character,
_t is once she has polluted herself.
Let her rewritten m the law of the true God, " He that man as she pleases in her foolish deception,
sacrificeth
unto any god save unto the I.ord and sing false laments to her dead God, who
only, he shall be utterly destroyed."'
He, was condemned
by right.minded
judges, and
therefore,
who uttered so menacing
a com- perished ignomimously
by a wolent death."
mandment
decreed that no worship should be Then after these verses of Apollo (which we
given either to good or bad gods.
have given m a Latin version that does not
preserve the metrical form), he goes on to say:
CI-IAP.
22.--WHETHER
THE
GOD
WHOM
THE
_ In these
verses Apollo exposed the incuraCHRISTIANS
SERVE
IS THE
TRL'E
GOI) TO _*HOM
ble corruption
of the Christians,
saying that
ALONE
SACRIFICE
OUGHT
TO BE PAID.
the Jews, rather than the Christians,
reeBut it may be replied, Who is this God, or ogmzed God."
See how he misrepresents
F_.x. xxt_ 2o.

= Gen.

xxu

_8.
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Christ, giving the Jews the preference to the "But to some who asked Hecate whether
Ch_stL_ns in the recognition of God. This Christ were a God, she replied, You know the
his explanation of Apollo's verses, in condition of the disembodied immortal soul_
which he says that Christ was put to death by and that if it has been severed from wisdom
_,ht-minded or just judges,--in other words, it always errs. The soul you refer to is that
that He deserved to die. I leave the re- of a man foremost in piety: they worship it
sponsibitity of tills oracle regarding Christ on because they mistake the truth."
To this
the lying interpreter of Apollo, or on this so-called oracular response he adds the folphilosopher who believed it or possibly him- lowing words of his own: "Of this very pious
self invented it; as to its agreement wrth man, then, Hecate said that the soul, like
Porphyry's opinions or with other oracles, we the souls of other good men, was after death
shall in a little have something to say. In dowered with immortality, and that the
this passage, however, he says that the Jews, Christians through ignorance worship it.
as the interpreters of God, judged justly in And to those who ask why he was condemned
pronouncing Christ to be worthy of the most to die, the oracle of the goddess replied, The
shameful death.
He should have listened, body, indeed, is always exposed to torments,
then, to this God of the Jews to whom he but the souls of the pious abide in heaven.
bears this testimony, when that God says, And the soul you inquire about has been the
"" He that sacrificeth to any other god save to fatal cause of error to other souls which were
the Lord alone shall be utterly destroyed." not fated to receive the gilts of the gods, and
But let us come to still plainer expressions, to have the knowledge of immortal Jove.
and hear how great a God Porphyry thinks Such souls are therefore hated by the gods;
the God of the Jews is. Apollo, he says, for they who were fated not to receive the
when asked whether word, i.e., reason, or law gifts of the gods, and not to know God, were
is the better thing, replied in the follow- fated to be involved in error by means of him
ing verses.
Then he gives the verses of you speak of. He himself, however, was
Apollo, from which I select the following as good, and heaven has been opened to him as
sufficient: "God,
the Generator, and the to other good men. You are not, then, to
King prior to all things, before whom heaven speak evil of him, but to pity the folly of
and earth, and the sea, and the hidden places men: and through him men's danger is imof hell tremble, and the deities themselves minent."
are afraid, for their law is the Father whom
Who is so foolish as not to see that these
the holy Hebrews honor."
In this oracle of oracles were either composed bya clever man
his god Apollo, Porphyry avowed that the with a strong animus against the Christians,
' God of the Hebrews is so great that the deities or were uttered as responses by impure
themselves are afraid before Him.
I am sur- demons with a similar deslgn,--that
is to say,
prised, therefore, that when God said, He in order that their praise of Christ may win
that sacrificeth to other gods shall be utterly, credence for their vituperation ot Christians;
destroyed, Porphyry himself was not afraid and that thus they may, if possible, close the
lest he should be destroyed for sacrificing to way of eternal salvation, which is identical
other gods.
with Christianity ? For they believe that they
This philosopher, however, has also some are by no means counterworking their own
good to say of Christ, oblivious, as it were, hurtful craft by promoting belief in Christ, so
of that contumely of his of which we have long as their calumniation of Christians is also
just been speaking; or as if his gods spoke accepted; for they thus secure that even the
evil of Christ only while asleep, and recog- man who thinks well of Christ declines to
nized Him to be good, and gave Him His de- become a Christian, and is therefore not deo
served praise, when they awoke. For, as if livered from their own rule by the Christ he
he were about to proclaim some marvellous praises. Besides, their praise of Christ is
thing passing belief, he says, "What we' are so contrived that whosoever believes in Him
going to say will certainly take some by sur- as thus represented will not be a true Chrisprise. For the gods have declared that Christ tian but a Photinian heretic, recognizing only
was very pious, and has become immortal, the humanity, and not also the divinity of
and that they cherish his memory: that the Christ, and will thus be precluded from satvaChristians, however, are polluted, contain i- tion and from deliverance out of the meshes
hated, and involved in error.
And many of these devilish lies. For our part, we are
Other such things," he says, "do the gods say no better pleased with Hecate's praises of
against the Christians."
Then he gives speci- Christ than with Apollo's calumniation of
mens of the accusations made, as he says, by Him.
Apollo says that Christ was put t_
_?: the gods against them, and then goes on: death by right-minded judges, implying that.
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He was unrig4at.cous.
Hecate says that He
was a most pious man, but no more.
The
intention of both is the same, to prevent men
from becoming Christians, because if this be
secured, men shall never be rescued from
their power.
But it is incumbent on our
philosopher, or rather on those who believe
in these pretended
oracles against the Christians, first of all, if they can, to bring Apollo
and Hecate
to the same mind regarding
Christ, so that either both may condemn or
both praise Him. And even if they succeeded
in this, we for our part would notwithstanding
repudiate
the testimony of demons, whether
favorable or adverse to Christ.
But when our
adversaries
find a god and goddess of their
own at variance about Christ the one praising,
the other vituperating
Him, they can certainly
give no credence,
if they have any judgment,
to mere men who blaspheme the Chrlstlans.
When Porphyry
or Hecate praises Christ,
and adds that He gave Himself to the Christians as a fatal g_ft, that they might be involved in error, he exposes, as he thinks, the
causes of this error.
But before I cite his
words to that purpose, I would ask, If Chrxst
did thus give Himself to the Christians to mvolve them in error, did He do so wdhngly,
or against His will ? If willingly, how is He
righteous ? If against His will, how is He
blessed ? However, let us hear the causes of
this error.
"There
are," he says, "in a certain place very small earthly spirits, subject
to the power of evil demons.
The wise men
of the Hebrews, among whom was this Jesus,
as you have heard from the oracles of Apollo
cited above, turned rehgious
persons
from
these very wicked demons and minor spirits,
and taught them rather to worship the celestial gods, and especially
to adore God the
Father.
This,"
he said, "the gods enjoin;
and we have already shown how they admenish the soul to turn to God, and command it
to worship Him.
But the Ignorant and the
ungodly,
who are not destined
to receive
favors from the gods, nor to know the iramortal Jupiter, not listening to the gods and
their messages,
have turned away from all
gods, and have not only refused to hate, but
have venerated the prohibited
demons.
Professing to worship God, they refuse to do
those things by which alone God is wetshipped.
For GOd, indeed,
being the Fathex
of all, is in need of nothing;
but for us it is
good to adore
Him by means of justice,
c_hastity, and other virtues, and thus to make
life itself a prayer to Him, by inquiring into
and imitating
His nature.
For mqmry,
says he, "' purifies and imitation
deifies us,
by moving us neareF to Him."
He is right
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in so far as he proclaims God the Father_ and
the conduct by which we should worship
Him.
Of such precepts the prophetic books
of the Hebrews are full_ when they praise or
blame the life of the saints.
But in speaking
of the Christians he is in error_ and calumihates them as much as is desired by the de.
mons whom he takes for gods, as if it were
dliticutt for any man to recollect the disgraceful and shameful actions which used to be
done in the theatres
and temples to please
the gods, and to compare with these things
what is heard in our churches, and what is
offered to the true God, and from this corn.
panson to conclude where character is edified,
and where it is ruined.
But who but a diao
bolical spirit has told or suggested
to this
man so manifest and vain a lie, as that the
Christians
reverenced
rather than hated the
demons, whose worship the Hebrews prohibited ? But that God, whom
the Hebrew
sages worshipped,
forbids
sacrifice
to be
offered even to the holy angels of heaven and
divine powers, whom we, in this our pilgrirange, venerate and love as our most blessed
fellow-citizens.
For m the law which God
gave to His Hebrew people He utters this
menace, as in a voice of thunder:
" He that
sacrificeth unto any god, save unto the Lord
i only , he shall be utterly destroyed."'
And
that no one might suppose that this prohibitlon extends only to the very wicked demons
and earthly spirits, whom this philosopher
calls very small and inferior,--for
even these
are in the Scripture called gods, not of the
Hebrews, but of the nations, as the Septuagint translators have shown in the psalm where
_t is said, " For all the gods of the nations
are demons," "--that no one might suppose, I
say, that sacrifice to these demons was prohiblted, but that sacrifice might be offered to
all or some of the celestials, it was immedi.
ately added, "save
unto the Lord alone."
The God of the Hebrews, then, to whom this
renowned philosopher
bears this signal testimony, gave to His Hebrew people a law,
composed in the Hebrew language, and not
obscure and unknown, but published now in
every nation,
and in this law it is written,
"He that sacdficeth unto any god, save unto
the Lord alone, he shall be utterly destroyed."
What need is there to seek further proofs in
the law or the prophets
of this same thing ?
Seek, we need not say, for the passages _re
neither few nor difficult to find; but
need to collect and apply to my argument the
.E_._._
3X_._mh_
r¢_dcz_l"thc_a."
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proofi_ which are thickly sown and obvious, : loves, if only it is an assemblage of reasonaand by which it appears clear as day that sac- ]ble beings and not of beasts,'and
is bound tori_6ce maybe
paid to none but the supreme
gether by an agreement as to the objects of
and true God ? Here isoue brief but decided, love. it is reasonably called a people; and it
even menacing, and certainly true utterance
wiU be a superior people in proportion
as it
of that God whom the wisest of our adversais bound together by higher interests, inferior
ries so highly extol.
Let this be listened to, m proportion as it is bound together by lower.
feared, fulfilled, that there may be no diso- According to this definition of ours, the Robedient soul cut off.
" He that sacrifices,"
man people is a people, and its weal is witho He says, not because He needs anything, but: out doubt a commonwealth or republic.
But
because it behoves us to be His
what its tastes were in its early and subseHence the Psalmist in the Hebrew Scriptures
quent days, and how it declined into sangumsings, "I have said to the Lord, Thou art my iary seditions
and then to social and civil
God, for Thou needest not mygood."
_ For wars, and so burst asunder or rotted off the
we ourselves, who are His own city, are His bond of concord in which the health of a
most noble and worthy sacrifice, and it is tht., people consists, history shows, and in the premystery we celebrate in oar sacrifices, which ceding books I have related at large.
And
are well known to the faithful, as we have ex- yet I would not on this account say either
plained in the preceding books.
For through that it was not a people, or that its administhe prophets the oracles of God declared that tratlon was not a republic, so long as there rethe sacrifices which the Jews offered as a mains an assemblage
of reasonable
beings
shadow of that which was to be would cease, bound together by a common agreement
as
and that the nations, from the rising to the to the objects of love.
Butwhat I say of this
setting of the sun, would offer one sacrifice, people and of this republic I must be underFrom these oracles, which we now see accom- stood to think and say of the Athenians or any
plished, we have made such selections
as Greek state, of the Egyptians,
of the early
seemed suitable to our purpose in this work. _Assyrian Babylon, and of every other naUon,
And therefore, where there is not this right-great
or small, which had a public governeousness whereby the one supreme God rules meat.
For, in general, the city of the unthe obedient city according to His grace, so godly, which did not obey the command of God
that it sacrifices to none but Him, and where- that :t should offer no sacrifice save to Him
by, in all the citizens of this obedient city, alone, and which, therefore, could not give to
the soul consequently rules the body and tea- the soul its proper command over the body,
son the vices in the rightful order, so that, as 'nor to the reason its just authority over the
the individual
just man, so also the commu- vices, is void of true justice.
nity and people of the just, hve by faith,
which works by love, that love whereby man
loves God as He ought to be loved, and his
neighbor
as himself,--there,
I say, there is
not an assemblage
associated
by a common
acknowledgment
of rlght, and by a community of interests.
But if there is not this,
there is nota people, if our definition be true,
and therefore
there is no republic; for where
there is no people there can be no republic,

CHAP. 25.-THAT
WHERE T_ERE IS NO TRUE
REL:G:OS THERE ARE BIOTRUE VIRTUES.

For though the soul may seem to rule the
body admirably,
and the reason the vices, if
the soul and reason do not themselves
obey
God, as God has commanded
them to serve
Him, they have no proper authority over the
body and the vices.
For what kind of mistress of the body and the vices can that mind
CHAP. 24._THE
DEFINITION WHICH MUST BE be which is ignorant .of the true God, and
GIVEN
OF A PEOPLE
AND
A REPUBLIC,
IN ORwhich, instead of being subject to His authorDER
TO VINDICATE
THE ASSUMPTION
OF THESE
ity, is prostituted
to the corrupting influences
TITLF-_
BY THE
ROMANS
AND
BY OTHER
KINGof
the
most
vicious demons ? It is for this
DOMS.
reason that the virtues which it seems to itself
Butif we discard this definition of a people,
to possess, and by which it restrains the body
and, assuming
another, say that a people is and the vices that it may obtain and keep
an assemblage of reasonable beings bound to- what it desires, are rather vices than virtues
gerber by a common agreement
as to the ob- so long as there is no reference to God in the
matter
some suppose
that
jects of their love, then, in order to discover
.
• For although
.........character o_ any people, we nave only to_i wrtues
me
........ which have a reference only to themnh_r-_o wh2, th_
1_,_
V_. wh_to_ie
it l selves, anti are fleslreo Gray on t0.etr own
__"__.
..........
J ...................
]account,
are yet true and genuine
virtues,
• _ _i.,.
[ the fact is that even then they are inflated with
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pride, and are therefore to be reckoned vices [mission
rather than virtues.
For as that which gives [tues.
life to the flesh is not derived from flesh, but Iof God
is above it, so that which gives blessed life to ] by the
man is not derived from man, but is some-]us
our

of sins than in the perfecting of vi_r.
Witness the prayer of the whole dry
in its pilgrim state, for it cries to God
mouth of all its members, "Forgive
debts as we forgiv_ our debtors- ''4

thing above him; and what
true of every celestial power
soever,

I say of man is And thin prayer is efficacious not for,those
and virtue what- whose froth is without works and dead,
s but
for those whose faith "worketh
by love." 6
For as reason, though subjected
to God, is
CHAP. 26.--OF THE PEACE WHICH IS ENJOYED yet "pressed down by the corruptible body,"
BY THE PEOPLE THAT ARE ALIENATED FROMSO long as it Is in this mortal condition, it has
GOD,
AND
THE
USE
MADE
OF
IT
BY
THE
not:
perfect authority over vice, and therefore
PEOPLE
OF GOD
IN
THE
TIME
OF
ITS
PILtills
prayer ts needed by the righteous.
For
GRIMAGE.
though it exercises authority, the vices do not
Wherefore,
as the life of the flesh _s the submit without a struggle.
For however well
soul, so the blessed hfe of man is God, of one maintains
the conflict,
and however
he has subdued these enemies,
whom the sacred writings of the Hebrews say, thoroughly
"'Blessed
is the people whose God is the there steals in some evil thi.ng, which, if it
Lord." x Miserable,
therefore,
is the people do not find ready.expression
m act, slips out
which is ahenated
from God.
Yet even this by the lips, or insinuates
itself
into the
people has a peace of its own which is not to tl_ought;
and therefore
his peace is not full
be lightly esteemed, though, indeed, _t shall so long as he is at war with his vices.
For
not in the end enjoy it, because
it makes no it is a doubtful conflict he wages with those
good use of it before the end.
But it _s our that resist, and his victory over those that
•
are defeated is not secure, but full of anxiety
interesthfe; that
meanwhile
m and effort.
Amidst these temptations,
therethis
for it asenjoy
long th_s
as peace
the two
crees are
fore, of all which tt has been summarily said
commmg!ed,
we also enjoy the peace of Baby- m the diwne oracles, "Is not human life upon
lon. For from Babylon the people of God is earth a temptation ?" a who but a proud man
so freed that]
meanwhile thesojourns
its lean presume that he so hves that he has no
company.
And_t therefore
apostle m also
admonished
the Church
to pray for kings need to say to God, "' Forgive us our debts ?"
and those in authority,
assigning
as the And such a man _s not great, but swollen and
reason, "that we may llve a qmet and trap- puffed up with vanity, and is justly resisted
quil hfein all godhness and love. ''2
And the by Him who abundantly
gives grace to the
humble.
Whence it is stud, "God resisteth
prophet Jeremiah,
when predicting
the cap- the proud, but giveth,grace
to the humble. ''9
tiwty that was to befall the ancient
people In thxs, then, consists the righteousness
of a
of God, and glwng
them the diwne
command to go obediently
to Babylonia, and thus man, that he submit himself to God, his body
serve their God, counselled them also to pray to his soul, and his vices, even when they refor Babylonia,
saying, "In the peace thereof
bel,
hls reason,
either
least toresists
them; which
and also
that defeats
he beg or
fromat
shall ye have peace," _--the temporal
peace
which the -good and the wicked together
God
grace and
to do
"°and totheGod
pardon
his sins,
thathis heduty,
render
thanksof
enjoy,
CHAP. 27._THAT
SERVE

GOD

THE rEACE OF THOSE WHO

CANNOT

IN

THIS

MORTAL

LIFE

BE

APPREHENDEDIN ITS PERFECTION.
But the peace which is peculiar to ourselves
we enjoy now with God by falth, and shall hereafter enjoy eternally with Him by sight.
But
the peace which we enjoy in this life, whether
common
to all or peculiar to ourselves,
is
rather the solace of our misery than the positive enjoyment
of felicity.
Our very righteousness,
too, though true In so far as it has
1:espect to the true good, is yet in this life of
such a kind that it consists rather in the re* 1_. _.liv.
3 J_r. _

_S.
7.

* x Ti_

iL 2; vat.

muhag,

"lna4ty."

for all the blessings he receives.
But, in that
final peace to which all our righteousness
has
reference,
and for the sake of which it is
maintained, as our nature shall enjoy a sound
immortality
and incorrupfion,
and shall have
no more vices, and as we shall experience
no
resistance
either from ourselves
or from
others, it will not be necessary
that reason
should rule vices which no longer exist, but
God shall rule the man, and the soul shall
rule the body, with a sweetness
and facility
suitable to the fehcity of a life which is done
with bondage.
And this condition shall there
4 Matt. vi. ,2.
6 Gal v. 6.
a_ob.
_nl. ,..
*o t,_'atia merits'urn.

5 Jan. ii 17,
7 Wn,dom
ix. x_.
9 Jas. iv. 6 ; x Pet.

v. 5.

.
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be eternal, and we shall be assured of its has only to observe what it is in war that is
eternity;
and thus the peace of this blessed- hurtful and destructive,
and he shall see that
Itess and the blessedness
of this peace shall it
than the
andis nothing
conflict ofelsethings.
Andmutual
can heopposition
conceive
be the supreme good.
a more grievous and bitter war than that in
which the will is so opposed
to passion, and
cHxP. 28.--T_tE E_D OF THE WICKED.
passion to the will, that their hostility can
But, on the other hand, they who do not
belong to this city of God shall inherit eterhal misery, which is also called the second
death, because the soul shall then be sepa- _-ated from God its life, and therefore cannot
be said to live, and the body shall be subjected to eternal pains.
And consequently
this second death shall be the more severe,
because no death shall terminate it. But war
being contrary to peace, as misery to happiness, and life to death, it is not without reason asked what kind of war can be found in
the end of the wicked answering to the peace
which is declared to be the end of the righteous?
The person who puts this question

never be terminated
by the victory of either,
and in which the violence of Fain so conflicts
with the nature
of the body, that neither
yields to the other.
For in this life, when
this conflict has arisen, either pain conquers
and death expels the feeling of it, or nature
conquers
and health expels the pain.
But
in the world to come the pain continues that
it may torment, and the nature endures that
it may be sensible of it; and nelther ceases
to exist, lest punishment
also should cease.
Now, as it is through the last judgment
that
men pass to these ends, the good to the supreme good, the evil to the supreme evil, I will
treat of this judgment in the following book.

BOOK

XX.

ARGUMENT.
CONCERNING

THE

LAST

JUDGMENT,

AND

THE

NEW

DECLARATIONS

REGARDING

IT

IN

THE

OLD

AND

TESTAMENTS.

CHAP. I.wTHAT
ALTHOUGH GOD IS ALWAYS final for this reason, because even now God
JUDGING, IT IS NEVERTHELESSREASONABLEjudges, and has judged from the beginning
of
TO CONFINE
OUR ATTENTION
IN THIS BOOK
human history, banishing from paradise, and
TO HIS LASTJUDGMENT.
excluding
from the tree of life, those first
INTENDING to speak,
in dependence
on men who perpetrated
so great a sin.
Yea,
God's grace, of the day of His final judg- He was certainly
exercising
judgment
also
ment, and to affirm it against the ungodly
when He did not spare the angels who sinned_
and incredulous,
we must first of all lay, as it whose prince,
overcome
by envy, seduced
were, in the foundation
of the edifice the men after being himself seduced.
Neither is
divine declarations.
Those persons who do it without God's profound and just judgment
not believe such declarations
do their best to that the life of demons and men, the one in
oppose to them false and illusive sophisms of the air, the other on earth, is filled with mistheir own, either contending
that what is ad- ery, calamities,
and mistakes.
And
even
duced from Scripture
has another
meaning,
though no one had sinned, it could only have
been by the good and right judgment of God
or altogether
denying that it is an utterance
of God's.
For I suppose no man who under-that
the whole rational creation could have
been maintained
in eternal blessedness
by a
stands what is by
written,
and believes
it toGod
be persevering adherence to its Lord. He judges 9
communicated
the supreme
and true
through
holy men, refuses to yield and con- too,
only and
in the
the
race not
of devils
the mass,
race ofcondemning
men to be missent to these declarations,
whether
he orally
confesses
his consent, or is from some evil erable on account of the original sin of these
influence
ashamed
or afraid to do so; or races, but He also judges the voluntary and
even, with an opinionativeness
closely resem- personal acts of individuals.
For even the
bling madness, makes strenuous efforts to de- devils pray that they may not be tormented, z
fend what he knows and believes to be false which proves that without injustice they might
against
what he knows and believes
to be their
either deserts.
be sparedAndor men
tormented
according
to
are punished
by God
true.
That, therefore,
which the whole Church
for their sins often visibly, always secretly_
of the true God holds and professes as its either in this life or after death, although no
creed, that Christ shall come from heaven man acts rightly save by the assistance
of dito judge quick and dead, this we call the last vine aid; and no man or devil acts unright_
day, or last time, of the divine judgment,
eously save by the permission
of the divine
For we do not know how many days this and most just judgment.
For, as the apostle
judgment may occupy; but no one who reads says, "There
is no unrighteousness
with
the Scriptures, however negligently,
need be G°d;"2 and as he elsewhere says, "His judgtold that in them " day" is customarily used ments are inscrutable,
and His ways past
for "time."
And when we speak of the day finding out." 3 In this book, then, I shall
of God's judgment, we add the word last or
,_tt.,_ii._
,Ro=.i= t,
,_.=i.
_r_
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speak,
as God permits,
not of those first were not destined to obtain those everlasting
judgments, nor of these intervening judgments
ibenefits which constitute
human blessedness
of God, but of the last judgment, when Christ iwere either deluded by transitory
blessings
is to come from heaven to judge the quick and as the just reward of their wickedness,
or
the dead.
For that day is properly called were, in God's mercy, consoled by them, and
the day of judgment, because m it there shall that they who were not destined to suffer eterbe no room left for the ignorant questioning
nal torments were afflicted with temporal chaswhy this wicked person is happy and that tisement for their sins, or were stimulated to
righteous
man unhappy.
In that day true greater attainment
in vlrtue.
But now, as it
and full happiness shall be the lot of none but is, since we not only see good men involved
the good, while deserved and supreme misery
in the ills of life, and bad men enjoying the
shall be the portion of the wicked, and of them good of it, which seems unjust, but also that
only.
evil often overtakes
evil men, and good surprises
the good, the rather on this account
CHAP. 2._THAT
IN THE MINGLED WEB OF HU- iare God's
judgments
unsearchable,
and His
MAN AFFAIRS GOD'S JUDGMENT IS PRESENT ways past finding out.
Alt_aough, therefore,
THOUGH
IT CANNOT
BE DISCERNED.
we do not know by what judgment
these things
In this

present

time we learn

_o bear with

are done or permitted to be done by God, with
whom is the highest virtue, the highest wisdom, the highest justice, no infirmity, no rash-

equammity
to which
men
are subject, the
and ills
to hold
cheapeven
the good
blessings
which even the wicked enjoy.
And conse- ness, no unrighteousness,
yet it is salutary for
quently, even in those conditions
of hfe in us to learn to hold cheap such things, be they
which the justice of God is not apparent,
His good or evil, as attach indifferently
to gooc[
teaching is salutary.
For we do not know by men and bad, and to covet those good things
what judgment of God this good man is poor which belong only to good men, and flee thoso
and that bad man rich; why he who, in our evils which belong
only to evil men.
But
opinion, ought to suffer acutely for his aban- when we shall have come to that judgment,
doned life enjoys himself, while sorrow pur- the date of which is called pecutiarly the day
sues him whose praiseworthy
hfe leads us to of judgment,
and sometimes the day of the
suppose
he should be happy; why the inno- Lord, we shall then recogmze
the justice of
cent man is dismissed from the bar not only all God's judgments, not only of such as shall
unavenged, but even condemned,
being either then be pronounced,
but of all which take
wronged by the iniquity of the judge, or over- effect from the beginning,
or may take effect
whelmed by false evidence, whilehis guilty ad- before that time.
And in that day we shall
versary, on the other hand, Is not only dis- also recognize with what justice so many, or
charged with impunity, but even has his claims almost all, the j_lst judgments
of God in the
admitted;
why the ungodly
enjoys
good present life defy the scrutiny of human sense
health, while the godly pines m sickness;
why or insight, though in this matter it is not conruffians are of the soundest constitution,
while cealed from pious minds that what is concealed
they who could not hurt any one even with a is just.
word are from infancy afflicted with complicated disorders;
why he who is useful to soci- CHAP. 3.mWHAT SOLOMON, IN THE BOOK OF
ety is cut off by premature
death, while those
ECCLESIASTES,
SAYS REGARDING THE THINGS
who, as it might seem, ought never to have
WHICH HAPPEN ALIKE TO GOOD AND WICKED
been so much as born have lives of unusual
MEN.
length;
why he who is full of crimes
is
Solomon,
the wisest king of Israel,
who
crowned
with honors, while the blameless
reigned
in Jerusalem,
thus commences
the
man is buried in the darkness of neglect,
But book called Ecclesiastes,
which the Jews humwho can collect or enumerate all the contrasts
ber among their canonical Scriptures:
"Vanof this kind ? But if this anomalous
state of ity of vanities,
said Ecclesiastes,
vanity
of
things were uniform m this life, in which, as vanities; all is vanity.
What profit hath a man
the sacred Psalmist says, " Man is like to van- of all his labor which he hath taken under the
ity, his days as a shadow that passeth away," * sun ?" 2 And after going on to enumerate,
---so uniform that none but wicked men won with this as his text, the calamities
and dethe transitory prosperity of earth, while only lusions of this life, and the shifting nature of
the good suffered its ills,--this
could be re-the
present time, in which there is nothing
ferred to the just and even benign judgment
substantial, nothing lasting, he bewails, among
of God.
We might suppose that they who the other vanities that are under the sun, this
* Ps. cxliv. 4-

* Eccles. 1. _, 3-

C_.
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also, that though wisdom excelleth
folly as CHAP. 4.--THA'r PROOFSOr THE LAST JU]:l_
light exceUeth darkness, and though the eyes
MENT WILL BE ADDUCEDt FIRST FROM THI_
of the wise man are in his head, while the
NEWTESTAMENT, AND THEN FROMTHE OLD.
fool walketh in darkness, • yet one event happeneth to them all, that is to say, in this life
under the sun, unquestionably
alluding
to
those evils _hich we see befall good and bad
men alike.
He says, further, that the good
suffer the ills of life as if they were evil doers,
and the bad enioy the good of life as if they
were good.
"There
is a vanity which is done
upon the earth; that there be just men unto
whom it happeneth
according
to the work of
the wicked: again, there be w_cked men, to
whom it happeneth
according to the _ork of
the righteous.
I said, that this also is vanity. ''"
This wisest man devoted this whole
book to a full exposure of this vanity, ewdently with no other object than that we m_ght
long for that life in which there is no vamty
under the sun, but verity under Him who
made the sun.
In this vanity, then, was it
not by the just and r_ghteous judgment
of
God that man, made like to vamty, was destined to pass away ? But m these days of
vanity
it makes
an Important
difference
whether he resists or yields to the truth, and
whether he is destitute of true piety or a partaker of it,--lmportant
not so far as regards
the acquirement
of the blessings or the evaslon of the calamities
of this transitory and
vain life, but in connection with the future
judgment which shall make over to good men
good things, and to bad men bad things, in

The proofs, then, of this last judgment of
God which I propose to adduce shall be drawn
first from the New Testament,
and then from
the Old.
For although the Old Testament
is
prlor m point of time, the New has the precedence m intrinsm value; for the Old acts the
part of herald to the New.
We shall therefore
first cite passages
from the New Testament,
and confirm them by quotations
from the Old
Testament.
The Old contains the lawand the
prophets, the New the gospel and the apostolic epistles.
Now the apostle
says "By
the law is the knowledge
of sin.
But now
the righteousness
of God without the law is
manifested,
being witnessed
by the law and
the prophets;
now the righteousness
of God
is by fatth of Jesus Christ upon all them that
believe."*
This righteousness
of God belongs to the New Testament,
and evidence
for it exists in the old books, that is to say,
m the law and the prophets.
I shall first,
then state the case, and then call the witnesses.
This order Jesus Christ Himself directs us to observe, saying, _' The scribe instrutted m the kingdom of God is like a good
householder,
bringing
out of his treasure
things new and old." 5 He did not say" old
and new," which He certainly
would have
said had He not wished to follow the order
of merit rather than that of time.

permanent,
inalienable
possession.
In fine,
this wise man concludes
th_s book of his by
saying, " Fear.God,
and keep His commandments: for this is every man.
For God shall
bring every work into judgment,
with every
despised
person,
whether
it be good,
or
whether
it be evil." 3 What truer, terser,
more salutary enouncement
could be made ?
" Fear God," he says, "and
keep His cornmandments:
for this is every man."
For
whosoever
has real existence,
is this, is a
keeper of God's comnmndments;
and he who
is not this, is nothing.
For so long as he
remains in the likeness
of vanity, he is not
renewed in the image of the truth.
"For
God shall bring into judgment every work,"
_that
is, whatever
man does in this life,_
"whether it be good or whether it be evil, with
every despised person,"--that
is, with every
manwho here seems despicable,
and is therefore not considered;
for God sees even him,
and does not despise him nor pass him over
in His iudgment,

CHAP.

5.--THE

PASSAGES

IN

WHICH

DIVINE
WORLD.

JUDGMENT

IN

THE

END

SAo

OF

THE

The Saviour Himseif, while reproving the
cities in which He had done great works, but
whmh had not beheved, and while setting them
in unfavorable
comparison with foreign cities,
says, " But I say unto you, It shall be more
tolerable
for Tyre and Sidon at the day of
judgment than for you." 6 And a little after
He says, "Verily, I say unto you, It shall be
more tolerable for the land of Sodom in the
day of judgment than for thee."7
Here He
most plainly predicts that a day of judgment
is to come.
And in another
place He says,
" The men of Nineveh shall rise in judgment
with this generation,
and shall condemn
it:
because they repented
at the preaching
of
Jonas; and, behold, a greater than Jonas is
here.
The queen of the south shall rise up
in
the
judgmentit: for
withshethis
and
shall condemn
camegeneration,
from the utter-

. Eccles.

ii ,3, ,4.
2 Eccles. vii, x4.
3 Eccles. xh. i3, x4.

THE

WOUR ]DECLARESTHAT THERE SHALL BE A

* Rom. ,ii. _m--_.
6 Matt. xl. 22.

5 Matt. x,ii. 5a.
7 Matt, xl. 24.
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ntt_ Fat_ of the earth to hear the words of bet of the judges when he says, "Know ye
Soh_on;
and behold, a greater than Solo- not that we shall judge angels ?" 6 The same
is here."*
Two things we learn from rule is to be observed in applyi_.g the number
this passage, that a judgment is to take place, twelve to those who are W be judged.
For
a_nd that it is to take place at the resurrection
though it was said, "judging
the twelve tribes
of the dead.
For when He spoke of the of Israel,"
the tribe of Levi, which is the
lqinevites and the queen of the south, He cer- thirteenth,
shall not on this account be exempt
tainly spoke of dead persons, and yet He said from judgment,
neither shall judgment
be
that they should rise up m the day of judg- passed only on Israel and not on the other
merit.
He did not say, "They
shall con- nations.
And by the words "in the regendemn,"
as if they themselves were to be the eration," He certainly meant the resurrection
judges,
but because,
in comparison
with of the dead to be understood;
for our flesh
them, the others shall be justly condemned,
shall be regenerated
by incorruption, as our
Again, in another passage, in which He soul is regenerated by faith.
was speaking of the present intermingling and
Many passages I omit, because,
though
ffuture separation of the good and bad,--the
they seem to refer to the last judgment, yet
separation which shall be made in the day of on a closer examination
they are found to be
judgment,--He
adduced a comparison drawn ambiguous, or to allude rather to some other
from the sown wheat and the tares sown event,--whetherto
that coming of the Saviour
among them, and gave this explanation of it which continually occurs in His Church, that
to His disciples:
" He that soweth the good is, in His members, in which He comes little
seed is the Sou of man," " etc.
Here, indeed,
by little, and piece by piece, since the whole
He did not name the judgment or the day of Church is His body, or to the destruction of
judgment, but indicated it much more clearly the earthly.Jerusalem.
For when He speaks
by describing the circumstances,
and foretold
even of this, He often uses language which is
that it should take place in the end of the applicable to the end of the world and that
world,
last and great clay of judgment, so that these
In like manner He says to His disciples,
two events cannot be distmgmshed
unless all
"Verily
I say unto you, That ye which have the corresponding
passages bearing on the
followed me, in the regeneration,
when the subject in the three evangehsts,
Matthew,
Son of man shall sit on the throne of His Mark, and Luke, are compared with one anglory, ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones,
other,--for
some things are put more obscurely
judging the twelve tribes of Israel." 3 Here by one evangehst and more plainly by another,
we learn that Jesus shall judge with His dis- --so that it becomes apparent what things are
ciples.
And therefore
He said elsewhere
to meant to be referred to one event.
It is this
the Jews, "If I by Beelzebub cast out devils, which I have been at pains to do in a letter
by whom do your sons east them out?
Therewhich I wrote to Hesychius
of blessed
fore they shall be your judges. ''(
Neither
memory, bishop of Salon, and'entitled,
"Of
ought we to suppose that only twelve men the End of the World." 7
shall judge along with Him, though He says
I shall now cite from the Gospel according
that they shall sit upon twelve thrones;
for to Matthew the passage which speaks of the
by the number
twelve is signified the corn- separation
of the good from the winked by
pleteness of the multitude of those who shall the most efficacious and final judgment
of
judge.
Forthe two parts of the number seven Christ:
"When
the Son of man," he says,
(which commonly
symbolizes
totality),
that "shall
come in His glory, . . . then shall
is to say four and three, multiplied
into one He say also unto theln on His left hand,
another, give twelve.
For four times three,
Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting
or three times four, are twelve.
There are fire, prepared
for the devil and his angels." 8
other meanings, too, in this number twelve. Then He in like manner
recounts
to the
Were not this the right interpretation
of the wicked the things they had not done, but
twelve thrones, then since we read that Mat-which
He had said those on the right hand
t.hias was ordained an aposde in the room of had done.
And when they ask when they
Judas the traitor, the Apostle Paul, though
had seen Him in need of these things, He
he labored more than them all, s should have replies that, inasmuch
as they had not done
no throne.of judgment;
but he unmistakeably
it to the least of His brethren, they had not
considers himself to be included in the num- done it unto Him, and concludes
His address
in the words, "And these shall go away into
Mtt_ _i. **,._.

Augumia q_tts
3 Matt. xix. _8.
S x Cot. xv. xo.

_.

...

tlte whole _e,
_tt.
xm. 3_.4a.
4 Matt. xii. 27.

everlasting

punishment,

6 t Cot. vi. 3.
8 Matt, xxv. 34-4x, givenin fun.

but the righteous
7 Ep. _99.

into
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life eternal."
Moreover, the evangelist John
most distinctly states that He had predicted
that the judgment should be at the resurreclion of the dead.
For after saying, " The
Father judgeth no man, but hath committed
all judgment
unto the Son; that all men
should honor the Son, even as they honor the
Father: he that honoreth not the Son, honoreth not the Father which hath sent Him;"
He immediately
adds, "Verily,
verily, I say
unto you, He that heareth my word and believeth on Him that sent me, hath everlastmg
life, and shall not come into judgment; but is
passed from death to life." x Here He stud
that believers on Him should not come into
judgment.
How, then, shall they be separated
from the wicked by judgment, and be set at
His right hand, unless judgment be in this
passage used for condemnation ? For into
judgment, in this sense, they shall not come
who hear His word, and believe on Him that
sent Him.
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unto themselves,
but unto Him which died
for them and rose again. ''4 Thus all, without one exception, were dead in sins, whether
original or voluntary sins, sins of ignorance,
or sins committed against knowledge; and for
all the dead there died the one only person
who lived, that is, who had no sin whatever,
in order that they who live by the remission
of their sins should live, not to themselves,
but to Him who died for all, for our sins, and
rose again for our justification, that we_ be.
fleeing in Him who justifies the ungodly, and
being justified from ungodliness or quickened
from death, may be able to attain to the first
resurrection which now is. For in this first
resurrection none have a part save those who
shall be eternally blessed;
but in the second,
of which He goes on to speak, all, as we shall
learn, have a part, both the blessed and the
wretched.
The one is the resurrection
of
mercy, the other of judgment.
And therefore it is written in the psalm, '" I will sing of
mercy and of judgment: unto Thee, O Lord,

will I sing. ''5
And of this judgment He went on to say,
"And hath given Him authority to execute
After that He adds the words, "Verily,
judgment also, because He is the Son of
verily, I say unto you, The hour is coming, man."
Here He shows that He will come to
and now is, when the dead shall hear the judge in that flesh in which He had come to
voice of the Son of God; and they that hear be judged.
For it is to show this He says,
shall live.
For as the Father hath hfe in "because
He is the Son of man."
And then
H_mself; so hath He given to the Son to have follow the words for our purpose: "Marvel
life in Himself.""
As yet He does not speak not at this: for the hour is coming, in the
of the second resurrection,
that is, the resur- which all that arc in the graves shall hear His
rection of the body, which shall be in the end, voice, and shall come forth; they that have
but of the first, which now is. It is for the done good, unto the resurrection of life; and
sake of making this distinction that He says, they that have done evil, unto the resurrec" The hour is coming, and now is."
Now tion of judgment."6
This judgment He uses
this resurrectmn
regards
not the body, but here in the same sense as a little before, when
the soul.
For souls, too, have a death of He says, "He that heareth my word, and betheir own in wickedness
and sins, whereby lieveth on Him that sent me, hath everlasting
they are the dead of whom the same lips say, life, and shall not come into judgment, but is
"Suffer the dead to bury thetr dead," 3--that passed from death to life;"
i.e., by having a
by which a
is, let those who are dead in soul bury them p art m the first resurrection,
....
that are dead in body.
It is of these dead, transition
from death to hfe is made in thin
then--the
dead in ungodliness
and wicked-i present time, he shatl not come into damnaness_that
He says,
The hour is coming, ilion, which He mentions
by the name of
and now is, when the dead shall hear the ] judgment, as also in the place where He says,
CHAP.
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voice
ofthe,S?,n
ofCod;andLhey
thathear"buttheythathavedi.e.,
oneeofvil
untotheresurshall live.
They that hear,
that is, they rection of judgment,"
damnation.
He_
who obey, believe, and persevere to the end.
Here no difference is made between the good
and the bad.
For it is good for all men to
hear His voice and live, by passing to the life
of godliness from the death of ungodliness.
Of this death the Apostle Paul says, '" There-I
fore all are dead, and He died for all, that
they which live should not henceforth
live
z J?hn v. _'-42t Matt. vi_ _.

2 John

v. _5, 26.

I therefore, who would not be damned in the
isecond resurrection,
let him rise in the first.
I For "the hour is coming, and now is, when
ithe dead shall hear the voice of the Son of
God; and theythat hear shall live," i.e., shall
not come into damnation,
which is called the
second death;
into which death, after the
second or bodily resurrection,
they shall be
4 2 Cor. v. t4, AS.
6 John v, _8, a 9.

5 Is.

ct. x.
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hurled who do not rise in the first or spiritual
resurrection.
For "the hour is coming"
(but here He does not say, "and now is,"
because it shall come in the end of the world
in the last and greatest judgment of God)
"when all that are in the graves shall hear
His voice and shall come forth."
He does
not say, as in the first resurrection, "And
they that hear shall live."
For all shall not
live, at least with such life as ought alone to
be called life because It alone is blessed,
For some kind of life they must have in order
to hear, and come forth from the graves in
their rising bodies. And why all shall not
live He teaches in the words that follow:
"They that have done good, to the resurrection of life,"--these
are they who shall live;
"but they that have done evil, to the resurrection of ]udgment," -- these are they who
shall not live, for they shall die in the second
death. They have done evil because their
hfe has been evil; and their hfe has been evil
because it has not been renewed in the first
or spiritual resurrection which now is, or because they have not persevered to the end in
their renewed hfe. As, then, there are two
regeneratlons, of which I have already made
mention,--the
one according to faith, and
which takes place m the present hfe by means
of baptism; the other according to the flesh,
and which shall be accomphshed in _ts incorruption and immortality by means of the great
and final judgment,--so
are there also two
resurrections,--the
one the first and spiritual
resurrection, which has place m this life, and
preserves us from coming into the second
death; the other the second, which does not
occur now, but in the end of the world, and
which is of the body, not of the soul, and
which by the last judgment shall dismiss some
into the second death, others into that life
which has no death,

and shall reign with Him a thousand years.""
Those who, on the strength of this passage,
have suspected that the first resurrection is
future and bodily, have been moved, among
other things, specially by the number of a
thousand years, as if it were a fit thing that
the saints should thus enjoy a kind of
Sabbath-restduring
that period, a holy leisure
after the labors of the six thousand years
since man was created, and was on account of
h_s great sm dismissed from the blessedness
of paradise into the woes of this mortal life,
so that thus, as it is written, "One day is
with the Lord as a thousand years, and a
thousand years as one day, ''_ there should
follow on the completion of s:x thousand
years, as of six days, a kind of seventh-day
Sabbath in the succeeding thousand years;
and that it is for this purpose the saints rise,
vlz., to celebrate this Sabbath.
And this
opinion would not be objectionable, if it were
beheved that the joys of the saints m that
Sabbath shall be spiritual, and conseqnent on
the presence of God; for I myself, too, once
held this opinion.3 But, as they assert that
those who then rise again shall en3oy the
leisure of immoderate carnal banquets, furnished with an amount of meat and drink
such as not only to shock the feeling of the
temperate, but even to surpass the measure
of creduhty itself, such assertions can be beheved only by the carnal.
They who do
beheve them are called by the spiritual Chiliasts, which we may literally reproduce by the
name Millenarians.4 It were a tedious process
to refute these opinions point by point: we
prefer proceeding to show how that passage of
Scripture should be understood.5
The Lord Jesus Christ Himself says, " No
man can enter into a strong man's house, and
spoil his goods, except he first brad the strong
man "_--meanmg by the strong man the dewl,
because he had power to take captive the
CHAP.7.--WHAT IS WRITTENIN THE REVELA-human race; and meaning by his goods which
he was to take, those who had been held by the
TION
OF JOHN
REGARDING
THE TWO
RESURdevil in d_vers sins and iniquities, but were to
RECTIONS,
AND
THE
THOUSAND
YEARS,
AND
WHATMAYREASONABLY
BE HELD ON THESE become believers in Himself.
It was then for
POINTS.
the binding of this strong one that the apostle
saw in the Apocalypse "an angel coming
The evangelist John has spoken of these do_na from heaven, having the key of the
two resurrections in the book which is called abyss, and a chain in his hand. And he laid
the Apocalypse, but in such a way that some hold," he says, "on the dragon, that old
Christians do not understand the first of the serpent, which is called the devil and Satan,
two, and so construe the passage into ridicu- and bound him a thousand years,"--that
is,
lous fancies. For the Apostle John says in
the foresaid book, "And I saw an angel come
•R
......
-.6. Thewhole
passageisquoted. 4 igilliarii.
2 u Pet. m. 8.
3 &erm. _59down from heaven ....
Blessed and holy is
s[Augustm,
whohadformerlyhtmselfentertmnedch*hastm
hopes,
revolutaomzed
the prevailing
ante-Nicene
view of the
he that hath part in the first resurrectionon
Apocalypue
millenmum
by understanding
it of the _resent
reign
such

but

ofChnst

they shall be priests of God and of Christ,
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bridled and restrained
his power so that he And the addition of "set a seal upon him"
could not seduce and gain possession of those seems to me to mean that it was designed to
who were to be freed.
Now the thousand
keep it a secret who belonged to the devil's
years may be understood
in two ways, so far [)arty and who did not.
For in this world
as occurs to me: either because these things this is a secret, for we cannot tell whether
happen in the sixth thousand of years or sixth even the man who seems to stand shall fall,
milldnnium
(the latter part of which is now or whether he who seems to tie shall rise
passing), as if during the sixth day, winch is again.
But by the chain and prison-house of
to be followed by a Sabbath
which has no tins interdict the devil Is prohiblted
and reevening,
the endless rest of the saints, sol,trained
from seducing those nations which
that, speaking
of a part under the name or]belong
to Christ, lint wlnch he formerly sothe whole, he calls t 2 last part of the mflten- tduccd or held in Sublectlon.
For before the
nmm--the
part, t:_at is, which had yet to ex- [ foundation of the world God chose to rescue
pire before the end of the world--a thousand
tl_ese from the po_er of darkness,
and to
years; or he used the thousand
years as an Itranslate them into the kingdom of the Son
eqmvalent
for the whole duration
of thls tot His love, as the ,-it)ostle s-t,_-s•4 For what
world, employmg the number of perfection to Ct_ristlan is not aware that he seduces nations
mark the fullness of time.
For a thousand is even now, and draws them with himself to
the cube of ten.
For ten times ten makes a [eternal punishment,
but not those predestined
hundred, that Is, the square on a plane super- to eternal hfe ? And let no one be dismayed
fieies. But to give this superficies height, and by tile circumstance
that the dewl often semake it a cube, the hundred
is again multi- duceseven those who have been regenerated in
phed by ten, which gives a thousand
:Be-I Chrlst, and begun to walk m God's way,
For
sides, if a hundred
Is sometimes
used for I the Lord knoweth them that are His, 's and
totahty, as when the Lord sa_d by way of[of these the devil seduces none to eternal
promise to him that left all and followed Hlin, ] damnation•
For it is as God, from whom
'_ He shall receive m this world an hundred- I notlm_g is hid even of things future, that the

even of old it had been said, The whole world ] not see even lumself so far as to be able to
is the wealth of a believer,--with
how much know what k[n(t of person he is to be. The
greater reason _s a thousand
put for totahty I deed, then, is bound and shut up in the abyss
since it is the cube, while the other is only that he may not seduce the nations from which
ttae square ? And for the same reason we the Church is gathered, and which he formerly
cannot better interpret the words of the psalm, seduced before the Church existed.
For it
"He hath been mindful of His covenant for IS not said *' that he shouht not seduce any
ever, the word which He commanded
to a man," but "that
he should not seduce the
thousand generations,"
_ than by understandnations "--meaning,
no doubt, those among
ing it to mean " to all generations."
wluch the Church exists--"
tdl the thousand
"And he cast h_m into the abyss,"--i•e.,
years should be fulfilled,"--t.e.,
either what
cast the devil into the abyss.
By the ab_,ss remains of the sixth day which consists of a
is meant the countless multitude of the wicl_ed thousand
years, or all the years which are to
whose hearts are unfathomably
deep in malig- elapse t_ll the end of the world•
mty against the Church of God; not that the
The words, "that
he should not seduce the
dewl was not there before, but he is said to be nations till the thousand years should be fulcast in thither, because, when prevented from filled," are not to be understood
as indicating
harming
believers,
he takes more complete
that afterwards
he is to seduce only those
possession of the ungodly.
For that man _s nations from which the predestined
Church is
more abundantly
possessed
by the devil who composed, and from seducing whom he is reis not only ahenated
from God, but also strained
by that chain and imprisonment;
gratuitously
hates
those who serve
God. but they are used in conformity
with that
"And shut him up, and set a seal upon him. usage frequently
employed
in Scripture and
that he should deceive the nations no more exemplified in the psalm, "So our eyes wait
till the thousand
years should be fulfilled."
upon the, Lord our God, unfit He have mercy
"Shut
him up,"_i.e.,
prohibited
him from upon us, "_--not as if the eyes of His servants
going out, from doing what was forbidden,
would no longer wait upon the Lord their God
when He had mercy
r Mattcv. xix.
3ts
8. _9

_ 2 Cor. w.

_o.

I

4 Col. i. x3.

5 _ Tlra.

upon them.
ii. x9,

Or the order

6 Ps. cxxlil.

_.
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of the words is unquestionably
this, "And
he shut him up and set a seal upon him, till
the thousand years should be fulfilled;"
and
the interposed
clause, "that he should seduce
the nations no more," is not to be understood
in the connection
in which it stands,
but
separately,
and as if added afterwards,
so
that the whole sentence might be read, "And
He shut him up and set a seal upon him till
the thousand
years should be fulfilled, that
he should seduce the nations no more,"--i.e.,
he is shut up till the thousand
years be fulfilled, on this account, that he may no more
deceive the nations,
CHAP. 8.--OF

THE BmDINO and
THE

LOOS_NOOF

DEVIL.

"After
that,"
says John,
"' he must be
loosed a little season."
If the binding and
shutting
up of the devil means his being
made unable to seduce the Church, must his
loosing be the recovery of this ability?
By
no means.
For the Church predestined
and
elected
before
the foundation
the Church
of which
it is said, of " the
The world,
Lord
knoweth
seduced

OF GOD.
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when loosed shall he seduce it.
For certainly
if his being bound means that he is not able
or not permitted
to seduce the Church, what
can the loosing of him mean but his being
able or permitted to do so ? But God forbid
that such should be the case ! But the binding of the devil is his being prevented
from
the exercise
of his whole power to seduce
men, either by violently
forcing or fraudulently deceiving
them into taking part vath
him.
If he were during so long a period permitred to assail the weakness
of men, very
many persons, such as God would not wish to
expose to such temptauon,
would have their
faith overthrown,
or would be prevented from
believing;
and that this might not happen, he
lS bound.
.
But when the short time comes he shall be
loosed.
For he shall rage with the whole
force of himself and his angels for three years
and six months;
and those with whom he
makes war shall have power to withstand
all
his violence and stratagems.
And if he were
never loosed, his malicious power would be
less patent, and less proof would be given of

them that are His," shall never be the steadfast
fortitude
of the holy city: _t
would, in short, be less mamfest what good
by him.
And yet there shall be a use the Almighty
makes of hm great evil.
Church
in this world even when the dewl For the Almighty does not absolutely
seclude
shall be loosed, as there has been since the the saints from his temptation,
but shelters
beginning,
and shall be always, the places of only their inner man, where faith resides, that
the dying being filled by new believers.
For by outward
temptation
they may grow m
a little after John says that the dewl, being grace.
And He binds him that he may not,
loosed, shall draw the nations whom he has in the free and eager exercise of his mahce,
seduced
in the whole world to make war hinder or destroy the faith of those countless
against the Church, and that the number of weak persons, already believing
or yet to bethese enemies shall be as the sand of the sea. ]ieve, from whom the Church must be in"And they went up on the breadth
of the creased and completed;
and he will in the
earth, and compassed the camp of the saints end loose him, that the city of God may see
about, and the beloved city: and fire came how mighty an adversary
it has conquered, to
down from God out of heaven and devoured
the great glory of its Redeemer,
Helper,
them.
And the devil who seduced them was Deliverer.
And what are we in comparison
cast into the lake of fire and brimstone,
where with those believers and saints who shall then
the beast and the false prophet are, and shall exist, seeing that they shall be tested by the
be tormented
day and night for ever and loosing of an enemy with whom we make war
ever. ''z
This relates
to the last judgment,
at the greatest peril even when he is bound ?
but I have thought fit to mention it now, lest Although
it is also certain that even m th_s
any one might suppose that in that short time intervening
period there have been and are
during which the devil shall be loose there
some soldiers of Christ so wise and strong,
shall be no Church upon earth, whether be- that if they were to be ahve in th_s mortal
cause the devil finds no Church, or destroys
condition
at the time of his loosing, they
it by manifold persecutions.
The devil, then,
would both most wisely guard against,
and
is not bound during the whole time which this most patiently
endure,
all his snares
and
book embraces,--that
is, from the first coming
assaults.
of Christ to the,end
of the world, when He
Now the devil was thus bound
not only
shall come the second time,--not
bound in when the Church began to be more and more
this sense, that during this interval,
which widely extended
among the nations beyond
goes by the name of a thousand
years, he Judea, but is now and shall be bound till the
shall not seduce the Church,
for not even en d of the world, when he is to be loosed.
x Rev.xx. 9, _
Because even now men are, ahd doubtless to
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the end of the world shall be, converted
to and thus they shall be snatched
from him
the faith from the unbelief in which he held even though unbound.
And yet the verse of
them.
And this strong one is bound in each the Gospel will not be untrue, "Who entereth
instance in which he is spoiled of one of his into the house of the strong one to spoil his
goods;
and the abyss in which he is shut up goods, unless he shall first have bound the
is not at an end when those die who were alive strong one ?"
For in accordance
with this
when first he was shut up in it, but these have true saying that order is observed--the
strong
been succeeded,
and shall to the end of the one first bound, and then his goods spoiled;
world be succeeded, by others born after them for the Church is so increased by the weak
with a like hate of the Christians,
and m the and strong from all nations far and near, that
depth of whose blind hearts he is continually
by its most robust faith in things divinely
shut up as in an abyss.
But it is a question predmted
and accomplished,
it shall be able
whether,
during these three years and slxto
spoil the goods of even the unbound devil.
months when he shall be loose, and ragtag For as we must own that, "when
iniquity
with all his force, any one who has not pre- abounds, the love of many waxes cold,"* and
viously believed shall attach himself to the that those who have not been written in the
faith.
For how in that case would the words book of life shall in large numbers yield to
hold good, " Who entereth
into the house of the severe and unprecedented
persecutions
a strong one to spoil hts goods, unless first he and stratagems of the devil now loosed, so we
shall have bound the strong one?"
Conse- cannot but think that not only those whom
quently this verse seems to compel us to be- that time shall find sound in the faith, but
lieve that durmg that time, short as it is, no also some who till then shall be without, shall
one will be added to the Christian commumty,
become firm in the faith they have hitherto
but that the devil will make war with those rejected
and mighty to conquer
the devil
who have previously
become Christlans,
and even though
unbound,
God's grace aiding
that, though some of these may be conquered
them to understand
the Scriptures,
in which,
and desert to the devil, these do not belong among other things,
there is foretold
that
to the predestinated
number of the sons of very end which they themselves
see to be
God.
For it is __ot without reason that John, arriving.
And if th_s shall be so, his binding
the same apostle as wrote th_s Apocalypse,
_s to be spoken of as preceding,
that there
says in his epistle regarding certain persons,
might follow a spoiling of him both bound
"They
went out from us, but they were not and loosed; for it zs of this it is said, "Who
of us; for if they had been of us, they would shall enter into the house of the strong one
no doubt have remained with us." _ But what to spoil his goods, unless he shall first have
shall become of the little ones ? For it is be- bound the strong one ?'"
yond all belief that in these days there shall
not be found some Christmn
children born
CHAP. 9._WHAT
THE REIGN OF THE SAINTS
but not yet baptized, and that there shall not
WITH CHRIST FOR A THOUSANDYEARSIS, AND
also be some born during that very period;
now IT DIFFERS FROM THE ETERNAL KINGand if there be such, we cannot believe that
DOM.
their parents
shall not find some way of
But while the devil is bound, the saints
bringing them to the laver of regeneration,
relgn with Christ during the same thousand
But if this shall be the case, how shall these years, understood
in the same way, that is,
goods be snatched
from the devil when he is of the time of His first coming.*
For, learloose, since into his house no man enters to ing out of account that kingdom concerning
spoil his goods unless he has first bound him ? which He shall say in the end, "Come,
ye
On the contrary, we are rather to believe that blessed of my Father, take possession of the
in these days there shall be no lack either of kingdom
prepared
for you,"*
the Church
those who fall away from, or of those who could not now be called His kingdom or the
attach themselves
to the Church;
but there kingdom
of heaven unless His saints were
shall be such resoluteness,
both in parents to even now reigning
with Him, though
in
seek baptism for their little ones, and in those i another" and far different
way; for to His
who shall then first believe, that they sholl I saints He says, "Lo, I am with you always,
conquer
that strong
one, even though un- i even to the end of the world."s
Certainly it
bound,_that
is, shall both vigilantly compre- is in this present time that the scribe well inbend, and patiently
bear up against
him, structed in the kingdom of God, and of whom
though
employing
such wiles and putting i we have already spoken, brings forth from his
forth such force as he never before used; I
2 Matt
x _ John

il. x9.

xxiv

_

3 Between
His first
4 Matt. _xv. 34"

and second

comJnsgMatt"

xxvlil.

_o.
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treasure things new and old.
And from the earth." 5 Of such persons he also says that
Church those reapers shall gather out the their conversation
is in heaven. 6 In fine,
tares which He suffered to grow with the they reign with Him who are so in His kingwheat till the harvest, as He explains in the dom that they themselves are His kingdom.
words, "The harvest is the end of the world; But in what sense are those the kingdom of
and the reapers are the angels.
As therefore
Christ who, to say no more, though they are
the tares are gathered together and burned in it until all offenses are gathered out of it
with fire, so shall it be in the end of the at the end of the world, yet seek their own
world.
The Son of man shall send His things in it, and not the things that are
angels, and they shall gather out of His king- Christ's ?7
dora all offenses. ''Z Can He mean out of
It is then of this kingdom
militant, in
that kingdom
in which are no offenses ? which conflict with the enemy is still mainThen it must be out of His present kingdom,
tained, and war carried on with warring lusts,
the Church, that they are gathered.
So He or government
laid upon them as they yield,
says, "He
that breaketh one of the least of until we come to that most peaceful kingdom
these commandments,
and teacheth men so, in which we shall reign without an enemy,
shall be called
least in the kingdom
of and it is of this first resurrection
in the
heaven: but he that doeth and teaeheth thus 3resent hfe, that the Apocalypse
speaks in
shall be called great in the kingdom
of the words just quoted.
For, after saying
heaven. ''_
He speaks of both as being in that the devil is bound a thousand years and
the kingdom of heaven, both the man who is afterwards loosed fora short season, it goes
does not perform the commandments
which on to give a sketch of what the Church does
He teaehes,--for
"to break " means not to or of what is done m the Church mthose days,
keep, not to perform,--and
the man who in the words, "And I saw seats and them that
does and teaches as He did; but the one He sat upon them, and judgment
was given."
calls least, the other great.
And He imme- It is not to be supposed that this refers to the
diate]y adds, " For I say unto you, that ex- last judgment, but to the seats of the rulers
cept your righteousness
exceed that of the and to the rulers themselves
by whom the
scribes and Pharisees,"--that
is, the right- Church is now governed.
And no better ineousness of those who break what they teach; terpretation of judgment
being given can be
for of the scribes and Pharisees He elsewhere produced
than that which we have in the
says, "For
they say and do not;"3--unless,
words, "What
ye bind on earth shall be
therefore,
your righteousness
exceed theirs
bound in heaven; and what ye loose on earth
that is, so that you do not break but rather shall be loosed in heaven."s
Whence the
do what you teach, "ye shall not enter the apostle says, " What have I to do with judgkingdom of heaven."4
We must understand
ing them that are without ? do not ye judge
in one sense the kingdom of heaven in which them that are within ?" 9 "And the souls,"
exist together
both he who breaks what he says John, "of those who were slain for the
teaches and he who does it, the one being testimony of Jesus and for the word of God,"
least, the other great, and in another sense the --understanding
what he afterwards
says,
kingdom of heaven into which only he who " reigned with Christ a thousand years, .....
does what he teaches
shall enter.
Conse- that is, the souls of the martyrs not yet requently,
where both classes exist, it is the stored to their bodies.
For the souls of the
Church as it now is, but where only the one pious dead are not separated from the Church,
shall exist, it is the Church as it is destined
which even now is the kingdom of Christ;
to be when no wicked person shall be in her. otherwise
there would be no remembrance
Therefore
the Church even now is the king- made of them at the altar of God in the pardora of Chrtst, and the kingdom of heaven, taking of the body of Christ, nor would it do
Accordingly,
even now His saints reign with any good m danger to run to His baptism, that
Him, though otherwise
than as they shall we might not pass from this life wathout it;
reign hereafter;
and yet, though the tares nor to reconciliation,
if by penitence or a bad
grow in the Church along with the wheat,
conscience any one may be severed from His
they do not reign with Him.
For they reign body.
For why are these things practised, if
with Him who do what the apostle says, "If
not because the faithful, even though dead,
ye be risen with Christ, mind the things which are His members ? Therefore,
while these
are above, where Christ sitteth at the right thousand years run on, their souls reign with
hand of God.
Seek those things which are Him, though not as yet in conjunction with
above, not the
things
which
are on the
z Matt.
Matt.

xiil 39-4xzx_h. 3.

a Matt
4 Matt

v. xg.
v. 2o.

5 Col hi. x, _.
7 Phil. h. ax.
9 z Cor. v. x_.

6 Phil. ill. 2o.
8 Matt. xvfia, xS.
_° ReV. xx. 4.
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their bodies.
And therefore
in another part: And therefore, when the day of the bodily reof this same book we read, " Blessed are the surrection arrives, they shall come out of their
dead who die in the Lord from henceforth:
graves, not to life, but to judgment, namely, to
and now, saith the Spirit, that they may rest damnation,
which is called the second death.
from their labors; for their works do follow For whosoever
has not lived until the thouthem. ''I
Tne Church, then, begins ItS reign isand years be finished, i.e., during this whole
with Christ now in the living and in the dead. tnne in which the first resurrection
is going
For, as the apostle says, " Christ died that _on,--whosoever
has not heard thevoice of the
He might be Lord both of the living and of Son of God, and passed from death to life,the dead." _- But he mentioned
the souls of i that man shall certMnly in the second resurthe martyrs only, because tiley who have con- I rection, the resurrection of the flesh, pass with
tended even to death for the truth, themselves [ ills flesh into the second death.
For he goes
principally reign after death; but, taking the on to say,
This is the first resurrect on.
part for the whole, we understand
tile words i Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the
of all others who belong to the Church, which ]first resurrection,
' or who experiences
it.
is the kingdom of Christ.
INow he experiences
it who not only revives
As to the words following
"And if an 3"/from the death of sin, but continues
in this
have not worshipped the beast nor Ins Image, Irenewed life.
In these the second death
nor have
his inscription
forehead,
or received
on their hand,"
we muston their
take them,
of both the living and the dead.
And what
this beast is, though it reqmres a more careful investigation,
yet it is not inconsistent with
the true faith to understand
it of the ungodly
city itself, and the community
of unbehevers
set in opposition to the faithful people and the
city of God.
"His
image" seems to me to
mean his simulation,
to wit, in those men who
profess to beheve,
but hve as unbehevers
For they pretend to be what they are not, and
are called Christians, not from a true hkeness,
but from a deceitfulimage.
For to this beast
belong not only the avowed enemies of the
name of Christ and His most glorious c_ty,
but also the tares which are to be gathered
out of His kingdom, the Church, in the end
of the world.
And who are they who do not

hath
no power."
it has"The
powerrest
in
the rest,
of whom Therefore
he stud above,
of them d_d not live until the thousand years
were finished; " for in this whole intervening
tune called a thousand
years, however lustily
they hved in the body, they were not qmckened to hfe out of that death in whmh their
wmkedness held them, so that by this revived
hfe they should become partakers of the first
resurrection,
and so the second death should
have no power over them.

CHAr. IO.--WHAT IS TO BE RFPLIEIJ TO THOSE
who THINK TItAT REqURRECTIONPERTAINS
ONIY '11) BODIESAND NOT TO SOULS.
Tt_ere are some who suppose that resurrectlon can be predicated only of the body, and
therefore they contend
that this first resur.
rectlon {of the Apocalypse)
is a bodily resurworship the beast and his image, if not those I recnon.
For, say they,
to rise aga n can
who do what the apostle says, " Be not yoked tonly be said of things that fall.
Now, bodies
with unbelievers ? " 3 For such do not wor- fall in death. 4 There cannot, therefore,
be a
ship, s.e., do not consent, are not subjected;]resurrectlo
nof souls, but of bodles.
Butwhat
neither
do they receive the inscription,
the _do they say to the apostle who speaks of a
brand of crime, on their forehead
by thelr,resurrection
of souls ? For certainly it was
profession,
on their hand by their pracnce,
m the inner and not the outer man that those
They, then, who are free from these poilu- had risen again towhom he says, "If ye have
tions, whether they still live in this mortal risen with Christ, mind the things that are
flesh, or are dead, reign with Christ even now, above." s The same sense he elsewhere conthrough this whole interval which is indicated
veyed in other words, saying, " That as Christ
by the thousand
years, in a fashion suited to has risen from the dead by the glory of the
this time.
Father, so we also may walk in newness of
"The
rest of them,"
he says, "did
not life." 6 So, too, "Awake thou that sleepest_
live."
For now is the hour when the dead and arise from the dead, and Christ shallgive
shall hear the voice of the SOn of God, and thee light. 7" As to what they say about
they that hear shall live; and the rest of them nothing
being able to rise again but what
shall not live.
The words added, " until the fails, wiaence they conclude that resurrection
thousand years are fnished,"
mean that they pertains to bodies only, and not to souls, be.
did not live in the time in which they ought cause bodies fall, why do they make nothing
to have hved by passing from death to life.
4 And,
tRey. xiv. x3.
3 2 Col'. 1-1. I_..

2 Rom.

xiv.

9-

as Augustin

from cadere,
"to
5 Cot. hi, i.

remarks,

are

therefore

called

¢adavt#.'a_

fall,"
6 Rom.

vi. 4.

7 Eph. v. z4.
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the words, "Ye that fear the Lord, wait
Hismercy;
andgo notaside lest ye fall; ''_
m,_d " To his own Master he stands or falts ; " "
and "' He that thinketh he standeth, let him
take heed lest he fall ? "s For I fancy this fall
that we are to take heed against is a fall of the
soul, not of the body.
If, then, rising again
belongs to things that fall, and souls fall, it
must be owned that souls also rise again.
To
the words, "In them the second death hath no
power," are added the words, "but they shall
be priests of God and Christ, and shall reign
with Him a thousand
years;"
and this refers
not to the bishops alone, and presbyters,
who
are now specially called priests in the Church
but as we call all believers
Christians
on
account of the mystical chrism, so we call all
priests because they are members of the one
Priest.
Of them the Apostle Peter says, "A
holy people, a royal priesthood."*
Certainly
he implied, though in a passing and incidental
way, that Christ is God, saying priests of God
and Christ, tbat is, of the Father and the Son,
though it was in His servant-form
and as Son
of man that Christ was made a Priest for
ever after the order of Melchisedec.
But this
we have already explained more than once.

when he says, "The nations which are in the
four corners of the earth," and he added that
these are Gog and Magog.
The. meaningof
these names we find to be, Gog, "a roof,"
Magog, "from a roof,"--a
house, as it were,
and he who comes out of the house.
They are
therefore the nations in which we found that
the devil was shut up as in an abyss, and the
devil himself coming out from them and going
forth, so that they are the roof, he from the
roof.
Or if we refer both words to the nations, not one to them and one to the devil,
then they are both the roof, because in them
the old enemy is at present shut up, and as
it were roofed in; and they shall be from the
roof when they break forth from concealed
to open hatred.
The words, "And they went
up on the breadth
of the earth, and encorepassed the camp of the saints and the beloved
city," do not mean that they have come,
or shall come, to one place, as if the camp
of the saints and the beloved
city should
be in some one place;
for this camp is
nothing
else than
the Church
of Christ
extending
over the whole world.
And consequently
wherever
the Church
shall be,
--and
it shall be in all nations, as is signified by "the breadth of the earth,"--there
CHAP.
I I.---OF
GOG AND MAGOG,
WHO ARE TO also
shall be the camp of the saints and the
BE ROUSEDBY THE DEVIL TO PERSECUTETHE beloved city, and there it shall be encomCHURCH_ WHEN HE IS LOOSED IN THE END OF passed
by the savage persecution
of all its
THE WORLD.
enemies;
for they too shall exist along with
"And when the thousand years are finished,
Satan shall be loosed from his prison, and
shall go out to seduce the nations which are
in the four corners of the earth, Gog and
Magog, and shall draw them to battle, whose
number is as the sand of the sea."
This,
then, is his purpose in seducing them, to draw
them to this battle.
For even before this he
was wont to use as many and various seduc.
tions as he could continue.
And the words
,c he shall go out" mean, he shall burst forth
from lurking hatred into open persecution,
For this persecution, occurring while the final
judgment is imminent, shall be the last which
shall be endured bythe holy Church throughout the world, the whole city of Christ being
assailed by the whole city of the devil, as each
exists on earth.
For these nations which he
names Gog and Magog are not to be undergood of some barbarous nations in some part
of the world, whether the Get_e and Massagetge, as some conclude from the initial letters, or some other foreign nations not under
the Roman government.
For John marks
that they are spread
over the whole earth,
• Eechm. ii. 7.
3 z_. z.z_

s Rom. xiv. 4.
4 _ Peterft.9.

it in all nations,--that
is, it shall be straitened, and hard pressed, and shut up in the
straits of tribulation,
but shall not desert _ts
military duty, which is sigmfied by the word
"camp."
CHAP. I2. --WHETHER THE FIRE THAT CAME
DOWNOUT OF HEAVENAND DEVOUREDTHEM
REFERS TO THE LAST PUNISHMENT OF THE
WICKED.
The words, "And fire came down out of
heaven and devoured them," are not to be
understood of the final punishment which shall
be inflicted when it is said, "Depart
from
me, ye cursed, into everlasting
fire; ''5 for
then they shall be cast into the .fire, not fire
come down out of heaven upon them.
In this
_lace" fire out of heaven" is well understood
of the firmness of the saints, wherewith they
refuse to yield, obedience
to those who rage
against them.
For the firmament is "heaven," by whose firmness these assailants shall
be pained with blazing zeal, for they shall be
impotent to draw away the saints to the party
of Antichrist.
This is the fire which shall
devour them, and this is " from God;"
for it
S Matt.xxv.4x.
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is by God's grace the saints become unconquerable, and so torment their enemies.
For
as in a good sense it is said, "The
zeal of
Thine house hath consumed me,'" so in a bad
.sense it is said, "Zeal hath possessed the uninstructed people, and now fire shall consume
the enemies.' ....
And now," that is to say,
not the fire of the last judgment.
Or if by
this fire coming down out of heaven and consuming them, John meant that blow wherewith
Christ in His coming is to strike those persecutors of the Church whom He shall then find
alive upon earth, when He shall kill Antichrist
with the breath of His mouth, 3 then even this
is not the last _udgment
of the wicked; but
the last judgment
is that which they shall
suffer when the bodily resurrection
has taken
place,
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the reign of the saints nor with the imprison°
ment of Satan, but should be reckoned over
and above as a superadded portion of time.
B_t then in this case we are forced to admit
that the saints shall not reign with Christ dur.
ing that persecution.
But who can dare to
say that His members
shall not reign with
Him at that very juncture
when they shall
most of all, and with the greatest
fortitude,
cleave to H_m, and when the glory of resistauce and the crown of martyrdom
shall be
more conspicuous
in proportion
to the hot.
hess of the battle ? Or if it is suggested that
they may be said not to reign, because of the
tribulations
which they shall suffer, it will
follow that all the saints who have formerly,
during the thousand
years, suffered tribulation, shall not be said to have reigned with
Christ during the period of their tribulation,
CHAP.
I3.--WHETHER
THE TIME OF THE PERSE- and consequently
even those whose souls the
CUTION OF ANTICHRISTSHOULDBE RECKONEDauthor of thts book says that he saw, and who
IN THE THOUSAND YEARS.
were slain for the testimony of Jesus and the
word of God, did not reign with Christ when
This kast persecution
by Antichrist
shall they were suffering persecution,
and they were
last for three years and six months, as we
have already said, and as is affirmed both in not themselves the kingdom of Christ, though
Christ
was then
pre-eminently
possessing
the book of Revelation
and by Daniel the them.
This is indeed perfectly absurd, and
prophet.
Though
this t_me is brief, yet not to be scouted.
But assuredly the victorious
without reason is it questioned
whether it is souls of the glorious martyrs
having over.
comprehended
in the thousand years in which come and finished all griefs and toils, and
the devil is bound and the saints reign witia having laid down their mortal members, have
Christ, or whether this little season should be reigned
and do reign with Christ
till the
added over and above to these years.
For thousand
years are finished, that they may
if we say that they are included in the thou- afterwards
reign with Him when they have
sand years, then the saints reign with Christ received their immortal bodies.
And thereduring
a more protracted
period
than the fore during these three years and a half the
devil is bound.
For they shall reign with souls of those who were slain for His testitheir King and Conqueror
mightily even m mony, both those which formerly passed from
that crowning persecution
when the devil shall the body and those which shall pass in that
now be unbound
and shall rage against them last persecution,
shall reign with Him till the
with all his might.
How then does Scripture
mortal world come t_o an end, and pass into
define both the binding of the devil and the that kingdom in which there shall be no death.
reign of the saints by the same thousand years, And thus the reign of the saints with Christ
if the binding of the devil ceases three years shall last longer than the bonds and imprisonand six months before this reign of the saints meat of the devil, because they shall reign
with Christ ? On the other hand, if we say with their King the Son of God for these three
that the brief space of this persecution
is not years and a half during which the devil is no
to be reckoned as a part of the thousand years, longer bound.
It remains,
therefore,
that
but rather as an additional
period, we shall when we read that "the priests of God and of
indeed be able to interpret the words, "The
Christ shall reign with Him a thousand years;
priests of God and of Christ shall reign with and when the thousand years are finished, the
Him a thousand
years; and when the thou- devil shall be loosed from his imprisonment,"
sand years shall be finished, Satan shall be that we understand
either that the thousand
loosed out of his prison;"
for thus they sig- years of the reign of the saints does not terminify that the reign of the saints and the bond- nate, though the imprisonment
of the devil
age of the devil shall cease simultaneously,
does,--so
that both parties have their thouso that the time of the persecution
we speak sand years, that is, their complete time, yet
of should
be contemporaneous
neithbr with each with a different actual duration appro_
riate to itself, the kingdom of the saints being
• ]'LThes_
3_
_- _ii.8.
2I_. ,_i ....
longer, the imprisonment
of the devil shooter,
28
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---or at least that, as three years and sixidead
were judged out of those things which
months is a very short time, it is not reckoned were written in the books, according to their
as either deducted, from the whole time of deeds."
He said that the books were opened,
_atan's imprisonment,
or as added to the whole and a book; but he left us at a toss as to the
duration of the reign of the saints, as we have nature of this book, "which
is," he says,
shown above in the sixteenth book z regarding
"the
book of the life of each man."
By"
the round number of four hundred years, which those books, then, which he first mentioned,
were specified as four hundred, though actu- we are to understand
the sacred books old
ally somewhat more; and similar expressions
and new, that out of them it might be shown
are often found in the sacred writings, if one what commandments
God had enjoined;
and
wiU mark them.
that book of the life of each man is to show
what commandments
each man has done or
CHAP. I4._OF
THE DAMNATIONOF THE DEVIL omitted
to do.
If this book be materially
AND
HIS
ADHERENTS
; AND
A SKETCH
OF THE
considered,
who can reckon its size or length,
BODILY RESURRECTION OF ALL THE DEAD,
or the time it would take tomread a book in
AND OF THE FINAL RETRIBUTIVEJUDGMENT. which the whole life of every man is recorded ?
After this mention of the closing persecution, he summarily indicates all that the devil,
and the city of which he is the prince, shall
suffer in the last iudgment.
For he says,
"And the devil who seduced them is cast into
the lake of fire and brimstone,
in which are
the beast and the false prophet,
and they
shall be tormented
day and night for ever
and ever."
We have already
said that by
the beast is _vell understood
the wicked city.
His false prophet is either Antichrist
or that
image or figment of which we have spoken in
the same place.
After this he gives a brief
narrative
of the last judgment
itself, which
shall take place at the second or bodily resurrection of the dead, as it had been revealed to
him: "I saw a throne great and white, and
One sitting on it from whose face the heaven
and the earth fled away, and their place was
not found."
He does not say, "I
saw a
throne great and white, and One sitting on it,
and from His face the heaven and the earth
fled away," forit had not happened then, i.e.,
before the living and the dead were judged;
but he says that he saw Him sitting on the
throne from whose face heaven and earth fled
away, but afterwards.
For when the judgmeat is finished, this heaven and earth shall
cease to be, and there wit1 be a new heaven
and a new earth.
For this world shall pass
away by transmutation,
not by absolute destruction.
And therefore
the apostle says,
"For the figure of this world passeth away.
I would
have you be without
anxiety. ''*
The figure, therefore,
passes away, not the
nature.
After John had said that he had
seen One sitting on the throne from whose face
heaven and earth fled, though not till afterwards, he said, "And I saw the dead, great
and small: and
the books were opened;
and another
book
was opened, which
is
the book of the life of each man: and the
_c_, _

,, c_. viLa,,_

Shall there be present as many angels as men,
and shall each man hear his hfe rectted by the
angel assigned
to him ? In that case there
will be not one book containing
all the hves,
but a separate book for every life.
But our
passage
requires
us to think of one only.
"Andmustanother
was opened,"
says.
We
thereforebookunderstand
it of a it certain
divine power, by which it shall
about that every one shah recall
all his own works, whether good

be brought
to memory
or evil, and

shall mentally survey them with a marvei!ous
rapidity,
so that this knowledge
will either
accuse or excuse conscience,
and thus all and
each shall be simultaneously
judged.
And
this divine power is called a book, because in
it we shall as it were read all that it causes
That he may show who the
_us to remember
dead' small and great, are who are to be
judged,
he recurs
to this which he had
omitted or rather deferred,
and says, "And
the sea presented
the dead which were in it;
and death and hell gave up the dead which
were in them."
This of course took place
before the dead were judged, yet it is mentioned after.
And so, I say, he returns again
to what he had omitted.
But now he preserves the order of events, and for the sake
of exhibiting it repeats in its own proper place
what he had already said regarding
the dead
who were judged.
For after .he had said,
"And the sea presented the dead which were
in it, and death and hell gave up the dead
which were in them,"
he immediately
subjoined what he had already said, "and they
were judged
every man according
to their
works.'"
For this is just what he had said
before, "And the dead were judged accordlug to their works."
CRAP. _5.--WHO
ThE DEAD XgZ WHO ARE
OIVEN UP TO JUDGMENT BY THE SEA, AND
B¥ D_ATH AND HZLL.
But

who are

the dead

which

were

in the
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sea, and which the sea presented ? For we
cannot suppose that those who die in the sea
are not in hell, nor that their bodies are preserved in the sea; nor yet, which is still more
absurd_ that the sea retained the good, while
hell received the bad.
Who could believe
this ? But some very sensibly suppose that
in this place the sea is put for this world,
When John then wished to signify that those
whom Christ should find still alive in the body
were to be judged along wlth those who should
rise again, he called them dead, both the good
to whom it is said, "For
ye are dead, and
your life is hid with Christ in God," ' and the
wicked of whom it is said, " Let the dead bury
their dead. ''_ They mayalso be called dead,
because they wear mortal bodies, as the apostle says, " The body indeed is dead because
of sin; but the spirit lS life because of righteousness; "3 proving that m a living man in
the body there is both a body which is dead,
and a spirit which is hfe.
Yet he d_d not say

and the whole company of his angels, for he
is the author of death and the pains of hell.
For this is what he had already, by antieipation, said in dearer language"
"The
devil
who seduced them was cast into a lake of fire
and brimstone."
The obscure addition
he
had made in the words, "in which were also
the beast and the false prophet,"
he here explains, " They who were not found written in
the book of life were cast into the lake of
fire."
This book is not for reminding God,
as if things mlght escape Him by forgetfulness, but it symbolizes
His predestination
of
those to whom eternal life shall be given.
For it Is not that God is ignorant, and reads
in the book to inform Himself,
but rather
His infallible prescience is the book of life in
which they are written, that is to say, known
beforehand

that the body was mortal, but dead, although
immedmtely
after he speaks in the more usual
way of mortal bodies.
These, then, are the
dead which were in the sea, and which the sea
presented,
to wit, the men who were m thls
world, because they had not yet dled, and
whom the world presented
for judgment,
"And
death and hell," he says, "gave
up
the dead which were in them."
The sea
f)resentedthem
because they had merely to be
found in the place where they were; but death
and hell gave them up or restored them, because they called them back to life, which
they had already quitted.
And perhaps
it
was not without reason that netther death nor
hell were judged
sufficient alone, and both
were mentioned,--death
to indicate the good,
who have suffered only death and not hell;
hell to indicate the wicked, who suffer also
the punishment
of hell.
For if it does not
seem absurd to believe that the ancient saints
who believed in Christ and Hm then future
coming, were kept in places far removed
indeed from the torments
of the wicked, but
yet in hell, 4 until Christ's .blood and His
descent into these places delivered them, certainly
good Christians,
redeemed
by that
precious price already paid, are quite unacquainted
with hell while they wait for their
restoration
to the body, and the reception of
their
reward.
After
saying,
"They
were
judged every man according to their works,"
he briefly added what the judgment
was:
"Death
and hell were cast into the lake of
fire;"
by these names designating
the devil

Having finished the prophecy of judgment,
so far as the wicked are concerned, it remains
that he speak also of the good. Having briefly
explained the Lord's words, " These will go
away into everlasting punishment,"
it remains
that he explain the connected
words, "but
the righteous
into hfe eternal."s
"And I
saw," be'says,
"a new heaven and a new
earth: for the first heaven and the first earth
have passed away; and there is no more
sea.,,_
This will take place in the order
which he has by anticipation
declared in the
words, "I saw One sitting on the throne,
from whose face heaven
and earth
fled."
For as soon as those who are not written in
the book of life have been judged and east
into eternal fire,rathe nature of which fire, or
its position in the world or universe, I suppose is known to no man, unless perhaps the
divine Spirit reveal it to some one,--then
shall the figure of this world pass away in a
conflagration
of universal fire, as once before
the world was flooded with a deluge of uni.
versal water.
And by this universal
con.
flagration the qualities of the corruptible
elements which suited our corruptible
bodies
shall utterly perish, and our substance shall
receive such qualities as shall, by a wonderftfl
transmutation,
harmonize
with our immortal
bodies, so that, as the world itself is renew_
to some better thing, it is fitly accommodated
to men, themselves renewed in their flesh to
some
better thing.
As for the statemea_
"And there shall be no more _a," I would
not hghtly say whether it isdried up with that
excessive
heat, or is itself also turned into

x C_llll
2Matt.viiL . 22.
xo.
_--¢._
. 3Ron_vill.
o
4 *'Aped
mfe_s,"
L e. m hell, m the sense m which the word
ilt rated in the Psalm_and
m the Creed.
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some better thing. - For we read that there death, neither sorrow, nor. crying, but there
shall be anew heaven and a new earth, but I shall be no more pain."
And who is so
do not remember to have anywhere read any- absurd, and blinded by contentious opinionthing of a new sea, unless what I find in this ativeness, as to be audacious enough to affirm
same book, "As it were a sea of glass like that in the midst of the calamities of this
crystal "z
But he was not then speaking of mortal state, God's people, or even one single
this end of the world, neither does he seem saint, does live, or has ever lived, or shall
to speak of a literal sea, but "as it were a ever live, without tears or pain, --the
fact
sea."
It is possible that, as prophetic diction being that the holier a man is, and the fuller
delights in mingling figurative and real lan-! of holy desire, so much the more abundant is
guage, and thus in some sort veiling the sense, ! the tearfulness of his supplication ? Are not
so the words "And there is no more sea" may these the utterances of a citizen of the hearbe taken in the same sense as the previous
enly Jerusalem:
"My tears have been my
phrase, "And the sea presented the dead which meat day and night;"
4 and "Every
night
were in it."
For then there shall be no more shall I make my bed to swim; with my tears
of this world, no more of the surgings and shall I water my couch;"5 and " My groaning
restlessness of human life, and it is this which is not hid from Thee; ''6 and " My sorrow was
is symbolized
by the sea.
renewed ? ,,7 Or are not those God's children
who groan, being burdened,
not that they
CHAP.
I7.---OF THE
ENDLESS
GLORY
OF
THE
wish to be unclothed, but clothed upon, that
CHURCH.
mortality may be swallowed up of life'?,
Do
"And I saw," he says, "a great city, new not they even who have the first-fruits
of the
Jerusalem,
coming down from God out of Spirit groan within themselves,
waiting for
heaven, prepared as a bride adorned
for her the adoption,
the redemption
of their body ?9
husband.
And I heard a great voice from Was not the Apostle Paul himself a citizen of
the throne, saying, Behold, the tabernacle
of the
the heavenly
Jerusalem,
was he and
not so
all
more when
he had and
heaviness
conGod is with men, and He wdldwellwith
them,
tinual sorrow
of heart
for his Israelitish
and they shall be His people, and God Him- brethren ?_o But when shall there be no more
self shall be with them.
And God shall wipe
away all tears from their eyes; and there shall death
in that city, is except
when it shall
be said,
"O death,where
thy contenUon
? .x &death,
be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, where is thy sting ? The sting of death is
but neither
shall there be any more pain: sin." .2 Obviously there shall be no sm when
because the former things have passed away .....
And He that sat upon the throne said, Be- it can be said,
Where is -But as for the
hold, I make all things new." _ This city is present it is not some poor weak citizen of
said to come down out of heaven, because the th_s city, but this same Apostle John himself
who says, "If
we say that we have no sin,
grace with which God formed it is of heaven.
Wherefore
He says to it by Isaiah, "' I am we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in
the Lord that formed thee." 3 It is indeed
us." ,3 No doubt, though this book is called
descended
from heaven from its commencethe Apocalypse,
there are in it many obscure
merit, since its citizens during the course of passages to exercise the mind of the reader,
this world grow by the grace of God, which and there are few passages
so plain as to
cometh down from above through
the laver assist us in the interpretation
of the others,
of regeneration
in the Holy Ghost sent down is
evenincreased
though we
this the
difficulty
by take
the pains;
repetitionand of
same
from heaven.
which shall be
Christ, there
fested a glory
no vestige of

But by God's final judgment,
things, in forms so different, that the things
administered
by His Son Jesus referred to seem to be different, although
in
shall by God's grace be maniso" pervading
and so new, that fact they are only differently stated.
But in
what is old shall remain;
for the
"God and
shalltherewipeshall
away
tears
from words,
their eyes;
be all
no more
even our bodies shall pass from their old cor- death, neither sorrow, nor crying, but there
ruption and mortality to new incorruption
and shall be no more pain," there is so manifest
immortality.
For to refer this promise to the a reference to the future world and the irapresent time, in which the saints are reigning
mortality and eternity of the saints,--for
only
with their King a thousand
years, seems to
me excessively barefaced, when it is most dis- t.hen and only there shall such a condition be
tlnctly said, "God
shall wipe away all tears
4t_ni._.
s_s. vi.6.
from their eyes; and there shall be no more
86_.
:t Cor,_.v. 4. _
9 Rom. rill, _s 3. _,:
,._m Rom. i_t.g.
• Itev. xv. L
_ h_ zlv. 8,

• Rev,

_i.

a-_

n Augustin
therefore
read _e_c_,
and not with
the Vulgate
r/_'_.
[The
correct
reading
is _ r_m_, later form ft_ _Jt-_,
_j,.--P.
S.]
_
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realized,--that
if we think this obscure, we as the corruptible and mortal bodies
need not expect to find anything plain in any three men were able to live unhurt
part of Scripture.
blazing furnace.

of the
in the
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Let us bow see what the Apostle
dicted concerning
this judgment.

Peter pre"There
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shall come,"
he says, "in
the last days
scoffers ....
Nevertheless we, according to
His promise, look for new heavens and a new
¢arth,
wherein
dwelleth
righteousness."
_
There is nothing said here about the resurrection of the dead, but enough certainly regarding
the destruction
of thls world.
And
by his reference to the deluge he seems as it
were to suggest to us how far we should believe the ruin of the world will extend in the
end of the world.
For he says that the world
which then was perished,
and not only the
earth itself, but also the heavens, by which
we understand
the air, the place and room of
which was occupied by the water.
Therefore
the whole, or almost the whole, of the gusty
atmosphere
(which he calls heaven, or rather
the heavens, meaning the earth's atmosphere,
and not the upper air in which sun, moon,
and stars are set) was turned into moisture,
and in this way perished
together
with the

I see that I must omit many of the statements of the gospels and epistles about this
last judgment, that this volume may not become unduly long; but I can on no account
omit what the Apostle Paul says, in writing
to the Thessalonians,
"we
beseech
you,
brethren, by tile coming of our Lord Jest_!
Christ," * etc.
No one can doubt that he wrote this of
Antichrist and of the day of judgment, which
he here calls the day of the Lord, nor that
he declared that this day should not come
unless he first came who is called the apostate
--apostate,
to wit, from the Lord God.
And
tf this may justly be said of all the ungodly_
how much more of him ? But it is uncertain
in what temple he shall sit, whether in that
ruin of the temple which was built by Solomon,
or In the Church;
for the apostle would not
call the temple of any idol or demon the
temple of God.
And on this account some
earth, whose former appearance
had been de- think that in this passage Antichrist
means |
stroyed by the deluge.
" But the heavens
not the prince himself alone, but his whole |
and the earth which are now, by the same body, that is, the mass of men who adhere toJ
word are kept in store, reserved
unto fire him, along with him their prince; and they
against the day of judgment and perdition of also think that we should render the Greek
ungodly men."
Therefore
the heavens and more exactly were we to read, not "in the
//the_rom earth,
or the to
world
the water
standwhichin was
placepreserved
of that
' world which perished in the flood, is itself re]
served to fire at last in the day of the ]udg
ment and perdition
of ungodly men.
He
does not hesitate to affirm that in this great
change men also shall perish: their nature,
however,
shall
notwithstanding
continue,
though
in eternal
punishments.
Some one
will perhaps put the question, If after judgmerit is pronounced the world itself is to burn,
where shall the saints be during the conflagration, and before it is replaced
by a new
heavens
and a new earth, since somewhere
they must be, because
they have material
bodies ? We may reply that they shall be in
the upper regions into which the flame of
that conflagration
shall not ascend, as neither
did the water of the flood; for they shall have
such bodies that they shall be wherever they
wish.
Moreover,
when they have become
immortal
and incorruptible,
they shall
not
greatly dread the blaze of that conflagration,
• -z _ Pet. ill. 3-x3.

The

whole

passage

is quoted

by Augustin.

temple
of God,"
for" orwere
"asthethetemple
temple of God,"
as ifbuthe "himself
of God, the Church)
Then as for the
words, "And now ye know what withholdeth,'"
i.e., yeknowwhat
hindrance pr cause of delay
there is, "that
he might be revealed in his
own time;"
they show that he was unwilling
to make an explicit statement,
because he
said that they knew.
And thus we who have
not their knowledge wish and are not able
even with pains to understand
what the apostle referred to, especially
as his meaning is
made still more obscure by what he adds.
For what does he mean by "For the mystery
of iniquity doth already work: only he who
now holdeth, let him hold until he be taken
out of the way: and then shall the wicked be
revealed ?"
I frankly confess I do not know
what he means.
I will nevertheless
mention
such conjectures as I have heard or read.
_ 2 Them.

ii, t-it.
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Some think that the Apostle Paul re_rred
planations of the obscure words of the apostle.
to the ]t.oman empire, and that he was un- That which there is no doubt he said is this,
willing to use language more explicit, lest he that Christ will not come to judge quick and
should incur the calumnious
charge of wish- dead unless Antichrist,
His adversary,
first
big ill to the empire which it was hoped would come to seduce those who" are dead in soul;
be eternal; so that in saying, " For the rays- although
their seduction is a result of God's
tery of iniquity doth already work,"
he al- secret judgment
already passed.
For, as it
luded to Nero, whose deeds already seemed
is said " his presence shall be after the workto be as the deeds of Antichrist.
And hence ing of Satan, with all power, and signs, and
some suppose that he shall rise again and be lying wonders, and with all seduction
of unAntichrist.
Others, again, suppose
that he righteousness
in them
that perish."
For
_s not even dead, but that he was concealed
then shall Satan be loosed, and by means of
that he might be supposed to have been killed,
that Antichrist
shall work with all power in a
and that he now lives in concealment
in the lying though
a wonderful
manner.
It is
vigor of that same age which he had reached
commonly
questioned
whether
these works
when he was believed to have perished, and are called " signs and lying wonders"
bewill live until he is revealed in his own time cause he is to deceive men's senses by false
and restored to his kingdom, z But I wonder
appearances,
or because the things he does,
that men can be so audacious
in their conjec- though they be true prodigies,
shall be a lie
tures.
However, it is not absurd to beheve to those who shall believe that such thtngs
that these words of the apostle,
"Only
he could be done only by God, being ignorant of
who now holdeth,
let him hold until he be the devil's power, and especially of such untaken out of the way," refer to the l_oman
exampled
power as he shall then for the first
empire, as if'it were said, "Only he who now time put forth.
For v/hen he fell from heaven
reigneth, let him reign until he be taken out as fire, and at a stroke swept away from the
of the way."
"And then shall the wicked be holy Job his numerous
household and his vast
revealed:"
no one doubts that this means flocks, and then as a whirlwind
rushed upon
Antichrist.
But others think that the words,
and smote the house and killed his children,
'_ Ye know what withholdeth,"
and "The
these were not deceitful appearances,
and yet
mystery
of iniquity worketh,"
refer only to they were the works of Satan to whom God
the wicked and the hypocrites who are in the had given this power.
Why they are called
Church, until they reach a number so great signs and lying wonders, we shall then be
as to furnish Antichrist
with a great people,
more likely to know when the time itself
and that this is the mystery of iniqmty,
be- arrives.
_ut
whatever be the reason of the
cause it seems hidden;
also that the apostle
name, they shall be such signs and wonders
is exhorting
the faithful tenaciously
to hold as shall seduce those who shall deserve to be
the faith they hold when he says, "Only he I seduced,_ "because
they received
not the
who now holdeth,
let him hold until he be I love of-_the truth that they might be saved."
taken out of the way, ' that is, until the mys- I Neither
did the apostle scruple to go on to>
tery of iniquity which now is hidden departs I say, " For this cause God shall send upon
from the Church.
For they suppose that it I them the working of error that they should
is to this same mystery John alludes when I believe a lie.
For God shall send, because
in his epistle he says, "Little
children, it is' God shall permit the devil to do these things,
the last time: and as ye have heard
that the permission being by His own just judgAntichrist
shall come, even now are there ment, though the doing of them is in pursumany antichrists;
whereby we know that it is ance of the devil's unrighteous
and malignant
the last time.
They went out from us, but purpose, "that they all might be judged wh¢>
they were not of us; for if they had been of believed not the truth, but had pleasure
in
us, they would no doubt have continued
with unrighteousness."
Therefore,
being judged,
us." _ As therefore
there went out from the they shall be seduced,
and, being seduced,
Church
many heretics,
whom
John
calls they shall be judged.
But, being judged,
"*many antichrists,"
at that time prior to the they shall be seduced
by those secretly just
end, and which John calls "the
last time,"
and justly secret judgments
of God, with
so in the end they shall go out who do not which He has never ceased to judge since the
belong to Christ, but to that last Antichrist,
first sin of the rational creatures;
and, being
and then he shall be revealed,
seduced,
they shall be judged in that last
Thus various, then, are the conjectural
ex- and manifest judgment administered
by Jesus
Christ, who was Himself most unjustly judged
_'
2¢t,_,_. sT.
• xJoh_iLzs, x_
and shall most justly judge.
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CHAP.20._WHAT THE SAME APOSTLETAUGHT thoseof Genesis;for,
beingcaughtup into
IN THE FIRSTEPISTLETO THE THESSALON.theclouds,
theyarecertainly
notsown,neither
IANSREGARDINGTHE P_SU]RRECTION
OF THE goingnorreturning
totheearth,
whetherthey
DEAD.
experience no death at all or die for a moment
But the apostle has said nothing here re- in the air.
garding the resurrection of the dead; but in
But, on the other hand, there meets us the
his first Epistle to the Thessalonians he says, saying of the same apostle when he was
"We would not have you to be ignorant, speaking to the Corinthians about the resurbrethren, concermngthem which are asleep,", rection of the body, '" We shall all rise," or,
etc. These words of the apostle most dis- as other Mss. read, "We shall all sleep."s
tinctly proclaim the future resurrection of the iSince, then, there can be no resurrection undead, when the Lord Christ shall come to/Itemsdeath has preceded, and since we can in
judge the quick and the dead.
l 's passage understand by sleep nothing else
But it is commonly asked whether those/than death, how shall all either sleep or rise
whom our Lord shall find alive upon earth, lag ain if so many persons whom Christ shall
personated in this passage by the apostle and _find in the body shall neither sleep nor rise
those who were alive with him, shall never die [again ? If, then, we believe that the saints
at all, or shall pass with incomprehensible kwho shall be found alive at Christ's coming,
swittness through death to immortality _n the and shall be caught up to meet Him, shall in
very moment during which they shall be that same ascent pass from mortal to immortal
caught up along with those who r_se again to bodies, we shall find no difficulty in the words
meet the Lord in the air ? For we cannot say of the apostle, e_ther when he says,
That
that it is impossible that they should both d_e which thou sowest is not quickened, except it
and revive again while they are carrted aloft d_e," or when he says, "We shall all rise,"
through the mr. For the words, "And so or "all sleep," for not even the saints shall
shall we ever be with the Lord," are not to be quickened to _mmortahty unless they first
be understood as ff he meant that we shall die, however briefly; and consequently they
always remain in the air with the Lord; for shall not be exempt from resurrection which
He Hmlself shall not remain there, but shall _s preceded by. sleep, however brief. And
only pass through _t as He comes. For we why should it seem to us incredible that that
shall go to meet Him as He comes, not where multitude of bodies should be, as it were,
He remains; but " so shall we be w_th the sown m the air, and should in the air forthLord," that is, we shall be with Him possessed with revive immortal and incorruptible, when
of immortal bodies wherever we shall be with we believe, on the testimony of the same
Him. We seem compelled to take the words apostle, that the resurrection shall take place
in th_s sense, and to suppose that those whom in the twinkling of an eye, and that the dust
the Lord sbaI1 find ahve upon earth shall in of bodies long dead shall return with incomthat brief space both suffer death and receive prehensible, facility and swiftness to those
immortality: for this same apostle says, "In members that are now to live endlessly?
Christ shall all be made alive;" 2 while, speak- Neither do we suppose that in the case of
ing of the same resurrecuon of the body, he these saints the sentence, "Earth thou art,
elsewhere says, " That which thou sowest is and unto earth shalt thou return," is null,
not quickened, except it die." 3 How, then, i though their bodies do not, on dying, fall to
shall those whom Christ shall find ahve upon earth, but both die and rise again at once
earth be made alive to immortality in Him if while caught up into the air. For "Thou
they die not, since on this very account it is sh_lt return to earth" means, Thou shah at
said, "That which thou sowest is not quick- death return to that which thou wert before
ened, except it die ?"
Or if we cannot hfe began. Thou shalt, when examinate, be
properly speak of human bodies as sown, un- that which thou wert before thou wast animate.
less in so far as by dying they do in some For it was into a face of earth that God
sort return to the earth, as also the sentence breathed the breath of life when man was
pronounced by God against the sinning father made a living soul; as if it were said, Thou
of the human race runs, "Earth thou art, art earth with a soul, which thou wast not;
and unto earth shalt thou return," twe must thou shalt be earth without a soul, as thou
acknowledge that those whom Christ at His wast. And this is what all bodies of the dead
coming shall find still in the body are not m- are before they rot; and what the bodies of
eluded in these words of the apostle nor in those saints shall be if they die, no matter
where they die, as soon as they shall give up
x Thess.

iv. *3.x6.

3 * Co_- *v. 36-

2 x Cot. xv. 22.
4 G'zn. hl.xg-

S* Cot. xv. Sx.
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that life which they are immediately to receive
back again.
In this way, then, they return or
go to earth, inasmuch as from being living
men they shall be earth, as that which becomes cinder is said to go to cinder; that
which decays, to go to decay; and so of six
hundred other things.
But the manner in
which this shall take place we can now only
feebly
conjecture,
and shall understand
it
only when it comes to pass.
For that there
shall be a bodily resurrection
of the dead
when Christ comes to judge quick and dead,
we must believe if we would be Christians.
But if we are unable perfectly to comprehend
the manner in which it shall take place, our
faith is not on this account vain.
Now, however, we ought, as we formerly promised, to
show, as far as seems necessary,
what the
ancient prophetic books predmted concerning
this final judgment
of God; and I fancy no
great time need be spent in discussing
and
explaining
these predictions, if the reader has
been careful to avail himself of the help we
have already furnished,

down upon them as a river of peace, and
upon the glory of the Gentiles as a rushing
torrent;
their sons shall be carried on the
shoulders,
and shall be comforted
on the
knees.
As one whom his mother comforteth,
so shall I comfort you; and ye shall be cornforted in Jerusalem.
And ye shall see, and
your heart shall rejoice, and your bones shall
rise up like a herb; and the hand of the Lord
shall be known by His worshippers,
and He
shall threaten
the contumacious.
For, behotd, the Lord shall come as a fire, and as a
whirlwind H_s chariots, to execute vengeance
with indignation, and wasting with a flame of
fire.
For with fire of the Lord shall all the
earth be judged, and all flesh with His sword:
many shall be wounded by the Lord." ffi In
His promise to the good he says that He will
flow down as a river of peace, that is to say,
in the greatest
possible abundance of peace.
With this peace we shall in the end be refreshed;
but of this we have spoken abundantly in the preceding book.
It is this river
in which he says He shall flow down upon
those to whom He promises
so great happiCHAP. 2I.--UTTERANCES OF THE PROPHET ness, that we may understand
that in the
ISAIAH REGARDING THE RESURRECTION OF region of that felicity, which is in heaven, all
THE DEAD AND THE RETRIBUTIVEJUDGMENT. things are satisfied from this river.
But beThe prophet Isaiah says, "The
dead shall
rise again, and all who were in the graves
shall rise again; and all who are in the earth
shall rejoice: for the dew which is from Thee
is their health, and the earth of the wicked
shall fall, ''x
All the former
part of this
passage relates
to the resurrection
of the
blessed;
but the words_ "the
earth of the
wicked shall fall," is rightly
understood
as
meaning that the bodies of the wicked shall
fail into the ruin of damnation.
And if we
would more exactly and carefully scrutinize
the words which refer to the resurrection
of
the good, we may refer to the first resurrection the words, "the dead shall rise again,"
and to the second the following words, "and
all who were in the graves shall rise again."
And if we ask what relates to those saints
whom the Lord at His coming shall find alive
npon earth, the following clause may suitably
be referred to them;
"All who are in the
earth shall rejoice: for the dew which is from
Thee is their health."
By "health"
in this
place it is best to understand
immortality,
For that is the most perfect health which is
• not repaired
by nourishment
as by a daily
remedy,
in like manner the same prophet,
affording hope to the good and terrifying the
wicked regarding the day of judgment,
says,
"Thus
saith the Lord, Behold, I will flow
x Iaa, xxvL zg.

cause there
shall thence
flow, even upon
earthly bodies, the peace of incorruption
and
immortality,
therefore
he says that He shall
flow down as this river, that He may as it
were pour Himself from things above to things
beneath,
and make men the equals of the
angels•
By "Jerusalem,"
too, we should
understand
not that which serves with her
children,
but that which, according
to the
apostle,
is our free mother,
eternal in the
heavens'_
In her we shall be comforted
as
we pass toilwo_-n from earth's
cares and
calamities,
and be taken up as her children
on her knees and shoulders.
Inexperienced
and new to such blandishments,
we shall be
received into unwonted bliss.
There we shall
see, and our heart shall rejoice.
He does
not say what we shall see; but what but God,
that
promise
fulfilled the
in us,
"Blessedin the
are Gospel
the puremayin beheart,
for they shall see God ?" * What shall we see
but all those things which now we see not,
but believe in, and of which the idea we form,
according
to our feeble capacity,
is incomparably less than the reality ? "And ye shall
see," he says, "and your heart shall rejoice."
Here ye'believe,
there ye shall see.
But because
he said, "' Your heart shall
rejoice,"
lest we should suppose
that the
blessings of that Jerusalem
are only spiritual,
• Isa. lxvL x_, x6.
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he adds, "'And your bones shall rise up like do not understand
the spiritual and holy to
a herb," alluding to the resurrection
of the be included, but the earthly and carrel, of
body, and as it were supplying an omission whom it is said that they "mind
earthly
he had made.
For it will not take place when things,""
and "to
be carnally minded is
we have seen; but we shall see when it has death,"3 and whom the Lord calls simply
taken place.
For he had already spoken flesh when He says, " My Spirit shall not
of the new heavens and the new earth, speak- always remain in these men, for they are
ing repeatedly, and under many figures, of flesh." 4 As to the words, "Many
shall be
the things promised to the saints, and saying, wounded by the Lord," this wounding shall
"There
shall be new heavens,
and a new produce the second death.
It is possible, inearth: and the former shall not be remembered
deed, to understand fire, sword, and wousd in
nor come into mind; but they shall find in it a good sense.
For the Lord said that He
gladness and exultation.
Behold, I will make wished to send fire on the earth, s And the
Jerusalem an exultation, and my people a joy. icloven tongues appeared to them as fire when
And I will exult in Jerusalem,
and joy In my the Holy Spirit came. _ And our Lord says,
people; and the voice of weeping shall be no " I am not come to send peace on earth, but
more heard in her;"*
and other promzses, asword."7
And Scripture says that the word
which some endeavor to refer to carnal en- of God is a doubly sharp sword,* on account
joyment during the thousand
years.
For, m of the two edges, the two Testaments.
And
the manner of prophecy, figurauve and hteral m the Song of Songs the holy Church says
expressions
are mingled, so that a sertous that she is wounded wxth love,9--pierced,
as it
mind may, by useful and salutary effort, reach were, with the arrow of love.
But here, where
the spiritual
sense; but carnal sluggishness,
we read or hear that the Lord shall come to
or the slowness of an uneducated
and undts- execute vengeance, it is obvious in what sense
ciplined
mind, rests in the superficial
letter, we are to understand
these expressions.
and thinks there is nothing beneath
to be
After briefly mentioning
those who shall be
looked for.
But let this be enough regarding
consumed
in this judgment,
speaking of the
the style of those prophetic expressions
just wicked and sinners under the figure of the
quoted.
And now, to return to their inter- meats forbidden by the old law, from which
pretation.
When he had stud, "And your they had not abstained, he summarily recounts
bones shall rise up like a herb," in order to the grace of the new testament,
from the first
show that it was the resurrection
of the good, coming of the Saviour to the last judgment,
though a bodily resurrection,
to which he al- of which we now speak; and herewith he con.
luded, he added, "And the hand of the Lord dudes his prophecy.
For he relates that the
shall be known by His worshippers."
What Lord declares that He is coming to gather all
is this but the hand of Him who distinguishes
nations, that they may come and witness His
those who worship from those who despise glory. _° For, as the apostle says, "All have
Him?
Regarding
these the context _mme- sinned and are in want of the glory of God.""
diately adds, "And He shall threaten
the And he says that He will do wonders among
contumacious,"
or, as another
translator
has them, at whtch they shall marvel and believe
it, "the unbelieving."
He shall not actually m Him; and that from them He will send
threaten then, but the threats which are now !orth those that are saved into various nations,
uttered shall then be fulfilled in effect.
"For
and distant islands which have not heard His
behold,"
he says, "the Lord shall come as lame nor seen His glory, and that they shall
a fire, and as a whirlwind His chariots, to declare His glory among the nations, and
execute
vengeance
with indignation,
and shall bring the brethren of those to whom the
wasting with a flame of fire.
For with fire of prophet was speaking, i.e., shall bring to the
the Lord shall all the earth be judged, and faith under God the Father the brethren
of
all flesh with His sword:
many shall be the elect Israelites;
and that they shall bring
wounded by the Lord."
By fire, wMrlwind,
from all nations an offering to the Lord on
s'a_rd, he means the judicial punishment
of beasts of burden and waggons (which are unGod.
For he says that the Lord Himself
derstood to mean the aids furnished by God
shall come as a fire, to those, that is to say, in the shape of angelic or human ministry-)_
to whom His coming shall be penal.
By His to the holy city Jerusalem, which at present
chariofs (for the word is plural)we
suitably
is scattered
over the earth, in the faithful
understand
the ministration
of angels.
And saints.
For where divine aid is given, men
when he says that all flesh and all the earth
_ Phil iiLtg.
3 Rom.viii.6.
shall be judged with His fire and sword, we
46 G
.... n. 3"
3.
5Luke'_di.
O.
Acts
7 Matt. x. _4.
8 Heb. iv. z_.

t Is_ lxv. zi-zg.

_o Ira. lxvi. t&

9 Song Of _01. iL $.
Rom. ill a3"
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believe, and where they believe, they come. more wortb_, and that from which the woman
And the Lord compared them, in a figure, to was derived, is intended to include both sexes.
children of Israel offering sacrifice to Him But that which is especially pertinent
to mar
His house with psalms, which is _lready subject is this, that since the words "All flesh
everywhere
done by the Church;
and He shall come," apply to the good, for the people
promised
that from among them He would of God shall be composed
of every race of
choose for Himself priests and Levites, which men,wfor
all men shall not be present, since
also we see already accomplished.
For we the greater part shall be in punishment,--but,
see that priests and Levites are now chosen,
as I was saying, since flesh is used of the
tot from a certain family and blood, as was good, and members or carcase£ of the bad,
originally the rule in the priesthood
according
certainly it is thus put beyond a doubt that
to the order of Aaron, but as befits the new that judgment in which the good and the bad
testament,
under which Christ is the High shall be allotted to their destinies shall take
Priest after the order of Melchisedec,
in con-place
after the resurrection
of the body, our
sideration of the merit which is bestowed upon faith in which is thoroughly
established
by
each man by divine grace.
And these priests
the use of these words.
are not to be judged by their mere title, which
is often borne by unworthy men, but by that CHAP. 22. --WHAT IS MEANT BY THE GOOD
holiness which is not common to good men
q0ING OUT TO SEE THE PUNISHMENTOF THE
and bad.
_ WICKED.
After having thus spoken of this mercy of
God which is now experienced
by the Church,
and is very evident and familiar to us, he foretells also the ends to which men shall cornel
when the last judgment
has separated
the
good and the bad, saying by the prophet, or
the prophet himself speaking for God, " For
as the new heavens and the new earth shall
remain before me, said the Lord, so shall
your seed and your name remain, and there
shall be to them month
after month, and
Sabbath after Sabbath.
All flesh shall come
to worship before me in Jerusalem,
said the
Lord.
And they shall go out, and shall see
the members of the men who have sinned
against me: their worm shall not die, neither
shall their fire be quenched;
and they shall
be for a spectacle
to all flesh. ''_
At this
point the prophet closed his book, as at this
point the world shall come to an end.
Some,
indeed, have translated
"' carcases"
• instead
of "members
of the men," meaning by carcase_ the manifest
punishment
of the body,
although
carcase is commonly
used only of
dead flesh, while the bodies here spoken of
shall be animated,
else they could not be
sensible of any pain; but perhaps they may,
without absurdity, be called carcases, as being
the bodies of those who are to fall into the
second death.
And for the same reason it is
said, as I have already quoted, by this same
fp_phet,
'*The
earth of the wicked shall
1. ' 3 It is obvious that those translators
who use a different word for men do not mean
to include only males, for no one will say that
the women who sinned shall not appear in
that judgment;
but the .male sex, being the
' I_a. lxvL mt..a_
• As the Vulgate
_. cadavera
_ror_v_t.
S Here Augmmn
inserm the remerk,
"Who
does not see that
cada_.r_
(_a'¢a._es) m'e K, called from *'a.d_,_.e (falling)?"

/

But

in what way shall

the good go out to

see the punishment
of the wicked ? Are they
to leave their happy abodes by a bodily movement, and proceed to the places of punishment, so as to witness the torments
of the
wicked in their bodily presence ? Certainly
not; but they shall go out by knowledge.
For this expression, go out, signifies that those
who shall be punished
shall bcwithout.
And
thus the Lord also calls these places "the
outer darkness,"4
to which is opposed that
entrance
concerning
which it is said to the
good servant,
"Enter
into the joy of thy
Lord," that it may not be supposed
that the
wicked can enter thlther and be known, but
rather that the good by their knowledge go out
to them, because the good are to know that
which is without.
For those who shall be in
torment shall not know what is going on within
in the joy of the Lord;
but they who shall
enter into that joy shall know what is going
on outside in the outer darkness.
Therefore
it is said, "They
shall go out," because they
shall know what is done by those who are
without.
For if the prophets
were able to
know things that had not yet happened,
by
means of that indwelling
of God in their
minds,
limited though
it was, shall not the
immortal saints know things that have already
happened,
when God shall be all in all ?s
The seed, then, and the name of the saints
shall remain in that blessedness,_the
seed,
to wit, of which John says, "And
his seed
remaineth in him; '"_ and the name, of which
it was said through Isaiah himself, "I will
give them an everlasting
name. ''_
"And
there shall be to them month after month, and
4 Matt. xx-v. 3o.
• t John iii. 9-

$ z Cot. xv 28.
7 Ira. IvL 5.
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Sabbath after Sabbath,"
as if it were said,
Moon after moon, and rest upon rest, both
of which they shall themselves be when they
shall pass from the old shadows of time into
the new lights of eternity.
The _vorm that
dieth not, and the fire that is not quenched,
which constitute the punishment of the wicked,
are differently interpreted
by different people,
For some refer both to the body, others refer
both to the soul; while others again refer the
fire literally to the body, and the worm figuratively to the soul, which seems the more
credible
idea.
But the present is not the
time to discuss this difference, for we have
undertaken
to occupy this book with the last
judgment,
in which the good and the bad are
separated:
their rewards and punishments
we
shall more carefully discuss elsewhere,

find in the person of ten individuals when he
comes, I own I am afraid we may be deceived
in this, and that he may come unexpectedly
while there are not ten kings living in the
Roman world.
For what if this number ten
signifies the whole number of kings who are
to precede his coming, as totality is frequently
symbolized by a thousand, or a hundred, or
seven, or other numbers,
which it is not
necessary to recount ?
In another
place the same Daniel says_
"And there shall be a time of trouble, such
as was not since there was born a nation upon
earth until that time: and in that time all Thy
people which shall be found written in the
book shall be dehvered.
And many of them
that sleep in the mound of earth shall arise,
some to everlasting
life, and some to shame
and everlasting confusion.
And they that be
CHAP. 23.--WHAT
DANIEL PREDICTED REGARD- wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmaING THE PERSECUTIONOF ANTICHRIST, THE ment; and many of the just as the stars for
JUDGMENT OF GOD, AND THE KINGDOM OF ever." _ This passage is very similar to the
THE SAINTS.
one we have quoted from the Gospel, 3 at least
Daniel prophesies
of the last judgment in
such a way as to indicate that Antichrist shall
first come, and to carry on his description
to

so far as regards the resurrection
of dead
bodies.
For those who are there said to be
"'" in
the graves"
are here
spoken or,
of as
sleeping
in the mound
of earth,"
as
the eternal reign of the saints.
For when m others translate,
"in
the dust of earth."
prophetic vision he had seen four beasts, sig- There it is said, _' They shall come forth;"
nifying four kingdoms,
and the fourth con- so here, "They
shall arise."
There, "They
quered by a certain king, who is recognized
as Antichrist,
and after this the eternal king- that have done good, to the resurrection of
dora of the Son of man, that is to say, of life; and they that have done evil, to the
resurrection of judgment;"
here, "Some to
Christ, he says, " My spirit was terrified, I everlasting life, and some to shame and ever*
Daniel in the midst of my body, and the
visions of my head troubled me,"" etc. Some lasting
Neither in
is itplace
to beof supposed aconfusion."
difference, though
the
have interpreted
these four kingdoms as signifying
those of the Assyrians,
Persians,
expression
in the Gospel, "All who are in
Macedonians,
and Romans.
They who de- their
graves," of thethem
prophet
say mound
"all,"
but "many
that does
sleep not
in the
sire to understand
the fitness of this interpreof earth."
For many is sometimes
used irt
tation may read Jerome's
book on Daniel,
which is written with a sufficiency of care and Scripture
for all.
Thusas itthe
wasfather
said of
to Abraham, "I have
set thee
many
erudition.
But he who reads this passage,
nations," though in another place it was said
even half asleep, cannot fail to see that the to him, "In thy seed shall all nations be
kingdom
of Antichrist shall fiercely, though blessed." 4 Of such a resurrection it is said
for a short time, assail the Church before the a little afterwards
to the prophet
himself_
last judgment
of God shall introduce
the "And come thou and rest: for there is yet a
eternal reign of the saints.
For it is patent
from the context that the time, limes, andhalf
day thou
till theshalt
completion
the inconsummation;
and
rest, andof rise
thy lot in the
a time, means a year, and two years, and half end of the days." 5
a year, that is to say, three years and a half.
Sometimes in Scripture the same thing is indicated by months.
For though the word CHAP. 24._PASSAGES
FROM THE PSALMS OF
t/rues seems to be used here in the Latin inDAVID
WHICH
THE END OF THK
WORLD
AND THE PREDICT
LAST
JUDGMENT.
definitely,
that is only because
the Latins
have no dual, as the Greeks have, and as the
There are many allusions to the last judg,
Hebrews
atso are said to have.
Times,
ment in the Psalms, but for the most'part only
therefore, is used for two times.
As for the casual and slight.
I cannot, however_ omit
ten kings, whom, hs it seems, Antichrist is to
_Dm_.

xI)tta,

wiL xS--'aS,

pasmtgecltedat

lettgth.

xtl. t-'$.

4GetLxviL5,_dxxiLxS.

a _ohn v. d.
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to mention what m said there in express terms which _e
heavens shall pass away wkh a
the end of this world: "In the beginning
great rush, and the elements shall melt with
hast Thou laid the foundations
of the earth, burning heat, and the earth and _e works
O Lord; and the heavens are the work of which are in it shall be burned _p_ndthen
Thy hands.
They shall perish, but Thou adds, "Seeing,
then, that all th_se things
shalt endure;
yea, all of them shall wax old shall be dissolved, what manner of persons
like a garment;
and as a vesture Thou shalt ought ye to be ?" 6mthese heavens which are
change them, and they shall be changed: but to perish may be understood to be the same
Thou art the same, and Thy years shall not which he said were kept m store reserved for
fail ''z
Why is it that Porphyry,
while he fire; and the elements which are to be burned
lauds the piety of the Hebrews in worshipping are those which are full of storm and disa God great and true, and terrible to the gods turbance
in this lowest part of the world in
themselves,
follows the oracles of these gods which he said that these heavens were kept
in accusing
the Christians
of extreme
folly in store; for the higher heavens m whose firbecause they say that this world shall perish ? mament
are set the stars are safe, and reFor here we find it said in the sacred book,
main in their integrity.
For even the exof the Hebrews,
to that God whom this great pression
of Scripture,
that "the
stars shall
philosopher
acknowledges
to be terrible even fall from heaven," 7 not to mention
that a
to the gods themselves,
" The heavens
are different
interpretation
is much preferable,
the work of Thy hands;
they shall perish."
rather
shows that the heavens
themselves
When the heavens,
the higher
and more shall remain,
if the stars are to fall from
secure part of the world, perish,
shall the them.
This expression, then, is either figuraworld itself be preserved ? If this idea is not tive, as is more credible, or this phenomenon
relished
by Jupiter,
whose oracle is quoted
will take place in this lowest heaven, like that
by this philosopher
as an unquestionable
au- mentioned
by Virgil,-thority in rebuke
of the credulity
of the
Christians,
why does he not similarly rebuke
"A meteor with a train of light
Athwart the sky gleamed dazzlin_ bright,
the wisdom of the Hebrews as folly, seeing
Then in Id_ean woods was lost. '`°
that the prediction
is found in their most
holy books ? But if this Hebrew
wisdom,
But the passage I have quoted from the psalm
with which Porphyry
is so captivated
that he seems to except none of the heavens
from
extols it through
the utterances
of his own the destiny of destrnctlon;
for he says, " The
gods, proclaims that the heavens are to perish,
heavens
are the works of Thy hands:
they
how is he so infatuated
as to detest the faith shall perish; " so that, as none of them are
of the Christians partly, if not chiefly, on this excepted
from the category of God's works,
account,
that they believe the world is to none of them are excepted
from destruction.
perish ?--though
how the heavens
are to For our opponents will not condescend
to deperish if the world does not is not easy to see. fend the Hebrew piety, which has won the apAnd, indeed, in the sacred writings which are )robation
of their gods, by the words of the
peculiar to ourselves, and not common to the Apostle Peter, whom they vehemently
detest;
Hebrews
and us,--I mean the evangehc and nor will they argue that, as the apostle m his
apostolic
books,_the
following
expressions
epistle
understands
a part when he speaks of
are used: "The figure of this world passeth
the whole world perishing in the flood, though
away;""
"The
world
passeth
away;" 3 only the lowest part of it, and the correspond"Heaven
and earth shall pass away," 4--ex- ing heavens were destroyed,
so in the psalm
pressions which are, I fancy, somewhat milder the whole is used for a part, and it is said
than "They
shall _erish."
In the Epistle of " They shall perish,"
though only the lowest
the Apostle Peter, too, where the world which heavens are to perish.
But since, as I stud,
then was is said to have perished, being over- they will not condescend
to roason thus, lest
flowed with water, it is sufficiently
obvious
they should seem to approve of Peter's meanwhat part of the world is signified by the!ing,
or ascribe as much importance
to the
whole, and in what sense the word perished is final conflagration
as we ascribe to the deluge,
to be taken, and what heavens were kept in whereas they contend that no waters or flames
store, reserved unto fire against the day of could destroy the whole human race, it only
judgment
and perdition
of ungodly
men.5 remains to them to maintain
that their gods
.And when he says a little afterwards,
"The
lauded the wisdom of the Hebrews
because
day of the Lord will come as a thief;
in the they had not lead this psalm.
It is the last judgment
of God which is re* Ps,c_i._-¢7.
_ zCot.vii.3x.
_ _ohnil. _7.
,*Matt,xxiv._
62Pet hi. lo, tt.
7Matt.xxlv.99.
"_ S_tPeu_ii.6.
8_jk_'dt ii. 694.
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ferredtoalso inthe 5oth Psalm inthe words, the men who shall be caught up to meet
" God shallcome manifestly,our God, and Christin the air,and thatthey arecalledt/re
shallnot keep silence:fireshalldevour before /_ea_e_
with referenceto theirsouls,and the
Him, and itshallbe very tempestuousround earthwith referenceto theirbodies. Then
about Him. Hc shallcallthe heaven above, whatis"to judgeHis people,"buttoseparate
and the earth,to judge His people. Gather by judgment the good from the bad,as the
His saintstogetherto Him; theywho make a sheep from the goats? Then he turnsto ad.
covenant with Him over sacrifices."
• This dresstheangels:"Gather His saintstogether
we understand of our Lord Jesus Christ,unto Him."
For certainlya matter so irawhom we look forfrom heaven to judge the portantmust be accomplishedby _heministry
quick and the dead. For Hc shall come of angels. And ifwc ask who the saintsare
manifestlyto judge justlythe justand the who arc gatheredunto Him by the angels,we
unjust,who beforecame hiddcnlyto be un- arc told,"They who make a covenant'with
justlyjudged by the unjust. He, I say,shall Him oversacrifices."This isthe whole life
come manifestly,and shallnot keep silence,of the saints,
to make a covenant wlth God
thatis,shallmake H_mselfknown by His vmce oversacrifices.
For "over sacrifices"
either
of judgment, who before,when he came hid- refersto works of mercy, which are preferadenly,was silent
beforeHis judge when Hc was bleto sacrifices
in thejudgment of God, who
led as a sheep to theslaughter,
and,as a lamb says," I desiremercy more thansacrifices,"
•
before the shearer,opened not His mouth, or if"over sacrifices"means in sacrifices,
as we read that itwas prophesied of Him thenthesevery works of mercy arethe sacriby Isaiah,
2 and as wc see it fulfil]cd
in the riceswith which God ispleased,as I rememGospel.3 As forthefireand Icmpes[,
we have ll)cr
to have statedin the tenth book of this
alreadysaid how these arc to be interpreted
Iwork;7 and in theseworks the saintsmake a
when we were cxplalninga similarpassageIcovenantwithGod, because they do them for
"
+'
in Isaiah. 4 As to t h e e x p r esmon,
He shall Ithe sake of the promises which are contaioed
call the heaven above," as the saints and the in His new testament
or covenant.
And
righteous
are rightly called heaven, no doubt hence, when His saints have been gathered to
this means what the apostle says, "We shall Him and set at His right hand in the last
be caught up together with them m the clouds, judgment, Christ shall say, "Come, ye blessed
to meet the Lord m the air."_
For if we of my Father,
take possession
of the king.
take the bare literal sense, how is it posmble dora prepared for you from the foundation of
to call the heaven above, as if the heaven the world.
For I was hungry, and ye gave
could be anywhere else than above ? And the me to eat, ''8 and so on, mentioning
the good
following expression,
"And the earth to judge works of the good, and their eternal rewards
His people,"
if we supply only the words, asmgned by the last sentence of the Judge.
" He shall call," that ts to say, " He shall
call the earth also,"and do not supply CHAP. 25.--OF MALACHI'S PROPHECY, IN WHICH
"above,"
seems to give us a meanlng macHE SPEAKSOF THE LAST JUDGMENT,
AND OF B
cordance
w_th sound doctrine,
the heaven
A CLEANSINGWHICHSOME ARE TO UNDERGO
symbolizing
those who will judge along with
By PURIFYING
PUNISHMENTS,
Christ
and the earth those who shah be
judged;
and thus the words, "He shall call
The prophet
Malachi
or Malachlas,
who
the heaven above,"
would not mean, "He
is also called Angel, and is by some (for ":
Jerome_ tells us that this is the opinion of
shall catch up into the air," but " He shall the Hebrews) identified with Ezra the priest,"
lift up to seats of judgment."
Possibly, too,
" He shall call the heaven,"
may mean, He others of whose writings have been received
shall call the angels in the high and lofty into the canon, predicts the last judgment,
places, that He may descend with them to do saying, "Behold,
He cometh, saith tl_ Lord
judgment;
and " He shall call the earth also"
Almighty;
the day
His
entrance ? .and
. . who
for shall
I am abide
the Lord
your ofGod,
would then mean, He shall call the men on
the earth to judgment.
But if with the words and
change not."
Fromsome
theseshall
words
more I evidently
appears" that
in theit
"and
the earth"
we understand
not only
" He shall call," but also "above,"
so as to
make the full sense be, He shall call the
heaven above, and He shall call the earth
above, then I think it is best understood
of

last judgment

suffer some kind of purgatorial

punishments;
by the word,
His entrance,

for what else can be nnderstood
" Who shall abide the day of
or who shall be able to look

6 H_.
z Ps. I.3-5Mitt.
xxvL 63.
$ z Thess. iv. t 7.

_ Ira.lift.
7.
4 Ch. _x.

yr. 6.

s Matt, xxv. 34.
to _
Smith's
BiMe Dict.
Jz Mat, tli t-6.
Whole puuge

7 Ch. 6.
9 In his Pro#_r. ad M'aJ.
quoted,
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upon Him?-for
He enters as a moulder's
offer sacrifices in righteousness,--not
therefire, and as the herb of fullers: and He shall fore in sin, and consequently
not for sin.
sit fusing and purifying as if over gold and And hence we see how vainly the Jews promise
silver: and He shall purify the sons of Levi, themselves a return of the old times of sacriand pour them out like gold and silver ?" ricing according to the law of the old testa.
Similarly Isaiah says, " The Lord shall wash ment, grounding
on the words which follow,
the filthiness
of the sons and daughters
of "And the sacrifice of Judah and Jerusalem
Zion, and shall cleanse away the blood from shall be pleasing to the Lord, as in the primitheir midst, by the spirit of judgment and by tive days, and as in former years."
For in
the spirit of burning." z Unless perhaps we the times of the law they offered sacrifices not
should say that they are cleansed from filthl- in righteousness
but in sins, offering especially
ness and in a manner
clarified,
when the and primarily for sins, so much so that even
wicked are separated
from them by penal the priest himself, whom we must suppose to
_udgment, so that the elimination
and damnahave been their most righteous man, was action of the one party is the purgation
of th_ customed
to offer, according
to God's cornothers, because they shall henceforth live free mandments,
first for his own sins, and then
from the contamination
of such men.
But for the sins of the people.
And therefore we
when he says, "And he shall purify the sons must explain how we are to understand
the
of Levi, and pour them out like gold and sil- words, "as in the primitive days, and as jn
ver, and they shall offer to the Lord sacrifices
former years;"
for perhaps he alludes to the
in righteousness;
and the sacrifices of Judah
time m which our first parents were in paradise.
and Jerusalem shall be pleasing to the Lord,"
Then, indeed, intact and pure from all stain
he declares that those who shall be purified
and blemish of sin, they offered themselves
shall then please the Lord with sacrifices of to God as the purest sacrifices.
But since
righteousness,
and consequently
they them- they were banished thence on account of their
selves shall be purified from their own un- transgression,
and human
nature
was conrighteousness
whmh made them displeasing
to demned
in them, with the exception
of the
God.
Now they themselves,
when they have one Mediator and those who have been bapbeen purified, shall be sacrifices of complete
tized, and are as yet infants, "there
is none
and perfect righteousness;
for what more ac- clean from stain, not even the babe whose life
ceptable
offering can such persons make to has been but for a day upon the earth."3
God than themselves?
But this question of But if it be replied that those who offer in
purgatorial
punishments
we must defer to faith may be said to offer in righteousness,
another time, to give it a more adequate treat- because the righteous
lives by faith,_--he
dement.
By the sons of Levi and Judah and ceives himself, however,
if he says that he
Jerusalem we ought to understand
the Church
has no sin, and therefore
he does not say so,
herself, gathered not from the Hebrews only, because he hves by faith,--wdl
any man say
but from other nations as well; nor such a this time of faith can be placed on an equal
, Church as she now is, when "if we say that footing with that consummauon
when they
we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the who offer sacrifices in righteousness
shall be
truth is not in us," _ but as she shall then be, purified by the fire of the last judgment?
purged by the last judgment
as a threshingAnd consequently,
since it must be believed
floor by a winnowing wind, and those of her that after such a cleansing the righteous
shall
members who need it being cleansed by fire, retain no sin, assuredly that time, so far as
so that there remains absolutely
not one who regards its freedom from sin, can be compared
offers sacrifice for his sins.
For all who make to no other period, unless to that during which
such offerings are assuredly in their sins, for our first parents lived m paradise in the most
the remission of which they make offerings,
innocent happiness before their transgression.
that ha'cing made to God an acceptable offer- It is this period, then, which is properly uning, they may then be absolved.
!derstood when it is said, "as in the primitive
days, and as in former years."
For in Isaiah,
CHAP. 26.---0F
THE SACRIFICESOFFERED TO tOO, after the new heavens and the new earth
GOD
BY THE
SAINTS,
WHICH
ARE TO BE PLEAShave been promised, among other elements in
ING
TO HIM,
AS IN THE
PRIMITIVE
DAYS
AND
the blessedness
of the saints which are there
roRmsR YEARS.
delaicted by allegories and figures, from givAnd it was with the design of showing that
His city shall not then follow this custom,
that God said that the sons of Levi should
_t |Wt. iv. 4-

* x John

u 8.

!ng an adequate
explanation
of which I am
prevented
by _adesire to avoid prolixity, it is
said, "According
to the days of the tree of
a Job.

my.
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life shall be the days of my people.",
And l" swift," either because He is to come sud.
who that has looked at Scripture does not ldenly , and the judgment which seemed to lag
Know wner.c _oo planteo the treeof hfe, from I shall be very swift by His unexpected arrival,
wnose trult He excmoeo
our nrst parents jor because He will convince the consdences
when their own iniquity ejected them from]of men directly and without any prolix harshparadise, and round which a terrible and fiery gue. "For,"
asit is written," in the thoughts
fence was set ?
of the wicked His examination shall be conBut if any one contends that those days of ducted." _
And the apostle
says, "The
the tree of life mentioned
by the prophet thoughts accusingor else excusing, in the day
Isaiah are the present times of the Church of ih which God shall judge the hidden things
Christ, and that Christ Himself is propheti- of men, according
to my gospel in Jesus
cally called the Tree of Life, because He is Christ.",
Thus, then, shall the Lord be a
Wisdom, and of wisdom Solomon says, '" It swift witness, when He shall suddenly bring
is a tree of life to all who embrace it;" _ and back into the memory that which shall con.
if they maintain that our first parents did not vince and punish the conscience.
pass years in paradise, but were driven from
it so soon that none of their children were
begotten there, and that therefore
that time CHAP. 27.----OF THE SEPARATIONOlt THE GOOD
cannot be alluded to in words which run, " as
AND THE BAD, WttlCH PROCLAIMTHE DIS"
CRIMINATING
INFLUENCE
OF THE
LAST
JUDGin the primitive days, and as in former years,"
MENT.
I forbear entering on this question, lest by
discussing
everything
I become prohx, and
The passage also which I formerly quoted
leave the whole subject in uncertainty.
For for another purpose from this prophet refers
I see another meaning, which should keep us to the last judgment, in which he says," They
from believing that a restoration of the primi- shall be mine, saith the Lord Almighty, in
tire days and former years of the legal sacri- the d_y in which I make up my gains," s etc.
rices could have been promised to us by the When this diversity between the rewards and
prophet as a great boon.
For the ammals )unishments which distinguish
the righteous
selected as victims under the old law were re- from the wicked shall appear under that Sun
quired to be immaculate,
and free from all of righteousness in the brightness of life eter.
blemish whatever, and symbolized
holy men nal,--a diversity which is not discerned under
free from all sin, the only instance of which this sun which shines on the vanity of this
character
was found in Christ.
As, there- hfe,--there
shall then be such a judgment as
fore, after the judgment those who are worthy has never before been.
of such purification shall be purified even by
fire, and shall be rendered thoroughly sinless, CHAP. 28._THAT THE LAW OF MOSESMUST BE
and shall offer themselves
to God in rtghtSPIRITUALLYUNDERSTOODTO PRECLUDE
eousness, and be indeed vtctims immaculate
DAMNABLEMURMURSOF A CARNAL INTERand free from all blemish whatever, they shall
PRETATION
then certainly be, " as in the primitive days,
and as in former years,"
when the purest
In the succeeding words, "Remember
the
victims were offered_ the shadow of this future law oi Moses my servant, which I commanded
reality.
For there shall then be in the body to him in Horeb for all Israel, ''6 the' prophet
and soul of the saints the purity which was opportunely
mentions
precepts and statutes,
symbolized
in the bodies of these victims,
after declaring
the important
distinction
Then, with reference to those who are wor- hereafter to be made between those who obthy not of cleansing but of damnation,
He serve and those who despise the law. He
says, "And I will draw near to you to judg- intends also that they learn to interpret the
ment, and I will be a swift witness against evil- law spiritually, and find Christ in it, by whose
doers and against adulterers;"
and after enu- iudgment that separation
between the good
merating
other damnable
crimes, He adds, and the bad is to be made.
For it is not with"For I am the Lord your God, and I am not out reason that the Lord Himself says to tim
changed."
It is as if He said, Though your Jews, "Had
ye believed Moses, ye would
fault has changed you for the worse, and my have believed me; for hewrote of me."_
For
grace has changed you for the better, I am not by receiv!ng the law carnally without perceivchanged.
And he says that He Himself will ing that Its earthly promises were figures of
be a witness, because in His judgment
He things spiritual, they fell into such murmur.
needs no witnesses;
and that He will be
ffiha,

lxv. _2.

2 Prov. im xS.

3_u_d.i.
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iags as audaciously to say, '" It is vain to serve
God; and what profit is it that we have kept
His ordinance, and that we have walked suppl_ntly before the face of the Lord Almighty ?
And nowwe call aliens happy; yea, they that
work wickedness
are set up." ' It was these
words of theirs which in a manner compelled
the prophet to announce the last judgment,
in which the wicked shall not even in appearance be happy, but shall manifestly
be most
miserable;
and in which the good shall be
oppressed with not even a transitory wretchedhess, but shall enjoy unsullied
and eternal
felicity.
For he had previously
cited some
similar_essions
of those who said, " Every
one that doeth evil is good in the sight of the
Lord, and such are pleasing
to Him. ''_ It
was, I say, by understanding
the law of Moses
carnally that they had come to murmur thus
against God.
And hence, too, the writer of
the 73d Psalm says that his feet were almost
gone, his steps had well-nigh slipped, because
he was envious of sinners while he considered
their prosperity,
so that he said among other
things, How doth God know, and is there
knowledge
in the Most High ? and again,
Have I sanctified my heart in vain, and washed
my hands in innocency ?s He goes on to say
that his efforts to solve this most difticult
problem, which arises when the good seem to
be wretched and the wicked happy, were in
vain until he went into the sanctuary of God,
and understood
the last things:
For in the
last judgment things shall not be so; but in
the manifest
felicity of the righteous
and
manifest misery of the wicked quite another
state of things shall appear,

table prophet Elias who shall expound the law
to them.
For notwithout reason do we hope
that before the coming of our Judge and
Saviour Elias shall come, because we _have
good reason to believe that.he
is now alive;
for, as Scripture
most distinctly informs us, 6
he was taken up from this life in a chariot of
fire.
When, therefore,
he is come, he shall
give a spiritual explanation
of the law which
the Jews at present understand
carnally, and
shall thus "turn the heart of the father to the
son," that is, the heart of fathers to their chil.dren; for the Septuagint translators
have frequently put the singular for the plural numbet.
And the meaning is, that the sons, that
is, the Jews, shall understand
the law as the
fathers,
that is, the prophets,
and among
them Moses himself, understood
it. For the
heart of the fathers shall be turned to their
children when the children
understand
the
law as their fathers did; and the heart of the
children shall be turned to their fathers when
they have the same sentiments as the fathers.
The Septuagint used the expression, "and the
heart of a man to his next of kin," because
fathers and children are eminently neighbors
to one another.
Another
and a preferable
sense can be found in the words of the Septuagint translators, who have translated
Scripture with an eye to prophecy,
the sense, viz.,
that Elias shall turn the heart of God the
Father to the Son, not certainly as if he should
bring about this love of the Father for the
Son, but meaning
that he should make it
known, and that the Jews also, who had previously hated, should then love the Son who
is our Christ. For so far as regards the Jews,
God has His heart turned
away from our
CHAP. 29.--OF THE COMINOOF ELIAS BEFOm_ Christ, this being their conception
about God
THE JUDGMENT, THAT THE JEWS MAY BE and Christ.
But in their case the heart of
CONVERTED TO CHRIST BY HIS PREACHING God shall be turned
to the Son when they
AND EXPLAI_IATION
OF SCRIPTURE.
themselves
shall turn in heart, and learn the
love of the Father
towards the Son.
The
After admonishing
them to give heed to words following, "and
the heart of a man to
the law of Moses, as he foresaw that for a his next of kin,"--that
is, Elias shall also turn
long time to come they would not understand
the heart of a man to his next of kin,--how
it spiritually and rightly, he went on to say, can we understand
this better than as the
"And, behold, I will send to you Elias the heart of a man to the man Christ ? Forthough
Tishbite before the great and signal day of in the form of God He is our God, yet, takthe Lord'come:
and he shall turn the heart ing the form of a servant, He condescended
of the father to the son, and the heart of a to become also our next of kin.
It is this,
,

.

man to his next of kin, lest I come and utterty
smite the earth." s It is a familiar theme in
the conversation
and heart of the faithful,
that in the last days before the judgment
the
]_ws shall believe in the true Christ, that is,
our Christ, by means of this great and admi,

z.

_ Mal. ill.

x,h zs.

S]_I.

$,6.

iv.

then, which" Elias will do, " lest,"
he,, says,
"I come and smite the earth utterly.
For
they who mind earthly things are the earth.
Such are the carnal Jews until this day; and
hence these murmurs
of theirs against God,
"The
wicked are pleasing to Him," and "It
is a vain thing to serve God." _

s Mal. iL x7.
7Mal.
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There is also another
passage
in Zechariah
plainly declares
that
the
Almighty sent
Almighty;
and
of what
persons
can
this
understood but of God the Father and God

which
the
be

Is MEAI_rT..
the Son ? For it is written, "Thus saith the
There are many other passages of Scripture Lord Almighty, After the glory hath He sent
bearing on the last judgment of God,--so me unto the nations which spoiled you; for
many, indeed, that to cite them all would he that toucheth you toucheth the apple of
swell this book to an unpardonable size. Suf- His eye. Behold, I will bring mine hand
rice it to have proved that both Old and New upon them, and they shall be a spoil to their
Testament enounce the judgment.
But in servants: and ye shall know that the Lord
the Old it is not so definitely declared as in Almxg ht y hath sent me . "'_ Observe. . the Lord
the New that the judgment shall be adminis- Almighty saith that the Lord Almighty seat
tered l_y Christ, that is, that Christ shall de- Him. Who can presume to understand these
scend from heaven as the Judge; for when it words of any other than Christ, who is speak.
is therein stated by the Lord God or His ing to the lost sheep of the house of IsraelP
prophet that the Lord God shall come, we do For He says in the Gospel, "I am not sent
not necessarily understand this of Christ. save to the lost sheep of thehouseof Israel,"4
For both the Father, and the Son, and the which He here compared to the pupil of
Holy Ghost are the Lord God. We must God's eye, to signify the profoundest love.
not, however, leave this without proof. And And to this class of sheep the apostles them.
therefore we must first show how Jesus Christ selves belonged.
But after the glory, to wit,
speaks in the prophetical books under the utle of His resurrection,_for
before it. happened
of the Lord God, while yet there can be no the evangelist said that "Jesus was not yet
doubt that it is Jesus Christ who speaks; so glorified," S--He was sent unto the nations in
that in other passages where this _s not at the persons of His apostles; and thus the
once apparent, and where nevertheless it is saying of the psalm was fulfilled, "Thou wilt
said that the Lord God will come to that last deliver me from the contradictions of the
judgment, we may understand that Jesus people; Thou wilt set me as the head of the
Christ is meant. There is a passage in the nations,"6
So that those who had spoil_l
prophet Isaiah which illustrates what I mean. the Israelites, and whom the Israelites had
For God says by the prophet, " Hear me, served when they were subdued by them,
Jacob and israel, whom I call. I am the first, were not themselves to be spoiled in the same
and I am for ever: and my hand has founded fashion, but were in their own persons to be.
the earth, and my right hand has established come the spod of the Israelites.
:Forthis had
the heaven. I wxll call them, and they shall been promised to the apostles when the Lord
stand together, and be gathered, and hear. said, " I willmake you fishersof men."_ And
Who has declared to them these things ? In to one of them He says, " From henceforth
love of thee I have done thy pleasure upon thou shalt catch men.""
They were then to
Babylon, that I might take away the seed of become a spoil, but in a good sense, as those
the Chaldeans.
I have spoken, and I have who are snatched from that strong one when
called: I have brought him, and have made he is bound by a stronger.9
his way prosperous.
Come ye near unto me,
In like manner the Lord, speaking by the
and hear this. I have not spoken in secret same prophet, says, "And it shall come to
from the beginning; when they were made, )ass in that day, that Iwill seek to destroy all
there was I. And now the Lord God and H_s the nations that come against Jerusalem,
Spirit hath sent me." * It was Himself who And I will pour upon the house of David, and
was speaking as the Lord God; and yet we upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, the spirit
should not have understood that it was Jesus of grace and mercy; and they shall look upon
Christ had He not added, "And nowthe Lord me because they have insulted me, and they
God and His Spirit hath sent me." For He shall mourn for Him as for one very dear,
said this with reference to the form of a ser-and shall be in bitterness as for an only,berant, speaking of a future event as if it were Igotten.""
To whom but to God does tt be.
past, as in the same prophet we read, "He tong to destroy all the nations that are hostile
was led as a sheep to the slaughter,"" not
"He shatl be ted;" butthe past tense is used
3Zech.
ii.8,9.
4Ma_t.xv._r4.
z IlL

xlvltL
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to the holy city Jerusalem, which "come
against it," that is, are opposed to it, or, as
some translate, "come upon it," as if putting
it down under them; or to pour out upon the
house of David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem the spirit of grace and mercy ? This belongs doubtless to God, and it is to God the
prophet ascribes the words; and yet Christ
shows that He is the God who does these so
great and divine things, when He goes on to
say, "And they shall look upon me because
they have insulted me, and they shall mourn
for Him as if for one very dear (or beloved),
and shall be in bitterness for Him as for an
only-begotten."
For in that day the Jews-those of them, at least, who shall receive the
spirit of grace and mercy--when
they see
Him coming in His majesty, and recognize
that it isHewhom they, inthe person of their
parents, insulted when He came before in His
humiliation, shall repent of insulting Him in
His passion: and their parents themselves,
who were the perpetrators of this huge impiety, shall see Him when they rise; but this
will be only for their punishment, and not for
their correction.
It is not of them we are to
understand the words, "And I will pour upon
the house of David, and upon the inhabitants
of Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and mercy,
and they shall look upon me because they
have insulted me;" but we are to understand
the words of their descendants, who shall at
that time believe through Elias. But as we
say to the Jews, You killed Christ, although
it was their parents who did so, so these persons shall grieve that they in some sort did
what their progenitors did. Although, therefore, those that receive the spirit of mercy
and grace, and believe, shall not be condemned with their impious parents, yet they
shall mourn as if they themselves had done
what theirparentsdid.
Their grief shallarise
not so much fromguilt as from pious affection,
Certainly the words which the Septuagint have
translated, "They shall look upon me because
they insulted me," stand in the Hebrew,
"They
shall look upon me whom they
pierced." • And by this word the crucifixion
of Christ is certainly more plainly indicated,
But the Septuagint translators preferred to
allude to the insult whichwas involved in His
whole passion. For in point of fact they insuited Him both when He was arrested and
when He was bound, when He was judged,
when He _as mocked by the robe they put
on Him and the homage they did on bended
knee, when He was crowned with thorns and
struck with'a rod on the head, when He bore
Sothe

•

Vulgate.

•

[Book XX-

His cross, and when at last He hung upon the
tree. And therefore we recognize more_fully
the Lord's passion when we do not confine ourselves to one interpretation, but combine both,
and read both " insulted" and '" pierced."
When, therefore, we read in the prophetical books that God is to come to do judgment
at the last, from the mere" mention of the
judgment, and although there is nothing else
to determine the meaning, we must gather
that Christ is meant; for though the Father
:will judge, He will judge by the coming of
the Son. For He Himself, by His own manifested presence, "judges
no man, but has
committed all judgment to the Son; ""_for as
the Son was judged as a man, He shall also
judge in human form. For it is none but
He of whom God speaks by Isaiah under the
name of Jacob and Israel, of whose seed
Christ took a body, as it is written, " Jacob
is my servant, I will uphold Him; Israel is
mine elect, my Spirit has assumed Him: I
have put my Spirit upon Him; He shall bring
forth judgTnent to the Gentiles.
He shall
not cry, nor cease, neither shall His voice be
heard without. A bruised reed shall He not
break, and the smoking flax shall He not
quench: but in truth shall He bring _orth
judgment.
He shall shine and shall not be
broken, until He sets judgment in the earth:
and the nations shall hope in His name."3
The Hebrew has not "Jacob "and "Israel;"
but the Septuagint translators,
wishing to
show the significance of the expression "my
servant," and that it refers to the form of a
servant in which the Most High humbled
Hlmself_ inserted the name of that man from
whose stock He took the form of a servant.
The Holy Spirit was given to Him, and was
manifested, as the evangelist testifies, in the
form of a dove. 4 He brought forth judgment
to the Gentiles, because He predicted what
was hidden from them.
In His meekness He
did not cry, nor did He cease to proclaim the
truth.
But His voice was not heard, nor is it
heard, without, because He is not obeyed by
those who are outside of His body. And the
Jews themselves, who persecuted Him, He
did not break, though as a bruised reed they
had lost their integrity, and as smoking flax
their hght was quenched;
for He spared
them, having come to be judged and not
yet to judge.
He brought forth judgment in truth, declaring that they should
be punished did they persist in their wickedness. His face shone on the Mount,5 His
fame in the world. He is not broken nor overcome, because neither in Himself nor in His
2 John
4 John
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Church has persecution prevailed to annihil,
ate Him.
And therefore that has not, and
shah not, be brought about which His enemies said or say, "When
shall He die, and
His name perish ?" • "until
He set judgment
inthe earth."
Behold, the hidden thingwhich
we were seeking is discovered.
For this is
the last judgment,
which He will set in the
earth when He comes from heaven.
And it
is in Him, too, we already see the concluding
expression of the prophecy fulfilled:
"In His
name shall the nations hope."
And by this
fulfillment, which no one can deny, men are
encouraged
to believe in that which is most
impudently
denied.
For who could
have
hoped for that which even those who do not
yet believe in Christ now see fulfilled among
us, and which is so undeniable
that they can
but gnash their teeth and pine away?
Who,
I say, could have hoped that the natlons would
hope in the name of Christ, when He was atrested, bound,
scourged,
mocked, crucified,
when even the disciples themselves
had lost
the hope which they had begun to have in
Him ? The hope which was then entertained
scarcely by the one thief on the cross, is now
cherished by nations everywhere on the earth,
who arc marked with the sign of the cross on
which He died that they may not die eternally,
That the last _udgment, then, shall be administered
by Jesus Christ
in the manner
predicted
in the sacred writings is denied or
doubted
by no one, unless by those who,
through some incredible
animoslty or blindP_._h.s.
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ness, decline to believe these writings, though
already their truth is demonstrated
to all the
world. And at or in connection with that
judgment the following events shall come
to pass, as we have learned: Elias the Tishbite shall come; the Jews shall believe; Antichrist shall persecute;
Christ shall judge; the
dead shall rise; the good and the wicked shall
be separated;
the world shall be burned and
renewed.
All these things, we believe, shall
come to pass; but how, or in what order,
human understanding
cannot perfectly teach
us, but only the experience
of the events
themselves.
My opinion, however,
is, that
they will happen m the order in which I have
related them.
Two books yet remain to be written by me,
in order to complete,
by God's help, what
I promised.
One of these will explain the
pumshment of the wicked, the other the happiness of the righteous;
and in them I shall
be at special pains to refute, by God's grace,the
arguments by which some unhappy creatures
seem to themselves
to undermine the divine
promises and threatenings,
and to ridicule
as empty words statements
which are the
most salutary nutriment
of faith.
But they
who arc instructed
in divine things hold the
truth and omnipotence
of God to be the
strongest arguments
in favor of those things
which, however incredible
they seem to men,
are yet contained
in the Scriptures,
whose
truth has already in many ways been proved;
for they are sure that God can in no wise lie_
and that He can do what is impossible to the
unbelieving.
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CHAP. I.----OF THE ORDER OF THE DISCUSSION,
WHICHREQUIRES THAT WE FIRST SPEAK OF
THE ETERNAL PUNISHMENT OF THE LOST IN
COMPANYWITH THE DEVIL, ANDTHEN OF THE
ETERNALHAPPINESSOF THE SAINTS.

nace of fire: there shall bewailing and gnashing of teeth,
Then shall the righteous
shine
forth as the sun m the kingdom
of His
Father;"
2 and that, "These
shall go away
into eternal
punishment,
but the righteous

I PROPOSE, with such ability as God may
grant me, to discuss in this book more thoroughly the nature
of the punishment
which
shall be assigned
to the devil and all his reminers, when the two cities, the one of God,
the other of the devil, shall have reached
their proper ends through Jesus Christ our
Lord, the Judge of quick and dead.
And I
have adopted
this order,
and preferred
to
speak, first of the puRishment
of the devils,
and afterwards of the blessedness of the saints,
because the body partakes
of either destiny;
and it seems to be more incredible that bodies
endure in everlasting torments
than that they
continue
to exist without any pain in everlasting felicity.
Consequently,
when I shall
have demonstrated
that that punishment
ought
not to be incredible,
this will materially aid
me in proving thatwhich
is much more credible, viz., the immortality
of the bodies of the
saints which are delivered
from all pain.
Neither is this order out of harmony with the
divine writings, in which sometimes,
indeed,
the blessedness
of the good is placed first, as
in the words, "They
that have done good,
unto the resurrection
of life; and they that
have done evil, unto the resurrection
of judgment;" • but sometimes
also last, as, "The
Son of man shall send forth His angels, and]
they shall gatherout of His kingdom all things
which offend, and shall cast them into a fur-

into life eternal." 3 And though we have not
room to cite instances, any one who examines
the prophets will find that theyadopt
now the
one arrangement
and now the otber.
My
own reason for following the latter order I
have given.

z {otto V. _.

CHAP. 2.--WHETHER IT IS POSSIBLEFOR BODIES
TO LAST FOR EVER IN BURNING FIRE.
What, then, can I adduce to convince those
who refuse to believe that human bodies, animated and living, can not only survive death,
but also last in the torments
of everlasting
fires ? They will not allow us to refer this
simply to the power of the Almighty,
but demand that we persuade them by some example.
If, then, we reply to them, that there
are animals which certainly
are corruptible,
because they are mortal, and which yet live
in the midst of flames; and likewise, that in
springs of water so hot that no one can put his
hand in it with impunity a species of worm is
found, which not only lives there, but cannot
live elsewhere; they either refuse to believe
these facts unless we can show them, or, if
we are in circumstances
to prove them byocular demonstration
or by adequate testimony,
they contend, with the same scepticism,
that
these facts are not examples of what we seek
to prove, inasmuch
as these animals do not
live for ever, and besides, they live in that
• Matt. _

4x-43.

3 MintS. _m'V. 46.
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blaze of heat without pain, the element of fire
being congenial to their nature, and causing
it to thrive and not to suffer,--just
as if it
were not more incredible that it should thrive
than that it should suffer in such circumstances.
It is strange that anything should suffer
in fire and yet live, but stranger that it should
live in fire and not suffer.
If, then, the latter be believed, why not also the former ?
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against her will: the second death holds the
soul in the body against her will. The two
have this in common, that the soul su_er_
against her will what her own body inflicts.
Our opponents, too, make much of this, that
in this world there is no flesh which can suffer
pain and cannot die; while they make nothing
of the fact that there is something
which is
greater than the body.
For the spirit, whose
presence animates
and rules the body, can
both suffer pain and cannot die.
Here then
CHAP
BODILY
something which, though it can feel pain,
SARILV3.--WHETHER
TERMINATES
IN THE SUFFERINO
DESTRUCTION NECESOF is
.
"]'HE FLESH.
IS immortal.
And this capacity, which we
now see in the spirit of all, shall be hereafter
But, say they, there is no body which can m the bodies of the damned.
Moreover, if
suffer and cannot also die.
How do we know we attend to the matter a little more closely,
this ? For who can say with certainty that the we see that what is called bodily pain is rather
devils do not suffer in their bodies, when they to be referred to the soul.
For it is the soul
own that they are grievously
tormented ? not the body, which is pained, even when the
And if it is replied that there is no earthly pain originates with the body,--the
soul feel.
body--that
is to say, no solid and perceptible img pain at the point where the body is hurt.
body, or, in one word, no flesh--whmh
can As then we speak of bodies feeling and liv.
suffer and cannot die, is not this to tell us ing, though the feeling and life of the body
only what men have gathered from experience
are from the soul, so also we speak of bodies
and their bodily senses ? For they indeed ibemg pained, though no pain can be suffered
have no acquaintance
with any flesh but that by the body apart from the soul.
The soul,
which is mortal; and this is their whole argu- then, is pained with the body in that part
ment, that what they have had no experience
where something occurs to hurt it; and it is
of they judge quite impossible.
For we can- pained alone, though tt be in the body, when
not call it reasoning to make pain a presumpsome invisible cause distresses
it, while the
,ion of death, while, in fact, it is rather a body is safe and sound.
Even when not as.
sign of life.
For though it be a question
sociated with the body it is pained; for cerwhether that which suffers can continue
to itainly that rich man was suffering in hell
hve for ever, yet it is certain that everything
when he cried,
" I am tormented
in this
which suffers pain does live, and that pain can flame." z But as for the body, it suffers no
exist only in a living subject.
It is necessary,
pain when it is soulless; and even when anitherefore, that he who is pained be living, not mate it can suffer only by the soul's suffering,
necessary that pain kill him; for every pain If, therefore, we might draw a just presump.
does not kill even those
mortal bodies of tion from the existence
of pain to that of
ours which are destined to die.
And that death, and conclude that where pain can be
any pain kills them is caused
by the cir- felt death can occur, death would rather be
cumstance that the soul is so connected w_th the property of the soul, for to it pain more
the body that it succumbs
to great pain pecuharly
belongs.
But, seeing that that
and withdraws;
for the structure
of our which suffers most cannot die, what ground
members and vital parts is so infirm that it is there for supposing that those bodies, becannot bear up against
that wolence which cause destined to suffer, are therefore, des.
causes great or extreme agony.
But in the [tined to die ? The Platonists indeed maintife to come this connection of soul and body itained that these earthly bodies and dying
is of such a kind, that as it is dissolved by members gave rise to the fears, desires, griefs,
no lapse of time, so neither is it burst asunder
and joys of the soul.
" Hence,"
says Virgil
by any pain.
And so, although it be true (i.e., from these earthly bodies and dying
that in this world there is no flesh which can members),
suffer pain and yet cannot die, yet in the
" Hence wild desires and grovelling feat_
world to come there shall be flesh such as now
And human laughter, human tears._ s
there is not, as there will also be death such
as now there is not.
For death will not be
But in the fourteenth book of this work s
abolished,
but will be eternal, since the soul have proved that, according
to the PL4_u.
will neither be able to enjoy God and live, iists' own theory, souls, even when purg_-_d
nor to die and escape the pains of the body. from all pollution of the body 9 are yet po_
The first death drives the soul from the body
z LukexvL24_._'_M, vt.733S_ _b_g
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sessed by a monstrous desire to return again
into their bodies.
But where desire can exist,
certainly pain also can exist; for desire frnstrated, either by missing what it aims at or
losing what it had attained, is turned into
pain.
And therefore,
if the soul, which is
either the only or the chief sufferer, has yet a
kind of immortality
of its own, it is inconsequent to say that because the bodies of the
damned shall suffer pain, therefore they shall
die.
In fine, if the body causes the soul to
suffer, why can the body not cause death as
well as suffering, unless because
it does not
follow that what causes pain causes death as
well ? And why then is it incredible
that these
fires can cause pain but not death to those
bodies we speak of, just as the bodies themselves cause pain, but not therefore
death, to
the souls ? Pain is therefore no necessary presumption of death,

the same still, except that it was a little more
shrivelled, and drier. Who gave to chaff such
power to freeze that it preserves snow buried
under it, and such power towarm that it ripens
green fruit ?
But who can explain the strange properties
of fire itself, which blackens
everything
it
burns, though itself bright; and which, though
of the most beautiful
colors, discolors almost
all it touches and feeds upon, and turns blazing fuel into grimy cinders ? Still this is not
laid down as an absolutely
umform law; for,
on the contrary,
stones baked in glowing fire
themselves
also glow, and though the fire be
i rather of a red hue, and they white, yet white
is congruous with light, and black with darkness.
Thus, though the fire burns the wood
in calcining the stones, these contrary effects
do not result from the contrariety
of the materials.
For though wood and stone differ,
they are not contrartes,
like black and white,
CHAP 4._EXAMPLES
FROM NATURE PROVING the one of which colors is produced
in the
THAT BODIESMAY REMAIN UNCONSUMEDAND stones,
while the other is produced
in the
ALIVE IN FIRE.
wood by the same action of fire, which imIf, therefore, the salhmander
lives in fire,
as naturalists
• have recorded, and if certain
famous mountains
of Sicily have been continually on fire from the remotest antiquity until
now, and yet remain entire, these are sufficiently convincing
examples that everything
which burns is not consumed.
As the soul,
too, is a proof that not everything which can
suffer pain can also die, why then do they yet
demand
that we produce
real examples
to
prove that it is not incredible that the bodies
of men condemned to everlasting
punishmenl
may retain their soul in the fire, may burn
without being consumed, and may suffer without perishing?
For suitable properties
will
be communicated
to the substance of the flesh
by Him who has endowed the things we see
with so marvellous and diverse properties,
that
their very multitude
prevents
our wonder.
For who but God the Creator of all things has
given to the flesh of the peacock its antiseptic property ? This property,
when I first
heard of it, seemed to me incredible;
but it
happened at Carthage that a bird of this kind
was cooked and served up to me, and, taking
a suitable slice of flesh from its breast,
I
ordered it to be kept, and when it had been
kept as many days as make any other flesh
stinking, it was produced
and set before me,
and emitted no offensive smell.
And after it
had been laid by for thirty days and more,
it was still in the same state; and a year after,

parts its own brightness
to the former, while
it begrimes the latter, and which could have
no effect on the one were it not fed by the
other.
Then what wonderful
properties
do
we find in charcoal, which is so brittle that a
light tap breaks it and a shght pressure pulverizes it, and yet is so strong that no moisture rots it, nor any time causes it to decay.
So enduring is it, that it is customary
in laying down landmarks
to put charcoal
underneath them, so that if, after the longest interval, any one raises an action, and pleads that
there is no boundary
stone, he may be convicted by the charcoal below.
What then has
enabled
it to last so long without rotting,
though buried in the damp earth in which [its
original] wood rots, except this same fire which
consumes all things ?
Again, let us consider the wonders of lime;
for besides growing white in fire, which makes
other things black, and of which I have al-

ready said enough, it has also a mysterious
property of conceiving
fire within it.
Itself
cold to the touch, it yet has a hidden store of
fire, which is not at once apparent
to our
senses, but which experience
teaches us, lies
as it were slumbering
within it even while unseen.
And it is for this reason called "quick
lime," as if the fire were the invisible soul
quickening the visible substance or body. But
the marvellous
thing is, that this fire is kindied when it is extinguished.
For to disengage the hidden fire the lime is moistened or
z Ari_t_ d_ _ot_m U_a facto_,_rv_i by hlmeU,b_t drenched with water, and then, though it be
a_
tr,diao_(Hi_. a_i,_. _. z_. PUnya ._u_y _cold before, it becomes
hot by that very ap_t_,t._._.,fl.
_i_a_dth_taing_p_plication which cools what is hot.
As if the
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fire were departing from the lime and breath- stone from my brother in the episcopate,
ing its last, it no longer lies hid, but appears; Severus bishop of Milevis.
He told me that
and then the lime lying in the coldness of Bathanarius, once count of Africa, when the
death cannot be reqnickened,
and what we bishop was dining with him, produced a magbefore called "quick,"
we nowcall"
slaked."
net, and held it under a silver plate on which
What can be stranger than this ? Yet there he placed a bit of iron; then as he moved his
is a greater marvel still.
For if you treat the hand with the magnet underneath the plate,
lime,notwith water,but with oil,which isas the ironupon the platemoved about accord.
fuelto fire.,
no amount of oilwillheatit.Now ingly. The intervening
silver
was notaffected
ifthismarvel had been toldus of some Indian atall,but precisely
as the magnet was moved
mineral which we had no opportunityof ex- backwards and forwardsbelow it_no matter
perimcntingupon, we shouldeitherhaveforth-how quickly,so was the ironattractedabove.
wlth pronounced it a falsehood,
or ccrtamly I have relatedwhat I myself have witnessed;
should have been greatlyastonishcd. But I haverelatedwhat I was toldby one whom I
things that dailypresent themselves to our trustas I trustmy own eyes. Let me further
own observationwe despise,not becausethey say what I have read about this magnet.
are reallyless marvellous,but because they When a diamond is laidnear it,it does not
arecommon; so that cven some productsof lift
iron;or if ithas alreadylifted
it,as soon
India itself,
remote as it is from ourselves,as the diamond approaches, it drops it,
ceaseto exciteour admirationas soon as we These stones come from India. But if we
can admire them at our leisure.'
cease to admire them because they are now
The diamond is a stone possessed by many famthar, how much less must they admire'
among ourselves, especially by jewellers and them who procure them very easily and send
lapidaries, and the stone is so hard that it can them to us ? Perhaps they are held as cheap
be wrought neither by iron nor fire, nor, they as we hold lime, which, because it is cornsay, by anything
at all except goat's blood, mon, we think nothing of, though it has the
But do you suppose it is as much admired by strange
property
of burning
when water_
those who own it and are familiar with its which is wont to quench fire, is poured on it_
properties
as by those to whom it is shown and of remaining cool when mixed with oil_
for the first time ? Persons
who have not which ordinarily feeds fire.
seen it perhaps do not believe what is said of
it, or if they do, they wonder as at a thing CHAP. 5.mTHAT
THERE ARE MANY THING5
beyond their experience;
and if they happen
WHICH REASONCANNOT ACCOUNTFOR, AND
to see it, still they marvel because they are
WHICHARE NEVERTHELESSTRUE.
unused to it, but gradually famihar expermnce
[of it] dulls their admiration.
We know that
Nevertheless, when we declare the miracles
the loadstone
has a wonderful
power of at- which God has wrought, or will yet work_
tracting iron.
When I first saw it I was and whmh we cannot bring under the very
thunderstruck,
for I saw an iron ring attracted eyes of men, sceptics keep demanding
that
and suspended
by the stone; and then, as ff we shall explain
these marvels
to reason.
it had communicated
its own property to the And because we cannot do so, inasmuch /m
iron it attracted, and had made it a substance
they are above human comprehension,
they
like itself, this ring was put near another, and suppose we are speaking falsely.
These per.
lifted it up; and as the first ring clung to the sons themselves,
therefore, ought to account
magnet, so did the second ring to the first, for all these marvels which we either can or
A third and a fourth were similarly added, so do see.
And if they perceive that this is irathat there hung from the stone a kind of )ossible for man to do, they should acknowlchain of rings, with their hoops connected,
edge that it cannot be concluded
that a thing
not interlinking,
but attached
together
by has not been or shall not be because it cannot
their outer surface.
Who would not be be reconciled to reason, since there are things
amazed at this virtue of the stone, subsisting
now in existence of which the same is true.
as it does not only in itself, but transmitted
I will not, then, detail the multitude
of mar.
through so many suspended
rings, and bind- vels which are related in books, and which
ing them together by invisible links ? Yet far refer not to things that happened
once attd
more astonishing is what I heard about this passed away, but that are permanent in C¢rrain places, where,, if any one has the desire
and opportunity, he may ascertain their truth;
z So Lucretius, ii. zosS:
.
.
- sed,,e¢,,- t_. f_caisr_.t,.na'st, qu_t._._mum
but a few only I recount.
The following arc
D/._cil_*
mag_adcreaeuaum,
o_..,t
..,_w_
#/z_a_o_s_,_t_m_q._
some of the marvels men tell us:--The
salt
_,.i_i_i,,
_mat
mmm= o
_f Agrigentum
in Sicily, when tl-_own into th_
Pauletim." ._
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fire, becomes fluid as if it were in water, but
in the water it crackles as if it were in the
fire.
The Garamantm
have a fountain
so
cold by day that no one can drink it, so hot
by night no one can touch it. _ In Epirus,
too, there is a fountain which, like all others,
quenches
lighted
torches,
but, unlike all
others, lights quenched torches.
There is a
stone found in Arcadia, and called asbestos,
because once lit it cannot be put out.
The
wood of a certain kmd of Egyptian fig-tree
sinks in water, and does not float like other
wood; and, stranger still, when it has been sunk
to the bottom for some time, it rises again to
the surface, though nature requires that when
soaked in water it should
be heavier than
ever.
Then there are the apples of Sodom,
which grow indeed to an appearance of ripehess, but, when you touch them with hand or
tooth, the peal cracks, and they crumble into
dust and ashes.
The Persian stone pyrites
burns the hand when it is tightly held in it,
and so gets its name from fire.
In Persia,
too, there is found another
stone called
selenite, because its interior brilliancy waxes
and wanes with the moon.
Then in Cappadocia the mares are impregnated by the wind,
and their foals live only three years.
Tilon,
an Indian island, has this advantage over all
other lands, that no tree which grows in it
ever loses its foliage,
These and numberless
other marvels
recorded in the history, not of past events, but
of permanent localities, I have no time to enlarge upon and diverge from my main object;
but let those sceptics who refuse to credit the
divine writings give me, if they can, a rational
account of them.
For their only ground of
unbelief in the Scriptures is, that they contain incredible
things, just such as I have
been .recounting.
For, say they, reason cannot admit that flesh burn and remain unconsumed, suffer without
dying.
Mighty
reasorters, indeed, who are competent
to give
the reason of all the marvels that exist ! Let
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world to come there will be salt which becomes liquid in fire as if it were in water, and
crackles in water as if it were in fire; or that
there will be a fountain whose water in the
chill air of night is so hot that it cannot be
touched, while in the heat of day it is so cold
that it cannot be drunk; or that there will be
a stone which by its own heat bums the hand
when tightly held, or a stone which cannot
be extinguished
if it has been lit in any part;
or any of those wonders I have cited, while
omitting numberless others?
If we were to
say that these things would be found in the
world to come, and our sceptics were to reply,
" If you wish us to believe these things,
satisfy our reason about each of them," we
should confess that we could not, because the
frail comprehension
of man cannot master
these and such-like wonders of God's working; and that yet our reason was thoroughly
convinced
that the Almighty
does nothing
without reason, though the frail mind of man
cannot explain the reason; and that while we
are in many instances
uncertain what He intends, yet that it is always most certain that
nothing which He intends is impossible
to
Him; and that when He declares
His mind,
we believe Him whom we cannot believe to
be either powerless or false.
Nevertheless
these cavillers at faith and exactors of reason,
how do they dispose of those things of which
a reason cannot be given, and which yet exist,
though in apparent contrariety to the nature
of things ? If we had announced that these
things were to be, these sceptics would have
demanded
from us the reason of them, as
they do in the case of those things which we
are announcing as destined to be.
And consequently,
as these present marvels are not
non-exlstent,
though human reason and discourse are lost in such works of God, so those
things we speak of are not impossible because
inexplicable;
for in this particular they are in
the same predicament as the marvels of earth.

them then give us the reason of the few things CHAP. 6.--THAT ALLMARVELSARE NOT OF HAwe have ctted, and which, if they did not
TURL'S PRODUCTION,
BUT THAT SOME ARE
know they existed, and were only assured by
DUE TO HUMAN INGENUITY AND OTHERS TO
US they would at some future time occur, they
DIABOLICCONTRIVANCE.
would believe still less than that which they
now refuse to credit on our word.
For which
At this point they will perhaps
reply,
of them would believe us if, instead of saying " These things have no existence;
we don't
that the living bodies of men hereafter will believe one of them; they are travellers'
tales
be such as to endure everlasting
pain and fire and fictitious romances;"
and they may add
without ever dying, we were to say that in the what has the appearance
of argument,
and
say, "If
you believe such things as these,
x Alluded
to byMcorem hisMelod,e.¢.
believe what is recorded
in the same books,
" The fountthat played
that there was or is a temple of Venus in
In times of old through
Ammon's
shade,
Thoughicycoldby
dayit ran,
which a candelabrum
set in the open air holds
Yet still, hke souls of mirth, began
To burnwhenmghtw_ne_r.'r
a lamp, which burns so strongly that no storm
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or rain extinguishes
it, and which is therefore
called, like the stone mentioned
above, the
asbestos
or inextinguishable
lamp."
They
may say this with the intention
of putting us
into a dilemma:
for if we say this is incred_ble, then we shall impugn the truth of the
other recorded
marvels;
if, on the other
hand, we admit that this is credxble, we shall
avouch the pagan deities.
But, as I have
already said in tile eighteenth
book of tins
work, we do not hold it necessary to beheve
all that profane lnstory contains,
since, as
Varro says, even historians
themselves
disagree on so many pomts, that one would
think they intended and were at paros to do
so; but we believe, ff we are disposed, those
things which are not contradmted
by these
books, which we do not hemtate to say we art'
bound to believe.
But as to those permanent
miracles of nature, whereby we w_sh to persuade the sceptmal of the maracles of tile
world to come, those are quite sufficient for
our purpose whmh we ourselves can observe,
or of which xt is not difficult to find trustworthy witnesses.
Moreover, that temple of
Venus, with its mextmgmshable
lamp, so far
from hemming us into a corner, opens an advantageous
field to our argument.
For to
this inextmgmshable
lamp we add a host of
marvels wrought by men, or by magm,--that
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all, taey possess the he_
of men, and are
chiefly proud of this possession
when they
transform
themselves
into angels of light.
Very many things that occur, therefore,
are
their doing; and these deeds of theirs we
ought all the more carefully to shun as we
acknowledge
them
to be very surprising.
And yet these very deeds forward my present
arguments.
For if such marvels are wrought
by unclean devils, how much mightier are the
holy angels! and what can not that God do
who made the angels themselves
capable of
working miracles!
If, then, very many effects can be conroved by human art, of so surprising a kind
that the unlmttated
think them divine, as
_hen, e.g., m a certain temple two magnets
have been adjusted, one in tile roof, another
in the floor, so that an iron image is suso
pended in m_d-mr between them, one would
suppose by the power of the divinity, were
he _gnorant of the magnets
above and beneath; or, as in the case of that lamp of
Venus which we already mentioned
as being
a skillful adaptatmn
of asbestos;
if, again, by
the help of magicians, whom Scripture calls
sorcerers
and enchanters,
the devils could
g,uu such power that the noble poet Virgil
._hould consider himself justified in describing
a very powerful magmian in these lines:

is, by men under the influence of dewls, or
" Iler charms can cure what souls she please,
by the devils dtrectly,--for
such marvels we _
Rob other hearts of healthful ease,
cannot deny without impugning
the truti_ of
Turn rivers backward to their source,
the sacred Scriptures we behave.
That lamp,
And make the stars forget their course.
therefore,
was e_ther by some mechamcal and
And call up ghosts from night :
The ground shall bellow 'neath your feet :
human device fitted with asbestos, or It was
The mountain-ash shall qmt its seat,
arranged
by magmal art m order ttlat the
And travel down the height ;,,x_
worshippers
m_ght be astomshed,
or some
devil under the name of Venus so s_gnalty If this be so, how much more able is God to
manifested
himself that th_s prodigy
both do those things Much to sceptics are incredibegan and became permanent.
Now devils ble, trot to H_s power easy, since it is lie
are attracted
to dwell in certain temples by who has g_vcn to stones and all other things
means of the creatures (God's creatures,
not their wrtue, and to men their skill to use
theirs), who present to them what suits their them in wonderful ways; He who has given to
various
tastes.
They are attracted
not by the angels a nature more mighty than that of
food like ammals, but, like sprats, by such all that hves on earth; He whose power sursymbols as suit their taste, venous kinds of passes aIl marvels,
and whose wisdom in
stones, woods, plants, animals, songs, rites, workmg, ordaining, and permitting Is no less
And that men may prowde these attractions,
marvellous
m its governance
of all things
the devils first of all cunningly seduce them, than in its creation of all !
either by imbumg their hearts with a secret
poison, or by reveahng
themselves
under a C_JAV. 7._THAT THE ULTIMATE REASONFOR
friendly guise, and thus make a few of them
BELIEVINGMIRACLESIS THE OMNIPOTENCEO¥
their disciples, who become the instructors
of
THE CREATOR.
the multitude.
For unless
they first inWhy, then, cannot God effect both that the
structed
men, it were impossible
to know bodies of the dead shall rise, and that the
what each of them desires, what they shrink bodies of the damned shall be tormented
in
from, by what name they should be invoked
everlasting fire,---God,
who made the world
or constrained
to be present.
Hence the.
origin of magic and magicians.
But, above,
, _,,_ia, i,,.,_-49_.
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full of countless
miracles in sky, earth, air,
and waters, while itself is a miracle unquestionably greater and more admirable than all
the marvels it is filled with?
But those with
whom or against whom we are arguing, who
believe both that there is a God who made
the world, and that there are gods created by
. Him who administer
the world's laws as His
viceregents,---our
adversaries,
I say, who, so
far from denying
emphatically,
assert that
there are powers in the world which effect
marvellous
results
(whether
of their own
accord, or because they are invoked
by some
rite or prayer, or in some magical way), when
we lay before them the wonderful
properties
of other things which are neither rational anireals nor rational
spirits, but such material
objects as those we have just cited, are in
the habit of replying,
This is their natural
property, their nature;
these are the powers
naturally belongmgto
them.
Thus the whole
reason why Agrigentine
salt dissolves in fire
and crackles in water is that this is its nature,
Yet this seems rather contrary to nature,
which has given not to fire but to water the
power of melting
salt, and the power of
scorching it not to water but to fire. But this
they say, is the natural property of t/zfs salt,
to show effects contrary to these.
The same
reason, therefore,
is assigned
to account
for
that Garamantian
fountain, of which one and
the same runlet is chill by day and boiling by
night, so that in either extreme
it cannot be
touched.
So also of that other fountain which
though it is cold to the touch, and though it,
like other fountains,
extinguishes
a lighted
torch, yet, unlike other fountains,
and in a
surprising
manner,
kindles
an extinguished
torch.
So of the asbestos
stone,
which,
though it has no heat of its own, yet when
kindled
by fire applied to it, cannot be extinguished.
And so of the rest, which I am
weary of reciting, and in which, though there
seems to be an extraordinary
property contrary to nature, yet no other reason is given
for them than this, that this is their nature,
ma brief reason truly, and, I own, a satisfactory reply.
But since God is the author of
all natures, how is it that our adversaries,
when they refuse to believe what we affirm,
on the ground that it is impossible,
are unwilling to accept from us a better explanation
than their own, viz., that this is the will of
Almighty
God,tarot
certainly
He is called
Almighty only because He is mighty to do all
He will,_He
who was able to create so many
marvels, not only unknown, but very well ascertalned, as I have been showing, and which,
were they not under our own observation,
or
reported by recent and credible witnesses,
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would certainly
be pronounced
impossible?
For as for those marvels which have no other
testimony than the writers in whose books we
read them,
and who wrote without
being
divinely instructed,
and are therefore liable to
human error, we cannot justly blame any one
who declines to believe them.
For my own part, I do not wish all the
marvels I have cited to be rashly accepted,
for I do not myself believe them imphcitly,
save those which have either come under my
own observation,
or which any one can readily
verify, such as the lime which is heated by
water and cooled by oil; the magnet which by
its mysterious
and insensible suction attracts
the iron, but has no affect on a straw; the
peacock's flesh which triumphs over the corruptlon from which not the flesh of Plato is
exempt;
the chaff so chilling that it prevents
snow from melting, so heating
that it forces
apples to ripen; the glowing fire, which, in
accordance
with
its glowing
appearance,
whitens the stones it bakes, while, contrary
to its glowing appearance,
it begrimes
most
things it burns (just as dirty stares are made
by oil, however pure it be, and as the lines
drawn by white silver are black);
the charcoal, too, which by the action of fire is so cornpletely changed from its original, that a finely
marked piece of wood becomes
hideous, the
tough becomes
brittle,
the decaying
incorruptlble.
Some of these things I know m cornmon wlth many otl_er persons, some of them
in common with all men; and there are many
others which I have not room to insert in this
book.
But of those which I have cited,
though
I have not myself
seen, but only
lread about them, I have been unable to find
trustworthy
witnesses
from whom I could ascertain whether
they are facts, except in the
case of that fountain in which burning torches
are extinguished
and extinguished
torches
lit, and of the apples of Sodom, which are
ripe to appearance,
but are filled with dust.
And indeed I have not met with any who said
they had seen that fountain
in Epirns,
but
with some who knew there was a similar fountain in Gaul not far from Grenoble.
The
fruit of the trees of Sodom, however, is not
only spoken of in books worthy of credit,
but so many persons
say that they have seen
it that I cannot doubt the fact.
But the rest
of the prodigies
I receive without definitely
affirming or denying
them; and I have cited
tlfem because I read them in the authors of
our adversaries,
and that I might prove how
many things many among themselves
believe,
because they are written in the works of their
own literary men, though no rational explanation of them is given, and yet they scorn to
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believe us when we assert that Almighty God
will do what is beyond their experience
and
observation;
and this they do even though we
assign
a reason for His work.
For what
better and stronger
reason for such things
can be given than to say that the Almighty is
able to bring them to pass, and will bring
them to pass, having predicted them in those
books in which many other marvels which
have already come to pass were predicted.?
Those things which are regarded as imposslble will be accomplished
according
to the
word, and by the power of that God who predieted and effected that the incredulous nations
should believe incredible wonders,
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strange a prodigy, that it changed its color,
size, form, course, which never happened
before nor since.
Adrastus of Cyzicus, and
Dion of Naples, famous mathematicians,
said
that this occurred
in the reign of Ogyges."
So great an author as Varro would certainly
not have called this a portent had it not
seemed to be contrary to nature.
For we say
that all portents are contrary to nature; but
they are not so. For how is that contrary to
nature which happens
by the will of God,
since the will of so mighty a Creator is certainly the nature of each created thing?
A
portent,
therefore,
happens not contrary to
nature, but contrary
to what we know as
nature.
But who can number the .multitude
recorded
in profane
histories?
CHAP.
8._THAT
IT IS NOT CONTRARY
TO NA- of portents
Let us then at present fix our attention on
TURE THAT,
IN AN OBJECT WHOSE NATURE IS this one only which concerns the matter in
KNOWN,
THERE
SHOULD
BE DISCOVEREDAN
taand. What is there
so arranged
by the
ALTERATION
OF THE
PROPERTIES
WHICH HAVE
Author of the nature of heaven and earth as
BEEN KNOWN
AS ITS NATURAL
PROPERTIES.
the exactly
ordered
course
of the stars?
But if they reply that their reason for not What is there established
by laws so sure and
beheving us when we say that human bodies inflexible ? And yet, when it pleased
Him
will always burn and yet never die, is that the who with sovereignty
and supreme
power
nature of human bodies is known to be qmte regulates all He has created, a star conspicuotherwise constituted;
if they say that for this ous among the rest by its size and splendor
miracle we cannot give the reason which was changed its color, size, form, and, most wonvalid in the case of those natural
miracles,
derful of all, the order and law of its course !
viz., that this is the natural property,
the Certainly
that
phenomenon
disturbed
the
nature of the thing,--for
we know that this is canons of the astronomers,
if there were any
not the nature of human flesh,--we
find our then, by which they tabulate, as by unerring
answer in the sacred writings, that even this computation,
the past and future movements
human flesh was constituted
in one fashion of the stars, so as to take upon them to affirm
before
there was sln,mwas
constituted,
in that this which happened to the morning star
fact, so that it could not die,--and
in another
(Venus)
never happened
before
nor since.
fashion after sin, being made such as we see But we read in the divine books that even the
it in this miserable state of mortality,
unable sun itself stood still when a holy man, Joshua
to retain enduring life.
And so in the resur- the son of Nun, had begged this from God
rection of the dead shall it be constituted
until victory should finish the battle he had
differently from its present well-known condi- begun;
and that it even went back, that the
tton.
But as they do not believe these writ- promise of fifteen years added to the life of
ings of ours, in which we read what nature
king Hezekiah
might be sealed by this addiman had in paradise, and how remote he was tional prodigy.
But these miracles,
which.
from the necessity of death,mand
indeed, if were vouchsafed
to the merits of holy men,
they did believe them, we should of course even when our adversaries
believe them, they"
have httle trouble in debating with them the attribute
to magical arts; so Virgil, in the
future punishment
of the damned,_we
must lines I quoted above, ascribes to magic the
produce from the writings of their own most power to
learned
authorities
some instances
to show
"Turn rivers backward m their sottrce,
that it is possible for a thing to become differAnd make the stars forget their course."
ent from what it was formerly known characteristically
to be.
For in our sacred books we read that this also
From the book of Marcus Varro, entitled,
happened,
that a river "turned
backward,"
Of the Race of/he Roman .People, ! cite word was stayed above while the lower part flowed
for word the following instance:
"There
oc- on, when the people passed over under the
enrred a remarkable
celestial
portent;
for above-mentioned
leader, Joshua the son of
Castor records that, in the brilliant star Venus
Nun;
and also when Elias
the prophet
called Vesperugo
by Plautus, and the lovely crossed;
and afterwards,
when his ditmipte
I-leaperus
by Homer,
there
occurred
so lElisha passed through it: and we have just ,
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mentioned
how, in the case of king Hezekiah,
ness, contain ashes within.
Here is a thing
She greatest of the "stars forgot its course."
which was of one kind, and is of another.
But what happened to Venus, according to You see how its nature was converted by the
Varro, was not said by him to have happened wonderful
transmutation
wrought
by the
in answer to any man's prayer.
Creator of all natures into so very disgusting
Let not the sceptics then benight themselves
a diversity, -- an alteration
whlch after so
in this knowledge of the nature of things, as long a time took place, and after so long a
if divine power cannot bring to pass in an time still continues.
As therefore
it was not
object anything
else than what their own ex-impossible
to God to create such natures as
perience
has shown them to be in its nature.
He pleased, so it is not impossible
to Him to
Even the very things which are most corn- change these natures of His own creation into
monly known as natural would not be less whatever He pleases, and thus spread abroad
wonderful nor less effectual to excite surprise
a multitude
of those marvels which are called
in all who beheld them, if men were not ac- monsters,
portents,
prodigies,
phenomena, x
¢ustomed to admire nothing but what is rare. and which if I were minded to cite and record,
For who that thoughtfully
observes the count- what end would there be to this work ? They
less multitude of men, and their similarity of say that they are called "monsters,"
because
nature, can fail to remark with surprise and they demonstrate or signify something;
"poradmiration
the individuality
of each man's tents," because they Porte_d something;
and
• appearance,
suggesting
to us, as it does, that so forth. _ But let their diviners see how they
unless men were hke one another, they would are either deceived,
or even when they do
not be distinguished
from the rest of the ani- predict true things, it is because they are inreals; while unless, on the other hand, they spired by spirits, who are intent upon entanwere unlike, they could not be distinguished
gling the minds of men (worthy, indeed, of
from one another, so that those whom we de- such a fate) in the meshes of a hurtful cuffclare to be like, we also find to be unlike ? osity, or how they light now and then upon
And the unlikeness
is the more wonderful
some truth, because they make so many preconsideration
of the two; for a common
dictions.
Yet, for our part, these things
nature
seems rather
to require
similarity,
which happen contrary
to nature,
and are
And yet, because the very rarity of things is said to be contrary to nature (as the apostle,
that which makes them wonderful,
we are speaking after the manner of men, says, that
filled with much greater wonder when we are to graft the wild olive into the good olive, and
introduced
to two men so like, that we either to partake of its fatness, is contrary to nature),
always or frequently
mistake in endeavoring
and are called monsters, phenomena,
portents,
to distinguish
between them.
prodigies, ought to demonstrate,
portend, preBut possibly,
though Varro is a heathen
dict that God will bring to pass what He has
historian,
and a very learned one, they may foretold regarding the bodies of men, no dfltidisbelieve
that what I have cited from hm_ culty preventing
Him, no law of nature pretruly occurred;
or they may say the example
scribing
to Him His limit.
How He has
is invalid, because the star did not for any foretold what He is to do, I think I have
length
of time continue
to follow its new sufficiently
shown in the preceding
book,
course,
but returned
to its ordinary
orbit, culling from the sacred Scriptures,
both of the
There
is, then,
another
phenomenon
at New and Old Testaments,
not, indeed, all the
present open to their observation,
and which, passages that relate to this, but as many as I
m my opinion, ought to be sufficient to con- iudged to suffice for this work,
vince them that, thotlgh they have observed
and ascertained
some natural law, they ought CHAP.
9.--_F HELL, AND THE NATURE
OF ETERnot on that account to prescribe to God, as if
NAL PUNISHMENTS.
He could not change and turn it into something very different from what they have ohserved.
The laud of Sodom was not always
as it now is; but once it had the appearance
of other lands, and enjoyed equal if not richer
fertility;
for, in the divine narrative,
it was
compared to the paradise of God.
But after
it was touched [by fire] from heaven, as even
pagan history testifies, and as is now witnessed
by those who visit the spot, it became unnaturally and horribly sooty in appearance;
and its
apples; under a deceitful appearance of ripe-

So then what God by His prophet has said
of the everlasting
punishment
of the damned
shall come to pass---shall
without fail come to
pass,m,,their
worm shall not die, neither
shall their fire be quenched."
a In order to
impress this upon us most forcibly, the Lord
Jesus Himself, when ordering
us to cut off
z See the sarae collocation

of words

in Cic.

Nat.

deor.

iL 3.

_The etymologies
given
hereby AugusUn
are, "moastra,"
a
; "ostenta,"
ab ostcndemio
_ '* porteata_"
_. portead_o,
_._._d_do
; "p_xU._," q_ _
_
i_,.
futura prmdiCant.
3ua. _
monstmndo
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our members, meaning thereby those persons
whom a man loves as the most useful merehers of his body, says, "It is better for thee
to enter into life maimed, than having two
hands to go into hell, into the fire that never
shall be quenched;
where their worm dieth
not, and their fire is not quenched."
Similaxly of the foot: "It is better for thee to
enter halt into life, than having two feet to
be cast into hell, into the fire that never shall
be quenched;
where their worm dteth not,
and the fire is not quenched."
So, too, of
the eye: "It is better for thee to enter into
the kingdom
of God with one eye, than haying two eyes to be cast into hell fire; where
their worm dieth not, and the fire is not
quenched."
z He did not shrink from using
the same words three times over in one
passage.
And who is not terrified by this
repetition,
and by the threat of that punish,
ment uttered so vehemently by the lips of the
Lord Himself ?
Now they who would refer both the fire and
the worm to the spirit, and not to the body,
affirm that the wicked, who are separated
from the kindgdom' of God, shall be burned,
as it were, by the anguish of a spirit repenting
too late and fruitlessly;
and they contend that
fire is therefore
not inappropriately
used to
express this burning
torment,
as when the
apostle exclaims
" Who is offended,
and I
burn not ?" * The worm, too, they think, is
to be similarly understood.
For it is written,
they say, "As the moth consumes
the garment, and the worm the wood, so does grief
consume
the heart of a man." 3 But they
who make no doubt that in that future punishment both body and soul shall suffer, affirm
that the body shall be burned with fire, whde
the soul shall be, as it were, gnawed by a worm

ithe flesh ? Or if the object of the writer in
saying, '" The vengeance of the flesh," was
to indicate that this shall be the punishment
of those who live after the flesh (for this leads
to the second death, as the apostle intimated
when he said, " For if ye live after the flesh,
ye shall die" s), let each one make his own
chotce, either assigning the fire to the body
and the worm to the soul,--the
one figuratively, the other really,---or assigning
both
really to the body.
For I have already sufficiently made out that animals can live in the
fire, in burning without being consumed,
in
pain without dying, by a miracle of the most
omnipotent
Creator, to whom no one can deny
that this is possible, if he be not ignorant by
whom has been made all that is wonderful in
all nature.
For it is God Himself who has
wrought all these miracles, great and small, in
thls world which I have mentioned,
and in.
comparably
more which I have omitted, and
who has enclosed these marvels in this world,
itself the greatest
miracle
of all.
Let each
man, then, choose which he will, whether he
thinks that the worm is real and pertains to
the body, or that spiritual things are meant
by bodily representations,
and that it belongs
to the soul.
But which of these is true will
be more readily discovered by the facts themselves, when there shall be in the saints such
knowledge as shall not require that their own
experience
teach them the nature of these
punishments,
but as shall, by its own fullness
and perfection,
suffice to instruct
them
in
this matter.
For" nowwe know in part, until
that which is perfect is come;" _ only, this we
believe about those future bodies, that they
shall be such as shall certainly be pained by
the fire.

of anguish.
Though
this view is more rea- CHAP. IO.--WHETHER THE FIRE OF HELL, IF IT
sonable,--for
it is absurd
to suppose
that
BE MATERIAL FIRE, CAN BIJ'RN THE WICKED
either body or soul will escape pare in the
SPIRITS,
THAT
IS TO SAY, DEVILS, WHO ARE
future punishment,--yet,
for my own part, I
IMMATERIAL.
find it easier to understand
both as referring
to the body than to suppose that neither does;
Here arises the question:
If the fire is not
and I think that Scripture is silent regarding
to be immaterial, analogous to the pain of the
the spirltual pain of the damned,
because,
soul, but material,
burning
by contact,
so
though not expressed, it is necessarily
underthat bodies may be tormented
in it, how can
stood that in a body thus tormented
the soul evil spirits be punished
in it ? For it is tinalso is tortured wlth a fruitless
repentance,
doubtedly the same fire which is to serve for
For we read in the anclent Scriptures,
" The the punishment
of men and of devils, accordvengeance
of the flesh of the ungodly is fire mg to the words of Christ: "Depart
from
and worms." 4 It might
have been more me, ye cursed, into everlasting
fire, prepared
briefly said, "The
vengeance
of the ungod-for
the devil and his angels;"
_ unless, per.
ly."
Why, then, was it said, " The flesh of I haps, as learned men have thought, the devils
• the ungodly,"
unless because both the fire I have a kind of body made of that dense and
and the worm are to be the punishment
of humid air which we feel strikes us when the
Markli.ix.
3z Ira.
8. 43-48.

__4 Ecclus. vh z7.

Rom. xxv.
v'dl. z3.
75 Matt.
4 z.

6 z Cot. _

9, zo.
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wind is blowing. And if thiskind of sub- souls, yet the evil spirits,
though without
could not be affected
by fire,
itcould bodies,shallbe so connectedwith thebodily
not burn when heated in the baths. For in firesas to receivepain withoutimpartinglife.
order to burn, it is firstburned, and affectsOne firecertainly
shallbe the lotof both, for
other thingsas itselfis affected.But ifany thus the truthhas declared.
one maintainsthatthe devilshave no bodies,
thisis not a matter eitherto be laboriouslyCHAP. :I.--WHETHER IT IS JUST THAT THE
investigated,
or to be debated with keenness
PUNISHMENTSOF SINSLASTLONGERTHAN THE
FOr why may we not assert that even imSINS THEMSELVESLASTED.
material spirits may, in some extraordinary
way, yet really be pained by the punishment
of material fire, if the spirits of men, which also
are certainly
immaterial,
are both now contained in material members of the body, and in
the world to come shall be indissolubly united
to their own bodies,7
Therefore,
though the
devils have no bodies, yet their spirits, that
is, the devils themselves,
shall be brought
into thorough contact with the material fires,
to be tormented
by them; not that the fires
themselves
with which they are brought into
contact shall be animated by their connection
with these spirits, and become animals composed of body and spirit, but, as I said, this
junction will be effected in a wonderful
and
ineffable way, so that they shall receive pain
from the fires, butgive no life to them.
And,
in truth, this other mode of union, by which
bodies and spirits are bound together and become animals, is thoroughly marvellous,
and
beyond the comprehension
of man, though
this it is which is man.
I would indeed say that these spirits will
burn without any body of their own, as that
rich man was burning
in hell when he exclaimed, "I am tormented
in this flame," '
were I not aware that it is aptly said in reply,
that that flame was of the same nature as the
eyes he raised and fixed on Lazarhs, as the tongue on which he entreated that alittle cooling
water might be dropped, or as the finger of
Lazarus, with which he asked that this might
be done,--all
of which took place where souls
exist without bodies.
Thus, therefore, both
that flame in which he burned and that drop
he begged were immaterial,
and resembled
the visions of sleepers or persons in an ecstasy, to whom immaterial
objects appear in a
bodily form.
For the man himself who is in
suck a state, though it be in spirit only, not
in body, yet sees himself so like to his own
body that he cannot discern any difference
whatever.
But that hell, which also is called
a lake of fire and brimstone, * wilt be mate.
rial fire, and will torment
the bodies of
the damned,
whether men or devils,--the
solid bodies of the one, aerial bodies of the
others; or if only men have bodies as well as
• Lake

xvL _

• Rev.

xx.

lo.

Some, however, of those against whom we
are defending
the city of God, think it unjust
that any man be doomed to an eternal punishment for sins which, no matter how great
they were, were perpetrated
in a brief space
of time; as if any law ever regulated
the duration of the punishment
by the duration
of
the offence punished I Cicero tells us that
the laws recognize
eight kinds of penalty,damages,
imprisonment,
scourging,
reparation,3 disgrace, exile, death, slavery. Is there
any one of these which may be compressed
into a brevity proportioned
to the rapid cornmission of the offence, so that no longer time
may be spent in its punishment
than in its
perpetration,
unless,
perhaps,
reparation,7
For this requires that the offender suffer what
he did, as that clause of the law says, " Eye
for eye, tooth for tooth." 4 For certainly
it
is possible for an offender to lose his eye by
the severity of legal retaliation
in as brief a
time as he deprived another of his eye by the
cruelty of his own lawlessness.
But if scourging be a reasonable penalty for kissing another
man's wife, is not the fault of an instant viEited with long hours of atonement,
and the
momentary delight punished with lasting pain,7
What shall we say of imprisonment
? Must
the criminal be confined
only for so long a
time as he spent on the offence for which he
is committed,7
or is not a penalty of many
years' confinement
imposed on the slave who
has provoked his master with a word, or has
struck him a blow that is quickly over ? And
as to damages, disgrace, exile, slavery, which
are commonly inflicted so as to admit of no
relaxation
or pardon, do not these resemble
eternal punishments
in so far as this short
life allows a resemblance
.7 For they are not
eternal only because the life in which they are
endured is not eternal; and yet the crimes
which are punished with these most protracted
sufferings are perpetrated
in a very brief space
of time.
Nor is there any one who would
suppose that the pains of punishment
should
occupy as short a time as the offense; or that
murder,
adultery,
sacrilege,
or any other.
crime, should be m_asured,
not by the enorfl "Talio,'*
i.e. the rendering
being exactly similar to the injury
4 Ex. xJd. _4-

of hke for
sustaiaed.

like_ the

ptmlshmeat
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mity of the injury or wickedness, but by the
length of time spent in its perpetration,
Then as to the award of death for any great
crime, do the laws reckon the punishment to
con'sist in the brief moment in which death is
inflicted, or in this, that the offender is eternally banished from the society of the living ?
And just as the punishment of the first death
cuts men off from this present mortal city, so
does the punishment of the second death cut
men off from that future immortal city.
For
as the laws of this present city do not provide
for the executed
criminal's return to it, so
neither is he who is condemned to the second
death recalled again to hfe everlasting.
But
if temporal sin is visited with eternal punishment, how, then, they say, is that true which
your Christ says, "With
the same measure
that ye mete withal it shall be measured
to
you again ?"x and they do not observe that
"the same measure"
refers, not to an equal
space of time, but to the retribution of evil,
or, in other words, to the law by which he
who has done evil suffers evil.
Besides, these
words could be appropriately
understood
as
referring to the matter of which our Lord was
speaklngwhen
He used them, viz., judgments
and condemnation.
Thus, if he who unjustly
judges and condemns is himself justly judged
and condemned, he receives "with the same
measure"
though not the same thing as he
gave.
For judgment he gave, and judgment
he receives, though the judgment he gave was
unjust, the judgment he receives just.
CHAP.

I2.--OF

THE

TRANSGRESSION,
NAL PUNISHMENT
NOT WITHIN
GRACE.

GREATNESS

OF

THE

PALE

OF

THE

SAVIOUR'S

But eternal punishment seems hard and unjust tO human perceptions,
because in the
weakness
of our mortal condition
there is
wanting that highest and purest wisdom by
which it can be perceived how great a wickedness was committed in that first transgression.
The more enjoyment man found in God, the
greater was his wickedness
in abandoning
Him;
and he who destroyed
in himself a
good which might have been eternal, became
worthy of eternal evil.
Hence the whole
mass of the human race is condemned;
for he
who at first gave entrance to sin has been punished with all his posterity who were in him
as in a root, so that no one is exempt from
this just and due punishment, unless delivered
by mercy and undeserved
grace; and the
human race is so apportioned that in some is
x Lttke vl. 38.
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displayed
the efficacy of merciful grace, in
the rest the efficacy of just retribution.
For
both could not be displayed in all; for if all
had remained * under the punishment of just
condemnation,
there would have been seen in
no one the mercy of redeeming grace.
And,
on the other hand, if all had been transferred
from darkness to light, the severity of retribution would have been manifested in none.
But many more are left under punishment
than are delivered
from it, in order that it
may thus be shown what was due to all.
And
had it been inflicted on all, no one could justly
have found fault with the justice of Him who
taketh vengeance;
whereas, in the deliverance
of so many from that just award, there is
cause to render the most cordial thanks to
the gratuitous bounty of Him who delivers.
CHAP. I3.mAGAINST THE OPINION OF THOSE
WHOTHINK THAT THE PUNISHMENTSOF THE
WICKEDAFTER DEATH ARE PURGATORIAL.
The Platonists,
indeed, while they maintain that no sins are unpunished, suppose that
all punishm._nt is administered
for remedial
purp°ses, 3 be it inflicted by human or divine
law, in this life or after death; for a man may
be scathless here, or, though punished, may
yet not amend.
Hence that passage of Virgil, where, when he had said of our earthly
bodies and mortal members, that our souls
derive-" Hence wild desires and grovelling fears.
And human laughter, human tears ;

FIRST

ON ACCOUNT
OF WHICH ETERIS DUE
TO ALL WHO ARE

THE

OF GOD.

Immured

in dungeon-seeming

night,

They look abroad, yet see no light,"

goes

on

to

" Nay,
And

say:
when at last
left the body

the life has fled,
cold and dead,

Ee'n then there passes not away
The pamful heritage of clay ;
Full many a long-contractedstain
Perforce must linger deep in grain.
So penal sufferings they endure
For ancient crime, to make them pure ;
Some hang aloft in open view,
For winds to pierce them through and through,
While others purge their guilt deep-dyed
In burning fire or whelming tide." 4
They who are of this opinion would have all
punishments
after death to be purgatorial;
and as the elements of air, fire, and water are
superior to earth, one or other of these may
_Remanerent.
ButAugustinconstantlyusesthetmp, forthe
p_.p._.bj_t,_.
3 Plato's own theory was that punishment had a twofold putpose,toreform_d to aet_ "No onepunishesan offender on
ate'ant
of the past offense,and simplybemmtehe has done
wrong, but for the sake of the future, th_ the offense may not be
_seen him
commttt._l,
eith_, by the emme_
or by any one who hu
punmhed. --See the Protagor_,
2pe4_b, aaid Glrote S
Plato. fi 4x.
4.'_t.d,
vi. 733.
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be the _t
of expiating and pur_ng
away the stain contracted by the contagion
of earth.
So Virgil hints at the air in the
ls_rds_ "Some hang aloft for winds to pierce;"
at the water in "whelming
tide;"
and at fire
in the expression
"in burning
fire."
For
our part, we recognize
that even in this life
some punishments
are purgatorial,mnot,
indeed, to those whose life is none the better,
but rather the worse for them, but to those
who are constrained
by them to amend their
life.
All other punishments,
whether
ternporal or eternal, inflicted as they are on every
one by divine providence,
are sent either on
account of past sins, or of sins presently allowed in the life, or to exercise and reveal a
man's graces.
They may be inflicted by the
instrnmentalityof
bad men and angelsas well
as of the good.
For even if any one suffers
some hurt through another's
wickedness
or
mistake, the man indeed sins whose ignorance
or injustice does the harm; but God, who by
His just though hidden judgment
permits
it
to be done, sins not.
But temporary punishmeats are suffered by some in this life only,
by others after death, by others both now and
then; but all of them before that last and
strmtest judgment.
But of those who suffer
temporary
punishments
after death, all are
not doomed to those everlasting pains which
are to follow that judgment;
for to some, as
we have already
said, what is not remitted
in this world is remitted
in the next, that is,
they are not punished with the eternal punishmeat of the world to come.
CHAP.
OF

I4.--'OF
THIS

LIFE

THE
TO

TEMPORARY
WHICH

TION IS SUBJECT.

THE

PUNISHMENTS
HUMAN

CONDI-

that drives them to the pain to which they are
driven by it. And who would not shrink
from the alternative, and elect to die, if it
were proposed to him either to suffer deal
or
to be again an infant ? Our infancy, indeed,
introducing
us to this life not with laughter
but with tears, seems unconsciously
to predict
the ills we are to encounter. 2 Zoroaster alone
is said to have laughed when he was born,
and that unnatural
omen portended
no good
to him.
For he is said to have been the inventor of magical arts, though indeed
they
were unable to secure to him even the poor
felicity of this present life against the assaults
of his enemies.
For, himself king of the Bactrians, he was conquered
by Ninus king of
the Assyrians.
In short, the words of Scripture, "An heavy yoke is upon the sons of
Adam, from the day that they go out of their
mother's womb till the day that they return
to the mother of all things,"_--these
words so
infallibly find fulfillment,
that even the little
ones, who by the laver of regeneration
have
been freed from the bond of original sin in
which alone they were held, yet suffer many
ills, and in some instances are even exposed
to the assaults of evil spirits.
But let us not
for a moment suppose that this suffering
is
prejudicial
to their future
happiness,
even
though it has so increased
as to sever soul
from body, and to terminate their life in that
early age.
CHAP. _5'_THAT
GRACE

OF

US

FROM

WE

ARE

WORLD,

GOD
THE

EVERYTHING WHICH THE
DOES

SUNK,
IN

IN THE

INVETERATE

WHICH

PERTAINS
ALL

WAY

OF

EVILS
TO
THINGS

RESCUING
IN

THE

WHICH
FUTURE

ARE

MADE

NEW.

Quite exceptional
are those who are not
Nevertheless,
in the "heavy
yoke that is
punished
in this life, but only afterwards,
laid upon the sons of Adam, from the day
Yet that there have been some who have that they go out of their mother's
womb to
reached the decrepitude
of age without expe- the day that they return to the mother of all
riencing even the slightest sickness, and who things,"
there is found an admirable
though
have had uninterrupted
enjoyment
of life, I!painful
monitor teaching
us to be soberknow both from report and from my own ob-!minded,
and convincing
us that this life has
servation.
However, the very life we mortals become
penal in consequence
of that outragelead is itself all punishment,
for it is all temp- ous wlckedness which was perpetrated
in Paratation, as the Scriptures declare, where it is l dise, and that all to which the New Testawritten, "Is not the life of man upon earth a meat invites belongs to that future inheritance
temptation ? "'
For ignorance
is itself no iwhich awaits us in the world to come, and is
slight punishment,
or want of culture, which !offered for our acceptance,
as the earnest that
it is with justice thought
so necessary to es- we may, in its own due time, obtain that of
cape, that boys are compelled,
under pain of which it is the pledge.
Now, therefore,
let
severe punishment,
to learn trades or letters;
us walk in hope, and let us by the spirit morand the learning to which they are driven by tify the deeds of the flesh, and so make proptmishment is itself so much of a punishment
gress from day to day.
For "the Lord knowto them, that they sometimes prefer the pain
• CompareGoldsmith'ssayiag,"We begin Klein te_u__m_L
t $obvii. z.
w_y daytellsuswhy."
3Ecelm.xl. z.
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_th them that ate His;"*
and "as many as
are led by the Spirit of God, they are sons of
God,""
but by grace, not by nature.
For
there is but one Son of God by nature, who in
His compassion
became Son of man for our
sakes, that we, by nature sons of men, might
by grace become through
Him sons of God.
For He, abiding
unchangeable,
took upon
Him our nature, that thereby He might take
us to Himself; and, holding fast His own dlvinity, He became partaker of our infirmity,
that we, being changed into some better thing,
might, by participating
in His righteousness
and immortality,
lose our own properties
of
sin and mortality,
and preserve
whatever
good quahty He had implanted in our nature,
perfected
now by sharing in the goodness
of
His nature.
For as by the sin of one man
we have fallen into a misery so deplorable,
so by the righteousness
of one Man, who also
is God, shall we come to a blessedness
inconceivably exalted.
Nor ought any one to
trust that he has passed from the one man to
the other untd he shall have reached
that
place where there is no temptation,
and have
entered into the peace which he seeks in the
many and various conflicts of this war, in
which "the flesh lusteth against the spirit,
and the spirit against the flesh." 3 Now, such
a war as this would have had no existence,
if human nature had, in the exercise of free
will, continued steadfast in the uprightness
in
which it was created.
But now in its misery
it makes war upon itself, because in its blessedness it would not continue
at peace with
God; and this, though it be a miserable calamity, is better than the earlier stages of this
life, which do not recognize that a war is to
be maintained.
For better is it to contend
with vices than without conflict to be subdued
by them.
Better, I say, is war with the hope
of peace everlasting
than captivity
without
any thought
of deliverance.
We long, indeed, for the cessation
of this war, and,
kindled by the flame of divine love, we burn
for entrance
on that well-ordered
peace in
which whatever is inferior
is for ever subordinated to what is above it.
But if (which
GOd forbid) there had been no hope of so
blessed a consummation,
we should still have
preferred
to endure the hardness of this conflict, rather than, by our non-resistance,
to
yield ourselves to the dominion of vice.

sels of mercy which He has prepared
far
glory, that even the first age of man, that is,
infancy, which submits without any resistance
to the flesh, and the second age, which is
called boyhood, and which has not yet understanding enough to undertake
this warfare,
and therefore yields to almost every vicious
pleasure (because
though this age has the
power of speech, 4 and may therefore
seem to
have passed infancy,
the mind is still too
weak to comprehend
the commandment),
yet
if e_ther of these ages has received the sacraments of the Medmtor,
then, although
tbe
i present life be immediately
brought to an end_
the child, hawng been translated
from the
power of darkness
to the kingdom of Christ,
shall not only be saved from eternal punishments, but shall not even suffer purgatorialtor.
ments after death.
For spritual regeneration
of _tself suffices to prevent
any evil consequences resulting after death from the connection with death which carnalgeneration
forms.S
But when we reach that age which can now
comprehend
the commandment,
and submit to
the dominion
of law, we must declare war
upon vices, and wage this war keenly, lest we
be landed in damnable
sins.
And if vices
have not gathered
strength, by habitual
vio_
tory they are more easily overcome and subdued; but if they have been used to conquer
and rule, it is only with difficulty and labor
they are mastered.
And indeed this victory
cannot be sincerely and truly gained but by
dehghting in true righteousness,
and it is faith
in Christ that gives this.
For if the law be
present with its command,
and the Spirit be
absent with His help, the presence of the prohibition serves only to increase the desire to
sin, and adds the guilt
of transgression.
Sometimes, indeed, patent vices are overcome
by other and hidden vices, which are reckoned virtues,
though
pride and a kind of
ruinous
self-sui_iciency
are their informing
principles.
Accordingly
wces are then only
to be considered
overcome
when they are
conquered
by the love of God, which God
Himself alone gives, and which He gives only
through the Mediator
between God and men,
the man Christ Jesus, who became a partaker
of our mortality that He might make us partakers of His divinity.
But few indeed are
they who are so happy as to have passed their
youth without committing any damnable sins,
either by dissolute
or violent conduct, or by
cmtP. _6._THE
LAWS OF GRACE, WINCH EX- following some godless and unlawful opinions,
TEND TO ALL THE EPOCHS
OF THE LIFE OF but have subdued by their greatness
of soul
THE REGENERATE.
everything
in them which could make them
But such is God's mercy towards
x _ Tim. iL x9.

8O

• Rom. viii. _4.

the yes-

_ C,al. v. _7.

the slaves
4" Fari."

of carnal pleasures.

The

$ See Aug. E_, 98t M

greater
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number having first become transgressors of
law that they have received, and having
aI|ow_ vice to have the ascendency in them,
_then flee to grace for help, and so, by a penitence more bitter, and a struggle more wolent than it wauld otherwise have been, they
subdue the soul to God, and thus give it its
lawful authority over the flesh, and become
victors.
Whoever, therefore,
desires to escape eternal punishment,
let him not only be
baptized, but also justified in Christ, and so
let him in truth pass from the devil to Christ.
And let him not fancy that there are any purgatorial
pains except before that final and
dreadful judgment.
We must not, however,
deny that even the eternal fire will be proportioned to the deserts of the wicked, so that to
some it will be more, and to others less painful, whether this result be accomplished
by a
variation in the temperature
of the fire itself,
graduated
according
to every one's merit, or
whether it be that the heat remains the same,
but that all do not feel it with equal intensity
of torment.

[Book XXL
a
free will be eternal.
Which opinion, if it is
good and true because it is mer_ful,
will be
so much the better and truer in proportion as
it becomes more merciful.
Let, then, this
fountain of mercy be extended, and flow forth
even to the lost angels, and let them also be
set free, at least after as many and long ages
as seem fit ! Why does this stream of mercy
flow to all the human race, and dry up as soon
as it reaches the angelic ? And yet they dare
[not extend their pity further, and propose the
_deliverance
of the devil himself.
Or if any
one is bold enough to do so, he does indeed
Iput to shame their charity, but is himself convicted of error that is more unsightly,
and a
wresting of God's truth that is more perverse,
in proportion
as his clemency
of sentiment
seems to be greater.'

C_AP. X8.--OF THOSE WHO FANCY THAT, ON
ACCOUNTOF THE SAINTS' INTERCESSION,
NO
MAN SHALLBE DAMNED IN THE LAST JUDGMENT.
There are others, again, with whose opinions I have become acquainted
in conversaCHAP. Iy,_OF
THOSE WHO FANCY THAT NO ['tion, who, though they seem to reverence the
MEN SHALLBE PUNISHED ETERNALLY.
holy Scriptures, are yet of reprehensible
hfe,
and who accordingly,
in their own interest,
I must now, I see, enter the lists of arnica- attribute
to God a still greater compassion
ble controversy
with those tender-hearted
towards men.
For they acknowledge
that it
Christians who decline to believe that any, or is truly predicted
in the divine word that the
that all of those whom the infallibly
just wicked and unbelieving
are worthy of punishJudge may pronounce worthy of the punish-ment,
but they assert that, when the judgment of hell, shall suffer eternally,
and who ment comes, mercy will prevail.
For, say
suppose that they shall be delivered
after a they, God, having compassion
on them, will
fixed term of punishment,
longer or shorter
give them up to the prayers and intercessions
according to the amount of each man's sin. of His saints.
For if the saints used to pray
In respect of this matter, Origen was even !for them when they suffered from their cruel
more indulgent;
for he believed that even the hatred, how much more will they do so when
devil himself and his angels, after suffering
they see them
prostrate
and humble
supthose more severe and prolonged pains which pliants ? For we cannot, they say, believe
their sins deserved, should be delivered from that the saints shall lose their bowels of corntheir torments, and associated with the holy passion when they have attained
the most
angels.
But the Church, not without reason,
perfect and complete
holiness;
so that they
condemned
him for this and other errors, es- who, when still sinners, prayed for their enepecially for his theory of the ceaseless alter- roles, should now, when they are freed from
nation of happiness
and misery, and the in- sin, withhold from interceding
for their supterminable
transitions
from the one state to pliants.
Or shall God refuse to listen to so
the other at fixed periods of ages; for in this many of His beloved children,
when their
theory he lost even the credit of being merci- holiness has purged their prayers of all hinful, by allotting to the saints real miseries for drance to His answering them ? And the pasthe expiation of their sins, and false happi- sage of the psalm which is cited by those who
hess, which brought them no true and secure admit that wicked men and infidels shall be
joy, that is_ no fearless assurance
of eternal punished for a long time, though in the end
blessedness.
Very different, however, i,s the
error we speak of, which is dictated by the _em _Ontheheresyo£Origen,$eeEl_phanius(E_/s_'olam_j'_nHieroxd.)
; Jerome
(E2_fslola
6x, ad Pamma.cki_m)
; and
tenderness
of these Christians who suppose iAogustlatD_ H,_ts, 43_- O_sen's oplu_ _ condmaedby
that the sufferings of those who are condemned
inastasius(Jercane,
A,/_ologia
aAugustm'$
dz,,Ru._=u=
rtolaand
78,
adPammacAium)_
and aher
d_th and
by .E/_i,
WlgiH'us
in the judgment will be temporary, while the the Emp_o_J_,
i_the Fifth((_.cumetlical_,
Niceblessedness of all who are sooner or later set _oqt_gos.
]_ho_sCamst_, _. 27,sad the ,_Z, o2"_, Co_a, iv._.--
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delivered from all sufferings, is claimed also by
the persons we are now speaking of as making
much more for them. Theverse
runs: "Shall
God forget to be gracious?
Shall He in
anger shut up His tender mercies ?"
His
anger, they say, would condemn
all that are
unworthy of everlasting
happiness to endless
punishment.
But if He suffer them to be
punished for a long time, or even at all, must
He not shut up His tender mercies, which the
Psalmist implies He will not do ? For he does
not say, Shall He in anger shut up His tender mercies for a long period ? but he imphes
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should be condemned
by God.
And yet they
who hold this opinion do not extend it to the
acquittal or liberation
of the devil and his
angels.
Their human tenderness
is moved
only towards men, and they plead chiefly
their own cause, holding out false hopes of
impunity to their own depraved hves by means
of this quasi compassion
of God to the whole
race.
Consequently
they who promise this
impunity even to the prince of the devils and
his satellites make a still fuller exhibition
of
the mercy of God.

that
AndHe

will not
at all. threat of CHAP.
19.---OF
THOSEWHO
PROMISEIMPUNITY
they
denyshut
that them
thus upGod's
_'ROMALL
SINS
EVENTO HERETICS_
THROUGH
judgment is proved to be false even though
VIRTUE OF THEIR PARTICIPATION OF THE
He condemn no man, any more than we can
BODYOF CHRIST.
say that His threat to overthrow Nineveh was
false, though the destruction
which was absolutely predicted
was not accomplished.
For
He did not say, "Nineveh
shall be overthrown
if they do not repent and amend their ways,"
but without any such condition
He foretold
that the city should be overthrown.
And this
prediction,
they maintain, was true because
God predicted
the punishment
which they deserved, although He was not to inflict it. For
though He spared them on their repentance,
yet He was certainly aware that they would
repent, and, notwithstanding,
absolutely
and
definitely
predicted
that the city should be
overthrown.
Thls was true, they say, in the
truth
were worthy
of it; of
but severity,
in respect because
of the they
compassion
which
checked
His anger, so that He spared the
suppliants
from the punishment
with which
He had threatened
the rebellious,
it was not
true.
If, then, He spared those whom His
own holy prophet was provoked at His sparing, how much more shall He spare those
more wretched
suppliants
for whom all His
saints shall intercede ? And they suppose
that this conjecture
of theirs is not hinted at
in Scripture, for the sake of stimulating
many
to reformation
of life through
fear of very
protracted
or eternal sufferings, and of stimuluting others to pray for those who have not
reformed.
However, they think that the divine oracles are hot altogether
silent on this
point; for they ask to what purpose is it said,
"Howgreat
is Thy goodness which Thou hast
hidden for them that fear Thee," _ if it be not
to teach us that the great and hidden sweetness of God's mercy is concealed
in order
that men may fear ? To the same purpose they
think the apostle said, "For
God hath coneluded all men in unbelief, that He may have
mercy upon all, ''3 signifyifig
that no one
• Ps. hats6L 9 .

* 1_ rrxL ;9.

3 Rom. xi. 3=.

So, too, there are others who promise this
deliverance
from eternal punishment,
not, indeed, to all men, but only to those who have
been washed in Christian
baptism,
and who
become partakers
of the body of Christ, no
matter how they have lived, or what heresy
or impiety they have fallen into. They ground
this opinion on the saying of Jesus, _'This is
the bread which cometh down from heaven,
that if any man eat thereof, he shall not die.
I am the living bread which came down from
heaven.
If a man eat of this bread, he shall
live for ever."4
Therefore,
say they, it follows that these persons must be delivered from
death eternal, and at one time or other be introduced to everlasting
life.
CHAP.

20.--'-OF

DULGENCE

THOSE

WHO

NOT TO ALL,

PROMISE

BUT

ONLY

THIS
TO

IN-

THOSE

WHO HAVE BEEN BAPTIZED AS CATHOLICS,
THOUOH AFTERWARDS THEY HAVE BROKEN
OUT INTO MANYCRIMES AND HERESIES.
There are others still who make this promise not even to all who have received the sacraments of the baptism of Christ and of His
body, but only to the catholics, however badly they have lived.
For these have eaten the
body of Christ, not only sacramentally
but
really, being incorporated
in His body, as the
apostle
says, "We,
being
many,
are one
bread, one body;" s so that, though they have
afterwards
lapsed into some heresy, or even
into heathenism and idolatry, yet by virtue of
this one thing, that they have received the
baptism
of Christ, and eaten the body of
Christ, in the body of Christ, that is to say,
in the catholic
Church,
they shall not die
eternally,
but at one time or other obtain
eternal life; and all that wickedness of theirs
ishall not avail to make their punishment
4John el. 5o, Sz.

S z C,_r. x. ZT.
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2X.---OF THOS_. WHO ASSERT THAT ALL
CATHOLICS WHO CONTINUE IN THE FArrH,
EVEN THOUGH BY THE DEPRAVITY OF THEIR
LIVES THEYHAVE MERITEDHELLFIRE, SHALL
BE SAVED ON ACCOUNT OF THE _ FOUNDATION" OF THEIRFAITH.
There
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he shall either quite escape condemnation,
or
shall be liberated from his doom after some
time shorter or longer.
They suppose that
this was the reason why the Judge Himself of
quick and dead declined to mentaon anything
else than works of mercy done or omitted,
when awarding to those on His right hand
life eternal, and to those on His left everlasting punishment. 4 To the same purpose,

upon the they
is the "Forgive
daffy petition
we make
Lord'ssay,prayer,
us our
debts, inas the
we
expression
of
Scripture,
"He
that
endureth
forgive
our
debtors."5
For,
no
doubt,
whoto the end shall be saved," ' and who promise
salvation only to those who continue
in the ever
pardons
the person
who And
has wronged
him does
a charitable
action.
this has

•

are some, too, who found

Church catholic;
and though such persons been so highly commended
by the Lord
have lived badly, yet, say they, they shall be
saved as by fire through virtue of the founda-Himself,
that He says, "For
if ye forgive
tion of which the apostle says, "For other men their trespasses, your heavenly
Father
foundation
hath no man laid than that which will also forgive you: but if ye forgive not.
men their trespasses,
neither will your Father
is laid, which is Christ Jesus. Now if any man forgive your trespasses."
6 And so it is to
build upon this foundation
gold, silver, pre- this kind of alms-deeds
that the saying of the
cious stones, wood, hay, stubble; every man's Apostle James refers, "He shall have judgwork shall be made manifest:
for the day of ment wtthout
mercy
that hath shown
no
the Lord shall declare it, for it shall be remercy."
And our Lord, they say, made no
vealed by fire: and each man's work shall be distinction of great and small sins, but "Your
proved of what sort it is.
If any man's work Father
will forgive your sins, if ye forgive
shalt endure which he hath built thereupon,
men theirs."
Consequently
they conclude
he shall receive a reward.
But if any man's that, though a man has led an abandoned
life
work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss: but up to the last day of it, yet whatsoever
his
he himself shall be saved; yet so as through
sins have been, they are all remitted by virtue
fire. ''_ Theysay,
accordingly,
that the catho- of this daily prayer,
if only he has been
lic Christian,
no matter what his life be, has mindful to attend to this one thing, that when
Christ as his foundation, while this foundation
they who have done him any injury ask his
is not possessed by any heresy which is sepa- pardon, he forgive them from his heart.
rated fromthe unityof His body.
And thereWhen, by God's help, I have replied to all
fore, through virtue of this foundation,
even these errors, I shall conclude
this (twentythough the catholic Christian
by the incon- first)book.
sistency of his 'life has been as one building
up wood, hay, stubble, upou it, they believe
that he shall be saved by fire, in other words, CHAP. 23.--AOAINST THOSEWHO ARE OF oPiNthat he shall be delivered after tasting the
ION THAT THE PUNISHMENTNEITHER OF THE
pain of that fire to which the wicked shall be
DEVILNOROFWICKEDMEN SHALLBEETERNAL.
condemned

at the last judgment.

CHAP.
SINS 22.----OF
WHICH

THOSE
WHO FANCY WITH
THAT ALMSTHE
ARE
INTERMINGLED

First of all, it behoves us to inquire and to
recognize why the Church has not been able
tO tolerate
the idea that promises cleansing

indulgence to the devil even after the most
severe
and protracted
punishment.
For
OF JUDGMENT.
SO many holy men, imbued with the spirit of
I have also met with some who are of the Old and New Testamerit,
did not grudge
opinion that such only as neglect to cover to angels of any rank or character
that they
their sins with alms-deeds
shall be punished
should enjoy the blessedness
of the heavenly
in everlasting fire; and they cite the words of kingdom
after being cleansed
by suffering,
the Apostle James, "He shall have judgment
but rather they perceived that they could not
without mercy who hath shown no mercy." _ invalidate
nor evacuate
the divine sentence
Thercfore,'say
they, he who has not amended
which the Lord predicted
that He would
his ways, but yet has intermingled
his profli-i pronounce in the judgment,
saying, "Depart
gate and wicked actions with works of mercy, lfrom me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire, preshall receive mercy in the judgment, so that pared for the devil and his angels."_
For
DEEDS

SHALL NOT

z]_ttt. XXiV.Z3.
s Jaa il. x3.

BE CHARGED

AT

THE

s z Cot. ill. xx-x$.

DAY

or

4 Matt. :l_-v. 33.
6 Matt. vi. x4_ zS.

$ Matt. vl. x_.
7 Matt. xxv. 4x.
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here
it is evident
that the devil and his
angels shall burn in everlasting
fire.
And
there is also that declaration
in the Apocalypse, "The
devil.their
deceiver was cast into
the lake of fire and brimstone, where also are
the beast and the false prophet.
And they
shall be tormented
day and night for ever.'"
In the former passage "everlasting
" is used,
in the latte_ "for ever;"
and by these words
Scripture
is wont to mean nothing else than
endless
duration.
And therefore
no other
reason, no reason more obvious and just, can
be found for holding it as the fixed and immovable belief of the truest piety, that the
devil and his angels shall never return to the
justice and life of the saints, than that Scripture, which deceives
no man, says that God
spared
them not, and that they were condemned
beforehand
by Him, and cast into
prisons of darkness
in hell," being reserved to
the judgment
of the last day, when eternal
fire shall receive them, in which they shall be
tormented
world without end.
And if this be
so, how can it be believed that all men, or
even some, shall be withdrawn
from the endurance
of punishment
after some time has
been spent in it ? how can this be believed
without
enervating
our faith in the eternal
punishment
of the dewls ? For if all or some
of those to whom it shall be said, " Depart
from me, ye cursed, into everlasting
fire, prepared for the devil and his angels, ''3 are not
to be always in that fire, then what reason is
there
for believing
that the devil and his
angels shall always be there ? Or is perhaps
the sentence
of God, which is to be pronounced on winked men and angels ahke, to
be true in the case of the angels, false in that
ef men?
Plainly it will be so if the conjectnres of men are to weigh more than the word
of God.
But because
this is absurd,
they
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one and the same sense, life eternal shall be
endless, punishment
eternal shall come to an
end, is the height of absurdity.
Wherefore,
as the eternal life of the saints shall be endless, so too the eternal
punishment
of those
who are doomed to it shall have no end.
CHAP. 24._AGAINST
THOSE WHO FANCYTHAT
IN THE JUDGMENT OF GOD ALLTHE ACCUSED
WILL BE SPAREDIN VIRTUE OF THE PRAYERS
OF THE SAINTS.

And this reasoning
is equally conclusive
against those who, in their own interest, but
under the guise of a greater tenderness
of
spirit, attempt to invalidate the words of God,
and who assert that these words are true, not
because men shall suffer those things which
are threatened
by God, but because they deserve to suffer them.
For God, they say, will
yield them to the prayers of His saints, who
will then the more earnestly
pray for their
enemms,
as they shall be more perfect in
holiness, and whose prayers will be the more
efficacious and the more worthy of God's ear,
because now purged from all sin whatsoever.
Why, then, if in that perfected
holiness their
prayers be so pure and all-availing,
will they
not use them in behalf of the angels for whom
eternal fire is prepared, that God may mitigate
His sentence and alter it, and extricate them
from that fire?
Or will there, perhaps,
be
some one hardy enough to affirm that even
the holy angels will make common cause with
holy men (then become the equals of God's
angels), and will intercede
for the guilty,
both men and angels, that mercy may spare
them the pumshment
which truth has pronounced them to deserve ? But this has been
asserted
by no one sound in the faith_ nor
will be.
Otherwise there is no reason why
the Church should not even now pray for the
who destre to be rid of eternal
punishment[devil
and his angels, since God her Master
ought to abstain from arguing against God,
and rather, while yet there Is opportunity,
uhas ordered
her to pray for her enemies.
<)bey the divine commands.
Then what a The reason, then, which prevents the Church
fond fancy is it to suppose that eternal pun- from now praying
for the wicked angels,
ishment
means long continued
punishment,
whom she knows to be her enemies,
is the
while eternal
life means life without
end, identical reason whmh shall prevent her, howsince Christ in the very same passage spoke ever perfected
in holiness, from praying at
of both in s_milar terms in one and the the last judgment
for those men who are to
same sentence,
"These
shall go away into be punished
in eternal fire.
At present she
eternal
punishment,
but the righteous
into prays for her enemies among men, because
life
eternal ! "4
If
both
destinies
ore they have yet opportunity
for fruitful repent_'eternal,"
then we must either understand
ance.
For what does she especially beg for
both as long-continued
but at last terminating,
them but that "God
would grant them reor both as endless.
For they are correlative,
pentance,"
as the apostle says, "that
they
---on the one hand, punishment
eternal, on may return to soberness out of the snare of
the other hand, life eternal.
And to say in the devil, by whom they are held captive according to his will? ,,s But if the Church
• Rev. xx. xo.
$ Matt. xxv, 4z.

_ z Pet. _i 4.
_ Matt. xxv. 46.

5 2 Tim.
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were ¢_fified who those a-e, who, though has said shall go away into eternal punishthey are still abiding in this life, are yet pre- ment shall not be eternal, and so bring either
des_mted to go with the devil into eternal fire, despair or doubt upon the corresponding
then for them she could no more pray than promise of life eternal.
for him. But since she has this certainty reLet no man then so understand the words
harding no man, she prays for all her enemies of the Psalmist, "Shall God forget to be
who yet live in this world; and yet she is not gracious ? shall He shut up in His anger His
heard in behalf of all. But she is heard in tender mercies" • as if the sentence of God
the case of those only who, though they op- were true of good men, false of l_ad men, or
pose the Church, are yet predestinated to be- true of good men and wicked angels, but false
come her sons through her intercession.
But of bad men. For the Psalmist's words refer
if any retain an impemtent heart until death, to the vessels of mercy and the children of
and are not converted from enemies into sons, the promise, of whom the prophet himself was
does the Church continue to pray for them, one; for when he had said, "Shall God forget
for the spirits, Le., of such persons deceased ? to be gracious ? shall He shut up in His anger
And why does she cease to pray for them, His tender mercies?"
and then immediately
unless because the man who was not translated subjoms,"And I said, Now I begin: this is the
into Christ's kingdom while he was in the change wrought by the right hand of the
body, is now judged to be of Satan's following ? Most High," s he manifestly explained what
It is then, I say, the same reason which he meant by the words, "Shall he shut up in
prevents the Church at any time from pray- His anger His tender mercies ?" For God's
ing for the wicked angels, which prevents her anger is this mortal life, in which man is made
from praying hereafter for those men who are like to vaility, and his days pass as a shadow. 6
to be punished in eternal fire; and this also is Yet in this anger God does not forget to be
the reason why, though she prays even for gracious, causing His sun to shine and His
the wicked so long as they live, she yet does rain to descend on the just and the unjust; 7
not even in this world pray for the unbeliev- and thus He does not in His anger cut short
ing and godless who are dead. For some of His tender mercies, and especially in what
the dead, indeed, the prayer of the Church the Psalmist speaks of in the words, "Now I
or of pious individuals is heard; but it is for begin: this change IS from the right hand of
those who, having been regenerated in Christ, the Most High;"
for He changes for the
did not spend their life so wickedly that they better the vessels of mercy, even while they
can be judged unworthy of such compassion, are still in this most wretched life, which is
nor so well that they can be considered to God's anger, and even while His anger is
have no need of it." As also, after the resur- manifesting itself in this miserable corruption;
rection, there will be some of the dead to for "in His anger He does not shut up His
whom, after they have endured the pains tender mercies."
And since the truth of this
proper to the spirits of tlle dead, mercy shall divine canticle is quit_ satisfied by this apbe accorded, and acquittal from the punish- plication of it, there is no need to give it a
merit of the eternal fire. For were there reference to that place in which those who do
not some whose sins, though not remitted in not belong to the city of God are punished in
this life, shall be remitted in that wl_ich is to eternal fire. But if any persist in extending
come, it could not be truly said, "They shall its application to the torments of the wicked,
not be forgiven, neither in this world, neither let them at least understand it so that the
in that which is to come. ''_ But when the anger of God, which has threatened the
Judge of quick and dead has said, "Come,
wicked with eternal punishment, shall abide,
ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom but shall be mixed with mercy to the extent
prepared for you from the foundation of the of alleviating the torments which might justly
world," and to those on the other side, " De- be inflicted; so that the wicked shall neither
part from me, ye cursed, into the eternal fire, wholty escape, nor only for a time endure
which is prepared for the devil and his angels," these threatened pains, but that they shall be
and "These shall go away into eternal pun- less severe and more endurable than they deishment, but the righteous into eternal life," 3 serve. Thus the anger of God shall continue,
it were excessively presumptuous to say that and at the same time He will not in this anger
the punishment of any of those whom God shut up His tender mercies. But even this
hypothesis I am not to be supposed to aflSrm
• ['Thi, o_atatn_th¢
germ of the doctrine
of p_rgatory%whic_,
because I do not positively oppose it.*
_tf_
more fully develol_,
by :'ope _regor y t.,maa
adc_ed
by the Roman church,
but rej_.. ¢d by theReformea-_
eat
_undedm
Scripture_
though Matt. am. 3a_ aria x _or.
m. IS, are
qnoted in Impport of it._P.
S.]
. _r,h._.
3MaCLxavc.
34_4z _ 46.

4 Ps. lxxvii. 9.
6 Ps, c xhv. ,t.
8Itlsthetheorywlhch
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As for those who find an empty threat for ever, they may, when they glory, glory in
rather than a truth in such passages as these: the Lord. For the righteousness of God is
"Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlast- Christ, "who is of God made unto us," as the
ing fire;" and "These shall go away into apostle says, "wisdom, and righteousness,
eternal punishment; "" and "They shall be and sanctification, and redemption: as it is
tormented for ever and ever; '"_ and "Their written,, He that glorieth, let him glory in the
worm shall not die, and their fire shall not be Lord. + This righteousness of God, w_ich
quenched,"_--such
persons, I say, are most is the gift of grace without merits, is not
emphatically and abundantly refuted, not by known by those who go about to establish
me so much as by the divine Scripture itself, their own righteousness, and are therefore
For the men of Nmeveh repented in this life, not subject to the righteousness of God, which
and therefore their repentance was fruitful, is Christ.7 But it is in this righteousness that
inasmuch as they sowed in that field which the we find the great abundance of God's sweetLord meant to be sown in tears that it might ness, of which the psalm says, " Taste and
afterwards be reaped in joy. And yet who see how sweet the Lord is." 8 And this we
will deny that God's prediction was fulfilled rather taste than partake of to satiety in this
in their case, if at least he observes that God our pilgrimage.
We hunger and thirst for it
destroys sinners not only in anger but also in now, that hereafter we may be satisfied with
compassion?
For stoners are destroyed in it when we see Him as He is, and that is fultwo ways,--either,
hke the Sodomites, the filled which is written, "I shall be satisfied
men themselves are punished for their sins, when Thy glory shall be manifested."9
It is
or, like the Ninevites, the men's sins are thus that Christ perfects the great abundance
destroyed by repentance.
God's predictmn, of H_s sweetness to them that hope in Him.
therefore, was fulfilled,--the wicked Nineveh But if God conceals His sweetness from them
was overthrown, and a good Nineveh built up. that fear Him in the sense that these our obFor its wails and houses remained standing; jectors fancy, so that men's ignorance of Hts
the city was overthrown in tts depraved man- purpose of mercy towards the wicked may
ners.
And thus, though the prophet was lead them to fear Htm and live better, and so
provoked that the destruction which the in- that there may be prayer made for those who
habitants dreaded, because of his prediction, are not living as they ought, how then does
did not take place, yet that whmh God s fore- He perfect His sweetness to them that hope
knowledge had predmted did take place, for tn H_m, since, If their dreams be true, it is this
He who foretold the destruction knew how it very sweetness which will prevent Him from
should be fulfilled in a less calamitous sense, pumshing those who do not hope in Him?
But that these perversely compassionate Let us then seek that sweetness _ His, which
persons may see what is the purport of these He perfects to them that hope in Him, not
words, "How great is the abundance of Thy that whmh He is supposed to perfect to those
sweetness, Lord, which Thou hast hidden for who despise and blaspheme Him; for in vain,
them that fear Thee,"4 let them read what after this life, does a man seek for what he
follows:" "And Thou hast perfected it for has neglected to provide while in this life.
them that hope in Thee."
For what means,
Then, as to that saying of the apostle,
"Thou hast hidden it for them that fear " For God hath concluded all in unbelief, that
Thee, .... Thou hast perfected it for them He may have mercy upon all," _oit does not
that hope in Thee," unless this, that to those mean that He will condemn no one; but the
who through fear of pumshment seek to es- foregoing context shows what is meant.
The
tablish thmr own righteousness by the law, apostle composed the epistle for the Gentiles
the rxghteousness of God ts not sweet, because who were already believers; and when he was
they are ignorant of it ? They have not tasted speaking to them of the Jews who were yet to
it. For they hope m themselves, not in Him; believe, he says, "' For as ye in times past beand therefore God's abundant sweetness is lieved not God, yet have now obtained mercy
hidden from them. They fear God, indeed, through their unbelief; even so have these also
but it is with that servile fear "' which is not now not believed, that through your mercy
in love; for perfect love casteth out fear." s they also may obtain mercy." Then he added
Therefore to them that hope in Him He per- the words in question with which these persons
fecteth His sweetness, inspiring them with beguile themselves: "For God concluded all
His own love, so that with a holy fear, which in unbehef, that He might have mercy upon
love does not cast out, but which endureth all." All whom, if not all those of whom he
z Matt. xxv. 4z, 46.
s Isa. Ixvi _4S z John rv. _8.

± Rev. xx. to.
+ Ps. xxxi. zg.
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was speaking,
just as if he had said, "Both
you and them ?"
God then concluded
all
those in unbelief, both Jews and Gentiles,
whom He foreknew and predestinated
to be
comformed to the linage of His Son, in order
that they might be confounded
by the bitterhess of unbelief, and might repent and believmgly
turn to the sweetness
of God's
mercy, and might take up that exclamation of
the psalm, " How great is the abundance
of
Thy sweetness,
O Lord, which Thou hast
hidden for them that fear Thee, but hast perfected to them that hope," not in themselves,
but "in Thee."
He has mercy, then, on all
the vessels
of mercy.
And what means
"all ?" Both those of the Gentiles and those
of the Jews whom He predestinated,
called,
justified, glorified: none of these will be condemned by Him; but we cannot say none of
all men whatever,

retained in eternal punishment;
for there is
no middle place where he may live unpunished
who has not been admitted into that kingdom.
And therefore we may reasonably
inquire
how we are to understand these words of the
Lord Jesus: '" This is the bread which cometh
down from heaven, that a man may eat thereof,
and not die. I am the living bread which came
down from heaven.
If any man eat of this
bread, he shall live for ever.""
And those,
indeed, whom we are now answering, are refuted m their interpretation
of this passage
by those whom we are shortly to answer, and
who do not promise this deliverance
to all who
have recetved the sacraments
of baptism and
the Lord's body, but only to the cathohcs,
however wickedly they hve; for these, say
they, have eaten the Lord's body not only
sacramentally,
but really, being constituted
members of His body, of which the apostle
says, "We
being many are one bread, one
CHAP.
25.--WHETHER
THOSE
WHO
RECEIVED
body."3
He
then who is in the unity
of
HERETICAL
BAPTISM,
AND HAVE AFTERWARDS
• •
Christ _s body (that "is to say, in the Christian
FALLEN AWAYTO WICKEDNESSOF LIFE ; OR ] membership),
of which body the faithful have
THOSE WHO HAVE RECEIVED CATHOLIC BAP- [ been wont to r---i-_ .... sacrament
_t:= vc Ln_
at the
TISM,
BUT HAVE AFTERWARDSPASSED OVER [ altar, that man is truly said to eat- the body
TO HERESVAND SCHISM; OR THOSE WHO HAVE J and drink the blood of Christ.
And conseo
REMAINED
IN THE
CATHOLIC
CHURCH
IN quently
heretics and schlsmatics
being sepaWHICH THEY WERE BAPTIZED, BUT HAVE rate from the unity of this body, are able to
CONTINUEDTO LIVE IMMORALLY,--MA¥
HOPE receive the same sacrament,
but with no profit
THROUGH
THE VIRTUE
OF THE SACRAMENTS
to themselves,--nay,
rather to their own hurt,
FOR
THE
REMISSION
OF ETERNAL
PUNISHSO that
they are rather more severely judged
MENT.
than hberated
after some time.
For they
But let us now reply to those who promise
are not in that bond of peace which is symdeliverance
from eternal fire, not to the devil bohzed by that sacrament.
and his angels (as neither do they of whom
But again, even those who sufficiently unwe have been speaking),
nor even to all men derstand that he who is not in the body of
whatever, but only to those who have been Christ cannot
be said to eat the body of
washed by the baptism of Christ, and have Christ, are in error when they promise hberabecome partakers of His body and blood, notion
from the fire of eternal
punishment
to
matter how they have hved, no matter what persons who fall away from the unity of that
heresy or impiety they have fallen into.
But body into heresy,
or even into heathemsh
they are contradicted
by the apostle, where superstition.
For, in the first place, they
he says, "Now
the works of the flesh are ought to conmder how intolerable
it is, and
manifest_ which are these;
fornication,
un- how discordant
with sound doctrine, to supcleanness, lasciviousness,
idolatry, witchcraft,
pose that many, indeed, or almost all, who
hatred, variances,
emulations,
wrath, strife, have forsaken the Church catholic, and have
heresies,
envyings,
drunkenness,
revelhngs,
originated
impious
heresies
and become
and the like: of the which I tell you before,
heresmrchs,
should enjoy a destiny superior
as I have also told you in time past, for they to those who never were catholics, but have
which do such things shall not inherit
the fallen into the snares of these others;
that is
kingdom of God." * Certainly this sentence
to say, if the fact of their catholic baptism
of the apostle is false, if such persons shall and original reception of the sacrament
of the
be delivered after any lapse of time, and shall body of Christ in the true body of Christ is
then inherit the kingdom of God.
But as it sufficient
to deliver these heresiarchs
from
is not false, they shall certainly never inherit
eternal
punishment.
For certainly
he who
the kingdom of God.
And if they shall never deserts the faith, and from a deserter becomes
enter that kingdom, then they shall always be an assailant, is worse than he who has not
• C,al, v, tg-+2t.

_ John vi, _

._x.

3 1 Cot. z. x7.
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deserted
the faith he never held.
And, in
the second place, they are contradicted
by the
apostle, who, after enumerating
the works of
the flesh, says with reference
to heresies,
"They
who do such things shall not inherit
the kingdom of God."
And therefore
neither ought such persons
as lead an abandoned
and damnable life to be
confident of salvation,
though they persevere
to the end in the commumon
of the Church
catholic,
and comfort themselves
with the
words, " He that endureth
to the end shall
be saved."
By the iniquity of their hfe they
abandon that very righteousness
of life which
Christ is to them, whether
it be by formcation, or by perpetrating
in their body the
other uncleannesses
which the apostle would
not so much as mention, or by a dissolute
luxury, or by doing any one of those things
of which he says, "They
who do such things
shall not inherit the kingdom of God."
Consequently,
they who do such things shall not
exist anywhere
but in eternal
punishment,
since they cannot be in the kingdom of God
For, while they continue m such things to the
very end of life, they cannot be said to abide
in Christ to the end; for to abide m Him is
to abide in the faith of Christ.
And th_s
faith, according to the apostle's defimtion of
it, "worketh
by love." _ And " love," as he
elsewhere
says, "worketh
no evil. ''_ Neither
can these persons be said to eat the body of
Christ,
for they cannot
even be reckoned
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iChrist for a foundation,
and they have not
fallen away from union with Him, no matter
how depraved
a life they have built on this
foundation,
as wood, hay, stubble; and accordingly
the well-directed
faith by which
Christ is their foundation
will suffice to dehver them some time from the continuance of
that fire, though it be with loss, since those
things they have built on it shall be burned.
Let the Apostle
James summarily
reply to
them: "If
any man say he has faith, and
have not works, can faith save him ?"4 And
who then is it, they ask, of whom the Aposale Paul says. "But he himself shall be saved,
yet so as by fire ? "s
Let us join them in their
inquiry; and one thing is very certain,
that
it is not he of whom James speaks, else we
should make the two apostles contradict
one
another, if the one says, " Though
a man's
works be evil, his faith will save him as by
fire," while the other says, "If he have not
good works, can his faith save him ?"
We shall then ascertain
who it is who can
be saved by fire, if we first discover what it is
to have Christ for a foundation.
And this we
may very readily learn from the image Itself.
In a budding the foundation
is first.
Whoever, then, has Christ in his heart, so that no
earthly or temporal
things--not
even those
that are legitimate
and allowed--are
preferred
to Him, has Christ as a foundation.
But if
these things be preferred,
then even though
a man seem to have faith in Christ, yet Christ

among His members.
For, not to mention[Is
other reasons,
they cannot be at once the
members of Christ and the members of a harlot.
In fine, He Himself,
when He says,
"' He that eateth my flesh and drmketh
my
blood, dwelleth an me, and I an him," 3 shows
what it is in reality, and not sacramentally,
to eat His bodyand
drink His blood; for th_s
is to dwell in Christ, that He also may dwell
in us. So that It is as if He said, He that
dwelleth
not in me, and in whom I do not
dwell, let him not say or thank that he eateth
my body or drinketh
my blood.
Accordingly, they who are not Christ's members do not
dwell in Him.
And they who make themselves members of.a harlot, are not members
of Chrast unless they have penitently
abancloned that evil, and have returned
to this
good to be reconciled to it.

not the foundation
to that man; and much
more if he, in contempt
of wholesome
precepts, seek forbidden
gratifications,
is he
clearly convicted of putting Christ not first
but last, since he has despised
Him as his
ruler, and has preferred
to fulfill his own
wicked lusts, in contempt
of Christ's
cornmands and allowances.
Accordingly,
if any
Christian man loves a harlot, and, attaching
himself to her, becomes one body, he has not
now Christ for a foundation.
But if any one
loves his own wife, and loves her as Christ
would have him love her, who can doubt that
he has Christ for a foundation ? But if he
loves her in the world's fashion, carnally, as
-he disease of lust prompts him, and as the
Gentiles love who know not God, even this
the apostle, or rather Christ by the apostle,
allows as a venial fatrlt.
And therefore
even
such a man may have Christ for a foundation.
CHAP. 26.--WHAT
IT IS TO HAVECHRIST FOR A For so long as he does not prefer such an
FOUNDATION,
AND WHO THEY ARE TO WHOM affectmn or pleasure
to Christ, Christ is his
SALVATIONAS BY FIRE IS PROMISED.
foundation,
though on it he builds wood, hay,
But, say they,
x Gal. v 6.

the catholic
2 Rom.

x_h. xo.

Christians
3 John

vi. 56,

have

4j.

il. z4.

S _ Cor tn. i 5. [Thi_
m the chlef passage quoted
iu favor of
purgatory
See note on p. 47 o. The Apostle
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stubble; and therefore he shall be saved as good foundation,
shall after a time be liber,
by rite.
For the fire of affliction shall burn atecl from the fire that is the award of their
such luxurious
pleasures
and earthly loves, evil deserts, what then shall we think of those
though they be not damnable, because enjoyed
on the right hand, to whom it shall be said,
in lawDal wedlock.
And of this fire the fuel is "Come,
ye blessed of my Father, inherit the
bereavement,
and all those calamities which kingdom prepared for you," 7 unless that they
consume
these joys.
Consequently
the su- are those who have bmlt on the foundation
perstructure
will be loss to him who has built gold, silver, precious stones ? But if the fire
it, for he shall not retain it, but shall be of which our Lord speaks is the same as that
agonized by the loss of those things in the of which the apostle says, "Yet so as by fire,"
enjoyment
of which he found pleasure.
But then both--that
is to say, both those on the
by this fire he shall be saved through wrtue right as well as those on the leftmare
to be
of the foundation, because even if a persecutor
cast into it.
For that fire is to try both, since
demanded
whether he would retain CAnst or it is said, " For the day of the Lord shall dethese things, he would prefer Christ.
Would clare it, because it shall be revealed by fire;
. .you hear, in the apostle's
own words, who he and the fire shall try every man's work of
is who builds on the foundation
gold, silver, what sort it is."s
If, therefore, the fire shall
precious stones?
" He that _s unmarried,"
try both, in order that if any man's
work
he says, "careth
for the things that belong to abide--i.e.,
if the superstructure
be not conthe Lord, how he may please
the Lord.'"
sumed by the fire--he
may receive a reward,
Would
you hear who he is that buildeth
and that if his work is burned he may suffer
wood, hay, stubble ? "But he that is roamed
loss, certainly that fire is not the eternal fire
careth for the things that are of the world, itself.
For into this latter fire only those on
how he may please his wife.' ....
Every the left hand shall be cast, and that with final
man's work shall be made manifest:
for the and everlasting
doom;
but that former fire
day shall declare it,"mthe
day, no doubt, of proves those on the right hand.
But some
tribulation--"
because,"
says he, " it shall of them it so proves that it does not burn and
be revealed
by fire. ''3 I-Ie calls tribulation
consume the structure which zs found to have
fire, just asit is elsewhere said, "The furnace
been built by them on Christ as the foundaproves the vessels of the potter, and the trtal tion; while others of them it proves in another
of affliction righteous men."*
And "The fire fashion, so as to burn what they have built
shall try every man's work of what sort it is. [ up, and thus cause them to suffer loss, while
If any man's work abide "--for
a man's care they themselves
are saved because they have
for the things of the Lord, how he may please retained
Christ, who was laid as their sure
the Lord, abides--"whmh
he hath built there- foundation,
and have loved Him above all.
upon, he shall receive a reward, "--that
is, he But if they are saved, then certainly they shall
shall reap the fruit of his care.
'_ But if any stand at the right hand, and shall with the
man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer rest hear the sentence, "Come,
ye blessed of
loss, "--for
what he loved he shall not retain: my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for
_"but
he himself shall be saved,"--for
no you;" and not at the left hand, where those
tribulation
shall have moved him from that shall be who shall not be saved, and shall
stable foundation,re"
yet so as by fire;"s
for therefore
hear the doom, " Depart from me,
that which he possessed with the sweetness of ye cursed, into everlasting
fire."
For from
love he does not lose without the sharp sting !that rice no man shall be saved, because they
of pain.
Here, then, as seems to me, we all shall go away into eternal punishment,
have a fire which destroys neither, but en-where
their worms shall not die, nor their
riches the one, brings loss to the other, proves fire be quenched,
in which they shall be totboth.
mented day and night for ever.
But if this passage [of Corinthians]
is to inBut if it be said that in the interval of time
terpret that fire of which the Lord shall say between the death of this body and that last
to those on His left hand, "Depart
from me, day of judgment
and retribution
which shall
ye cursed,
into everlasting
fire," 6 so that follow the resurrectaon,
the bodies of the dead
among these we are to believe there are those shall be exposed to a fire of such a nature
who build on the foundation wood, hay, stub- that it shall not affect those who have not in
ble, and that they, through virtue of the this life indulged
in such pleasures and pursuits as shall be consumed
like wood, hay,
*, Cot.vii._.
stubble, but shall affect those others who have
3s.
carried
with them structures
of that kind; if
__Cor._ii.
x Cot. ill. t3.
4 Eeelus. ztvll. 5"_t Cot. ill. t4, iS.
6 Matt. xtv. 4t.
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it be said that such worldliness,
being venial,
shall be consumed
in the fire of tribulation
either here only, or here and hereafter both,
or here that it may not be hereafter,--this
I do
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CHAP. 27.mAGAtNST THE BELIEF OF THOSE
WHO THINK THAT THE SINS WH1CH HAVE
BEEN ACCOMPANIEDWITH ALMSGIVINGWILL,
Do THEM NO HARM.

not contradict,
because possibly
it is true.
For perhaps even the death of the body is itself a part of this tribulation,
for it results
from the first transgression,
so that the time
which follows death takes its color in each
case from the nature of the man's building,
The persecutions,
too, which have crowned the
martyrs, and which Christians of all kinds suffer, try both buildings
like a fire, consuming
some, along with the builders themselves,
it
Christ is not found in them as their foundation, while others they consume without the
builders,
because Christ is found in them,
and they are saved, though with loss; and
other buildings still they do not consume, because
such In
materials
are found
in them.
the end asofabide
the forever
world there
shall

It remains to reply to those who maintain
that those only shall burn in eternal fire who
neglect alms-deeds
proportioned to their sins,
resting this opinion on the words of the Apostle James, " He shall have judgment without
mercy that hath showed no mercy." • Therefore, they say, he that hath showed mercy,
though he has not reformed his dissolute conduct. but has lived wickedly and iniquitously
even while abounding
in alms, shall have a
merciful judgment,
so that he shall either be
not condemned
at all, or shall be delivered
from final judgment
after a time.
And for
the same reason they suppose that Christ wilt
dlscrlmmate
between those on the right hand
and those on the left, and will send the one
party into His kingdom, the other into eternal
be m the time of Antichrist
tribulation
such pumshment,
on the sole ground of their atas has never before been.
How many edi- tention to or neglect of works of charity.
rices there shall then be, of gold or of hay, Moreover,
they endeavor
to use the prayer
built on the best foundation,
Ctlrlst Jesus,
which the Lord Himself taught as a proof and
which that fire shall prove, bringing
joy to bulwark of their opinion, that daily sins which
some, loss to others, but without destroying
are never abandoned
can be expiated through
either sort, because of this stable foundation!
alms-deeds,
no matter
how offensive
or of
But whosoever prefers, I do not say his wife, what sort they be.
For, say they, as there is
with whom he lives for carnal pleasure, but no day on which Christians
ought not to use
any of-.ti_ose relatives who afford no delight this prayer, so there is no sin of any kind
of such a kind, and whom it is right to love, which, though committed
every day, is not
--whosoever
prefers these toChrist, and loves remitted
when we say, " Forgive
us our
them after a human and carnal fashion, has
not Christ as a foundation,
and will therefore
debts," if we take care to fulfill what follows,
not be saved by fire, nor indeed at all; for he "as we forgive our debtors." 3 For, they go
shall not possibly dwell with the Saviour, who on
does not say,
ye forglveto say,
men the
theirLord trespasses,
your "If heavenly
says very explicitly concerning
this very matter, " He that loveth father or mother more
than me is not worthy of me; and he that loveth son or daughter more than me is notworthy
of me." z But hewho loves his relations carnally, and yet so that he does not prefer them
to Christ, but would rather want them than
Christ if he were put to the proof, shall be
saved by fire, because it is necessary that by
the loss of these relations
he suffer pain in
proportion
to his love.
And he who loves
father, mother, sons, daughters,
according to
Christ, so that he aids them in obtaining His
kingdom and cleaving to Him, or loves them
because
Christ,
God
forbid thattheythisaretonemembers
should of
be consumed
as
wood, hay, stubble, and not
oned a structure
of gold,
stones.
For how can a man
than Christ whom he loves
sake ?
t Matt.

x. 37-

rather be recksilver,
precious
love those more
only for Christ's

Father will forgive you your little daily sins,"
but "will
forgive you your sins."
Therefore, be they of any kind or magnitude
whatever, be they perpetrated
daily and never
abandoned
or subdued
in this life, they cart
be pardoned,
they presume,
through
almsdeeds.
But they are right to inculcate
the giving"
of alms proportioned
to past sins; for if they
said that any kind of alms could obtain the
divine pardon of great sins committed
daiIy
and with habitual
enormity,
if they said that
such sins could thus be daily remitted, .they
would see that their doctrine was absurd and
ridiculous.
For they would thus be driven
to acknowledge that it were possible for a very
wealthy man to buy absolution from murders,
adulteries,
and aI1 manner
of wickedness,
by
paying a daily alms of ten paltry coins.
And
if it be most absurd and insane to make such
an acknowledgment,
and if we still ask what
2 Ja.s.

ii. 13.

3 Matt.

vl. t_.
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are tho_ tit+dng alms of which even the fore- !loves Christ in a Christian extends alms to him
runner of Christ said, "Bring
forth therefore in the same spirit in which he draws near to
frait_ meet for repentance,"
• undoubtedly
it Christ, not in that spirit which would abandon
will be found that they are not such as are Christ if it could do so with impunity.
For
do, by men who undermine their life by daily in proportion as a man loves what Christ disenormities
even to the very end.
For they approves
does he himself
abandon
Christ.
suppose
that by giving to the poor a smalJ For what does it profit a man that he is.bapfraction of the wealth they acquire by extor- tized, if he is not justified ? Did not He who
¢ion and spoliation they can propitiate Christ,
said, "Except
a man be born of water and of
so that they may with impunity
commit the the Spirit, he shall not enter into the kingdom
most damnable
sins, in the persuasion
that of God, ''6 say also, "Except
your righteousthey have bought
from Him a license to ness shall exceed the righteousness
of the
transgress,
or rather do buy a daily indul- scribes and Pharisees,
ye shall not enter into
genee.
And if they for one crime have dis-the
kingdom
of heaven ? "_ Why do many
tributed
all their goods to Christ's
needy through
fear of the first saying run to bapmembers, that could profit them nothing un- tism, while few through
fear of the second
less they desisted
from all similar actions,
seek to be justified ? As therefore
it is not
and attained
charity which worketh no evil
to his brother a man says, " Thou fool," if
I-Ie therefore
who does alms-deeds
propor- when he says it he is indignant
not at the
tioned to his sins must first begin with him- brotherhood,
but at the sin of the offender,
self,
For it is not reasonable that a man who --for otherwise he were guilty of hell fire,exercises charity towards his neighbor should
so he who extends charity to a Christian does
not do so towards himself, since he hears the not extend it to a Christian if he does not love
Lord saying, "Thou
shalt love thy neighbor
Christ in him.
Now he does not love Christ
as thyself,""
and again, " Have compassion
who refuses to be justified
in Him.
Or,
on thy soul, and please God." 3 He then who again, if a man has been guilty of this sin of
has not compassion
on his own soul that he calling his brother Fool, unjustly revding him
may please God, how can he be said to do without any desire to remove his sin, his almsalms-deeds
proportioned
to his sins ? To the deeds go a small way towards expiating
this
same purpose is that written, "He who is bad fault, unless he adds to this the remedy of
to himself, to whom can he be good ?" + We reconcihation
which the same passage enjoins.
ought therefore
to do alms that we may be For it is there said, "Therefore,
if thou bring
heard when we pray that our past sins may be thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest
forgiven, not that while we continue in them that thy brother hath aught against thee; leave
we may think to provide
ourselves
with a there thy gift before the altar, and go thy
license for wickedness
by alms-deeds,
way; first be reconciled
to thy brother, and
The reason, therefore,
of our predicting
then come and offer thy gift."s
Just so it is
that He will impute to those on His right hand a small matter to do alms-deeds,
no matter
the alms-deeds
they have done, and charge how great they be, for any sin, so long as the
those on His left with omitting
the same, is offender continues in the practice of sin.
that He may thus showthe efficacy of charity
Then as to the daily prayer which the Lord
for the deletion of past sins, not for impunity
Himself taught, and which is therefore called
in their perpetual
commission.
And such the Lord's prayer,
it obliterates
indeed the
persons, indeed, as decline to abandon their sins of the day, when day by day we say,
evil habits of life fora better course cannot be " Forgive
us our debts," and when we not
said to do charitable
deeds.
For this is the only say but act out that which follows, +' as
purport of the saying, "Inasmuch
as ye did we forgive our debtors; ''9 but we utter this
it not to one of the least of these, ye did it petition because sins have been committed,
not to me."s
He shows them that they do and not that they may be.
For by it our
not perform charitable actions even when they Saviour designed
to teach us that, however
think" they are doing so.
For if they gave righteously we live in this life of infirmity and
bread to a hungering
Christian because he is darkness,
we still commit sins for the remis.
a Christian,
assuredly
they would not deny sion of which we ought to pray, while we must
to themselves the bread of righteousness,
that pardon those who sin against us that we our' is, Christ Himself;
for God considers not the selves also may be pardoned.
The Lord then
person to whom the gift is made, but the did not utter the words, "If ye forgive men
spirit in which it is made.
He therefore who their trespasses,
your Father wilt also forgive
you your trespasses,"
m in order that we might
z Matt. iii. $.
a Ecclus. xu. =4$ Matt. xxv. 45-

_ Ecclus.
Matt. xxli.
XXL39.
L

6 )ohn hi, 5.
9 Matt. w. x2.

7 Matt v. 2o.
xoMatt. w. 14.

8 Matt. v. a3, a4+
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contract from this petition such confidence as
should enable us to sin securely from day to
day, either putting ourselves above the fear of
human laws, or craftdy deceiving
men concerning
our conduct,
but in order that we
might thus learn not to suppose that we are
without sins, even though we should be free
from crimes;
as also God admonished
the
priests of the old law to this same effect regarding their sacrifices, which He commanded
them to offer first for their own sins, and then
for the sins of the people.
For even the very
words of so great a Master and Lord are to
be intently considered.
For He does not say,
If ye forgive men their sins, your Father wttl
also forgive you your sins, no matter of what
sort they be, but He says, your sins; for it
was a daily prayer He was teaching, and it
was certainly to disciples already justified He
was speaking.
Wilat, then, does He mean
by "your
sins," but those sins from which
not even you who are justified and sanctified
can be free?
While, then, those who seek
occasion from this petition to indulge in habLtual sin maintain that the Lord meant to include great sins, because He did not say, He
will forgive you your small sins, but "your
sins," we, on the other hand, taking into account the character
of the persons
He was
addressing,
cannot see our way to interpret
the expression
" your sins" of anything
but
small sins, because such persons are no longer
guilty of great sins.
Nevertheless
not even
great sins themselves--sins
from which we
must flee with a total reformation
of life--are
forgtven to those who pray, unless they observe the appended
precept, "as ye also forgive your debtors."
For if the very small
sins which attach even to the life of the righteous be not remitted without that condition,
how much further from obtaining indulgence
shall those be who are involved in many great
crimes, if, while they cease from perpetrating
such enormities,
they still inexorably
refuse
to remit any debtincurredtothemselves,
since
the Lord says, "But
if ye forgive not men
their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your trespasses?"
* For this is the purport of the saying of the Apostle James also,
"He
shall have judgment
without
mercy
that hath showed no mercy.""
For we should
remember
that servant whose debt of ten
thousand talents his lord cancelled, but afterwards ordered
him to pay up, because the
servant himself had no pity for his fellow-serrant who owed him an hundred pence. -_ The
words which the Apostle
James•
subjoins,"4
"And
mercy rejoiceth against judgment,
• Matt. vi. IS.
Mitt.

xlriti.
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find their application among those who are the
children of the promise and vessels of mercy.
For even those righteous men, who have lived
with such holiness that they receive into the
eternal habitations
others also who have won
their friendship with the mammon of unrighteousness, s became
such only through
the
merciful deliverance
of Him who justifies the
ungodly, imputing to him a reward according
to grace, not according to debt.
For among
this number is the apostle, who says_ "I obrained mercy to be faithful." 6
But it must be admitted,
that those who
are thus received into the eternal habitations
are not of such a character that their own life
would suffice to rescue them without the aid
of the saints, and consequently
in their case
especially
does mercy rejoice against judgment.
And yet we are not on this account to
suppose that every abandoned
profligate, who
has made no amendment
of his life, is to be
received into the eternal habitations
if only
he has assisted
the saints with the mammon
of unrighteousness,--that
is to say,with money
or wealth which has been unjustly acquired,
or, if rightfully acquired,
is yet not the true
riches, but only what iniquity counts riches,
because it knows not the true riches in which
those persons abound, who even receive others
also into eternal habitations.
There is then
a certain kind of life, which is neither, on the
one hand, so bad that those who adopt it are
not helped towards the kingdom of heaven by
any bountiful alms-giving by which they may
relieve the wants of the saints, and make
friends who could receive them into eternal
habitations,
nor, on the other hand, so good
that it of itself suffices to win for them that
great blessedness,
if they do not obtain mercy
through the merits of those whom they have
made their friends.
And I frequently wonder that even Virgil should give expression to
this sentence of the Lord, in which He says,
" Make to yourselves friends of the mammon
of unrighteousness,
that they may receive
you into everlasting
habitations;
''7 and this
very similar saying,
"He that receiveth a
)rophet, in the name of a prophet, shall receive a prophet's reward; and he that receiveth a righteous man, in the name of a righteous man, shall receive a righteous man's reward." 6 For when that poet described the
Elysian fields, in which they suppose that the
souls of the blessed dwell, he placed there
not only those who had been able by their
own merit to reach that abode, but added,"And they who grateful memory won
:Byservices to others done;" 9

2 Jas. it. x3.

S Luke xvl. 9-

6 x Cot, vii. _5.

4 jas.

8 Matt.

9 .'_'n.

iL 13.

x.

4t.

vi.

(_4"

7 Luke xvl. 9,
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that is, they who had served others, and one's own prayers, or the intercession of holy
thereby merited to be remembered by them. men, secures that a man be not cast into
Just as if they used the expression so corn- eternal fire, but not that, when once he has
mort in Christian lips, where some humble been cast into it, he should after a time be
person commends himself to one of the saints, rescued from it. For even those who fancy
and says, Remember me, and secures that he that what is said of the good ground bringing
do so by deserving well at his hand.
But forth abundant fruit, some thirty, some sixty,
what that kind of life we have been speaking some an hundred fold, is to be referred to the
of is, and what those sins are which prevent saints, so that in proportion to their merits
a man from winning the kingdom of God by some of them shall deliver thirty men, some
himself, but yet permit him to avail himself sixty, some an hundred,--even
those who
of the merits of the saints, it is very difficult to maintain this are yet commonly inclined to
ascertain, very perilous to define. For my suppose that this deliverance will take place
own part, in spite of all investigation, I have at, and not after the day of judgment.
Under
been up to the present hour unable to dis- this impression, some one who observed the
cover this. And posssibly it is hidden from unseemly folly with which men promise themus, lest we should become careless in avoiding selves impunity on tbe ground that all will be
such sins, and so cease to make progress, included in th:s method of deliverance, is reFor if it were known what these sins are, ported to have very happily remarked, that
which, though they continue, and be not we should rather endeavor to live so well that
abandoned for a higher life, do yet not pre-; we shall be all found among the number of
vent us from seeking and hoping for the in- those who are to intercede for the liberation
tercession of the saints, human sloth would of others, lest these should be so few in num.
presumptuously wrap itself in these sins, and ber, that, after they have delivered one thirty,
would take no steps to be disentangled from another sixty, another a hundred, there
such wrappings by the deft energy of any wr- should still remain many who could not be derue, but would only desire to be rescued by livered from punishment by their intercessions,
the merits of other people, whose friendship and among them every one who has vainly
had been won by a bountiful use of the mam- and rashly promised himself the fruit of anmort of unrighteousness.
But now that we other's labor. But enough has been said in
are left in ignorance of the precise nature of reply to those who acknowledge the authority
that iniquity which is venial, even though it of the same sacred Scriptures as ourselves,
be persevered in, certainly we are both more but who, by a mistaken interpretation of them,
vigilant m our prayers and efforts for pro- conceive of the future rather as they themgress, and more careful to secure with the selves wish, than as the Scriptures teach.
mammon of unrxghteousness friends for our- And having given this reply, I now, according
selvds among the saints,
to promise, close this book.
But this deliverance, which is effected by
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CHAP. I.----OF THE CREATION OF ANGELS AND blessedness
is God Himself, as it were their
MEN.
common food and nourishment.
It is He who
As we promised
in the immediately
preceeding book, this, the last of the whole work,
shall contain a discussion of the eternal blessedness of the city of God.
This blessedness
is named eternal, not because it shall endure
for many ages, though at last it shall come to
an end, but because, according to the words
of the gospel, "of
His kingdom
there shall
be no end." _ Neither
shall it enjoy the
mere appearance
of perpetuity
which is mainrained by the rise of fresh generations
to occupy the place of those that have dted out,
as in an evergreen
the same freshness
seems
to continue
permanently,
and the same appearance of dense foliage is preserved by the
growth of fresh leaves in the room of those
that have withered and fallen; but m that city
all the citizens shall be immortal, men now
for the first time enjoying
what the holy
angels have never lo_t.
And this shall be
accomplished
by God, the most almighty
Founder of the city.
For He has promised
it, and cannot lie, and has already performed
many of His promises, and has done many
unpromised
kindnesses
to those whom He
now asks to believe that He will do this also.
For it is He who in the beginning
created
the world full of all visible and intelligible
beings,among
which
He created
nothing with
better
than
those spirits
whom
He endowed
mtelligence, and made capable of contemplating
and enjoying Him, and united in our society,
which we call the holy and heavenly city, and
in which the material of their sustenance
and
• L=_ i. 3_

gave to this intellectual nature free-will of such
a kind, that if he wished to forsake God, i.e.,
his blessedness,misery
should forthwith result.
It is He who, when He foreknew that certain
angels would in their pride desire to suffice
for their own blessedness,
and would forsake
their great good, did not deprive them of this
power, deeming
it to be more befitting His
power and goodness to bring good out of evil
than to prevent the evil from coming into existence.
And indeed evil had never been, had
not the mutable
nature Pmutable,
though
good, and created by the most high God" and
tmmutable Good, who created all things good
--brought
evil upon itself by sin.
And this
its sin is itself proof that its nature was originally good.
For had it not been very good,
though not equal to its Creator, the desertion
of God as its hght could not have been an evil
to it. For as blindness is a vice of the eye,
_.nd this very fact indicates
that the eye was
created to see the light, and as, consequently,
vice itself proves that the eye is more exo
cellent than the other members, because it is
capable of light (for on no other supposition
would it be a wce of the eye to want light),
so the nature which once enjoyed God teaches,
even by its very vice, that it was created the
best of all, since it is now miserable
because
it does not enjoy God.
It is he who with very
just punishment
doomed the angels who voluntarily
fell to everlasting
misery, and rewarded those who continued
in their attach]ment to the supreme good with the assurance
tof endless stability as the meed of their fidelIity.
I1_ is He who made also man himself
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upright, with the same freedom
of will,--an
earthly animal, indeed, but fit for heaven if
he remained faithful to his Creator, but destined to the misery appropriate
to such a
nature if he forsook Him.
It is He who,
when He foreknew that man would in his turn
sin by abandoning
God and breaking
His
law, did not deprive him of the power of freewitl, because
He at the same time foresaw
what good He Himself
would bring out of
the evil, and how from this mortal race, deservedly and justly condemned,
He would by
His grace collect, as now He does, a people
so numerous, that He thus fills up and repairs
the blank made by the fallen angels, and that
thus that beloved and heavenly
city is not
defrauded
of the full number of its citizens,
but perhaps
may even rejoice in a still more
overflowing population,

not suppose that God there for the first time
knew those who were foreknown
by Him
before the foundation of the world; but He is
said to have known them then, because then
He caused them to know.
But I remember
that I discussed these modes of expression in
the preceding books.
According
to this will,
then, by which we say that God wilts what He
causes to be willed by others, from whom the
future is hidden, He wills many things which
He does not perform.
Thus His saints, inspired by His holy will,
desire
many things
whmh never
happen.
They pray, e.g., for certain individuals--they
pray in a pious and holy manner--but
what
they request He does not perform,
though
He Himself
by His own Holy Spirit has
wzought m them this will to pray.
And consequently, when the saints, in conformity
with
God's mind, will and pray that all men be
CHAP, 2.--OF THE ETERNAL AND UNCHANGE- saved, we can use this mode of expression:
ABLE WILL OF GOD.
God wills and does not perform,--meamng

It is true that wicked men do many things
contrary to God's will; but so great is His
wisdom and power, that all things which seem
adverse to His purpose do still tend towards
those just and good ends and issues which
He Himself
has foreknown.
And consequently, when God is said to change His will,
as when, e.g., He becomes angry with those
to whom He was gentle, it is rather they than
He who are changed,
and they find Him
changed in so far as their experience of suffering at His hand is new, as the sun is changed
to injured eyes, and becomes as it were fierce
from being mild, and hurtful from being delightfu], though in itself it remains the same
as it was.
That also is called the will of God
which He does in the hearts of those who
obey His commandments;
and of this the

that He who causes them to will these things
Himself
vdlls them.
But if we speak of that
will of His whmh is eternal as His foreknowledge, certainly He has already done all things
in heaven and on earth that He has willed,
--not only past and present things, but even
things still future.
But before the arrival of
that time in which He has willed the occurrence
of what He foreknew and arranged
before all
time, we say, It will happen when God wills.
But
if weit is
areto ignorant
not only
of the_t time
in which
be, but even
whether
shall
be at all, we say, It will happen if God walls,
--not because God will then have a new will
which He had not before, but because that
event, which from etermty has been prepared
in His unchangeable
will, shall then come to
pass.

apostle says, " For it is God that worketh in i CHAP. 3.--OF THE PROMISEOF ETERNAL BLESSyOU both to will. ''= As God's "righteousness" is used not only of the righteousness
EDNESS TO THE SAINTS,
AND EVERLASTING
wherewith He Himself
is righteous,
but also
PUNISHMENT TO THE WICKED.
of that which He produces m the man whom
Wherefore,
not to mention many other inHe justifies,
so also that is caIled'His
law, stances besides, as we now see in Christ the
which, though given by God, is rather
the fulfillment
of that which God promised
to
law of men.
For certainly they were men to Abraham
when He said, "In thy seed shall
whom Jesus said, "It is written m your law," 2 all nations be blessed," _ so this also shall be
though in another place we read, "The
law fulfilled which He promised to the same race,
of his God is in his heart." 3 According to when He said by the prophet,
" They that
this will which God works in men, He is said are in their sepulchres
shall rise again, ''6
also to will what He Himself
does not will, and also, " There shall be a new heaven and
but causes His people to will; as He is stud a new earth: and the former shall not be mento know what He has caused those to know tioned, nor come into mind;
but they shall
who were ignorant of it. For when the apos- find joy and rejoicing
in it: for I will make
tle says, "' But now, after that ye have known Jerusalem
a rejoicing, and my people a joy.
God, or rather are known of God," 4 we can- And I will rejoice in Jerusalem,
and joy in
z Phil. ii. _t3.

*Johavlii.

t7.

3ps. xxxvii. 3t.

_Gal. iv. 9.
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my people, and the voice of weeping shall be iterrestrial
bodies are bound, and with which
no more heard in her. ''_ And by another'thcy
are in a wonderful way implicated.
If,
prophet He uttered the same prediction:
"At then, the same God who has created such
that time thy people shall be dehvered,
every beings wills this also, what is to hinder the
one that shall be found written in the book. earthly body from being raised to a heavenly
And many of them that sleep in the dust"
body, since a spirit, which is more excellent
(or, as some interpret lt,"m the mound ") "of than all bodies, and consequently
than even a
the earth shall awake, some to everlasting
heavenly body, has been tied to an earthly
life, and some to shame and everlasting con- body ? If so small an earthly particle has been
tempt." _ And in another place by the same able to hold in union with itself something betprophet:
" The saints of the Most High shall ter than a heavenly body, so as to receive sentake the kingdom, and shall possess the king- sation and life, will heaven disdain to receive,
dom for ever, even for ever and ever." _ And or at least to retain, this sentient
and hying
a httle after he says. " His kingdom is an ever- particle, which derives its life and sensation
lasting kingdom. ''4 Other prophecies
refer- from a substance
more excellent
than any
ringtothe
same subject I have advanced in the heavenly
body ? If this does not happen
twentieth book, and others still which I have now, it IS because the time is not yet come
not adwnced
are found written m the same which has been determined
by Him who has
Scriptures;
and these predictions
shall be ful- already done a much more marvellous
thing
filled, as those also have been whxch unbeliev- than that wluch these men refuse to believe.
ing men supposed would be frustrate.
For it For why do we not more intensely
wonder
is the same God who promised both, and pre- that incorporeal
souls, which are of higher
dieted that both would come to pa_s,--the
rank than heavenly
bodies,
are bound to
God whom the pagan deities tremble
before, iearthly bodies,
rather than that bodies, alas even Porphyry,
the noblest of pagan phi- though earthly, are exalted to an abode which,
losophers, testifies,
though heavenly, is yet corporeal,
except because we have been accustomed to see this, and
CHAP. 4.--AGAINST THE WISE MEN OF THE indeed are this, while we are not as yet that
WORLD,
WHO FANCY THAT THE EARTHLY other marvel, nor have as yet ever seen it ?
BODIES OF MEN CANNOT BE TRANSFERREDCertainly,
if we consult sober reason,
the
TO A HEAVENLYHABITATION.
more wonderful
of the two divine works is
But men who use their learning and intellectual
abd_ty to resist the force of that
great authority which, in fulfillment
of what
was so long before predicted,
has converted
all races of men to faith and hope in its
promises, seem to themselves to argue acutely
against the resurrection of the body whtle they
c_te what C_cero mentions
in the third book
:De .RepuHica.
For when he was asserting
the apotheos_s of Hercules and Romulus, he
says: "Whose
bodies were not taken up into
heaven;
for nature would not permit a body
of earth to exist anywhere except upon earth."
This, forsooth, is the profound reasoning
of
the wise men, whose thoughts God knows
that they are vain.
For if we were only
souls, that is, spirits without any body, and if
we dwelt in heaven and had no knowledge
of earthly animals,
and were told that we
should be bound to 6arthly bodies by some
wonderful bond of union, and should animate
them, should we not much more vigorously
refuse to believe
this, and maintain
that
nature would not permit an incorporeal
substance to be held by a corporeal bond ? And
yet the earth is full of Iiving spirits, to which
z Isa. Ixv. x7-z9.

3D_ v_ ,s.

81

_ Dan. xfi. x, _.

4 Da_._,. _7.

found to be to attach
somehow corporeal
things to incorporeal,
and not to connect
earthly things with heavenly, which, though
dwerse, are yet both of them corporeal.
CHAP. 5.---OF THE RESURRECTION"OF THE
FLESH, WHICH SOME REFUSE TO BELIEVE,
THOUO_tTHE WORLD AT LARGEBELIEVESIT.
But granting that this was once incredible,
behold, now, the world has come to the belief
that the earthly body of Christ was received
up into heaven.
Already both the learned
and unlearned have beheved in the resurrection of the flesh and its ascension to the
heavenly places, while only a very few either
of the educated or uneducated
are still staggered by it. If this is a credible thing which
is believed, then let those who do not believe
see how stolid they are; and if it is ineredible,
this also should
is an incredible
thing, such
that
what then
is incredible
have received
credit.
Here then we have two incredibles,
_to wit, the resurrection of our body to eternity, and that the world should believe so incredible a thing; and both these incredibles
the same God predicted should come to pass
before either had as yet occurred.
We see
that already one of the two has come to pass,
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for the world has believed what was ineredio
hie; why should we despair that the remaining one shall also come to pass, and that this
which the world believed, though it was incredible, shall itself occur ? For already that
which was equally incredible has come to pass,
in the world's believing an incredible thing,
Both were incredible:
the one we see accomplashed, the other we beheve shall be; for
both were predicted in those same Scriptures
by means of which the world believed.
And
the very manner
in which the world's faith
was won is found to be even more incredible,
if we consider it.
Men uninstructed
in any
branch of a liberal education, without any of
the refinement
of heathen learning, unskilled
in grammar,
not armed with dialectic,
not
adorned
with rhetoric,
but plain fishermen,
and very few in number,--these
were the men
whom Christ sent with the nets of faith to the
sea of this world, and thus took out of every
race so many fishes, and even the philosophers themselves,
wonderful as they are rare.
Let us add, if you please, or because you
ought to be pleased, this third incredible thing
to the two former.
And now we have three
incredibles,
all of which have yet come to
pass.
It is incredible
that Jesus
Christ
should have risen in the flesh and ascended
with flesh into heaven;
it as incredible
that
the world should have believed so incredible
a thing; it is incredible
that a very few men,
of mean birth and the lowest rank, and no
education, should have been able soeffectually
to persuade the world, and even its learned
men, of so incredible a thing.
Of these three
incredibles,
the parties with whom we are debating refuse to beheve the first; they cannot
refuse to see the second, which they are unable to account
for if they do not believe the

it is because the divinity of the thing itself
appeared all the more manifestly
in such contemptable witnesses.
The eloquence,
indeed,
which lent persuasion
to their message, consisted of wonderful
works, not words.
For
they
who had not seen Christ risen in the
flesh, nor ascending into heaven with His risen
body, believed those who related
how they
had seen these things, and who testified not
only with words but wonderful
signs.
For
men whom they knew to be acquainted
with
only one, or at most two languages,
they
marvelled to hear speaking
in the tongues of
all nations.
They saw a man, lame from has
mother's
womb, after forty years stand up
sound at their word in the name of Christ;
that handkerchiefs
taken from their bodies
had virtue to heal the s_ck; that countless
persons, sick of various d_seases, were laid in
a row in the road where they were to pass,
that their shadow might fall on them as they
walked,
and that they forthwith
received
health;
that many other stupendous
miracles
were wrought by them in the name of Christ;
and, finally, that they even raised the dead.
If _t be admitted that these things occurred as
they are related, then we have a multitude
of
incredible things to add to those three incredibles.
That the one incredlbxlity of the resurrectlon and ascension of Jesus Christ may be
believed, we accumulate
the testimonies
of
countless incredible
miracles, but even so we
do not bend the frightful
obstinacy of these
sceptics.
But if they do not believe that
these miracles were wrought by Christ's aposties to gain credence
to their preaching
of
His resurrection
and ascension, this one grand
miracle suffices for us, that the whole world
has believed without any miracles.

third.
It is indubitable
that the resurrection
of Christ, and His ascension into heaven with
the flesh in which He rose, is already preached
and believed in the whole world.
If it is not
credible, how is it that it has already received
credence
in the whole world ? If a number
of noble, exalted, and learned men had said
that they had witnessed it, and had been at
pains to publish what they had witnessed,
it
were not wonderful that the world should have
believed it, but it were very stubborn
to refuse credence;
but if, as is true, the world
has believed a few obscure,
inconsiderable,
uneducated
persons, who state and write that
they witnessed it, is it not unreasonable
that a
handful of wrong-headed
men should oppose
themselves
to the creed of the whole world,
and refuse their belief ? .And if the world has
put faith in a small number of men, of mean
birth and the lowest| rank, and no education,

CHAP. 6.--TIaAT RO_E MADE ITS rOUI_DEI_ROML'LUS

A

GOD

BECAUSE

IT

LOVED

HIM

;

BUT

THE CHURCH LOVED CHRIST BECAUSE IT BELIEVED

HIM

TO

BE

GOD.

Let us here recite the passage
in which
Tully
expresses
his astonishment
that the
apotheosis
of Romulus
should
have been
credited.
I shall insert his words as they
stand:
"It
is most worthy
of remark
in
Romulus,
that other men who are said to
have become gods lived in less educated ages,
when there was a greater propensity
to the
fabulous,
and when the uninstructed
were
easily persuaded
to behev_ anything.
But
the age of Romulus was barely six hundred
years ago, and already literature
and science
had dispelled the errors that attach to an uncultured age.'"
And a little after he says of
the same Romulus
words
to this effect:
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"From
this we may perceive that Homer had
flourished
long before
Romulus,
and that
there was now so much learning in individuals,
and so generally
diffused an enlightenment,
that scarcely any room was left for fable,
For antiquity admitted fables, and sometimes
even very clumsy ones;
but this age [of
RomulusJ
was sufficiently enlightened
to reject whatever had not the air of truth."
Thus
one of the most learned men, and certainly
the most eloquent,
M. Tullius Cicero, says
that it is surprising
that the divinity
of
Romulus
was beheved in, because the times
were already so enlightened
that they would
not accept a fabulous fiction.
But who believed that Romulus was a god except Rome,
which was itself small and in its infancy ?
Then afterwards
it was necessary
that succeeding generations
should preserve the tradltlon of their ancestors;
that, drinking in this
superstition
with their mother's milk, the state
might grow and come to such power that it
might dictate this belief, as from a point of
vantage,
to all the natmns
over whom its
sway extended.
And these nations, though
they might not believe that Romulus
was a
god, at least said so, that they might not glve
offence to their sovereign state by refusing to
give its founder that title which was given
hlm by Rome, which had adopted this belief,
not by a love of error, but an error of love.
But though
Christ
is the founder
of the
heavenly and eternal city, yet It did not believe Him to be God because it was founded
by Him, but rather it is founded by Him, in
virtue of its behef.
Rome, after it had been
built and dedicated,
worshipped
its founder
in a temple as a god; but this Jerusalem
laid
Christ, its God, as its foundatmn,
that the
building and dedication might proceed.
The
former city loved its founder, and therefore
believed him to be a god; the latter believed
Christ to be God, and therefore
loved Him.
There was an antecedent
cause for the love
of the former city, and for its believing
that
even a false dignity attached to the object of
its love; so there was an antecedent
cause
for the behef of the latter, and for its loving
the true dignity which a proper faith, not a
rash surmise,
ascribed
to its object.
For,
not to mention the multitude
of very striking
miracles
which proved that Christ is God,
there were also divine prophecies
heralding
Him, prophecies most worthy of belief, which
being already accomplished,
we have not, like
the fathers, to wait for their verification.
Of
Romulus, on the other hand, and of his building Rome and reigning in it, we read or hear
the narrative of what did take place, not prediction which beforehand said that such things
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should be. And so far as his reception among
the gods is concerned,
history only records
that this was believed, and does not state it
as a fact; for no miraculous
signs testified to
the truth of this.
For as to that wolf which
is said to have nursed the twin-brothers,
and
which is considered
a great marvel, how does
this prove him to have been divine?
For
even supposing that this nurse was a real wolf
and not a mere courtezan, yet she nursed both
brothers, and Remus is not reckoned
a god.
Besides, what was there to hinder any one
from asserting that Romulus or Hercules, or
any such man, was a god ? Or who would
rather choose to die than profess belief in his
dlvinlty?
And did a single nation worship
Romulus amongits
gods, unless it were forced
through fear of the Roman name?
But who
can number the multitudes
who have chosen
death in the most cruel shapes rather than
deny the dtvlmty of Christ ? And thus the
dread of some shght indignation,
which it
was supposed,
perhaps
groundlessly,
might
exist in themInds
of the Romans, constrained
some states who were subject to Rome to
worship
Romulus
as a god;
whereas
the
dread, not of a slight mental
shock, but of
severe and various punishments,
and of death
itself, the most formidable
of all, could not
prevent
an immense
multitude
of martyrs
throughout
the world from not merely worshipping
but also confessing
Christ as God.
The city of Christ, which, although as yet a
stranger
upon earth, had countless
hosts of
citizens, did not make war upon its godless
persecutors
for the sake of temporal security,
but preferred
to win eternal salvation by abstaining from war.
They were bound,
iraprisoned,
beaten,
tortured,
burned,
torn in
pieces, massacred,
and yet they multiplied.
It was not given to them to fight for their
eternal salvation
except by despising
their
temporal salvation for their Saviour's sake.
I am aware that Cicero, in the third book
of his De Republica, if I mistake
not, argues
that a first-rate power will not engage m war
except either for honor or for safety.
What
he has to say about the question
of safety,
and what he means by safety, he explains in
another
place, saying, " Private persons frequently evade, by a speedy death, destitution,
exile, bonds, the scourge, and the other pains
which even the most insensible feel.
But to
states, death, which seems to emancipate
individuals
from all punishments,
is itself a
punishment;
for a state should be so constituted as to be eternal.
And thus death is
not natural to a republic as to a man, to
whom death is not only necessary,
but often
even desirable.
But when a state is destroyed,
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obliterated,
annihilated,
it is as if (to corn- happened ? Through
virtue of these testipare great things with small) this whole world monies, and notwithstanding
the opposition
perished
and collapsed."
Cicero said this and terror of so many cruel persecutions,
the
because he, with the Platonists,
believed that resurrection
and immortality of the flesh, first
the world would not perish.
It is therefore
in Christ, and subsequently
in all in the new
agreed
that, according
to Cicero, a state world,
was believed,
was intrepidly
proshould engage in war for the safety which claimed, and was sown over the whole world,
preserves the state permanently
in existence, to be fertilized richly with the blood of the
though irs citizens change;
as the foliage of martyrs.
For the predictions of the prophets
an olive or laurel, or any tree of this kind, is] that had preceded the events were read, they
perennial,
the old leaves being replaced
by were corroborated
by powerful signs, and the
fresh ones.
For death, as he says, is no pun-truth
was seen to be not contradictory
to reaishment
to indlvlduals,
but rather
delivers
son, but only different from customary
ideas,
them from all other punishments,
but it is a so that at length the world embraced the faith
punishment
to the state.
And therefore it is it had furiously persecuted.
reasonably asked whether the Saguntines did
right when they chose that their whole state CHAP.8.--OF MIRACLESWHICHWERE WROUGHT
should perish rather than that they should
THAT THE WORLD MIGHT
BELIEVE IN CHRIST,
break faith with the Roman republic;
for this
AND
WHICH
HAVE NOT CEASED SINCE
THE
deed of theirs is applauded by the otizens of
WORLD BELIEVED,
the earthly republic.
But I do not see how
they could follow the advice of Cicero, who
Why, they say, are those miracles, which
tell us that no war is to be undertaken
save you affirm were wrought formerly, wrought
for safety or for honor; neither does he say no longer ? I might, indeed, reply that mirawhich of these two is to be preferred,
if a cles were necessary before thcworld believed,
case should occur in which the one could not in order that it might believe.
And whoever
be preserved without the loss of the other, now-a-days demands to see prodigies that he
For manifestly, if the Saguntines chose safe_y, may believe, is himself a great prodigy, bethey must break faith; if they kept faith, they cause he does not believe, though the whole
must reject safety; as also It fell out.
But world does.
But they make these objections
the safety of the city of God is such that it I for the sole purpose of insinuating
that even
can be retained, or rather acquired, by faith those former miracles were never wrought.
and with faith; but if faith be abandoned,
no _How, then, is it that everywhere Christ is celeone can attaiu it. It is this thought of a most ibratcd with such firm belief in His resurrecsteadfast and patient spirit that has made so tion and ascension?
How is it that in enlightmany noble martyrs, while Romulus
has not ened times, in which every impossibility
is
had, and could not have, so much as one to rejected, the world has, without any miracles,
die for his divinity,
believed things marvellously
incredible ? Or
will they say that these things were credible,
CHAP. 7._THAT

THEWORLD'S BELIEFIN CHRIST and therefore
were credited ? Why then do
OF DIVINE
POWER,
NOT OF they themselves
not beheve?
Our argument,
HUMAN PERSUASION.
therefore,
is a summary one--either
incredible things which were not witnessed
have
But it Is thoroughly
ridiculous
to make caused the world to believe other incredible
mention of the false divinity of Romulus
as things which both occurred
and were witany way comparable to that of Christ.
Nev- nessed, or this matter was so credible that it
ertheless, if Romulus lived about six hundred
needed no miracles in proof of it, and thereyears before Cicero, in an age which already
fore convicts these unbelievers
of unpardonwas so enlightened
that it rejected all impos- able scepticism.
This I might say for the
sibilities,
how much more, in an age which sake of refuting these most frivolous objectcertainly
was more enlightened,
being six ors.
But we cannot deny that many miracles
hundred years later, the age of Cicero him- were wrought to confirm that one grand and
self, and of the emperors Augustus and Tibe- health-giving
miracle of Christ's ascension to
flus, would the human mind have refused to heaven with the flesh in which He rose.
For
listen to or believe in the resurrection
of _hese most trustworthy
books of ours contain
Christ's body and its ascension into heaven,
in one narrative both the miracles that were
and have scouted it as an impossibility,
had wrought
and the creed which
they were
not the divinity of the truth itself, or the truth [wrought to confirm.
The miracles were pub¢ff the divinity, and corroborating
miraculous
lished that they might produce faith, and the
sigus, proved that it could happen and had faith which they produced brought them int_
IS THE

RESULT
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greater
prominence.
For they are read in
congregations
that they may be believed, and
yet they would not be so read unless they
were believed.
For even now miracles are
wrought in the name of Christ, whether by
His sacraments
or by the prayers or relics of
His saints; but they are not so brilliant and
conspicuous
as to cause them to be published
with such glory as accompanied
the former
miracles.
For the canon of the sacred writings, which behoved to be closed, xcauses those
to be everywhere recited, and to sink into the
memory of all the congregations;
but these
modem miracles are scarcely known even to
the whole populatmn
in the midst of which
they are wrought, and at the best are confined to one spot.
For frequently
they are
known only to a very few persons, while all
the rest are ignorant of them, especially if the
state is a large one; and when they are reported to other persons in other localitles
there is no sufficient authority
to give them
prompt and unwavering
credence,
although
they are reported to the faithful by the faithful.
The miracle which was wrought at Milan
when I was there, and by which a blind man
was restored
to sight,
could come to the
knowledge
of many; for not only is the city
a large one, but also the emperor was there
at the time, and the occurrence was witnessed
by an immense concourse of people that had
gathered to the bodies of the martyrs Protasius
and Gervasius,
whmh had long lain concealed
and unknown, but were now made known to
the bishop Ambrose in a dream, and discovered by him.
By virtue of these remains the
darkness
of that blind man was scattered,
and he saw the light of day. _
But who but a very small number are aware
of the cure which was wrought
upon Innocentius, ex-advocate of the deputy prefecture,
a cure wrought at Carthage,
in my presence,
and under my own eyes ? For when I and my
brother
Alypius,3 who were not yet clergymen, 4 though already servants of God, came
x
reading
dlffamatum,
"published."
= Another
A somewhat
fullerhasaccount
of this mlrax.le
m gaven by Augustin m the Confe ......
ix. x6. See also ._.....
86, and Ambrose
Ej6. 22. A translation of this epistle ra full is given m Isaac "raylot's Ancient Christzanity,
_, 242, where thzs mlrac|e ts taken as
a detaLled
specimen erammauon
of the so-calledThe
miracles
that age,at and
resultof amvod
will submitted
be gatheredto
from the following sentence:
"In the Nicene Church, so lax
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from abroad, this man received us, and made
us live with him, for he and all his household
were devotedly pious.
He was being treated
by medical men for fistulae, of which he had
a large number intricately seated in the recturn.
He had already undergone
an operation,
and the surgeons
were using every
means at their command
for his rehef.
In
that operation he had suffered long-continued
and acute pain; yet, among the many folds
of the gut, one had escaped the operators so
entirely, that, though they ought to have laid
it open with the knife, they never touched it.
iAnd thus, though all those that had been
opened were cured, this one remained
as it
was, and frustrated
all their labor.
The
patient,
having his suspicions
awakened by
the delay thus occasioned,
and fearing greatly
a second operation,
which another
medical
man---one
of his own domestics--had
told
him he must undergo, though this man had
not even been allowed to witness the first
operation,
and had been banished
from the
house, and with difficulty allowed to come
back to his enraged master's presence,--the
patient, I say, broke out to the surgeons, saylng, " Are you going to cut me again ? Are
you, after all, to fulfill the prediction of that
man whom you would not allow even to be
present ? " The surgeons laughed at the unskillful doctor,
and soothed
their patient's
fears with fair words and promises.
So several days passed, and yet nothing they tried
did him good.
Still they persisted in promising that they would cure that fistula by
drugs, without the knife. They called in also
another old practitioner
of great repute in
that department,
Ammonius
(for he was still
alive at that time); and he, after examining the
part, promised the same result as themselves
from their care and skill.
On this great
authority,
the patient became confident, and,
as if already well, vented his good spirits in
faceuous remarks
at the expense
of his do.
mestic physician, who had predicted a second
operation.
To make a long story short, after
a number of days had thus uselessly elapsed,
the surgeons,
wearied and confused, had at
last to confess
that
he could
only be cured
by

the knife. Agitated with excessive fear, he
was
terrified, and grew pale with dread; and
when

he

collected

himself

and

was

able

to

were
thefear
notions
of common
andof inleading
so feeble
rr_anner
did the
of God
influence morality,
the conduct
men,a that,
on speak, he ordered them to go away and never
occasions when the Church was to be served, and her asaallants to to return.
Worn out with weeping, and driven
becoofounded, they did not scruple to take upon themselves the
_oatrivance and execution of the most degrmtmg impostures "-by necessity, it occurred to him to call in an
P. this
_7o. instance,
it ts to beoneobserved,
however, that
at least
who was at that time esteemed
in
of the deceived.
[On Augastm
Augustin'awas,vmws
on Alexandrian,

_ost-apoaouc_radas see Card._¢wman,Z_y on M_d_*, a wonderfully
skillful operator,
Na_h,
A=_ti_,
_ W_,,
_s_r=, _a6s_and perform the operation his rage
Seha._, Cl_s*'c)i
History, L_k....
vol. hi. 46o,
sqq.--P. S.]
3 Alyimm was g eountrynmn of Angtmdn, and ¢me of his most fer them to do.
But when he
_'tm._chedfriends. See the Confe_io_
pasture.
4ct0_
examined with a professional

that he might
would not sufhad come, and
eye the tr_
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of their careful work, he acted the part of a
good man, and persuaded
his patient to allow those same hands the satisfaction
of finishing his cure which had begun it with a skill
that excited his admiration,
adding that there
was no doubt his only hope of a cure was by
an operation,
but that it was thoroughly
mconsistent with his nature to win the credit of
the cure by doing the little that remained to
be done, and rob of their reward men whose
consummate skill, care, and ddigence he could
not but admirewhen
he saw the traces of their
work.
They were therefore
again received
to favor; and it was agreed that, m the presence of the Alexandrian,
they should operate
on the fistula, whmh, by the consent of all,
could now only be cured by the knife.
The
operation was deferred till the following day.
But when they had left, there arose in the
house such a waihng, in sympathy with the
excessive despondency
of the master, that it
seemed to us like the mourning at a funeral,
and we could scarcely repress at. Holy men
were in the habltofvlsitmg
him daily; Saturninus of blessed memory, at that time bishop
of Uzali, and the presbyter Gelosus, and the
deacons of the church of Carthage;
and among
these was the bishop Aurelius, who alone of
them all survlves,--a
man to be named by us
with due reverence,--and
with him I have
often spoken
of this affair, as we conversed
together about the wonderful works of God,
and I have found that he distinctly remembers what I am now relating.
When these
persons visited him that evening according to
their custom, he hesought them, with pitiable
tears, that they would do him the honor of being present next day at what he judged his
funeral rather than his suffering.
For such
was the terror his former pains had produced,
that he made no doubt he would die in the
hands of the surgeons.
They comforted
hun,
and exhorted
him to put his trust in God, and
nerve his will like a man.
Then we went to
prayer; but while we, in the usual way, were
kneeling and bending
to the ground, he cast
himself down, as if some one were hurling him
violently to the earth, and began to pray; but
in what a manner, with what earnestness
and
emotion, with what a flood of tears, with what
groans and sobs, that shook his whole body,
and almost prevented
him speaking,
who can
describe!
Whether the others prayed, and
had not their attention
wholly diverted
by
this conduct, I do not know.
For myself, I
could not pray at all.
This only I briefly said
in my heart: "0 Lord, what prayers of Thy
people dost Thou hear if Thou hearest not
these ?"
For it seemed to me that nothing
could be added to this prayer, unless he ex-
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pired in praying.
We rose from our knees,
and, receiving the blessing of the bishop, departed, the patient beseeching
his visitors to
be present next morning, they exhorting him
to keep up his heart.
The dreaded
day
idawned.
The servants of God were present,
as they had promised
to be; the surgeons arrived; all that the c_rcumstances
required was
ready; the frightful instruments
are produced;
all look on m wonder and suspense.
While
those who have most influence with the patient
are cheering his fainting spirit, his limbs are
arranged on the couch so as to suit the hand
of the operator;
the knots of the bandages
are untied; the part is bared; the surgeon examines it, and, with knife in hand, eagerly
looks for the sinus that is to be cut.
He
searches for it with his eyes; he feels for it
with his finger;
he applies every kind of
scrutiny:
he finds a perfectly
firm cicatrix!
No words of mine can describe
the joy,
and prmse, and thanksgiving
to the merciful
and almighty
God which was poured from
the lips of all, with tears of gladness.
Let
the scene be imagined rather than described !
In the same city of Carthage
lived Innocentla, a very devout woman of the highest
rank in the state.
She had cancer m one of
her breasts, a dlsease which, as physicians
say, is incurable.
Ordinarily, therefore, they
either amputate,
and so separate
from the
body the member on which the d_sease has
seized, or, that the patient's
life may be prolonged a httle, though deathis lnevltable even
if somewhat
delayed, they abandon all remedies, following,
as they say, the advice of
Hippocrates.
This the lady we speak of had
been advised to by a skillful physmian, who
was intimate with her family; and she betook
herself to God alone by prayer.
On the upproach of Easter,
she was instructed
in a
dream to watt for the first woman that came
out from the baptistery'
after being baptized,
and to ask her to make the sign of Christ
upon her sore.
She did so, and was immedlately cured.
The physician
who had advised her to apply no remedy if she wished
to live a little longer, when he had examined
her after this, and found that she who, on his
former examination,
was afflicted with that
disease was now perfectly cured, eagerly asked
her what remedy she had used, anxious, as
we may well believe,
to discover the drug
which should defeat the decision of Hippocrates.
But when she told him what had happened, he is said to have replied, with relix Easter and VghRsuntlde
were the common
tenng
baptism,
though
no rule was lald down

seasons for admirestiU towards the end

ofthe
mxthcentury. Tertullianthinksthesethemostapproprmte
times, but says that every tame is stumble.
See _1urtulL de .tla2_
ti,,_o, c. _9.
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gious politeness, though with a contemptuous
tone, and an expression
which made her
fear he would utter some blasphemy
against
Christ,
"I
thought
you would make some
great discovery to me."
She, shuddering
at
•his indifference,
quickly replied, "What
great
thing was it for Cimst to heal a cancer, who
raised one who had been four days dead ?"
When, therefore,
I had heard this, I was extremely
indignant
that so great a miracle,
wrought
in that well-known
city, and on a
person who was certainly not obscure, should
not be divulged, and I considered
that she
should be spoken to, If not reprimanded
on
this score.
And when she replied to me that
she had not kept silence on the subject, I
asked the women with whom she was hest
acquainted
whether
they had ever heard of
this before.
They told me they knew nothing
of it.
"See,"
I said, "what
your not keel)ing silence amounts to, since not even those
who are so familiar with you know of It."
And as I had only briefly heard the story, I
made her tell how the whole thing happened,
from beginning
to end, while the other women
listened
in great astonishment,
and glorified
God.
A gouty doctor of the same city, when he
had given in his name for baptism, and had
been prohibited
the day before his baptism
from being baptized that year, by black woollyhaired
boys who appeared
to him in his
dreams, and whom he understood to be dewls,
and when, though they trod on his feet, and
inflicted the acutest pam he had ever yet experlenced,
he refused
to obey them, but
overcame
them, and would not defer being
washed in the laver of regeneration,
was reheved in the very act of baptism, not only of
the extraordinary
pain he was tortured w_th,
but also of the disease itself, so that, though
he lived a long time afterwards,
he never suffered from gout; and yet who knows of this
miracle ? We, however, do know it, and so.
too, do the small number of brethren
who
were in the neighborhood,
and to whose ears
it might come.
An old comedian of Curubis * was cured at
baptism not only of paralysis, but also of hernia, and, being delivered
from both afflictions, came up out of the font of regeneration
as if he had had nothing wrong with his body.
Who outside of Curubis knows of this, or ¢¢ho
but a very few who might hear it elsewhere ?
But we, when we heard of it, made the man
come to Carthage, by order of the holy bishop
Aurelius, although we had already ascertained
the fact on the information
of persons whose
word we could not doubt.
• A town near Carthage.
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Hesperius,
of a tribunitian
family, and a
neighbor of our own, * has a farm called Zubedi
In the Fussalian district; 3 and, finding that his
family, hxs cattle, and his servants were suffermg from the malice of evil spirits, he asked
our presbyters,
during my absence, that one
of them would go with him and banish the
spirits by his prayers.
One went, offered
there the sacrifice of the body of Christ, praymg with all his might that that vexation might
cease.
It did cease forthwith,
through God's
mercy.
Now he had received from a friend
of lus own some holy earth brought from Je.
rusalem, where Christ, having been buried,
rose again the third day.
This earth he had
hung up m his bedroom to preserve himself
from harm.
But when his house was purged
of that demoniacal
invasion, tie began to consider what should be done with the earth; for
his reverence
for it made him unwilling to
have it any longer in his bedroom.
It so
happened
that 1 and Maximinus
bishop of
Symta, and then my colleague, were in the
neighborhood.
Hesperms
asked us to visit
hm_, and we did so. When he had related
all the c_rcumstances,
he begged
that the
earth might be buried somewhere, and that
the spot should be made a place of prayer
where Christians might assembte for the worsh4)of God.
We made no objection:
it was
done as he desired.
There was in that neighboihood a young countryman
who was paralytic, who. when lie heard of this, begged his
parents to take him without delay to that holy
place.
When he had been brought there, he
prayed, and forthwith went away on his o_rn
feet perfectly cured.
There IS a country-seat
called Victoriana,
less than thirty miles from Hippo-regius.
At
it there is a monument
to the Milanese martyrs, Protasms
and Gervasius.
Thither
a
young man was carried, who, when he was
watering his horse one summer day at noon
in a pool of a river, had been taken possesstun of by a devil.
As he lay at the monumeat, near death, or even quite like a dead
person, the lady of the manor, with her maids
and religious
attendants,
entered the place
for evening prayer and praise, as her custom
was, and they began to sing hymns.
At this
sound the young man, as if electrified,
was
thoroughly aroused, and with frightful screaming seized the altar, and held it as if he did
not dare or were not able to let it go, and as
if he were fixed or tied to it; and the devil in
him, with loud lamentation,
besought that he
might be spared, and confessed
where and
when and how he took possession of the youth.
2 This may poasxbly mean a Christian.
3 Near H_ppo.
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At last, declaring that he would go out of
When the bishop Projectus
was bringing
him_ he named one by one the parts of his the relics of the most glorious martyr Stephen
body which he threatened
to mutilate as he to the waters of Tibilis, a great concourse of
went out and with these words he departed people came to meet him at the shrine.
from the man.
But his eye, falling out on There a blind woman entreated that she might
his cheek, hung by a slender vein as by a be led to the bishop who was carrying the.
root, and the whole of the pupil which had relics.
He gave her the flowers he was carrybeen black became white.
When this was ing.
She took them, applied them to her
"witnessed by those present (others too had eyes, and forthwith saw.
Those who were
now gathered to his cries, and had all joined present were astounded, while she, with every
in prayer for him), although
they were de- expression
of joy, preceded them, pursuing
lighted that he had recovered his sanity of her way without further need of a guide.
mind, yet, on the other hand, they were
Lucillus bishop of Smita, in the neighborgrieved about his eye, and said he should seek hood of tile colonial town of Hlppo, was carmedical advice.
But his sister's
husband,
ry_ng m procession
some rehcs of the same
who had brought him there, said, " God, who martyr, which had been deposited in the cashas banished the devil, is able to restore his tle of Smlta.
A fistula under which he had
eye at the prayers of His saints."
Therewith
long labored, and which his private physician
he replaced
the eye that was fallen out and was watching an opportunity
to cut, was sudhanging, and bound it in its place with his denly cured by the mere carrying of that
handkerchief
as well as he could, and advised sacred fardel,_---at least, afterwards
there was
him not to loose the bandage for seven days. no trace of it in his body.
When he did so, he found it quite healthy.
Eucharius,
a Spanish
priest, residing
at
Others also were cured there, but of them it Calama, was for a long time a sufferer from
were tedious to speak,
stone.
By the relics of the same martyr,
I know_ that a young woman of Hippo was which the bishop Possidius
brought him, he
immediately
dispossessed
of a devil,
on was cured.
Afterwards
the same priest, sinkanointing
herself with oil, mixed with the ing under another
disease, was lying dead,
tears of the prebsyter who had been praying
and already they were binding his hands.
By
for her.
I know also that a bishop once the succor of the same martyr he was raised
prayed for a demoniac
young man whom he to hfe, the priest's cloak having been brought
never saw, and that he was cured on the spot. from the oratory and laid upon the corpse.
There was a fellow-townsman
of ours at
There was there an old nobleman
named
I-Iippo, Florentius,
an old man, religious and Martial,
who had a great aversion
to the
poor, who supported
himself as a tailor. Hav. Christian
religion, but whose daughter
was a
ing lost his coat, and not having means to buy Christian, while her husband
had been bapanother, he prayed to the Twenty Martyrs, x tized that same year.
When he was ill, they
who have a very celebrated
memorial
shrine
besought
him with tears and prayers to be.
in our town, begging in a distract voice that come a Christian, but he positively refused,
he might be _lothed.
Some scoffing young and dismissed
them from hls presence
in a
men, who happened to be present, heard him, storm of indignation.
It occurred to the sonand followed him with their sarcasm as he m-law to go to the oratory of St. Stephen, and
went away, as if he had asked the martyrs for there pray for him with all earnestness
that
fifty pence to buy a coat.
But he, walking God might give him a right mind, so that he
on in silence, saw on the shore a great fish, should not delay believing in Christ
This he
gasping as if just cast up, and having secured did with great groaning
and tears, and the
it with the good-natured
assistance
of the burning fervor of sincere piety; then, as he
youths, he sold it for curing to a cook of the left the place, he took some of the flowers
name of Catosus, a good Christian man, tell- that were lying there, and, as it was already
ing him how he had come by it, and receiving night, laid them by his father's head, who so
for it three hundred pence, which he laid out slept.
And 1o I before dawn, he cries out for
in wool, that his wife might exercise her skill some one to run for the bishop; but he hapupon, and make into'a coat for him.
But, on pened at that time to be with me at Hippo.
cutting up the fish, the cook found a gold So when he had heard that he was from home,
ring in its belly; and forthwith, moved with he asked the
presbyters
to come.
They
compassion,
and influenced, too, by religious came.
To the joy and amazement of all, he
fear, gave it up to the man, saying, "See
declared that he believed, and he was baphow the Twenty Martyrs have clothed you."
tized.
As long as he remained in life, these
= AUg'ostin's

3asth sermon

is in honor

of these

martyrs.

= See Ir_ac

Taylor's

A Jucicnt

Cl_rix_za_ty,

1i. 354.
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words were ever on his lips: "Christ,
receive less several of our adherents,
when they read
my spirit,"
though
he was not aware that what I have narrated, will regret that I have
these were the last words of the most blessed !omitted so many which they, as well as I,
Stephen when he was stoned by the Jews. !certainly know.
Even now ]Tbeg these perThey were his last words also, for not long sons to excuse me, and to consider l_ow long
after he himself also gave up the ghost,
it would take me to relate all those miracles,
There, too, by the same martyr, two men, which the necessity of finishing the work I
one a citlzen,
the other a stranger,
were have undertaken
forcesme to omit.
For were
cured of gout; but while the citizen was abso- I to be silent of all others, and to record ex.
lutely cured, the stranger was only informed
elusively the miracles of healing which were
what he should apply when the pain returned;
wrougat in the district of Calama and of Hipand when he followed this advlce, the pain po by means of this martyr--I
mean the most
was at once relieved,
glorious
Stephen--they
would fill many volAudurus
is the name of an estate, where umes; and yet all even of these could not be
there Is a church that contains a memorial
collected, but only those of which narratives
shrine of the martyr Stephen.
It happened
have been written for public recital.
For
that, as a httle boy was playing in the court, when I saw, in our own times, frequent signs
the oxen drawing a wagon went out of the of the presence
of divine powers simllar to
track and crushed hlm wlth the wheel, so that those which had been given of old, I desired
immediately
he seemed at hls last gasp.
His that narratives might be written, judging that
mother snatched
him up, and lald hlm at the the multitude
should not remain ignorant of
shrine, and not only dld he revive, but also these things.
It is not yet two years since
appeared
uninjured,
these rehcs were first brought to Hippo-regius,
A rehglous female, who lived at Caspalium,
and though many of the mlracles which have
a nelghborlng
estate, when she was so fll as been wrought by it have not, as I have the
to be despalred of, had her dress brought to most certain
means of knowing,
been rethis shrine, but before it was brought
back corded,
those
which have been published
she was gone.
However, her parentswrapped
amount to almost seventy
at the hour at
her corpse in the dress, and, her breath re- whmh I wrote.
But at Calama, where these
turning, she became qulte well.
relics have been for a longer time, and where
At Htppo a Syrmn called Bassus was pray- more of the miracles were narrated for public
ing at the relics of the same martyr for his mformatlon,
there are incomparably
more.
daughter,
who was dangerously
ill.
He too
At Uzali, too, a colony near Utica, many
had brought her dresswith
hlm to the shrine,
signal miracles
were,
to my knowledge,
But as he prayed,
behold, his servants ran wrought by the same martyr, whoserehcs
had
from the house totell hlm she was dead.
His found a place there by directmn of the bishop
friends, however, intercepted
them, and for- Evodius, long before we had them at Hippo.
bade them to tell h_m, lest he should bewad But there the custom of publishing
narratives
her in public.
And when he had returned to does not obtain, or, I should say, did not obhis house, which was already ringing with the tam' for posslbly it may now have been be.
lamentatmns
of his family, and had thrown on gun.
For, when I was there recently, a woman
his daughter's
body the dress he was carrying,
of rank, Petronia,
had been miraculously
she was restored to life.
cured of a serious illness of long standing,
There, too, the son of a man, Iren_eus, one in which all medmal appliances
had failed_
of our tax-gatherers,
took ill and died.
And land, with the consent of the above-named
while his body was lying lifeless, and the last bishop of the place, I exhorted her to publish
rites were being prepared, amidst the weeping an account of it that might be read to the
and mourning of all, one of the friends who people.
She most promptly obeyed, and in- •
were consohug the father suggested
that the :serted in her narrative a circumstance
which
body should be anointed with the oil of the I cannot omit to mention, though I am cornsame martyr.
It was done, and he revived,
pelled to hasten on to the subjects which this
Likewise Eleusinus,
a man of tribunitian
work requires me to treat.
She saifl that she
rank among us, laid his infant son, who had had been persuaded by'a Jew to wear next
died, on the shrine of the martyr, which is m her skin, under all her clothes, a hair girdle,
the suburb where he lived, and, after prayer, and on this girdle a ring, which, instead of a
which he poured out there with many tears, gem, had a stone which had been found in the
he took up his child alive,
kidneys of an ox.
Girt with this charm, she
What am I to do ? I am so pressed by the was making her way to the threshold
of the
promise of finishing this work, that I cannot holy martyr.
But, after leaving Carthage,
record all the miracles I know; and doubt-and
when she had been lodging in her own
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demesne on the river Bagrada, and was now
rising to continue
her journey, she saw her
ring lying before her feet.
In great surprise
she examined
the hair girdle, and when she
found it bound, as it had been, quite firmly
with knots, she conjectured
that the ring had
been worn through and dropped off; but when
she found that the ring was itself also perfectly whole, she presumed that by this great
miracle she had received somehow a pledge
of her cure, whereupon she untied the girdle,
and cast it into the river, and the ring along
with it. This is not credited
by those who
do not believe either that the Lord Jesus Christ
came forth from His mother's womb without
destroying
her virginity, and entered
among
His disciples when the doors were shut; but
let them make strict inquiry into this mxracle,
and if they find it true, let them beheve those
others.
The lady is of distinctmn,
nobly
born, married to a nobleman.
She resides at
Carthage.
The city is distinguished,
the
person
is distinguished,
so that they who
make inquiries cannot fatl to find satlsfact:on
Certainly
the
martyr
himself,
by whose
prayers she was healed, believed on the Son
of her who remained
a virgin; on Him who
came in among the disciples when the doors
were shut; in fine,--and
to th_s tends all that
we have been retailing,--on
Ham who ascended into heaven with the flesh in which He had
risen; and it is because he laid down has life
for this faith that such miracles were done by
his means•
Even now, therefore,
many miracles
are
wrought, the same God who wrought
those
we read of still performing
them, by whom
He will and as He will; but they are not as
well known, nor are they beaten into the memory, like gravel, by frequent
reading, so that
they cannot
fall out of mind.
For even
where, as is now done among ourselves, care
is taken that the pamphlets
of those who receive benefit be read publicly, yet those who
are present hear the narrative
but once, and
many are absent; and so it comes to pass that
even those who are present forget m a few
• days what they heard, and scarcely one of
them can be found who will tell what he heard
to one who he knows was not present,
One miracle was wrought among ourselves,
which, th6ugh no greater than those I have
mentioned,
was yet so signal and conspicu• ous, that I suppose there _s no inhabitant
of
Hippo who did not either see or hear of it,
none who could possibly
forget it. There
were seven brothers
and three sisters of a
noble family of the Cappadocian
C_esarea,
who were cursed by their mother, a new-made
widow, on account of some wrong they had
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I done her, and which she bitterly resented,
I and who were visited with so severe a punishI ment from Heaven,
that all of them were
tseized with a hideous
shaking
in all their
/ limbs.
Unable, while presenting
this loath] some appearance,
to endure the eyes of their
I fellow-citizens,
they wandered over almost the
whole Roman world, each following his own
dlrection.
Two of them came to Hlppo,
a
brother and a sister, Paulus
and Pal!adla,
already known in many other places by the
fame of their wretched lot. Nowit was about
fifteen days before Easter when they came,
and they came daily to church, and specially
to the relics of the most glorious Stephen,
praying that God might nowbe appeased, and
restore
their
former
health.
There,
and
wherever they went, they attracted
the attention of every one.
Some who had seen them
elsewhere,
and knew the cause of their trembhng, told others as occasion offered.
Easter arrived, and on the Lord's
day, in the
morning, when there was now a large crowd
present, and the young man was holding the
bars of the holy place where the rehcs were,
and praying, suddenly he fell down, and lay
l precisely as :f asleep, but not trembling as he
1was wont to do even in sleep.
All present
Xwere astomshed.
Some were alarmed,
some
Iwere moved with pity; and while some were
I for lifting him up, others prevented
them,
and sa_d they should ratherwalt
and see what
would result.
And behold ! he rose up, and
trembled
no more, for he was healed, and
stood quite well, scanning
those who were
scanning htm.
Who then refrained
himself
from prmsmg God ? The whole church was
filled w:th the vomes of those who were shoutmgand congratulating
him.
Then they came
running
to me, where I was sitting ready to
come into the church.
One after another they
:throng in, the last comer telling me as news
what the first had told me already;
and while
:I rejoined and inwardly gave God thanks, the
young man himself also enters, with a number
of others, falls at my knees, is raised up to
re.ceive my kiss.
We go in to the congregation: the church was full, and ringing with
the shouts of joy, "Thanks
to God ! Praised
be God ! " every one joining and shouting or_
all sides, " I have healed the people,"
and
then with still louder voice shouting
again.
Silence being at last obtained, the customary
lessons of the divine
Scriptures
were read.
And when I came to my sermon, I made a
few remarks suitable
to the occasion
and the
happy and joyful feeling, not desiring them
to listen to me, but rather to consider the
eloquence of God in this divine work.
The
man dined with us, and gave us a careful ac-
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count of his own, his mother's, and his fam-flesh,
and ascended
with the same
into
ily's calamity.
Accordingly,
on the follow- heaven?
For the martyrs
themselves
were
ing day, after delivering my sermon, I prom-martyrs,
that is to say, witnesses of this faith,
ised that next day I would read his narrative
drawing upon themselves
by their testimony
to the people:
And when I did so, the third the hatred of the world, and conquering the
day after Easter Sunday, I made the brother world not by resisting It, but by dying.
For
and sister both stand on the steps of the raised this faith they died, and can now ask these
place from which I used to speak; and while benefits from the Lord in whose name they
they stood there their pamphlet
was read:
were slain.
For this faith their marvellous
The whole congregat:on,
men and women constancy was exercised, so that in these mialike, saw the one standing without any un- racles great power was manifested
as the renatural movement,
the other trembling m all suit.
For if the resurrection
of the flesh to
her hmbs; so that those who had not before eternal hfe had not taken place in Christ,
seen the man himself saw in his s_ster what and were not to be accomplished
in His
the dwiuecompasslon
had removed from him people, as predicted
by Christ,
or by the
In h_m they saw matter of congratulauon,
in prophets
who foretold
that Christ was to
her subject
for prayer.
Meanwhile,
their come, why do the martyrs who were slain
pamphlet being fimshed, I instructed
them to for this faith which proclmms the resurrection
withdraw from the gaze of the people; and possess such power_
For whether God HimI had begun to discuss the whole matter
self wrought these miracles by that wonderful
somewhat
more carefully, when lo ! as I was manner of working by winch, though Himself
proceeding,
other voices are heard from the eternal,
He produces
effects in time;
or
tomb of the martyr, shouting
new congratuwhether He wrought them by servants, and if
lations.
My audience
turned
round,
and so, whether
He made use of the spirits of
began
to run to the tomb.
The young martyrs as He uses men who are still in the
woman, when she had come down from the body, or effects all these marvels by means
steps where she had been standing, went to of a_lgels, over whom He exerts an invisible,
pray at the holy rehcs, and no sooner had Hnmutable, incorporeal
sway, so that what is
she touched the bars than she, m the same sa_d to be done by the martyrs is done not by
way as her brother,
collapsed,
as if falhng their operation,
but only by their prayer and
asleep, and rose up cured.
While, then, we request; or whether, finally, some things are
were asking what had happened,
and what oc- dolce in one way, others in another, and so
casioned this noise of 3oy, they came into the th._t man cannot at all comprehend
them,_
basilica where we were, leading her from the J_evertheless
these miracles attest this froth
martyr's
tomb m perfect health.
Then, In- which preaches
the resurrection
of the flesh
deed, such a shout of wonder rose from men to eternal hfe.
and women together,
that the exclamatLons
and the tears seemed
hke never to come to CHAP. IO.--THAT
THE
MARTYRS
WHO OBTAIN
an end.
She was led to the place where she
MANY MIRACLES
IN ORDER
THAT
THE TRUE
had a little before stood trembhng.
They
COB MAY BE WORSHIPPEI), ARE WORTHY Or"
now rejoiced that she was hke her brother, as
before zhey had mourned
that she remmned
MUCH (-,REATER HONOR THAN THE DEMON%
unlike h_m; and as they had not yet uttered
who Do SOME MARVEI,S _IHAT THEY THEMtheir prayers in her behalf,
they perceived
SELVESMAY BE SUPPOSEDTO BE GOD.
that their retention
of doing so had been
Here perhaps
our adversaries
will say that
speedily heard.
They shouted God's praises their gods also have done some wonderful
without words, but with such a noise that our things, if now they begin to compare their
ears could scarcely bear it. What was there gods to our dead men.
Or wdl they also
in the hearts of these exultant people but the s_y that they have gods taken from among
faith of Christ, for which Stephen
had shed dead men, such as Hercules,
Romulus, and
his blood ?
many others whom they fancy to have been
received into the number of the gods ? But
CHAP. 9.--THAT
ALL THE MIRACLESWHICHARE our martyrs
are not our gods; for we know
DONE BY MEANS OF THE MARTYRS IN THE that the martyrs and we have both but one
NAME OF CHRIST TESTIFY TO THAT FAITH God, and that the same.
Nor yet are the
WHICH THE MARTYRSHAD IN CHRIST.
m_racles which they maintain
to have been
To what do these miracles witness,
this faith which preaches
Christ risen
*

See Augustan'sS_rmona,3*x.
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but to done by means of their temples at all compam the rable to those which are done by the tombs
of our martyrs.
If they seem similar, their
gods

have been

defeated

by our martyrs

as
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Pharaoh's
magi were by Moses.
In reality, been taught by their master Platothat
the two
the demons wrought these marvels with the greatest elements of the world, and the fur.
same impure pride with which they aspired to thest removed from one another, are coupled
be the gods of the nations; but the martyrs iand united by the two intermediate,
air and
do these wonders, or rather God does them water.
And consequently they say, since the
while they pray and assist, in order that an earth is the first of the elements, beginning
impulse may be given to the faith by which from the base of the series, the second the
we believe that they are not our gods, but water above the earth, the third the air above
have, together with ourselves, one God.
In the water, the fourth the heaven above the
fine, they built temples to these gods of theirs, air, it follows that a body of earth cannot live
and set up altars, and ordained priests, and in the heaven; for each element is poised by
appointed
sacrifices;
but to our martyrs we"its own weight so as to preserve its own place
build, not temples
as if they were gods, but and rank. Behold with what arguments human
monuments
as to dead men whose spirits hve infirmity,
possessed
with vamty, contradicts
with God.
Neither do we erect altars at these the omnipotence
of God ! What, then, do
monuments
that we may sacrifice to the mar- so mat_y earthly bodies do in the aw, since
tyrs, but to the one God of the martyrs and the mr is the third element from the earth ?
of ourselves;
and in this sacrifice they are Unless perhaps
He who has granted
to the
named in their own place and rank as men of earthly bodies of birds that they be carried
God who conquered
the world by confessing
through the air by the lightness
of feathers
Him, but they are not invoked by the sacri- and wings, has not been able to confer upon
ricing priest.
For it is to God, not to them,
the bodies of men made immortal
the power
he sacrifices,
though
he sacrifices at their to abide in the highest heaven.
The earthly
monument;
for he is God's priest, not theirs,
ammals, too, which cannot fly, among which
The sacrifice itself, too, is the body of Christ,
are men, ought on these terms to hve under
which is not offered to them, because they the earth, as fishes, which are the animals of
themselves
are this body.
Which then can the water, live under the water.
Why, then,
more readily be believed to work miracles ? can an ammal of earth not live in the second
They who wish themselves
to be reckoned
element, that is, in water, while it can m the
gods by those on whom they work miracles,
third ? Why, though it belongs to the earth,
or those whose sole object in working any is it forthwith suffocated if _t is forced to live
miracle is to induce faith in God, and in Christ i in the second element next above earth, while
also as God ? They who wished to turn even it lives in the third, and cannot live out of it ?
their crimes into sacred rites, or those whoJ Is there a mistake
here in the order of the
are unwilhng that even their own praises be_ elements, or is not the mmtake rather in their
consecrated,
and seek that everything
for]reasonings,
and not in the nature of things?
which they are justly praised be ascribed to[ I will not repeat what I said in the thirteenth
the glory of Him in whom they are praised ?/book, 2 that
many
earthly bodies,
though
For in the Lord their souls are praised.
Let _heavy like lead, receive from the workman's
us therefore believe those who both speak the hand a form which enables them to swim in
truth and work wonders.
For by speaking
water; and yet it is denied that the omnipothe truth they suffered, and so won the power tent Worker can confer on the human body
of working wonders.
And the leading truth a property which shall enable it to pass into
they professed
is that Christ rose from the heaven and dwell there.
• dead, and first showed in His own flesh the
But against what I have formerly said they
immortality
of the resurrection
which He can find nothing to say, even though they inpromised should be ours, either in the be- troduceand
make the most of this order of the
ginning of the world to come, or in the end elements in which they confide,
tror if the
of this world,
order be that the earth is first, the water
second, the air third, the heaven fourth, then
CHAP. ][I,--AGAINST
THE PLATONISTS_
WHO the soul is above all.
For Aristotle said that
ARGUE VROMTHE PHYSICALWVJGHT OV THE the soul was a fifth body, while Plato denied
ELEMENTSTHAT AN EARTHLYBODYCANNOT that it was a body at all.
If it were a fifth
INHABIT HEAVEN.
body, then certainly
it would be above the
But against this
reasoners, " whose
that they are vain
the weights of the
1_ xdv. xt,

great gift of God, these
thoughts the Lord knows
"" bring arguments from
elements;
for they have

r_st; and if it is
the more does it
does it do m an
this soul, which
2 C. tS.

not a body at all, so much
rise above all.
What, then,
earthly body ? What does
is finer than all else, do
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in such a mass of matter as this?
What
does the lightestof substances
do in this penderosity ? this swiftest substance in such sluggishness ? Will not the body be raised to
heaven by virtue of so excellent a nature as
this ? and if now earthly bodies can retain the
souls below, shall not the souls be one day
able to raise the earthly bodies above ?
If we pass now to their miracles which they
oppose to our martyrs as wrought by their
gods, slmll not even these be found to make
for us, and help out. our argument ? For if
any of the miracles of their gods are great,
certainly
that is a great one which Varro
mentions
of a vestal virgin, who, when she
was endangered
by a false accusation
of uno
chastity, filled a sieve with water from the
Tiber, and carried it to her judges without
any part of it leaking.
Who kept the weight
of water in the sieve?
Who prevented
any
drop from falling from it through
so many
open holes ? They will answer, Some god or
some demon.
If a god, is he greater than
the God who made the world ? If a demon, is
he mightier than an angel who serves the God
by whom the world was made?
If, then, a
lesser god, angel, or demon could so sustain
the weight of this liqmd element that the
water might seem to have changed its nature,
shall not Almighty God, who Himself created
all the elements, be able to eliminate from the
earthly body its heaviness,
so that the quickened body shall dwell in whatever
element
the quickening
spirit pleases ?
Then, again, since they give the air a mid-
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two elements,
earth and fire, ought to be
so restricted to their own places, the highest and the lowest, that neither the lowest can
rise to the place of the highest, nor the highest sink to that of the lowest.
Thus, as they
think that no particle of earth is or shall ever
be in the sky so we ought to see no particle
of fire on the earth.
But the fact is that it
exists to such an extent, not only on but even
under the earth, that the tops of mountains
vomit it forth; besides that we see it to exist
on earth for human uses, and even to be produced from the earth, since it is kindled from
wood and stones, whmh are without doubt
earthly bodies.
But that [upper] fire, they
say, is tranquil, pure, harmless, eternal;
but
tnts [earthly]fire
is turbid, smoky, corruptible,
and corrupting.
But it does not corrupt the
mountains and caverns of the earth in which it
rages continually.
But grant that the earthly
fire is so unlike the other as to suit its earthly
positron, why then do they object to our beheving that the nature of earthly bodies shall
some day be made incorruptible
and fit for
the sky, even as now fire is corruptible
and
suited to the earth ? They therefore
adduce
from their weights and order of the elements
nothing from which they can prove that it is
lmposslt)le
for Almighty
God to make our
bodies such that they can dwell in the skies.
CIIAP. I2.--AGAINST THE CALUMNIES WITH
WHICH UNBELIEVERSTHROW RIDICULE UPON
THE

CHRISTIAN

FAITH

IN

THE

RESURRECTION

or" THE FL_H.

dle place between
the fire above and the
But their way is to feign 'a scrupulous
water beneath,
how is it that we often find anxiety'in investigating
this question, and to
it between water and water, and between the cast ridicule on our faith in the resurrection
water and the earth ? For what do they make iof the body, by asking, Whether
abortions
of those watery clouds, between
which and shall rise ? And as the Lord says, "Verily
I
the seas air is constantly
found intervening?
say unto you, not a hair of your head shall
I should hke to know by what weight and perish," ' shallallbodies
have an equalstature
order of the elements
it comes to pass that and strength, or shall there be differences in
very violent
and stormy torrents
are sus- size?
For if there is to be equality, where
pended in the clouds above the earth before shall those abortions, supposing that they rise
they rush along upon the earth under the air. again, get that
bulk which they had not
In fine, why is it that throughout
the whole here ? Or if they shall not rise because they
globe the air is between the highest heaven were not born but cast out, they raise the
and the earth, if Its place is between the sky same question about children who have died
and the water, as the place of the water is in childhood,
asking us whence they get the
between the sky and the earth ?
stature which we see they had not here; for
Finally, if the order of the elements
is so we will not say that those who have been not
disposed
that, as Plato thinks, the two ex- only born, but born again, shall not rise again.
tremes, fire and earth, are united by the two Then, further,
they ask of what size these
means, air and water, and that the fire oc- equal bodies shall be.
For if all shall be as
cupies the highest part of the sky, and the itall and large as were the tallest and largest
earth the lowest part, or as it were the founda- iin this world, they ask us how it is that not
tion of the world, and that therefore
earth]only
children but many full-grown
persons
cannot be in the heavens, how is fire in the
earth ? For, according to this reasoning, these
, Lukexxl.as.
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shall receive what they here did not possess,
most difficult question
is, into whose body
if each one is to receive what he had here that flesh shall return which has been eaten
And if the saying of the apostle, that we are and assimilated
by another man constrained
all tocome
to the "measure
of the age of the by hunger to use it so; for it has been confullness of Christ," _ or that other saying, verted into the flesh of the man who used it
"Whom
He predestinated
to be conformed
as his nutriment, and it filled up those losses
to the image of His Son, ''_ is to be under- of flesh which famine had produced.
For
stood to mean that the stature and size of the sake, then, of ridiculing the resurrection,
Christ's body shall be the measure of the they ask, Shall this return to the man whose
bodies of all those who shall be in His king- flesh it first was, or to him whose flesh it afterdora, then, say they, the size and height of wards became ? And thus, too, they seek to
many must be diminished;
and if so much of give promise to the human soul of alternathe bodily frame itself be lost, what becomes
tlons of true misery and false happiness, in
of the saying, " Not a hair of your head shall accordance
with Plato's theory; or, m acperish ?"
Besides, it might be asked regardeordance with Porphyry's,
that, after many
ing the hair itself, whether all that the barber transmigrations
into different bodies, it ends
has cut off shall be restored ? And flit is to be its miserms, and never more returns to tbem,
restored, who would not shrink from such de- not, however, by obtaining an immortal body,
fortuity ? For as the same restoration will be but by escaping from every kind of body.
made of what has been pared off the nails
much will be replaced
on the body which a
regard for its appearance
had cut off. And CHAP. I3.--WHETHER
ABORTIONS, IF THEY ARE
where, then, will be its beauty, which assuredly
NU_tBERED AMONG THE DEAD, SHALL NOT
ought to be much greater in that immortal conALSOI-IAVEA PART IN THE RESURRECTION.
dition than it could be in this corruptible state ?
On the other hand, if such things are not reTo these objections, then, of our adversaries
stored to the body, they must perish;
how which I have thus detailed, I will now reply,
then, they say, shall not a hair of the head trusting
that God will mercifully
assist my
perish ? In like manner
they reason about endeavors.
That abortmns, which, even supfatness and leanness; for if all are to be equal,
posing they were alive in the womb, did also
then certainly
there shall not be some fat, diethere,
shall rise again, I make bold neither
others
lean.
Some, therefore,
shall gain, to affirm nor to deny, although
I fail to see
others lose something.
Consequently
there why, if they are not excluded
from the numwill not be a simple restoration
of what for- ber of the dead, they should not attain to the
merly existed, but, on the one h_nd, an add1- resurrection
of the dead.
For either all the
tion of what .had no existence,
and, on the dead shall not rise, and there will be to all eterother, a loss of what did before exist.,
mty some souls without bodms though they
The difficulties, too, about the corruption
once had them,--only
in thew mother's womb,
and dissolution
of dead bodies,--that
one is indeed; or, if all human souls shall receive
turned
into dust, while another
evaporates
again the bodms which they had wherever
into the air; that some are devoured
by they lived, and which they left when they
beasts, some by fire, while some perish by died, then I do not see how I can say that
shipwreck or by drowning
in one shape or i even those who died in their mother's
womb
other, so that their bodies decay into liquid,-shall have no resurrection.
But whichever of
these difficulties give them immoderate alarm, these opinions any one may adopt concerning
and they believe that all those dissolved ele- them, we must at least apply to them, if they
ments cannot be gathered
again and recon- rise again, all that we have to say of infants
strncted into a body.
They also make eager who have been born.
use of all the deformities
and blemishes which
either accident
or birth has produced,
and
accordingly,
with horror
and derision,
cite
monstrous births, and ask if every deformity
will be preserved in the resurrection.
For if
we say that no such thing shall be reproduced
in the body of a man, they suppose that they
confute us by citing the marks of the wounds
which we assert were found in the risen body
of the Lord Christ.
But of all these, the
• E_.t_.z3.

,Ro_.vlli._

CHAP. I4._WHETHER INFANTS SHALL RISE IN
THAT BODYWHICH THEY WOULD HAVE HAD
HAD THEY GgOWN UP.
What, then, are we to say of infants, if not
that they will not rise in that diminutive body
in which they died, but shall receive by the
marvellous
and rapid operation
of God that
body which time by a slower process would
have given them ? For in the Lord's words,
where He says, "Not
a hair of your head
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shall perish," • it is asserted
that nothing
which was possessed
shall be wanting;
but it
is not said that nothing which was not possessed shall be given.
To the dead infant
there was wanting the perfect stature of its
body; for even the perfect infant lacks the
perfection
of bodily size, being capable of
further growth.
This perfect stature is, in a
sense, so possessed
by all that they are conceived and born with it,--that
is, they have
it potentially,
though not yet in actual bulk;
just as all the members
of the body are
potentially in the seed, though, even after the
child is born, some of them, the teeth for example,
may be wanting.
In this sem,nal
principle of every substance, there seems to
be, as it were, the beginning
of everything
which does not yet exist, or rather does not
appear,
but which in process
of time w:tl
come Into being, or rather
into sight.
In

the measure of Christ will be completed when
all the members
among the Christian
cornmunitles are added to the Head; or if we are
to refer it to the resurrection
of the body,
the meaning is that all shall rise neither beyond nor under youth, but in that vigor and
age to which we know that Christ had arrived.
For even the world's wisest men have fixed
the bloom of youth at about the age of thirty;
land when this period has been passed, the
man begins to decline towards the defective
and duller period of old age.
And therefore
the apostle did not speak of the measure of
the body, nor of the measure
of the stature,
but of " the measure of the age of the fullness of Christ."

this, therefore,
the child who is to be tall or
short is already tall or short.
And in the
resurrection
of the body, we need, for the
same reason, fear no bodily loss; for though
all should be of equal size, and reach gigantic
proportions,
lest the men who were largest
here should lose anything of their bulk and
it should perish, in contradiction
to the words
of Christ, who said that not a hair of their
head should perish, yet why sl:ould there lack

Then, again, these words, " Predestinate
to
be co,fformed to the image of tlm Son of God,, _
may be understood
of the inner man.
So in
another place He says to us, "Be not con.
formed to this world, but be ye transformed
in the renewing of your mind." 3 In so far,
then, as we are transformed
so as not to be
conformed to the world, we are conformed to
the Son of God.
It may also be understood
thus, that as He was conformed
to us by assummg mortahty,
we shall be conformed
to
Him by immortahty;
and this indeed is connected w_tt: the resurrection
of the body.
But if we are also taught in these words what
form our bodihs shall rise in, as the measure
we spoke of before,
so also this conformity
is
to be understood
not of size, but of age.
ACcordmgly all shall rise in the stature they either
had attained or would have attained had they
lived to their prime, although it will be no great
disadvantage
even if the form of the body be
infantine or aged, while no infirmity shall remain in the mind nor in the body itself.
So
that even if any one contends
that every"
person will rise again in the same bodily form
m which he died, we need not spend much
labor in disputing with him.

CHAP. I6.--WHAT
IS MEANT BY THE CONFORMl_o OF THE SAINTSTO THE IMAGEOF THE SON
OF OOD.

the means by whmh that wonderful
Worker
should make such additions, seeing that He _s
the Creator, who H_mself created all things
out of nothing ?
CHAP.
DEAD

I 5,-WHETHER
SHALL

RISE

THE

BODIES

OF

THE

SAME

SIZE

ALL

THE

AS ]'HE

LORD'S BODY.
It is certain that _hrist rose in the same
bodily stature in which He died, and that it Is
wrong to say that, when the general resurrection shall have arrived,
His body shall, for
the sake of equalling the tallest, assume proportions which it had not when He appeared
to the disciples in the figure with whmh they
were familiar.
But if we say that even the
bodms of taller men are to be reduced to the
size of the Lord's body, there will be a great
loss in many bodms, though He promised that CHAP. IT.--WHETHER
THE BODIES OF WOMF.._
not a hair of their head should perish.
It reSHALLRETAIN THEIR OWNSEX IN THE RESURmains, therefore,
that we conclude that every
RECTION.
man shall receive his own size which he had
From the words, "Till we all come to a
in youth,
though he died an old man, or perfect man, to the measure of the age of the
which he would have had, supposing
he died i fullness of Christ,"4
and from the words,
before his prime.
said of the measure

As for what the apostle
of the age of the fullness

,,Conformed
to the
God, 5 some conclude

refer
to something
to the fact
of Christ,
we must else,
either vi'z.,
understand
himthatto rise.... women,
x Luke xxL iS.

I

2 Rom viii. 29.
4 Eph. iv. z3.

image of the Son of
that women shall not

but that all shall be men, because
3 Rom. xii. _.
5 Eom. rill. _9.
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God made nian only of earth, and woman of cumstances
in which the question
mooted
the man.
For my part, they seem to be would have been more easily and speedily
wiser who make no doubt that both sexes solved by denying that the female sex would
shall rise.
For there shall be no lust, which exist, if this had in truth been foreknown by
is now the cause of confusion.
For before Him.
But, indeed,
He even affirmed that
they sinned, the man and the woman were the sex should exist by saying, "They
shall
naked, and were not ashamed.
From those not be given in marriage,"
which can only
bodies, then, vice shall be withdrawn, while apply
to females;
"Neither
shall
they
nature shall be preserved.
And the sex of marry," which applies to males.
There shall
woman is not a vice, but nature.
It shall then therefore be those who are in this world acindeed be superior to carnal intercourse
and customed to marry and be given in marriage,
child-bearing;
nevertheless
the female mere- only they shall there make no such marriages.
bers shall remain adapted not to the old uses,
but to a new beauty, which, so far from provoking lust, now extinct, shall cxcite praise
to the wisdom and clemency
of God, who
both made what was not and dehvered
from
corruption
what He made.
For at the beginning of the human race the woman was
made of a rib taken from the side of the man
while he slept; for it seemed fit that even
then Christ and His Church should be foreshadowed
in this event.
For that sleep of
the man was the death of Christ, whose rode,
as He hung
lifeless upon
the cross, was
pierced with a spear, and there flowed from
it blood and water, and these we know to be
the sacraments
by which the Church is "built
up."
For Scripture used this very word, not
saying
"He
formed"
or "framed,"
but
"built
her up intQ a woman; ''x whence also
the apostle
speaks of the ed/ficatian of the
body of Christ, _ which is the Church.
The
woman, therefore,
is a creature of God even
as the man; but by her creation from man
unity is commended;
and the manner of her
creation prefigured, as has been said, Christ
and the Church.
He, then, who created both
sexes will restore both.
Jesus Himself
also,
when asked by the Sadducees,
who denied
the resurrection,
which of the seven brothers
should have to wife the woman whom all in
succession had taken to raise up seed to their
brother, as the law enjoined,
says, "Ye do
err, not knowing the Scriptures nor the power
of God." 3 And though it was a fit opportunity for His saying, She about whom you
make inquiries shall herself be a man, and
not a woman, He said nothing of the kind;
but "In the resurrection
they neither marry
nor are given in marriage,
but are as the
angels of God in heaven."4
They shall be
equal to the angels in immortality
and happiness, not in flesh, nor in resurrection,
which
the angels did not need, because they could
not die.
The Lord then denied that there
would be in the resurrection,
not women, but
marriages;
and IIe uttered this denial in cirx C.,eU. iL tin.
$_ttt.
Lltii. m).
+

_

_ Eph.
4biatL

iv+ z2.
_.
2_,

CHAP.

IS._OF

THE PERFECT

MAN,

THAT

IS,

CHRISI';
AND OF HIS BODY, THAT
IS, THE
CHURCH, WHICH IS HIS FULLNESS.
To understand
what the apostle
means
when he says that we shall all come to a perI feet man, we must consider the connection of
the whole passage,
which runs thus:
" He
[that descended
is the same also that ascended up far above all heavens, that He might fill
!all things.
And He gave some, apostles;
and some, prophets;
and some, evangelists;
land some, pastors arid teachers;
for the perfecting
of the saints, for the work of the
ministry,
for the edifying
of the body of
Christ:
till we all come to the unity of the
faith and knowledge of the Son of God, to a
perfect man, to the measure
of the age of
the fullness of Christ:
that we henceforth be
no more children, tossed and carried about
with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of
m_n, and cunning
craftiness,
whereby they
lie in wait to deceive;
but, speaking the truth
in love, may grow up in Him in all things,
which is the Head, evep Christ: from whom
the whole body fitly joined together and cornpacted by that which every joint supplieth,
according
to the effectual
working in the
measure
of every part, maketh
increase of
the body, unto the edifying of itself in love." s
Behold what the perfect man is--the
head
and the body, which is made up of all the
members, which in their own time shall be
perfected.
But new additions are daily being
made to this body while the Church is being
built up, to which it is said, "Ye
are the
body of Christ and His members;"_
and
again,
"For
His body's
sake,"
he says,
"which
is the Churc4a;"_
and again, "We
being many are one head, one body. ''8 It is
of the edification of this body that it is here,
too, said, "For
the perfecting of the saints,
for the work of the ministry, for the edification of the body of Christ;"
and then that
passage of which "we are now speaking
is
S Eph. iv. zo-x6.
7Col
i. a4,

_ z Cor. xii. _,.
8 zC_r.x,
t_%
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added, "Till
we all come to the unity of the places, they shall not be restored;
and yet z'_
faith and knowledge of the Son of God, to a one will lose these parts at the resurrection,
perfect man, to the measure
of the age of for they shall be changed into the same flesh,
the fullness of Christ,"
and so on.
And he their substance being so altered as to preserve
shows of what body we are to understand
the proportion
of the various parts of the
this to be the measure, when he says, "That!
body.
However, what our Lord said, "Not
we may grow up into Him in all things, which a hair of your head shall perish," might more
is the Head,
even Christ:
from whom the suitably be interpreted
of the number,
and
whole body fitly joined together
and corn- not of the length of the hairs, as He elsepacted by that which every joint suppheth,
where says, "The hairs of your head are all
according
to the effectual
working
in the numbered."'
Nor would I say this because
measure of every pan."
As, therefore, there I suppose that any part naturally
belonging
is a measure
of every part, so there is a to the body can perish, but that whatever de.
measure of the fullness
of the whole body formlty was in it, and served to exhibit the
which is made up of all its parts, and it is of penal condition
in which we mortals
are,
this measure it is said, " To the measure of should be restored in such a way that, while
the age of the fullness of Christ."
This full- the substance
is entlrely preserved,
the dehess he spoke of also in the place where he formity shall perish.
For if even a human
says of Christ, "And gave Him to be the workman,
who has, for some reason, made a
Head over all things to the Church,' whlch is deformed
statue, can recast it and make it
His body, the fullness of Him that filleth all very beautiful,
and this without suffering any
in, all.'"
But even if this should be referred
part of the substance,
but only the deformity
to the form in which each one shall r_se, what to be lost,mif
he can, for example, remove
should hinder us from applying to the woman some unbecoming or disproportionate
part, not
what is expressly
said of the man, under- by cutting offand separating this part fromthe
standing both sexes to be included under the whole, but by so breaking down and mixing up
general term " man ? "
For certainly in the the whole as to get rid of the blemish without
saying, "Blessed is he who feareth the Lord, ''3 diminishing
the quantity
of his material,-women also who fear the Lord are included,
shall we not think as highly of the almighty
Worker?
Shall He not be able to remove
CHAP. 19.--THAT
ALL BODILYBLEMISHESWHICH an*d abohsh all deformities
of the human "
MAR HUMAN
BFAUTY IN THIS
LIFE SHALL BE body, whether
common ones or rare and mortREMOVED
IN THE
RESURRECTION*,
THE NATstrous,
which, though in keeping with this
URAL SUBSTANCE OF THE BODYREMAINING miserable life, are yet not to be thought of in
BUT
THE
QUALITY
AND
QUANTITY
OF IT connection
with that future blessedness;
and
BEING ALTEREDSO AS TO PRODUCE BEAUTY. shall He not be able so to remove them that,
while the natural but unseemly blemishes are
What am I to say now about the hair and put an end to, the natural substance
shall
nails ? Once it is understood
that no part of suffer no diminution ?
the body shall so perish as to produce deAnd consequently overgrownand
emaciated
fortuity in the body, it is at the same time persons
need not fear that they shall be in
understood
timt such things as would have heaven of such a figure as they would not be
produced a deformity by their excessive
pro- even in this world if they could help it. For
portions shall be added to the total bulk of all bodily beauty consists in the proportion of
the body, not to parts in which the beauty of the parts, together with a certain agreeableness
the proportion
would thus be marred.
Just of color.
Where there is no proportion,
the
as if, after making a vessel of clay, one wished eye is offended, either because there is someto make it over again of the same clay, it thing awanting,
or too small, or too large.
would not be necessary that-the same portion And thus there shall be no deformity resulting"
of the clay which had formed
the handle from want of proportion in that state in which
should again form the new handle,
or that all that is wrong is corrected,
and all that is
what had formed the bottom should again do defective supplied from resources the Creator
so, but only that the whole clay should go to TOtS of, and all that is excessive
removed
make up the whole new vessel, and that no without destroying
the integrity of the subpart of it should be left unused.
Wherefore,
stance.
And as for the pleasant color, how
if the hair that has been cropped
and the conspicuous
shall it be where "the just shall
nails that have been cut would cause a de- shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of their
tormity were they to be .restored
to their Father ! "s
This brightness
we must rather
x Another r_tllng
2 Eph. L _, 23._

is, "Head over all the Church."
3 Ps cxfi. x.

4 Luke xli. 7.

_ Matt. xiiL 43.
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believe to have been concealed
from the eyes ]the thought, that anything which escapes our
Of the disciples when Christ rose, than to have ] observation
in any most hidden recess of natbeen awanting.
For weak human eyesight ]ure either evades the knowledge or transcends
could not bear it, and it was necessary that]the
power of the Creator
of all things.
they should so look upon Him as to be able I Cicero, the great
authority
of our adverto recognize Him.
For this purpose also He I saries, wishing to define God as accurately
allowed
them to touch the marks of His I as possible, says, "God is a mind free and inwounds, and also ate and drank,--not
because
dependent,
without
matenality,
perceiving
He needed
nourishment,
but because
He and moving all things,
and itself endowed
could take it if He wished.
Now, when an with eternal movement•'" ' This he found in
object, though present, is invisible to persons
the systems
of the greatest
philosophers.
who see other things which are present, as we Let me ask, then, in their own language,
how
say that that brightness
was present but in- anything
can either he hid from Him who
visible by those who
saw tother things, this is perceives all things, or irrevocably escape Him
'
called in Greek ctop_z_;
and our Latin who moves all things ?
translators,
for want of a better word, have
This leads me to reply to that question
rendered
this c_rcitas (blindness)
in the book which seems the most difficult of all,--To
of Genesis.
This bhndness
the men of whom, in the resurrection,
will belong the
Sodom suffered when they sought the just flesh of a dead man which has become the
Lot's gate and could not find it.
But if tt flesh of a living man ? For if some one, ramhad been blindness,
that is to say, if they ishxng for want and pressed with hunger, use
could see nothing, then they would not have human flesh as food,--an
extremity
not unasked for the gate by which they might enter known, as both ancient history and the unthe house, but for guides who might lead happy experience
of our own days have
them away.
taught
us,--can
it be contended,
with any"
But the love we bear to the blessed martyrs
show of reason,
that all the flesh eaten has
causes us, I know not how, to desire to see been evacuated,
and that none of it has been
in the heavenly
kingdom the marks of the assimilated
to the substance
of the eater
wounds which they received for the name of though the very emacmtion which existed beChrist, and possibly we shall see them.
For fore, and has now disappeared,
sufficmntly
• this will not be a deformity,
but a mark.of
indicates
what large deficiencies
have been
honor, and will add lustre to their appearance,
filled up with this food ? But I have already
and a spiritual, if not a bodily beauty.
And made some remarks which will suffice for the
yet we need not believe that they to whom solution of this difficulty also.
For all the
it has been said, "Not
a hair of your head flesh which hunger has consumed
finds its
shall perish," shall, in the resurrection,
want way into the air by evaporation,
whence, as
such of their members as they have been de-: we have said, God Almighty
can recall it.
prived of in their martyrdom.
But if it will That flesh, therefore,
shall be restored to the
be seemly in that new kingdom to have some man in whom it first became human flesh.
marks of these wounds still visible in that ira-For
it must be looked upon as borrowed
by
mortal flesh, the places where they have been the other person, and, like a pecuniary loan,
wounded or mutilated
shall retain the scars must be returned
to the lender.
His own
without
any of the members
being
lost. flesh, however, which he lost by famine, shall
While, therefore,
it is quite true that no be restored to him by Him who can recover
blemishes which the body has sustained
shall even what has evaporated.
And though it
appear in the resurrection,
yet we are not to t£ad been absolutely
annihilated,
so that no
reckon
or name
these
marks
of virtue part of its substance remained
in any secret
blemishes,
spot of nature, the Almighty could restore it
by such means as He saw fit.
For this senchAP. ,O.mTHAT,

IN THE RESURRECTmN, TH_ tence, uttered by the Truth, '" Not a hair of
your head shall perish,"
forbids us to supSUBSTANCEOF OUR BODIES, HOWEVERDISIN- pose that, though no hair of a man's head
T_'.GRATED,
SHALLBE ENTIRELY REUNITED.
can perish, yet the large portions of his flesh
Far be it from us to fear that the omnipo- eaten and consumed
by the famishing
can
tence of the Creator cannot, for the resusciperish.
ration and reanimation
of our bodies, recall
From all that we have thus considered,
and
all the portions which have been consumed by discussed
with such poor ability as we can
beasts or fire, or have been dissolved into command, we gather this conclusion,
that in
dust or ashes, or have decomposed
into water,
or evaporated
into the air.
Far from us be
• clc. r_,,. Q_t. i._.
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the resurrection of the flesh the body shall be these words speak, "It is sown an animal
of that size which it either had attained or body, it shall rise a spiritual body."" But
should have attained in the flower of its youth, what this spiritual body shall be and how
and shall enjoy the beauty that arises from great its grace, I fear it were but rash to propreserving symmetry and proportion in all its nounce, seeing that we have as yet no experimembers.
And it is reasonable to suppose ence of it. Nevertheless, since it is fit that
that, for the preservation of this beauty, any the joyfulness of our hope should utter itself,
part of the body's substance, which, if placed and so show forth God's praise, and since it
in one spot, would produce a deformity, shall was from the profoundest seatiment of ardent
be distributed through the whole of it, so that and holy love that the Psalmist cried, '" 0
neither any part, nor the symmetry of the Lord, I have lovedthebeautyofThyhouse,"3
whole, may be lost, but only the general we may, _¢ithGod's help, speak of the gifts
stature of the body somewhat increased by He lavishes on men, good and bad alike, in
the distribution in all the parts of that which this most wretched life, and may do our best
in one place, would have been unsightly, to conjecture the great glory of that state
Or if it is contended that each will rise with which we cannot worthily speak of, because
the same stature as that of the body he died we have not yet experienced it. For I say
in, we shall not obstinately dispute this, pro- nothing of the time when God made man upvided only there be no deformity, no infirm- right; I say nothing of the happy life of "the
ity, no languor, no corruption,mnothing
of man and his wlfe" in the fruitful garden,
any kind which would ill become that king- since it was so short that none of their children
dora in which the children of the resurrectior experienced it: I speak only of this life which
and of the promise shall be equal to the angels we know, and in which we now are, from the
of God, if not in body and age, at least m temptations of which we cannot escape so long
happiness,
as we are in it, no matter what progress we
make, for it is all temptation, and I ask, Who
CHAP.
21.--OF
THE NEW SPIRITUAL
BODY INTO
can describe the tokens of God's goodness
WHICHTHE FLESHOF THE SAINTSSHALLBE that are extended to the human race even in
TRANSFORMED.
this life ?
Whatever, therefore, has been taken from
the body, either during life or after death, CHAP. 22.--or THE M_SEmESAND ILLS TO
shall be restored to it, and, in conjunctmn
WHICHTHE HUMANRACEIS JUSTLY
EXPOSED
with what has remained in the grave, shall
THROUGHTHE FIRSTSIN, AND FROMWHICH
rise again, transformed from the oldness of
NONECAN BE DELIVERED
SAVEBY CHRIST'S
the animal body into the newness of the
GRACe.
spiritual body, and clothed in mcorrupt_on
That the whole human race has been conand immortality. But even though the body demned in Its first origin, this life itself, if life
has been all quite ground to powder by some _t is to be called, bears witness by the host of
severe accident, or by the ruthlessness of cruel ills with which it is filled. Is not this
enemies, and though it has been so diligently proved by the profound and dreadful ignoscattered to the winds, or into the water, that rance whtch produces all the errors that enfold
there is no trace of it left, yet it shall not be the children of Adam, and from which no man
beyond the omnipotence of the Creator,--no,
can be dehvered without toil, pain, and fear ?
not a hair of its head shall perish. The flesh Is it not proved by his love of so many vain
shall then be spiritual, and subject to the and hurtful things, which produces gnawing
spirit, but still flesh, not spirit, as the spirit cares, disquiet, griefs, fears, wild joys, quaritself, when subject to the flesh, was fleshly, rels, law-stats, wars, treasons, angers, hatreds,
but still spirit and not flesh. And of this we deceit, flattery, fraud, theft, robbery, perfidy,
have experimental proof in the deformity of )ride, ambition, envy, murders, parricides,
our penal condition. For those persons were cruelty, ferocity, wickedness, luxury, insocarnal, not in a fleshly, but in a spiritual way, lence,impudence, shamelessness, fornications,
to whom the apostle said, "I could not speak adulteries, incests, and the numberless unto you as unto spiritual, but as unto carnal "_ cleannesses and unnatural acts of both sexes,
And a man is in this life spiritual in such a which it is shameful so much as to mention;
way, that he is yet carnal with respect to his sacrileges, heresies, blasphemies, perjuries,
body, and sees another law in his members oppression of the innocent, calumnies, plots,
warring against the law of his mind; but even falsehoods,
false witnessings, unrighteous
in his body he will be spiritual when the same judgments, violent deeds, plunderings, and
flesh shall have had that resurrection of which whatever similar wickedness has found its way
' , x Cot. ill L

z x C_r. xv. 44.

3 Ps. xxvL 8.
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into the lives of men, though it cannot find it-y, chains, imprisonment,
exile, torture, mutiits way into the conception
of pure minds ? lation, loss of sight, the violation of chastity
These are indeed the crimes of wicked men, to satisfy the lust of the oppressor, and many
yet they spring from that root of error and other dreadful evils.
What numberless casumisplaced
love which is born with every son alties threaten our bodies from without,--exof Adam.
For who is there that has not ob- tremcs of heat and cold, storms, floods, inunserved with what profound
ignorance,
mare- dations, lightning, thunder, hail, earthquakes,
resting itself even in infancy, and with what houses falling; or from the stumbling, or shysuperfluity of foolish desires, beginning
to ing, or vice of horses; from countless poisons
appear in boyhood, man comes into this life, in fruits, water, air, animals; from the painso that, were he left to live as he pleased, and ful or even deadly bites of wild animals; from
to do whatever he pleased, he would plunge the madness which a mad dog communicates,
into all, or certainly into many of those crimes so that even the animal which of all others is
an5 iniqmties which I mentioned,
and could most gentle and friendly to its own master,
not mention ?
becomes an object of intenscr fear than a hon
But because God does not wholly desert or dragon, and the man whom it has bychance
those whom He condemns,
nor shuts up in infected with this pestilential
contagion beHis anger His tender mercies,
the human comes so rabid, that his parents, wife, chilrace is restrained
by law and instruction, dren, dread him more than any wild beast !
which keep guard against the ignorance that What disasters
are suffered by those who
besets us, and oppose the assaults of vice, but travel by land or sea ! What man can go out
are themselves
lull of labor and sorrow.
For of his own house without being exposed on all
what mean those multifarious
threats which hands to unforeseen
accidents ? P, cturmug
are used to restrain the folly of children?
home sound in limb, he slips on his own doorWhat mean pedagogues,
masters, the birch, step, breaks hls leg, and never recovers.
the strap, the cane, the schooling
which What can seem safer than a man sitting in
Scripturesays
must be given a child, "beathis chair?
Eli the priest fell from his, and
ing him on the sides lest he wax stubborn,"
z broke his neck.
How many accidents
do
and it be hardly possible or not possible at farmers, or rather all men, fear that the crops
all to subdue him ? Why all these pumsh- may suffer from the weather, or the soil, or
ments, save to overcome ignorance and bridle the ravages of destructive
animals ? Comevil desires--these
evils with which we come monly they fccl safe when the crops are gathinto the world?
For why is it that we re- ered and housed.
Yet, to my certain knowmember with difficulty, and without difficulty
ledge, sudden floods have driven the laborers
forget ? learn with difficulty,
and without away, and swept the barns clean of the finest
difficulty remain ignorant ? are diligent with harvest.
Is innocence a sufficient protection
difficulty, and without difficulty are indolent ? against the various assaults of demons ? That
Does not this show what vitiated
nature
in. no man might think so, even baptized
inclines and tends to by its own weight, and fants, who are certainly unsurpassed
in innowhat succor it needs if it is to be delivered ? cence, are sometimes
so tormented,
that
Inactivity,
sloth,
laziness,
neghgence,
are God, who permits it, teaches us hereby to bevices which shun labor, since labor, though
wail the calamities
of this life, and to desire
useful, is itself a punishment,
the felicity of the life to come.
As to bodily
But, besides the punishments
of childhood,
diseases, they are so numerous that they canwithout which there would be no learning of not all be contained even in medical books.
what the parents
wish,--and
the parents
And in very many, or almost all of them, the
rarely wish anything
useful to be taught,-cures and remedies are themselves
tortures,
who can describe, who can conceive the hum- so that men are delivered from a pain that
bet and severity of the punishments
which destroys
by a cure that pains.
Has not the
afflict the human race,--pams
which are not madness of thirst driven men to drink human
only the accompaniment
of the wickedness of urine, and even their own ? Has not hunger
godless men, but are a part of the human con- driven men to eat human flesh, and that the
dition and the common misery,--what
fear and flesh not of bodies found dead, but of bodies
what grief are caused
by bereavement
and slam for the purpose?
Have not the fierce
mourning,
by losses and condemnations,
by pangs of famine driven mothers
to eat their
fraud and falsehood, by false suspicions,
and own children, incredibly savage as it seems ?
all the crimes and wicked deeds of other men ? In fine, sleep itself, which is justly called reFor at their hands we suffer robbery, captiv- pose, how little of repose there sometimes is
in it when disturbed with dreams and visions;
•_
mm _.
and with what terror is the wretched mind
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overwhelmed
by the appearances
of things themselves,
in so far as they make war upon
which are so presented, and which, as it were, their vices, and are involved in the tempt,aso stand out before the senses, that we can tions and perils of such a contest.
For
not distinguish
them from realities ! How though sometimes more violent and at other
wretchedly do false appearances
distract men times slacker, yet without intermission
does
in certain diseases ! With what astonishing
the flesh lust against the spirit and the spirit
variety of appearances
are even healthy men against the flesh, so that we cannot do the
sometimes
deceived by evil spirits, who pro- things we would,' and extirpate
all lust, but
duce these delusions for the sake of perplexcan only refuse conse4at to it, as God gives us
ing the senses of their victims, if they cannot ability, and so keep if under, vigilantly keepsucceed in seducing them to their side !
mg watch lest a semblance
of truth deceive
From this hell upon earth there is no es- us, lest a subtle discourse blind us, lest error
cape, save through
the grace of the Saviour involve us in darkness, lest we should take
Christ, our God and Lord.
The very name good for evil or evil for good, lest fear should
Jesus shows this, for it means Saviour;
and hinder us from doing what we ought, or desire
He saves us especially from passing out of precipitate
us into doing what we ought not,
this life into a more wretched
and eternal lest the sun go down upon our wrath, lest
state, which is rather a death than a hfe. hatred provoke us to render evil for evil, lest
For in this life, though holy men and holy unseemly or immoderate
grief consume us,
pursuits afford us great consolations,
yet the lest an ungrateful
disposition make us slow to
blessings which men crave are not invariably
recognize benefits received, lest calumnies fret
bestowed upon them, lest religion should be our conscience, lest rash suspicion on our part
cultivated
for the sake of these temporal ad-deceive
us regarding
a friend, or false suspio
vantages, while it ought rather to be cultivated _c_on of us on the part of others give us too
for the sake of that other life from whtch all much uneasiness,
lest sin reign in our mortal
evil is excluded.
Therefore,
also, does grace body to obey its desires, lest our members
aid good men in the midst of present calami-be
used as the instruments
of unrighteous.
ties, so that they are enabled to endure them ness, lest the eye follow lust, lest thirst for
with a constancy
proportioned
to their faith, revenge carry us away, test sight or thought
The world's sages affirm that phdosophy con- dwell too long on some evil thing which gives
tributes something
to this,--that
philosophy
us pleasure, lest wicked or indecent language
which, according to Cicero, the gods have be- be wdlingly listened to, lest we do what is
stowed in its purity only on a few men. They pleasant but unlawful, and lest in this warfare,
have never given, he says, nor can ever give, filled so abundantly
with toil and peril, we
a greater gift to men.
So that even those either hope to secure victory by our own
against
whom we are disputing
have been strength,
or attribute
it when secured to our
compelled
to acknowledge,
in some fashion, iown strength,
and not to His grace of whom
that the grace of God is necessary for the ac- the apostle says, " Thanks be unto God, who
quisition,
not, indeed,
of any philosophy,
giveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus
but of the true philosophy.
And if the true Christ; "_ and in another place he says, "In
philosophy--this
sole support
against
the all these things we are more than conquerors
miseries
of this life--has
been given by through Him that loved us."3
But yet we
Heaven only to a few, it sufficiently appears
are to know this, that however valorously we
from this that the human race has been con- resist our vices, and however successful
we
demned to pay this penalty of wretchedness,
are in overcoming them, yet as long as we are
And as, according
to their acknowledgment,
in this body we have always reason to say to
no greater gift has been bestowed by God, God, Forgive us our debts. ''4
But in that
so it must be believed that it could be given kingdom where we shall dwell for ever, clothed
only by that God whom they themselves
rec- in immortal
bodies, we shall no longer have
oguize as greater than all the gods they wor- either conflicts or debts,--as
indeed we should
.ship.
no_ have had at any time or in any condition,
had our nature continued
upright as it was
created.
Consequently
even this our conflict,
CHAP.
23.----OF
THE MISERIES OF THIS LIFE WHICH
in which we are exposed to peril, and from
ATTACHPECULIARLYTO THE TOIL OF GOOD which we hope to be delivered by a final ViCMEN,
IRRESPECTIVE
OF THOSE
WHICH
ARE tory,
belongs to the ills of this life, which is
COMMONTO THE GOODAND BAD.
proved by the witness of so many grave evils
But, irrespective
of the miseries whicn in to be a life under condemnation.
this life are common to the good and bad,
i Gal. v. 17.
_ I Cot. xv. 57.
the
righteous
undergo
labors
peculiar
to
3 gore.w,. 37.
4 Matt.vi. z2.
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But we must now contemplate
the rich and
countless
blessings with which the goodness
of God, who cares for all He has created, has
filled this very misery of the human race,
which reflects His retributive
justice.
That
first blessing which He lllvonounced before the
fall, when He said, " Increase, and multiply,
and replenish the earth," _ He did not inhibit
after man had sinned, but the fecundity originally bestowed remained
in the condemned
stock; and thevice of sin, which has involved
us in the necessity of dying, has yet not deprived us of that wonderful
power of seed,
or rather of that still more marvellous
power
by which seed is produced,
and which seems
to be as it were inwrought and inwoven in the
human body.
But in this river, as I may call
it, or torrent
of the human
race, both elements are carried along together,--both
the
evil which is derived
from him who begets,
and the good which is bestowed by Him who
creates us.
In the original evil there are two
things, sin and punishment;
in the original
good, there are two other things, propagation
and conformation.
Butof the evils, of which
the one, sin, arose from our audacity, and the
other, punishment,
from God's judgment,
we
have already said as much as suits our present
purpose.
I mean now to speak of the blessings which God has conferred or still confers
upon our nature, vitiated and condemned
as
it is.
For in condemning
it He did not withdrawall that He hadgiven
it, else it had been
annihilated;
neither did He, in penally subjecting it to the devil, remove it beyond His
own power; for not even the devil himself is
outside of God's government,
since the devil's
nature subsists only by the supreme Creator,
who gives being to all that in any form exists,
Of these two blessings,
then,
which we
have said flow from God's goodness, as from
n fountain, towards our nature, vitiated by sin
and condemned
to punishment,
the one, propagation, was conferred
by God's benediction
when He made those first works, from which
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tility, whereby he might propagate
giving

gate

them

their

a

congenital

capacity

kind, but not imposing

other
to

men,
propa-

on them

any necessity to do so.
This capacity
God
withdraws at pleasure
from individuals,
making them barren; but from the whole race He
has not withdrawn the blessing of propagation
once conferred.
But though not withdrawn
on
account
of
sin,
is not what it would this
havepower
been of
had propagation
there been
no sin.
For since '" man placed in honor
fell, he has become like the beasts, ''3 and
generates as they do, though the little spark
of reason, which was the Image of God in
him, has not been quite quenched.
But if
conformation
were not added to propagation,
therewould
be no reproduction
of one's kind.
For even though there were no sucl_ thing as
copulation,
and God wished to fill the earth
with human inhabitants,
He might create all
these as He created one without the help of
human generation.
And, indeed, even as it
is, those who copulate
can generate
nothing
save by the creative energy of God. As, therefore, in respect of that spiritual growth whereby a man is formed to piety and righteousness, the apostle
says, " Neither
is he that
planteth
anythsng,
neither he that watereth,
but God that glveth the increase,"
4 so also it
must be said that it is not he that generates
that is anything, but God that giveth the essential form; that it is not the mother who
carries and nurses the fruit of her womb that
is anything, but God that giveth the increase.
For He alone, by that energy wherewith "He
w°rketh
hitherto,"
causes
the seed to develop, and to evolve from certain
secret and
invisible folds into the visible forms of beauty
which we see.
He alone, coupling and connecting in some wonderful
fashion the spiritual and corporeal
natures, the one to cornmand, the other to obey, makes a living being.
And this work of His is so great and
wonderful,
that not only man, who is a rational
animal,
and consequently
lent than
all other
animals of themore
earth,excel
but

even the most diminutive
insect, cannot be
considered
attentively
without
astonishment
and without praising the Creator.
He rested on the seventh day.
But the other,
It is He, then, who has given to the human
conformation,
is conferred
in that work, of soul a mind, in which reason and understandHis wherein
He worketh
hitherto.""
F°r ing Iie as it were asleep during infancy, and
were
He to "withdraw
His efficacious
power
from things, they should neither be able to as if they were not, destined, however, to be
.........
awakened
and exercised
as years increase,
go on ann complete the penoos asslgnea to,
. _
" ........
•
so as to necome capame ol Knowteoge ann ox
thear measured
movements, nor should they[
i "n " "
i n fi
d
" "
"
even continue
in possession
of that nature l rece vl g 1.nstruct o , t
to unae.rstana .what
•
ts
true
and
to
love
wnat
is
good.
It
is
Dy
they were created In. God, then, so created ] ..............
man that____.__He
gave him what________we
may _call fer- tam
__ capac_ry
_
zG'e_i._.
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becomes endowed with those virtues by which, not be sufficiently declared.
For at present
in prudence, fortitude, temperance, and fight- it is the nature of the human mind which
consness,
it makes war upon error and the adorns this mortal life which we are extolling,
other inborn vices, and conquers them by fix- and not the faith and the way of truth which
ing its desires upon no other object than the lead to immortality.
And since this great
supreme and unchangeable
Good.
And even nature has certainly been created by the true
though this be not uniformly
the result, yet and supreme God, who administers all things
who can competently
utter or even conceive He has made with absolute power and justice,
the grandeur of th:s work of the Almighty,
it could never have fallen into these miseries,
and the unspeakable
boon He has conferred
nor have gone out of them to miseries eternal,
upon 6ur rational nature, by giving us even --saving only those who are redeemed,mhad
the capacity
of such attainment
? For over not an exceeding great sin been found in the
and above those arts which are called vtrtues,
first man from whom the rest have sprung.
and which teach us how we may spend our life
Moreover, even in the body, though it dies
well, and attain to endless happmess,--arts
like that of the beasts, and is in many ways
which are given to the children of the prom- weaker than theirs, what goodness of God,
ise and the kingdom by the sole grace of God what providence
of the great Creator, is apwhich is in Chnst,--has
not the genius of parent ! The organs of sense and the rest of
man invented and apphed countless astonish-the
members, are not they so placed, the aping arts, partly the result of necessity, partly pearance, and form, and stature of the body as
the result of exuberant
invention, so that this a whole, is it not so fashioned, as to indicate
vigor of mind, which is so active in the dis- that it was made for the service of a reasonacovery not merely of superfluous but even of ble soul ? Man has not been created stooping
dangerous
and destructtve
things, betokens
towards the earth, like the irrational animals;
an inexhaustible
wealth m the nature which but his bodily form, erectand
looking heavencan invent, learn, or employ sucharts ? What wards, admonishes
him to mind the things
wonderful---one
might say stupefying--advanthat are above.
Then the marvellous
nimces has human industry made in the arts of bleness which has been given to the tongue
weaving and building, of agriculture and navi- and the hands, fitting them to speak, and write,
gation ! With what endless variety are de- and execute so many duties, and practise so
signs in pottery, painting, and sculpture pro- many arts, does it not prove the excellence of
duced, and with what skill executed ! What the soul for which such an assistant was prowonderful spectacles are exhibited in the thea. vlded ? And even apart from its adaptation
tres, which those who have not seen them can- to the work required
of it, there is such a
not credit ! How skillful the contrivances for symmetry in its various parts, and so beauti.
catching, killing, or tamingwild
beasts : And ful a proportion
maintained,
that one is at a
for the injury of men, also, how many kinds loss to decide whether, in creating the body,
of poisons, weapons, engines of destruction,
greater regard was paid to utilityor to beauty.
have been invented, while for the preservation
Assuredly no part of the body has been ereor restoration
of health the appliances
and ated for the sake of utility which does not
remedies are infinite I To provoke appetite
also contribute something to its beauty.
And.
and please the palate, what a variety of sea- thlswould
beall the more apparent, if we knew
sonings have been concocted 1 To express more precisely how all its parts are connected
and gain entrance for thoughts, what a multi- and adapted to one another, and were not limtude and variety of signs there are, among lted in our observations
to what appears on
which speaking
and writing hold the first the surface; for as to what is covered up and
place! what ornaments
has eloquence at com- hidden from our view, the intricate web of
mand to delight the mind ! what wealth of song veins and nerves, the vital parts of all that lies
is there to captivate the ear I how many mu- under the skin, no one can discover it.
For
sical instruments and strains of harmony have although, with a cruel zeal for science, some
been devised !" What skill has been attained
medical men, who are called anatomists,
have
in measures and numbers ! with what sagacity
dissected the bodies of the dead, and somehave the movements
and connections
of the times even of sick persons who died under
stars been discovered I Who could tell the their knives, and have inhumanly pried into
thought
that has been spent upon nature,
the secrets of the human body to learn the
even though, despairing of recounting it in de- nature of the disease and its exact seat, and
tail, he endeavored
only to give a general
how it might be cured, yet those relations of
view of it ? In fine, even the defence of errors which I speak, and which form the concord,'
and misapprehensions,
the genius of heretics

which has illustrated
• coa_at/o, a wo_acorneabr A_
and philosophers,
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or, as the.Greeks call it, "harmony," of the of the numberless kinds of food to alleviate
whole body outside and in, as of some instru- hunger, and the variety of seasonings to stimmerit, no one has been able to discover, be- ulate appetite which are scattered everywhere
cause no one has been audacious enough to by nature, and for which we are not indebted
seek.for them. But if these could be known, to the art of cookery ? How many natural
then even the inward parts, which seem to appliances are there for preserving and restorhave no beauty, would so delight us with their ing health ! How grateful is the alternation
exquisite fitness, as to afford a profounder of day and night! how pleasant the breezes
satisfaction to the mindmand the eyes are but that cool the air ! how abundant the supply
its ministers--than the obvious beauty which of clothing furnished us by trees and animals !
gratifies the eye. There are some things, Who can enumerate all the blessings we eutoo, which have such a place in the body, joy ? If I were to attempt to detail and unthat they obviously serve no useful purpose, fold only these few which I have indicated in
but are solely for beauty, as e.g. the teats on the mass, such an enumeration would fill a
a man's breast, or the beard on his face; for volume. And all these are but the solace of
that this is for ornament, and not for protec- the wretched and condemned, not the rewards
tion, is proved by the bare faces of women of the blessed. What then shall these rewho ought rather, as the weaker sex, to enjoy wards be, if such be the blessings of a consuch a defence.
If, therefore, of all those demned state ? What wilt He give to those
members which are exposed to our view, there whom He has predestined to life, who has
is certainly not one in which beauty is sacri- given such things even to those whom He has
riced to utility, while there are some which predestined to death? What blessings will
serve no purpose but only beauty, I think it He in the blessed hfe shower upon those for
can readily be concluded that in the creation whom, even in this state of misery, He has
of the human body comehness was more re- been willing that His only-begotten Son should
garded than necessity.
In truth, necessity is endure such sufferings even to death ? Thus
a transitory thing; and the time is coming the apostle reasons concermng those who are
when we shall enjoy one another's beauty with- predestined to that kingdom: " He that spared
out any lust,--a condition which will specially not His own Son, but delivered Him up for
redound to the praise of the Creator, who, us all, how shall He not with Him also give us
as it is said in the psalm, has " put on praise all things _" _ When this promise is fulfilled,
and comeliness,""
what shall we be ? What blessings shall we
How can I tell of the rest of creation, with receive in that kingdom, since already we
all its beauty and utility, which the divine have received as the pledge of them Christ's
goodness has given to man to please his eye dying ? In what condition shall the spirit of
and serve his purposes, condemned though man be, when it has no longer any vice at all;
he is, and hurled into these labors and mis- when it neither yields to any, nor is in bonderies ? Shall I speak of the manifold and vari- age to any, nor has to make war against any,
ous loveliness of sky, and earth, and sea; of but is perfected, and enjoys undisturbed peace
the plentiful supply and wonderful quahties _.ith itself? Shall it not then know all things
of the light; of sun, moon, and stars; of the with certainty, and without any labor or ershade of trees; of the colors and perfume of rot, when unhindered and joyfully it drinks
flowers; of the multitude of birds, all differ- the wisdom of God at the fountain-head ?
ing in plumage and in song; of the variety of What shall the body be, when it is in every
animals, of which the smallest in size are often respect subject to the spirit, from which it
the most wonderful,--the
works of ants and shall draw a life so sufficient, as to stand in
bees astonishing us more than the huge bodies need of no other nutriment ? For it shall no
of whales ? Shall I speak of the sea, which longer be animal, but spiritual, having indeed
itself is so grand a spectacle, when it arrays the substance of flesh, but without any fleshly
itself as it were in vestures of various colors, corruption.
now running through every shade of green,
and again becoming purple or blue ? Is it not CHAr. z5.---OV THE OBSTINAC_OF THOSEINdelightful to look at it in storm, and cxperiDIVmUALSWHO IMPUGNTHE RESURRECTION
ence the soothing complacency which it inOF THE BODY,THOUGH,AS WASPREDICTED,
spires, by suggesting that we ourselves are not
THEWHOLEWORLDBELIEVES
IT.
tossed and shipwrecked? _ What shall I say
The foremost of the philosophers agree
_.
i.
with us about the spiritual felicity enjoyed by
tHe ofappm'¢ntly
assage
the the blessed in the life to come; it is only the
openlng
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resurrection of the flesh they call in question,
and with all their might deny.
But the mass
of men, learned and unlearned, the world's
wise men and its fools, have believed,
and
have left in meagre isolation the unbelievers, and have turned to Christ, who in His
own resurrection
demonstrated
the reality of
that which seems to our adversaries
absurd,
For the world has believed this which God
predicted,
as it was also predicted
that the
world
prediction
due
to
the would
sorceries beheve,ma
of Peter, z since
it was not
uttered
so long before.
He who has predicted
thes_
things, as I have already said, and am not
ashamed to repeat, is the God before whom
all other diwnities
tremble, as Porphyry himself owns, and seeks to prove, by testimonies
from the oracles of these gods, and goes so
far as to call Him God the Father and King.
Far be it from us to interpret
these predlctions as they do who have not beheved, along
wlth the whole world, in that which it was
predicted
the world would believe in.
For
why should we not rather understand
them as
the world does, whose belief was predicted,
and leave that handful of unbelievers
to their
idle talk and obstinate and sohtary infidehty ?
For if they maintain that they interpret them
differently
only to avoid charging Scripture
with folly, and so doing: an injury to that God
to whom they bear so notable a testimony, _s
It not a much greater iniurythey
do Him when
they say that His predictions
must be understood otherwise than theworld believed them,
though
He Himself
praised,
promised,
accomplished
this belief on the world's part ?
And why cannot He cause the body to rise
again, and live for ever ? or is It not to be
believed that He will do this, because it is an
undesirable
thing, and unworthy of God ? Of
His omnipotence,
which effects so many great
miracles,
we have already said enough.
If
they wish to know what the Almig:hty cannot
do, I shall tell them He cannot lie.
Let us
therefore believe what He can do, by refusing
to believe what He cannot do.
1_efusmg to
believe that He can lie, let them believe that
He will do what He has promised to do; and
let them believe it as the world has believed
it, whose faith He predicted,
whose faith He
praised,
whose faith He promised,
whose
faith He now points to.
But how do they
prove that the resurrection
is an undesirable thing ? There shall then be no corruption,
which is the only evil thing: about the body.
I have already said enough about the order
of the elements, and the other fanciful objections men raise; and in the thirteenth
book I
• Vt:_Book_.c.
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have, in my own judgment, sufficiently illustrated the facility of movement which the incorruptible body shall enjoy, judging from
the ease and vigor we experience even now,
when the body is in good health.
Those who
have either not read the former books, or wish
!to refresh their memory, may read them for
themselves.
CHAP. 26.mTHAT
THAT

THE

THE OPINION" OF
SOUL,

IN

ORDER

TO

PORPHYRY,

BE

BLESSED_

MUST BE SEPARATED FROM EVERY KIND OF
BODY,

IS DEMOLISHED

BY PLATO,

WHO

SAYS

THAT THE SUPREMEGOD PROMISEDTHE GODS
THAT
THEIR THEY
BODIES.SHOULDNEVERBE OUSTED FROM
But, say they, Porphyry
tells us that the
soul, m order to be blessed, must escape connectlon wlth every kind of body.
It does
not avad, therefore,
to say that the future
body shall be incorruptible,
if the soul cannot
be blessed till delivered from every kind of
body.
But in the book above mentioned
I
have already sufficiently discussed this.
This
one thing only will I repeat,--let
Plato, their
master, correct his writings, and say that their
gods, in order to be blessed, must quit their
bodies, or, in other words, dle; for he said
that they were shut up in celestial bodies, and
that, nevertheless,
the God who made them
promlsed them immortality,_that
is to say,
an eternal tenure
of these same bodies, such
as was not provided
for them naturally, but
only by the further intervention
of His will,
that thus they might be assured
of felicity.
In thls he obviously overturns their assertion
that the resurrectlon
of the body cannot be
believed because it is impossible;
for, accord.
ing to him, when the uncreated God promised
immortahty to the created gods, He expressly
said that He would do what was impossible.
For Plato tells us that He said, "As ye have
had a beginning,
so you cannot be immortal
and incorruptible;
yet ye shall not decay,
nor shall any fate destroy
you or prove
stronger than my will, which more effectually
brads you to immortality
than the bond of
your nature keeps you from it."
If they who
hear these words have, we do not say understanding:, but ears, they cannot doubt that
Plato believed that God promised to the gods
He had made that He would effect an unpossibility.
For He who says, "Ye cannot
be immortal, but by my wiB ye shall be immortal,"
what else does He say than this, "I
shall make you what ye cannot be ?"
The
body, therefore,
shall be raised incorruptibley
immortal,
spiritual,
by Him who, according
tO Plato, has promised to do that which is
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impossible.
Why then do they still exclaim
that this which God has promised,
which the
world has believed on God's promise
as was
predicted,
is an impossibility ? For what we
say is, that the God who, even according
to
Plato,
does impossible
things, will do this.
It is not, then, necessary to the blessedness
of the soul that it be detached
from a body
of any kind whatever, but that it receive an
incorruptible
body.
And in what incorruptible body will they more suitably rejoice than
in that in which they groaned
when it was
corruptible ? For thus they shall not feel that
dire craving
which Virgil, in imitation
of
Plato, has ascribed
to them when he says
that they wish to return again to their bodies.'
They shall not, I say, feel this desire to
return to their bodies, since they shall have
those bodies to which a return was desired,

OF GOD.
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to the body; tet Plato say with Porphyry, they
shall not return to their old misery: and they
will agree that they return to bodies in which
they shall suffer no more.
And this is nothing
else than what God has promised,--that
He
will give eternal
fehcity to souls joined to
their own bodies.
For this, I presume, both
of them would readily concede,
that if the
souls of the saints are to be reunited to bodies,
it shall be to their own bodies, in which they
have endured the miseries of this life, and in
which, to escape these miseries, they served
God with piety and fidelity.
CHAP. 28.--WHAT PLATO OR LABEO, OR EVEN
VARRO, MIGHT HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO THE
TRUE FAITH OF THE RESURRECTION, IF THEY
HAD ADOPTEDONE ANOTHER'S OPINIONSINTO
ONE SCHEME.

and shall, indeed, be in such thorough
possession of them, that they shall never lose
them even for the briefest moment, nor ever
lay them down in death,

Some Christians,
who have a liking for
Plato on account of hls magnificent
style and
the truths which he now and then uttered, say
that he even held an opinion similar to our
own regarding
the resurrection
of the dead.
CHAP. 27.--OF THE APPARENTLY CONFLICTING Cicero, however, alluding
to this in his ReOPINIONS OF PLATO AND PORPHYRY, WHICH 2u3liG asserts that Plato meant it rather as a
WOULD HAVE CONDUCTED
THEM BOTH TO THE
playful fancy than as a reality;
for he mtroTRUTH
IF THEY COULD HAVE YIELDED TO ONE duces
a man 2 who had come
to
life again,
ANOTHER.
and gave a narrative of his experience
in corStatements
were made by Plato and Por-roboration
of the doctrines of Plato.
Labeo,
phyry singly, which if they could have seen too, says that two men died on one day, and
their way to hold in common, they might pos- met at a cross-road,
and that, being afterwards
sibly have become
Chr,stians.
Plato stud ordered to return to their bodms, they agreed
that souls could not ernst eternally
without
to be friends for life, and were so till they
bodies;
for it was on this account_ he said, died again.
But the resurrect:on
which these
that the souls even of wise men must some writers instance
resembles
that of those pertime or other return to their bodies.
Per-sons
whom we have ourselves known to rise
phyry, again, said that the purified soul, when again, and who came back indeed to this life,
it has returned
to the Father,
shall never but not so as never to die again.
Marcus
return
to the ills of this world.
Conse-Varro,
however, in his work On the Origin of
quently, if Plato had communicated
to Per- t_e Roman 2_eople, records something
more rephyry that which he sawto be true, that souls, markable;
I think his own words should be
though perfectly
purified,
and belonging
to given.
"Certain
astrologers,"
he says,
the wise and righteous, must return to human
"have written that men are destined to a new
bodies; and if Porphyry, again, had imparted
birth,
which the Greeks
call palingenesy.
to Plato the truth which he _w, that holy This will take place after four hundred
and
soul, shall never return to the miseries of a forty years have elapsed;
and then the same
corruptible
body, so that they should not soul and the same body, which were formerly
have each held only his own opinion,
but united in the person, shall againbereunited."
should both have held both truths, I think This Varro, indeed, or those nameless astrolthey would have seen that it follows that the ogers,--for
he does not give us the names
souls return to their bodies, and also that of the men whose statement
he cites,--have
these bodies shall be such as to afford them a affirmed what is indeed not altogether
true;
blessed and immortal life.
F3r, according to for once the souls have returned to the bodies
Plato, even holy souls shall return to the they wore, they shall never afterwards
leave
body; according to Porphyry, holy souls shall them.
Yet what they say upsets and demolnot return to the ills of this world.
Let Per- i ishes much of that idle talk of our adversaries
phyry then say with Plato, they shall return labour the impossibility
of the resurrection.
t Wtrg. A[*. vL 75t.
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For those who have been or are of this opinion,
fect is come;""
and "Now we see through a
have not thought it possible that bodies which glass, darkly; but then face to face." 3 Such
have dissolved into air, or dust, or ashes, or also IS now the vision of the holy angels, who
water, or into the bodies of the beasts or even are also called our angels, because we, being
of the men that fed on them, should be re- rescued out of the power of darkness, and restored again to that which they formerly were. ceivmg the earnest of the Spirit, are translated
And therefore,
if Plato and Porphyry,
or into tile kingdom of Christ, and already begin
rather, if their disciples now living, agree with to belong to those angels with whom we shall
us that holy souls shall return to the body, as enloy that holy and most delightful
city of
Plato says, and that, nevertheless,
they shall God of which we have now written so much.
not return to misery, as Porphyry maintains,
Thus, then, the angels of God are our angels,
--if they accept the consequence
of these as Christ is God's and also ours.
They are
two proposttionswhich
is taught by the Chris-God's,
because
they have not abandoned
tian faith, that they shall receive bodies m Him; they are ours, because we are their
which they may hve eternally without suffer- fellow-cmzens.
The Lord Jesus also said,
ing any misery,--let
them also adopt from " See that ye despise not one of these little
¥arro the opimon that they shall return to ones: for I say unto you, That in heaven their
the same bodies as they were formerly m. angels do always see the face of my Father
and thus the whole question of the eternal which is m heaven. ''4 As, then, they see, so
resurrection
of the body shall be resolved out shall we also see; but not yet do we thus see.
of their own mouths.
Wherefore the apostle uses the words cited a
httle ago, '" Now we see through a glass,
CHAP. 29.--OF THE BEATIFICVISION'.
darkly; but then face to face."
This vismn
And now let us consider, with such ability as
God may vouchsafe,
how the saints shall be
employed
when they are clothed in immortal
and spiritual
bodies, and when the flesh shall
live no longer In a fleshly but a spiritual
fashion.
indeed, the
to tell
the truth,
am
at
a loss toAnd
understand
nature
of that Iemployment, or, shall I rather say, repose and
ease, for It has never come within the range
of my bodily- senses.
And if I should speak
of my mind or understanding,
what is our
understanding
in comparison of _ts excellence ?
For then shall be that " peace of God whmh,"
as the apostle says, " passeth all understanding, .... that is to say, all human, and perhaps all angelic understanding,
but certamly
not the divine.
That it passeth ours there is
no doabt; but if it passeth that of the angels,
_and
he who says " all understanding"
seems to make no exception in their favor,_
then we must understand
him to mean that
neither we nor the angels can understand,
as
God understands,
the peace which God Himself enjoys.
Doubtless this passeth all understanding but His own.
But as we shall one
day be made to participate,
according to our
slender capacity, in H:s peace, both in ourselves, and with our neighbor, and with God
our chief good, in this respect
the angels
understand
the peace of God in their own

is reserved as the reward of our faith; and of
it the Apostle
John also says, "When
He
shall appear, we shall be like Him, for we
! shall see Him as He is." 5 ,, By "the face"
of
are ato part
understand
His manifestation,God
andwe not
of the body
similar to
that which in our bodies

we call by that name.

And so, when I am asked how the saints
shall be employed in that spiritual body, I do
not
say what
I see,which
but I1 say
I believe,
accordmg
to that
read what
in the
psalm,
,,
I beheved, therefore
have I spoken." _ I
say, then, they shall in the body see God; but
whether they shall see Him by means of the
body,
as now
moon,
sea, earth,
and we
all see
that the
is insun,
it, that
is a stars,
difficult
it issuch
hard bodies
to say that
that they
the
saintsquestion.
shall then Forhave
shall not be able to shut and open their eyes
as they please; while it is harder still to say
that every one who shuts his eyes shall lose
the vision of God.
For if the prophet Elisha,
though at a distance, saw his servant Gehazi,
who
thought that
his wickedness
would escape
his master's
observation
and accepted
gifts
from Naaman the Syrian, whom the prophet
had cleansed from his foul leprosy, how much
more shall the saints in the spiritual body see
all
though their
be shut,
but things,
though not
theyonlythemselves
be ateyes
a great
digtance?
For then shall be " that which is perfect," of which the apostle says," We know in
part, and we prophesy in part; but when that

measure, and men too, though now far behind
them, whatever
spiritual
advance they have
made.
For we must remember
how great a
man he was who said, "We know in part, and which is perfect is come, then that which is
we prophesy in part, until that which is per- in part shall be done away."
Then, that he
PhiL iv. 7.

2 t Cor. xiii. 9, to.
s x John m. _.

_ z Cot, xtii. x_.
* Ps. cxvi. m.

s, Matt. xvlil, to.
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may illustrate as well as possible, by a simile, part of God in heaven and another part on
how superior the future life is to the life now earth; but He is all in heaven and all on earth,
lived, not only by ordinary men, but even by not at alternate intervals of time, but both at
the foremost of the saints, he says, " When I once, as no bodily nature can be. The eye,
was a child, I understood as a child, I spake then, shall have a vastly superior power,--the
as a child, I thought as a child; but when I power not of keen sight, such as is ascribed
became a man, I put away childish things, to serpents or eagles, for however keenly these
Now we see through a glass, darkly; but then animals see, they can discern nothing but
face to face: now I know in part; but then bodily substances,--but
the power of seeing
shall I know even as also I am known." ' If, things incorporeal.
Possibly it was this great
then, even in this life, in which the prophetic power of vision which was temporarily compower of remarkable men is no more worth), municated to the eyes of the holy Job whale
to be compared to the vision of the future life yet in this mortal body, when he says to God,
than childhood is to manhood, Ehsha, though " I have heard of Thee by the hearing of the
distant from his servant, saw him accepting ear; but now mine eye seeth Thee: wheregifts, shall we say that when that which is fore I abhor myself, and melt away, and count
perfect is come, and the corruptible body no myself dust and ashes; "" although there is
longer oppresses the soul, but is incorruptible no reason why we should not understand this
and offers no impediment to it, the saints of the eye of the heart, of which the apostle
shall need boddy eyes to see, though Elisha says, " Hawng the eyes of your heart dlumihad no need of them to see his servant ? For, hated."5
But that God shall be seen with
following the Septuagint versmn, these are the these eyes no Christian doubts who behevprophet's words: " Did not my heart go with ingly accepts what our God and Master says,
thee, when the man came out of hts chariot " Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall
to meet thee, and thou tookedst his gifts ?" 2 see God." 6 But whether in the future hfe
Or, as the presbyter Jerome rendered it from God shall also be seen with the bodily eye,
the Hebrew, "Was not my heart present this is now our quesuon.
when the man turned from his chariot to meet
The expression of Scripture, " And all
thee?"
The prophet said that he saw this flesh shall see the salvation of God,"7 may
with his heart, miraculously aided by God, as without difficulty be understood as if it were
no one can doubt.
But how much more said, "And every man shall see the Christ of
abundantly shall the saints enjoy this gift God."
And He certainly was seen in the
when God shall be all in all ? Nevertheless body, and shall be seen in the body when He
the bodily eyes also shall have their office judges quick and dead.
And that Christ is
and their place, and shall be used by the spirit the salvation of God, many other passages of
through the spiritual body. For the prophet Scripture wnness, but especially the words of
did not forego the use of his eyes for seeing the venerable Simeon, who, when he had rewhatwas before them, though he did not need ceLved into his hands the infant Christ, said,
them to see his absent servant, and though " Now lettest Thou Thy servant depart in
he could have seen these present objects m peace, according to Thy word: for mine eyes
spirit, and with his eyes shut, as he saw things have seen Thy salvation." s As for the words
far distant in a place where he himself was of the above-mentioned
Job, as they are
not. Far be it, then, from us to say that in found in the Hebrew manuscripts, "And in
the life to come the saints shall not see God my flesh I shall see God,"9 no doubt they
when their eyes are shut, since they shall were a prophecy of the resurrection of the
always see Him with the spirit,
flesh; yet he does not say "by the flesh."
But the question arises, whether, when their And indeed, if he had said this, it would
eyes are open, they shall see Him with the still be possible that Christ was meant by
bodily eye ? If the eyes of the spiritual body "God;"
for Christ shall be seen by the flesh
have no more power than the eyes which we in the flesh. But even understanding it of
now possess, manifestly God cannot be seen God, it is only equivalent to saying, I shall
with them. They must be of a very different be in the flesh when I see God. Then the
power if they can look upon that incorporeal apostle's expression, "face to face," "°does
nature which is not contained in any place, not oblige us to believe that we shall see God
but is all in every place. For though we say by the bodily face in which are the eyes of the
that God is in heaven and on earth, as He body, for we shall see Him without interHimself says by the prophet, "I fill heaven mission in spirit. And if the apostle had not
and earth," s we do not mean that there is one
z x Cot. xiii. xx, x_.
3 Jer. xxiiL u¢.

_ _ Kings v. _

4 Job xhi. 5, 6.
5 Eph. L xS.
6 Matt. v. 8.
7 Luke iti. 6.
8 Luke 1i. 29, 309 Job xix. 26. [Rev. Vers.; "from my flesh," with the margin:
"without my flesh."--P. S J
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referred
to the face of the inner man, he thoroughly credible, that we shall in the fuwould not have said, "But we, with unveiled ture world see the material forms of the new
face beholding
as in a glass the glory of the heavens and the new earth in such a way that
Lord, are transformed
into the same image, we shall most distinctly recognize God ever),.
from glory to glory, as by the spirit of the where present and governing
all things, ranLord. ''*
In the same sense we understand
terial as well as spiritual, and shall see Him,
what the Psalmist
sings, "Draw
near unto not as now we understand the invisible things
Him, and be enlightened;
and your faces of God, by the things
which are made,*
shall not be ashamed. ''2
For it is by faith and see Him darkly,
as in a mirror,
and
we draw near to God, and faith is an act of in part, and rather by faith than by bodily
the spirit, not of the body.
But as we do not vision of material appearances,
but by means
know what degree of perfection
the spiritual of the bodies we shall wear and which we
body shall attain,--for
here we speak of a shall see wherever
we turn our eyes.
As
matter of which we have no experience,
and we do not believe, but see that the living men
upon which the authority
of Scripture
does around us who are exercising
vital functions
not definitely pronounce,--it
is necessary that are ahve, thoughwe cannot see their life withthe words of the Book of Wisdom be illus- out their bodies, but see it most distinctly by
trated in us: "' The thoughts
of mortal men means of their bodies, so, wherever we shall
are timid, and our fore-castings
uncertain. ''3 look with those spiritual eyes of our future
For if that reasoning
of the philosophers,
bodies, we shall then, too, by means of bodily
by which they attempt to make out that mtel- substances
behold God, though a spirit, rulligible or mental objects are so seen by the mg all things.
Either, therefore,
the eyes
mind, and sensible or bodily objects so seen shall possess some quality similar to that of
by the body, that the former cannot be dis- the mind, by which they may be able to discerned by the mind through
the body, nor cern spimual
things, and among these God,
the latter by the mind itself without the body, --a supposition
for which it is difficult or even
--if this reasoning were trustworthy,
then it impossible
to find any support in Scripture,
would certainly
follow that God could not be --or, whmh is more easy to comprehend,
God
seen by the eye even of a spiritual
body. will be so known by us, and shall be so much
But this reasoning
is exploded
both by true before us, that we shall see Him by the spirit
reason and by prophetic authority.
For who in ourselves,
in one another, in Himself, in
is so little acquainted
with the truth as to say the new heavens and the new earth, in every
that God has no cognisance
of sensible ob- created thing which shall then exist; and also
jects ? Has He therefore
a body, the eyes of by the body we shall see Him in every body
which give Him this knowledge _ Moreover,
which the keen vision of the eye of the spiritwhatwe have just been relating of the prophet ual body shall reach. Our thoughts also shall
Ehsha,
does this not sufficiently
show that be visible to all, for then shall be fulfilled the
bodily things can be discerned
by the spirit words of the apostle, " Judge nothing before
without the help of the body ? For when that the time, until the Lord come, who both will
servant received the gifts, certainly this was bring to light the hidden things of darkness,
a bodily or material
transaction,
yet the and will make mamfest the thoughts
of the
prophet
saw it not by the body, but by the heart, and then shall everyone
have praise of
spirit.
As, therefore,
it is agreed that bodies God." s
are seen by the spirit, what if the power of the
spiritual body shall be so great that spirit also CHAP. 3O.--OP THE ETERNALFELICITYOF THE
is seen by the body?
For God is a spirit.
CITY OF' GOD, AND OF THE PERPETUAL SABBesides, each man recognizes his own life-BATH.
that life by which he now lives in the body,
How great shall be that felicity, which shall
and which vivifies these earthly members and be tainted with no evil, which shall lack no
causes them to grow--by
an interior sense, good, and which shall afford leisure for the
and not by his bodily eye; but the life of other praises of God, who shall be all in all ! For
mere, though it is invisible, he sees with the I know not what other employment there can
bodily eye.
For how do we distinguish
be- be where no lassitude shall slacken activity,
tween living and dead bodies, except by see- nor any want stimulate
to labor.
I am ading at once both the body and the life which monished also by the sacred song, in which I
we cannot see save by the eye?
But a life read or hear the words, "Blessed
are they
without a body we cannot see thus.
that dwell in Thy house, O Lord; they will
Wherefore
it may very well be, and it is!be still praising Thee." _ All the members
x _ Cor.
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THE CITY OF GOD.

and organs of the incorruptible body, which
now we see to be suited to various necessary
uses, _hall contribute to the praises of God;
for in that life necessity shall have no place,
but full, certain, secure, everlastmg felicity,
For all those parts z of the bodily harmony,
' which are distributed through the whole body,
within and without, and of which I have just
been saying that they at present elude our observation, shall then be discerned; and, along
with the other great and marvellous dtscoveries which shall then kindle rational minds in
praise of the great Artificer, there shall be
the enjoyment of a beauty which appeals to
the reason. What power of movement such
bodies shall possess, I have not the audacity
rashly to define, as I have hot the ability to
conceive. Nevertheless Iwillsay that in any
case, both in motion and at rest, they shall
be, as in their appearance, seemly; for into
that state nothing which is unseemly shall be
admitted. One thing is certain, the body
shall forthwith be wherever the spirit wills,
and the spirit shall will nothing whtch is unbecoming either to the spirit or to the body.
True honor shall be there, for it shall be denied to none who is worthy, nor yielded to
any unworthy; neither shall any unworthy
person so much as sue for it, for none but
the worthy shall be there.
True peace shall
be there, where no one shall suffer opposition
either from himself or any other. God Himself, who is the Author of virtue, shall there
be its reward; for, as there is nothing greater
or better, He has promised Himself.
What
else was meant by His word through the
prophet, "7 will be your God, and ye shall be
my people, ''_ than, I shall be their satisfaction, I shall be all that men honorably desire,mlife, and health, and nourishment, and
plenty, and glory, and honor, and peace, and
all good things ? This, too, is the rightlnterpretation of the saying of the apostle, "That
God may be all in all. ''3 He shall be the end
of our desires who shall be seen without end,
loved without cloy, praised without weariness,
This outgoing of affection, this employment,
shall certainly be, like eternal life itself, common to all.
But who can conceive, not to say describe,
what degrees of honor and glory shall be
awarded to the various degrees of merit ? Yet
it cannot be doubted that there shall be degrees. And in that blessed city there shall
be this great blessing, that no inferior shall
envy any superior, as now the archangels are
not envied by the angels, because no one will
wish to be what he has not received, though
z Numbers.

2 Lev. xxvl. z2.

3 z Cor. xv. 28

[Book XXlI.

bound in strictest concord with him who has
received; as in the body the finger does not
seek to be the eye, though both members are
harmoniously included in the complete structure of the body. And thus, along with his
gift, greater or less, each shall receive this
further gift of contentment to desire no more
than he has.
Neither are we to suppose that because sin
shall have no power to delight them, free will
must be withdrawn. It will, on the contrary,
be all the more truly free, because set free
from dehght in sinning to take unfailing delight in not sinning. For the first freedom
of will which man recetved when he was created upright consisted in an ability not to sin,
but also in an ability to sin; whereas thts last
freedom of will shall be superior, inasmuch
as it shall not be able to sin. This, indeed,
shall not be a natural ability, but the gift of
God. For it is one thing to be God, another
thing to be a partaker of God. God by hature cannot sin, but the partaker of God recelves this inability from God. And in this
divme gift there was to be observed this gradation, that man should first receive a free
will by which he was able not to sin, and at
last a free will by which he was not able to
sm,--the former being adapted to the acquiring of merit, the latter to the enjoying of the
reward. 4 But the nature thus constituted, haying sinned when it had the abihty to do so, it
is by a more abundant grace that it is delivered so as to reach that freedom in which it
cannot sin. For as the first immortality
which Adam lost by sinning consisted in his
being able not to die, while the last shall consist in his not being able to die; so the first
free w111consisted in h_sbeing able not to sin,
the last in hts not being able to sin. And
thus piety and justice shall be as indefeasible
as happiness. For certainly by sinning we
lost both piety and happiness; but when we
lost happiness, we did not lose the love of it.
Are we to say that God Himself is not free
because He cannot sin ? In that city, then,
there shall be freewill, one in all the citizens,
and indivisible in each, delivered from all ill,
filled with all good, enjoying indefeasibly the
dehghts of eternal joys, obhvious of sins, oblivious of sufferings, and yet not so oblivious of
its dehverance as to be ungrateful to its Deliverer.
The soul, then, shall have an intellectual
remembrance of its past ills; but, so far as regards sensible experience, they shall be quite
forgotten.
For a skillful physician knows, indeed, professionally almost all diseases; but
4 Or, the former to a state of probation, the latter to a state of
reward.
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experimentally
he is ignorant of a great num- r puted to us that we may enjoy this Sabbath
bar which he himself has never suffered from. rest.
For if we attribute
them to ourselves,
As, therefore,
there are two ways of knowmg t they shall be servile; for it is said of the Sabevil things,---one
by mental insight, the other Ibath, "Ye shall do no servile work in _t." 4
by sensible experience,
for it is one thing to Wllerefore
also it is said by Ezekiel
the
understand
all vices by the wisdom of a culti- prophet, "And I gave them my Sabbaths to
rated mind, another
to understand
them by be a sign between me and them, that they
the foolishness of an abandoned
llfe,--so also might know that I am the Lord who sanctify
there are two ways of forgetting evils.
For a them."s
This knowledge shall be perfected
well-instructed
and learned man forgets them when we shall be perfectly at rest, and shall
one way, and he who has experimentally
suf- perfectly know that He is God.
fered from them forgets them another,--the
This Sabbath shall appear still more clearly
former by neglecting what he has learned, the if we count the ages as days, in accordanae
latter by escaping what he has suffered.
And with the periods of time defined in Scripture,
in this latter way the saints shall forget their for that permd will be found to be the seventh.
past ills, for they shall have so thoroughly
The first age, as the first day, extends from
escaped
them all, that they shall be quite Adam to ti_e deluge; the second from the
blotted out of their experience.
But their in- deluge to Abraham,
equalling the first, not in
tellectual
knowledge,
which shall be great,
length of t_me, but in the number of generashall keep them acquainted
not only wlth tmns, there beinK ten in each. From Abraham
their own past woes, but with the eternal suf- to the advent of Christ there are, as the evan.
ferings of the lost.
For if they were not to getist Matthew calculates,
three periods,
in
know that they had been miserable, how could each of which are fourteen generations,--one
they, as the Psalmist says, for ever sing the period from Abraham to David, a second from
mercies
of God?
Certainly
that city shall Dawd to the captivity, a third from the caphave no greater joy than the celebration
of tivity to the birth of Christ in the flesh.
the grace of Christ, who redeemed us by H_s There are thus five ages in all.
The sixth is
blood. There shall be accomplished
the words now passing, and cannot be measured by any
of the psalm, " Be still, and know that I am number of generations,
as it has been said,
God.""
There
shall be the great Sabbath
" It _s not for you to know the times, which
which has no evening, which God celebrated
the Father
hath put in His own power."6
among His first works, as it is written, "And After this period God shall restas on the sevGod rested on the seventh day from all H_s enth day, when He shall give us (who shall
works whlch He had made.
And God blessed
be the seventh day)rest
m Himself3
But
the seventh day, and sanctified tt; because
there is not now space to treat of these ages;
that in it He had rested from all His work suffice it to say that the seventh shall be our
which God began to make. ''*
For we shall Sabbath, which shall be brought to a close,
ourselves
be the seventh day, when we shall not by an evening, but by the Lord's day, as
be filled and rep!emshed
with God's blessing _an eighth and eternal day, consecrated
by the
and sanctification.
There shall we be still, resurrection
of Christ, and prefiguring
the
and know that He is God; that He is that eternal repose not only of the spirit, but also
whtch we ourselves aspired to be when we fell of the body.
There we shall rest and see, see
away from Him, and hstened to the voice of and love, love and praise.
This is what shall
the seducer, '_ Ye shall be as gods," -_and so be in the end without end.
For what other
abandoned
God, who would have made us as end do we propose to ourselves than to attain
gods, not by deserting
Him, but by partici- to the kingdom of which there is no end ?
patmg in Him.
For without Him what have
I think I have now, by God's help, diswe accomplished,
save to perish m His anger ? charged my obligation
in writing this large
But when we are restored
by Him, and per- work.
Let those who think I have said too
fected with greater grace, we shall have eter- little, or those who think I have said too much,
hal leisure to see that He is God, for we shall forgive me; and let those who think I have
be full of Him when He shall be all in all. said just enough join me in giving thanks to
For even our good works, when they are un- God.
Amen.
derstood to be rather His than ours, are ira,Deut. v _4.
5E_k._.,,.
_aa.,.i. _.
t Ps, _dvi, Io,

s Gen, iL _p 3-

_ Gen. ill 5

_t[On Augustin's wew of the milleaaitufi and the first retmrtee,.
tion, see Bk. xx. 6-xo.--P. S.]
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The four books of St. Augustin On Chlist_a/_ Doctrine (De Z)octrina Ckristiana, iv libtq)
are a compend of exegetical theology to grade the reader m the understanding
and interpretatlon
of the Sacred Scriptures, according to the analogy of faith.
The first three books
were written A. D. 397 ; the fourth was added 426
He speaks of it in his Retraclations,
Bk. il, chap. 4, as follows :
" Finding that the books on Christian Docmne were not finished, I thought it better to
complete them before passing on to the revision of others.
Accordingly,
I completed
the
third book, whmh had been written as far as the place where a quotation is made from the
Gospel about the woman who took leaven and hid it m three measures of meal till the whole
was leavened _ I added also the last book, and finished the whole work in four books [in
the year 426] : the first three affording aids to the interpretation
of Scripture, the last giving directions as to the mode of making known our interpretation.
In the second book," I
made a mistake as to the authorship
of the book commonly called the Wisdom of Solomon.
For I have since learnt that it is not a well-estabhshed
fact, as I said it was, that Jesus the
son of Sirach, who wrote the book of Eccleslastmus,
wrote this book also : on the contrary,
I have ascertained
that It is altogether
more probable that he _vas not the author of this book.
Again, when I said, ' The authority of the Old Testament
is contained within the limits of
these forty-four books,' 3 I used the phrase ' Old Testament'
in accordance
with ecclesiastical
usage.
But the apostle seems to restrict the application
of the name 'Old Testament'
to
the law which was given on Mount Sinai.'
And in what I said as to St. Ambrose having,
by his knowledge of chronology,
solved a great difficulty, when he showed that Plato and
Jeremiah were contemporaries,
s my memory betrayed me.
What that great bishop really
did say upon this subject may be seen in the book whmh he wrote, ' On Sacraments
or
Philosophy.'
"6
x Bk. liL chap 25.
5 Book. ft. chap.
_8.

2 Chap.
See p. 547.

8.

3 Ilk, 11 chap
8.
6 Thin book is among

the lost works

,t Gal iv. _4.
of Ambrose.
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"The author divides his work into two parts, one relating to the discovery, the other to the expression,
of the true sense of Scripture.
He shows that to discover the meaning we must attend both to things
and to signs, as it is necessary to know what things we ought to teach to the Christian people, and
also the signs of these things, that is, where the knowledge of these things is to be sought.
In this
first book he treats of things, which he divides into three classes,--things
to be enjoyed, things to be
used, and things which use and enjoy.
The only object which ought to be enjoyed is the Triune
God. who is our highest good and our true happiness.
We are prevented by our sins from enjoying
God; and that our sins might be taken away, " The Word was made Flesh," our Lord suffered, and
died, and rOse again, and ascended into heaven, taking to Himself as his bride the Church, in which
we receive remission of our sins. And if our sins are remitted and our souls renewed by grace, we
may await with hope the resurrection of the body to eternal glory; if not, we shall be raised to ever.
lasting punishment.
These matters relatmg to faith having been expounded, the author goes on to
show that all objects, except God, are for use, for, though some of them may be loved, yet our love
is not to rest in them, but to have reference to God
And we ourselves are not objects of enjoyment
to God. he uses us, but for our own advantage.
He then goes on to show that love---the love of God
for His own sake and the love of our neighbor for God's sake--is the fulfillment and the end of all
Scripture
After adding a few words about hope, he shows, in conclusion, that faith, hope, and love
are graces essentially necessary for him who would understand and explain aright the Holy Scriptures ..............................
BOOK
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522

II.

Having completed his exposition of things, the author now proceeds to discuss the subject of signs. He
first defines what a sign is, and shows that there are two classes of signs, the natural and the conventlonal.
Of conventional signs (which are the only class here noticed), words are the most numerous and important, and are those with which the interpreter of Scripture is chiefly concerned.
The
difficulties and obscurities of Scripture spring chiefly from two sources, unknown and ambiguous
signs.
The present book deals only with unknown signs, the ambiguities of language being reserved
for treatment in the next book.
The difficulty arising from ignorance of sigusis to be removed by
learning the Greek and Hebrew languages, ;n which Scripture is written, by comparing the various
translations, and by attending to the context.
In the interpretation of figurative expressions, knowledge of things is as necessary as knowledge of words; and the various sciences and arts of the heathen,
so far as they are true and useful, may be turned to account in removing our ignorance of signs,
whether these be direct or figurative.
Whilst exposing the folly and futility of many heathen superstitions and practices, the author points out how all that is sound and useful in their science and philosophy may be turned to a Christian use.
And in conclusion, he shows the spirit in which it be.
hovea us to address ourselves to the study and interpretation of the sacred books .......
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The author, having discussed in the preceding book the method of dealing with unknown signs, goes on
in this third book to treat of ambiguous signs.
Such signs may be either direct or figurative.
In
the case of direct signs ambiguity may arise from the punctuation, the pronunciation, or the dot btful signification of the words, and is to be resolved by attention to the context, a comparison of translations, or a reference to the original tongue.
In the case of figurative signs we need to guard
against two mistakes:--i,
the interpreting literal expressions figuratively; 2. the interpreting figurative expressions literally.
The author lays down rules by which we may decide whether an expression is literal or figurative; the general rule being, that whatever can be shown to be in its literal
sense inconsistent either with purity of life or correctness of doctrine must be taken figuratively.
He
then goes on to lay down rules for the interpretation
of expressions which have been proved to be
figurative; the general principle being, that no interpretation can be true which does not promote the
love of God and the love of man. The author then proceeds to expound and illustrate the seven rules
of Tichonius the Donatist, which he commends to the attention of the student of Holy Scripture.
BOOK

55(>

IV.

Passing to the second part of his work, that which treats of expression, the author premises that it is no
part of his intention to write a treatise bn the laws of rhetoric.
These can be learned elsewhere,
and ought not to be neglected, being indeed specially necessary for the Christian teacher, whom it
behoves to excell in eloquence and power of speech. After detailing with much care and minuteness
the various qualities of an orator, he recommends the authors of the Holy Scriptures as the best
models of eloquence, far excelling all others in the combination of eloquence with wisdom.
He
points out that perspicuity is the most essential quality of style, and ought to be cultivated _uth espedal care by the teacher, as it is the main requisite for instruction, although other qualities are required for delighting and persuading the hearer. All these gifts are to be sought in earnest prayer
from God, though we are not to forget to be zealous and diligent in study.
He shows that there are
three species of style,rathe subdued, the elegant, and the majestic; the first serving for instruction,
the second for praise, and the third for exhortation: and of each of these he gives examples, selected
both from Scripture and from early teachers of the Church, Cyprian and Ambrose.
He shows that
these various styles may be mingled, and when and for what purposes they are mingled; and that they
all have the same end in view, to bring home the truth to the hearer, so that he may understand it,
hear it with gladness, and practice it iu his life.
Finally, he exhorts the Christian teacher himself,
pointing out the dignity and responsibility of the office he holds, to lead a life in harmony with his
own teaching, and to show a good example to all .........
, ........
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down here,willcryoutthatsuch rulesarenot
necessary for any one, but that everything
PRETATION
OF SCRIPTURE
IS NOT
A SUPERrightly done towards clearing up the obscunFLUOUS TASK.
ties of Scripture could be better done by the
unassisted grace of God.
i. THERE are certain rules for the interpre3- To reply briefly to all these.
To those
ration of Scripture
which I think might wlth who do not understand
what is here set down,
great advantage
be taught to earnest students
my answer is, that I am not to be blamed for
of the word, that they may profit not only their want of understanding.
It is just as if
from reading the works of others who have ithey were anxious to see the new or the old
lald open the secrets of the sacred writings, Imoon, or some very obscure star, and I should
but also from themselves opening such secrets I point it out with my finger: if they had not
to others.
These rules I propose to teach to is_ght enough to see even my finger, they
those who are able and wiling to learn, iflwould
surely have no right to fly into a
God our Lord do not withhold
from me, lpassion with me on that account.
As for
while I write, the thoughts
He is wont to,those
who, even though they know and unvouchsafe
to me in my meditations
on this derstand my directions,
fail to penetrate the
subject.
But before I enter upon this under- meaning of obscure
passages
in Scripture,
taking, I think tt well to meet the objections
they may stand for those who, in the case I
of those who are likely to take exception to have imagined, are just able to see my finger,
the work, or who would do so, did I not con- but cannot see the stars at which it is pointed.
ciliate them beforehand.
And if, after all, And so both these classes had better give up
men should still be found to make objections,
blaming me, and pray instead that God would
yet at least they will not prevad wlth others grant them the mght of their eyes.
For
(over whom they might have influence,
dld !though I can move my finger to point out all
they not find them forearmed
against their object, it _s out of my power to open men's
assaults),
to turn them back from a useful eyes that they may see either the fact that I
study to the dull sloth of ignorance,
am pointing, or the object at which I point.
2. There are some, then, hkely to object ! 4- But now as to those who talk vauntingly
to this work of mine, because they have failed of Diwne Grace, and boast that they underto understand
the
rules here laid down. stand and can explain Scripture
without the
Others,
again, will think that I have spent aid of such dlrections as those I now propose
my labor to no purpose, because, though they to lay down, and who think, therefore, that
understand
the rules, yet in their attempts to what I have undertaken
to write is entirely
apply them and to interpret
Scripture
by lsuperfluous.
I would such persons
could
them, they have failed to clear up the point calm themselves
so far as to remember that,
they wlsh cleared up; and these, because they however iustly they may rejoice in God's
have received no assistance
from this work great gift, yet it was from human teachers
themselves,
will give it as their opinion that they themselves
learnt to read.
Now, they
it can be of no use to anybody.
There is a would hardly think it right that they should
third class of objectors who either really do for that reason be held in contempt
by the
_,,,t,,._,,,_
_,._; ..........
11
think they do. [ Etrvt)tian monk Antony, a just and holy maa_
and who, because they know (or imagine) that who, not being able to reaa mmselt_ Is sam to
they have attained
a certain power of inter- have committed
the Scriptures
to memory
preting the sacred books without reading any through hearing them read by others, and by
. directions
of the kind that I propose to lay ldint of wise meditation
to have arrived at a
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thorough understanding
of them; or by that
barbarian slave Christianus, of whom I have
lately heard from very respectable and trustworthy witnesses, who, without any teaching
from man, attained a full knowledge of the
art of reading simply through prayer that it
might be revealed to him; after three days'
supplication
obtaining
his request that he
might read through a book presented to him
on the spot by the astonished bystanders,
5. But if any one thinks that these stories
are false, I do not strongly insist on them.
For, as I am dealing with Christians who proless to understand the Scriptures without any
directions from man (and if the fact be so,
they boast of a real advantage,
and one of no
ordinary kind), they must surely grant that
every one of us learnt his own language
by
hearing it constantly from childhood, and that
any other language we have learnt,--Greek,
or Hebrew,
or any of the rest,--we
have
learnt either m the same way, by hearing it
spokens
or from a human teacher.
Now,
then, suppose we advise all our brethren not
to teach their children
any of these things,
because on the outpouring
of the Holy Spirit
the apostles immediately
began to speak the
language of every race: and warn every one
who has not had a like experience
that he
need not consider himself a Christian, or may
at least doubt whether he has yet received the
Holy Spirit ? No, no; rather let us put away
false pride and learn whatever can be learnt
from man; and let him who teaches another
communicate
what he has himself received
without arrogance and without jealousy.
And
do not let us tempt Him in whom we have
believed, lest, being ensnared
by such wiles
of the enemy and by our own perversity,
we
may even refuse to go to the churches
to
hear the gospel itself, or to read a book, or
to listen to another reading or preaching,
in
the hope that we shall be carried up to the
third heaven, "whether in the body or out of
the body," as the apostle
says,' and there
hear unspeakable
words, such as it is not
lawful for man to utter, or see the Lord Jesus
Christ and hear the gospel from His own lips
rather than from those of men.
6. Let us beware of such dangerous temptations of pride, and let us rather consider the
fact that the Apostle Paul himself, although
stricken down and admonished
by the voice
of God from heaven, was yet sent to a man
to receive the sacraments
and be admitted
into the Church; • and that Cornelius
the
omturion,
although an angel announced
to
him that his prayers were heard and his
z 2 Ca_. x_,
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alms had in remembrance,
was yet handed
over to Peter for instruction,
and not only
received the sacraments
from the apostle's
hands, but was also instructed by him as to
the proper objects of faith, hope, and love.3
And without doubt it was /os.ffble to have
done everything
through the instrumentality
of angels, but the condition of our race would
have been much more degraded if God had
not chosen to make use of men as the ministers of His word to their fellow-men.
For
how could that be true which is written, " The
temple of God is holy, which temple ye are," 4
if God gave forth no oracles from His human
temple, but communicated
everything that He
wished to be taught to men by voices from
heaven, or through the ministration of angels ?
Moreover,
love itself, which binds men together
in the bond of unity, would have no
means of pouring
soul into soul, and, as it
were, mingling them one with another, if men
never learnt anything
from their fellow-men.
7. And we know that the eunuch who was
reading Isaiah the prophet, and did not understand
what he read, was not sent by the
apostle to an angel, nor was it an angel who
explained to him what he did not understand,
nor was he inwardly illuminated
by the grace
of God without the interposition
of man; on
the contrary, at the suggestion of God, Philip,
who did understand
the prophet,
came to
him, and sat with him, and in human words,
and with a human tongue, opened to him the
Scriptures. 5 Did not God talk with Moses,
and yet he, with great wisdofn and entire absence of jealous pride, accepted
the plan of
his father-in-law,
a man of an alien race, for
ruling and administering
the affairs of the
great nation entrustqd to him ? 6 For Moses
knew that a wise plan, in whatever
mind it
might originate, was to be ascribed not to the
man who devised it, but to Him who is the
Truth, the unchangeable
God.
8. In the last place, every one who boasts
that he, through
divine illumination,
understands
the obscurities
of Scripture,
though
not instructed
in any rules of interpretation,
at the same time believes, and rightly believes,
that this power is not his own, in the sense of
originating with himself, but is the gift of God.
For so he seeks God's glory, not his own. But
reading and understanding,
as he does, without
the aid of any human interpreter,
why does he
himself
undertake
to interpret -for others ?
Why does he not rather send them direct to
God, that they too may learn by the inward
teaching
of the Spirit without the help of
man ? The truth is, he fears to incur the re5 Acts
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proach: "Thou wicked and slothful
servant,words before him. On the other hand, the
thou oughtcst to have put my money to the man who laysdown rulesforinterpretation
is
exchangers."x Seeing,then,thatthesemen likeone who teachesreading,thatis,shows
teach others,eitherthrough speechor writing,othershow to read forthemselves. So that,
what they understand, surely they cannot justas he who knows how to read is notdeblame mc ifI likewise
teachnotonlywhat they pendent on some one else,when he finds a
understand,but also the rules of intcrpretabook, to tellhim what iswritteninit,so the
tion they follow. For no one ought to con- man who isin possessionof the ruleswhich I
sideranythingas hisown, exceptperhapswhat here attemptto laydown, if he meet withan
is false. All truthisof Him who says,"I obscure passagein the books which he reads,
am the truth."_ For what have we thatwc w111not need an'interpreter
to layopen the
<lidnot receive? and ifwc have receivedit,secretto him, but, holding fastby certain
why do we glory,as ifwe had not rcccxvedrules,and followingup certainindications,
it?_
willarriveat the hidden sense withoutany
9. He who readstoan audiencepronounces error,
or atleastwithoutfalling
intoany gross
aloud the words hc sccs beforehim: he who absurdlty.And so althoughitwillsufficiently
teaches reading,does it that othersmay bc appear in thecourseof the work itself
thatno
able to read forthemselves. Each, however,one can justlyobjectto this undertaking of
communicates to others what hc has learntmine, which has no otherobjectthan tobe of
himself.
Just so, the man who explains to service, yet as it seemed convenient to reply
an audience the passages of Scripture he un- at the outset to any who might make prederstands
is hke one who reads aloud the liminary objections, such is the start I have
thought good to make on the road I am about
x Matt
xxv. 26, 27.
_ John xtv. 6.
--_Cot. iv.z.
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is_ I

fear, presumptuous

upon.
And presumptuous
it would
undoubtedly
be, if I were counting on my
OWn strength;
but since my hope of accomplishing the work rests on Him who has already supplied me with many thoughts on
this subject, I do not fear but that He will gc_
on to supply what is yet wanting when once I
have begun to use what He has already given.
For a possession
which is not diminished
by
being shared with others, if it is possessed
and not shared_ is not yet possessed
as it
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ought to be possessed, The" Lord saith,
ICHAP.._._SO_E THINGS ARE FOR USE_SOME FOR
"' Whosoever
hath, to him shall be given." *]
ZSJOYMZNT.
He will give, then, to those who have; that is
......
to say, if they use freely and cheerfully what
3.. There _
some thm gsj then, which are
they have received, He will add to and per- to. De enjoyeo, .otners wmcn are to oe usea,
feet His gifts.
The loaves in the miracle "°thers still which enjoy ana use.
1nose
were only five and seven in number before the things which are objects of enjoyment make
disciples
began to divide them among the us happy.
Those things which are objects of
hungry people.
But when once they began use assist, and (so to speak) support us in
to distribute them, though the wants of so our efforts after happiness, so that we can
many thousands
were satisfied,
they filled attain the things that make us happy and rest
baskets with the fragments that were left. -_ in them.
We ourselves, again, who enjoy
Now, just as that bread increased in the very and use these things, being placed among
act of breaking it, so those thoughts which both kinds of objects, if we set ourselves to
the Lord has already vouchsafed
to me with enjoy those which we ought to use, are hina view to undertaking
this work w_ll, as soon dered in our course, and sometimes
e_n led
as I begin to impart them to others, be multt- away from it; so that, getting entangled
in
plied by His grace, so that, in this very work the love of lower gratifications, we lag behind
of distribution
in which I have engaged, so m, or even altogether turn back from, the
far from incurring loss and poverty, I shall pursuit of the real and proper objects of enbe made to rejoice in a marvellous increase ioyment.
of wealth.
CHAP.
CHAP.

2.--WHAT

A

THING
SIGN.

IS,

AND

WHAT

2. All instruction
is either about things or
about signs; but things are learnt by means
of signs.
I now use the word "thing"
m a
strict sense, to signify that which is never
employed as a sign of anything else: for ex.
ample, wood, stone, cattle, and other thmgs
of that kind.
Not, however, the wood which
we read Moses cast into the bitter waters to
make them sweet, 3 nor the stone which Jacob
used as a pillow, 4 nor the ram which Abraham offered up instead of h_s son; 5 for these,
though they are things, are also signs of other
things.
There
are signs of another
kind,
those which are never employed
except as
szgns: for example,
words.
No one uses
words except as signs of something else; and
hence may be understood
what I call signs:
those things, to wit, which are used to indicate something else.
Accordingly, every sign
is also a thing;
for what is not a thing is
nothing at all.
Every thing, however, is not
also a sign.
And so, in regard to this distinction
between things and signs, I shall,
when I speak of things, speak in such a way
that even ill some of them may be used as
signs also, that will not interfere
with the
division of the subject
according to which I
am to discuss things first and signs afterwards.
But we must carefully
remember
that what we have now to consider about
things is what they are in themselves,
not
what other things they are signs of.
Matt. xv.x_.25. x_.
3 Ex.

4 Oen.

xxviiL a _atL
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4. For to enjoy a thing is to rest with satisfaction m it for its own sake.
To use, on the
other hand, is to employ whatever means am
at one's disposal to obtain what one desires,
if it is a proper object of desire;
for an unlawful use ought rather to be called an abuse.
Suppose, then, we were wanderers in a strange
country, and could not live happily away from
our fatherland,
and that we felt wretched
in
our wandering,
and wishing to put an end to>
our misery, determined
to return home.
We
find, however, that we must make use of some
mode of conveyance,
either by land or water,
m order to reach that fatherland
where our
enjoyment is to commence.
But the beauty
of the country through
which we pass, and
the very pleasure of the motion, charm our
hearts, and turning these things which we
ought to use into objects of enjoyment,
we
become unwilling to hasten the end of our
journey;
and becoming engrossed in a fact]tlous dehght, our thoughts are diverted
from
that home whose delights would make ua
truly happy.
Such is a picture of our conditlon in this life of mortality.
We have wandered far from God; and if we wish to return
to our Father's
home, this world must be
used, not enjoyed, that so the invisible things
of God may be clearly seen, being understood
"
by the things that are made,_that
is, that by
means of what is material and temporary we
may lay hold upon that which is spiritual and
eternal.
6 Rom.
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WHAT SENSEGOD IS INEFFABLE.

6. Have I spoken of God, or uttered His
praise, in any worthy way?
Nay, I feel that
I have done nothing
more than desire to
speak;
and if I have said anything,
it is not
what I desired to say.
How do I know this,
_xcept from the fact that God is unspeakable
?
But what I have said, if it had been unspeakable, could not have been spoken.
And so
_';od is not even to be called "unspeakable,"
because to say even this is to speak of Him.
Thus there arises a curious contradiction
of
words, because if the unspeakable
is what
,cannot be spoken of, it is not unspeakable
if
it can be called unspeakable.
And this opposition of words is rather to be avoided by
silence than to be explained
away by speech.
And yet. God, although nothmg worthy of His
greatness can be said of Him, has condescended to accept the worship of men's mouths,,
and has desired us through the medium of our
own words to rejoice in His praise.
For on this
principle
it xs that He is called _na
(GOd).
]?or the sound of those two syllables
in itself
,_

_ #.

_

L

OF conveys no tt:ue knowledge of His nature; but
yet all who know the Latin tongue are led,

5. The true objects of enjoyment,
then,
are the Father and the Son and the Holy
,_pirit, who are at the same time the Trinity,
one Being, supreme above all, and common
to all who enjoy Him, if He is an object, and
_Ot rather the cause of all objects, or indeed
even if He is the cause of all.
For it is not
easy to find a name that will suitably express
,o great excellence, unless it is better to speak
in this way: The Trinity, one God, of whom
are all things, through whom are all things,
in whom are all things, z Thus the Father
and tire Son and the Holy Spirit, and each of
these by Himself, is God, and at the same
time they are all one God; and each of them
by Himself
is a complete substance,
_nd yet
Xhey are all one substance.
The Father is
not the Son nor the Holy Spirit; the Son is
not the Father nor the Holy Spirit; the Holy
_pirit is not the Father nor the Son: but the
Father is only Father, the Son is only Son,
and the Holy Spirit is only Holy Spirit.
To
all three belong the same eternity, the same
unchangeableness,
the same
majesty,
the
_ame power.
In the Father is unity, in the
;Son equality, in the Holy Spirit the harmony
,of unity and equality;
and these three attributes are all one because of the Father, all
_-_lual because of the Son, and all harmonious
because of the Holy Spirit.
CHAP. 6._IN

DOCTRINE.

when that sound reaches their ears, to think
of
nature supreme in excellence and eternal
in aexistence.
CHAP. 7.nWHAT

ALL MENUNDERSTANDBY TH_
TERM GOD.
7. For when the one supreme God of gods
is thought of, even by those who believe that
there are other gods, and who call them by
that name, and worship them as gods, their
thought
takes the form of an endeavor
to
reach the conception of a nature, than which
nothing more excellent or more exalted exists.
And since men are moved by different
kinds
of pleasures,
partly by those which pertain to
the bodily senses, partly by those which pertain to the intellect and soul, those of them
who are in bondage to sense think that either
the heavens, or what appears to be most bnlliant in the heavens, or the universe itself, is
God of gods: or if they try to get beyond the
universe, they picture to themselves something
of dazzling brightness,
and think of it vaguely as infinite, or of the most beautiful form
conceivable;
or they represent
it in the form
of the human body, if they think that superiot toall others.
Or if they think that there
is no one God supreme above the rest, but
that there are many or even innumerable
gods
of equal rank, still these too they conceive as
possessed of shape and form, according
to
what each man thinks the pattern of excellence.
Those, on the other hand, who endeavor by an effort of the intelligence
to
reach a conception of God, place Him above
all visible and bodily natures, and even above
all intelligent
and spiritual natures
that are
subject to change.
All, however, strive emulously to exalt the excellence
of God: nor
could any one be found to believe that any
being to whom there exists a superior is God.
And so all concur in believing
that God is
that which excels in dignity all other objects.
CHAP" 8.---GOD TO BE ESTEEMED ABOVE ALL
ELSE, BECAUSE HE IS UNCHANGEABLEWISDOM.
8. And since all who think about God think
of Him as living, they only can form any conception of Him that is not absurd and unworthy who think of Him as life itself; and,
whatever may be the bodily form that has suggested itself to them, recognize
that it is by
life it lives or does not live, and prefer what
is living towhat is dead; who understand that
the living bodily form itself, however it may
outshine all others in splendor,
overtop them
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in size,and excel them in beauty,is quitea since the triuneGod t_kes_counsel in this
distinctthing from the lifeby which it is truthfor the thingswhich He has made, the
quickened; and who look upon the lifeas in-soul must be purifiedthatitmay have power
comparably superiorin dignityand worth to!toperceivethat light,and to restinitwhen "
the mass which isquickened and animated by iitis perceived. And letus look upon this
it. Then, when they go on to lookintothcipurification
as a kindof journeyor voyage to
nature of the lifeitself,
ifthey findit mere iour nativeland. For it isnot by change of
nutritive
life,withoutsensibility,
such as thatiplacethatwe can come nearerto Him who is
of plants,they considerit inferiorto senu-m every place,but by the cultivation
of pure
ent life,such as that of cattle;and above desiresand virtuoushabits.
this,again,they place intelhgent
life,
suchas
thatof men. And, perce_wngthateven this CHAP, II.--'-'WISDOM
BECOMING INCARNATE,
A
is subjectto change, they are compelled to
PATTERN TO US OF PURIFICATION.
placeabove it,again,that unchangeable life, xx. But of thiswe should have been wholly
which is not at one time foolish,
atanother incapable,
had not Wisdom condescendedto
time wise,but on the contraryis wisdom itself. Forawise intclhgcncc,
thatis,one that adapt Himself to our weakness,and to'show
has attainedto wisdom, was, prevlousto itsus a patternof holy lifein the form of our
own humanity. Yet, sincewe when we come
attainingwisdom, unwise. But wisdom it-to l-hm do wisely,He when He came to us
selfnever was unwise,and never can become was consideredbv proud men to have done
so. And ifmen never caught sightof thisvery foohshly. And sincewe when we come
wisdom, they could never with entireconfi-to Him become strong,He when He came to
dence prefera life
which isunchangeablywise us was looked upon asweak. But "the foolto one that issubjecttochange. This wdl be lstmessof God iswiser than men; and the
evident,ifwe considerthat the very ruleof weakness of God is strongerthan men.''_
truthby which they affirmtheunchangeable And thus,though Wisdom was Himself our
lifeto be the more excellent,
is itselfun- home, Hc made Himself also the way by
changeable:and they cannot findsuch a rule,which we shouldreach our home.
except by going beyond thclr own nature;
for they find nothing in themselves that is CHAP. 12._IN
WHAT
SENSE
THE WISDOM
OF GOI)
not subject to change.
CAMETO US.
CHAP. 9.--ALL
ACKNOWLEDGETHE SUPERIORITY And though He is everywhere
present to
OF UNCHANGEABLEWISDOM TO THAT WHICH the inner eye when it is sound and clear, He
is VARIABLE.
condescended
to make Himself manifest
to
the outward eye of those whose inward sight
9- Now, no one is so egregiously silly as to is weak and dim.
" For after that, in the
ask, " How do you know that a life of un- wisdom of God, the world by wisdom knew
changeable
wisdom is preferable
to one of not God, it pleased God by the foolishness of
change ? " For that very truth about which preaching to save them that believe." •
heasks, how I know it? is unchangeably
fixed
12. Not then in the sense of traversing
in the minds of all men, and presented
to space, but because He appeared
to mortal
their common contemplation.
And the man men in the form of mortal flesh, He is said to
who does not see it is like a bhnd man m the have come to us.
For He came to a place
sun, whom it profits nothing that the splendor where He had always been, seeing that " He
of its light, so clear and so near, is poured was in the world, and the world was made by
into his very eye-balls.
The man, on the Him."
But, because
men, who in their
other hand, who sees, but shrinks from this eagerness to enjoythe
creature instead of the
truth, is weak in his mental vision from dwell Creator had grown into the likeness of this
ing long among
the shadows of the flesh, world, and are therefore
most appropriately
And thus men are driven back from their ha- aamed "the world," did not recogmze Him,
tire land by the contrary blasts of ewl habits,' therefore the evangelist says, "and the world
and pursue lower and less valuable objects in knew Him not." 3 Thus, in the wisdom of
preference
to that which they own to be more God, the world by wisdom knew not God,
excellent and more worthy.
Why then did He come, seeing that He was already here, except that it pleasedGod
through
CHAP. IO.---TO SEE GOD, TI_E SOUL M'JST BE the foolishness of preaching to save them that
PURIFIED.
believe ?
xo. Wherefore,
since it is our duty fully to
enjoy the truth which hves unchangeably,
and

,, Cot.g _
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US who fellthrough a woman:

He came as a

In what way did He come but this,"The man to save us who are men, as a mortalto
• Word was made flesh,
and dweltamong us" ?_ save us who are mortals,by death to save us
Just as when we speak, inorder thatwhat we who were dead. And those who can follow
have inour minds may enterthrough the ear out the matter more fully,who are not hurintothe mind of thehearer,the word which we riedon by the necessityof carryingout a set
have inour heartsbecomes an outward sound undertaking,willfind many other points of
and iscalledspeech; and yetour thoughtdoes instructionin considering the remedies,
not loseitself
in the sound, but remains corn- whether oppositesor likes,employed in the
pletcin itself,
and takes the form of speech medicine of Christianity.
without being modified in itsowh nature by
the change: so the Divine Word, though suf- CHAP. IS.--FAITH
IS BUTTRESSED BY THE REferingno change of nature,yet became flesh, SURRECTION AND ASCENSION OF CHRIST, AND
that He might dwell among us.
is STIMULATEDBY HIS COMINGTO JUDGMENT.
14. The belief of the resurrection
of our
CHAP. I4.mHOW THE WISDOMOF GOD HEALED Lord from the dead, and of His ascension
MAN.
into heaven, has strengthened
our faith by
adding a great buttress of hope. For it clearx3. Moreover, as the use of remedies is the ly shows how freely He laid down His life for
way to health, so this remedy took up sinners
us when He had it in His power thus to take
to heal and restore them.
And just as sur- it up again.
With what assurance, then, is
geons, when they bind up wounds, do it not the hope of believers animated, when they rein a slovenly way, but carefully, that there fleet how great He was who suffered so great
may be a certain degree of neatness in the things for them while they were still iu unbebinding, in addition
to its mere usefulness,
lief ! And when men look for Him to come
so our medicine, Wisdom, was by His assumpfrom heaven as the judge of quick and dead,
tion of humanity adapted to our wounds, cur- it strikes great terror into the careless, so that
ing some of them by their opposites, some of they betake
themselves
to diligent
preparathem by their likes•
And just as he who tion, and learn by holy living to long for His
ministers
to a bodily hurt in some cases ap- approach,
instead of quaking at it on account
plies contraries, as cold to hot, moist to dry, of thelrevil deeds.
And what tonguecan
tell,
etc., and in other cases applies
likes, as or what imagination
can conceive, the reward
a round cloth to a round wound, or an oblong He will bestow at the last, when we consider
cloth to an oblong wound, and does not fit the that for our comfort in this earthly journey
same bandage to all limbs, but puts like to He has given us so freely of His Spirit, that
like; in the same way the Wisdom of God in in the adversities
of this life we may retain
healing man has applied Himself to his cure, !our confidence
in, and love for, Him whom
being Himself
healer and medicine
both in as yet we see not; and that He has also given
one.
Seeing, then, that man fell through
to each gifts suitable for the building up of
pride,
He restored
him through
humility.
His Church, that we may do what He points
We were ensnared by the wisdom of the ser- out as right to be done, not only without a
pent: we are set free by the foolishness of God. murmur, but even with delight
Moreover,
just as the former was called wisdom, but was in reality the folly of those who CHAP. I6.--CHRIST
PURGES HIS CHURCH BY
despised
God, so the latter is called foolish.
MEDICINALAFFLICTIONS.
ness, but is true wisdom iu those who overcome the devil.
We used our immortality
15 . For the Church is His body, as the
so badly as to incur the penalty of death: apostle's teaching
shows us; _ and it is even
Christ used His mortality so well as to restore called His spouse. 3 His body, then, which
us to life. The disease was brought in through
has many members, and all performing
differa woman's corrupted
soul: the remedy came ent functions,
He holds together in the bond
through a woman's virgin body.
To the same of unity and love, which is its true health.
class of opposite
remedies
it belongs,
that Moreover He exercises it in the present time,
our vices are cured by the example of His vtr-_ and purges it with many wholesome afflictions,
tues.
On the other hand. the following are, that when He has transplanted
it from this
as it were, bandages
made in the same shape world to the eternal world, He may take it to
as the limbs and wounds to which they are Himself
as His bride, without spot or wrinapplied:
He was born of a woman to deliver kle, or any such thing.
z Jc_a

L x¢.

Compare
Epk i. 23 ruth
3 Rev. _ax. 7; x_a. 9.

Rom.

xiL S.

CHAP. XXII.]
CHAP.

17.-----CHRIST
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, BY

FORGIVING

OUR

SINS,

OPENEDTHE WAYTO OUR HOME.
16. Further, when we are on the way, and
that not a way that lies through
space, but
through a change of affections, and one which
the guiit of our past sins like a hedge of thorns
barred
against us, what could He, who was
willing to lay Himself down as the way by
which we should return, do that would be still
gracious and more merciful, except to forgive
USall our sins, and by being crucffied for us to
remove the stern decrees that barred the door
against our rett:rn ?
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20._THKRESURRECT|ONTODAMNATIOIq°

X9. NOW he whose soul does not die to this
world and begin here to be conformed to the
truth, falls when the body dies into a more
terrible death, and shall revive, not to change
his earthly for a heavenly habitation_ but to
endure the penalty of his sin.
CHAP. 2I.--NmTHER
BODYNOR SOtIL EXTll_GUISHEDAT DEATH.

And so faith clings to the assurance, and
_,e must believe that it is so in fact, that
neither the human soul nor the human body
suffers complete
extinction,
but that
the
CHAP.
I8._THE
KEYS
GIVEN
TO THE
CHURCH.
winked rise again to endure
inconceivable
_7. He has given, therefore,
the keys to punishment,
and the good to receive eternal
His Church, that whatsoever
it should bind life.
on earth might be bound in heaven, and whatsoever it should loose on earth might be
CHAP. 22.---GOD ALONETO BE ENJOYED.
loosed in heaven;'
that is to say, that whoso20. Among
all these things, then, those
ever in the Church should not believe that hi_ only are the true objects of enjoyment which
sins are remitted, they should not be remitted
we have spoken of as eternal and unchangeato him; but that whosoever
should beheve,
ble.
The rest are for use, that we may be
and should repent,
and turn from his sins, able to arrive at the full enjoyment
of the
should be saved by the same faith and repen- former.
We, however, who enjoy and use
tance on the ground of which he is received other things are things ourselves. For a great
into the bosom of the Church.
For he who thing truly is man, made after the image and
does not believe that his sins can be par- similitude of God, not as respects the mortal
doned, falls into despair, and becomes worse, body m which he is clothed, but as respects
as if no greater good remained
for him than the rational soul by which he is exalted in
to be ewl, when he has ceased to have faith honor above the beasts.
And so it becomes
in the results of his own repentance,
an important question, whether men ought to
enjoy, or to use, themselves,
or to do both.
CHAP.
Ig._BODIL¥
AND
SPIRITUAL
DEATH
AND
For
we are commanded
to love one another:
RESURRECTION.
but it is a question whether man is to be loved
18. Furthermore,
as there is a kind of death
of the soul, which consists in the putting away
of former habits and former ways of hfe, and
which comes through repentance,
so also the
death of the body consists in the dIssolution
of the former principle of hfe.
And just as
the soul, after it has put away and destroyed
by repentance
its former habits, is created
anew after a better pattern, so we must hope
and believe that the body, after that death
which we all owe as a debt contracted through
sin, shall at the resurrection
be changed into
a better form;--not
that flesh and blood shall
inherit the kingdom
of God (for that is im-

by man for his own sake, or for the sake of
something
else.
If it is for his own sake,
we enjoy him; if it is for the sake of something else, we use him.
It seems to me,
then,
that he
something
else.ts toForbe ifloved
a thingforis the
to besake
lovedof

possible), but that this corrupuble shall put
on incorruption,
and this mortal shall put on
immortality2
And thus the body, being the
source of no uneasiness because it can feel no
want, shall be animated by a spirit perfectly
pure and happy, and shall enjoy unbroken

the true object of enjoyment.
For a man is
never in so good a state as when his whole
lffe is a journey towards the unchangeable
life, and hts affections are entirely fixed upon

peace,
t Compare
Matt,xvt.z9 withxvih.iS.
, xCor.xv. 5o_53"

for its own sake, then in the enjoyment of it
consmts
a happy
the hope
which at
least, if not
yet thelife,reality,
is our ofcomfort
in

"

the present time.
But a curse is pronounced
on him who places his hope in man. _
2 i. Neither ought any one to have joy in
himself, if you look at the matter clearly, be.
cause
one ought
himself
his ownno sake,
but forto thelove
sakeeven
of Him
whofor
is

that.
If, he
however,
lovesat himself
forreta,.
hi,
own sake,
does nothe look
himself in
tion to God, but turns his mind in Piton hlm,
x Jet.xvli.$.

.f
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self, and so is not occupied with anything that
is unchangeable.
And thus he does not enjoy himself at his best, because he is better
when his mind is fully fixed upon, and his
affections wrapped
up in, the unchangeable
good, than when he turns from that to enjoy
even himself.
Wherefore
if you ought not
to love even yourself for your own sake, but
for His in whom your love finds its most
worthy object, no other man has a right to be
angry if you love hlm too forGod'ssake.
For
this is the law of love that has been laid down
by Divine authority:
"Thou
shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself;"
but, " Thou shalt love
God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul,
and with all thy mind: "z so that you are to
concentrate
all your thoughts,
your whole life,
and your whole intelligence
upon Him from
whom you derive all that you bring.
For
when He says, " With all thy heart, and with
all thy soul, and with all thy mind,"
He
means that no part of our life is to be unoccupied, and to afford room, as it were, for the
wish to enjoy some other object, but that
whatever else may suggest itself to us as an
object worthy of love is to be borne into the
same channel in which the whole current
of
our affections flows.
Whoever.
then, loves
his neighbor aright, ought to urge upon him
that he too should love God with his whole

DOCTRINE.
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flies away from the unchangeable
Light, the
Ruler of all things, does so that it may rule
over itself and over its own body; and so it
cannot but love both itself and its own body.
23. Morever,
it thinks
it has attained
something
very great if it is able to lord it
over its companions,
that is, other men.
For
it is inherent in the sinful soul to desire above
all things, and to claim as due to itself, that
which is properly due to God only. Now such
love of itself is more correctly called hate.
For it is not just that it should desire what is
beneath it to be obedient to it.while itself will
not obey its own superior;
and most justly
has it been said, "He
who loveth iniquity
hateth his own soul." _ And accordingly
the
soul becomes weak, and endures much suffermg about the mortal body.
For, of course,
it must love the body, and be grieved at its
corruption;
and the lmmortahty
and mcorruptiblhty of the body spring out of the health
of the soul.
Now the health of the soul is to
cling steadfastly to the better part, that is, to
the unchangeable
God.
But when it aspires
to lord it even over those who are by nature
its equals,--that
is, its fellow-men,--thts
is
a reach of arrogance utterly intolerable.
CHAP. 24.--NO ]_IANHATES HIS OWNFLESH, NOT
EVEN THOSE WHO ABUSE IT.

heart, and soul, and mind.
For in this way,
loving his neighbor as himself, a man turns
the whole current of his love both for himself
and his neighbor into the channel of the love
of God, which suffers no stream to be drawn
off from itself by whose diversion its own volume would be diminished,

24 . No man, then, hates himself.
On this
point, indeed,
no question
was ever raised
by any sect.
But neither does any man hate
his own body.
For the apostle
says truly,
,, No man ever yet hated his own flesh."
And when some people say that they would
rather be without a body altogether,
they entirely deceive
themselves.
For it is not
CHAP.
23.--MAN
NEEDS
NO
INJUNCTION
TO their
body, but its corruptions
and its heaviLOVE HIMSELF
AND HIS OWN BODY.
ness, that they hate. And so it is not no body,
22. Those things which are objects of use but an uncorrupted
and very light body, that
are not all, however, to be loved, but those theywant.
But theythink
a bodyof thatkind
only which are either united with us in acomwould be no body at all, because they think
mon relation to God, such as a man or an such a thingas that must be a spirit.
And as
angel, or are so related to us as to need the to the fact that they seem in some sort to
goodness of God through our instrumentality,
scourge their bodies by abstinence
and toil,
such as the body.
For assuredly the mar- those who do this in the right spirit do it not
tyrs did not love the wickedness
of their per- that they may get rid of their body, but that
secutors, although they used it to attain the Ithey may have it in subjection
and ready for
favor of God.
As, then, there are four kinds every
ne6dful work.
For they striv_ by a
of things that are to be loved,--first,
that kind of toilsome
exercise of the body itself
which is above us; second, ourselves;
third,
to root out those lusts that are hurtful to the
that which is on a level with us; fourth, that body, that is, those habits and affections of the
which is beneath
us,_no
precepts
need 1he soul that lead to the enjoyment
of unworthy
given about the second and fourth of these,
objects.
Theyare
not destroying
themselves;
For, however far a man may fall away from they are taking care of their health.
the truth, he still continues to love himself,
_5. Those, on the other hand, who do this
and to .love his own body.
The soul which in a perverse spirit, make war upon their own
t Matt, xxli, 37"39.

Compare Lev. xtx. xS; Deut. vL 5.

a Ps. x. 5 (LXX).

3 Eph. v. a9.
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body as if it were a natural enemy.
And In hmits. For it is equally manlfestthat
he loves
this matter they are led astray by a mistaken
his body also, and desires to keep it safe and
interpretation
of what they read: " ]'tie flesh sound.
And yet a man may have something
lusteth
against
the spirit, and the sprat that he loves better ttlan thesafety and soundagainst the flesh, and these are contrary the ness of his body.
For many have been found
one to the other." • For this is said of the :voluntarily
to suffer both pains anti amputacarnal
habit yet unsubdued,
against which, tlons of some of their limbs that they might
the spirit lusteth,
not to destroy the body, obtanl other objects which they valued more
but to eradicate the lust of the body--z.c.,
its lnghly.
But no one is to be told not to desire
evil habit--and
thus to make It subject to the the safety and imalth of his body because there
spirit, which IS what the order of nature de- is something lie desires more.
For the miser,
mands.
For as, after the resurrection,
the thougi_ lie loves mouey, lmys bread for himbody, having become wholly subject to the self,_that
IS, he gives away money that lie is
spirit, will live in perfect peace to all eternity;
very fond of anti desires to heap up,--but
it
even in this life we must make it an object to is l{ecause he values more tnghly the bodily
have the carnal habit changed for the better, health which the bread sustains.
It is superso that its inordinate
affections may not uar fluons to arKlle longer on a point so very
against the soul.
And until this silall take plam, but this is justwhat the error of wicked
place, "the
flesh lusteth against the sprat, men often compels us to do.
and the spirit against the flesh;" the sprat
struggling, not m hatred, but for the mastery,
because
it desires that what _t loves should CHAP- 26.--THE
COMMAND TO LOVEGOD AND
be subJect to the hJgher principle;
and the
ot, R NLIt;m_OR 1NCLUDES A COMMAND TO
flesh struggling,
not in hatred, but because of
LOVEOUaS_LVi:_.
the
habit
from bondage
its parentof stock,

which
tt hashas derived
2 7. Seeing, then, that there is no need of
and which
grown
a cominand
that ever)" man should love himin upon it by a law of nature till it has become selt and his own body,--seemg,
that is, that
Inveterate.
The spirit, then, in sut)dulng the we love onrseives, and what is beneath us but
flesh, is workmg as it were to debtroy the ill- Iconnected
with us, through
a law of nature
founded peace of an evil habit, aud to bring _vhmh has never been violated, and which is
about the real peace whmh springs out of a common to us with the beasts (for even the
good habit.
Nevertheless,
not even those beasts love themselves and their own bodies),
who, led astray by false notmns,
hate their --it only relnamed
necessary
to lay injuncbodies would be prepared to sacrifice one eye, tlons upon us m regard to God above us, and
even supposing
they could do so without'our
neighbor beside us. " Thou shall love,"
suffering any pam, and that they had as much He says, " the Lord thy God with all thy
sight left in one as they formerly had in two, heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
unless some object was to be attained whmh mind; and thou shall love thy neighbor as
would overbalance
the loss.
This and other'thvself.
On these two commandments
hang
indications of the same kind are sufficient to all'the law and the prophets."
_ Thus the end
show those who candidly seek the truth how of the commandmeut
is love, and that twowelt-founded
is the statement
of the apostle fold, the love of God and the love of our
when he says, "No man ever yet hated his nmghbor.
Now, If you take yourself in your
own flesh."
He adds too, "but
nourlsheth
entirety,--that
is, soul and body together,_
and cherisheth
it, even as the Lord
the and your neighbor m his entirety, soul and
Church."_
body together
(ior man is made up of soul
and body), you will find that none of the
CHAP. 2_. --A MAN MAYLOVESOMETHINGMORE classes of things that are to be loved is overTHAN
HIS
BO1)Y,
BUT
DOES
NOT
THEREFORE
looked in these two commandments,
l¢or
HATE HIS BODY.
though, when the love of God comes first, and
26. Man, therefore,
ought to be taught the the measure of our love for Him is prescribed
due measure of loving, that is, in what meas- m such terms that it is evident all other things
ure he may love himself so as to be of service are to find their centre in Him, nothing seems
to himself.
For that he does love hJmself, ]to be said about our love for ourselves; yet
and does desire to do good to himself, no- when it is said, " Thou shall love thy neighbody but a fool would doubt.
He is to be bor as thyself,"
it at once becomes
evident
taught, too, in what measure to love his body, that our love for ourselves has not been overso as to care for it wisely and within due/looked.
: Gal.

v. 17.

2 Eph.
84

v
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/
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CHAP. 27.--THE

ORDEROF LOVE.

28. Now he is a man of just and holy life
who forms an unprejudiced
estimate of things,
and keeps his affections also under strict control,
that nor
he fails
neither
loveswhat
whathe he
oughtto
not tosolove,
to love
ought
love, nor loves that more which ought to be
loved less, nor loves that equally which ought
to be loved either less or more, nor loves that
less or more which ought to be loved equally.
No sinner isto be loved as a sinner; and every
man is to be loved as a man for God's sake;
but Godis to be loved for His own sake. And
if God is to be loved more than any man,
each man ought to love God more than himself.
Likewise we ought to love another man
better than our own body, because all things
are to be loved in reference to God, and another man can have fellowship with us in the
enjoyment
of God, whereas our body cannot;
for the body only hves througL_ the soul, and
it is by the soul that we enjoy God.
CHAP.

28._HOW

WE ARE
AID. TO DECIDE WHOM TO

iniquity

CHAP.

29.--WE
THAT

ARE

TO

ALL MEN

DESIRE
MAY

AND

LOVE

ENDEAVOR

GOD.

3° . Now of all who can with us enjoy God,
we love partly those to whom we render services, partly those who render services to us,
partly those who both help us in our need and
In turn are helped by us, partly those upon
whom we confer no advantage and from whom
we look for none.
We ought to desire, however, that they should all join with us in loving God, and all the assistance
thatwe either
give them or accept from them should tend
to that one end.
For in the theatres, dens of

they

be, if a man is fond of

common;
and the more fervent he is in his
admiration,
the more he works in every way
he
secure he
newbecomes
admirers to for
the can
moreto anxious
showhim,
himandto
others; and if he find any one comparatively
indifferent,
he does all he can to excite his
interest
by urging
his favorite's
,nerlts:
if,
however, he meet with any one who opposes
him, he is exceedingly
displeased
by such a
man's contempt of his favorite, and strives in
every way he can to remove it.
Now, if this
be so, what does it become us to do who hve
in the fellowship of the love of God, the enjoyment of whom is true happiness of life, to
whom all who love Him owe both their own
existence
and the love they bear Him, coneerning whom we have no fear that any one
who comes to know Him will be dlsappomted
in Him, and who desires our love, not for any
gain to Himself, but that those who love Him
may obtam an eternal
reward, even Himself
whom they love?
And hence it is that we
love even our enemies.
For we do not fear
them, seemg they cannot take away from us
what we love; but we pity them rather, because the more they hate us the more are they
separated
from Him whom we love.
For if
they would turn to Him, they must of necessity love Him as the supreme good, and love
us too as partakers with them in so great a
blessing.

29. Further, all men are to be loved equally,
But since you cannot do good to all, you are
to pay special regard to those who, by the accidents of tlme, or place, or circumstance,
are
brought into closer connection with you. F6r,
suppose
that you had a great deal of some
commodity,
and felt bound to give it away to
somebody
who had none, and tha¢ it could
not be given to more than one person; if two
persons
presented
themselves,
neither
of
whom had either from need or relationship
a
greater claim upon you than the other, you
could do nothing fairer tlaan choose by lot to CHAP.
which you would give what could not be given
to both.
Just so among men: since you cannot consult for the good of them all, you must
take the matter as decided for you by a sort
of lot, according as each man happens for the
time being to be more closely connected
with
you.

though

a particular
actor, and enjoys his art as a
great or even as the very greatest good, he is
fond of all who join with him in admiration
of his favorite, not for their own sakes, but
for the sake of him whom they admire in

ANGELSARE TO BE RECKONED OUR NEIGHBORS.

30.--WHETHER

31 . There arises further in this connection
a question about angels.
For they are happy
in the enjoyment
of Him whom we long to
enjoy; and the more we enjoy Him in this
life as through a glass darkly, the more easy
do we find it to bear our pilgrimage,
and the
more eagerly do we long for its termination.
But
it is not irrational
to ask whether in those
tWO commandments
is included
the love of
angels also.
For that He who commanded
us to love our neighbor made no exception,
as far as men are concerned,
is shown both
by our Lord Himself
in the Gospel, and by
the Apostle
Paul.
For when the man to
whom our Lord dehvered those two commandments, and to whom He said that on these
hang all the law and the prophets, asked Him,
"And who is my neighbor?"
He told him
of a certain man who, going down from Jerusalem to Jericho, fell among thieves, and was
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severely wounded by them, and left naked i higher excellence than, and far removed above,
and half dead.'
And He showed him that Jour nature, the command
to love God is disnobody was neighbor to this man except him ]tinct from that to love our neighbor.
For He
who took pity upon him and came forward to]shows us pity on account of His own goodrelieve and care for hmx. And the man who uess, but we show pity to one another on achad asked the question admitted the truth of count of Hls;--that
is, He pities us that we
this when hewas hmaself interrogated
m turn. may full}, enjoy Himself;
we pity one another
To whom our Lord says, "Go and do thou that _e m:ty tully enjoy Him.
likewise; " teaching us that he is our neighbor i
whom it is our duty to help in his need. or CHAr. 3_.--t;o1, USI,_SRATHERTHAN I_:NJOYSUS.
whom It would be our duty to help if he were
in need.
Whence it follows, that he whose
34. And on this ground, when we say that
duty it would be in turn to help us is our we enjoy only that winch we love for its own
neighbor.
For the name ,, nmghbor"
is a sake, and that nothing is a true object of enjoyment except that winch makes us happy,
relative one, and no one can be neighbor ex- and that all other things are for use, there
cept to a neighbor.
And, again, who does seems still to be something that requires exnot see that no exception is made of any one planatlon.
For God loves us, and Holy
as a person to whom the offices of mercy may Scripture frequently
sets before us the love
be denied when our Lord extends the ruh He has towards us.
In what way then does
even to our enemies ? " Love your enemies,
He love us ? As objects of use or as objects
do good to them that hate you. ''_
of enjoyment ? If He enjoys us, tte must he
3 2. And so also the Apostle Paul teaches
m need of good from us, and no sane man
when he says: "For
this, Thou shall not will say that; for all the good we enjoy is
commit adultery, Thou shalt not kill, Thou either Himself, or what comes from Himself.
shalt not steal, Thou shalt not bear false wit- And no one can be ignorant or in doubt as to
ness, Thou shall not covet; and if there he the fact that the hght stands in no need of
any other commandment,
it is briefly compre- tim glitter of the things it has itself lit up.
hended
m this saying, namely,
Thou shall The Psalmist says most plainly, "I said to
love thy neighbor
as thyself.
Love worketh the LORD, Thou art nay God, for Thou needno ill to his neighbor."
3 Whoever then supposes that the aoostle did not embrace every- est
not my
He us.
does For
not ifenjoy
us then,
but goodness."5
makes use of
He
man in this precept, is compelled
to admit,
what is at once most absurd and most penniclous, that the apostle thought it no sin, If a
man were not a Christian or were an enemy,
to commit adultery with his wife, or to k_ll
him, or to covet his goods.
And as nobody
but a fool would say this, it is clear that every
man is to be considered
our neighbor,
because we are to work no ill to any man.
33- But now, if every one to whom we
ought to show, or who ought to show to us
the offices of mercy is by right called a neighbor, it is manifest
that the command to love
our neighbor
embraces the holy angels also,
seeing that so greatofficesof
mercy have been
performed
by them on our behalf, as may
easily be shown by turning tl_e attention
to
many passages of Holy Scripture.
And on
this ground
even God Himself,
our Lord,
desired to be called our neighbor.
For our
Lord Jesus Christ points to Himself under
the figure of the man who brought aid to him
whowas lying half dead ontheroad,
wounded
and abandoned
by the robbers.
And the
Psalmist says in his prayer, " I behaved myself as though
he had been my friend or
brother."*
But as the Divine nature is of
x Luke x. 29, foil.
4Ps
xxxv a x4

a Matt,

v 44.

3 Rom

xii:.

neither enjoys nor n_,es us, I am at a loss to
discover in what way He can love us.
CHAr. 32.--IN WHAT way GOD USES MAN'.
35. But neither
does He use after our
fashion of using.
For when we use objects,
we do so with a view tO the full enjoyment
of
the goodness of God.
God, however, in His
use of us, has reference to His own goodness.
For it is because He is good we exist; and so
far as we truly exist we are good.
And,
further, because He is also just, we cannot
with impunity be evd; and so far as we are
evil, so far ts our existence less complete.
Now He is the first and supreme existence,
who is altogether
unchangeable,
and who
could say m the fullest sense of the words,
" I AM THAT I AM," and " Thou shalt say to
them, I AM hath sent me unto you;"*
so that
all other things that exist, both owe their exlstence entirely to Him, and are good only so
far as He has given it to them to be so.
That use, then, which God is said to make of
us has no reference
to His own advantage,
but to ours only; and, so far as He is concerned, has reference only to His goodness.

9, to.
5 l'_

x_t

2(LXX.),

6Ex.

[it.
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When we take pity upon a man and care for
him, it is for his advantage
we do so; but
somehow or other our own advantage
follows
by a sort of natural consequence,
for God
does not leave the mercy we show to him who
needs it to go without reward.
Now this is
our highest reward, that we should fully enjoy
Him, and that all who enjoy
joy one another in Him.

[BOOKL

plete in it, then you may be truly and
properly said to enjoy it.
And this we must
never do except in the case of the Blessed
Trinity, who is the Supreme and Unchangeable Good.
CHAP. 34.--CHRIST

THE FIRST WAY"TO GOD.

38. And mark that even when He who is
Himself
the Truth and the Word, by whom
all things were made, had been made flesh
CHAP. 33.--IN WHAT
WAY
MAN
SHOULD
BE ENthat He might dwell among us,the apostle
JOYED.
yet says: "'Yea, though we have known
36. For if we findour happiness complete Christ after the flesh,yet now henceforth
in one another,we stop shortupon the road know we Him no more."s For Christ,deand placeour hope of happiness in man or Slrlngnot onlyto glve the possessionto those
angel. Now the proud man and the proud who had completed the journey,but alsoto
angel arrogate thls to themselves, and are be Himself the way to those who were just
glad to have the hope of others fixedupon settingout,determined to takea fleshly
body.
them. But, on the contrary,the holy man Whence also that expression," The Lord
and the holy angel,even when we areweary created_ me in the begmnlng of His way," 7
and anxious to stay wlth them and rest in thatis,thatthose who wished to come might
them, set themselvesto recruitour energles begin thelr journey in Him.
The apostle,
with the provisionwhleh they have received therefore,
although st111
on the way, and folof God for us or for themselves; and then lowing afterGod who calledhlm tothe reward
urge us thus refreshedto go on our way of His heavenlycalling,
yet forgetting
those
towards Him, in the enjoyment of whom we things which were behind, and pressingon
find our common happiness. For even the towardsthose things whlch were before,
8 had
apostle exelalms, "'Was Paul crucifiedfor alreadypassed over the beginningof the way,
you? or were ye baptszed in the name of and had now no furtherneed of it;yet by thls
Paul ?"" and again: " Neither is he that way allmust commence their journey who
plantethanything,nmther he thatwatereth; desireto attainto the truth,and to restin
bat God thatgweth the increase."2 And the eternallife. For He says: " I am theway,
angel admonisheth the man who is about to and the truth,and the hfe;-9 that is,by
worship him, that he should rather worship me men come, to me they come, in me they
Him who ishisMaster, and under whom he rest. For when we come to Him, we come to
himselfisa fellow-servant.
3
the Father also,because through an equal an
37. But when you have joy of a man in equal is known; and the Holy Splritbinds,
God, itisGod rather than man that you en- and as itwere sealsus, so thatwe are ableto
joy. For you enjoy Him by whom you are rest permanently in the supreme and unmade happy, and you rejoiceto have come to changeable Good. And hence we may learn
Him in whose presence you place your hope how essential
itisthatnothing should detain
of joy. And accordingly,
Paul saysto Phl]e- us on the way, when not even our Lord Hsmmon, "Yea, brother,letme have joy of thee self,
so faras He has condescended to be our
in the Lord."* For ifhe had not added "m
way, is willingto detain us, but wlshes us
the Lord," but had only said," Let me have rather to press on; and, instead of -weakly
joy of thee," he would have imphed thathe clingingtotemporal things,even though these
fixed his hope of happiness upon him, al- have been put on and worn by Him forour
though even m the immediate context to salvation,
to pass over them quickly,and to
"enjoy " isused inthesense of to "use with struggleto attainunto Himself,who has freed
delight." For when the thingthatwe loveis our nature from the bondage of temporal
near us,itisa matter of course thatitshould thlngs,and has setitdown at the rlght hand
bring delightwith it. And if you pass be- of Hm Father.
yond this delight,and make it a means to
that which you are permanently
to rest in, CHAP. 35.--THE
FULFILLMENT AND END OF
yOU are using it, and it is an abuse of language
SCRIPTURE IS THE LOVE OF GOD AND OUR
to say that you enloy it.
But ff you cling to
NEIGHBOR.
it, and rest in it, finding your happiness com39- Of all, then, that has been said since
' t C°t-L t3.
3 Rev. xix. io.

Him should
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6A.V.f_ossessed.
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7 Prov. viii. e2.
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we entered
upon the discussion about things,
this is the sum: that we should clearly understand that the fulfillment and the end of the
Law, and of all Holy Scripture, is the love of
an object which is to be enjoyed, and the love
of an object which can enjoy that other in
fellowship
with ourselves.
For there is no
need of a command
that each man should
love himself.
The whole temporal
dispensation for our salvation, therefore, was framed
by the providence
of God that we might know
this truth and be able to act upon it; and we
ought to use that dispensation,
not with such
love and delight as if it were a good to rest
in, but with a transient
feeling rather, such
as we have towards the road, or carriages, or
other things that are merely means.
Perhaps
some other comparison can be found that will
more sultably express the idea that we are to
love the things by which we are borne only
for the sake of that towards which we are
borne.

CHAP.
36.--THAT
INTERPRETATION
URE WHICH
BUILDS
US UP IN

PERNICIOUSLYDECEPTIVE
NOR
THOUGH
IT
BE FAULTY.

EVEN

PRETER,

HOWEVER_

SHOULD

OF
LOVE

SCRIPTIS NOT

MENDACIOUS,
THE INTER-

BE CORRECTED.
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injustice is sometimes
useful (which is irapossible),
or a lie is never useful.
4I. Whoever takes another meaning out'of
Scripture
than
the writer
intended,
goes
astray, but not through
any falsehood
in
Scripture.
Nevertheless,
as I was going to
say, if his mistaken
interpretation
tends to
hmld up love, which is the end of the cornmandment,
he goes astray in much the same
way as a man who by mistake quits the high
road, but yet reaches
through the fields the
same place to which the road leads.
He is
to be corrected,
however, and to be shown
how much better it is not to quit the straight
road, lest, if he get into a habit of going
astray, he may sometimes
take cross roads,
or even go in the wrong direction altogether.
CHAP"37.__DANGER s OF MISTAKEN INTERPREo
TAT1ON.
For if he takes up rashly a meaning which
the author whom he is reading did not intend,
he often falls m with other statements which
be
cannot
harmonize
with this meaning.
Anti if he admits that these statements
are
true and certain,
then it follows that the
meaning he had put upon the former passage
cannot be the true one: and so it comes to

40. Whoever, then, thinks that he under- pass, one can hardly tell how, that, out of
stands the Holy Scriptures,
or any part of love for his own opinion, he begins to feel
them, but puts such an interpretation
upon more angry with Scripture
than he is with
them as does not tend to build up this two- himself.
And if he should once permit that
fold love of God and our neighbor, does not evil to creep in, it will utterly destroy him.
yet understand
them as he ought.
If, on the " For we walk by faith, not by sight."'
Now
other hand, a man draws a meaning
from faith will totter if the authority of Scripture
them that may be used for the building up of begin to shake.
And then, if faith totter,
love, even though
he does not happen upon love itself will grow cold.
For if a man has
the precise meaning which the author whom fallen from faith, he must necessarily also fall
he reads intended to express in that place, his from love; for he cannot love what he does
error is not pernicious,
and he is wholly clear not believe to exist.
But if he both believes
from the charge of deception.
For there is and loves, then through
good works, and
involved
in deception
the intention
to say through diligent attention to the precepts of
what is false; and we find plenty of people morality, he comes to hope also that he shall
who intend to deceive, but nobody who wishes attain the object of his love.
And so these
to be deceived.
Since, then, the man who are the three things to which all knowledge
knows practises deceit, and the ignorant man and all prophecy are subservient:
faith, hope,
is practised upon, it is quite clear that in any love.
particular
case the man who is deceived is a
better man than he who deceives, seeing that
CHAP. 38._LOVE NEVER FAILETH.
it is better to suffer than to commit injustice
42 . But sight shall displace faith; and hope
Now every man who lies commits an injustice;
shall be swallowed up in that perfect bliss to
and if any man thinks that a lie is ever use- which we shall come: love, on the other hand,
ful, he must think that inlustlce is sometimes
shall wax greater when these others fail.
For
useful.
For no liar keeps faith in the matter if we love by faith that xvhich as yet we see
about which he lies.
He wishes, of course, I not, how much more shall we love it when we
that the man to whom he lies should place begin to see I And if we love by hope that
confidence
in him; and yet he betrays his which as yet we have not reached, how much
confidence
lying isto unjust.
him.
Now
every then,
man
who breaks by faith
Either,

_ 2cor. v. 7

*
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more shall we love it when we reach it ! For
the.re is this great difference between things
temporal
and things eternal, that a temporal
object is valued more before we possess it,
and begins to prove worthless the moment we
attain it, because it does not satisfy the soul,
which has its only true and sure resting-place
in eternity:
an eternal object, on the other
hand, is loved with greater ardor when it is
in possession
than while it is still an object

the life of no just and holy man is perfect
here.
Therefore
the apostle
says: "" Now
abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but
the greatest
of these is charity: "" because,
when a man shall have reached
the eternat
world, while the other two graces will fail, love
will remain greater and more assured.

of desire, for no one m his longing for it can
set a higher value on it than really belongs to
it, so as to think it comparatively
worthless
when he finds ltof less value than he thought;
on the contrary,
however high the value any
man may set upon it when he is on his way
to possess it, he will find it, when it comes
into his possession,
of higher value still,

44- And, therefore,
if a man fully understands that "the end of the commandment
is
charity, out of a pure heart, and of a good
conscmnce,
and of faith unfeigned,"
3 and is
bent upon making
all his understanding
of
Scripture to bear upon these three graces, he
may come to the interpretation
of these books
with an easy mind.
For while the apostle
says " love," he adds " out of a pure heart,"

CHAP.

39.--HE

WHO

IS MATURE

IN FAITH,

HOPE

AND LOVE, NEEDS SCRIPTURE NO LONGER.
43. And thus a man who is resting
upon
faith, hope and love, and who keeps a firm
hold upon these, does not need the Scriptures
except for the purpose of instructing
others,
Accordingly,
many live without copies of the
Scriptures,
even in sohtude,
on the strength
of these three graces.
So that in their case,
I think,
the saying
is already
fulfilled:
"Whether
there be prophecies,
they shall fail;
whether there be tongues,
they shall cease;
whether there be knowledge,
it shall vanish
away." * Yet by means of these instruments
(as they may be called), so great an edifice
of faith and love has been built up in them,
that, holding to what is perfect, they do not
seek for what is only in part perfect--of
course, I mean, so far as is possible in this
life; for, in comparison
with the future life,
zz Cor.xill.
8.

CHAP. 40.--WHAT

MANNER OF READER SCRIPTURE DEMANDS.

provide against
anything
being loved but
that which is worthy of love.
And he joins
with this " a good conscience,"
in reference
to hope; for, if a man has the burthen
of a
bad conscience,
he despairs
of ever reaching
that which he believes in and loves.
And in
the third place he says: "and
of faith unfeigned."
For if our faith is free from all
hypocrisy, then we both abstain from loving
what is unworthy of our love, and by living
uprightly we are able to indulge the hope that
our hope shall not be in vain.
For these reasons I have been anxious
to
speak about the objects
of faith, as far as I
thought it necessary for my present purpose;
for much has already been said on this subject in other volumes, either by others or by
myself.
And so let this be the end of the
present book.
In the next I shall discuss, as
far as God shall give me light, the subject of
signs.
to

2 zCor xm. 13.

3 z Tim. i.5-
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in his mind;

and

when

the

things,

I trumpet
soldiers
that they
to advancesounds,
or retreat,
or doknow
whatever
else are
the
introduced
the subject with a warning against state of the battle requires.
attending
to anything
but what they are in
themselves, * even though they are signs of
2. Now some signs are natural, others consomething
else, so now, when I come m its apart
ventional.
signs oraredesire
those of which,
from Natural
any intention
using
turn to discuss the subject of signs, I lay down :them as signs, do yet lead to the knowledge
this direction,
not to attend to what they are of something
else, as, for example,
smoke
in themselves,
but to the fact that they are when it indicates fire. For it is not from any
signs, that is, to what they signify.
For a intention of making it a sign that it is so, but
sign is a thing which, over and above the ira- through attention
to experience
we come to
pression it makes on the senses, causes some- know that fire is beneath, even when nothing
thing else to come into the mind as a conse- 1
quenee of itself: as when we see a footprint, ,Ibut
be seen.
And the
footprint
of ansmoke
animalcanpassing
by belongs
to this
class
thisWe
concludeis
has passedthatby;anandanimalwhenWh°Sewe
seef°°tprlntsmoke,
Iiof signs.
And the countenance
of an angry
we know that there is fire beneath;
and when or sorrowful man indicates the feeling in his
we hear the voice of a living man, we think mind,
independently
his will:
in theis
same way
every other ofemotton
of and
the mind
,See _k_.

s,9.

]betrayed

by the teJl-tale

countenance,

even
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though we do nothing with the intention of
making it known.
This class of signs; however, it is no part of my design to discuss at
present.
But as it comes under this division
of the subject, I could not altogether
pass it
over.
It will be enough to have noticed it
thus far.
_-_IAP.

2.---OF

THE KIND

OF SIGNS

WE

ARE

NOW

CONCERNED WITH.
3- Conventional
signs, on the other hand,
are those which living beings mutually
exchange for the purpose of showing, as well as
they can, the feelings of their minds, or their
perceptions,
or their thoughts.
Nor is there
any reason for giving a sign except the desire
of drawing forth and conveying into another'.,
mind what the giver of the sign has in his
own mind.
We wish, then, to consider and
discuss this class of signs so far as men are
concerned
with it, because
even the signs
which have been given us of God, and which
are contained
in the Holy Scriptures,
were
made known
to us through
men--those,
namely,
who wrote the Scriptures.
The
beasts, too, have certain
signs among themselves by which they make known the desires
in their mind.
For when the poultry-cock
has
discovered
food, he mgnals with his voice for
the hen to run to him, and the dove by cooing
calls his mate, or is called by her in turn; and
many signs of the same kind are matters of
common
observation.
Now whether
these
signs, like the expression or the cry of a man
in grief, follow the movement of the mind instinctively
and apart from any purpose,
or
whether they are really used with the purpose
of signification,
is another question, and does
not pertain to the matter in hand.
And this
part of the subject I exclude from the scope
of this work as not necessary to my present
object,
CHAP.

3._AMONG

SIGNS,
WORDS
CHIEF PLACE.

HOLD

DOCTRINE.

[Boo_ II.

visible words.
The signs that address themselves to the ear are, as I have said, more
numerous,
and for the most part consist of
words.
For though the bugle and the flute
and the lyre frequently
give not only a sweet
but a significant sound, yet all these signs are
very few in number
compared
with words.
For among men words have obtained far and
away the chief place as a means of indicating
the thoughts
of the mind.
Our Lord, it is
true, gave a sign through the odor of the ointment which was poured out upon His feet; *
and in the sacrament
of His body and blood
He signified His will through
the sense of
taste;
and when by touching the hem of His
garment
the woman was made whole, the act
was not wanting
m significance.*
But the
countless
multitude
of the signs through
which men express their thoughts
consist of
words.
For I have been able "to put into
words all those signs, the various classes of
which I have briefly touched
upon, but I
could by no effort express words in terms of
those signs.
CHAP. 4.--ORIGIN OF WRITING.
5. But because words pass "away as soon as
they strike upon the air, and last no longer
than their sound, men have by means of
letters
formed
signs of words.
Thus the
sounds of the voice are made visible to the
eye, not of course as sounds, but by means
of certain signs.
It has been found imposslble, however, to make those signs common to
all nations owing to the sm of discord among
men, which springs from every man trying to
snatch the chief place for himself.
And that
celebrated
tower which was built to reach to
heaven was an indication
of this arrogance of
spirit; and the ungodly men concerned
in it
justly earned
the punishment
of having not
their minds only, but their tongues besides,
thrown into confusion and discordanceJ

THE
CHAP.

5.'---SCRIPTURE

TRANSLATED

INTO

VARI-

4- Of the signs, then, by which men comous LANGUAGES.
municate their thoughts to one another,
some
6. And hence it happened
that even Holy
relate to the sense of sight, some to that of Scripture,
which brings
a remedy
for the
hearing, a very few to the other senses.
For, terrible diseases
of the human will, being at
when we nod, we give no sign except to the first set forth in one language, by means of
eyes of the man to whom we wish by this sign which it could at the fit season be disseminated
to impart our desire.
And some convey a through the whole world, was interpreted
into
great deal by the motion of the hands:
and various tongues,
and spread
far and wide,
actors by movements
of all their limbs give and thus became known to the nations for
certain
signs to the initiated,
and, so to ttieir salvation.
"And in reading it, men seek
speak, address their conversation
to the eyes: ! nothing more than to find out the thought and
and the military standards
and flags convey i will of those by whom it was written, and
through the eyes the will of the commanders.
[ _And all these stgns
.... are as st were a kmd of[ 3Ge,
_oh_.
,_!._. ' M._k
x,
....s. ,M,tt.i....

C_v.

vii.]
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through these to find out the will of God, in
8. But why I view them with greater deaccordance
with which they believe these men light under that aspect than if no such figure
to have spoken,
were drawn from the sacred books, though
the fact would
remain
the same and the
CHAP. 6.--USE OF THE OBSCURITIESIN SCRIPT- knowledge the same, is another question, and
URE WHICH ARISE FROM ITS FIGURATIVE
LANone
very difficult to answer.
Nobody, howGUAGE.
ever,
has any doubt about the facts, both
7- But hasty and careless readers are led that it is pleasanter
in some cases to have
astray by many and manifold obscurities and knowledge
communicated
through
figures,
ambiguities,
substituting
one meaning for an- and that what ts attended
with difficulty in
other;
and in some places they cannot bit the seeking gtves greater pleasure in the find.
upon even a fair Interpretation.
Some of the rag.--For
those who seek but do not find
expressions
are so obscure as to shroud the suffer from hunger.
Those, again, who do
meaning in the thickest darkness.
And I do not seek at all because they have what they
not doubt that all this was divinely arranged
reqmre just beside them often grow languid
for the purpose of subduing pride by toil, and from satiety.
Now weakness
from either of
of preventing
a feeling of satiety in the in- these causes is to be avoided.
Accordingly
tellect, which generally holds in small esteem the Holy Spine has, with admirable
wisdom
what is discovered
without difficulty.
For and care for our welfare, so arranged
the
why is it, I ask, that if any one says that Holy Scriptures
as by the plainer passages
there are holy and just men whose life and r t° satisfy our hunger, and by the more obconversation
the Church of Christ uses as a scure to stimulate
our appetite.
For almost
means of redeeming
those who come to it nothing is dug out of those obscure passages
from all kinds of superstitions,
and makmg l which may not be found set forth in the
them through
their imitation
of good men plainest language elsewhere.
members of its own body; men who, as good
and true servants
of God, have come to the CHAP. 7.--STEPS TO WISDOM: FIRST_ FEAR ;
baptismal
font laying down the burdens
of
SFCOND, PIETY;THIRD,
KNOWLEDGE;FOURTH,
the world, and who rising thence do, through
RESOLUTION; FIFTH, COUNSEL ; SIXTH, PURIthe implanting
of the Holy Spirit, yield the
FXCATIONOF HEART ; SEVENTH,STOP OR TERfruit of a two-fold love, a love, that is, of God
MINATION,WISDOM.
and their nelghbor;--how
is it, I say, that if
a man says this, he does not please his hearer
9- First of all, then, it is necessary that we
so much as when he draws the same meaning
should be led by the fear af God to seek the
of His will, what He commands us
from that passage in CanUcles, where it 1_ knowledge
to desire and what to avoid.
Now this fear
said of the Church, when it is being praised
under the figure of a beautiful woman, " Thy will of necessity excite in us the thought of
teeth are like a flock of sheep that are shorn, our mortality and of the death that is before
which came up from the washing, whereof us, and crucify all the motions of pride as if
every one bears twins, and none is barren our flesh were nailed to the tree.
Next it is
among :hem ? " ' Does the hearer learn any- necessary to have our hearts subdued by_Oiety,
and not to run in the face of Holy Scripture,
thing more than when he listens to the same whether when understood it strikes at some
thought
expressed in the plainest language, of our sins, or, when not understood, we feel
without the help of this figure?
And yet, I
don't know why, I feel greater pleasure in mands
as if weourselves.
could be wiser
and give
We must
ratherbetter
think comand
contemplating
holy men, when I view them as
the teeth of the Church, tearing men away beheve that whatever is there written, even
from their errors, and bringing them into the though it be hidden, is better and truer than
Church's body, with all their harshness soft- anything we could devise by our own wisdom.
ened down, just as if they had been torn off
_o. After thesetwo stepsof fear and piety,
and masticated
by the teeth.
It is with the we
comenow
to the
third step,
which
I have
undertaken
to knowledge,
treat.
Forof in
this
greatest pleasure, too, that I recognize them
under the figure of sheep that have been every earnest student of the Holy Scriptures
shorn, laying down the burthens of the world but
exercises
himself,
in them
that God
is to to
be find
lovednothing
for Hiselseown
sake,
like fleeces, and coming up from the washing, and our neighbor for God's sake; and that
i.e., from baptism, and all bearing twins, i.e., God is to be loved with all the heart, and
the twin commandments
of love, and none
with all the soul, and with all the mind, and
among them barren in that holy fruit.
one's neighbor as one's self--that
is, in such
.Cant. i_. ,
a way that all our love for our neighbor, like
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all our love for ourselves,
should have reference to God.*
And on these two commandments I touched in the previous book when I
was treating
about things."
It is necegsary,
then, that each man should first of all find in
the Scriptures
that he, through
being
entangled in the love of this world--i.e.,
of temporal thingsmhas
been drawn far away from
such a love for God and such a love for his
neighbor
as Scripture
enloins.
Then that
fear which leads him to think of the judgment of God, and that piety which gives him
no option but to believe in and submit to the

DOCTRINE.
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that holy man will be so single and so pure
in heart, that he will not step aside from the
truth, either for the sake of pleasing men or
with a view to avoid any of the annoyances
which beset this life.
Such a son ascends to
wisdom, which is the seventh and last step,
and which he enjoys in peace and tranquilhty.
For the fear of God is the beginning
of wisdora.7
From that beginning,
then, till we
reach wisdom itself, our way is by the steps
now described.
CHAP. 8.--THE

authority
of Scripture, compel him to bewail
his condition.
For the knowledge of a good
hope makes a man not boastful, but sorrowful,
And in this frame of mind he implores with
unremitting
prayers the comfort of the D1vine help that he may not be overwhelmed
in
despair, and so he gradually
comes to the
fourth step,--that
is, strength and resoluEmz,3
--in
which
he
hungers
and thirsts
eousness.
Forin this frame
of mindafter
he rightextn-

CANONICALBOOKS.

x2. But let us now go back to consider the
third step here mentioned,
for it is about it
that I have set myself to speak and reason as
the Lord shall grant me wisdom.
The most
skillfulinterpreter
of the sacred writings, then,
will be he who m the first place has read them
all and retained them In his knowledge, if not
yet with full understanding,
still with such
knowledge as reading
gaves,--those
of them,
at least, that are called canonical
For he
cares himself from every form of fatal joy m will read the others with greater safety when
transitory
things,
and turn,ng
away from built up in the belief of thetruth,
so that they
these, fixes his affection on things eternal, to will not take first possession
of a weak mind,
wit, the unchangeable
Trinity in unity,
nor, cheating it with dangerous
falsehoods and
II. And when, to the extent of his power,
delusions,
fill it with prejudices
adverse to a
he has gazed upon this object shining from sound understanding.
Now, in regard to the
afar, and has felt that owing to the weakness:canonica
1 Scriptures, he must followthe judgof hm sight he cannot endure that matchless
ment
of the greater
number
of catholic
light, then in the fifth step--that
is, in the churches;
and among these, of course, a high
counsel of ca_passion*---he
cleanses
his soul, place must be given to such as have been
which is violently agitated, and disturbs him thought worthy to be the seat of an apostle
with base desires, from the filth it has con- and to receive epistles.
Accordingly,
among
tracted.
And at this stage he exercises hlm- the canomcal Scriptures
he will judge accordself diligently
in the love of his neighbor;
ing to the following standard:
to prefer those
and when he has reached the point of loving that are received by all the catholic churches
his enemy,
full of hopes and unbroken
in ito those which some do not receive.
Among
strength, he mounts to the sixth step, in which those, again, which are not received by all,
he purifies the eye itself which can see God, 5 so he wilt prefer such as have the sanction of the
far as God can be seen by those who as furl
greater number and those of greater authority,
as possible die to this world.
For men see to such as are held by the smaller number and
Him just so far as they die to this world; and those of less authority.
If, however, he shall
so far as they live to it they see H_m not. find that some books are held by the greater
But yet, although
that light may begin
to number
of churches,
and others
by the
appear dearer,
and not only more tolerable,
churches of greater authority
(though this is
but even more delightful,
still it is only through
not a very likely thing to happen),
I think
a glass darkly that we are said to see, because
that in such a case the authority on the two
we walk by faith, not by sight, while we con- sides is to be looked upon as equal.
finue to wander as strangers
in this world,
13. Now the whole canon of Scripture
on
even though our conversation
be in heaven. 6 which we say this judgment is to be exercised,
And at this stage, too, a man so purges the is contained
in the following
books:--Five
eye of his affections as not to place his neigh- books of "Moses, that is, Genesis,
Exodus,
bor before, or even in comparison
with, the Leviticus,
Numbers, Deuteronomy;
one book
truth, and therefore
not himself, because not of Joshua the son of Nun; one of Judges; one
him whom he loves as himself.
Accordingly,
short book called Ruth, which seems rather
to belong to the beginning
of Kings; next,
x Comp. M_ttt. xxll. 37-40.
2 See Book x. c. u2.
3 Fortltudo.
5 Matt. v. 8.

4 Co_il:um
miserlcordle.
6 x Cot. xili. x2 ; u Cc¢. v. 7

7 Ps. exl. xo.
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four books of Kings, and two of Chronicles,
the will of God.
And in pursuing this search
mthese
last not following one another, but the first rule to be observed is, as I said, to
running parallel, so to speak, and going over know these books, if not yet with the underthe same ground.
The books now mentioned
standing, still to read them so as to commit
are'history,
which contains a connected nar- them to memory, or at least so as not to rerative of the umes, and follows the order of mare wholly ignorant of them.
Next, those
the events.
There
are other books which matters that are plainly lald down in them,
seem to follow no regular order, and are con- whether rules of life or rules of faith, are to
nected neither with the order of the preceding be searched into more carefully and more dilibooks nor with one another, such as Job, and gently; and the more of these a man discovTobias, and Esther, and Judith, and the two ers, the more capacious does his understanding
books of Maccabees,
and the two of Ezra, _ become.
For among the things
that are
which last look more like a sequel to the con- plainly laid down in Scripture are to be found
tinuous regular h_story which terminates with all matters that concern faith and the manner
the books of Kings and Chromcles.
Next of hfe,--to
wit, hope and love, of which I
are the Prophets,
in which there ts one book have spoken in the previous book.
After this,
of the Psalms of David; and three books of when we have made ourselves to a certain
Solomon, viz., Proverbs, Song of Songs, and extent famiharwlth
the language of Scripture,
Ecclesiastes.
For two books, one called we may proceed to open up and investigate
Wisdom and the other Ecclesiasticus,
are as- the obscure passages, and in doing so draw
crd)ed to Solomon from a certain resemblance
examples from the plainer expressions to throw
of style, but the most hkely opimon is that hgiit upon the more obscure, and use the evithey were written by Jesus the son of S_rach -_ dence of passages
about which there is no
Still they are to be reckoned
among the doubt to removeall
hesitation in regard to the
prophetical
books, since they have attained
doubtful passages.
And xn this matter mere.
recognition
as being authoritative.
]'he re- ory countsforagreatdetd:
but if thememory
malnder are the books which are strictly called be defectxve, no rules can supply the want.
the Prophets:
twelve separate books of the
prophets which are connected
w_th one an- CHAP. IO.--UNKNOWN OR AMBIGUOUS SIGNS
other, and having never been disjoined, are
PREVENT SCRIPTURE FROM BEING UNDERreckoned
as one book; the names of these
STOOD.
prophets are as follows:--Hosea,
Joel, Amos,
Obadiah, Jonah, Micah, Nahum,
Habakkuk,
15. Now there are two causes which preZephaniah,
Haggai, Zechariah,
Malachi; then vent what is written from being understood:
there are the four greater
prophets, Ismah, its being vailed e_ther under unknown,
or
Jeremiah,
Daniel,
Ezekiel.
The authority
under ambiguous
signs.
Signs are either
of the Old Testament s is contained within proper or figurative.
They are called proper
the limits of these forty-four books.
That of when they are used to point out the objects
the New Testament,
again, is contained within they were designed to point out, as we say
the followmg:--Four
books of the Gospel, bos when we meanan ox, because all men who
according
to Matthew,
according
to Mark, with us use the Latin tongue call at by this
according to Luke, according to John; four- name.
Signs are figurative when the things
teen epistles of the Apostle Paul_one
to the themselves which we indicate by the proper
Romans, two to the Corinthians,
one to the names are used to signify something else, as
Galatians,
to the Ephesians,
to the Ph_hp- we say bos, and understand
by that syllable
plans, two to the Thessalonians,
one to the the ox, whlch is ordinarily called by that name;
Colosslans,
two to Timothy, one to Titus, to but then further
by that ox understand
a
Philemon, to the Hebrews; two of Peter; three preacher of the gospel, as Scripture signifies,
of John; one of Jude; and one of James; one according to the apostle's
explanation,
when
book of the Acts of the Apostles;
and one of it says: " Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that
the Revelation
of John.
treadeth out the corn."
CHAP.

9.--HOW

WE SHOULD PROCEED
ING SCRIPTURE.

IN STUDY-

_4- In all these books those who fear God
and are of a meek and pious disposition seek
x That is, Ezra and Nehemiah.
2 Augusun m his getrac/at/o_
withdrew this opinmn so far as
regards the book of Wmdom.
3 Thisapphcation
of the phrase " Old testament"
is withdrawn and apologized for ha the Retractalion#.

CHAP.
I I._KNOWLEDGE
OF LANGUAGES_
ESPECIALLY OF GREEK AND
HEBREW, NECESSARY
TO REMOVE IGNORANCE
OF SIGNS.

16. The great remedy for ignorance
of
proper signs is knowledge of languages.
And
men who
speak the Latin tongue, of whom
4 Bovem triturantem

nan znfrenabig.--x

C.or. L_
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arethose I have undertakcn to instruct,
need stand thathe isadmonished notto despisehis
two other languages for the krtowlcdgeof own body; and "the domesticsof thy seed "
Scripture,Hebrew and Greek, that theymay may be understood figuratively
of Christians,
have recourseto the originaltextsifthe end- because theyare spiritually
born of the sa_ne
lessdiversity
of the Latin translatorsthrow seed as ourselves,namely, the Word. When
them intodoubt. Although,indeed,we often now the meaning of the two translatorsis
findHebrew words untranslatedin the books compared, a more likelysense of the words
as for example, Amen, Hallcluia,Racha, suggestsitself,
viz.,thatthe command isnot
Hosanna, and othersof thcsamekind. Some to despise our kinsmcn, because whcn one
of these,althoughtheycould have bccn trans- bringstheexpression"domcsucs ofthyseed"
fated,have been preserved in theiroriginalinto rclationwith "flesh," kinsmen most
form on account of the more sacredauthoritynaturallyoccur to one's mind. Whence, I
that attachesto it,as forexample, Amen and think,thatexpressionof the apostle,when he
Halleluia. Some of them, again,arc saidto says,"If by any means I may provoke to
be untranslatable
intoanothertongac,ofwhich iemulatlonthem which are my flesh,
and might
the other two I have mentioned arc exam- save some of them;'4 thatis,that through
ples. For insome languagesthereare words emulationof thosewho had believed,some of
that cannot bc translatedinto the idiom of ithem might believetoo. And he callsthe
another language. And thishappens chieflyJcws his "flesh,"on account of the relationin the case of interjections,
which arcwords shipof blood. Again, thatpassage from the
that express rather an emotion of the mmd
same prophetIsaiah:s ,,Ifye willnot belleve,
than any part of a thought we have in our ye shallnot understand,"6 another has transmind. And the two given above are saidto fated:" If yc willnot believe,yc shallnot
be of this kind, Racha expressingthe cry of abide."7 Now which of these is thc literal
an angry man, Hosanna thatof a joyfulman. translation
cannot bc ascertainedwlthoutrefBut the knowledge of thesclanguagesisnec- erenceto thetextin theoriginal
tongue. And
essary,not for the sake of a few words like yetto those who read wlth knowledge, a great
thesewhich itisvery easy to mark and toask truthisto be found in each. For itis di_about, but, as has been said,on account of cultforinterpreters
to differso widely as not
the diversities
among translators.For the to touch_t some point. Accordinglyhere,as
translations
of the Scripturesfrom Hebrew undcrstandlngconsistsin sight,and isabidinto Greek can be counted, but the Latin ing, but faithfeeds us as babes,upon milk,
translators
are out of all number. For in in the cradlesof temporalthings(fornow we
the early days of the falthevery man who walk by faith,not by sight);sas,moreover,
happened to get his hands upon a Greek unlesswe walk by faith,
wc shallnot attainto
manuscript, and who thought hc had any sight,which does not pass away, but abides,
knowledge, were it cvcr so little,
of the two our understandingbeing purifiedby holding
languages,ventured upon the work of transla-to thetruth;--forthese reasonsone says," If
tion.
ye willnot bcheve,yc shallnot understand;"
but the other, "If ye willnot believe,yc
CHAP.
12.--A
DIVERSITY
OF I.NTERPRETATIONS
shallnot abide."
IS USEFUL.
ERRORS
ARISING
FROM
AMBIGUI8. And very often a translator,
to whom
ous WORDS.
the mcanmg ISnotwellknown, isdeceivedby
17. And this circumstance would assistan ambiguity in the originallanguage,and
ratherthan hindertheunderstandingof Scrip- putsupon the passagea constructlonthat is
turc,if only readerswere not careless. For wholly aliento the sense of the writer. As
the examination of a number of texts has forexample, somc tcxtsread: "Thcirfeetare
oftenthrown hght upon some of themore ob- sharp to shed blood;" 9 for the word _C0_
scurepassages;forexample, in that passage among theGreeks means bothsharlband swifL
of the prophet Isaiah,"
one translatorreads: And so hc saw the trucmeaning who trans"And do not despise the domestics of thy latcd:2,Their feetare swiftto shed blood."
seed;"" anotherreads: "And do not despise The other,taking thewrong sense of an amthine own flesh."3 Each of these in turn biguous word, fellinto error. Now translaconfirmsthe other. For the one isexplained tio'ns
such as thisarc not obscurc,but false;
by the other;because " flesh" may be taken and thereisa wide difference
between the two
in itsliteral
sense,so thata man may underx_
lye. 7, " Andthat thou hide not thyself
" (A. V._
s Et dom_icos _¢_iu_s tui _e de_exwis
S Et car_scm #a*a_ _ 4¢_xeri_.

from thine own

4 Rom xi. _4
S Isa. vil,9, " If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not be establmhed" (A. V.).
6 Ni$i credlderitis,
m
t_telli_li_r.
7 Nisi credlduwitf:,
m _masEbltls.
s :2Cor. v. 7.
9 Rom. ifi. *5.
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hings.
:For we must learn not to interpret,
ut to correct
texts of this sort.
For the
sa_ne reason it m, that because the Greek word
r/oo'xos" means a calf, some have not understood that poo'it'_7)/_acrae* are shoots of trees,
and have translated the word "' calves;"
and
this error has crept into so many texts, that
you can hardly find it written m any other
way.
And yet the meanlng is very clear; for
it is made evident by the words that follow.
For "the plantings
of an adulterer will not
take deep root," 2 is a more statable form of
expression than the" calves; "3 because these
walk upon the ground with their feet, and are
not fixed in the earth by roots.
In this passage, indeed, the rest of the context also }ustitles this translation,
CHAP.
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FAULTY

INTERPRETATIONS

CAN
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!us pronounced
it ? For whether the word ig*
lnoscere (to pardon)
should be pronounced
twith the third syllable long or short, is not a
Imatter of much concern to the man who is
beseeching God, in any way at all that he can
get the words out, to pardon his sins.
What
then is purity of speech, except the preserving
of tile custom of language
established by the
authority of former speakers ?
20. And men are easily offended in a matter
of this kind, just in proportion
as they are
weak; and they are weak just in proportion
as they wish to seem learned, not in the knowledge of things whicn tend to edification, but
In that of signs, by which it is hard not to be
puffed up,* seeing that the knowledge of things
even would often set up our neck, if it were
not held down by the yoke of our Master.
For how does _t prevent our understanding
it to have the
following passage
thus ex-

19. But sincewe do not clearly see what the pressed: " Quw est terra in qua isli imidum_
actual thought is whlch the several translators
sulbcr tam, si bona est an nequam; et ¢uce sung
ci,-,l/ates, in ¢ui3us iz_ri inhabitant in ipsis l" s
endeavor
express,
each unless
according
to h_s And I am more disposed to think that this is
own ability to and
judgment,
we examine
it in the language
since the translator,

simply the idiom of another
language
than
flint any deeper meaning _s intended.
Again,
that phrase, which we cannot now take away
man, often departs from the meaning of his from tile lips of the people who sing it:
author,
we must either endeavor
to get a "Suc_erilSsum autemflort'e/sanctiflcatiamea,
''6
knowledge of those languages from which the surely takes away nothing from the meaning.
Scriptures
are translated
into Latin,
or we Yet a more learned man would prefer that
must get hold of the translations
of those who this should be corrected, and that we should
keep rather close to the letter of the original,
say, not floriet, but flarebit.
Nor does anynot because these are sufficient, but because thing stand tn the way of the correction being
we may use them to correct the freedom or made, except the usage of the singers.
Misthe error of others, who in their translations
takes of this kind, then, if a man do not choose
have chosen to follow the sense qmte as much to avoid them altogether,
it is easy to treat
as the words.
For not only smgle words, but with indifference,
as not interfering
with a
often whole phrases
are translated,
which right understanding.
But take, on the other
could not be translated
at all into the Latin hand, the saying of the apostle : "Quodstul.
idiom by any one who wished to hold by the turn eft Dei, sapientius est haminibus, et ¢uad
usage of the ancients who spoke Latin.
And b_rmum est Dei, farttus est homim'bus." 1 If
though these sometimes
do not interfere with any one should retain xn this passage
the
the understanding
of the passage,
yet they Greek _diom, and say, " Quadstultum
est 29ei,
are offensive to those who feel greater delight sayffentlus est hommum et quod b_rmum
est
in things when even the signs of those things Dd fortius est haminum,"" a quick and careare kept in their own purity.
For what is ful reader would indeed by an effort attain to
called a solecism is nothing else than the put-the
true meaning, but still a man of slower
ring of words together according to a different _lntelhgence
either would not understand
it at
rule from that which those of our predecesall, or would put an utterly false construction
sors who spoke with any authority followed.
For whether we say inter homines (among men) upon it. For not only is such a form of speech
or inter hominibus, is of no consequence
to a
man who only wishes to know the facts. And
4Comp., co* *,,, ,
in the same way, what is a barbarism but the or bad
s" Andwhatthe
landisthat
they they
dwellm
: and what cxtlesthey
be that
dwell whetherit
in."_Num, begx_d
xiiL
pronouncing
that in which

of

which they translate;
and
if he be not a very learned

a word in a different
way
from
those who spoke Latin before

x Wisd.
iv. 3Adulterzn_"
#lanlatiar..ez
3 Vilulamina.

nan daku_t

radtc¢,t

ttllat.

_9 6(A,,ButV) upon

himself

shall

my hohness

flouf{sh.'

--l_t.

cxxxiL

_
weakness
of God is stronger than men"
(t Cot. i. _5-)
8 ,, What is foolish of God fit wiser of mell_ gild what
God i_ $_t,
ronger of men,"

lit weak of
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faulty in the Latin tongue, but it is ambiguOUStOO, aS if the meaning might be, that the
folly of men or the weakness of men is wiser
or stronger than that of God.
But indeed
even the expression
sapier_'us ¢st homi_ibus
(stronger than men) is not free from ambiguity, even though it be free from solecism. For
whether hominibus is put as the plural of the
dative or as the plural of the ablative, does
not appear, unless by reference
to the meaning.
It would be, better then to say, sapfentins est ¢uam komines, and fora'us est ¢uam
hamines,
CHAP.

I4.--HOW

THE

MEANING

OF

UNKNOWN

WORDSAND IDIOMS IS TO BE DISCOVERED.
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CHAP. I5.--AMONG VERSIONSA PREFERENCE IS
GIVEN TO THE SEPTUAGINT AND THE ITALA.
u2. Now among
translations
themselves
the Italian (Itala) " is to be preferred to the
others, for it keeps closer to the words without prejudice to clearness of expression.
And
to correct the Latin we must use the Greek
versions,
among which the authority of the
Septuagint is pre-eminent
as far as the Old
Testament
is concerned;
for it is reported
through all the more learned
churches
that
the seventy translators
enjoyed
so much of
the presence and power of the Holy Spirit in
their work of translation,
that among that
number of men there was but one voice.
And
if, as ls reported,
and as many not unworthy
of confidence
assert, = they were separated
during
the work of translation,
each man
being in a cell by bimself, and yet nothing
was found in the manuscript
of any one of
them that was not found in the same words
and in the same order of words in all the rest,
who dares put anything in comparison with an
authority
like tiffs, not to speak of preferring
anything
to it ? And even if they conferred
together
with the result that a unanimous
agreement
sprang out of the common
labor
and judgment of them all; even so, it would
not be right or becoming
for any one man,
whatever his experience,
to aspire to correct
the unanimous
opinion
of many venerable
and learned men.
Wherefore,
even if anything is found in the original Hebrew in a different form from that in which these men have
expressed it, I think we must give wayto the
dispensation
of Providence
which used these
men to bring it about, that books which the
Jewish
race were unwilling,
either from religlous
scruple or from jealousy,
to make
known to other nations, were, with the assistance of the power of King Ptolemy,
made
known so long beforehand
to the nations which
in the future were to believe in the Lord.
And thus it is possible that they translated
in
such a way as the Holy Spirit, who worked
in them and had given them all one voice,
thought most suitable for the Gentiles.
But
nevertheless,
as I said above, a comparison
of
those translators
also who have kept most
closely to the words, is often not without
value as a help to the clearing up of the meaning.
The Latin texts, therefore, of the Old
Testament
are, as I was about to say, to be
corrected if necessary by the authority of the
Greeks, and especially by that of those who,

2I. About ambiguous
signs, however,
I
shall speak afterwards.
I am treating at present of unknown
signs, of which, as far as the
words are concerned,
there are two kinds,
For either a word or an idiom, of which the
reader is ignorant, brings him to a stop. Now
if these belong to foreign tongues, we must
either make inquiry about them from men who
speak those t_ongues, or if we have leisure we
must learn the tongues ourselves, or we must
consult and compare several translators.
If,
however, there arewords or idioms in our own
tongue that we are unacquainted
with, we
gradually come to know them through being
accustomed
to read or to hear them.
There
is nothing that it is better to commit to mereory than those kinds of words and phrases
whose meaningwe
donot know, so that where
we happen to meet either with a more learned
man of whom we can inquire, or with a passage that shows, either by the preceding
or
succeeding
context, or by both, the force and
significance of the phrase we are ignorant of,
we can easily by the help of our memory turn
our attention to the matter and learn all about
it.
So great, however, is the force of custom,
even in regard to learning, that those who have
been in a sort of way nurtured and brought up
on the study of Holy Scripture, are surprised
at other forms of speech, and think them less
pure Latin than those which they have learnt
from Scripture, but which are not to be found
in Latin authors.
In this matter,
too, the
great number of the translators proves a very
great assistance,
if they are examined
and
discussed with a careful comparison of their
texts.
Only all positive
error must be removed.
For those who are anxious to know
the Scriptures ought in the first ptac_ to use
their skill in the correction
of the texts, so
xThe translataon
herereferr_Itois the Vet_Zad_'_ta_aS revised by the Church
of Northern
Italy m the fourth 6etxtm'y, prior
that the .uncorrected ones should give way to tothefinalrecenmon of Jerome,commonly
calledtheVulgate.
the corrected, at least when they are copies andrinus.
_AmongtheseareJustin
Martyr,
Irenmtts_, and Clemens
AlexComp. Augustm,
De Cirp. De,t, xvliL 4_. and _2_.
7I
of the same translation.
:and 7_

:
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though they were seventy in number, are said,
to have translated
as with one voice.
As to
the books of the New Testametat,
again, if
any perplexity
arises from the diversities
of
the Latin texts, we must of course yield to the
Greek, especially
those that are found in the
churches of greater learning and research,
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of its old skin by squeezing
itself through a
Inarrow hole, and thus acquires new strength
_how appropriately it fits in with the dir_tion to imitate the wisdom of the serpent, and
to put off the old man, as the apostle says,
that we may put on the new; _ and to put it
off, too, by coming through a narrow place,
according to the saying of our Lord, "Enter
CHAP. I6._THE
KNOWLEDGE BOTH OF LAN- ye in at the strait gate !" 4 As, then, knowlGUAGE
AND
THINGS
IS HELPFUL
FOR THE
UNedge of the nature of the serpent throws light
upon many metaphors
which Scripture is aco
DERSTANDING OF FIGURATIVEEXPRESSIONS. customed
to draw from that animal, so ig2 3. In the case of figurative signs, again, norance of other animals, which are no less
if ignorance of any of them should chance to frequently mentioned by way of comparison,
bring the reader to a stand-still,
their mean- is a very great drawback to the reader.
And
lng is to be traced partly by the knowledge
so in regard to minerals and #ants:
known
of languages,
partly by the knowledge
of edge of the carbuncle,
for instance,
which
things.
The pool of Slloam, for example, !shines in the dark, throws light upon many
where the man whose eyes our Lord had of the dark places in books too, where it is
anointed
with clay made out of spittle was used metaphorically;
and ignorance
of the
commanded
to wash, has a figurative sigmfi- beryl or tile adamant often shuts the doors of
cance,
and undoubtedly
conveys a secret knowledge.
And the only reason why we
sense; but yet if the evangelist had not inter- find it easy to understand
that perpetual
preted
that name/a
meaning so important
peace is indicated by the olive branch which
would lie unnoticed.
And we cannot doubt the dove brought
with it when it returned to
that, in the same way, many Hebrew names the arkJ is that we know both that the smooth
which have not been _nterpreted by the writers touch of olive oil is not easily spoiled by a
of those books, would, if any one could m- fluid of another kind, and that the tree itself
terpret them, be of great value and service m _s an evergreen.
Many, again, by reason of
solving the enigmas
of Scripture.
And a their ignorance
of hyssop, not knowing the
number of men skilled in that language have virtue it has in cleansing the lungs, nor the
conferred no small benefit on posterity by ex- power it is said to have of piercing rocks with
ptaining all these words without reference to its roots, although it is a small and insignifitheir place in Scripture, and telling us what cant plant, cannot make out why it is said_
Adam means, what Eve, what Abraham, what "Purge
me with hyssop,
and I shall be
Moses, and also the names of places, what clean."*
Jerusalem
signifies,
or Sion, or Sinai, or
25. Ignorance
of numbers,
too, prevent*
Lebanon,
or Jordan,
and whatever
other us from understanding
things that are set
names in that language we are not acquainted
down in Scripture in a figurative and mysti.
with.
And when these names have been in- cal way.
A candid mind, if I may so speak,
vestigated
and explained,
many
figurative cannot but be anxious, for example, to ascerexpressions
in Scripture become clear,
tam what is meant by the fact that Moses and
2 4 . Ignorance
of things,
too, renders fig- Elijah, and our Lord Himself, all fasted for
urative expressions
obscure, as when we do forty days3
And except by knowledge
of
not know the nature of the animals, or miner- and reflection upon the number, the difficulty
als, or plants, which are frequently
referred of explaining the figure involved in this action
to in Scripture
by way of comparison.
The cannot be got over. For the number confact so well known about the serpent, for ex- tams ten four times, indicating the knowlample, that to protect its head it will present edge of all things, and that knowledge inter.
its whole body to its assailants_how
much woven
with time.
For both
the diurnal and
the annual
revolutions
are accomplished
in
light it throws upon the meaning of our Lord's
s"
_'
periods
numbering
four
each;
the
diurnal
in
command
that we should be wise as serpent , ]
I

that is to s,ay, that for the sake of our head,
which is Christ, we should willingly offer our
body to the persecutors,
lest the Christian
faith should, as it were, be destroyed
in us,
if to save the body we deny our God l Or
again, the statement that the serpent gets rid
I John

ix, y,

2 Matt.

X. x6.

the hours and
of the
the annum
noontide)in the
the
evening,
the morning,
night; the
i spring, summer, autumn, and winter months.
Now while we live in time, we must abstain
and fast from all joy in time, for the sake of
that eternity in which we wish to live; alPs. li. 7_ Eph. iv, _.

( Matt. ell _.
7 F_a, xxlv. z_; t Kingt

3 Gen. w.tt. zz.
_ht. $ ; M_tt. |v0 L

':=
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thcoagh by the passage of time we are taught
about that number, we can only refer it to
this very lesson of despising time and seeking the Creator
and the creature),
or with referet._ity.
Further, the number
ten signifies
ence to the" number ten itself as inte.rpreted
the knowledge of the Creator and the creature,
above.
And the number of years the tem.
for there is a trinity in the Creator;
and the ple was in building,
which is mentioned
in
number seven indicates the creature,
because
the gospel 3_ viz., forty-six-has a certain
of the life and the body.
For the life con- undefinable
musical sound, and when referred
sists of three parts, whence also God is to be to the structure
of our Lord's body, in relaloved with the whole heart, the whole soul, tion to which the temple was mentioned,
cornand the whole mind; and it is very clear that pels many heretics to confess that our Lord
in the body there are four elements
of which put on, not a false, but a true and human
it is made up.
In this number
ten, there-body.
And in several
places in the Holy
fore, when it is placed before us in connection
Scriptures we find both numbers
and musm
with time, that is, when it is taken four times
mentioned
with honor.
we are admonished
to live unstained
by, and
not partaking of, any delight in time, that is, CHAP. IT.--ORIGIN
OF THE LEGEND OF THE
to fast for forty days.
Of this we are adNINE MUSES.
monished
by the law personified
in Moses
27. For we must not listen to the falsities
by prophecy personified
in Ehjah, and by our of heathen
superstition,
which represent
the
Lord Himself, who, as if receiving the witness
nine Muses as daughters
of Jupiter and Merboth of the law and the prophets,
appeared
cury.
Varro refutes
these,
and I doubt
on the mount between
the other two, whim whether
any one can be found among them
His three disciples looked on in amazement,
more curious or more learned in such matters.
Next, we have to inqmre in the same way, He says that a certain state (I don't recollect
how out of the number forty springs the num- the name) ordered
from each of three artists
ber fifty, which in our religmn
has no or- a set of statues of the Muses, to be placed as
dinary sacredness
attached
to it on account
an offering in the temple of Apollo, intending
of
the on
Pentecost,
how three
this number
of the artists produced
the
thrice
account and
of the
divisionstakenof that whichever
most beautiful statues, they should select and
time, before the law, under the law, and _urchase
from him.
It so happened
that
under grace, or perhaps
on account
of the these artists executed their works with equal
name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,
beauty, that all nine pleased the state, and
and the Trinity itself being added over and that all were bought to be dedicated
in the
above, has reference
to the mystery
of the temple of Apollo; and he says that afterwards
most Holy Church, and reaches to the num- Hesiod
the poet gave names to them all.
It
bet of the one hundred and fifty-three fishes was not Jupiter, therefore,
that begat the nine
which were taken after the resurrection
of our Muses, but three artists created three each.
Lord, when the nets were cast out on the And the state had originally given the order
right-hand
side of the boat.'
And in the for three, not because it had seen them ir_
same way, many other numbers and combinavisions,
nor because
they
had presented
tions of numbers are used in the sacred writ- themselves in that number to the eyes of any
ings, to convey instruction
under a figuratlve
of the citizens, but because it was obvious to
guise, and ignorance
of numbers often shuts remark that all sound, which is the material
out the reader from this instruction,
of song, is by nature of three kinds.
For it
26. Not a few things, too, are closed against
is either produced by the voice, as in the case
us and obscured by ignorance of music.
One of those who sing with the mouth without an
man, for example,
has not unskillfully
ex- instrument;
or by blowing, as in the case of
plained some metaphors
from the difference
trumpets
and flutes;
or by striking, as in the
between
the psaltery and the harp2
And it case of harps and drums, and all other inis a question which it is not out of place for struments that give their sound when struck.
learned men to discuss, whether there is any

_:_:_. *-

musical
law that compels the psaltery of ten CHAP. I8.--NO
KELP IS TO _E DESmSED, EVElV
chords
to have just so many strings;
or
THOUGH IT COME FROMA PROFANEsoURCE.
whether_ if there be no such law, the number
itself is not on that very account the more to
28. But whether the fact is as Varro has
be considered as of sacred significance,
either related, or is not so, still we ought not to give
with reference to the ten commandments
of up music because of the superstition
of the
the law (and if again any question is raised heathen,
if we can derive anything
from it
t Jcdm
xzLzz.

• 1:_ tort411.
=.
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that is of use for the understanding
of Holy ical art condemns, whether these consist in
Scripture;
nor does it follow that we must recantations,
or in marks which they call
busy ourselves with their theatrical
trumpery
characters, or in hanging or tying on or even
because we enter upon an investigation
about dancing in a fashion certain articles, not with
harps and other instruments,
that may help reference to the condition of the body, but 'to
us to lay hold upon spiritual things.
For we certain signs hidden or manifest;
and these
ought not to refuse to learn letters because remedies they call by the less offensive name
they say that Mercury discovered
them; nor!of ph)sica, so as to appear not to be engaged
because they have dedicated
temples to Jus- m superstitious
observances,
but to b_ taking
rice and Virtue, and prefer to worship in the advantage of the forces of nature.
Examples
form of stones things that ought to have their of these are the ear.rings on the top of each
place in the heart, ought we on that account ear, or the rings of ostrich bone on the
to forsake justice
and virtue.
Nay. but let fingers, or telling you when you hiccup to
every good and true Christian understand tha_ hold your left thumb in your right hand.
wherever
truth may be found, it belongs to
3I. To these we may add thousands of the
his Master;
and while he recognizes and ac- most frivolous practices, that are to be obknowledges the truth, even in their rehgious served if any part of the body should jump,
literature,
let him reject
the figments
of or if, when frtends are walking arm-in-arm,
a
superstition,
and let him grieve over and avoid stone, or a dog, or a boy, should come bemen who, "when
they knew God, glorified tween them.
And the kicking of a stone, as
him not as God, neither were thankful;
but ff it were a divider of friends, does less harm
became vain in their imaginations,
and their than to cuff an innocent boy if he happens to
foolish heart was darkened.
Professing them- run between men who are walking side by
selves to be wise, they became
fools, and side.
But it is delightful that the boys are
changed
the glory of the uncorrupt_ble
God sometimes
avenged
by the dogs;
for freinto an image made like to corruptible
man quently men are so superstitious
as to venture
and to birds,
and four-footed
beasts, and upon striking a dog who has run between
creeping things. ''_
them,--not
with impunity
however, for instead
of a superstitmus
remedy,
the dog
CHAP. I9._TWO
KINDS OF HEATHEN KNOWL-sometimes
makes his assailant
run in hot
EDGE.
haste for a real surgeon.
To this class, too,
_9- But

to explain

more

fully this

whole

belong
the following
rules:
To tread
the threshold
when you
go out
in frontupon
of
topic
(for
it
is
one
that
cannot
be
omitted),
the
house;
to
go
back
to
bed
if
any
one
there are two kinds of knowledge
which are
in vogue among the heathen.
One is the should sneeze when you are putting on your
knowledge
of things instituted
by men, the shppers; to return home if you stumble when
other of things which they have noted, e_ther going to a place; when your clothes are eaten
as transacted
in the past or as instituted
by by mice, to be more frightened
at the pros*
God
The former kind, that which deals pect of coming mistortune
than grieved
by
your present loss.
Whence that witty saying
with human institutions,
is partly superstitious,
iof Cato, who, when consulted
by a man who
partly not.
told him that the mice had eaten his boots,
replied, "That
is not strange, but it would
CHAP. 2o.--Trm
SUPERSTmOUS NATURE OF have been very strange indeed if the boots
HUMANINSTITUTIONS.
had eaten the mice."
3o. All the arrangements
made by men for
the making
and worshipping
of _dols are
superstitious,
pertaining
as they do either to
the worship of what is created or of some part
of it as God, or to consultations
and arrangements about signs and leagues with devils,
such, for example,
as are employed
in the
magical arts, and which the poets are accus'tomed not so much to teach as to celebrate,
And to this class belong, but with a bolder
teach of deception, the books of the haruspiccs and augurs.
In this class we must
place also all amulets and cures which the reed, Rosa.i.**-_3

CHAP. 2I.---SUPERSTITION OF ASTROLOGERS.
32 . Nor can we exclude from this kind of
superstition those who were called gettetldiaci,
on account of their attention
to birthdays,
but are, now commonly
called mat_ematia:
For these, too, although they may seek with
pains for the true position of the stars at the
time of our birth, and may sometimes
even
find it out, yet in so far as they attempt
thence to predict our actions, or the con_.
quences of our actions, grievously
err, and
sell inexperienced
men into a miserable bondage.

For when any freeman

goes to an as-
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trologer of this kind, he gives money that he
may come away the slave either of Mars or of
Venus, or rather, perhaps, of all the stars to
which those who first felt into this error, and
handed it on to posterity,
have given the
names either of beasts on account
of their
likeness
to beasts, or of men with a view to
confer honor on those men.
And this is not
to be wondered
at, when we consider
that
even in times more recent and nearer our
own, the Romans made an attempt
to dedicute the star which we call Luofer
to the
name and honor of C_esar. And this would,
perhaps,
have been done,
and the name
handed down to distant ages, only that his
ancestress Venus had given her name to this
star before him, and could not by any law
transfer to her heirs what she had never possessed, nor sought to possess, in life.
For
where a place was vacant,
or not held in
honor of any of the dead of former times,
the usual proceeding
in such cases was carried out.
For example, we have changed the
names of the months Quintilis and Sextilis to
July and August, naming
them in honor of
the men Julius Caesar and Augustus Caesar;
and from this mstance any one who cares can
easily see that the stars spoken
of above
formerly wandered in the heavens without the
names they now bear.
But as the men were
dead whose memory people were either cornpelled by royal power or impelled
by human
. folly to honor, they seemed
to think that in
putting their names upon the stars they were
raising the dead men themselves
to heaven,
But whatever
they may be called by men,
still there are stars which God has made and
set in order after His own pleasure, and they
have a fixed movement,
by which the seasons
are distinguished
and varied.
And when any
one is born, it is easy to observe the point at
which this movement
has arrived, by use of
the rules discovered
and laid down by those
who are rebuked
by Holy Writ in these
terms:
"For
if they were able to know so
much that they could weigh the world, how
did they not more easily find out the Lord
thereof?""
CHAP.
IN
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refuted beyond the reach of doubt.
For the
observation
is of the position of the stars,
which they call constellations,
at the time
when the person was born about whom these
wretched
men are consulted
by their still
more wretched
dupes.
Now it may happen
that, in the case of twins, one follows the
other out of the womb so closely that there is
no interval of time between them that can be
apprehended
and marked in the position
of
the constellations.
Whence
it necessarily
follows that twins are in many cases born
under the same stars, while they do not meet
with equal fortune either in what they do or
what they suffer, but often meet with fates so
different
that one of them has a most fortunate
life, the other a most unfortunate.
As, for example, we are told that Esau and
Jacob were born twins, and in such close succession, that Jacob, who was born last, was
found to have laid hold with his hand upon
the heel of his brother, who preceded
him. _
Now, assuredly, the day and hour of the birth
of these two could not be marked in any way
that would not give both the same constellation.
But what a difference
there was between the characters,
the actions, the labors,
and the fortunes of these two, the Scriptures
bear witness, which are now so widely spread
as to be in the mouth of all nations.
34. Nor is it to the point to say that the
very smallest
and briefest
moment of time
that separates
the birth of twins, produces
great effects in nature, and in the extremely
rapid motion of the heavenly bodies.
For,
although
I may grant that it does produce
the greatest
effects, yet the astrologer cannot
discover this in the constellations,
and it is
by looking into these that he professes to read
the fates.
If, then, he does not discover the
difference
when he examines
the constellations, which must, of course,
be the same
whether
he is consulted
about Jacob or his
brother, what does_it profit him that there is a
difference in the heavens, which he rashly and
carelessly
brings into disrepute,
when there
is no difference
in his chart, which he looks
into anxiously but in vain?
And so these
notions also, which have their origin in certain
signs of things being arbitrarily
fixed upon by
the presumption
of men,
are
to
be
referred
to the same class as if they were leagues and
covenants
with devils.

33. But to desire to predict the ch_acters,
the acts, and the fate of those who are born
from such an observation,
is a great delusion
and great madness.
And among those at CHAP. 23._WHY
WE REPUDIATEARTSOFDIVINleast who have any sort of acquaintance
with
ATION.
matters of this kind (which, indeed, are only
35. For in this way it comes to pass that
fit to be unlearnt again-), this superstition is men who lust after evil things are, by a secret
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judgment of God, delivered over to be mocked and our neighbor, but they waste the he_
and deceived, as the _ust reward of their evil of wretched men in private and selfish strhr.
desires.
For they are deluded and imposed ings after temporal things.
Accordingly, in
on by the false angels, to whom the lowest regard to all these branches of knowledge, we
part of the world has been put in subjection
must fear and shun the fellowship of demons,
by the law of God's providence, and in ac- who, with the Devil their prince, strive only
cordance with His most admirable arrange- to shut and bar the door against our return.
ment of things.
And the result of these de- As, then, from the stars which C__ created
lusions and deceptions is, that through these and ordained, men have drawn lying omens
superstitious and baneful modes of divination,
of their own fancy, so also from things that
many things in the past and future are made are born, or i_ any other way come into exknown, and turn out just as they are foretold; lstence under the government
of God's pro°
and in the case of those who practise super- wdence, if there chance only to be something
stitious observances,
many things turn out unusual in the occurrence,--as
when a mule
agreeably to their observances,
and ensnared
brings forth young_ or an object is struck by
by these successes, they become more eagerly hghtning,_men
have
frequently
drawn
inquisitive_
and involve themselves
further omens by conjectures of their own_ and have
and further in a labyrinth of most permclous
committed them to writing, as if they had
error.
And to our advantage, the Vqord of drawn them by rule.
God is not silent about this species of fornication of the soul; and it does not warn the
CHAP. 24.--THE I_TERCOURSEA_D AOR_MENT
soul against following such practices on the
WITH
I)EMONS
WHICH
SUPERSTITIOUS
OBSERVground that those who professthem speak ANCES MAINTAIN.
lies,but itsays,"Even if what they tell
you
should come to pass, hearken not unto
37. And alltheseomens are of forcejust
them. ''_ For though the ghost of the dead so faras has been arranged with the devils
Samuel foretoldthetruthto King Saul/that by thatpreviousunderstandingin the mind
does not make such sacrilegious
observanceswhmh is,as it were, the common language,
as those by which hisghost was brought up butthey arcall fullof hurtfulcuriosity,
,or.
the lessdetestable;and though the vcntriloturlnganxmty, and deadly slavery. For it
quistwoman 3 in theActs of theApostlesbore was not becausethey had meaning thatthey
truc tCStlmonyto the apostlesof the Lord were attended to,but itwas by attendingto
the ApostlePaul d_d not sparethe evilsp_rltand marking them that they came to have
on that account,but rebuked and castitout meaning. And so they are made different
and so made the woman clean.
_
for different
people,accordingto theirsev36. All arts of thls sort, therefore,are eralnoUons and prejudices. For thosespirits
eithernullities,
or are partof a guiltysuper- which are bent upon deceiving,
take careto
stition,
springingout of a balefulfcllowsh_pprovide for each person the same sort of
between men and devils,and areto be utterlyomens as they see hisown conjecturesand
repudiated and avoided by the Christianas preconceptionshave already entangled him
the covenants of a false and treacherousm. For, to take an illustration,
the same
friendship. " Not as if the idolwere any- figureof theletter
X, which is made in the
thing,"says the apostle;"but because the shape of a cross,means one thing among the
things which they sacrifice
they sacrifice
to Greeks and anotheramong the Latms, not by
devilsand not to God; and I would not that nature,but by agreement and pre-arrangcyeshould have fellowship
withdevils."sNow. mcnt as to itssignification;
and so,any one
what the apostlehas studabout idolsand the who knows both languagesusesthisletterin
sacrifices
offered in their honor,
that
we a different sense when writing to a Greek from
ought to feel in regard to all fancied signs that in which he uses it when writing to a
which lead either to the worship of idols, or Latin.
And the same sound, beta, which is
to worshipping creation or its parts instead of the name of a letter among the Greeks, is the
God, or which are connected
with attention
name of a vegetable
among the Latins;
and
to medicinal
charms and other observances;
when I say, lege, these two syllables mean
for these are not appointed by God as the one thing to a Greek and another to a Latin.
public means of promoting love towards God Now, just as all these signs affect the mind
according to the arrangements
of the com-.
' Comp.Deut.mii.z-3.
.
munity in which each man lives, and affect
_ sam. x_hi.; compEcd_ _l_ _o..
....
different
men's minds differently,
because
3 l"ext_lovuafe._t_a.
Thewoman
wtth
a flamil_
sptrtt
to
whom
Saul
resorted
in ins
extremity
ts called
m the Septuagint
these arrangements
are" different;
and as,
trffi_b_m_,_,_s_,
s_, S xSam
further, men did mot agree upon them am
:.'
4 Acts
xvl. x_-x8.
Cor. _._.
x. tg,

?
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signs because they were already significant,
but on the contrary they are now significant
because men have agreed upon them; in the
same way also, those signs by which the ruinous intercourse with devils is maintained have
meaning just in proportion to each man's observations.
And this appears
quite plainly
in the rites of the augurs;
for they, both
before they observe the omens and after they
have completed their observations,
take pains
not to see the flight or hear the cries of birds,
because these omens are of no significance
apart from the previous arrangement
in the
mind of the observer,

things they are likenesses of.
And this whole
class are to be reckoned among the superfluous devices of men, unless when it is a matter
of importance to inquire in regard to any of
them, for what reason, where, when, and by
whose authority
it was made.
Finally, the
thousands of fables and fictions, in whose lies
men take delight,
are human devices, and
nothing is to be considered
more peculiarly
man's
own and derived
from himself
than
anything that is false and lying.
Among the
convenient
and necessary
arrangements
of
men w_th men are to be reckoned
whatever
differences
they choose to make in bodily
dress and ornament for the purpose of disCHAP. 25._IN
HUMAN INSTITUTIONS WHICH tmguishing sex or rank; and the countless
ARE
NOT
SUPERSTITIOUS,
THERE
ARE
SOME
varieties of signs without which human interTHINGS SUPERFLUOUSAND SOMECONVENIENT course either could not be carried on at all,
AND NECESSARY.
or would be carried on at great inconvenience;
38. But when all these have been cut away and the arrangements
as to weights and measand rooted out of the mind of the Christian,
ures, and the stamping and weighing of coins,
we lnust then look at human
institutions
which are peculiar to each state and people,
which are not superstitious,
that is, such as and other things of the same kind.
Now
are not set up in association
with devds, but these, if they were not devices of men, would
by men in association with one another.
For not be dtfferent
in different
nations,
and
all arrangements
thatareinforceamongmen,
could
not be changed
among
particular
because they have agreed among themselves
nations at the discretion
of their respective
that they should be in force, are human instl-sovereigns.
tutions;
and of these, some are matters
of
40. This whole class of human arrangesuperfluity
and luxury, some of convenience
ments,
which are of convenience
for the
and necessity.
For if those signs which the necessary intercourse
of hfe, the Christian is
actors make in dancing
were of force by not by any means to neglect, but on the connature,
and not by the arrangement
and trary should pay a sufficient degree of attenagreement
of men, the pubhc crier would not tion to them, and keep them in memory.
in former times have announced
to the people
of Carthage,
while the pantomime
was danc- CHAP. 26.--WHAT
HUMAN CONTRIVANCES WE
ing, what it was he meant
to express,--a
ARE TO ADOPT, AND WHAT WE ARETO AVOID.
thing still remembered
by many old men
For certain institutions
of men are in a sort
from whom we have frequently
heard it.' of way representations
and likenesses
of
And we may well believe this, because even naturalobjects.
And of these, such as have renow, if any one who is unaccustomed
to such lation to fellowship
with devils must, as has
follies goes into the theatre,
unless some one been sald, be utterly
rejected
and held in
teUs him what these movements
mean, he will detestation;
those, on the other hand, which
give his whole attention
to them in vain. relate to the mutual intercourse
of men, are,
Yet all men aim at a certain degree of like- so far as they are not matters
of luxury and
hess in their choice of signs, that the _ signs superfluity,
to be adopted,
especially
the
may as far as possible be like the things they forms of the letters which are necessary for
signify.
But because one thing may resemreading, and the various languages
as far as
ble another in many ways, such signs are not is requiredaa
matter I have spoken of above. 2
always of the same significance
among men, To this class also belong shorthand
characexcept when they have mutually agreed upon ters,3 those who are acquainted
with which
them.
are called shorthand
writers.4
All these are
39. But in regard to pictures and statues,
useful, and there is nothing unlawful in learnand other works of this kind, which are in- ing them, nor do they involve us in superstitended
as representations
of things, nobody
tion, or enervate us by luxury, if they only
makes a mistake, especially
if they are exe- occupy our minds so far as not to stand in
cured by skilled artists, but every one, as soon the way of more important
objects to which
as he sees the likenesses,
recognizes
the they ought to be subservient.
z See Tylet's ._srly II_
_f

ofMm_iml,

pp. 4a,43.

z See above, chap. xL

3 No_.

4 Nof4zrz'i.
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CHAP'27""-SOMEDEPARTMENTSOFKNOWLEDGE,

from the books of Plato---because(they
urged) it cannot be denied that Plato lliv@d
INTERPRETING
SCRIPTURE.
long before the coming of our Lord !--did not
4I. But, coming to the next point, we are the illustrious bishop, wh_
by his investiga.
not to reckon among human institutions those tions into profane history he had discovered
things which men nave handed down to us, that Plato made a journey into Egypt at the
not as arrangements
of their own, but as the time when Jeremiah the prophet was there#
result of investigation
into the occurrences of show that it is much more likely that Plato
the past, and into the arrangements
of God's was through Jeremiah's
means initiated into
providence.
And of these, some pertain to] °ur literature, so as to be able to teach and
the bodily
senses,
some to the intellect. Iwrite those views of his which are so justly
Those which are reached by the boddy senses ipraised.?
For not even Pythagoras
himself,
we either believe on testimony, or percewe xrom whose successors these men assert Plato
when they arc pointed out to us, or infer from learnt theology, hved at a date prior to the
experience,
books of that Hebrew race, among whom the
worship of one God sprang up, and of whom
CHAP.
28.--TO
WHAT
EXTENT
HISTORY
IS AN
as concerning
the flesh our Lord came.
And
AID.
thus, when we reflect upon the dates, it hecomes much more probable that those phi42. Anything,
then, that we learn from losophers learnt whatever they said that was
history about the chronology
of past times good and true from our literature,
than that
asststs us very much in understanding
the the Lord Jesus Christ learnt from the writings
Scriptures,
even if it be learnt without the of Plato,_a
thing which it is the height of
pale of the Church as a matter of chddish in- folly to beheve.
struction.
For we frequently
seek mforma44. And even when in the course of an histion about a variety of matters by use of the torical narrative
former institutions
of men
Olymptads,
and the names of the consuls; are described, the history itself is not to be
and ignorance of the consulship in which om reckoned among human institutions;
because
Lord was born, and that in which He suffered, things that are past and gone and cannot be
has led some into the error of stipposing that undone are to be reckoned as belonging
to
He was forty-six years of age when He suf- the course of time, of which God is the author
fered, that being the number of years He was and governor.
For it is one thing to tell what
told by the Jews the temple (which He took has been done, another to show what ought
as a symbol of His body) was in building. ' to be done.
History narrates what has been
Now we know on the authority of the evan-done,
faithfully and with advantage;
but the
gelist that He was about thirty years of age books of the haruspices,
and all writings of
when He was baptized; _ but the number of the same kind, aim at teaching what ought to
years He lived afterwards,
although
by put-be
done or observed,
using the boldness of
tIng His actions together we can make it out an adviser, not the fidelity of a narrator.
yet that no shadow of doubt might arise from
another
source,
can be ascertained
more CHAP. 29.--T0 WHATEXTENTNATURALSCIENCE
_learly and more certainly from a comparison
isAN EXEGETICALAID.
<)f profane history with the gospel.
It will
still be evident, however, that _t was not w_th45. There is also a species of narrative re.
<)ut a purpose it was said that the temple was sembling description,
in which not a past but
forty and six years in building;
so that, as an existing state of things is made known tO
this cannot be referred
to our Lord's age, it those who are ignorant of it.
To this species
may be referred to the more secret formation
belongs all that has been written about the
of the body which, for our sakes, the only- situation of places, and the nature of animals,
begotten
Son of God, by whom all things trees, herbs, stones, and other bodies.
Ami
were made, condescended
to put on. a
of this species I have treated above, and have
43. As to the utility of history, moreover,
shown that this kind of knowledge is service.
passing
over the Greeks, what a great ques- able in solving the difficulties
of Scripture,
tion our own Ambrose has set at rest!
For, i n°t that these objects are to be used co_
when the readers and admirers of Plato dared ] formably to certain signs as nostrums
or the
calumniously
to assert that our Lord Jesus instruments
of superstition;
for that kind of
Christ learnt all those sayings of His, which knowledge I have already set aside as distinct
they are compelled
to admire" and praise, from the lawful and free kind now spoken of,
For it is one thing to say: If you bruise down
NOT
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this herb and drink it, it will remove the pain C_AP. 3O._WHAT THE MECHANICALARTS CONfrom your stomach;
and another to say: If
TRIBUTE TO EXEGETICS.
yOU hang this herb round your neck, it will
those byas which
remove the pain from your stomach.
_n the whether
47. Further,
to thesomething
remainingis made
arts,
former case the wholesome
mixture
up- which, when the effort of the workman is over,
proved of, in the latter the superstitious
charm
remains as a result of his work, as, for exis condemned;
although indeed, where incan- ample, a house, a bench, a dish, and other
rations and invocations
and marks are not things of that kind; or those which, so tt>
used, it is frequently
doubtful
whether
the speak, assist God in His operations,
as medithing that is tied or fixed in any way to the cine, and agriculture,
and navigation:
or
body to cure it, acts by a natural virtue, in those whose sole result is an action, as dancwhich case it may be freely used; or acts by ing, and racing, and wrestling;--in
all these
a sort of charm, in which case it becomes the arts experience
teaches us to infer the future
Christian
to avoid it the more carefully,
the from the past.
For no man who is skilled in
more efficacious it may seem to be.
But any of these arts moves his limbs in any
when the reason why a thing is of virtue does operation without connecting
the memory of
not appear, the intention with which it is used the past with the expectation
of the future.
is of great importance,
at least in healing or Now of these
arts a very superficial
and
in tempering
bodies, whether in medicine
or cursory knowledge is to be acquired,
not with
in agriculture,
a view to practising
them (unless some duty
46. The knowledge
of the stars, again, is compel
us, a matter on which I do not touch
not a matter of narration, but of description,
at present), but with a view to forming a judgVery few of these, however, are mentioned
ment about them, that we may not be wholly
in Scripture.
And as the course of the moon, ignorant
of what Scripture
means to convey
which is regularly employed
in reference to when it employs
figures of speech derived
celebrating
the anniversary
of our Lord's from these arts.
passion,
is known to most people;
so the
rising and setting
and other movements
of CHAP. 3I.--USE OF DIALECTICS. OF FALLACIES.
the rest of the heavenly bodies are thoroughly
known to very few.
And this knowledge,
al48. There remain those branches of knowlthough in itself it involves no superstition,
edge which pertain not to the bodily senses,
renders
very little, indeed almost no asslst- but to the intellect,
among which the science
mace, in the interpretation
of Holy Scripture,
of reasoning and that of number are the chief.
and by engaging the attention
unprofitably
is The science of reasoning is of very great sera hindrance
rather;
and as it is closely related
Vice in searching into and unravelling
all sorts
to the very pernicious error of the diviners of of questions
that come up in Scripture, only
the fates, it is more convement and becoming
in the use of it we must guard against the
to neglect it.
It involves, moreover,
in addi-love
of wrangling, and the childish vanity of
tion to a description
of the present state of ientrapping
an adversary.
For there
are
things, something like a narrative of the past many of what are called so_Msms, inferences
also; because
one may go back from the in reasoning
that are false, and yet so close
present position and motion of the stars, and an imitation
of the true, as to deceive not
trace by rule their past movements.
It in- only dull people, but clever men too, when
volves also regular anticipations
of the future,
they are not on their guard.
For example,
not in the way of forebodings
and omens, but one man lays before another with whom he is,
by way of sure calculation;
not with the de- talking,
the proposition,
"What
I am, you
sign of drawing any information
from them are not."
The other assents, for the proposias to our own acts and fates, in the absurd tion is in part true, the one man being cunfashion of the g_tMiad,
but only as to the ning and the other simple.
Then the first
motions of the heavenly
bodies themselves,
speaker adds: "I am a man;"
and when the
For, as the man who computes
the moon's
other has given his assent to this also, the
age can tell, when he has found out her age first draws his conclusion:
"Then
you are
to-day, what her age was any number of years not a man."
Now of this sort of ensnaring
ago, or what will be her age any number of larguments,
Scripture,
as I judge,
expresses
years hence, in just the same way men who detestation
in that place where it is said,
are skilled
in such computations
are accus- : *' There is one that showeth wisdom in words,
tomed to answer like questions
about every and is hated;.""
although,
indeed, a style of
one of the heavenly bodies.
And I have:speech
which is not intended to entrap, but
stated what my views are about
all this
ira tin,ledge, so far as regards its utility.
_ {h_i,mg_i, liu l_,._ittw, odi_ili*_.
_
m.
m_.
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only aims at verbal ornamentation
more than
is consistent
with seriousness
of purpose, is
also called sophistical,
49- There are also valid processes of reasoning which lead to false conclusions,
by
following out to its logical consequences
the
error of the man with whom one is arguing;
and these conclusions
are sometimes drawn
by a good and learned man, with the object
of making the person from whose error these
consequences
result, feel ashamed
of them,
and of thus leading him to g_ve up his error,
when he finds that if he wishes to retain h_s
old opinion, he must of necessity also hold
other opinions which he condemns•
For example, the apostle did not draw true conclusions when he said, "Then
is Christ not
risen,"
and again, "Then
is our preaching
vain, and your faith is also vain;"'
and
further on drew other inferences which are all
utterly false; for Chrxst has r_sen, the preaching of those who declared th_s fact was not m
vain, nor was their faith in vain who had be-

quoted from the Apostle Paul proceeds,
For
the antecedent is, "There
is no resurreetioa
of the dead,"nthe
position taken up by those
whose error the apostle wished to overthrow.
Next, from this antecedent_
the assertior_
vlz., that there is no resurrection of the dead_
the necessary consequence
is, "Then
Christ
is not risen."
But this consequence
is false r
for Christ has risen; therefore the antecedent
is also false.
But the antecedent
is, that
there is no resurrection
of the dead.
We
conclude, therefore, that there is a resurrecUon of the dead•
Now all this is briefly expressed thus: If there is no resurrection of
the dead, then is Christ not risen; but Christ
_s risen, therefore there is a resurrection
of
the dead.
This rule, then, that when the
consequent is removed, the antecedent
must
also be removed, is not made by man_ but
only pointed out by him.
And this rule has
reference to the validity of the reasoning, not
to the truth of the statements.

heved it.
But all these false inferences followed legitimately
from the opinion of those
who said that there is no resurrection
of the
dead.
These
inferences,
then, being repudiated
as false, it follows that since the}.
w_uld be true if the dead rise not, there will
be a resurrection
of the dead.
As, then,
valid conclusions
may be drawn not only
from true but from false propositions,
the
laws of vahd reasoning
may easily be learnt
in the schools, outside the pale of the Church.
But the truth of proposmons
must be inqmred
into in the sacred books of the Church.

CHAP. 33._FALSE INFERENCESMAX'B_- Dm_WN
FROMVALID REASONINGS,AND VICE V_mSA.

5 I. In this passage,
however, where the
argument is about the resurrection,
both the
law of the reference ts valid, and the conclustun arrtved at is true.
But in the case of
false conclusions,
too, there is a validity of
reference in some such way as the following.
Let us suppose some man to have admitted:
If a snail is an animal, it has a voice.
This .
being admitted, then, when it has been proved
that the snail has no voice, it follows (since
when the consequent
is proved false, the anCHAP. 32._VALID
LOGICAL SEQUENCE 1S NOT tecedent is also false) that the snail is not an
DEVISEDBUT ONLYOBSERVEDBY MAN.
animal.
Now this conclusion is false, but it
is a true and vahd inference
from the.false
5 o. And yet the validtty of logtcal se- admtssmn.
Thus, the truth of a statement
quences is not a thing devised by men, but _.s
observed
and noted by them that they may stands on its own merits; the validity of an
be able to learn and teach it; for it exists inference
the whom
statement
the
admission depends
of the manon with
one isorargueternally in the reason of things, and has _ts mg. And thus, as I said above, a false inorigin with God.
For as the man who narrates the order of events does not h_mself ference may be drawn by a valid proceu of
create that order;
and as he who describes
reasoning, in order that he whose error we
the situations of places, or the natures of ani- wish to correct may be sorry that he has adreals, or roots, or minerals, does not describe
_itted the antecedent,
when he sees that its
arrangements
of man; and as he who points logical
consequences
utterly untenable.
And hence
it is easy are
to understand
that as
out the stars and their movements
does not the inferences may be valid where the opinions
point out anything
that he himself or any are false, so the inferences
may be un_u_
other man has ordained;nin
the same way, where the opinions are true.
For example _
• he who says, "When the consequent
is false, suppose that a man propounds the statemeat_
the antecedent
must also be false," says what ,, If this man is just, he is good," and
is most true; but he does not himself make
it so, he only points out that it is so. And it admit its truth.
Then he adds, '° But he is
is upon this rule that the reasoning I have draws
not justthe;" conclusion,
and when "Therefore
we admit thishe too,
he
is sot
,_ood."
Now although every one of the_
_ x Cot.

xv. x3, r_
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statements ma}r be true, still the principle of
the inference
Is unsound.
For it is not true
that, as when the consequent
is proved false
the antecedent is also false, so when the antecedent
is proved false the consequent
is
false.
For the statement is true, " If he is
an orator, he is a man."
But if we add,
"' He is not an orator," the consequence
does
not follow, "He is not a man."

This is true, even though the things to be defined or divided are not true. For even falsehood itself is defined when we say that falsehood is the declaration
of a state of things
which is not as we declare it to be; and this
definition is true, although
falsehood itself
cannot be true.
We can also divide it, saying that there are two kinds of falsehood, one
in regard to things that cannot be true at all,
the other in regard to things that are not,
CHAP. 34.--IT
IS ONE THING TO KNOW THE though it is possible they might be, true. For
LAWSOF INFERENCE,
ANOTHER TO KNOWTHE example, the man who says that seven and
TRUTH OF OPINIONS.
three are eleven, says what cannot be true
under any circumstances;
but he who says
52. Therefore
it is one thing to know the that it rained on the kalends of January,
al.aws of inference, and another
to know the though perhaps the fact is not so, says what
truth of opinions.
In the former case we posssibly
might have been.
The definition
learn what is consequent,
what is inconseand division, therefore, of what is false maybe
quent, and what is incompatible.
An exam- perfectly true, although what is false cannot,
ple of a consequent
is, "If
he is an orator, of course, itself be true.
he is a man;"
of an inconsequent,
" If he is
a man, he is an orator;"
of an incompatible,
"If he is a man, he is a quadruped."
In
these instances we judge of the connection.
In regard to the truth of opinions, however,
we must consider
propositlons
as they stand
by themselves,
and not m their connection
with one another;
but when propositions
that
we are not sure about are joined by a valid
inference
to propositlons
that are true and
certain, they themselves,
too, necessarily
become certain.
Now some, when they have
ascertained
the validity
of the inference,
plume themselves
as if this involved also the
truth of the propositions.
Many, again, who
hold the true opinions
have an unfounded
contempt
for themselves,
because
they are
ignorant of the laws of inference;
whereas the
man who knows that there is a resurrection
of the dead is assuredly better than the man
who 6nly knows that it follows that if there is
no resurrection
of the dead, then is Christ
not risen,

CHAP. 36.--THE
RULES OF ELOQUENCEARE
TRUE, THOUGH SOMETIMES USED TO PERSUADE MEN OF WHAT IS FALSE.
54. There are also certain rules for a more
copious
kind of argument,
which is called
eloquence, and these rules are not the less true
that they can be used for persuading
men of
what is false; but as they can be used to enforce the truth as well, it is not the faculty
itself that is to be blamed, but the perversity
of those who put it t6 a bad use.
Nor is it
owing to an arrangement
among men that
the
expression
of affectton conciliates
the
hearer, or that a narrative,
when it is short
and clear, is effective, and that variety arrests
men's attention without wearying them.
And
it is the same with other directmns
of the
same kind, which, whether the cause in which
they are used be true or false, are themselves
true just in so far as they are effective in producing
knowledge
or belief, or in moving
men's minds to demre and aversion.
And

CHAP. 35"--THE
SCIENCEOF_DEFINITIONIS NOT men rather found out that these things are so,
FALSE, THOUGH IT MAY BE APPLIED TO FAL- than arranged
that they should be so.
SITIES.

53- Again, the science of definition, of division, and of partition, although it is frequently applied to falsities, is not itself'false,
nor framed by man's device, but is evolved
from the reason of things.
For although
poets have applied it to their fictions, and
false philosophers,
or even heretics--that
is,
false Christians--to
their erroneous d_)ctrines,
that is no reason why it should be false, for
example, that neither in definition, nor in division, nor in .partition, is anything to be ineluded that does not pertain to the matter in
hand, nor any_L-hing to be omitted that does.

CHAP.

37.--USE

OF

RHETORIC

AND

DIALECTIC.

SS- This art, however, when it is learnt, is
not to be used so much for ascertaining
the
meaning
as for setting
forth the meaning
when it is ascertained.
But the art previously
spoken of, which deals with inferences,
and
definitions,
and divisions,
is of the greatest
assistance in the discovery of the meaning, provided only that men do not fall into the error
of supposing that when they have learnt these
things they have learnt the true secret of a
happy life.
Still, it sometimes
happens that
men find less difficulty in attaining the oh-
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jeer for the sake of which these sciences are value on these things _s to be inclined to boast
learnt, than in go,ng through
the very tutti- himself one of the learned_ and who does nc_t
cate and thorny disciphne
of such rules.
It rather inquire after the source from which
is just as if a tnan wishing to give rules for those things which he perceives to be true de.
walking should warn you not to hft the hin- rzve their truth, and from which those others
der foot before you set down the front one, whmh he perceives to be unchangeable
also
and then should describe minutely the way dertve their truth and unchangeableness,
and
you ought to move the hinges of the joints who, mounting
up from bodily appearances
and knees.
For what he says is true, and to the mind of man, and finding that it too is
one cannot walk in any other way; but men changeable (for it is sometimes instructed,
at
find it easier to walk by executing these move- other times uninstructed),
although it holds a
ments than to attend to them while they are middle place between the unchangeable
truth
going through
them, or to understand
when above it and the changeable
things beneath it,
they are told about them.
Those, on the other does not str_ve to make all things redound to
hand, who cannot walk, care still less about the praise and love of the one God from whom
such directions,
as they cannot prove them he knows that all things have their being;_
by making trial of them.
And in the same the man, I say, who acts in this way may seem
way a clever man often sees that an inference
to be learned, but wise he cannot m any sense
is unsound more quickly than he apprehends
be deemed.
the rules for it.
A dull man, on the other
hand, does not see the unsoundness,
but CHAP. 39.--TO
WHICH OF THE ABOVE-MENmuch less does he grasp the rules.
And 1D _IONED STUDIES ATTENTION SHOULD BE
regard to all these laws, we derive more pleasGIVEN,
ANDIN WHAT SPIRIT.
ure from them as exhibitions
of truth, than
assistance
in arguing or forming opinions, except perhaps that they put the intellect in better training.
We must take care, however,
that they do not at the same t,me make it
more inclined to mischief or vanity,--that
is
to say, that they do not give those who have
learnt
them an inchnatlon
to lead people
astray by plausible speech and catching queslions, or make them think that they have attained some great thing that gives them an
advantage
over the good and innocent,

58. Accordingly,
I think that it is well to
warn studious and able young men, who fear
God and are seeking for happiness of life, not
to venture heedlessly upon the pursuit of the
branches of learning that are in vogue beyond
the pale of the Church of Christ, as if these
could secure for them the happiness
they
seek; but soberlyandcarefullyto
discriminate
among them.
And if they find any of those
which have been instituted
by men varying
by reason of the varying pleasure
of their
founders, and unknown by reason of erroneous conjectures,
especially if they involve enCHAP. 38.--THE
SCIENCE OF NUMBERS NOT tering into fellowship with devils by means of
CREATED,
BUT ONLY DISCOVERED, BY MAN.
leagues and covenants
about signs, let these
56 . Coming now to the science of number
tie utterly rejected
and held in detestation.
it is clear to the dullest apprehension
that thzs Let the young men also withdraw their atten.
was not created by man, but was d_scovered tion from such institutions
of men as are unby investigation.
For, though Virgil could necessary and luxurious.
But for thesake
of
at his own pleasure make the first syllable of the necessities of this life we must not neglect
Italia long, while the ancients pronounced it the arrangements
of men that enable us to
short, it is not in any man's power to deter- carry on intercourse with those around us.
I
mine at his pleasure that three times three thmk, however, there ts nothing useful in the
are not nine, or do not make a square, or are other branches
of learning
that are found
not the triple of three, nor one and a half among the heathen, except information about
times the number s:x, or that it is not true objects, either past or present, that relate to
that they are not the double of any number the bodily senses, in which are included also
because odd numbers'
have no half. Whether,
the experiments
and conclusions of the usethen, numbers
are considered in themselves,
ful mechanical arts, except also the sciences of
or as applied
to the laws of figures, or of reasoning and of number.
And in regard to
sounds, or of other motmns, they have fixed all these we must hold by the maxim, "' Not
laws which were not made by man, but which too much'of anything;"
especially in the case
the acuteness
of ingenious
men brought to of those which, pertaining as they do to the
light,
senses, are subject to the relations of space
57- The man, however, who puts so high a and time:
x lntelligfbile,

_uraeri"

_ Ne quld nlmig.--Ts_ca_,Andrta,
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59. What, then, some men have done in
regard to all words and names found in Scripture, in the Hebrew, and Synac, and Egyptlan, and other tongues, taking up and interpretmg separately such as were left in Scripture without interpretation;
and what Eusebius has done in regard to the history of the
past with a view to the questions
arising in
Scripture that require a knowledge of history
for their solution;--what,
I say, these men
have done in regard to matters of this kind
makmg
it unnecessary
for the Christian
to
spend his strength
on many subjects
for
the sake of a few items of knowledge,
the
same, I think, might be done in regard to
other matters,
if any competent
man were
willing m a sprat of benevolence
to undertake
the labor for the advantage
of his brethren,
In this way he might arrange in their several
classes, and give an account of the unknown
places, and animals,
and plants, and trees,
and stones, and metals, and other species of
things that are mentioned
in Scripture, taking
tip these only, and committing
his account to
writing.
Tins might also be done in relation
to numbers, so that the theory of those numbers, and those only, which are mentioned
in Holy ScrltIture , might be explained
and
written down.
And it may happen that some
or all of these things have been done already
(as I have found that many things I had no
notion of have been worked out and committed
to writing by good and learned Ctmstlans),
but are either lost amid the crowds of the careless, or are kept out of sight by the envious,
And I am not sure whether
the same thing
can be done in regard to the theory of reasoning; but it seems to me it cannot, because this
runs like a system of nerves through
the
whole structure
of Scripture, and on that account is of more service to the reader in disentanghng
and explaming
ambiguous
passages, of which I shall speak hereafter,
than
in ascertaining
the meanlng of unknown signs,
the topic I am now discussing,
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same people when going out of Egypt approprlated to themselves,
designing
them for a
Ibetter use, not doing this on their own authorlty, but by the command
of God, the Egyptians themselves, m their ignorance, providing
them
with things
which
they themselves
were not making a good use of; _ in the same
way all branches
of heathen
learnmg
have
not only false and superstitious
fancies and
heavy burdens
of unnecessary
toll, which
every one of us, when going out under the
leadership
of Christ from the fellowship
of
the heathen, ought to abhor and avoid; but
they contain also hberal instruction
which is
better adapted
to the use of the truth, and
some most excellent
precepts
of morality;
and some truths in regard even to the worship
of the One God are found among them.
Now
these are, so to speak, their gold and silver,
whmh they did not create themselves,
but dug
out of the mines of God's providence
which
are everywhere scattered abroad, and are perversely and unlawfully prostituting
to the worst_p of devils.
These, therefore,
the Christmn, when he separates himself m spirit from
the miserable fellowship
of these men, ought
to take away from them, and to devote to
their proper
use in preaching
the gospel.
Their garments,
also,--that
Is, human mstitutions such as are adapted to that intercourse
wlth men which is mdlspensable
in this hfe,
--we must take and turn to a Christian use.
6i. And what else have many good and
faithful men among our brethren
done ? I)o
we not see with what a quantity of gold and
silver and garments
Cyprmn, that most persuasive teacher and most blessed martyr, w:'_
loaded when he came out of Egypt ? How
much Lactantms
brought
wlth him?
And
Vmtorinus,
and Optatus,
and Hilary,
not to
speak of hwng men ! Howmuch
Greeks out
of number have borrowed ! And prior to all
these, that most faithful
servant
of God,
Moses, had done the same thing; for of him
it is written that he was learned In all the wisdom of the Egyptians. _ And to none of all

these would heathen
superstition
(especially
in those times when, kicking against the yoke
BY THE HEATHEN,
WE MUST APPROPRIATE
TO
of Christ,
it was persecuting
the Christians)
OUR USES.
have ever furnished
branches of knowledge it
6o. Moreover, if those who are called phi- held useful, if It had suspected
they were
losophers,
and especially the Platonists,
have about to turn them to the use of worshipping
said aught that Is true and in harmony with the One God, and thereby
overturning
the
our faith, we are not only not to shrink from vain worship of idols.
But they gave their
it, but to claim it for our own use from those gold and their silver and their garments to
who have unlawful possession of it
For, as the people of God as they were going out of
the Egyptians had not only the idols and heavy Egypt, not knowing how the things they gave
burdens which the people of Israel hated and would be turned to the service of Christ.
For
fled from, but also vessels and ornaments
of
gold and silver,
and garments,
which the
'Exi,,._,_,_N.
35,a6.
_Aetsvn._2.

CHAP.

40.--WHATEVER

HAS BEEN

RIGHTLY

SAID
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what was done at the time of the exodus was
no doubt a type prefiguring
what happens
now.
And this I say without prejudice
to
any other interpretation
that may be as good,
or better,

t to Him, to hope for heaven, and not to desecrate the sacraments.
And purified by this
] ChrlstLan action, we shall be able to know even
" the love of Christ which passeth knowledge," who is equal to the Father, by whom
all things, were made, " that we may be filled
CHAP. 4I.--WHAT KIND OF SPIRIT IS REQUIRED with all tile fullness of God." 6 There is beFOR THE STUDY OF HOLY SCRIPTURE,
] sides
in hyssop a purgative
virtue, that tile
I )
62. But when the student
of the Holy [reast may not be swollenwiththat
knowledge
Scriptures,
prepared
in the way I have rod1"-t wh|cia puffeth up, nor boast vainly of the
cated, shall enter upon his investigations,
let riches brought out from Egypt.
" Purge me
him constantly
meditate
upon that saying o! with hyssop,'
the psahmst says,'"
and I s!mll
.......
, ............
I be clean; __ wash
me, and
I shall be, whiter
the aposue
s,
_nowletage
pur_em
up,
i_titl
."
,
,rainless
, ttaan,,
,,,
snow
Make me to near o" aim
charity edlfieth.
For so he will feel thr/t, ] :..
•
J Y
. g
'.
whatever may be the riches he brm_s with lnm I I lien he lmmedlatel
'
Y _tdds," to sl_o_ " th it it is
out of Egypt, yet unless ne has ke_t the pass
l)tmfymg from pride that is indicated
by hysover, he cannot be safe.
Now Christ is our sop, '" that the bones which Thou hast broken s
passover sacrificed for us, _ and there is noth- may rejoice."
mg the sacrifice of Christ more clearly teaches
us than the call which He hlmself addresses
CHAP. 42.--SACRED
SCRIPTURECOI_,IPARED
WITH
tO those whom He sees toiling in Egypt under]
I'Rt)FANE AUTHORS.
Pharaoh:
" Come unto me, all ye ;chat labor
63 . But just as poor as the store of gold
and are heavy laden, and I will give you re_t. and silver and garments which the people of
Take myyoke upon you. and learn of me; for Israel brought with them out of Egypt was in
I am meek and lowly m heart: and ye shall[_omtmr_so n with the riches which they afterfind rest unto your souls.
For my yoke _S_ward s attained
at Jerusalem,
and which
easy, and my burden is light." _ ;fo whom Ireached their height in tile rmgn of King Solis it light but to the meek and lowly m heart
olnon so noor is all the useful knowled,_o
.whom knowledge doth not puff up, but char-lwhlch
is gathered
from the books of the
lty edlfieth ? Let them remember,
then, that i heathen when compared with the knowledge
those who celebrated
the passover at that time [of Holy Scripture.
For whatever man may
in type and shadow, when they were ordered Ihave learnt from other sources, if it is hurtful,
to mark their door-posts
with the blood of It is there condemned;
if _t is useful, it is
the lamb, used hyssop to mark them with." therein
contained.
And while every man
Now this is a meek and lowly herb, and yet may find there all that he has learnt of usenothing is stronger and more penetrating
than ful elsewhere,
he will find there
m much
its roots; that being rooted aud grounded
in greater abundance things that are to be found
love, we may be able to comprehend
wlth all nowhere else, but can be learnt only in the
saints what is the breadth,
and length, and wonderful subhmity and wonderful simphclty
depth, and height,S--that
is, to comprehend
of the Scriptures.
the cross of our Lord, the breadth
of which
When, then, the reader is possessed of the
is indicated
by the transverse wood on which mstructmn
here pointed out, so that unknown
the hands are stretched,
its length by the part signs have (ez sed to be a hindrance
to him;
from the ground up to the cro_s-bar on whmh when he is meek and lowly of heart, subject
the whole body from the head downwards is to the easy yoke of Christ, and loaded with
fixed, its height by the part from the cross- I His light burden, rooted and grounded
and
bar to the top on which the head lies, and _ts /built up in froth, so that knowledge
cannot
depth by the part which is hidden, being fixed puff him up let him then approach
the conm the earth.
And by thxs s_gn of the cross s_deratlon and dxscuss_on of ambiguous s_gns
all Christian action _s symbohzed,
viz., to do m Scripture.
And about these I shall now,
good works :n Christ, to cling with constancy
in a third book, endeavor
to say what the
Lord shall be pleased
4 Lx

xll

22.

5 I_ph

111 _7, I8.

to vouchsafe.
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of his intellect, or the greater clearness
of the light he enjoys, he shall laugh at the
ness

L THE man who fears God seeks diligently
methods I am going to point out as childish),
in Holy Scripture
for a knowledge
of His--but
yet, as I was going to say, so far as I
will.
And when he has become meek through
can give instruction,
let him who is in such a
piety, so as to have no love of strife; when state of mind that he can be instructed
by
f urnlsnea
............also Wltta a Knowleflge oi languages,
me
know, that the ambiguity
of Scripture lies
........
_
_ eltt_er
in ,. proper
so as not......to De smppea oy un_znown
woros,
,
........... woras or in metapnoncal,
and forms of s eech and with the knowled-ei
classes wnlcn I nave alreaay flescnoea
in me
•
P
' •
g
second book
of certain necessary objects, so as not to be]
ignorant
of the force and nature of those t
which are used figuratively;
and assisted, be- ICHAP. 2.--RULE FOR REMOVING AMBIGUITY BY
sides, by accuracy
in the texts, which has[
ATTENDINGTO PUNCTUATION.
been secured by skill and care in the matter
2. But when proper words make Scripture
of correctlon;--when
thus prepared,
let htm]ambiguous
' we must see in the first place that
proceed .to the examma..tlon and solutmn of[ there is nothing wrong in our puncttlation
or
the amb_uities
of Scripture.
.And that he lpronunciation"
Accordingly,
if, when attenmay not be led astray by. ambig.uous .signs, [ tion is given to the passage, it shall appear to
so tar as I can give him instruction
tit may]
_____
happen, however, thaf either from the great- [ z see Bookil. chap.x.
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be uncertain in what way it ought to be pu-un_- the sentence
thus:
"'et quid eligam ignara:
tuated or pronounced,
let the reader consult caml_ellor autem ex duobus"
.[what I shall
the rule of faith which he has gathered from choose I wot not: for I am in a strait bethe plainer passages of Scripture, and from the twixt two]; and after this point follows: "canauthority
of the Church,
and of whmh I cupiscentiam habens dissolvi, el esse cure Christo"
treated at sufficient length when I was speak- [having a desire to depart,
and to be with
ing in the first book about things.
But 11 Christ].
And, as if he were asked why he
both readings,
or all of them (if there are has a desire for this in preference tothe other,
more than two), give a meaning an harmony!he
adds: "mullo
em'm magis ot_timum " [for
wlth the faith, it remains to consult the con- it is far better].
Why, then, is he in a strait
text, both what goes before and what comes betwixt the two ? Because there is a need for
after, to see whmh interpretation,
out of many his remaining, which he adds in these terms:
that offer themselves,
it pronounces
for and " manere in came necessarium _rolbter vos"
permits to be dovetailed into itself.
[nevertheless
to abide in the flesh is more
3. Now look at some examples.
The he- needful for you].
retlcal polntmgJ
"]a pmnc_pw erat verbum,
5- Where, however, the ambiguity
cannot
e¢ verbum era/a_ud
Z)eum, et JS)eus erat,'" _ so be cleared up, either by the rule of faith or by
as to make the next sentence run, " I'erbum the context, there as nothing to hinder us to
/wc erat in firincipio aloud Z)eum ," 3 arases out point the sentence
according
to any method
of unwillingness
to confess that tile Word was we choose of those that suggest themselves.
God.
But this must be rejected
by the rule As is the case m that passage to the Corinof faith, which, in reference to the equality of
the Tranlty, directs us to say:
el Z)evs erctl
verbum;" 4 and then to add: "hoe eratm prz)zcilia a_ud_Deum "s
"4- t_ut tile foliowmg ambiguity of punetua-]
tlon does not go against the faith m e_ther way
you take it, and therefore
mu_t be decaded
from the context.
It is where the apostle
says: '" What I shall choose I wot not. for i
am in a straat betwixt two, having a desare to
depart, and to be with Christ, which is far
better:
nevertheless
to shade in tile flesh is
more needful for you."6
Now it is uncertain
whether we should read,"ex d_wbus conczt_iscentzam habens
[having a desare for two t rags],
or "compdlor
autem ex duobus" [I am an a
strait betwlxttwo];
and so to add: "concz@/
scentiam habem" &'ssolvi, el esse cure C/zristo"
[having
a desire
to depart, and to be with
Christ].
But since there follows " multo enim
magis o:_timum " [for at is far better], _t is ev_dent that he says he has a desire for that
which is better; so that, while he is in a strait
betwixt two, yet he has a desire for one and
sees a necessity for the other; a desire, VlZ.,
to be with Christ, and a necessity to remain
in the flesh.
Now this ambiguity
is resolved
by one word that follows, which is translated
enim [for];
and the translators
who have
omitted this particle have preferred the interpretation which makes the apostle seem not
only in a strait betwixt two, but also to have a
desire fortwo. 7 We must therefore punctuate]
• Joh_t i. _,
In the beginoJng

was the Word,

and

_aa3 God_
ThL_ Word was in the beganmng
4 A_atheWord_ God.
5 The same
7 The

was m the beginning

Vulgate

reads,

ntulla

with
with

magq.t

the Word

was with

God,

CHAP. 3.--HOW PRONUNCIATIONSERVESTO R_MOVEAMBIGUITY DIFFERENT KINDS OF INTERROGATION.
6. And all the directions that I have given
about ambiguous
punctuations
are to be observed hkewise in the case of doubtful pronuncmtions.
For these too, unless the fault
hes in the carelessness
of the reader, are corrected either by the rule of faith, or by a referenceto
the preceding or succeeding context;
or if neither of these methods is applied with
success, they will remain doubtful, but so that
the reader will not be in fault inwhatever
way
he may pronounce
them.
For example,
if
our faith that God will not bring any charges

I

against His elect, and that Christ will

not

con-

demn His elect, did not stand in the way, this
passage, "Who shall lay anything to the charge

God,
God.

mtli_.¢,

thmus:
" Having
therefore
these promises,
dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from
all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfectmg holiness in the fear of God.
Receive us;
we have wronged
no man. ''e
It is doubtful
whether we should read, mun&'mus has ab amni
caiaqumationecarnis
etsl_iritus " [let us cleanse
ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and
spirit], m accordance
with the passage, "that
she may be holy both in body and in spirit," 9
or, " mundemus haS ab omni cainquinationecarms" [let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh], so as to make the next _entence, "el s_irt'lus _e_c&ntes
sancliflcatwnera
ilz tzmore ])ei capite has" [and perfectmg bollhess of spirit m the fear of God, receive us],
Such ambagmties
of punctuation,
therefore,
are left to the reader's
dascretion.

_

omattang

the tni_.

8 _ Cor.

_
vtL t, _.

9 t Cot'. vii.
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of God's elect ?" might be pronounced in reader whether he should take the word or as
such a way as to make what follows an answer short or long. If he make it short, it is the
to this question, "God who justifieth," and singular of ossa [bones]; if he make it long,
to make a second question, "Who is he that it is the singular of ara [mouths].
Now diffi¢x_r_emneth ?" with the answer, "Christ Jesus culties such as this are cleared up by looking
who died." • But as it would be the height of into the original tongue, for in the Greek we
madness to believe this, the passage will be find not crrd/zcr [mouth], but _o'rlov [bone].
pronounced in such a way as to make the first And for this reason the vulgar idiom is frepart a question of inquiry, _ and the second a quently more useful in conveying the sense
rhetorical interrogative.3 Now the ancients lthan the pure speech of the educated. For I
said that the difference between an inquiry[ would rather have the barbarism, t_ est aband an interrogative was this, that an inquiry sconck'/um ate ossum meum, s than have the
admits of many answers, but to an interroga- passage in better Latin, but the sense less
tire the answer must be either "No" or clear. But sometimes when the sound of a
"Yes." 4 The passage will be pronounced, syllable is doubtful, it is decided by a word
then, in such a way that after the inquiry, near it belonging to the same sentence. As,
"Who shall lay anything to the charge of for example, that saying of the apostle, "Of
God's elect ?" what follows will be put as an the which I tell you before [prved/co], as I
interrogative: "Shall God who justifieth?"
have also told you in time past [proedixt],
--the answer" No" being understood. And that they which do such things shall not inin the same way we shall have the inquiry, herit the kingdom of God."9
Now if he had
"Who is he that condemneth ?" and the an- 3nly said, "Of the which I tell you before
swer here again in the form of an interroga- _quce_#rcedz'co
vobis]," and had not added, "as
tire, "'Is it Christwho died? yea, rather, who [ have also told you in time past [sicutprwis risen again ? who is even at the right hand dixt]," we could not know without going back
of God ? who also maketh intercession for to the original whether in the word prcedico
us ?"--the answer "No" being understood to the middle syllable should be pronounced
every one of these questions. On the other long or short. But as it is, it is clear that it
hand, in that passage where the apostle says, should be pronounced long; for he does not
'" What shall we say then ? That the Gentiles say, sicut3Oreedicavi, but sicutjOr_dixi.
which followed not after righteousness have
attained to righteousness;" s unless after the CHAP.4._HOW AMBIGUITIES
MAYBE SOLVED.
inquiry, "What shall we say then ?" what follows were given as the answer to this question: "That the Gentiles, which followed not
after righteousness, have attained to righteousness;" it would not be in harmony with
the succeeding context.
But with whatever
tone of voice one may choose to pronounce
that
saying out
of ofNathanael's,
"Canwhether
any good
thingcome
Nazareth ? '"_
with

8. And not only these, but also those ambiguities that do not relate either to punctuation or pronunciation, are to be examined in
the same way. For example, that one in the
Epistle to the Thessalomans: _ProptereaconsalaK sumus fratres in vobis._° Now it is doubtful whether fratres [brethren] is in the vocatire or accusative case, and it is not contrary
to faith to take it either way. But in the
that of a man who gives an affirmative an- Greek language the two cases are not the
swer, so that "out of Nazareth " is the only same in form; and accordingly, when we look
part that belongs to the interrogation, or with into the original, the case is shown to be
that of a man who asks the whole question vocative.
Now if the translator had chosen
with doubt and hesitation,--I
do not see how
a difference can be made. But neither sense to say,_0ro_0tereaconsolationem habuimusfratres
is opposed to faith,
in vobis, he would have followed the words
less literally, but there would have been less
7- There is, again, an ambiguity arising doubt about the meaning; or, indeed, if he
out of the doubtful sound of syllables; and had added twstri, hardly any one would have
this of course has relation to pronunciation, doubted that the vocative case was meant
For example,_ in the pas g,sae "My_ bone _[°s
meum] was not hid from Thee. which Thou when he heard jOropterea consolati sumus
didst make in secret," _ it is no_: clear to the fratres nostri in vobis. But this is a rather
dangerous liberty to take. It has been taken,
however, in that passage to the Corinthians,
•go_ _at 3,__4.
*P,,_t_o.
3_t_-o_t;o.
where the apostle says, "I protest by your
...._ae
g_h
_
_
ao
t_o
wordsexp_ss_
the
amttues o_ _
us_nc_d
by Augustin
to,p_,'_,mta.h'o
and t_er"
__'_i's._.
I vt_ umde

z6.
|u _ret

6 John i. 47.
MysubstancewMnoghld
" (A. V.).

from

Th_

whou

9 Gal. v. at.
_o x Th_s.
hi. 7,
over you " (A. V.).

"Therefore,

b_._hren,

we

were

eomfortod
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rejoicing [per restrain gloriam]
which I have
in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily."
For
one translator has it, _er vestrara juro gloriam,
the form of adjuration appearing in the Greek.
without any ambiguity.
It is therefore
very
rare and very difficult to find any ambiguity
in the case of proper words, as far at least as
Holy Scripture
is concerned,
which neither
the context, showing the design of the writer,
nor a comparison of translations,
nor a reference to the original tongue, wiU suffice to
explain,

rooted in their minds, that in subjecting
themselves to such a bondage they were doing
the pleasure of the one invisible God of all.
And the apostle describes this bondage as
being like to that of boys under the guidance
of a schoolmaster. 3 And those who clung
obstinately
to such signs could not endure
our Lord's neglect of them when the time for
their revelation
had come; and hence their
leaders
brought it as a charge against Him
that He healed on the Sabbath, and the
people, clinging to these signs as if they were
realities, could not believe that one who reCHAP• 5._IT
IS A WRETCHED SLAVERYWHICH fused to observe them in the way the Jews
TAKES THE FIGURATIVE EXPRESSIONS OF did was God, or came from God.
But those
SCRIPTUREIN A LITERAL SENSE.
who did believe, from among whom the first
9- But the ambiguities
of metaphorical
Church
at Jerusalem
was formed,
showed
words, about which I am next to speak, de- clearly how great an advantage
it had been to
mand no ordinary care and diligence.
In the be so guided by the schoolmaster
that signs,
first place, we must beware of taking a figura- which had been for a season imposed on the
tive expression
literally.
For the saying of obedient,
fixed the thoughts of those who obthe apostle applies in this case too: "The
served them on the worship of the One God
letter killeth, but the sptrit gweth hfe. ''_ For who made heaven and earth.
These men,
when what is stud figuratively
is taken as if it because they had been very near to spiritual
were said literally, it is understood
in a carnal things (for even in the temporal and carnal
manner.
And nothing is more fittingly called offerings
and types,
though
they did not
the death of the soul than when that" in it clearly
apprehend
their spiritual
meaning,
which raises it above the brutes, the mtelli- they had learnt to adore the One Eternal
hence namely, is put in subjection to the flesh God,) were filled wlth such a measure of the
by a blind adherence
to the letter.
For he Holy Spirit that they sold all their goods, and
who follows the letter takes figurative
words lald thelr price at the apostles' feet to be disas if they were proper, and does not carry tributed among the needy, 4 and consecrated
out what is indicated
by a proper word into themselves
wholly to God as a new temple,
its secondary
signification;
but, if he hears of which the old temple they were serving
was but the earthly type•
of the Sabbath, for example, thinks of nothing
I i. Now it is not recorded
that any of the
but the one day out of seven which recurs m Gentlle churches did this, because men who
constant
succession;
and when he hears of a had for their gods idols made with hands had
sacrifice, does not carry his thoughts
beyond
the customary offerings of victlms from the not been so near to spiritual things.
flock, and of the fruits of the earth.
Now it
is surely a miserable
slavery of the soul to CHAP. 7.raTHE USELESSBONDAGEOF THE GENtake signs for things, and to be unable to lift
TILES.
the eye of the mind above what is corporeal
And if ever any of them endeavored
to
and created, that it may drink in eternal hght. make it out that their idols were only signs,
yet still they used them in reference
to the
CHAP. 6.--UTILITY OF THE BONDAGE OF THE worship and adoration of the creature.
What
jews.
difference
does it make to me, for instance,
Io. This bondage, however, m the case of
the Jewish people, differed widely from what
it was in the case of the other nations;
because, though the former were in bondage to
temporal
things, it was in such a way that in'
all these the One God was put before their
minds.
And although they paid attention to
;the signs of spiritual realities in place of the
realities themselves,
not knowing to what the
signs referred, still they had this conviction
zz Cot. xv. 3x.

_u

Cor. iii. 6.

that the image of Neptune is not itself to be
ic°nsidered
a god, but only as representing
the wide ocean, and all the other waters be.
isides that spring out of fountains ? As it is
idescribed by a poet of theirs,
who says, d I
!rec°llect
aright,
"Thou,
Father Neptune,
whose hoary temples
are _rreathed
with the
resounding
sea, whose beard is the mighty
ocean flowing forth unceasingly,
and whose
3 Gal. iii. 24.
The word fc_d_,-t_
_
_ietly
master, but a servant who takes children
to school.
4 Actslv.

34,35-

5 Chtudiam

not azlchool-

\
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hair is the winding rivers."
This husk shakes
its rattling stones within a sweet covering,
' and yet it is not food for men, but for swine,
He who knows the gospel
knows what I
mean. z What profit is it to me, then, that
the image of Neptune
is used with a reference to this explanation
of it, unless indeed
the result be that I worship neither ? For any
atatue you hke to take is as much god to me
as the wide ocean.
I grant, however, that
they who make gods of the works of man
have stink lower than they who make gods of
the works of God.
But the command is that
we should love and serve the One God, who
is the Maker of all those things, the images
of which are worshipped by the heathen either
as gods, or as signs and representations
of
gods.
If, then, to take a sign which has been
established
for a useful end instead
of the
thing itself which it was designed to signify,
is bondage to the flesh, how mucl: more so is
it to take signs intended to represent
useless
things for the things themselves ! For even
if you.go back to the very things sigmfied by
such signs, and engage your mind in the worship of these, you will not be anything
the
more free from the burden and the hvery of
bondage to the flesh,

ject without knowing what it signifies: he, on
the other hand, who either uses or honors a
useful sign d_vinely appointed,
whose force
and significance
he understands,
does not
honor the sign which is seen and temporal,
but that to which all such signs refer.
Now
such a man is spiritual
and free even at the
itime of his bondage, when it is not yet expedient to reveal to carnal minds those signs
by subjection
to which their carnality
is to
be overcome.
To this class of spiritual
persons belonged the patriarchs and the prophets,
and all those among
the people of Israel
through whose instrumentality
the Holy Spirit
ministered
unto us the aids and consolaUons
of the Scriptures.
But at the present
time,
after that the proof of our liberty has shone
forth so clearly in the resurrection
of our
Lord, we are not oppressed
with the heavy
burden of attending even to those signs which
we now understand,
but our Lord Himself,
and apostolic
practice, have handed clown to
us a few rites m place of many, and these at
once very easy to perform,
most majestic in
their significance,
and most sacred in the ohservance;
such, for example,
as the sacrament ef bapusm,
and the celebration of the
body and blood of the Lord.
And as soon
as any one looks upon these observances
he
CHAP. 8.--THE JEWS LIBERATED FROM THEIR knows to what they refer, and so reveres them
BONDAGE JN ONE WAY, THE GENTILES IN not m carnal bondage, but in spiritual
freeANOTHER.
dora.
Now, as to follow the letter, and to

I2. Accordingly
the liberty that comes by
Christ took those whom it found under bondage to useful signs, and who were (so to
speak) near to it, and, interpreting
the signs
to which they were in bondage, set them free
by raising them to the reahties of which these
were signs.
And out of such were formed
the churches of the saints of Israel.
Those,
on the other hand, whom it found in bondage
to useless signs, it not only freed from their
slavery to such signs, but brought to nothing
and cleared out of the way all these signs
themselves,
so that the Gentiles were turned
from the corruption
of a multitude
of false
gods, which Scripture
frequently
and justly
speaks of as fornication, to the worship of the
One God: l_ot that they might now fall into
bondage to signs of a useful kind, but rather
that they might exercise their minds in the
spiritual understanding
of such.
CHAP. 9.--WHO

m IN BONDAGE TO SIGNS,
w
HO NOT.
x3. Now he is in bondage to a sign
uses, or pays homage to, any significant
_-L_ffiv. ,6.

take signs for the things that are signified by
them, is a mark of weakness and bondage;
so
to interpret
signs wrongly
is the result of
being misled by error.
He, however,
who
does not understand
what a sign signifies,
but yet knows that it is a sign, is not in bondiage"
And it is better even to be in bondage
to unknown
but useful signs than, by interpreting them wrongly, to draw the neck from
under the yoke of bondage only to insert it
!in the coils of error.
CHAP. IO.--HOW WE ARE TO DISCERNWHETHER
A PHRASEIS FIGURATIVE.

:4. But in addition
to the foregoing
rule,
which guards us against taking a metaphorical form of speech as if it were literal, we
must also pay heed to that which tells us not
to take a literal form of speech as if it were
fib_urative.
In the first place, then, we must
show the way to find out whether a phrase is
ANDI literal or fi-urativ
.......
1
t
g
e.
e_no me way is certain y
]as follows: Whatever
there is in the word of
who lGod that cannot, when taken literally, be reoh- l ferred either to purity of life or soundness of
]doctrine,
you may set down as figurative.
I Purity of life has reference
to the love of God
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and one's neighbor;
soundness
of doctrine to
the knowledge of God and one's neighbor,
Every man, moreover, has hope m his own
conscience,
so far as he perceives that he has
attained to the love and knowledge of God
and his neighbor•
Now all these matters
have been spoken of in the first book.
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not himself possess.
Now in proportion
as
the dominion of lust is pulled down, in the
same proportion is that of charity built up.
i
CHAP. I I._RULE FOR INTERPRETING PHRASES
WHICH SEEM TO ASCRIBE SEVERITYTO flwOD
AND THE SAINTS.

I S, ]But as men are prone to estimate sins,
not by reference to their inherent sinfulness,
but rather by reference to their own customs,
it frequently
happens that a man will think
nothing blameable
except what the men of
his own country and time are accustomed to
condemn, and nothing worthy of pralse or approval except what is sanctioned
by the custom of his companions;
and thus it comes to
pass, that if Scripture either enjoins what is

17. Every
severity,
therefore,
and ap)afent cruelty, either in word or deed, that
is ascribed in Holy Scripture to God or His
saints, avads to the pulling down of the do.
minion of lust.
And if its meaning be clear,
we are not to give it some secondary reference, as if it were spoken figuratively.
Take,
for example,
that saying
of the apostle:
"But,
after thy hardness
and impenitent
heart, treasurest up unto thyself wrath against
the
of wrath and revelation
of the rightopposed
towhat
the iscustoms
of the hearers,
condemns
not so opposed,
and if or
at leou dayjudgment
of God; who will render to
the same time the authority of the word has every man according
to his deeds: to them
a hold upon thelr minds, they think that the who, by patmnt continuance
in well-doing,
expression
is figurative.
Now Scripture en- seek for glory, and honor, and immortality,
joins nothing
except charity, and condemnSeterna
I life; but unto them that are contennothing except lust, and in that way fashions tlous, and do not obey the truth, but obey
the lives of men.
In the same way, if an er- unrighteousness,
indignation and wrath, triburoneous opinion has taken possession of the lation and anguish, upon every soul of man
mind,
men think
that whatever
Scripture
that doeth evil, of the Jew first, and also of
asserts
contrary
to this must be figuratlve,
the Gentile."3
But this is addressed to those
Now
Scrlpture
asserts
nothing
but the who, being unwilling to subdue their lust, are
catholic faith, in regard to things past, future, themselves
involved
in the destruction
of
and present.
It is a narrative
of the past, a :heir lust.
When, however, the dominion of
prophecy of the future, and a descriptlon
of lust Is overturned
in a man over whom it had
the present.
But all these tend to nourish held sway, this plain expression
is used:
and strengthen
charity, and to overcome and ,, They that. are Christ's
have crucified the
root out lust.
flesh, with the affections and lusts."4
Only
i6. I mean by charlty that affectlon of the that, even in these instances,
some words are
mind which aims at the enjoyment
of God used figuratively, as for example, "the wrath
for His own sake, and the enjoyment of one's of God" and "crucified•"
But these are not
self and one's nelghbor
in subordmation
to so numerous, nor placed in such a way as to
God;
by lust I mean that affection of the obscure
the sense, and make it allegorical or
mind which aims at enjoying one's self and emgmatical, which is the kind of expresssion
one's neighbor,
and other corporeal things, properly called figurative.
But in the saying
without reference to God.
Again, what lust ]addressed to Jeremmh, "See, I have this day
when unsubdued,
does towards
corrupting
set thee over the nations, and over the kingone's own soul and body, is called vice; _ but doms, to root out, and to pull down, and to
what it does to injure another is called chine. _ destroy, and to throw down, ''s there is no
And these are the two classes into which all doubt the whole of the language is figurative,
sins may be divided.
But the vices come and to be referred to the end I have spoken of.
first; for when these have exhausted
the
soul,
•
.
li
and reduced it to a kind of poverty, _t easily CHAP. I2._RULE
FOR INTERPRETING THOSE
slides into crimes, in order to remove hindrances to, or to find assistance
in, its vices.
SAYINGSAND
ACTIONS
WHICH
ASCRIBED
TO GOD
AND
THE
SAINTS,
AND ARE
WHICH
YET
In the same way, what charity does with a
view to one's own advantage
is 2_rudence; but
SEEM TO THE UNSKILLFULTO BE WICKED.
what it does with a view to a neighbor's
ad_8. Those things, again, whether only say_¢antage is called bem.wlence.
And here pru- ings or whether actual deeds, which appear tO
dence comes first; because no one can con- the inexperienced
to be sinful, and which are
fer an advantage
on another which he does ascribed to God, or to men whose holiness is
t Flagt'_ium*h

2 Faclnus.

3 Rom.

iL 5-'9-

* Gal

v. a4.

5 Jet.

L xo,

_
_, _,_
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put before us as an example, are wholly figurative, and the hidden kernel of meaning
they contain is to be picked out as food for
the nourishment
of charity.
Now, whoever
uses transitory objects less freely than is the
custom of those among whom he lives, is
either temperate or superstitious;
whoever
on the other hand, uses them so as to transgress the bounds of the custom of the good
men about him, either has a further meaning
in what he does, or is sinful.
In all such
matters it is not the use of the objects, but
the lust of the user, that is to blame.
Nobody in his sober senses would believe, for
example,
that when our Lord's feet were
anointed by the woman with precious ointmerit, z it was for the same purpose for which
luxurious and profligate men are accustomed
to have theirs anointed
in those banquets
which we abhor.
For the sweet odor mean_
the good report which is earned by a life of
good works;
and the man who wins this,
v?hile following
in the footsteps
of Christ,
anoints
His feet (so to speak) with the most
precious ointment.
And so that which in the
case of other persons is often a sin, becomes
when ascribed to God or a prophet, the sign
of some great truth.
Keeping company with
a harlot, for example, is one thing when it is
the result of abandoned
manners,
another
thing when done in the course of his prophecy
by the prophet
Hosea. 2 Because
it is a
shamefully
wicked thing to strip the body
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a numerous offspring, the custom of one man
having several wives was at that time blameless: and for the same reason it was not
proper for one woman to have several husbands, because a woman does not in that way
become more fruitful, but, on the contrary, it
is base harlotry to seek either gain or offspring
by promiscuous
intercourse.
In regard to
matters of this sort, whatever the holy men of
those times did without lust, Scripture passes
over without blame, although they did things
which could not be done at the present time,
except through lust.
And everything of this
nature that is there narrated we are to take
not only in its historical and literal, but also
in its figurative and prophetical sense, and to
interpret as bearing ultimately upon the end
of love towards God or our neighbor, or both.
For as it was disgraceful
among the ancient
Romans to wear tunics reaching to the heels,
and furnished
with sleeves, but now it is disgraceful for men honorably born not to wear
tunics of that description:
so we must take
heed in regard to other things also, that lust
do not mix with our use of them; for lust not
only abuses to wicked ends the customs
of
those among whom we live, but frequently
also transgressing
the bounds of custom, betrays, in a disgraceful
outbreak,
its own hJdeousness, which was concealed under the cover
of prevailing fashmns.
CHAP. I3.--SAME

SUBJECT, CONTINUED.

naked at a banquet among the drunken
and
2i. Whatever,
then, is in accordance
with
licentious, it does not follow that it is a s,n the habits of those with whom we are either
to be naked in the baths,
compelled
by necessity,
or undertake
as a
x9. We must, therefore,
consider
carefully
matter of duty, to spend this life, is to be
what is suitable to times and places and per- turned by'good and great men to some prusons, and not rashly charge men with sins. dent or benevolent
end, either directly, as is *
For it is possible that a wise man may use the our duty, or figuratively,
as is allowable to
daintiest food without any sin of epicurism or prophets.
gluttony,
while a fool will crave for the vilest
food with a most disgusting
eagerness
of
appetite.
And any sane man would prefer CHAP.
_4.--ERROR
OF THOSE
WHO
THINK
THAT
THERE
IS NO
ABSOLUTE
RIGHT
AND
WRONG.
eatingfish afterthe manner of our Lord, to
eatinglentiles
after the manner of Esau, or
22. But when men unacquaintedwithother
barleyafterthe manner of oxen. For there modes of lifethan theirown meet with the
are several beasts that feed on commoner record of such actions,unless they are rekinds of food,but itdoes not followthatthey strainedby authority,
they look upon them
are more temperate than we are. For in all as sins,and do not considerthattheir own
mattersof thiskind itisnot thenatureof the customs eitherinregardtomarriage,or feasts,
thingswe use, but our reason forusing them, or dress,or the other necessities
and adornand our manner of seekingthem, that make ments of,human life,appear sinfulto the
what we do eitherpraiseworthyor blameable, people of other nations and other times.
•o. Now the saintsof ancienttimes were, And, distractedby this endless variety of
under the form of an earthlykingdom, fore- customs, some who were half asleep (as I
shadowing and foretelling
the kingdom
of may say)--that
is, who were neither sunk in
heaven.
And on account of the necessity for the deep sleep of folly, nor were able to
awake into the light of wisdom_have
thought
j_

_L s.

•H_ i. 2.

that there was no such thing as al_lute

fight,

CH_.
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but that every nation took its own custom for
right;
and that, since every nation has a
different custom, and right must remain unchangeable,
it becomes
manifest that there is
no such thing as right at all.
Such men did
not perceive, to take only one example, that
the precept, "Whatsoever
ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to them, ''x
cannot be altered by any diversity of national
customs.
And this precept, when it is referred to the love of God, destroys all vices;
when to the love of one's neighbor, puts an
end to all crimes.
For no one is willing to
defile his own dwelling;
he ought not, therefore, to defile the dwelling
of God, that is,
himself.
And no one wishes an injury to be
done him by another;
he himself, therefore,
ought not to do injury to another,
CHAP.

IS._RULE

would think a deed of malevolence
was enjoined.
Do not doubt, then, that the expression is figurative;
and, while it is possible
to interpret
it in two ways, one pointing to
the doing of an injury, the other to a display
of superiority,
let charity on the contrary call
you back to benevolence,
and interpret
the
coals of fire as the burning
groans of periltence by which a man's pride is cured who
bewails that he has been the enemy of one
who came to his assistance
in distress.
In
the same way, when our Lord says, _' He who
loveth his life shall lose it, ''4 we are not to
think that He forbids the prudence
with
which it is a man's duty to care for his life,
but that He says in a figurative sense, "Let
him lose his hfe "--that
is, let him destroy
and lose that perverted
and unnatural
use
whmh he now makes of his life, and through
FOR INTERPRETING FIGURA- which his desires are fixed on temporal things
TIVE EXPRESSIONS.
SOthat he gives no heed to eternal.
It is

23. The tyranny of lust being thus overthrown, charity reigns through its supremlly

written:
"Give
to the godly man, and help
not a sinner."s
The latter clause
of this
sentence seems to forbid benevolence;
for it
just laws of love to God for His own sake, says, "help
not a sinner."
Understand,
and love to one's self and one's neighbor for therefore,
that "sinner"
is put figuratively
God's sake.
Accordingly,
in regard to figura- for sin, so that it is his sin you are not to
tive expressions,
a rule such as the following help.
will be observed, to carefully turn over in our
minds and meditate upon what we read till an
interpretation
be found that tends to establish
CHAP. IT.--SOME COMMANDS
ARE GIVEN TO
the reign of love.
Now, if when taken
ALL IN COMMON, OTHERS TO PARTICULAR
literally it at once gives a meaning
of this
CLASSES.
kind, the expression
is not to be conmdered
25. Again, it often happens that a man who
figurative,
has attained, or thinks he has attained, to a
higher grade of spiritual life, thinks that the
CHAP. I6._RULE
FOR INTERPRETINGCOMMANDS commands given to those who are still in the
AND PROHIBITIONS.
lower grades are figurative;
for example,
if
24. If the sentence
is one of command,
he has embraced a life of celibacy and made
either forbidding a crime or vice, or enjoining
himself a eumlch for the kingdom of heaven's
an act of prudence
or benevolence,
it is not sake_ he contends that the commands given in
figurative.
If, however, it seems to enjoin a Scripture about loving and ruling a wife are
crime or vice, or to forbid an act of prudence
not to be taken literally, but figuratively;
and
or benevolence,
it is figurative.
"Except
ye if he has determined
to keep his virgin un.
eat the flesh of the Son of man," says Christ, married, he tries to put a figurative interpreta"and
drink His blood, ye have no life in tion on the passage where it is said, "Marry
you. ''_ This seems to enjoin a crime or a tliy daughter,
and so shalt thou have per°
vice; it is therefore a figure, enjoining
that formed a weighty matter. ''6 Accordingly,
we should have a share in the sufferings
of another
of our rules for understanding
the
our Lord, and that we should retain a sweet Scriptures
will be as follows,--to
recognize
and profitable
memory of the fact that His that some commands are given to all in corn.
flesh
was wounded
and crucified
for us. mon, others to particular
classes of persons,
Scripture says: "If thine enemy hunger, feed that the medicine may act not only upon the
him; if he thirst, give him drink;"
and this state of health as a whole, but also upon the
is beyond doubt a command to do a kindness,
special weakness of each member.
For that
But in what follows, "for in so doing thou which cannot be raised to a higher state m_st
shalt heap coals of fire on his head, "3 one be cared for in its own state.
x ]_#_att. vii.
_.
= John
vi. 53.

Comp.

Tobit

iv.

x._

s J_mr.ml. _o; Prov.xxv. _x.m_

4 John
S Ecclus.

xii..5.
xii.

Comp.
4.

eEcclus.vii._.

Comp.

Matt.
Tobit

x.

39.
iv. z7.
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CHAP.
IS._wE
MUST TAKE
INTO CONSIDERATION
THE
TIME AT WHICH
ANYTHING
WAS
ENJOYED
OR ALLOWED.

26. We must also be on our guard against
supposing
that what in the Old Testament,
making allowance foI the condition
of those
times, is not a crime or a vice even if we take
it literally and not figuratively,
can be transferred to the present time as a habit of life.
For no one will do this exceot
lust has
dominion over him, and endeavors to find support for itself in the very Scriptures
whmh
were intended
to overthrow
it.
And the
wretched
man does not perceive that such
matters are recorded
with this useful design,
that men of good hope may learn the salutary
lesson, both that the custom they spurn can
be turned to a good use, and that which they
embrace can be used to condemnation,
if the
use of the former be accompanied
with charity, and the use of the latter with lust.
27. For, if it was possible for one man to
use many wives with chastity,
it is possible
for another to use one wife with lust.
And I
look with greater approval
on the man who
uses the fruitfulness
of many wives for the
sake of an ulterior object, than on the man
who enioys the body of one wife for its own
sake.
For in the former case the man aims
at a useful object suited to the circumstances
of the times; in the latter case he gratifies a
lust which is engrossed
in temporal
enjoyments.
And those men to whom the apostle
permitted
as a matter of indulgence
to have
one wtfe because of their incontinence, * were
less near to God than those who, though they
had each of them numerous wives, yet just as
a wise man uses food and drink only for the
sake of bodily health, used marriage only for
the sake of offspring.
And, accordingly,
if
these last had been still alive at the advent of
our Lord, when the time not of casting stones
away but of gathering
them together
had
come, ° they would have immediately
made
themselves
eunuchs for the kingdom of hearen's sake.
For there is no difficulty in abstaining unless when there is lust in enjoying,
And assuredly
those men of whom I speak
knew that wantonness
even in regard to wives
is abuse and intemperance,
as is proved by
Tobit's
prayer when he was married
to his
wife.
For he says: "Blessed
art Thou, O
God of our fathers, and blessed is Thy holy
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sister for lust, but uprightly:
pity on us, O Lord."_
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MEN JUDGE OTHERS BY
THEMSELVES.
28. But those who, giving the rein to lust,
either wander about steeping themselves
in a
multitude
of debaucherms,
or even in regard
to one wife not only exceed the measure
necessary for the procreation
of children, but
with the shameless licence of a sort of slavish
freedom heap up the filth of a still more beastly
excess, such men do not beheve it possible
that the men of ancient times used a number
of wives with temperance,
looking to nothing
but the duty, necessary in the circumstances
of the time, of propagating
the race; and
what they themselves,
who are entangled
in
the meshes of lust, do not accomplish m the
case of a single wife, they think utterly impossible in the case of a number of wives.
29 . But these same men might say that it
is not right even to honor and praise good
and holy men, because they themselves
when
they are honored
and praised,
swell with
pride, becoming the more eager for the emptrust sort of distinction the more frequently and
the more widely they are blown about on the
tongue of flattery, and so become so light that
a breath of rumor, whether it appear prosperous or adverse, will carry them into the
whirlpool of vice or dash them on the rocks
of crime.
Let them, then, learn how trying
and difficult
it is for themselves
to escape
either being caught by the bait of praise, or
pierced by the stings of insult; but let them
not measure others by their own standard.
Ig._WICKED

CHAP. 2O.uCONSISTENCY OF GOOD MEN IN ALI_
OUTWARD CIRCUMSTANCES.
Let them believe, on the contrary, that the
apostles
of our faith were neither puffed up
when they were honored by men, nor cast
down when they were despised.
And certainly neither sort of temptation
was wanting
to those great men.
For they were both
cried up by the loud praises of believers,
and
cried down by the slanderous reports of their
persecutors.
But the apostles used all these
things, as occasion
served, and were not corrupted;
and in the same way the saints of old
used their wives with reference
to the necessities of their own times, and were not in

glorious
name allfor Thy
ever; creatures.
let the heavens
lust as they are who refuse to beThee,
and
Thou bondage
lieve theseto things.
m_idest Adam, and gavest him Eve his wife
30. For if they had been under the mflufor an helper
and stay ....
And now, O ence of any such passion, they could never
Lord, Thou knowest that I take not this my have restrained
themselves
from implacable
.

zx Cot. vii. I, z, 9:

g Eccles. iii. 5.

3 Tobit viii $-7-

p
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hatred
towards
their sons, by whom
knew that their wives and concubines
solicited and debauched.

they
were

CHAP. 2I.--DAVID NOT LUSTFUL,THOUGH HE
FELLINTO ADULTERY.
But when King David had suffered this injury at the hands of his impious and unnatuPal son, he not only bore with him in his mad
passion, but mourned over him in his death,
He certainly was not caught in the meshes of
carnal jealousy, seeing that it was not his owr
injuries
but the sins of his son that moved
him.
For it was on this account he had given
orders that his son should not be slain if he
in battle,afterthathe he
have
awere
placeconquered
of repentance
wasmight
subdued;
and when he was baffled in this design,
he
mourned over his son's death, not because of
his own loss, but because he knew to what
punishment
so impious
an adulterer and
parricide had been hurried."
For prior to
this, in the case of another son who had
been guilty of no crime, though he was dreadfully afflicted for him while he was sick, yet
he comforted
himself after his death. 2
3 I. And with what moderaUon and self-restraint
those men used their wives appears
chiefly in this, that when this same king, carried away by the heat of passion and by temporal prosperity,
had taken unlawful possession of one woman, whose husband
also he
ordered to be put to death, he was accused of
his crime by a prophet,
who, when he had
come to show him his sin. set before him the
parable of the poor man who had but one ewelamb, and whose neighbor,
though he had
many, yet when a guest came to him spared
to take of his own flock, but set his poor neighbor's one lamb before his guest to eat.
And
David's anger being kindled against the man
he commanded
that he should be put to
death, and the lamb restored
fourfold to the
poor man; thus unwittingly
condemning
the
sin he had wittingly committed. 3 And when
he had been shown this, and God's punishmerit had been denounced
against him, he
wiped out his sin in deep penitence.
But yet
in this parable it wa_s the adultery only that
was indicated
by the poor man's ewe-lamb;
about the killing of the woman's
husband,-that is, about the murder of the poor man
himself who had the one ewe-lamb,--nothing
is
said in the parable, so that the sentence of
condemnation
is pronounced
against the adultery alone.
And hence we may understand
with what temperance
he possessed a number
x Comp. 2 Sam, xvi. _rz; xvili. 4; xtx. i.
=_ Sam. xil.19-_
3.
" 32 Sam. Xll.I-6
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of wives when he was forced to punish himself for transgressing
in regard to one woman.
But in his case the immoderate desire did not
take up its abode with him, but was only a
passing guest.
On this account the unlawful
appetite is called even by the accusing prophet,
a guest.
For he did not say that he took the
poor man's ewe-lamb to make a feast for his
king, but for his guest.
In the case of his
son Solomon, however, this lust did not come
and pass away like a guest, but reigned as
a king.
And about him Scripture is not silent, but accuses him of being a lover of
strange women; for in the beginning
of his
reign he was inflamed with a desire for wisdom, but after he had attained it through spitltual love, he lost it through
carnal lust.4
CHAP.
22.--RULE
REGARDING
SCRIPTURE
IN WHICH APPROVAL
OF ACTIONS

WHICH

ARE

NOW

PASSAGES
OF
IS EXPRESSED

CONDEMNED

BY

GOODMEN.
3 2 . Therefore,
although all, or nearly all,
the transactions
recorded
in the Old Testament are to be taken not literally
only, but
figuratively as well, nevertheless
even In the
case of those which the reader has taken literally, and which, though the authors of them
are praised, are repugnant
to the habits of the
good men who since our Lord's advent are
the custodians
of the divine commands,
let
him refer the figure to its interpretation,
but
let hlm not transfer the act to his habits of life.
For many things which were done as duties at
that t_me, cannot now be done except through
lust.
CHAP. 23.--RULE
REGARDING THE NARRATIVE
OF SINS OF GREAT MEN.
33. And when he reads of the sins of great
men, although
he may be able to see and to
trace out m them a figure of things to come,
let him yet put the hteral fact tothis use also,
to teach him not to dare to vaunt himself in
his own good deeds, and in comparison with
his own righteousness,
to despise others as
stoners, when he sees in the case of men so
eminent both the storms that are to be avoided
and the shipwrecks
that are to be wept over.
For the sins of these men were recorded to
this end, that men might everywhere
and
always tremble at that saying of the apostle:
"Wherefore
let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall. ''5
For there is
hardly a page of Scripture
on which it is not
clearly written that God resisteth
the proud
and giveth grace to the humble. 6
4 2 Chron. i. ro--12; x Kings xl. t--3.
S XCot.x. x.
_,
6 Comp. Jas.iv.6 _d t_

v.6.
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CIK&P._L_._TH_

CHARACTEROF THE EXPRE_ amples I have adduced
are indeed by no
ALL
TO
HAVE
WEIGHT.
means doubtful in their signification, bemuse
only plain instances ought to be used as ex34. The chief thing to be inquired into, amples.
There are passages,
however,
in
therefore, in regard to any expression that we regard to which it is uncertain
in what sense
are trying to understand is, whether it is lite- they ought to be taken, as for example, "In
131[ON$ USED

IS

ABOVE

rat or figurative.
For when it is ascertained
to be figurative,
it is easy, by an application
of the laws of things which we d_scussed in
the first book, to turn it in every way until we
arrive at a true interpretation,
especially when
we bring to our aid experience
strengthened
by the exercise of piety.
Now we find out
whether an expression
is literal or figurative
by attending
to the considerations
indicated
above,
CHAP.

25.--THE

SAME

WORD

DOES

NOT

ALWAYS

SIGNIFYTHE SAMETHING.
And when it is shown to be figurative,
the
words in which it is expressed will be found
to be drawn either from hke objects or from
objects having some affinity.
35. But as there are many ways in which
things show a likeness to each other, we are
not to suppose there is any rule that what a
thing signifies by similitude in one place it is
to be taken to signify in all other places.
For
our Lord used leaven both in a bad sense, as
when He said, " Beware of the leaven of the
Pharisees,""
and in a good sense, as when
He said, " The kingdom
of heaven is like
unto leaven, which a woman took and hid m
three measures
of meal, till the whole was
leavened."
*
3 6 . Now the rule in regard to this variation
has two forms.
For things that signify now
one thing and now another,
signify either
things that are contrary,
or things that are
only different.
They signify contraries,
for
example, when they are used metaphorically
at one time in a good sense, at another in a
bad, as in the case of the leaven mentioned
above.
Another example of the same is that
a lion stands for Christ in the place where it
is said, "The
lion of the tribe of Judah hath
prevailed;"
3 and again, stands for the devil
where it is written, "Your adversary the devil,
as a roaring lion, walketh about seeking whom
he may devour."*
In the same way the serpent is used in a good sense, "Be wise as
serpents; "s and again, in a bad sense, "The
serpent beguiled Eve through
his subtilty. ''6
:Bread is used in a good sense, "I am the liDingbread
which came down from heaven;"
7
m a bad, "Bread eaten in secret is pleasant."
*
And so in a great many other cases.
The exz Matt. x'vi. 6 ; Luke "-';i. z,
4z Pet. v. 8.
'r John vL Sz.

• Luke x'i'_. 9z.
s,Matt, x. :t6.
8 Prov. ix. xT".

3 ReD. v. _;.
6,_ Cot. zi 3.

the hand of the Lord there is a cup, and the
wine is red: it is full of mixture.
9 Now it
is uncertain
whether this denotes the wrath
of God, but not to the last extremity
of punishment,
that is, "to the very dregs;"
or
whether it denotes the grace of the Scriptures
passing
away from the Jews and coming to
the Gentiles, because " He has put down one
and set up another,"--certain
observances,
however, which they understand
in a carnal
manner, still remaining
among the Jews, for
,,the
dregs hereof is not yet wrung out."
The following is an example of the same object being taken, not in opposite, but only in
different significations:
water denotes people,
as we read in the Apocalypse, x°and also the
Holy Spirit, as for example, "Out of his belly
shall flow rivers of living water; .... and many
other things besides
water must be interpreted according
to the place in which they
are found.
37. And in the same way other objects are
not single m their signification,
but each one
of them denotes not two only but sometimes
even several different things, according to the
connection
in which it is found.
CHAP.

PASSAGESARE TO BE IN-

26.--OBSCURE

TERPRETED

BY

THOSE

WHICH

ARE

CLEARER.

Now from the places where the sense in
which they are used is more manifest we must
gather the sense in which they are to be understood in obscure passages.
For example,
there is no better way of understanding
the
words addressed
to God, "Take
hold of
shield and buckler
and stand up for mine
help," _ than by referringto
the passage where
we read, "Thou,
Lord, hast crowned us with
Thy favor as with a shield." ,3 And yet we
are not so to understand
it, as that wherever
we meet with a shield put to indicate a protection of any kind, we must take it as signilying nothing but the favor of God.
For we
hear alsoof the shield of faith, "wherewith,"
says the apostle, "ye shall be able to quench
all the fiery darts of the wicked.'*
Nor ought
we, on the other 12and, in regard to spiritual
armor of this kind to assign faith to the
shield only; for we read in another
place of
the breasti_late of faith: "putting
on," says the
apostle, "the breastplate
of faith and love. *s
9 Ps,. lxxv. 8.
u Ps. _'xv.
2.
:KSx The_.
v. 8.

_0 ReD. xviL
=3,I_ v. x2.

z,5,

_ ,._ohn vil, 38.
Lt Eph. vi. x6,
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PASSAGESUSCEPTIBLEOFVARI- ures, and have learnt these figures of speech
ous INTERPRETATIONS.
from other writings, can imagine or believe.
38. When, again, not some one interpreta- Nevertheless
those who know these tropes
tion, but two or more interpretations
are put recognize them in Scripture, and are very
upon the same words of Scripture, even though much assisted by their knowledge of them in
the meaning the writer intended
remain un- understanding
Scripture.
But this is not the
discovered,
there is no danger if it can be place to teach them to the illiterate, lest it
shown from other passages of Scripture that might seem that I was teaching grammar.
I
any of the interpretations
put on the word, certainly advise, however, that they be learnt
is m harmony with the truth.
And if a mar elsewhere,
although
indeed
I have already
in searching
the Scriptures
endeavors to get g_ven that advice above, in the second book
at the intention of the author through whom --namely,
where I treated of the necessary
the Holy Spirit spake, whether he succeeds
knowledge
of languages.
For the written
in this endeavor,
or whether he draws a differ- characters from which grammar itself gets its
ent meaning from the words, but one that is name (the Greek name
for letters being
not opposed
to sound doctrine,
he is free ,_p_puara)
are the signs of sounds made by
from blame so long as he is supported by the the articulate
voice with which we speak.
testimony
of some other passage of Script- Nowof some of these figures of speech we find
ure.
For the author perhaps
saw that this m Scripture
not only examples
(which we
very meaning lay in the words which we are have of them all), but the very names as _ell:
trying to interpret;
and assuredly
the Holy for instance,
allegory, enigma, and _ara_le.
Spirit, who through
him spake these words, However,
nearly all these tropes which are
foresaw that this interpretation
would occur said to be learnt as a matter of liberal educato the reader,
nay, made provision
that at tion are found even in the ordinary speech of
should occur to him, seeing that it too is men who have learnt no grammar,
but are
founded on truth.
For what more hberal and content
to use the vulgar idiom.
For who
more fruitful provision could God have made does not say, " So may you flourish ?"
And
in regard to the Sacred Scriptures
than that thts as the figure of speech called metalMwr.
the same words might be understood
in seve- Who does not speak of a fish-pond _ in which
ral senses, all of which are sanctioned
by the there is no fish, which was not made for fish,
and yet gets its name from fish ? And this is
concurring
testimony
of other
passages
equally divine ?
the figure called catachresis.
4L It would be tedious to go over all the
CHAP. 28.--IT IS SAFER TO EXPLAIN A DOUBT- rest m this way; for the speech of the vulgar
FUL PASSAGEBY OTHER PASSAGESOF SCRIPT- makes use of them all, even of those more
URE THAN BY REASON.
carious figures which mean the very opposite
of what they say, as for example, those called
39. When, however, a meaning is evolved irony and antiphrasis.
Now in irony we indiof such a kind that what is doubtful in it can- cate by the tone of voice the meaning we denot be cleared up by indubitable evidence from sire to convey; as when we say to a man who
Scripture, it remains for us to make it clear is behaving badly, "You are doing well." But
by the evidence of reason.
But this is a dan- at is not by the tone of voice that we make an
gerous practice.
For it is far safer to walk antiphrasis
to indicate
the opposite of what
by the light of Holy Scripture;
so that when
the words convey; but either the words in
we wish to examine the passages that are ob- which it is expressed
are used in the opposite
scured by metaphorical
expressions,
_e may of their etymological
sense, as agrove is called
either obtain a meaning about which there is lucus from its want of light; _ or it is customary
no controversy,
or if a controversy arises, may to use a certain form of expression,
although
settle
it by the application
of testimonies
it puts yes for no by a law of contraries,
as
sought out in every portion of the same Script- when we ask in a place for what is not there,
ure.
and get the answer, "There
is plenty; " or
we add words that make it plain we mean the
CHAP. 29.--THE
KNOWLEDGE OF TROPES IS opposite of what we say, as in the expression,
NECESSARY.
"Beware
of him, for he is a good man." And
40. Moreover,
I would have learned men what illiterate man is there that does not use
to know that the authors of our Scriptures
use such expressions,
although
he knows nothing
all those forms of expression which gramma.
rians call by the Greek name tro_oes, and use
, The word]4aci_ta(literally
a fl*_-/,and)wasu_d itJ peatthem more freely and in greater variety than Au_tan
times for any pool of wate¢, a tavimmiug
pond, for
stance, or a pond for cattle to dnnk from.
people who are unacquainted
with the Script• Q,od,_i_i,_,z,,,,a.
CHAP.

27.---ONE
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at all about either the nature or the names of
these figures of speech ? And yet the knowledge of these is necessary for clearing up the
difficulties of Scripture;
because when the
words taken literally give an absurd meaning,
we ought forthwith to inquire whether they
may not be used in this or that figurative
sense which we are unacquainted
wlth; and
in this way many obscure passages
have had
light thrown upon them.
CHAP.

30.--THE
RULES OF TlCrlOmUS TrlE
DONATIST EXAMINED.
42. One Tichonius,
who, although a Donatist himself, has written most trmmphantly
against the Donatists (and herein showed himself of a most inconsistent
disposition, that he
was unwilling to give them up altogether),
wrote a book which he called the Book of
Rules,
because
in it he laid down seven
rules, which are, as it were, keys to open the
secrets of Scripture.
And of these rules, the
first relates to the Lord and His body, the
second to the twofold division of the Lord's
body, the third to the promises and the law,
the fourth to species and genus, the fifth to
times, the sixth to recapitulation,
the seventh
to the devil and his body.
Now these rules,
as expounded
by their author,
do indeed,
when carefully considered, afford considerable
assistance
in penetrating
the secrets of the
sacred writings;
but still they do not explain
all the difficult passages,
for there are several
other methods required, which are so far from
being embraced in this number of seven, that
the author
himself explains
many obscure
passages without using any of his rules; finding, indeed, that there was no need for them,
as the.re was no difficulty in the passage
of
the kind to whmh his rules apply.
As, for
example, he inquires what we are to understand in the Apocalypse
by the seven angels
of
the
churches
to
whom
is commanded
to write; and after much John
and various
reasoning, arrlves at the conclusion
that the angels
are the churches
themselves.
And through-i
out this long and full discussion,
although
the matter inquired
into is certamly very obscure, no use whatever is made of the rules,
This is enough for an example, for it would
be too tedious and troublesome
to collect all
the passages in the canonical Scriptures which
present obscurities
of such a kind as require
none of these seven rules for their elucidation.
43- The author
himself,
however,
when
commending
these rules, attributes
so much
value to them that it would appear as if, when
they were thoroughly known and duly applied,
we should be able to interpret all the obscure
passages
in the law--that
is, in the sacred
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books.
For he thus commences
this very
book: "Of all the things that occur to me, I
consider none so necessary as to write a little
book of rules, and, as it were, to make keys
for, and put windows in, the secret places of
the law.
For there are certain mystical rules
which hold the key to the secret recesses of the
whole law, and render visible the treasures of
truth that are to many invisible.
And if this
system of rules be received as I communicate
it, without jealousy, what is shut shall be laid
open, and what is obscure shall be elucidated,
SO that a man travelling through the vast forest of prophecy shall, if he follow these rules
as pathways of light, be preserved from going
astray."
Now, if he had said, " There are
certain mystical rules which hold the key to
some of the secrets of the law," or even
"which
hold the key to the great secrets of
the law," and not what he.does
say, "the
secret recesses of the whole law; " and if he
i had not said " What is shut shall be laid open,"
but, " Many thmgs that are shut shall he laid
open," he would have said what was true, and
he would not, by attributing
more than is warranted by the facts to his very elaborate and
useful work_ have led the reader into false expectations.
And I have thought
it right to
say thus much, in order both that the book
may be read by the studious (for it is of very
great assistance
in understanding
Scripture),
and that no more may be expected
from it
than it really contains.
Certamly it must be
read with caution, not only on account of the
errors into which the author
falls as a man,
but chiefly on account of the heresies whmh
he advances as a Donatist.
And now I shall
briefly indicate what these seven rules teach
or advise.
CHAP.

3

I.--THE

FIRST RULE OF TICHONIUS.

44. The first is about the Zardand ]tz'_ bocA,,
and it is this, that, knowmg as we do that the
head and the body--that
is, Christ and His
Church--are
sometimes mdtcated to us under
one person (for it is not in vain that it is stud
to believers, "Ye then are Abraham's
seed," _
when there is but one seed of Abraham,
and
that is Christ), we need not be in a difficulty
when a transltlon
is made from the head to
the body or from the body to the head, and
yet no change made in the person spoken of.
For a single person is represented
as saying,
" He hath decked me as a bridegroom
with
ornaments,
and adorned
m_ as a bride with
jewels;" _ and yet it is, of course, a matter for
• Gal.ifi.29.
_ Is.a. ix1. xo (LXX).
" As a brtde_roomdeckethhimself
"anth ornaments,
and as a bride adorneth
herself with jewels"
(.x v ).

CHAP. XXXIV.]
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interpretation
which of these two refers to the
head and which to the body, that is, which to
Christ and which to the Church.
CHAP.

32.--THE

45- The

second
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46. The third
aim the law, and
terms as relating
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THIRD RULE OF T1CHONIUS.
rule relates to the ,hromises
may be designated
in other
to the spirit and the letter,
I made use of when x_a'iting

the twofahf

aof book
this the
subject.
may however,
be also named,
graceon and
law. ItThis,
seems
division of the body of/he Lord; but this in- to me to be a great question in itself, rather
deed is not a suitable name, for that is really than a rule to be apphed to the solution of
no part of the body of Christ which will not other questions.
It was the want of clear
be with Him in eternity.
We ought, there- views on tills question that originated,
or at
fore,mixed
to say body
that of
the the
rule Lord,
is about
the true
true and
the Pelagian heresy.
the
or the
and least greatly aggravated,
the counterfeit,
or some such name; because, IAnd the efforts of Tlchomus
to clear up this
not to speak of eternity, hypocrites
cannot Ipoint were good, but not complete.
For, in
even now be said to be in Him, although they ]discussing the question about faith and works,
seem to be in His Church.
And hence thlsjhe said that works were given us by God as
rule might be designated
thus: Concerning
tile
reward
of that
faith, it but
faith toitself
was
so far
our own
did that
not come
us from
the mixed Church.
Now this rule reqmresthe
God; not keeping in mind the saying of the
reader to be on his guard when Scripture,
a• t_ostle: " Peace be to the brethren,
and love
although
it has now come to address or speak w_th faith, from God the Father and the Lord
of a different set of persons, seems to be ad- Jesus Christ." 6 But he had not come into
dressing or speaking of the same persons as contact with this heresy, which has arisen m
before, just as if both sets constituted
one our time, and has given us much labor and
body
in
consequence
of
their
being
for
against it the grace of
time hinted in a common participatmn
of the
the trouble in defending
sacraments.
An example of th,ls is that passage in the Song of Solomon,
I am black,
but• comely, as thePP_tents of "Kedar, as "the cur1
tams of Solomon.
For it is not said,, 1 7_ar

God
through our
Jesus Christ,
and which
which is(according
to Lord
the saying
of the
apostle, " There must be also heresies among
you,
that they which are approved
may be
"
amon
" us
I made manifest
,
,
g y ou "7") has m aoe
blsatk as _he tentsof Kedar, butam n_e comely [much more watchful
and diligent to discover
la_ se ctus
talnsot _olomon. )ne._nurcn he-ira Scrlpture what escaped Tichonms, who,
c
e tselI ro De at present Dora; ant1 tins ha_in_,
• g no enemy t-o gu,raru-' against,r- was less"
bemCeUmSe2h
2 good fish and the bad are. for the attentive and anxious
on this point, namely,
p n t e one net
for the tents that even faith itself is the gift of Him who
of Kedar pertain to Ishmael, who " shall not ,, hath dealt to every man the measure
of
be heir with the son of the free woman."_
fmth."a
Whence it is said to certain beAnd in the same way, when God says of the hevers: " Unto you it is given, in the behalf
good part of the Church, "I will bring the of Christ, not only to beheve on Him, but
blind by a way that they knew not; I will also to suffer for His sake."9
Who, then,
lead them in paths that they have not known" can doubt that each of these is the gift of
I will make darkness
light before them, and God, when he learns from this passage, and
crooked things straight:
these things will I do believes, that each of them is given ? There
unto
them,
and
not
forsake
,,4 He part,
lm- are many other testimonies
besides
which
mediately adds in regard to them;
the other
the

bad that is mixed with the good,

"Thev

Iprove
doctrine.this. I But
have,I however,
am not now
dealt
treating
with it,
of one
this

shall
be turned
back. altogether
' Nowthesedifferent
words refer
to a set
of persons
from ]place or another, very frequently.
the former;
but as the two sets are for the"
present united in one body, He speaks as If iCHAP. 34.--THE FOURTH RULE OF TICHONIUS.
there were no change m the subject of the!
47. The fourth rule of Tichonius
is about
sentence.
They will not, however, alwaysis#ecies
and geaus.
For so he calls it, intendbe In one body; for one of them is ttlatlmg
that by species should be understood
a
wicked servant of whom we are told in, the I part,_ by genus the whole of which that which"
gospel, whose lord, when. he comes, ' shall I he calls species is a part: as, for example,
cut. him asunder and,appoint
him his portion l every single city is a part of the great society
wltt_
.... the hypocrites.'
t Cant
3 _litl
5 Matl;.

i 5iv 30
xxlv,

5
_ Matt
4 I_I_

5 o,

51

of_natlons:
xiti
47_
X|lI
16.

the city

he__calls a species,

48.
I
t

6 Eph,
v, Rum

vi. 23.
xii. 3-

7 x Cor.
9 PhlI

xi T9.
I 29.

all
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nations constitute
the genus.
There
is no flesh;" 3 because the people of Israel after the
necessity
for here applying
that subtilty of flesh did both perform and endure all that is
distinction
which is in use among logicians,
here referred to. What immediately
follows,
who discuss with great acuteness the differ, too, may be understood
as applying
to the
ence between a part and a species. The rule same people.
But when the prophet begins
is of course the same, if anything of the kind to say, "And I will sanctify my great name,
referred to is found in Scripture, not in regard which was profaned among the heathen, which
to a single city, but in regard to a single ye have profaned in the midst of them; and
province,
or tribe, or kingdom.
Not only, the heathen shall knowthat
I am the Lord, ''4
for example, about Jerusalem,
or some of the the reader ought now carefully to observe the
cities of the Gentiles, such as Tyre or Baby- way in which the species is overstepped
and
lon, are things said in Scripture whose signifi- the genus taken in.
For he goes on to say:
cance oversteps
the limits of the city, and "And I shall be sanctified in you before their
which are more suitable when applied to all eyes.
For I will take you from among the
nations;
but in regard to Judea also, and heathen,
and gather you out of all countries,
Egypt, and Assyria, or any other nation you and will bring
you into your own land.
choose to take which contains numerous cities,
Then wilI I sprinkle
clean water upon you,
but still is not the whole world, but only a and ye shall be clean: from all your filthiness,
part of it, things are said which pass over the and from all your idols, will I cleanse you.
limits of that particular
country,
and apply A new heart also will I give you, and a new
more fitly to the whole of which this is a part; sprat will I put within you; and I will take
or, as our author terms it, to the genus of away the stony heart out of your flesh and I
which this is a species.
And hence tllese willgive you a heart of flesh.
And I will put
words have come to be commonly known, so my Spirit within you, and cause you to walk
that even uneducated
people understand
what in my statutes, and ye shall keep my comis laid down specially,
and what generally,
mandments,
and do them.
And ye shall
in any given Imperial command.
The same dwell in tile land that I gave to your fathers;
thing occurs in the case of men: things are and ye shall be my people, and I will be
said of Solomon,
for example, the scope of your God.
I will also save you from all your
which reaches far beyond him, and which are uncleannesses."
5 Now that this is a prophecy
only properly
understood
when applied
to of the New Testament,
to which pertain not
Christ and His Church, of which Solomon is only the remnant of that one nation of which
a part. _
it is elsewhere said, " For though the number
4 8 . Now the species is not always over- of the children of Israel be as the sand of the
stepped,
for things are often said of such a sea, yet a remnant of them shall be saved," 6
kind as evidently apply to it also, or perhaps
but also the other nations which were promeven to it exclumvely.
But when Scripture,
lsed to their fathers and our fathers;
and that
having up to a certain point been speaking
there is here a promise of that washing of reabout the species, makes a transition
at that generation
which, as we see, is now imparted
point from the species to the genus,
the to all nations,
no one who looks into the
reader must then be carefully on his guard matter can doubt.
And that saying of the
against seeking in the species what he can apostle, when he is commending
the grace of
find much
better and more surely in the the New Testament
and its excellence in comgenus.
Take, for example, what the prophet
parisorr with the Old, "Ye
are our epistle
Ezekiel
says:
"When
the house of Israel
. . . written not with ink, but with the Spirit
dwelt in their own land, they defiled it by of the living God; not in tables of stone, but
their own way, and by their doings: their way in fleshy tables of the heart," _ has an evident
was before me as the uncleanness
of a re- reference
to this place where the prophet
moved woman.
Wherefore I poured my fury says, "A new heart also will I give you, and
upon them for the blood that they had shed a new spirit will I put within you; and I will
upon the land, and for their idols wherewith
take away the stony heart out of your flesh,
they had polluted it: and I scattered
them and I will gave you an heart of flesh." 8 Now
among the heathen, and they were dispersed
the heart of flesh from which the apostle's
through the countries:
according to their way, expression,
"the fleshy tables of the heart,"
and according
to their doings,
I judged
is drawn, the prophet
intended
to point out
them. ''"
Now it is easy to understand
that as distinguished
from the stony heart by the
this applies to that house of Israel of which possession
of sentient
life; and by sentient
the apostle says, "Behold
Israel after the
x _ Sam.

vii. x4-x6.

2 Ezek.

xxxvl,

x7-x 9.

3 t Cot. x. x8.
5 Ezek. xxxw
23--_ 9.
7 2 Cot. ui. 2, 3.

4 Ezek. xxxvl. 23.
6 Isa. x. 22.
8Ezck
xxxvlil.
26.
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CHAP. 35._THE

spiritual Israel is made up, not of one nation,
but of all the nations which were promlsed to
the fathers in their seed, that is, in Christ.
49- This spiritual Israel, therefore,
is distinguished
from the carnal Israel which is of
one nation,
by newness
of grace, not by
nobility of descent,
in feeling, not in race;
but the prophet,
m his depth of meaning,
while speaking of the carnal Israel, passes on,
without indicating
the transltlon,
to speak of
the spiritual, and although
now speaking of
the latter, seems to be still speaking
of the
former;
not that he grudges us the clear upprehension
of Scripture, as if we were eneroles, but that he deals with us as a physicJan,
g_ving us a wholesome exercise for our spirit.
And therefore
we ought to take this saymg,
"And I will bring you into your own land,"
and what he says "shortly afterwards,
as if
repeating
himself, "And ye shall dwell in the
land that I gave to your fathers, " not literally,
as if they referred to Israel after the flesh,
but spiritually,
as referring
to the spiritual
Israel.
For the Church,
without
spot or
wrinkle,
gathered
out of all nations,
and
destined to reign for ever with Ct_rlst, is itself
the land of the blessed, the land of the liwng;_
and we are to understand
that this was given
to the fathers when it was promised
to them
in the sure and _mmutable
purpose of God;
for what the fathers believed would be g_ven
in its own ttme was to them, on account of the
unchangeableness
of the promise and purpose, the same as if it were already given;
just as the apostle, writing to Timothy, speaks
of the grace which is given to the saints:
"Not according to our works, but according
to His own purpose
and grace, which was
given us in Christ Jesus before the world
began:
but is now made manifest by the uppearmg of our Saviour."*
He speaks of the
grace as given at a time when those to whom
it was to be given were not yet in existence;
because he looks upon that as having been
already done in the arrangement
and purpose
of God, which was to take place in its own
time, and he himself speaks of it as now made
manifest.
It is possible, however, that these
words may refer to the land of the age to
come, when there will be a new heaven and
a new earth, wherein the unrighteous
shall be
unable to dwell.
And so it is truly sam to
the righteous,
that the land itself is theirs, no
part of which will belong to the unrighteous;
because
it is the same as if it were itself
given, when it is firmly settled that it shall be
given.
u Tim. L 9, _o.

57I
FIFTH

RULE OF TICHONIU8.

5o. The fifth rule Tichonius
lays down is
one he designates
of hHes,na
rule by which
we can frequently
discover
or conjecture
quantities
of time which are not expressly
mentioned
in Scripture.
And he says that
thls rule applies in two ways: either to the
figure of speech called s)_ecdoche, or to legitimate numbers.
The figure synecdoche
either
puts the part for the whole, or the whole for
the part.
As, for example, in reference
to
tt)e time when, in the presence
of only three
of His disciples, our Lord was transfigured
on the mount, so that His face shone as the
sun, and His raiment was white as snow, one
evangehst
says that
this
event
occurred
,, after eight days," " while another says that
it occurred
" after six days." 3 Now both of
these statements
about the number of days
cannot be true, unless we suppose
that the
writer who says "after
eight days," counted
the latter part of the day on which Christ
uttered the prediction
and the first part of
the day on which he showed its fulfillment as
two whole days; while the writer who says
"after six days," counted only thewhole
untbr°ken days between these two.
This figure
o f speech, which puts the part for the whole,
I explains
also the great question
about the
i resurrection
of Christ.
For unless to the
latter part of the day on which He suffered
we join the prewous
night, and count it as a
whole day, and to the latter part of the mght
m which He arose we join the Lord's day
which was just dawning, and count it also e.
whole day, we cannot make out the three days
and three mghts during which He foretold
that He would be in the heart of the earth.*
5 I. In the next place, our author
calls
those numbers legitimate which Holy Scripture more highly favors, such as seven, or ten,
or twelve, or any of the other numbers which
the dihgent reader of Scripture
soon comes
to know.
Now numbers of this sort are often
)ut for time universal;
as, for example,
,, Seven times in the day do I praise Thee,"
means just the same as "His
praise shall
continually
be in my mouth."_
And their
force is exactly the same, either when multiplied by ten, as seventy and seven hundred
(whence the seventy years mentioned
in Jeremiah may be taken m a spiritual
sense for
the whole time during which the Church is a
sojourner among aliens); e or when multiplied
into themselves,
as ten into ten gives one
hundred,
and twelve into twelve gives one
hundred and forty-four, which last number is
2 Luke ix. 28.
3 Matt, xvit, T; Mark ix. 2.
5 Comp Ps. cxtx. z64 with xxxtv, u,

4 Matt. xil. 4o.
6 Jer. xxv. _z.
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used in the Apocalypse to signify the whole
body of the saints.'
Hence it appears that it
is not merely questions about times that are
to be settled by these numbers, but that their
significance is of much wider application, and
extends to many subjects.
That number in
the Apocalypse, for example, mentioned
above, has not reference to times, but to men.

tion by which the narrative reverts to what
had previously been passed over.
53- In the same book, again, when the
generations of the sons of Noah are recounted,
it is said: "These are the sons of Ham, after
their families, after their tongues, in their
countries, and in their nations."_
And,
again, when the sons of Shem are enumerated: "These are the sons of Shem, after
CHAP. 36.--THE SIXTHRULEOF TICHONIUS.
their famihes, after their tongues, in their
52. The sixth rule Tichonius calls the lands, after their nations."_
And it is added
recafigulagio_, which, with sufficient watchful-in
reference to them alh "These are the
mess, is discovered in difficult parts of Script- famihes of the sons of Noah, after their genure. For certain occurrences are so related
erations, in their nations; and by these were
that the narrative appears to be following the the nations dtvided in the earth after the
order of ttme, or the contmmty of events flood. And the whole earth was of one lanwhen it really goes back w_thout mentioning guage and of one speech.". _ Now the addiit to previous occurrences, which had been tlon of this sentence, "And the whole earth
passed over in their proper place. And we was of one language and of one speech,"
make mistakes if we do not understand this, seems to md_cate that at the time when the
from applying the rule here spoken of. For nations were scattered over the earth they
example, in the book of Genesis we read, had all one language in common; but this is
"And the Lord God planted a garden east- evidently inconslstentwiththe
previous words,
ward in Eden; and there He put the man in their families, after their tongues."
For
whom He had formed.
And out of the each family or nation could not be said to
ground made the Lord God to grow every have its own language if all had one language
tree that is pleasant to the sight, and good m common.
And so _t is byway of recapitufor food. ''" Now here it seems to be ind,- latlon it is added, "And the whole earth was
cated that the events last mentioned took of one language and of one speech," the marplace after God had formed man and put him ratlve here going back, without indicating the
in the garden; whereas the fact is, that the change, to tell how it was, that from having
two events having been briefly mentioned
one language in common, the nations were
viz., that God planted a garden, and there dlwded Into a multitude of tongues.
And,
put the man whom He had formed, the narra- accordingly, we are forthwith told of tbe
tire goes back, by way of recapitulation, to building of the tower, and of this pumshment
tell what had before been omitted, the way in being there laid upon them as the judgment
which the garden was planted: that out of the of God upon their arrogance; and it was after
ground God made to grow every tree that is this that they were scattered over the earth
pleasant to the sight, and good for food. according to their tongues.
Here there follows "The tree of hfe also was
54. This recapitulatton is found in a still
in the midst of the garden, and the tree of more obscure form; as, for example, our
knowledge of good and evil." Next the river Lord says m the gospel: " The same day that
is mentioned which watered the garden, and Lot went out of Sodom _t rained fire from
which was parted into four heads, the sources heaven, and destroyed them all. Even thus
of four streams; and all this has reference to shall It be xn the day when the Son of man is
the arrangements of the garden.
And when revealed. In that day, he which shall be upon
this is fimshed, there is a repetition of the the house-top, and hm stuff in the house, let
fact which had been already told, but which him not come down to take it away; and he
in the strict order of events came after all that is in the field, let him likewise not return
this: "And the Lord God took the man, and back. Remember Lot's wife."7
Is it when
put him into the garden of Eden." 3 For it our Lord shall have been revealed that men
was after all these other things were done that are to give heed to these sayings, and not to
man was put in the garden, as now appears look behind them, that is, not to long after
from the order of the narratire itself: it was the past life which they have renounced ? Is
not after man was put there that the other not the present rather the time to g_ve heed
things were done, as the previous statement to them, that when the Lord shall have been
might be thought to imply, did we not ac- revealed every man may receive his reward
curately mark and understand the recapituta- according to the things he has given heed to
t Rev.

vii. 4.

• Gea.

il. 8_ 9.

3 Gem. it. z5.

4 Gen.
6 Gem

x. _.
x. 32; xt. x.

5 Gen.
7 Luke

x. 3 t
xvh. 29-3_z.
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or despised ?
And yet because
Scripture
says, "In that day," the time of the revelation of the Lord will be thought the time for
giving
heed to these
sayings,
unless the
reader
be watchful
and intelligent
so as to
understand
the recapitulation,
in which he
wall be assisted
by that other passage of
Scrapture which even in the time of the apostles proclaimed:
" Little children,
_t ts the
last time. ''*
The very time then when the
gospel is preached,
up to the ume that the
Lord shall be revealed, is the day in which
men ought to give heed to these sayings:
for
to the same day, whach shall be brought to a
close by a day of judgment,
belongs that very
revelation of the Lord here spoken of. _

nations,"*
does not altogether
fitly apply to
the head himself.
For, although
the devil
sends his angels to all nations, yet it is his
body, not himself,
that is ground
down on
the earth, except that he himself is in his
body, which is beaten small like the dust which
the wind blows from the face of the earth.
56. Now all these rules, except
the one
about the promases and the law, make one
meaning to be understood
where another is
expressed,
which is the peculiarity of figurative diction; and this kind of dictmn, it seems
to me, is too widely spread to be comprehended in its full extent by any one.
For,
wherever one thing is said with the intention
that another
shouId be understood
we have a
figurative expression, even though the name
of the trope is not to be found in the art of
CHAP.
37.qTHE
SEVENTH
RULE
OF
TICHONIUS.
rhetoric.And when an expressionof this
55- The seventhruleof Tichoniusand the sortoccurs where it is customary to findit,
last, is about the devil and ]zis body. For he there is no trouble in understanding
it; when
is the head of the wicked, who are in a sense it occurs, however, where it _s not customary,
has body, and destined
to go-with
him into it costs labor to understand
it, from some
the punishment
of everlasting
fire, just as more, from some less, just as men have got
Christ is.the head of the Church, which is His more or less from God of the gifts of intellect,
body, destined to be with H_m an H_s eternal or as they have access to more or fewer exkingdom and glory.
Accordingly,
as the first ternal helps.
And, as in the case of proper
rule, which is called of the Zord and His body, words which I dascussed
above, and in which
directs us, when Scrapture speaks of one and things are to be understood
just as they are
the same person, to take pains to understand
expressed, so in the case of figurative words,
which part of the statement
apphes to the in which one thing is expressed and another
head and which to the body; so thts last rule is to be understood,
and which I have just
shows us that statements
are sometames made fimshed speaking
of as much as I thought
about the devil, whose truth is not so evadent enough,
students
of these venerable
docuin regard to himself as in regard to his body; meuts ought to be counselled
not only to
and his body is made up not only of those make themselves
acquainted
with the forms
who are manifestly
out of the way, but of of expression ordinarily used in Scripture, to
those also who, though they really belong to observe
them carefully,
and to remember
him, are for a time maxed up with the Church,
them accurately,
but also, what is especially
until they depart
from th_s life, or until the and before all things necessary,
to pray that
chaff is separated
from the wheat at the last they may understand
them,
For in these
great winnowing.
For example, what is stud very books on the study of which they are
in Isaiah, " How he is fallen from heaven,
intent, they read, "The
Lord giveth wisdom:
Lucifer, son of the morning ! "3 and the other out of His mouth cometh knowledge and un.
statements
of the context which, under the derstanding;"
5 and it xs from Him they have
figure of the king of Babylon, are made about received their very desire for knowledge, if it
the same person, are of course to be under- is wedded to piety.
But about signs, so far
stood of the devil; and yet the statement
as relates to words, I have now said enough.
which is made in the same place, " He is It remains to discuss, in the following book,
ground down on the earth, who sendeth to atl so far as God has given me light, the means
of communicating
our thoughts to others.
* * John ix. _8.
2Comp.
Rom. ii. 53Isa. x*v._2(LXX.).
"Howart
thou
Lucifer,
son of the morning 1"
(A. V.).

fallen

from he_ven,

0

4 ]sa. xiv *_ (LXX.).
wh,chd/dstweakenthenations:"
5 Prov. h. 6.

"_Iow

arzthoucut
(A.V.).
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i. THIS work of mine, which is entitled O_
Christia_ 29aetrdne, was at the commencement
divided into two parts.
For, after a preface,
in which I answered by anticipation
those who
were likely to take exception
to the work, I
said, "There
are two things on which all interpretation
of Scripture depends:
the mode
of ascertaining
the proper meaning, and the
mode of making known the meaning when it
• is ascertained.
I shall treat first of the mode
of ascertaining,
next of the mode of making

known, the meaning."
*
ready
said a great deal

As, then, I have alabout the mode of

ascertaining
the meaning,
and have given
three books to this one part of the subject, I
shall only say a few things about the mode
of making
known the meaning,
in order
if
possible to bring them all within the compass
of one book, and so finish the whole work in
four books.
2. In the first place, then, I wish by this
preamble
to put a stop to the expectations
of
readers who may think that I am about to lay
t xBookLc_p. _.
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down rulesof rhetoricsuch as I have learnt,
Iany one who cannot learnthisartqmckly can
and taught too,in the secularschools,and toInever thoroughly learn it at all.' Whether
warn them that they need not look for any lthisbe truc or not,why need we inquire?
such from me. Not thatI think such rulesiFor even ifthisartcan occasionally
be in the
of no use,but that whatever use theyhave isiend mastered by men of slowerintellect_
I do
to be learntelsewhere; and if any good man Inotthink itof so much importanceas to wish
should happen to have leisurefor learningmen who have arrivedat mature age to spend
them, he isnot to ask me toteachthem eithertlme in learningit. It is enough that boys
in thiswork or any other,
should giveattention
to it;and even of these,
not allwho areto be fittedfor usetulnessin
CHAP. 3.--IT IS LAWFUL FOR A CHRISTIAN the Church, but only those who are not yet
TEACHER
TO USE THE
ART
OF RHETORIC.
engaged
in any occupation
of more urgent
3. Now, the art of rhetoric being available
for the enforcing either of truth or falsehood,
who will dare to say that truth in the person
of its defenders is to take its stand unarmed
against falsehood ? For example, that those
who are trying to persuade men of what _s
false are to know how to introduce
their subject. so as to put the hearer into a friendly,
or attenuve,
or teachable
frame of mind,

necessity, or which ought evidently
to take
precedence of it.
For men of quick intellect
and glowing temperament
find it easier to become eloquent
by reading
and listening
to
eloquent speakers than by following rules for
eloquence.
And even outside
the canon,
which to our great advantage
is fixed in a
place of secure authority,
there is no want of
ecclesiastical
writings, in reading which a man
of ability will acquire a tinge of the eloquence
while
the truth
shall be
norant theof defenders
that art? ofThat
the former
are igto w_th whmh they are written, even though he
tell their
falsehoods
briefly,
clearly,
and does not _lrn. at this, but is solely intent on
plausibly, while the latter shall tell the truth the matters treated of; especially,
of course,
in such a way tnat it is tedious to listen to, if in addition he practise himself in writing,
hard to understand,
and, m fine, not easy to or dictating,
and at last also in speaking, the
believe it ? That the former are to oppose the opinions he has formed on grounds of piety
truth and defend falsehood with sophisucal
and faith.
If, however, such ability be wantarguments,
while the latter shall be unable rag, the rules of rhetoric are either not undereither to defend
what is true, or to refute stood, or if, after great labor has been spent
'
" ialse,
" " _ that
........ the tormer, Wnlle imp u - :n enforcing
them, . they. come
to be in some
wnat
is
,,
_
..
.
•rng the minds
"
unflerstooo,
mey prove ot no
of their" hearers with erro i_eous _small
I service measure
_
"
.........
for
even those
who have learnt
opinions,
are Dy _[lelr power oz speech to awe,
" .
.
.
•. . .
" to enliven,
"
with
to melt,
anti- to rouse t"h em, whlle ,lt/mm, ano WhO speak
.
.. ......tluency ano ele......
..
....
,lance
cannot
always
tfllnK
ot
them
wnen
the latter snail m oetence
ot tne trutn De l°,
'
, ....
,
. .....
_
........
_tnev are speaking
so as to speak m accordslugglsn,
somnolem.
with them, unless they are discussing"
such a foolanoas mgio,
to thinkann this
wisdom. ,. WhO
Since,_s ' ance
.............
......
""
""
f
r
the
rums
tnemse_ves.
Inaeed, 1 tlunk there
then, the _aculty ot e_oquence is avallaole
o
both sides, and is of very great service in the are scarcely any who can do both things-enforcing
either of wrong or right, why do that is, speak well, and, in order to do this,
not good men study to engage it on the s,de think of the rules of speaking while they are
of truth, when bad men use it to obtain the speaking.
For we must be careful that what
triumph of wicked and worthless causes, and we have got to say does not escape us whilst
to further injustice and error ?
we
saying it
according
the are
rulesthinking
of art. about
Nevertheless,
in the
speechesto
CHAP. 3.--THE PROPER ACE AND THE PROVER
MEANSFOR ACQUIRING RI-IETOmCAL SKILL.
4. But the theories and rules on this subject (to which, when you add a tongue thoroughly skilled by exercise and habit in the
use of many words and many ornaments
of
speech, you have what is called eloquence or
oralory) may be learnt apart from these writings of mine, if a suitable space of time be
set aside for the purpose at a fit and proper
age.
But only by those who can learn them
quickly; for the masters of Roman eloquence
themselves
did not shrink from saying that

of eloquent
men, we find rules of eloquence
carried out which the speakers did not think
of as aids to eloquence
at the time when they
were speaking, whether they had ever learnt
them, or whether they had never even met
with them.
For it is because they are eloquent that they exemplify these rules; it is
not that they use them in order to be eloquent.
5. And, therefore,
as infants cannot learn
to speak except by learning words and phrases
from those who do speak, why should not
.C,cerodeOr_tore, ffi.az;q_u_Ctil.Z_t.O_at.i.z,_.
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men become eloquent without being taught
any art of speech, simply by reading
and
learning the speeches of eloquent
men, and
bY imitating them as far as they can ? And
what do we find from the examples
themselves to be the case in this respect ? We
know numbers
who, without
acquaintance
with rhetorical
rules, are more eloquent than
many who have learnt these; but we know no
one who is eloquent without having read and
hstened to the speeches and debates
of eloquent men.
For even the art of grammar,
which teaches correctness
of speech, need not
be learnt by boys, if they have the advantage
of growing up and living among men who
speak correctly.
For without knowing the
names of any of the faults, they will, from
being accustomed
to correct speech, lay hold
upon whatever is faulty in the speech of any
one they listen to, and avold it; just as citybred men, even when illiterate,
seize upon
the faults of rustics,
CHAp,

4._THE

them with acuteness, elegance, and spirit, the
work that I am speaking of ought to be undertaken
by one who can argue and speak
with wisdom, if not with eloquence,
and with
profit to his hearers, even though he profit
them less than he would if he could speak
with eloquence
too.
But we must beware of
the man who abounds in eloquent
nonsense,
and so much the more if the hearer is pleased
with what is not worth listening to, and thinks
that because the speaker is eloquent what he
says must be true.
And this opinion is held
even by those who think that the art of rhetoric should be taught:
for they confess that
"though
wisdom wlthout eloquence is of httle
service to states, yet eloquence
without wisdom is frequently
a positive injury, and is of
service never." _ If, then, the men who teach
the principles of eloquence
have been forced
by truth to confess
this in the very books
which treat of eloquence,
though they were
ignorant of the true, that is, the heavenly wtsdora which comes down from the Father of
DUTY OF THE CHRISTIAN Lights, how much more ought _ve to feel it
TEACHER.
who are the sons and the ministers
of this

6. It is the duty, then, of the interpreter
and teacher of Holy Scripture,
the defender
of the true faith and the opponent
of error,
both to teach what is right and to refute what
is wrong, and in the performance
of this task
to conciliate
the hostile, to rouse the careless, and to tell the ignorant
both what is occurring at present and what is probable in the
future.
Butonce that his hearers are friendly,
attentive, and ready to learn, whether he haL'
found them so, or has himself made them so,
the remaining
objects are to be carried out in
whatever waythecaserequires.
If the hearers
need teaching,
the matter treated of must be
made fully known by means of narrative.
On
the other hand, to clear up points that are
doubtful requires
reasoning
and the exhibition of proofs.
If, however, the hearers require to be roused rather than instructed,
in
order that they may be diligent
to do what
they already know, and to bring their feelings
into harmony
with the truths
they admtt,
greater vigor of speech is needed.
Here entreaties and reproaches,
exhortations
and upbraidings, and all the other means of rousing
the emotions, are necessary.
7- And all the methods I have mentioned
are constantly
used by nearly every one in
cases where speech is the agency employed,

higher wisdom ! Now a man speaks with
more or less wlsdom just as he has made
more or less progress
in the knowledge of
Scripture,
I do not mean by reading
them
much and committing
them to memory, but
by understanding
them aright and carefully
searching into their meaning.
For there are
who read and yet neglect them; they read to
remember
the words, but are careless about
knowing the meaning.
It is plain we must
set far above these the men who are not so
retentive of the words, but see with the eyes
of the heart
into the heart
of Scripture.
Better than either of these, however, is the
man who, when he wishes, can repeat the
words, and at the same time correctly apprehends their meaning.
8. Now it is especially
necessary
for the
man who is bound
to speak wisely,
even
though he cannot speak eloquently,
to retain
m memory the words of Scripture.
For the
more he discerns
the poverty
of his own
speech,
the more he ought to draw on the
riches of Scripture,
so that what he says in
his own words he may prove by the words of
Scripture;
and he himself, though small and
weak in his own words, may gain strength
an'd power from the confirming
testimony
of
great men.
For his proof gives pleasure
when he cannot please by his mode of speech.
But if a man desire to speak not only with
CHAP, 5._WISDOM
OF MORE IMPORTANCETHAN wisdom, but with eloquence
also (and asELO_UKNCE TO THE CHRIST!ANTEACHER°
suredly he willprove of greater serviceif
But as some men employ these coarsely,
,inelegantly,
and frigidly,
while others use
• c'__e_,#_ z_°_,
_,_
_ z,
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he can do both), I would rather
send him
to read, and listen to, and exercise himself
in imitating,
eloquent
men, than advise him
to spend time with the teachers
of rhetoric; especially if the men he reads and listens
to are justly praised as having spoken, or as
being accustomed
to speak, not only with
eloquence,
but with wisdom also.
For eloquent speakers are heard with pleasure;
wise
speakers with profit.
And, therefore,
Scripture does not say that the multitude
of the
eloquent,
but "the
multitude
of the wise is
the welfare of the world." _ And as we must
often swallow wholesome
bitters, so we must
always avoid unwholesome
sweets.
But what
is better than wholesome
sweetness or sweet
wholesomeness
? For the sweeter we try to
make such things, the easier it is to make
their wholesomeness
serviceable.
And
so
there are writers of the Church who have expounded
the Holy Scriptures, not only w_th
wisdom, but with eloquence as well; and there
is not more time for the readlngof
these than
is sufficient for those who are studious and at
leisure to exhaust them.

but that it is of the same kind as that I do
understand.
The
very obscurity,
too, of
these divine and wholesome words was a neeessaryelement
in eloquence of a kind that was
designed
to profit our understandings,
not
only by the discovery of truth, but also by the
exercise of their powers.
lO. I could, however, if I had time, show
those men who cry up their own form of language as superior to that of our authors (not
because of its majesty, but because of its inration), that all those powers and beauties of
eloquence which they make their boast, are to
be found in the sacred writings which God in
His goodness has provided to mould our characters, and to guide us from this world of
wickedness to the blessed world above.
But
it is not the qualities
which these writers
have in common with the heathen orators and
poets ttmt give me such unspeakable
delight
in their eloquence;
I am more struck with
admiration
at the way in which, by an elo.
quence peculiarly their own, they so use this
eloquence of ours that it is not conspicuous
either by its presence
or its absence: for it
did not become them either to condemn it or
CHAP. 6._THE
SACRED WRITERS UNITE ELO- to make an ostentatious
display of it; and if
QUENCEWITH WISDOM.
they had shunned it, they would have done
9. Here,

perhaps,

some

one

inquires

the former;
if theyappeared
had made
they
might have
to it
be prominent,
doing the
whether the authors whose divinely-inspired
latter.
And in those passages
where the
writings constitute
the canon, which carries learned do note its presence,
the matters
with it a most wholesome
authority,
are to be Ispoken of are such, that the words in which
considered
wise only, or eloquent as well.
A
question which to me, and to those who think they are put seem not so much to be sought
with me, is very easily settled.
"For where I°ut by the speaker
as spontaneously
to sugI understand
these writers, it seems to me gest themselves;
as if wisdom were walking
not only that nothing can be wiser, but also out
its and
house,--that
the an
breast
of the
wise ofman,
eloquence, is, like
inseparable
that nothing can be more eloquent.
And I
venture toaffirm that all whotruly
understand
attendant,
followed
it without being called
for.*
what these writers say, perceive at the same
time that it could not have been properly said CHAP. 7.--EXAMPLES
OF TRUE ELOQUENCE
in any other way.
For as there is a kind of
DRAWN FROM THE EPISTLES OF PAUL AND
eloquence
that is more becoming, in youth,
THE PROPHECIESOF AMOS.
and a kind that is more becoming m old age,
and nothing can be called eloquence
if it be
li. For who would not see what the apostle meant to say, and how wisely he has said
there
is a kind
of eloquence
that
becoming
not
suitable
to the
personthe ofhighest
the isspeaker,
in men
who justly
claim
authority, so
and who are evidently inspired of God.
With
this eloquence
they spoke; no other would
have been suitable
for them; and this itself
would be unsuitable
in any other, for it is in
keeping with their character, while it mounts
a "
that of others/not
from emit-s tar above
t as it seems v to_
;nfl_tinn
hnt frnm .qalid rnerit_
"':'_';_''_"
....
IaIl Detow _ttaem,
understand
these
quence is then less

r
i
n 1tihoen_°l_w_ngkPTsang;" : t h,aWttgblO_Yat_n.
i 'ttr'fl_
i worketh patience;
and patience,
experience;
and experience,
hope: and hope maketh not
because the love of God is shed
i ashamed;
abroad in our hearts by the Holy Ghost which
is given unto us" ? a Now were any man unlearnedly learned (if I may use the expres.
t sion)
to contend t h at t h e apostle had .here

"_'-"-would not ,
wnere, --L---L'ver**owe
, _z do not
. ), followed the
. . rules of rhetoric,
laugh
writers, t hou g h their" elo - every Christian, learned or unlearned,
apparent, I have no doubt I _
"
"
_
"
:
r_
I r_m

z W-ll_d..t.i.

at4._

*

rerum,fundamauttv_
3Rom

v.

3° 5.
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at him ? And yet here we find the figure
which is called in Greek _l#a_
(climax,)
and by some in Latin gr_'a,
for they do
not care to call it scala (a ladder), when the
words and ideas have a connection of dependency the one upon the other, as we see here
that patience arises out of tribulation, experience out of patience, and hope out of experience. Another ornament, too, is found
here; for after certain statements finishe_ in
a single tone of voice, which we call clauses
and sections (membra et cesa), but the Greeks
xaSkt_and xd_t_ttr_'tr, ' there followsarounded
sentence (,_mbitus sire drcuHus) which the
p
Greeks call 7rtpzo$o_, the clauses of which
are suspended on the voice of the speaker till
the whole is completed by the last clause,
For of the statements which precede the period,
this is the first clause, " knowing that tribulation worketh patience;"
the second, "and
patience, experience;" the third, "and experience, hope."
Then the period which is
subjoined is completed in three clauses, of
which the first is, " and hope maketh not
ashamed;" the second, "because the love of
God is shed abroad in our hearts;" the third,
"by the Holy Ghost which is given unto
us."
But these and other matters of the
same kind axe taught in the art of elocution,
As then I do not affirm that the apostle was
guided by the rules of eloquence, so I do not
deny that his wisdom naturally produced, and
was accompanied by, eloquence,
x_. In the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, again, he refutes certain false apostles
who had gone out from the Jews, and had
been trying to injure his character; and being
compelled to speak of himself, though he
ascribes this as folly to himself, bow wisely
and how eloquently he speaks ! But wisdom
is his guide, eloquence his attendant;
he
follows the first, the second follows him, and
yet he does not spurn it when it comes after
him. "I say again," he says, " Let no man
think me a fool: if otherwise, yet as a fool
receive me, that I may boast myself a littte,
That which I speak, I speak it not after the
Lord, but as it were foolishly, in this confidenc¢ of boasting.
Seeing that many glory
after the flesh, I will glory also.
For ye
suffer fools gladly, seeing ye yourselves are
wise. For ye suffer, if a man bring you into
bondage, if a man devour you, if a man take
of you, if a man exalt himself, if a man smite
you on the face. I speak as concerning re'
;_
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proach, as though we had been weak. Howbeit, wheremsoever any is bold (I speak foolishly), I am bold also. Are they Hebrews ?
so am I. Are they Israelites ? so am I. Are
they the seed of Abraham ? so am I. Are
they ministers of Christ ? (I speak as a fool),
I am more: in labors more abundant, in stripes
above measure, in prisons more frequent, in
deaths oft. Of the Jews five times received
I forty stripes save one, thrice was I beaten
with rods, once was I stoned, thrice I suffered
shipwreck, a night and a day I have been in
the deep; in journeyings often, in perils of
waters, m perils of robbers, in perils by mine
own countrymen, m perils by the heathen, in
perils in the city, in perils in the wilderness,
in perils in the sea, in perils among false
brethren;
in weariness and painfulness, in
watchmgs often, in hunger and thirst, m fastings often, in cold and nakedness.
Besides
those things which are without, that which
cometh upon me daily, the care of all the
churches.
Who is weak, and I am not weak ?
who is offended, and I burn not ? If I must
needs glory, I will glory of the things which
concern my infirmities."3
The thoughtful
and attentive perceive how much wisdom
there is in these words. And even a man
sound asleep must notice what a stream of
eloquence flows through them.
13. Further still, the educated man observes
that those sections which the Greeks call
nd#_ta_'a, and the clauses and periods of
which I spoke a short time ago, being intermingled in the most beautiful variety, make
up the whole form and features (so to speak)
of that diction by which even the unlearned
are delighted and affected.
For, from the
place where I commenced to quote, the passage consists of periods: the first the smallest
possible, consisting of two members; for a
period cannot have less than two members,
though it may have more: "' I say again, let
no man think me a fool."
The next has
three members: " if otherwise, yet as a fool
receive me, that I may boast myself a little."
The third has four members: "That which
I speak, I speak it not after the Lord, but as
it were foolishly, in this confidence of boasting."
The fourth has two: "Seeing that
many glory after the flesh, I will glory also."
And the fifth has two: "For ye suffer gools
gladly, seeing ye yourselves axe wise."
The
[sixth again has two members: "for ye suffer,
if a man bring you into bondage."
Then
follow three sections (c_esa): "if a man devour
you, if a man take of you, if a man exalt
_,, _y.._,"himself."
Next three clauses (tt_mbra): if
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"' a man smite you on the face.
I speak as
concerning
reproach, as though we had been
weak."
Then is subjoined a period of three
members:
"Howbeit,
whereinsoever
any is
bold (I speak foolishly),
I am bold also."
After this, certain separate sections being
put in the interrogator,/form,
separate sections are also given as answers, three to three:
'" Are they Hebrews?
so am I. Are they
Israelites ? so am I.
Are they the seed of
Abraham ? so am I."
But a fourth section
being put likewise in the interrogatory form,
the answer is given not in another section
(ccesura) but in a clause (membrum):"
"Are
they the ministers
of Christ?
(I speak as a
fool.)
I am more."
Then
the next four
sections
are given continuously,
the interrogatory
form being
most elegantly
suppressed:
" in labors more abundant, in stripes
above measure,
in prisons more frequent, in
deaths
oft."
Next
is interposed
a short
period;
for, by a suspension of the voice, "of
the Jews five times" is to be marked off as
constituting
one member, to whmh is joined
the second,
"received
I forty stripes save
one."
Then he returns to sections, and three
are set down: " Thricewas I beatenwith
rods,
once was I stoned,
thrice I suffered ship-

briefly the danger he had been in, and the
way he escaped it.
x4. It would be tedious to pursue the matter further, or to point out the same facts in
regard to other passages of Holy Scripture.
Suppose I had taken the further trouble, at
least in regard to the passages I have quoted
from the apostle's writings, to point out figures of speech which are taught in the art of
rhetoric ? Is it not more likely that serious
men would think I had gone too far, than that
any of the studious would think I had done
enough ? All these things when taught by
masters
are reckoned
of great value; great
prices are paid for them, and the vendors
puff them magniloquently.
And I fear lest I
too should smack of that puffer,,, while thus
descanting on matters of this kind.
It was
necessary, however, to reply to the ill-taught
men who think our authors contemptible;
not
because they do not possess, but because they
do not display,
the eloquence
which these
men value so highly.
x 5. But perhaps some one is thinking that
I have selected the Apostle Paul because he
is our great
orator.
For when he says,
"Though
I be rude in speech,
yet not in
knowledge, 2 he seems to speak as if granting

wreck."
Nextbeen
comes
a clause:
night fourand
a day I have
in the
deep." " aNext
teen sections burst forth with a vehemence
which ]s most appropriate:
"In
journeymgs
often, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers
m perils by mine own countrymen,
in pertls
by the heathen, in perils in the city, in perils
in the wilderness, in perils in the sea, in perils
among false brethren,
in weariness and parefulness,
in watchings
otten, in hunger
and
thirst, in fastings often, m cold and nakedhess."
After this comes in a period of three
members:
" Besides those things which are
without, that which cometh upon me daily,
the care of all the churches."
And to this
he adds two clauses in a tone of inqmry:
" Who is weak, and I am not weak ? who is
offended, and I burn not ?"
In fine, this
whole passage, as if panting for breath, winds
up with a period of two members:
" If I must
needs glory, I will glory of the things whmh
concern
mine infirmities."
And I cannot
sufficiently express how beautiful and delightful it is when after this outburst he rests himself, and gives the hearer rest, by interposing
a slight narrative.
For he goes on to say:
,, "The
God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ, which is blessed for evermore, knoweth that I lie not."
And then he tells, very

iso
to his detractors,
thatmuch
he recogmzed
its truth. not Ifashe confessing
had said,
I " I am indeed rude in speech, but not in knowle d ge, " we could not m any way have put an[other meaning upon it
He did not hesitate
plainly to assert his knowledge, because without it he could not have been the teacher of
the Gentiles.
And certainly if we bring forward anything of his as a model of eloquence,
we take it from those epistles which even his
very detractors,
who thought
his bodily presence weak and his speech contemptible,
confessed to be weighty and powerful:
I see, then, that I must say something
about the eloquence
of the prophets
also,
where many things
are concealed
under a
metaphorical
style, which the more completely
they seem buried under figuresof speech, give
the greater pleasure when brought
to light.
In this place, however, it is my duty to select
a passage of such a kind that I shall not be
compelled to explain the matter, but only to
commend the style.
And I shall do so, quottng principally from the book of that proph_
who says that he was a shepherd
or herds.
man, and was called by God from that occupation, and sent to prophesy to the people of
God.* I shall not, however, follow the Sep.
tuagint translators,
who, being themselves
under the guidance of the Holy Spirit in their

_t The only apparent
difference
between
m_ey_/_.um a_d
iS_ that the former is the longer of the two.
It is impossible
press the diH_
in English.

cw_vu_v
to ex= 2 Cot, xL 6,
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•_a'amfl_ion_ seem to have altered some pa_ Gath of the Philistines,
and to all the best
sages with the view of directing the reader's
kingdoms
of these: is their border greater
_tention
more p_rticularly to the investigathan your border ?" At the same time also
tion of the spiritual sense; (and hence some that these things are spoken of, the style is
p_mges
are more obscure, because more figu- adorned with names of places as with lamps,
retire, in their translation;)
but I shall follow such as '" Zion," "Sa_maria,'" "Calneh,""
Hathe translation
made from the Hebrew into math the great," and "Gath
of the PhitisLatin by the presbyter Jerome, a man thor- tines."
Then
the words joined
to, these
oughly acquainted with both tongues,
places are most appropriately
varied:
ye are
16. When, then, this rustic, or Cup,tam
at ease,"
"ye
trust,"
"pass
on, .... go,"
rustic prophet, was denouncing
the godless, I" descend."
the proud, the luxurious, and therefore
the
i8. And then the future captivity under an
most neglectful
of brotherly
love, he called oppressive
king is announced
as approaching,
aloud, saying: "Woe to you who are at ease when it is added: "Ye
that are set apart for
in Zion, and trust in the mountain of Sama-! the day of evil, and come near to the seat of
ria, who are heads and chiefs of the people, oppression."
Then are subjoined
the evils
entering with pomp into the house of Israel ! of luxury: " ye that lie upon beds of ivory,
Pass ye unto Calneh,
and see;
and from and stretch yourselves upon couches;
that eat
thence go ye to Hamath
the great; then go the lamb from the flock, and the calves out
down to Gath of the Philistines,
and to all of the midst of the herd."
These slx clauses
the best kingdoms
of these: is their border form three periods of two members each.
For
greater than your border?
Ye that are set he does not say:
Ye who are set apart for
apart for the day of evil, and that come near the day of evil, who come near to the seat of
to the seat of oppression;
that lie upon beds oppression, who sleep upon beds of ivory, who
of ivory, and stretch yourselves upon couches;
stretch yourselves upon couches, who eat the
that eat the lamb of the flock, and the calves lamb from the flock, and calves out of the
out of the mtdst of the herd; that chant to the herd."
If he had so expressed
it, this would
sound of the viol.
They thought
that they have had its beauty:
six separate clauses runhad instruments
of music like David; drinkning on, the same pronoun
being repeated
ing wine in bowls, and anointing
themselves
each time, and each clause finished by a sinwith the costliest ointment:
and they were not gle effort of the speaker's
voice. But it is more
grieved for the affliction of J.oseph. ''x
Sup- beautiful
as it is, the clauses being joined
pose those men who, assummg to be them- in pairs under the same pronoun, and formselves
learned
and eloquent,
despise
our ing three sentences, one referring to the prophprophets as untaught and unskillfulof
speech,
ecy of the captivity:
"Ye that are set apart
had been obliged to deliver a message
like for the day of evil, and come near the seat of
this, and to men such as these, would they oppression;"
the second to lasciviousness:
have chosen to express themselves
in any re- "ye that lie upon beds of ivory, and stretch
spect differently--those
of them,
at least, yourselves upon couches;"
the third to glutwho would have shrunk from raving like mad- tony: "who eat the lamb from the flock, and
men ?
the calves out of the midst of the herd."
So
i 7. For what is there that sober ears could that it is at the discretion
of the speaker
wish changed in this speech ? In the first whether he finish each clause separately
and
place, the invective
itself; with what vehe- make six altogether,
or whether he suspend his
mence it throws itself upon the drowsy senses voice at the first, the third, and the fifth, and
to startle
them into wakefulness:
"Woe
to by joining the second to the first, the fourth
you who are at ease in Zion, and trust in the to the third, and the sixth to the fifth, make
mountains
of Samaria, who are heads and three most elegant periods of two members
chiefs of the people, entering with pomp into each: one describing
the imminent
catastrothe house of Israel ! " Next, that he may phe; another,
the lascivious
couch; and the
use the favors of God, who has bestowed upon third, the luxurious table.
them ample territory, to showtheiringratitude
19. Next he reproaches
them
with their
in trusting to the mountain of Samaria, where luxury in seeking
pleasure for the sense of
idols were worshipped:
"Pass
ye unto Cal- hearing.
And here, when he had said, "Ye
aeh," he sa_ys, "and see; and from thence
who chant to the sound of the viol," seeing
go ye to Hamath the great; then go down to that wise men may practise music wisely, he,
with wonderful skillof speech, checks the flow
of his invective, and not now speaking to, but
• Amol v_ x-_ _
m
glveus__ whie.hls_ _
and to show us that we must
differs
, distinguish
the music of the wise from the

of,t se men,
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music of the voluptuary,
he does not say, CHAp. 8._THE
OBSCURITYOF THE SA_
"' Ye who chant to the sound of the viol, and
WRITERS, THOUGK COMPA_rlBLEWITH ELOthink that ye have instruments
of music like
QUENCE,
HOTTO BE IMITATED BY CHPASTL&H
David;"
but he first addresses to themselves
TEACHERS.
what it is right the voluptuaries
should hear,
"' Ye who chant to the sound of the viol;
and
then, turning to others, he intimates.
.
that,,these
men have not even skill m their art:
they
thought that they had instruments
of music
like David;
drinking
wine in bowls, and
anointing
themselves
with the costliest omtment."
These three clauses are best pronounced when the voice is suspended on the
first two members
of the period, and comes
to a pause on the third,
20. But now as to the sentence which follows all these: "and
they were not grieved
for the afflictmn of Joseph."
Whether this
be pronounced
continuously
as one clause, or
whether
with more elegance
we hold the
words, "and
they were not grieved,"
suspended on the voice, and then add, "for the
affliction of Joseph,"
so as to make a period
<)f two members;
in any case, it is a touch of
marvellous beautynot
to say, "and they were
not grieved for the affliction of their brother;"
but to put Joseph
for brother, so as to indi_ate brothers in general by the proper name
of him who stands out illustrious from among
his brethren, both in regard to the injuries he
suffered and the good return he made.
And,
indeed, I do not know whether this figure of
speeah, by which Joseph is put for brothers
in general, is one of those laid down in that
art which I learnt and used to teach.
But
how beautiful it _s, and how it comes home to
the
reader,
it is feel
useless
to tell any
<)ne intelligent
who does not
himself
it.
2L And a number of other pomts bearing
<m t.he laws of eloquence
could be found in
this passage which I have chosen as an example.
But an intelligent
reader will not be so
much instructed
by carefully analysing
it as
kindled by reciting it with spirit.
Nor was _t
composed by man's art and care, but it flowed
forth in wisdom and eloquence
from the Divine mind; wisdom not aiming at eloquence,
yet eloquence
not shrinking
from wisdom,
For if, as certain very eloquent and acute men
have perceived
and said, the rules which are
laid down in the art of oratory could not have
been observed,
and noted, and reduced
to
system, if they had not first had their birth in
the genius of orators, is it wonderful that they
should be found in the messengers
of Him
: who i_ the author of all genius ? Therefore
tet us acknowledge
that the canonical writers
are not only wise but eloquent
also, with an
eloquence
suited to a character and position
like theirs,

a2. But although I take some examples of
eloquence from those writings of theirs which
there is no difficulty in understanding,
we are
not by any means to suppose
that it is our
duty to imitate them in those passages where,
with a view to exercise and train the minds of
their readers, and to break in upon the satiety
and stimulate the zeal of those who are will.
mg to learn, and with a view also to throw a
veil over the minds of the godless either that
they may be converted
to ptety or shut out
from a knowledge of the mysterms, from one
or other of these reasons they have expressed
themselves with a useful and wholesome
ohscurity.
They have indeed expressed themselves in such a way that those who in after
ages understood
and explained
them aright
have in the Church of God obtained
an esteem, not indeed equal to that withwhich they
are themselves
regarded,
but coming next to
_t. The expositors
of these writers, then,
ought not to express
themselves
in the same
way, as if putting forward their expositions
as
of the same authority;
but they ought in all
their deliverances
to make it their first and
chief aim to be understood,
using as far as
pogsible such clearness of speech that either
he will be very dull who does not understand
them, or that if what they say should not be
very easily or quick!y understood,
the reason
will lie not in their manner of expression, but
in the difficulty and subtitty of the matter
they are trying to explain.
CHAP. 9._HOW, AND WITH WHOM, DIFFICULT
PASSAGESARE TO BE DI_K._USSED.
23. For there are some passages which are
not understood
in their proper force, or are
understood
with great difficulty, at whatever
tength, however clearly, or with whatever eloquence the speaker may expound
them; and
these should never be brought
before the
people at all, or only on rare occasions when
there is some urgent reason.
In books, how*
ever, which are written in such a style that, if _
understood,
they, so to speak, draw their own
readers, and if not understood,
give no troubie_
to those who do not care to read them. and
in private conversations,
we must not shrink
from the duty of bringing the truth which
ourselves have reached within the compretm_
sion of others, however difficult it may be to "
understand it, and Whatever labor in the way
of argument it may cost us. Only two cot_
ditions are to be insisted upon, that our he__er

_
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Or omrtpanion should have an earnest desire
to learn the truth, and should have capacity
of mind to receive it tp whatever form it may
be communicated,
the teacher not being so
anxious about the eloquence
as about the
clearness of his teaching,

with several, but much more in the case of
speech delivered in public: for in conversation any one has the power of asking a question; but when aU are silent that one may be
heard, and all faces are turned attentively
upon him, it is neither customary
nor decorous for a person to ask a question about
_.
XO.--THE NECESSITY tog PERSPICUITY what he does not understand;
and on this
OF STYLE.
account the speaker ought to be especqally
24. Now a strong desire for clearness some- careful to give assistance to those who cannot
times leads to neglect of the more polished
ask it.
Now a crowd anxious for instruction
forms of speech, and indifference about what generally shows by its movements if it undersounds well, compared with what clearly ex- stands what is said; and until some indication
presses and conveys the meaning
intended,
of this sort be given, the subject discussed
Whence a certain author, when dealing with ought to be turned over and over, and put in
speech of this kind, says that there is in it every shape and form and variety
of ex"a kind of careful negligence."
x Yet while pression, a thing which cannot be done by
taking away ornament,
it does not bring in men who are repeating
words prepared
be•_ulgarity of speech;
though
good teachers
forehand
and committed
to memory.
As
have, or ought to have, so great an anxiety
soon, however, as the speaker has ascertained
about teaching that they will employ a word that what he says is understood,
he ought
which cannot be made pure Latin without either to bring hls address to a close, or pass
becoming
obscure or ambiguous,
but which on to another
point.
For if a man gives
when used according
to the vulgar idiom is pleasure
when he throws light upon points
neither ambiguous
nor obscure)
not m the on wbmh people wish for instruction,
he beway the learned, but rather in the way the comes wearisome
when he dwells at length
unlearned
employ it. For if our translators
upon things that are already well known, esdid not shrink from saying, "2Van congregabo pecially when men's expectation
was fixed on
canvena'cula earum de sanguinibus,"
_ because
having the difficulties of the passage removed.
they felt that it was important
for the sense For even things that are very well known are
to put a word here in the plural which in Latin told for the sake of the pleasure they give, if
is only used in the singular;
why should a the attention
be directed
not to the things
teacher of godhness who ts addressing
an un- themselves,
but to the way in which they are
learned audience shrink from using ossum m- told.
Nay, even when the style itself is alstead of as, if he fear that the latter might be ready well known, if it be pleasing
to the
taken not as the singular of assa, but as the hearers, It is almost a matter of indifference
singular of ara, seeing that African ears haw whether he who speaks be a speaker
or a
no quick perception of the shortness or length reader.
For things that are gracefully written
of vowels ? And what advantage
is there in are often not only read with delight by those
purity of speech which does not lead to un- who are making their first acquaintance
with
derstanding
in the hearer, seeing that there them, but re-read with delight by those _vho
is no use at all in speaking, if they do not have already made acquaintance
with them,
understand
us for whose sake we speak ? He, and have not yet forgotten them;
nay, both
therefore,
who teaches will avoid all words these classes will derive pleasure
even from
that do not teach; and if instead of them he hearing another
man repeat them.
And if a
can find words which are at once pure and in-man
has forgotten
anything,
when he is retelligibte,
he will take these by preference;
minded of it he is taught.
But I am not now
If, however, he cannot, either because there treating
of the mode of giving pleasure.
I
are no such words, or because they do not at am speaking
of the mode in which men who
the time occur to him, he will use words that l desire to learn ought to be taught.
And the
are not quite pure, if only the substance
of best mode is that which secures that he who
his thought be conveyed and apprehended
in hears shall hear the truth, and that what he
its integrity,
hears he shall understand.
And when this
2 5. And this must be insisted on as neces- point has been reached, no further labor need
retry to our being understood,
not only in be spent on the truth itself, as if it requtred
conversations,
whether with one person or further explanation;
but perhaps some t_ouble
•_ ..........
may be taken to enforce tt so as to brtng it
.
*c_=_,ar_._3:
"'O=_,,t,,,_a_,,_,uai_,_aa ,a dlzi- home to the heart.
If it appear right to do
-,

":_"_
. :_

t_t_tla¢

_C_

.a_mmSle
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thelr

_merabli_

demk-_a_

o[ blood.

P_. xvi.

4.

ot b_ct win I _t o_*r," this,
it ought
to be done
so moderately
to lead
to weariness
and impatience.

as m_t
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CHAP. I I .--THE CHRISTIAN TEACHER MUST if yOU speak with sweetness and elegance, so
SPEAKCLEARLY,BUT NOT INELEGANTLY.
he is persuaded if he be drawn by your promises, and awed by your threats;
if he reject
26. For teaching, of course, true eloquence
what you condemn, and embrace what you
consists, not in making people like what they commend; if he grieve when you heap up obdisliked, nor in making them do what they iects for grief, and rejoice when you point
shrank from, but in making clear what was out an object for joy; if he pity those whom
obscure;
yet if this be done without grace of _ou present to him as objects of pity, and
style, the benefit does not extend beyond the shrink from those whom you set before him
few eager students who are anxious to know as men to be feared and shunned.
I need
whatever is to be learnt, however rude and not go over all the other things that can be
unpolished
the form in which it is put; and done by powerful
eloquence
to move the
who, when they have succeeded
in their ob- minds of the hearers, not telling them what
jeer, find the plain truth pleasant food enough,
they ought to do, but urging them to do what
And It is one of the distinctive
features of they already know ought to be done.
good intellects
not to love words, but the
28. If, however, they do not yet know this,
truth in words.
For of what service is a they must of course be instructed
before
golden key, if it cannot open what we want it _they can be moved.
And perhaps the mere
to open ? Or what objection
is there to a knowledge of their duty will have such an
wooden one if it can, seeing that to open effect that there will be no need to move them
what is shut is all we want ? But as there is with greater
strength
of eloquence.
Yet
a certain analogy between learning
and eat- when this is needful, it ought to be done.
ing, the very food without which it is impossi.
And it is needful when people, knowing what
ble to live must be flavored to meet the tastes they ought tb do, do it not.
Therefore,
to
of the majority,
teach is a necessity.
For what men know, it
is in their own hands either to do or not to
CHAP.
I2._THE
AIM
OF THE
ORATOR,
ACCORDdo.
But
who would say that it is their duty
ING
TO CICERO,
IS TO TEACH,
TO DELIGHT,
to do what they do not know?
On the same
AND
TO MOVE.
OF THESE,
TEACHING
IS THE
principle, to persuade is not a necessity:
for
MOSTESSENTIAL.
it tS not always called for; as, for example,
when the hearer yields his assent to one who
27. Acccordingly
a great orator has truly simply teaches or gives pleasure.
For this
said that "an eloquent man must speak so as reason also to persuade is a triumph, because
to teach,
to delight,
and to persuade "_ it is possible that a man may be taught and
Then he adds:
"To teach is a necessity, to delighted, and yet not give his consent.
And
delight
is a beauty, to persuade
is a tri- what will be the use of gaining the first two
umph." _ Now of these three, the one first ends if we fail in the third ? Neither is it a
mentioned,
the teaching,
which is a matter necessity to give pleasure;
for when, in the
of necessity,
depends on what we say; the course of an address,
the truth is clearly
other two on the way we say it.
He, then, pointed
out (and this is the true funcdon of
who speaks with the purpose
of teaching
teaching),
it is not the fact, nor is it the inshould not suppose that he has said what he tention, that the style of speech should make
has to say as long as he is not understood;
the truth pleasing, or that the style should of
for although
what he has said be intelligible
itself give pleasure;
but the truth itself, when
to himself, it is not said at all to the man who exhibited in its naked simplicity, gives pleasdoes not understand
it. If, however, he is ure, because it is the truth.
And hence even
understood,
he has said his say, whatever
falsities are frequently a source of pleasure
may have been his manner of saying it.
But when they are brought to light and exposed.
if he wishes to delight or persuade his hearer It is not, of course, their falsity that gives
as well, he will not accomplish
that end by pleasure;
but as it is true that they are
putting his thought in any shape no matter
the speech which shows this to be true gives
what, but for that purpose the style of speak- pleasure.
ing is a matter of importance.
And as the
hearer must be pleased in order to secure his
attention,
so he must be persuaded
in order CHAP. X3._Tm_
HEARER mUST BE MOVgD AS
to move him to action.
And as he is pleased
WELL AS INSTRUCTED.
29. But for the sake of those who are so
t C_
Orator. at. "Est iKit*r elag,es, qui ira dicer, ut fastidious
that they do not care for truth uli./
.l_7_'_t_l'e_te-t,u:tfltctat." Notquotedaccurately
byAagus- less it is put in the form of a pleasing disd
,,,p_,_ ....... _ati, _; d_z,a.... ,_ta,,.
fl_t_e, course, no small place has been asslgl/ed 'in
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eloqueaceto
the art of pleasing.
And yet prophet, and that God's people should love
even this is not enough for those stubborn- to have it so. God forbid, I say, that with
minded men who both ,understand and are us there should be such terrible madness!
pleased with the teacher s discourse, without For what shall we do in the end thereof ?
any profit from it.
For what does And assuredly it is preferable, even though
it p_ollt a man that he both confesses
the what is said should be less intelligible,
less
and praises the eloquence, if he does pleasing, and less persuasive, that truth be
not yield his consent, when it is only for the spoken, and that what is just, not what is insake of securing his consent that the speaker iquitous,
be listened to with pleasure.
But
in urging the truth gives careful attention to this, of course, cannot be, unless what is true.
what he says ? If the truths taught are such and just be expressed with elegance.
that to believe or to know them is enough, to
3L In a serious assembly, moreover, such
give one's assent implies nothing more than as is spoken of when it is said, " I will praise
to confess
that they are true.
When, how-Thee
among much people," 4 no pleasure
is
ever, the truth taught is one that must be derived from that species of eloquence which
carried into practice, and that is taught
for indeed says nothing that is false, but which
the very purpose of being practised,
it is use- buries small and unimportant
truths under a
less to be persuaded
of the truth of what is frothy mass of ornamental
words, such as
said, it is useless to be pleased with the man- would not be graceful
or dignified
even if
net in which it is said, if it be not so learut as used to adorn great and fundamental
truths.
to be practised.
The eloquent
divine, then, And something
of this sort occurs in a letter
when he is urging a practical truth, must not of the blessed Cyprian, which, I think, came
only teach
so as to give instruction,
and there by accident, or else was inserted
deplease so as to keep up the attention,
but he signedly
with this view, that posterity might
must also sway the mind so as to subdue the see how the wholesome discipline of Christian
will.
For if a man be not moved by the force teaching had cured him of that redundancy
of truth, though it is demonstrated
to his own of language, and confined him to a more digconfession,
and clothed in beauty of style, nified and modest form of eloquence,
such as
nothing
remains but to subdue
him by the we find in his subsequent
letters,
a style
power of eloquence,
which is admired
without
effort, is sought
after with eagerness, but is not attained w_thCH,_. X4.--B_.AUTV OF DICTIOS TO BE IS KEEP- out great d_fficulty.
He says, then, m one
ING WITH THE MATTER.
31ace," Let us seek this abode: the neighboring solitudes afford a retreat where, whilst the
3 ° . And so much labor has been spent by spreading shoots of the vine trees, pendulous
men on the beauty of expression
here spoken
and intertwined,
creep amongst the supportof, that not only is it not our duty to do, but
it is our duty to shun and abhor, many and ing reeds, the leafy covering has made a porheinous
deeds of wickedness
and baseness
tico of vine."5
There is wonderful
fluency
which wicked and base men have with great and exuberance
of language
here; but it is
too
florid to be pleasing to serious minds.
eloquence
recommended,
not with a view tO Bu t people who are fond of this style are apt
galmug
assent, but merely for the sake of
. being read with pleasure.
But may God to think that men who do not use it, but emavert from His Church
what the prophet
ploy a more
style,8onot sobecause
because their
they
cannot
attainchastened
the former,
Jeremiah says of the synagogue of the Jews: judgment
teaches them to avoid it.
Where"A wonderful and horrible thing is committed
fore this holy man shows both that he can
in the ]and: the prophets
prophesy
falsely, speak in that style, for he has done so once,
and the priests
applaud
them with their and that he does not choose, for he never
hands; • and my people love to have it so:
and what will ye do in the end thereof ?" • 0 uses it again.
eloquence,
which is the more terrible
from
CHAP.
I_._THE
CHRISTIAN
TEACHER
SHOULD
its purity, and the more crushing
from its
solidity!
Assuredly
it is "a hammer that
PRAYBEFOREPREACHING.
breaketh the rock in pieces."
For to this
3_. And so our Christian orator, while he
God Himself has by the same prophet com- says what is just, and holy, and good (and he
pa_ed His own word spoken through His holy ought never to say anything else), does all
. prophets.s
God forbid, then, God forbid that he can to be heard with intelligence,
with
with us the priest should applaud the false pleasure, and with obedience;
and he need
not doubt that if he succeed in this ob_ct,
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and so far as he succeeds, he will succeed more
by piety in prayer than by gifts of oratory;
and so he ought to pray for himself, and
for those he is about to address, before he
attempts to speak.
And when the hour is
come that he must speak, he ought, before
he opens his mouth) to lift up his thirsty soul
to God, to drink in what he is about to pour
forth, and to be himself filled with what he is
about to distribute.
For, as in regard to
every matter of faith and love there are many
things that may be said, and many ways of
saying them, who knows what it is expedient
at a given moment for us to say, or to be
heard
saying,
except God who knows the
hearts of all? And who can make us say
what we ought, and in the way we ought, except Him in whose hand both we and our
speeches are ? Accordingly,
he who is anxious both to know and to teach should learn
all that is to be taught, and acquire such a
faculty of speech as is suitable for a dtvine,
But when the hour for speech arrives, let him
reflect upon that saying of our Lord's,
as
better suited to the wants of a pious mind:
"Take
no thought
how or what ye shall
speak;
for it shall be given you in that same
hour what ye shall speak.
For it is not ye
that speak, but the Spirit of your Father
which speaketh
in you." _ The Holy Sptrit,
then, speaks thus in those who for Christ's
sake are delivered
to the persecutors;
why
not also in those who deliver Christ's
ruessage to those who are willing to learn ?

tle: "Hold
fast the form of sound words,
which thou hast heard of me ?" s And is he
not there told: "Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth
not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word
of truthN '6
And
in the
same
place:
"Preach the word; be instant in season, out
of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort, with all
long-suffering
and doctrine. ''T And so in
the Epistle to Titus, does he not say that a
bishop ought to "hold fast the faithful word
as he hath been taught, that he may be able
by sound doctrine both to exhort and to convince the gainsayers ?" 8 There, too, he says:
"But
speak thou the things which become
sound doctrine:
that the aged men be sober,"
and so on. 9 And there, too: "These
things
speak, and exhort, and rebuke with all authority.
Let no man despise
thee.
Put
them in mind to be subject to principalities
and powers," _oand so on. What then are we
to think ? Does the apostle in any way contradict himself, when, though
he says that
men are made teachers by the operation
of
the Holy Spirit, he yet himself
gives' them
directions
how and what they should teach?
Or are we to understand,
that though the
duty of men to teach even the teachers does
not cease when the Holy Spirit is given, yet
that neither is he who planteth anything,
nor
he who watereth,
but God who giveth the increase? _" Wherefore though holy men be our
helpers, or even holy angels assist us, no one
learns aright the things that pertain to life
with God, until God makes him ready to learn
from Himself, that God who is thus addressed

CHAP. I6.--HUMAN
DIRECTIONS NOT TO BE
DESPISED,
THOUGH GOD MAKES THE TRUE
TEACHER.
33. Now if any one says that we need not
direct men how or what they should teach,
since the Holy Spirit makes them teachers,
he may as well say that we need not pray,
since our Lord says, "Your
Father knoweth
what things ye have need of.before
ye ask
Him;""
or that the Apostle Paul should not
have given directions
to Timothy and Titus
as to how or what they should teach others,
And these three apostolic
epistles ought to
be constantly
before the eyes of every one
who has obtained the position of a teacher in
the Church.
In the First Epistle to Timothy
do we not read: "These
things command
and teach ?-3
What these things are, has
been told previously.
Do we not read there:
"Rebuke
not an elder, but entreat him as a
father ? "* Is it not said in the Second Epis-

in the psalm: " Teach me to do Thywilt;
for
Thou art myGod. ''=
And sothe same apostle says to Timothy
himself,
speaking,
of
course, as teacher to disciple: "But continue
thou in the things which thou hast learned,
and hast been assured of, knowing of whom
thou hast learned them." *_ For as the medicines which men apply to the bodies of their
fellow-men are of no avail except God gives
them virtue (who can heal without their aid_
though they cannot without His), and yet
they are applied;
and if it be done from a
sense of duty, it is esteemed a work of mere"/
or benevolence;
so the aids of teaching, al_
plied through the instrumentality
of man, are
of advantage to the soul only when God works
to make them of advantage,
who could giv_
the gospel to man even without the help Or
agency of men.

t Matt. z. z9, 2o.
3 x Tim. iv. xx.

s Matt. vi. 8.
4 x Tim. v. x,

s 2 Tim. i. t3.
2 Tim. iv. 2.
9 Ttt ii..t._ _.
tt x Cot. iii. 7o • Tim- iii. x4-

6 _ Tim.
ii. t$,
s Tit. i. 9.
to Ttt. iL z_, _
t= PL eahll,

t

t.

to_
_"-_

_
_
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DIVISION OF THE VARI- and where also the thing to be guarded
STYES O_ SPEECH.
against is eternal ruin, everything
that we
say is important;
so much so, that even what
34- He then who, in speaking, aims at en- the preacher says about pecuniary matt_s,
forcing what is good, should not despise any whether it have reference
to loss or gum,
of those three objects, either to teach, or to whether the amount be great or small, should
give pleasure, or to move, and should pray no t seem unimportant.
For justice is never
and strive, as we have said above, to be heard unimportant,
and justice ought assuredly to
with intelligence,
with pleasure,
and with be observed, even in small affairs of money,
ready compliance.
And when he does this as our Lord says: "He that is faithful in that
with elegance and propriety, he may justly be which is least, is faithful also in much.""
called eloquent, even though he do not carry That which is least, then, is very little; but
with him the assent of his hearer.
For it is to be faithful in that which is least is great.
these three ends, viz., teaching, giving pleas- For as the nature of the circle, viz., that all
ure, and moving,
that the great master of lines drawn from the centre to the circumferRoman eloquence
himself seems to have in- ence are equal, is the same in a great disk
tended
that the following
three directions
that it is in the smallest coin; so the greatshould subserve:
"He,
then, shall be elo- hess of justice
is in no degree lessened,
quent, who can say little things in a subdued though the matters to which justice is applied
style, moderate things in a temperate style, be small.
and great things in a majestic style: " z as if
36. And when the apostle spoke about trials
he had taken in also the three ends mentioned
in regard to secular affairs (and what were
above, and had embraced
the whole ill one these
but matters
of money?),
he says:
sentence thus: "He,
then, shall be eloquent,
,, Dare any of you, having a matter against
who can say little things in a subdued style, another, go to law before the unjust, and not
in order to give instruction,
moderate things before the samts ? Do ye not know that the
in a temperate
style, in order to give pleas- saints shall judge the world ? and if the world
ure, and great things in a majestic style, in shal 1 be judged by you, are ye unworthy to
order to sway the mind."
judge the smallest matters ? Know ye not
that we shall judge angels ? how much more
CHAP. X8.--THE CHRtSTIAN ORATOR IS SON- things that pertain to this life?
If, then, ye
STANTLYDEALINGWITH GREATMATTERS.
have judgments of things pertaining
to this
I7. "-¢t'_EEFOLD

ors

35- Now the author I have quoted could
have exemplified
these three directions,
as
laid down by himself, in regard to legal questions: he could not, however, have done so m
regard to ecclesiastical
questions,--the
only
ones that an address
such as I wish to give
shape to is concerned
with.
For of legal
questions
those are called small which have
reference
to pecuniary
transactions;
those
great where a matter relating to man's life or
liberty tomes up.
Cases, again, which have
to do with neither of these, and where the intention is not to get the hearer to do, or to
pronounce judgment
upon anything,
but only
to give him pleasure,
occupy as it were a
middle place between the former two, and are
on that aeebunt called middling, or moderate.
For moderate
things get their name from
_dus (a measure);
and it is an abuse, not a
proper use of the word moderate, to put it for
///t&.
In questions like ours, however, where
all things, and especially
those addressed
to
the people from the place of authority,
ought
to have reference to men's salvation, and that
not their temporal but their eternal salvation,

life,the
set Church.
them to judge
whotoareyour
leastshame.
esteemedIs
in
I speak
it so, that there is not a wise man among you ?
no, not one that shall be able to judge between
his brethren ? ' But brother goeth to law with
brother,
and
[qow therefore

that
unbelievers.
there before
is utterlythe a fault
among

you, because ye go to law one with another:
why rather
do ye suffer
not rather
take wrong?
why do ye_
not
yourselves
to be defrauded
Nay, ye do wrong, and defraud, and that your
brethren.not inherit
Know yethenotkingdom
that the of
unrighteous
shall
God?"_
Why is it that the apostle is so indignant,
and
he thus
accuses,
and isupbraids,
chides,that and
threatens
? Why
it that and
the
changes
in his tone, so frequent
and so
abrupt, testify to the depth of his emotion ?
Why is it, in fine, that he speaks in a tone so
exalted
about matters
very trifling
? Did?
secular matters
deserve so
so much
at his hands
God forbid.
No; but all this is done for the
sake of justice, charity, and
the judgment
of every sober
even
when
applied
matters
37. Of course, ifto we
were

piety, which in
mind are great,
the
verymen
least.adgiving

ff_
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vice as to how they ought to conduct secular
cases, either for themselves
or for their connections, before the church courts, we would
rightly advise them to conduct them quietly
as matters o.f little moment.
But we are
treating of the manner of speech of the man
who is to be a teacher of the truths which deliver us from eternal misery and bring us to
eternal happiness;
and wherever these truths
are spoken of, whether
in public or private,
whether to one or many, whether to friends
or enemies, whether in a continuous discourse
or in conversation,
whether in tracts, or in
books, or in letters long or short, they are of
great importance.
Unless indeed we are prepared to say that, because a cup of cold water
is a very trifling and common thing, the saying of our Lord that he who gives a cup of
cold water to one of His disciples shall in no
wise lose his reward/is
very trivial and unimportant.
Or that when a preacher
takes
this saying as his text, he should think his
subject very unimportant,
and therefore speak
without either eloquence
or power, but in a
subdued and humble style. Is it not the case
that when we happen to speak on this subject
to the people, and the presence of God is
with us, so that what we say is not altogether
unworthy
of the subject, a tongue
of fire
springs up out of that cold water which inflames even the cold hearts of men with a
zeal for doing works of mercy in hope of an
eternal reward ?

DOCTRINE.
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comprehend,
we may understand as much as
it is given us to understand ? Are we in this
case to seek out ornaments instead of proofs i_
Or is the hearer to be moved to do something:
instead of being instructed so that he may
learn something ? But when we come to praise
God, either in Himself, or in His works, what
a field for beauty and splendor of lang_aage
opens up before man, who can task his powers
to the utmost in praising Him whom no one
can adequately
praise, though there is no one
who does not praise Him in some measure l
But if He be not worshipped,
or if idols,
whether they be demons or any created being
whatever,
be worshipped
with Him or in
preference
to Him, then we ought to speak
out with power and impressiveness,
show how
great a wickedness
this is, and urge men to
flee from it.

CHAP. 20._EXAMPLES OF THE VARIOUSSTYLF_5
DRAWNFROM SCRIPTURE.
39. But now to come to something
more
definite.
We have an example of the calm,
subdued
style in the Apostle Paul, where he
says: "Tell me, ye that desire to be under
the law, do ye not hear the law?
For it "is
written, that Abraham had two sons; the one
by a bond maid, the other by a free woman.
But he who was of the bond woman was born
after the flesh; but he of the free woman was
by promise.
Which things are an allegory:
for these are the two covenants;
the one from
the Mount Sinai, which gendereth
to bondage,
CHAP. I9._THE
CHRISTIAN TEACHERMUST USB' which is Hagar.
For this Hagar is Mount
DIFFERENTS'IYLESON DIFFERENTOCCASIONS. Sinai in Arabia, and answereth
to Jerusalem
38 . And yet, while our teacher ought to which now is, and is in bondage
with her
speak of great matters, he ought not always children.
But Jerusalem
which is above is
to be speaking
of them in a majestic tone, free, which is the mother of us all;" • and st)
but in a subdued tone when he is teaching,
on.
And in the same way wher_ he reasons
temperately
when he is giving praise or thus: "Brethren,
I speak after the manner
blame.
When, however, something
is to be of men: Though it be but a man's covenant,
done, and we are speaking
to those who yet if it be confirmed,
no man disannulleth,
ought, but are not wilhng, to do it, then great or addeth thereto.
Now to Abraham and his
matters must be spoken of with power, and m seed were the promises made.
He saith not_
a manner
calculated to sway the mind.
And And to seeds, as of many;
but as of one,
sometimes
the same
important
matter
is And to thy seed, which is Christ.
And this
treated
in all these ways at different umes, I say, that the covenant, that was confirmed
quietly when it is being taught, temperately
before of God in Christ, the law, which was
when its importance
is being urged,
and four hundred
and thirty years after, cannot
powerfully when we are forcing a mind that disannul, that it should make the promise of
is averse to the truth to turn and embrace it. none effect.
For if the inheritance
be of the
For is there anything greater than God Him- law, it is no more of promise:
but God gave
self?
Is nothing, then, to be learnt about it to Abraham
by promise. ''3 And because
Him ? Or ought he who is teaching
the
Trinity in unity to speak of it otherwise than
in the method of calm discussion,
so that in
regard to a subject which it is not easy to
_Matt.x.4a.

it might possibly occur to the hearer to ask_
iIf there is no inheritance by the law, why
then was the law given ? he himself anticipates
this objection and asks, '" Wherefore
then _
2 C_Liv. 91-_.

3 Gal.ill. 11_.zlL
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serveth the taw ?"
And the answer is given:
prophesy
acccording
to the proportion
of
" It was added because of transgressions,
till faith;
or ministry, let us wait on our rainthe seed should come to whom the promise
istering; or he that teacheth, on teaching;
or
was made;
and it was ordained
by'angels
in the that exhorteth,
on exhortation:
he that
the hand of a mediator.
Now a mediator
is t giveth, let him do it with simplicity;
he that
not a mediator
of one; but God is one." I ruleth, with diligence;
he that showeth mercy,
And here an objection occurs which he him-Iwith
cheerfulness.
Let love be without disself has stated: " Is the law then against the simulation.
Abhor that which is evil, cleave
promises of God ?"
He answers:
"God for- to that which is good.
Be kindly affectioned
bid."
And he also states the reason in these one to another wlth brotherly love; in honor
words:
" For if there had been a law given preferring
one another;
not slothful in busiwhich could have given life, verily righteoushess;
fervent
in spirit;
serving
the Lord;
hess should have been by the law.
But the rejoicing in hope; patient in tribulation;
conScripture
hath concluded
all under sin, that tinuing instant m prayer;
distributing
to the
the promise by faith of Jesus Christ might be necessity
of saints;
given
to hospitality.
given to them that believe. ''* It is part, then,
Bless them which persecute
you: bless, and
of the duty of the teacher not only to rater- curse not.
Rejoice with them that do repret what is obscure, and to unravel the difh- jolce, and weep with them that weep.
Be of
culties of questions,
but also, while doing the same mind one toward another. ''4
And
this, to meet other questions
which may how gracefully all this is brought
to a close
chance
to snggest
themselves,
lest these m a period of two members:
" Mind not high
should cast doubt or discredit
on what we things, but condescend
to men of low estate !"
say.
If, however, the solution of these ques- And a httle afterwards:
" Render therefore
tions suggest
itself as soon as the questions
to all their dues: tribute
to whom tribute is
themselves
arise, it is useless to disturb what due; custom to whom custom;
fear to whom
we cannot remove.
And besides, when out!fear;
honor to whom honor. ''5
And these
of.one
question
other quesnons
arise, and also, though
expressed
in single clauses, are
out of these again still others;
if these be all terminated
by a period
of two members:
discussed
and solved, the reasoning
is ex- '" Owe no man anything,
but to love one antended
to such a length,
that unless
the other."
And a httle farther on: "The night
memory be exceedingly
powerful and active
is far spent, the day is at hand:
let us therethe reasoner finds it impossible to return to fore cast off the works of darkness,
and let us
the original question from which he set out. put on the armor of light.
Let us walk honIt is, however,
exceedingly
desirable
that estly, as in the day; not in rioting and drunkwhatever occurs to the mind as an objection
enness, not in chambering
and wantonness,
that might be urged should be stated and re- not in strife and envying:
but put ye on the
luted, lest it turn up at a time when no one Lord Jesus
Christ, and make not provision
will be present to answer it, or lest, if it for the flesh, to fulfill the lusts thereof."6
should occur to a man who is present but Now if the passage were translated thus, "et
says nothing about it, it might never be thor- ¢arnis 2*ravidentiam ne in cancupiscenliis feceoughly removed,
ritis,"7 the ear would no doubt be gratified
40. In the following words of the apostle with a more harmonious
ending;
but our
we have the temperate
style: "Rebuke
not translator,
with more strictness,
preferred
to
an elder, but entreat him as a father; and the retain even the order.of the words.
And how
younger
men as brethren;
the elder women this sounds in the Greek language,
in which
as mothers, the younger as sisters.""
And the apostle spoke, those who are better skilled
also in these:
"I
beseech you, therefore,
in that tongue may determine.
My opinion,
brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye pre- however, is, that what has been translated to
sent your bodies a hying sacrifice, holy, ac- us in the same order of words does not run
eeptable unto God, which is your reasonable
very harmoniously
even in the original tongue.
service. ''3
And almost the whole of this
41. And, indeed, I must confess that our
hortatory passage is in the temperate
style of authors
are very defective
in that grace of
eloquence;
and those parts of it are the most speech which consists in harmonious
endings.
beautiful in which, as if paying what was due, Whether
this be the fault of the translators,
things that belong to each other are grace-or
whether, as I am more inclined to believe,
fully brought together.
For example:
c, Hay- the authors
designedly
avoided
such ornalng then gifts, differing according to the grace I ments, I dare not affirm; for I confess I do
that is given to us, whether
prophecy, let us
x C-mL ill.

xg-_s,

tx Tim,

v. t, 2.

s Rom.

xii.

x.

4 Rom. xfi. 6--x6.
5 Rom. xiti. 76 Rom. xhi. x2-x¢.
7 Instead
of _' _efeceriti_
zn co_cu#'mce_ti[$,
'_ whichis
the
transl_taon
as quoted by Augustin.
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not know. This I know, however, that if any passage is urging that, for the sake of the
one who is skilled in this species of harmony ministry of the gospel, and sustained by the
would take the closing sentences of these consolations of God's grace, we should bear
writers and arrange them according to the with patience all the evils of this life. It is
law of harmony (which he could very easily a great subject, and is treated with power,
do by changing some words for words of and the ornaments of speech are not wanting:
equivalent meaning, or by retaining the words "' Behold," he says, " now is the accepted
he finds and altering their arrangement), he time; behold, now is the day of salvation.
will learn that these dLvinely-inspired men are Giving no offence in anything, that the minisnot defective in any of those points which he try be not blamed: but m all things approving
has been taught in the schools of the gram- ourselves as the ministers of God, in much
marians and rhetoricians to consider of ira- patience, in afflictions, in necessities, in disportanee; and he will find in them many kinds tresses, in strifes, in imprisonments, in tuof speech of great beauty,--beautiful
even in mults, in labors, in watchmgs, in fastings; by
our language, but especially beautiful in the pureness, by knowledge, by long-suffering,
original,--none of which can be found m those by kindness, by the Holy Ghost, by love
wrttmgs of which they boast so much. But unfeigned, by the word of truth, by the power
care must be taken that, while adding bar- of God, by the armor of righteousness on the
mony, we take away none of the weight from Ir_ght hand and on the left, by honor and disthese divine and authoritative
utterances. Ihonor, by evil report and good report: as deNow our prophets were so far from being de- ]ceivers, and yet true; as unknown, and yet
ficient in the musical training from which this well known; as dying, and, behold, we live;
harmony we speak of is most fully learnt, that as chastened, and not killed; as sorrowful,
Jerome, a very learned man, describes even yet alway rejoicing;
as poor, yet making
the metres employed by some of them, I in the_many rich; as having nothing, and yet posHebrew language at least; though, m order sessmg all things." 3 See him still burning:
to give an accurate rendering of the words, "' 0 ye Corinthians, our mouth _s opened unto
he has not preserved these in h_s translauon, you, our heart is enlarged," and so on; it
I, however (to speak of my own feeling, would be tedious to go through it all.
which is better known to me than it _s to
43. And in the same way, writing to the
others, and than that of others is to me), Romans, he urges that the persecutions of
while I do not in my own speech, however this world should be overcome by charity, in
modestly I think it done, neglect these bar- assured reliance on the help of God. And he
montous endings, am just as well pleased to treats th_s subject w_th both power and beauty:
find them in the sacred authors very rarely.
"We know," he says, "that all things work
42. The majestic style of speech d_ffers together for good to them that love God, to
from the temperate style 3ust spoken of, chiefly them who are the called according to His purin that it is not so much decked out w_th ver- pose. For whom He did foreknow, He also
bal ornaments as exalted into vehemence by did predestinate to be conformed to the image
mental emouon.
It uses, indeed, nearly all of H_s Son, that He might be the first-born
the ornaments that the other does; but tf they among many brethren.
Moreover, whom He
do not happen to be at hand, it does not d,d predestinate, them He also called; and
seek for them. For it is borne on by its own whom He called, them He also justified; and
vehemence;
the forcemakes
of the itthought,
not _What
whom shall
He we
justified,
He things.
also _lorified.
the desire forand
ornament,
seize upon
then saythem
to these
If God
any beauty of expression that comes in its be for us, who can be against us? He that
way. It _s enough for its object that warmth spared not Hts own Son, but delivered Him up
of feeling should suggest the fitting words; for us all, how shall He not wlth Him also
they need not be selected by careful elabora- freely give us all things ? Who shall lay anytion of speech. If a brave man be armed thing to the charge of God's elect ? It is God
with weapons adorned with gold and jewels, that justifieth; whois he that condemneth ? It
he works feats of valor with those arms in the is Christ that died, yea, rather, that is risen
heat of battle, not because they are co_-tly, again, who iseven at the right hand of God,who
but because they are arms; and yet the same also maketh intercession for us. Who shall
man does great execution, even when anger ]separate us from the love of Christ ? shall trifurnishes him with a weapon that he digs out t bulation, or distress, or persecution, or faroof the ground.
The apostle in the following me, or nakedness, or peril, or sword ? (As it
In his preface toJob
An alluston
to Virgal s _neid,
_erfu_u
Rtman_z,
telum
ira ftcit."

__ _ _
vii,
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day long; we are acoounted as sheep for the as they are exemplified in the writings of men
slaughter.)
Nay, in all these things we are who, by reading the Scriptures, have attained
more than conquerors,
through Him that to the knowledge of divine and saving truth,
loved us.
For I am persuaded, that neither and have ministered it to the Church.
Cydeath, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities,
pria_ of blessed memory writes in the subnor powers, nor things present, nor things to dued style in his treatise on the sacrament
of
come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other the cup.
In thi_ book he resolves the quescreature, shall be able to separate us from the tion, whether the cup of the Lord ought to
love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our contain water only, orwater mmgledwith
wine.
Lord. ''_
But we must quote a passage by way of illus44. Again, in writing to the Galattans, al-" tration.
After the customary
introduction,
though the whole epistle is written in the sub- he proceeds to the discussion of the point in
clued style, except at the end, where it rises question.
"Observe,"
he says, "that we are
into a temperate
eloquence,
yet he interposes
instructed,
in presenting
the cup, to maintain
one passage of so much feehng that, notwith- [the custom handed down to us from the Lord,
standing the absence of any ornaments
such and to do nothing that our Lord has not first
as appear in the passages just quoted, it can- done for us: so that the cup which is offered
not be called anything but powerful: "¥e ob- in remembrance
of Him should be mixed
serve days, and months, and times, and years,
with wine.
For, as Christ says, ' I am the
I am afraid of you, lest I have bestowed upon true vine,' 3 it follows that the blood of Christ
you labor in vain.
Brethren, I beseech you, iis wine, not water; and the cup cannot appear
be as I am; for I am as ye are: ye have not to contain His blood by which we are reinjured me at all. Ye know how, through in- deemed
and qumkened,
if the wine be abfirmity of the flesh, I preached the gospel unto sent; for by the wine is the blood of Christ
you at the first.
And my temptation
which typified,
that blood which is foreshadowed
was in my flesh ye despised not, nor rejected;
and proclaimed
in all the types and declarabut received me as an angel of God, even as tions of Scripture.
For we find that in the
Christ Jesus.
Where is then the blessedness
book of Genesis
this very circumstance
in
ye spake of ? for I bear you record, that, if regard to the sacrament
is foreshadowed,
and
it had been possible, ye would have plucked
our Lord's
sufferings
typically
set forth, in
out your own eyes, nod have given them to the case of Noah, when he drank wine, and
me.
Am I therefore become your enemy, was drunken,
and was uncovered within his
because I tell you the truth ? They zealously
tent, and his nakedness
was exposed by his
affect you, but not well; yea, they would ex- second son, and was carefully hidden by his
ctude you, that ye might affect them.
But it elder and his younger
sons. 4 It is not necis good to be zealously affected always in a essary to mention the other circumstances
in
good thing, and not only when I am present
detail, as it is only necessary to observe this
with you.
My little children, of whom Itrapoint, that Noah, foreshadowing
the future
vail in birth again until Christ be formed in reality,
drank, not water, but wine, and thus,
you, I desire to be present with you now, and showed forth our Lord's passion. In the same
to change my voice; for I stand in doubt of way we see the sacrament
of the Lord's supyou." * Is there anything
here of contrasted
iper prefigured in the case of Melchizedek
the
words arranged
antithetically,
or of words priest, according to the testimony of the Holy
rising gradually to a climax, or of sonorous
Scriptures, where it .says: ' And Melchizedek
clauses, and sections, and periods ? Yet, not- king of Salem brought forth bread and wine:
withstanding,
there is a glow of strong emotion
and he was the priest of the most high God.
that makes us feel the fervor of eloquence.
And he blessed Abraham.'
s Now, that Mel'
chizedek was a type of Christ, the Holy Spirit
CHAP. 2I.--EXAMPLES OF THE VARIOUSSTYLES,
declares in the Psalms, where the Father adDRAWN FROMTHE:TEACHERSOF THE CHURCH,
dressing the Son says, ' Thou art a priest for
ESPECIALLYAMBROSEAND CYPRIAN.
ever after the order of Meichizedek.'
_'' 7 In
th_S. ]But these writings
of the apostles,
ugh clear, are yet profound,
and are so
written that one who is not content with a superficial acquaintance,
but desires to know
them thoroughly,
must not only read and
hear them, but must have an expositor.
Let
_m, then, study these various modes of speech
;

.

t_om_

*_8-_9.
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this passage, and in all of the letter that follows, the subdued style is maintained,
as the
reader may easily satisfy himself.
46. St. Ambrose also, though dealing with
a question of very great importance, the equality of tie Holy Spirit with the Father and the
a Johtt xv. x.
6_L cx. 4-

4 Gem. i_-- m-_t.
7 Ad. Cs_cdlis_gp.

S Gen.
6_. x,,_..

xlv.
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Son, employs the subdued style, because the bright virginity adds to her wambers, in the
object he has in view demands, not beauty of same proportion does the mother's
joy h_.
diction, nor the swaying of the mind by the crease. 6 And at another place in the end of
stir of emotion, but facts and proofs.
Ac- the epistle, 'As we have borne,' he says, 'the
cordingly, in the introduction to his work, we image of the earthly, we shall also bear the
find the following
passage
among others: imageof the heavenly.'T
Virginity bears rids
"' When Gideon was startled by the message image, integrity bears it, holiness and truth
he had heard from God, that, though thou- bear it; they bear it who are mindful of the
sands of the people failed, yet through one chastening of the Lord, who observe
justice
man God would deliver His people from their and piety, who are strong in faith, humble in
enemies, he brought forth a kid of the goats, fear, steadfast in the endurance
of suffering,
and by dlrectmn of the angel laid it with un- meek in the endurance
of injury, ready to
leavened cakes upon a rock, and poured the ptty, of one mind and of one heart in brother.
broth over it; and as soon as the angel of God [ly peace.
And every one of these things
touched it with the end of the staff that was ought ye, holy virgins, to observe, to cherish,
in his hand, there rose up fire out of the rock ] and fulfill, who having hearts at leisure for
and consumed
the offering, z Now thts slgnlGod
and for Christ, and having chosen the
seems to indicate that the rock was a type of greater and better part, lead and point the
the body of Christ, for it is written, ' They way to the Lord, to whom you have pledged
drank of that spiritual
rock that
followed your vows.
Ye who are advanced
in age,
them,
and that rock was Chrtst; '_ this, of exercise control over the younger.
Ye who
course, referring not to Christ'sdivine
nature,
are younger, wait upon the elders, and en.
but to His flesh, whose ever-flowing fountain
courage your equals; stir up one another by
of blood has ever satisfied the hearts of His mutual exhortations;
provoke one another to
thirsting people.
And so it was at that time glory by emulous examples of virtue; endure
declared
in a mystery that the Lord Jesus,
bravely, advance in spirituality,
finish your
when crucified, should abohsh in H_s flesh the course wlth joy; only be mindful of us when
sins of the whole world, and not their guilty your virginity shall begin to reap its reward
acts merely, but the evil lusts of their hearts, of honor." 8
For the kid's flesh refers to the guilt of the
48. Ambrose
also uses the temperate
and
outward act, the broth to the allurement of ornamented
style when he is holding up belust within, as it is written, ' And the mixed fore virgins who have made their profession
multitude
that was among them fell a lusting; a model for their imitatmn,
and says: "She
and the children of Israel also wept again and was a virgin not in body only, but also in
said, Who shall give us flesh to eat?' 3 When mind; not mingling the purity of her affection
the angel, then, stretched out his staff and with any dross of hypocrisy; serious in speech;
touched
the rock, and fire rose out of it, prudent in disposition;
sparing of words; dethis was a sign that our Lord's flesh, filled lighting in study; not placing herconfidenee
in
with the Spirit of God, should burn up all the uncertain
riches, but in the prayer of the
sins of the human race.
Whence also the poor; ddigent in labor; reverent in word; aeLord says, ' I am come to send fire on the customed
to look to God, not man, as the
earth. ''*
And in the same style he pursues guide of her conscience;
injuring
no one,
the subject, devoting himself chiefly to prov- wishing well to all; dutiful to her elders, not
ing and enforcing his point, s
envious of her equals; avoiding boastfulness,
47. An example of the temperate style is the following reason,
loving virtue.
When did
celebrated
encomium
on virginity
from Cy- she wound her parents even by a look ? When
prian: "Now our discourse addresses itself to did she quarrel with her neighbors ? When
the virgins, who, as they are the objects of did she spurn the humble, laugh at the weak,
higher honor, are also the objects of greater
or shun the indigent ? She is accustomed to
care.
These are the flowers on the tree of visit only those haunts of men that pity would
the Church, the glory and ornament of spirit- not blush for, nor modesty pass by.
There
ual grace, the joy of honor and praise, a is nothing haughty in her eyes, nothing b01d
work unbroken and unblemished,
the image of in her words, nothing wanton in her gestures:
God answering to the holiness of the Lord, her bearing is not voluptuous, nor her gait too
the brighter
portion of the flock of Christ. free, nor her voice petulant;
so that her outThe glorious fruitfulness
of their mother the ward appearance
is an image of her mind_
Church rejoices in them, and in them flour- and a picture of purity.
For a good house
ishes more abundantly; and in proportion as ought to be known for such at the very th_reuJudge. vi. x4--_x,
4 Luke adL 49.

a • C.or. x. 45 .De S_irltu
Sancta,

3 Num. xi. 4.
llb. L Prol,

n De Aabitu
8 De habit*

Virgingm,
Virg*su_t,

chap.
chap.

vit.
radii.

_' t Cot. av.
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hold, and show at the very entrance that there feast, not with old leaven, neither with the
is no dark recess within, as the light of a lamp leavenof
malice and wickedness;
but with the
imside sheds its radiance on the outside,
unleavened
bread of sincerity
and truth.' _
Why need I detail her sparingness
in food, Now can sincerity and truth continue to exist
her superabundance
in duty,--the
one falling when what is sincere is polluted, and what is
beneath the demands of nature, the other ris- true is changed
by meretricious
coloring and
ing above its powers ? The latter has no in- the deceptions
of quackery
into a lie ? Thy
texvals of intermission,
the former doubles the ! Lord says, ' Thou canst not make one hair
days by fasting; and when the desire for re- white or black; '3 and dost thou wish to have
freshment
does arise, it is satisfied with food greater power so as to bring to nought the
such as will support
life, but not mimster to words of thy Lord ? With rash and sacrileappetite."
' Now I have cited these latter pas- gious hand thou wouldst
fain change
the
sages as examples of the temperate
style, be- color of thy hair: I would that, with a procause their purpose is not to induce those who phetic look to the future, thou shouldst dye
have not yet devoted themselves
to take the it the color of flame." 4 It would be too long
vows of virginity, but to show of what characto quote all that follows.
ter those who have taken vows ought to be.
5o. Ambrose again, inveighing against such
To prevail on any one to take a step of such practices, says: " Hence arise these incentives
a nature and of so great importance,
requires
to vice, that women, an their fear that they
that the mind should be excited and set on may not prove attractive to men, paint their
fire by the majestic
style.
Cyprian the mar- faces with carefully-chosen
colors, and then
tyr, however, did not write about the duty of from stains on thexr features go on to stains
taking up the profession of virginity, but about on their chastity.
What folly it is to change
the dress and deportment
of virgins.
Yet that the features of nature into those of a painting,
great bishop urges them to their duty even in and from fear of incurring their husband's
disthese respects by the power of a majestic elo- approval, to proclaim openly that they have inquence,
cuffed thelr own ! For the woman who desires
49- But I shall select examples of the ma- to alter her natural appearance
pronounces
jestic style from their treatment
of a subject
condemnation
on herself; and her eager enwhich both of them
have touched.
Both deavors to please another prove that she has
have denounced
the women who color,
or first been displeasing
to herself.
And what
rather discolor, their faces with paint.
And testimony
to thine
ugliness
can we find, O
the first, in deahngwtththis
topic, says: "Supwoman,
that is more unquestionable
than
pose a painter
should depict m colors that thine own, when thou art afraid to show thyrival nature's
the features
and form and self?
If thou art comely why dost thou hide
complexion
of some man, and that, when thy comeliness?
If thou art plain, why dost
the portrait
had been finished with consumthou lymgly pretend
to be beautiful,
when
mate art, another painter should put his hand thou canst not enjoy the pleasure of the lie
over it, as if to improve by his superior skill either in thine own consciousness
or in that of
the painting
already completed;
surely the another?
For he loves another woman, thou
first artist would feel deeply insulted, and his desirest to please another
man; and thou art
indignation
would be justly roused.
Dost angry if he love another, though he is taught
thou, then, think that thou wilt carry off with adultery in thee.
Thou art the evil promptress
impunity so audacious
an act of wickedness,
of thine own injury.
For even the woman
such an insult
to God the great artificer ? who has been the victim of a pander shrinks
For, granting
that thou art not immodest in i from acting the pander's part, and though she
thy behavior
towards men, and that thou art be vile, it is herself she sins against and not
not polluted
in mind by these meretricious
another.
The crime of adultery
is almost
deceits, yet, in corrupting
and violating what more. tolerable
than thine; for adultery tamis God's, thou provest thyself worse than an pers with modesty, but thou with nature."
5
adulteress.
The fact that thou considerest
It is sufficiently clear, I think, that this elothyself adorned and beautified by such arts is q,aenee
calls passionately
upon women to
an impeachment
of God's handiwork,
and a avoid tampering
with their
appearance
by
violation
of truth.
Listen
to the warning deceitful
arts, and to cultivate
modesty and
voice of the apostle:
' Purge out the old leaven,
fear.
Accordingly,
we notice that the style is
that ye may be a new lump, as ye are un- neither subdued
nor temperate,
but majestic
leavened.
For even Christ our passover
is throughout
Now in these two authors whom
_erificed
for us: therefore
let us keep the
x De V_ffls@_,

Hb. il. chap. i.

x Cor. v. 7, 8.
z Matt. v. 36.
4 Cyprlan, de kabitu Vi_w,
Chap. x_
S Ambrose_ de Vtrgi_tibus, lib. il.
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I have selected as specimens of the rest, and
in other ecclesiastical
writers who both speak
the truth and speak it well,--speak
it, that is,
judiciously,
pointedly,
and with beauty and
power of expression,--many
examples may
be found of the three styles of speech, scattered through their various writings and discourses;
and the diligent
student may by
assiduous reading, intermingled
with practice
on his own part, become thoroughly
imbued
with them all.
CHAP. 22._THE

NECESSITY OF VARIETYIN
STYLE.
5i. But we are not to suppose
that it is
against rule to mingle these various styles:
on the contrary, every variety of style should
be introduced
so far as is consistent with good
taste.
For when we keep monotonously
to
one style, we fall to retain the heater's attention; but when we pass from one style to
another, the discourse goes off more gracefully, even though It extend to greater length,
Each separate style, again, has varieties of its
own which prevent the heater's attention from
cooling or becoming
languid.
We can bear
the subdued
style, however, longer without
variety than the majestic style.
For the mentad
which
is necessary
to stir
m
orderemotion
to carry
the ithearer's
feelings
withupus,
when once it has been sufficiently excited, the
higher the pitch to which it is raised, can be
maintained
the shorter time.
And therefore
we must be on our guard, lest, in striving to
carry to a higher point the emotion we have
excited, we rather lose what we have already
gained.
But after the interposition
of matter
that we have to treat in a quieter style, we can
return with good effect to that which must be
treated forcibly, thus making the tide of eloquence to ebb and flow like the sea.
It follows from this, that the majestic style, if it is
to be long continued, ought not to be unvaried,
but should alternate at intervals with the other
styles; the speech or writing as a whole, however, being referred to that style which is the
prevailing one.
CHAP.

THE VARIOUS STYLES SHOULD
BE MINGLED.
5a. Now it is a matter of importance to determine what style should be alternated with
what other, and the places where it is necessary that any particular style should be used.
In the majestic
style, for instance, it is always, or almost always, desirable that the introduction
should
be temperate.
And the
speaker has it in his discretion to use the subdued style even where the majestic would be
23.--HOW
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allowable, in order that the majestic wheal it
is used may be the more majestic by eomparison, and may as it were shine out with greater
brilliance from the dark background.
Again,
whatever may be the style of the speech or
wanting, when knotty questions
turn up for
solution, accuracy of distinction
is required,
and this naturally demands the subdued style.
And accordingly this style must be used in alternation with the other two styles whenever
questions
of that sort turn up; just as we
must use the temperate style, no matter what
may be the general tone of the discourse,
whenever praise or blame is to be given without any ulterior reference
to the condemnation or acquittal of any one, or to obtaining
the concurrence
of any one in a course of
action.
In the majestic style, then, and in
the quiet likewise, both the other two styles
occasionally find place.
The temperate style,
on the other hand, not indeed always, but oecasionally, needs the quietstyle;
for example,
when, as I have said, a knotty question comes
up to be settled, or when some points that are
susceptible of ornament are left unadorned and
expressed in the quiet style, in order to give
greater effect to certain exuberances
(as they
may be called)of
ornament.
But the temperate style never needs the aid of the malestic; for its object is to gratify, never to excite,
the mind.
CtIAP. 24._THE

EFFECTS PRODUCED BY THE
MAJESTICSTYLE.

53. If frequent and vehement applause follows a speaker, we are not to suppose on that
account that he is speaking in the majestic
style; for this effect is often produced
both
by the accurate distinctions of the quiet style,
and by the beauties
of the temperate.
The
majestic style, on the other hand, frequently
silences the audience
by its impressiveness,
but calls forth their tears.
For example, when
at Cmsarea in Mauritania
I was dissuading the
people from that civil, or worse than civil,
war which they called Caterva (for it was
not fellow-citizens
merely,
but neighbors,
brothers, fathers and sons even, who, divided
into two factions
and armed with stones,
fought annually at a certain season of the year
for several days continuously,
every one killing whomsoever
he could), I strove with all
the vehemence
of speech that I could eommand to root out and drive from their hearts
and lives an evil so cruel and inveterate; it was
not, however, when I heard their applause,
but when I saw their tears, that I thought I
had produced
an effect.
For the applamm
showed that they were instructed
and de-

_
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lighted, but the tears that they were subdued,
A_ad when I saw their tears I was confident,
even before the event proved it, that this hotrible and barbarous custom (which had been
handed down to them from their fathers and
their ancestors of generations long gone by and
whichlike an enemy was besieging their hearts,
or rather had complete possession
of them)
was overthrown; and immediately that my sermon was finished I called upon them with
heart and voice to give praise and thanks to
God.
And, Io, with the blessing of Christ, it
i_ now eight years or more since anything of
the sort was attempted there.
In many other
cases besides I have observed that men show
the effect made on them by the powerful eloquence of a wise man, not by clamorous applause so much as by groans, sometimes even
by tears, finally by change of llfe.
54. The quietstyle,
too, has made a change
in many; but it was to teach them what they
were ignorant of, or to persuade them of what
they thought incredible,
not to make them do
what they knew they ought to do but were un.
willing to do.
To break down hardness
of
this sort, speech needs to be vehement.
Praise
and censure,
too, when they are eloquently
expressed,
even in the temperate
style, produce such an effect on some, that they are
not only pleased with the eloquence
of the
encomiums
and censures, but are led to live
so as themselves
to deserve
praise, and to
avoid living so as to incur blame.
But no one
would say that all who are thus delighted
change their habits in consequence,
whereas
all who are moved by the majestic
style act
accordingly,
and all who are taught
by the
quiet style know or believe a truth which they
were previously ignorant of.
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suasively, and its object is to persuade, an
eloquent man will speak persuasively, whatever style he may adopt; but unless he succeeds in persuading, his eloquence
has not
secured its object.
Now in the subdued style,
he persuades his hearers that what he says is
true; in the majestic style, he persuades them
to do what they are aware they ought to do,
but do not; in the temperate
style, he persuades them that his speech is elegant and
ornate.
But what use is there in attaining
such an object as this last ? They may desire it who are vain of their eloquence
and
make a boast of panegyrics,
and such-like performances, where the object is not to instruct
the hearer, or to persuade
him to any course
of action, but merely to give him pleasure.
We, however, ought to make that end subordinate
to another,
viz., the effecting by this
style of eloquence
what we aim at effecting
when we use the majestic style.
For we may
Iby the use of this style persuade men to culitivate good habits and give up evil ones, if
!they are not so hardened
as to need the
ivehement
style; or if they have already begun
a good course, we may induce them to pursue
it more zealously,
and to persevere
in it with
constancy.
Accordingly,
even in the
temperate style we must use beauty of expresslon not for ostentation,
but for wise ends;
not contenting
ourselves merely with pleasing
the hearer, but rather seeking to aid him in
the pursuit of the good end which we hold out
before him.
CHAP. 26.--IN
EVERY STYLE THE ORATOR
SHOULD AIM AT PERSPICUITY,BEAUTY, AND
PERSUASIVENESS.

56. Now in regard to the three conditions
I"
laid down a little while ago _ as necessary to
CHAP. 25._HOW
THE TEMPERATESTYLE IS Tobe
fulfilled by any one who wishes to speak
BE USED.
with wisdom and eloquence, viz. perspicuity,
beauty of style, and persuasive
power, we are
$5. From all this we may conclude, that the not to understand
that these three qualities
end arrived at by the two styles last men- attach themselves
respectively
to the three
tioned is the one which it is most essential for several styles of speech, one to each, so that
those who aspire to speak with wisdom and perspicuity
is a merit peculiar to the subdued
eloquence to secure.
On the other hand, what style, beauty to the temperate,
and persuasive
the temperate style properly aims at, viz., to
power to the majestic.
On the contrary, all
please by beauty of expression, is not in itself speech, whatever its style, ought constantly to
an adequate
end; but when what we have to aim at, and as far as possible to display, all
say is good and useful, and when the hearers
these three merits.
For we do not iike 'even
are both acquainted
with it and favorably dis- what we say in the subdued style to palt upon
posed towards it, so that it is not necessary
the hearer; and therefore we would be listened
either to instruct or persuade them, beauty of to, not with intelligence
merely, but with pleasstyle may have its influence in securing their ure as well.
Again, why do we enforce what
prompter compliance,
or in making them ad- we teach by divine testimony,
except that we
here
more
tenaciously.whichever
For as of
the runetion to
off it all
eloquence,
these wish to carry the hearer with us, that is, to com'i

three forms

it may ass,,me,is to speak

per-

• Ch_p__. _d _.
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''

/>elhisassent by callingin the assistance
of ticstyle(and this is always ne_ssary when
Him of whom it is said,'"Thy testimonieshe admits thatwhat you say isboth wue and
are very sure" ?' And when any one uar- agreeable,
and yet isunwillingto actac_rd.
ratesa story,even inthe subdued style,
what ingly),you must, of course,speak in them_
does hcwish but to be believed? Butwho jestlcstyle.But who can be movc_lifhe doeJ
willlistento him ifhe do not arrestattentionnot understand what is_said? and who will
by some beauty of style? And if he be not stay to listenif he receivesno pleasure?
intelligible,
isitnot plainthathc can neither Wherefore,illthisstyle,too,when an obdu+
give pleasurenor enforce conviction
? The rateheart is to be persuaded to obedience,
subdued style,
again, in itsown n_tkedsire-you must speak so as to be both intelligible
plicity,
when itunravclsquestions
ofvcrygrcat and pleasing,
if you would be heard with a
difficulty,
and throwsan unexpectedlightupon submissivemind.
them; when itworms out and bringsto hght
some very acute observationsfrom a quai_eri CHAP. 27.--THE
MAN
WHOSE
LIFE
IS IN HARwhence nothingwas expected;when itseizes MOHV WITH HISTEACHING WILL TEACH W_TK
upon and exposes the falsity
of an opposing GREATER EFFECT.
opinion,which seemed atitsfirst
statementto
59. But whatever may be t1_emajesty of
be unassailable;
especially
when allthisisac- the style,the lifeof the speakerwillcount
companied by a natural,unsought grace of formore in securingthe heater'scompliance.
expression,and by a rhythm and balanceof The man who speaks wiselyand eloquently,
style which is not ostentatiously
obtruded,but liveswickedly,may, it is true,instruct
but seems ratherto be calledforth by the many who are anxious to learn;though, as it
nature of the subject: this style,so used, is written,
hc "is unprofitable
to himself."•
frequentlycallsforth applause so greatthat Wherefore,also,theapostlesays: "Whether
one can hardlybelieveit to be the subdued in pretenceor in truthChrist is preached."3
style. For the factthatitcomes forthwithout Now Christis the truth;yet we see thatthe
eitherornament or defence,and offersbattletruthcan be preached,though not in truth,
in itsown naked simplicity,
does not hinder --thatis,what is rightand trueinitself
may
it from crushing itsadversaryby weight of be preached by a man of perverseand deceitnerve and muscle,and overwhelming and de- fulmind. And thus itisthat Jesus Christis
stroyir£g
the falsehood that opposes itby the preached by those that seek theirown, and
mere strengthof itsown rightarm. How ex- not tilethings that are Jesus Christ's. But
plainthe frequentand vehement applausethat sincetruebelievers
obey thevoice,not of any
waits upon men who speak thus,except by man, but of the Lord Himself, who says,
the pleasurethat truth so irresistibly
cstab- "All thereforewhatsoever they bid you obfished,and so victoriously
defended, natu- serve,that observe and do: but do not ye
rallyaffords
? Wherefore theChristianteacheraftertheirworks; forthey say and do not;"+
and speakerought,when he usesthe subdued thereforeit is that men who themselveslead
style,to endeavor not onlytobc clearand in- unprofitablelivesare heard with profitby
telligible,
but to give pleasureand to bring >thcrs. For though they seek theirown ob*
home convictionto the hearer,
jeers,
they do not dareto teach theirown doc57. Eloquence of the temperatestyle,
also,trines,
sitting
as they do in the high placesof
must, in the case of the Christianorator,bc ecclesiastical
authority,
which is established
neither altogetherwithoutornament, nor un- on sound doctrine.Whcreforeour Lord Himsuitablyadorned, nor isitto make thegiving self,before saying what I have justquoted
of pleasureitssole aim, which is allitpro- about men of thisstamp, made thisobscrvafcsscsto accomplish in the hands of others;lion:" The scribesand the Phariseessitin
but in itsencomiums and censuresitshould Moses'seat.
''s The seattheyoccupied,then_
aim at inducing the hearer to striveafteror which was not theirsbut Moses', compelled
hold more firmlyby what it praises,and to them to say what was good, though they did
avoid or renouncewhat itcondemns. On the what was evil. And so they followed their
other hand, withoutperspicuity
thisstylecan- own course in theirlives,but were prevented
not gi ve p leasure . And so the three . qua_l"" [by the seat they occupied, which belonged
to
t_es
rs _cmty, beauty, and persuamveness
" , pe p" "
_ [another,
from preaching
their own doctrines.
are to be sought in this style also; beauty, o [ 60. Now these men do _,_rood to _man_,__"'I
n _ts nmar
ob ect
course,
bei g"
p +
Y
j
• necessary
what they themselves
do not perc.o[preaching
5 8. A g ain , when it becomes
[form, but they would do good to very m_y
stir and sway the heater's

mind by the majes- t
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more if they lived as they preach.
For there is the end of the commandment
and the fulare numbers who seek an excuse for their own filling of the law, 6 can be rightly exercised
evil lives in comparing the teaching with the unless the objects of love are true and not
conduct
of their instructors,
and who say in false.
For as a man with a comely body but
their hearts, or even go a little further, and an ill-conditioned
mind is a more painful ohsay with their lips: Why do you not do your- ject than if his body too were deformed, so
self what you bid me do ? And thus they men who teach lies are the more pitiable if
cease to listen with submission to a man who!they
happen to be eloquent
in speech.
To
does not listen to himself, and in despising i speak eloquently,
then, and wisely as well, is
the preacher
they learn to despise
the word just to express truths which it is expedient to
that is preached.
Wherefore
the apostle, iteach in fit and proper words,rewords
which
writing to Timothy,
after telling him, "Let
in the subdued
style are adequate,
in the
no man despise thy youth," adds immediately
temperate,
elegant, and in the majestic, forcithe course by which he would avoid contempt:
ble.
But the man who cannot
speak both
"but
be thou an example of the believers,
in eloquently
and wisely should
speak wisely
word, in conversation,
in charity, in spirit, m without
eloquence,
rather
than
eloquently
faith, in purity." z
without wisdom.
CHAP. 28.wTRUTH IS MOP._ IMPORTANT THAN CHAP. 29.--IT IS PERMISSIBLEFOR A PREACHER
EXPRESSXON. WHAT IS MEANT BY ST_FE
TO DELIVER TO THE PEOPLEWHAT HAS BEZN
ABOUT

WORDS.

WRITTEN

BY A

MORE

ELOQUENT

MAN

THAN

61. Such a teacher as is here described HIMSELF.
may, to secure compliance, speak not only
If,however, he cannot do even this,lethis
quietlyand temperately,but evenvehemently, lifebe such as shallnot only securea reward
without any breach of modesty, because his forhimself,but affordan example to others;
life protects him against contempt. For and let hismanner of livingbe an eloquent
while he pursuesan uprightlife,
he takescare sermon in itself.
to maintain a good reputationas well,provld- 63. There are,indeed,some men who have
ing things honest in the sight of God and ia good delivery,
but cannot compose anything
men," fearing God, and caring for men.
In to deliver.
Now. if such men take what has
his very speech even he prefers to please by been written with wisdom and eloquence
by
matter rather than by words; thinks that a others, and commit it to memory,
and deliver
thing is well said in proportion
as it is true in it to the people, they cannot be blamed, supfact, and that a teacher
should govern his posmg them to do it without deception.
For
words, not let the words govern h;m.
This in this way many become
preachers
of the
is what the apostle says:
"Not with wisdom truth (which is certainly
desirable),
and yet
of words, lest the cross of Christ should be not many teachers;
for all deliver the dismade of none effect." 3 To the same effect also course which one real teacher has composed,
is what he says to Timothy:
"Charging
them and there are no divisions among them.
Nor
before the Lord that they strive not about are such men to be alarmed
by the words of
words to no profit, but to the subverting
of Jeremiah
the prophet,
through
whom God
the hearers."*
Now this does not mean that,
denounces
those who steal His words every
when adversaries
oppose the truth, we are to one from his neighbor.7
For those who steal
say nothing
in defence of the truth.
For take what does not belong to them, but the
where, then, would be what he says when he word of God belongs to all who obey it; and
is describing
the sort of man a bishop ought it is the man who speaks well, but lives badly,
to be: "that
he may be able by sound doc- who really takes the words that belong to antrine both to exhort and convince the gain- other.
For the good things he says seem to
sayers ?" s To strive about words is not to be the result of his own thought, and yet they
be careful about the way to overcome
error have nothing in common
with his manner
of
by truth, but to be anxious that your mode of life.
And so God has said that they steal
expression
should be preferred
to that of an- His words who would appear good by speakother.
The man who does not strive about ing God's words, but are in fact bad, as they
words, whether he speak quietly, temperately,
follow their own ways.
And if you look
or vebemenfly,
uses words with no other put- closely into the matter, it is not really thempose than to make the truth plain, pleasing,
selves who say the good things they say.
For
and effective;
for not even love itself, which how can they say in words what they deny in
x x Tim. iv. x_.
4 2 Tim. ii. x4.

2 2 C.or. vlxL 2x.
S Tit. L 9.

3 x Cor. iL xT.

6 i Tim. i 5 and Nora. xlil. xo.
7 Jet. x._xJ..3o.
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deeds ? It is not for nothing that the apostle the people or to dictate what others will desays of such men: "' They profess that they liver or read to the people, he ought to pray
know God, but in works they deny Him. "God
to put into his mouth a suitable disIn one sense, then, they do say the things, course.
For if Queen Esther prayed, when
and in another sense they do not say them; she was about to speak to the king touching
for both these statements
must be true, both the temporal
welfare of her race, that God
being made by Him who is the Truth.
Speak- would put fit words into her mouth, 4 how
ing of such men, in one place He says, much more ought he to pray for the same
"Whatsoever
they bid you observe, that oh- blessing who labors in word and doctrine for
serve
and do; but do not ye after their the eternal welfare of men?
Those, again,
works; "--that
is to say, what ye hear from who are to deliver what others compose for
their lips, that do; what ye see in their lives, them ought, before they receive their disthat do ye not;--"
for they say and do not.'"
course, to pray for those who are preparing it;
And so, though they do not, yet they say. and when they have received it, they ought to
But in another place, upbraiding
such men, pray both that they themselves
may deliver it
He says, "O generation
of vipers, how can well, and that those to whom they address it
ye, being evil, speak good things ?"3
And may give ear; and when the discourse has a
from this it would appear that even what they happy issue, they ought to render thanks to
say, when they say what is good, it is not Him from whom they know such blessings
themselves
who say, for in will and in deed come, so that all the praise may be His "in
they deny what they say.
Hence it happens whose hand are both we and our words." s
that a wicked man who is eloquent may compose a discourse in which the truth is set forth CHAP. 31.--APOLOGY FOR THE LENGTH OF THE
to be delivered by a good man who is not eloWORK.
quent;
and when this takes place, the former
draws from himself what does not belong to
64. This book has extended
to a greater
him, and the latter receives
from another
length than I expected
or desired.
But the
reader or hearer who finds pleasure in it will
what
really belongs
He who thinks it long, but
true believers
render to
thishimself.
service toBut
true when
be- not" think it long.
lievers, both parties speak what is their own, ,s anxious to know its contents, may read it
for God is theirs, to whom belongs all that i m parts.
He who does not care to be acthey say; and even those who could not corn- quamted
it needgivenotthanks
complain
its
length.
I,with
however,
to Godof that
pose what they say make it their own by
composing
theiT lives in harmony with it.
with
little striven
abihty to
I possess
I have
these what
four books
depict, not
the sortin
of man I am myself (for my defects are very
CHAP. 30.--THE
PREACHERSHOULD COMMENCE many), but the sort of man he ought to be
HIS DISCOURSEWITH PRAYER TO GOD.
who desires to labor in sound, that is, in
6 3. But whether a man is going to addrcs_ Christian doctrine, not for his own instruction
only, but for that of others also.
x3 Tit
i6 34
Matt.i. xu.

Matt, xxliL 3.

4 Esth. iv. x6 (LXX.).

5 Wlsd. vii. :6.
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INDEXOF SUBJECTS.
ABEL, the relation of, to Christ, 299. /Esculanus, the god, 75See Cain.
./Esculapms, sent for to Epidaurus
Abraham, the era m the life of, from
by the Romans, 54 ; a detfied
which anew succession begins,
man, Io4.
318 ; time of the migration of, Affections of the .soul, right or wrong
319, etc. ; the order and nature
accordlngto their direction, 266,
of God's promises to, 320, etc. ;
267, 268.
the three great kingdoms extst- Africa, a fearful wsitation of, by 1oing at the time of the birth of,
custs, 62.
321, the repeated promises of A_es of ages, 238, etc.
the land of Canaan made to, and Adyvlov, 326.
to his seed, 32i ; his denial of :Albans, the wickedness of the war
his wife in Egypt, 322 ; the
waged by the Romans against,
parting of Lot and, 322 ; the
49third promise of the land to, 322; Alcimus, 388.
his victory over the kings, 323 ; Alexander the Great, the apt reply
the promise made to. of a large
of a pirate to, 66 ; and Leo, an
posterity, 323 ; the sacrifices ofEgyptian pnest,--a letter of, to
fered by, when the covenant
hts mother Olympias, I4% 165
was renewed with, 324 ; the
invades Judea, 388.
seed of, to be in bondage 4oo Alexandra, queen of the Jews, 388.
years, 325 ; Sarah gives Hagar Aims-deeds, of those who think that
to, 325; the promise of a son
they will free evil-doers from
given to,--receives
the seal of
damnation in the day of judgcircumcision, 326 ; change of
ment, 468, 475the name of, 327 ; visit of three Altor, 136.
angels to, 327 ; his denial of his Alypms, 485.
wife in Gerar, 328 ; birth of his ,t mor and dHectw, how used in Scripson Isaac, 328, his offering up
ture, 266.
,
of Isaac, 329 ; death of his wife #.mulius and Nuraitor, 371, 372.
Sarah, 33o ; what is meant by Anaxagoras, 145, 385.
marrying Keturah after Sarah's
&naximander, 145.
death? 33o ; the time of the Anaximenes, 145.
fulfillment of the promise made "Ancient
compassions,
Thine,"
to, respecting Canaan, 337.
sworn unto David, 35I, etc.
Abyss, casting Satan into the, 427.
Andromache, 49Achior, his answer to Holofernes'
Anebo, Porphyry's letter to, 187, etc.
inqmry respecting
the Jews_ Angels, the holy things common to
319.
men and, 163, etc. ; not media,
Adam forsook God before God fortors, I74;
the difference besook him, 251 ; in Paradise ; his
tween the knowledge of, and
temptation and fall, 27/, etc.;
that of demons, 177; the love
nature of his first sin, 272 ; an
of, which prompts them to deevll will preceded his evil act,
sire that we should worship God
273 ; the pride involved in the
alone, 184 ; miracles wrought
sin of, 274 ; the justice of the
by the ministry of, for the conpunishment
of, 2"4, etc.; the
firmation of the faith, 185, etc.,
nakedness of, seen after his base
I88, etc.; the ministry of, to
sin, 276 ; the. fearful consefulfill tbe providence of G°d, I9 °;
quences of the sin of, Z4I, 245,
those who seek worship for
_6o.
themselves, and those who seek
_Eneas, 45; time of the amval of,
honor for God, which to be
in Italy, 37L
trusted about life eternal, I9o ;

rather to be imitated than in.
yoked, I96;
the creation of,
2o 9, etc.; whether those who
fell partook of the blessednesS of the unfallen, 21! ; were
those who fell aware that they
would fall ? at2 ; were the uufallen assured of their own perseverance ? 212 ; the separation
of the tmfallen from the fallen,
meant by the separation of the
light from the darkness, 215 ;
approbation of the good, sightfled by the words, "God saw
the light that it was good, _'215;
the knowledge by which they
know God in His essence, and
perceivethe causesof Itisworks,
222 ; of the opinion that they
were created before the world,
223; the two differentanddissim.
ilar communities of, 224,etc.;the
idea that angels are meant by
the separation of the waters by
the firmament, 225 ; the nature
of good and bad, one and the
same, 226 ; the cause of the
blessedness of the good, and of
the misery of the bad, 229 ; did
they receive their gond-will as
well as their nature from God ?
23o ; whether they can be said
to be creators of any creatures,
242 ; the opinion of the Piston.
ists that man'sbody was created
by, 243 ; the wickedness of those
who sinned did not disturb tim
order of God's providence, 282;
the " sons of God" of the 6th
chapter of Genesis not, 303,
etc. ; what weare to understand
by God's speaking to, 313; the
three, which appeared to Abraham, 327 ; Lot delivered by,
328 ; the creation of, 479.
Anger of God, the, 306, etc., 471.
Animals, the dispersion of tibiae pr¢_
served in the ark, after the
deluge, 314, etc.
Animals, rational, are they part of
God ? 7I.
Antediluvians, the longlifeandgrest
s'_re
of, z9x, etc.; the differ-

602
ent computation of the ages of,
given by the Hebrew and other
Mss. of the Old Testament, 29I,
etc. ; the opinion of those who
believe theydid not liveso long
ns is stated, considered, 292 ;
was the age of puberty later
among, than it is now ? 296, etc.
Antichrist, the time of the last persecution by, hidden. 394, etc. ;
whether the time of the persecution by, is included in the thousand years, 433; the manifestation
of, preceding
the day of the
Lord, 437, etc. ; Daniel's predlctions respecting the persecution
caused by, 443, etc.
Antiochus of Syria, 388.
Antipater, 388.
Antipodes, the idea of, absurd, 315 .
Antiquities, Varro's book respecting
human and divine, iII.
Antiquity of the world, the alleged,
232 etc.
Antistbenes.
385.
Antithesis, 214.
Antonlnus, quoted, 9.
Antony, 62.
Apis, and Serapis, the alleged change
of name, worshipped, 363Apocryphal Scriptures, 3o5.
Apollo a_,d Diana, I3I.
Apollo, the weeping statue of, 47.
Apostles, the, whence chosen, 39 I.
Apples of Sodom, the, 456.
Apuleius, referred to, orquoted, 26,
65, 152; his book comerning
the Gad of Socrates, I53 ; his
definition of man, 155 ; what he
attributes to demons, to whom
he ascribes no virtue, 166, 167
on the passions which agitate
demons, I69 ; maintains that
the poets wrong the gods, I69
his definition of gods and men.
I7o ; the error of, in respect to
demons, 197, etc.
Aquila, the translator,
3o4, and
note.
Archelaus, I45.
Arenpagus, the, 365.
Argos, the kings of, 363, 364 ; the
fall of the kingdom of, 368.
Argus, King, 363, 364 •
Aristippus, 385.
Aristobulus, 388.
Aristotle. and Plato, I52.
Ark, the, of Noah, a figure of Christ
and of His Church, 3o6, etc.;
and the deluge, the literal and
allegorieal interpretation of, 3o7;
the capacity of, 3o 7 ; what sort
of creatures entered, 3o7 ; how
the creatures entered, 3o8 ; the
food required by the creatures
in, 3o8; whether the remotest
islands
received their fauna
from the animals preserved in,
314, etc.
Ark of the covenant, the, 19t.
Art of making gods, the invention
ofthe_ x6I.
Asbestos, 456.
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Assyrian empire, the, 36s ; close of 9 !
371Athenians, the, 362.
Athens, the founding of, and reason
of the name, 365 .
Atlas, 364•
Atys, the interpretation of the rantilation of, 137.
Audians, 225, and note.
Augury, the influence of, 77, 79, 8o.
Augustus C_esar, 6z.
Anlus Gellius, the story he relates
in the 2Voctes A ttic6e of the Stoic philosopher in a storm at sea,
r67, r68.
Aurehus, Bishop, 486.
Aventinus, king of Latium, deified,
37I, 372.

258 ; can they last forever in
burning fire ? 452-454 ; against
the wise men who deny that
they can be transferred to hearenly habitations, 481 ; the Platomsts refuted, who argue that
they cannot inhabit heaven, 492;
all blemishes shall b_ removed
from the resurrection bodies,
the substance
of, remaining,
493 ; the substance of, however
they may have bfen disintegrated, shall in the'resurrection
be reunited, 498 ; the opinion
of Porphyry, that souls must be
wholly released from, in order
to be happy, exploded by Plato,
505.
Body, the, sanctity of, not polluted
by the violence done to it by another's lust, 12, 13 ; the Platonic and Manicheean idea of,
265, etc ; the new spiritual, 499;
obviously meant to be the habitation of a reasonable soul, 503.
Body, the, of Chrmt, against those
who think that the participation
of, will save from damnation,
467, 468.
Body of Christ, the Church the,
496
Books opened, the, 434.
Bread, they that were full of,--who ?
341.
Breathing, the, of God, when man
was made a liwng soul, distinguished from the breathing of
Christ on His disciples, 259
Brutus, Junius, his unjust treatment
of Tarquinlus
Collatmus,
32,
52, 53 ; kills his own son, 99.
Bull, the sacred, of Egypt, 364 .
Burial, the denial of, to Christians,
no hurt to them, 9 ; the reason
of, m the case of Christians, IO,
etc.
Busiris, 367.

BABYLON,the founding of, 312, etc. ;
meaning of the word, 313, 385.
.Bacchanaha, the, 368.
Baptism, the confession
of Christ
has the same efficacy as, 248,
255 ; of those who think that
Catholic, will free from damnation, 467, etc., 472, etc.; other
references to, 487.
Barbarians, the, in the sack of Rome,
spared those who had taken
refuge in Christian churches, 2.
" Barren, the, hath born seven,"
341.
Bassus, the daughter of, restored to
life by a dress from the shrine
of St Stephen, 489 •
Bathanarius,
count of Africa, and
hts magnet, 455.
Beast, the, and his image, 431.
3eaUfic vision, the nature of, considered, 5o7-5o9.
Beauty of the universe, the, 214.
"Beginning,
in the," 223.
Berecynthia, 25, and note.
Binding the devil, 426.
Birds, the, offered by Abraham, not
to be divided,--import
of this,
324 .
Birds, the, of Diomede, 369, 37o.
C._SAR, Augustus, 62.
Blessed life, the, not to be obtained Caesar, Julius, the statement of, reby the intercession of demons,
specting an enemy when sacking
but of Christ alone, 175.
a city, 4, etc.; claims to be deBlessedness, the, of the righteous in
scended from Venus, 44 ; assasthis life compared with that of
sination of, 62.
our first parents in Paradise
Cain, and Abel, belonged respeet212 ; of goodangels,--itscauso,
ively to the two cities, the
229, etc. ; the true, 281 ; eterearthly and the heavenly, 285 ;
nal, the promise of, 48o.
the fratricidal act of the former
Blessings, the, with which the Creacorresponding with the crime of
tor has filled this life, although
the founder of Rome, 286, etc.;
it is obnoxious to the curse
cause of the crime of,---C_md's
5o2-5o4.
expostulation with,--exposition
Boasting, Christians ought to be free
of the viciousness of his o_ering,
from, 99288, 289 ; his reason for buildBodies, earthly, refutation of those
ing a city so early in the history
who affirm that they c_nnot be
of the human race, 289, etc. ;"
made incorruptible and eternal,
and Seth, the heads of the two
253 ; refutation of those who
cities, the earthly and heavenly,
hold that they cannot be in
298; whythe line of` terminates
heavenly places, 254, etc.; of
in the eighth generation from
the saints, after the resurrection,
Adam, 299-302 ; why the genein what sense spiritual, 255;
alogy of, is continued to the
the animal and spiritua_ 257,
deluge, while after the mention
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of Enos the narrative returns tc
possessed true human emotions
City of God, the_ I96 ; the orig_n of,
the creation, 3oz, etc.
269, etc.; the passion of, typiand of the opposing city, 11o5 ;
Cakus (m_c6_-),the giant, 408.
fled by Noah's nakedness, 3Io ;
nature of, and of the earthly,
Camillus, Furius, the vile treatment
described in the 45th Psalm,
284 ; Abel the founder of, and
of, by the Romans, 32, 54. 99.
353, 354 ; the priesthood and
Cain of the earthly, 285 ; the
Canaan, the land of, the time of the
pasmon of, described in the
citizens of, and of the earthly,
fulfillment of God's promise of,
IlOth and 22d Psalms, 355; the
285 ; the weakness of the oitito Abraham. 338.
resurrection of, predicted in the
zeus of, during their earthly
Canaan, and Noah, 3Io.
Psalms, 355 ; the passion of,
pilgrimage, 287, and the earthly
Candelabrum, a particular, in a ternforetold in the Book of Wiscompared and contrasted, 396 ,
pie of Venus, 456, 457dom, 356, the birth of, 389
what produces peace, and what
Cann_e, the battle of, 56.
the birth and death of, 394,
discord,
between,
and
the
Canon, the ecclesiastical,
has ex395, Porphyry's account of the
earthly, 412, etc. ; the eternal
eluded certain writings, on acresponses of"the oracles respectfelicity of, 509-51I.
count of their great antiqmty,
ing, 415, etc.; the world to be Claudian, the poet, quoted, Io6.
383.
judged by. 449, etc. ; the one Coelestts, 25 and note ; the mysteCanomcal Scriptures, the, 2o6, 382
Son of God bynature, 465 ; the
rles of, 40.
the concord of, in contrast with
Foundation,
473 ; the world's Collatinus,
Tarquinlus,
the vile
the discordance of philosophical
behef in, the result of divine
treatment of, by Junins Brutus,
opinion, 384, 385.
power, 484 ; the measure of the
32, 5:t, etc.
Cappadocia, the mares of, 456.
stature of, 495; the Perfect Man, Concord, the temple of, erected, 59;
Captivity of the Jews, the, the end
and Hm Body, 496 , the body
the wars which followed the
of, 374of, after His resurrection, 498,
building of, 60, etc.
Captivity, the, of the saints, consolathe grace of. alone delivers us Confession of Christ, the efficacy of,
tion in, lO.
from the m_sery caused by the
for the remission of sins, 248.
Carnal life, the, 262, etc.
first sin, 500, 5oi.
Conflagration of the world, the, 435;
Carthaginians, the, their treatment Christian faith, the certainty of, 413.
where shall the saints be durof Regulus, I1:.
Chdstmn rehg_on, the, health-giving ? 437.
Cataline, 37.
ing, 4I, alone, revealed the Confusion of tongues, the, 312, etc.;
Cathohc truth, the, confirmed by the
maligmty of evil spirits, I41
God's coming down to cans%
dissensions of heretics, 392.
the length it is to last foolishb
313, etc.
Cato, what are we to think of h_s conand lyingly fixed by the heathen
Conjugal union, the, as instituted
duct in committing
suicide_
394-396
and blessed by God, 278.
16 ; excelled by Regulus, 16 Christmmty, the calamities of Rom_ Constantine,
Io3, etc. ; the proshis virtue, 95 ; was his suicide
attributed to, by the heathen
perity granted to, by God, xo$,
fortitude or weakness? 402.
I1, 24, the effrontery of sucl
etc.
Catosus, the cook, 488.
an imputauon to, 62.
Consuls, the first Roman, their fate,
Cecrops, 364, 365.
Christians, why they are permitted
52_etc.
Ceres, 131, 133 ; the rites of, 131.
to suffer evils from thmr ene- Corn, the gods which were supposed
Chveremon, cited by Porphyry m remles, 18 ; the reply of, to those
to preside over, at the various
lation to the mysteries of Isis
who reproach them with sufferstages of its growth, gathering
and Osiris, 188.
ing, 19 , ought to be far from
in, etc., 68.
Chald_ean, a certain, quoted by Porboasting, 99; the GOd whom'they Creation, 206, 208 ; the reason and
phyry as complaining of the observe, the true God, to whom
cause of, _tI6, 2I 7 ; the beauty"
stacles experienced from another
alone sacrifice ought to be ofand goodness of, 380.
man's influence with the gods
fered, 415. etc.
Creation, the, of angels, 2o 9 ; of the
to his efforts at self-purification,
Chronology, the enormously long,
human race in time, 234 ; of
186.
of heathen writers. 232, 233 ;
both angels and men, 479, etc.
Charcoal. the peculiar properties, of,
the discrepancy in that of the Creator. the, is distinguished
from
454
Hebrew and other Mss. in relaHis works by piety, z4o, etc.;
Chariots, the, of God, 441.
tion to the hves of the anted1sin had not Its origin in, 214.
Charity. the efficacy of, 476luvians, 291, etc.
Creatures, the, to be estimated by
Chickens, the sacred, and the treaty Church, the sons of the. often hidtheir utility, zt4.
of Numantia. 58.
den among the wicked, and Cure,can
Sibyl, the, 198.
Children of the flesh, and children
false Christians within the, 21 ; Curiatfi and Horatti, the, 5o,
of promise, 285.
the indiscriminate increase of, Curtius leaps into the gulf in the
Chiliasts, the, 426.
391, the endless glory of, 436,
Forum, 99.
Christ, the preserving power of the
etc.; the body of Christ, 497, Curubis
a comedian, miraculously
name of, in the sack of Rome,
etc.
healed, 487.
I, etc., 5, etc.; the mystery of Cicero, his opinion of the Roman Cybele, z5; the priests of, 26.
the redemption of, at no past
republic, 35 ; on the miseries of Cycles of time maintained by tome,
time awanting, but declared in
this life, 4Ol ; his definmon of
234, 2371 etC., 240,_ 241.
various forms, 140, etc.; the ina repubhc,_was
there ever a Cynics, the foolish beastliness of
carnation of, I95 : faith Jn the
Roman republic answering to
the, 277 ; further referred to,
incarnation of, alone justifies,
it ? 155, I56 ; variously quoted,
399.
_95 ; the true
Wisdom, but
27, 29, 3o, 41, 51, 55, 60, 6I, Cynocephalus, 3I.
Porphyry
fails to recognize,
78, 80, 81, 96, I21, _39_ 483.
198 ; the Platonists blush to Cincinnatus, Quintus_ Ioo.
DAMNED, the punishment of the,
acknowledge the incarnation of, Circe, 369, 37 o.
Danie, 368.
i..ord[46_____
199, etc. ; the grace of, opens a Circumcision, instituted,
326 ; the Darkness, the, when the
way for the soul's deliverance,
punishment
of the male who
crucified, 51.
2o2, etc. ; the knowledge of God,
had not received, 327.
David, the promise made to, in his
attained only through, 2o5, etc.; !City, the celestial, 97Son, 348, etc. ; Nathan's message
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to, 349, etc.; God's "ancient
I56 , 157 ; are the good gods
compassions" sworn to, 35I,etc.,
more willing to have intercourse
352; his concern in writing the
with, than with men ? 157 ; do
Psalms, 352 ; his reign and
the gods use them as messenmerit, 357.
gets, or interpreters, or are they
Day, the seventh, the meaning of
deceived by ? 158, etc.; we must
God's resting on, 2o 9.
reject the worship of, 159 ; are
Days, the first, 208.
there any good, to whom the
Days, lucky and unlucky, 88, 89.
guardianship of the soul may be
" Days of the tree of life," the, 447.
committed ? 166 ; what ApuDead, the, given up to judgment by
leius attributes
to, I67 ; the
the sea, death, and hell, 434passions
which agitate,
x69;
Dead, prayers for the, 47o.
does the intercession of, obtain
Dead
men, the religion of the
for men the favor of the celespagans has reference to, 163.
tial gods? r7I ; men, accordDeath, caused by the fall of man
ing to Plotinus, less wretched
245 ; that which can affect an
than, 171 ; the opinion of the
immortal soul, and that to which
Piatonists that the souls of men
the body is subject, 245 ; is it
become, I72; the three opposite
the punishment of sin, even in
qualities by which the Platoncase of the good ? 246 ; why, if
ists distinguish
between
the
it is the punishment of sin, is it
nature
of man, and that of,
not withheld from the regen172; how can they mediate
crate ? 246 ; although an evil,
between gods and men, having
yet made a good to the good,
nothing in common with either _
247 ; the evil of, as the separa172 ; the Platonist idea of the
tion of soul and body, 247
necessity of the mediation of
that which the unbaptized suf174; mean by their intercesfer for the confession of Christ
sion, to turn man from the path
248, etc.; the saints, by sufferof truth, 176; the name has
ingthe first, are freed from the
never a good signifieatton, 176;
second, 248; the moment of,
the kind of knowledge whmh
when it actuaUy occurs, 248,
puffs up the, 176 ; to what ex249; the life which mortals claim
tent the Lord was pteased to
maybe fitly called, 249; whether
make Himself known to, 177 ;
one can be living and yet in the)
the
difference
between
the
state of, at the same time, 25o ;
knowledge possessed by, and
what kind of, involved in the
that of the holy angels, 177;
threatenings
addressed to our
the power delegated to, for the
first parents, 25o ; concerning
trial of the saints, I93; where
those philosophers who think it
the saints obtain power against,
is not penal, 252 ; the second,
194; seek to be worshipped, 196 ,
420, etc.
error of Apuleius in regard to,
Death, when it may be inflicted
I97, etc.; st.range transformswithout committing murder, 15.
tions of men, said to have been
Deborah, 368.
wrought by,369, 371 ; the friend" Debts, iorgive us our," 476, 477ship of good angels in this life
Decil, the, 358.
rendered insecure by the decepDeliverance,
the wayof the soul's
tion of, 4o6, etc., various other
which grace throws open, 2o2.
references to. 82, lO4, lO5, I32,
Dernmnetus, 369.
I35, I4I, 142, I43, 147, I53,
Demon of Socrates, the, Apuleius
I54, 162, I74, 193, I97, 364,
on, I53 , 154.
394, 422.
Demoniacal possessions, 4Ol.
"Desired One, the," of all nations,
Demonolatry, illicit acts connected
388.
with, 185.
Deucalion's flood, 365.
Demons, the vicissitudes of life, Devil, the, how he abode not in the
not dependent on, 37 ; look
truth, 213; how is it said that
after their own ends only, 38 ;
he sinned from the beginning ?
incite to crime by the pretence
214; the reason of the fall of
of divine authority, 39; give
(the wicked angel), :a82 ; stirs
certain obscure instructions in
up persecution, 392; the nature
morals, while their own solof, as _ture, not evil, 4o9, 41o;
emnities publicly inculcate wickthe binding of, 426; cast into the
edness, 4o, etc. ; what they are,
abyss, 427; seducing the nations,
I53 ; not better than men be427; the binding and loosing
cause of their having aerial
of, 428, etc_ ; stirs up Gog and
bodies,
I54, etc. ; what ApuMagog against the Church,432,
leius thought concerning the
etc.; the damnation of, 434;
manners and actions of, x55,
of those who deny the eternal
etc.; is it proper to worship?
punishment of, 468.
t56, etc.; ought theadvocacy of, Devil, a young man freed from a,
with tim gods, to be employed ?
at the monument of Protasins

and Gervasius, 487; a young
woman freed from a, by anointing, 488.
Devils, marvels wrought by, 457.
Diamond, the, the peculiar properties of, 455.
D:.ana, and Apollo, I3I.
Dictator, the first, 54Diomede and his companions,
who
were changed into birds, 369,
370.
Dis, 131, 135 , 139Discord, why not a goddess as well
as Concord ? 59Divination, 142.
Doctor, a gouty, of Carthage, miraculously healed, 487.
Duration and space, infinite, not to
be comprehended,
2o 7.
EARTH, the, affirmed by Varro to be
a goddess,--reason
of
his
oplmon, 134.
"Earth,
in the midst of the," 342,
343.
Earth, holy, from Jerusalem, the
efficacy of, 487.
Ecclesiasticus
and Wisdom,
the
Books of, 357Eclipses, 51.
Education, the divine, of mankind,
189.
Egeria, the nymph, and Numa, 142.
Egypt, a fig-tree of, a peculiar kind
found m, 456.
Egyptians,
the mendacity of, in
ascribing an extravagant antiquitytothelr
science, 384.
Eleusmian rites of Ceres, the, 133.
Eleven, the s_gnificance of the number, 3Ol.
Eli, the message of the man of God
to_ 343-345.
Elias, the coming of, before the
judgment, 448.
Elisha and Gehazi, 5o7, 5o8.
Emotions, mental, opinions of the
Peripatetics and Stoics respectrag, I67, 168.
Emotions and affections, good and
bad, 266, 267, 268.
Emperors, the Christian, the happiness of, lO4. etc.
Empire, a great, acquired by war,-is it to be reckoned among good
things ? 65; should good men
wish to rule an extensive ? 72,
73.
Empire, the Roman.
See Roman
Empire.
Enemies of God, the, are not so by
nature, but by will, 227.
Enlightenment from above, Plotinus
respecting, 18I.
Enoch. the seventh from Adam, the
significance of the translatiot_
of, 39; left some divine writings, 45.
Enoch, the son of Cain, 298.
Enos, the son of Seth, 298; a type
of Christ, 299.
Entity, none contrary to the divine,
227.
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Epictetus, quoted on mental emo- Fire, the, and the worm that dieth
tions, 168.
not, 401; of hell,--is it msEricthonius, 367.
tenal ? and if it be so, can it
Errors, the, of the human judgment,
burn winked spirits?462, etc.
when the truth is hidden, 357. First mah (our first parents), the,
Erythrman Sibyl, the, her predicthe plentitude of the human
tions of Christ, 372.
race contained in, 243; the fall
Esau and Jacob, the dissimilarity of
of, 245; what was the first punthe character
and actions of,
ishment of ? 251: the state in
86; the things mystically prewhich he was made, and that
figured by, 33I, etc.
intowhlch he fell. 251; forsook
Esdras and Maccabees, the Books of,
God, before God forsook him,
382.
251; effects of the sin of,--th_
Eternal hfe, the gift of God, 121 :
second death, 262, etc.; was he,
the promise of, uttered before
before the fall, free from pereternal times, 236
turbations of soul ? 27I; the
Eternal pumshment, 46I. See Puntemptation and fall of, 27I, 272;
ishment,
nature of the first sin of, 273;
Eucharms, a Spamsh bishop, cured
the pride of thesln of, 274; jusof stone by the rehcs of St.
t_ce of the punishment of, 274,
Stephen, 488.
275, the nakedness of, 276; the
Eudemons, 171, 173.
transgression of, did not abolish
Ebakfleta, 181.
the blessing of fecundity. 278;
Evil, no natural, 216.
begat offspring in Paradise withEvil will, a, no efficient cause of,
out blushing. 281. 282.
230.
First parents, our
See First Man.
Existence, and knowledge of it, and First princxples of all things, the,
love of both, 220, etc., 221, etc.
according to the ancient philosEye, the, of the resurrection body,
ophy, 148.
the power of, 5o8.
First sin, the nature of the, 273.
Flacclanus, 372.
FABLES invented by the heathen in Flesh, the, of believers, the resurthe times of the judgesof Israel,
rection of, 255, the world at
367.
large beheves in the resurrec
Fabricius and Pyrrhus, IOO.
tlon of [_et' Resurrectton], 481 ;
Faith, justification by, I95 , etc.
of a dead man, which has beFaith and Virtue, honored by the
come the flesh of a ltwng man,
Romans with temples, 73, 74.
whose shall it be m the resurFall of Man, the, and its results
rection _498.
foreknown by God, 241; mot- Flesh, hvmg after the, 263, etc.,
tality contracted by, 245 ; the
264, etc ; children of the, and
second death results from, 262
of the promise, 285.
the nature of, 271, etc., 272, Floreatius, thetallor, howhe prayed
etc.
for acoat, and got it, 488.
Fate, 82; the name misapplied by Foreknowledge,
the, of God, and
some when they use it of the
the free-will of man, 9o, etc.
divine will, 89 .
Forgiveness of debts, prayed for,:
Fathers, the two, of the two cities
476, 477
sprung
from one progenitor,
Fortitude, 402, 403298.
Fortune, the goddess of, 73, 124.
Fear and Dread, made gods, 76.
Foundation,
the, the opinion
f
Felicity, the girt of God, 121, the
those who think that even d°eternal, of the city of God, 5o9,
prayed Catholics will be saved
511.
from damnation on account of,
Felicity, the goddess of, 73 ; the
considered, 46% etc., 473, etc. ;
Romans ought to have been
who has Christ for? 473, 4.74.
content with Virtue and, 74, Fountain, the singular, of the Gara75; for a long time not wormantle, 456.
shipped by the Romans; her Free-will of man, the, and the foredeserts, 76, 77knowledge of God, 9o, etc.
Fever, worshipped as a deity, 31 Free-will, in the state of perfect reand note, 48.
hclty, 51o
Fig-tree, a singular, of Egypt, 456.
Friendship, the, of good men, anxFimbria, the destruction of Ilium
ieties connected with, 4o5 ; of
by, 45, 46.
good angels, rendered inseFire, the peculiar properties
of,
cure by the deceit of demons,
4544o6, etc.
Fire, the, whirlwind, and the sword, Fruit. 2I 9.
441.
Fugalia, the, 26.
Fire, saved so as by, 473.
Furnace, a smoking, and a lamp of
Fire, the, which comes down from
fire passing between the pieces
heaven to consume the enemies
of Abraham's sacrifice, the imof the holy city, 432.
port of, 325.

_5
GALLI, the, 26, and note_ I36.
Games, restored in Rome during
the first Punic war, 55.
Ganymede, 368.
C,aramant_e, the singular fountain
of the, 368.
Gauls, the, Rome invaded by, 54Gehazi and Elisha_ 5o7, 5o8.
Generation, would there have been,
in Paradise if man had not
sinned? 279, etc., 28o, etc.
Genius, and Saturn, both shown to
be really Jupiter, 129, etc.
Giants, the offspring of the sonsof
God and daughters of men, u
and other, 304, etc., 3o5.
Glory, the difference between, and
the desire of dominion,
1ox ;
shameful to make the virtues
serve human, it2 ; the, of the
latter house, 39o ; the endless,
of the Church, 436, etc.
God, the victssitudes of life dependent on the will of, 37, etc. ; not
the soul of the world, 71 ; rational animals not parts of, 7I ;
TIlE ONE, to be worshipped,
although His name is unknown,
the giver of felicity, 77, 78 ; the
times of kings and ' kingdoms
ordered by, 82 ; the kingdom
of the Jews founded by, 82 ;
the foreknowledge of, and the
free-will of man, 9o, etc. ; the
providence of, 93, etc., 19o ;
all the glory of the righteous is
in, 96 ; what He gives to the
followers
of truth
to enjoy
above ttis general bounties, r4o;
the worship of, I8o, I8I, I82;
the sacrifices due to Him only,
182, etc. ; the sacrifices not required, but enjoined by, for the
exhibition of truth, 183 ; the
true andperfect sacrifice due to,
183, etc. ; invisible, yet has
often
made Himself visible,
189, etc. ; our dependence
for
temporal good, i89; angels fuifill the providence of, 19o ; sin
had not its origin in, 2I 4 ; the
eternal knowledge, will, and design of, 216, etc. ; has He been
always SOvereign Lord, and has
He always had creatures over
whom He exercised His sovereiguty ? 235, etc. ; His promise
of eternal hfe uttered before
eternal times, 236 ; the unchangeable counsel and will of,
defended
against objections,
237 ; refutation of the opinion
that His
knowledge
cannot
comprehend
things
infinite,
238 ; the fall of man foreknown
by, 241 ; the Creator of every
kind of creature, 242 ; theprovidence of, not disturbed by the
wickedness of angels or of men,
282 ; the anger of, 3o6, etc._
47o ; the coming down of, to
confound the language of the
builders of Babel, 313, etc, ;
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whether the, of the Christians
etc. ; the knowledge and wor- Good, no nature in which there is
is the true, to whom alone sacship of the, which Varro glories
not some, 409.
rifice ought to be paid, 4I 5,
in having conferred on the Ro- Good, the chief, 347 ; various opinetc. ; the wit1 of, unchangeable
roans, 75 ; the reasons by which
ions of the philosophers respectand eternal, 48o.
the pagans defended "their woring, 397 ; the three leading
Gods, the, cities never spared on acshipping the divine gifts themviews of, which to be chosen,
count of, 2, etc. ; folly of the
selves among the, 77, etc. ; the
4o0, etC. ; the Christian view
Romans
in trusting, 3, etc.
scenic plays which they have
of, 4oi, etc.
the worshippers of, never reexacted froni their worshippers,
Good men, and wicked, the advanceived healthy precepts from,
77 ; the three kinds of, discovtages and disadvantages indis--the impurity of the worship
ered by Scmvola, 78, etc. ;
ctnmmately occurring
to, 5 ;
of, 24 ; obscenities practised it
whether the worship of, has
reaSons for administering
corhonor of the Mother of the
been of service to the Romans,
rection to both together, 6, etc. ;
25; never inculcated holiness
79; what
their worshippers
what Solomon sa_'s of things
of life, 26 ; the shamefulactions
have owned they have thought
happening alike to both, 163.
of, as displayed in theatrical exabout,
8o ; the opinions of Goods, the loss of, no loss to the
hibitions, 27 ; the reason why
Varro about, 8I ; of those who
saints, 7, etc.
they suffered false or realcrimes
profess to worship them on ac- Gospel. the, made more famous by
to be attributed to them, 28
count of eternal advantages,
the sufferings of its preachers,
the Romans showed a more
IO8, etc. ; Varro's
thoughts
391.
delicate regard for themselves
about the, of the nations, iIO, Gracchi, the civil dissensions
occathan for the, 29; the Romans
etc ; the worshippersof,
regard
sioned by, 59should have considered
those
human things more than divine, Grace of God, the, the operation of,
who desired to be worshipped
III, etc. ; Varro's distribution
in relatmn
to believers_ 464;
in a licentmus manner as unof, into fabulous, natural, and
pertains to every epoch of life,
worthy of being honored as, 29
civil, II2, etc. ; the mythical
465; delivers from the miseries
Plato better than, 3° ; if they
and civil, I13 ; natural explanaoccasioned by the first sin, 500,
had any regard for Rome, the
tions of, 116, etc. ; the special
5Ol.
Romans should have received
officer_ of, I17; those presiding
Great Mother,
the, the abominable
good'laws from them, 31 ; took
over the marriage chamber, I17,
sacred rites of, 137, 138.
_o means to prevent the repub118 ; the popular worship of, Greeks, the conduct of the, on the
lic from being rmned by lmmovehemently censured
by Sensack of Troy, 3, 4rahty, 36, etc. ; the vmissitudes
eca, 119, 12o ; unable _o bestow
of hfe not dependent
on, 37,
eternal
hfe, 12I;
the select, HABAKKUK, the
prophecy
and
etc. ; incite to evil actions, 39,
122 ; no reason can be assigned
prayer of, 377.
etc. ; give secret and obscure
for formmg the select class of. Hagar, the relation of, to Sarah and
instructions
in morals, while
I23 ; those which preside over l
Abraham, 325.
thmr solemnines
publicly mbirths, 123; the inferior and Haggai's
prophecy
respecting the
cite to wickedness, 4o, the obthe select compared,
171 ; the !
glory of the latter house, 39 o.
scenities of the plays consecratsecret doctrine of the pagans ttadnan
yields up portions of the
ed to, contributed to overthrow
concerning the physical
interRoman emplre_ 7o, 8o.
the republic, 4I ; the evils which
pretatton of, 125 ; Varro pro- Ham, the conduct of, towards his
alone the pagans feared, not
nounces hm own opinions confather, 3o9; the sons of, 3II.
averted by, 43, etc. ; were they
cerning uncertain, 132 ; Varro's
Hannah's prophetic song, an expojustified in permitting
the dedoctrine concerning,
not selfsition of, 339-343.
struetion of Troy ? 43 ; could
consistent,
139, etc. ; distin- Hannibal, his invasion of Italy, and
not be offended at the adultery
guished from men and demons, ]
wctorles over the Romans, 56; his
of Paris, the crime being so
I53, do they use the demons i
destruction of Saguntum,
56,
common
among
themselves
as messengers?
158; Hermes
57.
44 ; Yarro's opmmn of the uttllaments the error of his fore_ Happiness, the gift of God, I2I; of
ity of men feigning themselves
fathers in inventing the art of
the saints in the future life, 4o6,
to be the offspring of, 44 ; not
making, 16I ; scarcely any of,
4o 7.
hkely they were offended at the
who were not dead men, I63 ; Happiness, the, desired by those
adultery of Paris, as they were
the Platonists maintain that the
who reject the Christian relinot at the adultery of the mother
poets wrong the, 169 ; Apulelgion, 34, etc.
of Romulus,
45 ; exacted no
us' definition of, I7o; does the Happy man, the, described by conpenalty for the fratricidal conintercesstou of demons secure
trast, 66.
duct of Romulus, 45 ; is it
the favor of, for men ? 171 ; Heaven, God shall call to, 445.
credible that the peace of Nuaccording to the Platonists, they ttebrew Bible, the, and the Septuama's reign was owing to ? 46 ;
decline intercourse with men,
gint,--which
to be followed in
new, introduced by Numa, 48 ;
I74, etc. ; the name falsely
computing the years of the anthe Romans added many to
given to those of the nations,
tediluvmns, 293, etc.
those of Numa, 48 ; Rome not
yet given in Scripture to angels Hebrew language, the original, 317,
defended by, 53, etc. ; which of
and men, 178, etc. ;threats
etc.; written character of, 383.
the, can the Romans suppose
employed towards_ i88 ; phi- Hebrews, the Epistle tothe, 323.
presided over the rise andwellosophers assigned to each of, Hecate, the reply of, when quesfare of the empire ? 68, etc. ;
dflterent functions, 412.
tioned respecting Christ, 416.
the silly and absurd mulfiplieaGods, the multitudes of, for every Heifer, goat, and ra_ three years
tlon of, for places and things,
place and thing, 68_ etc., 74,
old, in Abrnh_m's saerifice_
68 ; divers set over divers parts
75, liT, II8, 122, I23.
the import of, 324.
of the world, 69 ; the many, Gods, the invention of the art of Hell, 46o; is the fire of, material ?
who are asserted by pagan docmaking, I61.
and ff so, can it bum wicked
tors to be the one Jove, 7o, Gog and Magog, 432.
sptrits? 46t.
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name, 328, 329 ; the offering
_nta.% refu_ to yield to, 76,
u
Rebecca, the wife
80. See Jupiter.
oF, of,
329;
330; the oracle and bless- Judah, Jacob's blessing oth 334, etc.
Heretics,
the Catholic faith coning received by, just as his |udgmcot, ever going ou,--the last,
firmed by the dissensions of,
father died, 331."
42I; ever present, although it
133, 134.
Isaiah, the predictions of, respectcannot be discerned, 42_; proofs
Hermes, the god, 164.
ing Christ, 376.
of the last_ from the New TesHermes
Trismegistus,
respecting
Isis and Osms, 164, I65, 186, 363,
tament and the Old, 423, etc.;
idolatry and the abohtlon of the
364, 383. 384.
words of Jesus respecting, 423_
superstitions
of the Egyptians,
Israel, the name given to Jacob,-424, 425, 426; what Peter says
I59, etc.; openly confesses the
the import of, 333of, 437; predictions respecting,
error of his forefathers, the de- Israel. the nation or, its increase in,
44I, etc., 443, etc., 445, etc ;
struction of which he yet deand deliverance from Egypt.
separation of the good and bad
plores, 16i, etc
335, 336; were there any outin the, 447; to be eff_ted
in
Herod, 393: a persecutor, 388, 389.
side of, before Christ, who bethe person of Christ, 449, etc.
tteroes of the Church, the, 451
longed to the fellowship of the Julian, the apostate., Io3; a pers_
Iiesperms,
miraculously
delivered
holy city? 39O, etc.
cutor, 393.
from evil spirits, 487.
Italic school of philosophy, the, 145. Juno, 69, 70, I23.
Hippocrates
quoted in relation to
Jupiter. the power of, compared
twins, 85.
JACOb, and Esau, the things mystewith Janus, 127, etc.; is the disfaristrzones, 30, note
riously prefigured by, 331, etc ,
tinction
made between,
and
Holofernes,
his inquiry respecting
hlsmlssmntoMesopotamia,332;
Janus, a proper one? I281the
the Israelites, m_d Achior's anhis dream, 333; his wives, 333;
surnames of, 129; called *'Peswer, 319.
why called Israel, 333; how:
cunia,"--why?
I3o; scandalous
Holy Ghost, the, 259.
sal_l to have gone into Egypt
amours of, 368.
Homer, quoted, 43, 9°.
with sexenty-hve souls, 334; Justinus, the historian, quoted reHope, the Influence of, 4o3. the
his blessing on Judah, 334, Ins
specting Ninns's lust of empire,
saints now blessed in, 414blessing the sons of Joseph,
67.
Horace, quoted, 3, 96.
335; the
times of, and of Juventas, 76, 79.
Horatii and Curlatn, the, 49, 5o.
Joseph, 363, etc.
Hortensius,
the first dictator, 54
[anus, the temple of, 46_ the relation KETURAH. what is meant by AbraHosea, his prophecies respecting the
of, to births, 123; nothing tufaham's marrying, after the death
things of the gospel, 375, 376.
mous related of, 1-°5 ; xs _t r_aof Sarah ? 33o.
Human race, the, the creation of, in
sonable to separate Termnm_ " Killeth
and maketh alive, the
tlme, 234; created at first in
and_ 126, why two faces, and
Lord." 341.
one individual, 241; the plenisometimes four, given to the Killing, when allowable, :t5.
rude of, contained
in the first
image of_ 127, compared with Kingdom, the, of Israel, under Saul,
man, 243.
Jupiter, 127_ why he has rea shadow, 346; the description
Hydromancy,
142.
celved no star, 131.
of 343; promises of God respectHyrcanus, 388.
Japheth, 309.
ing. 348. etc., 350, etc., varying
Jeroboam, 359.
character of, till the captivity,
ILIUM, modern, destroyed by Fim- Jerome. his labors as a translator of
and finally, till the people
bna, 45, 46.
Scripture, 386; his commentary
passed under the power of the
Image of the beast, the, 431.
on Daniel referred to, 443Romans, 359, 360.
Image
of God, the human soul Jerusalem,
the new, coming down Kingdom of Christ, the 430.
created in the, 24 I.
from heaven, 435, etc.
Kingdoms, without justice, 66; have
Images of the gods, not used by the Jews, the. the kingdom of, founded
any been aided or deserted by
ancient Romans. 81.
byGod,82, what Seneca thought
the gods ? 67; the enlargement
Imitation of the gods, 27.
of, 12o, 121 ; their unbelief,
of, unsuitably
attributed
to
Immortality, the portion of man, had i
foretold in the Psalms, 356,
Jove, 72, the times of, ordained
he not sinned, 245, 254.
end of the captivity of,--thelr
by the true God, 82; not forIncarnation of Christ, the, 195, 389,
prophet% 374, etc.; the many
tu':tous, nor influenced by the
faithin, alone justifies, 453, etc.,
adversmes
endured by, 388,
stars, 84, 85; the three great,
the Platonists, in their impiety,
etc.
the dispersion of, prewhen Abraham was born, 32r.
blush to acknowledge,199,
etc.
dicted, 389 ; whether,
before Kings, of Israel, the timesof the,336;
Innocentia,
of Carthage,
miracuChrist, there were any outafter Solomon, 358 _ after the
lously cured of cancer, 486.
side of, xxho belonged to the
judges, 37I ; of the earthly city
Innocentms,
of Carthage,
mtracuheavenly city, 389 .
whichsynchrouizewiththetimes
lously curedof fistula, 485, 486. Joseph,
the sons of, blessed by
of the saints, reckoning from
Ino, 368.
Jacob, 335; the times of, 363;
Abraham, 362, etc. ; of Argos,
Intercession of the saints,--of those
the elevation of, to be ruler of
364 ; of Latium, 371.
who think that, on account of,
Egypt, 363; who were kings at Knowledge,
the eternal and unno man shall be damned in the
the period of the death of ? 364.
changeable, of God, 2o6t etc. ;
last judgment, 466, etc., 469, Joshua, 77, who were kings at the
of our own existence, 220, etc.;
time of tl,e death of ? 366; the
by which the holy aggels know
etc.
Io, daughter of, 363.
sun stayed in its course by,
God, 22I, etc.
Ionic school
of philosophy_
the
459;
the Jordan divided by,
founder of the, 145459.
LAnEO, cited, 3I, 59, x53, 5o6,
Iremeus, a tax-gatherer, the son of, Jove, are the many gods of the Lactantius, quotations made by, from
restored to life by means of the
pagans one and the same Jove?
a certain Sibyl, 373.
70; the enlargement of king- Language, the origin of thediver_ty
oil of St. Stephen, 489.
Isaac, and Ishmael, 285, atype, 286;
doms improperly ascribed to,
of, 312, etc. ; the original, 317,
the birth of, and import af his
72; Mars, Terminus, and Juetc. ; diversities of_ how theN,
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operate to prevent human' inter- Malachi, 445.
"Mammon
of unrighteousness,"
course, 405.
Larentina, the harlot, 115,
477, 478•
Latlnius,
Titus, the trick of, to Man, though mortal, can enjoy true
secure the re-enactment of the
happiness,
I73; recentness of
games, 78.
the creation of, 233, etc.; the
Latium, the kings of, 371.
first, 243, etc.; the fall of the
Aarpe_a and Aov_ela, 18I, 182.
first, 245; the death with which
Laurentum, the kingdom of, 368.
he first was threatened,
250;
in what state made, and intd
Laver of regeneration, the, 464Law, the, confirmed by miraculous
what state he fell, 251; forsook
signs, 191, etc. _ of Moses must
God before God forsook him,
be spiritually understood, to cut
25I; effects of the sin of the
off the murmurs of carnal intert_rst, 262. etc.; what it is to
preters, 447, 448.
live according to, 264, etc.
See
Lethe, the river, 2Ol.
First Man.
f_,ex F"oconla, the, 75.
Manichaeaus,
the,
references
to,
Liber, the god, lO9; and Libera,
217; their view of the body,
117, 123, 124, 368.
265, etc.
Liberty,
the, which is proper *o Manlius, Cneius, 58.
man_s nature, 4IX, etc.
Manturn_e, the goddess, I17, ii8.
Life, the end of, whether it is ma- Marcellus,
Marcus, destroys Syraterial that it be long delayed. 9; I
cuse, and bewails its ruin, 4the vicissitudes of, not depend- Mares, the, of Cappadocia, 456 .
ent on the favor of the gods, Marica, the Minturuian
goddess,
but on the will of the true GOd,
38.
Marius,
37,
38,
the
war
between,
37.
Life, eternal, the gift of God, 121;
and Svlla, 6o, 6I.
the promise of, uttered before Marriage,'as originally instituted by
the eterualtimes,
236.
God, 278; among blood relaLight, the, the divtsiou of, from the
tions in primitive
times, 297,
darkness,--the
significance
of
between blood relations, now
this 215; pronounced " good"-abhorred, 298.
meaning of this, 216.
Marriage bed-chamber, the, the gods
Lime, the peculiar properties of, 454,
which preside over, I17, 118.
455.
Mars, Terminus, and Juventas, reLivy, quoted, 78.
fuse to yield to Jove, 77, 8o;
Loadstone, the. 455.
and Mercury, the offices of, 13o.
Locusts, a fearful invasion of Africa Martial, a nobleman,
converted by
by, 62.
means of flowers brought from
"Lot, the parting of Abraham and,
the shrine of St. Stephen, 488.
322; the deliverance of, from Martyrs,
the honor paid to, by
captivity, by Abraham, 323 .
Christians, I64, etc.; the heroes
Lot's wife, 328.
of the Church,
193; miracles
Love and regard used in Scripture
wrought by, 491, 492indifferently of good and ewl Marvels related in history, 454, 455,
affections, 266.
458; wrought by magic, 457.
Lneau's Pba2rsaha, quoted, IO, 48, Massephat, 347.
60•
Mathematicians,
the, convicted of
Lucitlus, bishop of Sinita, cured of
professing a vain science, 87.
a fistula by the relics of St. Mediator, Christ the, between God
Stephen, 488.
and man, 173; the necessity of
Lucina, the goddess, 7O, 123.
having Christ as, to obtain the
Lucretia, her chastity and suicide,
blessed life, 176; the sacrifice
13.
i
effected by, 193, etc.
Lucretius, quoted, 455.
! Melchizedek, blesses Abraham, 323 .
Lust, the evil of, 275; and anger,
Melicertes, 368.
to be bridled, 277, etc. ; the Men, the primitive, immortal, had
bondage of, worse than bondthey never sinned, 254; the ereage to men, 134.
ation of, and of angels, 479, 480.
Lying-in woman, the, her god-proMercury, and Mars, 13o; the fame
teetors, 117.
of, 365.
Metellus, rescues the sacred things
MACCAB_US, Judas, 388.
from the fire in the temple of
Maccabees, the Books of, 382.
Vesta, 56.
Madness, the strange, which once Methuselah, the great age of, 292.
seized upon all the domestic Millennium, the, and note, 426.
animals of the Romans, 59.
Mind, the capacity and powers of,
]vfagie art, the impiety of, 15 ; the
502.
•
marvels wrought by, 457.
Minerva, 69, 124, 131, 139, 365 •
Magicians of Egypt, the, 185.
Miracles, wrought by the ministry
Magnets, two, an image suspended
of angels, I85, etc., 188, etc.,
between, in mid air, 457.
I9Oi the, ascribed to the gods,

I91; the, by which God authentieated
the
law,
I9I , etc.;
against such as deny the_ recorded in Scripture, I92 , etc.;
the ultimate reason for beliering, 2oo, 2Ol; wrought in more
recent times, 227-234; wrought
by the martyrs in the name of
Christ, 234, etc.
Miseries, the, of this life, Cicero on,
4oi; of the human race through
the first sin, 499-5Ol; deliverance from, through the grace
of Christ,
5Ol; which attach
peculiarly to the toil of good
men, 5oi, etc.
Mithridates,
the edict of, enjoiningthe slaughter of all Roman cittzeus found in Asia, 58.
Monstrous
races,--are
they derived
from the stock of Adam, or from
Noah's sons_ 54, 55Moses, miracles wrought by, 185;
the time of, 335, 336; who were
kings at the period of the birth
of _ 364; the time he led Israel
out of Egypt, 366; the antiquity
I
of the writings of, 383.
IMother of the gods, the obscenities
of the worship of, 25, etc.;
whence she came, 48.
Mucius, and king Porsenna, 99.
Mysteries,
the EleusinLan, I25; the
Samothraciau,
133.
Mystery, the, of Christ's redemption
often made known by signs, etc.,
14o.
Mystery of iniquity, the, 437, 438.
NAHOR_ 318.
Nakedness of our first parents, the,
276.
Nathan, his message to David, 348;
the resemblance of Psalm lxxxix.
to the prophecy of, 349, etc.
Natural history, curious facts in'the salamander, 454; the flesh of
the peacock, 454; fire, 454; charcoal, 454; lime, 454; the diamond, 455; the loadstone, 455;
the salt of Agrigentum,
456; the
fountain of the Garamant_e, and
of Epirus, 456; asbestos,
456;
the wood of the Egyptian figtree, 456; the apples of Sodom,
456; the stone pyrites, 456; the
stone selenite, 456; the Cappadoclan mares, 456; the island Tilon,
456; the star Venus, 459,
Nature,
not contrary to God, but
good, 227; of irrational and lifeless creatures, 228; none in which
there is not good, 409, 41o.
Natures, God glorified in all, 228.
Necessity,
is the will of man ruled
by? 92
Necromancy, 142.
Neptune,
13I, 139, and Salaeia, and
Venilia, 134.
Nero, the first to reach the citadel of
vice, 1o1; curious opinions entertinned of him after his death,
438.
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!_ew Academy, the uncertainty of,
contrasted with the Christian
faith, 413.
New heavens, and new earth, the,
434, 435, etc.
Nigidtus, cited in reference to the
birth 311.
of twins,
86.
Nimrod,
312, 317.

Patricians and Plebs, the dts._nsions
phy, 146,etc.; how he was able
between, 32, 33, 53.
to approach so near Chrlstiau
Paulinus, 8.
knowledge, 15I, etc.; his deftPaulus and Palladia, members of a
nition of the gods, IS2; the
household cursed by a motheropinion of, as to the transmiin-law, mtraculousl)" healed at
gration of souls, 20o; the opin.
the shrine of St. Stephen, 49o,
ion of, that almost all animals
491.
were created by inferior gods,
Nineveh, 311; curious discrepancy
Peace, the eternal, of the saints,
243;
s
that the
between the Hebrew and Septu4o6, 4o7, the fierceness of x_ar
made declared
by the Supreme
hay eg_d
imagine as to the time fixed for
and the disquietude of men
mortal bodies, 25a¢ 505; the apthe overthrow of, in Jonah's
make towards, 4o7-4o9; the urnparentlyeonfllctingviewsof,
and
prophecy,
387: spared, 467;
versal, which the law of nature
of Porphyry, if united, might
how
the prediction
against, was
preserves, 4o9, etc.; the. behave led to the truth, 5o6.
fulfilled,
47I.
tween the heavenly and earthly Platonists, the opinions of, preferaNinus, 362.
cities, 412, etc , the, of those
ble to those of other philosoNoah, commanded by God to build
alienated from God, and the
phers, 147, etc.; their views of
an ark, 306; whether after, till
use made ot It by God's people,
phymcal philosophy, 148 , etc.;
Abraham, any family can be
419; of those who serve God m
how far they excel other phifound who lived according to
this mortal life, cannot be aplosophers in logic, or rational
God, 3o9; what was prophetlprehended
m Its perfection,
philosophy, I49 , hold the first
cally signified by the sons of?
419; of God, which passeth all
rank in moral philosophy, 149;
3o9; the nakedness of, revealed
understanding,
507.
their philosophy has come nearby Ham, but covered by Shem Peacock, the antiseptic properties of
est to the Christian faith, 15o;
and Japheth, its typical mgnifithe flesh of, 454the Christian religion above all
cance, 31o ; the generation of Peeuma, 125; Jupiter so named, i29.
their science, 15o; thought that
thesonsof,
311, etc.
Peleg, 317, 3i8.
sacred rites were to be perJVoctes Attzc¢, the, of Aulus Gelhus, Peripatetic sect, the, 152.
formed to many gods, 152; the
quoted, 167, 168.
Peripatetics, and Stoics, the opinion
opinion of, that the souls of
Numa Pompdms, the peace that exof, about mental emotions,--an
men become
demons,
17I ;
1seed during the reign of, is it
illustrative story, 167, 168.
the three qualities by which
attributable
to the gods?
46, "Perish," or, "Vanquish,"
385.
they distinguish
between the
introduces new gods, 47, etc.: Permrgist_, I9o.
nature of men and of demons,
the Romans add new gods to Persecution,
all Christians
must
172, etc.; their idea of the nonthose introduced
by, 48 ; the
suffer, 302, the benefits derived
intercourse
of celestial gods
story of finding the books of
from, 392; the " ten persecuwith men, and the need of the
respecting
the gods, and the
tions,'
393, the time of the
intercourse
of demons,
I74,
burning of the same by the
final, hidden, 394.
etc ; hold that God alone can
senate, 141, etc.; befooled by Persius, quoted, 26, 27.
bestow happiness,
I8O; have
hydromancy, 142.
Perturbations,
the three, of the
misunderstood the true worship
Numantia, 58.
souls of the wise, as admitted
of God, 182; the principles
Numitor and Amuhus, 371, 372.
by the Stoics, 267; in the soul!
which, aecording to, regulate
of the righteous, 268, etc., were
the purification of the soul, 194;
our first parents before the fall
blush to acknowledge the incarOGVGZS,
365.
free from _ 371.
nation of Christ, _99; refutation
Old Testament
Scr_tures,
caused
by Ptolemy Phfladetphus to be Peter, ridiculously feigned by the
of the notion of, that the soul
translated out of Hebrew into
heathen to have brought about
isco-eternal with God, 2o1, 2o2;
Greek, 385, 386.
by enchantment the worship of
opinion of, that angels created
Opimius_ Lucius, and the Gracchx
Christ, 394, heals the cripple
man's body, 243; refutation of
at the temple gate, 395.
the opinion of, that earthly
59.
Oracles of the gods, responses of, Petroma,
a
woman
of
rank,
miracubodies
louslv cured, 489.
492, etc.cannot inherit heaven,
respecting Christ, as related by
Porphyry, 415, etc.
Order and law, the, which obtain in
heaven, and on earth, 4IO.
Origen, the errors of, 217, 218.
"0p/zO, 4o2.
Orpheus, 368.
PAGAN ERROR.the probable cause of
the rise of, 132, 133, I63.
Paradise, man in, 272; would there
have been generation in, bad
man not sinned? 279--281; Malachi_soreference to man's state
in, 446.
Paris, the gods had no reason to be
offended with, 44Passions, the, which assail Christian
souls, 169, etc. ; which agitate
demons. I6%
Paterfamilias,
411.

Philosopi_er, origin of the name, 145.
Philosophers, the secret of theweakness of the moral precepts of,
26, the Itahc and Ionic schools
of, 145, etc.; of some who
think the separation of soul and
body not penal, 252; the discord of the opinions of, contrasted with the concord of the
canonical Scri,ptures, 384, 385.
Philosophy, Varro s enumer tlon of
the multitudinous sects of, 397399.
Phoroneus, 363.
Picus, king of Argos, 368.
" Piety," I8I.
Pirate, the apt reply of a_ to Alexander the Great, 66.
Plato, would exclude the poets from
his ideal republic, 3o, etc.; his
threefold division of philoso-

Players, excluded by the Romans
from offices of state, 28, 29.
Plays, scenic, which the gods haw
exacted from their worshippers,
78.
Pleasure,
bodily, graphically described, lO2.
Plebs, the dissensions between, and
the Patricians, 32, 33, 52 ; the
secession of, 53.
Plotinus, men, according to, le_
wretched than demons, 171; regarding enlightenment
from
above, I8I.
Plutarch, his .Life of Cato quoted_
I6,
his Life ofzVuraa, 8I.
Pluto, I39.
Ilve_ga, 259, _16o.
Poetical license, allowed
tim
Greeks, restrained by thineRomarts, 2% _9.
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Poets, the, Plato would exclude from Providence of God, the, 93, 447; not RADAGAISUS,
king of the Goths,#he
his ideal republic, 30, etc., 153;
disturbed by the wickedness of
war with, lO4.
the theological, 368.
angels or men, 282.
Rain, portentous, 62.
Pontius, Lucius, announces Sylla's Prudence, 4o2.
Rape of the Sahme women, the, 48,
victory, 38.
Psalms, the, David's concern in writ49.
"Poor,
He raiseth the, out of the
ing, 352.
Rebecca, wife of Isaac, 33o; the didunghill," 341.
Ptolemy,
Philadelphus,
causes the
vine answerrespectingthetwius
Porphyry, his views of theurgy, I85,
Hebrew Scriptures to be transin the womb of, 33o.
etc., 186, etc.; epistle of, to
lated into Greek, 385, 386.
Recentness
of man's creation, an
Anebo, 187, etc. ; as to how the Puberty, was it later among the anteanswer to those who complain
soul is purified, 194; refused to
dlluvians than it is now? 296, etc.
of, 233.
recognize Christ, I95; vacillation
Pulvillus, Marcus, lOO
Regeneration,
the laver or font of,
of, between the confesston
of Punic wars, the, the disasters suffered
487the true God and the worship of
by the Romans in, 55; the second Regulus, as an example of heroism,
demonsJ96;
the impLety of, 197;
of these, its deplorable effects,
and voluntary endurance for reso blind as not to recognize
56, etc.
hgton's sake, IO, etc. ; the virtue
the true wisdom, 198; hts era- Punishment. eternal, 452; whether it
of, far excetled that of Cato, 16.
endatmns
of Platomsm,
20o,
is possible for bodms to last for Reign of the saints with Christ for a
etc; his ignorance of the uniever in burning fire, 452; wheththousand years, 382, etc.
versal way of the soul's dehverer bodily sufferings necessarily
Religion, 18r; no true, without true
ance, 202, etc.; abjured
the
terminate m the destructton of
virtues, 418.
opinion
that souls constantly
the flesh, 452, 453; examples
Religions, false, kept up on policy,
pass away and return in cycles,
from nature to show that bodies
34I
240; his fiotion that the soul
may remain
unconsumed
and Republic, Cicero's definition of a,-must be separated
from the
alive in fire, 454; the nature of,
was tlqere ever a Roman, anbody in order to be happy, de460, etc. ; is it just that _t should
swering to ? 414, 415 ; according
molished
by Plato, 249, etc.;
last longer than the sins themto what definition could the
the conflicting opinions of Plato
selves lasted ? 462, etc ; the
Romans or others assume the
and, if united, mtght have led
greatness of the first transgrestttle of a _ 418.
to the truth, 25 o, h_s account of
sion on account of which it is Resting on the seventh day, God's,
the responses of the oracles of
due to all not within the pale of
the meamng of, 2o9
the gods concerning Christ, 415 the Saviour's grace, 463. etc.; Resututus,
presbyter
of the Cain418.
of the wicked after death, not
mensmu Church, a curious acPortents,
strange,
6_; meaning of
purgatorial,
463, 464; proporcount of, 280, 28I.
the word. 459.
tioned to the deserts of the Resurrectlon, the, of the flesh of bePossidonius,
the story of, 85.
wicked, 465; of certain persons,
bevers, to a perfection
not enPostumius, the augur, and Sylla, 38,
whodeny,466;ofthosewhothink
joyed by our first parents, 255,
39.
Prmstantius,
the strange story r e lated by, respecting his father,
37o.
Praise, the love of, why reckoned a
virtue ? 96, of the eradication of
the love of human, 97.
Prayer for the dead, 47 o.
Predicttons of Scripture, 203.
Priest, the faithful, 344
Priesthood, the, the promise to estabhsh it for ever, how to be understood, 345; of Christ, described]
in the Psalms, 355.
Proclus, Julius, 51.
Projectus, Bishop, and the miraculous cure of blind women, 488.
Proleta_ d, the, 54.
Prometheus, 364•
Promises, the, made to Abraham.
32o_-322.
Prophetic age, the, 337.
Prophetic records, the, 336.
Prophecies, the threefold meaning of
the, 338, 339; respecting Christ
and His gospel, 375, 376, 377,
379, 38oProphets, the later, 36o; of the time
when the Roman kingdom begun. 375.
Proscription, the, of Sylla, 6i.
Proserpine, x33, 135.
Protasius and Gervasius, martyrs, a
blind man healed by the bodies
of, at Milan, 485; a young man
freed from a devil by, 487.

that
the intercession
of saints
256,
secwill deliver
from, 466, and
note;
ond, 257;
425, the
426, first
427, and
Paul'sthe testiof those who think that partlclmony on, 439; utterances
of
pationof the body of Christ will
Isamh
respecting,
440, etc.;
save from, 467; of those who
some refuse to believe, while
think that Catholic baptism will
the world at large beheves,
d liver from, 467; of the opinion
481, vindicated against ridicule
that building on the "Foundathrown ortit, 493, ete ; whether
tmn" will save from, 468, of the
abortions shall have part in, 494;
opinion
that alms-giwng
will
whether infants shall have that
dehver from, 468; of those who
body in. which they would have
think that the devil will not
had fftheyhad
grown up, 494;
suffer_ 468; replies to all those
whether in the, the dead shall
who deny, 469, 472, etc., 473rl_e the same size as the Lord's
Punishments, the temporary, of this
body, 495; the saints shall be
life, 464; the object of, 465.
contormed
to the image of
Purgatorial
punishments,
445, 446,
Christ in the, 495; whether
470.
women shall retain their sex in,
Purification of heart, the, whence
496; all bodily blemishes shall
obtamedby
the saints, 194, the
be removed in, 497; the subprinciples which, according to
stance of our bodies, however
the Platonists,
regulate,
194;
disintegrated,
shall be entirely
the one true principle
which
reunited, 498; the new spiritual
alone can effect, 195.
body of, 499; the obstinacy of
Purifying puuishmen't,
the, spoken
those who impugn, while the
of by Malachi, 445world believes, 5o4. etc.
Pyrites, the Persian stone so called,
Resurrection of Christ, the, referred
456.
to in the Psalms, 255, 256.
Pyrrhus, invades Italy,--response
of Reward, the, of the saints, after the
the oracle of Apollo to, 54, cantrials of this life, 4o6.
not tempt Fabriclus, IOO.
Rhea, or Iha, mother of Romulus
Pythagoras, the founder of the Italic
and Remus, 371.
school of philosophy, 145.
Rich man, the, in hell, 462.
Righteous,
the glory of the, is in
QoEEI% the, the Church, 354i
God, 97i Quiet, the temple of, 72.
Righteous
man, the, the sufferings
]
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fell, in the Punic wars, 55, etc., Sarah's barrenness, 286; preserva.
56, etc.; Asiatic luxury introtion of the chastity of, in Egypt,
duced to, 57, when founded,
and in Gerar, 276, 328; change
372; the founder of, made a
of the name of, 327; the death
god, 482
of, 33o.
Romulus. the alleged parentage of, Satan, transforms himself into an
44, 45, no penalty exacted for
angel of light, 406. See Devil.
gods premded over _68; whether
his fratricidal act. 45, etc.; the Saturn, 69, i23, I25, and Genius,
the great extent and duration of,
death of, 51, suckled by a wolt,
thought to be really Jupiter,
should be attributed to Jove, 78.
372, made a god by Rome, 482.
12% 13o. etc. ; interpretations of
whether the worshlpof the gods Rule, equitable, 411.
the reasons for worshippiug_
has been of service in extending,
Rulers serve the society which they
133, and Picus, 368.
79; the cause ot, not fortuiton%
rule, 41o, 411.
.Saved by fire, 473.
nor attributable
to the posit_c,n
Scgevola, the pontiff, slain in the Mar.
of the stars, 84. ete ; by wh.tt -qABBATH, the perpetual, _II.
lan wars, 60, 61; distinguishes
virtues the_enlargement
of, wa_ Sabine women, the rape ot the, 31,
three kinds of gods, 78, 70.
merited, 93, etc.
48, 49
Scemc representations, the establishRoman kings, what manner of life Sack of Rome, the, by the Barbanment of, opposed
by Scipio
and death they had, 51, etc
ans, I. etc., of Troy, 3, etc.
Nasica, 2o; the obscenities of,
Roman republic, x_as there ever one Sacrifice. tha_ due to tl_e triie God
contributed tothe overthrow of
answering to Clcero's definltioa
only, Is2, the true anti perfect,
the republic, 39_ etc.
156, 127 , 159. 16o.
183; the rea_onablenessof offer- Schools of philosophers, 145, etc.
Roman% the, the folly of, in trustm
ing a _l_lble, to God, IQ2, the Sciplo Nasica, Rome's " best man,"
gods which could not defem
supreme and trile, of the Med_opposes
the "destruction
of
"1roy, 3, etc ; by what steps the
ator, 1031 nt Abraham, when
Carthage, 19, 2o; opposes scenic
passion of governing increased
he behexc_d,--_ts meamng, 324
representations,
68.
among, "o; the vices of, not cor- Sacrifices, tho_e not required
by Scripture, the obscurity of,_its
adrected by the overthrow of their
God, but enjoined for the exhivantages, 215.
city, 2I, the calamities suffered
bition of the truth, 183
Scriptures, the canonical, the authorby, before Christ, 24, etc.. 31, Sacrifices of righteousness, 446.
ltv of, 206, of the Old Testaetc., poetical license restrained
Sacristan of tlercules, a, the story
merit, translated
into Greek,
by, 27, etc ; excluded players
of, ItS.
382, 386.
from offices of state and re- Sages, the sexen, 374
Sea, the, gives up the dead which
strained the license of players, Saguntum, the destruction of, 56, 57.
are in it, 434, no more, 436.
28, 29; the gods never took any Saints, the, lose nothing in losing Sects of philosophy, the number of,
steps to prevent the republic of,
their temporal goods, 7, etc.;
according to Varro, 397-399.
from being ruined by immoraltheir consolations m captivity,
Selenite, the stone so called, 456.
ity, 36, etc.; the obscenities of
Io, cases m which the examples
Semlramis, 362.
their plays consecrated to the
of,arenot tobe followed, I7, why Seneca, Ann_ns,
recognizes
the
serviee of their gods, contributed
the enemy was permitted to inguiding will of the Supreme,
to overthrow their republic, 41,
dulge his lust on the bodies of,
b9, c_,lsures the popular woretc., exhorted to forsake pagan18, the reply of, to unbehevers,
ship of the gods, and the popuism. 41, was it desirable that
who taunted them with Christ's
lar theology, 119, I2O, what he
the empire of, should be innot having rescued them from
thought
of the Jews,
x2o,
creased by a _uccession of furiou!
the fury of their eneml_ s, 19,
12I.
warsP 47, by x_h._t r_ght they
etc.
the reward ot, after the Septuagmt,_is
it or the IIebrew
obtained their hrst wives, 48,
trials of this hfe, 4o6, the hap-I
text to be followed in computing
the wickedness
of the wars
pmess of the eternal
peace[
waged by,
which constitutes the perfection I
years
_ 293
, etc.; origin
of the,
. against the Albans
385,386;
authorityof
in relation
49, 5o, the first consuls of, 52,
of, 407, in this life, blessed in [
to the Hebrew original, 386,
etc. ; the disasters which befell in
hope, 414.
[
difference between,and the
Hebrew
text as to the days fixed
the Punic wars, 55, 56, etc.; the Salacia, 134.
[
387;
ingratitude of to Smplo, the Salamander, the, 454.
by Jonah for the destruction of
conqueror of Hannibal, 57; the baUust, quoted. 4, 31, 32, 44, 47,
Nineveh, 387, 388.
internal disasters which vexed
5o, 53, 94, 95, I24. 362.
Servitude introduced by sin, 411.
the republic, 58, etc.; multiplied Salt, the. of Agrlgentum, the pecu- Servius Tullius, the foul murder of,
gods for small and ignoble purhar quahties of. 455.
52.
poses, 68, to what profits they Samnites, the, defeated by the Ro- Seth and Cain, headsof two lines of
carried on war, and how far to
roans, 53.
descendants, 298 , relation of the
the well-being of the conquered,
Samothraclans, the mysteries of the,
former to Christ, 299.
98; dominion gr.mted to, by the
139
Seven, the number, 223, 341.
providence of God, lO2
Samuel. the address of, to Saul on Seventh day, the, 223.
Rome, the sack of, by the Barbahis disobedience, 346, etc., sets Severus, bishop of Milevis, 455.
rians, I; the evils inflicted on
up a stone of memorial, 347.
Sex, shall it be restored in the resurthe Christians m the sack of,-- Saul, spared by David, 345, 346,
rection ? 239.
why permitted, 18; the iniquities
forfeits the kingdom, 346, 347- Sexual intercourse, 276; in the antepractised in the palmiest days i Sanctity,
the, of the body, not
diluvian age, 296, etc.
of_ 32, etc ; the corruption
violated bv the violence of an- Shem, 309, the sons of, 3II; the
which has grown up in, before
other's lust, 12, 13.
genealogy of, 316, etc.
Christianity,
33, etc , Cicero's Sancus, or Sangus, a Sabine god, Sibyl, the Cumeean, I97; the Eryopmmn of the republic of, 35;
371.
threean, i98 , and nOte, 373.
frost and snow incredibly severe Sarah, and Hagar, and their sons,-Sybilline books, the, 55_ and not¢_
at, 55 ; calamities which bethe typical significance of, 285.
372.
of, described in the Book of
Wisdom, 357, etc.
Rites, sacred, of the gods, It6.
Rituals of false gods, instituted by
kings of Greece, from the exodus
of Israel downward, 366, 367.
Roman empire, the, which of the
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Sicyon, the kingdom and kings of,
the soul of the wise man, 267,
362, 363, 37I.
etc. ; the belief of, as to the
Silvann.% the god_ 117.
gods1384; suicide permittigt by,
Silvli_ 371.
402, 403.
Simplicianns,
bishop of Milan, his Strong man, the, 426.
reminiscence of the saying of a Substance, the, of the people of
certain Platonist, 2o0.
God, 35o.
Sin, should not be sought to be ob- Suicide, comnutted through fear of
viated by sin, 17; should not be
dishonor or of punishment,
12;
sought to be shunned by a volunChristians have no authority for
tary death, I8; had not its origin
committing, under any circumin God, hut in the will of the i
stances, 14;
can never
be
creature, 214; not caused by the i
prompted to, by magnammity,
flesh, but by the soul, 263; ser- !
I5; the example of Cato in revitude introduced by, 411.
lation to, 16; should it be reSins, how cleansed, 194.
sorted to, to avoid sin ? 18;
Six, the perfection of the number,
permttted by the Stoics, 402,
222.
4o3.
Slave, when the word, first occurs Sun, the, stayed in its course by
in Scripture; its meaning, 411.
Joshua, 459.
Social llfe, disturbed by many dis- Superstition, 80.
tresses, 403, etc.
Sylla, the deeds of, 38, 39; and
Socrates, a sketch of,--his philosoMarms, the war between, 6o.
phy, I45, 146; thegod or demon Sylva, 45.
of_ the book of Apuleius con- Symmachus, 24, and note.
eerniug, I53, 154Sodom, the region of, 46o.
TARQUINIUS. Priseus, or Superbus,
Solomon, books written by, and the
his barbarous murder
of his
prophecies
they contain, 357,
father-m-law.
51; the expulsion
etc.; the kings after, both of
of, from Rome. 52.
Israel and Judah, 358.
Tatius, Titus, introduces new gods,
Son of GOd, but one by nature, 464.
76.
Sons of God, the, and daughters of Tellus, 69; the surnames of, and
men, 3o2, etc.; not angels_ 3o3,
their significance, I36.
etc.
Temperance,
4o2.
Soranus, Valerius, I3o.
Ten kings, the, 443.
Soul, the immortal, 121; the way of Terah, the emtgration of, from Ur
its deliverance,
202; created in
of the Chaldees, 318; the years
the image of God, 241; Poro
of_ 3x9.
phyry_s notmn that its blessedTerence, quoted, 27.
hess requires separation
from Terentius, a certain, finds the books
the body, demolished by Plato,
of Numa Pompflius, 14I.
249; the separatmn of, and the Terminus, 77, 8o; and Janus, 126.
body, considered by some not Thales,
the founder of the Ionic
to be penal, 252.
school of philosophy, I45.
Soul of the world, God not the, 71; Theatrical
exhibitions,
publish the
Varro's opimon of_ examined,
shame of the gods. 27; the oh126.
scemtles of, contributed to overSouls, rational, the opinion that there
throw the repubhc, 41.
are three kinds of, I53, I54; Theodorus,
the Cyrenmn
philosthe, of men, according to the
opher, his reply to Lysimachus,
Platomsts, become demons, I7I ;
9, note.
views of the transmigration
of, Theodosius, the faith and piety of,
2oo, 2oi; not co-eternal with
lO5, etc.
God, 2oi; do not return from Theologacal poets, 368.
blessedness to labor and misery, Theology, Varro's threefold division
after certain periodic revoluof, 112-115.
tions, 239.
Oeo_fleta, 18I.
_ppoeb_.
402.
Theurgy, 185, etc., 186, etc.
Speuslppus, x52.
Thousand years, the, of the Book of
Spirit, 259, "16o.
Revelatton,
426; the reign of
Spiritual body, the, of the saints, in
the saints with Christ during,
the resurreetton, 499429, etc.
Stars, the supposed influetxc.e of, on Threats employed against the gods
kingdoms, births, etc., 84, 85,
to compel their aid_ 188.
86; some, called by the names Opr/_Ke_a,18x.
of gods, I3O, etc.
Titon, the island of, 456.
Stephen, St., miracles wrought by Time, 208.
the relics of, and at the shrine Time, times, and a half time, 443of, 488, 489, 49o.
Times and seasons, the hidden, 394.
Stoics, t_pinions of, about mental Titus, Latinius, x53.
emotions, _67_ etc.; the three Torquatus, slays his victorious son,
Imrt_bationsadmttted
by, in
9c_.

Transformations,
strange, of men,
369; what we should believe respecting, 370
Transgression, the first, the greathess of, 422.
Transmigration of souls, the Platonic
views of, emended by Porphyry,
2oo, 2ol
" Tree of life, the, the days of,"
447.
Trimty, the, 195; further explained,
2Io, 21I; further statements of,
--indications of, scattered everywhere among the works of God,
218; indications of, in philosophy, 219, 22o_ the image of,
in human nature, 22o.
Troy, the gods unable to afford an
asylum during the sack of, 3;
were the gods justified in permitting the destruction of ? 44,
etc.
Truth, the sad results where it is
hidden, 404, etc.
Tullus Hostilius, 51, 52.
Twelve thrones, 424.
Twenty Martyrs, the_ how a tailor
got a new coat by praying at
the shrine of, 488.
Twins, on the difference
of the
health, etc., of, 85; of different
sexes, 88.
UNBAPTIZED, the, saved through the
confession of Christ, 248.
Unbehef of the Jews, the, foretold,
356.
Unity, the, of the human race, 241,
etc.
Universe, the beauty of the, 214.
a persecutor_ 393Valentiman.
protected
by Theodosins, lO5, a confessor, 393Valerius, Marcus, Ioo.
Varro_ his oplmon of the utility of
men feigning themselves to be
the offspring of gods, 44; boasts
of having conferred the knowledge of the worship of the gods
on the Romans, 75; what he
thought of the gods of the nations, ilO; his book concerning
the antiquities
of divine and
human things,
III, etc.; his
threefold
division of theology
into fabulous, natural, and ctvil,
I12, etc.; the opinion of, that
God is the soul of the world,
i26, _28, pronounces his own
opinions
respecting
the gods
uncertain, 132; holds the earth
to be a goddess, I34, etc. ; his
doctrine of the gods not selfconsistent,
139; assigns
the
reason why Athens
was so
called, 365_ the opinion of,
about the name of Areopagns,
365, 366; what he relates of the
strange transformations of men,
369, etc.; on the number of
philosophical
sects,
397-40o,
etc; in reference to a celestial
VALENS,
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portent, 459; his story of the Virtus, the goddess, 124, I25.
Vestal virgin falsely accused, Vision, the beatific, 5o7-5o 9.
493; hiswork on The O_ig_nof
Vulcan, 131.
gke Roman People, quoted m
relation to the Palingeneay, 506. WARFARE,
the Christian, 465.
Vaticanus, 7o.
Wars, against the Albans, 49; with
Venilia, 134.
Pyrrhus, 54; the tMmc, 55,
Venus, a peculiar candelabrum in a
etc, 56, etc.; the civil, of the
temple of, 456, 457.
Gracchi, 59; the civil, between
Venus, the planet, a strange prodMarius and Svlla, 6o, etc ; the
igy that occurred to, 459.
Gothic and (_allic 61; severe
Vesta, 69, 70, 131.
mad frequent, before the adVestal virgin, a, to prove her innovent of Christ, 61, the duracence, carries water in a seive
tion of various, lO3; with Radfrom the Tiber, 493agalsus, lO4; the miseries of,
Vestal virgins, the punishment
of
405 •
those caught in adultery, 45.
Waters, the separatton of the, 225.
Vice, not nature, contrary to God, Wicked, the, the ills _hich alone
and hurtful, 227.
are feared by, 43; God makes a
Vicissitudes of hfe, the, on what degood use of, 392; going out to
pendent, 37, etc.
see the punmhment
of, 442;
Victorza. the goddess, 72; ought she
the end of, 420; and the good,
to be worshipped
as well as
one event befalls, _, 422, the
connectmn of, and the good
Jove_ 73.
Virgil, quoted, 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 37, 42,
together, 6
44, 48, 5o, 94, 127, 128, 138, Wickedness, not a flaw of nature
156, 157, 181, 193, r98, 2Ol,
471.
264, 368, 444, 457, 463, 471.
Will, the consent of, to an evil deed
Virgin MarT, the. 354
makes the deed evil, 12, ts 1t
Virgins, the vmlation of, by force,
ruled by necesslty_ 92; the enedoes not contaminate, 12.
mies of God are so by, 227, 229;
• Virtue and Faith, honored by the
no efficient cause of an evil, 23o;
Romans with temples, 73.74;
the misdirected love by which tt
the Romans ought to have been
fell away from the immutable to
content wtth, and Fehcxty, 74;
the mutable good, _3o; whether
the war waged by, 354.
the angels received their good,
Virtues, as disgraceful tomakethem
fromGod, 231; the character of,
serve human glory as to serve
makes the affections of the soul
bodily pleasure, IO2; true, necright or wrong, 266, etc., free
essarv to true religion, 418, 419.
in the state of perfect fehctty,
Virtumnus and Sentinus, 123.
5Ib.

613
Will

of God, the eternal and tinchangeable 480.
Wisdom, described in the Book of
Proverbs, 358.
Wisdom, the Book of, a prophecy of
Christ in, 357.
Wives, how the Romans obtahaed
their first, 48.
Woman, shall she retain her r,ex in
the resurrection? 495; the formation of, from a rib of sleeping
Adam, a type, 496.
World, the) not eternal, 206; the infinite ages before, not to be
comprehended,
2o7; and time,
had both one beginning
2o8;
falseness of the history which
ascribes many thousand yearsto
the past existence
of, 232; of
those who hold a plurality of
worlds, 233;predietlonsresl_eting the end of, 444, etc.
Worlds without end, or ages of ages,
238, etc.
Wonders, lying, 484.
Worm, the, that dieth not, 443, 461.
Worshipof GOd, distinction between
latHa and dulia, I8o, I8I) I82,
etc.
i XENOCRATES_
152,
in the time of the antediluvlans, 292, etc., 295, etc.; in
the words_ "their days shall be
an hundred and twenty years,"
305, etc , the thousand, of the
Book of Revelation,
426; the
three and a half, of the Book of
Revelation, 443.
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INDEXOF SUBJECTS.
ABgOLUTEright and wrong, treated
of, 562.
Affections, change of, the way to
heaven, 527.
Aids to interpreting
Scripture history, 549; mechanical arts and
dialectics as, 55o
Ambiguity, rules for removing, 557,
558.
Ambrose, examples of style from,
59o, etc.
Amos, examples of eloquence from,
58o.
Antony, a monk who committed the
Scriptures to memory, 519.
Astrologers, superstition of, 545.

Devils
arrange
the language
of
omens, 547Dialectics,
use of, in interpreting
Scripture, 55o.
Difficult passages,
how and with
whom to discuss, 58I.
Discourses
of others, when they
may be preached, 596.
Divination,
why we reject acts of,
546.
EGYPTIANS, spoiling of the, typical
import of, 554
Eloquence, the rules of, are true,
though somenmes used to persuade men of what is false, 552;
of the sacred writers is umted
with wisdom, 577.
Enjoyment, distincnon between, and
use, 523; of man, 532-

BODY_love of one's, 528; the resurreetion, wholly subject to the
spirit, 529.
Bondage, to the letter, 559, etc.; to
signs, 56o.
FAITr L strengthened by the resurrection and ascension of Christ, and
CANONICALBOOKS, list of, 538.
stimulated
by his coming to
Circumstantial considerations, 564.
judgment, 526.
Charms to be avoided by Christians,
Figuratlve
expressions
not to be
55o.
taken hterally, 559; how to disChild of grace, mature, 534.
cern whether a phrase is figuraChrist. purges the Church by afltictire, 560 ; interpretation
of,
tion, 526; opens the way to our
561,etc.; variation of figure,566.
home, 527; is the first way to Flesh, no man hates his own, exGod, 532.
pounded, 528, etc.
Christian
teacher,
duty of, 576,
581.
GENTILES, useless bondage of the, to
Church, the, purged by afflictions,
the letter, 559.
526; the keys gtven to, 527.
God, m what sense ineffable, and
Cicero, on rhetoric, 576, 577; on
what all men understand by the
style, 583, 586; on the aim of
term, 524; is unchangeable wisan orator, 583.
dora, 524; is alone to be loved
Claudian's description of Neptune,
for his own sake, 528; uses
559.
rather than enjoys man, 531.
Commands, rules for interpreting,
God, wisdom of, how He came to us
563.
and healed man, 525, 526.
Crime as distinguished
from vice,
56L
HEARERS, to be moved as well as
instructed,
583.
DAVID, not lustful though he fell History, to what extent an aid in
into adultery, 565.
interpreting
Scripture, 549.
Death, not destruction but change,
Holy life, power of, m a teacher,
527 595.
Definition, the science of, not false, Hope, a buttress of faith, 526.
See
but may be applied to falsities,
Faith.
552.
[-Iuman institutions,
superstitious

nature of, 545; of those not
superstitious,
some convement
and necessary, 548
Humility essential to the study of
Scripture, 555.
IDIo_ts, how to attain a knowledge
of, 542
Ineffable, in what sense God m, 524.
Inference, logical, how vahd, 55I.
Interpretation
of Scripture, rules for,
519-521; dependson two things,
understanding
and
making
known ltq meaning, 522; dangers of mistaken, 533; a diversity of, useful, 54o; how faulty,
can be emended, 54_; figures,
56I, etc.; sayings and doings
ascribed to God and the saints,
562;commandsandprohibitions,
563; sins of great men, 565; obscure passages to be interpreted
by clearer, 566, passages
SUSceptible of various interpretanons, 567; rules of Tichonius
the Donatist, 568-573.
Israel, the spiritual, 571.
Itala, the, to be preferred to other
Latin versions, 542.
JEws, bondage of, to the letter, and
how liberated
therefrom,
559,
etc.
KEYs, the, given to the Church, 527.
Knowledge, a step to wmdom, 537;
from a profane source, not to
be despised, 544LAI_GUAGES, knowledge of, useful,
539, 543.
Learning, what branches of, are useful to a Christian, 553.
Letter, the, killeth, expounded, 559.
etc.
Logical sequence, valid, not devised,
but only observed by man, 55I.
Lot, the, for deciding whom to aid,
53o.
Love to God and our neighbor, inoludes love to ourselves,
529;
the order of, 53o; never faileth,
533, its import, 561.
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Punctuation, ambiguities of, 556.
Purificauon of soul, necessary in
MECHANICAL
ARTS
contributory to
order to see God, 525.
exegetics, 55o.
Pythagoras, not prior to the Hebrew
Men, ministry of, employed for
Scriptures, 549.
teaching and administering sacrasaents, 52o.
RHgrORIC, use of, 552; what use a
Muses, the nine, legend of their
Christian is to make of the art,
origin, 544.
575, etc.; _t is better to listen
to and _mltate eloquent men
NATURAL SCIENCE, an exegetical
than attend teachers of, 576.
aid, 549.
Neighbor, who is our, 53o; love to SCRIPTURE, rules for interpretation
our, 533.
of, 519, 53.9, 567, 568, its fu]_
Neptune, described by Claudian,56o.
fillment and end is the love of
Number, the science of, not created
God and our neighbor, 532; use
but only discovered by man. 553.
of the obseuritles in, 537; in
Numbers, the mystical, 543, 57I.
what splrtt to be studied, 539,
553,555; compared with profane
O_ENS, how far of force, and the
authors, 555; what it enjoins
and asserts, 561, See Interpart devils have in them. 547.
pretations,
Orator, almofthe,
583, 594.
Septuagint, the authority of. 542,etc.
Sagns, as distinguished from things,
PAUL, example of eloquence from,
523; nature and variety of, 535,
577, etc.
etc.; when unknown and amPerspicuity, 582.
biguous, they prevent Scrzpture
Persuasiveness, 594.
from being understood,
539,
Philosophers,
heathen, what they
knowledge of languages, eshave said rightly to be appropnpecially of Greek and ttehrew
ted to our uses, 554.
necesqarv to remove ignorance
Plato, was in Egypt when Jeremiah
of, 54o, etc , conventional, 536,
was there, 549547
Prayer, ability to read granted in Solecmm, _hat It is. 54L
answer to, 52o; to be engaged Solomon, gave way to lust, 565.
in before preaching, 584, 597
Stars, folly of observing the, in
Preaching the d_scourses of others,
order to predict the events of a
when permissible, 596.
life, 546
Prohibitions,
rules for *nterpreting,
Style, necessity for perspicmty of,
563.
582, etc , threefold dtwsJonof-Pronuncmtion,
how it serves to remajesUc, quiet, temperate, 586;
move ambigmty, 557.
to be different on different oc-

6I 9
e_sions,
587 ; examples of,
from Scripture, 588; from Ambro6e or Cyprian, 59o; necessity
of variety in, 593; effects of the
different styles, 593, etc.
Superstitious nature of human institution_ 545, etc.
T_,cttm_, the true, made by God,
yet human directions for, are
not to be despised, 585; power
of a holy hfe In, 595.
Terence, quoted, 553.
Thing, what a, is, 523.
Tichonius the Donatlst, rules of, for
interpreting Scripture, 568-573.
Translations, usefulness of comparrag, 54o; preference among, to
be given to the Latin, ltala,
and the Greek Septuagint, 542,
Trimty, the, true object of enjoyment, 524.
Tropes, knowledgeof,neeessary,567"
Truth, 552, 596.
USE, different from enjoyment, ,23;
what, God makes of us, 53I._
VARRO, on the nine Muses, 544.
Vice,as distinguished from crime,561
WICKED MEN, judge
others by
themselves, 564
Wlsdom,unchaugeable, 524; stepsto_
537, 576.
Word, the, made flesh, 526. Set
Christ.
Words, hold the chief place among
signs, 536; have specml meanings, 566; strife about, expounded, 596.
Writing, origin of, 536.
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